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bla, nor In all cases some of the other proceedings set forth In lhe above table, and deacribed or reported In 
the cot'nmtssion'B Decisions and the Commission publication entitled "Statutes and Decisions--1914-
1929," which also Includes cases here Involved up to 1930. 

Said publication (hereinafter referred to as "S. & D.") also Includes Clayton Act casea bearing on those 
sections or said Act administered by the Commission during the aforesaid period, but In which Commission 
was not a party. 

• Interlocutory order. See also S. & D. 721. 
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Artloom Corp. v. National Better Business Bu- (D. C.), footnote, 15-597. 
reau, et al. 

48 F. (2d) 897. 
Aviation Institute of U.S. A., Inc _____________ (C. A. of D. C.) 21-1219. 
Ayer, Harriet Hubbard, Inc.s __________________ (C. C. A.) 1(}-754. 

15 F. (2d) 274. 
Balme, PauL·------------------------------ (C. C. A.) 11-717. 

23 F. (2d) 615. 
Baltimore Grain Co., et aL.------------------ (D. C.) 5-578; (S. C.) 8-632. 

284 Fed. 886; 267 U. S. 586 (45 S. Ct. 461). 
Baltimore Paint & Color Works, Inc ___________ (C. C. A.) 14-675. 

41 F. (2d) 474. 
Basic Products Co ___________________________ (D. C.) 3-542. 

260 Fed. 472. 
Battle Creek Appliance Co., Ltd _______________ (C. C. A.) 21-1220. 
Bayuk Cigars, Inc ___________________________ (C. C. A.) 14-679 (footnote), 

708. 
Beech-Nut Packing Co.' ______________________ (C. C. A.) 2-556; (S.C.) 4-583. 

264 Fed. 885; 257 U.S. 441 (42 S. Ct. 150). 
Bene & Sons, Inc., John ______________________ (C. C. A.) 7-612. 

299 Fed. 468. 
Berkey & Gay Furniture Co., et aL ____________ (C. C. A.) 14-679. 

42 F. (2d) 427. 
Bethlehem Steel Co _________________________ (D. C.) (S. C. of D. C.), foot-

note, 3-543. 
Bonita Co., The, et al___________ _ _ ______ (C. C. A.) 22-1149. 

84 F. (2d) 910. 
Bradley, James J ___________________ ----- _ (C. C. A.) 12-739. 

31 F. (2d) 569. 
Break stone, Samuel6 ---- ___ ~ _________________ (C. C. A.), "Memoranda", 2(}-

Brown Fence & Wire Co _____________________ _ 
64 F. (2d) 934. 

Butterick Co., et al.e ________________________ _ 

4 F. (2d) 910. 
Butteriek Publishing Co., et aL.--------------

85 F. (2d) 522. 
Canfield Oil Co ___________________ ----------

274 Fed. 571. 

745. 
(C. C. A.) 17-680. 

(S. C. of D. C.) footnote, 3-542, 
(C. C. A.) 8-602. 

(C. C. A.) 23-1384. 

(C. C. A.) 4-542. 

Cannon v. U. 8------------------------------ (C. C. A.) footnote, 11-677. 
19 F. (2d) 823. 

Carey Mfg. Co., Philip, et aL.. (C. C. A.) 12-726. 
29 F. (2d) 49. 

Cassoff, L. F ..•. _ ------------------------- (C. C. A.) 13-612. 
38 F. (2d) 790. 

Chamber of Commerce of :Minneapolis, et aJ.7 ___ (C. C. A.) 4-604, 1(}-687. 
280 Fed. 45; 13 F. (2d) 673. 

Chase & Sanborn (Moir, John, ct al.) 8 _. ________ (C. C. A.) 10 674. 
12 F. (2d) 22. 

1 For Interlocutory order see "Memoranda," 20-744 or B. & D. 720. 
1 For order or Circuit Court or Appeals on mandate, see "Memoranda," 20-741 or B. & D. 189. 
I Interlocutory order. Bee B. & D. 722. 
I For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-743 or B. & D. 716. 
1 For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-744 or B. & D. 719. 
1 For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-744 or B. & D. 718. 
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Chicago Portrait Co ________________________ _ 

4 F. (2d) 759. 
Civil Service Training Bureau, Inc ____________ _ 

79 F. (2d) 113. 
Claire Furnace Co., et al.o ___________________ _ 

285 Fed. 936; 274 U.S. 160 (47 S. Ct. 553). 

Consolidated Book Publishers, Inc ___ ----------
53 F. (2d) 942. 

Counter Freezer Manufacturers, National Associ-
ation of, et al. 

Cox, S. E. J- - - - - • ---- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -

Crancer, L. A., et aL------ _______ • _________ _ 
Cream of Wheat Co.10 ________________ • ______ _ 

14 F. (2d) 40. 
Cubberley, U. S. ex. reL __ • ____ • _________ • __ _ 

Curtis Publishing Co ___ ----------------------
270 Fed. 881; 260 U.S. 568. 

Dodson, J. G _______________________ _ 

Dollar Co., The Robert_ ___ ·----------~~~~~~~ 

Douglas Fir Exploitation & Export Co. ______ ._ 

Eastman Kodak Co., et aL __________________ _ 
7 F. (2d) 994; 274 U.S. 619 (47 S. Ct. 688). 

Edwin Cigar Co., Inc _______________________ _ 

Electric Bond & Share Co. (Smith, A. E., et al.) __ 
34 F. (2d) 323; 1 F. Supp. 247. 

Evans Fur Co., et al_ _______________________ _ 

88 F. (2d) 1008. 
Fairyfoot Products Co ______________________ _ 

80 F. (2d) 684 
F. A. Martoccio Co. (Hollywood Candy Co.) ___ _ 

87 F. (2d) 561. 
Fluegelman & Co., Inc., N ___________________ _ 

37 F. (2d) 59. 
Flynn & Emrich Co----------·---------------

52 F. (2d) 836. 
Fox Film Corp ______________ • __ • ___ -.-_-_---

296 Fed. 353. 
Fruit Growers' Express, Inc __________________ _ 

274 Fed. 205; 261 U. S. 629 (42 S. Ct. 518). 
Garment Mfrs. Assn., Inc., et aL--------------

(C. C. A.) 8-597. 

(C. C. A.) 21-1197. 

(S. C. of ·D. C.) footnotes, 3-
543, 4-539; (C. A. of D. C.) 
5-584; (S. C.) 11-655. 

(C. C. A.) 15-637. 

(S. C. of D. C.) 22-1137. 

(C. C. A.), "Memoranda," 
20-7~9. 

(C. C. A.), footnote, 20-722. 
(C. C. A.) 10-724. 

(S. C. of D. C.) footnote, 
18-663. 

(C. C. A.) 3-579; (S. C.) 5-599. 

(C. C. A.) 2o-737. 
(C. C. A.), footnote, 16-684; 

"Memoranda," 2o-739. 
(S. C. of D. C.), footnote, 

3-539, "Memoranda," 2o-
741. 

(C. C. A.) 9-642; (S. C.) 
11-669. 

(C. C. A.) 2o-740. 
(D. C.) 13-563, 17-637. 

(C. C. A.) 24-1600. 

(C. C. A.) 21-1224. 

(C. C. A.) 24-1608. 

(C. C. A.) 13-602. 

(C. C. A.) 15-625. 

(C. C. A.) 7-589. 

(C. C. A.) 3-628; footnote, 
6-559. 

(S. C. of D. C.); footnote, 18-
663. 

George Ziegler Co ___________ --.--------.---. (C. C. A.) 24-1625. 
90 F. (2d) 1007. 

' For final decree or Supreme Court or the District or Columbia, see "Memoranda," 3-M2 et seq., or 8. & 
D.l90. 

to For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-744, or 8. & D. 720. 
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Good-Grape Co ____________________________ _ 

45 F. (2d) 70. 
Grand Rapids Varnish Co.u __________________ _ 

41 F. (2d) 996 .. 
Gratz, et aL _______________________________ _ 

258 Fed. 314; 253 U. S. 421 (40 S. Ct. 572). 
Guarantee Veterinary Co., et aL _____________ _ 

285 Fed. 853. 

(C. C. A.) 14-695. 

(C. C. A.) 13-580. 

(C. C. A.) 1-571, 2-545; (S. C.) 
2-564. 

(C. C. A.) 5-567. 

Gulf Refining Co. et a!. (Sinclair Refining Co. (C. C. A.) 4-552; (S. C.) 6-587. 
et a!.). 

276 Fed. 686; 261 U.S. 463 (43 S. Ct. 450). 
Hall, James 13., Jr ___________________________ (C. C. A.) 20-740. 

67 F. (2d) 993. 
Hammond Lumber Co _______________________ (C. C. A.); footnote, 16-684; 

"Memoranda," 20-739. 
Hammond, Snyder & Co _____________________ (D. C.) 5-578; (S.C.) 8-632. 

284 Fed. 886; 267 U. S. 586 (45 S. Ct. 461). 
Harriet Hubbard Ayer, Inc---~--------------- (C. C. A.) 10-754. 

15 F. (2d) 274. 
Heuser, Herman _____________________________ (C. C. A.) 8-628. 

4 F. (2d) 632. 
Rills Bros---------------------------------- (C. C. A.) 10-653. 

9 F. (2d) 481. 
Ilires Turner Glass Co _______________________ (C. C. A.) 21-1207. 

81 F. (2d) 362. 
Hoboken White Lead & Color Works, Inc ______ (C. C. A.) 14-711, 18-663. 

67 F. (2d) 551. 
Hoffman Engineering Co _____________________ (C. C. A.) 21-1221. 

Holloway & Co., M. J., et aL---------------- (C. C. A.) 22-114:1. 
84 F. (2d) 910. 

Hollywood Candy Co. (F. A. Martoccio Co.) ___ (C. C. A.) 24-1608. 
87 F. (2d) 561. 

Hughes, Inc., E. Griffiths _____________________ (C. A. of D. C.) 17-660, 2Q-
63 F. (2d) 362. 73·1. 

Hurst & Son, T. C--------------------------- (D. C.) _3-565. 
268 Fed. 874. 

Ice Cream Manufacturers, International Associa- (S. C. of D. C.) 22-1137. 
tion of, et al. 

Indiana Quartered Oak Co ____________________ (C. C. A.) 12-721, 16-683. 
26 F. (2d) 340; 58 F. (2d) 182. 

Inccto, Inc--------------------------------- (C. C. A.) 18-705,20-722. 
70 F. (2d) 370. 

International Association of Ice Cream Manu- (S. C. of D. C.) 22-1137. 
facturcrs, et al. 

International Shoe Co.•' _____________________ _ 

29 F. (2d) 518; 280 U.S. 291 (50S. Ct. 89). 
Ironized Yeast Co __________________________ _ 

Johnson Candy Co., Walter II----------------
78 F. (2d) 717. 

(C. C. A.) 12-732 (S. C.) 13-
593. 

(C. C. A.) 20-737. 
(C. C. A.) 21-1195. 

II For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-746 or S. & D. 724. 
II For Interlocutory order, Itt "Memoranda," 20-746 or B. & D. 722. 
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Jones Co., Inc., H. C~~~~~~~----------------
284 Fed. 886; 267 U.S. 586 (45 S. Ct. 461). 

Juvenile Shoe Co----------------------------
289 Fed. 57. 

Kay, Abbott E_ ----------------------------
35 F. (2d) 160. 

Kelley, James ______ ~---_--------------------
87 F. (2d) 1004. 

Keppel & Bro., Inc., R. F ___ -----------------
63 F. (2d) 81; 291 U.S. 304; (54 S. Ct. 423). 

J(inney-Rome Co _______ ----- ___ -------------
275 Fed. 665. 

(D. C.) 5-578; (S. C.) 8-632. 

(C. C. A.) 6-594. 

(C. C. A.) 13-575. 

(C. C. A.) 24-1617. 

(C. C. A.) 17-651; (S. C.) 18-
684. 

(C. C. A.) 4-546. 

Kirk & Co., Jas. S., et al.13 ____________________ (C. C. A.) 16-671. 
59 F. (2d) 179. 

Kirschmann Hardwood Co ____________ --------

!Gesner, Alfred (Shade Shop, etc.) ____________ _ 
6 F. (2d) 701; 274 U.S. 145 (47 S. Ct. 557); 

25 F. (2d) 524; 280 U. S. 19 (50S. Ct. 1). 
Kobi & Co., J. W."--------------------------

23 F. (2d) 41. 
Leavitt, Louis I& ____________________________ _ 

16 F. (2d) 1019. 
Lee Co., George H _________________________ --

(C. C. A.); footnote, 16-684; 
"Memoranda," 20-739. 

(C. A. of D. C.) 9-650, (S. C.) 
11-661; rc. A. of D. C.) 
12-717; (S. C.) 13-581. 

(C. C. A.) 11-713. 

(C. C. A.) 11-635, 21-1228. 

(C. C. A.) "Memoranda," 20-
722. 

Lee, U. S. v. (Sherwin et a.l. v. U. S.) ___________ (D. C.) (C. C. A.); footnote, 
290 Fed. 517; 297 Fed. 704 (affirmed 268 

U.S. 369; 45 S. Ct. 517). 
Lesinsky Co., H-----------------------------

277 Fed. 657. 
Lighthouse Rug Co _________________________ _ 

35 F. (2d) 163. 
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co ______________________ _ 

299 Fed. 733. 
Lorillard Co., P ~ _______ ----- _______________ _ 

283 Fed. 999; 264 U.S. 298 (44 S. Ct. 336). 
MacFadden Publications, Inc.1o ______________ _ 

37 F. (2d) 822. 
Maisel Trading Post, Inc ____________________ _ 

77 F. (2d) 246, 79 F. (2d) 127, 84 F. (2d) 768. 
Maison PicheL ____________ ---- ________ ------
Maloney Oil & Mfg. Co. (Sinclair Refining Co. 

etal.). 
276 Fed. 686; 261 U. S. 463 (43 S. Ct. 450). 

Marietta Mfg. Co _______ --_--_--------------
50 F. (2d) 641. 

Martoccio Co., F. A. (Hollywood Candy Co.) __ _ 
87 F. (2d) 561. 

6-559. 

(C. C. A.) 4-595. 

(C. C. A.) 13-587. 

(C. C. A.) 7-603. 

(D. C.) 5-558, (S. C.) 7-599. 

(C. A. of D. C.) 13-605. 

(C. C. A.) 20-725, 21-1212, 
23-1381. 

(D. C.) footnote, 18-663. 
(C. C. A.) 4-552; (S.C.) 6-587. 

(C. C. A.) 15-613. 

(C. C. A.) 24-1608. 

11 For Interlocutory order, Itt "Memoranda," :»--746 or 8. & D. 723. 
14 For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," :»--745 or 8. & D. 721. 
II For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," :»--744 or 8. & D. 721, 
II For order of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, denying petition for writ of mandamus 

etc., see "Memoranda," :»--742 or 8. & D. 704. 
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Masland Duraleather Co., et al_ ______________ _ 
34 F. (2d) 733. 

Maynard Coal Co.l7 _________________________ _ 

22 F. (2d) 873. 
McLean & Son, A., et aL.--------------------

84 F. (2d) 910. 
Mennen Co.1s ______________________________ _ 

288 Fed. 774. 
Miller, Ward J. (Amber-Ita) _________________ _ 
Millers National Federation, et al_ ___________ _ 

23 F. (2d) 968; 47 F. (2d) 428. 

Mills Novelty Co. et aJ., U. S. ex reL _________ _ 
Minneapolis, Chamber of Commerce of, et ai. 1V __ 

280 Fed. 45; 13 F. (2d) 673. 

(C. C. A.) 13-567. 

(S. C. of D. C.) 3-555, 6-575; 
(C. A. of D. C.) 11-698. 

(C. C. A.) 22-1149. 

(C. C. A.) 6-579. 

(C. C. A.) 21-1223. 
(S. C. of D. C.) 10-739 (C. A. 

of D. C.) 11-705 (S. C. D. 
C.) 14-675 (footnote); (C. A. 
of D. C.) 14--712. 

(S. C. of D. C.) 22-1137. 
(C. C. A.) 4-604, 10-687. 

Mishawaka Woolen Mfg. Co __________________ (C. C. A., S.C.) 5-557. 
283 Fed. 1022; 260 U. S. 748 (43 S. Ct. 247). 

M. J. Holloway & Co., et aL _________________ (C. C. A.) 22-1149. 
84 F. (2d) 910. 

Moir, John, et al. (Chase_& Sanborn)2o _________ (C. C. A.) 10-674. 
12 F. (2d) 22. 

Morrissey & Co., Chas. T., etc ________________ (C. C. A.) 14-716. 
47 F. (2d) 101. 

National Association of Counter Freezer Manu- (8. C. of D. C.) 22-1137. 
facturers et al. 

National Biscuit Co.21 _______________________ _ 

299 Fed. 733; 18 F. Supp. 667. 
National Harness Mfrs. Assn _________________ _ 

261 Fed. 170; 268 Fed. 705. 

(C. C. A.) 7-603; (D. C.) 24-
1618. 

(C. C. A.) 4-539, 3-570. 

National Silyer Co ___________________________ (C. C. A.) 24-1627. 
8_8 _F: (2d) 425. 

New Jersey Asbestos Co ______________________ (C. C. A.) 2-553. 

264 Fed. 509. 
Non-Plate Engraving Co •• ------------------- (C. C. A.) 15-597. 

49 F. (2d) 766. 
Norden Ship Supply Co., Inc., et al. (.Winslow (C. C. A.) 4-578. 

et al.). 
277 Fed. 206. 

Northam Warren Corp ____________ -----_- ___ -
59 F. (2d) 196. 

Nulomoline Co .• ----- ____________ - _________ _ 

254 Fed. 988. 
Qhio Lea.ther Co.22---- ------- ____ -- _________ _ 

45 F. (2d) 39. 

(C. C. A.) 16-687. 

(C. C. A.), footnote, 3-542; 
"Memoranda," 20-740. 

(C. C. A.) 14-699. 

17 For order ol the Supreme Court ol the District ol Columbia on mandate !rom Court ol Appeals ol tll8 
District of Columbia, see "Memoranda," 20-742 or S. & D., footnote, 650. 

II For Interlocutory order, see" Memoranda," 20-743 or S. & D. 715. 
" For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-744 or S. & D. 719. 
II For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-744 or 8. & D. 718. 
11 For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-743 or 8. & D. 716. 
II For Interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-746 or 8. & D. 724. 
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Oppenheim, Oberndorf & Co. (Sealpax Co.)23 ___ _ 
5 F. (2d) 574. 

Ostermoor & Co., Inc.2•---------- ____________ _ 
16 F. (2d) 962. 

Ozment, C. J., etc ______ ------ _______ ---- ___ _ 
Pacific States Paper Trade Assn. et aL ________ _ 

4 F. (2d) 457; 273 U. S. 52 (47 S. Ct. 255); 
88 F. (2d) 1009. 

Paramount Famous-Lasky Corp ______________ _ 
57 F. (2d) 152. 

Pearsall Butter Co., B. S.2& -----------------
292 Fed. 720. 

Philip Carey Mfg. Co. et aL _________________ _ 
29 F. (2d) 49. 

Powe Lumber Co., Thos. E __________________ _ 

Procter & Gamble Co., et aL ________________ _ 
11 F. (2d) 47. 

Pure Silk Hosiery Mills, Inc __________________ _ 
. 3 F. (2d) 105. 

Q. R. S. Music Co.2e ________________________ _ 

12 F. (2d) 730. 
Queen Anne Candy Co., et aL _______________ _ 

84 F. (2d) 910. 
Raladarn Co _______________________________ _ 

42 F. (2d) 430; 51 F. (2d) 587; 283 U.S. 643 
(51 S. Ct. 587). 

Raymond Bros.-Clark Co ____________________ _ 

280 Fed. 529; 263 U. S. 565 (44 S. Ct. 162). 
Republic Iron & Steel Co ____________________ _ 

Ritholz, Benjamin D _____________________ -- __ 
Royal Baking Powder Co.27 __________________ _ 

281 Fed. 744; 32 F. (2d) 966. 

Royal Milling Co. et aL---------------------
~ 58 F. (2d) 581; 288 U.S. 212 (53 S. Ct. 335). 
Ryan Candy Co. (Southern Premium Manufac-

turing Co., etc.). 
83 F. (2d) 1008. 

Sea Island Thread Co., Inc __________________ _ 

22 F. (2d) 1019. 

(C. C. A.) 9-629. 

(C. C. A.) 11-642. 

(C. C. A.) 22-1135. 
(C. C. A.) 8-608; (S. C.) 

11-636; (C. C. A.) 24-1631. 

(C. C. A.) 16-660. 

(C. C. A.) 6-605. 

(C. C. A.) 12-726. 

(C. C. A.), footnote, 16-684; 
"Memoranda," 2D-739. 

(C. C. A.) 10-661. 

(C. C. A.) 8-595. 

(C. C. A.) 1D-683. 

(C. C. A.) 22-1149. 

(C. C. A.) 14-683; (S. C.) 
15-598. 

(C. C. A.) 4-625; (8. C.) 7-594. 

(D. C.) (S. C. of D. C.), foot
note, 3-543. 

(C. C. A.) 22-1145. 
(C. C. A.) 4-614; (S. C. of 

D. C.) 11-677; 701; (C. A. 
of D. C.) 12-740. 

(C. C. A.) 16-679; (8. C.) 
17-664. 

(C. C. A.) 22-1143. 

(C. C. A.) 11-705. 

n For Interlocutory order, 1U "Memoranda," 2(}-743 or 8. & D. 717. 
1t For Interlocutory order, Itt "Memoranda," 2(}-744 or 8. & D. 720. 
•• For Interlocutory order, 1ee "Memoranda," 2(}-743 or 8. & D. 716. 
,. For interlocutory order, 1ee "Memoranda," 2(}-744 or S. & D. 719. 
"For Interlocutory order In proooeding terminating In decision In 281 Fed. 744 (4-614), see "Memoranda," 

2(}-743 or S. & D. 715. 
For memorandum of decision of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia declining to grant II 

supersedeas to operate as an Injunction against Commission, pending appeal, and final decree dismissing 
plaintiff's hill on Nov. 15, 1927, oce "Memoranda," 2(}-742 or S. & D. 651. 

For order of Supreme Court of the District of Columbia on May 17, 1929, denying company's petition for 
.writ of mandamus to require certain action or Commission rt certain affidavits and motions, 1ea ''Memo
randa," 2(}-742 or 8. & D. 703. 704. 
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Sears, Roebuck & Co ________________________ (C. C. A.) 1-562, 2-536. 
258 Fed. 307. 

Sealpax Co. (Oppenheim, Oberndorf & Co.) 3e __ _ 
5 F. (2d) 574. 

Shade Shop, etc., Alfred Klesner doing business 
under name of, see !Gesner, Alfred. 

Shakespeare Co ____________________________ _ 

50 F. (2d) 758. 
Sherwin et al. v. U.S. (Lee, U.S. v.) __________ _ 

290 Fed. 517; 297 Fed. 704 (affirmed, 268 
U. S. 369); (45 S. Ct. 517). 

Sifers Confection Co. (H. I. Sifers, etc.) _______ _ 
84 F. (2d) 999. 

Silver Co., L. B. ___________________________ _ 

289 Fed. 985; 292 Fed. 752. 
Sinclair Refining Co ______________ -----------

276 Fed. 686; 261 U.S. 463 (43 S. Ct. 450). 
Smith, A. E., et al., and Electric Bond an{ Share 

Co. 
34 F. (2d) 323; 1 F. Supp. 247. 

Southern Hardware Jobbers Assn _____________ _ 
290 Fed. 773. 

Southern Premium Manufacturing Co., etc. 
(Ryan Candy Co.). 

83 F. (2d) 1008. 
Sowles, l\f. H ______________________ - _- _- ___ _ 

Standard Education SocietY-------------------
14 F. (2d) 947; 86 F. (2d) 692. 

Standard Oil Co., of New Jersey, et aL ________ _ 
282 Fed. 81; 261 U.S. 463 (43 S. Ct. 450). 

Standard Oil Co., of New York _______________ _ 

273 Fed. 478. 
Swift & Co ____________ -- _______ ------------

8 F. (2d) 595; 272 U.S. 554 (47 S. Ct. 175). 
Temple Anthracite Coal Co _______ -------- __ --

51 F. (2d) 656. 
Texas Co. (Standard Oil Co. of N.Y.) ________ _ 

273 Fed. 478. 
Thatcher Mfg. Co __________________________ _ 

5 F. (2d) 615; 272 U.S. 554 (47 S. Ct. 175). 
Toledo Pipe-Threading Machine Co.2e _________ _ 

6 F. (2d) 876; 11 F. (2d) 337. 
U.S. ex rei. Cubberley ______________________ _ 

U.S. ex rd. Mills Novelty Co. et aL __________ _ 

Utah-lda.l1o Sugar C0------------------------
22 F. (2d) 122. 

Vivandou, Inc., V___ -·- -----------------· 
54 F. (2d) 273. 

Walker's New River Mining Co •• ------------
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

FINDINGS AND ORDERS, DECEl\IBER 1, 1936 TO MAY 31, 1937 

IN THE MATTER OF 

CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS, INC. 

COMPLAINT, l•'INDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 01? AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2399. Complaint, May 20, 1935-Decision, Dec. 2, 1936 

Where a corporation long engaged in the publication of a semi-monthly women's 
style magazine which (1) had an approximate circulation of 150,000, dis
tributed throughout every State of the United States, with editions also 
published in England and France, (2) was considered a style leader in its 
field, with its opinions and recommendations in matters of women's styles 
and dres~>es carrying great weight with a large portion of the feminine 
population, who buy style garments, and with manufacturers and retailers 
thereof, and (3) was at all times in demand on the part of the purchas
ing public on account of its recommendations as to stylish and "smart 
garments"-

( a) Entered into contracts with from four to seven manufacturers, for each 
issue, out of the two hundred New York City manufacturers, in round 
numbers, of women's garments of the price range with which it was con
cerned, under which contracts, and subject to the various provisions thereof 
as set forth in detail, each manufacturer agreed to pay it a specified per
centage of the named price of such garment of said manufacturer as might 
be selected by it for its featured garments in the issue aud department of its 
said magazine devoted to such mattet"s, and not to manufactme, during the 
period concerned, a similar garment, or to sell the model selected in cities 
in which the publisher had selected retailers partieipating in plan and 
arrangement herein set forth, and it, the publisher, agreed to supply manu
facturer with list of retailers throughout the country with whom it had 
made agl·eement to feature garment in question and the names of which it 
undertook to publish in its said periodical; and 

(b) Entered into agreements with some seventy-three retailers in about seventy
five cities in the different States be.;;ides New York, and other than New 
York City, under whkh the retaile1· unde1took to purchase, subject to the 
various detailed prorh;ions of such contracts, at least two articles of such 
featured selection, and to maintain the resale prices quoted thereon, and it 
undertook to publish in its said periodical, and in connection with its afore
said selections, the name of the retailer and price of the particular garment, 
and not to sell to any other store in such retailer's city except on the same 

1 
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terms, and entered into some twenty oral contracts of the same kind and 
effect with New York City retailers, and furnished, as a part of the aforesaid 
plan, for retailers' use in their local advertising, colored display cards and 
materials calling attention to and giving publicity to the fact that they had 
been selected by said periodical to sell its featured garments, and thus gave 
them the prestige possessed by said periodical and which it was able to 
confer; 

With effect of securing the maintemmce, by said selected retailers, anxious to 
avoid price competition and obtain lines of dresses to the exclusion of com
petitors, and who found plan profitable, of the resale prices fixed by it, of 
depriving the public of normal price competition among retailers of such 
garments, and of causing manufacturers, by whom selection of their gar
ments as abo;-e set forth was featured and capitalized, to limit the number 
of retailers displayiug and selling such selected garments to those retailers 
thus chosen, and of thereby depriving the public of normal competition 
among a number of dealPrs in each locality, and with capacity and tendency 
so to do, and to do substantial injury to (1) manufacturers of the class of 
garments featured in department in question of said periodical, but who do 
not participate in practice in question; (2) retailers in garments of class 
thus fentured and who do not thus participate; and (3) competition in 
commerce; and ( 4) the public: 

Ileld, That tiUCb acts and practices were against public policy in that they 
unduly suppressed and hindered competition in sale and resale of women's 
garments, and bad capacity and tendency so to do, to prejudice of publlc 
interest; and con>~tituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. John lV. Norwood, trial examiner. 
Mr. Astor Hogg for the Commission. 
DeWitt, Van Aken & ~11/oynihan, of New York City, for re· 

spondent. 
CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission having to believe that Conde N ast 
Publications, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter called the respondent, 
has been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Com· 
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in 
that reRpPd as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Conde N ast Publications, Inc., is 
and at all times hereinafter mentioned was a corporation organized, 
created, and £>xisting under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
New York, having its principal office and place of business in the 
city of New York, in said State, and a branch office in the city of 
Greenwich, State of Connecticut. It is now engaged, and for more 
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than two years last past has been engaged, in the business of selling 
and distributing various publications, including "Vogue," between 
and among the various States of the United States. It now causes, 
and for more than two years last past has caused, its various publi
cations, including "Vogue," when sold by it to be transported from 
its place of business in Greenwich, Conn., to newsdealers and sub
scribers thereof, some located in the State of New York and others in 
the various States of the United States; and there is now, and has 
been for more than two years last past, a constant current trade and 
commerce by said respondent in such publications, including "Vogue;' 
between and among the various States of the United States. In 
the course and conduct of its business respondent is now and for 
more than two years last past has been in substantial competition 
with other corporations and with firms and partnerships engaged in 
the sale and distribution of like publications between and among the 
various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent publishes a magazine known as "Vogue," in which maga
zine respondent has featured and does feature a department some
times entitled "Vogue Smart Economies," and at other times, "Vogue's 
Finds of the Fortnight." The magazine "Vogue" is a woman's 
magazine devoted to fashion and has a circulation throughout all the 
States of the United States, and said magazine is at all times in 
demand on the part of the purchasing public, on account of the 
fashions and styles of women's apparel which it features, including 
the department entitled "Vogue Smart Economies" and "Vogue's 
Finds of the Fortnight." A substantial number of respondent's 
said competitors maintain in their respective publications similar 
departments of information and r~commendation concerning women's 
clothing. · 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent has adopted and still has in effect a plan whereby it enters 
into written contracts with various dress and garment manufacturers 
of the United States, wherein it is agreed that the respondent shall 
choose models of women's wearing apparel from the model lines of 
such manufacturers, for featuring in "Vogue Smart Economies" and 
"Vogue's Finds of the Fortnight" department of the "Vogue" maga
zine. For featuring such models as selected by the respondent the 
manufacturers agree to pay respondent, for each occasion a model is 
chosen from such manufacturer's line and published in the above
mentioned department, a service fee of five percent of the amount col-

• 
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lected as the price payable for the sale of each and every article which 
is a reproduction of the model chosen by respondent for the picture of 
the garment to be featured in said magazine. The manufacturers 
agree not to manufacture or sell any other garment so similar in 
design to the models so chosen and pictured in "Vogue" as to simulate 
the said designs. 

The written contract which respondent enters into with such manu
facturers of women's apparel also stipulates that respondent has made 
agreements with certain retailers throughout the various States of the 
United States who will feature and sell these garments, and that it 
will publish the names of such retailers in the magazine "Vogue," and 
respondent agrees to furnish a list of these retailers selected by it in 
the various States of the United States to the manufacturers with 
whom it enters into such written contract, and the manufacturers 
agree that in localities where respondent has made such agreements 
with retailers they will not sell their garments to any retailers in such 
localities except to those specified in the list furnished the manufac
turers. The said manufacturers so selected by respondent in selling to 
retail dealers regularly, and as a part of such sales, ship their garments 
to said dealers from the manufacturer's places of business to such pur
chasers located in various other States, and in so doing are in substan
tial competition with other manufacturers of women's clothing. 

In further connection with the operation of this department of the 
magazine, respondent selects retail dealers in women's apparel in vari
ous localities of the different States of the United States and enters 
into both written contracts and oral contracts with such retail dealers, 
by the terms of which contracts respondent agrees to publish in each 
issue of "The Vogue" the name of the retailer with whom it enters into 
such contract as the outlet or place where such garment can be 
obtained in his locality. Such retailer agrees to purehase a minimum 
of one of each garment pictured and featured in "Vogue's Finds of a 
Fortnight" and "Vogue Smart Eeonomics," in every issue of "The 
Vogue," and further agrees and binds itself to respondent to maintain 
the retail price thereof quoted in"Vogue" for a period of at least one 
month from the on-sale date of the issue of "Vogue" in which the gar
ments are shown. Respondent agrees that for at least a period of two 
months after the delivery of these models in the retail store, such 
models will not be sold by the manufacturers thereof to any other 
store in the retailer's city or locality except under the same terms and 
under the same form of contract as entered into between such retailer 
and respondent. • 

PAn. 4. Before selecting any model of any such manufacturer to 
be featured and shown in the "Vogue Smart Economies" and "Vogue's 
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Finds of the Fortnight" department of the magazine, respondent's 
experts, agents, and servants visit the various manufacturing estab
lishments of the different States of the United States and select the 
designs to be featured, and require, before featuring such designs, that 
said manufacturers alter and modify such designs of wearing apparel 
to meet the demand of the respondent. 

PAR. 5. By and through the captions of such department of its 
said magazine, "Vogue Smart Economies" and "Vogue's Finds of the 
Fortnight," the publication therein of the identity of the manufac
turers whose garments are selected and of the retailers where same 
may be purchased, and by and through the text of the reading 
matter in said dPpartment contained, respondent impliedly repre
sents to its readers that it is disinterestedly acting to inform them of 
"smart" garments and where they may be purchased at economical 
prices; when in truth and in fact respondents select the garments 
of those manufacturers who will agree to pay it a consideration for 
making such selection and recommending the same to its readers, 
and causes the manufacturers of such garments to adopt and carry 
ou~, and ~ids and assists them in adopting and carrying out, a resale 
pnce m~mtenance policy whereby all price competition among retail 
dealers m such garments is prevented. 

PAR. 6. The capacity and tendency, and purpose and result, of 
the combination and agreement between respondent and the manu
facturers and retailers of women's garments and of the acts and 
practices of respondent, as hereinabove alleged, has been and is to 
mislead and deceive the readers of respondent's said magazine into 
the belief that respondent's research and recommendations were and 
are disinterested; to deprive the public of the benefits of normal 
price competition among retailers of such garments by constraining 
retailers to sell at a price arbitrarily fixed by respondent and said 
manufacturers; anu to cause manufacturers to limit the retail dealers 
in each locality to those selected by respondent, thus depriving the 
pul:>lic of the benefits of competition among a number of dealers in 
each locality. 

PAR. 7. The said combination and agreement and acts and practices, 
were and are to the prejudice of the public interest, as aforesaid; 
to prejuuice of respondent's competitors who honestly conduct simi
lar departments in the interest of their readers; and to the prejudice 
of the competitors of the said manufacturers who enter into no such 
schemes to deceive the public, and deprive it of the benefits of com
petition; and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce 
within the intent anu meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress en
titled "An Act to create a Federal Traue Commission, to define its 
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powers and dudes, and for other purposes," approved September 20, 
1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Cqngress approved Septem
bf'r 26, 1V14, entitled "An Act to create a Fedenil Trade Comniission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission on the ~Oth clay of May 1935, issued and served 
'its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Cmide Nast Pub
·licati6i1s, · Inc.,c. a corporation, charging it ,vith the use ·of unfair 
methods ()f. competition in commerce in violation of the _provisions· of 
·said act. After the issuance of said complai1_1t, and the filing of 
rcsponclellt's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in· sup·
port of the allegatioi1s of the said complairlt were 'introduced by Astor 
Hogg,_ attorney for _the Commissiop., before J·ohn '\-V. Norwood; an 

'examiner «_:>f' the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and 
·in opposition to the allegations of the complaint by MacDonald De
'\-Vitt, attorney foi· ·respondent; and saicl testimony and evidence were 
duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. '-I:hereafter, 
the proceeding came on for final hearing before the Commission · oi1 
the sltid complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and: other evidence, 
briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, and· the 
oi·al arg11ments of the counsel aforesaid; and the Commission having 
-duly considered the same, and being fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public,···and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and conclusion -?rawn therefrom: · . 

' FINDINGS AS .TO THE' FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Conde N ~st Publications, Inc.,· is a cor
poration, organiz.ed, existing, ancl doing bt)siness under and by virtue 
pf the laws of the State of New York with .-its principal corporate 
:9ffice located in the city and State of New York and its principal 
place of business located in the town of Greenwich, State of Con
n.ecticut. It is 1_10w, and has been- for mor<? than twenty years last 
. pa.st, engaged in the business of selling and. distributing various pub
.lications1 including the magazine known as "Vogue," to various indi
v:idunls, firms, and corporat:ions, located in the various States of the 
United States. It has caused ·and sti1l causes its said publications, 
including "Vogue," \vhen so sold by it to be transported, in com
merce, fl'om its principal pla~e of business in the town of Greenwich, 
Conn., to, ·into, and throi.1gh ~aid other States to the purchasers 
thereof. 
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PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business. as aforesaid , rec 
sponrlent published the· magazine "Vogue" ~n which it has featt~red 
and does featm:e a department., or continuous feature, which from'its 
incipiency in September 1D32, to .J.une 1934, was e1~titled ''Vo-gue's 
Smart Economics," since said latter date it has been entitled "Vogue's 
Finds of the 'Fortnight.." "Vogue" is a women's. style magazine, pub
lislwd twice a month, and has: an approximate circulation of 150,00Q, 
distributed' throughout eVel~Y State of the United States. n aiso has 
editions published i'n EI1glancl and: _France. -It ·is considei~ed: a style 
leader in irs· field and its opinions ~nd recommendations ii1 matters of 
wmnen'~ styles~an(f_c~~~~s~~have gi·eat weight wi~h.!llarg~ p9_rtion of 
the . ~eq1ale population who buy style garn1ents, an_d with manufac
turers and retailers of such' garme;nts. It is at .~tll times. in. derhand 
on the part of the purchasing publi'c on accoii.nt of its recoinmenda
tions as to stylish and "smart garmeJ!ts", - . .-

P.->.n. 3. in the cburse of and in ~~mw~tiof1 with the conduct of said 
department '.'Finds of the Fortnight,"- .re~pondent has adopted and 
·still has in effect a plan whereby it enters ·into and .carries out cer
tain written contracts, first, with women's garment ·manufacturers, 
and second, with retailers of such garments. I~s contract with·manu
facturers is in the_ woi·ds and figm~es following, to wit: · 

CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
420 Lexington. Avenue, 

. New York, N. 'Y. 

AGREEMENT b.et~een The. Conde Nust Publjcations, ·Inc., publisher of the 
magnzine Vogue, hereinafter called .the "Publisher", and_ ----------------• 
wholesale manufacturer, hereinafter called. the ;,Manufacturer."· · - " 

1. The Publisher conducts·a department in Vogue entitled "Vogue's Finds of the 
Fortnight", wherein it publishes pictures of models of wome'u•s wearing app~r.el, 
with retail prices given: These models are chosen by the editors of \rogue" from 

" t 

the Model lines ofwholesale manufacturers. The Manufacturer is desirous of 
having selections· made by Vogue froni his line for that purt)ose. 

2. The l\Ianufacturer agrees to. pay the Publisher;· to offset, in _pait, the ex
pense to the Publisher of operating. sucli l~inds of the Fortnight Department, 
for each occasion -when a model is so chbsen 'frorrl his Hiie and pubii~hed .in the 
above-mentioned. department of Vogue, a service fee of 5% of the an1ount quoted 
to Vogue as the price payable to • him from tile sale of each and every' article 
of wearing apparel (in any and all mat,erials in which the same may be made) 
which is a reproduction or adaption of the model so chosen and pictured in Vogue 
(less 8% to cover trade discount), and. 'the Manufacturer agrees not to· manu
facture or S!•ll any other garment so similar in design to the 1~od~l so chosen 
and pictllred in Yogue ns to constitute an infringement of tlw design of such 
model or a substantial imit\].tion thereof. The l\L'lnufacturer shall pay such 
service fee to the Publisher each thirty days after delivery of tbe mercluindise 
to retailers during the sales life of the garment selected by. Vogue. 

3. The Publisher has made agreements with certain retailers throughout 
the country who will feature these garments, to pnblisb the· names ot such 

. ' 
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retailers in Vogue. The list of these retailers will be furnished to the l\Ianu· 
facturer, and the Manufacturer agrees that in cities where Vogue has made 
such agreements with retailers he will not, without Vogue's written consent, 
sell these garments to any retailers except those specified in such list. The 
Manufacturer agrees not to make delivery of any garment reproduced by him 
ft·om the model so chosen by the editors of Vogue to retailers more than five 
days before the publication date of the particular issue of Vogue in which 
such garment is to be pictured, and the Publisher agrees to give the Manu· 
facturer advance notice of such publication date. 

Dated: New York, ---------- 1933 
In presence of : 
\Vitness: _______________________ _ 

Witness=------------------------

THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
By:------------------------------------
Firm Nan1e:-----------------------------

The written contract between the respondent and the retailers is 
in the words and figures following, to wit: 

AGREEMENT, made the ------ day of ------------ 103 , between THE 
CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS, INC., Publisher of the magazine Vogue, 
and -------------------- of --------- ----------• Retailer. 

1. There appears in the editorial section of each issue of Vogue a special 
department consisting of several pages of illustrated wearing apparel under 
the title "Vogue's Finds of the Fortnight". 

The purpose of tllis Editorial feature is to prC'scnt to the readers of Vogue 
special garments selC'cted by Vogue from wholesale manufacturers, because of 
their good ~-;tyle and gooll values. On the pages where these garments are 
tllustrated, Vogue quotes the retail prices and states further that they may be 
found in the better shops throughout the country. 

2. In order that you may get· the full benefit of Vogue's promotion of these 
garments, Vogue Is prepared to publish in each issue the name of your store as 
a retail outlet for these particular garments in your community, providing 
you subscribe to the conditions specified herein. 

3. You agree to purchase until further notice a minimum of two of each 
garment (not to exceed seven nnmh£>rs) ~hown In "Vogue's Finds of the Fort· 
night" in every Issue of Vogue, and you further agree to maintain the retail 
price thereof quoted In Vogue for u veriod of at least one month from the on· 
sale <late of the issue of Vogue In which the1;e garments have been shown. 

4. Vogue agrees that for at least a period of two months after the delivery 
d these models to your store, these same models will not be sold by the manu
facturers thereof to any other store In your city, except under the same terms 
and under the same form of coutract as subscribed to by you. 

13. This agreement may be terminated by either party giving the other thirty 
clays' written notlre, at the expiration of six months. 

CONDE NAST PUDLICATIO~S, INC. 

Dy ------------- ---- ----------------~ 
ACCEPTED: 

ll!'ta!ler 

PAn. 4. For each issue of Vogue responllei1t enters into the contract 
hereinabove first set out with New York City manufacturers of from 
four to seven models of garments to be featured, and offers sugges-
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tions and requires alterations in the same to meet respondent's ideas 
and desires. During the year 1932, respondent entered into such con
tracts with seventy-three manufacturers of dress garments, all of 
whom were located in New York City. In 1933 it entered into 
seventy-seven such contracts; in 1934 it entered into seventy-three. 
such contracts and from January 1, 1935, to August 1, 1935, re
spondent entered into forty such contracts. Approximately 85% of 
the manufacturers in the United. States, of garments of the class 
featured by Vogue, in "Finds of the Fortnight," are situatetl in New 
York City. Manufacturers of such dresses outside of New York City 
are not permitted to participate in the plan although said manu
facturers are engaged in interstate commerce in the sale of their 
dresses to the same class of retail dealers as tlw~:>e to whom said other 
manufacturers sell. The wholesale price range of <lresses featured 
by Vogue in its "Finds of the Fortnight" is from $10.75 to $39.50. 
In this price range there are about 200 manufacturers in New York 
City who manufacture dresses of the class which Vogue features in 
its department, and it has contacted approximately 160 of that num
ber. Thus, in any one issue of Vogue, from four to seven of the 
manufacturers in New York are favo:red against the remainder of 
about 200, and against all manufacturers outside of New Yor!c. The 
selected manufacturers circularize their trade and stress the fact of 
their selection by Vogue. The manufacturers with whom respondent 
enters into such contracts are regularly engaged in selling women's 
garments to retail dealers located in states other than the state in 
which such manufacturers are located, and pursuant to such sales, aml 
as a part -thereof, shipping the garments into and through the various 
States of the United States to purchasers thereof. 

PAR, 5. The list of Vogue retail dealers, with whom it enters into 
the written contract hereinabove set out, covers regularly about 
seventy-five cities in the different States o£ the United States, besides 
New York City, and embraces about seventy-three retailers outside 
the State of New York. Since the plan was adopted written eon
tracts have been made with a total o£ 137 retail dealers. Approxi
mately twenty oral contracts of the same tenor and effect as the writ
ten contracts are operative between rl:'spondent and retailers in New 
York City. Respondent has had, at various times, eo-existing con
tracts covering the same models with two retailers in each o£ the 
following cities: 

Philadelphia 
Los Angeles 
San Francisco 
Chicago 

Brooklyn 
Kansas City 
Pittsburgh 
Toledo 
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and with from six to eight retailers in New York City. As a part 
of the plan the selected retail dealers are furnished with colored dis~ 
play cards and materials for use in their local advertising, calling · 
attention to and giving publicity to the fact that they have been 
selected by Vogue to sell the featured garments, thus giving them the 
prestige which Vogue possesses and is able to confer. It is under~ 
stood that failure by the retailers to maintain, according to the 
contract, the resale price for the garments fixed by respondent and 
quoted in Vogue, with fractional tolerances, will result in such 
retailer being denied further participation in the plan. However, the 
selected retailers have found the plan profitable to them, and they 
have maintained the fixed prices. Retail dealers in such garments 
have been and are anxious to avoid price competition and to obtain 
lines of dresses to the exclusion of competitors. 

PAR. 6. The maximum demand for a garment featured in "Finds 
of the Fortnight" occurs during the first month after the issue of 
the magazine in which said garment is featured goes on sale. In the 
year 1934, Vogue circulation increased approximately 15,000 copies 
per issue and the Department "Finds of the Fortnight" contributed 
substantially to the increase. The plan under which this department 
is and has been operated, has resulted in the sale of 32,459 garments 
in the year 1933, of 32,3.01 garments in the year 1934, and 9,937 gar~ 
ments from January 1, 1935, to August 1, 1935. 

PAn. 7. The capacity, tendency, and effect of respondent's plan and 
practices as set forth in these findings has been and is to secure the 
maintenance by the selected retail dealers of the resale prices fixed 
by respondent and to deprive the public of normal price competition 
umong the retailers of such garments; and to cause manufacturers 
to limit the number of retail dealers displaying and selling said 
selected garments to those selected by respondent, thus depriving the 
public of normal competition among a number of dealers in each 
locality. The plan has had and has the capacity and tendency to do 
substantial injury to manufacturers of the class of garments featured 
in "Finds of the Fortnight" who do not participate in the practice 
herein set out and to do substantial injury to retailers in garments 
of the class featured in "Finds of the Fortnight" who do not partici~ 
pate in the practice herein set forth. The plan has had and has the 
capacity and tendency to do substantial injury to competition in 
interstate commerce and to do substantial injury to the public. 

PAR. 8. The evidence in the record fails to establish by substantial 
proof that respondent's method of conducting the department 
"'Vogue's Finds of the Fortnight" has the capacity or tendency to 
mislead and deceive its readers-, as alleged in the complaint. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of Conde N ast Publications, Inc. 
are against public policy in that they have the capacity and tendency 
to, and do, unduly suppress and hinder competition in the sale and 
resale of women's garments, to the prejudice of the public interest, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition within the intent and 
meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 
1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the 
respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before John W. Nor
wood, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated 
by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposi
tion thereto, briefs filed herein and oral arguments by Astor Hogg, 
counsel for the Commission, and by MacDonald DeWitt, counsel for 
the respondent, and the Commission having made its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the 
provisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, en
titled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is now ordered, That the respondent, Conde Nast Publications, 
Inc., its officers, representatives, agents and employees, in connection 
with the publication and sale of its magazines in interstate com
merce, or in the District of Columbia, do cease and desist from: 

(1) Entering into contracts, agreements, or understandings with 
retail dealers of women's garments, who regularly purchase such 
garments in interstate commerce, requiring or providing that the 
retailers, in the resale of such garments, or any of them, shall ob
serve and maintain the retail prices therefor specified, fixed or quoted 
by .respondent; 

(2) Entering into contracts, agreements, or understandings with 
manufacturers of women's garments, who regularly sell and ship 
such garments in interstate commerce, requiring or providing that 
the manufacturers shall limit, in each locality, the number of retail 
dealers to whom it will sell and ship such garments, or any of them; 

(3) Using and carrying out a plan whc>reby, pursuant to contracts 
with selected manufacturers of women's garments, who regularly 
sell and ship such garments in interstate commerce to retailers there
of, respondent selects models of such manufacturers' garments, p~c-
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tures the same in its magazine, selects, and publishes the names of, 
retailers who will have and have such garments for sale, and requires 
the manufacturers to refrain from selling such garments, in cities 
where respondent has selected retailers, to any retailers except those 
selected by respondent; and enters into contracts with and requires 
the selected retailers to observe and maintain the resale prices fixed 
and quoted by respondent for such garments; 

( 4) Aiding, assisting, and abetting any person in carrying out 
any resale price maintenance policy, the capacity, tendency, or effect 
of which may be to prevent or to substantially lessen competition 
among retail dealers; 

(5) Utilizing any cooperative means of accomplishing or carrying 
out the things prohibited in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 4, hereof. 

It is further oPdered, That the said respondent shall, within 30 
days from and after the day of the date of the service upon it of 
this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth 
in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this 
order. 
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Syllabus 

IN TilE MATTER OF 

PAUL F. DEICH COMPANY 

COMPL.\INT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD 'fO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPHOVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doc:kct 223"!. Couoplai11f, Dec, 30, 1935'-Dccision, Dec. 3, 1936 

'Vhere a corporation engaged in manufacture and sale of "straight" good!l candy 
and of so-called "break and take," "draw," or "deal" assortments, one of 
the principal trade demands for which comes from the small rptailers with 
stores, in many instances, near sc-hools and patronized by the school children, 
and sale and distribution of which, or E<imilarly ;;old candy, offering oppor
tunity of obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or chance, teaches 
and encourngcs gambling amoug children, largest class by far of purchasers 
and consumers of such type of candy, who buy same in prefPrence to so
called "straight" goods, when clisvlayed side by side, by rPa~>on of lottery or 
gambling feature connectPd with former, and selling of which, in the market 
of the other, i. e., the "straight" goods, sold exclusively by many manufac
turet·s, has been followed by a marlrPd decrease in :;;ale of such "straight" 
candy, due to gambling or lottery feature connected with so-called "break 
and take," "draw," or ''deal" merchandi:-;e-

Sold, to wholesa!Prs and jobbers, its said candy, including assortments of (1) 
two-for-11-11enny individually wrnpped pieces of uniform size and shape in 
which chance purchaser of pieces, the enclosed concealed color of which dif
fered from thnt of the majority, was entitled, free of charge, to one of the 
larger piecE's included, and rmrchaser of last piece was similarly entitled to 
small package of candy; in which (2) plan and arrangement were employed, 
but with uniform pieces priced at penny each instead of two for a penny; 
and (3) in which purchaset· paid nothing and secured nothing other than a 
free punch, or pnid two cents, three cents, or five cents for one of the bars 
compt·ising the assortment, in accordance with number pushed by chance 
from push card included therewith, nn<l with pm·chaser of last punch on board 
receiving two bars; so packed and assembled that such various assortments 
could be displayed and offered by the munerous retailer purchasers thereof, 
and with knowledge and intent that such assortments would and could be 
sold without Alteration or rearrnngement to the consuming or purchasing 
public by lot or chance, in accordance with such arrat>gement., In violation 
of public policy and in competition with many manufacturers of "straight" 
candy exclusively, and in competition with many who regard such methods 
of sale and distribution as morally bad and as encouraging gambling and 
especially 11mong children, as injurious to the industry through resulting in 
the merchandising of a chance or lottery instead of cm.dy, and as providing 
retail merchants with tlle means of violating the laws of tlw several States, 
and some of whom, for such reasons, refuse to sell candy so packed and 
assembled that it can be re~old to the public by lot or chance; 

With the result that such refusing competitors, who can compete on even terms 
only by giving the same or similar devices to retailers, were put to a dis-

1 Amended and supplemental. 

1467ii0"'-39-VOL. 2!-4 
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advantage in competing and their sales of "straight" candy showed a con
tinued decrease, some competitors began the sale and distribution of candy 
for resale to the public by lot or chance, for which, thus sold, there is 
demand, public and competitor8 were prejudiced and injured and trade was 
diverted to it from its said competitors, and there was a restraint upon 
and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate competition In indus
try concerned : 

Hell!, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Miles J. Fwrnas, trial examiner. 
Mr. Henry 0. La:nk and Mr. P. 0. Kolinski for the Commission. 
3/r. Walter 0. Hughes, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent. 

AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL CoMPLAINT 

Whereas the Federal Trade Commission did heretofore, to-wit, on 
October 2, 1934, issue its complaint herein charging and alleging that 
respondent is and has been guilty of unfair methods of competition 
jn interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved September 26, 1914; and 

Whereas this Commission having reason to believe that respondent 
herein has been and is using unfair methods of competition in com
merce as "commerce" is defined in said act other than and in addition 
to those in relation to which the Commission issued its complaint as 
aforesaid, and it appearing to said Commission that a further pro
ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest: 

Now, therefore, acting in the public interest pursuant to the pro
visions of the act of September 26, 1914, aforesaid, the Federal Trade 
Commission charges that the Paul F. Deich Company, a corporation, 
hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been aml now is using unfair 
methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said 
act, and states its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized under the laws 
of the State of Illinois with its principal office and place of business 
in the city of Bloomington, State of Illinois, and with a branch selling 
office and branch manufacturing establishment in the city of Chicago, 
State of Illinois. Respondent for several years last past has been 
engaged in the manufacture of candy and in the distribution thereof 
1o wholesale dealers and jobbers and retail dealers located at points 
in the various States of the United States, and causes said products 
when so sold to he transported from its principal place of businr.ss 
in the city of Bloomington, Ill., and from its branch establishment 
in the city of Chicago, Ill., into and through other States of the United 
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States and the District of Columbia to said purchasers at their respec
tive points of location in said several States and in the District of 
Columbia. In the course and conduct of the said business respondent 
ir:. in competition with other corporations, partnerships, and individ
uals, engaged in the manufacture of candy and in the sale and distri
bution thereof in commerce between and among the various States of 
the United States and the District of Columbia and within the District 
of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof respondent sells and has sold to wholesale and 
retail·dealers various packages or assortments of candy so packed and 
assembled as to involve the use of a lottery scheme when sold and 
distributed to the consumers thereof. Certain of said packages are 
hereinafter described for the purpose of showing the methods used 
by respondent, but this list is not all-inclusive of the various packages, 
nor does it include all the details of several sales plans which re
spondent has been or is using in the distribution of candy by lot or 
chance: 

(a) One of the said assortments of candies is composed of a 
number of pieces of candy of uniform size and shape, together with 
a number of larger pieces of candy, which larger pieces of candy are 
to be given as prizes to said purchasers of said pieces of candy of 
uniform size and shape, in the following manner: 

The said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in ~aid assort
ment are contained within wrappers, 2 pieces of said candy being 
contained within each wrapper. The majority of said pieces of 
candy are of the same color, but a small number of said pieces of 
candy are of a different color, the colors of said pieces of candy being 
effectively concealed from the prospective purchaser by the wrappers 
in which they are contained until a selection or purchase has been 
made and the wrapper removed. The pieces of candy of uniform 
size and shape in said assortment retail at the price of 2 for 1¢, but 
the purchaser who procures 2 pieces of said candy of a different color 
than the majority is entitled to receive and is to be given free of 
charge one of the said larger pieces of candy heretofore referred to. 
The purchaser of. the last piece of candy in said assortment is entitled 
to receive and is to be given free of charge one of the said larger 
pieces of candy. The aforesaid purchaser of said candies who pro
cures a candy of a different color than the majority, is thus to procure 
one of the said larger pieces of candy wholly by lot or chance. 

(b) Another assortment of candy consists of a number of small 
pieces of candy of uniform size and shape, together wifl1 a number 
of larger pieces of candy, which larger pieces of candy are to be 
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given as prizes to purchasers of said pieces of eandy of uniform size 
and shape in the following manner: The said pieces of candy of 
uniform size and shape are contained within wrappers and the ma
jority of said pieces of candy are of the same color, but a small 
number of the said pieces of candy are of a different color but the 
color of the said pieces of candy is effectively concealed from the 
prospective purchaser by the wrappers in which they are contained, 
until a selection or purchase has been made and the wrapper removed. 
The pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in said assortment 
retail at the price of 1¢ each, but the purchaser who procures one of 
the said candies of a different color than the majority is entitled to 
receive and is to be given free of charge one of the said larger pieces 
of candy heretofore referred to and the purchaser of the last piece 
of candy in the said assortment is also entitled to receive and is to be 
given free of charge one of the said larger pieces of candy. The 
aforesaid purchaser of said candies who procures a candy of a color 
different from the majority of said pieces of candy is thus to procure 
one of the said larger pieces of candy wholly by lot or chance. 

(c) A not her of said assortments contains a number of bars of 
candy together with a device commonly called a "push card." The 
bars of candy contained in said assortment are distributed to pur
chasers in the following manner: 

The push card has a number of partially perforated disks and when 
a push is mnde, the disk is separated from the card and a number 
is disclosed. The numbers are effectively concealed from the pur
chaser and prospective purchaser until a selection has been made 
and the disk separated from the card. The card bears statements or 
legends informing purchasers and prospective purchasers as follows: 

NUMBERS: 1 2 3 4 5 FREE PUNCH 
NUMBERS: 6 7 8 9 10 Pay 2¢ and receive 5¢ BAR 
NUMBERS: 1112 13 14 15 Pay 3¢ and receive 5¢ BAR 
.ALL OTIIEH. NUl\WERS P.AY 5¢ .AND RECEIVE 5¢ BAR 
LAST PUNCH ON BOARD RECEIVES 2-5¢ B.ARS 

The candy bars in said assortment are distributed by the retail 
dealers in accordance with the above legends or instructions. The 
fact as to whether a purchaser pays 2¢ and receives one bar of candy, 
or pays 3¢ and receives one bar of candy, or pays 5¢ and receives one 
bar of candy, or pays 5¢ and receives two bars of candy, or receives 
a free punch and obtains no candy is thus determined wholly by 
lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers to whom respondent sells its assort
ments, resell said assortments to retail dealers, and said retail dealers, 
and the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct, expose said 
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assortments for sale, and sell said candy to the purchasing public in 
accordance with the aforesaid sales plans. Respondent thus supplies 
to and places in the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries 
in the sale of its products in accordance with the sales plans here
inabove set forth, as a means of inducing purchasers thereof to pur
chase respondent's said products in preference to candy offered for 
sale and sold by its competitors. 

PAn. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the 
manner above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a 
chance to procure (a) and (b) larger pieces of candy at the price 
of 1¢; or (c) bars of candy at a price of 2¢ or 3¢, rather than at the 
price of 5¢. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candies, and 
the sale of candies by and through the use thereof and by the aid of 
said method is a practice of the sort which the common law and 
criminal statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; and 
is contrary to an established public policy of the Government of 
the United States. The use by respondent of said method has the 
dangerous tendency unduly to hinder competition or create monopoly 
in this, to wit: that the use thereof has the tendency and capacity 
to exclude from the branch of the candy trade involved in this pro
ceeding competitors who do not adopt and use the same method or 
an equivalent or similar method involving the same or an equivalent 
or similar element of chance or lottery scheme. 

'Wherefore, many persons, firms, and corporations who make and 
sell candy in competition with respondent, as above alleged, are un
willing to offer for sale or sell candy so packed and assembled as above 
alleged, or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing 
public so as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors refrain 
therefrom. 

PAn. 5. Many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are at
tracted by respondent's said method and manner of packing said 
candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in 
the manner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase said 
candy so packed and sold by respondent, in preferenctJ to candy offered 
for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do not use 
the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by respond
ent has the tendency and capacity, because of said game of chance, to 
divert to respondent trade and custom from its said competitors who 
do not use the same or an equivalent method; to exclude from said 
candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to and who do not use 
the same or an equivalent method because the same is unlawful; to 
lessen competition in said candy trade, and to tend to create a monop-
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oly of said candy trade in respondent and such other distributors of 
candy as use the same or an equivalent method, and to deprive the 
purchasing public of the benefit of free competition in said candy 
trade. The use of said method by the respondent has the tendency 
and capacity to eliminate from said candy trade all actual competitors, 
and to exclude therefrom all potential competitors, who do not adopt 
and use said method or an equivalent method. 

PAR. 6. Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chance 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any other method 
that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 7. The aforementioned methods, acts, and practices of the re
spondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors as hereinabove alleged. Said methods, acts and practices 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the in
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REronT, FINDINGs AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fed
eral Trade Commission, on October 2, 1934, issued and served a com
plaint in two counts upon the respondent, Paul F. Beich Company, 
charging in count one of the aforesaid complaint that the respondent 
had been and was using unfair methods of competition in commerce 
as "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress, and charging in 
count two of the aforesaid complaint that the respondent had been 
and was using unfair methods of competition in commerce in viola
tion of an act of Congress approved June 16, 1933, known as the "Na
tional Industrial Recovery Act." The respondent filed no answer to 
said complaint and thereafter, on November 21, 1934, the matter being 
presented to the Commission for final hearing, the Commission made 
findings as to the facts and drew its conclusion therefrom and entered 
and issued an order io cease and desist from the practices charged in 
said complaint. Subsequently thereto, on December 30, 1935, the 
Commission yacated its order to cease and desist previously entered on 
November 21, 1934, and issued and sened an amended and supplemen
tal complaint containing only one count upon the respondent Paul F. 
Beich Company, a corporation, charging therein that the respondent 
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had been and was using unfair methods of competition in commerce. 
as "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress. 

After the issuance o£ said amended and supplemental complaint, 
the respondent having failed to file answer thereto, testimony and 
other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint wen~ 
introduced by Henry C. Lank and P. C. Kolinski, attorneys for the, 
Commission, before Miles J. Furnas, an examiner of the commission 
theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evi
dence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. 
The respondent was represented by 'Valter C. Hughes, Esq., but 
offered no testimony or other evidence in opposition to the allegations 
of said complaint. Thereafter the proceeding came regularly on for 
final hearing, before the Commission on said amended and supple
mental complaint, the testimony and other evidence, and brief of coun
sel for the Commission, the. respondent having failed to file any brief 
and having indicated that it did not desire to orally argue the matter, 
and the Commission, having duly considered the same and being fully 
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of 
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
drawn therefrom : 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH. 1. The respondent, Paul F. Beich Company, is a cor
poration organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its 
executive office and manufacturing plant in the city of Bloomington, 
Ill., and with a sales office .~tnd a manufacturing plant in the city of 
Chicago, Ill. Respondent is now and for several years last past has 
been engaged in the manufacture of candy and in the sale and distri
bution of said candy to wholesale dealers and jobbers located in prac
tically all States of the United States. It causes said candy when 
sold to be shipped or transported from its manufacturing plant in 
Bloomington, or from its manufacturing plant in Chicago, to pur
chasers thereof in the State of Illinois and in the other States of the 
United States, and in the District of Columbia. In so carrying on 
said business respondent is and has been engaged in interstate com
merce and is and has been in active competition with other corpora
tions and with partnerships and individuals engaged in the manufac
ture of candy and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States, and in 
the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. Among the candies manufactured and distributed by re
spondent was an assortment composed of a number of pieces of candy 
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of uniform size and shape, together with a number of larger pieces of 
candy and a small package of candy, which larger pieces of candy and 
small package of candy were given as prizes to said purchasers of said 
pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in the following manner. 

The said pieces of candy were contained within wrappers-two 
pieces of said candy being contained within each wrapper. The ma
jority of the said pieces of candy were of the same color, but a small 
number of said pieces of candy were of a different color. The color 
of the said pieces of candy were effectively concealed from purchasers 
or prospective purchasers by the wrapper in which they were con
tained until a selection or purchase had been made and the wrapper 
removed. The pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in said 
assortment retailed at the price of 2'-for-1¢, but the purchaser who pro
cured two pieces of said candy of a different color than the majority 
was entitled to receive, and was to be given free of charge, one of the 
said larger pieces of candy heretofore referred to. The purchaser of 
the last piece of candy in said assortment was entitled to receive, and 
was given free of charge, the small package of candy. The aforesaid 
purchasers of said candies who procured candies colored differently 
than the majority thus procured one of the said larger pieces of candy 
wholly by lot or chance. 

Respondent also manufactured and distributed an assortment of 
candy similar to the above described assortment, but where the retail 
price of the pieces of candy of nniform size and shape was 1¢ each 
instead of 2-for-1¢, the sales plan involved was identical with that 
above described. 

The respondent manufactured and distributed the aboYe described 
assortments until shortly prior to the issuance of the amended and 
supplemental complaint, hut the Commission has no assnmnce that 
the respondent '"ill not again begin the manufacture and distribution 
of said assortment. 

PAn. 3. Another assortment manufactured and distributed by re
},pomlent contained a number of bat·s of candy, tog£>.ther with a de
vice commonly called a "push card." The bars of candy contained 
in saicl assortment were distributed to purchas£>rs in the following 
wanner. 

The push card ltas a number of partially perforated disks, and 
when a push i~ made a disk is i"eparatecl from the card and a number 
is (lisclosed. Tlte numbers are eifectiv<'ly concealed from the pur
<'ktser and prospective purchaser until a srlection has been made and 
1 he disk separated from the card. The card bears statements or 
legend~ informing purchasers and prospective purchasers as fullo" s: 
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NUMBERS: 1 2 3 4 5 FREE PUNCH 
NUMUEHS: 6 7 8 9 10 Pay 2¢ and receive 5¢ BAH 
NUMBEHS: 11 12 13 14 15 Pay 3¢ !md receiYe 5¢ BAR 
ALL OTHER NUJ\IBEHS PAY 5¢ AND RECEIVE 5¢ BAH 
LAST PUNCH ON BOARD RECEIVES 2-5¢ BAHS 
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The candy bars in said assortment are distributed by the retail deal
ers in accordance with the above legends or instructions. The fact 
as to whether a purchaser pays 2¢, 3¢ or 5¢ and receives one or two 
bars of candy or receives a free punch and obtains no candy is thus 
determiued wholly by lot or chance. 

PAR. 4. The candy assortments involving the lot or chance feature, 
as described in paragraphs 2 and 3 above, are generally referred to 
in the candy trade or industry as "break and take," "draw," or "deal" 
ltssortments, and assortments of candy without the gaming device or 
lottery feature in connection with their resale to the public are 
generally referred to in the candy trade or industry as "straight" 
goods. These terms will be used hereafter in these findings to de
scribe these respective types of candy. 

PAR. 5. Numerous retail dealers purchase the assortments described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3 above from wholesale dealers or jobbers who 
in turn have purchased said assortments from respondent, and such 
retail dealers display said assortments for sale to the public as packed 
by the respondent, and the ca,mly contained in said assortment is 
sold and distributed to the consuming public in the manner described. 

PAn. 6. All sales made by respondent to wholesale dealers and job
bers are absolute sales, and respondent retains no control in any 
manner over the goods after they are delivered to the wholesale 
dealer or jobber. The assortments are assembletl and paeked in such 
a manner that they are sold and are designed to be sold by retail 
dealers to the consuming public in the manner described without 
alteration or rearrangement. 

The respondent has knowledge that the said assortments will be 
resold to the purchasing public by retail dealers by lot or chance, 
and, it packs and assembles such candy in the way and manner de
scribed so that without alteration, addition, or rearrangement it may 
be resold to the public by lot or chance by said retail dealers. 

PAn. 7. The sale and distribution of candy by retail dealers by the 
methods described in paragraphs 2 and 3 above is a sale and distri
bution of candy by lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming 
device . 
. Competitors of respondent appeared as witnesses in this proceed
mg an(l testified, and the Commission finds as a fact, that many 
competitors regard such methods of sale and distribution as morally 
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bad and as encouraging gambling, especially among children; as 
injurious to the candy industry because it results in the merchan
dising of a chance or lottery instead of candy ; and as providing 
retail merchants with the means of violating the laws of the sev
eral states. Because of these reasons some competitors of respond
ent refuse to sell candy so packed and assembled that it can be re
sold to the public by lot or chance. These competitors are thereby 
put to a disadvantage in competing. Certain retailers who find. that 
they can dispose of more candy by the "break and take", "draw", 
or "deal" methods buy respondent's products and the products of 
others employing the same methods of sale and thereby trade is 
diverted to respondent and others using similar methods from said 
competitors. Said. competitors can compete on even terms only by 
giving the same or similar (levic!'s to retailers. This they are un
willing to do and their sales of "straight" candy show a continued 
decrease. 

There is a demand for candy which is sold by lot or chance, and 
in order to meet the competition of manufacturers who sell and dis
tribute candy which is sold by such methods some competitors of 
respondent have begun the sale and distribution of candy for resale 
to the public by lot or chance. The use of such methods by respond
ent in the sale and distribution of its candy is prejudicial and inju
l·ious to the public and to respondent's competitors and has resulted 
in the diversion of trade to respondent from its said competitors and is 
a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate 
competition in the candy industry. 

PAR. 8. One of the principal demands in the trade for the "break 
and take," "draw," or "deal" calllly comes from the small retailers. 
The stores of these small retailers are in many instances located near 
:;:chools and attract the trade of sel10ol children. The consumers 
or purchasers of the lottery or prize package candy are principally 
children and because of the lottery or gambling feature con
nected with the "break anJ. take," "J.t·aw," or "deaF' package and 
thP possibility of becoming a winner, children purchase candy from 
such packages in pr('fercnce to the "straight" candy, when the two 
type'3 of assortments are displayed side by side. The sale and dis
tribution of "break and take," "draw," or "deal" packages of candy 
or of candy which has connected with its sale to the public the means 
or opportunity of obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or 
dm11ce t!'achcs and encourages gambling among children, who com
prise by far the largest class of purchasers and consumers of this 
type of candy. 
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PAR. 9. There are in the United States, many manufacturers of 
candy who do not manufacture and sell lottery or prize assortments 
of candy, and who sell their "s~raight" candy in interstate commerce 
in competition with the "break and take," "draw," or "deal" candy, 
and manufacturers of the "straight" type of candy have noted a 
marked decrease in the sales of their products whenever and wher
ever the lottery or prize candy has appeared in their markets. This 
decrease in the sales of "straight" candy is principally due to the 
gambling or lottery features connected with the "break and take," 
"draw," or "deal" candy. 

PAR. 10. In addition to the assortments described in Paragraphs 
Two and Three herein the respondent manufactures candy which it 
sells to wholesale dealers and jobbers without any lottery or chance 
feature. The total annual volume of respondent's business was not 
shown, .but an officer of the respendent corporation testified, and the 
Commission finds, that the respondent's business is substantial. The 
"break and take," "draw," or deal" assortments, as described by the 
respondent, are not the major part of its total business. 

PAR. 11. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribu
tion in interstate commerce of assortments of candy so packed and 
assembled as to enable retail dealers without alteration, addition, or 
rearrangement to resell the same to the consuming public by lot or 
chance, is contrary to public policy. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Paul F. Beich 
Company, a corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and re
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce, and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a. 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the amended and supplemental complaint of the Commi
sion, the testimony and other evidence in support of the charges of 
said complaint taken before Miles J. Furnas, an examiner of the 
Commission theretofore duly designated by it, no answer having been 
filed by the respondent nor any testimony having been offered in 
opposition to the allegations of the complaint, and the Commission 
having made its findings as· to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap-
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proYed September 2G, 191!, rntitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is he1·eby ordered, That the responJent, Paul F. Beich Company, 
a corporation, its officers, agents, representath'es, and ('mployees, in 
the offering for sale, sale and distribution in interstate commerce of 
e;andy and candy products do cease and desist from: 

( 1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for 
resale to retailers candy so pack£'d and assembled that sales of such 
candy to the general public arc to be made, or are designed to be 
made, by mrans of lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. 

(2) Supplying to, or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers packages or assortments of candy which are used, or are de
signed to be used, without alteration or rearrangement of the con
tents of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming 
device, or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy con
tained in said assortment to the public. 

( 3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of 
candy for sale to the public at retail pieces of candy of uniform size 
and shape, but having different colors, togetlwr with larger pieces 
of candy and a small box of candy, which said larger pieces of 
candy and small box of candy are to be given as prizes to the pur
chaser procuring a piece of candy of a particular color. 

( 4) Supplying to or placing in the han us of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers asf'ortments of candy together with a device commonly called 
a "push card" for use or which is designed to be used in distribution 
of said candy to the public at retail. 

(5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers and jobbers a device commonly 
called a "push card," either with assortments of candy, or separately, 
and bParing a legend or legends or statements informing the pur
chaser that the candy is being sold to the public by lot or chance or 
in accordance with a sales plan which constitutes a lottery, gaming 
device, or gift enterprise. 

It is furtlwr orde?·ed, That the respondent, Paul F. lleich Company, 
within 30 days after the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commisr:.ion a report in writing, setting forth in detail the man
ner and form in whieh it has complied with the order to cease and 
desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

GOLD SEAL DISTILLERS, INC. 

COJI[PLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THffi ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF ,AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2425. Complaint; June 5, 1935-Decision, Dec. 3, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged in purchasing and bottling whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof to wholesalers and re
tailers, in substantial competition with those engaged in the manufacture 
by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and In sale 
thereof, and, with those engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and 
bottling, or in purchasing and bottling, such products, and respectively 
selling the same among the various States and in the District of Columbia, 
and including among aforesaid competitors those who manufacture and 
distill from mash, wort, or wash, as commonly understood, their whiskies 
and other spirituous beverages and truthfully use words "distillery," "dis
tilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as part of their corporate or trade 
names and on their stationery and on the labels of the bottles in which they 
sell and ship their products, and those who, engaged in purchasing, rectify
ing, blending, bottling, and selling, or in purchasing, bottling, and selling at 
wholesale, such various products, do not use aforesaid words as a part of 
their corporate or trade names, etc., as above set forth-

Represented, through use of word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on 
its stationery and on the labels attached to bottles in which it sold and 
shipped its said products, and in various other ways, to Its customers, and 
furnished' same with means of representing to their vendees, both retailers 
and ultimate consuming public, that the said whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages contained in said bottles were by it made through 
process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, notwithstanding fact they 
did not distill said whiskies, etc., thus bottled, labeled, sold, and distributing 
by it, nor own, operate, or control any place or places where such bever
ages were made by process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, as 
long definitely understood from word "Distillers" by trade and ultimate 
purchasing public as meaning places where such liquors are made by afore
said process, and it was not a distiller, for the purchase of bottled liquors 
of which there is a preference on the part of a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public into 
belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by it 
were by It m!Ule and distilled from mash, wort, or wash as above set forth, 
and of inducing dealers and purchasing public, acting in such belief, to 
buy Its said whiskies, etc., bottled and sold by it, and of diverting thereby 
trade to it from its competitors who do not, by their corporate or trade 
names, or In any other manner, misrepresent that they are manufacturers 
by distillation, as above set forth, of their products; to the substantial 
injury of competition and commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 
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Before Mr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner. 
Mr. PGad B. J,f01'ehouse for the Commission. 
Mr. Philip B. Helle!', of Chicago, III., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

24F. T. C. 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem· 
her 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission~ 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Gold Seal Distillersr 
Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and is using un· 
fair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
said act, and it appearing to the said Commission that a-proceeding 
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues 
its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois with its office 
and principal place of business in Chicago, in said State. It is nowr 
and for more than one year last past has been, engaged in the busi
ness of purchasing and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages and selling the same at wholesale in constant course of 
trade and' commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. In the cour!:;e and 
conduct of its said business it causes its said products when sold to be 
transported from its place of business aforesaid into and through 
various other States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, 
consisting of wholesalers and retailers, some located within the St.ate 
of Illinois and some located in other States of the United States and 
the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business 
as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more than one year last past 
has been, in substantial competition with other corporations and 
with individual partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture 
by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in 
the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the vari
ous States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; and 
in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent is, 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial compe
tition with other corporations, and with individuals, firms, and part
nerships engaged in the business of purchasin~, rectifying, blending, 
and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in 
the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia; and in the 
course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent is, and 
for more than one year last past has been, in substantial competition 
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with other corporations and with individuals, firms, and partnerships 
engaged in the business of purchasing and bottling whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages and selling the same at wholesale in 
commerce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. For a long period of time the word "distillers" when used 
in connection with the liquor industry and with the products thereof 
has had and still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds 
of wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate 
purchasing public, to wit, the manufacturers of such liquors by the 
process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, and a substantial 
portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors 
bottled by the actual distillers and manufacturers thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which it sells 
and ships its 'said products, and in various other ways, respondent 
represents to its customers and furnishes them with the means of 
representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate consum
ing public, that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bever
ages therein contained were by it manufactured through the process 
of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of factt 
respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, ginst 
or other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and 
transported, and respondent does not own, operate, or control any 
place or places where such beverages are manufactured by the process 
of distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR, 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort, or wash, whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beYerages sold by them and who truthfully use the 
words "distillerv" "distilleries" "distillers " or "distillin(l'" as a part J' ' ' 1::> 
of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, and on the 
labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. 
There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partner
~hips, and individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectify
ing, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bev
erages who do not use the words "distilling," "distillery," "distil
leries," or "disti11ers" as a part of their corporate or trade names, 
nor on their stationery, nor on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which they sell and ship their said products. There are also among 
&uch competitors corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals 
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engaged in the business of purchasing, bottling, and selling at whole
sale whiskies, gins, and otherj spirituous beverages who do not use 
the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a 
part of their corporate names, nor on the labels attached to the bottles 
in which they sell and ship their said products. 

PAR. 5. The representation by respondent, as set forth in para
graph 3 hereof, is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency 
to and does mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public 
into the belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
sold by the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from 
mash, wort, or wash, and is calculated to and has the capacity and 
tendency to and does induce dealers and the purchasing public, act
ing in such belief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages bottled and sold by the respondent, thereby diverting trade 
to respondent from its competitors who do not by their corporate 
names or in any other: manner misrepresent that they are manufac
turers by distillation from mash, wort, or wash, of whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages, and thereby respondent does sub
stantial injury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission on June 5, 1935, issued and served its complaint 
in this proceeding upon respondent, Gold Seal Distillers, Inc., charg
ing it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce 
in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said 
complaint, and the filing of the respondent's answer, the Commission, 
by order entered herein, granted respondent's motion for permission 
to withdraw said answer and to substitute therefor an answer ad
mitting all the material allegations of the complaint to be true, and 
waiving the taking of further evidence and all other intervening pro-
cedure, which substitute answer was duly filed in the office of the 
Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final 
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hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and the sub
stituted answer, briefs, and oral arguments of counsel having been 
waived, and the Commission, having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding 
is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

Fl~DINQS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office· 
and principal place of business at 78 '\Vest Van Buren Street, in the 
city of Chicago, in said State. It is now, and for more than one 
year last past has been, engaged in the business of purchasing and 
bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and selling the 
same at wholesale in constant course of trade and commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its said business, it causes 
Hs said products, when sold, to be transported from its place of busi
ness aforesaid into and through various other States of the United 
States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retail
ers, some located within the State of Illinois and some located in 
other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. In 
the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial compe
tition with other corporations and with individuals, partnerships, 
and firms engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in trade 
and commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct 
of its business as aforesaid, respondent is, and for more than one year 
last past has been, in substantial competition with other corporations, 
and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business 
of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and 
other 'spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business as afore
said, respondent is, and for more than one year last past has been, 
in substantial competition with other corporations and with individu
als, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing 
and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and sell
ing the same at wholesale in commerce between and amonO' the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Colm;bia. 

146756m-39-vol. 24-5 
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PAR. 2. For a long period of time the word "distillers" when used 
in connection with the liquor industry and with the products thereof, 
has had, and still has, a definite significance and meaning to the minds 
of wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate pur
chasing public, to wit: the manufacturers of such liquors by the proc
ess of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, and a substantial portion 
of the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled by 
the actual distillrrs and manufacturers thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
. the use of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which it sells 
nnd ships its said products, and in various other ways, respondent 
represents to its customers, and furnishes them with the means of 
representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate con
suming pub1ic, that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages therein contained were by it manufactured through the 
process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter 
of fact, respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, 
gins, or other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, 
and transported, and respondent does not own, operate, or control 
any place or places where such beverages are manufactured by the 
process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged iri 
the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash whiskies, gins, and other spiritu
ous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the words "dis
tillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their 
corporate or trade names and on their stationery, and on the labels 
of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. There are 
also among such competitors corporations, firms, partnerships, and 
indivi(luals rngaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blend· 
ing, and bottling whiskiE-s, gins, and other spirituous bevPrages who 
do not use the words "distilling," "distillery," "distilleries," or "dis
tillers" as a part of their corporate or trade names, or on their sta
tionery, or on the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and 
ship their said products. There are also among such competitors 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the busi· 
ness of purchasing, bottling, and selling at wholesale whiskies, gins, 
nnd other spirituous hevernges who do not use the words "distillery," 
"distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers'' as a part of their corporate 
names, or on the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and 
ship their said products. 
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PAR. 5. The representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, is calculated to, and has the capacity and tendency to, and 
does, mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by 
the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from mash, wort, 
or wash, and is calculated to, and has the capacity and tendency to, 
and does, induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such 
belief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
bottled and sold by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to re
spondent from its competitors who do not by their corporate names, 
or in any other manner, misrepresent that they are manufacturers 
by distillation from mash, wort, or wash, of whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages, and thereby respondent does substantial injury 
to competition in interstate commerce. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Gold Seal Dis
tillers, Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein, dated October 22, 1936, by respondent, admitting all the ma
terial allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking 
of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the 
~ommission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclu
Sion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Gold· Seal Distillers, Inc., its 
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with 
th~ ?ffering for sale, sale, and distribution of whiskies, gins, or other 
spintuous beverages, in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

Representing, through the use of the word "Distillers" in its cor
porate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it se1Is and ships said products, or in any 
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other way by word or words of like import, (a) that it is a distiller 
of whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages; or (b) that the said 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, operates, or 
controls a place or places where any such products are by it manu
factured by a process of original and continuous distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels 
until the manufacture thereof is completed, unless and until respond
ent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or places. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent within 60 days 
from and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file 
with the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in 
detail the manner and form in which it is complying, and has com
plied, with the order to cease and desist hereinab6ve set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

VALLEY SPRINGS DISTILLERY, INC. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THID ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CO~GRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 24"18. Complaint, June f8, 1935-Decision, Dec. 3, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged as wholesaler and rectifier of distllled spirits, in 
purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages, and in producing gin by process of rectification whereby 
alcohol, purchased but not produced by it, was by it redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics, and in selling aforesaid various products to 
Wholesalers and retaih.•rs in other States and in the District of Columbia, 
in substantial competition with those engaged in the manufacture by 
true distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors ft·om mash, 
wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof among the various States and in the 
District of Columbia, and with those engaged in purchasing, rectifying, 
blending, and bottling whiskies and other spirituous liquors and in selling 
the same as aforesaid, and including among its said .competitors those 
who, as manufacturers and distillers from mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, 
etc., sold by them, truthfully use words "distillery," "distilleries," "dis
tillers," or "distilling" as part of their corpomte or trade names and on 
their stationery, catalogues, advertising, and on the labels of the bottles 
in which they sell and ship such products, and those who, engaged in 
purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling and selling such various products, 
do not use aforesaid words as above set forth-

Represented, through use of word "Distillery" in its corporate name, printed 
on its stationery, catalogues, advertising, and labels attached to bottles in 
which it sold and shipped its said products, and by express representation 
on its letterheads and in various other ways, to its customers and fur
nished the same with the means of representing to their vendees, both 
retailers and ultimate consuming public, that it was a distiller and that the 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors contained in its bottled prod
ucts, labeled as above set forth, were by it made through process of dis· 
tillation from mash, wort, or wash, notwithstanding fact it did not distill 
said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors thus bottled, labeled, sold, 
and transported by it, nor own, operate, or control any place or placea 
where such spirituous liquors are made by process of original and contin
uous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes 
and vessels, until manufacture is complete, as long definitely understood 
from word "Distilleries" in the trade and by the ultimate purchasing 
public, as meaning the place where !Opirituous liquors are thus made, and lt 
Was not a distiller, for the purchase of bottled liquors of which there is a 

W preference on the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing public; 
lth effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public Into 

belief that It was a distiller and that the whisldes, gins, and other spiritu
ous liquors sold by It were by lt made or distilled from mash, wort, or 
wash, as above set forth, and of inducing dealers and purchasing public, 
acting In such belief, to buy its said whiskies, etc., rectified and bottled 
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by it, and of thereby diverting trade to it from its competitors, who <lo 
not, by their corporate or trade names or in any other manner, misrepre
sent that they are distillers; to the substantial injury of competition in 
commerce: 

Jield, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before 11/r. John L. Hornor, trial examiner. 
J,J r. PGad B. 111 ore house for the Commission. 
Mr. La;wrence A. Jacobson, of Chicago, Ill. and Mr. II. Sternfield, 

of Peoria, Ill., for respondent. 

Col\cPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Valley 
Springs Distillery, Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has 
been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"commerce'' is defined in said act, and it appearing to the said Com
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
respect as follows : 

P ARAGRArii 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office 
and principal place of business in the city of Chicago, in said State. 
It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, engaged 
in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whis
kies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in 
constant course of trade and commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
In the course and conduct of its said business it causes its said 
products when sold to be transported from its place of business afore
said into and through various States of the United States to the 
purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers, located in 
other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. In 
the course and conduct of its business as aforesaicl, respondent is 
now, and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial 
competition with other corporations and with individuals, partner
ships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by true distillation of 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors from mash, wort, or 
wash, and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
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respondent is, and for more than one year last past has been, in sub
stantial competition with other corporations and with individuals, 
firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, recti
fying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
liquors and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent has upon its said premises a still which it uses in the 
production of gin by the process of rectification whereby alcohol 
purchased but not produced by respondent is redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distiller as defined by Sec
tion 3247 of the Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor 
as commonly understood by the public or the liquor industry. For 
a long period of time the word "Distillery" when used in connec
tion with the liquor industry and with the products thereof has had 
and still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of 
wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate pur
chasing public, to wit, a place where spirituous liquors are manufac
tured by a process of original distillation from mash, wort, or wash, 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture 
thereof is complete, and a substantial portion of the purchasing 
public prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled and prepared by 
distillers. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
by the use of the word "Distillery" in its corporate name, printed 
on its stationery, catalogs, advertising, and labels attached to the 
bottles in which it sells and ships· itF) said products and by express 
representation on its letterheads that it is a distiller, and in various 
other ways, respondent represents to its customers and furnishes them 
With the means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and 
the ultimate consuming public, that it is a distiller and that the said 
~hiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors therein contained were by 
It manufactured through the process of distillation from mash, wort, 
or wash, when, as a matter of fact, respondent is not a distiller, does 
not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors by it 
so. bottled, labeled, sold, and transported, and merely by the use of a 
sti·ll· operated by it as aforesaid in the rectification of alcoholic 
spll'lts by redistillation over juniper berries and other aromatics 
~oes not distill the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages by 
It so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported in the sense in which 
the word "distilled" is commonly accepted and understood by those 
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engaged in the liquor trade and by the public. Respondent does not 
own, operate, or control any place or places where spirituous liquors 
are manufactured by a process of original and continuous distilla
tion from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who man
ufacture and distill from mash, wort, or wash, whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous liquors sold by them and who truthfully use the 
words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part 
of their corporate or trade namrs and on their stationery, catalogs, 
advertising, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell anrl 
ship such products. There are also among such competitors corpora
tions, firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the business 
of purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous liquors who do not use the words "dis
tillery," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate or 
trade names, nor on their stationery, catalogs, advertising, nor on the 
labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said 
products. 

PAn. 5. The representations by respondent, as set forth in para
graph 3 hereof, are calculated to and have a capacity and tendency 
to and do mislead and deceive dealP.rs and the purchasing public into 
the beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous liquors sold by respondent are manufactured 
or distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous 
process and are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to 
and do induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such 
beliefs, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors 
rectified and bottled by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to 
responden~'from its competitors who do not by their corporate or 
trade names or in any other manner misrepresent that they are dis
tillers, and thereby respondent does substantial injury to substantial 
competition in interstate commerce. 

PAn. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been clone and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent are 
to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 
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REPORT, FrNDINGs AS TO THE FACTs, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions o£ an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and d.uties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on June 28, 1935, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceed.ing upon respondent, Valley Springs Dis
tillery, Inc., charging it with the use o£ unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the 
issuance o£ said complaint, and the filing of the respondent's answer, 
the Commission, by order entered herein, granted respondent's motion 
for permission to withdraw said answer and. to substitute therefor 
an answer admitting all the material allegations of the complaint to 
be true, and waiving the taking of further evidence and all other 
intervening procedure, which substitute answer was duly filed in 
the office o£ the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly 
came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said com
plaint and the substituted answer, briefs and oral arguments o£ 
counsel having been waived, and. the Commission, having d.uly con
sidered the same and being now fully advised. in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusi'on drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS '1'0 THE FACTS 

P ARAGRArll 1. Respond.ent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office 
and principal place of business at 3512-26 Carroll Avenue, in the city 
of Chicago, in said State. It is now, and for more than one year 
last past has been, engaged in business under a whiskey permit from 
the United States Government, which permit is designated. "R-151", 
~s a wholesaler and rectifier of distilled spirits, purchasing, rectify
Ing, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bev
erages and in the sale thereof in constant course of trade and com
lllerce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its 
said business it causes its said products when sold to be transported 
from its place of business aforesaid into and through various States 
of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of whole
~alers and retailers, located in other States of the United States and 
In the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its busi
ness as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more than one year 
last past has been, in substantial competition with other corporations 
and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manu-
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facture by true distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
liquors from mash, wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof in trade 
and commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct 
of its business as aforesaid, respondent is, and for more than one 
year last past has been, in substantial competition with other cor
porations and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in 
the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whis
kies, gins, and other spirituous liquors and in the sale thereof in 
commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent has upon its said premises a still which it uses in the 
production of gin by the process of rectification, whereby alcohol 
purchased, but not produced, by respondent is redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distiller as defined by Sec
tion 324 7 of the Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor 
us commonly understood by the public or the liquor industry. For 
a long period of time the word "Distillery," when used in connection 
with the liquor industry and with the products thereof, has had, and 
still has, a definite significance and meaning to the minds of whole
salers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing 
public, to wit: a place where spirituous liquors are manufactured by 
a process of original distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through 
continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is 
complete, and a substantial portion of the purchasing public prefers 
to buy spirituous liquors bottled and prepared by distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distillery" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery, catalogs, advertising, and labels attached to the bottles 
in which it sells and ships its said products, and by express repre
sentation on its letterheads that it is a distiller, and in various other 
ways, respondent represents to its customers, and furnishes them 
with the means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and 
the ultimate consuming public, that it is a distiller and that the said 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors therein contained w·ere 
by it manufactured through the process of distillation from mash, 
wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact, respondent is not a dis
tiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
liquors by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported, and merely 
by the use of a still operated by it as aforesaid in the rectification 
of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over juniper berries and other 
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aromatics does not distill the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
?everages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported in the sense 
m which the word "distilled" is commonly aceepted and understood 
by those engaged in the liquor trade and by the public. Respondent 
~oes not own, operate or control any place or places where spirituous 
hquors are manufactured by a process of original and continuous 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 
. PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
In the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships, and il).dividua}s who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort, or wash whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous liquors sold by them and who truthfully use the words 
"distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of 
their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, catalogs, ad
vertising, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship 
Ruch products. There are also among such competitors corporations, 
firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous liquors who do not use the words "distillery," 
"distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate 
or trade names, or on their stationery, catalogs, advertising, or on 
the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their 
said products. 
' PAn. 5. The representations by respondent, as set forth in para
graph 3 hereof, are calculated to, and have a capacity and tendency 
~o, and do, mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public 
mto the beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, 
gins,,and other spirituous liquors sold by respondent are manufac
tured or distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous 
process and are calculated to, and have the ca.pacity and tendency to, 
a.nd do, induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such be
hefs, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors 
rectified and bottled by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to 
respondent from its competitors who do not by their corporate or 
t~ade names, or in any other manner, misrepresent that they are dis
tillers, and thereby respondent does substantial injury to substantial 
competition in interstate commerce. 

PAn. 6. Much of the "distilled" gin on the market is produced by 
~ompanies who do distill their own alcohol and produce gin therefrom 
. Y redistillation in exactly the same mamwr that respondent produces 
It~ gins-not under any distillery permit, but under a rectifying per
~lt. These distiller-rectifiers place on their gin labels: "Distilled 

Y -------------------- Distillers". There are distilleries which 
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produce gin by the same process in the distillery by one continuous 
process and the tax is paid at the completion of the process, that is, 
after the alcohol becomes gin, so that although the final redistillation 
process is the same as that of respondent, yet it is all done in a dis
tillery and the distiller has control over the process from the mash 
to the gin. Thus, it includes original or primary distillation through 
closed pi pes and vessels, as well as the final process of redistillation 
over the juniper berries. 

Section 5 of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act, approved 
August 29, 1935, dealing with unfair competition and unlawful prac
tices in the industry, provides that it shall be unlawful to sell in bot
tles any distilled spirits in interstate or foreign commerce unless they 
are bottled, packaged, and labeled in conformity with such regula
tions, to be prescribed by the Administrator, as will prohibit decep
tion of the consumer with respect to such products. 

Existing regulations under this act define "distilled gin" as the dis
tillate by original distillation or redistillation of neutral spirits with 
aromatics. 

The regulations further provide that on labels of domestic distilled 
spirits bottled by or for the actual distiller thereof, there shall be stated 
the words "distilled by" and immediately thereafter the name of such 
distiller and the place where distilled. 

Because of existing regulations, under the Federal Alcohol Admin
istration Act approved August 29, 1935 ( 49 Stat. 977), which regula-· 
tions became effective August 15, 1936, providing that rectifiers who 
redistill purchased alcohol over juniper berries and other aromatics 
may call such resulting product "distilled gin", and requiring that the 
labels state who distilled it, the Commission has excepted gins. pro
duced by respondent by redistillation of alcohol over juniper berries 
and other aromatics from the prohibitions of its order. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Valley Springs 
Distillery, Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Con
gress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Fed
eral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed herein, 
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dated October 24, 1936, by respondent, admitting all the material alle
gations of the complaint to be true and ·waiving the taking of further 
evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Valley Springs Distillery, Inc., 
its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with 
the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of whiskies, gins, or other 
spirituous beverages, in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia (except gins produced by it through a process of rectifica
tion whereby alcohols purchased, but not produced, by respondent are 
redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics), do forthwith 
cease and desist from : 

Representing, through the use of the word "Distillery" in its cor
porate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or in any other 
Way by word or 'vords of like import, (a) that it is a distiller of 
Whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages; or (b) that the said 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, operates, or 
controls a place or places where any such products are by it manufac
tured by a process of original and continuous distillation from mash, 
Wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the 
manufacture thereof is completed, unless and until respondent shall 
actually own, operate, or control such a place or places. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent within 60 days from 
and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it is complying, and has complied, with 
the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 

MEMORANDUM 

UNITED DISTILLERS & 1VINEns, INc. (D. 2486). Complaint July 
I, 1935. The Commission, as of the same date, made findin~s and 
ord~r which, excepting the use of the word "Distillery" in the Valley 
S~rzngs case, supra, and word "Distillers" by instant respondent, 
With principal place of business in Detroit, were substantially simi
~ar to those in the Valley Springs case; testimony having been taken 
. efore J.fr. John L. llo1'1UJr, trial examiner, and Commission hav-

h
ing been represented in the instant matter by AIr. PGad B. AI ore

ouse. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

CAREY SALT COMPANY 1 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docl•et 2516. Complaint, Aug. 14, 1935-Decision, Dec. 8, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged in the production and sale of a product which 
consisted of salt, treated with pyroligneous liquor or acid, secured through 
destructive distillation of wood in the absence of nit, with the addition of 
pepper, saltpeter, and sugar, and of caramel or burnt sugar, to produce 
the honey-brown color associated by the trade and public with products 
subjected to or impregnated or treated with natural wood smok~ 

(a) Descrihed said product as "Smoke Salt," and featured said designation 
on the labels of the containers in which the same was offered, distributed, 
and sold, and repeatedly made use thereof in the printed directions for 
use on one side of the label, and likewise made use thereof in advertising 
its said product in a booklet distributed among purchasers and prospective 
purchasers; and 

(b) Represented, In advertising its said product through radio broadcasting 
and in periodicals, newspapers, booklets, and pamphlets, that its said so· 
called "Smoke Salt" cured and smoke-flavored meat in one operation, and 
that it was "a thousand times better than the old smokehouse," and that 
meat treated with it acquired therefrom the same taste and other proper· 
ties or effects as it acquired from treatment with salt and subsequent ex
posure to the smoke from burning wood during process and course of com· 
bustlon, through such statements as ""' "' • perfect Improved meat cure 
that takes all guesswork out of home meat-curing," "Old-timers' in butch· 
ering and curing meats at home amazed 1", "Cures and Smoke-Flavors 
Meat in one Operation ... Quicker ... Easier ... With Never-Failing, 
Uniform Results!", ""' • • a great step forward in home-curing 
methods • "' "' Reduces the whole curing process • • "' into one 
single operation • • •", "experts, familiar with used meat-curing 
methods, • • • amazed at the extra fine flavor," "• • • made of 
pure • • "' meat salt "' • • combined with well-balanced sugar· 
cur~and flawless, doubly refined and condensed wood smoke"; 

Notwithstanding fact that its said "Smoke Salt" ha<l not been, as signified to 
consuming public from use of such a word, smoked with natural wood 
smoke, nor subjected directly or at all to such smoke, and had not de· 
rived from sn<'h F;.noke and did not have either Its qualities and properties 

t Through subseqnPnt Commission action, etl'ectlve date for report of compliance with 
<~rder In the instant matter wns extended until such time as tbe Commission rendered itS 
11nal decisions in Smoke Salt Product• Co., eC ol., Docket 2783, and Pennsvlvonfa Sail 
Manu(acturina Co .• et al., Docket 2784, subject, however, to amendments or revocation at 
any time If such actlon app<-ared warranted In the discretion of the Commission, and 
through later Commission action relating to Its aforesaid stay order, It was directed that 
the matter "remain In fieri without prejudice to the right of the Commission forthwith to 
enter such final order as seems just at or after the Commission's final dcciHion In thB 
matter" of the aforesaid two cases. 
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for, or its efficacy in, curing, preserving, smoking, or flavoring meats as 
in the conventional smokehouse or as in the operation or course· of similar 
of equivalent processes, and could not, by virtue of the nature thereof, do 
the complete job of curing meats nor the curing and smoking of meats in 
one operation; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive retail dealers into the belief 
that so-called "smoke salt" was a product subjected directly to the action 
and effect of, or impregnated or treated with, the smoke of burning wood 
during the process or course of its combustion, and that it could do the 
complete job of curing and smoking meat in one operation, and into pur
chase thereof in reliance on such erroneous belief, and with result of plac
ing in the hands of retail dealer vendees the means whereby they were 
enabled to and did mislead and deceive the consuming public into the belief 
that its said product had been smoked with natural wood smoke and that 
application and use thereof would do the complete job of curing and smok
ing meats as hereinabove set forth, and into purchase thereof in reliance 
on such erroneous belief, and of diverting trade to it from competitors 
engaged in the sale of salt, truthfully represented and described, for the 
purpose, among others, of curing and preserving meat, in substantial compe
tition with it; to said competitor's substantial injury: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Jib. RobertS. Hall, trial examiner. 
ll!r. James 111. Brinson for the Commission. 
lV illiams, iJl artindell & 0 arey, of Hutchinson, Kans., for 

respondent. 
COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Carey Salt Com
pany has been and is using unfair methods of competition in com
lnerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charge in 
that respect as follows: . 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Carey Salt Company, is now and for 
several years last past h~ts been a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Kansas, 
with its principal office and place of business at Hutchinson in said 
State. 
. It has been and is engaged in the production of salt and its sale 
In commerce among and between the State of Kansas and the various 
other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. It 
causes its product, when sold, to be transported from its said place 
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of business in the State of Kansas to purchasers located in the various 
other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of such business respondent, Carey Salt 
Company, has been and is engaged in competition with individuals, 
partnerships, and corporations offering for sale and selling salt of 
any kind in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, it has been and is the practice of respondent, 
Carey Salt Company, to offer for sale and sell a product which it 
has designated and described, and continues to designate and describe, 
as "Smoke-Salt." 

The label on the container in which such product is sold carries the 
legend consisting in part of the words "Carey-Ized," beneath which 
appears the word "Salt" under which are the words "Smoke-Salt," 
all in large and conspicuous letters. On one side of the label there 
are printed directions wherein the words "Smoke-Salt" repeatedly 
appear. 

Respondent has ad \'ertised its product in the booklet which de
scribes it throughout as "Smoke-Salt." This booklet it has caused 
to he distributed in the various States of the United States among 
purchasers and prospective purchasers. Respondent also has an ad
vertised its produet by means of radio broadcasting and in magazines, 
newspaprrs, booklets, pamphlets, and leaflets. In such advertisements 
it has representations and statements such as the following: 

New Carey-Ized smoke-salt great boon to farmers. 
Fmnous Carey laboratories perfect improved meat cure that tal,es all gueAS 

work out of home meat-curing. 
A thousand times better than the old smokehouse. 
Our hams are never under curetl or too smoky. 
"Old-timer.~" in butchering and curing meats at home amazed I 
Cures and Smol;e-l~la\"ors llfeat in One Operation • • • Quicker • • • 

Easil'r • • • With Never-Failing, Uniform Results! 
Air eady tl1ousnmls who tlwu)::ht they were satisfied with older methods are 

turning to this new anti vastly bPtter way! Proving for themselves that "Cnrey
lzed" Smoke-Salt Is a great step forward in home-curing methods. For 1t gives 
better qunlity meats that stay good longer. Reduces the whole curing process
snltiPg, sugar-<:uring and smol•e-flavoring-lnto one single operation • • • 
nnd tiJen does the complete job quickl'r, pnsier, more thoroughly than ever before. 

Yes, the experts, familiar with usual rnPat-curlng ml'thods, were frankly 
amazed at the extra tine flavor "Carey-ized" Smol;e Salt gives h::uns and bacon. 
Yet there's a real n•ason for better tlavor-sur·er results. "Carey-ized" Smoke
Salt Is made of pure, Carey meat salt, of just the right grain and strength, 
comblne1l with a well-balanced sugar-cure--and flawless, doubly reflnl'd and 
condensed wood smoke. 

CarPy-ized Smoke-Salt ends the drudgery, expense and varying results of the 
old smoke-house method. 
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In truth and in £act the word "Smoked" and the word "Smoke" 
useu in connection with salt offered for sale or sold for curing, pre
serving, smoking or flavoring meats have for many years signified 
and meant to dealers wholesale and retail and the consuming public, 
and now signify and mean to them, particularly that portion thereof 
engaged or interested in the curing o£ meats, that the salt so described 
or designated has been subjected to the action and effect o£, or to im
pregnation or treatment with, the smoke o£ burning wood during its 
process o£ combustion sufficiently to acquire from such source alone all 
o£ its smoke properties or smoke effects for use in curing, preserving, 
smoking, or flavoring meats. 

The product which respondent sells to the public described and 
designa.teu as "Carey-ized Smoke-Salt" or. as "Smoke-Salt" has not 
been and is not smoked salt or smoke salt as understood by the con
suming public. Such product has not been and is not subjected to 
the action and effect o£, or impregnated or treated with, the smoke o£ 
burning wood during its process o£ comuustion sufficiently to acquire 

. trom such source alone its smoke effects or smoke properties, or at all. 
It consists o£ salt, sugar, saltpeter, pepper red and black, and a so
called condensed smoke, such condensed smoke being pyroligneous 
acid or a concentrate thereof, produced from or by the destructive 
distillation o£ wood. 

PAR. 3. There have been for many years last past and now are in
dividuals, partnerships, and corporations offering £or sale and selling 
salt of various kinds in interstate commerce, including smoke salt, 
truthfully described and designated. 

PAR. 4. The practices o£ respondent, as described in paragraph 2 
hereof, have had and have the capacity and tendency to mislead and 
deceive, and have misled and deceived, and do mislead and deceive 
dealers, wholesale and retail, and the consuming public into the belie£ 
that responJent's said product has been treated or impregnated with, 
or subjected to the action and effect o£ the smoke of burning wood 
during its process of comuustion E-Ufficiently to acquire £rom such 
source alone all o£ its smoke effects and properties, and into the pur
chase o£ respondent's said product in reliance upon such erroneous 
belie£. 

PAR. 5. The above and foregoing practices o£ respondent have had 
a~d ~ave the capacity and tendency to divert, have diverted and do 
?Ivert trade to respondent from competitors offering for sale or sell
Ing in intf'rstate commerce white salt or salt smoked in accordance 
with the significance and meaning of the words "Smoke" or "Smoked" 
~lSf'd in connection with salt £or curing, preserving, smoking or flavor
mg meats as described in paragraph 2 hereof. 

14Gi::i<Jm-30-vol, 24-G 
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PAR. 6. The above and foregoing practices of respondent have been 
and are all to the prejudice o£ the public and respondent's competitors 
and in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of an Act of Congress 
approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem· 
her 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission on the 13th day of November 1934, issued and 
thereafter caused to be served upon respondent, Carey Salt Company, 
its complaint in this proceeding, charging it with the use of unfair 
methods o£ competition in commerce in violation o£ the provisions 
of said act. After the issuance o£ said complaint and the filing o£ 
respondent's answer thereto, a stipulation subject to the approval of 
the Federal Trade Commission, and which hereby is approved, was 
introduced by James M. Brinson, counsel for the Commission and 
W. D. P. Carey of Williams, Martindell and Carey, of Hutchinson, 
Kans., counsel for the responde,nt, before Robert S. Hall, an examiner 
theretofore duly designated by it whereby and wherein there were 
adopted and accepted as testimony and other evidence for the pur· 
pose of this proceeding all testimony taken and evidence received of a 
general character in the matters of Mortoll Salt Company, Docket 
2150, Jefferson Island Salt Company, Docket 2151, Myles Salt Com· 
pany, Docket 2152 and Avery Salt Company, Docket 2248. This 
stipulation, testimony and evidence were reduced to writing and filed 
in the office of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly 
came on the final hearing before the Commission on the said com· 
plaint, the answer thereto, the testimony and evidence admitted by 
the stipulation aforesaid, briefs in support o£ the complaint and in 
opposition thereto, and the oral arguments of counsel having been 
waived, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises finds that this proceeding is 
in the interest o£ the public and makes this its report stating its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FAOfS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Carey Salt Company, is now and for 
several years last past has been a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Kansas, 
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with its principal office and place of business at Hutchinson in said 
State. 

It has been and is engaged in the production of .salt and its sale 
in commerce among and between the State of Kansas and the various 
other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. It 
~auses its product, when sold, to be transported from its said place 
of business in the State of Kansas to purchasers located in the various 
other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of such business respondent, Carey Salt 
Company, has been and is engaged in substantial competition with 
individuals, partnerships, and corporations offering for sale and sell
ing salt of any kind in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, it has been and is the practice of respondent, 
Carey Salt Company, to offer for sale and sell to retail dealers, a 
product which it has designated and described, and continues to 
designate and describe, as "Smoke Salt." 

The label on the container in which such product is offered for 
sale, distributed and sold, carries the legend consisting in part of the 
Words "Carey-I zed" beneath which appears the word "Salt" under 
which are the words "Smoke Salt," all in large and conspicuous 
letters. On one side of the label there are printed directions wherein 
the words "Smoke Salt" repeatedly appear. 

Respondent has advertised its product in a booklet which describes 
it throughout as "Smoke Salt." This booklet it has caused to be 
distributed in the various States of the United States among pur
chasers and prospective purchasers. Respondent also has advertised 
its product by means of radio broadcasting and in magazines, news
papers, booklets, pamphlets, and leaflets. In such advertisements 
it has representations and statements such as the following: 

New Carey-Ized smoke-salt great boon to farmers. 
Famous Carey laboratories perfect improved meat cure that takes all guess· 

Work out of home meat-curing. 
A thousand times better than the old smokehouse. 
Our hams are never undercured or too smoky. 
Old-timers' in butchering and curing meats at home amazed I 
Cures and Smoke-Flavors Meat in one Operation .•• Quicker ... Easler ... 

With Never-Failing, Uniform Results I 
Already thousands who thought they were satisfied with older methods 

are turning to this new and vastly better way I Proving for themselves that 
"Carey-ized'' Smoke-Salt is a great step forward in home-curing methods. For 
it gives better quality meats that stay good longer. Reduces the whole curing 
process-salting, sugar-curing and smoke-fia voring-into one single opera
tion • .. and then does the complete job quicker, easier, more thoroughly than 
ever before. 
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Yes, the experts, familiar with usual meat-curing methods, were frankly 
amazed at the extra fine fiavor "Carey-ized" Smol•e Salt gives hams and bacon. 
Yet there's a re'al reason for better fiavor-surer results. "Carey-lzed" Smoke
Salt is made of pure, Carey meat salt, of just the right grain and strength, 
combined with a well-balanced sugar-cure--and flawless, doubly refined and 
condensed wood smoke. 

Carey-ized Smoke Salt e11ds the drudgery, expense and varying results of the 
old smoke-house method. 

In truth and in fact, wood smoke, as commonly understood by the 
public is the product or result of the incomplete or imperfect com
bustion of wood, in the presence of air. The word "Smo:ke," and 
the word "Smoked'' used in connection with salt offered for sale, dis
tributed, or sold, for curing, preserving, smoking, or flavoring meats, 
or any other word or words used. in such connection implying smoke, 
or use of smoke, have, for a considerable period of time signified. and 
meant and now signify and mean, to the consuming public, that the 
product to which the word "Smoke," or "Smoked" or any word, or 
words, implying smoke or use of smoke is applied, has been or is 
smoked with natural wood smoke, that is, subjected directly to the 
action and. effect of, or to treatment or impregnation with smoke 
produced by burning wood, during the process and course of its com
bustion, sufficiently to acquire from such source alone smoke or smoke 
effects for use in curing, preserving, smoking, or flavoring meats. 

The product which respondent offers for sale, distributes and sells 
to retail dealers and through them to their customers the consuming 
public, described and designated as "Smoke Salt" has not been and 
is not smoked with natural wood smoke. It has not been aml is not 
subjected directly or at all to such smoke, that is, smoke produced by 
burning wood during the process and course of its combustion. It 
has not acquired or derived from such smoke, and has not had and 
does not have, either its qualities and properties for, or its efficacy in, 
curing, preserving, smoking, or flavoring meats, as in the conven
tional smoke house, or as in the operation or course of similar or 
equivalent processes. It can do neither the complete job of curing 
and smoking ments, nor the curing and smoking of meats jn ont:> 
operation. The product of respondent consists of salt, treated with 
a liquid known as pyroligneous liquor or acid, to which are add(d 
pepper, saltpeter, sugar, and caramel or burnt sugar. 

l 1yroligneous liquor or acid is manufactured by a process known 
and described as the destructive distillation of wood. This process 
requires the absence of air for its effici£>ncy in recovery of the maxi
mum amount of the constituents or products of the wood. As a 
result of this necessity, air is excluded from the retort in wh;ch the 
decomposition of the wood is accomplished by the external applica-
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tion of heat. The only opening in the retort when the process is in 
operation is that leading into the condensing apparatus. It affords 
no entrance for air but, on the contrary, provides an exit through 
which air present in the retort and in the wood is expelled as soon 
as the vapors or fumes, and other material or products in the wood 
commence their passage into the condensing apparatus. This ab
sence of air and consequently of combustion effects in the course 
of the destructive distillation recovery of all condensible material 
resulting from decomposition of the wood. The distillate so pro
duced, pyroligneous liquor, contains therefore many substances which 
Would be destroyed in the course of combustion or incomplete or im
perfect combustion of wood, or would escape into the atmosphere, 
and which have not been discovered or identified in the smoke pro
duced by burning wood in the process and course of its combustion. 
The application of respondent's product, treated with such pyrolig
neous liquor, to meats, therefore, necessarily subjects them to an en
tirely different treatment under different atmospheric and other 
conditions than does the conventional smokehouse method, or equiva
lent processes in which natural wood smoke is employed. . 

A product exposed to the dense natural wood smoke of the smoke
house or its equivalent is subjected to conditions which the applica
tion of pyroligneous liquor or acid does not and cannot supply, and 
s~lt treated with such liquor or acid also fails to supply such condi
tions. Pyroligneous liquor or acid subjects the product with which 
it is treated and such product subjects meats to which it is applied 
to the action and effect of numerous substances never found in smoke 
and which do not and cannot serve as a substitute for the conditions 
~nd effects of natural wood smoke operating in the smokehouse or 
lts equivalent processes. This fact is emphasized by the practice of 
:espondent, in adding caramel or burnt sugar, as an ingredient, to 
Its product, in order to produce the honey brown color which the 
trade and publlc associates with products subjected to or impreg
nated or treated with the said natural wood smoke. In other words, 
although using the product of destructive distillation, which it desig
nates as condensed smoke, for the treatment of its salt, it is necessary 
for respondent to resort to caramel or burnt sugar as a coloring 
agent, in order to simulate the appearance of a product actually 
treated with natural wood smoke and thereby to produce a mer
c~antable commodity, which can, in appearance, satisfy the expecta
tions of the trade and consuming public. 
. :r: A?· 3. There are now and for several years last past have been 
Indtviduals, partnerships, and corporations engaged in substantial 
competition with respondent in the sale of salt truthfully represented 
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and described, in interstate commerce; for the purpose, among others, 
of curing and preserving meats. 

PAn. 4. The above and foregoing practices of respondent, described 
in paragraph 2 hereof have had and have and each of them has had 
and has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive retail dealers 
into the belief that the so-called smoke salt has been and is a product 
subjected directly to the action and effect of, or impregnated or treated 
with, the smoke of burning wood during the process or course of its 
combustion and that such product can do the complete job of curing 
and smoking meat in one operation and into the purchase of such 
product in reliance on such erroneous belief. 

The practices aforesaid have placed and do place in the hands of 
retail dealers to whom respondent sells its product the means whereby 
they have been and are enabled to mislead and deceive, have misled and 
deceived, and do mislead and deceive, the consuming public into the 
belief that the product of respondent has been smoked with natural 
wood smoke as described in paragraph 2 hereof, and that application 
and use of such product will do the complete job of curing and smoking 
meats in one operation and into the purchase of such product in reli
ance upon such erroneous belief. 

The aforesaid practices of respondent have had nnd have and each 
of them has had and has the capacity and tendency to divert and each 
of them has diverted and does divert trade to respondent from com
petitors mentioned in paragraph 3 hereof. As a result of such prac
tices, substantial injury has been and is being done to such com
petitors. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Carey Salt Com
pany, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competi
tors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved 
Septembrr 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its power and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having bPen heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the re
~pondent, a stipulation as to certain facts and as to the testimony and 
evidence before Robert S. Hall, Examiner of the Ftderal Trade Com
mission thc1·ctofore duly designated by it for such purpose, in support 
of the alll'gations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, briefs 
filed herein, by James 1\f. Brinson, counsel for the Commission, and 
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by William D.P. Carey of Williams, l\fartindell and Carey of Hutch
inson, Kans., counsel for respondent, oral arguments having been 
waived by the said counsel for the Commission and respondent, and 
the Commission having made its report stating its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provi
sions of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is orde1·ed, That the respondent, Carey Salt Company, its officers, 
representatives, agents, and employees in connections with the offering 
for sale, sale and distribution of its salt in interstate commerce or in 
the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

(1) Using the word "smoke," or any other word or·,vords signifying 
smoke or implying use of smoke, to designate or describe salt offered 
for sale, or sold, for curing, preserving, smoking, or flu voring meats, 
unless the salt so described or designated has been or is directly sub
jected to the action and effect of the smoke from burning wood during 
the process and course of its combustion sufficiently to acquire fmm 
such source alone all of its smoke or smoke effects for use in curing, 
preserving, smoking, or flavoring meats. 

(2) Representing that its so called smoke salt cures and smoke
flavors meat in one operation or that it cures and smokes meat at all or 
that treatment of meat with its said product is a thousand times better 
than the old smoke house or as good or that meat by treatment with 
such product acquires therefrom the same taste or flavor or other 
Properties or effects, as meat acquires from treatment with salt and 
subsequent exposure to the smoke :from burning wood during the 
process and course of its combustion. 

It is further· order·ed, That respondent, Carey Salt Company, shall 
file within 60 days from and after the service of this order a report in 
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form of its compliance 
herewith. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

GEORGE LANDON AND 1\I. 1\I. WARNER, TRADING AS 
LANDON & WARNER 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF' SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2"101. Complaint, Jan. 31, 1936-Dcrision, Dec. 4, 1936 

Where two partners engaged in the offer, sale, anc.l distribution of the so-called 
"Director" elastic fabricated belt for use as an abdominal support and in 
the reduction of surplus fat in that region; in advertising the same in 
periodicals and newspapers of general circulation among the States, and 
through published descriptiYe letters, eirculars, booklets, and other printed 
matter, including testimonial reproductions-

( a) Falsely represented that said belt, worn, pl'Ovided a gentle changing pres
sure. or massage-like action which reduced the wearer's waistline, and 
that wearing thereof brought about results formerly obtained by massage 
and exercise, with result that excess fatty tissues in said region wrre 
caused to disappear, and that, through use thereof, the wearer's waistline 
would be prrmanently redncec.l, and that it provided and constituted a 
safe anc.l effective remedy and method of treatment of abdominal obesity 
and the reduction of weight; and 

(b) Falsely represented that the use thereof made the wearer feel fifteen 
years younger, and eliminated tired bloat!'d feeling after meals and relieved 
shortness of breath and restored the user's vigor, and that use thereof 
would cure constipation and increase elimination in a normal way without 
the use of harsh, irritating cathartics; 

With effect of confusing, mio:leading, and decriving members of the public, 
through such false and, generally, inaccurate, unfounded or greatly exag
gerated t·cpres<'ntatlons, into the erroneous bPlief that use of their said 
belt would reduce excess fat around the nhdomen and bring about the 
bl'neficial results to the wearer statrd and implied by their said advertise
ments and literature, and with tendency and capacity to induce members 
of the public to buy and use such belt because of the erroneous beliefs 
thus engendered, and thereby to divert trade to them from competitors 
engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce of devices and belts 
designed, sold, and used for the same or similar pmposes as their said 
hPlt, and who do not, by false and misleading rPpresentations or adYer
tlsing, induce purchasers and consumers to buy or ufle such competitors' 
products: 

Held, That such acts and practic<'s were to the prejudice of the public und 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. William 0. Reacs, trial examiner. 
Mr. Allen 0. Pltelps for the Commission. 
Brelin, Britton & Landon, of Chicago, Ill., for respondents. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that George 
L::mdon and M. M. ·warner, a copartnership trading as Landon and 
\Varner; hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and are 
using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is 
defined in said act of Congress, and it appearing to said Commission 
~hat a proceeding by it in respect thereof would. be in the public 
lllterest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, George Landon and M. M. "\Varner, 
~hove named, are the sole partners of a copartnership organized, exist
Ing, and operating under the name and style of Landon and "\Varner, 
with its principal office and place of business located at 360 North 
Michigan A venue, in the city of Chicago, in the State of Illinois. Re
spondents, trading as said copartnership, are now,- and have been for 
more than five years last past, engaged in the business of offering for 
sale, selling, and distributing an elastic fabricated belt, known and 
designated as the "Director" belt, to ultimate consumers located in the 
several States of the United States and. the District of Columbia. 
Said belt is offered for sale, sold, and distributed for use as an ab
dominal support, to provide a means of massaging the abdominal 
area of the wearer, for use in the reduction of surplus fat around the 
abdomen and for the relief of obesity in that region. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of their said business, respondents 
cause their said "Director" belt, when so sold, to be transported from 
~heir place of business in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois, to, 
Into, and through States of the United States other than the State of 
Illinois, including the District of Columbia, to the various members 
of the consuming public to whom they are or have be~n sold, who 
are located in the different States of the United States. Respondents 
usually sell and distribute ·their said product directly to members of 
the. purchasing public by and through the use of the United States 
tn:uls. 

PAn. 3. That during the time above mentioned, other individuals, 
firms, and corporations jn various States of the United States are, and 
have been, engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate com
merce of medicines, preparations, belts, and devices designed, in
tended, and used for the same general purpose as respondents' said 
"D" Irector" belt, as above described, and also medicines, preparations, 
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devices, and belts designed, intended and used for the treatment of the 
various bodily ailments that accompany or produce the condition 
of obesity for which respondents' product is advertised as a remedy, 
as hereinafter shown2 and such other individuals, firms, and corpora
tions have caused and do now cause their said medicines, preparations, 
devices, and belts, when sold by them, to be transported from the 
various States of the United States in which said products are manu
factured or held for distribution to, into, and through States other 
than the State of the origin of the shipment thereof. That said 
respondents have been, during the aforesaid time, in competition in 
interstate commerce in the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of 
the said "Director" belt with such other individuals, firms, and cor
porations above described. That said competing products are sold 
by such other individuals, firms, and corporations, through the medium 
of the United States mails and otherwise directly to the consumers, 
and also at wholesale to retail outlets of various kinds for resale to 
the consumer. 

PAR. 4. That respondents in advertising their said elastic fabricated 
belt designated as the "Director" belt, have and do cause advertise
ments, descriptive of the product and its purported uses, to be in
serted in various magazines, newpapers, and periodicals having gen
eral circulation between and among various States of the United 
States, and further publish and circulate or cause to be published and 
circulated in aid of the sale of said product certain descriptive let
ters, circulars, booklets, and other literature which are usually trans
mitted to purchasers or prospective purchasers through the United 
States mails. That said advertisements, letters, circulars, booklets, 
and other literature so circulated in the several States by the re
spondent to customers and prospective customers represent and imply: 

That said elastic fabricated belt, known and designated as the 
"Director" belt, as a result of being worn and used as directed and 
without the use of drugs and without dieting, reduces and has the 
capacity to reduce the measure of the waistline of the wearer thereof 
:from four to six inches or some greater amount up to eleven inches; 
that by the faithful use of said "Director" belt practically all adipose 
tissue can surely be eliminated; that the elastic action of said "Direc
tor" belt, when worn, causes a gentle changing pressure on the ab
domen, bringing results formerly obtained only by regular massage 
and exercise; that the usc of said belt makes the wearer thereof feel 
15 years younger and eliminates a tired and bloated feeling after 
meals; that the use of said belt helps to relieve shortness of breath, 
restores the vigor of the user, and makes him look years younger the 
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minute he starts to wear it; that the use of said belt breaks the con
.stipation habit, cures constipation, and increases the elimination and 
regularity in a normal way without the use of harsh, irritating 
cathartics; that the use of said belt adds years to the wearer's life; 
that the use of said belt reduces the weight of the wearer, eliminates 
excess fat around the abdomen, and corrects or eliminates obesity in 
said region; that the use of said belt constitutes a remedy for, and a 
safe, proper, and efficacious method of treatment for abdominal 
-obesity; and other representations of like import. 

PAR. 5. That a sample of an advertisement caused by respondents 
to be inserted in a magazine of general circulation between and 
among the several States is as follows: 
(Pictorial representation of a man with an arrow pointing to the abdomen) 

REDUCE 4 to 6 inches without drugs without dieting 
or your money Refunded . . . . 

.. I wore the Director Belt and reduced my waistline from 42 to 33 inches. 
Practically all adipose tissue can surely be eliminated by its faithful use. I 
have recommended it to many of my patients." 

(Signed) R. A. LowELL, 
Physician and Surgeon. 

HOW DIRECTOR WORKS 

Director is fitted to your individual measure without laces, hooks or buttons. 
Its elastic action causes a gentle changing pressure on the abdomen bringing 
results formerly obtained only by regular massage and exercise. Now all you 
have to do is slip on Director and watch results. 

IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE 

"This remarkable belt produces au instant improvement in your appearance the 
lll.oment you put it on. Note how much better your clothes tit and look with
-out a heavy waistline to pull them out of shape. 

RESTORiiJ YOUR VIGOR 

''I received my belt last Monday," writes S. L. Brown, Trenton, N. J. "I 
feel 15 years younger; no more tired and bloated feeling after meals." 

Director puts snap in your. step, helps to relieve "shortness of breath," re
stores your vigor. You look and feel years younger the moment you start 
to wear a Director. 

BREAK CONSTIPATION HABIT 

"I was 44 inches around the waist-now down to 37¥..-feel better--eon
Stipattou gone-and know the belt has added years to my life." D. W. Bilder
back, Wichita, Kans. 

Loose, fallen abdominal muscles go back where they belong. The gentle 
changing action of Director increases elimination and regularity in a normal 
\Vay Without the use of harsh, irritating cathartics. 
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REDUCE LIKE THIS 

Let us prove our claims. We'll send a Director for trial. If you don't get 
results you owe nothing. 

LANDON & 'VARNER, 

SENT ON TitiAL 

MAIL COUPON NOW! 

3GO N. 1\Iichigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
Dept. A-49· 

GENTLEMEN: Without obligation on my part please send me the complete
story of Director Belt and give full particulars of your trial offer. 

Name---------------------------------------------------------------------
Address-------------------------------------------------------------------
CitY-------------------------------------------------- State---------------

PAR. 6. That in truth and in fact: Respondents' said elastic fabri
cated belt, known as the "Director" belt, when worn and used as 
directed, does not, and will not, reduce the measure of the waistline 
of the wearer from four to six inches, or some greater amount up to 
eleven inches without the use of drugs and without dieting; the faith
ful use of said "Director" belt will not eliminate nor has it ever 
eliminated practically all adipose tissue; the elastic action of said belt 
does not cause a gentle changing pressure on the abdomen bring
ing results formerly obtained only by regular massage and exer
cise; the use of said belt does not make the wearer feel 15 years 
younger or eliminate a tired and bloated feeling after meals; the 
use of said belt does not help to relieve shortness of breath nor does 
it restore the vigor of the user or make him look years younger the 
minute he starts to wear it; the use of said belt does not break the 
constipation habit, cure constipation, or increase elimination and 
regularity in a normal way without the use of harsh, irritating 
cathartics; the use of said belt does not add years to the wearer's 
life; the use of said belt does not reduce th.e weight of the wearer, 
eliminate excess fat around the abdomen, or cure or alleviate obesity 
in that region; the use of said belt is not a remedy for, or a safe, 
proper or efficacious method of treatment for abdominal obesity. All 
the statements, representations, and implications set forth in para
graph 4 above are either wholly unfounded in fact or greatly exag
gerated, or wholly inaccurate. 

PAR. 7. That the representations of respondents above set forth and 
made as aforesaid, have had, and do have the tendency and capacity 
to and do confuse, mislead, and deceive members of the public into 
the belief that the use of respondents' said elastic fabricated belt 
does and will reduce excess weight and does ond will bring about the 
beneficial results to the wearer which said advertisements and litera-
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ture state and imply have been and will be achieved by the use of 
.said belt, all as set forth in paragraph 4 hereof, when in truth and in 
fact such statements and representations are false, misleading, or 
true only with qualifications and to a limited extent. Said represen
tations so made by respondents have had, and do have, the tendency 
and capacity to induce members of the public to buy and use said 
belt because of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above set forth, 
and to divert trade to respondents from competitors engaged in the 
sale and distribution in interstate commerce o£ devices and belts 
designed, sold, and used for the same or similar purposes as respond
~mts' belt, and of medicines and preparations designed, adapted, and 
Used for the treatment of obesity and the various ailments and condi
tions that accompany and induce the same, who do not by false and 
misleading representations or advertising induce purchasers and 
consumers to buy or use their products. 

PAR. 8. The above acts and things done by the respondent are all 
to the injury and prejudice of the public and the competitors of 
respondent in interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
Purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
!ederal Trade Commission, on January 31, 1936, issued and served 
Its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents George Landon 
and M. M. ·warner, a copartnership, trading as Landon & 'Varner, 
charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in 
commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issu
ance of said complaint and the filing of the respondent's answer 
thereto, testimony and oth~r evidence in support of the allegations of 
the said complaint were introduced by Allen C. Phelps, attorney for 
the Commission before 'Villiam C. Reeves, an examiner of the Com
mission, theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to the 
allegations of the complaint by George Landon, attorney for the 
respondents; and said testimony and other evidence were duly re
corded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the 
P.roceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commis
SI~n on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other 
evidence and briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition 
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thereto (oral arguments of counsel having been waived); and the 
Commission having duly considered the same and being now fully 
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest 
of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, George Landon and M. M. 'Varner, are 
the sole partners of a copartnership engaged in business at Chicago, 
Ill., under the name and style of Landon & 'Varner. Respondents, 
trading as said copartnership are engaged in the business of offering 
for sale, selling, and distributing an elastic, fabricated belt known 
and designated as the "Director" belt, to ultimate consumers located 
in the several States of the United States and in thl3 District of Colum
bia. Said belt is offered for sale, sold, and distributed for use as an 
abdominal support, to provide a means of massaging the abdominal 
area of the wearer, for use in the reduction of surplus fat around the 

, abdomen and for the relief of obesity in that region. 
PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of the said business respondents 

sell and distribute their said "Director" belt directly to members of 
the purchasing public, by and through the use of the United States 
mails. Said respondents cause their said "Director" belt when sold 
to be transported from their place of business in the city of Chicago, 
State of Illinois, into and through the several States of the United 
States other than the State of Illinois, including the District of Colum
bia, to the various members of the consuming public to whom they 
have been sold, said purchasers being located in all of the different 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. There are and have been other individuals, firms, and cor
porations in various States of tho United States engaged in the sale 
and distribution in interstate commerce, of belts and devices designed, 
intended nnd used for the same general purpose as respondents' said 
"Director" belt, and such other individuals, firms, and corporatiOns 
have caused and do cause their said devices and belts when sold by 
them to be transported from the various States of the United States 
in which said products are manufactured or held for distribution, to, 
into and through States other than the State of origin or shipment 
thereof. Said respondents have been and are in <:ompetition in inter
Ftate commerce in the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of the 
!:'aid "Director" belt with such other individuals, firms, and corpora
tions above mentioned. Said products so sold in competition with 
respondents' said "Director" belt are sold by such other individnals1 
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fir~s, and corporations, through the medium of the United States 
lllalls and otherwise directly to the consumers, and also at wholesale 
to retail outlets of various kinds for resale to the consumer. 

PAn. 4. Respondents in advertising their said elastic, fabricated 
belt designated as the "Director" belt have and do came advert1se
~nents descriptive of the product and its purported uses to be inserted 
In various magazines newspapers, and periodicals having general cir
culation between ana' among the various States of the United States, 
and further publish and circulate in aid of the sale of said product, 
certain descriptive letters, circulars, booklets, and other printed mat
ter which are usually transmitted to purchasers or prospective pur
ehasers through the United States mails. Through said advertise
~nents, letters, circulars, booklets, and other literature so circulated 
111 the several States by the respondents to purchasers and prospective 
purchasers respondents represent and imply that said elastic, fabri
cated belt kno,vn and designated as the ''Director" belt, as the result 
of being worn and used as directed and without the use of drugs and 
without dieting, reduces and has the capacity to reduce the measure of 
the waist line of the wearer thereof from four to six incl10s, or some 
other greater amount up to eleven inches; that by the use of said "Di
rector)' belt practically all adipose tissue can smely be eliminated; 
that the elastic action of said "Director" belt when worn causes a gen
t]~ changing pressure on the abdomen bringing results formerly ob
tamed only by regular massage and exercise; that the use of said Lelt 
ll1a.kes the wearer thereof feel fifteen years younger and eliminates 
a. bred and bloated feeling after meals; that the use of said belt helps 
t~ relieve shortness of breath, restores the vigor of the user, makes 
him look years younger the minute he starts to wear it; that the use 
of said belt breaks the constipation habit, cures constipation and in
creases elimination and regularity in a llormal way \\·ithout the use 
of harsh and irritating cathartics; that the use of said belt adds years 
to the wearer's life; that the use of said belt reduces the fat of the 
Wearm·, eliminates excess fat around the abdomen and corrects or 
eliminates obesity in said rrgion; that the use of said belt constitutes 
a remedy for and is a safe and efficacious medium of treatment for 
abdominal obesity; and makes other representations of similar import. 

PAR. 5. Typical statements by respondents in their said advertise
ll1ent.s, letters, circulars, booklets, and otl1er literature so circulated in 
r)ffermg for sale and selling the said "Director" belt are the following: 

1 
Eight inches ot! waistline. Director Belt reduced my waistline from 42 to 34 

nches. I feel 10 years younger. Constipation gone-no tired, bloated feeling 
utter nteals. G. Newton, Troy, N. Y. Director belt instantly Improves your 
IIPr>enrance, puts snap in your step, relieves "shortness of breath" restores your 
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dgor as fat vanishes, loose, fallen abdominal muscles go back where they belong. 
Gentle, massage-like action increases elimination and regularity in a normal 
way without the use of harsh, irritating cathartics. You look and feel years 
younger. Sent on trial. Let us prove our claims. No obligation. Write today 
for trial offer. New, easy way-no drugs, no diet. 

l\fust reduce waistline three inches or no cost. Massage reduces-so does 
"Director." Its elastic action with every movement of your body causes a gentle, 
changing, vibrating pressure that easily and comfortably worl~:s away abdomen 
fat, restores vigor. You look and feel years younger as soon as you wear 
Director Belt. Sent on Trial-Let us prove our claims. If you don't get results 
you owe nothing. 

Reduce 4 to 6 inches without drugs, without dieting, or your money re
funded • • • How Director works. Director is fitted to your individual 
mrasure without laces, hooks or buttons. Its elastic action causes a gentle 
changing pressure on the abdomen bringing results formerly. obtained only by 
regular massage and exercise. Now all you have to do is to slip on a Director 
and wat<'h results. Ueduce Like This. Let us prove our claims. We'll send 
a Director for trial. If you don't get results you owe nothing. 

A sure, simple easy way to reduce your girth two to four inches instantly 
1md then acquire a permanent reduction. Results assured-()r not a penny's 
cost to you. We want an opportunity to prove to you that Director will accom
pllsh wondE>rs in reducing your weight and waist measure. So we ll,Sl\ permis
sion to send you a Director for one week's trial. 

Trial Offer. We have tried to give you some idea of what Director is and 
how it is warranted to reduce excess fat. Uut nothing we can say wlll be half 
so convincing as an actual test. So we invite a test on this basis. Use the 
Order Form enclosed with this letter-send today for a Director. Wear It for 
one week. Then, If you <lon't agrE>e with each and every statement we have 
ma<le herein, simply return the belt and we will refund your money promptly nnd 
the trial wcn't cost you a penny. We can think of no more fair or liberal offer 
than this. In fairness to yourself please make this test. Fill in and mail the 
Order Form today. We warrant every Director Belt to be fitted to your measure 
and woven from the finest fabrics for the purpose, and we warrant that it wlll 
perfectly fit the wearer. Director Belt Is to satisfy you in every way. You are 
to have tbe privilege of examining 1t nnd wearing lt for two weeks. If for any 
reason it does not meet your approval ~'OU may' return it and we will refund 
the money sent with tl1e order, which wlll be held as a deposit, pending your 
decision to keep or return the belt. You, the wearer, are to be the judge, 

Your waistline ls too large. It needs attention. Dy letting it go it will con
tinue to grow-bigger and bigger. Your stomach has no stopping point. Once 
It starts to sag and bulge health suffers--appearance too. Why not follow my 
suggestion. Director will reduce your growing paunch to a size consistent with 
good he11,lth nnd rebuild your bo<ly. Here's my offer. H Director doesn't reduce 
your stomach within two weeks, the trial will cost you nothing. If for any renson 
~·ou are not entirely satisfied, I'll refund your money-every penny of it
without delay or conver!'mtlon. That's fair-Isn't it? Every dny I receive 
letters from enthusiastic Director users. They have found that the easy com
fort of Director reducing belt ls just what they need; that lt does thl'm a world 
of good. Here is a letter that came ln this morning. After 2 weeks the sum 
of $6.50 is to be refunded to me by Landon & Warner if I am not satisfied with 
the Director llelt. 
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Wear Director on trial. Reduce your waistline this natural and easy way, 
Director wlll reduce waistline 4 and 6 inches_; improve appearance; eliminate 
constipation; promote digestion; renew vitality. * * * Fat disappears. The 
improvement that Director mnkes in your appearance will please you. You 
W!II enjoy a feeling of restored vitality and new life but the knowledge that 
excess fat is surely disappearing during every moment of the day is the most 
COllJforting feeling of all. Director does more than just relieve-it effects a 
Permanent reduction of waist measurement a,nd fat as well. Director actually 
Promotes the absorption and ellminatlon of all excess fat. We warrant every 
Director Belt to be fitted. to your measure and woven from the finest fabries 
for the purpose, and we warrant that it wlll perfectly fit the wearer. Director 
Belt Is to satisfy you in every way. You a.re to have the privilege of exum
lning it and wearing it for two weeks. If for any reason it does not meet your 
approval you may return It and we will refund the money sent with the order, 
\\'hich wm be held as a deposit pending your decision to keep or return the belt. 
You, the wearer, are to be the judge. 

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact: Respondents' said "Director" belt 
When worn and used as directed does not and will not reduce the 
measure of the waistline of the wearer from four to six inches or some 
greater amount up to eleven inches without the use of drugs or with
out dieting. The faithful use of said "Director" belt will not elimi
nate, nor has it ever eliminated, practically all adipose tissue. The 
elastic action of said belt does not cause a gentle changing pressure 
on the abdomen bringing results formerly obtained only by regular 
massage and exercise. The use of said belt does not make the wearer 
feel fifteen years younger, or any certain number of years younger, 
or eliminate a tired, bloated feeling after meals. The use of said belt 
d?es not help to relieve shortness of breath nor does it restore the 
\'Igor of the user or make him look years younger the minute he starts 
to Wear it. The use of said belt does not break the constipation 
habit, cure constipation, or increase elimination and regularity in a 
normal way without the use of harsh irritating cathartics. The use 
of said belt does not add years to the wearer's life. The use of said 
belt does not reduce the fat of the wearer, eliminate excess fat around 
the abdomen or cure obesity in that region. Said belt is not a remedy 
fo.r, or a safe, proper or efficacious medium of treatment for abdo
tninal obesity. In O'eneral, the statements, representations and imi)li-
c t• 0 
a Ions referred to or set forth in paragraphs 4 and 5 above are in-

accurate, unfounded in fact, or greatly exaggerated. 
P.-\R, 7. The representations of respondents above set forth and 

lnade as aforesaid have had and do have the tendency and capacity 
to and do confuse, mislead and deceive members of the public into 
th.e false belie£ that the uso of respondents' "Director'' belt does and 
\VIll reduce excess fat around the abdomen and does and will brina
about the beneficial results to the wearer which said advertisement'; 

1467o6m--39--vol.24----7 
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and literature state and imply have been and will be achieved by the 
use of said belt. Said representations so made by respondents have 
had and do have the tendency and capacity to induce members of the 
public to buy and use said belt because of the erroneous beliefs so 
engendered and to thus divert trade to respondents from competitors 
engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of devices 
and belts designed, sold and used for the same or similar purposes as 
respondents' belt who do not by false and misleading representations 
or advertising induce purchasers and consumers to buy or use their 
products. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, George Lan
don and M. M. ·warner, a copartnership trading as Landon & Warner, 
are to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondents, testimony and other evidence taken before 'Villiam C. 
Reeves, an examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly designated 
by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposi
tion thereto, and briefs filed herein by Allen C. Phelps, counsel for 
the Commission, and by George Landon, counsel for the respondents 
(oral arguments having been waived); and the Commission having 
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respond· 
ents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, George Landon and :M. M· 
'Varner, individually, and as partners in the copartnership of Landon 
and 'Varner, and their representatives, agents, and employees, in 
connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of that 
certain elastic fabricated abdominal belt, known as the "Director" 
belt or any other belt of substantially similar construction, in inter· 
state commerce or in the District of Columbia, by the use, publica· 
tion or circulation of advertisements, letters, circulars, booklets, ot 
other printed matter, or by the inclusion of testimonials in such ad· 
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vertising literature or by any other means whatsoever, do forthwith 
.cease and desist from representing : 

.1. That as a result of wearing said belt the waistline of the wearer 
Will be permanently reduced in circumference. 

2. That the said belt, when worn, provides a gentle, changing pres
sure or massage-like action which will reduce the waistline of the 
Wearer. 

3. That the wearing of said belt will bring about results formerly 
<>btained by massage and exercise. 

~· That by the use of said belt excess fat or fatty tissue at the 
Waistline or around the abdomen will be absorbed, eliminated, rubbed 
<>tf or caused to disappear. 

5. That the wearing of said belt in and of itself makes the wearer 
fe~l .15 years younger, or any certain number of years younger, or 
~lunmates a tired, bloated feeling after meals, relieves shortness of 

reath or restores the vigor of the user. 
6. That the wearing of said belt will break the constipation habit, 

eure constipation or increase elimination and regularity in a normal 
Way without the use of harsh irritating cathartics. 

7. That the wearing of said belt will reduce body weight or cure 
<>r relieve obesity. 

8. That the wearing of said belt provides a remedy for or consti
tutes a safe, proper or efficacious method of treatment for abdominal 
<lbesity. 

It i8 further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a 
:rep.ort in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
Which they have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

MARION VAULT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2112. Oornplaint, Feb. 4, 1936-Decision, Dec. 4, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture of two types of metal burial 
vaults, 1. e., its "New Imperial Burial Vault" and "Gold Seal Burial Vault," 
and in the sale thereof to jobbers, funeral directors, and undertakers-

( a) Represented, in circulars advertl!;ing its said products, distributed among 
undertakers, funeral directors, and morticians, that its said Imperial Vaults 
would "protect through the years" and that they were "inherentlY quali
fied to provide enduring protection," and, as to said "Patented Double 
Seal," that it was "permanently secure" and that it "improves as time 
goes on"; and represented that the former were watertight both at time 
of interment and after, and were waterproof and endured as such under all 
conditions for fifty years, and would give permanent protection; and 

(b) Made use of certificates of warranty or guarantee, in connection with Aale 
and offer of latter, that said vaults were guaranteed "to be vermin, mois
ture, water, and air-proof, and to give positive protection for an indefinite 
number of years," and authorized "the undersigned furneral directors" "to 
countersign this guarantee to the purchaser"; 

The facts being that, while its said vaults were equal to the standard metal 
vaults made by the industry and were not inferior products or made of an 
inferior grade of metal or by methods of construction which differed from 
those used by reputable and responsible members of the industry in question, 
but were made with great care by skilled workmen, of the highest grade 
and quality of metals obtainable by it for the manufacture of such vaults, 
impervious and impenetrable by moisture, vermin, and water during the 
Ufe of the metals, such metals were not rust or corro;;ion resistant to the 
extent that they would never rust or corrode after burial and, once rusted 
or corroded to a certain extent during a period of years, they would crumble 
and disintegrate; corrosive qualities, present in all soils, vary greatly, so 
that, while In many sections throughout the United States in which soil 
corrosion is not a problem, and in some of which a 12-gauge metal vault, 
burled, would resist penetration by corrosion for more than one hundred 
years, in other soils its said vaults would pit through and cease to be water
proof in from eight to ten years; conjunction of conditions, which does not 
always exist, must obtain in the case of said vaults in order to provide pro
tection from entering water; Its vaults nnd the materials from which made 
have not bf'en tested under ground for the full period of fifty years; dis
interment is rare nnd it had rarely been called upon to replace its said 
vaults; 

With capacity and tendency, as result of such misleading acts and practices, to 
induce the public to purchase and use the same in the belief that said 
statements and representations, which were each and all to the prejudice 
of the public, were true, and to divert unfairly trade to it from its com-
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petltors engaged in sale and distribution of metal, stone, concrete, cement 
and other burial vaults in and between the various States: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
.competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. J,f, Turin for the Commission. 
Waite, Schindel & Bayless, of Cincinnati, Ohio, for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Marion Vault Manu
facturing Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been 
and now is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commis
sion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that re
spect as follows : 

PARAGR..-\PII 1. Respondent, Marion Vault Manufacturing Company, 
is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and place of busi
ness in the city of Marion in said State. 

PAn. 2. Respondent is now, and has been for a number of years 
last past, engaged in the manufttcture and sale of two types of metal 
burial vaults for use in the burial of the dead, one being designa«ld 
"The New Imperial Burial Vault," and the other "Gold Seal Burial 
Vault," and has caused said products, when sold, to be shipped and 
transported from its place of business in the city of Marion, State of 
Ohio, to purchasers thereof located in many other States of the 
United States. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid de
scribed aml alleged, respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling 
its said products in interstate commerce, caused circulars pertaining 
to its New Imperial Burial Vault to be distributed among under
takers, funeral directors, and morticians loca«ld in various States of 
the United States for their use and which were used by them in aid 
of soliciting the sale of and selling its said products to the purchasing 
public. In said circulars appeared statements and representations to 
the effect that said products "will protect through the years," and 
are "inherently qualified to provide enduring protection." Other cir
culars also were distributed as aforesaid by said corporation in inter
state commerce as a means to advertise its Gold Seal Burial Vault, 
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equipped with a patented double seal represented to be "permanently 
secure" and as "improving as time goes on." A so-called guarantee 
accompanied each Gold Seal Burial Vault sold and shipped by the 
respondent in interstate commerce, said guarantee reading in part": 

The Marion Vault Manufacturing Company, through its duly authorized offi
cers whose signatures are attached hereto, hereby guarantee their Gold Seal 
Burial Vaults, to be vermin, moisture, water, and air proof, and to give positive
protection for an indefinite number of years. 

And which products, so advertised and represented, the respondent 
sold in interstate commerce; when, in truth and in !act, the aforesaid 
statements and representations to the effect that said vaults, or either 
of them, will "protect through the years," or "provide enduring pro
tection," or are guaranteed to be verminproof, moisture, or water
proof, and air-proof, are vague, misleading, and deceptive and are 
not justified. The terms "Protect through the years," "Provide endur
ing protection," "waterproof," "verminproof," "moistureproof" and 
"airproof" as used by respondent as aforesaid, mean to the consum· 
ing public water tight vaults, vaults which will not permit water, 
vermin, moisture, or air to enter the same under actual burial condi
tions. Neither of said vaults is waterproof as the term is understood 
by the consuming public; and either water, vermin, moisture, and air 
may enter the same through the joints thereof, because of defects in 
mechanical construction and through holes due to corrosion. 

PAn. 4. With reference to the Gold Seal Burial Vault guarantee, 
above mentioned, it contains no statement, promise, or agreement of 
any kind by the respondent as to what it will do or agree to do, in the 
event that any purchaser should claim, or make claim, that said Gold 
Seal Burial Vault has not proven to be "vermin, moisture, water, 
and air-proof, and to give positive protection for an indefinite number 
of years," as stated in respondent's said guarantee. Aside from thist 
the exhumation of bodies after burial is so rare as to make this cer
tificate of guarantee utterly worthless for all purposes to a vast 
majority of the ultimate purchasers of this Gold Seal Burial Vaultt 
for the reason that ordinarily and usually no such opportunity is 
afforded them in which to ascertain and esta'Llish, under any circum
stances, whether said Gold Seal Burial Vault gives "positive protec
tion'' and is "vermin, water, and air-proof." The fact that exhu· 
mation of bodies after burial is so rare, also, in like manner, make 
the statements and r£'presentations of respondent in connection with 
the sale of the New Imperial Burial Vault practically worthless to a 
vast majority of ultimate purchasers of this type of burial vault for 
the like reason that oruinurily nnu usually no opportunity is afforded 
them in which to ascertain and establish, under any circumstances, 
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whether said. New Imperial Burial Vault "provides end.uring protec
tion" or "will protect through the years." 
. PAR. 5. The said. methods and practices of respondent in soliciting 
the sale of and in selling its said burial vault products, as hereinabove 
alleged and. set forth, have the tendency and capacity, and are cal
culated, to mislead and deceive, and in fact do mislead and deceive, a. 
suLstantial portion of the purchasing public, including the ultimate 
purchaser, into buying such said burial vault products, or either of 
them, in the erroneous and mistaken belief that they will "protect 
through the years" or "provide enduring protection," or are guaran
teed to be verminproof, moisture, or 'vater-proof, and airproof. 

PAn. 6. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
spondent is in competition with corporations, partnerships, firms, 
and individuals llkewise engaged in the manufacture, sale and trans
portation in interstate commerce of like and similar products, such 
as steel, stone, cement, and other vaults used in the burial of the dead, 
which said competitors in no wise make or inJnlge in the same or 
similar false and misleading representations, methods and practices 
as are made or indulged in by the respondent as hereinbefore set 
forth. The aforesaid representations made by respond.ent about its 
said burial vault products and the use of its guarantee as hereinabove 
set forth and alleged, have the capacity and tend.ency to deceive and 
mislead the purchasing public, and to· induce purchasers, including 
ultimate purchasers, to buy the product of respondent in and. on ac
count of the belief that said statements, representations and warran
ties are true, and thus unfairly divert trade to the respondent from its 
said competitors engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of like 
or similar burial vault products. 

PAn. 7. The acts, things and practices of the respondent, as herein
above alleged, are all to the prejud.ice of the public and of respond
ent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trad.e Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved Sep
tember 26, 1914. 

REPOnT, FIJI."DIXGS As TO TIIE FACTs, AND ORDEn 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1014, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to d.rfine its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Fetleral Trade Commission on the 6th day of February 1936, issued 
ond served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Marion 
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Vault Manufacturing Company, a corporation, charging it with the 
use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the 
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the. 
filing of respondent's answer thereto, a stipulation as to the facts 
was agreed upon by and between '\V. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for 
the Commission, and the respondent by which it was agreed that, 
subject to the approval of the Commission, the statement of facts 
so agreed upon should be taken as the facts in this proceeding and 
in lieu of testimony in support of the charges stated in the complaint 
or in opposition thereto. It wus further agreed that said Commis
sion might proceed upon such statement of facts, including inferences 
drawn from said stipulated facts, to make its report stating its find
ings as to the facts and its conclusions based thereon, and enter its 
order disposing of the proceeding, without the presentation of argu
ment or the filing of briefs. Said stipulation as to the facts has been 
filed in the office of the Commission and ap'proved by it. Thereafter 
the proceeding came on for final hearing before the Commission on 
said complaint, the answer thereto and the statement of facts as 
agreed upon in lieu of testimony, briefs and argument having been 
waived, and the Commission having duly considered the same, and 
being fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is 
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusions drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Marion Vault Manufacturing Company, 
is, and has been :for a number of years last past, a corporation duly 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its 
:factory and principal place of business located in the city of 1\farion, 
in the State of Ohio. 

It is now, and for a number of years last past has been, engaged 
in the business of manufacturing and selling two types of metal burial 
vaults, "The New Imperial Burial Vault" and the "Gold Seal Burial 
Vault"; said vaults are intended to be, and actually are used to encase 
or enclose coffins in the burial of the human dead. ' 

Respondent sells and ships its vaults to jobbers, funeral directors, 
and undertakers, the last two of which sell the same to ultimate pur
chasers thereof for use in the burial of their dead. 

It does now, and has, so sold and shipped its vaults to such pur· 
chasers thereof, to be used in the State of Ohio and other States 
of the United States. 'Vhen orders are received by it they are filled 
by causing the said vaults to be shipped from the city of Marion in 
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the State of Ohio, into and through other States of the United States, 
to the respective places of business or the residences of the purchasers. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its said business, 
and in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate 
commerce, has caused circulars advertising said vaults to be distributed 
among undertakers, funeral directors, and morticians located in the 
various States of the United States. Said circulars are used by them 
in connection with the solicitation of the sale of said vaults to the 
purehasing public. In said circulars, the respondent causes the fol
lowing general statements and representations as to its vaults to be 
made without limitation or qualification: 

As to its New Imperial burial vaults: 
They "will protect through the years." 
They are "inherently qualified to provide enduring protection." 

As to its Gold Seal burial vaults: 
The Patented Double Seal "is permanently secure." 
The Patented Double Seal "Improves as times goes on." 

Respondent issues with each Gold Seal burial vault, the following 
written guarantee which is intended to be, and usually is, delivered to 
the ultimate purchaser : 

GUARANTEE 

MAniON VAULT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
:1\-IAIUON, OHIO. 

The 1\Iarion Vault Manufacturing Company, through its duly authorized 
officers, whose slgnntures are attached hereto, hereby guarantee their Gold 
Seal Burial Vaults to be vermin, moisture, water and air proof, and to give 
positive protection for an indefinite number of years. 

The undersigned funeral director is hereby authorized by the Marlon Vault 
l\lanufacturlng Company of 1\larion, Ohio, to countersign this guarantee to the 
purchaser. 

All genuine Gold Seal Vaults are labeled with the Gold Seal shown below. 

Secretary . President 

PAR. 3. The ferrous metals used by respondent in the manufacture 
of its said burial vaults are: Armco Ingot Iron and Armco Steel 
manufactured by the American Rolling Mill Company of Middle
town, Ohio, a.nd Keystone Copper Bearing Steel manufactured by 
the American Sheet and Tinplate Company of Pittsburgh, Pa. 

These metals, 12 U. S. Standard Gauge and heavier, are purchased 
by the respondent in sheets of extra d.imensions specially processed 
and rolled for use in the manufacture of burial vaults. The cost of 
said metals is considerably higher than the cost of ordinary com
mercial steel for the same gauges. 
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These metals are the highest grade and quality of metals for use 
in the manufacture of burial vaults that can be obtained on the market 
in the United States. Said metals used by the respondent in its burial 
vaults are highly refined grades of steel which are made under the 
best modern scientifically controlled steel manufacture processes 
wherein the impurities are removed and furnacing operations are 
accurately. controlled. This process results in the best grade of 
steel which resists, but does not prevent corrosion, thus tending to 
increase its life and durability in use underground over steel not 
similarly or equally refined. 

Both of the companies from whom respondent purchases these 
metals, represent in their advertising and otherwise to the respondent 
that said metals are rust resisting. They are manufacturers of recog
nized responsibility and integrity. These companies make rigid in
spection and testing of each sheet of metal before it is shipped to the 
respondent. 

These metals are, by their very nature, impervious to, and im
penetrable by, air, moisture, vermin, and water during the life of said 
metals, which said life terminates when a hole has been punctured 
or has been penetrated through the metal by any instrument, rust, or 
corrosion. 

The metals are not rustproof or corrosionproof, but will rust or 
corrode after they are buried underground. They are not rust
resisting or corrosion-resisting to the extent or degree that they will 
never rust or corrode after burial underground. 'Vhen they have 
rusted and corroded to a certain degree and extent during the period 
of years after burial underground, they will crumble and disintegrate. 

pAR. 4. Respondent's said vaults are manufactured with great care 
by skilled workmen. 

PAR. 5. Respondent's vaults are constructed on the air seal prin
ciple. The vault consists of two parts, (1) a pan or base, and (2) a 
dome (hood or top). 

PAR. 6. The outside measurements of the said New Imperial vault 
are: length, 90 inches; width, 34 inches; and height 29 inches. It 
weighs empty and without a casket in it 410 pounds. Its inside 
dimensions are: length, 86 inches; width, 30 inches; side height, 19 
inches; cE>nter hei~ht 25 inches aboYe the top of the pan. The entire 
dome consists of three pieces, two ends and one piece which forms the 
roundE>u top and both sides. The ends are electrically welded from 
the inside and outsidC', so as to then make the dome airtight and water
tight in the sense that no air or water can then get through the metal 
or wdds of the top, sides anrl ends of the dome from the outside of 
the dome to the inside of the dome. Water and air can go in and out 
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of the dome from the bottom of it, as the dome itself has no bottom 
to it. The pan is made of one piece of steel and the ends are elec
trically welded. The pan is flat on top and the four edges are turned 
down, making the top of the pan three inches above the plane of the 
upper surface of the flange as it rests on the ground or support. The 
edges of the pan are turned outward 2 inches wide to form this flange, 
which extends entirely around the bottom of the vault. This flange 
itself has approximately a total of 3 square feet and 46 square inches. 
The entire base resembles an inverted pan. At each of the four 
corners of the pan is a hole, pierced through near its top edge. Cir
~ulation of air through its hollow space into the hood is provided by 
these holes, thereby making one single column of air. Projecting one 
inch above the top of the pan are four small raised bosses or casket 
l'ests, which support the bottom of the casket when it is placed in the 
vault. Thus, the bottom of the casket is raised 4 inches above the top 
surface of the flange on the pan. The bottom edge or rim of the dome 
l'ests on this outside flange of the pan. 

PAR. 7. The dimensions of the said Gold Seal vault vary slightly 
from the dimensions of the vault described above, but the principle 
upon which it operates is the same. In the Gold Seal vault the bottom 
-edge or rim of the dome is turned inward to form a flange. At the 
line of contact between the dome and the base is a rubber gasket, fitted 
by hand to a metal retainer, which is welded to the base of the vault. 
As the weight of the dome, earth and water presses down, the pressure 
causes the rubber gasket to seal this vault, so that it has a double seal, 
the air seal and the gasket seal. This is the principal difference be
tween the New Imperial vault and the Gold Seal vault. Like the 
New Imperial, it has a hole at each of the four corners of the pan. 
The said gasket is especially prepared by incorporating therein cer
tain chemicals to retard ordinary oxidation. Respondent purchases 
.said gasket from reputable rubber manufacturers, to wit, Goodrich 
Uubber Company of Akron, Ohio, and the Corduroy Rubber Company 
l()f Grand Rapids, Mich. After water completely surrounds either the 
Imperial or Gold Seal vault to the extent that it covers the entire line 
of juncture between the dome and the flange on the pan, the pressure 
of the confined air in the inside of the dome resists the pressure of 
the water head so as to prevent the surface of the water level rising 
within the dome above the lower edge. The air within the vault is not 
sealed until then. As the water level rises in the ground surrounding 
the vault, its pressure forces the air from the empty space underneath 
the raised portion of the pan, through the holes at each corner of the 
})an, ·into the hood, where it is added to the air within the dome, 
thereby increasing the pressure and resistance of the air to the pressure 
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of the water level in the ground, and so adding to the effectiveness of 
the operation of the air seal principle of the vault. 

PAR. 8. 'When, for any reason, the air seal principle of the above
described vaults is not in operation, the vault is not airtight as a vault. 
Air can circulate freely and water can enter the dome and rise within 
it to the extent that it is not resisted by the pressure of the air con
fined within the dome. 

PAR. 9-A. According to the recognized principles of mechanical 
engineering applied in the construction of the respondent's New Im
perial and Gold Seal vaults, the confined air within. the dome of 
respondent's vaults, buried level on the bottom of the grave, containing 
a corpse in an ordinary casket, or one not hermetically sealed, esti
mated at five cubic feet, will resist by the air seal principle the pressure 
of a water column in the ground five feet, or 60 inches, above the lower 
edge of the hood, and under such conditions, the water in the vault 
will rise only to the top of the pan, or one inch below the rests for 
the bottom of the casket. According to such recognized principles, it 
would require a water column in the gTound 6.1 feet, or 73.2 inches 
above the lower edge of the hood, for the water in the vault to rise so 
as to submerge the bottom of the casket. 

Respondent's vaults, even though provided with said mechanical 
principles of air sealing, will not under all burial conditions, prevent 
the entrance of water into said vaults to such a height as to damage 
the coffin and body placed therein. The metals from which said 
vaults are made will corrode and rust. If said metals do so corrode 
or rust "to the extent that holes or punctures, which will permit the 
entry of water, develop, and there is sufficient water in the grave to 
reach the holes or punctures, or exit of air from the enclosed portion 
of the dome develops, then the entire principle of the diving bell is 
defeated. 

In some instances said vaults will corrode and rust so as to cave in 
and collapRe. Respondent's said vaults have never been tested for 
corrosion for a period of fifty years, nor has the metal from which 
they are made Leen so tested; respondent's said vaults when buried 
underground will, and often do, permit air, vermin, and water to enter 
them. 'Vater entering- respondent's said vaults to such a height as 
to touch the casket will promote in some instances disintegration of 
the body and the casket therein. 'Vater often enters the graves of the 
dead. In many cemeteries of the Unitrd States, water ris£>s in some 
graves to a depth of 6 feet. 

In order for either of said vaults to provide protection of the casket 
and body placed therein from the effects of water entering from the 
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grave, they must be buried and remain buried under the following 
conditions, which are: 

No. 1. The hood of the air seal vault must not be defective and the 
metal anJ welJs must be airtight. 

No. 2. The vault should be buried level. 
No. 3. The vault should be buried in the surface of the bottom of 

the grave and have no earth or other material which occupies the 
empty space underneath the pan. 

No. 4. There should be no change in temperature after its burial. 
No. 5. There should be no change in barometric pressure after its 

burial. 
These said conditions do not obtain in all conditions of burial where 

either of said vaults are used. 
Condition No. 1 is essential for the successful operation of the air 

seal principle of either of said vaults. Conditions Nos. 2 or 3 affect 
these air seal vaults unfavorably to a more or less degree in that they 
reduce the amount of confined air within the dome and also its 
pressure, when this vault is sealed by water rising above the lower 
edge of the hood, and thus the water within the hood tends to rise 
higher. A change in conditions Nos. 4 and 5 may affect these air 
seal vaults favorably, or it may affect these vaults unfavorably and 
make the water rise higher within the hood, even though the air seal 
principle is in operation. When changes in conditions 2, 3, 4, and 5 
are sufficient to cause water to enter either of said vaults, and to touch 
the casket therein, then such changes tend to damage the casket and 
the body contained therein. 

PAR. 9-B. Neither the New Imperial or the Gold Seal vault is 
shipped by respondent until the domes thereof have been tested and 
approved to have no defect in its metal or in its welds, and the domes 
thereof are waterproof and airtight at the time of shipment. No test 
is made of metal and weld of the pan. 

PAR. 10. A corpse, either embalmed or not embalmed, is in the 
process of decay and disintegration at the time of its burial. The 
process of embalming is the method of injecting certain fluids into 
the corpse for the purpose of delaying such decay and disintegration 
of the corpse for a temporary period of time after burial. The delay 
in disintegration thus brought about is temporary and not permanent. 

The above described use of the air seal vaults of the respondent is 
intended for the purpose of protecting the corpse against such accel
erated decay and disintegration through damage by water rising to 
such a height within the dome of the vault that it will touch the bot
tom of the casket. The actual protection of the corpse by respond-
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ent's vaults will depend upon the actual burial conditions of the 
locality in which they are buried. 

PAR. 11. The terms "waterproof" and "airtight" and "vermin 
proof" as used by respondent as described herein, mean in fact, and 
are understood by many ultimate purchasers of said vaults to mean 
a watertight, airtight, verminproof vault, which will not permit 
water, air, or vermin to enter the same and that it will endure as 
such under burial conditions for a period of twenty-five to fifty years 
or more. 'Vater, vermin and air do enter these New Imperial and 
Gold Seal vaults through the bottom holes due to corrosion, or other 
causes, or when there is so much water in the graves in which they 
are contained that the water touches the casket, or because of absence 
of one or more of the conditions described in paragraph 9. Neither 
of said vaults is vermin proof or air tight until the same is sealed 
with water. 

Disinterment after burial is rare and respondent has rarely been 
called upon to replace said vaults. 

PAR. 12. The metals of which respondent's vaults are made are 
ferrous metals and will rust after burial underground. Rust is an 
oxidation of iron, a union of iron and oxygen and its presence means 
that to some extent the metal has corroded. 

The corrosive qualities of different soils vary to a great extent. 
In some soils the corrosion is practically negligible. 

There are many sections throughout the United States where soil 
corrosion is not a problem. In some soils in the United States a 
12 U. S. Standard gauge metal vault buried underground would 
resist penetration by corrosion for a period of more than 100 years. 

As one goes down in the ground, the strata in contact with the 
burial vault changes, and it may be a more corrosive or less corrosive 
strata, depending on the location. 

The life of a metal burial vault unless punctured by rust or corro
sion, depends upon the character of the soil in which it is buried and 
upon t~e climatic and other conditions prevailing in the locality · 
where mterment is made. 

All soils are more or less corrosive and in the course of years will 
cause all ferrous metals to pit or corrode. 

Corrosion, in the course of ye!Ll'S, will cause the failure of respond
ent's ferrous metal vaults. 

Uespondent's vaults, and the metals from which they are manufac
tured, have not been tested underground for the full period of fifty 
years. 
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There are some soils in the United States where respondent's fer
rous metal vaults will pit through and cease to be waterproof in a 
period of from eight to ten years. 

PAR. 13. Metal Grave vaults of 12 gauge metal have been disin
terred, in good condition, with no water in them, no holes irt them, 
and no damage to the caskets and the corpses in them from water 
entering or ever having entered these vaults from the grave in 26 
States and the District of Columbia, after being buried· 48 years, 37 
years, 35 years, 30 years, 27 years, 26 years, 25 years, 24 years, 23 
years, 22 years, 2"1 years, 20 years, 19 years, 18 years, 17 years, 16 
years, 15 years, 14 years, 13 years, 12 years, 11 years, 10 years, 9 years, 
8 years, 7 years, 6 years, 5 years, 4 years, 3 years, 2 years, and one 
year or less. 

Other metal vaults of 12 gauge ferrous metal have been disinterred 
and found to be in bad condition, with water in them, with holes 
in them, and the caskets and corpses therein in a damaged condition 
due to water having entered these vaults from the grave in which 
they were contained. 

PAR. 14. In the course and conduct of said business, respondent 
is in substantial competition with other individuals, copartnerships, 
and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution of metal, stone, 
concrete, cement, and other. burial vaults, in and between the various 
States of the United States. 

PAR. 15. Respondent's vaults are equal to the standard metal 
vaults manufactured by the industry. They are not inferior products, 
are not made of an inferior grade of metal, or of methods of con
struction different from those used by reputable and responsible 
members of the metal vault industry. 

PAn. 16. Respondent is and has been financially able, ready and 
willing to comply fully with and to perform the full terms of its 
written certificate of warranty, or to replace, without cost, any one 
of its vaults which has been damaged by water admitted from the 
grave because of the failure of the vault due to rust, corrosion, 
defective material or workmanship and respondent has made and 
issued said certificates of warranty in good faith. 

PAR. 17. The ferrous metal burial vaults so manufactured by the 
respondent are useful, proper and suitable receptacles for the burial 
of the dend and are transported in interstate commerce for such 
purpose. In certificat~s of warranty, and in other advertising mate
rial used by the respondent, its agents, employees, and representatives, 
in offering for sale or selling the various types of air seal ferrous 
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metal burial vaults manufactured by it, the respondent has rep
resented: 

1. That its New Imperial Air Seal vaults are water-tight, both 
at the time of interment and after burial under ground; 

2. That its New Imperial Air Seal vaults are water-proof; 
3. That its New Imperial Air Seal vaults will endure as water-proof 

under all burial conditions for a period of fifty (50) years, or any 
fixed or stated period of time; 

4. That its New Imperial Air Seal vaults will give permanent 
protection after under ground; 

5. That the double seal of its Gold Seal burial vaults is perma
nently secure; 

6. That the double seal of said Gold Seal burial vaults gives 
permanent protection. 
In connection with the sale of its vaults, the respondent has also 
made use of certificates of warranty which guarantee such vaults 
to be airtight, verminproof, and waterproof, when used for burial 
purposes. 

All of the aforementioned representations together with the acts 
and practices of the respondent, hereinabove set out are deceptive 
and misleading and have and have had the capacity and tendency to 
induce the public to purchase and. use respondent's vaults in the belief 
that said statements and. representations are true, and each and all of 
them are to the prejud.ice of the public, and have the capacity and 
tendency to unfairly divert trade to the respondent from its said 
competitors. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent under the con
ditions described in the foregoing findings are to the prejudice of the 
public and of respondent's competitors; they are unfair methods of 
competition in commerce and constitute violations of Section 5 of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint o1 the Commission, the answer of the 
respondent, and the stipulated facts filed herein, and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
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Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered, That respondent, Marion Vault Manufacturing 
Company, a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and em
ployees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribu
tion of ferrous metal burial vaults in interstate commerce or in the 
District of Columbia, forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Representing in purported certificates of warranty or guaran
tees, in advertising or in any other manner, that: 

(a) Its new Imperial Air Seal Vaults are water-tight either at 
the time of interment or after burial under ground; 

(b) Its new Imperial Air Seal Vaults are water-proof; 
(c) Its new Imperial Air Seal Vaults will endure, as water-proof, 

under all burial conditions, for a period of fifty years, or for any 
fixed or stated period of time; 

(d) Its new Imperial Air Seal Vaults will give permanent pro
tection after burial under ground; 

(e) The double seal of its Gold Seal Durial vaults is permanently 
secure; 

(f) The double seal of said Gold Seal burial vaults gives per
manent protection, and that such vaults will endure vermin, moisture, 
water, and are air-proof when buried in the ground. 

2. Making other representations of like import. 
3. Using certificates of ""\Varranty" or "Guaranty" in connection 

with the sale or offering for sale of such vaults, unless it clearly 
appears therein that such certificates refer to the care, skill, mecha
nism, and materials used in the construction of said vaults and to 
tests made to determine whether they leak, and not to their dur
ability as to remaining airtight, verminproof, or waterproof when 
used for burial purposes. 

It i8' further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after 
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE l\fA'ITER OF 

JAMES VAN DISSEN DISTILLING COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT, 26, 1914 

Docket V126. Complaint, June 5, 193.5-Decision, Dec. 7, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged as rectifier and wholesaler of spirituous liquors, In 
purchasing and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages, and 
in making gin with a still which 1t used therefor by redistillation of pur
chased alcohol, not produced by it, over juniper berries and other aromatics, 
and in selling its aforesaid various products to wholesalers and retailers, ln 
substantial competition with those engaged in the manufacture by distilla
tion of whiskies, gins, and other spiritous beverages, and in selling the same 
in trade and commerce among the various States and in the District of Co
lumbia, and with those engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bot
tllng such various beverages and in slmllarly selling the same, and including 
among said competitors those who, as manufactut·ers and distillers from 
mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold 
by them, truthfully use words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or 
"distilling" as a part of their corporate names and on their stationery and 
on the labels of the bottles In which they sell and ship such products, and 
those who, engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling such 
various products, do not use, with competitive advantage attaching thereto, 
aforesaid words as above set forth-

Represented, through use of word "Distilling" in its rorporate name, printed on 
Its stationery and labels, together with words "Distilled by" ln case of its 
aforesaid gin, "Manufactured by" in case of its sloe gin and cordials, and 
"Bottled by" in case of its brandy, and ln various other ways to its custom
ers, and furnished the some with the means of representing to their yendees, 
both retailers and ultimate consuming public, that the whiskies, gins, and 
other spil'ituous beverages contained in such bottles were by 1t made 
through process of difitlllation from mash, wot·t, or wash, notwithstanding 
fad It did not thus distill said various beverages thus bottled, labeled, sold 
and trauspot·ted by It, as definitely un<l('rstood and lmplif'd to the trade and 
ultimate purcha!'ilng vnulic from word "Distllllng" as meaning such original 
distillation from grain, fruit or vegetable mash, and did not own, operate, 
or control any place or places where such beverages are thus made, and 
was not a distiller, investment and e'l:penses of which ore greater, In gen
eral, than those of the rectifier, and for the purchase of the bottled liquors 
of which there Is a preference on the part of a suu~tantlal portion of the 
purchasing public, and to which an advontngeom~ prestige In overcoming 
sales resistance attaches in the mind of the wholesale trade, and associated 
with the products of which there Is an advantage to the r<eller by virtue of 
the distiller's control, as believed, of the making of Its product and the 
Ingredients entering therein !rom start to finish In Its own estobl!sbmPnt; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers 11nrl pnrrhasing public Into the 
belief that the whlsklt>s, gins, and other l<ftlr:tuons heYt>riii-:PS snld hy it 
were by it made and distilled from mash, wort, or wn~<h, and of induelng 
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dealers and purchasing public, acting in such belief, to buy its said whiskies, 
etc., bottled and sold by it, and of thereby diverting trade to it from Its 
competitors who do not, by their corporate names or in any other manner, 
misrepre8ent that they are manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, 
or wash of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages; to the substantial 
injury of substantial competition in commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition, 

Before Mr. lV. W. Sheppard and Mr. John lV. Addison, trial exam
iners. 

Mr. PGad. B. Morehouse and Mr. Edw. lV. Thomerson for the 
Commission. 

Mr. Donald II. JlJ cDonald, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondent. 

CoMrLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fed
eral Trade Commission, having reason to believe that James Van 
Dissen Distilling Co., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as re
spondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to 
the said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its 
charges in that respect as follows: 

P ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under the laws of the State of California, with its 
office and principal place of business in the city of Los Angeles, in 
said State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of a rectifier and wholesaler of liquors, pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages and selling the same at wholesale in constant 
course of trade and commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. In the course 
and conduct of its said business, it causes its said products when 
sold to be transported from its place of business aforesaid into and 
through various States of the United States to the purchasers 
thereof, consisting of wholesalers and rPtailers, some locaterl within 
the State of California and some located in othPr StatE's of the United 
States and the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of 
its business as aforesaid respondent is now, and for more than one 
year last past has been, in substantial competition with other cor
porations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in 
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the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spiritu
ous beverages and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business as afore
said respondent is, and for more than one year last past has been, in 
substantial competition with other corporations, and with individuals, 
firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, recti
fying, blending and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
benrages and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid 
respondent has, upon its premises, a still which it uses in the pro
duction of gin by a process of rectification whereby alcohol, pur
chased but not produced by respondent, is redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distiller, as defined by Sec
tion 3247 of the Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor 
as commonly understood by the public and the liquor industry. For 
a long period of time the word "distilling" when used in connection 
with the liquor industry and with the products thereof has had and 
still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of whole
salers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing 
public, to wit, the manufacturing of such liquors by the process of 
original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture 
thereof is complete, and a substantial portion of the purchasing 
public prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled by the actual distillers 
and manufacturers thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of tha' word "Distilling" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which it se11s 
and ships its said products, and in various other ways, respondent 
represents to its customers and furnishes them with the means of 
representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate con
suming public, that the whiskies, gins and other spirituous beverages 
therein contained were by it manufactured through the process of 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, when, as a matter 
of fact respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, 
gins, or other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold and 
transported, and does not own, operate, or control any place or places 
where such beverages are manufactured by the process of distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash. 
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PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully 
use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" 
as a part of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, 
and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such 
products. There are also among such competitors corporations, 
firms, partnerships and individuals engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages who do not use the words "distillery," "distil
leries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate or 
trade names, nor on their stationery, nor on the labels attached to 
the bottles in which they sell and ship their said products. 

PAR. 5. Representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 3 
hereof, is calculated to and has the capacity and tendancy to and 
does mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by 
the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from mash, 
wort, or wash, as aforesaid, and is calculated to and has the capacity 
and tendency to and does induce dealers and the purchasing public, 
acting in such belief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirit
uous beverages bottled and sold by the respondent, thereby diverting 
trade to respondent from its competitors who do not by their corpo
rate or trade name or in any other manner misrepresent that they are 
manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages, and thereby respondent does 
substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods oi competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of An Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINCS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on June 5, 1935, issued and served its 
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complaint in this proreeding upon respondent, James Van Dissen Dis
tilling Company, charging it with the use of unfair methods of com
petition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After 
the issuance. of said complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of 
said complaint were introduced by Edward W. Thomerson, attorney 
for th~ Commission, before W. W. Sheppard, an examiner of the 
Commission theretofore duly designated by it; and by P. B. More
house, attorney for the Commission, before John ,V, Addison, an 
examiner of the Commission theretofore by the Commission duly 
substituted to take testimony and other evidence in the place and 
stead of said ,V, ,V, Sheppard;· and .in opposition to the allegations 
of the complaint of D. H. McDonald, attorney for the respondent; 
and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in 
the office of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly 
came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said com
plaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidenre, briefs in 
support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, oral arguments 
of counsel aforesaid having been waived; and the Commission, having 
duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proreeding is in the interest of the public, and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. James Van Dissen Distilling Company is a corpora
tion organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of California, as a rectifier and wholesaler 
of spirituous liquors, with its principal office and place of business at 
1401 Boyd St., Los Angeles, Calif. It purchases and bottles whiskies: 
gins, and other spirituous beverages, and sells the same at wholesale 
in constant course of trade and commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States. It estimates its average sales at 
$6,00Q or $7,000 per month. In the course and conduct of its said 
business, it causes its said products, when sold, to be transported from 
its place of busines aforesaid into and through various States of the 
United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and 
retailers located in States of the United States other than the State of 
California. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent is now, and for more than one year last past has been, in 
substantial competition with other corporations and with individuals, 
partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by distillation of 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof 
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in trade and commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and 
conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is, and for more than 
one year last past has been, in substantial competition with other cor
porations, and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in 
the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in com
merce between and among the various States of the United States and 
in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. Rectifying, in the distilled spirits rectifying industry, 
means the mixing of whiskies of different ages or types, or the mixing 
of other ingredients with whiskies, but reducing proof of whiskey by 
ndding water is not rectifying. Rectifiers also blend whiskies with 
neutral spirits (grain alcohol). 

A distiller, in the sense ordinarily understood by the liquor indus
try, is one who prepares distilled spirits by a process of original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete. 
Many distillers operate a separate establishment 600 feet or more away 
from their distillery, known as a rectifying plant, wherein they 
operate in the same manner as described above, for a rectifier-some
times exclusively with spirits of their own distillation, and sometimes 
with spirits purchased from other distillers, or both. Some distilleries 
have a tax-paid bottling room on the distillery bonded premises 
wherein their distilled spirits are bottled straight as they come from 
the still, or in a bonded warehouse after aging, or after reduction of 
proof. Any rectifying by a distiller, however, must be done in his 
rectifying plant under his rectifier's permit. On all bottled liquors, 
whether bottled at a distillery rectifying plant, or at any other recti
fying plant, appear the words "Dottled" or "Blended" (as the case 
may be} "by the -------------------- Company." If the distilled 
spirits therein contained are bottled by a distiller either in his dis
tillery or are spirits of his own. distillation bottled in his rectifying 
plant, the distiller may, and does, put "Distilled and Bottled 
by -------------------- Company." If, in the distillery's rectifying 
plant, other spirits have been blended or rectified, he puts "Blended 
and Bottled by -------------------- Company." Finally, blown 
(usually in the bottom) in each bottle is a symbol, consisting of a. 
letter followed by a number, identifying the bottler, viz, a "D" for a. 
distillery and "R'' for rectifier, the number following said letter cor
responding with the distiller's or rectifier's permit. Thus ''R-443'' 
designates this respondent. A distiller who also operates a rectifying 
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plant, having both kinds of permits, may use either symbol, depending 
upon whether the liquor contained in the bottle was produced and 
bottled under his distiller's permit. 

It is not always possible to determine from the presence of the 
phrase "lllended and Bottled by" or the phrase· "Bottled by" on the 
]abel whether the package was bottled by a rectifier who is a distiller 
or by a rectifier who is not a distiller. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent uses its name printed on its stationery, invoices, and labels. 
The name on the labels is preceded by the words "Distilled . . . by" 
in the case of redistilled gins; by the words "Manufactured ... by" 
in the case of its sloe gins and cordials; and by the words "Bottled by" 
in the case of its brandies. The name on its invoices is followed by 
the word "rectifiers." The Commission finds that by the use which 
respondent makes of the word "Distilling" in its corporate name 
printed on its stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which it sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, 
respondent represents to its customers, and furnishes them with the 
means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate 
consuming public, that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bever
ages therein contained were by it manufactured through the process 
of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, when, as a 
matter of fact, respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, 
sold, and transported, and does not own, operate, or control any place 
or places where such beverages are manufactured by the process of 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

Respondent has a still which it uses in making gin by redistilla
tion of purchased alcohol, not produced by it, over juniper berries 
and other aromatics, but this redistillation does not make respondent 
a distiller as defined by United States Code, Title 26, Section 241, 
regulating internal revenue, nor as commonly understoou by the pub
lic and the liquor industry. As shown by the testimony of many 
witnesses who for long periods of time had been, and still were, ac
tively engaged in the liquor industry, including uistillers, whole
salers, and retailers, and by the testimony of representative members 
of the consuming public, for a long period the word "distilling," 
when used in connection with the liquor industry anJ with products 
thereof, has haJ, and still has, the definite significance and meaning 
to the minds of wholesalers and retailers in such inuustry and to 
the ultimate purchasing public of the making of beverages by origi
nal distillation from grain, fruit, or vegetable mash. 
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In general, the investment and expenses of the distiller are greater 
than those of the rectifier. 

Much of the "distilled" gin on the market is produced by com
panies who do distill their own alcohol and produce gin therefrom 
by redistillation in exactly the same manner that respondent pro
duces its gins-not under any distillery permit, but under a rectify
ing permit. These distiller-rectifiers place on their gin labels: "Dis
tilled by -------------------- Distillers". There are distilleries 
which produce gin by the same process in the distillery by one con
tinuous process and the tax is paid at the completion of the process, 
that is, after the alcohol becomes gin, so that although the final re
distillation process is the same as that of respondent, yet it is all 
done in a distillery, and the distiller has control over the process 
from the mash to the gin. Thus it includes original or primary dis
tillation through closed pipes and vessels, as well as the final process 
of redistillation over the juniper berries. 

Section 5 of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act, approved 
August 29, 1935, dealing with unfair competition and unlawful prac
tices in the jndustry, provides that it shall be unlawful to sell in 
bottles any distilled spirits in interstate or foreign commerce unless 
they are bottled, packaged, and labeled in conformity with such regu
lations, to be prescribed by the Administrator, as will prohibit decep
tion of the consumer with respect to such products. 

Existing regulations under this act define "distilled gin" as the 
distillate by original distillation or redistillation of neutral spirits 
with aromatics. 

The regulations further provide that on labels of domestic dis
tilled spirits bottled by or for the actual distiller thereof, there shall 
be stated the words "distilled by" and immediately thereafter the 
name of such distiller and the place where distilled. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort, or wash whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the 
words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part 
of their corporate names and on their stationery, and on the labels of 
the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. There are also 
among such competitors corporations, firms, partnerships, and indi
viduals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, 
and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages who do 
not use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "distill-
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ers" as a part of their corporate names, nor on their stationery, nor 
on the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their 
products. 

PAR. 5. A substantial portion of the purchasing public does pre
fer to buy spirituous liquors bottled by the actual distillers and man
ufacturers therof, and such representation is a misrepresentation in 
fact, and has a tendency to mislead and deceive dealers and the pur
chasing public, with the resultant tendency to induce them to buy 
respondent's products in preference to the products of truthful com
petitors. 

The testimony clearly showed, and the Commission finds, that a 
prestige attaches in the minds of the wholesale trade to the dis
tiller, and that this prestige is an advantage in overcoming sales 
resistance; that in the minds of the wholesale trade and the public, 
the belief that a distiller's controlling the making of such products 
from start to finish, with all the ingredients going into them within 
its own establishment, is an advantage to the seller; and that the use . 
of the word "distilling" or "distiller" in a trade or corporate name 
of a concern gives it a competitive advantage over concerns which do 
not pursue or practice such characterizations, and which do not pur
port to be manufacturers when they are not. 

The Commission, therefore, finds that the representation of re
Bpondent, through use of the word "Distilling" in its corporate name 
as aforesaid, is calculated to, and has the capacity and tendency to, 
and does, mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public 
into the belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
sold by the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from 
mash, wort, or wash, and is calculated to, and has the capacity and 
tendency to, and does, induce dealers and the purchasing public, 
acting in such belief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spir
ituous beverages bottled and sold by the respondent, thereby divert
ing trade to respondent from its competitors who do not by their 
corporate names or in any other manner misrepresent that they are 
manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, 
gins, ami other spirituous Leverages, and thereby respondent docs 
substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

P .AR. 6. Because of existing regulations, under the Federal Alco
hol Administration Act approved August 29, 1935 ( 49 Stat. 977), 
which regulations became effective August 15, 1936, providing that 
rectifiers who redistill purchased alcohol over juniper berries anJ 
other aromatics may sell such resulting product as "distilled gin," and 
requiring that the labels state who distilled it, the Commission has 
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excepted gins produced by respondent by redistillation of alcohol • 
over juniper berries and other aromatics from the prohibitions of 
its order. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, James Van 
Dissen Distilling Company, are to the prejudice of the public and 
of respondent's competitors and constitute unfair methods of com
petition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before W. W. Shep
pard, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated 
by it, and before John ,V, Addison, a substituted examiner of the 
Commission theretofore duly designated by it to take testimony aml 
other evidence in the place and stead of the said W. vV. Sheppard, 
in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, briefs filed herein, oral arguments of counsel for the Commis
sion and for respondent having been waived; and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusions that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It l.s ordered, That James Van Dissen Distilling Company, a corpo
ration, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connec
tion with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution by it of whiskies, 
gins, or other spirituous beverages in interstate commerce or in the 
District of Columbia (except gins produced by it through a process 
of rectification whereby alcohol purchased, but not produced, by re
spondent is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics), do 
cease and desist from: 

Representing, through the use of the word "Distilling" in its corpo
rate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached to 
the bottles in which it sells and ships its said products, or in any 
other way by word or words of like import, (a) that it is a dis
tiller of whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages; or (b) that the 
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said whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by it manu
factured through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, 
operates, or controls a place or places wherein such products are by 
it manufactured by a process of original and continuous distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and ves
sels until the manufacture thereof is complete, unless and until re
spondent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or 
places. 

It is fur·ther ordered, That the said respondent, within 60 days 
from and after the date of fhe service upon it of this order, shall 
file with the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth 
in detail the manner and form in which it is complying, and has 
complied, with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

PREMIER PEAT MOSS CORPORATION 

COliiPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. I! OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS .APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 2793. Complaint, Apr. 29, 1936-Decision, Dec. 7, 1936 

Where a corporation, engaged as principal importer and distributor of Swedish 
peat moss, in importing said product and selling same to wholesalers and 
retailers in substantial competition with those engaged in the importa
tion, sale, and distribution of such product from Germany and other for
eign countries, for use as soil conditioner, stable litter, and stable bedding, 
and in competition with many who import and sell ln interstate commerce 
peat moss for the same general purpose as the Swedish product sold by it, 
but rightfully and truthfully represent the qualities and virtues possessed 
by their product and in no manner misrepresent the qualities or virtues 
thereof-

(a) Featured on a circular publlshed and widely distributed by it, in connection 
with the offer and sale of its snid product, the quoted caption "United 
States Department of Agriculture," together with quoted matter ascribed 
to said Department's official circular, setting forth certain characteristics 
of said prouuct, of good quality, and followed by schedule which pur
ported to give results of comparative tests of Swedish and German peat 
moss, to the advantage of the former and disadvantage of the latter in 
numerous respects, and including results, or purported results, of various 
State experiment stations and of the Bureau of Weights and Measures 
of New York City, notwithstanding fact said circular was not an official 
report or bulletin of such Department, did not contain any comparisons or 
analyses made or authenticated by it or by any branch of the United 
States Government, and was never promulgated by said Government and 
did not have its approval or sanction, and no such comparisons or analyses 
respecting and affecting such Swedish and German peat moss, as repre
sented or shown in such circular, had ever been made by Department in 
question, and said purported tests and measurements afforded no bases in 
fact for the rPpresentations made relative to the cornpnrative absorbent 
capacity, moisture content, and weight and bulk advantage, and com
parisons shown to the advantage of such Swedish moss did not have 
the approval or endorsement of any Department of the United States 
Government, Bureau or Branch of the United States, or of any municipal 
or State Government; 

With intent and effect of creating erroneous Impression upon purrhasing public 
generally that said circular presented an analysis and comparison of 
Swedish and German peat moss, as made and promulgated by the United 
States Department of Agriculture In a Government report, and that said 
circular had the approval and sanction of such D('partment; and with 
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive its customers and pro
~pectlve customers and the public generally into the purchase of said 
Swedish moss in preference to German peat moRs, in aforesaid erroneous 
beliefs, and that analysf>S of said Statp experiment stations and of said 
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municipal bureau pro,·ed and demonstrated conclusively advantages of 
forml:'r over latter in rpspect of absorbent capacity, moisture content, and 
weight sarving and bulk per unit, as set forth ln circular ln question; 

(b) Inserted in a published and widely distributed copy of a letter received 
by it from a State experiment stution, and over the signature of said 
station's chlef in research chemistry, and in which letter were given 
results of analyses of four samples of peat moss, words "Swedish" and 
"German" ; with Intent of disclosing to public the identity of the two 
brands of peat moss covered by such analyses, notwithstanding fact that 
analysis set forth in such letter was not complete, exhaustive and inde
pendent, and did not demonstrate relative absorbent capacity of the two 
peat mosses, as therein, in effect, misleadingly represented and implied; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive its customers and pro
spective customers and the purchasing public generally into the erroneous 
belief that figures shown therein were result of complete, exhaustive and 
independent analysis, and demonstrated the relative absorbent capacity 
of said respective products; and 

(c) Published and issued a clrcular distributed to dealers througlwut the 
United States, wherein was set forth under caption "Results," that "Figures 
from the Custom House records of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce" showed the volume of Its Import of Swedish peat moss for the 
period thereln set forth, "had reached over 93% of the total peat moss im
ports from Central Europe"; facts being representations therein contained 
were inaccurate, false, and misleading in that a greater volume of peat moss 
was not Imported from Sweden than from Central Europe during months 
in question ; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasing public into buy
Ing the Swedish peat moss in the erroneous belief that a greater volume 
of article in question was imported from Sweden than from the remainder 
of Central Europe during m<>nths In question; and with results of placing 
In the hands of Swedish peat moss retailers, wholesalers and distributors an 
instrument and means whereby they might be and were encouraged and 
caused to, and did, misrepresent to a substantial portion of the consuming 
public the evidence as to the relative merits of such and German and other 
peat moss, and with capacity and tendency to, and with effect of, unfairly 
diverting trade to It from competitors engaged In the sale In commerce of 
German and other imported peat moss; to the substantial injury of corn
petition fn commerce: 

Ilcld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the pub!lc and com-
petitors and constluted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore lff.r. Edward lff. Averill, trial examiner. 
lllr. Astorllog_q for the Commission. 
!fir. Emerich J(ohn and llfr. lf!itc/u;ll Salem Fisher, of New York 

City, for respondent. 
CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 2G, 1!>14, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' the 
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Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Premier Peat 
Moss Corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and 
now is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "Com
merce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that 
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Premier Peat Moss Corporation, is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office 
and place of business at 150 Nassau Street; New York, N. Y., and is 
now, and has been for a period of more than three years, engaged in 
the business of importing and selling to wholesalers and retailers for 
resale, in commerce as herein set out, Swedish Peat Moss. 

PAn. 2. The respondent, being engaged in business as aforesaid, 
·causes said Swedish Peat Moss, when sold by it, to be transported from 
its office and principal place of business in the State of New York to 
purchasers thereof located in the various States of the United States 
other than the State of New York, and in the District of Columbia. 
There is now, and has been at all times since tbe organization of re
spondent corporation, a constant current of trade in commerce in said 
Swedish Peat l\Ioss so distributed and sold by the respondent, between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

PAn. 3. The respondent, in the course and conduct of its business, is 
now and has been at all times mentioned herein, engaged in substantial 
competition with other corporations and with individuals and partner
ships engaged in commerce among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of ColuiDt'bia in the importation, sale, and 
distribution of peat moss imported from Germany and other foreign 
countries. 

PAn. 4. Peat Moss consists of a vegetable matter partially decom
posed in water, which, in the earlier stages of decomposition, is exten
sively used as a soil conditioner due to the fact that it has great water
absorbing and moisture-retaining capacities. It is also extensively 
used as a stable litter and for stable bedding. Germany and Sweden 
are the principal countries from which peat moss is imported. The 
respondent is the principal importer and distributor of Swedish Peat 
Moss in the United States. 

PAn. 5. In such competition between the sellers of Swedish Peat 
Moss and sellers of German Peat Moss and peat moss from other 
countries, one of the controlling influences upon the purchasing public 
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is the public opinion as to the comparative weight, quality, absorb
ing capacity, ash content, and moisture content of peat moss obtained 
from various sources. 

PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of its business, as hereinbefore set 
out, in offering for sale and selling Swedish Peat Moss, respondent has 
published and distributed widely among its customers and prospective 
customers and among the purchasing public generally, a circular bear
ing the following caption: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

states in its official circular No, 167 

(Typed in red ink.) 
1\Ioss !'eat of. good quality is light in weight, porous, spongy, fairly elastic, 

of yellow brown color, must have a high water absorbing capacity, a rela
tively low amount of woody material and ash. 

The above quotation was and is followed by a schedule pu~porting 
to give results of tests wherein Swedish Peat Moss and German Peat 
Moss were compared, and a summary of the alleged advantages of 
Swedish Peat Moss over the German Peat Moss, as follows: 

Swedish Peat Moss German Peat Moss 

Raw Material. ••••••••••••••••••••• 

AdvantAgM or Swedish 
Peat Moss 

Quality ............................ . 
Absorbing Capacity: Analyses or 

New York State E~periment Sta· 
tlon, Geneva, N.Y. 

Sphagnum Peat... Sphagnum Peat 
Porous spongy.... Felted spongy •. ::: More spongy and loose. 

13.5 times ••••••••• 10.8 times ......... 25% higher. ' 

Ash Contents ..................... .. 
Moisture: Analysis or State Experl· 

ment Stations, New Haven, 
Conn., ann Amherst, M11as.t 

Measurements ..................... . 

1.03%............. 1.68%. •••••••••••• 
10%--------------- 15% ............. .. 

40 X 20 X 26", 12 38 X 23\-i X 22," 12 
cu. ft. cu. ft. 

40;5? less. 
33,0 less moisture savings 

lo weight. 

Contents: Official Measurement or 
Mnyor's Bnrenu of Weights & 
Measures, City or New York. 

23/23 bushels...... 20 bushels......... 2 to 3 bushels more. 

Packing............................ New burlap, 8 

Avera~e Weight or Bales: 
Horticultural ................. .. 
Poultry Litter··--·······-------
Stahle Bedding ................ . 

Freight per Dule oo Basis of 30¢ per 
cwt. 

Wharfage and Loading oo Basis or 
4¢ per cwt. 

slats, 4 wires. 

Approx. 1fi0 lb .... . 
Approx. 115lb ... .. 
A pprox. 110 lb ... .. 
3H~¢ .•••.••••••••• 

4\-1¢ ..... ---------

New burlnp, 8 
sluts 4 wires. 

m lt::::::::::: 
4.1¢ ••• -------------

1\t •• ·······--··--

Same size bales with lighter 
wel~ht but larger coo· 
tents. 

18%savlng, 

20% saving. 
Time lo Loosening Contents of One 

Bale. 
10 minutes ........ 15 minutes ....... 33";, luhor-savlng. 

1 Moisture tests: 
New Jlav0n, Conn., 8.78% Swedish. 
New Haven, Conn., 9.m% Swedish. 
Cornell Unlvetsity (N.Y.), 11.57% Swedish. 
Amher.;t, MIISs., 11.83% Swedish. 
Amherst, Mass., 13.1b% German. 
Amherst, Ma.~s., 16.~~% Uermao. 

PREMIER PE\T Moss CORPORATIO'I
1 

150 Nass1u Street, New York. "The Detter'Pe.Jt ~Ios~." 
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The respondent further caused the circulation in various States 
of the United States, among customers, prospective customers, and 
the public generally a purported copy of a letter from Arthur ,V, 
Clark, Chief in Research Chemistry of the New York State Ex
periment Station at Geneva, N. Y., which copy of letter so circu
lated and distributed reads as follows: 

March 17, 1033. 
PREMIER PEAT l\IOSS CORPORATION, 

150 Nassa;u Street, New York, New York. 
GENTLEMEN: Analyses of the four samples of peat moss are as follows: 

No. 1-HortlcntlturaZ Grade 
Swedish: 

Ash------------------------------------------------ 1. 02o/o 
~itrogen-------------------------------------------- 0.88~ 
Organic matter------------------------------------- 95. 06~ 

No. 1-PoultT1J Litter 

Ash------------------------------------------------ 1.03o/o 
~itrogen-------------------------------------------- 0.83~ 
Organic matter------------------------------------ 91. 12~ 

No. !-Horticultural Grade 
German: 

Ash------------------------------------------------ 1.84~ 
~itrogen-----~-------------------------------------- 0.94~ 
Organic matter------------------------------------- 94. 9::i~ 

No. 2-Poultry Litter 

Ash------------------------------------------------ 1.52~ 
~itrogen-------------------------------------------- 0.91~ 
Organic matter ------------------------------------- 91. 36~ 

Sample ~o. 1-llortlcultural Grade and Poultry Litter show an absorption 
<>f 13.5 parts of water to one part of peat moss, while sample No. 2 both 
Horticultural Grade and Poultry Litter show an absorption of 10.8 parts of 
water to one part of peat moss. 

Very truly yours, 
(Signed) Al!THUR W. CLARK, 

Chief in Research Ohemistrv. 

The two words "Swedish" above, and "German" below, which ap
peared in the copy of the letter hereinabove set out, were not in the 
original letter but were written in by said respondent and tho pres
ence of those two words discloses to the public the identity of the 
t"'o brands of peat moss covered by the analysis. 

The circular published and distributed as first hereinabove set 
<mt was, and is, for the purpose and effect of creating, and it does 

1407~0~ 39--vol.24 0 
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create, the impression with the respondent's customers and prospec
tive customers and the purchasing public generally that it presented 
a fair compilation, analysis and comparison of Swedish peat moss 
and German peat moss, and. that, as such, it was, and had been, duly 
promulgated by the United States Department of Agriculture as 
a Government report, and that such circular had the approval and 
sanction of the United States Department of Agriculture. 

In truth and in fact, the circular widely distributed, as aforesaid, 
is not an official report or bulletin of the United States Department 
of Agriculture. It does not contain any comparisons, analyses, or 
compilations that have been made or authenticated by the United 
States Department of Agriculture or by any branch of the Govern
ment and was never promulgated by the United States Government 
and it does not have the approval or sanction of the Unitf'd States 
Government. In fact, the United States Department of Agricul
ture has never mad.e any such comparisons or analyses between Swed
ish peat moss and German peat moss as is represented or shown on 
said circular. 

In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, respondent 
published and issued a circular which it distributed to its dealers 
throughout the United States which circular stated and represented, 
among other things, 

"RESULTS. l<'lgures from the Custom House Records of the Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce show that the volume of our import of Swed
ish peat moss for the months of October, November, nnd December 1933, had 
reached over 93% of the total volume of all peat moss imports from central 
Europe." 

In truth and in fact, the representation of the respondent that dur
ing the months of October, November, and December 1033, 03% of 
the total volume of all peat moss imported from central Europe came 
from Sweden is inaccurate, false and misleading .. 

PAn. 7. In and by the use of the circular, first hE"reinabove set outt 
which is entitled "United States Department of Arrriculture 'Vash-

"" ' ington, D. C.", respondent represents that Swedish peat moss is more-
spongy and loose than German peat moss; that the absorbing capacity 
of Swedish pen,t moss is 25% higher than German peat moss and that 
the analysis of the New York State Exp<'riment Station Genenl, 
N. Y., proves that the absorbing capacity of Swedish p<'a't moss is 
25% higher than German peat moss; that the ash cont<'nt of Swedish 
peat moss is 40% less than German p<'at moss; that Swedish pE>at 
moss has 33% less moisture than German p<'at moss as shown by 
the analysis of State Experiment Stations, New Hawn, Conn., and 
Amherst, Mass., and therefore, Swedish peat moss affords savings in 
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weight; that a bale of Swedish peat moss contains from two to three 
more bushels of peat moss than is contained in a bale of German 
peat moss and the measurement of l\layor's Bureau of 'Veights and . 
Measurements, city of New York, demonstrates such to be a fact. 

In truth and in fact, Swedish peat moss is not more spongy and 
loose than German peat moss; the absorbing capacity of Swedish 
peat moss is not 25% higher than German peat moss or higher to any 
degree, and the New York State Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y., 
made no such analysis as to the absorbing capacity of Swedish peat 
moss and German peat moss as is represented in said circular. The 
ash content of S·wedish peat moss is not 40% less than German peat 
moss or less at all. Swedish peat moss does not contain 33% less 
moisture than German peat moss, or less at all, and affords no sav
ings in weight, and the representations on the circular to the effect 
that analyses of State Experiment Stations located at New Haven, 
Conn., and Amherst, l\lass., demonstrated that Swedish peat moss 
contained less moisture are false and misleading. A bale of Swedish 
peat moss does not contain from two to three bushels more of peat 
moss than is contained in a bale of German peat moss and Mayor's 
Bureau of 'Veights and Measurements, city of New York, did not 
make and has never made any such a comparison. In fact, no 
analyses or tests made by any Department of the United States Gov
ernment or Municipal or State Government afford any basis in fact 
for the comparisons made on said circular; nor do such comparisons 
have the approval or endorsement of any Department of the United 
States or Bureau or branch thereof, or any Department of any 
Municipal or State Government or bureau or branch thereof. 

PAn. 8. The circular entitled "United States Department of Agri
culture" circulated and distributed, as hereinabove set out, has the 
capacity and tenclency to misleacl and deceive the respondent's cus
tomers and prospective customers and the public generally into pur
chasing Swedish peat moss in preference to German peat moss under 
the erroneous belief (a) that the circular referred to and the compari
sons thereon stated have been issued and promulgated by the United 
States Government and that it has the sanction and approval of the 
United States Department of Agriculture and that by reason of the 
comparisons made on said circular, the United States Department of 
Agriculture recommends Swedish peat moss in preference to Ger .. 
man peat moss; (b) that the analyses of New York State Experi
ment Station, Geneva, New York, prove and demonstrate the fact 
that the absorbing capacity of Swedish peat moss is 25% higher than 
German peat moss; (c) that the ash contents of Swedish peat moss is 
40% less than the ash contents of German peat moss; (d) that the 
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State Experiment Stations of New Haven, Conn., and Amherst, :Mass., 
have made comparisons and tests of Swedish peat moss and German 
peat moss and find that Swedish peat moss contains 33% less moisture 
than German peat moss and affords savings in weight; (e) that a 
bale of Swedish peat moss contains from two to three bushels more 
as contained in a bale of German peat moss and that the analyses 
and tests of the Mayor's Bureau of 'Veights and Measurements, city 
of New York, show such to be a fact. 

The use and circulation of the copy of letter dated March 17, 1933, 
as hereinabove set out, has the capacity and tendency to mislead and 
deceive the respondent's customers and prospective customers, and 
the purchasing public generally, into the erroneous belief that the 
analysis shown in said letter is a true analysis of Swedish peat moss 
and German peat moss. 

The use and circulation of the circular containing the expression 
that the records of the Custom House of the Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce reveal that the volume of imports into the United 
States of Swedish peat moss for the months of October, November, 
and December 1933, had reached over 93% of the total volume of all 
peat moss imports from central Europe has had the capacity and 
tendency to mislead and deceive the public into purchasing said 
Swedish peat moss under the erroneous belief that Swedish peat moss 
is more in demand in the United States than German peat moss. 

PAn. 9. The false and misleading misrepresentations hereinabove 
set out made by the respondent place in the hands of said retail 
dealers, wholesale dealers, and distributors an instrument and means 
whereby said dealers and distributors may commit a fraud upon a 
substantial portion of the consuming pu~lic by enabling such dealers 
to represent, offer for sale and sell Swed1sh peat moss as much to be 
preferred over German peat moss on account of the alleged fact that 
Swedish peat moss is more spongy and loose, has 25% higher absorb~ 
ent capacity, 40% less ash content, 33% less moisture, and a bale con~ 
tains two to three bushels more peat moss and that Swedish peat moss 
is more in demand in the United States than German peat moss and 
is recommended by various Departments of National, State, or munic
ipal Governments. 

PAR. 10. There are among the competitors of the respondent many 
who import and sell in interstate commerce German peat moss which 
is for the same use and purpose as Swedish peat moss, but which 
competitors rightfully and truthfully represent the qualities and vir
tues possessed by said German peat moss and in no manner misrepre
sent the qualities or virtues thereof, and in no manner unfairly or 
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untruthfully make comparisons of Swedish peat moss with German 
peat moss. 

The above false and misleading representations and comparisons 
have the capacity and tendency to, and do, unfairly divert trade to 
respondent from said competitors engaged in the sale in interstate 
commerce of peat moss used for the same general purpose. 

PAR. 11. The acts and practices of the respondent above set forth 
are all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Tmde Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on April 29, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Premier Peat Moss 
Corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of compe
tition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After 
the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations 
of said complaint were introduced by Astor Hogg, attorney for the 
Commission, before Edward 111. Averill, an examiner of the Com
mission theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to the 
allegations of the complaint by Mitchell Salem Fisher, attorney for 
the respondent; and said testimony and other evidence were duly 
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the 
proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Com
mission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and 
other evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition 
thereto, and the oral arguments of counsel aforesaid; and the Com
mission, having duly considered the same and being now fully ad
vised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of 
the public, and makes this, its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Premier Peat Moss Corporation, is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office 
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and place of business located at 150 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. 
It is now, and has been for a period of more than three years, engaged 
in the business of importing and selling Swedish Peat Moss to whole
!<alers and retailers, for resale in commerce as herein set out. 

PAR. 2. The respondent, being engaged in business as aforesaid, 
causes said Swedish Peat Moss, when sold by it, to be transported 
from its office and principal place of business in the State of New 
york to purchasers thereof located in the various States of the 
United States other than the State of New York, and in the District 
of Columbia. There is now, and has been at all times since the 
organization of respondent corporation, a constant current of trade 
and commerce in said Swedish Peat Moss so distributed and sold by 
the respondent, between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. The respondent, in the course and conduct of its business, 
is now, and has been at all times mentioned herein, engaged in sub
stantial competition with other corporations and with individuals and 
partnerships engaged in commerce among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia in the importation, 
sale, and distribution of peat moss imported from Germany and 
other foreign counfries. 

PAR. 4. Peat Moss consists of a vegetable matter partially decom
posed in water, which, in t.h~ earlier stages of decomposition, is ex
tensively used as soil cond1t10ner, due to the :fact that it has great 
water-absorbing and moisture-retaining capacities. It is also exten
sively used as a stable litter and for stable bedding. Germany and 
Sweden are the principal countries :from which peat moss is imported. 
The respondent is the principal importer and distributor of Swedish 
Peat Moss in the United States. 

PAR. 5. In such competition between the sellers of Swedish Peat 
Moss and sellers of German Peat Moss and peat moss from other 
countries, one of the controlling influences upon the purchasing 
public is the public opinion as to the comparative weight, absorbing 
capacity, ash content and moisture content of peat moss obtained 
from various sources. 

PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of its business, as hereinbefore 
set out, in offering for sale and selling Swedish Peat Moss respond
ent has published and distributed widely among its eust~mers and 
prospectiv~ customers, and amon~ the purchasing public generally, 
in the varwus States of the Umted States, a circular bearin(J' the 

• • 0 followmg caphon: 
(Typed in red ink.) 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGUICULTUUE, WASIIING'I'ON, D. C. 

states in its official circular No. 167 

Moss Peat of good quality is light in weight, porous, spongy, fairly 
elastic, of yellow brown color, must have a high water absorbing capacity, 
a relatively low amount of woody material and ash. 

The above quotation was, and is followed by a schedule, purporting 
to give results of tests wherein Swedish Peat Moss and German Peat 
Moss were compared, and a summary of the alleged advantages of 
Swedish Peat Moss over the German Peat Moss, as follows: 

Swedish Peat Moss German Peat Moss 

Raw Material .••••••••••••••••••••• Rphagnum Peat... Rphagnum PeaL. 

Advanb~es of Swedish 
Peat Moss 

QunlitY--------- -------------·-···· 
Absorbing Capacity: Analyses of 

New York Stat.e Experiment Sta· 
tlon, Geneva, N.Y. 

Porous spongy .••. Felted spongy ..•.. More spongy and loose. 
13.5 times ••••••••. 10.8 times •••••.••. 25% higher. 

Ash Contents ---------------------· 
Moisture: Analysis of State Expert· 

ment Stations, New llaven, 
Conn., and Amherst, MASs.• 

Measurements .•••• ---- ••••••••••••. 

1.03%.-----------· 1.6R% ••••••••••••• 40% less. 
10%............... 15% ............... 33% less moisture saving In 

40 X 20 X 26", 12 38 X 23)i X 22", 12 
cu. ft. cu. ft. 

Contents: Official Mef\Surement ol 22/23 bushels ••.••. 20 bushels ........ . 
Mayor's Bureau of Wel~hts & 
Meusuros, City ol New York. 

Packing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• New burlap,Sslats New burlnp, Sslats 
4 wires. 4 wires. 

wel~ht. 

2 to 3 bushels more. 

Average Weight ol Dales: 
llortleultuml. •••••••••••••••••. Approx. 150 lb .•••. IRO lb .••••••.••••• Same size bales with lighter 
Poultry Litter .••••••••••••••••• Approx. 115lb •••. 150 lb............. weight but larger con· 
Stable Derhllug __________ ••••• Approx. 110 lb .••.. 140 lb............. tents. 

Freight per Bflle on basis of 30¢ per 37!-#-----·-····--- 45¢................ 18% saving. 
cwt. 

Wharfage and Loading on basis of 4t 4Ht............... 61!................. 20% saving. 
per cwt. 

Time In Loosening Contents ol One 10 minutes........ 15 minutes........ 33% Labor saving. 
Dule. 

I Mol~ture Tests: 
New IInven, Conn., 8.7f>% Swedish. 
New Jlnven, Conn., 9.0~% Swedish. 
Cornell Unl1·e~ity (N.Y.), 11.67% Swedish. 
Amherst, MASs., 11.83~ Swedish, 
Amherst, MIISs., 13.15,0 Germnn. 
Amherst, Mass., 16.YM% German. 

PREMIER PEAT Moss CORPORATION, 

150 Nassau Street, New York. "Tbe Detter Peat Moss." 

The respondent further caused the wide circulation in various 
states of the United States among customers, prospective customers, 
and the public generally, of a copy of a letter from Arthur ,V. 
Clark, Chief in Itesearch Chemistry of the New York State Experi
ment Station at Geneva, New York, which copy of letter so circulated 
and distributed reads as follows: 

l\IARCU 17, 1{)33. 

l'REMII!:R PEAT l\1088 CORPORATION, 

150 Nassau Street, New York, New York. 
GENTI.EME'N: Analyses of the four samples of pent moss are as follows: 
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No. !-Horticultural (frade 

Swedish: 
Ash-----------------------------------·------------ 1.02~ 
liitrogen------------------------------------------- 0.88~ 
Organic matter------------------------------------- 95. 06o/o 

No. 1-Poultry Litter 

Ash------------------------------------------------ 1.03o/o 
liitrogen------------------------------------------- 0.83o/o 
Organicmatter _____________________________________ 91.12o/o 

No. '2-Ilorticul(ural Grade 
German: 

Ash------------------------------------------------ 1.84o/o 
Nitrogen------------------------------------------- 0.94o/o 
Organic rna tter ------------------------------------- 04. 95~ 

No. '2-Poultry Litter 

Ash------------------------------------------------ 1.52o/o 
Nitrogen---------------------------------~--------- 0.01~ 
Organic matter------------------------------------- 01. 36~ 

Sample No. 1-Ilorticultural Grade and Poultry Litter show an absorption 
of 13.5 parts of water to one part of peat moss, while sample No. 2 both 
Horticultural Grade and Poultry Litter ~>how an absorption of 10.8 parts of 
water to one part of peat moss. 

Very truly yours, 
(Sgd) ARTHUR W. CURTC, 

Chief in Research Chemistry. 

The two words, "Swedish" and "German," which appeared in the 
copy of the letter hereinabove set out, were not in the original letter, 
but were written in by said respondent, and the presence of those 
two words is intended to disclose to the public the identity of the two 
brands of peat moss covered by the analyses. The respondent fur
ther published and issued a circular, which was distributed to dealers 
throughout the United States, which circular stated and represented, 
among other things : 

RESULTS: Figures from the Custom IIouRe records of the nureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerre show the volume of our import of Swedish pent moss 
tor the months of October, NovPmber, ann Derem!Jer, 1033, had reachPd ove1· 
03~ of the total peat moss imports from Central Europe. 

PAR. 7. The publication and distribution of the circular first herein 
set out was, and is for the purpose of creating, and it does create the 
impression upon the purchasing public generally that said circul::tr 
presented an analysis and comparison of Swedish peat moss and Ger
man peat moss as made and promulgated by the United States 
Department of Agriculture in a government report, and that such 
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circular had the approval and sanction of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture. 

In truth and in fact, the circular first set out in paragraph 6 
hereof is not an official report or bulletin of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture. It does not contain any comparisons or analy
ses that have been made or authenticated by the United States 
Department of Agriculture, or by any branch of the Government, 
and was never promulgated by the United States Government, and 
it does not have the approval or sanction of the United States Gov
ernment. As a matter of fact, the United States Department of 
Agriculture has never made any such comparisons or analyses be
tween Swedish peat moss and German peat moss as is represented 
or shown in said circular. 

The representations of the circular letter dated March 17, 1933, set 
out in paragraph 6 hereof, are misleading, in that, under all the cir
cumstances, the publication and circulation of copies of the letter, 
making comparisons between an analysis of Swedish peat moss and 
an analysis of German peat moss, amount to representations, and 
imply that the figures therein given are the result of a complete, 
exhaustive, and independent analysis, and demonstrate the com
parative absorbent capacity of Swedish and German peat moss, when, 
as a matter of fact, the analysis therein referred to and reported 
was not complete, exhaustive, and independent, and does not demon
strate the relative absorbent capacity of the two peat mosses. 

The representations in the other circular in paragraph 6 hereof 
set out, that during the months of October, November, and December, 
1933, 93% of the total volume of all peat moss imported from Cen
tral Europe came from Sweden, is inaccurate, false, and misleading, 
in that a greater volume of peat moss was not imported from Sweden 
than from Central Europe during said months. 

PAn. 8. In and by the use of the circular first set out in paragraph 
() hereof, respondent represents that the analyses of New York 
Experiment Stations, Geneva, N. Y., provo that the absorbent ca
pacity of Swedish peat moss is 25% higher than German peat moss; 
that the analyses of the State Experiment Stations of Connecticut 
and Massachusetts prove that Swedish peat moss has 33% less mois
ture than German peat moss, thereby effecting a saving in weight; and 
that the measurements of the Mayor's Dureau of 'Veights and 1\Ieas
urements of New York City demonstrate that a bale of Swedish peat 
moss contains from two to three more bushels of peat moss than is 
contained in a bale of German peat moss. 

As a matter of fact, the analysis of New York Experiment Sta
tions, Geneva, N. Y., does not prove that the absorbent capacity of 
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Swedish peat moss is 25% higher than German peat moss; the anal
yses of the Experiment Stations of Connecticut and Massachusetts 
do not prove that Swedish peat moss contains less moisture than 
German peat moss or affords a saving in weight; the measurements 
of the Mayor's Bureau of 'Veights and Measurements do not prove 
that a bale of Swedish peat moss contains from two to three bushels 
more peat moss than is contained in a bale of German peat moss. 
Said purported tests and measurements afford no bases in fact for 
the representations made, and such comparisons therein shown do not 
have the approval or indorsement of any department of the Unit~d 
States Government, Bureau, or Branch thereof, or of any depart
ment of any municipal or State Government, or bureau or branch 
thereof. 

PAn. 9. The circulation of the circular first set out in paragraph 6-
hereof has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the
respondent's customers and prospective customers, and the public 
generally, into purchasing Swedish peat moss in preference to Ger
man peat moss under the erroneous beliefs that: 

(a) The circular referred to and the comparisons therein stated 
were issued, made and promulgated by the United States Govern
ment, and had the sanction and approval of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, and that the United States Department of 
Agriculture recommended Swedish peat moss in preference to Ger
man peat moss; 

(b) The analysis of New York Experiment Stations, Geneva, N.Y.~ 
proved and demonstrated conclusively that the absorbinrr capacity 
of Sw<'dish peat moss is 25% higher than German peat m~ss; 

(c) The analysis of the said Experiment Stations at New IIavent 
Conn., and Amher:>t, Mass., proved and demonstrated conclusively 
that Swedish peat moss contains 33% less moisture than German peat 
moss, and thereby afforded a saving in weight. 

(d) The measurements and tests of the Mayor's Bureau of 'Veights 
und Measurements of the city of New York proved and demonstrated 
conclusively that a bale of Swedish peat moss contains from two to 
three bushels more of peat moss than is contained in a bale of German 
peat moss. 

The aforesaid circulation of copies of the letter set out in pararrraph 
(j .hereof, dated ~~arch 17, 1933, h~s the capacity and tend;:Cy to 
mislead and decene the respondents customers and prospective cus
tomers, and the purchasing public generally, into the erroneous belief 
that the figures shown in said letter are the result of a complete 
exhaustive, and independent analysis, and demonstrate the relativ; 
absorbent capacity of the two peat mosses. 
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The aforesaid use and circulation of the circular, containing the 
~tatement that the re<:ords of the Custom House of the Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce revealed that the volume of im
ports into the United States of Swedish peat moss for the months of 
October, November, and December, 1933, had reached over 93% of 
the total volume of all peat moss from Central Europe, has the ca
pacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public into 
purchasing Swedish peat moss under the erroneous belief that a 
greater volume of peat moss was imported from Sweden than from 
the remainder of Central Europe during said months. 

PAR. 10. The false and misleading representations hereinabove set 
out, made by the respondent, placed in the hands of Swedish peat 
moss retail dealers, wholesale dealers, and distributors an instrument 
and means whereby said dealers and distributors may be, and are 
encouraged and caused to, and do misrepresent, to a substantial por
tion of the consuming public, the evidence as to the relative merits of 
Swedish peat moss and German and other peat moss. 

PAR. 11. There are, among the competitors of the respondent, many 
who import into the United States, and sell in interstate commerce, 
peat moss which is for the same general purpose as Swedish peat 
moss sold by respondent, but which competitors rightfully and truth
fully represent the qualities and virtues possessed by such peat moss, 
and in no manner misrepresent the qualities or virtues thereof. 

The above false and misleading representations ami comparisons 
have the capacity and tendency to, and do, unfairly divert trade 
to the respondent from competitors engaged in the sale, in inter
state commerce, of German and other imported peat moss, and 
thereby substantial injury is done to competition in interstate com
merce. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Premier Peat 
Moss Corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and of re
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition 
in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress, approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to cre
ate a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of 
respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before Edward :M. 
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Averill, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated 
by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposi
tion thereto, briefs filed herein, and oral arguments by Astor Hogg, 
counsel for the Commission, and by Mitchell Salem Fisher, counsel 
for the respondent, and the Commission having made its findings as 
to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the 
provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, enti
tled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Premier Peat Moss Corporation, 
its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with 
the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of peat moss in interstate 
commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and 
desist from : 

{1) The use, in its advertising, of analyses or tests, of the merits of 
its own and competing peat moss, with the representation, express or 
implied, that said analyses or tests were made by, or under the super
vision of, or have the sanction or approval of the United States 
Government, or any Bureau, or Branch thereof, when such is not 
the fact; 

(2) Using the results of comparative analyses and other tests of 
its own and competing peat moss under such circumstances and with 
such representations as to induce the belief that said analyses and 
tests were complete and exhaustive, and that they demonstrate the 
comparative qualities and merits of respondent's and competing peat 
moss, when such are not the facts; 

(3) Misrepresenting statistics of the United States Government, or 
statistics contained in reports of the United States Government with 

' respect to the supply of, or demand for, or the comparative quality or 
merits of respondent's peat moss as compared with competing peat 
moss; 

It is furthe; ordered~ That ~he respondent .shall, within 30 days 
after the service upon 1t of th1s order, file w1th the Commission a 
report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in· 
which it has complied with this order. 
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IN TilE MATTER OF 

LUMBER MILLS COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2196. Complaint, May 4, 1936-Decision, Dec. 1, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged in the distribution and sale of sash, windows, doors, 
molding, and mill work, In substantial competition with others likewise thus 
engaged, and also with those engaged in manufacturing, distributing and 
selling such products, and Including among its said competitors many who 
do not manufacture the products dealt In by them or in any way represent 
themselves as manufacturers of such products, and many who manufacture, 
distribute, and sell such products made from the botanical "Pinus ponderosa," 
and who do not in any way represent said products as actually made from 
the botanical "Pinus strobus," or white pine, but truthfully represent the 
same as made from the wood of and from which they are in fact made--

(a) Represented, through use of word "1\Iills" in Its corporate name, displayed 
and featured in its catalogs and price lists and on its letterheads, order 
blanks, invoices, and other literature, and through a design displaying and 
fentmlng said word, and statement that it was "offering these remarkable 
''alues at this time to kerp our factory busy during the winter months," etc., 
that it owned, operated, or controlled a mill wherein lumber products were 
converted or made into sash, windows, doors, molding, and similar mill work, 
notwithstanding fact it was not, as understood by trade and purchasing 
public generally, such a manufacturer, with which a substantial portion of 
wholesale and retail purchasers of such products prefer to deal direct, as 
thereby securing them, in their belief, closer prices, superior quality and 
other advantages, as compared with dealing through a selling agency or 
middleman; and 

(b) 1\Inde use of words "white pine" in catalogs and price lists to designate 
wood from which many of the products sold by It were made, notwithstand
Ing fact wood In question was the botanical ''Pinus pondcrot;a," obtained 
from the species native to the mountainous region of the Pacific Coast, and 
was not the substantially more costly and generally preferred commercial 
white pine, or botanical "Pinus strobus," to which, iu softness, ease o! work
Ing, ability to stay In place, relative freedom from resinous substances, dura
bility under exposure, and uniformity, 1t was inferior; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead ami deceive a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said various representations 
were true, and with the result that, Induced. by such false and misleading 
statements and representations, and as a consequence of the mistaken and 
erroneous beliefs thus Induced, the consuming public purchased a substan
tial volume of Its said products and trade was unfairly diverted to It from 
Its competitors likewise engaged in distributing and selling similar products 
made from wood, and who truthfully advertise and represent the nature and 
character of their business and o! the wood from which their sald products 
are actually made: to the substantial injury of competition in commerce: 
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Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. Jolvn J. J{eenan, trial examiner. 
Mr. J. T. 1Velch for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Lumber 
Mills Co., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has 
been and now is using unfair methods of competition in commerce 
as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commis
sion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Lumber Mills Co., is a corporation or
ganized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws 
of the State of Illinois, with its principal office and place of business 
located at 11 So. La Salle Street in the city of Chicago, State of Illi
nois. Respondent is now, and has been for some years, engaged in 
the business of distributing and selling, in commerce as herein set out, 
sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill work made from wood. 

P .AR. 2. Said respondent, being engaged in business as aforesaid, 
causes said sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill work, when sold, 
to be transported from its office and principal place of business in the 
State of Illinois or from the place of origin of said shipment to the 
purchasers thereof located at various points in States of the United 
States other than the State of Illinois or the State of the origin of 
said shipment and there is now, and has been at all times since the 
organization of respondent corporation, a constant current of trad~ 
and commerce in said sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill work 
so distributed and sold by the respondent, between and among the 
various States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent 
)s now, and has been, in substantial competition with other corpora
tions and with firms and individuals likewise engaged in the business 
of distributing and selling or of manufacturing, distributing and 
selling sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill work in commerce 
among and between the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 4. In the course of the operation of said business, and for the 
purpose of inducing individuals, firms, and corporations to purchase 
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its sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill work, respondent has 
eaused catalogs and price lists to be printed and circulated throughout 
the various States of the United States to customers and prospective 
customers. In all of said catalogs and price lists the respondent has 
caused its corporate name "Lumber Mills Co." to be prominently and 
conspicuously displayed. Said corporate name containing the word 
"Mills," is also prominently displayed on respondent's letterheads, 
order blanks, invoices, and other business literature. Respondent has 
also adopted a design, the same consisting of the word "Lumber" in 
cut-out letters with a black background and the letters "MILLS CO." 
in considerably larger type directly thereunder, the entire design being 
shaped somewhat like a shield and having the general appearance of 
a trademark. In some of its advertising literature the respondent 
has also made use of the following statement: "Prices are going 
bigher. In the face of a rising market we are offering these remark
able values at this time to keep our factory busy during the winter 
months, to help employment and to help our dealer customers in com
batting mail order competition." 

The use of the word "Mills" in its corporate name and in the design 
above referred to, together with the use of statements identical with 
or similar to the hereinabove quoted statement serve as representa
tions to the respondent's customers, prospective customers and the 
general buying public that the respondent owns, operates, or controls 
a mill wherein lumber products are converted or manufactured into 
sash, windows, doors, molding, and similar mill work. 

PAn. 5. Respondent does not, in fact, own, operate, or control any 
mill or mills for the manufacture from lumber of mill work such as 
windows, sash, doors, and moldings. Respondent is not engaged in 
the business of manufacturing and is not itself a manufacturer as 
those terms are understood by the trade and the purchasing public 
generally, but is engaged solely in a business of distribuling and sell
ing sash, windows, uoors, molding, and mill work manufactured from 
lumber by others. 

PAn. G. A substantial portion of the wholesale and retail purchasers 
·of sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill work have expressed, and 
have, a preference for dealing direct with the manufacturer of prod
ucts being purchased. Such purchasers believe that they secure closer 
prices, superior quality and other advantages in dealing direct with 
the manufacturer rather than a selling agency or middleman. 

PAn. 7. In the course of the operation of said business, and for the 
purpose of inducing individuals, firms, and corporations to purchase 
its sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill work, the respondent, in 
its aforementioned catalogs and price lists, has made extensive use of 
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the words "white pine" to designate the wood from which many of 
the wood products sold by it are made. The designation of said 
products by use of the words "white pine" in describing them serves 
as a representation to customers, prospective customers and the pur
chasing public generally that said products, to wit, sash, windows, 
doors and moldings are actually made of and from white pine. 

The wood from which said sash, windows, doors, and moldings, 
designated by the respondent as "white pine," are actually produced, 
is obtained from that certain species of tree native to the mountainous 
regions of the Pacific slope, botanically designated as "Pinus ponder
osa." Said Pinus ponderosa does not, either botanically or by com
mon name or in the character of lumber made therefrom, belong to 
that group of pine species known as white pine as set forth in 
Paragraph Eight. 

PAR. 8. There is a certain group of pine species known both pop
ularly and botanically as "white pines." They are a species of the 
genus Pinus, having certain botanical marks of distinction from other 
pines, and are further characterized by light, close-grained, soft 
wood in which the early- and late-formed portions of the annual rings 
or layers are not sharply defined and have thin and nearly white sap 
wood. Among the species of pine belonging to said described white 
pine groups is that botanically known as "Pinus strobus." For 
many years Pinus strobus has been known as a building wood, has 
proved its remarkable value and has gained universal esteem among 
the trade and the purchasing public generally under its common 
designation of "white pine." 

The wood of Pi?us s~robu~ ~s common!~ characterized by its soft
ness, ease of workmg, 1ts ab1hty to stay m place after being fitted, 
its comparative freedom :from resinous substances its durability in 
uses where exposed to influences of decay and b; its exceptionally 
high degree of uniformity of quality both locally and throuO'hout its 
range and in individual specimens of the species. In each 

0
of these 

respects, and especially as regards uniformity of quality the said 
Pinus strobus excels Pinus ponderosa. lly reason of the 'above de
scribrd characteristics and excellence products made from the Pinus 
strobus have a general tendency in lumber markets to command, and 
in general have commanded, a substantially higher price than prod
ucts made from Pinus ponderosa. A substantial portion of the pur
chasing public have expressed, and have, a preference for products 
made from genuine ·white pine over products made from Pinus 
ponderosa or any other species of wood. 

PAR. 9. 1\fany of the re!"pondent's competitors who manufacture, 
distribute and sell sash, windows, doors, and molding and other wood 
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products, including lumber, made from Pinus ponderosa do not in any 
way represent that said products are actually made from Pinus 
strobus or white pine but truthfully represent said products to be 
made from the wood of and from which they are actually made. 

:Many of respondent's competitors who distribute and sell sash, 
windows, doors, moldings and similar mill work do not manufacture 
the products sold by them and do not in any way represent that they 
are the manufacturer of said products. 

PAR. 10. Each and all of the false and misleading statements and 
representations made by the respondent in designating itself as a 
manufacturer by use of the word "Mills" in its corporate name and 
otherwise and in designating or describing the wood from which its 
sash, windows, doors, and moldings are made as being white pine or 
Pinus strobus, as hereinabove set out, in its catalogs, price lists and 
other advertising literature, i1i offering for sale and in selling its 
products was, and is, calculated to, and had, and now has, a tendency 
and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public into tho erroneous belief that all of said representa
tions are true. Further, as a direct consequence of the mistaken and 
erroneous beliefs, induced by the acts, advertisements and misrepre
sentations of the respondent, as hereinabove detailed, a number of tho 
consuming public have purchased a substantial volume of respond
ent's products such as sash, windows, doors and molding with the 
result that trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondent from 
its competitors likewise engaged in the business of distributing and 
selling similar products made from wood who truthfully advertise 
and represent the nature and character of their business and the 
nature and character of the wood from which saitl products are 
actually mad('. As a result thereof, substantial injury has been, and 
is now being, done by respondent to competition in commerce among 
and between the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia. 

PAR. 11. The above and fon'going acts, practicf's, and representa
tions of the respondent have been and are, all to the prejudice of the 
public and respondent's competitors as aforesaid, and have been, and 
are, unfair methods of competition within the meaning and intent 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 20, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REI'ORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTs, AND OnnEn 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 20, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis-

14G7tifJm 39-vol. 24 10 
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sion to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Fed~ral Trade Commission, on May 4, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Lumber Mills Co., 
charrrinO' it with the use of unfair methods of competition in com
mere~ i; violation of the provisions of said Act. Afrer the issuance 
of said complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testi
mony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said com
plaint were introduced by James T. Welch, attorney for the Com
mission, before John J. Keenan, an examiner of the Commission 
theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to the allegations 
of the complaint by Edward M. Meany, for the respondent; and said 
testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the 
office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came 
on for final hearing before the Commission on the said compla.int, 
the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence; and the Commis
sion having duly considered the same, and being now fully advised 
in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the 
public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
drawn therefrom : 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE Y ACTS 

p ARAGUArn 1. The respondent, Lumber Mills Co., was organized 
on January 4, 1904 under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Illinois. Its principal office and place of business is located at 11 
South La Salle Street, in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. It is 
now, and has been, since its incorporation, engaged in the business 
of distributing and selling sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill 
work made from wood. 

\Vhen orders are received for any of the products made from wood 
which it sells, it causes said products to be shipped and transported 
from its principal place of business in the State of Illinois or from 
some other point where said products are manufactured ~r stored 
to the purchasers thereof located at various points, in States of th~ 
United States other than the State of Illinois, or the State from which 
said shipments originate. The respondent has, at all times main
tained a constant current of trade in said products made fro~ wood 
in commerce among and between the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

At all times since its incorporation, respondent has been in sub
stantial competition with other corporations and with firms and in
dividuals likewise engaged in the business of distributinO' and sellinO' 
or of. manufact~ring, distributing and selli~g sash, wi~dows, door~: 
moldmg, and mill work made from wood, m commerce amonO' and 

"" 
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between the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In order to induce the purchase of the products made 
from wood which it sells, respondent has caused to be printed and 
circulated throughout the various States of the United States to cus
tomers and prospective customers, various catalogues and price-lists. 
In all of said catalogues and price-lists, its corporate name, "Lumber 
Mills Co.," has been prominently and conspicuously displayed. The 
corporate name containing the word "Mills" is also prominently 
displayed on respondent's letterheads, order blanks, invoices and 
other business literature. The respondent has also adopted a design 
consisting of the word "Lumber" in cut-out letters with a black back
ground and the letters "Mills Co." in considerably larger type directly 
thereunder. The entire design is shaped like a shield and has a 
general appearance of a trade-mark. In some of its advertising 
literature, respondent has also made use of the following statement: 

Prices nre going higher. In the face of a rl~ing market we are offering these 
remarkable values at this time to keep our factory busy during the winter 
months, to help employment and to help our dealer customers in combatting 
mail order competition. 

The use of the word "Mills" in its corporate name and in the 
design above referred to, together with the use of statements identical 
with or similar to the statement, hereinabove quoted, serve as repre
sentations to the respondent's customers and the general buying 
public that the respondent owns, operates, or controls a mill wherein 
lumber products are converted or manufactured into sash, windows, 
doors, molding, and similar mill work. 

PAR. 3. Respondent does not, in fact, own, operate or control any 
mill or mills for the manufacture from lumber of mill work such as 
windows, sash, doors, and molding. Respondent is not engaged in 
the bnsiness of manufacturing and is not itself a manufacturer as 
those terms are understood by the trade and the purchasing public 
generally, but is engaged solely in a business of distributing and 
selling sash, windows, doors, molding, and mill work manufactured 
from lumber by others. 

PAR. 4. A substantial portion of the wholesale and retail pur
chasers of sash, windows, doors, molding and mill work have ex
pressed, and have, a preference for dealing direct with the manu
facturer of products being purchased. Such purchasers believe that 
they secure closer prices, superior quality and other advantages in 
dealing direct with the manufacturer rather than a selling agency or 
middleman. 
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PAn. 5. In its catalogues and price-lists, the respondent has also used 
the words "white pine" to designate the wood from which many of 
the wood products sold by it are made. This designation serves as 
a representation to customers, prospective customers and the purchas
ing public generally that said products are actually made of, and 
from, white pine. 

The wood used in making said sash, windows, doors, and molding, 
designated by the respondent as being "white pine," is obtained from 
that certain species of tree nativ.e to the mountainous regions of the 
Pacific slope which is botanically designated as "Pinus ponderosa." 
Said Pinus ponderosa does not, either bot:tnically or by common name, 
or in the character of lumber made therefrom, belong to that group of 
pine species known as white pine. 

PAn. 6. There is a certain group of pine species known both popu
larly and botanically as "white pines." They are a species of the 
O'enus Pinus, having certain botanical marks of distinction from other 
~ines, and are further characterized by light, close-grained, soft wood 
in which the early and late formed portions of the annual rings or 
layers are not sharply defined and have thin and nearly white sap 
wood. Among the species of pine belonging to said described white 
pine groups is that botanically known as "Pinus strobus." For many 
years Pinus strobus has been known as a building wood, has proved 
its remarkable value and has gained universal esteem amonO' the 

"" trade and the purchasing public generally under its common desig-
nation of "white pine." 

The wood of Pinus strobus is commonly characterized by its soft
ness, ease of working, its ability to stay in place after being fitted, 
its comparative freedom from resinous substances, its durability in 
uses where expose(~ to i?fluences o~ decay and by its exceptionally 
high degree of umform1ty of quality both locally and throucrhout 
its range and in individual specimens of the species. In each of "'these 
respects, and especiall~ as regards uniformity of quality, the said 
Pinus strobus excels Pmus ponderosa. By reason of the above de
scribed characteristics and excellence, products made from the Pinus 
strobus have a general tendency in lumber markets to command. 
and in general have commanded, a substantially higher price than 
products made from Pinus ponderosa. A substantial portion of the 
purchasing public have expressed, and have, a preference for products 
made from genuine white pine over products made from Pinus 
ponderosa or any other species of wood. 

PAn. 7. 1\fany of the respondent's competitors who manufacture 
distribute and sell sash, windows, doors, and moldin(J' and other wood 
products, including lumber, made from Pinus ponderosa do not in 
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any way represent that said products are actually made from Pinus 
strobus or white pine but truthfully represent said products to be 
made from the wood of ·and from which they are actually made. 

:Many of respondent's competitors who distribute and sell sash, 
windows, doors, moldings and similar mill work do not manufacture 
the products sold by them and do not in any way represent that they 
are the manufacturers of said products. 

PAR. 8. The false and misleading statements and representations 
made by the respondent in designating itself as a manufacturer 
by use of the word "Mills" in its corporate name and in its adver
tising literature, and in designating or describing the wood. from 
which

1 
its wood products are made as being white pine, in its cata

logues, price-lists and other advertising literature, in offering for 
sale and. selling its products, were, and are, calculate to, and had, 
and now have, a capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a 
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the enoneous belief 
that all of said representations are true. As a direct consequence 
of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs, induced by the false and mis
leading statements and· represe.ntations above referred to, the con
suming public has purchased a substantial volume of respondent's 
products with the result that trade has been unfairly diverted. to the 
respondent from its competitors likewise engaged in the business of 
distributing and selling similar products mad.e from wood, who 
truthfully advertise and represent the nature and. character of their 
business and the nature and character of the wood from which said 
products are actually matle. As a result thereof, substantial injury 
has been, and is now being, done by respondent to competition, in 
commerce among and between the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Colnmbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Lumber Mills 
Co., arc to the prejudice of the public and. of respond.ent's competi
tors, and. constitute unfair nwthods of competition in commerce, 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved. September 26, 1Dl4, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trad.e Commission, to define its powers and. duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDEn TO CEASE AND DESIST 1 

This proceed.ing having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond-

1 Order published as modified on Feb. 24, 1937. 
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ent, testimony and other evidence taken before John J. Keenan, an 
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions. 
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Lumber Mills Co., its officers, 
representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offer
in()" for sale, sale and distribution of sash, windows, doors, molding, "' . . 
and mill work made from wood m mterstate commerce or in the 
District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Using the words "white pine," or the letters "w. p." alone or in 
conjunction with any other word or words of similar meaning to 
designate any lumber product made from the trees of the species 
Pinus Ponderosa; 

2. Representing, directly or indirectly, through the use of the 
words "white pine" or the letters "w. p.", alone or in conjunction 
with any other word or letters, that sash, windows, doors, molding 
and mill work made from wood of the tree species Pinus Ponderosa 
are made from white pine; 

3. Representing, directly or indirectly, through the use of the word 
"Mills" or any word or words of similar import and meaning in its 
business or advertising literature that it is the manufacturer of the 
products which it sells or that it owns, operates or controls any mills 
wherein said products are manufactured; 

4. Using the word "1\fills," alone or in conjunction with other 
words of similar import and meaning in its corporate or trade name, 
unless there appear in close proximity thereto and in letters of equal 
prominence other words clearly indicating that it is not the manu
facturer of the products which it sells and does not own operate 
or control the mills wherein said products are actually mad~. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

PLOUGH, INCORPORATED 

COllfPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 281"1. Complaint, May 21, 1936-Decision, Dec. 7, 1936 

\Vhere a corporation engaged in the distribution and sale of a certain acetyl 
sallcylic acid product under the desig·nation "St. Joseph Aspirin," in sub
stantial competition with those likewise engaged in the distribution and 
sale of such products, uud including many who manufacture, distribute, and 
sell aspirin without misrepresenting the quality or character of their respec
tive products or the effectiveness thereof in use for the treatment of various 
conditions of the body, and who do not falsely disparage such products of 
their respective competitors; in advertising the same in newspapers and 
periodicals of general circulation throughout the United States, together 
with featured display of the aforesaid name of its said product-

(!l) Represented that same gave quicker relief than, and was superior to, other 
aspirin nnd was fully effective for pains lllld coldl'! nnd alwnys brought 
prompt relief to those suffering therefrom, and that it exceeded in purity 
unu accuracy of ingredients the rigid stuudards .set by the Uniteu States 
Government, through such statements, in substance, as thus indicated, lll1d 
"llrings quicker relief", etc. ; 

Facts being that it uoes not give quicker relief than other aRpirln of stnnuard 
quality that meets requirements of Unlteu Stutes Pharmacopoeia, is not 
fully effective for treatment of pains and colds and bas no effect on the 
causative factors thereof, its use does not always bring prompt relief to 
those suffering from conditions named, GoYernment hns no stipulated stand
ards for aspirin, and specifications of the said Pharmacopoeia are minimum, 
with no upper limit, 'and its aforesaid representations anu statf'ments, with 
respect to nature and effect of Its sniu product, were exaggPrated, mislcnd
ing and untrue, and unfairly disparaged such products of Its competitors; 
and 

(b) Represented that the cellophane wrappings of the containers of its said 
aspirin protected the purity of snld prouuct nnd were materially beneficial 
thereto, and that such a prouuct required such wrapping under usual nnd 
normal conuitlons of sale to protect it from deterioration cnused by mois
ture, and that failure so to wrap such products decrcaseu their value or 
potency, through such statements as ''Purity further protecteu by moisture
proof cellOilhane wrapping," and "to guard this purity further, each pack
age is wrappf>d and sealed in moisture-proof cello11haue ;" 

Facts being asvlrln does not dissoh·e or deteriorate und!•r usual and customary 
methods of mC'rehandislng, and wrapping of the containers of such prouuet 
In moisture proof cellophane wrnprilng does not ndd to or proteet the purity 
thereof and Is not mateJ·iully benefieial thereto, and failure of manufacturer 
or distributor of such products thus to wrap Sllme does not uerrease their 
\"alue or pott>ncy; 

With capnclty and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of 
purchasing public Into erroneous belief that Its said ''St. Jos<'ph Aspirin" 
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ga,·e quicl•er relief than other aspirin and bad the properties thus claimed 
and implied therefor as above set forth, and that aspirin requires such 
cellophane wrapping as above indicated, and further to mislead and deceive 
a substantial portion of such public into erroneous and mistaken beliefs 
that aspirin products of competitors were inferior to and less effective 
than its .said products for the reason they were not thus enclosed and for 
other reasons, and with result that 'a substantial number of the consuming 
public bought a substantial volume of its said product, and trade was un
fairly diverted to it from competitors likewise engaged in distribution and 
sale of asrJirin and who trutbfully advertise and represent their products 
and the effectiveness thereo.f in use; to the injury of competition in 
commerce: 

Ilcld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before JJ!r. John J. [{eenan, trial examiner. 
J,f r. J. T. TV elch for the Commission. 
Lalce-Spiro-Oohn and Goodman & GaZella, of Memphis, Tenn., for 

respondent. 
CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Plough, 
Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been 
and now is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commis
sion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Plough, Inc., is a corporation, organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of business 
located in the city of Memphis, State of Tennessee. Respondent is 
now, and has been for some years, engaged in the business of dis
tributing and selling, in commerce as herein set out, a. certain acetyl 
salicylic acid product known as ''St. Joseph Aspirin." 

PAR. 2. Said respondent, being engaged in business as aforesaid, 
causes said aspirin, when sold, to be transported from its principal 
place of business in the State of Tennessee to purchasers thereof lo
cated at various points in other States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. Respondent now maintains, and has main
tained at all times, a constant current of trade and commerce in said 
aspirin so distributed and sold by it, among and between the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
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PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent 
is now, and has been, in substantial competition with other corpo
rations, firms, and individuals likewise engaged in the business of 
distributing and selling acetyl salicylic acid products such as aspirin, 
in commerce among and between the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 4. In the course and operation o£ said business, and £or the 
purpose of inducing individuals, firms, and corporations to purchase 
said St. Joseph aspirin, respondent has caused advertisements to be 
inserted in newspapers and periodicals of general circulation through
out the United States. In all of said advertisements, respondent has 
caused the name o£ said product to wit: St. Joseph aspirin, to be 
prominently and conspicuously displayed, together with the following 
statements: 

(1) Brings quicker relief. 
Fully effective for pains and colds. 
CllUllenges the world in prompt pain relief. 
Stops pain promptly. 
It always brings prompt relief from pain and colds. 

(2) Even exceeds In purity the rigid standards crf the United States Gov
ernment. 
So pure and accurate that It exceeds the rigid standards of the United 
States Government. 

(3) Purity furtlJer protected by moisture proof cellophane wrapping. 
And to guard tllis purity further, each package is wrapped and sealed in 
moisture proof cellophane. 

All of sai.d statements, together with many similar statements, 
appearing in respondent's advertisements purport to be descriptive of 
its product. In all of its advertising literature, the respondent rep
resents, through the statements and representations herein set out 
and other statements of similar import and effect, that (1} St. Joseph 
aspirin gives quicker relief than, and is superior to, other aspirin; 
{2) that St. Joseph aspirin is fully effective for pains and colds and 
its use always brings prompt relief to those suffering from pain and 
colds; {3) that St. Joseph aspirin exceeds in purity and accuracy of 
ingredients rigid standards set by the United States Government; 
( 4} that wrapping of containers for St. Joseph aspirin in cellophane 
wrappings protects the purity of, and is materially beneficial to, said 
aspirin; and ( 5) that aspirin requires wrapping in cellophane, under 
usual and normal conditions of sale, to protect it from deterioration 
caused by moisture and failure to so wrap aspirin products decreases 
their value or potency. 

PAn. 5. The representations made by respondents with respect to 
the nature and effect of its aspirin when used are grossly exaggerated, 
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false, misleading, anu untrue. In addition, said representations and 
statements serve to, directly and by inference, disparage aspirin prod
ucts of respondent's competitors. In truth and in fact, St. Joseph 
aspirin does not give quicker relief than other aspirin of standard 
quality and is not superior to other aspirin of standard quality. It 
is not fully effective for the treatment of pains and colds and has no 
effect on the causative factors of such conditions of the human body 
and its use does not always bring prompt relief to those suffering 
from the conditions named. The United States Government has not 
established standards for aspirin and such specifications for aspirin 
as are set out in the United. States Pharmacopoeia are minimum 
specifications and there is no upper limit thereof. In truth and in 
fact, aspirin does not dissolve or deteriorate under the usual and cus
tomary methous of merchandising and the wrapping of the container 
of said product in a cellophane wrapping does not add to or protect 
the purity of saiu product and is not materially beneficial to said 
prouuct. Failure to wrap aspirin in cellophane wrapping uoes not 
decrease the value or potency thereof. 

PAn. 6. There are among respondent's competitors many who manu
facture, distribute and sell aspirin who in no way misrepresent the 
quality or character of their respective aspirin or its effectiveness in 
use for the treatment of various conditions of the huJflan body and who 
do not falsely disparage the aspirin prouucts of their respective com· 
petitors. 

PAn. 7. Each and all of the false and misleading statem~nts and 
rE.'presentations made by the respondent in designating and describ
ing its product and the effectivenesss of its product, as hereinabove set 
out, in offering for sale and selling St. Joseph aspirin was, and is, cal
culated to, and had, and now has, the tendency and capacity to mislrad 
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the er· 
roneous belief that all of said representations are true, and to the 
further erroneous belief that aspirin products of its competitors are 
inferior to and less effective than St. Joseph aspirin for tho reason 
that said products are not enclosed in cellophane wrappings and for 
otlwr reasons. Further, as a direct consE.'qucncc of the mistakE'n and 
erroneous beliefs, induced by the nets aml misrepresE'ntntions of the 
respondent, as hereinabove detailed, a substantial number of the con
suming public has purchased a substantial volume of respondent's 
St. Joseph aspirin with the result that trade has bE'en unfairly di
verted to the respondent from competitors likewise engaged in the 
business of distributing and selling aspirin who truthfully advertise 
and represent their products and the effectiveness of said products in 
use. As a result thereof, injury has been, and is now being, done by 
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respondent to competition in commerce among and between the vari
ous States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 8. The above and foregoing acts, practices, and representations 
of the respondent have been, and are, all to the prejudice of the public 
and respondent's competitors as aforesaid, and have been, and are, 
unfair methods of competition within the meaning and intent of Sec
tion 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled 
~'An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, F1NDINGS AS TO TilE FACTs, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fed
-eral Trade Commission, on May 21, 1936, issued and served its com
plaint in this proceeding upon respondent Plough, lnc., charging it 
with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in viola· 
tion of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said com
plaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony and 
other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint were 
introduced by James T. Welch, attorney for the Commission, before 
John J. Keenan, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly 
<lesignated by it, and in opposition to the alleg~ttions of the complaint 
by Leo Goodman, attorney for the respondent; and said testimony 
and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the 
Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final 
hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, the answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence; and the Commission having 
July considered the same, and being now fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PAR.\GRAPII 1. Hespondent Plough, Inc., is a corporation, organized 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of Delaware. Its 
principal office and place of business is located in the city of Memphis, 
State of Tennessee. It has been, and is now, engaged in the business 
of distributing and selling, in commerce among and between the vari
ous States of the United States, a certain acetyl salicylic acid product 
designated by it as "St. Joseph Aspirin." 

PAn. 2. 1Vhen orders are received for said aspirin, the respondent 
causes said product to be shipped from its place of business in the 
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State of Tennessee to the purchasers thereof located at various points 
in other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
Respondent has at all times maintained a constant current of trade 
in the aspirin distributed and sold by it, in commerce among and 
between the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 3. In the sale of said St. Joseph aspirin, Plough, Inc., is now, 
and has been, in substantial competition with other corporations and 
with firms and individuals likewise engaged in the business of dis
tributing and selling acetyl salicylic acid products, such as aspirin, in 
commerce among and between the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 4. For the purpose of inducing the purchase of St. Joseph 
aspirin, respondent has caused various advertisements to be inserted 
in newspapers and periodicals of general circulation throughout the 
United States. In all of said advertisements, it has caused the name 
of said product, to wit: 'st. Joseph Aspirin, to be prominently and 
conspicuously displayed, together with the following and many 
similar statements: 

(1) Drings quicker relief. 
l<'ully d'fective for pains and colds. 
Challenges the world In prompt pain relief. 
Stops pain promptly. 
It always brings prompt rell~>f from pain and coldi!. 

(2) Even exceeds in purity the rigid standards of the United States 
Government. 

So pure and accurate that it exceeds the rigid standards of the United 
States Government. 

(3) Purity further protected by moisture proof cellophane wrapping. 
And to guard this purity further, each package is wrapped and sealeu 

in moisture proof cellophane. 

All of said statements, together with many similar statements, 
appearing in respondent's advertisements, purport to be descriptive 
of its product. In all of its advertising literature, the respondent 
represents, through the statements and representations herein set 
out and other statements of similar import and effect, that (1} St. 
Joseph aspirin gives quicker relief than, and is superior to, other 
aspirin; (2) that St. Joseph aspirin is fully effective for pains and 
colds and its use always brings prompt relief to those suffering 
from pain and colds; (3} that St. Joseph aspirin E-xceeds in purity 
and accuracy of ingredients rigid standards set by the United States 
Government; (4) that wrapping of containers for St. Joseph aspirin 
in cellophane wrappings protects the purity of, and is materially 
beneficial to, said aspirin; and ( 5) that aspirin requires wrapping in 
cellophane, under usual and normal conditions of sale, to protect it 
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from deterioration caused by moisture and that failure to so wrap 
aspirin products decreases their value or potency. 

P .AR, 5. The aforesaid representations made by respondent with 
respect to the nature and effect of its aspirin product are exagger
ated, misleading and untrue. In addition, said representations and 
statements serve to, directly or by inference, unfairly disparage 
aspirin products of respondent's competitors. St. Joseph aspirin 
does not give quicker relief than other aspirin of standard quality 
that meets the requirements of the United States Pharmacopoeia. 
It is not fully effective for. the treatment of pains and colds and has 
no effect on the causative factors of either pains or colds, but does 
possess analgesic properties. Its use does not always bring prompt 
relief to those suffering from the conditions named. The United 
States Government has no stipulated standards for aspirin. Such 
specifications for aspirin as are set out in the United States Pharma
copoeia are minimum specifications and there is no upper limit 
thereof. The requirements of the United States Pharmacopoeia are 
as follows: 

Acetyl snlicylic acid when dried to constant weight over sulphuric acid con
tains not less than 9{).5 per cent of acetyl salicylic acid. (Page 14, Pharma
copoeia of the United States, 11 Decennial llevision.) 

St. Joseph aspirin docs exceed the requirements of the United 
States Pharmacopoeia in that it contains more than 99.5% of acetyl 
salicylic acid. .Aspirin does not dissolve or deteriorate under usual 
and customary methods of merchandising the product and the wrap
ping of the container of said product in a moisture proof cellophane 
wrapping does not add to or protect the purity of the product and 
is not materially beneficial to said product. The failure of the manu
facturer or distributor of aspirin products to wrap said products in 
cellophane wrapping does not decrease the value or potency of said 
products. 

l 1AR. 6. There are among respondent's competitors many who manu
facture, distribute and sell aspirin who in no way misrepresent the 
quality or character of their respective aspirin or its effectiveness in 
use for the treatment of various conditions of the human body and 
who do not falsely disparage the aspirin products of their respective 
competitors. 

PAR. 7. The various statements and representations made by the 
respondent in describing its product, St. Joseph aspirin, and the 
effectiveness of said product in use, have the capacity and tendency 
to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public 
into the erroneous and mistaken beliefs (1) that St. Joseph aspirin 
gives quicker relief than other aspirin; (2) that St. Joseph aspirin 
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is fully effe~tive for pains and colds and its use always brings prompt 
relief to those suffering from pains and colds; ( 3) that St. Joseph 
aspirin exceeds in purity and accuracy of ingredients the rigid stand
ards set by the United States Government; (4) that the wrapping 
of containers of St. Joseph aspirin in cellophane wrappers protects 
the purity of and is materially beneficial to said aspirin; and ( 5) 
that aspirin requires wrapping in cellophane under usual and normal 
conditions of sale to protect it from deterioration caused by moisture 
and that failure to so wrap aspirin products decreases their value or 
potency. Said representations and statements have also had the 
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion 
of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken beliefs that 
aspirin products of its competitors are inferior to and less effective 
than St. Joseph aspirin for the reason that said products are not 
enclosed in cellophane wrappings and for other reasons. 

As a direct consequence of these mistakes and erroneous beliefs, a 
substantial number of the consuming public have purchased a sub
stantial volume of St. Joseph aspirin with the result that trade has 
been unfairly diverted to the respondent from competitors likewiso 
engaged in the business of distributing and selling aspirin who 
truthfully advertise and repr!.'sent their products and the effectiveness 
of said products in use. As a result of the acts and practices, herein 
set out, injury has been, and is now being, done by respondent to 
competition in commerce among and between the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Plough, Inc., 
&re to the pr!.'judice of the public and of respondent's competitors, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its pO\vers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com~ 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evid£'nce tahn before John J. Keenan, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, 
in support of the nllrgations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, and the Commission having made its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provi-
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sions of an Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and :for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, I>lough, Inc., its officers, repre
sentatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering 
for sale, sale, and distribution of a certain acetyl salicylic acid prod
uct known as "St. Joseph Aspirin," in interstate commerce or in the 
District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from representing 
either directly or by inference, through advertisements inserted in 
newspapers, magazines, and periodicals of general circulation, radio 
announcements, booklets, pamphlets, or other advertising literature, 
or through any other means: 

1. that St. Joseph aspirin gives quicker relief than other aspirin; 
2. that St. Joseph aspirin is fully effective for pains and colds, 

and is the best thing in the world to stop pain, and its use always 
brings prompt relief to those suffering from pains and colds; 

3. that St. Joseph aspirin exceeds in purity and accuracy of ingre
dients, rigid standards set by the United States Government; 

4. that wrapping of containers for St. Joseph aspirin in trans
parent cellulose film, commonly designated as cellophane, preserves 
or adds to the purity or the freshness of aspirin, or is materially 
beneficial to said aspirin; 

5. that aspirin requires wrapping in transparent cellulose film, 
commonly designated ns cellophane, under usual and normal condi
tions of sale, to protect it from deterioration caused by moisture; 

G. that :failure to wrap aspirin products in moisture-proof trans
parent cellulose film, commonly designated as cellophane, decreases 
the value or potency of said aspirin. 

It i8 further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

JEAN VIVADOU AND HENRY G. LUDIN, DOING DUSINESS 
AS JEAN VIVADOU COMPANY 

CO:\IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEI'T. 26, 1914 

Docket 2820. Complaint, May 26, 1936-Decision, Dec. 8, 1936. 

Where two partners engaged in the manufacture and sale of toilet sundries, and 
with principal and only office or place of business in New York City-

(a) Represented, through use of the word "Paris" in their letterheads, circulars, 
containers, and advertising matter, that they maintained offices in said city, 
notwithstanding fact they had no ofiice, factory, or branch in said city, or 
in any other city or town so named, with result that a substantial portion 
of purchasing public was led to believe that their said products were made 
in or imported from France, for the toilet articles of which there is a 
well-known and marked preference on the part of many members of said 
public; 

(b) Described a certain toilet article, In invoices, literature, advertising and 
correspondence, as "Lagoona" and "Sea Sponge," and in circulars nccom
panylng the same and in its advertising describing the F>nme as thera
peutic, ultra-violet rny treated, and a great health discovery, etc., referred 
thereto as a "sponge," "Sea Sponge," "\Vonder Sponge," "natural sea 
growth," "spawned in the romantic far away depths of the South raclfie 
waters, plucked by adventurous men," and subjected to the "alchemy of the 
waters of the Pacific Ocean," facts being said article was a vcgeta!Jie which 
resem!Jlcd an elongated gourd, grown on bushes or shrubs on land nnd 
known and described ns a "Ioofa," and aforesaid various statements were 
false; and 

(c) Described a certnln toilet article, in its invoices, correspondence, circulars 
ami advertising, as a "Swansdown Puff," facts being said article was not 
made from that especially grown and treated goose down or swansdown, 
as known to trade and consuming public and as long thus designated and 
known, but was made from loose feathers or Marabou nnd was a dechleuly 
cheap and inferior imitation of the article known and designated by trade 
as "Swansdown;" 

With effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of purchasing and 
consuming public into erroneous belief that all said representations were 
true, and Into purchase of their sold products In reliance thereon, and of 
unfairly diverting trade to them from competitors engaged in the sale in 
commerce of similar toilet sundries, who truthfully represent the nature 
and facts of their respective businesses, and character and quality of their 
respective products, to the substantial Injury of the purchasing public 
and of other dealers and manufacturers of such sundries In competition 
with them, and with effect of placing In the hands of wholesalers, jobbers, 
and retailers the means of making such false and mlslea!llng representa· 
Uons to the purchasing public, and of thereby increasing their own sales 
of such dishonestly advertised or represented articles, nnd lessening market 
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for similar good·s sold by other merchants, true nature of which is honestly 
stated: 

IIeld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the publ!c and com-
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. John 1V. Norwood, trial examiner. 
Mr. James M. Ilawmond for the Commission. 
Mr. Stephen M. Bell, of New York City, for respondents. 

COJ.IIPLAINT 

Pursuant to a provision of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Jean Vivadou and 
Henry G. Lubin, copartners doing business under the firm name and 
style of Jean Vivadou Company, hereinafter referred to as respond
ents, have been and are using unfair methods of competition in com
merce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in 
that respect, as follows: 

PAR.\CRAPH 1. Uespondents, Jean Vivaclou and Henry G. Lubin, are 
copartners, doing business under the firm name and style of Jean 
Vivadou Company, with their office and principal place of business 
located at 135 West 20th Street, New York City, in the State of New 
York. They are now, and have been, for a long time last past, en
gaged in the business of manufacturing toilet sundries in the State of 
New York, and shipping said products, when sold, to the purchasers 
thereof, some located in the State of New York, and others located in 
various States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia, 
and there is now, and has been for more than one year last past, a 
constant current of trade and commerce by respondentS! in the afore
said toilet sundries. In the course and conduct of their business the 
respondents are now, and for more than one year last past have been, 
in substantial competition with other individuals, and with corpora
tions, firms, and partnerships engaged in the sale of toilet sundries 
bctwcen and amon" the various States of the United States and the ,.., 
District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. Uespondents market their products under the trade name 
"De l\[arsay," which name is printPd on the containers in which their 
products are sold, in circulars nccompanying the same, and on its 
lettPrheads and other advertising matter. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as described in 
paragraphs 1 and 2 hPreof, and for a long time last past, respondents 

Hfl7;"j(Jm :l!l \"01. :!4 11 
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herein, in soliciting the sale of and selling their merchandise in com
merce, as defined in said act, make use on their letterheads, circulars, 
trade literature, and advertising matter, in making and promoting 
the sales of their products as defined in paragraphs 1 and 2 hereof, 
of the word "Paris" in a manner calculated, or tending to show, and 
to represent, either directly or by implication, that they maintain 
offices at Paris, France, it being well known to respondents that many 
members of the purchasing public have a marked preference for toilet 
articles made in and imported from France. By 111.eans of which 
statements or representations a substantial portion of the purchasing 
public are led to believe that respondents' products are made in or 
imported from France. 

In truth and in fact respondents have or maintain no office, factory, 
or plant, in Paris, France, or any other city or town by the name of 
Paris, and their principal and only office or place of business is 
located in New York City, State of New York. 

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business, and for a long 
time last past, respondents herein are and have been solicitin~ the 
sale of and selling in commerce, as defined in pttragraph 1 hereof, a 
toilet article described in their invoices, literature, advertising and 
correspondence, as: 

LAGOON A 

SEA SPONGE 

In the circulars accompanying said article and in its advertising, 
statements are made in reference to the same, such as: 

THERAPEUTIC 

Ultra-Violet Ray Treated. 

Sea Sponge for Young and Old. 

A great health !liscovery-LAGOONA, Spawned in the romantic fur away 
depths of the South Pacific waters, plucke<l by adventurous men-LAGOONA 
is then taken to the luborntorles of a natlonnlly known dwml:;t. The aldwmy 
of the waters of the Puciftc OcPnn is within this Natural !\Pa growth. 
LAGOONA by ltsPit is a WolHler Spouge, but, with its furthPr trPatment nud 
IHldltlonal llfe-glving forces of Ultra-VIolt>t Rays, it hPl'omes au aid to good 
lwalth. 

In truth and in fact, the article described above is not a '·&a 
Sponge," is not "Therupeutic," is not "Ultra-Violet Hay Treated," is 
not "Spawned in the far away drpths of the South Pacific waters," 
is not "plucked by ad\'enturous men," has never been suhjertpJ to tho 
"alchemy of the watrrs of the Pacific Ocran," and i:3 not "takea 
to the laboratories of a nationally known chemi!:it," is not a "Natural 
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sea growth," is not a "'Vander sponge," or a "sponge," but is a 
vegetable, resembling an elongated gourd, which grows on bushes or 
~hrubs on land, and is a vegetable known and described as a loofah. 

}l AR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business, and for a long 
time last past, respondents have been and are now soliciting the sale 
of and selling in commerce, as defined in paragraph 1 hereof, a toilet 
article described in its invoices, correspondence, circulars, and adver
tising as a "Swansdown Puff." 

In truth and in fact, the toilet article designated by respondent 
as a "Swansdown Puff" is not Swansdown as that article is known 
to the trade and to the consuming public, but consists of a puff made 
and manufactured from the feathers of the Marabou, a species of 
stork. 

PAR. 6. The acts and practices of respondent in falsely repre
senting, advertising, marking and branding their products, or con
tainers thereof, in such a manner as to indicate, or to import or imply, 
that they have an office or branch in the city of Paris, and the prac
tice of falsely marking, branding or representing in their circulars, 
advertising, or invoices, a toilet article known as a "loofah" as being 
a "sponge," "Sea Sponge," a "'Vonder sponge" which is "Therapeutic," 
"Ultra-Violet Ray Treated," "A great health discovery," "Spawned 
in South Pacific waters," and in the other ways described in para
graph 4 hereof, and the further practice of the respondents in falsely 
marking, branding, advertising, and selling puffs manufactured from 
stock feathers as "Swansdown," are all, or any of such representa
tions are, calculated to mislead and deceive, and have and have had 
the capacity, tendency and effect of misleading and deceiving, and 
have misled and deceived n substantial portion of the purchasing and 
consuming public into the erroneous belief that all of said repre
sentations are true and to purchase respondents' products in reliance 
on said rt>presentations. Because of such erroneous beliefs, trade is 
diverted to respondents from competitors engaged in the sale in inter
state commerce of similar toilet sundries. As a result thereof, sub
stantial injury has bet>n and is now be.ing done by respondents to 
the purchasing public, and othH dealers and manufacturers of toilet 
sundries who truthfully represent their respective products, in com
petition with respondents, in commerce among and between the vari
ous States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 

Hespondents have also placed in the hands of wholesalers, job
bers, and retailers, the nwans of making such false and misleading 
represt>ntations as above dt>scribed, to the purchasing public, by 
which means, or any of them, they have increased their own sales 
of said toilet articles so dishonestly advertised or represented, thereby 
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lessening the market for similar goods sold by other merchants, the 
true nature of which is honestly stated. 

PAn. 7. There are among the competitors of respondents, engaged 
in the sale of toilet sundries, as set forth in paragraph 1 hereof, 
individuals, c.orporations, firms, and partnerships, who do have offices 
or branches in Paris, and who do sell "sponges" or "sea sponges," 
and who do sell "swansdown" puffs in interstate commerce and so 
represent their products; and there are likewise other firms, corpora
tions, partnerships, and individuals likewise engaged in interstate 
commerce, who do not have offices or branches in Paris, who do sell 
the article known and described as a loofah, and who do sell puffs. 
made from marabou or stork feathers, which competitors do not in 
any manner misrepresent the location, nature, or extent of their 
business, or the nature, source or composition of their products. 

PAR. 8. The above and foregoing acts, practices and representations 
of the respondents have been and are all to the prejudice of the pub
lic and respondents' competitors, as aforesaid, and have been, and are, 
unfair methods of competition within the meaning and intent of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on :May 26, 1936, issued and served its complaint 
in this proceeding upon the respondents Jean Vivadou and Henry 
G. I...~ubin, copartners doing business under the firm name and style of 
Jean Vivadou Company, charging them with the use of unfair meth
ods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said 
act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respond
ents' answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the 
allegations of said complaint were introduced by James 1\I. Hammond, 
attorney for the Commission, before John ,V, Norwood, an examiner 
of the Commission theretofore duly designated. by it, and. in opposition 
to the allegations of the complaint by Stephen M. Bell, attorney for 
the respond.ents; and said testimony and other evid.ence were duly 
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. 

Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said complaint, the answer hereto, testi
mony and other evidence and brief in support of the complaint; and 
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the Commission having duly considered the record, and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the inter
est of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Jean Vivadou and Henry G. Lubin, are 
copartners doing business under the firm name and style of Jean Viva
dou Company, with their office and principal place of business located 
at 135 'Vest 20th Street, New York, in the State of New York. They 
are now, and have been, for a long time last past, engaged in the busi
ness of manufacturing toilet sundries in the State of New York and 
shipping said products, when sold, to the purchasers thereof, some 
located in the State of New York, and others located in various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. There is now, 
and has been for more than one year last past, a constant current of 
trade and commerce by respondents in the aforesaid toilet sundries. 
In the course and conduct of their business the respondents are now, 
and for more than one year last past have bee~ in substantial competi
tion with other individuals, and with corporations, firms, and partner
ships, likewise engaged in the sale of toilet sundries, in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents 
herein, in soliciting the sale of anu selling their merchanuise in com
merce, as herein set out, make use in their letterheads, circulars, con
tainers, and advertising matter of the word "Paris" in a manner 
calculated to, and having the effect of serving as a representation that 
they maintain offices at Paris, France. It is well known to respond
ents and to the trade generally, that many members of the purchasing 
public have a marked preference for toilet articles made in and im
ported from France. By means of said statements or representations, 
a substantial portion of the purchasing public is led to believe that 
respondents' products are made in, or imported from, France. 

In truth and in fact, respondents have or maintain no office, factory, 
or branch, in Paris, France, or any other city or town by the name of 
Paris. Their principal and only office or place of business is located 
in New York, State of New York. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents 
herein are now, and have been, soliciting the sale of and selling in 
commerce as defined in paragraph 1 hereof, a toilet article described 
in their invoices, literature, advertising and correspondence, as: 
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SEA SPONGE 
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In the circulars accompanying said article and in its advertising, 
statements are made in reference to the same, such as: 

THERAPEUTIC 

Ultra-Violet Ray Treated 

Sea Sponge for Young and Old 

A great health discovery-LAGOONA, Spawned in the romantic far away 
depths of the South Pacific waters, plucked by adventurous men-LAGOONA is 
then taken to the laboratories of a nationally known chemist. The alchemy of 
the waters of the Pacific Ocean Is within this Natural sea growth. LAGOONA 
by itself is a Wonder Sponge, but, with its further treatment and additional life
giving forces of Ultra-Violet Rays, it becomes an aid to good health. 

The article described above is not a "Sponge," a "Sea Sponge," or 
"Wonder Sponge," or a "Natural sea growth," was not "Spawned in 
the romantic far away depths of the South Pacific waters," was not 
"plucked by adventurous men," and has never been subjected to th~ 
"Alchemy of the waters of the Pacific Ocean," but is a vegetable 
resembling an elongated gourd which grows on bushes or shrubs on 
land, and is known and described as a "loofah." 

PAn. 4. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents 
have been, and are now, soliciting the sale of and selling in commerce 
as defined in paragraph 1 hereof, a toilet article described in its 
invoices, correspondence, circulars and advertising as a "Swansdown 
Puff." 

This toilet sundry designated by respondents as a "Swansdown 
Puff" is not made from Swansdown as that article is known to the 
trade and to the consuming public but consists of a. puff made and 
manufa.ctured from Marabou, a trade name for loose feathers of vari
ous types, usually used for trimming women's clothing. 

Swansdown is now, and for many years past has been, a trade name 
used to designate especially grown and treated goose down, and by 
such name it is known to the trade nnd the purchasing public. It is 
procured principally from France and is obtained by plucking the 
large feathers from ge~se while growing so that when mature the 
birds' skin is covered only with down. The geese are then killed and 
skinned, the skin being tanned with the down attached in the same. 
manner as a fur. It is from this skin, with the down attached, that 
Swansdown Puffs am manufactured, by cutting out circular disks of 
the size desired and sewing them together with the down on the out
side. The respondents' alleged Swansdown puffs were not made from 
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this material, but from loose feathers stitched together, and are a de
cidedly cheap and inferior imitation of the article known and desig
nated by the trade name "Swansdown". 

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of respondents in falsely represent
ing, advertising, marking and branding their products, or containers 
thereof, in such a manner as to indicate, or to import or imply, that 
they have an office or branch in the city of Paris, and the practice 
of falsely marking, branding, or representing in their circulars, 
advertising, or invoices, a toilet article known as a "Loofah" as being 
a "Sponge," "Sea Sponge," or a "1Vonder Sponge," or a "Nat ural 
Sea Growth," and the further practice of the respondents in falsely 
marking, branding, advertising, and selling puffs manufactured from 
Marabou feathers a,s "Swansdown," are calculated to mislead and 
deceive, and have the capacity, tendency, and effect of misleading and 
deceiving, and have misled and deceived a substantial portion of the 
purchasing and consuming public into the erroneous belief that all 
of said representations are true, and into the purchase of respondents' 
products in reliance on said representations. Decause of such errone
ous beliefs, trade is unfairly diverted to responaents from competitors 
engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of similar toilet sundries, 
who truthfully represent the nature and size of their respective 
businesses and the character and quality of their respective products. 
As a result thereof, substantial injury has been, and is now being, 
done by respondents to the purchasing public, and to other dealers 
and manufacturers of toilet sundries in competition with respondents, 
in commerce among and between the various States of the United 
States and the District of Cllilumbia. 

Respondents have also placed in the hands of wholesalers, jobbers 
and retailers, the means of making such false and misleading repre
sentations as above described, to the purchasing public, by which 
means, or any of them, they have increased their own sales of said 
toilet articles so dishonestly advertised or represented, thereby lessen
ing the market for similar goods sold by other merchants, the true 
nature of which is honestly stated. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Jean Vivadou 
and Henry G. Lubin, copartners doing business under t}1e ~rm name 
nnd style of Jean Vivadou Company, nre to the preJudice of the 
public and of respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods 
of competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 
5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
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Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

OUDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ents, testimony and other evidence taken before John ,V". Norwood, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint, and in opposition thereto, 
and brief filed in support of the complaint, and the Commission hav
ing made its findings as to the facts, and its conclusion that the re
spondents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
proved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents Jean Vivadou and Henry G. 
Lubin and each of them, as individuals and as copartners doing busi
ness under the firm name and style of Jean Vivadou Company, or 
under any other trade name, their representatives, agents, and em
ployees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution 
of their products, including toilet sundries, in interstate commerce or 
in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

(1) Representing through the use of the word "Paris", alone or 
in conjunction with any other word or words, or through any means 
whatsoever, that they own, operate, or maintain offices, branches or 
factories at Paris, France, or at any place other than in the city of 
New York, State of New York, or where such offices, branches, or 
factories are actually maintained; 

(2) Designating or representing in any manner that the vegetable 
growth known as a "Loofah" is a Sponge, a Sea Sponge, a 'Vonder 
Sponge, or a Natural Sea Growth, or making any similar repre
sentations; 

(3) Using the term "Swansdown" in connection with the word 
"Puff", or any other word to designate or descriLe an article unless 
said article is manufactured from the down of a swan or from the 
specially prepared skin of a goose with its original down attached; 

( 4) RPpresenting an article made from l\Iarabou feathers as being 
Swansdown. 

It ls further ordered, That the respondents shall, within GO days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
they have complied with this order. 
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IN TilE MATTER OF 

FALL RIVER "WHOLESALE GROCERS' ASSOCIATION 
ET AL. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 11 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 26"17. Oompla~nt, Jan. 4, 1936-J?eci.si.on, Dec. 9, 1936. 

Where a wholesale grocers association, and the members thereof, serving a trade 
area in certain States contiguous to a Massachusetts city; in pursuance of a 
policy, agreed upon and adopted by such members, of refusing to deal with 
manufacturers of grocery products who had sold, or sold, their products to 
retailers in the region in question-

( a) Informed manufacturers of policy of such association and its members, and 
threatened to refuse, and refused, to purchase from such manufacturers as 
failed or refused to comply with their wishes that they do not distribute their 
products to retailers thereof; 

(b) Placed on the unfair list of the association, for selling to large retailers 
in region in question, name of a large milk product manufacturer, and 
warned its members to cease handling prouucts thereof under penalty of 
forfeitLng their association deposits, and advised manufacturer of such 
action and that association members would no longer be allowed to do 
business with it; 

(c) Issued and distl"ibuted a letter announcing that its members had "de
cided definitely to cooperate only with those producers, packers, or manu
facturers who wlll confine themselves to selling their merchandise to whole
sale grocers," and requested that the recipients thereof advise as to whether 
or not they would cooperate in the matter; 

(d) neached on agreement between their said wholesalers' association and that 
of the retail grocers in the region in question, working to the prevention 
and restraint of purchases by retailers direct from manufacturers, and 
threatened to suspend any wholesaler member who refused to sign and sub
scribe thereto ; and 

(e) Took, at different times, course of action similar to that hereinabove indi
cated against large sugar and coffee manufacturers; 

With result that manufacturers were coerced into refusing to sell their products 
direct to retailers, including large retailer competitors of association mem
bers, sales and distribution by ruiwufucturers to retailers in region in ques
tion were restrained and prevented, and interstate commerce In groceries 
was unduly restrained and hindered, and there was an undue tendency to 
substantially lessen, restt·lct, and suppress competition in interstate sale ot 
such products therein : 

lleld, That such acts and practices were to tbe prejudice of the publle and com-
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John J. [{ ee:nan, trial examiner. 
Mr. Daniel J. Mu'l'phy for the Commission. 
Air. /sador S. Levin, of Fall River, Mass., for respondents. 
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Col\IPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fed
eral Trade Commission, having reason to believe that each and all of 
the parties named in the caption hereof have been and now are using 
unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined 
in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by 
it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its 
complaint and states its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Fall River 1Vholesale Grocers' Associa
tion is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under 
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Massachusetts, for the as
serted purpose of furthering harmonious relations between the whole
sale and the retail grocery dealers of Fall River in said State, and has 
its principal place of business at said Fall River. Said respondent 
had and has as its particular avowed purpose to cooperate with the 
independent retail grocery stores in said Fall River and contiguous 
region in offering special sales and inducements to customers in an 
effort to meet the competition of the chain grocery stores. For brev
ity and convenience this respondent will be hereinafter designated as 
the "Wholesalers' Association." 

Each of the respondents American 1Vholesale Grocery Company, 
Allen Slade & Company, Chabot Brothers, and Portuguez Wholesale 
Grocery Company, is a corporation organized, existing, and doing 
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Massachusetts. 

Respondents Abraham I. Y amins and Samuel Levin are copartners 
doing business in the name of New England Wholesale Grocery Com
pany; and respondents Murray S. Olinick and George Feinberg are 
copartners doing business in the name of Economy 1Vholesale Grocery 
Company. 

Respondent Morris Horovitz is an individual trading as Fall River 
Paper & Supply Company; respondent Joseph Horovitz is an indi· 
vidual trading as Joseph Horovitz & Company; and respondent Phil
lip J. Roy is nn individual trading as Roy Paper Company. 

Each of said responaents has its, their and his principal place of 
business in said city of Fall River, State of Massachusetts, and each of 
them except the 1Vholesalers' Association is engaged in the business 
of selling and distributing food and grocery products at wholesale 
in the region of said Fall River. Said Fall River region comprises 
not only said city of Fall River but also the trade area contiguous to 
it in the State of Massachusetts and also in the State of Rhode Island. 
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Each of said corporations, partnerships, and individuals was at all the 
times hereinafter mentioned and is a member of said Fall River Whole
sale Grocers' Association for the purpose of promoting and protect
ing its, their and his common interests and business affairs, and said 
respondents will for brevity and convenience be hereinafter designated 
as "member respondents" when differentiation of them from respond
ent 'Vholesalers' Association is necessary. Said member respondents 
purchased and purchase in interstate commerce the food and grocery 
products sold and distributed by them in the said Fall River region 
from manufacturers and producers in other States than the State of 
Massachusetts and which products so purchased were and are shipped 
from such other States into the State of Massachusetts to said mem
ber respondents and were and are there sold and distributed by each 
of said member respondents to retailers in the States of Massachusetts 
and Rhode Island. 

Respondent Wholesalers' Association is an organization which has 
provided and does provide a means or channel for its members acting 
in concert and in the name of said association to further their com
mon interests in their businesses mentioned above, and each of the 
member respondents utilizes it for its, their or his private purposes. 
The acts of said association, therefore, have represented and do rep
resent and have been and now are the acts of such members resulting 
from agreements, express or implied, between and among, and con
certed action and conspiracy of all of, said respondents in their said 
common interests and in the furtherance of their said private purposes. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of the business and activities of 
respondent 'Vholesalers' Association and of the concerted action and 
conspiracy above stated of all the respondents, and at various time~ 
during the past three years, respondent 'Vholcsalers' Association in 
behalf of itself and of each and all of said member respondents, and 
in pursuance of a policy agreed upon and adopted by said member 
respondents of refusing to deal with manufacturers of food and 
grocery products who have sold or sell such products to retailers 
thereof in the said Fall River region, or to wholesalers of such prod
ucts in said region who are not members of respondent Wholesalers' 
Association, by the use of unlawful threats, intimidations, and boy
cotts has restrained and prevented and does restrain and prevent 
various manufacturers of such products selling and distributing the 
same in interstate commerce from making sales and distributions 
thereof in said Fall River region to any individual, partnership, 
or corporation in said region engaged in the sale and uistribution 
of such prouucts other than the member respondents above named, 
and specifically has by such unlawful means restrained and pre-
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vented and does restrain and prevent and has sought and does seek 
to restrain and prevent all such sales and distributions in said Fall 
River region by such manufacturers to retailers of such products 
and to wholesalers thereof who are not members of respondent 'Vhole
salers' Association; and solely as a result of such unlawful threats, 
intimidations, and boycotts, various manufacturers of such products 
selling and distributing same in interstate commerce who have been 
ready, willing, and able to make sales and distributions thereof in 
said Fall River region to retailers of such products and to whole
salers thereof who are not members of respondent 'Wholesalers' Asso
ciation, have been and are restrained and prevented from making 
any sales and distributions in interstate commerce of such products 
to certain of said retailers and to certain of said wholesalers who are 
not members of respondent 'Wholesalers' Association, and in some 
instances where some restricted sales and distributions in interstate 
commerce have been made to certain other of said retailers and of 
said wholesalers who are not members of respondent 'Vholesalers' 
Association by certain manufacturers, the member respondents have 
by agreement and concerted action among themselves and with re
spondent Wholesalers' Association discontinued making purchases in 
interstate commerce from such manufacturers of such products there
tofore purchased in interstate. commerce by them from such manu
facturers and have thereupon and thereafter declined and refused to 
make any purchases whatever of such products from such manufac· 
turers while and so long as such. manufacturers continued to make 
sales and distributions in said Fall River region of such products 
to such retailers or to such wholesalers who are not members of 
respondent 'Vholesalers' Association. 

In the course and conduct of the business and activities of respondent 
Wholesalers' Association and of the concerted action and conspiracy 
above stated of all the respondents, certain manufacturers of food 
and grocery products sold and distributed in interstate commerce 
have been compelled by respondents to accept pooled ortlers for such 
products for shipment in carload lots in order that the member re
sponuents might obtain the advantage of the lower freight rate and 
incidental expenses applicable to carload shipments when the total 
of such pooled orders has been less than a carload lot, ha \'e been 
compelled in connection with such shipments to carry for their own 
account the unsold residuum of such carload shipments, but have 
been restrained and prevented in such instances from selling any 
part of such residuum in said Fall River rE>gion to retailers of such 
products or to wholesalers thereof who are not members of respondent 
Wholesalers' Association and instead have been required and com· 
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pelled by boycotts and threats of boycott and other unlawful means 
to store sui~ residuum in the custody of some one of the member 
respondents until such residuum has been purchased and absorbed 
by the member respondents in the due course of their businesses. 
In consequence of such action on the part of respondent 'Wholesalers' 
Association and of the member respondents, such manufacturers were 
obliged to and did actually discontinue selling their said products 
to such wholesalers who were not members of respondent Whole
salers' Association when and although said non-member wholesalers 
were ready, willing, and able to purchase said products. 

In the course and conduct of the business and activities of the 
respondent American 'Vholesale Grocery Company and in further
ance of the concerted action and conspiracy above stated of all the 
respondents, said respondent threatened to boycott a certain manu-

' facturer by refusal to continue handling its product if said manu
facturer delivered to a public warehouse in Fall River the unsold 
residuum of its shipment in pooled cars. 

In the course and conduct of the business and activities of re
spondent 'Vholesalers' Association and of the concerted action and 
conspiracy above stated of all the respondents, the member respond
ents in their status as members of the 'Vlwlesalers' Association fre
quently held and hold general and special meetings for the interchange 
of information concerning the furtherance of their efforts to prevent 
and restrain sales by manufacturers to retailers and to wholesalers 
who are not members of the respondent 'Vlwlesalers' Association, 
concerning any sales of such character that are made by manufac
turers, and concerning the action necessary to be taken to prevent 
and restrain further sales of such character and to effectuate their 
policy of preventing and restraining such transactions; and there
upon all of said respondents have conce1ted and agreed and do con
cert and agree upon a course of common action to that end, consisting 
of bringing pressure to bear upon any such manufacturer to cease 
making such sales and of attempting by personal intimidation, threats 
of boycott and actual boycott to coerce such manufacturer to refrain 
thereafter from making any such sales and from supplying retail 
dealers with such products direct and from supplying wholesale deal
ers wl\o are not ml:'mbers of the 'Vholesalers' Association with such 
products out of pooletl car shipments. Respondents used and use 
other concerted and coercive means to effectuate their said conspiracy 
to restrnin and prennt such sales. 

In the course and conduct of the business and activities of the 
respondent 'Vholesalers' Association and of the concerted action and 
conspiracy above stated of all the respondents, an agrel:'ment wa:i 
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reached between respondent 'Wholesalers' Association and the associa
tion of retail grocers in the Fall River region looking to the pre
vention and restraint of purchases by retailers direct from manu
facturers, and the respondent ·wholesalers' Association threatened to 
suspend or expel any member refusing to sign and subscribe to such 
agreement. 

In the course and conduct of the business and activities of respond
ent Wholesalers' Association and of the concerted action and con
spiracy above stated of all the respond.ents, respondent 'Vholesalers' 
Association actually placed upon its "unfair list" for boycott a par
ticular manufacturer who had not conformed to the demands and 
requirements of the respondent Wholesalers' Association above al
leged and obliged. all of its members to cease handling the products 
of said manufacturer on penalty of forfeiture of deposits of said 
members held by respondent 'Vholesalers' Association as a guaranty 
of their conformity to its requirements, and said manufacturer was 
notified by said respondent 'Vholesalers' Association that it had been 
placed on said respondent's "unfair list" and that Association mem
bers would discontinue handling the merchandise of said manufac
turer "because of unfair and unethical business methods" and 
respondent Wholesalers' Association also at the same time voted that 
similar action would be taken in respect of certain other manufactur
ers if said manufacturers did not cease selling their products direct to 
retailers. Solely in consequence of such action of respondent Whole
salers' Association, the manufacturer first above referred to discon
tinued selling its products direct to large retailers in the Fall River 
region and continued under such restraint for a considerable period 
of time. Solely in consequence of such action by respondent Whole
salers' Association all of the member respondents except the New 
England Wholesale Grocery Company ceased making purchases from 
one of the other manufacturers above referred to. 

PAR. 3. The above alleged acts and things done by respondents, 
including specifically among them the blacklisting and boycotting of 
manufacturers, the threatening of boycott and the conspiracy to do 
those acts and things, have tended and do tend and will continue to 
tend unduly and unreasonably to restrain trade and commerce be
tween and among the several States of the United States, in that they 
have tended nnd do tend to close certain of the outlets within the 
States of Massachusetts and Rhode Island for the direct and immedi
ate sale by manufacturers and producers in other States of products 
shipped by them into said State of Massachusetts, to deprive 
manufacturers and producers in other States of the right and oppor
tunity freely to trade with and make sales to nll wholesalers and 
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retailers and prospective purchasers in said State of Massachusetts 
and to deprive certain wholesalers and retailers and prospective pur
chasers in said State of Massachusetts of the right and opportunity 
freely to trade with and make purchases and obtain shipments from 
manufacturers and producers in other States, and to deprive such 
last mentioned wholesalers and retailers and prospective purchasers 
in said State of Massachusetts of the right and opportunity and 
advantage secured and exercised and enjoyed by respondents in re
spect of the lower freight rates and incidental expenses on shipments 
from manufacturers in other States in carload lots or pooled cars 
and thereby depriving such last mentioned wholesalers and retailers 
in the State of Massachusetts from passing on to the purchasing and 
-consuming pubtic in said Fall River region the advantages and sav
ings of such lower freight rates and incidental expenses and other 
competitive benefits flowing from such lower freight rates; and have 
also tended and do tend by such limitation and restriction of the total 
number of wholesalers and retailers in the Fall River region securing 
and exercising and enjoying such advantage of lower freight rates 
to limit and restrict the benefits to said purchasing and consuming 
public flowing therefrom. Such acts and things substantially and 
unduly and unreasonably lessen, restrain, and suppress free and open 
-competition in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of 
said food and grocery products in the said Fall River region, obstruct 
the free and natural flow of interstate commerce in said region and 
deny to consumers of said products in said Fall River region the 
advantages in price and otherwise which they would obtain from the 
free and natural flow of commerce in said products under conditions 
of free and unobstructed competition. Consequently said acts have 
been and are and will continue to be to the prejudice and injury of 
the public and of the competitors of respondents and of the manu
facturers and producers both those who do and particularly those 
who do not, comply with and adhere to the limitations of trade and 
commerce imposed by the respon~ents above mentioned. 

PAR. 4. There were and are among the competitors of respondent 
in the said Fall River region other wholesalers who are not members 
()f respondent Wh0lesalers' Association who would freely purchase 
from manufacturers in other states similar and substantially identical 
}lroducts to the products hereinabo,·e mentione<l as being purchased 
by respondents, as well as retailers who woul<l also freely make such 
purchases, and to which suitl other wholesalers an<l said retailers said 
manufacturers would freely sell such similar and substantially iden
tical products and to whom said manufacturers would freely make 
:;hipments in pooled cars as had b£'en an<l are ma<le to the member 
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respondents, were it not for the aforesaid acts and restraints of re
spondents above mentioned. Such acts and things done by respond
ents substantially and unduly and unreasonably lessen, restrain and 
suppress free and open competition in the sale and distribution in 
interstate commerce of said food and grocery products in said Fall 
River recrion obstruct the free and natural flow of interstate com-"' ' . merce in said region and deny to said other wholesalers, to said 
retailers and to the public in said Fall River region the advantages in 
price and otherwise which they would obtain from the free and 
natural flow of commerce in said products under conditions of free 
and unobstructed competition and have diverted and do divert 
and have tended and do tend to divert business from said other 
wholesalers. Consequently said acts have been and are and will con
tinue to be to the prejudice and injury of said competitors of re
spondents. The member respondents would also, except for the acts 
a.nd things done by them in pursuance of their concerted action and 
agreements and conspiracy as hereinabove stated, be naturally and 
normally in competition with each other in priee and otherwise; ttnd 
consequently said acts have been and are and will continue to be to 
the prejudice and injury of said member respondents as competitors 
each with the others. 

PAn. 5. The above acts and things done and caused to be done by 
the respondents were and are each and all to the prejudice of the 
public and of respondents' competitors and constitute unfair methods 
of competition in commerce within the meaning and intent of Section 
5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved September 26, 1914. 

REl'ORT, FINDINGS AS To THE FACTs, AND Onnm 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress appro\'ed Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its po~Ye:s and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade CommissiOn on January 4, 19:3G, issued and serwd its 
complaint in this proceeding upon the respowlents, Fall River 
'Vholesale Grocers' Assn. et al., charging them with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions 
of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filinO' of 
respondents' answer, the Commission, by order entered herein gra~ted 
respondents' motion for permission to withdraw said answe'r and to 
substitute therefor an answer admitting all the material all('O'ations 
of the complaint to be true with certain reservation stated the~ein to 

' wit: the re8pondents would not admit that they interfered with the 
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sources of supply of wholesale grocers as alleged in the complaint, 
and waiving the taking of further evidence and all other intervening 
procedure, which substitute answer was duly filed in the office of the 
Commission. 

Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on :for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said complaint and the substitute an
swer, briefs and oral arguments of counsel having been waived, and 
the Commission having duly considered the same and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Fall River 'Vholesale Grocers' Associa
tion, is a voluntary association with its principal place of business 
located at Fall River, Mass. Said respondent association member
ship consists of the following respondent corporations, copartner
ships, and individuals: 

Allen Slade and Company, a corporation organized under the laws 
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; 

American 'Vholesale Grocery Company, a corporation organized 
under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; 

Chabot Brothers, a corporation organized under the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts; 

Fall River Economy Wholesale Gr«;>cery Company, a corporation 
organized under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; 

Fall River Paper and Supply Company, a corporation organized 
under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; 

Jos£>ph Horvitz, an individual trading under the name and style 
of Joseph Horvitz and Company; 

Abraham I. Yamins and Samuel Levin, copartners trading under 
the firm name and style of New England 'Vholesale Grocery 
Company; 

Portuguez 'Vholesale Grocery Company, a corporation organized 
undt>r the laws of the 'Commomwalth of Massachusetts; 

Philip J. Roy, an individual trading under the name and style of 
Uoy Paper Company. 

Each of the above named corporations, copartnerships, and in
dividuals have been engaged for some time past, ns wholesalers in 
groceries and in the sale and distribution of said products in the 
rPgion of the city of Fall River, State of Massachusetts. Said Fall 
Uin'r rPgion comprisPs not only said city of Fall River, but also the 
trade area contiguous to it in the State of Massachusetts, and also in 

J4{)j;jll 011 3!1-\"01. 24-12 
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the State of Rhode Island. Said member respondents purchase said 
groceries sold and distributed by them in the said Fall River region 
from manufacturers and producers in other States than the State of 
Massachusetts, and which products so purchased are shipped from 
such other States into the State of Massachusetts to said member 
respondents, and are then sold and distributed by each of said mem
ber respondents to retailers in the States of Massachusetts and Rhode 
Island. 

In the course and conduct of their respective businesses, said cor
porations, copartnerships, and individuals were and are in competi
tion with other corporations, copartnerships, and individuals, who 
are not members of respondent '\Vholesalers Associations, but who 
were likewise engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate com
merce of similar products in competition with such members. 

The respondent "\Vholesalers Association and its members as a 
result of ap;re<>ments, express or implied, have acted in concert and 
conspiracy between and among themselves for the advancement of 
their common interests and private purposes. 

PAR. 2. In the conrse and conduct of the business and activities 
of respondent '\VholPsalers Association and of the concerteJ action 
and conspiracy above stated of all the rcspowlcnts, and at various 
times during the past three y£'ars, respon(lent '\Vholrsalers Associ:~.
tion in behalf of itself and of each and all of said member respond
ents, and in pmsuance of a policy agreed upon and adopte(l by said 
member respondents of refusing to d£'al with manufacturers of gro
cery products who have sold or sell such products to retailers thereof 
in the said Full River region, informed various such manufacturers 
of the policy of the responllent association and its members that they 
should not distribute said grocery products to retailers of such 
products and threatened that such members would and they did 
refuse to purchase from manufacturers who failed or refuseJ. to 
comply with their wishes in that respect. Uesponclt>nt association 
and its members by the use of such unlawful threats and boycotts 
have restrained and prevented sales and distributions in the said Fall 
River r£>gion Ly such manufacturers to rPtailC'rs of such products. 
Carrying out such policy, sai(l as'iociation wrote to a large manufac
tur£'r of milk prollucts that surplus e\'apomted milk shippNl in pool 
cars must not be !l£'1irered Ly it to a public warC'lwuse and that, if 
this W<'re !lOJw, its m£>mbers would refnse to d£'al furthrr in its 
protluets. The company addr£'s~cd, in orJcr to l'U\'e itsrlf from loss 
of Lusin£'ss, was oblige(! to and ditl discontinue sdling its proLlncts to 
two comJwtitors of saitl nwmbl'rs of sai(l l"<'~'pondt>nt '\Vlwlesnl('rs 
Association, anll to warehouse surplus milk with a member tlwr£'of. 
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On February 27t 1935, at a meeting of said respondent 'Vholesalers 
Association, the manufacturer referred to was placed on the associa
tion's unfair list on account of its selling to large retailers in the 
Fall River region and all members of the association were warned 
to cease handling said company's products on penalty of forfeiting 
their deposits made with said association for the purpose of securing 
their compliance with its rules. The association also informed the 
manufacturer of this action, and that its members would no longer be 
allowed to do any business with it. Said manufacturer was there
upon obliged to discontinue selling its products to several large 
retailers, who were competitors of the association's members, and said 
manufacturer requested that its name be removed from the associa
tion's unfair list. On May 2G, 193G, the association issued and dis
tributed a letter announcing that its members had "decided definitely 
to cooperate only with those producers, packers, or manufacturers 
who will confine themselves to selling their merchandise to wholesale 
grocers," and asked for replies showing whether the concerns so 
uddressed would or would not cooperate in the matter. 

In the course of the activities of the respondents as above stated, an 
agreement was rl.'nched between respondent "\Vholesalers Association 
and the Association of Retail Grocers in the Fall River region work
ing to the prevention and restraint of purchases by retailers diBCct 
from manufacturers, and the respondent "\Vholesalers Association 
threatened to suspend any member refusing to sign and subscribe to 
~uch agreement. 

At different times, similar course of action was taken against large 
manufacturers of sugar and of coffee with the result that manufac
turers were coerced into refusing to sell their products direct to 
retailers, whereby interstate commerce in groceries was unduly 
restrained and hindered. 

PAn. 3. The results of the acts of the said respondents, as herein 
before st•t out in purngruph 2, have bet>n to unduly tend to substan
tially lessen, restrict, und suppress competition in the interstate sale 
of grocery prouucts particularly in the above dt>scribed Fall Uiver 
r£>gion. 

COXCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Fall Uiver 
Wholesale Grocers' Assn. et al., are to the prejudice of the public 
11nd of respondents' compt'titors, and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in comnH•rc(', within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congrt>ss, approw1l September 2G, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to cr('ate a Federal Trade Commission, to d('fine its powers and 
duties, anti for other purposes." · 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein on November 10, 1936, by respondents admitting all the ma
terial allegations of the complaint to be true with a certain r!'s!'rva
tion stated therein, to wit: the respondents would not admit that 
they interfered with the sources of supply of wholesale grocers as 
alleged in the complaint, and waiving the taking of further evidence 
and all other int!'rvening procedure, and the Commission having 
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respond
ents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, Hll4, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, Fall River Wholesale Grocers' 
Assn. and Allen Slade & Company, American 'Vlwlesale Grocery 
Co., Chabot Brothers, Fall River Economy Wholesale Grocery Co., 
Fall River Paper & Supply Co., Joseph Horvitz and Company, New 
England 'Vlwlesale Grocery Company, Portuguez 'Vlwlesale Grocery 
Company, and Roy Paper Company, their offic('rs, reprl'sentatives, 
agents, and.employees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale 
and distribution of grocery products in interstate commerce or in 
the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

(1) Adopting, enforcing or attempting to put into effect any un
derstanding, agreement, combination, or conspiracy among nn<l 
between themselves to restrict, restrain, suppress, and eliminate com
petition in the sale and distribution of grocery products in interstate 
commerce, by interfering with the source of supply of retailers; 

(2) Persuading, threatening or coercing manufacturers to dis
tribute their products only through wholesalers, and to cease and 
refrain from dealing with retailers; 

(3) Any other similar means or methods of coercing manufac
turers into distributing their products through wholesalers exclu
sively. 

It i8 further ordered, That within GO days from the date of the 
service of this order upon said respondents that they file with the 
Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner 
and form in which this oruer has been complied with. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

GALION METALLIC VAULT COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDI::-<GS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATIO!'l' 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND OF SEC. 3 
OF TITLE I OF AN .ACT OF CONGRESS .APPROVED JUNE 16, 1933 1 

Docket 2311. Complaint, Mar. 6, 1935-Deoision, Dec. 11, 1936. 

'Vhere a corporation engaged in the manufacture of air seal and of mechanically 
sealed and closing burial vaults, made of one of the highest grade and 
quality of non-ferrous metals obtainable for such purpose and also of a 
non-ferrous metal which would corrode In some soils of the United States, 
and In the sale of said products to jobbers, funeral directors, and under
takers, In substantial competition with those engaged In the sale and 
distribution of metal, stone, concrete, and other burial vaults In and 
between the various States-

( a) Represented, In certificates of warranty and In advertising the same in 
periodicals of wide Interstate circulation and In booklets, circulars, pam
phlets, letters, and through photographs and testimonials, and In other 
advertising media, circulated among its customers and prospective cus
tomers In the several States, that its said air seal vaults were waterproof 
and airtight at time of interment and after, and that Its said vaults, gener
ally were made of rust resisting metal and would endure as waterproof 
under all conditions tor fifty years, and atrorded absolute protection against 
water and other external elemruts, burled, tor twenty-five or fifty years or 
more, and that its said vaults gave Insurance that the processes of change 
would be undefiled by the action of water, earth, or other foreign elements, 
gave permanent burial protection and greater resistance than the bronze 
of the ancients, and were practically indestructible and would not crush 
In; and 

(b) Made use of certificates of warranty, In connection with the sale and otrer 
of its said vaults, which guaranteed against damage to the contents thereof 
through water or other elements admitted because of the failure of the 
same due to rust or corrosion, and undertook, In such event, to replace 
such vaults without cost; 

The facts being that, while its said vaults were made with great care by 
skilled workmen, and the ferrous metal of which made was one of the 
highest grades and quality obtainable for such purpose, Impervious and 
impenetrable by air, moisture, and living organisms within the earth during 
the life of the metal, It was not rust or corrosion-proof to the extent that 
It would never rust or corrode after burial, and, once rusted or corroded 
to n ePrtain extPnt during a p£'r!Otl pf years, It would, like all other 
material, crumble and dlsint£'grate; non-ferrous metal, corrosive In some 
soils as aforNmid, was impervious to water only until penetrntion through 
corrosion or other causes; corrosive qualities, present in all soils, vary 
greatly, so tllat, while in many seetions throughout the United States in 
which soil corrosion Is not n problem a twPlve-gauge metal vault, buried, 

1 Count Two of the complaint alle1,1ng \ lolntlon of the National Industrial Recovery Act 
dismissed Novemb~>r 9, 1935. 
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would resist penetration thereby for more than one hundred years, In other 
soils its said ferrous metal vaults would pit through and cease to be 
waterproof In from eight to ten years; conjunction of conditionR, which does 
not always exist, must obtain in case of said air seal vaults in order to 
provide protection from entering water, \ts said vaults and materials 
from which made had not been tested under ground for full period of fifty 
years, or been manufactured or advertised for such length of time, and its 
said ferrous metal vaults would not, in some of the more corrosive soils, 
remain waterproof for such a period, and its vaults, burled, would and 
often do permit entrance of air, vermin, and water; disinterment is rare and 
it had rarely been called upon to replace the same; 

With capacity and tendency, as a result of such misleading acts and practices, 
to Induce the public to purchase and use said products In the belief that 
such statements and representations, which were each and all to the 
prejudice of the public, were true, and to divert unfairly trade to it from 
competitors engaged in sale and distribution of metal burial vaults: 

Ileld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. E. J. llornibroolc for the Commission. 
Mr.llerman L. Weisman, of New York City, oml Waite, Schindel 

& Bayless, of Cincinnati, Ohio, for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Acting in the public interest and pursuant to the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Fed('ral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and :for other purposes," the Federal Trade Commission charges that 
the Galion Metallic Vault Company, a corporation, hereinafter re
ferred to as respondent, has been and is now using unfair methods 
of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, 
nnd in violation of an Act of Congress approved June 16, 1933, 
known and designated as the "National Industrial Recovery Act," 
nnd it appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in 
respect thereof would be in the public interest, states its charges in 
that respect ns follows: 

Oount 1 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, the Galion Metallic Vault Company, 
is a corporation organized and existing under and by virture of the 
laws of the State of Ohio, with its factory and principal place of 
business located in the city of Galion in said State. It is now, and 
for several yPars last past, has been engaged in the business of manu
facturing and se]Jing metal grave vaults used to encase a coffin in the 
burial of the dead, to purchasers thereof, many of whom reside out
side the State of Ohio, and when orders are received therefor, they 
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are filled by respondent by shipping the same from the said city of 
Galion, State of Ohio, into and through other States of the United 
States to the respective places of business or residences of such 
purchasers. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent 
is in competition with other individuals, copartnerships, and cor
porations engaged in the sale and transportation of metal, stone, 
concrete, cement, and other grave vaults between and among various 
States of the United States. 

PAR. 3. Respondent sells and ships said grave vaults as aforesaid, 
to jobbers, funeral directors, and undertakers, the last two of which 
sell the same to ultimate purchasers thereof for use in the burial of 
their dead. 

PAR. 4. (A) In magazines having a wide interstate circulation, 
and in booklets, circulars, pamphlets, letters, and in and through the 
use of photographs, testimonials, and in other advertising media, all 
of which is circulated among its customers and prospective customers 
residing in the several States of the United States and which re
spondent's said customers use and are authorized by respondent to 
use in the sale and promotion of the sale of its said vaults, the fol
lowing and similar false and misleading claims, statements, and rep
resentations as to respondent's said vaults are made: 

That said grave vaults will remain waterproof and airtight when 
placed underground; that the function of these said vaults is to 
insure that the process of change be undefiled by the action of water, 
earth, or other foreign elements; that the metal of which said vaults 
are made is impervious to water and to chemical elements and living 
orgnnisms usually present in the ground; that the weight of covering 
earth cannot crush its unyielding dome; that the body which is 
entrusted to the keeping and protection of respondent's said vaults 
is protected from uncleanliness, contamination, and violation; that 
the respondent's said vaults nre the ultimate in burial protection; 
that casket and contents are p.laced beyond the rench of external 
ag<>ncy of change in tlte protection found in respondent's said vaults; 
that human affection can provide no worthier tribute with which to 
safeguard and to honor the mortal part of the beloved dead; that 
only within comparative recent years has science been successful in 
mnking p('rmanent burial protection. of those with moderate means; 
that prior thereto, the materials used w<>re porous and quickly perish
able and that rain and melting snow w<>nt through the ground and 
oft<>n stood for months in the grtwes and that this water necessarily 
se<>ping through envelops the casket and contents in a ~ass of or-
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ganic and inorganic conglomerate; that the metals used in the manu
facture of respondent's said vaults are not only impervious to water 
but they possess enormous strength; that such appearances of cor
rosion as may develop on the surfaces of such vaults are superficial 
and act as a protective coating to retard pitting and rusts; that 
metallurgical chemists estimate that respondent's vaults will retain 
their protective agency, unimpaired for at least fifty years; that re
spondent's vaults are practically indestructible under all normal con
ditions of earth burial; that the resistence of respondent's vaults to 
the elements is presumably greater than that of the bronze used by 
the ancients for the production of weapons, vessels, and works of 
art which have been recently brought to light by archeologists dating 
back thousands of years before the beginning of the Christian Era.· 
Respondent has also advertised its said vaults as absolute protection 
against water and other external elements even though buried under
ground for a period of twenty-five to fifty years or more. 

(D) Respondent issues with each vault for delivery to ultimate 
purchasers thereof and they are so delivered, a written purported 
warranty which provides in substance, that each of its said vaults has 
been tested by being submerged in water, inspected, found to be 
free from defects in material or workmanship and to be airtight 
and waterproof and that '"hen properly closed it will protect its 
contents from water and other elements from external sources and 
if the contents of any vault are damaged by water or other elements, 
admitted because of the failure of the same, due to rust, corrosion, 
defective materials, or workmanship, respondent will replace said 
vault without cost, except in cases of damage to the casket or contents 
caused by dehydration of the elements. 

PAR. 5. The statements and representations described in subdivi
sion A of the preceding paragraph. are false and misleading in that 
respondent's said grave vaults will not remain waterproof and air
tight indefinitely when buried in the ground; that respondent's said 
vaults when buried in the ground do not insure that process of 
change be undefiled by the action of water, earth or other foreign 
elements; that respondent's said vaults are not impervious to water 
and to chemical elements· or living organisms usually present in the 
ground; that a coffin when buried in respondenfs vault is not pro
tected at all times from uncleanliness, contamination, and violation; 
that science has not in comparatively recent years or at all been suc
cessful in making permanent protection through the use of metal 
vaults to the bodies or coffins encased therein when buried under
ground; the metals used in the construction of respondent's vaults 
are not impervious to water or corrosion or rust and the surface 
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rust coating which at times appears upon the respondent's vault does 
notl act as a protective coating to retard pitting and rust; respond
ent's vaults will not retain their protective agencies unimpaired for 
at least fifty years; respondent's vaults are made of metals which 
will corrode; there is a vast difference in the corrosive properties 
of soils throughout the United States; in some soils, respondent's 
said vaults will corrode and pit in a period of from three to ten 
years and in others from ten to twenty years; in many soils respond
ent's said vaults will corrode and pit so as to let water in them; 
in many instances they will corrode and rust so as to cave in or 
collapse; respondent's said vaults have never been tested as to their 
corroding for a period of fifty years, nor has the metal of which 
they are made been so tested; respondent's said vaults when buried 
underground are not airtight or waterproof and will, and often 
do, permit air and water to enter therein. Either air or water 
entering respondent's vaults, when buried underground, promote 
and cause disintegration of the coffin and body encased in said vaults. 
Water often enters the graves of the deacL The mechanism pro
vided by respondent for sealing their said vaults will not at all 
times prevent the entrance of water into said vaults. 

The statements and representations described in the subdivision 
n of paragraph 4 hereof are false, misleading and deceptive in that 
the terms "waterproof" and "airtight" as used by respondent as 
aforesaid, mean to the ultimate purchasers thereof a watertight air
tight vault, a vault which will not permit water or air to enter the 
same. The respondent's said vaults are not waterproof or airtight 
as the terms are understooJ. by ultimate purchasers thereof. 'Vater 
or air may seep into or enter the said vaults through the joints, 
holes, fastenings of flange thereof or through pit holes due to rust 
or corrosion. 

These said purported warranties contain a clause in which re
spondent offers to replace without cost to the purchaser any such 
vault failing to meet the warranty as to being waterproof or air
tight because of failure due to rust, corrosion, defective material, or 
workmanship. The exhumation of bodies after burial is so rare 
as to make these certificates of warranty worthless to· a vast majority 
of purchasers of these vaults for the reason that no opportunity is 
afforded them in which io ascertain whrther such vaults are or have 
been airHght or waterproof. These said purported warranties ·are 
not warranties, but are merely sales persuaders under the terms of 
which respondent will rarely, if ever, be called upon to replace said 
vaults. It is false and misleading for respondent to call them war
ranties or to issue them at all. 
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PAR, 6. Each and all of the said false and misleading statements 
and representations used by respondent as set out in p!tragraph 4 
hereof have and have had the capacity and tendency to induce the 
public to purchase and use respondent's said grave vaults in the 
belief that they are true, and have and have had the tendency and 
capacity to divert trade from said competitors of respondent. 

PAR, 7. The acts and practices of respondent above set forth are all 
to the prejudice of the public and to respondent's said competitors 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

Count~ 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its factory 
and principal place of business located in the city of Galion, in said 
State. Respondent is now and, for several years last past, has been 
engaged in the business of manufacturing, selling, and distributing 
metal grave vaults, use(~ to encase a coffin in the burial of the dead, 
to purchasers thereof, located at points in the State of Ohio and at 
points in various other States of the United States, and causes said 
products when so sold to be transported from its principal place of 
business in the city of Galion, Ohio, to the purchasers thereof in the 
State of Ohio and to other purchasers thereof in other States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia at their respective 
places of business, ami thl're is now and has been for several years last 
past a course of trade and commerce by the said respondent in said 
products in the S~ate of Ohio and between and among the States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. As grounds for this paragraph of this complaint, the Fed
eral Trade Commission reiterates, adopts, and relies upon all matters 
a.nd things set out in paragraphs 2 to 7, inclusive, of count 1 hereof 
to the same extent as though each and all of the allegations thereof 
were set out at length and in full in this paragraph. 

PAR. 3. On Nowmber 4, Hl33, unuer and pursuant to the provisions 
of the National Industrial RE'covery Act, the President of the United 
States made, issued, and approYed a Code of Fair Compl•tition for the 
Funeral Supply Industry, which became E'ffective on the tenth day 
thHeafter. The respondent hl'rein was a party to and signatory of 
such Code of Fair Competition, and such Code is now in full force 
nnd effect as to this respondent, 
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The said National Industrial Recovery Act, Section (3), Paragraph 
(B) provides : 

It the President shall have approved any such Code, the provisions of such 
Code shall be the standards of Fair Competition for such trade or industry, or 
supervision thereof. Any violation of such standards in transaction in or effect
ing interstate or foreign commerce shall be deemed an unfair method of com
petition of commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
as amended; but nothing in this title shall be constituted to impair the powers 
of the Federal Trade Commission under such Act, as amended. 

In Article IX, under the heading of "Trade Practice," of said Code 
appears the following: 

1. The following practices constitute unfair methods of competition and are 
prohibited: To resort to or indulge in practices which are prejudicial to the 
public interest such as 

Misbranding, 
Misrepresentation in branding, 
Labeling, 
Selling, and 
Advertising. 

(W) Nothing in this Code shall limit the et'l'ect of any adjudication by the 
courts or holdings by the Federal Trade Commission on complaint, finding and 
order, that any practice or method is unfair providing that such adJudication 
herewith is not inconsistent of any provision of the Act or of this Code. 

Notwithstanding the said provisions of said Code of Fair Com
petition respondent has continued to and does, use said methods of 
competition hereinabove alleged and described, and has resorted to or 
indulged in the practice of misrepresentation in branding, labeling, 
selling, and advertising its said vaults in the manner hereinabove set 
forth. 

PAn. 4. The above alleged methods, acts, and practices of the re
spondent are and have been in violation of the standards of fair com
petition as set forth in said Code of Fair Competition for the said 
Funeral Supply Industry of the United States. Such violation of 
such standards in the aforesaid transactions in interstate commerce 
and in other transactions which affect interstate commerce in the 
maner set forth above are in violation of Section (3) of the National 
Industrial Uecovery Act and they are unfair methods of competition 
in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, as amended. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
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the Federal Trade Commission, on the 6th day of March 1935, is
sued and thereafter served its complaint in this proceeding upon re
spondent, the Galion Metallic Vault Company, a corporation, charg
ing it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in 
violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said 
complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, a stipula
tion as to the facts was agreed upon by and between ,V, T. Kelley, 
Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, and respondent, 
by which it was stipulated and agreed that, subject to the approval 
of the Commission, the statement of facts so agreed upon should be 
taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in sup
port of the charges stated in the complaint, or in opposition thereto; 
and that the Commission may proceed upon said statement of facts, 
including inferences drawn from said stipulated facts, to issue its 
report, stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based 
thereon and enter its order disposing of the proceeding without the 
presentation of argument or the filing of briefs. Said stipulation as 
to the facts has been duly filed in the offices of the Commissior~ and 
approved by it. Thereafter this proceeding came on for final hear
ing before the Commission on said complaint, answer thereto, and 
statement of facts as agreed upon in lieu of testimony, briefs and 
arguments having been waived, and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being fully advised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, the Galion Metallic Vault Com
pany, is and has been for the past thirty years, a corporation duly 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with 
its factory and principal place of business located in the city of 
Galion in the State of Ohio. 

Respondent is now and for the past thirty years has been engaged 
in the business of manufacturing and selling metal burial vaults, 
called Cryptorium; said vaults are intended to be and are actually 
used to enclose coffins or caskets in the burial of the human dead. 

Respondent sells and ships its vaults to jobbers, funeral directors, 
and undertakers, the last two of which sell the same to ultimate pur
chasers thereof for use in the burial of their dead. Respondent does 
now and has so sold and shipped its vault~ to such purchasers thereof 
to be used in the State of Ohio and other States of the United States· 

' l\'hen orders are received by it therefor, they are filled by respondent, 
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either causing said vaults to be shipped from the city of Galion in 
the State of Ohio, into and through other States of the United 
States to the respective places of business or the residence of such 
purchasers, or by shipping said vaults to branch warehouses in 
other States of the United States from which deliveries are made 
to such purchasers. 

PAR. 2. In magazines having wide interstate circulation, and in 
booklets, circulars, pamphlets, letters, and in and through the use 
of photographs, testimonials and in other advertising media all of 
which are circulated among its customers and prospective customers 
residing in the several States of the United States, and which re
spondent's said customers use and are authorized by respondent to 
use in the sale and in the promotion of the sale of its said vaults, 
respondent has made prior to and in 1932, but not since said year, 
the following claims, statements, and representations as to its said 
vaults, to wit: 

The metal of which said vaults are made is impervious to water 
and to chemical elements and living organisms usually present in 
the ground. 

The metals used in the manufacture of respondent's vaults are not 
only impervious to water, but they possess enormous strength. 

They will remain waterproof and airtight when placed under 
ground. 

The body which is entrusted to the keeping and protection of re:,; 
pondent's said vaults is protected from uncleanliness, contamina
tion and violation. 

The function of these said vaults is to insure that the process of 
change be undefiled by the action of water, earth or other foreign 
elements. 

Only within comparatively recent years has science been successful 
in making permanent burial protection for those with moderate 

I 
means. 

Prior thereto, the materials used were porous and quickly perish
able and rain and melting snow went through the ground and often 
stood for months in the graves and this water necessarily seeping 
through envelops the casket and its contents in a mass of organic and 
inorganic conglomerate. 

The resistance of respondent's vaults to the elements is presum
ably greater than that of the bronze used by the ancients for the 
production of vessels, weapons and works of art which ha,·e been 
recently brought to light by archeologists dating back thousands of 
years before the beginning of the Christian Era. 
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Respondent's vaults are practically indestructible under all normal 
conditions of earth burial. · 

Such appearances of corrosion as may develop on the surfaces of 
such vaults are superficial, and act as a protective coating to retard 
pitting and rusts. 

The casket and contents are placed beyond the reach of external 
agency of change in the protection found in respondent's said vaults. 

Metallurgical chemists estimate that respondent's vaults will re
tain their protective agency, unimpaired for at least fifty years. 

Its vaults are absolute protection against water and other external 
elements, even though buried underground for a period of 25 to 50 
years or more. 

The weight of covering earth cannot crush its unyielding dome. 
Respondent's said vaults are the ultimate in burial protection. 
Human affection can provide no worthier tribute with which to 

safeguard and to honor the mortal part of the beloved dead. 
PAR. 3. Respondent, prior to and. in 1932, but not since then, 

issued with each vault, for delivery to ultimate purchasers thereof, 
and they were usually so delivered, a written certificate of warranty 
that each of its vaults had been tested by being submerged in water, 
inspected, found to be free from defects in material or workmanship 
and to be airtight, and waterproof, and when properly closed it will 
protect its contents from water and other elements from external 
sources; that if the contents of any vault are damaged by water or 
other elements, admitted because of the failure of the same, due to 
rust, corrosion, defective materials, or workmanship, respondent will 
replace said vault without cost, except in cases of damarre to the 

• t:> 
casket or contents caused by dehydratwn of the remains. 

PAn. 4. In 1932, respondent adopted, and since then and now 
issues with each vault, for delivery to ultimate purchaser!! thereof, 
and they are usually so delivered, a written certificate of warranty 
in words and figures as follows : 1 

WARRANTY 

THE GALlO~ :METALLIC VAULT CmiPANY OF GAf,IQ:-.l', OliiO, 
MANUFACTUHERS OF TilE GALION CRYPTOUIUM, WAHRA~TS: 

(1) That eyery Gallon Cryptorium is manufacturPd of Armco Ingot Iron 
Copper, or EYerdur Bronze, is buUt by skilled worknwn, has be£>n tested by 
being submerged in water, Inspected and found to be fr£>e from d£>tects in ma
terial or workmansl1lp. 

(2) The Gallon Metall1c Vault Company will reiJlace thil~ Gnllon Crn~torlum 
without cost if its contents are damaged by water or othPr elemt>nts admlttt>d 
from the grave because of the failure of the Cryptorlum <lne to rnst, eorroslon, 
detective material or workmanship. Dnmnge to the casket or <'ontmts enused 
by dehydration of the remains is excepted. 
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This warranty has been Issued by duly authorized officers of the Company, 
whose signatures are hereto affixed, and has been counter-signed by the funeral 
director at the time of the delivery. 

THE GALION liiETALLIC VAULT COMPA~Y 

Dy ------------------------ President. 
By ------------------------ SeeretanJ. 

PAR, 5. The ferrous metal used by respondent in the manufacture 
of its burial vaults is Armco Ingot Iron, manufactured by the Amer
ican Rolling 1\Iill Company of Middletown, Ohio. 

This metal is purchased by the respondent in sheets of extra di
mensions, of 12 United Stutes Standard ·Gauge and heavier thick
nesses, specially processed and rolled for the purpose of the manu
facture of burial vaults. The cost of this material is considerably 
higher than the cost of ordinary commercial steel. 

This material is one of the highest grade and quality of metals 
that are now in the market in the United States, which can be ob
tained by respondent for the purpose of the mn,nufacture of its 
burial vaults. 

This metal, purchased by the respondent and used in the manu
facture of its vaults is a highly refined· grade of steel, carefully made 
under the best, modern scientifically controlled steel making process; 
it is a high quality metal made as carefully, accurately and thor
oughly as it can be made by exact control of furnacing operations 
to make the best metal that will resist, but not prevent, corrosion, 
in the sense that the high purity and quality of the metal tends to 
retard and slow the rate of corrosion and tends to increase its dura
bility underground for a longer period of time than if the impuri
ties were not removed from the metal, and if the metal has not been 
so highly refined and freed from those impurities which fo.cilitate 
the process of rusting or corrosion. 

The above steel manufacturing company, from which respondent 
purchases this metal, represents in its advertising and otherwise to 
the respondent that said metal is rust resisting. It is a manufac
turer of recognized responsibility and integrity. This company 
makes rigid inspection and testing of each sheet of said metal before 
it is shipped to the respondent. 

This metal is by its very nature impervious and impenetrable by 
air, moisture, water and living organisms within the earth and will 
exclude them from seeping or going through or between any pores 
or molecules of said metal during the life of said metal, which ter
minates when a hole has been punctured or has penetrated through 
the metal from rust or corrosion, 

This metal is not rustproof or corrosionproof, but will rust and 
corrode after it has been buried underground. It is not rust-resisting 
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or corrosion-resisting to the extent or degree that it will never rust 
or corrode after burial underground. ·when it has rusted and cor
roded to a certain degree and extent during the period of years after 
burial underground, it will crumble and disintegrate, just as all other 
materials will ultimately decay and disintegrate. 

Respondent also uses in the manufacture of the Galion Crypto
rium, Everdur Bronze, 12 gauge and heavier. This is a non-ferrous 
metal and will corrode in some soils of the United States. It is by 
nature impervious to water, moisture and the living organisms within 
the earth, and also to the usual chemical elements within the earth, 
until a hole is penetrated through this metal due to corrosion or 
other causes. It is purchased from the American Brass Company 
of ·waterbury, Conn., and similar representations as to the quality 
and physical characteristics of this metal are given by the seller to 
this respondent. 

PAn. 6. Respondent's vaults are manufactured with great care by 
skilled workmen. Respondent so manufactures and sells three types 
of the said Cryptorium vaults, to wit, the air seal, the quick closing 
and the bolted encl. 

PAn. 7. Respondent's air seai vaults are constructed on the air seal 
principle. The vault consists of two parts, (1) a pan or base, and 
(2) a dome (hood or top). 

The outside measurements of said vault are: length 8811% 6 incl1es; 
width 32 inches; and height 30% 6 inches. It weighs empty and 
without a casket in it, 440 pounds. Its inside dimensions are: length 
86 inches; width 30 inches; side height 29% 6 inches; center height 
251%6 inches above the top of the pan. 

The entire dome consists of three pieces, two ends and one piece 
which forms the rounded top and both sides. The ends are electri
cally fused to the top on standard sizes, so as to then make the dome 
airtight and watertight in the sense that no air or water can then 
get through the metal or welds of the top, sides, and ends of the 
dome from the outside of the dome to the inside of the dome. Of 
course, water and air can go in and out of the dome from the bottom 
of it, as the dome itself has no bottom to it. 

The pan is made of one piece and the rnds are electrically welded. 
The pan is flat on top and the four edges are turned down so as to 
raise the top of the pan 3U inches above the pla.ne of the lower sur
face of the flange as it rests on the gmund or support. The Pdges 
of the pan are turned outward appmximately %th inch wide to 
form this flange, which extends entirely around the bottom of the 
vault. This flange itself has approximatrly a total of 3 square feet 
and 8 square inches, which includes a. strip 4 inches wide across each 
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end on the under part of the base. The entire base resembles an 
inverted pan. At each of the four corners of the pan is a hole,· 
pierced through it near' its top edge. Circulation of air from the 
hollow space under the pan into the hood is provided by these holes, 
thereby making one single column of air. 

Projecting 1f2 inch above the top of the pan are four small raised 
portions or bosses or casket rests, which support the bottom of the 
casket when it is placed in the vault. Thus, the bottom of the casket 
is raised 4-h inches above the bottom of the grave or grave floor. 

The bottom rim or flange of the hood rests on this outside flange 
of the pan, the thickness of the metal from the grave floor. 

The principles of construction of respondent's air seal vault are 
such that it operates on the principle of the diving bell, by which the 
pressure of the confined air in the inside of the inverted airtight and 
'Yatertight dome, when the lower edge of the dome is covered all 
around with outside water, resists the pressure of the water head to 
cause the surface of the water level to rise within the dome above the 
lower edge of the dome. The dome of this vault is sealed when the 
water level in the ground completely surrounds the edge or rim of 
the dome on its four sides. The air within the vault is not sealed 
until then. As the water level rises in the ground surrounding the 
vaults, its pressure forces the air from the empty space underneath 
the raised portion of the pan, through the holes at each corner of the 
pan, into the hood where it is added to the air within the dome, 
thereby increasing the pressure and resistance of the air to the pres
sure of the water level in the ground, and so adding to the effective
ness of the operation of the air seal principle of the vault. And as 
the pressure of the outside water level increases, the resistance of the 
compressed air within the dome increases and resists the entrance of 
water rising from below. 

Water and air will go in and out of the space underneath the r~~:ised 
portion of the pan of said air seal vault at the time of its burial 
underground. Air will go in and out of the open bottom of the dome 
of the vault, except when the principle of the air seal vault is in 
operation, to wit, when the edges on the four sides of the dome are 
sealed all around by the water head in the ground rising above the 
edges of the dome on its four sides. The water level will rise up
wards within the dome, above the lower edge of the dome, to the 
extent that it is not resisted by the pressure of the confined air within 
the dome. 

The dome of each air seal burial vault manufactured by respondent 
is tested, before it is shipped, by submerging in water the dome in an 
upright position, without the pan being placed under it. The dome, 

146T56m--ao--vo1.24----13 
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containing air inside it, is forced down into the water by mechanical 
apparatus similar to a baling press. It operates on a screw and exerts 
pressure on top of the dome and thereby forces the dome under the 
water. The pressure necessary and actually used in order to put the 
dome down so that the top of the dome is under the water and thus 
submerged, is two and one-half tons or 5,000 pounds. This pressure 
is applied so as to equally distribute it over the top of the vault. 

The purpose of making this test is to find any defect in the material 
of the dome or in the welds in the dome. If any air bubbles rise to the 
surface of the water, it indicates that air is escaping from the inside 
of the dome through a hole in the material or a defect in the welding; 
then the dome so found to be defective would be returned to the pro
duction line and this defect would be repaired and the dome would be 
given a second test. If the defect is in the metal itself, the unit is 
rejected and not used thereafter. If no air bubbles rise to the surface 
of the water, it indicates that no air is escaping from the inside of the 
dome and that the uome is airtight; then the dome is approved for 
shipment, and it is waterproofed and airtight at the time of the ship
ment. No vault is shipped by respondent until the dome of said v11ult 
has been so tested and proved to have no defect in its material 0r in 
its welds, and the dome is waterproof and airtight at the time of ship
ment. No test is made of the material or welds of the pan. 

Respondent's air seal vault is not airtight as a vault when the air 
seal principle is not in operation, as air from the ground can enter 
the vault through the open joint where the dome rests on the pan and 
also through the four holes near the top of the pan, because of th~ 
absence of water sealing the lower edge of the dome on its four sides. 
'Vhen the air seal principle is in operation because of the presence of 
water above the lower edge of the dome on the four sides of the vault, 
then the vault is airtight. 

According to the recognized principles of mechanical engineering 
npplied in the construction of respondent's air seal vault, the confined 
air within the airtight dome of respondent's air seal vault, buried 
level on the bottom of the grave, containing a corpse in nn ordinary 
casket, or one not hermetically sealed, estimated at 5 cubic feet, will 
resist the pressure of n water column in the ground 5 feet or GO inches 
above the lower edge of the hood, and under such conditions the water 
in the vault will rise only to the top of the pan or one-half inch 
below the rests for the bottom of the casket. It would require a water 
column in the ground 6.1 feet or 73.2 inches above the lower edge of 
the hood for the water in the vau!t to riRe so as to submerge the bottom 
of the casket. 
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In some instances under netus.l burial conditions the results out
lined in the preceding paragraph are not obtained. The said vaults 
when buried underground are not impervious to corrosion or rust. 
Uespondent's vaults are made of materials which will corrode and 
rust and if there is water in the grave at the time that such metal has 
Eufficiently corroded or rusted to cause holes or punctures through 
the metal, the water will be permitted to enter the vault through 
holes occasioned by such rust or corrosion; there is a vast difference 
in the corrosive property of soils throughout the United States; in 
some instances said vaults will corrode and rust so as to cave in and 
eollapse. Respondent's said vaults have 11ever been tested for cor
rosion for a period of fifty years, nor has the metal of which they are 
made been so tested; respondent's said vaults when buried under
ground will, and often do, permit air, vermin and water to enter them. 
'Vater entering respondent's said vaults, when buried underground, 
to such a height as to touch the casket, has a tendency to promote and 
in some instances cause disintegration of the body and casket therein. 
'Vater often enters the graves of the dead. In many cemeteries of 
the United States, water rises in some graves to a depth of 6 feet. The 
mechanical principles provided by respondent for sealing said air 
seal vaults will not under all burial conditions prevent the entrance 
of water into said vaults to such a height as to damage the coffin and 
body placed therein. 

In order for said air seal vaults to provide protection for the casket 
and body placed therein from the effect of water entering said air 
&eal vaults of the respondent from the grave, they must be buried 
and remain buried under conditions, which are: 

No.1. The hood of the air seaf vault must not be defective and the 
metal and welds must be airtight. 

No. 2. The vault should be buried level. 
No. 3. The vault should be buried on the surface of the bottom of 

the grave and have no earth or other material which ·occupies the 
empty space underneath the pan. 

No.4. There should be no change in temperature after its burial. 
No. 5. There should be no change in barometric pressure after its 

burial. 

These said conditions do not obtain in all cases of burial where said 
air seal nults are used. 

Condition No. 1 is essential for the operation of the air se.al prin
ciple. A change in conditions Nos. 2 or 3 affect the air seal vault 
unfavorably to a more or less d£>gree in t~1at they reduce the amount 
of confined air within the dome and also Its pressure, when the vault 
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is sealed by water rising above the lower edge of the hood, and thus 
the water within the hood tends to rise higher. A change in condi
tions Nos. 4 and 5 may affect the air seal vault favorably and make 
the air seal vault resist a higher level of water than stated in the first 
paragraph of this section or may affect the air seal vault unfavorably 
and make the water rise higher within the hood of the vault sealed 
with water on its four sides. When such changes in conditions 2, 3, 
4, and 5 are sufficient to cause water to enter said vault to touch the 
casket therein, then such changes tend to damage the casket and the 
body contained therein. 

The term "waterproof" and "airtight" and "verminproof" used 
by respondent as described herein, mean in fact, and are understood 
by many ultimate purchasers of said vaults to mean a watertight, 
.airtight, verminproof vault, a vault which will not permit water, nor 
.air, nor vermin to enter the same, and that will endure as such under 
burial conditions for a period of twenty-five to fifty years or more. 
1Vater, vermin and air do enter these said air seal vaults through 
the bottom holes in the pan, and the open joint thereof, or through 
pit holes due to corrosion, or when there is so much water in the 
graves in which they are contained that the water touches the casket, 
or because of the absence of one or more of the conditions described 
jn paragraph 7 above. In dry graves these vaults are not vermin
proof or airtight. 

PAR. 8. As aforesaid, respondent manufactures two types of me
chanically sealed and closing vaults, the quick closing type and the 
bolted end type. In these types, the ends are stamped out of sheet 
metal by powerful presses, using special dies to bend to form at the 
same operation. The bottoms are stamped in like manner. Side 
walls and dome are formed by bending the nwtal sheets in great 
presses. The vault is electrically welded on the inside. The ends, 
except the door, are electrically weldetl to the siile walls and dome 
on the inside. The door at the open end of the mechanically closed 
types is hinged on one side wall or the top. 

In the quick closing type, this door is equipped with powerful 
mechanical clamps and closes tightly against a gasket. When the 
operating mechanism on the outsiJe of the door is turned the clamp
ing plates on its inner side engage behind a flange inside the wall 
and seals the vault. 

In the bolted end type, the door is removable in its E-ntirety und 
has no hinges. When the door is placed in position a~ninst the 
gasket, it is then bolted securely all the way around the E>d~e of the 
door; this door can be opened and removed only by releasing these 
bolts. 
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Each of the respondent's mechanically sealed types of vaults, bolted 
end and quick closing type, is placed upon the surface of the groundr 
the casket is placed inside the vault, and the door is clo.sed and the 
vault is sealed, before it is lowered into the grave. 

A corpse, either embalmed or not embalmed, is in the process of 
decay and disintegration at the time of its burial. The process of 
embalming is the method of injecting certain fluids into the corpse 
for the purpose of dela.yjng such decay and disintegration of the 
corpse for a temporary period of time after burial. The delay in 
disintegration thus brought about is temporary and not permanent. 

Each of the two mechanically sealed types of Galion vaults manu
factured by respondent is tested before it is shipped by locking the 
open end as above described, then drilling a small hole in the door, 
and attaching an air compression line at this hole; then completely 
submerging the vault under water in the same manner as the re
spondent tests its air seal vaults; then compressed air is forced into 
the submerged vault through the air line so connected with the 
vault. The remainder of the test, inspection and rewelding is identi
cal as in the case of the air seal vault, except that after the test has 
been completed and the vault is found to be airtight, the hole for the 
introduction of the compressed air is closed by welding. 

The above described use of the two types of end-closing vaults of 
the respondent is intended, by the respondent, for the purpose of 
protecting the corpse against accelerated decay and disintegration 
through damage by water, the admission of vermin, air and other 
elements from the ground. The actual protection of the corpse by 
respondent's vaults will depend upon the actual burial conditions of 
the locality in which they are buried. 

PAR. 9. Each of the mechanically sealed types of vaults manu
factured by respondent is airtight, watertight, and waterproof be
fore and at the time it is shipped, after it has been properly closed 
and sealed, and it will not pel,'mit any water to enter it from the 
ground at the time it is buried underground, it will remain water
proof so long as the life of the metal, and the life of the seal, and 
the vault will cease to be waterproof when a hole has been punctured 
through the thickness of the metal by rust or corrosion or other 
causes or the seal has ceased to function during the course of the years 
after its burial. 

Disinterment after burial is rare and respondent bas seldom been 
called upon to replace any of said vaults. 

PAR. 10. Respondent's vaults which are made of Armco Ingot 
Iron will rust after burial underground. Rust is an oxidation of 
iron, the union of iron and oxygen and its presence means that to 
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some extent the metal has corroded. No ferrous metal has an 
absolute rate of corrosion, but it depends on local conditions, so that 
the rate of corrosion cannot be determined with a great deal of 
prec1s10n. 

The corrosive qualities of different soils vary. In some soils the 
corrosion is practically negligible. 

There are some sections throughout the United States where soil 
corrosion is not a problem. In some soils in the United States n. 
12 U. S. Standard gauge metal vault buried underground would 
resist penetration by corrosion for a period of more than 100 years 
in such soils. 

As one· goes down in the ground, the strata in contact with the 
burial vault changes, and it may be a more corrosive or less corrosive 
strata, depending on the location. 

The life of a metal burial vault until punctured by rust or corro
sion in tenns of years after burial, depends upon the charact{'r of the 
soil in which it is buried and upon the climatic and other conditions 
prevailing in the territory where interment is made. 

All soils are more or less corrosive and in the course of years in 
the future, will cause all ferrous metals to pit or corrode. 

Corrosion, in the course of years in the future, will cause the 
failure of respondent's ferrous metal vaults. 

Hespondent's vault~, and the metal of which they are manufac
tured, have not been tested underground for the full period of fifty 
years nor have they been manufactured or so advertised as long as 
fifty years. 

Respondent's ferrous metal vaults will not remain waterproof for 
a period of fifty years, when buried in some of the more corrosive 
soils in the United States. 

There are some soils in the United States where respondent's 
ferrous metal vaults will pit through and cease to be waterproof in 
a period of from eight to ten years .. 

Metal grave vaults of 12 gauge ferrous metal have been disinterred, 
in good condition, with no water in them, no holes in them, and no 
damage to the caskets and the corpses in them from water entering 
or ever having entereu these vaults from the grave in 26 States and 
the District of Columbia, after being- buried 48 years, 37 years, 33 
years, 30 years, 27 years, 26 years, 25 years, 2-1 years, 23 years, 22 
years, 21 years, 20 years, 19 years, 18 years, 17 years, 16 years, 15 
years, 14 years, 13 years, 12 years, 11 yeal's, 10 years, 9 years, 8 
years, 7 years, 6 years, 5 years, 4 years, 3 years, 2 years, and one 
year or less. 
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Other metal grave vaults of 12 gauge ferrous metal have been dis
interred and found to be in bad condition, with water in them, with 
holes in them, and the caskets and corpses therein in a damaged con
-dition due to water having entered these vaults from the grave in 
which they were contained. 

PAR. 11. In the course and conduct of said business, respondent is 
in substantial competition with other individuals, copartnerships, 
and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution of metal, stone, 
concrete, cement and other burial vaults, in and between the various 
States of the United States. 

PAR. 12. Respoudent is and has been financially able, ready and 
willing to comply fully with and perform the full terms of its 
written certificate of warranty,. by replacing without cost any one of 
its vaults which has been damaged by water admitted from ·the 
grave because of the failure of the vault due to rust, corrosion, de
fective material or workmanship; respondent has made and issued 
said certificates of warranty in good faith. 

PAR. 13. All of the said ferrous metal burial vaults so manufac
tured by the respondent are useful, proper and suitable receptacles 
for the burial of the dead and are transported in interstate com
merce for such purpose. In certificates of warranty and in other 
advertising material used by the respondent, its agents, employees 
and representatives, in offering for sale or selling the various types 
of air seal or end closing ferrous metal burial vaults manufactured by 
it, the respondent has represented: 

1. That its air seal vaults ate airtight either at the time of inter
ment or after burial underground; 

2. That its air seal vaults are waterproof; 
3. That they will endure as waterproof under all burial condi

tions for a period of 50 years, or for any fixed or stated period of 
time; 

4. That any of its said vaults are made of rust-resisting metal; 
5. That they insure that the processes of change will be undefiled 

Ly the action of water, earth, OL' other foreign elements, when buried 
underground; 

6. That they give permanent burial protection when buried under-
ground; 

7. That they give greater resistance than that of the bronze used 
by the ancients, when buried underground; 

8. That they are practically indestructible after burial under-
ground; 
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9. That they are beyond the reach of external agency of change, 
after burial underground; 

10. That they will give absolute protection against water and 
other external elements for a period of 25 to 50 years or more, when 
buried underground; 

11. That the weight of the covering earth cannot crush its un
yielding dome, after burial underground. 

In connection with the sale of its vaults, the respondent has also 
made use of certificates of warranty which guarantee such vaults to 
be airtight, verminproof, and waterproof, when used for burial 
purposes. 

All of the aforl'mentioned representations, together with the acts 
and practices of the respondent, hereinabove set out, are deceptive 
and misleading and have and ha,·e had the capacity and tendency 
to induce the public to purchase and use respondent's vaults in the 
belief that sai(l statements and representations are true, and each 
and all of them are to the prejudice of the public, and have the 
capacity and tendency to unfairly divert trade to the respondent 
from its said competitors. 

CONCLUSION 

The acts and practic£'s of the r£'spoudent under the conditions 
deRcribed in the foregoing findings, ure to the prejudice of the pub
lic and of respondent's competitors; they are unfair methods of com
petition in commerce and con!;titute violations of Section 5 of an 
Act of CongreRs approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO C:E.ASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Feueral Traue Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of responuent, 
the stipulated facts filed herein, and the CommiRsion having made its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusions that said respondent has 
violated the provhdons of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to crl'ate a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That respondent, Galion Metallic Vault Company, a 
corporation, its officers, representatives, agents and employees, in con
nection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of metal 
burial vaults in interstate commerce or in the Di~trict of Columbia, 
forthwith cease and desist from: 
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1. Representing in purported certificates of warranty, or guaran
tees, in advertising, or in any other manner, that: 

(a) Its Air Seal vaults are airtight, either at the time of interment, 
or after burial underground, 

(b) Its Air Seal vaults are waterproof; 
(c) Any of its vaults will endure as waterproof under all burial 

conditions for a period of fifty years, or for any fixed or stated 
period of time; 

(d) Any of its vaults are made of rust resisting metal; 
(e) Any of its vaults insure that the processes of change will be 

undefiled by the action of water, earth, or other foreign elements, 
when buried underground; 

(f) Any of its vaults give permanent burial protection when buried 
underground ; 

(g) Any of its vaults give greater resistance than those of bronze 
used by the ancients, when buried underground; 

{l~) Any of its vaults are practically indestructible after burial 
underground ; 

(i) Any of its vaults are beyond the reach of external agencies 
of change, after burial underground; 

(j) Any of its vaults will give absolute protection against water 
and other external elements for a period of twenty-five to fifty years, 
or more, or for any fixed or stated period of time; 

(k) The weight of the covering earth cannot crush the unyielding 
dome of any of its vaults after burial underground; 

2. And from so making other statements or representations of like 
import; 

3. And from using certificates of "1Varranty" or "Guaranty" in 
connection with the sale, or offering for sale of such vaults, unless it 
clearly appears therein that such certificates refer to the care, skill, 
mechanism, and materials used in the construction of said vaults, 
and to tests made to determine whether they leak, and not to their 
durability as to remaining airtight, verminproof, or waterproof when 
used for burial purposes. 

It is furtlli!r ordered, That respondent shall within 60 days after 
service upon it of this order, tile with the Commission a report in 
writinll' settinll' forth in detail the manner and form in which it has ,, , 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

ROBERT R. DUNN, JR. AND TOM KECK, TRADING AS 
IOKELP COMPANY 

COMPLAINT FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
. OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2313. Complaint, Apr, 22, 1935-Decision, Deo 11, 1936 

Where two individuals engagP.fl in the offer and sale of an alleged remedial 
preparation which consl$ted of a kelp or seaweed product compressed into 
tablet form, with an Iodine content of about one-fourth of one percent, and 
other constituent elements such as those usually found In vegetables ordi
narily used for food in the United Stutes, and In approximately the same 
quantities and proportions-

Represented In advertisements of their !;Bid preparation, through pamphlets, 
cLrculars, and other printed matter, and through neWf.1Japers and radio 
broadcasts, that the same was a remedy or cure for constipation, nervous 
anemic conditions, prostate, pituitary, and thyroid gland troubles, including 
simple golter, and was a preventative of such iast-named troubles, and o! 
indigestion, neuritis, rheumatism, and periodic irregularity in women, and 
was essential to the bralth of the thyroid gland and to that of adolescent 
girls and of women under certain conditions, and to health In general; 
facts being It did not possess the therapeutic efficacy r(>prese>nted by them, 
and their said various representations and implications were false; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving many persons desiring to purchase a 
remedy for or preventative of, or prt~puratlon essential to, one or more 
of the conditions In question, and of causing a substantial portion thereof 
erroneously to believe that such representations and Implications were 
true and, because of such erroneous bellefs, to buy said "Iokelp,'' and oi 
thereby diverting unfairly and lllegally trade to them from their competl· 
tors, many of whom truthfully represent their products and do not mls
'represent tbelr therapeutic efficacy or use such acts and practices In con
nection with sale thereof; to the substantial Injury of such competitors and 
that of the public: 

Jlcld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore ll!r. W. W. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. Edw. lV. Th01nerson for the Commission. 
Mr. Daniel Douglterty, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondents. 

CoMPLAINT 1 

Pursuant to the pl'ovisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An .Act to crt·ate a Federal Trude Commissiont 

1 An ext~>nd~>d I'DUnH'ratlon In Par. 2 of the complnlnt. quoting ri'Hpontll'ntK' rt'preHenta
tlons with rt>Rpt>ct to tht>lr "lokelp" protluct, which various rt•prPHPntatlons, with certain 
ucPptlons notetl In footnote on page 168, are llkewl•e HPt forth In the findings, Infra, at 
page 172, Is, ucrpt BK st•t forth In footnotP, omlttetl from the complaint In the tnterl'8t or 
brevity. 
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to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Robert R. Dunn, Jr., 
and Tom Keck, copartners, trading under the name and style of Iokelp 
Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, have been and are 
using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is 
defined in said act, a.nd it appearing to said Commission that a pro
ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby 
issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Robert R. Dunn, Jr., and Tom Keck, 
are copartners trading as the Iokelp Company, with their office and 
principal place of business in the city of San Diego in the State of 
California. Respondents are now, and for a considerable period of 
time immediately heretofore have been, engaged in manufacturing, 
offering for sale, selling, and distributing in commerce among or be
tween the various States of the United States, and between the United 
States and foreign countries, a prepared product called "Iokelp," 
sometimes called "Iokelp Tablets," described as a vegetable food sup
plement containing iodine and other mineral properties and repre
sented as a remPdy for constipation, nervous anemic conditions, pros
tate, and other glandular troubles, including pituitary and thyroid; 
as a preventive of thyroid trouble and of indigestion, neuritis, rheu
matism, and periodic irregularity; and as being essential to the health 
of the thyroid gland and to health in general. Respondents have 
caused and now cause said product when sold to be transported from 
the aforesaid place of business in the city of San Diego in the State 
of California to purchasers thereof located in various States of the 
United States and in foreign countries. In th~ course and conduct of 
their said business responden~s have been and now are engaged in 
substantial competition with corporations, firms, other partnerships 
and with individuals offering for sale and selling in commerce between 
nnd among the various States of the United States, preparations, com
pounds and/or medicines for use in the treatment of the same or sim
ilar ailments or diseases, or for the same purposes as aforesaid. 

PAn. 2. fuspondents have offered for sale and now offer for sale and 
sell their said prepared product called "Iokelp" in interstate and for
£>ign commerc£>, ns set forth in paragrnph 1 hereof, by use of the mails, 
by use of interstate carriers and other channels of said interstate and 
forei~n commercl', by means of radio broadcasts, newspapers, and other 
periodicals which h1we had or have a circulation in and through 
various States of the United States and foreign countries, and also 
in circulars, letters, pamphlets, and literature which have been and 
are distributed by respondents to customers and prospective customers 
in various Statf's of the United States and foreign countries, in the 
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course and conduct of which respondents have made and now make 
false and misleading stat€ments and representations to the injury of 
the public and to competitors jn 'like conunerce. 

In the course and conduct of the business and advertising as afore
said, respondents imply and represent that their product is a remedy 
for constipation, nervous anemic conditions, prostate and other 
glandular troubles, including pituitary and thyroid 1 that the same is 
a preventive of thyroid trouble and of indigestion, neuritis, rheu
matism, and periodic irregularity, and that the same is essential to 
the health of the thyroid gland, to adolescent, pregnant and lactat
ing women, and to health in general. Said advertising of respondents 
contains among other things the following numerous statements and 
representations, to wit: 1 

PAR. 3. In truth and in fact the above and foregoing statements and 
representations by Respondents have been and are false and mislead
ing in the following respects : 

(1) That respondents' claims for said product grossly exceed the 
uses which may be beneficially, therapeutically and/or safely made of 
such products. 

• The rl'presentatlons referred to, as allcg<'dly made by respondents, nod quoted at length 
In the complaint at this point, are also, with the exceptions below noted, set forth In 
the findings, Infra, at page 172, and are, for such rPasonR, omitted here In the Interest 
of brHity. 

Exceptions referred to follow : 
"IOKELP Tablets contain many times the amount of Iodine of land vegetable~." 
"One girl wrote the IOKELP Company that her savings In manicure costs alone since 

using IOKELP, the natural food iodine, more than paid for the cost of the treatment. 
Brittle nnlls may seem trivial but they are usually a symptom of calcium deficiency in 
the blood. Either the diet. Is lacking In calcium or the body ls unable to assimilate the 
calcium that ls ln the diet because tlte thyroid gland ls not functioning properly. By 
1mpplylng the thyroid with nePdPd Iodine, Iokelp muk~a Its own calcium and that con· 
talned In other foodi available to the body to build "sttong bones, teeth and nnlls, and 
aid ln resistance to disease." 

"IOKELP succeeds In preventing and correcting Rlmple goiter where other treatments 
have failed. That Is because of the special process by 'll"hlch tile kelp leaves are processed. 
Therefore, accept no substitute." 

"It you already have simple goiter, the eaHIIY a~Hlmllated natural Iodine supplied by 
IOKELP will correct the condition or the full purcha~e price will be Immediately refunded. 
Otherwise, protect )'our~ .. u from tills disease of the thyroid eland and 1t11 accompanying 
<IIHorderl. Reinforce your diet with the food Iodine whkh Is suppllPd In abundance by 
Iokelp." 

"Eating demineralized and dt>vltallzed foods year after year, as most of us do, produce~t 
a condition that ls very difficult to overcome but which IOKELP tablets con often correct 
In time. IOKELP made from frt>sh k<'IP, highly concentrated, contain& liberal quantltiPB 
of lolllne, Iron, copper and other minerals absolutPiy essential for botllly health.'' 

"Goiter llandlcaps Woshlngton Children 
"Due to Iodine deficiency In food and water of this rf'gion, a high percPntage of 

children and adults ore alrected by goiter. Iokelp, a concentration of sPa kelp, makes 
available abundant organic Iodine and Is a HUCCPsHful preventive of simple goJtpr. A~k 
your druggist or write Iokelp Co., San Diego, California. IOKELP-33-day supply In 
f1.25 bottle." 

"GovernmPnt statistics show that on alarmingly !111'ge number of tbe populntlon ln this 
region au!l'er from simple goiter. Guard your~elf with Iokelp, the concentrated kt•lp food, 
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(2) That the mineral ingi·edi\>nts present in • said products are· 
therapeutically insufficient and otherwise insufficient to benefit pur
chasers thereQf or to accomplish the purposes or results claimed by 
said respondents for their product. 

(3) That, while said product does contain iron, to consume a suffi
cient quantity of said product to get any beneficial effect from such 
iron, or of the oth£>r mineral ingredients of said product, would 
generally create. a toxic condition from over dosage of other mineral 
ingredients of said product. 

( 4) 'I11at the internal or oral use of iodine has a very narrow range 
of usefulness·becavse of its etfect ~m metabolism and associated thy
roid gland activities, for which reason its internal or oral use requires 
the medical diagnosis of the condition of persons making such internal 
or oral use of it, and its internal or oral use is not beneficial except 
under limited conditions. 

(5) That said product is not a food. 
(6) That said product is not a remedy for constipation, nervous 

anemic conditions, prostate, pituitary or other glandular troubles; 
and is not a remedy or useful in the treatment of thyroid troubles. 

which ~upplles abundnnt oJ•ganlc lo!llne to chPck thiR diSPose. A•k your druggiRt, Ol" 
write the Iokelp Co., Snn DIPgo, California. IOKELP-33-day supply In $1.25 bottle." 

"Becau~e the food and wnter of this region arp deficient In Iodine, an alarmingly large
percentage of the population sut'l'f.'r from simp!!' goltf'r. l".fp;bt this disease with Iokelp, a 
concentration of the giant sea kelp, rich In the organic Iodine which pre\•ents goiter. At 
your druggists. lokelp-33-day supply In $1.25 bottle." 

"Dangerous drugs and cathartics never brought anybody permanent relief from consti
pation and If taken regularly generally make this condition worse. Iokelp, a vegetable 
food supplement, stimulates the glandular Recretlons and gastric julcf'A gradually promoting 
natural elimination. At your druggist or write lokf'lp Co., Sun Diego, Calif. Iokf'IP 
83-duy supply In $1.25 bottle." 

A IIEALTIIFUL rRODUCT FROM THE SEA 

"The glnnt kelp grown otf the coast of Southem California Is rich In organic minerals 
necPssnry for perfl'Ct benlth. Several of these mlnPrnlll--i'~Peclnlly Iodine and Iron-are
lacking In suffiriPnt qunntltlf'R In every dny foods, with the result that runny people sut'l'er 
from the so-callf'd d('tlclency db;eases. 

"IOKELP Is a pure 100% concentration of the giant kf.'lp-sclf'ntltlcnlly dried, milled Into 
powder and pressed Into convf.'nlent tai.Jiets. If you are In alllng ht'alth and believe that 
minerai deficiency may be the cause of It; try Iokelp todJty. For s11Ie at the Owl and othel" 
good druggists, or write the Iokt>lp Co., Snn Dfpgo, California." 

• • • • • • • 
MINERALS 

Neces~ary to llenlth 

"DI<l you Her reallze bow f'H8rntlnl minerals are to your hf'altb? SciPnce ltas establlshelf 
that tht•re should be at least 14 ditl'erent rulnf'l·als presPnt In the human body. Deficiency 
of thf'He minerals In the diet may lPad to many Rf'rlous allmf'nts. 

"Land grown vegetables 1111d ot)1er f~ods are genHally deflc!Pnt In minerals but kf'lp 
and other' marine plnnts contain llbf'ral quantlt!Ps of Iodin~. Iron and othf'r organic 
minerals necu~ary tor hPalth. IOKELP, a product made from the giant kelp, supplies 
these mlnf.'rals In grPot abundunce. If you believe mlnernl dl'flclency may be the couHe or 
your 111 hPalth try Iokelp today. For sale at the Owl and other good druggiHts, or write 
the Iokelp Co., San D!Pgo, California." 
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(7) That said product is not a preventative of indigestion, neuritis, 
rheumatism, periodic irregularity in women, or thyroid troubles, 
nor is it essential to the health of thyroid glands, adolescent, preg· 
nant, or lactating women or to the health of the public in general. 
Respondents' claims, representations and statements relative to the 
composition and beneficial' and therapeutic efficacy and uses of their 
said product are unwarranted and false and misleading. 

PAR. 4. The statements and representations of respondents, as 
aforesaid, have had and have a capacity and tendency to mislead and 
deceive and/or have misled and deceived the purchasing public into 
the belief that respondents' so-called "Iokelp Tablets" are a remedy 
and preventive for the ailments, diseases and physical troubles as set 
forth in paragraph 1 hereof, and that the same are beneficial and essen
tial to the health of the thyroid gland and to individual health in 
general. Said statements and representations have tended to induce 
and have induced the purchase of respondent's product in reliance 
upon such erroneous belief, and have tended to divert trade from, and 
have diverted trade from, and otherwise injured competitors of 
respondents. Dy such statements and representations substantial 
injury has been done by respondents to substantial competition in 
interstate commerce. 

PAR. 5. The above acts and things done by said respondents, as 
aforesaid, are all to the prejudice of the public ,and of respondents' 
competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate 
and foreign commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provsions of an Act of Congress approved Sep:. 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on April 22, 1935, issued its complaint 
in this proceeding against the respondents, Robert R. Dunn, Jr. and 
Tom Keck, copartners, trading as the Iokelp Company, charging 
them with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce 
in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said 
complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony 
and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint 
were introduced by Edw. W. Thomerson, attorney for the Commis
-sion, before ,V, ,V, Sheppard, an examiner of the Commission there
tofore duly designated by it, no testimony or other evidence having 
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~een, offered by the respondents in opposition to the allegations Q,f 
the complaint, although the respondents were duly represented at 
said hearings by Daniel Daugherty, attorney for the respondents; 
and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed 
in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regu
larly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said 
.complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in 
support of the allegations of said complaint, brief in support of the 
eomplaint, and the oral arguments of counsel aforesaid; and the 
Commission, having duly considered the same and being now fully 
ad vised in the premises, finds that t):lis proceeding is in the interest of 
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts, and its conclu
sion drawn therefrom : 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Robert R. Dunn1 Jr., and Tom ,Keck, 
are individuals, trading as the Iokelp Company, with their office and 
principal place of business located in the city of San Diego, State of 
California. Respondents are engaged in the business of offering 
for sale and selling an alleged remedial preparation under the· name 
of "Iokelp." 

Respondents market their said product through dealers in drugs 
and medicines for resale to the public and by sales direct to persons 
desiring remedies, treatments or preventives of the ailments, diseases 
and conditions for which the respondents advertise .said product. 
The respondents offer for sale and sell said preparation "Iokelp" in 
jnterstate commerce, and make sales in many of the States of the 
United States other than the State of California, and when sales 
are maue respondents cause the preparution "lokelp" to be trans
ported from their place of business in the city of San Diego, or from 
other points in the State of California, to the purchasers thereof 
1ocated in States other than California. 

The respondents are in substantial competition in commerce between 
and among the several States of the United States, and in the Dis
trict of Columbia, with individuals, firms, and corporations who are 
engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling remedies, 
preparations and products for use for the same purposes as those 
for which the respondents advertise their said preparation, in said 
commerce. 

PAR. 2. The preparation "lokelp" is produced by dehydrating and 
grinding kelp or seaweed, scientifically known as ".Macrocystis 
Pyrifera," which is compressed into tablet form, bottled and ready 
for sale to consumers. The preparation is sold to ultimate consumers 
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for $1.25 per bottle of 200 tablets and the dosage recommended by 
the respondents is two tablets three times per day. The gross busi
ness of the respondents in the preparation "Iokelp'' was approxi
mately $18,000 in 1933 and $30,000 in 1934. 

Respondents represent that a typical analysis of the ash in "Iokelp" 
tablets is as follows: 

Iodine.-------------------------------------------------- 0.25~ 
~cid Insoluble ~fatter------------------------------------ 0.70o/o 
Iron----------------------------------------------------- 0.68~ 
Calcium------------------------------------------------- 1.08o/o 
~agnesiunt---------------------------------------------- 0.57~ 
Sodium-------------------------------------------------- 1.66~ 
Potassiunl----------------------------------------------- 7.20o/o Carbonate _______________________________________ :_ _______ 1.64~ 

Sulphur------------------------------------------------- 0.69~ 
Phosphorus---------------------------------------------- 0.92o/o 
~!anganese----------------------------------------------- Trace 
Copper-~---------------------------------------------- 40.0pprn 

An analysis made by the Department of Agriculture of the produce 
is as follows: 

~veage welght---0.33 gram. 
Taste: Salty and mucllnginous. 
Iodine total---0.28~ by weight. 
Identity: Seaweed. 
Reducing sugars: trace. 

The iodine content of the tablet is practically the same in both 
analyses, and is approximately one-fourth of one percent. The other 
constituent elements of the preparation are the same as those usually 
found in veg'etables ordinarily used for food in the United States, 
and are found in said preparation in approximately the same quan
tities and proportions. 

PAn. 3. The respondents, in the course and conduct of their busi
ness, advertise their said preparation through pamphlets, circulars 
and other printed matter, and by advertisements in newspapers and 
through radio broadcasts from stations located in the city of San 
Diego, State of California. 

In the course and conduct of tlwir business, and by the means and 
in the mam1er aforesaid, the respondents make many statt>ments con
cerning the curati\·e qualities of their preparation. Among others, 
the following statements are made: 

Probably few pPOple eX('f'pt Doc>tors realize the h·rmPndouR importan('e of the 
thyroid gland. !'roper flln('tfoning of the thyroirl fs nbsolutel~· n('('f'Ssllry for 
the proper functioning of the other glands and orgun~ of the body. La('k of 
Iodine in the daily diPt is the cornrnonPst eause of thyroid trouble, and this 
trouble <'an only be c·oneded by taking iodine in concPntrated form to make up 
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for the diet deficleney. IOKELP • • • Is one of the richest known sources 
of organic Iodine. 

Iodine for Simple Goiter 

Lack of iodine in E>veryday food caU!i!E'S nervousness, palpitations and simple 
goiter. A suecessful treatment Is lokelp, a natural product containing', abundant 
organic Iodine and other minerals that the body needs to correct these con
<lltlons. 

Kelp Preventive of Simple Goiter 

The giant kelp plant Is a IUI,turally -lod.i:~Jed .food unusually rich In Iodine, 
the preventive and corrective of simple goiter. lokelp, a concentration of this 
kelp, makes available organic iodine in palatable and easily ·~igestible. form. 

Statistics Show Goiter Prevalent 

• • • Guard yourself with lokelp, the concentrated kelp food, which sup
plies abundant organic iodine to check this disease. 

Goiter Scourges State 

• • • Fight this disease with Iokelp, a concentration of the giant sea 
kelp, rich In the organic Iodine which prevents goiter. 

Men Past Middle Age 

ProHtnte troubles oud other glandular ailments are caused by iusnffieiE>ut 
minerals In the d111ly diet. Iokelp Is a natural food supplement, rkb In iodine, 
Iron and other elements nect:>~:~sary to health, promotes glandular health, re
lieves pain. 

IOKELP succeeds In preventing and correcting simple goiter where other 
treatments ba ve failed. • • • 

If you already have simple goiter, the easily assimilated natural iodine sup
plied by IOKELP will correct the condition or the full purchase price will be 
immediately refunded. Otherwise, protect yourself from this disease of the 
thyroid gland and its accompanying disorders. • • • 

An Insidious fcoture of simple goiter, the iodine deficiency disease of the 
thyroid gland, is that It is often not recognized in Its incipient stages. Pre
ventive measures are therefore advised and urged, e~peclally with adolescent 
girls and pr('gnant and lactating women. The daily diet should Include a suffi
cient quantity of food iodine to maintain the thyroid gland in good health. 
This might be difficult or costly if it were not for the giant kelp plant of the 
oeeon. ltich In iodine, kelp ruak£>s "It available In abundance when processed 
Into lok£>1p Tablets whleh are palatable and Inexpensive. 

It you are already sutreriug from Nimple goitPr, you may take IOKELP 
with assurance that It bas proven l•tl'eeth·e In many other cases. 

It your thyroid, pituitary and other glands do not receive enough minerals 
through daily diet, sickness is almost sure result. Iokelp is a food supplement, 
not a drug, made from sea plants rleh In organic minerals. 

Don't Drug Constipation 

DangE>rous drugs or cathartles never proteet auybody from constiilU· 
tlon • • • Iokelp, a vegetable food supplem('nt, stimulates the glandular 
secretion and gastric juices, gradually promoting natural elimination. 

14tli~tl"' 3!)-vol. 24--14 
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Nervous Anemic Conditions 

It your thyroid, pituitary and other glands do not receive enough minerals 
through daily diet, sickness Is almost sure' result. 

Pregnant and lactating women, and adolescent girls, are especially In need 
of an e:ctra supply of natural Iodine In their diets. In their condition, the 
thyroid gJand Is under abnormal strain and a deficiency In Iodine may work 
untold Injury. A sufficient supply of iodine is not always to be had from 
ordinary foods. But the giant kelp plant of the Pacific Ocean, when specl1lcally 
processed Into IOKELP Tablets yields an abundance of this vital mineral. 

Iokelp, made from fresh sea kelp, bighly concentrated, Is one of the richest 
sources of organic iodine. 

IOKELP Is ·unusually· ;rich in organic Iodine and supplies the deficiency of 
iodine that exists in e\·ery day foods in almost all parts of the country. 

Without sufficient Iodine the all-Important thyroid gland cannot function 
properly, and this condition may lead to nervousness, anemia, Indigestion, 
neuritis, periodic irregularity and finally to simple goiter. 

One of the principal causes of certain types of rheumatism and neuritis is 
lack of sufficient minerals In the dally diet. 

Don't su1rer the agonies of Neuritis, and Rheumatism any longer without 
giving IOKELP a trial. 

Probably few people who are not physicians or other students of the human 
body realize the tremendous Importance of the thyroid gland, the master gland 
as it bas been correctly nicknamed. It ls said that the thyroid gland Is to the 
lmman body what the draught is to tire and furthermore that iodine Is the 
match that kindles it. 

Nearly everyone now knows that organic Iodine is vitally necessary to the 
bf'alth of the thyroid gland. 

Proper functioning of the thyroid gland Is absolutely necessary tor etrectlve 
metabolitJm, healthy lungs and breathing organs and physical growth. It Is 
required tor mental development and in tact, for proper functioning of all the 
or·gans of the body. 

The principal source of organic Iodine today Is the sea and ocean vegetation 
such ns the giant kelp which grows otr the coast of Southern California. 

Good morning, friends, how Is your thyroid today? That ts not such a sllly 
question at that, when you stop to consider how Important science has found 
the thyroid gland to be In matters of health. It doesn't always take expert 
knowledge to answer the question either, at least If you feel perfectly well you 
know your thyroid gland Is functioning correctly. You wouldn't feel at all 
well it It weren't. Your vitality would be low and you would probably have 
more d!'tlnite symptoms, which might be anything from nervontJncss and anemia 
to goiter. 

Thyroid Pituitary and other Glandll 

It your thyroid, pituitary and other glands do not recPive enough minerals 
through dally diet, sickness Is almost sure result. Iokelp • • •. 

SCIENCE DISCOVERS THE SECRET OF HEALTH IN TilE SEA 

IOKELP 

The Vitalizing Marine Vegetable Food 

Ulch in natural iodine, Iron, calcium, phosphorus and all other mineral 
E'lf.'ments essential to good health. 

• • • • • • * 
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"1\Iineral-Element-Starvation"-means absence or deficiency In the human 
-system of those mineral elements (iron, Iodine, calcium, sulphur, magnesium, 
potassium, sodium and manganese) absolutely necessary to maintain the 
t'qullibrlum essential between all the physiological processes of the body. 

"Mineral-Element-Starvation"-strikes directly at the thyroid gland, for 
scientific experiments and observations prove the most alarming of all physio
logical process disturbances in the body center around the thyroid gland. Nat
ural iodine, such as in Iokelp Tablets, is rated as the vitally important and 
-essential element in maintaining and restoring the proper functioning of the 
thyroid gland. 

PAR. 4. By the means and in the manner ·above set out the respond
ents represent and imply that the preparation "Iokelp" is a remedy 
for constipation, nervous anemic conditions, and prostate, pituitary 
and thyroid gland troubles, including simple goiter; that the prepara
tion is a preventive of thyroid gland troubles, including simple goiter, 
indigestion, neuritis, rheumatism, and periodic irregularity in women; 
.and that the preparation is essential to the health of the thyroid 
gland, to the health of adolescent, pregnant, and lactating women, 
and to health in general. 

In truth and in fact the above and foregoing representations and 
implications are false, for said preparation "lokelp" is not a remedy 
for constipation, nervous anemic conditions, and prostate, pituitary 
nnd thyroid gland troubles, including simple goiter, and is not a pre
ventive of thyroid gland troubles, including simple goiter, indiges
tion, nettritis, rheumntism, ·and periodic ir:i:·egularity in women, and 
-:is not essential to the health of the thyroid gland, to the health of 
adolescent, pregnant, nnd lactating women, and to health in general, 
nor does it possess the therapeutic efficacy represented by the respond
ents. 

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondent hereinabove set 
out have the tendency and capacity to and do mislead .and deceive 
many persons desiring to purchase a remedy for, a preventive of, or 1. 

preparation that is essential to one -or more of the conditions above 
mentioned, and cause a substantial portion of such persons erro
neously to believe that the representations and implications made by 
the respondents are true and that said preparation is a remedy for 
constipation, nervous anemic conditions, and prostate, pituitary and 
thyroid gland troubles, including simple goiter; that the preparation 
is a preventive of thyroid gland troubles, including simple goiter, 
indigestion, neuritis, rheumatism, and periodic irregularity in 
women; and that the preparation is essential to the health of th·3 
thyroid gland, to the health of adolescent, pregnant, and lactating 
women, and to health in general, and possesses the therapeutic efficacy 
rl>pres('nted and implied by said respondents; and cause a substan-
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tial portion of such persons, because of such erroneous beliefs, to 
purchase said preparation "lokelp," thereby unfairly and illegally 
diverting trade to the said respondents from their competitors who 
truthfully represent their products, to the substantial injury of such 
competitors in said commerce and to the injury of the public. 

PAR. 6. Among the competitors of the said respondents are many 
who truthfully represent their products and who do not misrepre
sent the therapeutic efficacy possessed by such products and who do 
not, in connection with the sale of their products in said commerce, 
use the acts and practices used by the said respondents as above set 
out. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents Robert R. 
Dunn, Jr., and 'J.'om Keck are to the prejudice of the public and of 
respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods of compe
tition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the 
respondents, testimony and other evidence taken before ,V, ,V, Shep
pard, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated 
by it, in support of the allPgations of the complaint, brief filed herein 
by counsel for the Commission, and oral argument by Edw. W. 
Thomerson, counsel for the Commission, and by Daniel Daugherty, 
counsel for the respondents, and the Commission having made its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have 
violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 
26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to dpfine its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondents, Robert R. Dunn, Jr., and Tom 
KN'k, their representatives, agents, and employ£>es, in connection with 
the offering for sale, sale and distribution of that certain preparation 
now sold by the said respond£>nts under the name "Iokelp," or any 
tablet, powder, or other preparation, under whatever name sold, 
composed of similar ingrediepts and possessing therapeutic prop
erties similar to the preparation now known and sold by the respond
ents under the name of "lohlp," in interstate commerce or in the 
District of Columbia, forthwith cease and desist from representing: 
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(1) That said preparation is a remedy for, or will cure, constipa
tion, nervous anemic conditions, prostate, pitutiary, or thyroid gland 
troubles including simple goiter; 

(2) That said preparation is a preventative of thyroid gland 
troubles, including simple goiter, indigestion, neuritis, rheumatism, 
or periodic irregularity in women; 

(3) That said preparation is essential to the health of the thyroid 
gland, or to the health of adolescent, pregnant, or lactating women, 
or to the health in general. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATrER OF 

BONOMO CANDY AND NUT CORPORATION 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. ri OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEP'f. 26, 1014 

Docket 2776. Complaint, Apr. 21, 1936-Decision, Dec. 11, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged in manufacture and sale of "straight" goods 
candy and of so-called "break and take," "draw," or ''deal" assortments, 
one ot the principal trade demands tor which comes from the small retailers 
with stores, In many instances, nc:>ar schools and patronized by the school 
children, and sale and distribution of which, or similarly sold candy, olfer
ing opportunity ot obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or chance, 
teaches and encourages g'ambllng among children, largest class by tar o! 
purchasers and consumers ot such type of candy, who buy same in pref
erence to so-called "straight" goods when displayed side by side by reason 
ot lottery or gambling feature connected with former, and selling ot which 
in the market of the other, i. e., the "straight" goods, sold exclusively by 
many manufacturers, h'as been followed by a market decrc:>ase In Ralt>s of 
such "straight" candy, due to gambling or lottery ft>ature connected with so
called "break and take," "draw," or "dt>al" merchandise--

Sold, to wholesalers and jobbers, assortments consisting ot a number ot penny 
pieces ot uniform size and sh'llpe, togf'ther with a number of boxE's ot candy 
secured as prizes by chance purchasers of those uniform penny pieces, the 
E'nclosed concealed centers ot which dl1l'N'Nl from that ot the majority; 
1'0 packed and assembled that SU<"h assortnwnts COUld be displayed and 
u1l'ered by the numerous retailer purch'asers thereof, and with knowledge 
and intent that such assortments would and could be sold, without altera
tion or rearrangement, to the consuming or purchasing public by lot or 
chance, In accord'unce with such arrangement, in violation ot public policy 
and in competition with many who regard such methods ot sale and distri
bution as morally bad and as encouraging gambling, and esl)('clally among 
children, as Injurious to the Industry through resulting In the merchandis
Ing ot 'a chance or lottery instf'lld of candy, and as providing retail mer· 
chants with the means or violating the laws of the several States, and 
some of whom, tor such reasons, retufle to sell candy so packed and 
assembled that it ran be resold to the puhllc hy lot or chanre; 

'VIth the result that sueh refusing competitors, who ran compete on ewn terms 
only by :turufshlng the same or similar as8ortments, were put to a disad
vantage In competing and their ~>"'lles or ''straight" candy l'howed a continued 
decrease, some competitors began the sale and dh;trlbutlon of candy :tor 
resale to the public by lot or chance, :tor whieh, thus sold, there is demand, 
public and competitors werp prejndired and lnjurPd lind tr11de wnR dh"E'rted 
to It from Its ~o~uid f•umpetltors, and tht>re was R rp,.;trnlnt upon a1!d a dC'Irl· 
ment to the trec:>dom ot tnlr and legltlmnte eumpetitlon in Industry 
concerned : 

Ilcld, That sud1 acts and praetlees were to the prejudlee of the public and 
competitors and (•cmstitutPd unfair m<'thods of rompetltlon. 
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Before Air. Miles J. Furna.<J, trial examiner. 
Air. Hervry 0. Lank and Mr. P. 0. Kolin.gki for the Commission. 
Bur1Ultine, Geist & Netter, of New York City, for respondent. 

Co:!tPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
ember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other. purposes," the Fed
eral Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Bonomo Candy 
and Nut Corporation, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as re
spondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in com
merce, as "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress, and it 
appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

P .ARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized under the 
laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of 
business located at 649 Morgan Avenue, in the city of Brooklyn, State 
of New York. It is now, and for several years last past has been, 
engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the sale and distribu· 
tion thereof to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers, located at 
points in the various States of the United States, and causes and has 
caused its products, when so sold, to be transported from its princi
pal place of business in the city of Brooklyn, N. Y., to purchasers 
thereof in other States of the United States at their respective places 
of business; and there is now, and has been for several years last past, 
a course of trade and commerce by said respondent in such candy be
tween and among the States of the United States. In the course and 
conduct of said business, respondent is in competition with other cor
porations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in the man
ufacture of candy and in the sale and distribution thereof in com
merce between and among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent sells and has sold since on or about 
December 1935, to wholesale and retail dealers, packages or assort
ments of candy so packed and assembled as to involve the use of a lot
tery scheme when sold and distributed to the consumers thereof. 

One of said assortments consists of a number of pieces of candy of 
uniform size and shape, together with a number of boxes of candy, 
which boxes of candy are to be given as prizes to purchasers of said 
pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in the following manner: 
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The majority of the said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape 
have centers of the same color, but a small number of said pieces of 
candy have centers of a different color. The said pieces of candy of 
uniform size and shape in said assortment, retail at the price of 1¢ 
each, but the purchaser who procures one of said candies having a 
center colored differently from the majority is entitled to receive, and 
is to be given free of charge, one of the said boxes of candy heretofore 
referred to. The color of the centers of said pieces of candy of uni~ 
form size and shape is effectively concealed from the purchaser and 
prospective purchaser until a selection has been made and the piece 
of candy broken up. The aforesaid purchasers of said candies, who 
procure a candy having a center colored differently from the majority 
of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in said assortment, 
thus procure one of the said boxes of candy wholly by lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers and jobbers, to whom respondent sells 
its assortment, resell said assortment to retail dealers, and said retail 
dealers, and the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct, expose 
said assortment for sale and sell said candy to the purchasing public 
in accordance with the aforesai~ sales plan. Respondent thus sup
plies to and places in the hands of others the means of conductiug 
lotteries in the sale of its product in accordance with the sales plan 
hereinabove set forth, as a means of inducing purchasers thereof to 
purchase respondent's said product in preference to candy offered for 
sale and sold by its competitors. 

PAR. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the man
ner above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to 
procure boxes of candy. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and the 
sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid of said 
method, is a practice of the sort which the common law and criminal 
statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; and is contrary 
to an established public policy of the Government of the United States. 
The use by respondent of said method has the dangerous tendency 
unduly to h1nder competition or create monopoly in this, to wit: that 
the use thereof has the tendency and capacity to exclude from the 
branch of the candy trade involved in this proceeding competitors who 
do not adopt and use the same method or an equivalent or similar 
method involving the same or an equivalent or similar element of 
chance or lottery scheme. 

Many persons, firms, and corporations who make and sell candy in 
competition with the respondent, as above alleged, are unwilling to 
offer for sale or sell candy so packed and assembled as above alleged, 
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or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing public 
so as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors refrain 
therefrom. 

PAR. 5. Many dealers in, and ultimate purchasers of, candy are 
attracted by respondent's said method !lnd manner of packing said 
candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in 
the manner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase 
said candy so packed and sold by respondent, in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do not 
use the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by 
respondent has the tendency and capacity, because of said game of 
chance, to divert to respondent trade and custom from its said com
petitors who do not use the same or an equivalent method; to exclude 
from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to and who 
do not use the same or an equivalent method because the same is 
unlawful; to lessen competition in said candy trade, and to tend to 
create a monopoly of said candy trade in respondent and such other 
distributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent method, and 
t.o deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free competition in 
said candy trade. The use of said method by the respondent has the 
tendency and capacity to eliminate from said candy trade all actual 
competitors, and to exclude therefrom all potential competitors, who 
do not adopt and use said method or an equivalent method. 

PAR. 6. Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chance 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any other 
method that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of its business, as desaibed in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent has caused and causes the representa
tion to be made on labels and containers for one of its candy products, 
as follows: 

Minty Chocs. 20 Count-10 Cents 

Petite Cho<;olnte PPpperrnints 

The effect of tha use of the words, as above indicated, is to falsely 
represent to the public that the candy to be purchased from respond
ent is peppermint candy. There are among members of the pur
chasing public a substantial number who have a preference for 
peppermint candy. In truth and in fact, the candy sold and offered 
for sale by the respondl'nt, under the above-stated representations, is 
not peppermint candy, but is principally of the type known as marsh
mallow candy. 
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PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent has advertised and offered for sale, 
and distributed as premiums packages of candy, falsely representing 
them to have a content weight of three ounces, when in truth and in 
fact such packages do not contain contents of the net weight of 
three ounces. 

PAR. 9. There are among the competitors of the respondent corpo
ration a substantial number of persons, partnerships, and corpora
tions who do not falsely represent the type and flavor of candy of
fered by them for sale, or who do in fact sell and offer for sale 
peppermint candy and marshmallow candy, each truthfully repre
fiented and designated as such. 

There are among the competitors of the respondent a substantial 
number of persons, partnerships and corporations who offer for sale 
merchandise of a like nature and character with that in which the 
respondent deals, offering the same for sale to the members of the 
purchasing public and truthfully representing the proper net weight 
of the candy so offered for sale, offering the same in packages similar 
to those used by the respondent but truthfully representing the exact 
and correct weight of the merchandise so offered. 

Uespondent's false representations have had, and now have the 
tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion 
of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief tlmt such repre
sentations are true, causing them to purchase respondent's product in 
reliance on same. Said false representations have the tendency and 
capacity to, and do, divert trade to respondent from its competitors 
who truthfully label their products, thereby causing substantial in
jury to substantial competition in commerce, 

PAR. 10. The aforementioned method, acts and practices of the 
respondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors as hereinabove alleged. Said method, acts, and practices 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 2G, 1914. 

UEPORT, FINDINGs AS TO THE FACTs, AND OnoEU 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 2G, Hll4, entitled "An .Act to create a Fed!'ral Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on April 21, 193G, issued and served a 
complaint upon the respondent, Donomo Candy and Nut Corpora-
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tion, charging that the respondent had been and was using unfair 
methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce'' is defined in 
said act of Congress. Respondent filed answer thereto on May 12, 
1936, Thereafter testimony and other evidence in support of the 
allegations of the complaint were introduced by Henry C. Lank and 
P. C. Kolinski, attorneys for the Commission, before Miles J. Furnas, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, 
and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed 
in the office of the Commission. Respondent was represented by 
-counsel but offered no testimony or other evidence in opposition to 
the charges of the complaint. Thereafter the proceeding regularly 
.came on for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint, 
the testimony and other evidence in support thereof, and on the brief 
<>f counsel for the Commission, respondent through its counsel hav
ing advised that it did not desire to file brief nor present oral argu
ment, and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and 
being fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in 
the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized under the 
laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of 
business located at 649 Morgan A venue, in the city of Brooklyn, 
State of New York. Respondent is now, and for several years last 
past has been, engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the sale 
and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail 
-dealers located at points in the various States in the eastern part 
<>f the United States, and causes and has caused its products, when so 
.sold, to be transported from its principal place of business in the 
State of New York to purchasers thereof in other States of the 
United States at their respective places of business, and there is now, 
and has been for several years_ last past, a course of trade and com
merce by said respondent in such candy between and among the 
States of the United States. In so carrying on said business, re
spondent is and has been engaged in interstate commerce and is and 
has been in active competition with other corporations and with 
partnerships and individuals engaged in the manufacture of candy 
and in the sale and distribution thereof between and among the 
various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. Deginning about December 1935, the respondent manu
factured and distributed to wholesale dealers and jobbers an assort.-
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ment containing a number of pieces of candy of uniform size and 
shape, together with a number of boxes of candy, which boxes of 
candy were to be given as prizes to purchasers of said pieces of candy 
of uniform size and shape in the following manner: The majority of 
the said pieces of candy of uniform size and shar)e hn.d centers of 
the same color but a small number of said pieces of candy had 
centers of a different color. The said pieces of candy of uniform size 
and shape in said assortment retailed at the price of 1¢ each but the
purchaser, who procured one of said candies having a center colored 
differently from the majority, was entitled to receive, and was to be 
given free of charge, one of the said boxes of candy heretofore re
ferred to. The color of the centers of said pieces of candy of uniform 
size and shape was effectively concealed from the purchaser and pro
spective purchaser until a selection had been made and the piece of 
candy broken open. The aforesaid purchasers of said candies, who 
procured a candy having a center colored differently from the ma
jority of the said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in said 
assortment, thus procured one of the said boxes of candy wholly by 
lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The lottery or prize assortments, similar to the assortment 
described in paragraph 2 hereof, are generally referred to in the 
candy industry as "break and take," "draw," or "deal" assortments, 
and packages or assortments of candy without the gaming device or 
lottery feature in connection with their resale to the public are 
generally referred to in the candy trade or industry as "straight" 
goods. These terms will be used hereafter in these findings to de
scribe these respective types of candy. 

PAR. 4. Numerous retail dealers purchase assortments, as described 
in paragraph 2 above, from wholesale dealers or jobbers who in turn 
have purchased said assortments from respondent, and such retail 
dealers display said assortments for sale to the public as packed by 
the respondent, and the candy contained in said assortments is sold 
and distributed to the consuming public in the manner described. 

PAR. 5. All sales made by respondent to wholesale dealers and job
bers are absolute sales and respondent retains no control in any man
ner over the goods afrer they are delivered to the wholesale dealers 
or jobbers. The assortments are assembled and packed in such man
ner that they are sold and may he sold by the retail den lers to the pur
chasing public in the manner described. 

The respondent has knowledge that said assortments will be resold 
to the purchasing public by J'('tn.il dealers by lot or chance, and it 
packs and assembles such candy in the way and m!lllner described 
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so that, without alteration, addition, or rearrangement, it may be 
resold to the public by lot or chance by retail dealers. 

PAR. 6. The sale and distribution of candy by the retail dealers 
in the manner described in paragraph 2 hereof is a sale and dis
tribution of candy by lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming 
device. 

Competitors of respondent appeared as witnesses in this procet>d
ing and testified, and the Commission finds as a fact, that many 
competitors regard such methods of sale and distribution as morally 
bad and as encouraging gambling, especially among children; as 
injurious to the candy industry, because it results in the merchandis
ing of a chance or lottery instead of candy; and as providing retail 
merchants with the means of violating the laws of the several States. 
Because of these reasons, some competitors of respondent refuse to 
sell candy so packed and assembled that it can be resold to the public 
by lot or chance. These competitors are thereby put to disadvantage 
in competing. Certain retailers, who find that they can dispose of 
more candy by the "break and take," or "draw," or "deal" methods, 
buy respondent's products and the products. of others employing the 
same or similar methods of sale, and thereby trade is diverted to 
respondent and others using similar methods from said competitors. 
Said competitors can compete on even terms only by furnishing the 
same or similar assortments, and this they are unwilling to do and 
their sales of "straight" goods show a continued decrease. 

There is a demand for candy which is sold by lot or chance, and 
in order to meet the competition of manufacturers who sell and dis
tribute candy which is sold by such m£>thods, some competitors of 
respondent have begun the sale and distribution of candy for resale 
to the public by lot or chance. The use of such methods by respond
ent in the sale and distribution of its candy is prejudicial and 
injurious to the public and to respondent's competitors and has 
resulted in the diversion of trade to respondent from its said competi
tors and is a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair 
nnd l£>gitimate competition in the candy industry. 

I) AR. 7. One of the principal demands in the trade for the "break 
and take,'' or "draw," or "deal" candy comes from the small retailers. 
The stores of these small retailers are in many instances located near 
schools and attract the trade of school children. The consumers or 
purchasers of the lottery or prize package candy are principally 
childrt>n, and bt>cause of the lottery or gambling feature connected 
with the "break and takt>," or "draw" package, and the possibility of 
becoming a winner, children purchase candy from such packages in 
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preference to the "straight" goods candy, when the two types of 
assortments are displayed side by side. The sale and distribution 
of "break and take," or "draw" packages of candy, or of candy which 
has connected with its sale to the public the means or opportunity 
of obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or chance, teaches 
and encourages gambling among children, who comprise by far the 
largest class of purchasers and consumers of this type of candy. 

PAR. 8. There are in the United States many manufacturers of 
candy who do not manufacture and sell lottery or p"rize assortments 
of candy, and who sell their "straight" goods candy in interstate 
commerce in competition with the "break and take," or "draw," or 
"deal" candy, and manufacturers of the "straight" goods type of 
candy have noted a marked decrease in the sales of their products 
whenever and wherever the lottery or prize candy has appeared in 
their markets. This decrease in the sales of "straight" goods candy 
is principally due to the gambling or lottery features connected with 
the "break and take," "draw," or ''deal" candy. 

PAR. 9. In addition to the assortment described in paragraph 2 
hereof, respondent manufactures candy which it sells without any 
lottery or chance feature in connection with its resale to the public. 
Such assortments are sold to syndicate and retail accounts and to 
wholesale dealers and jobbers. The sale of the "break and take," or 
"draw," or "deal'' assortments, as described in paragraph 2 hereof, is 
confined to wholesale dealers and jobbers. An officer of the respond
ent corporation was called as a witness and testified that the respond
ent's annual volume of business was approximately $700,000, but the 
Jlroportion represented by "straight" assortments and "break and 
take," or "draw," or "deal" assortments was not shown. 

PAR. 10. The Commission further finds that the sale 11;nd distribu
tion in interstate commerce of assortments of candy, as described in 
})aragraph 2 hereof, are contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 11. The complaint, in paragraph 7, charged the respondent. 
with falsely representing that certain of its packages of candy were 
peppermint flavored. The Commission finds that the testimony and 
other evidence introduced do not support this a11egation. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Bonomo Candy 
and Nut Corporation (excluding the acts and practices referred to in 
paragraph 11 hereof), are to·the prejudice of the public and of re
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition 
in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
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Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade· Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the 
respondent, and testimony and other evidence taken before Miles J. 
Furnas, an examiner of the Commission theretofore· duly designated 
by it, in support of the charges of the complaint, and the brief filed 
on behalf of counsel for the Commission, no testimony or other evi
dence having been offered in opposition to the allegations of the com
plaint and no brief having been filed by the respondent, and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclu
sion that said respondent has violated an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Bonomo Candy and Nut Cor
poration, ru corporation, its officers, agents, representatives and em
ployees, in the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in interstate 
commerce of candy, do cease and desist from: 

(1} Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for 
resale to retail dealers candy so packed and assembled that sales of 
such candy to the, general public are to be made or may be made by 
means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. • 

(2} Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers packages or assortments of candy which are used or which 
may be used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of 
such packages or assortments to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or 
gift enterprise, in the sale or distribution of the candy contained in 
said packages or assortments to the public. 

(3) Pa.cking or assembling in the said packages or assortments of 
candy for sale to the public at retail pieces of candy of uniform size 
and shape having centers of a different color, together with a number 
of small boxes of candy, which said small boxes of candy are to be 
gi,·en as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy with a 
center of a particular color. 

It is further' ordered, That the respondent shall, within 30 days 
after the service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a re
port in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
it has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

NAT D. GOLDBERG, TRADING AS SUNSET DISTILLING 
COMPANY 

CO!\[PLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND OF SEC. 3 
0~ TITLE I OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 16, 10331 

Docket 2416. Com.plaint, May '21, 1935-Decision, Dec. 12, 1936 

Where an individual engaged as wholesaler and rectifier of distilled spirits in 
blending and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages, in a rectifying plant and under rectifier's permit, and 
in selllng his aforesaid various products to wholesalers and distributors in 
substantial competition with those engaged in the manufacture, by true 
ditltillation, of gins, rums, and other spirituous beverages from mash, wort, 
or wash, and In selling some in tmde and commerce among the various 
States and in the District of Columbia, and with those engaged in pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages In rectifying plants and under recti
fiers' permits, and In similarly selling the same, and Including among said 
competitors those who, as manufacturers and distillers from mash, wort, 
or wash of gins, rums, and othet• spirituous beverages sold by them, truth· 
fully use words "distillery," "di!;!tillerles," "distillers," or "distllling," as a 
port of their corporate or trude names and on their stationery and adver
tising, and on the labels of the bott!Ps In which they sell and ship such 
products, and those who, engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and 
bottling cordials and other spirituous beverages as hereinbefore set forth, 
do not, as hereinbefore set forth, use said words-

Represented, through use of word "Distilling" In his trade name, printed on his 
statlonl'rY and on the labels attached to the bottles in which he sold and 
shipped his said products, and in various other ways, to his customers, and 
furnished them with the means of thus representing to their vendees, both 
retailers and ultimate consuming public, that the suid cordials, brandies, 
liqueurs, rums, gins, and other splrltuou~ beverages contained In such 
bottles were by him made through process of distillation from mash, wort, 
or wash, notwithstamUng fact he did not thus distill said various bever
ages, thus bottled, labeled, sold, and transported by him, by original and 
continuous distillation. as above set forth, and through continuous closed 
pipes and vessels until manufacture is complete, as long oefinitely under· 
stood and Implied to trade and ultimate purchasing llUblic from word 
"Distilling," and did not own, operate, or control any place or places where 
alcoholic bevernges are thus made, and was not a distiller, for the purchase 
of the bottled liquors of which there is a preference on the part of a sub
stan tlal portion of the purchasing public; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public into the 
bl'lief that the cordials, brandies, liqueurs, gin!!, rums, and other splrltuous 
beverages sold by him were by hlm made and distilled from mash, wort, or 

s Count Two ot the complaint, under the National Indulltrlal R<>covery Act, dismissed 
by rea~on ot decision In A. L. A. Schechter Poultrv Corp. v. U. s., !!!l5 U. S. 4!):;, 
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wash, as above set forth, and of inducing dealers and purchasing public, 
acting In such belief, to buy his said rectified and bottled spirituous bev
eruges, and of thereby diverting trade to him from his competitors who 
do not, by their corporate or trade names, or in any other manner, mis
represent that they are manufacturers by <llstillation as above set forth, of 
their products ; to the substantial injury of substantial competition in com
merce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methous of competition. 

Before Mr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner. 
Mr. PGad B. More house for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Nat D. 
Goldberg, trading as Sunset Distilling Company, hereinafter referred 
to as respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competi
tion in comm£>rce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and in viola
tion of the Act of Congress approved June 16, 1933, known as the 
"National Industrial Recovery Act," and it appearing to the said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges 
in that respect as follows: 

Oount 1 

PARAGRAI'II 1. Respondent is an individual, Nat D. Goldberg, doing 
business under the trade name Sunset Distilling Company, with prin
cipal office and place of business at 125 North Racine Avenue, in the 
city of Chicago, in the State of Illinois. He is now, and for more 
than one year last past, has been engaged in the business of blending 
and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, and other spiritu
ous beverages in a rectifying plant under a rectifier's permit, and in 
the sale thereof in constant course of trade and commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. In the course and conduct of his said business he 
causes his said products when sold to be transported from his place 
of business aforesaid into and through various States of the United 
States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and dis
tributors, some located within the State of Illinois and some located 
in other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 
In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid, respondent is 
now, and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial 

146756>n 30-\0l. 24-15 
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competition with corporations and with other individuals, partner
ships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by true distillation of 
gins, rums, and other spirituous beverages from mash, wort, or wash, 
and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia; and in the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid 
respondent is, and for more than one year last past has been, in 
substantial competition with corporations and with other individuals, 
firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, recti
fying, blending, and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' 
permits and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. For a long period of time the word "distilling" when used 
in connection with the liquor industry and with the products thereof 
has had and still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds 
of wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate pur
chasing public, to wit, the manufacture of spirituous beverages by 
an original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture 
thereof is complete, and a substantial portion of the purchasing pub
lic prefers to buy: spirituous liquors bottled and prepared by the 
actual distillers and manufacturers thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distilling" in his trade name, printed on his 
stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which he sells 
and ships his said products, and in various other ways, respondent 
represents to his customers and furnishes them with the means of 
representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate con
suming public, that the said cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages therein contained were by him manu
factured through the process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, 
when, as a matter of fact, respondent is not n distiller, does not distill 
the said spirituous beverages by him so bottled, labeled, sold, and 
transported. Respondent does not own, operate, or control any place 
or places where alcoholic beverages are manufactured by process of 
original nnd continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash gins, rums, and other spirituous 
Lewrages sold by them, and who truthful1y use the words "distillery," 
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"distilleries," "distillers," or "distillin.g" as a part of their corporate 
or trade names and on their stationery, ·advertising and on the labels 
of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. There are 
a.lso among such competitors corporations, firms, partnerships and 
individuals engaged in the bm;iness of purchasing, rectifying, blend
ing, and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits who 
do not use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "dis
tillers" as a part of their corporate or trade names, nor on their sta
tionery, advertising nor on the labels attached to the bottles in which 
they sell and ship their said products. 

PAR. 5. The representation by respondent as set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, is calculated to and has a capacity and tendency to and 
does mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
belief that the cordials, brandies, liqueurs, gins, rums, and other 
spirituous beverages sold by the respondent are manufactured or 
distilled by him from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous process 
and is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to and does 
induce dealers aml the purchasing public, acting in such belief, to 
purchase the spirituous beverages rectified and bottled by the re
spondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from his competitors 
who do not by their corporate or trade name or in any other manner 
misrepresent that they are manufacturers by distillation from mash, 
wort, or wash of spirituous beverages, and thereby respondent does 
substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," aprroved September 26, 1914. 

Count fZ 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respoml<.'nt is an individual, Nat D. Goldberg, doing 
business under the trade name Sunset Distilling Company, with prin
cipal office and place of business at 125 North Racine Avenue, in the 
city of Chicago, in the State of Illinois. He is now, and for more 
than one year last past has been, engaged in the business of blending 
and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, and other spiritu
ous beverages in a rectifying plant under a rectifier's permit, and in 
the sale thereof in constant course of trade and commerce between 
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and among the various States of the United. States and in the District 
of Columbia. In the course and conduct of his said business he causes 
his said products when sold to be transported from his place of busi
ness aforesaid into and through various States of the United. States 
to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and distributors, 
some located within the State of Illinois and some located in other 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia. In the 
course and conduct of his business as aforesaid, respondent is now, 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial competi
tion with corporations and with other individuals, partnerships, and 
firms engaged in the manufacture by true distillation of gins, rums, 
and other spirituous beverages from mash, wort, or wash, and in the 
sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; and in 
the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid respondent is, 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial competi
tion with corporations and with other individuals, firms, and partner
ships engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, 
and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, and other spiritu
ous beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits and in the 
sale thereof in commerce between and among the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAns. 2, 3, 4, and 5. As grounds for these paragraphs of this com
plaint, the Federal Trade Commission relies upon the matters and 
things set out in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this com
plaint to the same extent as though the several allegations thereof 
were set out at length and in separate paragraphs herein, and the 
said paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint are incor
porated herein by reference and adopted as the allegations of para
graphs 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, of this count, and are hereby 
charged as fully and as completely as though the several averments of 
the said paragraphs of count 1 were separately set out and repeated 
verbatim. 

PAR. 6. Under and pursuant to Title I of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, approved June 16,1933 (48 Stat. 195 C. 90), the Presi
dent of the United States, by Executive Order No. 6182, of June 2G, 
1933, as supplemented by Executive Order No. 6207, of July 21, 1933, 
-and Executive Order No. 6345, of October 20, 1933, delegated to 
H. A. 'Vallace as Secretary of Agriculture certain of the powers 
vested in the President of the United States by the aforesaid Act. 

Under and pursuant to the delegation of such powers, the said 
Secretary of Agriculture pursuant to Section 3 (d) of the Act and 
Executive Orders under the Act, upon his own motion presented a. 
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Code of Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying In
dustry after due notice and opportunity for hearing in connection 
therewith had been afforded interested parties, including respondent, 
in accordance with Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act 
and applicable regulations issued thereunder, to the President of the 
United States who approved the same on the 9th day of December 
1933, thereby constituting the said code a Code of Fair Competition 
within the meaning of the said National Industrial Recovery Act, 
for the regulation of the aforesaid industry. 

In his written report to the President, the said Secretary of Agri
culture made, among others, the following findings with respect to 
the said Code in the following words, to wit: 

That said Code will tend to effectuate tl1e declared policy of Title I of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act as set forth in Section 1 of said Act in that 
the terms 11nd provisions of such Code tend : ( 11) to remove obstructions to the 
free flow of foreign commerce, which tentl to diminish the amount thereof; (b) 
to provide for the general welfare by promoting the organization of industry 
for the purpose of coopel'ative action among trade groups; (c) to eliminate un
fair competitive practices; (d) to promote the fullest possible utilization of the 
present productive capacity of Industries; (e) to avoid undue restriction of pro
duction (except as may be temporarily required); (f) to increase the consump
tion of industrial and agricultural products by increasing purchasing power i 
and (g) otherwise to rehabilit11te Industry. 

Dy his approval of the said COLle on December 9, 1933, the President 
of the United States, pursuant to the authority vested in him by Title 
I of the National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, made and issued 
his certain written Executive Order, wherein he adopted and ap
proved the report, recommendations and findings of the said Secre
tary of Agriculture, and ordered that the said Code of Fair Competi
tion be, and the same thereby was approved, and by virtue of the 
N a tiona! Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, the following provision 
of Article V of said Code became and still is one of the standards of 
fair competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry and 
is binding upon every member <;>f said Industry and this respondent: 

The following practlcrs conf;titUtE' unfair mrtllorls of competition 11nd shall 
not be engaged In by any member of the Industry: 

Section 1. False Advcrtising.-To publish or dis~rmlnate in any uJanner any 
talge advertlsrment of any rectified protlnct. Auy llu\'el·UsE>mrnt shall be 
deemed to be false if it is untrue in any particular, or if directly or by ambi
guity, oml;;;slon or infer<·nce It t(·nds to ('rrn te a mlslrading imrm•ssion 

PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the word "Distilling" in his 
trade mtm(', printed on his ~tationery and on the labels attacheJ to 
the botlles in which he sells allll ships sueh products and in various 
other ways, constitutes false ad,·ertisin~ within the meaning of the 
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aforesaid provision of said Article V and tends to and does create 
the misleading impression that respondent is engaged in the business 
of distilling gins, rums, and other spirituous beverages from mash, 
wort, or wash, and that the cordials, brandies, liqueurs, gins, rums, 
and other spirituous beverages by him so sold and transported have 
been bottled by the original distillers thereof and that the gins and 
rums rectified, blended and sold by respondent have been produced 
by a true process of distillation, all contrary to the provisions of 
Section 1, Article V, of the Code aforesaid. 

PAR. 8. The above alle.ged methods, acts and practices of the re
spondent are and have been in violation of the standard of fair 
competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying' Industry of the 
United States. Such violation of such standard in the aforesaid 
transactions in interstate commerce and other transactions which 
affect interstate commerce in the manner set forth in paragraph 5 
of count 1 hereof, are in violation of Section 3 of Title I of the N a
tiona} Industrial Recovery Act and they are unfair methods of com
petition in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Com
mission Act as amended. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS To TIIE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of nn Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on May 27, 1935, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Nat D. Goldberg, 
trading as Sunset Distilling Company, charging him with the use 
of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the 
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and 
the filing of respondent's answer, the Commission, by order entered 
herein granted respondent's motion for p{'rmis~:;ion to withdraw said 
answer and to substitute therefor an answer admitting all the ma
terial allegations of the complaint to be true, and waiving the taking 
of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, which sub
stitute answer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. There
after, this proceeding rrgularly came on for final hearing before 
the Commission on the said complaint and th~ sub-,tituted answer, 
briefs and oral arguments of counsel having been waived, and the 
Conunission, having duly considered the same and being now fully 
advised in the premises, finds that this procreding is in the interest of 
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
drawn therefrom : 
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is an individual trading under the name 
and style of Sunset Distilling Company, with principal office and 
place of business at 125 North Racine Avenue, in the city of Chicago, 
in the State of Illinois. He is now, and for more than one year last 
past has been, engaged in business under a basic permit from the 
United States Government, which permit is designated "R-526," as 
a wholesaler and rectifier of distilled spirits, blending and bottling 
cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
in a rectifying plant under a rectifier's permit, and in the sale thereof 
in constant course of trade and commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
In the course and conduct of his said business he causes his said 
products, when sold, to be transported from his place of business 
aforesaid into and through various States of the United States to 
the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and distributors, 
some located within the State of Illinois, and some located in other 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia. In the 
course and conduct of his business as aforesaid, respondent is now, 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial com
petition with corporations and with other individuals, partnerships, 
and firms engaged in the manufacture by true distillation of gins, 
rums, and other spirituous beverages from mash, wort, or wash, and 
in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; 
and in the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid respondent 
is, and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial com
petition with corporations and with other individuals, firms, and 
partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blend
ing, and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits and 
in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. For a long period of time the word "distilling" when used 
in connection with the liquor industry and with the products thereof 
has had and still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds 
of wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate 
purchasing public, to wit, the manufacture of spirituous beverages 
by an original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture 
thereof is complete, nnd a substantial portion of the purchasing 
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public prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled and prepared by the 
actual distillers and manufacturers thereof. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of his businet.s as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distilling" in his trad~ name, printed on his 
~tationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which he sells 
and ships his said products, and in various other ways, respondent 
represents to his customers and furnishes them with the means of 
representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate con
suming public, that the said cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages therein .contained were by him manu
factured through the process of distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, when as a matter of fact, respondent is not a distiller, does not 
distill the said spirituous beverages by him so bottled, labeled, sold, 

· and transported. Respondent does not own, operate, or control any 
place or places where alcoholic beverages are manufactured by process 
or original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort or wash, gins, rums, and other spirituous 
beverages sold by them, and who truthfully use the words "distillery," 
"distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling'' as a part of their corporate 
or trade names and on their stationery, advertising and on the labels 
of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. There are 
also among such competitors, corporations, firms, partnerships and 
individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blend
ing, and bottling cordials, brandies, liqueurs, rums, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits who 
do not use the words "Jistillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "dis
tillers" as a part of their corporate or trade names, or on their sta
tionery, advertising or on the labels attached to the bottles in which 
they sell and ship their said products. 

PAR. 5. The representation by respondent as set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, is calculated to and has a capacity and tendency to and 
does mislead and decei,·e dealers and the purchasing public into the 
belief that the cordials, brandies, liqueurs, gins, rums, and other spirit
uous beverages sold by the respondent are manufactured or distilled 
by him from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous process and is 
calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to and does induce 
dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such belief, to purchase 
the spirituous beYerages rectified and bottled by the respondent, 
thereby diverting trade to respondent from his competitors who do 
not by their corporate or trade name or in any other manner misrep-
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resent that they are manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, 
or wash of spirituous beverages, and thereby respondent does sub
stantial injury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The complaint herein was issued May 27, 1935, on the same 
day that the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the case 
of A. L.A. Schechter Poultry Corporation vs. U. S., 295 U. S. 495, was 
handed down, but before notice of it had been received by the Com
mission. Count 2 of the complaint charged violation of Section 3 
of Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act which was invali
dated by the aforesaid decision. For that reason the Commission 
has ordered the complaint dismissed as to count 2 thereof. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Nat. D. Gold
berg, trading as Sunset Distilling Company, are to the prejudice of 
the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair 
methods of competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define 
its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein, dated October 27, 1936, by respondent admitting all the mate
rial allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking 
of further evidence and all other internning procedure, and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclu
sion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the rt:>spondent, Nat D. Goldberg, trading as 
Sunset Distilling Company, his officers, representatives, and em
ployees, and his agents, corporate or individual, in connection with 
the offering for sale, sale and distribution of whiskies, gins, or other 
spirituous beverages, in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

Rt:>presenting, through the use of the word "Distilling" in his trade 
namE', on his stationery, advertising or on the labels attached to the 
bottles in which he sells and ships said products, or in any other 
way by word or words of like import, (a) that he is a distiller of 
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whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages; or (b) that. the said 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by him manufac
tured through the process of distillation; or (c) that he owns, oper
ates, or controls a place or places where such products are by him 
manufactured by a process of original and continuous distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and ves
sels until the manufacture thereof is completed, unless and until 
respondent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or 
places. 

It is further ordered, That the said complaint be and it is hereby 
dismissed as to count 2 thereof. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent within GO days from 
and after the date of the service upon him of this order, shall file 
with the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in 
detail the manner and form in which he is complying and has com
plied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

H. E. MARTINDALE, TRADING AS FEDERAL INSTITUTE 
OF MEATS & MARKETING 

CO:\IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THEJ ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2134. Complaint, Feb. 29, 1936-Decisi!Yit, Dec. 14, 1936 

Where an individual engaged in distributing and selling, from his place of busi
ness in a Michigan city, correspondence courses in butchering and meat 
packing, and in selling books, booklets, and pamphlets to those subscribing 
to and purchasing his said courses, in substantial competition with those 
similarly engaged and with those engaged in the business of teaching butch
ering and meat packing, etc., in ways other than through correspondence 
courses, in commerce among and between the various States and in the Dis
trict of Columbia, and including among such competitors many who dis
tribute and sell their courses without in any way misrepresenting the char
acter, quality, size, scope, or connection with the United States Government, 
of their respective businesses, demand for pupils who have successfully com
pleted their courses, or degree of proficiency that will be acquired by their 
pupils upon successful completion of the course-

(a) Featured in his various advertising literature, including advertisements 
printed and circulated throughout the various States to pupils and prospec· 
tive pupils, and extensively used questionnaires, circular letters, enrollment 
blanks, etc., his trade name, including words "Federal Institute," and made 
use of such words as "Chief of Examiners," "Board of Examiners," "Exam
iners," ".Assistant Examiners," and "Divisional Director," notwithstanding 
fact neither said individual nor the business conducted by him under afore
said name was in any way connected with, licensed, or approved by any 
branch or bureau of the United States Government; 

(b) Included along with his aforesaid trade name, words "Washington, D. C.," 
and followed his own name with term "Divisional Director," and made use 
of words ''Central States Office," and made such statements therein as "This 
survey • • • now being conducted in Wisconsin, is part of a nation
wide project, Wisconsin being the first state in the middle-west section (Cen
tral States Division) to be contacted," and "Due to the limited time allotted 
for the completion of this survey, we are resorting to the mails," etc., and 
depicted in certain portions of 'his advertising a large building, together 
with his aforesaid trade name, facts being the business thus conducted by 
him was not operated on a nation-wide or wide-spread basis covering many 
States, or conducted on a large and substantial basis, pupils and prospective 
pupils had been contacted only In a very few States, so-called "Central States 
Office" In said Michigan city was in reality the home and sole office of the 
business, which rented only a comparatively small office space In building 
depicted as aforesaid, and said individual or business did not, as represented, 
have Washington office; and 

(c) Represented, In his aforesaid advertising literature, that ''The field of 
operation in this Industry Is nation-wide," and that "among many oppor· 
tunitles indicated are those of: buyer-shlpper-lnspectlon," etc., and that, 
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as a result of the survey hereinbefore referred to, and use of the mails "to 
reach quickly a list of men from whom we will select a limited number 
for personal interviews," "We will be able to select this limited number 
of men who through the facilities of onr various departments will quicldy 
qualify for the branches of Rervice outlined herein," notwithstanding fact 
course in question was uot a complete one in butchering and meat pack
ing, and successful completion thereof did not, of itself, qualify the pupil 
taking same to fill various positions in the meat slaughtering and pncldng 
industry, in which there were not many openings, and in whlrh need and 
dE-mand for trained men was not grcatf'r than actual supply thereof, and 
In which there were skilled men with long experience in the industry 
waiting the return of normal conditions for reemployment therein; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of 
the purchasing public into the beliefs that aforesaid business, thus con
ducted, was a branch or bureau of the Government, or connected or af!Ul
ated in some way therewith, or Jirensed and approved by some branch or 
bureau thereof, and was operated and conducted on a nation-wide and 
large and substantial basis covering many States, and that there were 
many openings for various positions in said industry, with need for 
trained men in excE-ss of the actual supply, as above set forth, and that its 
course constituted a competent one, upon the completion of which the 
student would be qualified adequately to fill various positions therein, and 
with the result that a substantial number of the consuming public, as a 
direct result of such mistaken and erroneous beliefs, purchased his said 
courses, and trade was unfairly diverted to him from those similarly 
eugagecl in the distribution and sale of such or other corresvondence 
courses and who truthfully advertised the same; to the injury of compe· 
titlon In commerce among and between the various States and in the 
District of Columbia: 

llelcl, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John J. J(eenan, trial examiner. 
Mr. J. T. Welch for the Commission. 
Mr. Wentworth T. Durant, of Milwaukee, 'Vis., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1014, rntitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powrrs and dutirs, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Cowmission, having rrason to l1C'lieve that II. E. 1\Iar
tindalt:>, an inLlividual, trading as Federal Institute of Meats & Mar
keting, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and now is 
using unfair mrthotls of comp('tition in comnwrce a'l "commerce" is 
defined in said act, aJI\l it apJ)(':tring to the Commission that a pro
ceeding by it in re<;pect thereof woulLl be in the public interest, hereby 
issues its complaint stating it» charges in that rcspc>ct as follows: 

PAUAGR.\PII 1. Respondent, II. E. ::\lartin(lale, is an individual trad
ing us Fedrral Institute of Meats & Marketing with its principal office 
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and place of busir.ess located at 805% Sheridan Road, Menominee, in 
the State of Michigan. Respondent is now, and has Leen for some 
time past, engaged in the business of distributing and selling corre
spondence courses of instruction in the art of butchery and meat 
packing to persons hereinafter referred. to as pupils and in selling to 
such pupils seYerally, as incidental and accessory to the instructions 
in and to the learning, use, and practice of such science and art, cer
tain merchandise consisting of books, booklets, pamphlets, and other 
articles in commerce as herein set out. 

PAR. 2. Said respondent, being engaged in bnsine>'S as aforesaid, 
when a prospective pupil entprs into a contract with him, enrolls sn,id 
pupil, in consideration of the agreed charge or tuition paid or agreed 
to be paid by such pupil, umlertakes to sell and deliver to such pupil~ 
through the United States mails or otherwise, a complete course of 
written, mimeograpluid or printed information and instruction in the 
particular course or cours<>s of said instruction chosen by such pupil 
and causes said correspondence courses of instruction, when sold, to 
be transported from his office and principal place of business in the 
State of Michigan to purchasers thereof located at various points in 
other States of the UnitNl States and in tl1e District of Columbia, and 
there is now, and has been at all times mentimwcl herein, a constant 
current of trade in commerce in said correspomlence courses of 
instruction in the art of butchery and meat packing so distributed 
and sold by the respondent between and among the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his said business, respond
ent is now, and has been, in substantial competition with other indi
viduals and with firms and corporations likewise engaged in the 
business of distributing and selling correspondence courses of instruc
tion in various arts, including the art of butchery and meat packing, 
and also with persons, firms, and corporations engaged in the business 
of teaching or giving instruction in the art of butchery and meat 
packing and other arts in ways other than through correspondence 
courses, in commerce among and between the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 4. In the course of the operation of said business, and for the 
purpose of inducing individuals to purchase and pay for said cor
respondence course of instruction, respondent has cam:ed advertise
ments to Le inserted in newspapPrs of general circulation throughout 
the Unit('cl States, and has printed and circulated throughout the 
various States to pupils an<l prosprcti,·e pupils, through the United 
States mails and otherwise, circular letters, questionnaires, enroll
ment blanks, and other advertising literature. In all of said ques-
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tionnaires, circular letters, enrollment blanks, and advertising litera
ture, the respondent has caused his trade name to be prominently 
and conspicuously displayed with the following addresses and 
designations : 

Central States Division 
Federal Instltute--l\1eats-1\1arketlng 

Washington, D. C. 
II. E. 1\lartlndale, Divisional Director 

Central States Office 
Menominee, Michigan 

In other advertising literature, the respondent has made use of the 
following statements: 

This survey sponsored by the F. I. M. l\1. now being conducted in Wisconsin 
is part of a nation-wide project, Wisconsin being the first state In the middle
west section (Central States Division) to be contacted. 

Due to the limited time allotted for the completion of this survey, we are 
resorting to the malls In order to reach quickly a list of men from whom we wlll 
select a limited number for personal interviews. 

The field of opemt!on in this industry is nation-wide-among the many 
opportunities Indicated are those of: buyer-shlpper-lnspectlon-managlng
supervislng; also grading-slaughter-dressing of cattle-likewise sausage mak· 
ing, etc. As a result of this survey, we will be able to select this limited 
number of men who through the facilities of our various departments will 
quickly qualify for the branches of senice outlined herein. 

In all of said literature and enrollment blanks, hereinabove re
ferred to, the respondent also makes use of such terms as "Chief of 
Examiners," "Doard of Examiners," "Examiners," "Assistant Exam
iners," and "Divisional Director" to designate certain of his em
ployees or associates, those terms being generally used by various 
branches, divisions, and bureaus of the United States Government 
to designate certain classes of their respective employees. In certain 
portions of the advertising literature, hereinabove referred to, re
spondent displays a picturization of a large building under which 
there appears the designation: 

FEDEllAL INSTITUTE OF MEATS & MARKETING 

Menominee, Michigan 

All of said statements, together with many similar statements ap
pearing in respondent's advertising literature, purport to be descrip
tive of the business conducted by him under the trade name Federal 
Institute of Meats & Marketing. In all of his advertising litemture 
and through representations and statements made by the respondent 
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acting through agents and representatives, the respondent has repre
sented, and now represents, that (1) the business conducted by him 
under the trade name Federal Institute of Meats & Marketing is a 
branch or bureau of the United States Government, has some connec
tion or affiliation with some branch or bureau of the United States 
Government or is licensed and approved by some branch or bureau 
of the United States Government; (2) that the business operated 
under the trade name Federal Institute of Meats & Marketing is 
operated on a nation-wide basis, or is operated on a widespread 
basis covering many states and is conducted on a large and substan
tial basis; and (3) that there are many openings for various posi
tions in the meat slaughtering and packing industry and that the 
need and demand for men trained in the art of butchery and meat 
packing is much greater than the actual demand therefor and that 
the course of instruction sold by the respondent is a competent course 
upon the completion of which the pupil will be adequately qualified 
to fill various positions in the meat slaughtering and meat packing 
industry. 

PAR. 5. The representations made by the respondent as to any con
nection between the business conducted by him under the trade name 
Federal Institute of Meats & :Marketing and any branch or bureau 
of the United Stares Government are, in fact, untrue. Neither the 
respondent nor the business conducted, as aforesaid, is in any way 
connected with a bureau or branch of the United States Government 
and neither the respondent nor the business conducted under the 
name of Federal Institute of :Meats & Marketing maintains an office 
<If any kind in 'Vashington, D. C. 

The business operated by the respondent is not operated on a 
nation-wide basis or on a widespread basis covering many states and 
is not conducted on a large and substantial basis. In truth and 
in fact, pupils and prospective pupils have been contacted in only a 
very few states and the so-called "Central States Office" located at 
Menominee, Mich., is in reality the home and sole office of the busi
ness. 'fhe Federal Institute of Meats & Marketing does not operate 
or completely occupy the building depicted, as hereinabove indi
cated, but actually rents only a comparatively small office space in 
said building. In truth and in fact, there are not many openings 
for various positions in the meat slaughtering and packing indus
try and the need and demand for men trained in the art of butchery 
and meat packing is not greater than the actual demand therefor. In 
truth and in fact, the course of instruction offered by the respondent 
is :not a complete course in butchery and meat packing and a success
:ful completion of said course does not, of itself, qualify the pupil 
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taking said course to fill various positions in the meat slaughtering 
and packing industry. 

PAn. G. There are among the competitors of the respondent many 
who distribute and sell either correspondence courses or other courses 
in butchery and meat packing, or other correspondrnce courses of in
struction, who do not, in any way, misrepresent the character, qual
ity, size, scope, or connection with the United States Government, of 
their respective businesses and do not, in any way, misrepresent the 
demand for pupils who have successfully completed their respective 
courses of instruction or the degree of proficiency that will be ac
quired by the pupil upon a successful completion of the course. 

PAn. 7. Each a11<l all of the false and misleading statements and 
representations made by the respondent, as hereinabove set out, in 
his advertising, in newspapers, questionnaires, circular letters, enroll
ment blanks, and other advertising literature, in offering for sale and 
selling his courses of instruction was, and is, calculated to, and had,. 
and now has, a tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a sub
stantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief 
that all of said representations are true. Further, as a direct conse
quence of the mistaken and erroneou~ beliefs, induced by the acts,. 
adv:et~tisements, and misrepre~entations of respondent, as herein
above detailed, a substantial number of the consuming public has 
purchased a substantial volume of respondent's courses of instruc
tion with the result that trade has been unfairly diverted to the re
spondent from individuals, firms and corporations likewise engaged 
in the business of distributing and selling correspondence courses or 
other courses in the art of butchery and meat packing, or other cor
respondence courses, and who truthfully advertise their courses of 
instruction. As a result therof, substantial injury has been, and is 
now being done, by respondent to substantial competition in com
merce among and between the various States of the United States and 
in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 8. The above and foregoing acts, practices and repre~·enta
tions of the respondent have been, and are, all to the prejudice of the 
public and respondent's competitors as aforesaid, and have been, 
and are, unfair methods of competition within the meaning and in
tent of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define 
its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REronT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND Onom 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com-
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mission, to define its powers aml duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on February 29, 1936, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, H. E. Martin
dale, trading as Federal Institute of Meats & Marketing, charging 
him with the use of unfair methods of competition in violation of the 
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, testi
mony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said com
plaint were introduced by J. T. ·welch, attorney for the Commission, 
before John J. Keenan, an examiner of the Commission theretofore 
duly designated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the 
complaint by ·wentworth T. Durant, attorney for the respondent, and 
said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the 
office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came 
on for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and 
testimony and other evidence; and the Commission having duly con
sidered the same, and being now fully ad vised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, H. E. Martindale, is an individual, 
trading as Federal Institute of Meats & Marketing. His place of 
business was formerly located at 805lf2 Sheridan Road, Menominee, 
Mich. He is now located at G47 State Street, Marinette, in the State 
of Wisconsin. Respondent is engaged in the business of distributing 
and selling correspondence courses of instruction in the art of butch
ery and meat packing. As incidental and accessory to the instruc
tion in the art of butchery and meat packing, he also sells certain 
merchandise consisting of books, booklets, and pamphlets to those 
persons subscribing to and purchasing his correspondence courses of 
instruction. 

'Vlwn a prospf'ctive pupil enters into a contract with the respond
ent, he is enrollt:>d in considcration of the agree1l tuition charge which 
is paid or agreed to he paid by sai1l pupil. The respondent delivers 
to such pupil, through the UnitPd Statcs mail or otherwise, a course 
of written, minwogmphed, or printed instructions in the particular 
course or courses chosen by such pupil. Respondent causes such 
courses of instruction, wlwn sold, to be transported from his principal 
place of business in the State of l\Iichigan to purchasers thereof located 
at various points in other States of the United Statcs. The respond
ent has maintaincd, at all timcs for a period of more than one year last 
past, a constant cmTPnt of trade and comm(>rce in said correspondence 
courses of instruction in the art of butchery and meat packing, between 

14(Jj;;(Jon R!l \ ol. 24 l 6 
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and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his said business, respondent 
is now, and has been, in substantial competition with other individuals 
and with firms and corporations likewise engaged in the business of 
distributing and selling correspondence courses of instruction in vari
ous arts, including the art of butchery and meat packing, and also 
with persons, firms, and corporations engaged in the business of teach
ing or giving instruction in the art of butchery and meat packing 
and other arts in ways other than through correspondence courses, in 
commerce among and between the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. For the purpose of inducing individuals to purchase and 
pay for said correspondence courses of instruction, the respondent has 
made use of advertisements which had been printed and circulated 
throughout the various States of the United States to pupils and 
prospective pupils through the United States mail and otherwise .. 
The respondent has also made extensive use of questionnaires, circular 
letters, enrollment blanks, and advertising literature which has been 
circulated in the same way to prospective pupils. In all of his adver
tising literature, the respondent causes his trade name to be promi
nently aml conspicuously displayed with the following addresses and 
designations: 

Central States Division 

Federal Institute--l\feats-1\Iarket!ng 
Washington, D. C. 

II. E. 1\Iartindule, Divi,;ional Director 

Central StatPS Office 
1\Ienominee, 1\IIchlgan 

In other advertising literature, the respondent has made use of state
ments such as the following: 

This survPy Fponsored by the F. I. 1\I. l\I. now bdng conducted In Wisconsin 
Is part of a nation-wide projrct, Wisconsin bping the first state In the middle
west section (C('ntral States Division) to be contacted. 

Due to the limftE'd time allottrd tor the completion ot this surYey, we are re
sorting to the malls In order to reach quickly a li"lt of mE'n from whom we will 
select a limited number tor personal Interviews. 

The tlr•ld of operation In this industry Is nation-wide-among the many oppor
tunities indicated are those of: buyer-shipper-inspeetlon-mnnnging-super
vislng; also grading-sloughter-drE'ssing of cattle-likewise snnsn~:e making, 
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~tc. As a result of this survey, we will be able to select this limited number of 
men who through the facilities of our various departments will quickly qualify 
for the branches of service outlined herein. 

In all of said advertising literature, including questionnaires, cir
culars and enrollment blanks, the respondent makes extensive use of 
such terms as "Chief of Examiners," "Doard of Examiners," "Ex
aminers," "Assistant Examiners," and ''Divisional Director" to desig
nate certain of his employees or associates. In certain portions of his 
advertising literature, the respondent displays a picturization of a 
large building under which there appears the designation: 

FEDERAL INSTITUTE OF MEATS & :l\IARKETING 

l\Ienominee, Michigan 

In all of his advertising literature and through representations and 
statements made by the respondent acting through agents and repre
sentatives, the respondent has represented and now represents that 
{1) the business conducted by him under the trade name Federal 
Institute of .Meats and .Marketing is a branch or bureau of the United 
States Government, has some connection or affiliation with some 
branch or bureau of the United States Government or is licensed and 
approved by some branch or bureau of the United States Government; 
(2) the business operated under the trade name Federal Institute of 
Meats & Marketing is operated on a nation-wide basis, or is operated 
on a widespread basis covering many states and is conducted on a large 
and substantial basis; (3) there are many openings for various posi
tions in the meat slaughtering and packing industry and that the need 
and demand for men trained in the art of butchery and meat packing 
is much greater than the actual demand therefor; and ( 4) the course 
of instruction sold by the respondent is a competent course upon the 
completion of which the pupil will be adequately qualified to fill 
various positions in the meat slaughtering and meat packing industry. 

PAn. 4. The terms "Chief of Examiners," "Doard of Examiners," 
"Examiners," "Assistant Examiners," and "Divisional Director" are 
terms generally used by various branches, divisions, and bureaus of 
the United States Government to designate certain classes of their 
respective employees. The representations made by the respondent 
as to any connection between him or the business conducted by him 
under the trade name Federal Institute of Meats & Marketing and 
any brunch or bureau of the United States Government are, in fact, 
untrue. Neither the respondent nor the business conducted by him 
under said trade name is in any way connected with, affiliated with, 
licensed or approved by, any branch or bureau of the United States 
Government. The respondent, neither individually nor under the 
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trade name Federal Institute of l\Ieats & Marketing, conducts or 
maintains an office of any kind in the city of Washington, District 
of Columbia. The business operated by the respondent is not oper
ated on a nation-wide basis or on a widespread basis covering many 
States and is not conducted on a large and substantial basis. As a 
matter of fact, pupils and prospective pupils have been contacted 
only in a very few States. The so-called "Central States Office" 
located at Menominee, Mich., is in reality the home and sole office 
of the business. The Federal Institute of Meats & Marketing does. 
not completely occupy the building depicted in respondent's adver
tising matter but actually rents only a comparatively small office 
space in said building. The course of instruction sold by the re
spondent is not a complete course of butchery and meat packing and 
a successful completion of said course does not, of itself, qualify 
the pupil taking such course to fill various positions in the meat 
slaughtering and packing industry. There are not many openings. 
of various positions in the meat slaughtering and packing inrlustry 
and the need and demand for men trained in the art of bnt<-hery 
and meat packing is not greater than the actual supply therefor. 
There are skilled men with long experience in the industry who are 
waiting a return of normal conditions for reemployment in the meat 
packing industry. 

PAR. 5. There are among the competitors of the respondent many 
who distribute and sell either correspondence courses or other courses 
in butchery and meat packing, or other correspondence courses of in
struction, who do not, in any way, misrepresent the character, qualityt 
size, scope, or connection with the United States Government, of 
their respective businesses and do not, in any way, misrppresent. 
the demand for pupils who have successfully completed their respec
tive courses of iustmction or the dPgree of proficiency that will be 
acquired by the pupil upon a successful completion of the course. 

PAR. 6. Each an<l all of the f1tlse an<l misleading f'tfltements nnd 
representations made by the respondent in hi1> advertising literature 
in offering for sale an<l selling his conespomlence conrses of in
struction were, and are, calculated to, and ha!l, and now haw, 11. 

capacity an<l tendency to mislea<l a1Hl dPceive n snLstantial portion 
of the pnrcha~i11g public into the Lrliefs that the bnsinrss condnctl'd 
under the trade name of Federal Institute of Meats & Marketing 
is a branch or burl'au of the United States Government or has some 
connection or affiliation with some branch or bureau of the Unite<l 
States Government or is licem;pd and approw<l by some branch or 
Lureau of the United States Government; that the business is oper
ated on a nation-wide basis covering many States and is conducted 
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on a large and substantial basis; that there are many openings for 
various positions in the meat slaughtering and packing industry and 
that the need for men trained in the art of butchery and meat pack
ing is much greater than the actual supply therefor; and that the 
respondent's course of instruction constitutes a competent course upon 
the completion of which a student will be adequately qualified to 
fill various positions in the meat slaughtering and meat packing 
industry. As a direct consequence of these mistaken and erroneous 
beliefs, a substantial number of the consuming public has purchased 
respondent's courses of instruction with the result that trade has 
been unfairly diverted to the respondent from individuals, firms, and 
corporations likewise engaged in the business of distributing and 
selling correspondence courses or other courses in the art of butchery 
and meat packing, or other correspondence courses and who truth
fully advertise their respective courses of instruction. As a conse
quence thereof, injury has been done by respondent to competition 
in commerce among and between the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, H. E. 1\Iartin
dale, trading as Federal Institute of l\Ieats & Marketing, are to the 
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and consti
tute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the intent and 
meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 
2G, 1014, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mis~ion upon the complaint of the Commission, testimony and other 
f•vidence takcn before John J. Keenan, an examiner of the Commis
sion theretofore duly designatcd by it, in support of the allegations of 
said complaint awl the Commission having made its findings as to 
the facts and c~nclusion that said respondent has violated the provi
sions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1!>14, entitled, 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Conm1ission, to define its powers 
and duties and for other purposes." 

It i8 orllered That the respondent, II. E. Martindale, individually 
and trading at~d doing business as Federal Institute ?f Meats and 
Marketi1w or trading umler any other trade name, Ins representa
tives, age~~s, and employees, in connection with the offering for sale, 
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sale, and distribution of correspondence courses of instruction in inter
state commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease 
and desist from : 

1. Representing, through the use of the words "Chief of Examin
ers," "Doard of Examiners," "Examiners," "Assistant Examiner," 
"Divisional Director," and "Federal Institute," alone or in conjunc
tion with any other word or words, or through any other means, or 
in any other manner, that the respondent or the business conducted 
by him is a branch or bureau of the United States Government, or is 
in any way connected or affiliated with, or is licensed and approved 
by, any branch or bureau of the United States Government; 

2. Representing that the business operated by the respondent is 
operated on a nation-wide basis or is operated on a widespread basis 
covering many states, or is conducted on a large and substantial basis, 
when such is not the fact; 

3. Representing that there are many openings for various positions 
in the meat slaughtering and packing industry, or that the need and 
demand for men trained in the art of butchery and meat packing is 
much greater than th~ actual demand therefor; 

4. Representing that the respondent's course of instruction is a com
petent course, upon the completion of which the pupil will be ade
quately qualified to fill various positions in the meat slaughtering and 
packing industry; 

5. Representing that the respondent or the business conducted by 
him maintains offices in the city of Washington, District of Columbia; 

6. Using the term "Federal Institute" in the name under which 
respondent's business is conducted, or using any other word or expres
sion which implies or suggests any connection with any branch or 
bureau of the United States Government. 

It isfttrther ordered, That the respondent shall, within 30 days after 
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

A. KIMBALL COMPANY, ET AL. 

l'O!IIPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcet 2829. Complaint, Mar. 15, 1935-Decision, Dec. 15, 1986 

Where the corporate manufacturers of practically the entire supply of pin 
tickets in the United States, which they theretofore offered at prices 
determined by competition among them and, in many instances, at varying 
prices-

Met, discussed and compared, and came to an agreement and understanding 
to fix, and did fix, and thereafter charge and maintain uniform prices 
for their said products; 

With result that they were thereby caused to offer and sell such competitive 
products at uniform prices, and of substantially restricting price competi
tion among them and maintaining artificial price level : 

lleld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John L. Hornor and Mr. William 0. Reeves, trial 
e:lruniners. 

llfr. Robt. M. McMillen for the Commission. 
Mr. Abraham A. Silberberg, of New York City, for respondents. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," the Federal Trade Commission, having 
reason to believe that A. Kimball ())mpany, a corporation, The Rey
burn Manufacturing Company, a corporation, Waterbury Buckle 
Company, a corporation, American Tag Company, a corporation,. 
Dancyger Safety Pin Ticket Company, a corporation, Adam Sut
cliffe Company, a corporation, and Noesting Pin Ticket Company,. 
a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and 
are using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "com
merce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission 
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. A. Kimball Company is a corporation organized and 
existing under and by virtue of ~he laws of the State of New York, 
with its principal place of busmcss at 307 'Vest Broadway, New 
York City. 
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The Reyburn Manufacturing Company is a corporation organized 
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Penn
sylvania, with its principal place of business at Allegheny Avenue and 
Thirty Second Street in the city of Philadelphia in said State. 

"\Vaterbury lluclde Company is a corporation organized and exist
ing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Connecticut, with 
its principal place of business at "\Vaterbury in said State. 

American Tag Company is a corporation organized and existing 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois, with its 
principal place of business at 6151 South State Street in the city 
of Chicago in said State. 

Dancyger Safety Pin Ticket Company is a corporation organized 
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, 
'':ith its principr.l phce of business at 4707 Detroit Avenue in the 
city of Cleveland in said State. 

Adam Sutcliffe Company is a corporation organized and existing 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Rhode Island, with 
its principal place of business at Central Falls in said State. 

N oesting Pin Ticket Company is a corporation organized and 
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, 
with its principal place of business at 1\fount Vernon in said State. 

PAn. 2. All of the above named respondents are and for a number 
of years past have been engaged in the manufacture of pin tickets. 
These are small tickets for temporary attachment to clothing, fabrics, 
and like materials, by pin-like fasteners. Upon these tickets the 
dealer customarily endorses cost and selling price, stock number, and 
other information and identifying marks. Respondents sell this 
product to and through jobbers and direct to users located throughout 
the United States, and pursuant to such sales, and as a part thereof, 
shipment is regularly made to customers from the respective places 
of business of respondents through and into other States of the 
Union. These responllents represent practically the entire source 
of supply of pin tickets in the United Slates and their annual sales 
aggregate about $7.>0,000. Dut for the matters and things herein
after set out, said rcspomlents would be in active competition with 
one another for bn<iiness. 

r AR. 3. In or about the year 1931 l'PSponclents entert>d into an 
under~tanding, combination, and con"piracy among themselves for 
the purpose of restricting nnd restraining competition in the sale 
of their said product. Pursuant to such understanding, combination 
mlll conspiracy, respondents did and performed and E>till do and per· 
form the following acts and thing::.: 
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(a) Met and discussed and compared prices at which they were 
selling their said product and came to an understanding that they 
would quote uniform prices to the using public, and pursuant to 
such understanding and agreement did quote m1iform prices and did 
sell to the public at such prices. 

(~) Dy understanding and agreement :from time to time changed 
said prices but continued to make the same uniform throughout the 
industry. 

(c) Conferred and coop Prated with one another for the purpose 
and with the effect of ascertaining when and by whom prices so 
fixed were departed from, and used persuasive and other methods 
to compel offending manufacturers to resume the uniform schedule 
of prices. 

(d) Used other cooperative methods and means for making and 
keeping prices uniform a~d for preventing any price competition 
among themselYes. 

PAR. 4. The result of the formation of said understanding, combi
nation and conspiracy has been and is to restrict and restrain compe
tition among the manufacturers of pin tickets; to constrain all such 
manufacturers to sell at a price uniform with every other manufac
turer and to keep prices at an artificial level. 

PAR. 5. The acts and practices charged are to the prejudice of the 
public, and the formation of said understanding, combination and 
conspiracy anrl the things done thereunder, as herein charged, con
stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of the Act of Congress hereinabove entitled. 

REPoRT, FINDINGS AS TO THE F Aars, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions o£ an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to drfine its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' 
the Federal Trade Commission, on March 15, 1935, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents A. Kimball Com
pany, The Reyburn Manufacturing Company, 'Vaterbury Duckle 
Company, American Tag Company, Dancyger Safety Pin Ticket 
Company, Adam Sutcliffe Company, and Noesting Pin Ticket Com
pany, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition 
in commerce in violation o£ the provisions of said act. After the 
issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respondents' answers 
thereto, the attorney of re,cord for all said respondents tendered and 
enterecl into a stipulation as to the facts with the Chief Counsel for 
this Commission, subject to the approval of the Commission, by 
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which it is agreed that the statement of facts therein contained may 
be taken as the facts in this proceeding, and in lieu of testimony in 
support of the charges stated in the complaint, and in opposition 
thereto; and that the Commission may proceed on said statement of 
facts to make its report, stating its findings as to the facts (including 
inferences which it may draw from said stipulated facts) and its 
conclusion based thereon, and enter its order disposing of the pro
ceedings without presentation of argument or the filing of brief; 
which said stipulation has been by the Commission approved. There
after the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, and the said 
stipulation and statement of facts, and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FAGfS 

PARAGRAPH 1. All of the respondents above named are now, and were 
at all times hereinafter mentioned, corporations duly organized under 
the laws of the States of New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Illi
nois, Ohio, Rhode Island, and New York, respectively, and each of 
them is and has been engaged in the manufacture and sale of pin 
tickets. Pursuant to such sales and as a part thereof respondents 
have regularly made shipments of said products from their respective 
places of business through and into States of the United States other 
than the States of the points of origin of such shipments. The pin 
tickets manufactured and sold by each respondent have- been and 
are similar to and for the same or similar use and purpose as the pin 
tickets of all other respondents; they seek and have sought to sell 
the same to the same trade; and all dealers in and users of pin tickets 
in the various States are and have been customers or potential cus
tomers of each and all of the respondents. Respondents manufacture 
and have manufactured practically the entire supply of pin tickets 
in the United States. 

PAn. 2. Prior to the year 1031 these respondents had been offering 
for sale and selling competitive pin tickets at prices determined by 
competition among them, and these prices in many instances varied as 
among said respondents. In the years 1931, 1932, and into 1933 these 
respondents held a series of meetings from time to time at which 
they discussed and compared prices at which they ""ere offering for 
Eale and selling competitive pin tickets, and at and by ·means of said 
meetings and discussions came to an agreement or understanding to 
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fix the prices at which they would, and did thereafter, offer for sale 
and sell competitive pin tickets, which prices were uniform as among 
respondents. From time to time thereafter, pursuant to such under
standing, they uniformly changed said prices. 

PAR, 3. The result of said meetings and discussions and under
!>tandings, and the things done pursuant thereto, as above stated, has 
been to cause and to tend to cause respondents to offer for sale and 
sell competitive pin tickets at prices uniform among them, and to 
substantially restrict price competition among them, and to keep 
prices at an artificial level. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents are to the 
prejudice of the public and constitute unfair methods of competition 
jn commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of respond
~mts, and a stipulation and statement of facts in support of the allega
tions of the complaint and in opposition thereto, and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
proved September 26', 1014, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, A. Kimball Company, The Rey
burn Manufacturing Company, 'Vaterbury Buckle Company, Ameri
can Tag Company, Dancyger Safety Pin Ticket Company, Adam 
Sutcliffe Company and Noesting Pin Ticket Company, their officers, 
representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering 
for sale and sale and distribution of pin tickets in interstate com
merce, or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist: 

1. From entering into any agreement or understanding among 
themselves, or between any two or more of them, or between any one 
or more and others, to fix the prices at which they would offer for 
sale or sell pin tickets; 

2. From entering into any agreement or understanding among 
themselves. or between any two or more of them, or between any one 
or more n~d others, fixing the prices nt which they would offer for 
sale or sell pin tickets; 
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3. Frotn restricting or suppressing competition among themselves 
or any of them, or with others by any other similar concert of action; 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a 
report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which thl.)y have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

THE LEADER NOVELTY CANDY CO~IPANY, INC. 

<:'0;'11PLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF' SEC. 5 OF' AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 20, 1914 

Doclcet 2"189. Complaint, Apr, 28, 1936-Decision, Dec. 15, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged in sale and distribution of candy and candy 
products, and in manufacture, sale, and distribution of novelty toys to 
wholesale dealers, iucluding so-called "break and take," "draw" or "deal" 
assortments, sale of which type, In competition with the exclusively 
''straight" mci"Cltandise of m::my candy mauufactm·ers and distributors, has 
been followed by a marked decrease in latter, due to gambling or lottery 
feature connected with former, all(l which assortments consisted of (1) pack
age of individually wrapved penny pieces of uniform size and shape, color 
of a few of which differed from that of the majority, and (2) package 
of novelty toys such as water pistols and rubber return balls, ordinarily 
sold and billed by It separately to wholesaler and jobber vendees, but not 
separately at same price assigned each package for sale together, and 
usually identical in number, so that such respective packages might be 
displayed side by side as a single unit and sold under a plan by which 
chance purchaser of one of said penny pieces, concealed color of which 
differed from that of majority, additionally received, for his penny, one 
of aforesaid toys-

Sold to wholesalers or jobbers said "break and take," "draw," or "deal" assort
ments, so assembled and packed by it that they were and might be sold by 
retail dealers to purchasing public as single unit, as hereinbefore set forth, 
and as a lottery or gaming device, for resale to their numerous retailer 
purchasers thereof, by whom the respective packages, as packed by it and 
as a single unit, were displayed and candy involved sold and distributed to 
consuming public as hereinbefore set forth, and by lot or chance; contrary 
to public policy, and in competition with many who regard such methods of 
sale and distribution as morally bad and as encouraging gambling, and 
esppcfally among children, as Injurious to the candy Industry in resulting 
in the merchandising of u chance or lottery instead of candy, and as pro'l'id
ing retail merchants with the means of violating the laws of t11e several 
Stutes, and some of whom, for such reasons, refuse to SPII candy so packed 
and al'tsembled that it can be resold to public by lot or chance; 

With result that sales of "straight" goods of such unwilling and refusing com
petitors, who could compete on even terms only by furnishing the same 
or similar assortments, showed a continued decrease and they were put 
to a competitive disadvantage, and trade was diverted from them to it and 
others using similar methods: 

IIcld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. 11/ile.~ J. Furnas, trial examiner . 
.Vr. Henry 0. LmJ.: and .lfr. P. O.l(olinsl.:i for the Commission. 
AIr. Victor lV arren /II ilrh, of New York City, for respondent. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its· p()wers and duties, and fQr other purposes," the 
Federal Tntde Commission, having reason to believe tliat The Leader 
Novelty Candy Co., Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as 
respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of compet!tion in 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress, and it 
appearing to said Commission. that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its· complaint 
stating its charges ·in that respect as follows: . .. . , 
· PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, under the 
laws of the State of New York, with its princip~l office and place of 
btisiness located .at 23 Marcy A venue, in· the city of Brooklyn, State 
of New York.· It is now, and -for several years last past has been, 
engaged in the sale. and clistri_buti~n of candy to wholesale dealers, 
jobbers, and retail dealers, located .at .points in the various States of 
the :United ·states,· rtnd causes the said product, ·~vhen so :sol~l,, to be 
tra1'lsported from its principal place 'of business in the city of Brook
lyn, N e\'v 'York, to ·purchasel's thereof· in· other States of the Ui1itecl 
Stat<:i's ·'at: tl~ei1: resi)ec.tive places cif busi1i~ss; and there. is ·no~v, ·and 
l;las been for several y.ears last past, .a course of trade .and 'commerce 
by _s~icl~:respo1~dc~t .in stJCh cmJ~ly: between and among the f?tat~f3 of 
thee United States. In the course :and conduct of said . business, 
respondent is' ili competition with -other corporations and •with part
ner:si{ii>s a_nd' ·in~li,;iduals eilgaged' in the side ftnd '. distriqut:iori of 
candy''i'n ·~cn~llliel;c'e. between ami a.~ong the various':Sbt~s .of: the 

) •. ' , • • ' ., I • ' ' • 

Un_i~ed·_States. . .. . ·' 
PAR;· 2. In the c~urse and conduct ~f its said business, respondent 

has ·caused and· cai1ses the representation to be made to its ctistomers 
and 'pros'pe~tive customers by its sale:smen and agents, and has caused 
and causes said'representation to be set forth on its business station
ery, hiilhea~ls, invoices, catalogues, labels, and other trade literature, 
to the eff~ct that it controls and operates factories and is the manu
facturer- of· said candy ·in which it deals. A substantial portion of 
the pt'irchasing pu]Jlic, inchi.ding· r~tail dealers in candy, have_ ex-

. '. . ·t •'"' ' . ., ' 
pressed, and' have, a preference fo~· de\1-Iing direct. -..vith th.e. rn'anu-
facturer of products. qeing purshased, stich purchasers believing ~hat 
they secure closer- prices,_ superior quality, and ·other advantages that 
are not obtained when they purchase ·from a selling ·agency or 
middleman. . . 

P.A~ .. 3. ·The use by respoi1clent. of. said representation .that it' is a 
manufacturer of candy has the capacity and tendency to and does 
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mislead and deceive many ·o{ respondent's said customers and pros'" 
pective customers into the erroneous belief that respondent is a busi
ness concern which controls and operates a factory in. which aforesaid 
candy sold by respondent is manufactured, and_ that persons dealing 
with respondent are buying said candy directly from the mamifac-· 
tur.er thereof, thereby eliminating the profits of middlemen and ob
taining various advantages, including advantages in service, delivery, 
and adjustment of account that are· not obtained by persons purchas
ing goods from middlemen. The truth and fact is that respondent 
neither owns, controls, nor operates any factory whatsoever and does • · 
not manufacture said candy sold by it, but on the contrary only pur-
chases and repacks the candy which it sells. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent referred 
to in pai'agraph 1 hereof, many who manufacture the candy ·which 
they sell and who rightfully represent that they are the manufac
ttJrers thereof. ·There ai·e others of said competitors who purchase 
the candy. in which they deal· and resell the same at a profit to them
seh;es over and a_bove the cost. of said candy to said "competitors, and 
who in no wise represent that they manufacture said candy. The 
above alleged acts· and practices of respondent as set out in para~ 
graphs 2 and 3 hereof tend to and do divert business from and other
wise injm;e aiid-"pl;ejudice said competitors. 

PAn. 5. In the course and conduct of its business, as described J.n 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent sell~ aJid has sold to wholesale dealers, 
jobbers and retail dealers a package or assortment of candy so packed 
and assembled as to· i1~volve the use of a lott~ry scheme when sold ·and 
distributed to the consumers thereof, arid 'is as follows: · 

The said" assortment ·is composed of a number of pieces of candy 
of uniform. size; sllai)e, and qtmlity; together with a number of articles 
of merchandise', 'which articles of merchandise. are" to be given as 
prizes to purchasers of said piec~s of candy. of uniform size, shape, 
and quality, in the :following rnanner: Tlie majority of the said. 
pieces of candy of uniform size, shap~, and quality are of the saine 
color, but a small number of sa_id pieces of candy are of a different 
color. The said piec~s. of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality 
retail at· the price of one cent each, but the pi.lrchaser .. who procure's 
one of· tl\.e ·said. candief? of a different color than the majority is en
titled ·to "rec~ive, and is to be given fr~e ~f charge, one ot the said 
articles of rnerchandise her~tofore referred. 1 o .. ·said pieces of candy 
of uniforni size, shape- and q\mlity a1~e contained in individual wrap
pers, and the colcir 'thet;eof is effectively conceaied from. purchasers 
and prospectiverpurcha:sers until a selection "has been made and .the· 
wrapper removed. The aJoresaid purchasers who procure a piece of .. 
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candy colored differently from tile majority thus procure one of the 
said articles of merchandise wholly by lot or chance. 

PAR. 6. The jobbers and wholesale dealers to whom respondent 
<;ells its assortment resell said assortment to retail dealers, and said 
retail dealers, and the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct, 
expose said assortments for sale and sell said candy to the purchasing 
public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus 
supplies to and places in the hands of others the means of conducting 
lotteries in the sale of its product in accordance with the sales plan 
hereinabove set forth, as a means of inducing purchasers thereof to 
purchase respondent's said product in preference to candy o:fl'ered 
for sale and sold by its competitors. 

PAn. 7. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the man
ner above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance 
to procure articles of merchandise. 

The use by respondent of said method of the sale of candy, and the 
sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid of said 
method is a practice of the sort which the common law and criminal 
statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; and is con
trary to an cf::itablished public policy of the Government of the United 
States. The use by respondent of said method has the dangerous 
tendency unduly to hintler competition or create monopoly in this, to 
wit: that the use thereof has the tl'ndency and capacity to exclude 
from the branch of the candy trade involved in this proceeding com
petitors who do not adopt and use the same method or an equivalent 
or similar method involving the same or an equivalent or similar ele
mmt of chance or lottery scheme. 

'Vhercfore, many persons, firms, and corporations who make and 
sell candy in competition with the respondent, as above alleged, are 
unwilling to offer for sale or sell candy so packed and assembled as 
abo\'e allegerl, or othrrwisc nrrangc•d nn<l packed for sale to the pur
chasing puLlic so as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors 
refrain therefrom. 

P.m. 8. l\Iany cll'l1lers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are at
tracted by respondent's said method and manner of packing said 
candy, and l1y the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in 
the mannt'r above described, and are thereby induced to purchase 
said candy so packed and ~old by respon1lent, in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do 
not use the same or cquiva.lent methods. The u~e of said method by 
responclent has the tendency an1l capacity, Lerause of said game of 
chance, to divert to respondent trade and custom from its said com
petitors who do not use the same or an equivalent method; to exclude 
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from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to and who 
do not use the same or an equivalent method because the same is un
lawful; to lessen competition in said candy trade, and to tend to 
create a monopoly of said candy trade in respondent and such other 
distributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent method, and 
to deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free competition in 
said candy trade. The use of said method by the respondent has the 
tendency and ca.pacity to eliminate from said candy trade all actual 
competitors, and to exclude therefrom all potential competitors, and 
who do not adopt and use said method or an equivalent method. 

PAR. 9. Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chance 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any other 
method that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 10. The aforementioned methods, acts and practices of the 
respondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors as hereinabove alleged. Said methods, acts and practices 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the in
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on April 28, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, The Leader Nov
elty Candy Co., Inc., charging it with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the alle
gations of said complaint were introduced by Henry C. Lank, attor
ney for the Commission, before 1\Iiles J. Furnas, an examiner of the 
Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to the 
allegations of the complaint by Victor ,V. Milch, Esquire, attorney for 
the respondent. For the purpose of eliminating the taking of certain 
additional testimony, counsel for the Commission and counsel for the 
respondent stipulated (Tr. p. 12) concerning the substance of such 
testimony and agreeing that the Commission might consider such 
testimony as actually having been offered in this cuse. The said testi
mony and other evidence, including the stipulation of counsel, were 
duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter 

146750m-39-\'0I. 24-17 
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the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Com
mission on the said complaint and answer thereto, testimony and other 
evidence, including the stipulation of counsel, brief in support of the 
complaint, respondent having waived filing of any brief and not hav
ing requested oral argument; and the Commission, having duly con
sidered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, fiud.s 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public aud makes this its 
findings as w the facts and its conclusion d.rawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARACRAPII 1. Respond.ent, The Lead.er Novelty Candy Co., inc., is 
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of New Yorkt 
with its office and principal place o£ business located at 23 Marcy 
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. Respondent is now, and for several years 
last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of candy and 
candy products and in the manufacture, sale and distribution of 
novelty toys to wholesale candy dealers and jobbers located throughout 
the United States but the majority of whom are located in New York 
State, in Connecticut and in the New England States. It causes the 
said cand.y and. novelty toys when sold to be shipped and. transported 
from its principal place of business in New York State to the pur
chasers thereof in the other States of the United States. In so carry
ing on said business, respondent is and has been engaged in interstate 
commerce and is and has been in active competition with other cor
porations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in the manu
facture, sale, and distribution of candy and novelty toys between and 
among the various States of the United States. 

PAn. 2. Respondent designates its business ns "novelty candy busi
ness", and among the assortments which respondent assembles, sells 
and distributes is an :t!"sortment containing a number of small pieces 
of candy of uniform size and shape, each contained within wrappers, 
and n. number of other articles of merchandise. The small pieces of 
candy of uniform size and shape are each contained within wrappers 
and the majority thereof are of the same color but a small number of 
said pieces of candy are of a different color. The purchaser who pro
cures one of the small pieces of candy of a color different from the 
majority is entitled to receive, and is to be given free of charge, one of 
the other articles of merchandise. These articles of merchandise are 
novelty toys and among such toys are water pistols and rubber re
turn balls. The purchaser who procures one of the candies of the 
~lor of the majorit~ of the small pieces of candy receives only that 
pwce of candy for h1s money. The small pieces of candy of uniform 
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size and shape retail at the price of 1¢ each and the color of the said 
pieces of candy is effectively concealed from purchasers and prospec
tive purchasers until a selection or purchase has been made and the 
wrapper removed therefrom. The other articles of merchandise in 
said assortment are thus distributed to purchasers of the small pieces 
of candy of uniform size and shape wholly by lot or chance. 

PAn. 3. The candy contained in the above described assortment is 
contained in one package and the other articles of merchandise or 
novelty toys are contained in a separate package. The two packages. · 
are ordinarily sold and billed separately to the wholesale dealers and 
jobbers to whom respondent sells its merchandise, but the packages of 
each which respondent sells to its customers are generally identical in 
n~,Imber, and the said assortments are so packed and assembled that tha 
same may be displayed side by side as a single unit and sold in ac
cordance with the above described sales plan. The president of the 
respondent corporation was called as a witness and testified that the 
separate packages were sold and billed to wholesale dealers and job
bers at 40¢ each or 80¢ for the two packages; that the respondent did 
not and would not sell the package containing the other articles of 
merchandise at this price except in connection with the sale of the 
package containing the candy; that the other articles of merchandise 
actually cost him more than 40¢, but that by selling the two packages 
for 80i he was 11ble to realize a profit on the transaction. 

PAn. 4. The lottery or prize assortments described in paragraph 2. 
hereof are generally referred to in the candy trade as "break and· 
take," "draw," or "deal" assortments, and packages or assortments of 
candy without n.ny gamin~ device or lottery feature in connection 
with their rPsale to the public are generally referred to in the candy 
trade as "straight" goods. These terms will be used hereafter in 
these findings to describe these respective types of candy. 

J>An. 5. Numerous retail dealers purchase the pacl{ages of candy and 
toy novelties descriLed in paragraph 2 above from wholesale dealers 
or jobbers who in turn have purchased said packages from respond
ent, and such rl'tail dealers display one of each of said packages for 
sale to the public as packed by respondent and as a single unit, and 
the candy contained in said packages is sold and distributed to the 
consuming public in the manner described. 

PAn. G. All sales made by respondent are absolute sales, and re
spondent retains no control in any manner over the merchandise after 
it is delivered to the wholesale dealer or jobber. The assortments are 
assembled and pncked in such manner that they are sold, and may 
?e sold, by the retail dealers to the purchasing public as a single unit 
In the manner described. 
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PAR. 7. The sale and distribution of assortments of candy and toy 
novelties by retail dealers by the method described in paragraph 2 
above is a sale and distribution by lot or chance and constitutes a 
lottery or gaming device. 

PAR. 8. It was stipulated and agreed by counsel for the Commission 
and for respondent that various witnesses were available to the Com
mission and that if called would testify, and that the Commission 
might consider their testimony as having been offered to the effect that 
the sale of assortments similar to those sold and distributed by re
spondent injure the sale of "straight" candy assortments having no 
lottery or chance feature connected therewith; that the sale of such 
assortments is injurious to the candy trade generally and to the gen
eral public; that the resale of such assortments by retail dealers to 
the consuming public is violative of the statutes of the several States 
and is contrary to good morals; that such practices and methods are 
an unfair method of competition; and in accordance with said stipu
lation the Commission finds as a fact that many competitors regard 
such methods of sale and distribution as morally bad and as en
couraging gambling, especially among children; as injurious to the 
candy industry because it results in the merchandising of a chance or 
lottery instead of candy; and as providing retail merchants with the 
means of violating the laws of the several States. Because of these 
reasons some competitors of respondent refuse to sell candy so packed 
and assembled that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. 
These competitors are thereby put to a disadvantage in competing 
and trade is diverted to respondent and others using similar methods 
from said competitors. Said competitors can compete on even terms 
only by furnishing the same or similar assortments to retailers and 
this they are unwilling to do and their sales of "straight" goods show 
a continued decrease. 

PAR. 9. There are in the United States many manufacturers and 
distributors of candy who do not sell lottery or prize assortmE>nts of 
candy and who sell their "straight" merchandise in interstate com
merce in competition with the "break and take'' or "draw" or "deal'' 
assortments, and manufacturers of the "straight" type of candy have 
noted a marked decrease in the sales of their product whenever and 
wherever the lottery or prize candy has appeared in their market. 
This decrease in sales of "straight" candy is principally due to the 
gambling or lottery feature connected with the "break and take," 
"draw," or "deal'' assortments. 

PAn. 10. The exact annual volume of respondent's business was not 
shown but it consists principally in the sale of assortments similar 
to that described in paragraph 2 hereof. 
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PAR. 11. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribu
tion in interstate commerce of asso1tments as described in paragraph 
2 hereof are contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 12. The complaint in this case contains an allegation that the 
respondent represents that it is the manufacturer of the candy in 
which it deals; that this representation is false; and that it is an 
unfair method of competition, diverts trade from respondent's com
petitors, and is contrary to public interest. The evidence offered con
cerning this allegation of the complaint is meager and indefinite, and 
the Commission finds that the said allegation is not supported by the 
testimony. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, The Leader 
Novelty Candy Co., Inc., except as referred to in paragraph 12 above, 
are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duti~s, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the re
spondent thereto, testimony and other evidence and stipulation 
entered into before Miles J. Furnas, an examiner of the Commis
sion theretofore duly designated by it, in support of the allegations 
of said complaint, and in opposition thereto, brief filed herein by 
counsel for the Commission, respondent having waived filing of any 
brief and not having requested oral argument; and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap
proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered That the respondent, The Leader Novelty Candy Co., 
Inc. its officer~ representatives, agents, and employees, in the sale, 
offe;ing for sa 1'r, and distribution in interstate commerce of candy 
and candy products and of toy novelties, do cease and desist from: 

(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers 
for resale to retail dealers candy and other articles of merchandise so 
packed and assembled that sales of such candy and of other articles 
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of merchandise to the general public are to be made, or may be made, 
by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. 

(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers packages or assortments of candy and other articles of mer
chandise which are used, or which may be used, without alteration 
or rearrangement of the contents of such packages or assortments 
to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise in the sale or 
distribution of the candy and other articles of merchandise contained 
in said packages or assortments to the public. 

(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or in sep.arate 
packages for sale to the public at retail pieces of candy of uniform 
size and shape having centers of different colors and other articles 
of merchandise, which other articles of merchandise are to be given 
as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy of a particular 
color. 

It i8 further ordered, That the respondent, The Leader Novelty 
Candy Co., Inc., shall, within 30 days after the service upon. it of this 
order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in 
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this 
order. 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

HELENA RUBINSTEIN, INC. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. u OF AN ACT OF CO.:-IGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 2939. Complaint, Oct. 2, 1936-Dccision, Dec. 15, 1936 

Where a cot·poration engaged in the advertisement, sale, and distribution of 
a line of cosmetics, facial creams, and toilet preparations, including some 
fifteen Sf'parate products and, among others, "Youthifying Hand Cream," 
"Grecian Anti-Wrinkle Cream," "Golden Automatic Lipstick," "Youthful 
Ilerl>nl Mask," "Herbal Eye Tissue Oil," "Marienbad Slenderizing Bath 
Salts," "Eyelash Grower and Darkener," "Eye Lotion,'' "Hormone Scalp 
Food," "Hormone Beauty Mask," and "Hormone Twin Youthifier'' creams 
''No. 1" and ''No. 2," for day and night use respectively, in substantial 
competition with others engaged in distribution and sale of similar prepa
rations in commerce among various States and the District of Columbia-

Misrepresented, in advertising said line of cosmetics, creams, and preparations 
in newspapers and periodicals of general circulation throughout the various 
States, and in advertising literature aml folders printed and similarly cir
culated to customers and prospective customers, and through statements 
on the labels and containers thereof, the composition, properties and results 
of aforesaid various fifteen or sixteen preparations, and falsely repre
sented that they would, as the case m!g'bt be, serve as a food for or 
nourish the skin, muscles, or tissues, and prevent crows feet and wrinkles, 
and revitalize skin tissues, and contained living sparks of life which in
creased their therapeutic value, and that they would rebuild worn out 
cells and restore youth to dry, lined, wrinkled skin, and would dissolve 
fatty tissues and act as etTectlve fat reducers, and strengthen the eye 
nervrs: 

1Ield, Thnt such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. 11/orton Neitmith, for the Commission. 
Mr. llenry M. Flateau, of New York City, for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 1 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission having reason to believe that Helena Rubinstein, 
Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and is now using 

1 An extended enumeration In rar. 3 of the complaint, quoting respondent's representa
tions 1n advertising and on labels and containers, purporting to describe llfteen Items 
otrered and sold by It, which also appears in the llndJngs, Infra, at page 231, Is omitted 
from the complaint as publlsbe1. 
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unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined 
in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by 
it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its 
complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Helena Rubinstein, Inc., is a cor
poration, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of New York with its principal office and 
place of business located at 8 East 57th Street in the city of New 
York, State of New York. It is now and for more than one year 
last past has been engaged in advertising, selling, and distributing 
a line of cosmetics, facial creams, and toilet preparations hereinafter 
more particularly described. Respondent has caused and still causes 
said cosmetics, facial creams, and toilet preparations when sold, to be 
transported from its place of business in the State of New York to 
purchasers thereof, some located in the State of New York and others 
located in various States of the United States and the District of 
Columbia, and there is now, and has been for more than one year 
last past, a constant current of trade in commerce in cosmetics, facial 
creams, and toilet preparations sold by respondent between and 
among the various States of the United States and the District of 
Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent 
is now, and has been in substantial competition with other individualst 
firms, and corporations likewise engaged in the business of distrib
uting and selling similar cosmetics, facial creams, nnd toilet prepara
tions in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its said business in soliciting 
the sale of and selling said cosmetics, facial creams, and toilet prepara
tions, and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of said prepara
tions, respondent has caused and still causes advertisements to be 
inserted in newspapers and magazines of general circulation through
out the various States of the United States, and has printed and 
circulated advertising folders and literature to customers and pros
pective customers in the same manner. In all of its ad\'ertising 
literature, through statements and representations herein set out, and 
through statements and representations of similar import and effect 
displayed on the labels and containers of said preparations the re
spondent represents among other things the following: 2 

1 The QUOtPd mattE'r SE't forth at lrngth In the corn plaint at thl~ point, In whkh 
re8pondeut purpo1·ts to describe the properties, nature and etl't-ct of fiftren Items or 
cosmetics, facial creams and toilet preparations otl'er<'d and sold by It, IB a!do set forth 
In the fincllngs, Infra, at page 231, and tor tbRt reAson Is here omitted In the lnt<'rest liC 
brevity, 
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PAR. 4. The representations made by the respondent with respect to 
the properties, nature and effect of said cosmetics, facial creams, and 
toilet preparations, are grossly exaggerated, false, misleading, and 
untrue. In truth and in fact, said preparations do not possess prop
erties or contain ingredients that will feed or nourish the skin or lips, 
revitalize or restore youth to the skin, or prevent crows feet, wrinkles, 
or lines about the eyes. Said preparations do not contain hormones or 
living sparks of life which increase the therapeutic value of the prod
ucts. Respondent's "Marienbad Slenderizing Bath Salts" will not 
dissolve fatty tissues, nor are they effective weight reducers. Re
spondent's "Eye Lotion" will not relieve eye strain or strengthen eye 
nerves. Respondent's "Eyelash Grower and Darkener" will not grow 
or promote the growth of eyelashes in all cases, nor will respondent's 
"Hormone Scalp Food" improve the growth and texture of the hair 
in all cases. Respondent's "Youthful Herb Mask" does not contain 
the juices of 23 different herbs. 

PAR. 5. There are among the competitors of the respondent, many 
who distribute and sell similar cosmetics, facial creams, and toilet 
preparations in commerce, who do not misrepresent the properties, 
qualities, thera.peutic virtues, functions, uses or effects of their said 
competing products. 

PAR. 6. The representations of respondent as aforesaid, have had 
and have the capacity and tendency to confuse, mislead, and deceive 
a substantial portion of the purchasing public, into the erroneous 
belief that all of said representations are true, and that the results 
claimed by respondent will be obtained by the purchasers thereof from 
the use of said products in the treatment of various conditions named 
therein. Said representations of respondent have h~d and have the 
capacity and tendency to induce members of the public to purchase 
said preparations because of the erroneous beliefs engendered by said 
representations, and to unfairly divert trade to respondent from com
petitors engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of cosmetics, facial 
creams and toilet preparations similar to those sold by respondent, 
and substantial injury has been and is being done by respondent to 
subbtantial competition in commerce among and between the various 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 7. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are all 
to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and con
stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 
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REPORT, FINDINGs As TO THE FACTs, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to deG.ne its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on October 2, 1936, issued and on October 
ts, 1936, served its complaint upon the respondent, Helena Rubin
stein, Inc., a corporation, charged with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said Act. 

Thereafter the respondent through its attorney, Henry M. Flateau, 
executed a stipulation as to the facts in and by which stipulation, the 
respondent consented that the Commission may, without trial and 
without further evidence and without any intervening procedure, 
make, enter and issue and serve upon respondent its findings as to 
the facts and conclusion based thereon, and an order to cease and 
desist from the methods of competition alleged in the complaint as 
therein stipulated. The facts so stipulated embrace substantially all 
of the material allegations of the complaint. Thereafter the proceed
ing regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the 
complaint and the stipulation as to the facts; and the Commission 
having duly considered the same and being fully advised in the 
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public 
and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn 
therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGR.\I'II 1. The respondent, Helena Rubinstein, Inc., is a cor
poration organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and 
place of business located at 8 East 57th Street, in the city of New 
York, State of New York. It is now, and for more than one year 
last past, has been engaged in advertising, selling, and distributing 
a line of cosmetics, facial creams, and toilet preparations, hereinafter 
more particularly set out. The respondent has caused and still causes 
said cosmetics, facial creams, and toilet preparations, when sold, to 
be transported from its place of business in the State of New York, 
to purchasers thereof, some located in the State of New York, and 
others located in the various States of the United States and the 
District of Columbia, and there is now, and has been for more than 
one year last past, a constant current of trade in commerce in cos
metics, facial creams, and toilet preparations sold by respondent be
tween and among the various States of t.he United States and the 
District of Columbia. 
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PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent 
is now, and has been, in substantial competition with other individ
uals, firms, and corporations likewise engaged in the business of dis
tributing and selling similar cosmetics, facial creams, and toilet 
preparations in commerce between and among the various States of 
the United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the. course and conduct of its said business in soliciting 
the sale of and selling said cosmetics, facial creams and toilet prep
arations, and for the. purpose of inducing the purchase of said prep
arations, respondent has caused and still causes advertisements to be 
inserted in newspapers and magazines of general circulation through
out the various States of the United States, and has printed. and 
circulated advertising literature and folders to customers and pros
pective customers in the same manner. In all of its advertising 
literature, and through statements and representntions herein set out, 
and through statements and representations of similar· import and 
effect displayed on the labels and containers of said preparations 
the respondent represents among other things the following: 

(1) Youthifylng Hand Cream. 
Keeps bands lovely, overcomes roughness, redness and chapping, youthiflea 

age betraying hands. 
Restores youth to age betraying hands. 
Wonderful nourisher of dry lined or shriveled hands, restores youth to 

scrawny ageing hands. 
(2) Grecian Anti-Wrinkle Cream. 
A nourishing skin food ; corrects and prevents crows feet, lines and wrinkled 

lids, nourishes their dry skins. 
It contains nourishing Ingredients the tissues need. 
A rich nourishing cream that is unusually effective. 
(3) Golden Automatic Lipstick. 
Actively nourishes the lip tissues: contains biological ingredients: produces 

youthful moisture. 
( 4) Youthful Herbal Mask. 
Contains the juices of twenty-three different herbs which replenish the skin 

with the elements of youth aud loveliness: irons out lines and wrinkles. 
(5) Herbal Eye Tissue Oil. 
Its nourishing biological lngredi.ents smooth and soften the delicate eye area. 
Prevents and corrects crows feet, lines and under eye wrinkles. 
(6) r.Iarieubad Slenderizing Bath Salts. 
Marlenbad Slenderising Bath Salts dissolving the fatty particles in the body, 

their beneficial action dries out layer after layer of fatty tissue, until excess 
fat disappears: they stimulate the skin, Increase the metabolism and restore the 
normal weight of the body without the depressing effects of severe reducing 
methods. The pores are thoroughly cleansed and the skin becomes firm and 
silky smooth. 

This amazing new scientific discovery dissolves fatty tissue, reducing the 
weight by one to three pounds In one week: process Is as simple as It Is safe, 
swift. 
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(7) Novena Cerate. (a rich feeding night cream). 
A remarkable nourisher and rebuilder. 
Excellent for very tine dry sensitive skins. 
(8) Eyelash Grower and Darkener. 
(9) Herbal Cream. 
Ideal nutritive for dry, harsh, wrinkled a.nd sensitive skins. 
An absolutely unique tissue creation compounded of rare and nourishing 

herbs. 
It quickly restores satiny smoothness and exquisite texture to wrinkled 

weather beaten and prematurely aged skin. 
(10) Anti-Wrinkle Lotion. 
Youthi.fies dry, lined skin and tired eyes. 
Corrects and prevents fine lines and crows feet. 
( 11,) Eye Lotion. 
Cleanses, refreshes, relieves strain ; strengthens the eye nerves. 
(12) Herbal Muscle Oil. 
Contains the nourishing ingredients that the tissues need in a, form easlly 

assimilated by the skin cells; rounds out hollows under the eyes. 
Restores lined, stringy throats to youthful smoothness. 
(13) Hormone Scalp Food. 
Improves growth and texture of hair; smoothes irritated scalps. 
(14) Hormone Beauty Mask. 
Contains living hormones-those "sparks of llfe", the youth giving powers 

of hormones-those "sparks of llfe" are directly responsible for the marvelous 
effect Hormone Tissue Mask has on the skin. 

Absorbs lines and drabness; firms the contour, revitalizes the skin tissues. 
R<'sculptures, youthlfies and beautifies fatigued skin. 
(15) Hormone Twin Youthifler #1 Day Cream. 
Hormone Twin Youthlfier #2 Night Cream. 
The Hormone Twin Youthifiers, which contain the elements used by nature 

herself-hormones-are "sparks of llfe." The Hormone Twin Youthlfiers are 
two creams so compounded that the glandular substances which they contain 
are richly assimilated by the skin. They penetrate deeply, stimulating skin 
metabollsm, rebuilding worn out cells. Shrunken tissues are quickly rebuilt; 
relaxed muscles are tightened and the dull, weather beaten look of age vanishes. 
They restore youth to dry, lined, wrinkled skin. You wlll marvel at the 
instantaneous youthlfying action of these two creams-the day cream or 
awakening cream, and the night cream or feeding cream. They work together 
1n marvelous harmony, literally lifting the years from you, actually feeding 
the return of youth. 

PAR. 4. Respondent's Youthifying Hand Cream does not restore 
youth to scrawny, ageing hands. Respondent's Grecian Anti-Wrin
kle Cream is not a nourishing skin food; does not correct and prevent 
crows feet, lines and wrinkled lids, neither does it nourish dry skin 
nor contain nourishing ingredients the tissues need, nor is it a rich 
nourishing cream that is unusually effective. Respondent's Golden 
Automatic Lipstick does not actively nourish the lip tissues. Re
spondent's Youthful Herbal Mask does not contain the juices of 23 
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different herbs which replenish the skin with elements of youth and 
loveliness. Respondent's Herbal Eye Tissue Oil does not contain 
nourishing ingredients, nor does it prevent and correct crows feet, 
lines and under-eye wrinkles. The respondent's bath salts "Marien
bad Slenderizing Bath Salts," will not dissolve the fatty particles 
in the body, nor will their beneficial action dry out layer after layer 
of fatty tissues until excess fat disappears; nor will they stimulate the 
skin, increase the metabolism and restore the normal weight of the 
body without the depressing effects of severe reducing methods; nor 
will this amazing new scientific discovery dissolve fatty tissues, 
reduce the weight by one to three pounds in one week, and neither 
is its process as simple as it is safe, swift. Respondent's Novena 
Cerate is not a remarkable nourisher and rebuilder of skin. Respond
ent's Eyelash Grower and Darkener will not grow or promote the 
growth of eyelashes except in cases where the present eyelashes have 
living follicles. Respondent's Herbal Cream is not an ideal nutritive 
for the skin. Respondent's Anti--Wrinkle Lotion will not prevent 
fine lines and crows feet in the skin. Respondent's Eye Lotion will 
not strengthen eye nerves. Respondent's Herbal Muscle Oil does 
not contain nourishing ingredients that the tissues need in a form 
easily assimilated by the skin cells. The respondent's product, 
"Hormone Scalp Food" is not a scalp food, and will not improve 
growth and texture of the hair or smoothe irritated scalps. Respond. 
ent's Hormone Beauty Mask does not contain living "sparks of 
life,"-those "sparks of life'' are directly responsible for the marvel
ous effect Hormone Beauty Mask has on the skin nor will it absorb 
lines and drabness; firm the contour, or revitalize the skin tissues; and 
neither will it resculpture and youthify fatigued skin. Respondent's 
Hormone Twin Youthifier #1, Day Cream and Hormone Twin 
Youthifier #2, Night Cream do not contain "sparks of life," neither 
do they rebuild worn out cells; nor do they quickly rebuild shrunken 
tissues nor restore youth to dry, lined, or wrinkled skin. Neither 
will they literally lift the years from one, or actually feed the return 
of youth. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Helena Rubin
stein, Inc., a corporation are to the prejudice of the public and of 
respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to cre
ate a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 
complaint filed herein on the 2nd day of October, 1936, and a stipula
tion as to the facts ~n lieu of testimony heretofore entered into by 
and between the respondent and the Federal Trade Commission in 
which stipulation the respondent admits without further evidence 
and without intervening procedure the Commission may make, enter, 
issue and serve upon respondent its findings as to the facts and con
clusion and an order to cease and desist from the violations of law 
charged in the complaint, and the Commission having considered 
the complaint and the facts so stipulated and having made its find
ings as to the facts and conclusion that respondent has violated the 
provisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, en
titled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Helena Rubinstein, Inc., a cor
poration, its directors, officers, agents, and representatives and em
ployees, in connection with the distribution and sale of cosmetics, 
facial creams, and toilet preparations in interstate commerce cease 
and desist from : 

Advertising or representing directly or indirectly, in newspapers, 
magazines, radio broadcasts, circulars, display cards, on cartons or 
any other form of advertising literature or in any other way, that 
any of said cosmetics, facial creams and toilet preparations 

(1) will serve as a food for or nourish the human skin, muscles, or 
tissues; 

(2) will prevent crow's feet and wrinkles and revitalize the skin 
tissues; 

(3) will strengthen the eye nerves; 
( 4) contain living sparks of life which increase the therapeutic 

value of the products; 
( 5) will rebuild worn-out cells; 
( 6) will restore youth to dry, lined, wrinkled skin; 
{7) will dissolve fatty tissues or act as effective weight reducers; 
It i8further ordered, That the respondent, Helena Rubinstein, Inc., 

·a corporation, its directors, officers, agents, and representatives and 
.employees shall within 90 days from the date of service upon it of 
a copy of this order file with the Commission a report in writing 

:setting forth the manner and form in which it has complied with 
·.the order herein set forth. 
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IN THE MA'ITER OF 

ALBERT F. COOLEY, DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE 
NAMES AND STYLES OF RANGO TABLET COMPANY, 
A. F. RANGO, DADDY RANGO, ETC . 

.COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, .AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN AC'.r OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2641. Complaint, Nov. 29, 1935-Decision, Dec. 18, 1936 

Where an Individual, engaged in sale and distribution of various medicinal 
preparations, including four sold under name of ''Daddy Rango's," namely, 
his thus designated "Laxative Herb Tablets," ''Sunshine Kelp Tablets," 
"Asthma and Hay Fever Remedy," and "II and II Tablets"-

Represeuted, in advertisements of his said preparations in newspapers and 
periodicals circulated to the purchasing public in the various States, and 
In radio broadcasts to the general public, and through circulars and other 
advertising material distributed to such purchasing public, that said four 
preparations constituted cures, remedies, or competent and adequate treat
ments, as the case might be, for constipation, headaches, dizzy spells, 
neuritis, rheumatism, over-acid condition, etc., and for removing poisons 
from the system, or for goiter and run-down collditions, or for asthma and 
hay ferer, or !or neuritis, dizzy spells, headache, backache, rheumatism, and 
ulcers, and for the remove! of impurities from the body, and that said Kelp 
Tablets lilcewlse would promote growth and build sturdy bones and teeth 
in children, and supply· all the minerals necessary for the body and assure 
buoyant and vigorous health, and prevent goiter, and that they possessed 
and impartPd to those taking them the therapeutic, medicinal, and benetl· 
clal effects of natural sunshine, etc.: 

Facts being the formulae o! suid remedies or medicines were not such that 
they could be conslllered a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treat· 
meut for the conditions and ailments for which thus represented and 
ot't'ered, and they did not have the properties and would not produce the 
results daimed, and were not prover aud efficient remedies, treatments, or 
palliatives for the various maladies, diseases, and conditions for whkh 
they were thus represented by him, and had little or no therapeutic value i 

With eiiect of confusing, misleading, and deceiving members of the public 
into the erroneous belief that said products constituted cures, or satlsfac· 
tory and adequate remedies or treatments, for said various ailments, 
diseases, etc., as above set forth, and Into the purchase of the same on 
account of such erroneous beliefs, and of thereby diverting trade unfairly to 
him, and to those selling his products, from individuals and concerns 
engaged in the sale of other medicinal preparations, designed and intended 
or used and recommended for the treatment or relief of the same diseases, 
maladies, and conditions, without making sim!lar false and misleading 
rPpresentatlons as to the character of their respective products or the extent 
of the etl'ectlveness thereof when used: to the injury o! competition in 
commerce: 

Ileld, That such acts and practices were to the prpjudice of the public and 
competitors, and constituted unfair methods of competition. 
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Before Mr. TV. TV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. John lV. Hilldrop for the Commission. 

24F.T.C. 

Reatmes-Lake & Mul!vihill, of Los Angeles, Cali£., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Albert F. 
Cooley, doing business under the names and styles of Rango Tablet 
Company, A. F. Rango, Daddy Rango, Daddy Rango Tablet Com
pany, Rango Company, and Daddy Rango Company, has been and is 
using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is 
defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commission that a pro
ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the pubhc interest, hereby 
issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. That said respondent, Albert F. Cooley, doing busi
ness under the names and styles of Rango Tablet Company, A. F. 
Rango, Daddy Rango, Daddy Rango Tablet Company, Rango Com
pany, and Daddy Rango Company, is now and has been engaged for 
more than two years last past in the sale and distribution in interstate 
commerce of various medicinal preparations with his office and prin
cipal place of business in the city of Los Angeles, in the State of Cali~ 
fornia. Among the medicinal preparations, so sold and distributed by 
respondent, are the following: 

Daddy Rango's II and II Tablets, 
Daddy Rango's Laxative IIerb Tablets, 
Daddy Rango's Sunshine Kelp Tablets, 
Daddy Rango's .Asthma and Hay Fever Remedy • 

• 
Said respondent, in the course and conduct of his said business, 

causes the medicines sold by him, including those above named, to be 
transporteed in interstate commerce from his said place of business 
in California. to, into and through States of the United States other 
than California. to various and numerous persons in such other States 
to whom such medicines are or have been sold. 

PAn. 2. That, during the time above mentioned, other individuals, 
firms, and corporations in various States of the United States are and 
have been engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate com~ 
merce of preparations similar in kind to those of respondent as 
above named or of the same general therapeutic properties or adapted 
to and used for the purposes for which respondent's said preparations 
are recommended to be used in the advertising matter hereinafter 
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referred to, and such other individuals, firms, and corporations have 
caused and do now cause their said preparations, when sold by them, 
to be transported from various States of the United States to, into 
and through States other than the State of the origin of the shipment 
thereof. Said respondent has been, during the aforesaid time, in 
competition in interstate commerce in the sale of his said preparations 
with such other individuals, firms, and corporations. 

PAR. 3. That said respondent, in advertising his said preparations, 
causes advertisements to be inserted in newspapers and magazines cir
culated to the purchasing public in the various States of the United 
States and also causes broadcasts to be made by means of the radio 
to the general publio in the various States of the United States. He 
also advertises his said preparations by means of circulars and other 
advertising materials distributed to the purchasing public in various 
States of the United States by mail or otherwise. 

By one or more of the aforesaid means, respondent represents that 
said Daddy Rango's II and H Tablets are a cure, remedy, or com
petent and adequate treatment for an "over-acid condition" of the 
system, neuritis, stomach disorders generally, dizzy spells, headache, 
backache, rheumatism, stomach ulcers, gastric ulcers, duodenal ulcers, 
and for the removal of all impurities from the body. 

By one or more of the aforesaid means, respondent represents that 
said Daddy Rango's Laxative Herb Tablets are a cure, remedy, or 
competent and adequate treatment for constipation, headaches, dizzy 
spells, neuritis, rheumatism, "over-acid condition" of the system, back 
troubles, liver and, kidney troubles, and for removing poisons from 
the system. 

lly one or more of the aforesaid means, respondent represents that 
said Daddy Rango's Sunshine Kelp Tablets are a cure, remedy or 
competent and adequate treatment for goiter and for a run-clown 
condition. It is further represented that said preparation promotes 
growth and builds sturdy bones and teeth in children; that it will 
supply all the minerals to assure "buoyant, vigorous health"; that it 
supplies the need of the body for minerals; that it will produce health 
nncl happiness; that it will remedy a run-down condition; and that 
it will preveftt goiter. 

By one or more of the aforesaid means, respondent represents that 
said Daddy Rango's Asthma and Hay Fever Remedy is a cure, 
remedy or competent and adequate treatment for asthma and hay 
fever. 

PAR. 4. That, in truth and in fact, respondent's said medicines, 
l'CSpectively, do not constitute a cure, remedy, or competent and 
adequate treatment for the several and various diseases, ailments, 

1467Mm-39-vol. 24-18 
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and bodily conditions aforesaid for which they are recommended, 
respectively, by respondent in his advertising as aforesaid. Re-
6pondent's said representations are misleading in that they are either 
false and beyond tl1e therapeutic effects of the said medicines or they 
are grossly exaggerated and inaccurate or only true to a limited 
extent or under certain conditions. 

PAR. 5. That respondent, in effecting the sale of his preparations, as 
aforesaid, makes various false, inaccurate, and misleading representa
tions by one or more of the means aforesaid, among which are those 
that represent or imply that Daddy Rango's Laxative Herb Tablets 
are not habit forming regardless of how long they are used; that 
the "stomach is the most important organ of the body"; that "Im
purities must be removed" (from the system) "as fast as they ac
cumulate"; that "It is now known that the basic cause of almost every 
case of illness is an over-acid condition"; that "As long as these acids 
and poisons remain in the system there will be trouble with dizzy 
spells, headache, backache, rheumatism, neuritis, stomach ulcers, 
etc."; that "Sluggish action of the stomach causes it to become seri
ously aftlicted, weakening the entire body. Loss of vigor and vitality 
results. Illness is liable in other parts of the body"; that "The various 
named ulcers'' (in the stomach and small intestine) "all come under 
the common name 'stomach ulcers' "; that "A clean healthy stomach 
means you are generally well, full of vigor with an active body awl 
mind to successfully carry on your life plans in the business and 
social world"; that "The stomach is the seat of a large percentage 
of all ills"; that Daddy Ran go's Sunshine Kelp Tablets possess and 
impart to those taking them, the therapeutic, medicinal and bene
ficial pffects of natural sunshine; that said Kelp Tablets are "rich in 
organic minerals'' and bring to the "daily diet abundant supply of 
iodine, copper, iron ... "; that said tablets "are an ideal food supple
ment"; that "A lot of you no doubt need minerals in your body. If 
you had the same you probably would not be sick today"; that "If 
your body needs minerals", said Kelp tablets should be tried to supply 
the deficiency; and that "When any one has plenty of minerals there 
~hould be no worry over goiter." 

That, in truth and in fact, said representations ar~ inaccurate, 
deceptive and misleading and do not correctly and properly set forth 
the true facts in the particulars involved. 

PAR. 6. That the representations of respondent as aforesaid have 
had and <lo have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead and 
deceive members of the public in the particulars as aforesaid and to 
cause ancl induce them to buy and use respondent's said medicines 
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because of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above set forth, and to 
divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in the sale of 
medical preparations in interstate commerce of the same or similar 
kind as those sold by respondent or of those benefici11l in or adapted 
to and used for the treatment of the various diseases and bodily ail
ments and conditions for which respondent recommends his said 
medicines as aforesaid. There are, among the competitors of re
spondent, those who in no wise make the same or similar false and 
misleading representations as made by respondent and as herein set 
out. 

PAR. 7. The above acts and things done by respondent are all to 
the injury and prejudice of the public and the competitors of re
spondent in interstate commerce, within the intent and meaning of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a. Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPOHT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on November 29, 1935, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Albert F. Cooley, 
doing business under the names and styles of Rango Tablet Company, 
A. F. Rango, Daddy Rango, Daddy Rango Tablet Company, Rango 
Company, and Daddy Rango Company, charging him with the use of 
unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the pro
visions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the 
filing of responuent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence 
in support of the allegations of said complaint were introduced by 
John W. Ililldrop, attorney for the Commission, before ,V. ,V, Shep
pard, an examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly designated 
by it, and in defense of the allegations of the complaint by Leroy 
Ueames, attorney for the respondent; and said testimony and other 
evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commis
sion. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hear
ing before the Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, 
testimony and other evidence, brief of counsel for the Federal Trade 
Commission in support of the complaint; and the Commission having 
duly considered the same and now being fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom: 
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FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Albert F. Cooley, doing business 
under the names and styles of Rango Tablet Company, A. F. Rango, 
Daddy Rango, Daddy Rango Tablet Company, Rango Company, 
and Daddy Rango Company, is now, and has been for more than 
two years last past engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce 
as herein set out of various medicinal preparations. His office and 
principal place of business are located in the city of Los Angeles, in 
the State of California. Among the medicinal preparations, so 
sold and distributed by respondent, are the following: 

Daddy R'ango's II and !I Tablets; 
Daddy Ran go's Laxative Herb Tablets; 
Daddy Raugo's Sunshine Kelp Tablets; 
Daddy Rango's .Asthma and Ilay Fever Remedy. 

Said respondent in the course and conduct of his business, causes 
said medicines when sold by him to be transported in commerce from 
his said place of business in California to, into, and through States 
of the United States other than California to the various persons 
located in such other States to whom such medicines are or have been 
sold. 

PAR. 2. During the time above mentioned, other individuals, firms, 
and corporations located in various States of the United States have 
been engaged in the sale and distribution, in commerce among and 
between the various States of the United States of preparations simi
lar in kind to those of respondent above named or of the same gen
eral therapeutic properties or adapted to and used for the purposes 
for which respondent recommends his said preparations. Such other 
individuals, firms, and corporations have caused and do now cause 
their said preparations when sold by them to be transported from 
various States of the United States to, into, and through States other 
than the State of the origin of the shipment thereof to the pur
chasers thereof. Said respondent has been during the aforesaid time 
in competition in such commerce in the sale of his said preparations 
with such other individuals, firms, and corporations. 

PAR. 3. Respondent in advertising his said preparations, causes 
advertisements to be inserted in newspapers and magazines circulated 
to the purchasing public in the various States of the United States 
and also causes broadcasts to be made by means of the radio to the 
general public in the various States of the United States. He also 
advertises his said preparations by means of circulars and other ad
vertising material distributed to the purchasing public in the various 
States of the United States by mail or otherwise. 
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By one or more of the aforesaid means, respondent represents that 
said Daddy Rango's H and H Tablets are a cure, remedy, or com
petent and adequate treatment for an "over-acid condition" of the sys
tem, neuritis, stomach disorders generally, dizzy spells, headache, 
ba.ckache, rheumatism, stomach ulcers, gastric ulcers, duodenal ulcers, 
and for the removal of all impurities from the body. 

By one or more of the aforesaid means, respondent represents that 
said Daddy Rango's Laxative Herb Tablets are a cure, remedy or 
competent and adequate treatment for constipation, headaches, dizzy 
spells, neuritis, rheumatism, "over-acid condition" of the system, back 
troubles, liver and kidney troubles, and for removing poisons from 
the system. 

By one or more of the aforesaid means, respondent represents that 
said Daddy Rango's Sunshine Kelp Tablets are a cure, remedy, or 
competent and adequate treatment for goiter and for a run-down 
condition. It is further represented that said preparation promotes 
growth and builds sturdy bones and teeth in children; that it will 
supply all the minerals to assure "buoyant, vigorous health"; that it 
supplies the need of the body for minerals; that it will produce health 
and happiness; that it will remedy a run-down condition; and that 
it will prevent goiter .. 

By one or more of the aforesaid means, respondent represents that 
said Daddy Rango's Asthma and Hay Fever Remedy is a cure, rem
edy, or competent and adequate treatment for asthma and hay fever. 

PAR· 4. The formula of respondent's remedy or medicine known 
and designated as "H and H Tablets" is as follows: 

Magnesium Oxide--------------------------Grams ________ 0. 648 
Sodium Dlcarbonate ________________________ " -------- 0.648 

Calcium Carbonate------------------------- " -------- 0.324 
Dlsmuth Subcarbonate---------------------· " -------- 0.324 
Corn Starch------------------------------- " -------- 0.2805 
Pancreatin--------------------------------· " -------- O.OG5 
Tertrazlne--------------------------------- " -------- 0.001 on reppermlnt_ ____________________________ cc ----------- 0. 006 

The formula for said product, as above set out, is not such that the 
product can be considered a cure, remedy or competent and adequate 
treatment for an over-acid condition of the system, neuritis, stomach 
disorders, dizzy spells, headache, backache, rheumatism, stomach 
ulcers, gastric ulcers, duodenal ulcers and for the removal of all 
impurities from the human body. 

The formula of respondent's remedy or medicine known and desig
nated as "Kelp Tablets" is as follows: 

J(elP--------------------------------------Grams ________ 0.324 
AcaciA------------------------------- " ------- 0.0259 
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The formula for said product as above set out, is not such that the 
product can be considered a cure, remedy or competent and adequate 
treatment for goiter or run-down condition of the human body. The 
use of this preparation does not promote growth or build sturdy bones 
and teeth in children. Its use will not supply all the minerals neces~ 
sary to assure buoyant and vigorous health. It does not supply the 
need of the body for minerals and its use will not produce health and 
happiness. It will not remedy a run-down condition and its use will 
not prevent goiter. 

The formula of respondent's remedy or.medicine known and desig~ 
nated as "Herb Tablets" is as follows: 

Sugar-------------------------------------------Grams __ 0.13 
Corn Starch------------------------------------- " __ 0.0974 
Aloin-------------------------------··------------ " __ 0. OJ24 
Extract Licorice _________________________ -------- '' __ 0. 0324 

Cascarin------------~--------------------------- " __ 0.0102 
Podophyllin---------~---------------------------- " __ 0. 012 
Oleoresin Ginger ________________________ -------- " __ 0.004 

The formula for said product, as above set out is not such that the 
product can be considered a cure, remedy or competent and adequate 
treatment for constipation, headaches, dizzy spells, neuritis, rheuma~ 
tism, over-acid condition of the system, back troubles, liver and kidney 
troubles, and for the removal of poisons from the system. 

The respondent's remedy or medicine known and designated as 
"Daddy Rango's Asthma and Hay Fever Remedy" is not composed 
of such ingredients as to make it n. satisfactory remedy or competent 
and adequate treatment for asthma and hay fever. 

None of the respondent's medicines or remedies, herein referred to, 
are prop£>r and efficient remedies, treatments or palliatives for the 
various maladies, diseases ami conditions of the human body repre
sented by the respondent to be cured, remedied, or benefited by th~ 
use of said products. The r£>m£>dies and medicines herein described 
have little or no therapeutic value. 

P .AR. 5. The representations made by the respondent with respect to 
the nature and effectiven('.SS in use of the various remedies and medi
cines, herein referred to, have had, and do now have, the capacity 
und tendency to, and do, confuse, mislead, and deceive members of 
the public into the erroneous belief that said prouucts are cures or 
satisfactory a11d auequate remedies or treatments for the various ills, 
uiseases, maladies, and conditions of the human body as set out. herein, 
and into the purchase of respondent's said medicines on account of 
said erroneous beliefs. As a result, trade has been unfairly diverted 
to the respondent and to those selling his products from corporations, 
firms and individuals engaged in the sale of other medicinal prepara-
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tions designed and intended or used and recommended for the treat
ment or relief of the same diseases, maladies and conditions for which 
the respondent recommends his products, and who do not make simi
Jar false and misleading representations as to the character of their 
respective products or the extent of the effectiveness of said products 
when used. Injury has therefore been done by respondent to com
petition in commerce among aml between the various States of the 
United States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Albert F. 
Cooley, doing business under the names and styles of Rango Tablet 
Company, A. F. Rango, Daddy Rango, Daddy Uango Tablet Com
pany, Rango Company, and Daddy Rango Company, are to the 
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors and consti
tute unfair metho<ls of competition in commerce, within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 
2G, 1D14, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEA~E AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by tho Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and evidence taken before "\V. ,V, Sheppard, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, 
in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, brief of counsel for Federal Trade Commission filed herein, 
and the Commission having made its findings us to the facts and its 
conclusion that said respond"'nt has violated the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1014, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Albert F. Cooley, doing busi
ness under the names and styles of Rango Tablet Company, A. F. 
Rango, Daddy Rango, DadJy Rango Tablet Company, Rango Com
pany, and Daddy Rango Company, or under any other name, style or 
designation; his representatives, agents, and employees in connec
tion with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in interstate 
commerce or in the District of Columbia, of the products known as 
Daddy Rango's "II and II Tablets," Daddy !tango's "Laxative Herb 
Tablets," Daddy Rango's ''Sunshine Kelp Tablets," or Daddy Rango's 
"Asthma, Hay Fever Remedy," or any products of substantially the 
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same composition and ingredients, sold under the above-mentioned 
names or under any other names, do forthwith cease and desist from 
representing directly or indirectly through handbills, circular letters, 
labels, radio broadcasts, or through any other method of advertising, 
means, or device : 

(a) That Daddy Rango's Laxative Herb Tablets or any other 
products of substantially the same composition and ingredients are 
a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for constipa
tion, headaches, dizzy spells, neuritis, rheumatism, over-acid condi
tion of the system, back troubles, liver and kidney troubles, and for 
removing poison from the system; or that said tablets are not habit 
forming no matter how long taken; 

(b) That Daddy Rango's Sunshine Kelp Tablets or any other 
products of substantially the same composition and ingredients are a 
cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for goiter and for 
a run-down condition; that they promote growth and build sturdy 
bones and teeth in children; that they will supply all the minerals 
necessary to the human body, and assure buoyant and vigorous 
health; that they produce health and happiness; that they will pre
vent goiter; that said tablets possess and impart to those taking them 
the therapeutic, medicinal, and beneficial effects of natural sunshine; 
that said tablets are rich in organic minerals and bring to the daily 
diet an abundant supply of iodine, copper, and iron, and that said 
tablets are an ideal food supplement; 

(c) That Daddy Ran go's Asthma and Hay Fever Remedy or 
any other product of substantially the same composition and ingre
dients is a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for 
asthma and hay fever; 

{d) That Daddy Rango's II and II Tablets or any other products 
of substantially the same composition and ingredients are a cure, 
remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for over-acid condition 
of the system, neuritis, dizzy spells, headache, backache, rheuma
tism, stomach ulcers, gastric ulcers, duodenal ulcers, and for the 
removal of impurities from the body; 

(e) That any of said products have such therapeutic value to con
stitute a proper, competent, and adequate treatment or remedy for 
the diseases, ailments, maladies, and conditions of the human body 
named herein. 

It is fu1'ther ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which he has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

CHARLES ELISCO, TRADING AS MAYWOOD CANDY 
COMPANY 

CO~IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THI!l ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2970. Complaint, Nov. 6, 1936-Decision, Dec. 18, 1936 

Where an Individual, engaged in packing and assembling candy Into assort
ments, including those which were so packed and assembled as to Involve 
the use of a lottery scheme when sold and distributed to the consumers 
thereof, and which were composed of a number of small penny packages 
of candy, within the majority of which there were concealed articles of 
merchandise or prizes of equal value and amounting to a small fractional 
part of a cent, and within a few of which there were similarly concealed a 
one cent coin, thus distributed to purchasers wholly by lot or chance-

Sold to wholesalers and to retailers, for display and resale to purchasing public 
In accordance with aforesaid sales plan, said assortments, and thereby 
supplled to and placed In the hands of others the means of conducting lot
teries 1n the sale of his said products in accordance with such plan, and 
contrary to public policy long recognized by the common law and criminal 
statutes, and to the established public policy of the United States Govern
ment, and in competition with many who, unwilling to offer or sell candy 
so packed and assembled, or otherwise arranged and packed, to the pur
chasing public as to Involve a game of chance or sale of a chance to win 
something by chance, or any other method contrary to public policy, re
frained therefrom; 

With result that many dealers 1n and ultimate purchasers of candy were at
tracted by salt! method and manner of packing said products and by ele
ment of chance Involved in sale thereof as aforesaid, and thereby Induced 
to purchase such candy thus packed and sold by him in preference to that 
otTered and sold by competitors who do not use the same or equivalent 
methods, and with tendency and capacity to Induce such preferential pur· 
chase and to divert to him trade and custom from his said competitors who 
do not use such methods, exclude from satd trade all competitors who are 
unwilling to and do not use such or an equivalent practice because unlawful, 
lessen competition therein and tend to create a monopoly thereof In him 
and such other distributors as use such or an equivalent practice, deprive 
purchasing public of benefit of free competition in trade involved, and elimi
nate from said trade all actual, and exclude all potential, competitors who 
do not use such or equivalent methods. 

Held, That such nets and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr.llenry 0. Lank and Mr. P. 0. [{olinski, for the Commission. 
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ColiiPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its p6wers and duties, and. for other purposes," the 
Fed.eral Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Charles 
Elisco, individually, and trading as l\Iaywood Cand.y Company, here
inafter referred to as respondent, has been and is using unfair 
methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said 
act of Congress, and. it appearing to said Commission that a pro
ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby 
issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PAnAGnArii 1. Respondent, Charles Elisco, is an individual doing 
business und.er the trade name Maywood. Cand.y Company, with his 
principal office and place of business located at 415 Lake Street, May
wood., Ill. Respondent is now and for six months' last past has been 
(•ngaged in the business of packing and. assembling candy into assort
ments and selling and distributing such assortments of candy to 
wholesale and retail dealers located at points in various States of the 
United States, and. causes and has caused his said products when so 
sold, to be transported from his principal place of business in the 
city of l\Iaywood, State of Illinois, to purchasers thereof in the State 
of Illinois and in other States of the United States, at their respec
tive places of business; and there is now and. has been for six months 
last past, a course of trade and. commerce by said respondent in su<'h 
<'and.y between and. among the States of the United States. In the 
course and. conduct of said. business r£'spondent is in competition with 
other individuals and with partnerships and corporations engaged in 
the sale and distribution of candy in commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States. 

PAn. 2. In the course and. conduct of his business as described in 
p~ragraph 1 hereof, respondent sells and has sold. to wholesale and 
retail dealers assortments of candy so packed and assembled as to 
involve the use of a lottery scheme when sold and distributed to 
the consumers thereof. 

Said assortments, sold and distributed. by respondent, are composed 
of a number of small packages of candy which said packages retail 
at the price of one cent each. Each of said small packages of cand.y 
contains, in addition to the candy, an article of merchandise or a 
one cent coin. The majority of these articles of merchandise or 
prizes contained. within the said packages have a value of 11 small 
fractional part of one cent, but 11 small number of the said packages 
contain a one cent coin. The articles of merchandise or prizes or 
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the one cent coin are concealed from the consuming public within 
the small packages of candy until after a selection has been made 
nnd the particular package selected broken open. The articles of 
merchandise, although having value of only a fractional part of a 
cent, are, nevertheless, of unequal value and are of a much lesser 
value than the one cent coins. The articles of merchandise or prizeg 
of unequal value and the one cent coins are thus distributed to pur
chasers of the small packages of candy wholly by lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers to whom respondent sells his assort
ments resell said assortments to retail dealers, and said retail dealers 
and the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct expose said 
assortments for sale and sell said candy to the purchasing public in 
accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus supplies 
to and places in the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries 
in the sale of his products, in accordance with the sales plan here
inabove set forth and said sales plan has the capacity and tendency 
of inducing purchasers thereof to purchase· respondent's said products 
in preference to candy offered for sale and sold by his competitors. 

PAR, 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the 
manner above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a 
chance to procure an article of merchandise of greater value or 
a one cent coin. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and 
the sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid 
of said method, is a practice of the sort which the common law 
and criminal statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; 
and is contrary to an established public policy of the Government 
of the United States. The use by respondent of said method has 
the dangerous tendency unduly to hinder competition or create 
monopoly in this, to wit: that the use thereof has the tendency 
and capacity to exclude from the branch of the candy trade involved 
in this proceeding competitors who do not adopt and use the same 
method or an equivalent or similar method involving the same or 
an equivalent or similar element of chance or lottery scheme. 

l\Iany persons, firms, and corporations who make and sell candy in. 
competition with the respondent, as above alleged, are unwilling 
to offer for sale or sell candy so packed and n.ssembled as above 
alleged, or otherwise arranged and packe(l for sale to the purchasing 
public so n.s to involve a game of chance and such competitors 
refrain therefrom. 

PAR. 5. l\Iany dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are 
attracted by respondent's said methotl and manner of packing said 
candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof 
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in the manner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase 
said candy so packed and sold by respondent, in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do 
not use the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by 
respondent has the tendency and capacity, because of said game of 
chance, to divert to respondent trade and custom from said com
petitors who do not use the same or an equivalent method; to ex
clude from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling t<> 
and who do not use the same or an equivalent method because the 
same is unlawful; to lessen competition in said candy trade, and to· 
tend to create a monopoly of said candy trade in respondent and 
such other distributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent 
method, and to deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free 
competition in said candy trade. The use of said method by the 
respondent has the tendency and capacity to eliminate :from said 
candy trade all actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom all 
potential competitors, who do not adopt and use said method or an 
equivalent method. 

P .AR. 6 . .Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of 
chance or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any 
other method that is contrary to public policy. 

r AR. 7. The aforementioned method, acts and practices of the re
spondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, as hereinabove alleged. Said method, acts, and prac
tices constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, fo define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE F .AOI'S, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of n.n Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a. Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on November 6, 1936, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Charles Elisco, 
individually, and trading as 1\faywood Candy Company, charging 
him with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in 
violation of the provisions of said act. On November 23, 1936, re
spondent filed his answer dated November 20, 1936, in which answer 
he admitted all the material allegations of the complaint to be true 
and stated that he waived hearing on the charges set forth in the 
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said complaint and consented that, without further evidence or other 
intervening procedure, the Commission might issue and serve upon 
him findings as to the facts and conclusion and an order to cease· and 
desist from the violations of law charged in the complaint. There
after the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on the said complaint and answer thereto, and the Com
mission, having duly' considered the same and being now fully ad
vised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of 
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its con
dusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Charles Elisco, is an individual doing 
business under the trade name 1\Iaywood Candy Company, with his 
principal office and place of business located at 415 Lake Street, 
1\faywood, Ill. Respondent is now and for six months last past has 
been engaged in the business of packing and assembling candy into 
assortments and selling and distributing such assortments of candy 
to wholesale and retail dealers located at points in various States of the 
United States, and causes and has caused his said products, when so 
sold, to be transported from his principal place of business in the 
city of 1\faywood, State of Illinois, to purchasers thereof in the State 
of Illinois and in other States of the United States, at their respec
tive places of business; and there is now and has been for six months 
last past a course of trade and commerce by said respondent in such 
candy between and among the States of the United States. In the 
course and conduct of said business respondent is in competition 
with other individuals and with partnerships and corporations en
gaged in the sale and distribution of candy in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent sells and has sold to wholesale and 
retail dealers assortments of candy so packed and assembled as to 
involve the use of a lottery scheme when sold and distributed to the 
consumers thereof. 

Said assortments sold and distributed by respondent are composed 
of a number of small packages of candy which said packages retail 
at the price of one cent each. Each of said small packages of candy 
contains, in addition to the candy, an article of merchandise or a 
one cent coin. The majority of these articles of merchandise or prizes 
contained within the said packages have a value of a small fractional 
part of one cent, but a small number of the said packages contain a 
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one cent coin. The articles of merchandise or prizes or the one cent 
coin are concealed from the consuming public within the small pack
ages of candy until after a selection has been made and the particular 
package selected broken open. The articles of merchandise, although 
having value of only a fractional part of a cent, are nevertheless of 
unequal value and are of a much lesser value than the one cent coins. 
The articles of merchandise or prizes of unequal value and the one 
cent coins are thus distributed to purchasers of the small packages 
of candy wholly by lot or chance. 

PAn. 3. The wholesale dealers to whom respondent sells his assort
ments resell said assortments to retail dealers, and said retail dealers 
and the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct expose said 
assortments for sale and sell said candy to the purchasin~ public in 
accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus supplies 
to and places in the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries 
in the sale of his products in accordance with the sales plan herein
above set forth, and said sales plan has the capacity and tendency 
of inducing purchasers thereof to purchase respondent's said products 
in preference to candy offered for sale and sold by his competitors. 

PAn. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the 
manner above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a 
chance to procure an article of merchandise of greater value or a one 
cent coin. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and the 
sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aiu of said 
method, is a practice of the sort which the common law and criminal 
statut~>s haw• long deemed contrary to public policy; and is contro.ry 
to an established public policy of the Government of the United 
States. The use by respondent of said method has the dangerous 
tendency unduly to hinder competition or create monopoly in this, 
to wit: that the use thereof has the tendency and capacity to exclude 
from the branch of the candy trade involved in this proce('ding 
competitors who do not adopt and use the same method or an 
equivalent or similar method involdng the same or an ('quivalNtt 
or similar clement of chance or lottery scheme. 

1\Iany person~, firms and corporations who make and sell candy in 
comp('tition with the respondent as abm·e alleged are unwilling to 
offer for sale or sell can<ly so packed and a.<>sembled as above alleged~ 
or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing public 
so as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors refrain 
therefrom. 

PAR. 5. ~1 any uealers in anu ultimate purchasers of candy are 
attracted by responuent's said method and manner of packing said 
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candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in 
the manner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase said 
c~ndy so packed and sold by respondent in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do 
not use the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by 
respondent has the tendency and capacity, because of said game of 
chance, to divert to respondent trade and custom from said competi
tors who do not use the same or an equivalent method; to exclude 
from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to and who 
do not use the same or an equivalent method because the same is 
unlawful; to lessen competition in said candy trade and to tend to 
create a monopoly of said candy trade in respondent and such other 
distributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent method; and 
to deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free competition in 
said candy trade. The use of said method by the respondent has the 
tendency and capacity to eliminate from said candy trade all actual 
competitors and to exclude therefrom all potential competitors who 
do not adopt and use said method or an equivalent method. 

PAn. 6 . .Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of game 
of chance or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any 
other method that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 7. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribu
tion in interstate commerce of assortments of candy as described in 
paragraph 2 hereof are contrary to public policy. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforl'said acts and practices of the respondent, Charles Elisco, 
individually, and trading as Maywood Candy Company, are to the 
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors and consti
tute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and 
meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 
1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of re
spondent, in which answer respondent admits all the material alle
gations of the complaint to be true and states that he waives hearing 
on the charges set forth in said complaint and consents that, without 
further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission may 
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issue and serve upon him findings as to the facts and conclusion and 
an order to cease and desist from the violations of law charged in the 
complaint, and the Commission having made its findings as to the 
facts and conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Charles Elisco, individually, and 
trading as Maywood Candy Company, his agents, representatives, and 
employees, in the sale, offering for sale, and distribution in interstate 
commerce of candy, do cease and desist from: 

(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for 
resale to retail dealers, and to retail dealers direct, candy so packed 
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are to 
be made, or may be made, by means of a lottery, gaming device, or 
gift enterprise. 

(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers and retail dealers packages or assortments of candy which 
are used, or which may be used, without alteration or rearrangement 
of the contents of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, 
gaming device, or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the 
candy contained in said assortments to the public. 

(3) Packing or assembling in the same assortment of candy for 
sale to the public at retail small packages of candy of uniform ap
pearance, a few of which small packages of candy have concealed 
within them a one cent coin in addition to the candy contained in said 
small packages. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent, Charles Elisco, indi
vidually, and trading as Maywood Candy Company, shall, within 
30 days aiter service upon him of this order, file with the Commis
sion a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form 
in which he has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

SOL BLOCK AND SIDNEY DLUMENTHAL, TRADING AS 
RITTENHOUSE CANDY COMPANY 

CO~IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TIIITI ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 20, 1914 

Doclcct 2071. Complaint, May 15, 1936'-Decision, Dec. 19, 1936 

\Vhere two partners engaged in manufacture and sale of "straight" goods 
candy nnd of so-called "brenk and take," "draw," or "deal" assortments, 
one of the princiiml trade demands for which comes from the small re
tailers with stores, in many instances, near schools Jlnd patronized by the 
school children, and sale and distribution of which, or of candy carrying 
with sale thereof to public opportunity of obtaining a prize or becoming 
a winner by lot or chance, teaches and encourages gambling among chil
dren, largest class by far of purchasers and consumers of such type ot 
candy, who buy same in preference to so-called "straight" candy when 
displayed side by side by reason of lottery or gambling feature connected 
with former, and selling of which in the market of the other, i. e., the 
"strnlgllt" goods sold exclusively by many manufacturers, has been fol
lowed by a marked decrease in sales of such "straight" candy, due to 
gambling or lottery feature connected with so-called "brenk and take," 
"draw," or "deal'' merchandise--

Sold, to wholesalers and jobbers, assortments which were so packed and as
sembled as to involYe use of a lottery scheme wl1en sold and distributed 
to the consumers thereof and the consuming pulJllc in grocery stores, candy 
stores, drug stores, stores in Yiclnity of schools selling candy, and in prac
tically all retail outlets where such product is sold, and which consisted 
of a number of penny pieces of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality, 
together with a smull uuml!cr of larger picct>s of cnmly, a small number 
of one-<·<·nt coins lusertPu In an aluminum "lucky plt>ee," and a punch 
lJoard, for sule and distrllJutlon to purcha~rrs urulPr a plan by whkh pt•uny 
purduu;rrs srcurrd one of salu small uniform plecrs only, or, adultlonnlly, 
one of the largrr pieces, or 'a one-crnt coin In tlle "lucky piece," in nccord
am·e with the pnrtlcular number punched und procureu by chance, ns set 
forth on lJoard's explanatory lrgpnd; so assembled and packed that such 
assortnwllts wrre anu might be sold by rPtnllers to purchasing public, and 
with knowlt-uge and Intent that such ass01tments might be thus sold, ns 
herelnlJ('fore J:o;et forth, without alterations, audition, or renrrangenwnt, to 
public by lot or t·hance by aforrsnld retail u<'nlers, in ,·iolatlon of publlc 
policy and in compt'tltlon with many who r<'gard such methods of snle 
and distrilJution as morally bad and as encouraging gnmbllng and es
peciltlly among children, as Injurious to the Industry through re!mltlng 
In the merchnndlslug of a chance or lottery Instead of candy, and as pro
,·ltling retail merchants with the nwans of violating the laws of the several 

1 Dnte IR thnt o! amendl'd and suppl!'mrntal complaint. Original findings and order In 
this mattl'r on Aprll 3, 193~ (18 F. 1.', C. 339), were vacated by order reopening, etc., on 
May l:'i, 1936. ~ee 22 1''. T. C. IJll. 

1407;;6m-39-vol. 2~--19 
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Stutes, and some of whom, for such reasons, refuse to sell candy so packed 
and assembled that it can be resold to public by lot or chance: 

With result that certain retailers, finding such candy more salable, purchased 
their products and those of others employing the same methods of sale, 
some competitors began sale and distribution of candy for resale to public 
by lot or chance, for which, thus sold, there is demand, "straight" goods 
sales of such refusing competitors, who can compete on even terms only 
by giving same or similar devices to retailers, showed a continued decrease 
In their unwillingne8s to do so, public and competitors were prejudiced 
and injured and trade was diverted to them from their said competitors, 
and there was a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of f-air 
and legitimate competition in the industry concerned: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public an(l 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of rompetltion. 

Before Mr. llfile8 J. Fu1'nf18, trial examiner. 
Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. P. 0. Kolimki for the Commission. 

AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL Cm.IPLAINT 

Whereas, the Federal Trade Commission did heretofore, to wit on 
October 24, 1932, issue its complaint herein charging aml alleging 
that respondents herein are and have been guilty of unfair methods 
of competition in interstate commerce within the meaning and intent 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act to create a Fed
eral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes," approved September 2G, 1914, and 

Whereas, this Commission having reason to believe that respondents 
herein have been and are using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, other than and in addi
tion to those in relation to which the Commission issued its complaint 
as aforesaid, and it appearing to said Commission that a further pro
ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest: 

Now, therefore, acting in the public interest, pursuant to the pro
visions of tho act of September 2G, 1D14, aforesaid, the Federal Trade 
Commission charges that Sol Dloclc & Sidney Blumenthal, individu
a11y and as copartners trading under the name and style of Rittenhouse 
Candy Company, have been and now are using unfair methods of 
competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and 
states its charges in that respect as follows: 

PAnAGRAru 1. The respondents are copartners trading under the 
name and style of Rittenhouse Candy Company, with their principal 
office and place of business located at 'Vorth and Herbert Streets, in 
the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania. Respondents are 
engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of candy and in 
the sale and distribution of candy specialties and punch board devices 
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for use in the sale of their candy products. Respondents sell their 
products to wholesale dealers ana jobbers and to retail dealers located 
dt points in the various States of the United States, and cause said 
products when so sold to be transported from their said principal place 
of business in the city of Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, 
to purchasers thereof in other States of the United States at their re
spective places of business; and there is now, and has been for several 
years last past, a course of trade and commerce by said respondents 
in such candy between and among the States of the United States. In 
the course and conduct of their said business, respondents are in com
petition with other individuals, partnerships, and corporations en
gaged in the manufacture of candy and in the sale and distribution 
thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as described 
in paragraph 1 hereof, respondents sell and have sold to wholesale 
and retail dealers, various packages or asso1tments of candy, so 
packed and assembled as to involve the use of a lottery scheme when 
sold and distributed to the consumers thereof. 

One of said assortments is composed of a-number of pieces of candy 
of uniform size, shape, and quality, a smaller number of larger pieces 
of candy, some penny coins, and an article of merchandise, together 
with a device commonly called a punchboard. The candy and article 
of merchandise contained in said assortment are distributed to pur
chasers of punches from said punch board in the following manner: 
Punches from said board are 1¢ each, and when a punch is made a 
number is disclosed. There are as many separate numbers as there 
are punches on said board. The board bears statements or legends 
informing the prospective purchaser as to which numbers entitle 
him to receive a small piece of candy, and which numbers entitle him 
to receive a penny and a larger piece of candy. All purchasers of 
punches from said board receiYe a piece of candy, but certain punches, 
namely those disclosing a number specified in the legend, entitle 
the purchaser to a penny and a larger piece of candy. The purchaser 
of the last punch on the board receives a small piece of candy and 
the article of merchandise. The numbers on said punchboard are 
effecth·ely concealed from purchasers or prospective purchasers until 
a punch has been made and the particular number separated from the 
punchboard. The additional article of merchandise, penny coins 
and Jargcr pieces of candy contained in saicl assortment are thus 
distributed to purchasers of punches from said punchboards wholly 
by lot or chance. 
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PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers and jobbers, to whom respondents 
sell their assortment, resell said assortment to retail dealers, and said 
retail dealers, and the retail dealers to whom respondents sell direct, 
expose said assortment for sale and sell said candy to the purchasing 
public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondents 
thus supply to and place in the hands of others the means of conduct
ing lotteries in the sale of their product in accordance with the sales 
plan hereinabove set forth, and with the capacity and tendency of 
inducing purchasers thereof to purchase respondents' said product 
in preference to candy offered for sale and sold by their competitors. 

PAR. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the 
manner above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a 
chance to procure penny coins, larger pieces of candy, or an article of 
merchandise. 

The use by respondents of said method in the sale of candy, and 
the sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid of 
said method, is a practice of the sort which the common law and crim
inal statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; and is con
trary to an established public policy of the Government of the United 
States. The use by respondents of said method has the dangerous 
tendency unduly to hinder competition or create monopoly in this, 
to wit: that the use thereof has the tendency anu capacity to exclude 
from the branch of the candy trade involved in this proceeding 
competitors who do not adopt and use the same method or an equiva
lent or similar method involving the same or an equivalent or similar 
element of chanco or lottery scheme. 

l\Iany persons, firms and corporations who make and sell candy in 
compdition with the responuents, as above allrged, are unwilling to 
offer for sale or sell candy so packeu and assembleu as above alkgeu, 
or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing pub
lic so as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors refrain 
therefrom. 

PAn. 5. l\Iany uealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are at
tracted by respondents' saiu methou and manner of packing said 
candy, anu by the element of chance involn'u in the sale thereof in 
the manner above describeu, and are thereby induceu to purchase 
said canuy so packed and sold by respondents, in preference to camly 
o1fered for sale and sold by saiu competitors of responuents who do 
rwt use the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by 
respondents has the tendency and capacity, because of said game of 
chance, to dil'ert to respondents trade and custom from their said 
competitors who do not use the same or an Pquivalent method; to 
exclud~ from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to 
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and who do not use the same or an equivalent method because the 
same is unlawful; to lessen competition in said candy trade, and to 
tend to create a monopoly of said candy trade in respondents and 
such other distributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent 
method, and to deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free 
competition in said candy trade. The use of said method by the 
respondents has the tendency and capacity to eliminate from said 
candy trade all actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom all poten
tial competitors, who do not adopt and use said method or an equiva-
lent method. · 

PAn. G. Many of said competitors of respondents are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chance 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any other 
method that is contrary to public policy. 

PAn. 7. The aforementioned method, acts, and practices of the 
respondents are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' 
competitors, as hereinabove alleged. Saitl method, acts and practices 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REronT, FINDINGS AS TO TIIE FACTS, AND OnoEn 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, :1pproved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on OctoLer 24, 1932, issued and served a com
plaint upon the respondents, Sol Dlock and Sidney Blumenthal, 
individually and as copartners trading under the name and style of 
Rittenhouse Candy Company, charging that the respondents had 
Leen and were using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"commE.'rre" is defined in said net of Congress. Thereafter on May 
15, 1036, the Commission issued and servrd its amended and supple
mental complaint on the respondents, charging them with the use 
of unfair methods of competition in commerce other than and in 
addition to those in relation to which the Commission issued its com
plaint on Odober 2-!, 1032, as aforesaid. No answer was filed by 
respondents; newrtheless hearings were had and testimony and other 
evidence in support of the said complaint WE.'re introduced by Henry 
C. Lank and P. C. Kolinski, attornrys for the Commission, before 
Milrs J. Furnas, an examiner of the Commission thPretofore duly 
designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly 
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recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. No testimony or 
other evidence was introduced or offered by respondents. 

Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said amended and supplemental com
plaint, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of 
said complaint, the respondents having offered no testimony or other 
evidence in opposition thereto; and the Commission, having duly 
considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion dra~n therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents are individuals trading as a partner
ship under the firm name and style of Rittenhouse Candy Company, 
having their principal office and place of business at Worth and 
Herbert Streets in the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania. 
They are now, and for several years last past have been, engaged in 
the manufacture of candies and in the sale and distribution thereof 
to wholesale dealers and jobbers located at points in the various 
States of the United States, and cause their said products, when so 
sold, to be transported from their prindpal place of business in the 
State of Pennsylvania to purchasers thereof in other States of tho 
United States at their respective places of business, and there is now 
and has been for several years last past a course of trade and com
merce by said respondents in such candy between and among the 
States of the United States. In the course and conduct of such busi
ness, respondents are in competition with other partnerships and 
with corporations and individuals engaged in the manufacture of 
candy and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as described 
in paragraph 1 hereof, respondents sell and have sold to wholesale 
dealers and jobbers various packages or assortments of candy so 
packed and assembled as to involve the use of a lottery scheme when 
sold and distributed to the consumers thereof. 

One of said assortments is composed of a number of pieces of candy 
of uniform size, shape, and quality, a small number of larger pieces 
of candy, and a small number of one cent coins inserted in an alumi
num "lucky piece," together with a device commonly called a punch
board. The candy and the one cent coins inserted in the lucky pieces 
are distributed to purchasers of punches from said punchboard in 
the following manner: Punches from said board are 1¢ each, and 
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when a punch is made a number is disclosed. There are as many 
separate numbers as there are punches on said board. The punch
board bears statements or legends informing customers and prospec
tive customers as to which numbers entitle them to receive a small 
piece of candy, which numbers entitle them to receive a small piece 
of candy and one of the larger pieces of candy, and which numbers 
entitle them to receive the one cent coin in the lucky piece and a small 
piece of candy. All purchasers of punches from said board receive 
-one of the small pieces of candy, but certain punches, namely, those 
disclosing a number specified in the legends, entitle the purchaser to 
a larger piece of candy or a one cent coin inserted in the lucky piece 
in addition to the small piece of candy. The numbers on said punch
board are effectively concealed from purchasers and prospective pur
chasers until a punch or selection has been maue and the particular 
number separated from the board. The larger pieces of candy and 
the one cent coins inserted in the lucky piece are thus distributed to 
purchasers of punches from said punchboard wholly by lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The lottery or prize assortment, as described in paragraph 
2 hereof, is generally referred to in the candy industry as "break 
and take," "draw," or "deal" assortment,· and packages or assort
ments of candy without any gaming device or lottery feature in con
nection with their resale to the public are generally referred to in the 
candy industry as "straight'' goods. These terms will be used here
after in these findings to describe these respective types of candy. 

PAR. 4. Numerous retail dealers purchase the assortment described 
in paragraph 2 above from wholesale dealers or jobbers who in turn 
have purchased said assortment from respondents, and such retail 
dealers display said packages or assortments for sale to the public 
as packed by the respondents, and the candy contained in said assort
ments is sold and distributed to the consuming public in the manner 
.described. 

PAR. 5. All sales made by respondents are absolute sales and re
Bpondcnts retain no control in any manner over the goods, after they 
are delivered to the wholesale dealer or jobber. The assortments are 
assembled and packed in such manner that they are sold, and may 
be sold, by retail dealers to the purchasing public in the manner 
described. 

The respondents have knowledge that said assortments will be 
resold to the purchasing public by retail dealers by lot or chance, 
and they pack and assemble such candy in the way and manner de
scribed so that, without alteration, addition or rearrangement, it 
may Le resold to the public by lot or chance by said retail dealers. 
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PAR. 6. The sale and distribution of candy by retail dealers by 
the method described in paragraph 2 hereof is a sale and distribu
tion of candy by lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming 
device. 

Respondents' candy js sold to the consuming public in grocery 
stores, candy stores, drug stores, stores in the vicinity of schools 
selling candy, and in practically all retail outlets where candy is 
sold. 

Competitors of respondents appeared as witnesses in this proceed
ing and testified, and the Commission finds as a fact, that many 
competitors regard such methods of sale and distribution as morally 
bad and as encouraging gambling, especially among children; as 
injurious to the candy industry because it results in the merchan
dising of a chance or lottery instead of candy; and as providing 
retail merchants with the means of violating the laws of the several 
States. Because of these reasons some competitors of respondents 
refuse to sell candy so packed and assembled that it can be resold 
to the public by lot or chance. These competitors are thereby put 
to a disadvantage in competing. Certain retailers who find that. 
they can dispose of more candy by the "break and take" or "draw" 
methods buy respondents' products and the products of otU1ers 
employing the same methods of sale, and ther~by trade is diverted 
to respondents and others using similar methods from said com
petitors. Said competitors can compete on even terms only by 
giving the same or similar devices to retailers. This they are un
willing to do and their sales of "straight" goods show a eontinued 
decrease. 

Tll('re is a demand for candy which is sold by lot or chance, and 
in order to mf'et the competition of manufacturers who sell nnd dis
tribute candy which is sold by such methods some competitors of 
respondents have begun the sale and distribution of candy for re
sale to the public by lot or chance. The use of such methods by 
respondents in the sale and distribution of their candy is prejudi
cial and injurious to the public and to respondents' competitors and 
ha9 resulted in the diYersion of trade to rf'spond('nts from their said 
competitors and is a r('straint upon and a detrimf'nt to the freedom 
of fair and legitimate competition in the candy industry. 

PAn. 7. One of the principal demands in the trade for the "break 
and tah" or "draw" or "lleal" candy comes from the small retailers. 
The stores of these small retailers are in many instances locate<.l near 
schools and attract the trade of school chiluren. The consumers or 
purchasers of the lottery or prize package candy are principally 
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children and because of the lottery or gambling feature connected 
with the "break and take" or "draw" package and the possibility of 
becoming a winner, children purchase candy from such packages in 
preference to the "straight" goods candy, when the two types of as~ 
sortments are displayed side by side. The sale and distribution of 
"break and take" or "draw" packages of candy, or of candy which has 
connected with .its sale to the public the means or opportunity of 
obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or chance, teaches and 
encourages gambling among children, who comprise by far the largest 
class of purchasers and consumers of this type of candy. 

PAR. 8. There are in the United States many manufacturers of 
candy who do not manufacture and sell lottery or prize assortments 
of candy, and who sell their "straight" goods candy in interstate com
merce in competition with the "break and take" or "draw" or "deal" 
candy, and manufacturers of the "straight" goods type of candy 
have noted a marked decrease in the sales of their products when~ 
ever and wherever the lottery or prize candy has appeared in their 
markets. This decrease in the sales of "straight' goods candy ig 
principally due to the gambling or lottery features connected with 
the "break and take,'' "draw," or "deal" candy. 

pAR. 9. In addition to the assortment described in paragraph 2 
hereof, the respondents manufacture candy which they sell to whole~ 
sale dealers and jobbers without any lottery or chance features. The 
annual volume of respondents' business is approximately $250,000 or 
$275,000 and while at the time of taking testimony the portion of 
respondents' busin£>ss r£>presented by the lottery or prize assortment, 
as described in paragraph 2 hereof, was comparatively small yet the 
evidence shows, and the Commission finds, that it has until recently 
constituted the major portion of respondents' total volume of business. 

PAR. 10. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribu
tion in interstate commerce of assortments of candy as described in 
paragraph 2 hereof are contrary to public policy. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, Sol Dlock and 
Sidney Dlumenthal, individually and as copartners trading under the 
name and style of Rittenhouse Candy Company, are to the prejudice 
of the public and of respondents' competitors and constitute unfair 
methods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, 
('ntitled "An Act to crPate a Federal Trade C01runission, to define 
its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the amended and supplemental complaint of the 
Commission, the testimony and other evidence in support of the 
allegations of said complaint taken before Miles J. Furnas, an ex
aminer of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, the 
respondents having offered no testimony or other evidence in opposi
tion to the allegations of said complaint, and the Commission having 
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respond
ents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, Sol Block and Sidney Blumen
thal, individually and as copartners trading under the name and 
style of Rittenhouse Candy Company, their representatives, agents, 
and employees, in the offering for sale, sale and distribution in inter
state commerce of candy and candy products, do cease and desist 
from: 

(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for 
resale to retail dealers candy so packed and assembled that sales of 
such candy to the general public are to be made, or may be made, 
by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. 

(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers packages or assortments of candy which are used, or which 
may be used, without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of 
such package or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, 
or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy 
products contained in said assortments to the public. 

(3) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers assortments of canuy, together with n. device commonly called 
a punchboard, for use, or which may be used, in distributing said 
candy to the public at retail. 

(4) Furnishing to whol!'sale dealers and jobbers a device com
monly called a punchboard, either with assortments of candy or 
separately, b!'aring a legend or legends or statements informing the 
~onsuming public that tho candy is being sold by lot or chance or 
m ~ccordance with a sales plan which constitutes a lottery, gaming 
devlre, or gift enterprise. 

It i8 ltt~ther mYlered, That the respondents shall, within 30 days 
after service upon tlH'm of this onler file with tho Commission a . ' rep.ort m writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
wluch they have complied with this order. 
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IN TilE l\IATIER OF 

C. G. HYRE, TRADING AS THE PEPSOTALIS COMPANY 

COUPL.\INT, FINDI:\'GS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO 'l'HJIJ ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT Oli' CO~GRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 29"11. Complaint, Nov. 10, 1936-Decislon, Dec. 19, 1936 

When~ an individual engaged in the compounding of a medicinal prep,aration 
called "Pepsotalis," and in the sale thereof to the drug trade-

Represented, on the containers thereof and in radio broadcasts, that his said prepa
ration was on intestinal antiseptic and very helpful in cases of indigestion, 
acidity, and stomach disorders in general, and afforded quick rellef In such 
cases, and had brought relief to countless numbers suffering from stomach 
trouble, and rend and caused to be rend purported letters from users thereof 
In which they were represented as stating that it had cured them or given 
them permanent relief from different forms of such trouble, notwithstanding 
fact it was nothing more than an antacid, whose only therapeutic etrect 
was to decrease, temporarily, gastric hyperacidity; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers Into the erroneous 
and mistaken belief that snld product was a competent Intestinal antiseptic, 
and adequate nnd sath;factory remedy or treatment for indigestion and 
stomach troubles, and Into the purchase thereof by reas<m of such belief, 
and with result thnt trade was unfairly diverted to him from those com
petitors who do not misrepresent the quality and character or effectiveness 
of their respective products; to tbe injury of competition in commerce: 

Held, '!'hat such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Root. N. McMillen for tho Commission. 

CoM I'LAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approve<..l Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create n Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that C. G. llyre, herein
after referred to as respondent, has been and is using unfair methods 
of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and 
it appearing to said Commission that n. proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would Le in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Uespondent, C. G.Jiyre is now, and has been for more 
than one year last past, doing business under tho name and style of 
the Pcpsotalis Company, with his principal place of business at Mor
gantown, ,V. Va. Ilo is and has been engage<..l in tho business of com
pounding and selling to the drug trade a medicinal preparation called 
J>epsotalis. Pursuant to such sales, and as a part thereof, respondent. 
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ships and has shipped said preparation from his place of business: 
aforesaid through and into various States of the United States to the 
purchasers thereof. 

PAR. 2. On the container in which such medicinal preparation is 
packed by respondent· it is represented that it is an intestinal anti
septic and that it will be found very helpful in cases of indigestion, 
gas, acidity, belching, heart burn, sour stomach, and stomach disorders 
in general; that it is a quick relief for indigestion. 

For the purpose and with the effect of creating consumer demand for 
his said preparation and induce the wholesalers and retailers of 
drugs and remedies to purchase the same for resale to the public, 
respondent has, in radio broadcasts over various stations, during the 
year 1936, represented and caused to be represented, in substance, that 
his said medicinal preparation gives relief in cases of stomach trouble 
in any form; that it has brought relief to countless numbers suffering 
from stomach trouble. That during such radio broadcasts he has read 
and caused to be read 'vhat purported to be letters from users of said 
medicinal preparation, in which they were represented to state that 
Pepsotalis had cured them, or had given them perma11ent relief, from 
different forms of stomach trouble. 

PAR. 3. In truth and in fact respondent's said medicinal preparation 
is nothing more than an antacid and its only therapeutic effect can be 
and is to decrease temporarily gastric hyperacidity. It is not and can
not be of benefit in any other form of stomach ailment. It is not of 
benefit in cases of indigestion and is not a corrective in cases of stomach 
trouble except as an antacid as above alleged. 

PAR. 4. There are, and have been at all times hereinabove mentioned, 
in the United States other persons, partnerships, and corporations en
gaged in the sale to the drug trade and public of remedies for various 
stomach ailments and, pursuant to such sales and ns a part thereof, 
in shipping the same to purchasers thereof in States other than the 
States of the origin of such shipments. With such persons, partner
ships, and corporations respondent is and has been in active, substan
tial competition, and respondent's said misrepresentations have hau 
and have the capacity, tendency, and effect of diverting business to 
respondent from such competitors, to the substantial injury of said 
competitors and to the prejudice of the public interest. 

PAn. 5. The said misrepresentations made by respondent in the 
sale of his medicinal preparation, as aforesaid, constitute unfair 
methods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning 
of the Act of Congress approved SC'ptember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fed
eral Trade Commission, on the lOth day of November 1936, issued and 
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, C. G. Hyre, 
trading as The Pepsotalis Company, charging him 'vith the use of un
fair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions 
of said act. On December 5, 1936, the respondent filed his answer in 
which answer he admitted all the material allegations of the complaint 
to be true and stated. that he waived hearing on the charges set forth 
in the said complaint and consented that, without further evidence or 
other intervening procedure, the Commission might issue and serve 
upon him findings as to the facts and conclusion and an order to cease 
and desist from the violations of law charged in the complaint. 
Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before 
the Commission on the said complaint and the answer thereto, and 
the Commission having duly considered the same, and. being now 
fully auvised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The responuent, C. G. IIyre is now, and for more 
than one year last past has been, doing business unuer the name and 
style of The Pepsotalis Company, with his principal phce of business 
at 1\Iorgantown, ,V, Va. He is, and has been, engaged. in the business 
of compounuin~ and selling to the drug trade for resale a medicinal 
preparation called "Pepsotalis." Pursuant to such sales, and as a 
part thereof, he ships and has shipped said preparation from his place 
of business at l\[organtown to the purchasers thereof located in 
various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. During all the time respondent has offered for sale and 
sold. his said medicinal preparation there have bren in the United 
States other persons, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the 
sale, to the drug trade and to the public, of remedies for various 
stomach ailments, and who, pursuant to such sales and. as a part 
thereof, have shipped the same to purchasers thereof located in 
various States of the United States other than the States of the 
origin of such shipments. 'Vith these persons, partnerships, and 
corporations respondent has been and is in active and substantial 
competition. 
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PAn. 3. The container in which such medicinal preparation is 
packed by respondent carries the representation that it is an intesti
nal antiseptic and that it will be found very helpful in cases of 
indigestion, gas, acidity, belching, heartburn, sour stomach, and 
stomach disorders in general, and that it is a quick relief for 
indigestion. 

PAR. 4. For the purpose and with the effect of creating consumer 
demand for his said preparation and of inducing wholesalers and 
retailers of drugs and remedies to purchase his said preparation for 
resale to the public, respondent has, during the year 1936, represented 
and caused to be represented in rad.io broadcasts over various broad
casting stations that his said medicinal preparation gives relief in 
cases of stomach trouble in any form; and that it has brought relief 
to countless numbers suffering from stomach trouble. As a part of 
such radio broadcasts he had read and caused to be read, from time to 
time, what purported to be letters from users of said medicinal 
preparation in which they were represented to state that "Pepso
talis" had cured them or had given them permanent relief from dif
ferent forms of stomach trouble. 

P .AR. 5. Respondent's medicinal preparation is nothing more than 
an antacid whose only therapeutic effect is to decrease, temporarily, 
gastric hyperacidity. It cannot be a corrective to any extent except 
to reduce, temporarily, gastric hyperacidity. 

PAn. 6. The acts and practices of the respondent in falsely repre
senting that said product "Pepsotalis" is a competent intestinal anti
septic and that it constitutes an adequate treatment in cases of indi
gestion and stomach disorders in general have had, and now have, the 
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasers into tlu~ 
erroneous and mistaken belief that said product is a competent intes
tinal antiseptic and is an adequate and satisfactory remedy or treat
ment for indigestion and stomach disorders, and into the purchase of 
respondent's said product on account of such belief. As a result 
thereof, trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondent from those 
competitors who do not misrepresent the quality and character or 
effectiveness of their respective products. In consequence thereof, in
jury has been done by the respondent to competition in commerce 
among and between the various States of the United States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, C. G. Hyre, are 
to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the 
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intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein on December 5, 1936, by respondent admitting all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Con
gress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, C. G. Hyre, his representatives, 
agents, and employees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, 
and distribution of a medicinal preparation designated by respondent 
as "Pepsotalis," or any other product of substantially the same com
position and ingredients, or having the same therapeutic properties, 
in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing, directly or indirectly, either in 
the form of assertions by himself or by repeating the words or state
ments, or what purport to be the words or statements, of others: 

1. That said preparation is an intestinal antiseptic; 
2. That said product constitutes a relief for indigestion; 
3. That the use of said product will be beneficial in cases of stomach 

disorders in general; 
4. That said product will bring relief or has brought relief to 

sufferers from stomach trouble; 
5. That said product possesses any therapeutic qualities which bene

ficially affect any maladies or conditions of the human body except a 
temporary reduction of gastric hyperacidity. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

D. GOLDENBERG, INC., AND FRANK RABINOWITZ, TRAD
ING AS NOVELTY S)VEETS COl\IPANY.1 

COMPLAINT, FINDI:-IGS, AND ORDEit IN REGAitD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN AC'f OF CO!IIGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2808. Complaint, May 16, 1936-Dccision, Dec, 21, 1936 

Where an individual engaged in purchase of various types of candies and in 
assembling thereof into assortments which involved a lottery or chance 
feature when sold and distributed to ultimate consumers, and which con
sisted of a number of penny pieces of chocolate-covered candy of uniform 
size and shape, some of the enclosed concealed centers of which had colors 
differing from color of the majority thereof, and chance selection of which 
entitled recipient to certain larger pieces of candy and other articles of 
merchandise included therewith-

Sold said assortments to wholesalers, jobbers, and retailers, together with ex
planatory display cards for retailers' use, so assembled and packed that they 
might be and were displayed and sold by retail dealers to the consuming 
and purchasing public as hereinbefore described, and wlth knowledge and 
intent that, without alteration, addition or rearrangement, they might thus 
be resold to public by lot or chance by such retail dealers, and through use 
of such a lottery or gaming device, fn violation of public policy: 

llcld, That such practices were to the prejudice of the public and competitors 
and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before },fr. },files J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
A!r.llenry 0. Lank and Mr. P. 0. Kolinski for the Commission. 
Mr. Alfred M. Roth and Mr. Isaac Ash, of Philadelphia, Pa., for 

D. Goldenberg, Inc. 
Mr. Lester L. Dolfman, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Frank Rabino

witz. 
CoMI'LAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitleu "An Act to create a Feucral Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Ji'ederal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that D. Gold
enberg, Inc., a corporation, and Frank Rabinowitz, an individual, 
trading as Novelty Sweets Company, hereinafter referred to as re
spondents, ha,·e been and are using unfair methods of competition 
in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress, and it 
appearing to said Commission that a proceeding Ly it in respect 
thereof would Le in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

1 Dismissed as to D. Goldcn!Jerg, Inc. 
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PARAGRAPH 1. D. Goldenberg, Inc., is a corporation organized 
under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal office 
anG. place of business located at I and Ontario Streets in the city of 
Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania. The respondent, Frank Rabin
owitz, is an individual, with his principal office and place of business 
located at 2019 East Arizona Street, in the city of Philadelphia, State 
of Pennsylvania. The above-named respondents are engaged in busi
ness at 2019 East Arizona Street, in the city of Philadelphia, State 
of Pennsylvania, and are doing business under the trade name of 
Novelty Sweets Company. They are now, and for some time last 
past have been, engaged in the sale and distribution of candy to 
wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers located at points in the 
various States of the United States, and cause and have caused their 
products when so sold to be transported from their place of business in 

I 

the city of Philadelphia, Pa., to purchasers thereof in other States 
of the United States at their respective places of business; and there 
is now and has been for some time last past a course of trade and 
commerce by said respondents in such candy between and among 
the States of the United States. In the course and conduct of said 
business, respondents are in competition \Vith other corporations, 
partnerships, and individuals engaged in the manufacture of candy 
and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce bet,wen and 
among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as described 
in paragraph 1 hereof, respondents sell and have sold to wholesale 
and retail dealers packages or assortments of candy so packed and 
assembled as to invoh·e the use of a lottery scheme when sold and 
distributed to the consumers thereof. The following detailed descrip
tion of certain of said packages or assortments is not an all in
clusive list of the packages sold and distributed by respondents, 
but illustrates the sales plan involved in the sewral assortments sold 
and. distributed by respondents. 

One of said assortments consists of a number of pieces of chocolate 
coated candy of uniform size and shape, together with a number of 
larger pieces of candy and. other articles of merchand.ise, which larger 
pieces of candy and. other articles of merchandise are to be given as 
prizes to purchasers of said pieces of candy of uniform size and 
shape, in the following manner: The majority of the said pieces of 
candy of uniform size and shape have centers of the same color, but a 
small number of said pieces of candy have centers of a d.ifferent color, 
and a still smaller number of said pieces of candy have centers of a 
still different color. The said pieces of candy of uniform size and 
shape in said assortment retail at the price of 1¢ each, but the pur-

140751l"'-3!l-vol. 24-20 
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chaser who procures one of said candies colored differently from the 
majority is entitled to receive and is to be given free of charge one 
of the said larger pieces of candy, or one of the other articles of 
merchandise heretofore referred to. The purchaser of the last piece 
of candy of uniform size and shape in said assortment is entitled to 
receive and is to be given free of charge one of the said other articles 
of merchandise. The color of the centers of said pieces of candy 
of uniform size and shape is effectively concealed from the purchasers 
and prospective purchasers until a selection has been made and the 
piece of candy broken open. The aforesaid purchasers of said can
dies, who procure a candy having a center colored differently from 
the majority of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in 
said assortment~ thus procure one of the said larger pieces of candy 
or one of the other articles of merchandise wholly by lot or chance. 

The res1;ondents sell and distribute several variations of the above 
assortment, but all involving the same principle or sales plan. Some 
of the assortments which respondents sell by the above sales plan are 
named and designated: "Bullseye," "Knockout Punch," "Movies," 
"Pen and Pencil," "Harmony," "Easy Sailing," ~'Champion," "Good 
Scout," "Rainbow Eggs." 

Respondents also furnish with certain of said assortments a dis
play card to be used by the retailer in offering said assortments to 
the consuming public. 

PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers and jobbers, to whom respondents 
sell their assortments, resell the same to retail dealers, and said retail 
dealers and the retail dealers to whom respondents sell direct expose 
said assortments for sale and sell the same to the purchasing public 
in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondents thus ·sup
ply to and place in the hands of others the means of conducting 
lotteril:'s in the sale of its product in accordance with the sal£>s plan 
hereinabove set forth, and said sales plan has the capacity and tend
ency of inducing purchasers thereof to purchase respondents, said 
product in preference to candy offered for sale and sold by their 
competitors. 

PAR. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public, in the 
manner above alleged, involves a game of chance or the sale of a 
chance to procure larger pieces of candy or other articles of 
merchandise. 

The use by respondents of said method in the sale of candy, and 
the s~le of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid 
of sa1d method, is a practice of the sort which the common law and 
criminal statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; and 
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is contrary to an established public policy of the Government of 
the United States. The use by respondents of said method has the 
dangerous tendency unduly to hinder competition or create monopoly 
in this, to wit: that the use thereof has the tendency and capacity 
to exclude from the branch of the candy trade involved in this 
proceeding competitors who do not adopt and use the same method 
or an equivalent or similar element of chance or lottery scheme. 

l\fany persons, firms, and corporations who make and sell candy 
in competition with the respondents, as above alleged, are unwilling 
to offer for sale or sell candy so packed and assembled as above 
alleged, or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchas· 
ing public so as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors 
refrain therefrom. 

P .AR. 5. l\fany dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are 
attracted by respondents' said method and manner of packing said 
candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof 
in the mhnner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase 
said candy so packed and sold by respondents, in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondents who do 
not use the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by 
respondents has the tendency and capacity, because of said game of 
chance, to divert to respondents trade and custom from their said 
competitors who do not use the same or an equivalent method; to 
exclude from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling 
to and who do not use the same or an equivalent method because the 
same is unlawful; to lessen competition in said candy trade, and to 
tend to create a monopoly of said candy trade in respondents and 
such other distributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent 
method, and to deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free 
competition in said candy trade. The use of said method by the 
1·espondents has the tendency and capacity to eliminate from said 
candy trade all actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom all 
potential competitors, who do not adopt and use said method or 
an equivalent method. 

PAR. 6. Many of said competitors of respondents are unwilling 
to adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of 
chance or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any 
other method that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 7. The aforementioned method, acts and practices of the 
respondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' 
competitors as hereinabove alleged. Said method, acts, and prac· 
ticcs constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
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the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on May 16, 1936, issued and served a 
complaint upon the respondents, D. Goldenberg, Inc., a corporation, 
and Frank Rabinowitz, an individual, trading as Novelty Sweets 
Company, charging that the respondents had been and were using 
unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is de
fined in said act of Congress. Respondent, D. Goldenberg, Inc., was 
represented by Isaac Ash, Esq., and Alfred M. Roth, Esq., and filed 
answer dated June 1, 1936, denying the material allegations of the 
complaint. Respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, was represented by 
Lester I... Dolfman, Esq., and subsequent to the hearings herein filed 
answer dated December 15, 1936, admitting all the material allega
tions of the complaint except those which the said respondent denied 
'When he was called as a witness in this matter on July 7, 1936. 
Hearings were held and testimony and other evidence were intro
duced by Henry C. Lank and P. C. Kolinski attorneys for the Com
mission, before Miles J. Furnas, an examiner of the Commission 
theretofore duly designated by it. Said testimony and other evi
dence were duly r('corded and filed in tlw office of the Commission. 

Thereafter the proceeding rPgularly came on for final hearing be
fore the Commission on said complaint, the answers thereto,· testi
mony nnd other evidPnce in support thereof and on the brief of 
counsel for the Commission respondents through their counsd having 
advised that they did not desire to file brief nor to present oral argu
ment; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and 
being now fully advi"ed in the premises, finds that this proceeding is 
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the 
fncts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGnAPII 1. Respondent, D. GoluenLerg, Inc., is a corporation 
organizPd under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its 
principal office and place of business located at I nnd Ontario Streets, 
Philadelphia, Pa., and is and has bPen for sewral years last past 
engaged in the manufacture, sale, aml distrilmtion of candy and 
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candy products to wholesale dealers and jobbers located at points in 
the various States in the eastern part of the United States, and has 
cattsed such products, when so sold, to be transported from its 
principal place of business in the State of Pennsylvania to the pur
chasers thereof at their respective points of location. 

Respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, is an individual with his place of 
business located at 2019 East Arizona Street, Philadelphia, Pa., and 
has been engaged in the sale and distribution of candy and candy 
products to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers located at 
points in the various States of the eastern part of the United States, 
and has caused such products, when so sold, to be transported from 
his principal place of business to the purchasers thereof at their 
1·espective points of location. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, was called as a witness by 
counsel for the Commission and testified, and the Commission finds, 
that he is an individual and was doing business under the trade name 
Novelty Sweets Company; that he began such business on or about 
November 15, 1935, purchasing various types of candies from the 
respondent, D. Goldenberg, Inc., and assembling such candies into 
assortments; and that he sold and distributed such assortments to 
wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers in the State of Penn
sylvania and in the several States of the United States bordering on 
or surrounding the State of Pennsylvania. 

The respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, trading as Novelty Sweets 
Company, before reselling said candy, assembled the same into 
assortments involving a lottery or chance feature when sold and 
distributed to the ultimate consumers thereof, as follows: Said 
assortments consisted of a number of pieces of chocolate covered 
candy of uniform size and shape, together with a number of larger 
pieces of candy and other articles of merchandise. The majority 
of the said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape had centers of 
the same color, but a small number of said pieces of candy had centers 
of a different color, and a still smaller number of said pieces of 
candy had centers of a still different color. The said pieces of candy 
of uniform size and shape in said assortments retailed at the price of 
1¢ each, but the purchaser who procured one of the said candies 
colored differently from the majority was entitled to receive, nnd was 
to be given free of charge, one of the said larger pieces of candy or 
one of the other articles of merchandise heretofore referred to. The 
purrhaser of the last piece of candy of uniform size nnd shape in 
~aiu assortments was entitled to receive, and was to be given free of 
charge. one of the said other articles of merchandise. The color o£ 
the centers of the said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape waE~ 
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effectively concealed from purchasers and prospective purchasers 
until a selection had been made and the piece of candy broken open. 
The aforesaid purchasers of said candies, who procured a candy 
having a center colored differently from the majority of said pieces 
of candy of uniform size and shape in said assortments, thus pro
cured one of the said larger pieces of candy or one of the other 
articles of merchandise wholly by lot or chance. 

The respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, assembled, sold and distributed 
several variations of the a hove assortment but all involving the same 
principle or sales plan. Some of the assortments which the respond· 
ent, Frank Rabinowitz, sold and distributed, and which involved the 
above described sales plan, were named and designated: "lluU's Eye," 
"Knockout Punch," "Movies," "Pen and Pencil," "Harmony," "Easy 
Sailing," "Champion," "Good Scout," and "Rainbow Eggs." 

Respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, also included ancl furnished with 
certain of said assortments a display card to be used by the retail 
dealer in offering said assortments to the consuming public, which 
display cards bore legends or statements informing the consuming 
public that the said assortments were being sold and distributed 
in accordance with the above sales plan. 

PAR. 3. The lottery or prize assortments, as described in paragraph 
2 above, are generally referred to in the candy industry as "break 
and take" assortments, and assortments of candy without any gaming 
device or lottery features in connection with their resale to the public 
are generally referred to in the candy trade or industry as "straight" 
goods. These terms will be used hereafter in these findings to 
describe these respective types of candy. 

PAR. 4. Numerous retail dealers purchased the assortments de
scribed in paragraph 2 above direct from the respondent, Frank 
Rabinowitz, or from wholesale dealers or jobbers who in turn had 
purchased said assortments from respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, 
aml such retail dealers displayed said packages for sale to the public 
as packed by said respondent, ft.nd the candy contained in said as
sortments were sold and distributed to the consuming public in the 
manner described. 

PAn. 5. All sales made by respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, whether 
to wholesale dealers and jobbers or to retail dealers, were absolute 
sales and said rl.'spondent retained no control in any manner over 
the goods after they were delivered to·the wholesale dealer or jobber 
or retail dealer. The assortments, as described in paragraph 2 
hereof, \vere assembled and packed in such a manner that they might 
be sold by retail dealers to the purchasing public in the manner 
described. · 
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The respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, had knowledge that said as
sortments would be resold to the purchasing public by retail dealers 
by lot or chance, and he packed and assembled such candy in the 
way and manner described so that, without alteration, addition or 
rearrangement, they might be.resold to the public by lot or chance by 
said retail dealers. 

PAR. 6. The sale and distribution of candy by retail dealers by the 
methods described in paragraph 2 above is a sale and distribution of 
candy by lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. 

PAR. 7. The respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, when called as a 
witness denied that the business conducted by him under the trade 
name Novelty Sweets Company was in any way a partnership or 
joint enterprise with the respondent, D. Goldenberg, Inc., but stated 
that the said business was his business exclusively, and he did not 
deny any of the facts hereinabove set forth. 

P.m. 8. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribution 
in interstate commerce of assortinents of candy, as described in parn · 
graph 2 hereof, are contrary to public policy. 

PAR. D. The respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, commenced business as 
described in paragraph 1 hereof, on or about November 15, 1935, and, 
according to his testimony, discontinued said business on or about 
June 15, 1936, said discontinuance being subsequent to the issuance 
of the complaint herein but prior to the date when hearings were 
held. The Commission further finds that the use of the trade name 
or style, Novelty Sweets Company, was used by respondent, Frank 
Rabinowitz, and was not a trade name or style also adopted by 
respondent, D. Goldenberg, Inc. 

PAR. 10. The testimony is to the effect, and the Commission finds, 
that for several years last past the respondent, D. Goldenberg, Inc., 
has not manufactured and distributed, in its own name and right 
or by any trade name or style, any candy assortments involving the 
lottery or chance feature and described in these finds as "break and 
take" assortments; said testimony is further to the effect, and the 
Commission finds, that the respondent, D. Goldenberg, Inc., has 
packed and sold all of its candy products as "straight" merchandise. 
The Commission further finds that the evidence adduced fails to 
support the allegation of the complaint that the business carried on 
under the trade name, Novelty Sweets Company, was a joint enter
prise of D. Goldenberg, Inc., a corporation, and. Frank Hahinowitz, 
an individual; and finds that the business carried on und.er the 
trade name, Novelty Sweets Company, was the exclusive business of 
the respondent, Frank Rabinowitz. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid practices of the said respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, 
indivjdually, and trading as Novelty Sweets Company, are to the 
prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors and are unfair 
methods of competition in interstate commerce and constitute a vio
lation of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purpcses." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST, ETO. 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the re
spondent, D. Goldenberg, Inc., the answer of the respondent, Frank 
Rabinowitz, individually and trading as Novelty Sweets Company, 
admitting all the material allegations of the complaint to be true 
except those which said respondent denied when he was called as a 
witness on July 7, 193G, the testimony and other evidence taken before 
Miles J. Furnas, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly 
designated by it; and the Commission having made its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion that the respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, 
has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It i-S ordered, That the complaint issued herein be and the same 
hereby is dismissed as to the respondent, D. Goldenberg, Inc., for the 
reason that the evidence fails to establish the allegations of the com
plaint as to said respondent. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent, Frank Rabinowitz, indi
vidually, and trading as Novelty Sweets Company, his agents, repre
sentatives, and employees, in the offering for sale, sale, and distribu
tion in interstate commerce of candy and candy products, do cease 
apd desist from: 

1. Selling and distributing to retail dealers, and to jobbers and 
wholesale dealers for resale to retail dealers, candy so packed and 
assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are to be 
made, or may be made, by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift 
enterprise. 

2. Supplying to or placing in the hands of retail dealers and whole
sale d<'alers and jobbers assortments of candy which are used, or which 
may be used, without alt~ration or rearrangement of the contents of 
such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or 
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gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of candy or candy products 
contained in said assortments to the public. 

o. Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of 
candy for sale to the public at retail pieces of candy of uniform size 
and shape but having centers of different colors, together with larger 
pieces of candy or other articles of merchandise, which said larger 
pieces of candy or other articles of merchandise are to be given as 
prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy of a particular 
color. 

4. Furnishing to retail dealers and wholesale dealers and jobbers 
display cards, either with assortments of candy or separately, bearing 
a legend or legends or statements informing the purchaser that the 
candy is being sold to the public by lot or chance, or in accordance 
with a sales plan which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift 
enterprise. 

And it is further ordered, That the respondent Frank Rabinowitz, 
individually, and trading as Novelty Sweets Company, shall, within 
30 days after the service upon him of this order, file with the Com
mission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and 
form in which he. has complied with this oi·der. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

FORT CLARK DISTILLERIES, INC. 

CO::IIPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. ti OF AN At'T OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2949. Complaint, Oct. 16, 1936-Decision, Dec. 21, 1936 

Where a corporation engage<l, as rectifier and wholesaler of distilled spirits, in 
purchasing and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages, In
cluding product by it branded as "Presciption Whiskey," and In making 
gin with a still which it used therefor by redistillation of purchased alco
lloi, not produced by it, over juniper berries and other aromatics, and in 
selling its aforesaid nrious products in trade and commerce among the 
various States and in the District of Columbia, in substantial competition 
with those engaged In manufacture by true distillation of whiskies, gins, 
and other sprituous beverages from mash, wort, or wash, and in sale thereof 
as aforesaid, and with those enkaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, 
and bottling such various beverages and in similarly selllng same, and 
including among said competitors those who, as manufacturers and dis
tillers from mash, wort, or wash ot whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages sold by them, truthfully use words "distlllery," "distilleries," 
"clistlllers," or "distilling" as a part of their corporate or trade names and 
on their stationery, advertising, and labels of the bottles in which they sell 
and ship such products, and those who, engaged in purchasing, rectifying, 
blending, and bottling such various products, do not use aforesaid words 
as above set forth, and also with those who do not misrepresent the 
strength, quality, or purity of their whiskies nor that such products are 
~pecially produced tor medicinal use-

(a) llL'presented, through use of word ''Distilleries" In Its corporate name, 
printed on Its stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles In which 
It sold and shlppPd Its said products, and in various other ways to Its 
customers, and furnished the same with the means of representing to their 
Yenders, both retallers and ultimate consuming public, that whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages contained In such bottles were by It 
made through process ot distillation from mash, wort, or wash, notwlth· 
standing fnct lt did not distill such various beverages thus bottled, labeled, 
sold, and transported by It, and did not own, operate, or control any 
plnce where alcoholic liquors are made by original and continuous dlstllla· 
tlon from mash, wort, or wash through continuous closed pipes nnd vessels 
until manufacture thereof Is complete, ns long definitely understood In 
trade and by ultimate purchasing public from word ''distillery," and was 
not a distiller, for the purchase of the bottled products ot which there Is n 
prt'ference on tbe part of a substantial portion ot the purchasing public; 
and 

('b) lt£•presentN1 and Implied, by various rc•fprences to its "Prescription'' 
Drand Whiskl"y and to physicians, hospital~. and nurses and the United 
States Pharmacopoeia, in advertbing booklets attached to each bottle, 
that its aforesaid whiHkey conformed to the requirf'ments therrot or was 
ot a kind, nature, and quality suprrior to the standard of whiskey specl· 
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fled therein for medicinal use, and that it had been endorsed by the 
medical profession generally and was a superior brand of such product, 
::;pecially distilled and prepared for distribution for medicinal use, through 
such statements, among others, as that Its said "Prescription" Drand was 
"prepared for nurses, hospitals, and physicians," and through statements 
stressing purity and requirements of the physician, compliance with the 
Food and Drug Act, specifications of the Pharmacopoeia, potability, uni
formity, etc., "the pnrPst money can buy," etc., notwithstanding fact that 
content of said product in esters did not meet specifications of the Phar
macopoeia,. bad not been aged for four years or more in the wood, as 
required thereby, but, on the contrary, was made from new beverage 
whiskey treated in charred wood containers under a certain process for 
about five days only, prior to bottling for sale, and in no wise conformed 
to the standards of strength, quality or purity of so-called medicinal 
whiskey, and in various other ways was not the kind or quality of said 
product represented by It, and was adulterated and Inferior to the standards 
referred to; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public into the 
beliefs that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by it were 
by It made and distilled from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous process, 
and that Its aforesaid "Prescription" Drand whiskey was of the strength, 
quality, and purity specified by the Pharmacopoeia for medicinal whiskey, 
and of inducing dealers and purchasing public, acting In such beliefs, to 
buy its said whiskies, etc., rectified and bottled by It, and of thereby diverting 
trade to it from Its competitors who do not, by their corporate or trade 
name or in any other manner, misrepresent that they nre manufacturers by 

.distillation from mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, gins, or other such 
beverages, or misrepresent the strength, quallty, or purity of their whiskies; 
to the substantial injury of substantial competition In commerce: 

1leld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. PGad B. Morehou.ge for the Commission. 
Miller, Elliott & Westervelt, of Peoria, Ill., for respondent. 

Co:tiPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Fort Clark 
Distilleries, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been and is usin" unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
as "commerce" is deflned in said act, and it appearing to the said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in re~pect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in 
that respect ns follows: . . . . 

PAR.\GR.\PH 1. Respondent is a corporatiOn orgamzed, ex1stlng, and 
doin" business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office 

"" 
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and principal place of business at 915 Forsythe Street, in the city of 
Peoria, in sail! State. It is now, and since the 24th day of June 
1935, hns been, engaged in the business of manufacturing and bot
tling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages, including a prod
uct by it branded as "Prescription" Whiskey, in a r£'ctifying plant 
und£'r a rectifier's permit, and in the snJe thereof and constant course 
of trade in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent causes its 
said products, when sold, to be transported from its place of business 
aforesaid into and through the various States of the United States 
to the purchasers thcrrof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers lo
cated in States of the United States other than the State of Illinois, 
and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, respondent 
is now, and since the 21th day of June 1935, has been, in substantial 
competition with other corporations and with individuals, partner
j;hips, and firms engaged in the manufacture by true distillation of 
whiskies, gins, and oth£'r spirituous Leverages from mash, \Yort, or 
wash ant! in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and 
among the various States of the Unitetl States and in the District 
of Columbia; ant! in the course and conduct of its business, n,s afore
said, respondent is, and since the 24th day of June 1935, has been, 
in substantial competition with other corporations and with individ
uals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business purchasing, 
rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spiritu
ous beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits and in the 
sale thereof in commerce betwe'en and among the various States of 
the United St!ttes and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said, there is a still for use in the production of gins by a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not produced. by re
spondent, is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics. 
Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or constitute re
~pondent a distillery or a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of tho 
Revised Statutes regulating Internn,l Revenue, nor as commonly un
derstood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period of 
time the 'Yord "distillery" when used in connection with the liquor 
industry and with the products thereof has had and still has a definite 
significance and meaning to the mimls of wholesalers and retailers in 
such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, a place 
where such alcol10lic liquors are manufactured by an original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
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dosed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, and 
a substantial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spir
ituous liquors bottled and prepared by the actual distillers and manu
facturers thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by the 
use of the word "Distilleries" in its corporate name printed on its sta
tionery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which it sells and 
ships its said products, and in various other ways, respondent repre
sents to its customers, and furnishes them with the means of repre
smlting to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate consuming 
public, that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
therein contained were by it manufactured through the process of 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact, re
spondent is not a distiller, does not distill· the said whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and 
transported, and merely by the use of a still operated by it, as afore
said, in the rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over 
juniper berries and other aromatics, does not distill the whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and 
transported in the sense in which the word "distilled" is commonly 
accepted and understood by those engaged in the liquor trade and 
the public. Respondent does not own, operate, or control any place 
or places where such alcoholic beverages are manufactured by a 
process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash. 

PAn. 4. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, 
in connection with the sale and distribution of its so-called "Pre
scription" Drand 'Vhiskey, respondent caused to be attached to each 
bottle thereof an ad,·ertising booklet, in which respondent repre
sents to its vendees, and thereby furnishes them with the means of so 
representing to the ultimate purchasers and consumers of said whiskey, 
in part as follows: 

(BOTTLE LABEL): PllESCRIPTION BllAND STllAIGIIT BOUllDO~ 

WIIISKEY "CIIE~IICALLY ASSAYED" 
Prescription Brand WhlskPy is • • • standardized straight bourbon whls· 

key, pre11ared for uurses, hospitals, and physicians. 
(BOOKLET): PllESClliPTION WIIISKEY (Chemically Assayed) 
PllESClliPTION WIIISKEY for the MEDICAL PTIOFESSION Rx 
• • • U. S. Food and Drug Acts have been complied with in the manufac

ture of this Prescripticm Whiskey. 
l'UlllTY: The Physician n•quircs that his Digitalis be physiologically tested 

and stnudardlzl•d. Why not the same caution for the Doctor's Prescription 
Whls1.:cy1 

• • • 
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Spirits Frumenti, U. S. P. specifically state that whiskey shall be aged In 
charred oak barrels for a period of four years, but they forget to specify from 
what proofed distilled spirits distillate, reduced to proper proof, should be 
used. Should the requirements be that of 110• proof spirits distillate or any 
degree of proof spirits distillate up 159" reduced to proper proof? (Any dis
tillate distilled above 1G9° proof Is classified as alcohol and cannot be called 
whiskey.) 

• • • 
POTABILITY: The Nurse is desirous of all pharmaceuticals that are to be 

administered, to be highly potable, thus eliminating all possibility of nausea and 
stomach disturbance, so as not to cause any discomfort of her patient. Why not 
the same caution for the Doctor's Prescription Whiskey? 
• • • 
15!)" proof spirit distlllate of the proper kind Is the starting point In the 

making of Prescription Whiskey. 
• • • 
Prescription Whiskey, which Is the result of this technique, is recognized by 

the Medical Profession. 
Do not confuse Prescription Whiskey with whiskies of U. S. P. requirements in 

purity. 
Controlled purity and standardized constituents make It a pharmaceutical for 

the physician's use. 
UNIFOR!\IITY: The Pharmacist Is required to use discretion In dis1wnslng 

U. S. P. and C. P. drugs and chemicals. Why not the same caution for the 
Doctor's Prescription Whiskey r 

TilE PUREST l\IO~EY CAN BUY 
PRESCRIPTION WHISKEY Is prepared especially for the use of the physician 

who recognizes the need for combining purity of product with accessibility or 
price. Its standards of excellence, going berond U. S. P. requir<'ments for purity, 
make it the ideal stipulation for the physician who wishes to direct his patient to 
the best. . 

The physician knows how essential is purity in the use of whiskey as a 
specific. lie knows the lack of scruple which has characterized the manufactUl'e 
of many products Intended to be taken into the body. 

In Prescription Whiskey he finds the Ideal answer to his pro!Jlrm. It Is well 
flavored and palatable, It is not priced nt the excPs~lve figure estnhll>'hf'd for 
other whiskies nppronchlng It In purity, It Is cherulcnlly nssnyed for your 
protection. 

For Your Patients: rrescrlption Whiskey superior to U. S. P. requirements 
tor PURITY 

lly means of the foregoing statements and representations, respondent 
in substance and effect represents that the said "Prescription" Brand 
Whiskey is of o. kind, nature and quality superior to the standard 
of whiskey specified fot medicinal use in the United States Pharma
copoeia, whereas, in truth and in fact, the whiskey is adulterated, is 
inferior to, and does not conform to, the standards of whiskey there 
E"pecifietl, in that, to wit, the United States Pharmacopoeia specifies 
that whiskey contains in 50 cc. esters equivalent to not less than 1.7 
.:~. of tenth-normal sodium hydroxide, and l'('!Oponllrnt's said "Pre-
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scription" brand contains esters in 50 cc. equivalent to 1 cc. of tenth
normal sodium hydroxide. Also, the standard of the whiskey speci
fied for medicinal use in the United States Pharmacopoeia aforesaid 
requires such article to be aged in the wood for four years or more, 
and respondent's "Prescription" brand "Whiskey has not been aged 
in the wood for four years or more. 

By its aforesaid references to "Prescription" Brand and to physi
cians, hospitals, nurses, and the United States Pharmacopoeia 
(U. S. P.), respondent directly and impliedly represents that its 
whiskey conforms to the requirements of the Pharmacopoeia, has 
been endorsed by the medical profession generally, and is a superior 
brand of whiskey specially distilled and prepared for distribution 
for medicinal use, when, as a matter of fact, the article is made from 
new beverage whiskey, treated in charred wood containers at an 
elevated temperature for a period of approximately five days, after 
which it is bottled for sale and sold, and in no wise conforms to the 
standards of strength, quality or purity of so-called medicinal whis
key, and in various and divers other ways is not the kind or quality 
of whiskey as represented by respondent. 

PAn. 5. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individua1s who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort, or wash whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages sold by them, and who truthfully use the 
words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part 
of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, advertis
ing ami on the labels of the bottles in 'vhich they sell and ship such 
products. There are also among such competitors corporn.tions, firms, 
partner~hips and individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, 
rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spiritu
ous beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits who do 
not use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "distill
ers" as a part of their corporate or trade names, nor on their sta
tionery, advertising nor on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which they sell and ship their said products. 

There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partner
ships, and individuals who do not misrepresent the strength, quality, 
or purity of whiskies by them sold in interstate commerce, nor that 
such whiskies are specially produced for medicinal use. 

PAn. 6. The representations by respondent, as hereinbefore set 
forth, are calculated to and have the capacity :mel tendency to and 
do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
beliefs that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold 
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by the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from mash, 
wort, or wash by one continuous process, and that its "Prescription" 
Brand 'Vhiskey is of the strength, quality, and purity specified by 
the United States Pharmacopoeia for whiskey designed to be used 
medicinally, and are calculated to and have the capacity and tend
ency to and do induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in 
such beliefs, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages rectified and bottled by the respondent, thereby diverting 
trade to respondent from its competitors who do not by their cor
porate or trade name or in any other manner misrepresent that they 
are manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, or wash of 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages, or misrepresent the 
strength, quality or purity of their whiskies, and thereby respond
ent does substantial injury to suh;;tantial competition in interstate 
commerce. 

PAR. 7. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent are 
to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the in
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 2G, 1914. 

REronT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on OctoLer 1G, 193G, issued and served its com
plaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Fort Clark Distilleries, 
Inc., chargi11g it with the use of unfair methods of competition in 
commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance 
of said complaint respondent's answer, dated November 25, 193G, was 
duly filed in the office of the Commission by which said answer re
spondent admitted all the material allegations of the complaint to be 
true and wah·ed the taking of further evidence and all other inter
vening procedure. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for 
final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and answer, 
briefs and oral arguments of counsel having been waived, and the 
Commission having duly considered the same and being now fully 
advised in the premises, finus that this proceeding is in the interest of 
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
drawn therefrom: 
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FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

P ARAGRAI'H 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office 
and principal place of business at 915 Forsythe Street in the city of 
Peoria in said State. It is now, and since June 24, 1935, has been, 
engaged in business as a rectifier and wholesaler of distilled spirits, 
operating since November 23, 1935, under a basic permit, No. R-64:3, 
issued by the Federal Alcohol Administration. Its business consists 
of purchasing and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bever
ages, including a product by it branded as "Prescription 'Vhiskey," 
in a rectifying plant under a rectifier's permit, and in the sale thereof 
in constant course of trade and commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent causes its 
said products, when sold, to be transported from its place of business 
aforesaid into and through the various States of the United States 
to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers lo
cated in States of the United States other than the State of Illinois, 
and i~ the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, respondent 
is now, and since the 24th day of June 1935, has been, in substantial 
competition with other corporations and with individuals, partner
ships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by true distillation of 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages from mash, wort, or 
wash and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business, as afore
said, respondent is, and since the 24th day of June 1935, has been, in 
substantial competition with other corporations and with individuals, 
firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, recti
fying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits and in the 
sale thereof in commerce between and among the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said, there is a still for use in the production of gins by a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not produced by re
spondent, is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics. 
Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or constitute re
spondent a distillery or a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the 
Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly un
derstood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period of 

146i51Jm 3!1-vol. 24-21 
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time the word "distillery" when used in connection with the liquor 
industry and with the products thereof has had and still has a defi
nite significance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers and retailers 
in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, a place 
where such alcoholic liquors are manufactured by an original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, 
and a substantial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy 
spirituous liquors bottled and prepared by the actual distillers and 
manufacturers thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distilleries" in its corporate name printed on 
its stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which it 
sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, respond
ent represents to its customers, and furnishes them with the means 
of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate con
suming public, that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bev
erages therein contained were by it manufactured through the process 
of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact, 
respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and 
transported, and merely by the use of a still operated by it, as afore
said, in the rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over 
juniper berries and other aromatics, does not distill the whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, 
and transported in the sense in which the word "distilled," is com
monly accepted and understood by those engaged in the liquor trade 
and the public. Respondent docs not own, operate or control any 
place or places where such alcoholic beverages are manufactured by 
a process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash. · 

PAn. 4. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, in 
connection with the sale and distribution of its so-called '"Prescri p
tion" Brand 'Vhiskey, respondent caused to be attached to each 
bottle thereof an advertising booklet, in which respondent represents 
to its vendees, and thereby furnishes them with the means of so 
representing to the ultimate purchasers and consumers of said 
whiskey, in part as follows: 

(BOTTLE LABEL): PltESClliPTION BRAND STRAIGHT 110URBON 
WIIISKEY "CHEMICALLY ASSAYED" 

Prescription Brand Whl!;key Is • • • standardized straight bourbon 
whiskey, prepllrl'd for nurses, ho~pltnls, and physicians. 

(BOOKLET): PRESClliPTION WHISKEY (Chemically Assnyetl) 
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PRESCRIPTION WHISKEY for the MEDICAL PROFESSION Rx 
• • • u. S. Food and Drug Acts have been complied with in the manufac

ture of this Prescription Whiskey. 
PURITY: The Physician requires that his Digitalis be physiologically tested 

and standardized. Why not the same caution for the Doctor's Prescription 

WTLiskeyr 
• • • 
Spidt FrUJmmti., U. S. P. Bpedfica\ly state that whi!=key shall be aged in 

charred oak barrels for a period o'f four years, but they forget to specify from 
what proofed distilled spirits distillate, reduced to proper proof, should be used. 
Should the requirements be that of uo• proof spirits distillate or any degree 
of proof spirits distillate up to 159• reduced to proper proof? (Any distillate 
distilled above 159° proof is classified as alcohol and cannot be called whiskey.) 

• • • 
POT AniLITY: The Nurse is desirous of all pharmaceuticals that are to be 

administered, to be highly potable, thus eliminating all possibility of nausea and 
stomach disturbance, so as not to cause any discomfort of her patient. Why 
not the same caution for the Doctor's Prescription Whiskey? 

• • • 
159• proof spirit distillate of the proper Teind is the starting point in the mak

ing of Prescription Whiskey. 

• • • 
Prescription Whiskey, which is the result of ~his technique, is recognized by 

the Medical Profession. 
Do not confuse Prescription lVhislcey with whiskies of U. S. P. requirements 

in purity. 
Controlled purity and standardized constituents make it a pharmaceutical for 

the physician's use. 
UNIFORMITY: The Pharmacist is required to use discretion in dispensing 

U. S. P. and C. P. drugs and chemicals. Why not the same caution for the 
Doctor's Prescription 1Vhislcc11 r 

TilE PUREST 1\IONEY CAN BUY 
PHESCRIPTION WHISKEY Is prepared especially for the use of the phy

sician who recognizes the nec1l for combining purity of product with accessiblllty 
of price. Its standard of excellence, going beyond U. S. P. requirements for 
purity, make It the ideal stipulation for the physician who wishes to direct his 
patient to the best. 

The physician knows how essrntlal is purity In the use of whiskey as n 
specific. He knows the lack of scruple which has characterized tile manufacture 
of many products Intended to be taken into the body. 

In Prescription Whiskey he finds the l!lcal answer to his problem. It is well 
ftavored and palatable, It Is not priced at the excessl\"e figure established for 
other whh;kles approaching it In purity. It Is chemically assayed for your 
protection. 

For your Pa Uents: Prescription Whiskey superior to U. S. P. requirements for 
PURITY. 

By means of the foregoing statements and representations, respond
ent in substance and effect represents that the said "Prescription" 
Brand 'Vhiskey is of a kind, nature and quality superior to the 
standard of whiskey specified for medicinal use in the United States 
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Pharmacopoeia, whereas, in truth and in fact, the whiskey is adul
terated, is inferior to, and does not conform to, the standards of 
whiskey there specified, in that, to wit, th~ United States Phar
macopoeia specifies that whiskey contains in 50 cc. esters equivalent 
to not less than 1.7 cc. of tenth-normal sodium hydroxide, and re
spondent's said "Prescription" brand contains esters in 50 cc. equiv
alent to 1 cc. of tenth-normal sodium hydroxide. Also the standard of 
the whiskey specified for medicinal use in the United States Phar
macopoeia aforesaid requires such article to be aged in the wood for 
four years or more, and respondent's "Prescription" llrand ·whiskey 
has not been aged in the 'vood for four years or more. 

lly its aforesaid references to "Prescription" Brand and to phy
sicians, hospitals, nurses, and the United States Pharmacopoeia 
(U. S. P.), respondent directly and impliedly represents that its 
whiskey conforms to the requirements of the Pharmacopoeia, has been 
endorsed by the medical profession generally and is a superior brand 
of whiskey specially distilled and prepared for distribution for 
medicinal use, when, as a matter of fact, the article is made from new 
beverage whiskey, treated in charred wood containers at an elevated 
temperature for a period of approximately five days, after which it 
is bottled for sale and sold, and in no wise conforms to the standards 
of strength, quality or purity of so-called medicinal whiskey, and in 
various and divers other ways is not the kind or quality of whiskey 
as represented by respondent. 

PAR. 5. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash whiskies, gins, and other spirit
uous beverages sold by them, and who truthfully usc the words "dis
tillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their 
corporate or trade names and on their stationery, advertising and on 
the labels of the bottles .in which they sell and ship such products. 
There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partner
ships, and individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectify
ing, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bev
erages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits who do not use the 
words "distillery," "disti11eries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part 
of their corporate or trade names, nor on their stationery, a<h-ertising 
nor on the labels attached to the bottles in which they sdl and ship 
their said products. 

There are also among sueh competitors corporations, firms, partner
~hips, and indivi<luals who do not mist·epresent the strength, quality, 
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or purity of whiskies by them sold in interstate commerce, nor that 
such whiskies are specially produced for medicinal use. 

PAR. 6. The representations by respondent, as hereinbefore set 
forth, are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and 
do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
beliefs that the whiskies, gins and other spirituous beverages sold by 
the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from mash, wort. 
or wash by one continuous process, and that its "Prescription" Brand 
Whiskey is of the strength, quality, and purity specified by the United 
States Pharmacopoeia for whiskey designed to be used medicinally, 
and are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and do 
induce dealers and the purchasing public, act.ing in such beliefs, to 
purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages rectifieu 
n,nd bottled by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent 
from its competitors who do not by their corporate or trade name or 
in any other manner misrepresent that they are manufacturers by 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, gins, or other 
spirituous beverages, or misrepresent the strength, quality, or purity 
of their whiskies, and thereby respondent does substantial injury to 
substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 7. Because of existing regulations, under the Federal Alcohol 
Administration Act approved August 29, 1935 (49 Stat. 977), which 
regulations became effective August 15, 1936, providing that rectifiers 
who redistill purchased alcohol over juniper berries and other aro
matics may sell such resulting product as "distilled gin," and requir
ing that the labels state who distilled it, the Commission has excepted 
gins produced by respondent by redistillation of alcohol over juniper 
berries and other aromatics from the prohibitions of its order. 

CO:SCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Fort Clark Dis
tilleries, Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Con
gress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create n. 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDE~ TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of 
respondent, in which answer respondent admits all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and states that it waives 
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hearing on the charges set forth in said complaint and agrees that, 
without further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Com
mission may issue and serve upon it findings as to the facts and 
conclusion and an order to cease and desist from the violations of 
law charged in the complaint, and the Commission having made its 
findings as to the facts and conclusion that said respondent has 
violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "an Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purpose." 

It i.~ ordered, That the respondent, Fort Clark Distilleries, Inc., 
its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection 
with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages in interstate commerce and in the 
District of Columbia (except gins produced by it through a process 
of rectification whereby alcohols purchased, but not produced, by 
respondent are redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics), 
do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Representing, through the use of the word "Distilleries" in its 
corporate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels at
tached to the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or 
in any other way by word or words of like import, (a) that it is 
a distiller of whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages; or (b) 
that the said whiskies, gins, or other beverages were by it manu
factured through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns~ 
operates, or controls a place or places where any such products are 
by it manufactured by a process of original and continuous distil
lation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes 
and vessels until the manufacture thereof is completed, unless and 
until respondent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place 
or places; 

2. Reprf:'senting that any of its whiskey is of the kind, nature, 
or quality usually or ordinarily prescribed by physicians for medici
nal treatment; or is of the kind, nature, and quality especially pre
pared for nurses, hospitals, or physicians; or that any of said whis
key is the kind, nature, and quality of whiskey of the standard 
specified for medicinal use in the United States Pharmacopoeia; or 
that any of said whiskey is aged in the wood for four years or more, 
when such are not the facts. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent within GO days 
:from and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall 
file with the Commission a report or reports in writing, setting forth 
in detail the manner and form in which it is complying, and has 
complied, with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

PRATT FOOD COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THFJ ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGUF.SS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2964. Complaint, Nov. 2, 1936-Decision, Dec. 23, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribution of 
"Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules" for poultry-

Falsely represented, in pamphlets, labels attached to containers of product, 
and In advertisements in newspapers and periodicals and otherwise, that 
said product, fed to fowls, would destroy all worms or parts thereof and 
tapeworm heads with which the fowls were Infested, through such state
ments as "* • • worms your bird as thoroughly as though you gave 
each fowl two treatments," "Stop wasting money on treatments that get 
only a few "' * • ," and "* • • the best tapeworm destroyer" ; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers of its product 
Into the belief that the same, bought by them, would accomplish afore
said results, and with effect of causing a substantial number of the pur
chasing public to buy its said product on account of the mistaken and 
erroneous belief thus induced, and of unfairly diverting thereby trade 
to it from many competitors who make and distribute products designed . 
for similar uses without misrepresenting the capacities or effects thereof: 

lle1d, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. T.ll. /{ennedy for the Commission. 

ColllrLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Pratt 
Food Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce 
as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Com
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof will be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
respect as follows : 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized, existing, 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Pennsylvania with its principal place of business at 126 Walnut Street 
in the city of Philadelphia in said State. Respondent is now and 
for more than three y£>nrs last past hns been ('llgaged in the com
pounding and manufacture for sale of the product designated by it 
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\'Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules," and in the sale thereof in com
merce between and among the various States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia, and causes and has caused said product 
when sold by it to be transported in interstate commerce from its 
place of business in the State of Pennsylvania and from other States 
of the United States to purchasers thereof located in various States 
of the United States other than the State of origin of the shipment 
and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its said business respondent 
is now and has for more than three years last past been in sub
stantial competition with other corporations and with individuals, 
partnerships, and firms engag<'d in the manufacture for sale, sale, and 
distribution of products in interstate commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia 
used for purposes similar to purposes for which respondent's "Pratt's 
'Split-Action' N-K Capsules" are represented by respondent to be 
<'fficacious, and competitors in interstate commerce have truthfully 
represented and now truthfully represent the properties, capacities 
and effects of their said products. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its said business as herein
above described the respondent in soliciting the sale of and selling 
in interstate commerce "Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules," in 
advertising said product by pamphlets, labels attached to the con
tainers thereof, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, and otherwise, 
has made many extravagant, deceptive, misleading and false state
ments r<'garding the therapeutic value, efficacy, and effect of its said 
product among which is tho following: 

One "Split-Action" capsule worms your bird as thoroughly as though you 
gave each fowl two treatments • • • Stop wasting money on treatments 
that get only a few ot the worms • • • Kamala is the best tapeworm 
destroyer. 

PAR. 4. In truth ami in fact respondent's representations as set 
forth in paragraph 3 hereof, and respondent's advertisements and 
reprrsrntations in pamphlets, labels attached to containers of respond
ent's said product, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, and otherwise, 
are extravagant, false, misleading, and deceptive in the following 
respects: 

The representations quoted in paragraph 3 are made in such a way 
that purchasers anu prospective purchasers of respondent's product 
nro led to believe that respondent's said pro<luct when fed to fowls 
will destroy all worms and all parts of worms, including tapeworm 
heads, with which the fowls may be infested, whereas respondent's 
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said product "Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules" will not when 
fed to fowls destroy all worms or all parts of worms, including tape
worm heads, with which the fowls may be infested. 

PAR. 5. Respondent's advertising and representations hereinabove 
described have had and still have a tendency and capacity to and do 
mislead and deceive the purchasing public regarding the therapeutic 
value, efficacy, and effect of "Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules," 
and further, as a direct consequence of the deceptive acts and repre
sentations of respondent and mistaken beliefs induced by said acts, 
as herein set out, the purchasing public has purchased respondent's 
"Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules" with the result that trade has 
been unfairly diverted to responde11t from competitors engaged in 
the business of distributing or selling products designed for similar 
usage who truthfully advertise and represent the properties of their 
respective products and the results which may be expected to be ob
tained from the use thereof. As a result thereof substantial injury 
has been and now is being done by respondent to substantial compe
tition in commerce among and between the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 6. The acts, practices and representations of the respondent 
hereinabove set forth have been and are all to the injury and preju
dice of the public and to the competitors of the respondent in inter
state commerce, and have constituted and now constitute unfair 
methods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes," npproYed September 26, 1914. 

REronT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on November 2, 1936, issued, and on 
November 4, 1936, served its complaint in this proceeding upon 
respondent, Pratt Food Company, a corporntion, chnrging it with 
the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of 
the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and 
the filing of respondent's answer, the Commission, by order entered 
herein, granted respondent's motion for permission to withdraw said 
answer and to substitute therefor an answer admitting all the mate
l'ial allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking 
of further evidence and all intervening procedure, which substitute 
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unswer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter 
this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Com
mission on the said complaint and the substitute answer, briefs and 
oral arguments of counsel having been waived, and the Commission 
having duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the 
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and 
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn 
therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPII 1. For more than three years last past thl' respondent, 
Pratt Food Company, a corporation, has been organized and existing 
as a corporation under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, and 
has maintained during all of said time, and now maintains, its 
principal place of business at 126 Walnut Street, in the city of 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

PAR. 2. For more than three years last past the respondent has been 
engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of a product sold 
by it under the trade name "Pmtt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules." 
This product has been sold by the respondent to various firms, per
sons, associations, or corporations located not only in the State of 
Pennsylvania but in other States of the United States, and after 
sniPs have been consummated the respondent has shipped the pur
chased goods, or caused them to be shipped, from respondent's place 
of business in Philadelphia, Pa., or from other States, to purchasers 
thereof located in States other than the State of Pennsylvania or 
other than the State of origin of the shipment. The respondent has 
maintained a constant current of trade and commerce between and 
among various States of the United States and the District of 
Columbia in the sale and distribution of its said product during all 
of the time referred to herein. 

PAn. 3. The respondent, during all of the time herein referred to, 
has represented that its product, "Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K 
Capsules" is an efficient remedy for certain diseases of poultry, and 
has recommended that its said product be fed to poultry, and has 
represented that when it is so used results will be achieved, as here
inafter more fully set forth, which will be greatly beneficial to the 
purchasers of said product. 

P .An. 4. There are other corporations, individuals, associations, and 
partnerships engaged in similar business to that of the respondent, 
to wit: the sale and distribution of products which will relieve 
poultry from worm infestation. Said other corporations, indi
viduals, associations, and partnerships have been and are engaged in 
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conm1erce among and between the various States of the United States 
in said business. The respondent, during all of the aforesaid time, 
was, and still is, in competition in such commerce in the sale of the 
said "Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules" with such other corpora
tions, individuals, associations, and partnerships likewise engaged in 
the sale and distribution of products having an efficacy similar to 
that claimed by the respondent for "Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K 
Capsules." 

PAR. 5. In soliciting the sale of its product respondent has con
tinuously, during all of the aforesaid time, represented by pamphlets, 
labels attached to containers of the product, advertisements inserted 
in newspapers, periodicals and magazines, and otherwise, as follows: 
"One 'Split-Action' Capsule worms your bird as thorougllly as though 
you gave each fowl two treatments"; "Stop wasting money on treat
ments that get only a few of the worms"; and "Kamala is the best 
tapeworm destroyer." These representations have been made 
through advertising mediums and otherwise, and have been caused by 
respondent to be circulated to customers and prospective customers 
residing in the various States. 

PAR. 6. As a matter of fact, respondent's said product, "Pratt's 
'Split-Action' N-K Capsules," when fed to fowls, will not destroy all 
worms or all parts of worms, including tapeworm heads, with which 
the fowls are infested. 

PAR. 7. There is a preference among members of the purchasing 
public, located in various States of the United States, of a product 
that will, when fed to fowls, destroy all worms and all parts of 
worms, includin~ tapeworm heads, with which the fowls may be 
infested, and the foregoing representation<> by the responurnt describe 
a product that members of the public desire to purchase. The repre
sentations made by the respondrnt above referred to have the capacity 
and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasers of its product 
into believing that when they purchase said product they will obtain 
a prouuct that will, whrn fed to fowls, destroy all worms and all 
parts of worms, including tapeworm hrads, with which the fowls may 
be infested. 

PAR. 8. The representations of the respondent as aforesaid have 
had, and do have, the tendency and capacity and effect of causing a 
substantial numbrr of the purchasing public to buy respondent's 
product on account of the mistaken and enoneous belief induced by 
respondent's representations. 

PAR. 9. There ore many of the competitors of respondent who 
manufacture and distribute products designed for similar usage to 
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that sold and distributed by the respondent in various States of the 
United States who do not misrepresent the capacities or effects of 
their products. 

Respondent's acts and practices are hereinabove set forth tend to, 
and do, unfairly divert trade to respondent from such competitors, to 
the substantial injury and prejudice of competition in commerce 
among and between the various States of the United States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Pratt Food 
Company, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitiled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein on December 21, 1!>36, by respondent admitting all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Con
gress approved September 26, 1!)14, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trude Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Pratt Food Company, a cor
poration, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in con
nection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of a product 
designated as "Pratt's 'Split-Action' N-K Capsules," or any product 
of sub::.tantially the same composition and ingredients or of substan
tially the same therapeutic effect sold under the name "Pratt's 'Split
Action' N-K Capsules" or under any other name, in interstate com
rr.erce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist 
from: 

Representing, through statements such as 

One "Split-Action" Capsule worms your bird as thoroughly ns though you 
gave cnch fowl two treatments; 

Stop wasting money on treatments thnt get only n few of the worms; 
Knmnln is the best tapeworm destroyer; 
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or other statements of similar import and effect, or through any other 
device or in any other manner, that said product will destroy all 
worms and all parts of worms (including tapeworm heads) with 
which poultry may be infested. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

D. H. KRUEGER, INC., AND LIGHTFOOT SCHULTZ 
COMPANY 

CO~IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THEJ ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doc~:et 2515. Complaint, Aug. 14, 1935-Dccision, Dec. 29, 1936 

'Vhere a corporation engaged In manufacturing, compounding, selling, and 
distributing a line of toiletries and cosmetics including perfumes, toilet 
water, face powder, lipstick, rouge, and similar products, to purchasers In 
the various States, and including a line of toiletries sold and distributed by 
an American concern in Interstate commerce under trade name or brand 
"Drury Lane English Lavender"-

Caused Its aforesaid products or line of toiletries to be labeled and branded 
with aforesaid words and words "Distributed by Worthall, Ltd., London, 
Montreal, New York", notwithstanding fact said American corporation thus 
referred to was not a limited corporation as commonly understood by the 
public, nor an English company, and had no opPratlng branch or office In 
London, or Montreal, and products sold and distributed by lt In Interstate 
commerce were not made or compounded ln London or lmportPd from Eng
land or made from English materials, but were all mode or componnded 
in the United States and principally of materials produced therein, and were 
In no sense products of F.nglish manufacture nor English In origin: 

With elfect of misleading and dccelving deniers and purchasing public Into 
erroneous and mistaken belief that the 1mid toilet preparations nnd supplies 
mnde, compounded and sold by it and marketed by said American distributor, 
were genuine Engllsh products and that Its said distributor was an English 
<"ompnny with offices ln London and Montreal, and that Its said products 
were of English origin and manufacture or were Imported from England, 
and of Inducing dealers and purchasing public, acting In such beliefs, to buy 
such Imitation toiJPt preparation~, and thrreby unfairly divert trade to it 
from Its comprtltors who do not thus, or otherwise, misrrpresent the nature 
and kind of thrlr products, and !rom competitors who actually do sell and 
distribute toilet [Jroducts and cosmetics of English origin which, as genuine 
English toiletries long compounded, blended and made In England by Engll>;h 
companies of English materials and Imported and appropriately labelro and 
branded for sale and distribution In the United ~tates, are bought by a 
substantial portion of the purchasing public ln preference to Imitations 
thereof not of English oriA"In or manufacture: to Injury of competition In 
commerce among the various StatPS: 

Held, 'l'hnt such acts and practlccs were to the prejudice ot the public and com
petitors and constltutf.'d unfair method>! of competition. 

Defore Mr. ,lohn lV. Addison and J.fr. John lV. Bennett, trial 
exammers. 

Mr. A71en 0. Phelp8 for the Commission. 
11/r. illilton Dammann, of New York City, for Lightfoot Schultz Co. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that B. H. 
Krueger, Inc., a corporation, and Lightfoot Schultz Company, a cor
poration, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and are 
using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" 
is defined in said act, and it appearing to the said Commission that 
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

P ARAGRAPII 1. B. H. Krueger, Inc., is a corporation organized, ex
isting and doing business under the laws of the State of New York, 
with its office and principal place of business at 151 ·west 19th Street 
in the city of New York, N.Y. The officers of said respondent B. H. 
Krueger, Inc. are Bernard H. Krueger, president and treasurer, and 
Max Krueger, secretary. Respondent Lightfoot Schultz Company is 
a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under the laws 
of the State of New York, with its office at 389 Fifth Avenue, New 
York City, and a factory at 1412 Park Avenue, Hoboken, N.J. The 
officers of said Lightfoot Schultz Company are Milton Dammann, 
president, :Marshall 1\fundheim, vice president and secretary, and 
Jules B. de:Mesquite, treasurer. 

PAn. 2. Respondent B. II. Krueger, Inc., since prior to Septembel' 
1!)34, has been and now is engaged in the Lnsiness of manufacturing, 
compounding, selling, and distributing a line of toiletries and cos
metics, including perfum<>s, toilet water, face powder, lip stick, rouge, 
and similar products to purchasers in the various States of the United 
States. Respondent Lightfoot Schultz Company since prior to Sep
tember 1!)34, has been and now is engaged in manufacturing, com
pounding, selling, and distributing a line of toilet soaps to purchasers 
in the various States of the United States. Doth of said respondents 
ordinarily sell and distribute their said products at wholesale and 
cause tho said products to be transported from the States of New 
York and New Jersey into other States of the United States and the 
District of Columbia, and in the course and conduct of their said 
busin<>sses said respondents were and are in competition with other 
individuals, firms partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged 
in the manufactu;e, compounding, sale, and distribution in interstate 
commerca of similar products. 
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PAR. 3. During the time above mentioned respondent B. H. Krueger, 
Inc. in the course and conduct of its said business manufactured and 
compounded, wrapped, packed, and delivered to the order of one 
Worthall, Ltd., a corporation, a line of toiletries which were sold and 
distributed by said vVorthall, Ltd. in interstate commerce under the 
trade name or brand of "Drury Lane English Lavender." Respond
ent Lightfoot Schultz Company during the time above mentioned 
manufactured and compounded, wrapped, packed, and delivered to 
the order of 1Vorthall, Ltd. a line of toilet soaps, which was sold and 
distributed in interstate commerce by said W orthall, Ltd. under the 
trade name or brand of "Drury Lane English Lavender." The labels 
attached to the containers and packages in which said toiletries and 
soaps were packed, sold, and distributed were furnished to said re
spondents by said W orthall, Ltd., but said labels were attached to said 
packages or containers and the packaging and bottling of said prod
ucts were done by the respondents, who thereupon delivered the fin
ished products to destinations and consignees in the several States 
designated by said 'Vorthall, Ltd. 

PAR. 4. For a long period of time the terms "English," "Made in 
England" and "Imported from England" and similar terms when 
used in connection with toilet articles such as perfumes, soaps, toilet 
water, face powder, rouge, and similar articles, have had and still have 
1.1 definite significance in the minds of wholesalers and retailers and 
the ultimate purchasing public, to wit: Such toiletries and products 
have for many years been compounded, blended and manufactured in 
England by English companies of English materials and imported 
into the United States, and where so compounded, produced and im
ported have been appropriately labelled and branded for sale aml 
distribution in the various States of the United States. Such terms 
as the above when applied to toilet products not made of English 
materials or manufactured by an English company or imported from 
England are false and mislending, and a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public prefers to buy genuine English toiletries produced 
as aforesaid, rather than imitations thereof which are not of English 
origin or manufacture. 

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their said businesses, as afore
said, respondents have caused their~ products so sold and distributed 
in interstate commerce, to be labeled and branded with the words 
"Drury Lane," "English Lavender," and "Distributed by 'Vorthall, 
Ltd., London, Montreal, New York," when in truth and in fact the 
!>:.tid Worthall, Ltd. is not a limited corporation nor is it an English 
company, it had no branch or office in London or Montreal, none of 
the products which it so sold and distributed in interstate commerce 
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were manufactured or compounded in London nor were the same im
ported from England or made from English materials. On the con
trary, Worthall, Ltd. is a New York corporation; all of said products 
were manufactured or compounded in the United States, principally 
of materials produced in this country, and same were in no sense 
products of English manufacture nor English in origin. 

PAR. 6. The representations so made by respondents, as above set 
forth, and the use of the word "Limited" instead of incorpo'rated, 
by said corporation, in combination with the words "London, Montreal, 
New York," of the trade name "Drury Lane" and the words "English 
Lavender," are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to 
and do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
belief that the toilet articles and supplies manufactured, compounded, 
and solJ by respondents are genuine English products, and that re
spondents' distributor '\Vorthall, Ltd. is an English company with 
offices in London and Montreal, and that said products are imported 
from England, when such is not the fact. Said representations have 
the capacity and tendency to and do induce dealers and the purchasing 
public, acting on such beliefs, to purchase the said imitation toilet 
articles, thereby diverting trade to respondents from their competitor:;: 
who do not by their corporate trade names or by false and misleading 
advertising or in any other manner misrepresent the nature and kind 
of their products, and from competitors who actually do sell and dis
tribute toilet products and cosmetics of English origin and manufac
ture, and thereby respondents do substantial injury to competitors 
and to the purchasing public in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 7. Tl1e acts and things above alleged to have Leen done and the 
false representations alleged to have bcPn made by respondents are 
to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondents and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the in
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the FerlPral Trade Commission, on August 14, 1935, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents D. II. Krueger, 
Inc., and Lightfoot Schultz Company, charging them with the use of 
unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the pro-

146756m 30-vol. 24-22 
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visions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, anrl the 
filing of respondents' answers thereto, testimony and other evidence in 
support of the allegations of said complaint were introduced by Allen 
C. Phelps, attorney for the Commission, before John ,V. Addison, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, 
and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint by the respond
ent D. H. Krueger, Inc., and by Milton Dammann, attorney for 
respondent Lightfoot Schultz Company; and said testimony and 
other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Com
mission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final 
hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, the answers 
thereto, testimony and other evidence, and briefs in support of the 
complaint and in opposition thereto (no oral argument having been 
applied for); and the Commission having duly considered the same, 
and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding 
is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FAOI'S 

PARAORArn 1: D. H. Krueger, Inc., is a corporation organized, ex
isting, and doing business under the laws of the State of New York, 
with its office and principal place of business at 151 'Vest Nineteenth 
Street in the city of New York, N. Y. The officers of said respond
E'nt n. II. Kru£'ger, Inc., are Dernard II. Krueger, president and 
treasurer, and Max Krueger, secretary. 

PAR. 2. Respondent n. II. Kru£'ger, Inc., since prior to September 
Hl34, has bren, nnd now is, engag£'d in the busin£'ss of manufacturing, 
compounding, selling, and distributing a line of toiletries and cos
metics, including perfumes, toilet water, face powder, lipstick, rouge, 
and similar products to purchasers in the various States of the United 
State.'>. Said re:o;pondent ordinarily sells and distributes its said 
products at wholesale and caus£'s the said products to be transported 
from the State of New York into other States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its said 
business, said respondent was, and is, in competition with other indi
viduals, firms, partnerships, ami corporations likewise engaged in the 
manufacture, compounding, sale, and distribution in interstate com
merce of similar products. 

PAn. 3. During the time above mentioned, respondent n. II. 
Krurgt•r, Inc., jn the course and conduct of its said business manu
factured and compoundPtl, wrapped, packed, nnd deliverrd to the 
order of one 'Vorthnll, Ltd., a corporation, a line of toiletries "'·hich 
were sold and distributed by said Worthall, Ltd., in intP.rstnte com-
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merce under the trade name or brand of "Drury Lane English Laven
der." The labels attached to the containers and packages in which 
said toiletries and soaps were packed, sold, and distributed were fur
nished to said respondent by said "\Vorthall, Ltd., but said labels were 
attached to said packages or containers, and the packaging and 
bottling of said products were done by the respondent, who there
upon delivered the finished products to destinations and consignees 
in the several States designated by said "\'Vorthall, Ltd. 

PAR. 4. For a long period of time the terms "English," "Made in 
England,'' and "Imported from England" and similar terms of 
English connotation or derivation, when used in connection with toilet 
preparations such as perfumes, soaps, toilet water, face powder, 
rouge, and similar articles, have had, and still have, a definite sig
nificance in the minds of wholesalers and retailers and the ultimate 
purchasing public, to wit: that such toiletries and products have for 
many years been compounded, blended, and manufactured in England 
by English companies of English materials and imported into th~ 
United States, and where so compounded, produced, and imported, 
have been appropriately labelled and brancled for sale and distribu
tion in the various States of the United States. A substantial portion 
of the purchasing public prefers to buy genuine English toiletries 
produced as aforesaid, rather than imitations thereof which are not 
of English origin or manufacture. Such terms as the above, when 
applied to toilet products not made of English materials or manu
factured by an English company or imported from England, are 
false and misleading. 

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its said business, as aforesaid, 
respondent has caused its products so sold and distributed in inter
state commerce, to be labelleu and branded with the words "Drury 
Lane," "English Lavcncler," ancl "Distributed by "\Vorthall, Ltd., 
London, Montreal, New York," when in truth and in fact the said 
"\Vorthall, Ltd., is not a limited corporation as such term is commonly 
understood by the public, nor is it an English company. It has no 
operating branch or office in London or Montreal. None of the 
products which it sold and distributed in interstate commerce was 
manufactured or compounded in London, nor were the products im
ported from England or made from English materials. On the con
trary, "\Vorthall, Ltd., is a New York Corporation; all of said prod
ucts were manufactured or compounded in the United States, prin
cipally of materials produced in this country, and said products were 
in no sense products of English manufacture nor English in origin. 

PAn. 6. The representations so made by respondent, as above set 
forth, and the use on labels placed on its said products by respond-
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ent of the word "Limited" instead of "Incorporated" for said 
'Vorthall corporation, in combination with the words "London" or 
''Montreal"; of the trade name "Drury Lane" and the words "Eng
lish Lavender"; are calculated to, and have the capacity and tendency 
to, and do, mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public 
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the toilet preparations 
aml supplies manufactured, compounded, and sold by respondent 
and marketed by said distributor vVorthall, Ltd., are genuine Eng
lish products, and that respondent's distributor 'Vorthall, Ltd., is 
an English company with offices in London and Montreal, and that 
said products are of English origin and manufacture or are im
ported from England. Said representations have the capacity and 
tendency to, and do, induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting 
on such beliefs, to purchase the said imitation toilet preparations, 
thereby unfairly diverting trade to respondent from its competitors 
who do not by the means above set forth, or in any other manner, 
misrepresent the nature ancl kind of their products, and from com
petitors who actually do sell and distribute toilet products and cos
metics of English origin and manufacture, to the injury of com
petition in commerce among and between the various States of the 
United States. 

PAR. 7. The testimony and evidence recorded and filed in this pro
ceeding have failed to establish the allegations of the complaint 
herein as against respondent Lightfoot Schultz Company. 

OONCLUSION 

Tho aforl.'said acts and practices of the re~ponclent D. II. KruPger, 
Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
prtitors, and constitute unfair methotis of competition in commerce, 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trude Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Fecleral Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of re
spondents, testimony and other evidence takf'n Lefore John W. Addi
son, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, 
in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition there
to, and briefs filed her·ein, and the Commission having made its find
ings as to the facts anu its conclusion that respondent ll. II. Kru<>ger, 
Inc., a corporation, has violated the provi!"ions of nn Act of Congress, 
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approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes," and that the allegations of the complaint have not been 
established as against respondent Lightfoot Schultz Company by the 
testimony and evidence herein; 

It is ordered, That the respondent, B. H. Krueger, Inc., a cor
poration, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in con
nection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of cosmetics 
and toilet preparations, including perfumes, soaps, toilet water, face 
powder, and similar articles in interstate commerce or in the District 
of Columbia, by the use of labels, or otherwise, do forthwith cease 
and desist from representing: 

1. That said products are of English manufacture or origin, or 
are imported from England; 

2. That said products contain ingredients of English origin, when 
such is not the fact; 

3. That said products are manufactured or prepared for, or dis
tributed by, an English company or a company with offices and places 
of business in England or Canada, when such is not the fact; 

4. That any of said products manufactured for, or sold to, 'Vorthall, 
Ltd., a New York corporation, are offered for sale, sold, or distributed 
by an English company, or by a company with offices in England or 
Canada; 

5. That any of said products manufactured for, or sold to, Worthall, 
Ltd., a New York corporation, are of English manufacture or origin, 
or have been imported from England. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent, B. II. Krueger, Inc., a 
corporation, shall within GO days after service upon it of this order, 
file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it has complied with this order. 

It is further ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same 
hereby is, dismissed without prejudice as against respondent Lightfoot 
Schultz Company, a corporation. 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS 
ASSOCIATION ET AL. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docl•et 2565. Complaint, Nov. 16, 1995 1-Decision, Dec. £9, 1936 

Where corporations engaged In (1) the manufacture of various kinds of power 
cable and of rubiJer covered building wire, largest consumers of which 
pro<lucts were privately and publicly owned public utilities, municipal, State, 
and Federal Governments, nn<l large ln<lustrial plants and office buildings, 
and in (2) soliciting, selling, and delivering sueh various products directly 
to the larger consumers, and In supplying the smaller requirements of such 
consume1·s and the entire requirements of the smaller consumers by selling 
and placing stocks of goods in the hands of jobbers and retailers, and (3) 
controlling a large, valuable and continuous trade and commerce among 
the several States, and transporting and delivering or causing to be trans• 
ported and delivered, In the course thereof, large quantities of material and 
finished products ncroRs State lines, and ( 4) In a position, to the extent 
that they acted collectively and collusively In the production and plicing of 
their goods, to dominate tbe markets in which unorganized consumers must 
buy the same, and, but for the matters hereinbelow set forth, In active 
competition with one another us to price and otherwise; acting in eomblna
tion and agrePment wlth one another and through their association and 
subsidiary groups and sectional organizations thereof, promoted in aid of 
such agreements and combinations directe<l to avoiding, frustrating and 
suppressing priee competition, both prior to and during the role as Code 
Authority nuder tlw National Industrial Recovery Act, of said associatlon, 
In using, Interpreting and applying va1·!ou~ provisions of said Code with 
intent nnd effect of BUiliJOrtlng, supplementing and reinforcing such agree
ments, understandings, policies, and methods; and making use of frequent 
meetings and conferences among the members of the various groups, sec
tions, and subdivisions of the association, and systrmatlc exchange of price 
lntonnntion among the members; and acting In pursuance thereof-

( a) Entered into agreements and understandings to quote, sell, and deliver 
their goods according to identical delivere!l prices, terms, and sales condi
tions, determined by joint or cooperative action of the members' groups, etc., 
as ahol·e Indicated, and systematically prepared, circulated, exchanged, 
adopted, and used certain price lists promulgated by three of the said 
member manufacturers, with the assurance that such lists and changes 
thereof, with due notice, would be observed by the promulgating manufac
turrrs If' respected by the others, with Intent and elrPct of avoiding and 
suppres.~ing p1 icl' competition among all, and with the understanding of all 
that purchase on n delivered price basis only would be permitted, and with 
Inclusion of formula through whkh such delivered prices were to be calcu-

'Amended. 
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lated, whether for the entire United States and possessions, or within various 
price zones, as the case might be; and 

(b) With Intent and e:trect of further suppressing price competition among 
themselves, supplemented said uniform delivered price lists by imposing 
uniform charge for the large wooden reels on which cable Is wound for 
delivery and uniform allowance for return thereof, together with uniform 
charge for return freight, which, in some cases, was in excess of and, in 
other cases, less than actual cost of such return freight to plant of a given 
manufacturer, and adopted uniform terms of sale, including uniform dis
counts for quantity and for prompt payment and uniform grades and 
specifications and methods of calculating prices on goods which varied 
therefrom ; and 

(c) With Intent and effect aforesaid and, more speciflcally, to ascertain if, 
when and to what extent any of such manufacturers bad deviated In actual 
transactions from any such aforesaid identical delivered prices or any fac
tor required by their agreements and understandings, adopted and carried 
on a system with the advice, assistance and cooperation of their said 
association, under which they agreed to and did report to each other, 
upon request of any member of the respective groups, detailed information 
as to the prices and all factors entering into or affecting the prices quoted 
on particular transactions, and with similar intent and effect exchanged 
communications and held meetings and conferences at which investiga· 
tions were made into cases of alleged price cutting and criticized or other
wise disciplined offender competitors; 

With result, necessarily, by rPason of said delivered price policy, that said 
manufacturers habitually aud systematically discriminated in price among 
their various customers after making due allowance for cost of transporta
tion, exacted higher prices from customers having little or no transportation 
expense and accepted lower prices from those having heavy transportation 
expense, nnd with further result that competitors at or near the place 
of manufacture and shipment were deprived of the advantage of such 
location and were required to contribute to the cost of transportation of 
more distant customers, nothwithstanding fact that such customers fre
quently were In compet!tlon with each other, and further result that such 
manufacturers charged and collected from many of their customers, in the 
guise of transportation and delivery charges, more, and from other of 
their customers, less, than the actual cost thereof; and 

(d) Fixed, through cooperative grou·p activities within the association, the 
selling price of a certain patented rubber covered building wire, under 
cover ot a licensing contract between themselves as licensees and one ot 
their number and competitor as owner of the patent and licensor, by first 
jointly determining upon and th£>n having named In such license contract 
the identlcnl price which thPy desired to obtain from their respective cus.. 
tomers; and 

(e) Adopted identical discounts from their published list prices to cover sales 
to jobbers, and required of jobbers that tbey resell commodities in ques· 
tlon at list price In order to avoid any price competition among the reApeC
tlve jobbers or between the jobbers and manufacturers reSllCctively, and 
supported their said requirement by jointly determining status and ellgl· 
blllty of jobbers, detecting fullures on part of jobbers to maintain prescribed 
resale price, and refusing supplies to such jobbers; 
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With the result that, through such agreements, understandings, rules, J:.Olicies, 
and cooperative methods, they took away from purchasers of power cable 
and rubber covered building wire, advantages of normal competition which 
formerly existed, and would otherwise exist among them, compelled unor
ganized purchasers to buy commodities involved at prices and on terms 
determined collectively and collusively by them, and artificially enhenced 
amounts exacted from such purchasers above those obtainable, absent such 
determination, which, in some instances and Insofar as exacted from public 
utilities and the Government as an Incident to the transmission of electric 
light and power, became a part of the permanent Investment on which 
consumers of electricity are called upon to pay a continual return, or, 
where publicly owned, at least sufficient to retire the investment therein, 
and in other instances became a part of utility and Government operating 
expenses which must be borne by consumers and rate payers, and with in
tent and etrect of unduly and unreasonably restricting, restraining and 
obstructing competition in the sale of power cable and rubber covered 
building wire through said wrongful and unlawful combination, conspirac.v 
and agreement thus engaged in: 

Jleld, That such nets and things and methods of competition were all to the 
injury and prejulllce of the public engaged in purchase or purchase and 
resale of electric power cable nnd rubber covered building wire, of com
petitors engaged in production and sale thereof, and of consumers of elec
tricity, and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Walter B. Wooden and Mr. R. L. [{ennedy for the Commission. 
Rounds, Dillingham, Mead & Neagle, of New York City, for Na

tional Electrical Manufacturers Association, its officers, etc. 
Palmer & Se1'les, of New York City, and Covington, Burling, Ru

blee, Acheson & Shorb, of ·washington, D. C., for American Electrical 
'Vorks. 

Mr. [{enneth. B. llalstead, of New York City, for American Steel 
and 'Vire Co. 

Chadbourne, Wallace, Parl.~e & Whiteside, of New York City, for 
Anaconda Wire and Cable Co. 

Reed & Chapman, of New York City, for Bishop 'Vire and Cable 
Corp. 

Ilerrick, Smith, Donald & Farley, of Boston, Mass., for Boston 
Insulated Wire and Cable Co., and Simplex Wire and Cable Co. 

Licldenstein, Schwartz & Friedenberg, of Hoboken, N. J., for Cres
cent Insulated 'Vire and Cable Co. 

Mr. Carlyle E. Yates, of New York City, and Covington, Buding, 
Rublee, Acheson & Slwrb, of 'Vashington, D. C., for Generat CaLle 
Corp. 

Jfr. Darius E. Peel.;, of Schenectady, N. Y., and Wright, Gordon, 
Zachry & /'arlin, of New York City, for General Electric Co. 

Gleason, McLanelwn, Merritt & Ingraham, of New York City, for 
IlaLirshaw Cable and 'Vire Corp., National Electrical Products Corp., 
and Phelps-Dodge Copper Products Corp. 
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Mr. George Murray Brooks, of New York City, for The Okonite 
Co. 

McOarter & English, of Newark, N.J., for John A. Roebling's Son8 
Co. 

Mr. Bertram L. Marks, of New York City, for Triangle Conduit 
and Cable Co. 

Arthur, D'l"'J & Dole, of New York City, for United States Ruhber 
Products, Inc. 

Al\IENDED CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the respondents 
named and represented in the caption hereof have been and are using 
unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined 
in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by 
it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its 
amended complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The members of respondent association and of its 
various groups, sections, and divisions, consist of several hundred cor
porations, individuals, firms, and partnerships, their number varying 
from time to time by the separation of some and the addition of others, 
so that it is impracticable at any given time to name as respondents 
and to bring before the Commission each and all the members without 
manifest delay and inconvenience. Therefore, the Commission names 
and includes as respondents in this proceeding, the National Electrical 
Manufacturers Association, both separately and as representatives of 
all the members of the association the following officers: F. C. Jones, 
president, and member of board of governors; ,V, J. Donald, manag
ing director; T. ,V, Howard, director uniform accounting and statis
tical department; C. 1\I. Cogan, director engineering department; the 
board of governors (whose present membership is not known to the 
Commission) and the following members of respondent association: 
American Electrical Works, Philadelphia, Pa. (a Rhode Island cor
poration), American Steel and Wire Co., 'Vorcester, Mass. (a New 
Jersey corporation); Anaconda 'Vire and Cable Co., New York, N.Y. 
(a Delaware corporation); Bishop Wire and Cable Corporation, New 
York, N. Y. {a New York corporation); Boston Insulated Wire and 
Cable Co., Boston, 1\Iass. (a Massachusetts corporation); Crescent In
rmlated Wire and Cable Co., Trenton, N. J. (a New Jersey corpora
tion); General Cable Corporation, New York, N. Y. (a New Jersey 
corporation); General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. (a New 
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York corporation); Habirshaw Cable and Wire Corporation, New 
York, N. Y. (a New York corporation) ; National Electrical Products 
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. (a Delaware corporation); The Okonite 
Company, Passaic, N. J. (a New Jersey corporation); Phelps-Dodge 
Copper Products Corporation, New York, N. Y. (a New York cor
poration); John A. Roebling's Sons Company, Trenton, N. J. (a 
New Jersey corporation); Simplex Wire and Cable Company, Boston, 
:Mass. (a :Massachusetts corporation); Triangle Conduit and Cable 
Company, Brooklyn, N.Y. (a New York corporation); United States 
Rubber Products, Inc., New York, N. Y. (a New Jersey corporation). 

PAR. 2. The power cable and wire with which this proceeding is 
chiefly concerned are used for the transmission of electric current of 
large voltages. Much of it is copper wire insulated by various proc
tsses to meet the special needs of various classes of customers. Im
pregnated paper cable is used for transmitting current from the power 
house to substations and other outlets, where, depending on the use 
to which it is to be put, the current is diverted into varnished cambric, 
rubber power, or parkway cable. 'Vhere used in buildings for light
ing purposes, the. current is distributed through what is known as 
building wire. Bare and weatherproofed wires are used for over
head transmission across long stretches of country and among other 
uses, for overhead trolleys on electric railways. 

Among the largest consumers of these commodities are public 
utilities, whether privately or publicly owned; municipal, State, and 
Fedte>ral Governments for use in the lighting of streets, parks, high
ways, and public buildings; and large industrial plants and office 
buildings in carrying current for power and light. 

Respondte>nt manufacturers solicit, sell, and deliver these com
modities directly to the larger conf>um<>rs. They supply the smaller 
requirements of such consumers and the entire rcquir<>ments of the 
smaller consumers by selling and placing stocks of goods in the hands 
of jobbers and retailers. 

Respondent manufacturers have control of a large, valuable, and 
continuous trade and commerce among the several States in the goods 
with which this proceeding dl'als, and in the course of such trade and 
commerce ship, transport and deliver large quantities of material 
and finished products across State lines, or cause them to be so 
transported and delivered. To the extent that respondent manu
facturers act collectively and collusively in the production and pricing 
of their goods they are in position to dominate and manipulate the 
markets in which unorganized consumers must buy such goods. 

PAn. 3. Respondent National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
is a voluntary, unincorporated organization composed of the principal 
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manufacturers of copper cable and wire for electrical transmission. 
It also includes in its membership manufacturers of electric tools, and 
a large variety of electrical equipment and apparatus. For each of 
the commodities with which this amended complaint deals the members 
of respondent association collectively produce, sell, and distribute the 
major part, and in some cases all, of the output of such commodities 
in the United States. 

In order to accomplish more effectively the purposes of the com
bination and conspiracy hereinafter alleged, respondent association, 
its officers, board of governors, and members, have promoted, estab
lishec.l anc.l conducted within said association, a number of separate 
groups and sections, each of which is composed of manufacturers 
who produce and sell similiar and competing kinds of electrical wire 
and cable or similar and competing kinc.ls of electric tools and of 
electrical equipment and apparatus. A number of respondent mem
bers are manufacturers of more than one kind of the commodities 
ref<'rred to anc.l accordingly affiliate themselves with more than one 
of the group and sectional organizations within respondent associa
tion, making separate contributions to the support of each such group. 
Among such groups are the respective manufacturers which produce 
impregnated paper cable, varnished cambric cable, rubber power ca
Ll<', parkway cable, rubber covered building wire, bare and weather
proofed wire, rigid steel conduit, fibre underground conduit, outlet 
boxes, and electric tools. 

PAn. 4. The aforesaid respondent association, its officers, board of 
governors, and members, have been and are engaged in a wrongful 
and unlawful combination, conspiracy, and agreement in and afi'<'cting 
trac.le anc.l commerce in power cable, copp<'r wire for electrical trans
mission, and various kinds of electrical apparatus and equipment 
throughout the Unit<'d States and its poss<'ssions, for the purpose and 
with the effect of unduly and unreasonably restricting, restraining, 
and obstructing competition in the sale of such goods. To that end 
the respondents by concerted action and agreement among themselves 
have adopted and put into effect the following policies, rules, prac
tices, and methods of competition: 

(a) As the first step in their plan to suppress or restrain price 
competition, respondents have created, organized and conducted sub
sidiary group and sectional organizations composed of manufacturers 
which, but for the activities herein alleged, would be in active com
petition with each other ns to price and otherwise. 

(b) Respondents have promoted and held frequent meetings and 
conferences among the members of the various groups, sections, and 
subdivisions of the associations, and have systematically exchange 
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price information among such members. In the course of such activ
ities respondents have entered into agreements and understandings 
that they would quote, sell, and deliver their goods according to 
identical prices, terms, and sales conditions determined by the joint 
or cooperative action of the members of the respective groups, sec
tions or subdivisions of respondent association organized. to have 
jurisdiction over such goods. 

PAn. 5. As instances and illustrations of the methods used in carry
ing out the above alleged conspiracy the Federal Trade Commission 
alleges the following: 

(a) Respondent manufacturers of impregnate<l paper cable, of var
nished cambric cable, of parkway cable, an<l of rubber power cable, 
respectively, have concertedly adopted and maintainecl fixed and 
uniform selling prices on said commodities, under the leadership of 
and in cooperation with respondents The Okonite Co., the General 
Electric Co., and the Habirshaw Cable and Wire Corporation. The 
last named respondents compiled, printed, and circulated among the 
other respondent manufacturers of said commodities exceedingly com
plex and detailed price lists, offering and assuring such other re
spondent manufacturers, their competitors, that if the latter would not 
quote and sell at less than the list prices of the respective compilers, 
then said compilers would maintain the prices in their respective lists 
and would immediately notify their said competitors of all proposed 
changes in price or in the methods of calculating same. Acting upon 
said offers and assurances respondent manufacturers of said com
modities systematically prepared, circulated, exchanged, adopted, and 
used, the price lists so compiled as the amount to be quoted to and 
obtained from their customers, for the purpose and with the effect 
of avoiding and suppressing price competition among all of responuent 
manufacturers of said commouities. 

(b) In the compilation, adoption, and use of said price lists, it 
was understood and agreed among saiu respondent manufacturers that 
no customer should be allowed to purchase except on a delivered. price 
basis. Pursuant to such understand.ing anu agrel'ment, said. price lists 
embodied and contained only delivered prices and the formula by 
which such prices were to be calculated. As to some prod.ucts the price 
lists specified a single delivered. price to he paid by all customers 
throughout the United States and including Panama Canal Zone, 
P~erto. Uico, I~awaiian Islands, and Alaska. As to other prod.ucts the 
pnce hsts specified. a single <lelivereu price to be paid by all custom
ers throughout and within each of a number of price zones, each com
posed of a number of States or parts of States. The purpose of said 
delivered price policy was to prevent respondent manufacturers from 
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allowing differences in the proximity of any given customer to their 
respective plants, to create any difference in the amount to be paid 
by him delivered from any source of supply. 

{c) For the purpose and with the effect of further suppressing price 
competition among themselves, respondent manufacturers of said 
commodities supplemented said uniform delivered price lists by im
posing a uniform charge for the large wooden reels on which cable is 
wound for delivery and a uniform allowance for the return of such 
reels. Said price lists included a uniform charge for the return freight 
on such reels, which charge, in some cases, was more and in other 
cases less.than the actual cost of such return ·freight to the plant of 
a given manufacturer. 

(d) For the purpose and with the effect of further suppressing 
price competition among themselves, respondent manufacturers of 
said commodities adopted uniform terms of sale, including uniform 
discounts for quantity and for prompt payment, uniform grades and 
specifications, and uniform methods of calculating prices on goods 
which varied from such uniform grades and specifications. 

(e) For the purpose and with the effect of further suppressing price 
competition among themselves and specifically for the purpose of 
ascertaining if, when, and to what extent any of respondent manufac
turers had deviated in actual transactions from the identical delivered 
price or from any factor therein which their conspiracy and combi
nation demanded, respondent manufacturers of said commodities, with 
the advice, assistance, and cooperation of respondent association, 
adopted and carried. on a system under which they agreed to report 
and did report to each other upon the request of any member of 
their respective groups, detailed information as to the prices and all 
factors entering into or affecting the prices which they had quoted 
on particular transactions. For a similar purpose and effect, re
spondent manufacturers have exchanged communications and held 
meetings and conferences at which investigations were made into cases 
of alleged price cutting and where any such offenders were criticized or 
otherwise disciplined by their competitors. 

{f) As an incident to and a necessary result of said delivered price 
policy respondent manufacturers habitually and systematically dis
criminated in price, after making due allowance for the cost of trans
portation, among their various customers, exacted higher prices from 
customers having little or no transportation expense, aml accepted 
lower prices from those having heavy transportation ·rxpense. As a 
further result of sa.id delivered price policy, customers located at or 
near the place of manufactme and shipmrnt were deprived of the 
nd,·antage of such location and were required to coutriLute to the cost 
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of transportation of more distant customers, notwithstanding that 
such customers frequently were in competition with each other. As a 
further result of such policy, respondent manufacturers charged and 
collected from many of their customers, in the guise of transportation 
and delivery charges, more, and from others of their customers, less, 
than the actual cost thereof. 

PAR. 6. Respondent manufacturers of rubber covered building wire, 
through cooperative group activities within respondent association, 
have fixed the selling price of a patented kind of such wire under 
cover of a so-called licensing contract between themselves as licensees 
and respondent National Electrical Products Company as owner of the 
patent and licensor. Said contract is not a valid licensing contract un
der the patent laws in that, among other things, the licensees and 
licensor, being competitors of each other, jointly determine the iden
tical price which they desire to obtain from their customers and then 
go through the formality of having same named and imposed by the 
licensor on the licensees under said agreement. 

PAR. 7. Respondent manufacturers of the commodities named in 
paragraphs 5 aml G have adopted identical discounts from their 
published list prices to cover sales to jobbers and have required of 
jobbers that they re-s<.'ll !:'aid commodities at the list price in order 
that there may be no price competition among their respective job
bers or between the jobbers and mannfactun·rs respectively, support· 
ing such requirement by jointly determining the status and eligibility 
of jobbers, by detection of failures by jobbers to maintain the pre
scribed resale price antl hy refusal to supply goods to such jobbers. 

PAR. 8. Some of the above alleged n~rrements, understandings, 
policies, and concerted practice of avoiding and suppressing price 
competition have been carried on continuously since 1!)2!) or longer, 
but respondent association, as Colle Authority to administer the code 
adopted hy the industry un1lcr the National Industrial Recovery Act, 
used, interpreted, and applied various provisions of said Code for 
th? pur~JORe and with the effect of supporting, supplemrnting, and 
remforcmg such agreements, nndrrstandings, policies, and practice. 

PAn. !>. Respondent members and manufacturers comprising vari
ous groups and sections of respondent association other than those 
whose activities are described in p·ua~rrat)hs 5 () 7 and 8 of this 

' 1:> , ' ' 
amended complaint l.ave £>n~aged in cooperative efforts to eliminate 
and suppress pr~co competition among themselves by tho usc of 
methods and devices similar to but not identical with or confined to 
those alleged in said paragraphs. 

PAR. 10. By means of the aforesaid afl'reements understandinfl'S 
1 1. . ,.., ' 1:> ' 

rues, po ICies, and cooperative practices rrspondents have taken away 
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from purchasers of power cable and electrical transmission wire, and 
of other electrical apparatus and equipment the advantages of normal 
competition which formerly existed and would otherwise exist among 
respondent manufacturers. Respondents thereby compelled unor
ganized purchasers to purchase such commodities at prices and on 
terms determined collectively and collusively by respondents and 
artifically enhanced the amounts exacted from such purchasers 
above the amounts obtainable had there been no such determination. 
The amounts so exacted from public utilities whether publicly or 
privately owned and from municipalities and the government as an 
incident to the transmission of electric light and power in some cases 
become a part of the permanent investment on which consumers of 
electricity are called upon to pay a continual return or if publicly 
owned, at least sufficient to retire the investment in such utilities. 
In other cases the amounts exacted become a part of utility and 
government operating expenses which must be borne by the con
sumers and rate payers. 

PAR. 11. The above alleged acts and things done by respondents 
are all to the injury and prejudice of the public engaged in the 
purchase and resale of electric power cable and wire, electrical equip
ment and apparatus, of competitors engaged in the production and 
sale thereof, and of consumers of electricity, and constitute unfair 
methods of competition in interstate commerce within the intent and 
meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitle<.l "An Act to 
create a Fe<.leral Trade Commission, to <.lefine its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REI'ORT, FINDINGs As TO THE F Acrs, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approve<.l Sep
t£'mber 2G, 1914, entitle<.l "An Act to cn'ate a Federal Trade Com
mission, to <.lefine its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Fe<.leral Tra<.le Commission, on S<'ptember 26, 1935, issued and 
served its origiml complaint in this procee<.ling an<.l on November 
1G, 1935, issued and served its amended complaint in this proceed
ing upon the parties named in the above caption. It included said 
parties as r<'spondents in this proc<'eding, both separately and as 
l'Pprescntatives of all the members of respondent association, charg
ing tlwm with the use of unfair methods of competition in viola
tion of the provisions of said act. After the issuance and service o£ 
said anwnded complaint respondents filed their Nspective answers 
thereto making general denial of the substantial all£>gations of said 
complaint. Snbseqtwntly all the respondents petitioned the Fed
eral Trade Commission for permission to withdraw said answers 
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and to file their substituted answers to the amended complaint, 
consenting therein that for the purposes of this proceeding, all the 
material allegations of said complaint might be deemed to be ad
mitted in so far as they relate to the business of selling power cable 
and ''Safecote" rubber covered building wire. Pursuant to per
mission granted by the Commission said original answers were with
drawn by said respondents and said substituted answers were filed 
in lieu thereof. Said re~pondents also consented therein that the 
Commission might proceed to make its findings of fact without fur
ther proceedings and that an order to cease and desist might issue 
in the terms hereinafter stated. 

The said Commission, having duly considered the above and be
ing fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in 
the interest of the public and makes these its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusions of fact and law drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FAOfS 

PARAGRAPH 1. At the time the amended complaint was issued and 
served, the following corporate respondents were among the members 
of respondent association: American Electrical '\Vorks, Philadelphia, 
Pa. (a Rhode Island corporation), succeeded by Kennecott Wire 
and Cable Company through change of name; American Steel and 
'Wire Co., '\Vorcester, :Mass. (a New Jersey corporation); Anaconda 
Wire nnd Cable Co., New York, N. Y. (a Delaware corporation); 
Dishop Wire and Cable Corporation, New York, N.Y. (a New York 
corporation); Boston Insulated Wire and Cable Co., Boston, Mass. 
(a Massachusetts corporation); Crescent Insulated '\Vire and Cable 
Co., Trenton, N. J. (a New Jersey corporation); General Cable Cor
poration, New York, N. Y. (a New Jersey corporation); General 
Electric Company, Schenrctady, N. Y. (a New York corporation); 
IIahirshaw Cable and '\Vire Corporation, New York, N. Y. (a New 
York corporation); Kennecott Wire and Cable Company, Phila
delphia, Pa. (a Uhode Island Corporation) successor by change of 
name to ~\merican Electrical Works, National Electrical Products 
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. (a Delaware corporation); The Okonite 
Company, Passaic, N. J. (a New Jersey corporation); Phelps-Dodge 
Copper Products Corporation, New York, N.Y. (a New York cor
poration); John A. Uoebling's Sons Company, Trenton, N.J. (a New 
Jersey corporation); Simplex '\Virc and Cable Company, Boston, 
Mass. (a Massachusetts corporation); Triangle Conduit and Cable 
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. (a New York corpomtion); United States 
Rubber Products, Inc., New York, N.Y. {n New Jersey corporation). 
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The said respondent members, through the respondent association, 
have promoted, established, and utilized within said association, a 
number of separate groups and sections, each of which is composed 
of manufacturers who produce and sell similar and competin(Y' kinds 
of electrical wire and cable. A number of respondent memb~rs are 
manufacturers of more than one kind of the commod.ities referred to 
and accordingly affiliate themselves with more than one of the group 
and sectional organizations within respondent association making 
separate contributions to the support of each such group. Among 
such groups are the respective manufacturers which produce im
pregnated paper cable, varnished cambric cable, rubber power cable, 
parkway cable, and rubber covered building wire. 

PAn. 2. The power cable and wire to which these findings relate 
are used for the transmission of electric current of large voltages. 
:Much of it is copper wire insulated by various processes to meet 
the special needs of various classes of customers. Impregnated paper 
cable is used for transmitting current from the power house to sub
stations and other outlets, where depending on the use to which it is 
to be put, the current is diverted into varnished cambric, rubber 
power, or parkway cable. Where used in buildings for lighting pur
p~ses, the current is distributed through what is known as building 
Wll"e. 

Among the largest consumers of these commodities are public 
utilities, whether privately or publicly owned; municipal, State, and 
FedeJ·al Governmt>nts, for use in the lighting of streets, parks, high
ways, and public buildings; and large industrial plants and office 
buildings in carrying current for power and light. 

The rrspondent manufacturers specifically named in paragraph 1 
g'('JI('rally solicit, S('ll and deliver these commodities directly to the 
larg('r consumers. Some of them supply the smaller requirements of 
such consumers and the ('ntire requirements of the smaller consum
t>rs by Sl'lling and placing stocks of goods in the hands of jobbers and 
l'('t a i I l'rs. 

Sai1l rl'spondent manufacturers have control of a large, valuable 
and continuous trade and commerce among the several States, and 
in the course of such trade and comm('rce ship, transport and deliver 
large quantiti('s of material and finislwd ]WO(lncts across State lines, 
or cause them to he so transported and delivHed. To the extent that 
J'('sponlll'nt manufacturers act collectively and collnsh·ely in the pro
duction nnd pricin~ of their goods they are in position to dominate 
thP marhts in which unorganized consum!'rs must buy such goods. 

PAn. 3. The r('spondent manufacturers specifically named in para
_graph 1, hy concNied action and agre('ment among themselves have 

Htli:i(\m 3!1 \"01. 2~-23 
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adopted and put into effect, the following policies, rules, practices~ 
and methods of competition: 

(a) As the first step in a plan to frustrate, suppress, or restrain 
price competition, said respondents have promoted, established, and 
utilized subsidiary group and sectional organizations within respond
ent association, composed of manufacturers which, but for the facts 
herein found, would be in active competition with each other as to 
price and otherwise. 

(b) Said respondents have promoted and held frequent meetings 
and conferences among the members of the various groups, sections, 
and subdivisions of the association, and have systematically 
exchanged price information among such members. In the course of 
such activities, said respondent manufacturers have entered into 
agreements and understandings that they would quote, sell and de
liver their goods according to identical delivered prices, terms and 
sales conditions determined by the joint or cooperative action of the 
members of the respective groups, section~, or subdivisions of respond
ent association organized to have jurisdiction over such goods. 

PAn. 4. As instances and illustrations of the methods used in 
carrying out the above plan and practice, the Federal Trade Com
mission finds the following: 

(a) Said respondent manufacturers of impregnated paper cable1 

of varnished cambric cable, of parkway cable, and of rubber power 
cable, respectively, hav.e concertedly adopted and maintained fixed 
and uniform selling price on said commodities, under the leadership 
of and in cooperation with respondents, The Okonite Co., the Gen
eral Electric Co., and the IIabirshaw Cable and 1Vire Corporation. 
The last named respondents compiled, printed and circulated among 
the other respondent manufacturers of said commodities, exceedingly 
complex and detailed price lists, offering and assuring such other 
respondent manufacturers, their competitors, that if the latter would 
not quote and sell at less than the list prices of the respective com
pilers, then said compilers would maintain the prices in their respec
tive lists and would immediately notify their said competitors of all 
proposrd changes in price or in the methods of calculating same. 
Acting- upon said offers and assurances, respondent manufacturers 
of said commodities systematically prepared, circulated, exchangNl, 
adopted nnd used the price lists so compiled as the amount to be 
quoted to nnd obtained from their customers, for the purpose and 
with the effect of avoiding and suppressing price competition among 
all of respondent manufacturers of said commodities. 

('b) In the compilation, adoption, and use of said price lists, it was 
understood and agreed among said respondent manufacturers that no 
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customer should be allowed to purchase except on a delivered price 
basis. Pursuant to such understanding and agreement, said price 
lists embodied and contained only delivered prices and the formula by 
which such prices were to be calculated. As to some products, the 
price lists specified a single delivered price to be paid by all customers 
throughout the United States and including Panama Canal Zone, 
Puerto Rico, Hawaiian Islands, and Alaska. As to other products, 
the price lists specified a single delivered price to be paid by all 
customers throughout and within each of a number of price zones, 
each composed of a number of States of the United States or parts of 
such States. The purpose of said delivered price policy was to pre
vent respondent manufacturers from allowing differences in the prox
imity of any given customer to their respective plants, to create any 
difference in the amount to be paid by him delivered from any source
of supply. 

(c) For the purpose and with the effect of further suppressing price
competition among themselves, respondent manufacturers of said com
modities supplemented said uniform delivered price lists by imposing 
a uniform charge for the large wooden reels on which cable is wound 
for delivery and a uniform al1owance for the return of such reels. 
Said price lists included a uniform charge. for the return freight on 
such reels, which charge, in some cases, was more and in other cases 
less than the actual cost of such return freight to the plant of a given 
manufacturer. 

(d) For the purpose and with the effect of further suppressing price 
competition among themselves, respondent manufacturers of said 'com
modities adopted uniform terms of sale, including uniform discounts 
for quantity and for prompt payment, uniform grades and specifica
tions, and uniform methods of calculating prices on goods which 
varied from such uniform grades and specifications. 

(e) li'or the purpose and with the effect of further suppressing price 
competition among themselves, and more specifically for the purpose 
of ascertaining if, when, and to what extent any of respondent manu
facture.rs had deviated in actual transactions from the identical de~ 
linred price or from any factor therein which their agreements and 
understandings required, respondent manufacturers of said commodi
ties, with the advice, assistance and cooperation of respondent asso
ciation, adopted and carried on a system under which they agreed to 
report and did report to each other upon the request of any member 
of their respective groups, detailed information as to the prices and 
all factors entering into or affecting the prices which they had quoted 
on particular transactions. For a similar purpose and with a similar 
effect, respondent manufacturers have exchanged communications and 
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held meetings and conferences at which investigations were made int() 
cases of alleged price cutting and where any such offenders were 
criticized or otherwise disciplined by their competitors. 

(f) As an incident to and a necessary result of said delivered price 
policy, respondent manufacturers habitually and systematically dis
criminated in price among their various customers after making due 
allowance for the cost of transportation, exacted higher prices from 
customers having little or no transportation expense, and accepted 
lower prices from those having heavy transportation expense. As a 
further result of said delivered price policy, customers located at or 
near the place of manufacture and shipment were deprived of the 
advantage of such location and were required to contribute to the cost 
of transportation of more distant customers, notwitlistanding that 
such customers frequently were in competition with each other. As 
a further result of such policy, respondent manufacturers charged 
and collected from many of their customers, in the guise of transpor
tation and delivery charges, more, and from other of their customers, 
less than the actual cost thereof. 

PAR. 5. Said respondent manufacturers of rubber covered building 
wire, through cooperative group activities within respondent associa
tion have fixed the selling price of a patented kind of such wire known 
as "Safecote," under cover of a licensing contract between themselves 
as licensees and respondent National Electrical Products Company as 
owner of the patent and licensor. Said respondents, including hoth 
the licensees and licensor, are competitors of one another. They have 
first jointly determined upon an identical price which they desired to 
obtain from their respective customers and then went through the 
formality of having such price named and imposed by respondent 
licensor on respondent licensees under said contract. 

PAR. G. Said respondent manufacturers of the commodities named 
in paragraphs 4 and 5 herein have adopted identical discounts from 
their published list prices to cover sales to jobbers and have required 
of jobbers that they re-sell said commodities at the list price in order 
that there may be no price competition among their respective jobbers 
or between the jobbers and manufacturers respectively, supporting 
such requirement by jointly determining the status and eligibility 
of jobbers, by detection of failures on the port of jobbers to maintain 
the prescribed resale price, and by refusal to supply goods to such 
jobbers. 

PAR. 7. Some of the above described agreements, understandings, 
policies, and methods of avoiding, frustrating and suppressing price 
competition have been curried on continuously since 1929 or longer, 
lmt respondent association, as Code Authority to administer the code 
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adopted by the industry under the National Industrial Recovery Act, 
used, interpreted, and applied various provisions of said code for 
the purpose and with the effect of supporting, supplementing, and re
inforcing such agreements, understandings, policies, and methods. 

PAR. 8. By means of the agreements, understandings, rules, policies, 
and cooperative methods described above in paragraphs 4 to 7, in
clusive, respondents have taken away from purchasers of power 
cable and rubber covered building wire, the advantages of normal 
competition which formerly existed and would otherwise exist among 
respondent manufacturers. Respondents thereby compelled unor
ganized purchasers to purchase such commodities at prices and on 
terms determined collectively and collusively by respondents and ar
tificially enhanced the amounts exacted from such purchasers above 
the amounts obtainable had there been no such determination. The 
amounts so exacted from public utilities whether publicly or pri
vately owned and from municipalities and the Government as an 
incident to the transmission of electric light and power, in some cases 
became a part of the permanent investment on which consumers of 
electricity are called upon to pay a continual return, or if publicly 
owned, at least sufficient to retire the investment in such utilities. 
In other cases, the amounts exacted become a part of utility and 
Government operating expenses which must be borne by the con
sumers and rate payers. 

CONCLUSION 

lly reason of the admitted agreements, understandings, rules, poli
cies and cooperative methods described above in paragraphs 4 to 7, 
inclusive, the respondent association and members named in pam
graph 1 have been and are engaged in a wrongful and unlawful 
combination, conspiracy and agreement in and affecting trade and 
commerce throughout the United States and its possessions, in power 
cable and rubber covered building wire, for the purpose and with 
the effect of unduly aml unreasonably restricting, restraining and 
obstructing competition in the sale of such goods; which acts and 
things and methods of competition are all to the injury and preju
dice of the public engaged in the purchase or purchase and resale 
of electric power cable and rubber covered building wire, of com
petitors engaged in the production and sale thereof, and of con
sumers of electricity; and constitute unfair methods of competition 
in interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congr!'ss entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved September 2G, 1914. 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission on the 
complaint filed herein on September 26, 1935, the amended complaint 
filed herein on November 16, 1935, and the proposed substituted 
answers of the respondents, National Electrical Manufacturers Asso
ciation, F. C. Jones, as president and member of the board of gov
ernors, W. J. Donald, as managing director and C.l\f. Cogan, as direc
tor of the engineering department of N ationul Electrical Manufac
turers .Association and American Electrical 'Works (now known as 
Kennecott Wire and Cable Company), American Steel and Wire Co., 
Anaconda Wire and Cable Co., Bishop 'Vire and Cable Corporation, 
New York N. Y., (a New York corporation), Boston Insulated Wire 
and Cable Co., Crescent Insulated Wire and Cable Co., General Cable 
Corporation, General Electric Company, Habirshaw Cable and Wire 
Corporation, National Electrical Products Corporation, The Okonite 
Company, Phelps-Dodge Copper Products Corporation, John A. 
Roebling's Sons Company, Simplex Wire and Cable Company, Tri
angle Conduit and Cable Company, United States Rttbber Products, 
Inc., in which they state that they desire to and have hereby waived 
hearing on the charges set forth in the amended complaint insofar as 
the same refer to alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Act of Congress 
approve£! September 26, 1914-, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for· other 
purposes," and that they and each of them for the sole purpose of 
avoiding the trouble and expense incident to further continuation of 
this proceeding, refrain from contesting the proceeding, and that they 
and each of them consent that all the material facts aliPged in said 
amended complaint in so far as the same are connected with the 
business of selling or offering for sale impregnated paper cable, var
nished cambric cable, rubber power cable, parkway cable and "Safe
cote" rubber covered building wire may be deemed to Le admitted as 
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of said Federal Trade Commission Act 
but not within the intE'nt and meaning of any other law of the United 
States, such proposPd snbst ituted answers not constituting an admis
sion of any conclusions of law and not constituting an admission of 
fact for any other purpose nor to bo used against them in any other 
procee<ling, suit, or action, and that they and each of them consent 
that the Commission may without trial and without further evidence 
and without any intervening proceeding make and enter its findings 
as to the facts and issue and serve upon them and each of them an 
order to cease and desist from any methods of competition alleged 
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in the amended complaint which constitute violations of Section 5 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

Now therefore, it is hereby ordered, That the respondents above 
named be and hereby are permitted to withdraw the answers here· 
tofore filed by them, and to file their proposed substituted answers 
in lieu thereof, and the substitute answers tendered are received and 
filed. 

It is further ordered, That said respondent corporations American 
Electrical lVorks (now known as Kennecott Wire and Cable Com· 
'pany), American Steel and 'Wire Co., Anaconda Wire and Cable 
Co., Bishop 'Wire and Cable Corporation, Boston Insulated 'Wire and 
Cable Co., Crescent Insulated 'Vire and Cable Co., General Cable 
Corporation, General Electric Company, Habirshaw Cable and 'Vire 
Corporation, National Electrical Products Corporation, The Okonite 
Company, Phelps-Dodge Copper Products Corporation, John A. 
Roebling's Sons Company, Simplex Wire and Cable Company, Tri· 
angle Conduit and Cable Company, and United States Rubber Prod· 
ucts, Inc., and their successors, officers, agents, and employees, and the 
respondent, National Electrical Manufacturers Association, cease and 
desist, in connection with the business of selling and offering for sale 
impregnated paper cable, varnished cambric cable, rubber power 
cable, parkway cable and "Safecote" rubber covered building wire in 
interstate commerce, from doing and performing, by agreement, com· 
bination or conspiracy between or among any two or more of said 
respondent corporations acting directly or by or through the 
respondent, National Electrical Manufacturers Association, the 
following acts and things: 

1. Fixing, maintaining, or enhancing prices, special charges, dis· 
-counts, transportation charges or any terms or conditions of sale 
which terms or conditions constitute a substantial element in 
competition: 

2. Providing that nny price lists compiled and distributed by any 
<lf them among their competitors are to be adopted and adhered to 
until modifications thereof are similarly compiled and distributed 
with the result that such qriginallists and amendments are so adopted 
.and adhered to by any of them and their competitors; 

3. Imposing, attempting or threatening to impose, by any means 
whatsoever, any penalty on manufacturers who fail or refuse to 
adopt and adhere to the prices or lists compiled and distributed as 
stated in paragraphs (1) and (2) hereof. 

4. Participating with competitors in initiating or conducting any 
investigation for the purpose of ascertaining and reporting for their 
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joint benefit if, when and to what extent any competitor has deviated 
from any price list or any announced or quoted price, or otherwise 
bringing pressure or persuasion to bear upon competitors not to devi
ate from any such price list or price, provided that this paragraph 
shall not prevent the circulation of reports of the prices, terms, con
ditions and like particulars of closed transactions, when not done for 
the purpose of policing the activities prohibited in paragraphs (1) 
or (2); 

l!V Compiling and distributing among competitors information as 
to any discounts from, or terms of sale applicable to, any price or 
price list agreed to be adopted and adhered to as described in para
graphs (1) and (2), whether for specified quantities for prompt pay~ 
ment or for other reasons, including any means or methods by which 
to calculate prices on goods that vary in grade or specification from 
the grades and specifications to which such prices or price lists ordi
narily apply, with the understanding that such discounts, terms of 
sale, or means or methods are to be adopted and adhered to by any 
of them and their competitors until modifications thereof are distrib
uted among such competitors and with the result that such discounts, 
terms of sale, or means or methods are so adopted and adhered to; 

G. Determining or attempting to determine what concerns shall be 
recognized as jobbers for the distribution of the products of the 
industry, refusing to sell concerns not jointly recognized by the man
ufacturers as jobbers, requiring jobbers to sell their customers at list 
prices or at other prices, prescribed by the manufacturers detecting 
and reporting jobLers who fail to maintain the prescribed resale price, 
and refusing to sell such jobbers, where the efl'ect may be to prevent 
jobbers from competing with Pach other as to price on the goods of a 
particular manufacturer or on the goods of said manufacturers 
generally; 

7. Refusing to sell any buyer who so elects at a price calculated 
f. o. b. point or place from which the goods purchased are actually 
shipped; 

8. Requiring that customers purchase only on a delivered price 
basis, whethl:'r in the form of a single delivered price throughout the 
Unitl:'d States or throughout each of any number of price zones; 

9. 1\Iaking a11y payment or allowance to buyers for the return of 
reels on which cable or wire is wound for delivery, where such pay
ment or allowance is other than the actual cost of return freight to 
place of shipment and where as a necessary incident to paying or 
allowing other than the actual freight, identity of delivered prices 
is preserved and maintained among the respective respondent 
manufacturers. 
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10. Agreeing or attempting to agree with any competing manufac
hirer when both are selling goods as licensees under the same patent 
for the purpose and with the effect of fixing a price or prices at which 
they shall each sell the article covered by their licenses, and for the 
purpose or with the effect of obtaining from their licensor a require
ment that the price so arrived at shall be adhered to under the terms 
of their respective license agreements; provided that this paragraph 
shall not abridge any legal rights of a licensor under a patent or 
patent license agreement; 

Provided, however, That the prohibitions of this order shall not 
apply to any lawful action taken under patents or license agreements 
relating thereto. 

It is further o-rdered, That the above respondents shall, within 60 
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission 
a report in writing settirig forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they and each of them have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MA'ITER OF 

ARROW DISTILLERIES, INC. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND OF SEC. 3 
OF TITLE I OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 16, 1933 1 

Docket f400. Complaint, May fO, 1935-Decision, Dec. 30, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged as rectifier and wholesaler of spirituous beverages, 
in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages and In the making of gin with a still which It used 
therefor by redistillation of purchased alcohol, not producPd hy it, over 
juniper berries and other aromatics, and in selling its at'orPsaid mrious 
products to wholesalers and retailers in substantial competition with those 
engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages, and in selling same ii1 trade and commerce among 
the various States and In the District of Columbia, and with those engaged 
In purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling such various beveragE's and 
in similarly selling same, and Including among said competitors those who, 
as manufacturers and dist1llers of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages sold by them, by process of original and continuous distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash through continuous closed pipes and ves~>els until 
manufacture Is complete, truthfully use words "dlstlllery," "distlllerles,'' 
"distlllers," or "distilling" as a part of their corporate names and on their 
stationery, advertising, and on the labels of the bottles in whleh they sell 
and ship their said products, and those who, engaged in rectifying, bleudiug, 
and bottling such various products, do not use aforesaid wor<lil as above 
set forth-

Represented, through use of word "Distlller!Ps" In its corporate name, in adver
tising matter, on its stationery and lnro!ces, ani! on the labPls attarhNl to 
the bott!Ps In which It sold nnd shlpp('(} it.~ said beverng!'s, togethrr with 
words "Distllled by'' on lahels for gin redist!ll!•d by It, "Prepared by" on 
labt•ls tor some o! the cordials ami oth<'r beverages which It compounded, 
and words "Bottled by" or "PrPparf'd by" on whiskey labels, aud with 
nothing further on the lah<'ls of some of its C'orcllals to indicate that they 
were not distilled by it, and with sueh prefixes, Insofar as rPprodnc!'d in 
adwrt!~lng mutter, not lPglble willwut use of a maJ::nifying glass, and with 
words "Peoria, Illlnols" In clo;;e conjunction with its snlcl corpo1·ate name 
on labels and advertising, and in Yarious other ways represented to Its 
enstomers, nnd furnished the same with the means of n•p1·eseuting to their 
wudet•s, both retnilPrs and ultimate consuming public, thnt the whiskies, 
gins, and other spirltnous hP\'PrllJ::PS contained in !lnch bottles Wf're hy It 
made throug-h process of distillation fl'Om mash, wort, or wash, notwith
staudlng fact It did not thus distill said \'arious lwverages thus bottled, 
loheled, sold, and transported by It, as commouly accPpted and uudPrstood 
In the trade nnd by the public, and did not o1wrate or control any pla(·e or 
ploces where rmC'h l•ererageil we1·e made by proc·C'ss of orlglnnl ami con-

1 Count Two of the complaint, under tbe National Industrial Recovery Act, dlsmlsRed by 
reason of dedH!ou In A. L. A. Schecllter PQilltrll cm·p. v. U. 8., 20:1 U. S. 40:1. 
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tinuous distillation from mash, etc., as hereinbefore set forth, and was not 
a distiller or distillery, for the purchase of the bottled or packaged liquors 
of which there is a preference on the part of n substantial portion of the 
liquor purchasing public : 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public into the 
belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by it 
were by 1t made and distilled from mash, wort, or wash as hereinabove set 
forth, and of inducing dealers and purchasing public, acting in such belief, 
to buy its said whiskies, etc., rectified, blended, and bottled by it, and of 
thereby diverting trade to it from its competitors who do not, by their 
corporate name or in any other manner, misrepresent that they are dis
tilleries or that they manufacture by d!st!llation from mash, etc., as above 
set forth, whiskies, gins and other spirituous beverages: to the substantial 
Injury ot substantial competition in commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. lV. lV. Sheppard, Mr. Joseph A. Simpson and Mr. John 
lV. Addison, trial examiners. 

Mr. Johrn J. Keenan, Mr. Edw. lV. Thomerson and Mr. PGad B. 
More house for the Commission. 

Shurtleff & Nielwus of Peoria, Ill., and Mr. Lawrence A. Jacobson, 
of Chicago, Ill., for respondents. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Arrow Dis
tilleries, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been ami is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"comm('rce" is defined in said act, and in violation of the Act of 
Congress approved June 16, 1933, known as the "National Industrial 
llPcovery Act," ami it appParing to said Commission that a procPed
ing by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby 
issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

Count 1 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organizeJ, existing, and 
doinO' businrss under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office 

0 

and principal place of b11siness in the city of Peoria in said State. 
It i:0 now, aud has been for more than one year last past engaged in 
the business of purchasing, rectifying, blenJing, and bottling whis
kies O'ins and otl1er sr)irituous benra!!<'S and in the sale thereof in '0 ' ~ constant course of trade and commerce between and among the vari-
ous States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. In 
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the course and conduct of its said business, it causes its said products 
when sold to be transported from its place of business in Peoria afore
said into and through various States of the United States to the 
purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers, some lo
cated within the State of Illinois and some located in other States 
of the United States and the District of Columbia. In the course 
and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, and at 
all times since its organization has been, in substantial competition 
with other corporations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms 
engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in trade and com
merce between and among the various States of the United States and 
in the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its 
business as aforesaid respondent is, and has been since its organiza
tion, in substantial competition with other corporations and with in
dividuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of purchas
ing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirit
uous beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

l)AR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid re
spondent has, 11pon its premises, a still which it uses in the production 
of gin by a process of rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not 
produced by respondent, is redistilled over juniper berries and other 
aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or 
constitute respondent a distillery, as defined by section 3247 of the 
Uevised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly under
stood by the public and the liquor indu~try. For a long period of 
time the word "distilleries" when used in connection with the liquor 
industry and with the products thereof has had and still has a definite 
significance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers and retailers in 
such indu~try and to the ultimate purchasing puLlic, to wit, places 
where such alcoholic liquors are manufactured Ly the process of orig
inal and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through 
continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is 
complete, and a substantial portion of the purchasing puLlic prefers 
to buy spirituous liquors bottled by distilleries. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by the 
use of the word "Distilleries" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery, advertising and on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which it sells and ships its said products, and in Yarious other ways, 
re~pondent repre~ents to its customers and furnishes them with the 
means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate 
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consuming public, that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages therein contained were by it manufactured through the pro
cess of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of 
fact, respondent is not a distiller nor a distillery, does not distill the 
said whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, 
labeled, sold, and transported, and merely by the use of a still as afore
said in the rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over juni
per berries and other aromatics, respondent does not distill the gins 
by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported in the sense in 'vhich the 
word "distilled" is commonly accepted and understood by those en
gaged in the liquor trade and the public. Respondent does not own, 
operate, or control any place or places where such beverages are man
ufactured by the process of original and continuous distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash through continuous closed pipes and vessels, nntil 
the manufacture thereof is complete. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and uistill from mash, wort, or wash as aforesaid whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the 
worus "uistillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part 
of their corporate names and on their stationery, advertising and on 
the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. 
There are also among such competitors corporations, firms partner
ships, and individuals engaged in the business of rectifying, blending, 
and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages who do 
no use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers'' 
as a part of their corporate names, nor on their stationery nor on the 
labels attached to the bottles in which they sell aml ship their said 
products. 

I>AR. 5. The representation by respondent, us set forth in para
graph 3 hereof, is calculated to and has a capacity ami tendency to 
and does mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into 
the belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
sold by the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from 
mash, wort, or wash as aforesaid, aml is calculated to and has the 
capacity and tendency to and does induce dealers and the purchas
ing public, acting in such belief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages rectified, blended, and bottled by the 
respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent fmm its competi
tors who do not by their corporate name or in any other manner 
misrepresent that they are distilleries or that they manufacture by 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash as aforesaid whiskies, gins, 
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and other spirituous beverages, and th:ereby respondent does sub
stantial injury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

Count 2 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office 
and principal place of business in the city of Peoria, in said State. 
It is now, and has been for more than one year last past, engaged 
in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending and bottling 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof 
in constant course of trade and commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
In the course and conduct of its said business, it causes its said 
products when sold to be transported from its place of business in 
Peoria aforesaid into and through various States of the United 
States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and re
tailers, some located within the State of Illinois and some located in 
other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. In 
the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, 
and at all times since its organization has been, in substantial com
petition with other corporations and with individuals, partnerships, 
and firms engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous Leverages and in the sale thereof in trade 
and commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and con
duct of its business as aforesaid respondent is, and has been since 
its organization, in substantial competition with other corporations 
and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the busi
ness of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. 

PAns. 2, 3, 4 and fl. As grounds for these paragraphs of this com
plaint, the Federal Trade Commission relies upon the matters and 
thin~s set out in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint 
to the same extent as though the allegations thereof were separately, 
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by like numbered paragraphs, set out at length herein, and said para
graphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint are incorporated 
herein by reference and adopted as the allegations of paragraphs 2, 
.3, 4, and 5 respectively of this count and are hereby charged as fully 
and as completely as though the several averments of each of the said 
paragraphs of count 1 were here repeated verbatim. 

PAR, u. Under and pursuant to Title I of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 ( 48 Stat. 195 C 90), the Presi
dent of the United States, by Executive Order No. 6182, of June 26, 
1933, as supplemented by Executive Order No. 6207, of July 21, 1933, 
and Executive Order No. 6345, of October 20, 1933, delegated to 
H. A. 'Vallace as Secretary of Agriculture, certain of the powers 
vested in the President of the United States by the aforesaid act. 

Under and pursuant to the delegation of such powers, the said Sec
retary of Agriculture, pursuant to Section 3 (d) of the act and Ex
.ecutive orders under the act, upon his own motion presented a Code 
of Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry; 
after due notice and opportunity for hearing in connection therewith 
had been afforded interested parties, including respondent, in accord
ance with Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act and ap
plicable regulations issued thereunder, to the President of the United 
States who approved the same on the 9th day of December 1933, 
thereby constituting the said code a Code of Fair Competition within 
the meaning of the said National Industrial Recovery Act, for the 
regulation of the aforesaid industry. 

In his written report to the President, the said Secretary of Agri
-culture made, among others, the following findings with respect to the 
said code in the following words, to wit: 

That said Code will tend to el'rectuate the declared policy of Title I of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act as set forth in Section 1 of said Act in that 
the terms and provisions of such Code tend : (a) to remove obstructions to the 
free flow of foreign commerce, which tend to diminish the amount thereof i (b) 
to provide for the general welfare by promoting the organization of industry 
for the purpose of cooperative action among trade groups; (c) to eliminate un
fair competitive practices; (d) to promote the fullest possible utilization of the 
present ·productive capacity of Industries; (e) to a void undue restriction of 
production (excPpt as may be tPmporarily required); (f) to Increase the con
~:mmptlon of lndustrlnl nnd n~rlculturul products by lncreuslng purchasing power; 
and (g) otherwl:;~e to rehabilitate Industry. 

By his approval of the said code on December 9, 1933, the President 
of the United States, pursuant to the authority vested in him by Title 
I of the National Industrial Recovery1 Act aforesaid, made and issued 
his certain written Executive order, wherein he adopted and approved 
.the report, recommendations and findings of the said Secretary of 
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Agriculture, and ordered that the said Code of Fair Competition be, 
and the same thereby was approved, and by virtue of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, the following provision of Arti
cle V of said Code became and still is one of the standards of fair 
competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry and is 
binding upon every member of said Industry and this respondent: 

'l'he following practices constitute unfair methods of competition and shall not 
be engaged in by any member of the Industry: 

Section 1. False Advcrtisillg.-To publish or disseminate In any manner any 
false advertisement of any rectified product. Any advertisement shall be deemed 
to be false If it Is untrue In any particular, or If directly or by ambiguity, 
omission or interlnference It tends to create a misleading Impression. 

PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the word "Distilleries" in its 
corporate name, printed upon its stationery and on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships such products and in various 
other ways, constitutes false advertising within the meaning of the 
aforesaid provision of said Article V and tends to and does create the 
misleading impression that respondent operates a place or places 
where alcoholic spirits are distilled from mash, wort, or wash, and 
that the spirituous bevernges by it so sold and transported have been 
bottled by a distillery or by the original distillers thereof, all contrary 
to the provisions of Section 1, Article V, of the Code aforesaid. 

PAR. 8. The above alleged methods, acts, and practices of the re
spomlent are and have been in violation of the standard of fair 
competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry of the 
United States. Such violation of such standard in the aforesaid 
transactions in interstate commerce and other transactions which. 
affect interstate commerce in the manner set forth in paragraph 5 of 
count 1 hereof, are in violation of Section 3 of Title I of the National 
Industrial UC'covery Act and they are unfair methods of competition 
in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act as amended. 

REPORT, Fumn.;os AS TO TIIE FACTs, AND OnnEn 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Fe!leral Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on May 20, Hl35, issued and served its 
complaint on Arrow Distillf'ries, Inc., charging it with the use of 
unfair methods of competition in commerce in violntion of the pro
visions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the 
filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in 
support of the allegations of saiu complaint were introduced by 
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John J. Keenan, Edward ,V. Thomerson, and PGad n. Morehouse~ 
attorneys for the Commission, before '\V. ,V. Sheppard, Joseph A. 
Simpson, and John ,V. Addison, examiners of the Commission there
tofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of 
the complaint by Messrs. Shurtleff and Niehaus, and Lawrence A. 
Jacobson, attorneys for the respondent; and said testimony and 
other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Com
mission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hear
ing before the Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, 
testimony and other evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and 
in opposition thereto, and the oral arguments of counsel aforesaid; 
and the Commission having duly considered the same, and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. RE:>spondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its princi
pal office and place of business at 401 South '\Vashington Street, in 
the city of Peoria, in said State. From the date of its organization 
in November Hl33 to February 2G, 193G, it was engaged in business 
solely as a rectifier and wholesaler of spirituous beverages, purchas
ing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spir
ituous beverages, and in the sale thereof in constant course of trade 
and commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia, and it still engages in that 
business under basic permit No. R 221 issued by the Federal Alcohol 
Administration. In November 1!)35, respondent applied for, and in 
DPcember 1935, received, a basic distillers permit from the same au
thority, contracted for a leased run of four days a month at a 
Kentucky Distillery producing from 105 to 110 barrPls of whiskey per 
day, and on February 2G, 193G, respondent commenced to opPrate 
such distillery undPr said lease. During its four days' run that month, 
the respondent produced for future use approximately 420 barrels of 
whiskey. 

Uespondent's prPmises consist of a Luilding sixty feet wide and 
half a block long, having a s~nall office in the front on the first floor, 
large Lottling tanks of different sizes, and the ordinary cquipmPnt 
necpssary for the conduct of distilled spirits rectifying operations. It 
also has upon its premises a duly rPgistered still, which it uses in the 
production of gin by a process of rectification whereby tax-paid 

HOi::ill"' :w \'ol. 2-t-2-t 
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alcohol, purchased, but not produced, by respondent, is redistilled over 
juniper berries and other aromatics. lly this means respondent can 
produce approximately 550 gallons of gin every four hours, and the 
gin still has been operated daily since respondent commenced busi
ness. On the third floor, respondent has a room where it makes 
cordials and other products. Attached to the said building is a load
ing platform and back of it a large warehouse. 

From March 193! to October 8, 1935, the total gallonage handled 
by respondent was as follows : 

VVbiskey ------------------------------------------- 10,567 gal~. 
Gin------------------------------------------------ 27,930 " 
Brandy-------------------------------------------- 3,600 " 
Cordials ------------------------------------------- 11,206 " 
Vermouth ------------------------------------------ 10 " 

53, 403 gn Is. 

From the time when respondent commenced business, up to the pres
ent time, it has purchased its entire distilled spirits requirements, both 
whiskey and alcohol, which it has used in its rectifying business, from 
distillers who produced it from the raw materials. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, it causes its said 
products, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in 
Peoria, aforesaid, into and through various States of the l~nited 
States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers ami retail
ers, some located within the State of Illinois and some located in 
other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. In 
the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, 
and at all times since its organization has been, in substantial com
petition with other corporations and with individuals, partnerships, 
and firms engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages, and in the sale thereof in trade 
and commerce between and among the various States of the United 
Stat<'s and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct 
of its business as aforesaid respondent is, and has been since its organ
ization, in substantial competition with other corporations and with 
individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of pur
<'hasing, rectifying, blendin~, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages, and in the sale thereof in commerce betwren and 
among the various States of the United Stat<'s and in the District of 
Columbia. 

J>AR. 3. For a long perio<l of time the word "disti1lcries," when used 
in connection with the liquor industry and with the products thereof, 
has had, and still has, a definite significance and meaning to the minds 
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of wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate pur
<"hasing public, to wit: places where spirituous liquors are manufac
tured by the process of original and continuous distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until 
the manufacture thereof is complete. Also, there is a substantial por
tion of the public which does not know that most "distilled" gin is 
a distillate by redistillation rather than by original distillation, but 
thinks that it is distilled in the same manner as whiskey. Respond
ent's plant, premises, and operations, including the aforesaid recti
fication of tax-paid purchased alcohol not by it distilled (with the 
exception of its operations as a lessee distiller subsequent to February 
26, 1936, as aforesaid), do not make or constitute respondent a dis
tillery in the sense commonly understood by the public or by the 
liquor industry. Section 3247 of the Revised Statutes regulating 
Internal ReYenue, defines the word "distiller" in the following 
language: 

E\·ery person who produces distilled spirits, or who brews or makes mash, 
wort, or wash, fit for distillation or for the production of spirits, or who, by 
any process of evapOration separates alcoholic spirit from any fermented sub
~";tnnce, or who, making or keeping mash, wort, or wash, has also in his posses
sion or use a still, !lhall he regarded as a distiller. (U. S. Code 1934 Edition, 
Title 26, Section lll:i8 (a).) 

One of the customary methods used in the production of gin by 
actual distilleries is shown by this record to be as follows': The grain 
is received in cars, ground, cooked, and turned into a mash which 
has yeast added to it, nnd the fermentation takes place by which the 
alcohol is produced. This fermented liquid runs through the beer 
still, in which the original evaporation or distillation of the alcohol 
from the beer takes place. Thereafter the vapor is cooled and 
dropped into the receiving tank, from where it goes into what is 
known as the "continuous unit," where it is purified by evaporation, 
and again the vapors are collected and the liquid drops into another 
receiving tank. In order to further purify that liquid, it goes 
through what is known as the "redistillation still," through pipes 
which are in place all the time, to the gin still. All of the foregoing 
takes place on the distillery bonded premises. Whilo the final techni
cal redistillation process of distillery produced gin may be exactly 
similar to respondent's redistillation process, the whole prior course. 
of its manufactm·e from the grain up to the point where it reaches 
the redistillation still is a process which respondent does not use. 
Such a distillery has control over its gin products from the grain 
to the finished product, and the process is one of original and con
tinuous distillation front mash, wort or wash. In the case of dis-
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tillery-made gin, the Federal tax is computed and paid, when the 
manufacture of the gin is completed by the proprietor of the. bonded 
warehouse from which the product is withdrawn and at the time 
of the withdrawal, whereas in the case of rPctifier-made gin, the tax: 
thereon is paid when the alcohol which the rectifier purchased to 
make the gin was withdrawn from the bonded warehouse of the dis
tiller. A rectifier does not have on his rectifying premises an Internal 
Revenue bonded warehouse to which the alcohol may be removed in 
bond prior to the payment of the tax, and the tax on his gin is not 
paid by him, except in the price which he pays for the alcohol when 
withdrawn from the distiller's bonded warehouse. 

PAR. 4. Rectifying, in the distilled spirits rectifying industry, means 
the mixing of cordials and whiskies of different ages or types, or 
the mixing of other ingredients with whiskies, but reducing proof 
of whiskey by adding water is not rectifying. Rectifiers also blend 
whiskies with neutral spirits (grain alcohol). 

A distiller, in the sense ordinarily understood by the liquor in
dustry, is one who prepares distilled spirits by a process of original 
and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through con
tinuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is 
complete. l\Iany distillers operate a separate establishment GOO feet 
or more away from their distillery, known as a rectifying plant, 
wherein they operate in the same manner as described above, for a 
rectifier-sometimes exclusively with spirits of their own distillation, 
and somPtimes with spirits purchasPd from other distillers, or both. 
Some distilleries have a tax-paid bottling room on the distillery 
bonded premises wherein their distilled spirits are bottled straight as 
they come from the still, or in a bonded warE:'house aftH aging, or 
aftPr reduction of proof. Any rectifying by a distiller, howewr, 
must be done in his rectifying plant under his rectifier's permit. On 
some bottled liquors, whether bottled at a distillery rectifying plant, 
or at any rectifying plant, appear the words "llottled" or "lllendeu" 
(as the case may be) "by the -------------------- Company." If 
the distilled spirits therein contained are bottled by a distiller either 
in his distillery, or are spirits of his own distillation bottled in his 
rectifying plant, the distiller may, and does, put ''Distilled and 
Bottled Ly -------------------- Company." If, in the distillery's 
rectifying plant, other spirits have been blended or rectified, he puts 
"lllended a111l Bottlr<l Ly -------------------- Company." Finally, 
blown (usually in the bottom) in each bottle is a symbol, consisting 
of a letter followed by a number, identifying the bottler, viz, a "D" 
for a distillery and "R" for a rectifier the number following said 
letter corresponding with the distiller's or rectifier's permit. Thus 
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"R-224'' designates this respondent. A distiller who also operates a 
rectifying plant, having both kinds of permits, may use either symbol 
depending upon whether the liquor contained in the bottle was pro
duced and bottled under his distiller's or his rectifier's permit. 

A distiller has a maximum bond of $100,000, and is permitted to 
have Hntaxed liquor; the average bond of the rectifier is about $5,000; 
the distiller must own the fee title of the premises upon which the 
business is conducted, or have consent from the owner waiving the 
owner's interest so that the Government can have a first lien upon 
that property for taxes; a distillery is under constant general super
vision by storekeeper-gaugers, who are always there; absolute super
vision is maintained over the bonded 'varehouse of a distillery. The 
primary distinction is that one storekeeper-gauger may take care of 
several rectifying plants, but at the distillery he is in constant super
vision, primarily to supervise the tax payments; a rectifier is not per
mitted to store spirits in bond; a distiller produces spirits from 
grains, alcohol, molasses, and fruits, but a rectifier produces no dis
tilled spirits whatever; but must obtain them from the producer or 
from someone holding warehouse certificates; the requirements are 
-considerably more detailed in the case of a distiller than in the case 
of a rectifier. 

A distiller must have a distillery, which must be a complete build
ing and a warehouse, a separate building; he has to have necessary 
weighing equipment, a grain hopper, cooker, cooking equipment, mash 
tubs, fermenters, sufficient distilling equipment to take care of his 
-continuous distillation until the spirits are run through the pipe 
Jines into the receiving tanks; at the warehouse he has to have the 
weighing nnd testing instruments for checking and many othex< 
things; a rectifier is not required to have a separate building. A 
rectifying plant may consist of a room within a building. He needs 
no bonded warehouse. If one room, it would haYe to be divided into 
three separate rooms by wire mesh partitions. The regulations for 
the equipment of a rectifier are not so specific as those for a distiller. 

Knowledge of these details is not widespread among the retail trade, 
and is very limited to the general public. All whiskies, whether 
o('manating from distilleries or rectifiers, are generally in the trade con
~eded toLe "distilled products." 

It is not possifile to determine from the presence of the phrase 
"Blended and Bottled by" alone or the phrase "Dottled by" alone, on 
the label whether the packa6re was bottled by a rectifier who is a dis
tiller or by a rectifier who is not distiUer. 

PAR. 5. Respondent in the course and conduct of its business uses 
its name in advertising matter on its stationery, on inYoices, and on 
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labels attached to the bottles in which it sells and ships beverages. The 
name is preceded by the words "Distilled By" on labels for the gin it 
redistills; by the words "Prepared By" on labels for some of its 
cordials and other beverages which it compounds; and by the words 
"Bottled By" or "Prepared By" on labels for whiskies. Labels for 
some of its cordials carried nothing but the name of the product to 
indicate that they were not distilled by respondent. The use of a 
magnifying glass is required to tell what the name is preceded by on 
the labels on bottles portrayed in some of its advertising matter. Its 
symbol of an arrow piercing a target, with the legend "A product of 
Arrow', is reproduced on the illustrations of some of its whiskey bot
tles. In a September 1935, advertisement of its Clark's Pure Rye, 
the corporate name is preceded by the words "Distilled and Bottled 
in Peoria." Respondent nearly always used the words "Peoriat 
Illinois," long and well known as a whiskey distilling center in plain 
type in conjunction with, and close juxtaposition to, its corporate name 
on its labels and in its advertising. In one newspaper advertisement 
published by respondent, one of its brands was described as follows: 
"Pride O'Peoria, one of the outstanding products of the whiskey center 
of the world." 

The Conunission finds that in the course and conduct of its busi
ness as aforesaid, by the use of word "Distilleries" in its corporate· 
name, printed on its stationery, advertisin~, and on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships its said protlucts, and in 
various other ways, respondent represents to its customers, and fur
nishes them with the means of representing to their vendees, both 
retailers and the ultimate consuming public, that the said whiskiest 
gins, and other spirituous beverages therein contained were by it 
manufactured through tl1e process of distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, when, as a matter of fact, responJent is not a distiller nor a dis
tillery, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, or other spirituous Lev
erages by it so bottled, laLeleu, sold, and transported, and merely by 
the use of a still, as aforesaid, in the rPctification of alcoholic spirits 
by redistillation over juniper berries and oth.:>r aromatics, respondent 
does not distill the gins by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported 
in the sense in which the word "distilled" is commonly accepted and 
understood by those engaged in the liquor trade and by the public. 
RPspond.:>nt d.o<>s not own, operatE>, or control any place or plac<>s where 
such Leverages are manufactured by the proc<>ss of original and con
tinuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash through continuous 
closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete. 

PAR. G. Twenty-seven lay witnesses, representative of many uiffer
ent professions, trades, and occupations, such as surgeons, contractor,. 
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civil engineer, insurance agent, etc., were called to the stand and 
examined to test the reaction of a representative cross-section of the 
general public to such terms as "distilleries" and "distillers" when 
used in connection with whiskey or the distilled spirits industry, and 
all of them testified in substance that by "distilleries" they under
stood the place of manufacture of spirits, whiskey, or liquors from 
raw materials; that by "Arrow Distilleries, Inc." they would nat
urally assume respondent to be engaged in such manufacturing proc
ess; and all but two or three clearly indicated that they would be 
influenced in the purchase of respondent's products in preference 
to the products of others, by reason of the word "Distilleries" being 
included in the respondent's trade or corporate name. These wit
nesses were fairly representative of the Peoria and Chicago, Ill., 
and Milwaukee, 'Vis. public. Some of these witnesses gave reasons 
for such preference as follows: 

Would think SU<'h products came from n r£'pntable concern; 
For responsibility; 
Possibly just the psychology of 1t ; 
Would just naturally take it tuat It was a product you could rely upon; 
Would assume that the distillery would be a manufacturer who would stand 

behind its product from the time the thing started until lt was finished; 
Where yon see the word "distilleries" you know it ls genuine; 

The testimony of many liquor tradesm£>n, retailers, and wholesalers 
was substantially to the same effect, namely, that they had observed, 
from their contacts in selling the public, a d£>finite prefer£>nce for 
distillery packaged products. 

Respondent produced seventy members of the public who had no 
such preference for distillery bottled packages, and it is unques
tionably true that there are many drinkers who, in buying liquors, 
are govE>rned principally by a brand name established by advertis
ing or by long usage, or who are govern£>d by taste and quality which 
is known to th£>m, without regard to the source of bottling. Th~ 
Commission finds, however, that there is a substantial portion of tho 
liquor purchasing public which prefers to buy spirituous liquors, 
including gins, which haYe been bottled or packaged by distilleries. 

PAn. 7. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of ~piritnons beverages as mentioned in paragraph 2 
hereof corporations, firms, partnerships, and indh-iduals who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous ben•rages sold by them, and who truth
fully use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distill
ing" ns a part of their corporate names and on their stationery, ad
vertising, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and 
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ship such products. There are also among such competitors corpo
rations, firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the business 
of rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirit
uous beverages who do not use the words "distillery," "distilleries," 
"distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate names, nor 
on their stationery, nor on the labels attached to the bottles in which 
they sell and ship their said products. 

PAR. 8. This record contains evidence of undisputed instances 
·where liquor deal!:'rs purchased beverages in substantial quantities 
from this respondent under the erroneous belief, induced by respond
ent's name, that respondent was the actual distiller of the grain prod
ucts that it sold, and because their customers preferred to buy 
whiskey distilled by the firm which bottled it. The representation 
by respondent as set forth in paragrapth 5 hereof is calculated to, 
has the capacity and tendency to, and does, mislead and deceive 
dealers and the purchasing public into the belief that the whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by the respondent are 
manufactured and distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash as afore
said, and is calculated to, and has the capacity and tendency to, and 
does, induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such be
lief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
rectified, blended, and bottled by the respondent, thereby diverting 
trade to respondent from its competitors who do not, by their cor
porate name, or in any other manner, misrepresent that they are 
distilleries, or that they manufacture by distillation from mash, 
wort, or wash as aforesaid, whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
Leverages, and thereby respondent does suLstantial injury to sub
stantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 9. The Commission's complaint in this case was issned prior 
to the drcision of the United States Supr£>me Court in the case of 
A. L. A. Schechter Poultry Corporution, et al. vs. United States 
(29.3 U. S. 4fl5), and contained two counts. Count one specifically 
charg£>(la violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and count 
two charged that the practices of r£>spomlent, as h£>reinb£>fore set 
out, w£>re unfair methods within the meaning of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act because they WE're in violation of Section 3 of 
Title I of the National Industrial Reconry Act, which was irwali
dat£>d by the afor£>said decision. For that reason the Commission 
is dismissing the complaint as to count two thereof. 

PAR. 10. Existing r£>gulations promulgated under the Federal 
Alcohol Administration Act approved August 29, 1035 ( 40 Stat. L. 
977), which regulations became eff£>ctive August 15, 1036, provide 
that rectifiers who redistill tax-paid purchasPd alcohol ov£>r juniper 
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berries and other aromatics may call such resultin(l' product "dis
tilled gin," and require that the labels shall state thereon who 
distilled it. For this reason the Commission has excepted from the 
application of its order herein gins so produced by this respondent. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Arrow Dis
tilleries, Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other pnrposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of 
respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before ,V. ,V. Shep
pard, Joseph A. Simpson, and John ,V. Addison, examiners of the 
Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in support of the 
allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, briefs filed 
herein, and oral arguments by John J. Keenan, Edward W. Thomer
son, and PGad D. Morehouse, counsel for the Commission, and by 
Shurtleff and Niehaus, and Lawrence A. Jacobson, counsel for the 
respondent, and the Commission having made its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the pro
visions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1014, entitled, 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Arrow Distilleries, Inc., its 
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the 
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of whiskies, gins, or other 
spirituous beverages, in interstate commerce or in the Distri~t of 
Columbia, (except gins produced by it through a process of rectifica
tion whereby alcohols purchased, but not produced, by respondent 
are reclistilletl over juniper berries and other aromatics), do forth
with cpase and desist from: 

Representing, through the use of the word "Distilleries" in its 
corporate name, on its stationery, adwrtisin~, or on the labels a.t
tached to the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or m 
any othH way by word or words of like import, (a) that it is a 
distiller of whiskies, gins, or other spiritous beverages; or (b) th~t 
the saicl whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by It 
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manufactured through the process o£ distillation; or (c) that it owns, 
operates, or controls a place or places where any such products are 
by it manufactured by a process of original and continuous distilla
tion from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and 
vessels until the manufacture thereof is completed, unless and until 
respondent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or 
places. 

It is further ordered, That the aforesaid complaint be and the same 
is hereby dismissed as to count 2 thereof. 

It is furthetr ordered, That the said respondent within 60 days from 
and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it is complying, and has complied, 
with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

SWEET CANDY COMPANY 

oCOMPLAINT, AND MODIFIED FINDINGS AND ORDER I~ REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED 
VIOLATION OF SEC. ll OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 2G, 1914 

Docket 2621. Complaint, Nov. 11, 1935-Decision Dec. 31, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged In manufacture and sale of candy, Including both 
"straight" or "staple" goods and "draw" or "deal" push card and punch 
board assortments, In one of which number of burs received in return 
for five-cent punch depended on chance selection of legend concealed within 
partially perforated disk and upon making of last sale, and In other of 
which chance five-cent punch from 200-hole board determined, ln accord
ance with number punched, whether one of several sixty-cent boxes, one 
of a number of thirty-cent boxes, or nothing other than chance to punch, 
was secured by purchaser-

.Sold said assortments, with cards and boards, to jobbers and to retailers, so 
pacl,ed and assembled, with its knowledge, that they might be used 
for distribution to purchasing public by lot or chance without alteration 
or rearrangement by retailer, by whom they were thus resold by lot or 
chance to public, In comp<'tition with concerns who regard such a method 
of sale and distribution as morally bad and one which encourages gambling 
and especially among children, who constitute substantial number of the 
consumers purchasers of the "draw" or "deal," and particularly, such push 
card candy, and as Injurious to the Industry in merchandising a chance or 
lottery rather than candy, and as providing retailers with the means of 
violating the laws of the several States, and who refuse to sell candy so 
packed and assembled that it can be resold to public by lot or chance; 

'With result of putting at a disadvuntage, by reason of their said refusal to 
adopt such practice, said competitors, who can compete on even terms only 
through following same to m<'et dt'mand and preference for such candy 
from retailers, who find "draw" or "deal" candy more snlable thnn the 
"straight" or "stnple" candy, snle of which 8howed a marked decrease, some 
competitors began sale and distribution of cnndy to public by lot or chance, 
public and competitors were prejudiced and injured, trade was diverted 
from them to it nnd to others employing similar methods of sale, and there 
wns a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and lt>gitimate 
competitlou in the Industry, and a violation of public policy In such snle 
to consuming public: 

J/cld, That such acts and practices, under the conditions and circumstances set 
forth, were to the prejnclice of the vubllc Rnd competitors and constituted 
unfair methocls of competition. 

Defore 11/r. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
J.lfr. Ilenry 0. Lank and Mr. P. 0. [{olin.9ki for the Commission. 
Dey~ l/oppaugh, 11/ark & Jokn-~ov, and J/r. F. lV. James, of Salt 

Lake City, Utah, for respondent. 
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COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and :for other purposes," the Fed
eral Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Sweet Candy 
Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent has 
been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in said act of Congress, and it appearing to said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that 
respect as follows : 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation, organized under the laws 
of the State of Utah, with its principal place of business in the city 
of Salt Lake City, State of Utah. Respondent is now, and for several 
years last past has been engaged in the manufacture of candy and the 
sale and distribution thereof to wholesale and retail dealers located at 
points in the various States of the United States, and causes said prod
ucts, when so sold, to be transported from its place of business in Salt 
I .. ake City, State of Utah, to purchasers thereof in other States of 
the United States, at their respective places of business, and there is 
now, and has been for several years last past, a course of trade and 
commerce by said respondent in such candy, between and among the 
States of the United States. In the course and conduct of the said 
business, respondent is in competition with other corporations and with 
individuals and partnerships engage in the sale and distribution of 
canuy and candy products in commerce between and among the va
rious States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent sells and has sold to wholesale and 
retail dealE.'rs, various packages or assortments of randy, so packE'd 
and assemblNl as to im·olve the use of a lottery scheme when sold and 
distributed to the consumers thereof. CE.'rtain of said packages are 
hereinafter described for the purpo!'e of showing the methods used by 
respondent, but this list is not all inclusive of the various packagE's, 
nor does it include all the details of the several sales plans which re
spondent has been or is using in the distribution of candy by lot or 
chance: 

(a) One of ~aid a:;sortments is designated and dE.'scribed by re
FpondE.'nt as "Play llall," and consists of a number of candy bars to
gether with a device commonly called a push card. The candy con
tained in said assortment is distributed to purchasers in the following 
manner: 
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The push card has a number of partially perforated discs, and when 
a push is made and the disc separated from the card, a legend is dis
dosed. Sales are 5¢ each, and the card bears statements informing 
customers and prospective customers as follow: 

ALL \VINNERS NO BLANKS 
HOME llUN----------------------------- Receives 5 Candy Bars 
3 Base IliL----------------------------- Hecehes 4 Candy Bars 
2 Base IIiL----------------------------- Receives 3 Candy Bars 
1 Base lliL----------------------------- lleceives 2 Candy Bars 
Base on Balls ___________________________ Receives 1 Candy Dar 

Foul llalL------------------------------ Heceives 1 Candy Bar 
Out------------------------------------- lleceives 1 Candy Bar 

Last Sale receives G Candy Bars 

The legends on the discs or pushes are effectively concealed from 
the purchaser and prospective purchaser until a selection has been 
made and the disc separated from the card. The fact as to whether a 
purchaser receives one candy bar, two candy bars, three candy bars, 
four candy bars, five candy bars or six candy bars for the price of 5¢, 
is thus determined wholly by lot or chance. 

(b) Another assortment manufactured aml distributed by the 
respondent is described as "See-Pak Assortment or Deal." This as
sortment consists of fifteen small packages of candy, eight larger 
packages of candy, a display easel and tray, together with a 200-hole 
punch board. The pn,ckages of candy in said assortment are dis
tributed in the following manner: 

Punches from said board are 5¢ each, and when a punch is made a. 
number is disclosed. The board bears the statements or legends in
forming the customer and prospective customer as to which numbers 
receive one of the small packages of candy and which numbers receive 
one of the larger packages of candy. The numbers on said board are 
effectively concealed from the purchasers and prospective purchasers 
until a selection has been made nnd the particular punch separated 
from the board. A purchaser who does not qualify by obtaining a. 
number calling for one of the small packages of candy or one of the 
larger packages of candy receives nothing for his money other than 
the privilege of pushing a number from the board. The fact as to 
whether a purchaser receives no merchandise, or receh·es one of the 
small packages of candy or one of the larger packages of candy for 
the price of 5¢, is thus determined wholly by lot or chance. 

(c) Another assortment manufactured nnd distributed by respond
ent is designated and described as "Sweet's Sportsman's Delight." 
This assortml'nt consists of fifteen small packages of candy, eighteen 
larger packages of candy, one fishing rod, one fishing basket, and one 
portable refrigerator, together with a device commonly called a. 
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punch board. The said packages of candy and the other articles of 
merchandise are to be given as prizes to purchasers of punches from 
said punch board, in the following manner: 

The punch board has 800 punches, and is divided into 40 sections. 
Punches are 5¢ each, except that the last five punches in each section 
are free. The numbers run from 1 to 800, but are not arranged in 
numerical sequence, and the numbers are effectively concealed from the 
purchaser until a selection has been made and the punch separated 
from the board. The said punch board bears legends or statements 
informing the purchaser and prospective purchaser that the last five 
numbers in each section are free, and that certain numbers receive 
one of the small packages of candy, certain other numbers receive 
one of the larger packages of candy, and that number 333 receives the 
fishing pole and number 666 receives the fishing basket, and that the 
last punch receives the portable refrigerator. Purchasers of punches 
who do not qualify by purchasing one of the numbers referred to on 
said card receive nothing for their money other than the privilege of 
punching a number from the board. The fact as to whether a pur
chaser receives one of the small packages of candy, one of the larger 
packages of candy, the fishing pole or the fishing basket, or receives 
nothing of value for his money, is thus determined wholly by lot or 
chance. 

l 1An. 3. The wholesale dealers to whom respondent sells its assort
ments, resell said assortments to retail dealers, and said retail dealersJ 
and the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct, expose ~aid 
assortments for sale, and sell said candy to the purchasing public in 
accordance with the aforesaid sales plans. Respondent thus supplies 
to and places in the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries 
in the sale of its products in accordance with the sales plans la•rein
above set forth, as a means of inducing purchasers thereof to pur
chase respondents said products in preference to candy offered for sale 
and sold by its competitors. 

PAR. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public, o.s above 
allegC'd, involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to procure 
additional bars of candy or packages of candy or other articles of mer
chandise in the manner alleged, are contrary to the established public 
policy of the several States of the United States and of the Govern· 
ment of the United States, and in many of the States of the United 
States are contrary to local criminal statutes. 

Dy reason of said facts many persons, firms, and corporation~ who 
make and sell candy in compettition with respondent, as above alle~d, 
are unwilling to offer for sale or sl'll candy so packed and assembled 
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as above alleged, or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the pur
chasing public so as to involve a game of chance, or the sale with such 
candy of a chance to procure additional bars of candy or packages of 
candy or other articles of merchandise by chance; and such competi
tors refrain therefrom. 

PAn. 5. Many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are 
attracted by respondent's said methods and manner of packing said 
candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof 
in the manner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase 
said candy so packed and sold by respondent, in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do not 
use the same or equivalent methods. l\fany dealers in candy are in
duced to purchase said candy so offered for sale and sold by respond
ent, in preference to all others, because said ultimate purchasers give. 
preference to respondent's said candy on account of the said game of 
chance involved therein. The use of said methods by respondent 
has the tendency and capacity unfairly, and because of said game of 
chance alone, to divert to respondent trade and custom from its said 
competitors who do not use the same or equivalent methods, to ex
clude from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to· 
and who do not use the same or equivalent methods; to lessen com
petition in said candy trade, and to tend to create a monopoly of 
said candy trade in respondent and such other distributors of candy 
as use the same or equivalent methods, and to deprive the purchasing
public of the benefit of free competition in said candy trade. The 
use of said methods by the respondent has the tendency and capacity 
unfairly to eliminate from said candy trade all actual competitors, 
and to exclude therefrom all potential competitors who do not adopt 
and use said ml.'thous or equivalent methods that are contrary to 
public policy and to criminal statutes as above alleged. 

PAn. 6. Many of said competitors of rl.'spondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said methou or any method involving a game of 
<"hance or the sale of a chance to win something by chance, because· 
such methods are contrary to the public policy or to the criminal stat
utes of certain of the States of the United States, or because they are 
of the opinion that such methods are detrimental to public morals an<l 
to the morals of the purchasers of said candy, or because of any or 
all of saiu reasons. 

PAn. 7. The aforementioned methods, acts and practices of the 
respondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors as hereinabove alleged. Said methods, acts and prac
tices constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
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the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, l\IoDIFIED FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mi~sio11, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on November 11, 1935, issued and served 
a complaint upon the respondent, Sweet Candy Company, charging 
that respondent has been and was using unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress. 

After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's 
anS\Yer thereto, testimony and evidence in support of the allegations 
of the complaint were introduced by Henry C. Lank and P. C. 
Kolinski, attorneys for the Commission, and in defense of the allega
tions of the complaint by Messrs. Dey, Hoppaugh, Mark & Johnson 
and F. ,V. James, attorneys for the respondent, before :Miles J. 
Furnas, an examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly designated 
by it, and said testimony and evidence were duly re~orded and filed 
in the office of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly 
came on for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint, 
the answer thereto, testimony and evidence, briefs in support of the 
complaint and in opposition thereto, and the oral arguments of the 
cotmsel aforesaid, and the Commission having duly considered the 
same and being fully advis£>d in the premis£>8, finds that this proc£>ed
ing is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. R£>spond£>nt, Sweet Candy Company, is a corpora
tion organiz£><1 under the laws of the State of Utah, with its principal 
office and place of business in Salt Lake City, State of Utah. 
1~£>spondt>nt is now, and for several years last past has been engaged 
in the manufacture of candy in Salt Lake City and in the sale and 
distribution thereof to retail d£>alers and jobbers located in the State 
of Utah and other States of the United Stat£>s. It caus£>s the said 
candy wlwn Rol<l to be shipped or transported from its principal 
place of husin£>89 in the State of Utah to purchasers thereof in Utah 
and in the Stat£>9 of the United States other than the State of Utah. 
In so carrying on said busin£>ss, respondt>nt is and has b<>en enga~cd 
in interstate commerce and is and has been en~ng£>d in active comp£>ti-
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tion wlth other corporations and with partnerships and individuals 
engaged in the manufacture of candy and in the sale and distribution 
thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States. 

PAR. 2. Among the candy manufactured and sold by respondent 
are several assortments composed of a number of bars of candy of 
uniform size, shape and quality, together with a device commonly 
called a "push card," and in addition thereto, are several assortments 
composed of a number of packages of candy of varying size, together 
with a device commonly called a "punch board." In one of the last 
mentioned assortments, the respondent also includes several articles 
of merehandise other than packages of candy. The respondent 
manufactured and distributed several assortments with which a 
"push card" or "punch board" was included, involving the same Jot 
or chance feature in the distribution to the ultimate consumer and 
varying only in detail. 

Illustrative of the sales method involved, where a "push card" was 
included with the assortment, was one which the respondent desig
nated "Play Ball." This assortment contained a number of bars of 
candy of uniform size, shape and quality. The "push card" included 
with this assortment bore legends at the top thereof stating the 
manner in which the bars in said assortment were to be distributed 
to the ultimate purchaser. These legends were as follows: 

5¢ PLAY BALL 5¢ 
a a 

SALE SALE 
ALL WINNERS NO BLANKS 

IIOl\IE RUN------------------------------ RPceives 1i Candy Bnrs 
3 Base Ilit-------------------------------- ReC('ives 4 Candy nars 
2 Base lilt •• -----------------------------· Receives 3 Cnndy Dnrs 
1 nase IIiL------------------------------- RecPives 2 Candy Bnrs 
Bnse on Dnlls-----------------------------· RerPives 1 Candy Dar 
Foul Bnll--------------------------------- Receives 1 Cancly Dar 
Out------------------------------------- Receives 1 Candy-Dar 

Last Snle rec<'ives 6 Candy Bnrs 

The "push card'' also had~ immediately below the legends quoted, 
110 partially perforated discs and under each disc was a legend 
corresponding to one of the legends above. Such legend was effec
tively concealed from the purchaser and prospective purchaser until 
a purchase or selection had been made and the partially perforated 
disc separated from the card. The candy contained in said assort
ment was distributed to the consuming public in accordance with the 
legends at the top of said "pushcard." Sales were 5¢ each and by 
the use of said "push card," the fact as to whether a purchaser 

146756m--39--vol.24----23 
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received more than one bar of candy contained in said assortment 
for the price of 5¢ was thus determined wholly by lot or chance. 

Illustrative of the sales method involved, where a "punch board" 
was included, was an assortment which the respondent designated 
"See-Pak Assortment." This assOII'tment contained a number of 
packages of candy which the respondent stated retailed for 60¢ each 
and a number of packages of candy which the respondent stated 
retailed at the price of 30¢ each. The "punch-board" included with 
this assortment bore legends at the top thereof stating the manner 
in which the several packages of candy in said assortment were to be 
distributed to the various purchasers. These legends were as follows: 

5¢ SEE-PAK. ASSORTMENT li¢ 

Numbers li, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 

Receive 60¢ SEE-PAK 

Numbers 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170, 180, 
190, 105 

Reeelve 30¢ SEE-P AK 

LAST PUNCH IN EACH SECTION RECEIVES 60¢ SEE-P AK 

The "punch board" also had, immediately below the legends quoted, 
200 holes in which slips of paper bearing numbers were secreted. 
The slips of paper and the numbers thereon were effectively con
cealed from the purchaser and the prospective purchaser until a 
punch or selection had been made and the particular slip of paper 
separated from the board. The packages of candy contained in said 
assortment were distributed to the consuming public in accordance 
with the legends at the top of said "punch board." Sales were 5 
cents each, and by the usc of said "punch board," the facts ns to 
whether a purchaser received one of the 30¢ boxes of candy, one of 
the CO¢ boxes of candy or merely the privilege of punching a number 
from the board, for the price of 5¢ was thus determined wholly by 
lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The candy assortments involving the lot or chance feature 
as above described, are generally referred to in the candy trade or 
industry as "draw" or "deal" assortments. Assortments of candy 
without lot or chance features in connection with their resale to the 
public, are generally referred to in the candy trade or industry as 
"straight" or "staple" goods. These terms will be used hereafter in 
these findings to distinguish these separate types of assortments. 

PAR. 4. The wholesale dealers or jobbers to whom respondent sells 
its assortments resell the same to retail dealers. Respondent also c;ells 
its said assortments direct to retail dealers. Numerous retail dealers 
purchase the assortments described in paragraph 2 above either from 
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respondent or from wholesale dealers or jobbers, who in turn have 
purchased said assortments from the respondent and such retail deal
ers, display said assortments for sale to the public, as packed by the 
respondent, and the candy contained in the majority of said assort
ments is sold and distributed to the consuming public by means of 
said "push cards" and "punch boards" in the manner shown by the 
legends at the top of such "push cards" and "punch boards." 

PAR. 5. All sales made by respondent, whether to wholesalers and 
jobbers or to retail dealers, are absolute sales and respondent retains 
no control over said assortments after they are delivered to the whole
sale dealer or jobber or retail dealer. The assortments are assembled 
and packed in such manner that they may be used and are used by the 
retail dealer for distribution to the purchasing public by lot or chance 
without alteration or rearrangement. 

In the sale and distribution to jobbers and wholesale dealers for 
resale to retail dealers and to retail dealers direct of the assortments 
of candy, described in paragraph 2, respondent has knowledge that 
said candy will be resold to the purchasing public, by retail dealers 
by lot or chance, and it packs such candy in the way and manner 
described so that without alteration, addition or rearrangement thereof 
it may be resold to the public by lot or chance by said retail dealers. 

PAR. 6. There are in the United States and in the territory served 
by this respondent many manufacturers of candy who do not manu
facture and sell "draw" or "deal" assortments of candy and who sell 
their "straight" or "staple" goods in interstate commerce, in competi· 
tion with the "draw" or "deal" candy and manufacturers of "straight'' 
and "sta pie" goods have noted a marked decrease in the sales of their 
products whenever or wherever the "draw" or "deal" assortments have 
appeared in their markets. This decrease in the sale of "straight" or 
"staple'' candy is due to the gambling or lottery feature indicated with 
the "draw" or "deal" candy. 

'Vitnesses from several branches of the candy industry testified in 
this proceeding to the effect that consumers preferred to purchase the 
"draw" or "deal" candy because of the gambling feature connected 
with its sale. The sale and distribution of "draw" or "deal" packages 
or assortments of candy or of candy which has connected with its sale 
to the public the means or opportunity of obtaining a prize or becom
ing a winner by lot or chance, teaches and encourages gambling among 
children who comprise a substantial number of the purchasers and 
consumers of this type of candy, particularly the assortments of candy 
bars which are sold and distributed to the consumers by mean~ of 
"push cards." 
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PAR. 7. The sale arid distribution of candy by the retailers by the 
methods described herein, is the sale and distribution of candy by 
lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. 

Competitors of respondent appeared as witnesses in this proceeding 
and testified, and the Commission finds that many competitors re
gard such sale and distribution as morally bad and as encouraging 
gambling, especially among children; as injurious to the candy in
dustry, because it results in the merchandising of a chance or lottery 
instead of candy; and as providing retail merchants with a means of 
violating the laws of the several states. Because of these reasons, 
some competitors of respondent refuse to sell candy so packed and 
assembled that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. These 
competitors are thereby put to a disadvantage in competing. The 
retailers, finding that they can dispose of more candy by the "draw" 
or "deal" method, buy from respondent and others employing th~ 
same methods of sale, and thereby trade is diverted to respondent 
.and others using similar methods from said competitors. Such com
petitors can compete on even terms only by giving the same or similar 
devices to retailers. This, they are unwilling to do and their sales 
of "straight" or "staple" candy show a marked decrease. The sale 
and distribution of candy by lot or chance provides an easy means 
of disposing of such products. There is a constant demand for candy 
which is sold by lot or chance and in order to meet the competition of 
manufacturers who sell and distribute candy which is sold by such 
methods, some competitors have begun the sale and distribution of 
candy to the public by lot or chance. The use of such methoJs by 
respondent, in the sale and distribution of its candy, is prejudicial and 
injurious to the public and its competitors, and has resulted in the 
diversion of trade to respondent from its said competitors, and is a 
restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate 
competition in the candy industry. 

PAR. 8. Respondent sells its merchandise in the States of Utah, 
Idaho, Nevada, 'Vyoming, Colorado, Washington, Oregon, New 
Mexico, and California. The majority of its candy is sold as 
"straight" merchandise, less than 10% being assortments with which a 
"push card'' or "punch board'' is furnished. 'Vhile the annual volume 
of business of the respondent was not shown exactly, an officer for 
the respondent testified, and the Commission finds that the respond
ent's annual volume is substantial. 

PAR. 9. The Commission finds that the sale and distribution in 
interstate commerce of assortments or packages of candy so packed 
and assembled as to enable retail dealers, without alteration, audition 
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or rearrangement, to resell the same to the consuming public by lot 
or chance, is contrary to public policy. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and. practices of respondent, Sweet Candy Com
pany, a corporation, under the conditions and circumstances set forth 
in the foregoing findings of fact are all to the prejudice of the public 
and respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of com
petition in commerce, and constitute violation of Section 5 of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard. by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the re
spondent, testimony and evidence taken before Miles J. Furnas, an 
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in sup
port of the charges of said complaint and in opposition thereto, briefs 
filed herein and oral argument of Henry C. Lank of counsel for the 
Commission, and F. ,V, James, of counsel for the respondent and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress 
approYed September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is hereby ordered, 'l11at the respondent, Sweet Candy Company, a 
corporation, its officers, directors, agents, representatives, and em
ployees, in the offering for sale, sale and distribution in interstate 
commerce of candy and candy products, cease and desist from: 

1. Selling and distributing to wholesale dealers and jobbers, for re
sale to retail dealers and to retail dealers direct, candy so packed and as
sembled tl1at sales of said candy to the general public are to be made, 
or may be made by means of a lottery, gaming device or gift enterprise; 

2. Supplying to, or placing in the hands of, retail and wholesale 
dealers and jobbers, packages or assortments of candy which are used, 
or may be used, without alteration or rearrangement of the contents, 
of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device 
or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy 
products contained in said assortments to the public; 

3. Supplying to, or placing in the hands of, retail and wholesale 
dealers and jobbers, assortments of candy, together with a device com-
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monly called a "push card," or a device commonly called a "punch 
board," for use or which may be used in distributing or selling said 
candy to the public at retail; 

4. Furnishing to retail and wholesale dealers and jobbers a device, 
commonly called a "push card," or a device commonly called a "punch 
board" either with packages or assortments of candy or candy prod
ucts, or separately bearing a legend or legends, or statements, inform
ing the purchasing public that the candy or candy products are being 
sold to the public by lot or chance or in accorda,nce with a sales plan 
which constitutes a lottery, gaming device or gift enterprise. 

It ia further ordered, That the respondent, Sweet Candy Company, 
a corporation within 30 days after the service upon it of this order, 
shall file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in 
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with the order 
to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

STERNHEIMER DROS., INC., TRADING AS ARMY & NAVY 
SUPPLY COMPANY AND ARMY GOODS STORE 

.COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
Oll' SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket !756. Complaint, Apr. 8, 1936-Decision, Dec. 81, 1936 

Where a corporation engaged in the operation of a number of retail stores In 
the District of Columbia and in the State of Virginia, and maintaining 
also a mall order business through which it solicited and accepted orders 
for merchandise out of its stock from persons in the various States other 
than that aforementioned, and successor to a concern long theretofore 
engaged chiefly in the purchase of goods from the Army and Navy Depart· 
ments of the United States Government and in the offer thereof for resale, 
and in competition, as such successor to aforesaid business, with those 
engaged in the marketing of goods similar to its own and who do not 
use_ words "Army" or "Navy," or either of them, in connection with their 
corporate or trade names or their advertisements or representations as to 
source or origin of merchandise sold by them-

Made use of words "Army" and "Navy" in its corporate and various trade 
names under which it operated its various stores and branches of its 
said business, and including such names as "Army Goods Store," "Army 
Store," "Navy Store," and "The Army and Navy Supply Company," and 
featured its aforesaid various names in large signs amxed to Its mercantile 
establishments, and in trade journals, catalogs, circulars, and advertise
ments In dally newspapers and other periodicals, with words "Army" or 
"Navy" of equal prominence with other portions of the name, notwith· 
standing tact that a substantial portion of its inventory bad been drawn 
from the common marts of trade, and the theretofore sales by the Army 
and Navy Departments of large quantities of surplus and condemned 
material bad been so sharply curtalled that, for a number of years last 
past, almost no goods had been sold ; 

With result that nrlous members of the purchasing public formed the con· 
clnslon or received the Impression and belief from use of aforesaid words, 
that goods to be purchased in store in question were substantially all, 1f 
not all, procured from aforesaid departments of the Government, and were 
of the quality and nature used by them, and that a substantial bargain, 
with reference to price and quality, would be obtained in such store, and 
with the result that a substantial number of such members of said public 
were induced, by virtue of such belief or Impression, to mnke purchases 
of and from it, and with capacity and tendency to, and eiTect of, misleading 
and deceiving members of purchasing public into such false impression 
and belief and of causing an unfair diversion of trade from competitors 
who otter merchandise identical with the bulk of Its inventory and pro
cured, like Its own, from same source and ordinary marts of trade, with· 
out making use of such misleading and deceptive practice; to the sub
stantial injury of competition in commerce: 
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Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Charles F. Diqqs, trial examiner. 
Mr. Alden 8. Bradley for the Commission. 
Nelson &l Nelson, of Richmond, Va., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Sternheimer 
Bros., Inc., trading as Army and Navy Supply Co. and Army Goods 
Store, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and now is 
using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is 
defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a pro
ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby 
issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Said respondent, Sternheimer Bros., Inc., is a cor
poration organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of 
the State of Virginia and having its principal office and place of busi
ness in the city of Hichmond and State of Virginia. The respondent 
maintains n. mercantile establishment owned and controlled by it 
located in the city of 'Vashington within the District of Columbia. 

The respondent has, during its entire corporate existence and for 
more than three years last past, maintained within the city of Rich
mond, State of Virginia and the city of 'Vashington, District of 
Columbia a general mercantile business and has sold and caused to bo 
solJ and still causes merchandise in which it deals to be sold and trans
ported from its place of business in the city of Richmond into and 
through the District of Columbia and the various States of the United 
States other than the State of Virginia, to purchasers of the same; has 
sold and caused and still causes merchandise in which it deals to 
be transported from its place of business in the District of Columbia 
into and through the various States of the United States; and has 
sold and caused and still causes merchandise in which it deals to be sold 
and transported from its place of business in the city of 'Vashington, 
District of Columbia throughout the said District of Columbia, in 
commerce, within the intent and meaning of "commerce" appearing 
in the act hereinabove set forth. 

In the course and conduct of its business, respondent is in compe
tition with other individuals, copartnerships nnd corporations en
gaged in the sale and distribution of like merchandise throughout the 
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various States of the United States and throughout the District of 
Columbia . 
. PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of the business of the respondent, 
It has operated continuously in the city of Richmond and State of 
Virginia under the trade name "Army and Navy Supply Co." and in 
the city of 'Vashington under the trade name "Army Goods Store." 
Dy the implied representation of the trade names related, purchasers 
are led to believe that the stock of merchandise held out to the pur
ehasing public by the respondent was made for, or purchased' from 
the Army or Navy Departments of the United States Government but 
virtually none of the merchandise is purchased at any Army or Navy 
surplus or refuse goods sales. The small amount of such Army or 
Navy goods carried by the respondent, if any, is bought from jobbers, 
wholesalers and others who buy at such Army or Navy reject or refuse 
goods sales. The remainder of the respondent's stock of merchandise 
consists of the usual stock found generally in ordinary mercantile es
tablishments and is procured from the common marts of trade. It is 
purchased from those sources from which the general merchant buys 
his stock of goods and is not purchased from the Army or Navy or 
from those who purchase merchandise at any Army or Navy surplus 
or refuse sales. The respondent is in no way connected with the Army 
or Navy and has no affiliation, association, or working agreement with 
such Departments. 

PAR. 3. There are among the members of the purchasing public, a 
substantial number thereof who have a preference for the purchase of 
goods, wares, and merchandise actually procured from the United 
lStates Army or Navy Departments in the belief that they thereby 
secure goods of superior quality to those of like price and design to be 
procured from other sources. 

There are among the competitors of said respondent, as referred to 
in paragraph 1 above, individuals, copartnerships, firms, and corpora
tions engaged in the sale and distribution of like and similar mer
chandise within the areas wherein the respondent trades, who do not 
falsely misrepresent the source of origin of their merchandise by 
the use of a false and misleading corporate or trade name. 

The above acts and practices of the respondent have and had the. 
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive and have misled and de
ceived a substantial number of the members of the purchasing public 
into the false belief that in purchasing from the respondent they were 
purchasing goods secured from the Army or Navy Departments of the 
United States Government and were actually securing a superior 
quality of goods for the price paid therefor. Such acts and practices 
of the respondent have diverted trade to the respondent from its com-
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petitors engaged in the sale of merchandise of a similar quality and 
kind with that sold and offered for sale by the respondent in inter
state commerce, as aforesaid, and which said competitors refrain from 
falsely representing that the goods so sold and offered for sale by 
them are derived from the Army or Navy Departments of the United 
States Government and who do not use a false or misleading corporut& 
or trade name in such business. 

PAR. 4. The alleged acts and things done by the respondent are all 
to the injury and prejudice of the public and the competitors of re
spondent in interstate commerce and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approv'ed Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on April 3, 193G, issued, and on April 6,. 
193G, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Starn
heimer Dros., Inc., trading as Army and Navy Supply Company and 
Army Goods Store, charging it with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's 
answer, the Commission, by order entered herein, granted respond
ent's motion for permission to withdraw said answer and to substi
tute therefor an answer admitting all the material allegations of the 
complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further evidence and 
all other intervening procedure, and said substitute answer was duly 
filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding 
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on th& 
Enid complaint and the substitute answer, briefs and oral arguments 
of counsel having been waived, and the Commission having duly con
sidered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

P ARAGnArn 1. The respondent was organized in 18G8 as the "L. RoSI) 
Company" as a copartnership and was engaged chiefly in the business 
of purchasing goods from the Army and Navy Departments of th& 
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United States Government and offering them for resale. Stern
heimer Bros., Inc., is a Virginia corporation, successor to said com
pany and such corporation maintains 16 retail stores scattered 
throughout the State of Virginia, variously operated under the trade 
names "Army Goods Store," "Army Store," "Navy Store." At the. 
time of the issuance of the complaint, respondent operated two stores 
in the District of Columbia under the name "Army Goods Store." 

P .A.R. 2. The respondent likewise maintains a mail-order business 
under the trade name "The Army and Navy Supply Company," 
which solicits and accepts orders for merchandise out of the stock of 
the respondent corporation from various firms, persons, partnerships 
located in the various States of the United States other than the State 
of Virginia. It transports or causes the commodities so ordered to be 
transported into and through the various States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia to such purchasers. 

The respondent has maintained and now maintains a constant cur
I·ent of trade and commerce among and between the various States of 
the United States and the District of Columbia in said goods, wares, 
and merchandise. 

PAn. 3. There are among the competitors of respondent in com
merce, among and between the various States of the United States, 
persons, partnerships, firms, and individuals engaged in the market
ing of like merchandise but who do not use the words "Army" or 
"Navy" or either of them in connection wtih their corporate or trade 
name or in connection with their advertisements or representations 
as to the source of origin of the merchandise which they sell. 

PAR. 4. From approximately 1920 until the year 1927, the Army 
and Navy Department of the United States Government sold large 
quantities of surplus and condemned material. Subsequent to 1927, 
these sales have been so sharply curtailed that since the year 1932 
almost no goods have been sold. 

PAn. 5. Of the inventory of the respondent, a substantial portion 
thereof has been drawn from the common marts of trade. 

PAn. 6. The respondent corporation causes its various trade names 
to be displayed in large signs affixed to its mercantile establishments, 
in trade journals, catalogues, circulars, advertisements appearing in 
daily newspapers and other periodicals with the words "Army" and 
"Na't'y" or either of them featured as prominently as other portions 
of its name. 

PAR. 7. Various members of the purchasing public, upon observ
ing the use of the words "Army" and "Navy" in connection with the 
cor·porate name of the respondent and in its circulars and advertise-
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ments, as hereinabove stated, have formed the conclusion or received 
the impression and belief, from the use of such words, that the goods 
to be purchased in said store were substantially all, if not all, pro
cured from the Army and Navy Departments of the United States 
Government; that the goods were of the quality and nature used by 
said Departments; that a substantial bargain with reference to price 
and quality would be obtained in such store; and a substantial number 
of such members of the purchasing public have been induced, by virtue 
of such belief or impression, to make purchases of and from the 
respondent. 

PAR. 8. The use by the respondent of the words "Army" and 
"Navy" in connection with its corporate name and its various trade 
names in its advertisements and circulars, as above described, had and 
has the tendency and capacity to, and did and does, in fact, mislead 
and deceive members of the purchasing public into the false impres
sion and belief as set forth in paragraph 7 hereof. 

PAR. 9. The use of the words "Army" and "Navy" in connection 
with the corporate and trade names, circulars and advertisements of 
the respondent, has caused and causes an unfair diversion of trade 
from competitors of the respondent who offer to sell merchandise 
identical with the bulk of the inventory of the respondent and pro
cured from the same source, i. e., the ordinary marts of trade, but 
who do not make use of such misleading and deceptive practices, and 
has caused and now causes substantial injury to competition in com
merce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid nets and practices of the respondent, Stcrnheimer 
Bros., Inc., trading as Army and Navy Supply Company and Army 
Goods Store, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Con
gress, approved September 2G, 1014, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having brcn heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
l1erein on December 30, 1D3G, by respondent admitting all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be hue and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Com-
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mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that 
said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes," 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Sternheimer Brothers, Inc., a 
corporation, also trading as Army & Navy Supply Company and 
Army Goods Store, or under any other trade name, its officers, repre
sentatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering for 
sale, sale, and distribution of goods, wares and merchandise in inter
state commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease 
and desist from : 

1. Using in connection with its corporate name or trade names 
the words "Army" and "Navy" or either of them. 

2. Advertising or causing to be advertised in any circulars, cat
alogues, trade journals, daily newspapers or other periodicals the 
words "Army" and "Navy" or either of them, descriptive of or in 
connection with any merchandise sold or offered to be sold to th~ 
public unless the said merchandise has heen actually procured from 
the Army or Navy Departments of the United States Government. 

Provided, lwwever, That for a periotl of three years the words 
"Formerly Army Goods Store," "Fonnerly Navy Goods Store," and 
"Formerly The Army & Navy Supply Company" may be used, nnd 

Provided, however, That the terms of Section 2 hereof shall not 
apply to such contracts for advertising as may have been entered into 
prior to the issuance and service of this order. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 90 days after 
the Sl'rvice upon it of n copy of this order, file with the Commission 
Ull interim report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and 
form in which this order has been complied with. 

And it is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 36 months 
after the service upon it of a copy of this order, file with the Com
mission a final report in writing setting forth in detail the manner 
and form in which this order has been complied with and con
formed to. 
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IN THE 1\fA 'ITER OF 

RETAIL FURNITURE DEALERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
ST. LOUIS, ET AL. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDE:It IN REGARD TO THFJ ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket !757. Complaint, ..4.pr. 9, 1936-Declalon, Dec. 81, 1986 

Where the retail furniture dealers' association of St. Louis, members of which 
were engaged in the purchase of furniture and allled products including, 
usually, electric refrigerators and radios, from various manufacturers, dis· 
trlbutors, wholesalers, jobbers, and dealers In many different States, and 
fn reselling such furniture and merchandise at retall to various members 
of the consuming public in Missouri and Illinois and In other States of the 
trade area adjacent thereto, and some of the members of which were, 
during the time herein concerned, engaged in commerce between and among 
the dUTerent States and in trade, business, and commerce which had a 
direct and substantial effect upon Interstate commerce In furniture and 
allied products, Including electric refrigerators and radios, and some of 
the members of which, thus engaged, were in substantial competition with 
others similarly engaged In the purchase and sale at retail and distribution 
of such products; and the officers and executive board members of said 
association; in pursuance of objects for which created and to enhance 
and promote the volume of trade, business, and profits of Its members, 
and incident to certain policies, sales methods, and trade practices which 
they sought to have and, which, to some e:t:tent, were put into effect by 
manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, and jobbers engaged in interstate 
commerce and trading In area In question-

( a)! Requested such wholesalers, jobbers, nnd manufacturers, selling furniture 
and allled products in area In question, to adopt, follow and adhere to pollcy 
and practice that no sales of such products be made by them directly to 
ultimate consumer or to their own employees, e:t:cept for latters' personal 
use, or to contractors, Institutions, hotels, apartment-house operators, real· 
estate dealers, or large Industrial plants, and that requests from ultimate 
consumers to buy merchandise from them, to be billed through some retall 
dealer, be refused, and such customer be required to purchase from a "reg
ular" retailer, and that no sales or deliveries be made by them to homes 
of ultimate consumers and no merchandise be sold to salesmen for any 
furniture retaller unless sold, billed, and delivered to such dealer; 

(b) Requested such wholesalers, etc., to adopt, follow and adhere to pollcy and 
practice that no orders for merchandise be accepted by them from dealers 
In cities other than St. Louis, Mo., or East St. Louis, Ill., where delivery 
thereof was to be made In said two last-named cities, and that no mer
chandise at any tlme be donated by them or placed on consignment basis 
with anyone, e:t:cept for short period for window or floor display only; 

(c) Requested such wholesalers, etc., to adopt, follow, and adhere to policy 
and pr11ct1ce that they do not sell merchandise to concerns who sell at retail 
and who, In so doing, bold themselves out to publlc and to their customers 
as contract home furnishers operating on basis similar to that of whole-
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salers, and also that they do not go upon the sales floor or any retailer 
and talk to purchasers or prospective purchasers ot line or merchandise 
otrered tor sale in particular retail store or department thereor; and 

Where said association, in order to make such sales methods, policies and 
practices effective and require compliance therewith by all such manu· 
facturers, etc., trading Jn said area, acting through its officers and execu· 
tlve board-

( d) Announced adoption by Jt ot atoresaid selling methods, policies and 
practices In bulletins and letters distributed among its members and sent 
to manufacturers and distributors, and set forth, In bulletins or ch·culars 
to Its members, names of manutacturers and distributors who cooperated 
or agreed to cooperate in enforcement of such sales methods and policies 
adopted by it ; 

(e) Acquainted manuracturers and distributors with names or those who, it 
asserted, were not entitled and should not be permitted to buy rurnlture 
at wholesale prices, and sought and obtained promises and assurances or 
cooperation by manufacturers, wholesalers and jobbers to the end that all 
ultimate consumers of merchandise would be refused the advantage ot 
buying at wholesale and would be required to purchase merchandise only 
through regular retail stores; and 

Where some of said association members, following discussion and the advo
cating of the adoption by the association of the policy that all members 
Impose a carrying charge, in addition to the atlvertisetl cash price, for 
merchandise sold on installments or deferred payment plan, and acting 
without authority from the associatlon-

(1) Interviewed certain manufacturers, distributors, jobbers, and wholesalers 
engaged in lnten:tatc commerce In trade area In question, In furtherance 
of their desire that sold manufacturers, etc., adopt a policy of selllng only 
to such retailers In said area as Impose such a carrying charge, and inti
mated, In some cases, that they did not Intend to purchase product~:~ han· 
dled by such mnnufacturers, etc., as later sold or continued to S£'11 the same 
to those retailers who did not use or Impose such charges, with capacity 
and tendency to Instill In the minds of said manufacturers, etc., belief 
that It, 1. e., the association, hnd adopted and was pursuing practices 
and policies above set forth and requiring all Its members to lmpo~ a 
carrying charge on Installment or deferred payment plan merchandise, as 
above set forth, and was attempting to compel them to desist from selling 
their respective llnes to dealers competing with the members who did not 
conform In the above respects and to Induce some of said manufacturers, 
etc., to believe that If they persisted In selllng their products to sneh non
conforming furniture dealers, association members would cease buying said 
lines from them, and with tendency, as result thereof, to Impel latter to 
refuse to sell their said lines to those furniture dealers In and around said 
named cities and who did not thus conform; and 

With capacity and tendPncy, by reason of said plan, program, and undertak· 
lng, and acts and practices and selling methods and policies In pursuance 
thereof In trade area In and around said cities and in Missouri, Illinois, 
and adjoining States, to (1) monopolize In certain of said members business 
ot dealing in and distributing furniture and allled products, Including 
electric refrigerators and radios, (2) lessen and restrain competition In 
said line of products and deprive purchasing and consuming ·public of 
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advantages In price, service, and othet considerations which they would 
receive and enjoy under conditions of normal, unobstructed, free, and fair 
competition therein, (3) substantially Increase cost to purchasers of such 
products, ( 4) discriminate against some business enterprises which were 
or had been engaged in selling and distributing same, (5) obstruct, hamper, 
and Interfere with normal and natural flow of trade In commerce in furni
ture and allied products into, through, and from said trade area, and (6) 
prejudice and fetter the public and manufacturers, producers, distributors, 
and competing retailers who did not conform to their program or methods 
or did not desire to do so : 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petiiors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

lJ!r. lValter B. 1Vooden and Mr. Allen 0. Phelps, for the Commis
. sion. 

lJla.wn, Spalding & McAtee, of 'Vashington, D. C., for Manne 
Brothers Furniture Co. and some thirty-four other concerns as mem
bers of said respondent association, and for Peter M. Igoe, as presi
dent of said association and for various other officers of said associa
tion, and for Benjamin 1Veisman and various other members of the 
executive board of said association (for some of which various 
respondents there also appeared as counsel and attorneys all but the 
last three, below named, who alone represented their respondent 
clients). 

Green.~felder & Grarul, of St. Louis, Mo., for Manne Brothers Fur
niture Co., American Furniture Co., 'Vellston Furniture Co., Joseph 
Manne, and Joseph Lasky. 

Burnett, Stern & Liberman, of St. Louis, Mo., for Union-May
Stern Co. and Benjamin 'Veisman. 

Mr. A. E. Frey, of St. Louis, Mo., for Goldman Bros., Inc., and 
Stanley Goldman. 

Eliot, Blayney & Bedal, of St. Louis, Mo., for Lammert Furniture 
Co. and Martin Lammert. 

Igoe, Oarroll & Keefe, of St. Louis, 1\Io., for Hellrung & Grim 
House Furnishing Co., Igoe House Furnishing Co.) and Peter M. 
Igoe. 

Thompson, Mitchell, Th.ompson & Young, of St. Louis, Mo., for 
Rhodl's-Burford House Furnishing Co. 

J ejfries, Simpson & Plummer, of St. I.ouis, Mo., for Gregson Fur
niture Co. and Shirley D. Gregson. 

Lewi~, Rice, Tucker, Allen & Ohubb, of St. Louis, Mo., for Dau, 
The House Furnisher, Inc. and Fred C. Dau, as treasurer and mem
ber of the executive board of said association. 

Mr. Jerome JJI. Steiner, of St. I.ouis, Mo., for Ideal Furniture Co. 
and Chas. Steiner. 
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Mr. Albert L. Schmidt, of St. Louis, Mo., for Mosley-Thuner Furni
ture Co. and James A Mosley. 

Mr. George 0. Foster, of St. Louis, Mo., for John Alt Furniture Co. 
Mr. Ma:JJ Sigolojf, of St. Louis, Mo., for J. D. Carson, Inc. Vtuer 

Furniture Co. and National House Furnishing Co. 
Mr. Maurice Schechter, of St. Louis, Mo., for Geitz House Furnish

ing Co. 
J./rr. King G. McElroy, of St. Louis, :Mo., for J. C. Geit:z ~Sewing 

Machine and Furniture Co. 
J.fr. Joltn 0. Kappel, Jr., of St. I~ouis, 1\fo., for FrankL. Schaab 

Stove and Furniture Co. 
Mr. S. Sylvan Agatstein, of St. Louis, Mo., for Joseph Agatstein. 
Mr. Karol A. J(orngold, of St. Louis, Mo., for Biederman Furni

ture Co. 
11/r. llenry II. Oberschelp, of St. Louis, Mo., for Kroemeke Furni

ture Co. and The 1Varring Furniture Co. 
Mr. Edward /(, Schwartz, of St. Louis, Mo., for Quality Furniture 

Co. 
CoMPLAINT 1 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and. for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe tha~ the respondents 
hereinabove designated, have been and are using unfair methods of 
competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it 
appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof 
would Le in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its 
charges in that respect as follows: 

I) ARAGllAPII 1. Uespondent, Uetail Furniture Dealers' Association 
of St. Louis, is a non-profit corporation organized under the laws 
of the State of Missouri, by virtue of a certain decree and order made 
and. entered. by the Circuit Court of the city of St. Louis, Mo., on 
December 17, 1923; that said corporation was organized for the ex
pressed. purpose of promoting the interest of, and to secure friendly 
connections bteween, retail furniture dealers in the city of St Louis, 
State of Missouri; to promote and. combine the influence and intelli
gence of its members; for the protection of their trade against impo-

'ExtenRive enumeration In Par. 3 of the complaint of respondents joined as membE'rl 
ot respondent asRoclntlon, may, with certain exceptions aet forth In the footnote to enid 
Paragraph, be found In the llndlngs, Infra, at page 374, and Is, for said reason, omitted from 
the complaint as pullllabed In the Interest of brevity, as are similarly omitted, as likewise 
Included In the findings, Infra, Jlsts of respondent officers and of respondent members of 
the executive board enunwrated In rar. 4 ot the complaint and set forth, with two excep
tions notPd In the footnote to said complnlnt, In the findings, Infra, at page 376. 

HOi:'i6'"-3U-vol. 24-26 
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sition, injustice, or encroachment upon their common rights and inter
ests; to foster and interchange thoughts and ideas for their mutual 
benefit as a result of the experience and ability of all; to urge and 
encourage national, state, and city legislation for the furtherance of 
the interest of just laws; to secure for its members equitable treatment 
in all their business dealii1gs with manufacturers of, and deale1s in, 
furniture supplies; to recommend the abolishment of the practice 
of some manufacturers and wholesale furniture dealers of peddling 
and selling goods at retail to the detriment of the retail line of busi
ness; to disseminate knowledge and information among its members 
relating to and in connection with the retail furniture business; to 
give and hold furniture and household shows and exhibits from time to 
time; to do such other acts and things as do or may tend to accomplish 
the purpose of the said corporation and are within the laws of the 
State of Missouri and the United States; that the principal office and 
place of business of said Association is located at 926 Chemical 
Duilding, St. Louis, Mo. 

PAR. 2. That for some years prior to August 1, 1933, said respondent 
corpqrution was not active, but on or about said date it was informally 
recognized by agreement among the respondent members hereinafter 
named, who theretofore had been members or who, upon said date or 
subsequent thereto, voluntarily became members of said Association; 
that on said date certain amended bylaws were adopted for the regula
tion of said corporation which vested the government and control 
thereof in the officers, and an executive board composed of the presi
dent, vice president, and representatives of six members of said Asso
ciation elected by the members. The said bylaws provide that the 
members of said corporation shall be composed of individuals, firms, 
and corporations who carry a stock of furniture or kindred wares, en
gaged as principals in retniling the same from their own place of 
business in the city of St. Louis, 1\Io. 

PAR. 3. That the following named respondents have been and are 
members of said respondent Association and as such have exercised the 
privileges of and assumed the liabilities incident to such membership, 
to wit: 1 

PAR. 4. That the following named respondents have been or are 
officers of said respondent Association, to wit: 1 

1 The extPnd~d enumeration ot respondt>nta whteh tollowa In the complaint at thiB point, 
Is al'o lnclotled In the ftndlnga, Intra, at page 374, with c~rtnln I'XCPptlons, aa to which the 
caRe was closed or dismissed, u set forth In ord~r closing, etc., on pnge 88:1, Infra, and Is, 
tor sal•l reason, omlttE'd bere In the Interest ot bre_vlty. 

1 The nrloua lndlvlduule named as past or present officers of 1ald aaRoclatlon In tbe 
complaint at this point, mny bt> found 1et forth In the corresponding paragraph of the 
findings, lnf1·a, at page 370, and are accordingly omitted here In the Interest of brevity. 
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The following named respondents have been or are members of the 
executive board of said respondent Association, in addition to the 
presidents and vice presidents above named, to wit:' 

PAR. 5. That the several members of said respondent Association, 
in the course and conduct of their respective businesses, purchase 
furniture and allied products, including, in most cases, electric re
frigerators and radios, from various manufacturers, distribntors, 
wholesalers, jobbers, and dealers located in many different States 
of the United States, and cause said commodities so purchased to be 
transported from the State of origin thereof, being States other than 
the States of Missouri and Illinois, to, into and through various States 
of the United States, and into the States of Missouri and Illinois; 
that said respondent members resell said furniture and merchandise 
at retail to various members of the consuming public located in the 
States of Missouri and Illinois and in other States in the trade area. 
adjacent thereto; that said commodities are ordinarily purchased at 
wholesale or from the manufacturer by said member respondents 
with the intention and for the purpose of reselling and delivering 
the same at retail to purchasers located in the States of Missouri and 
Illinois, and States adjacent thereto, such resales being made from the 
respective places of business of said respondents, where said goods 
are assembled and displayed for sale for varying periods of time; 
that said respondent members, upon sales at retail being made to 
purchasers, deliver and transport or cause to be delivered and trans
ported said goods so shipped into the States of Missouri and Illinois 
to the purchasers thereof located in the States of Missouri and Illi
nois, and other States adjacent thereto; that said respondent mem
bers are, and have bc.en during all the time herein mentioned, en
g-aged in commerce between and among different States of the United 
States, and all of said respondents above named are and have been 
engaged in trade, business and commerce having a direct effect upon 
interstate commerce in furniture and allied products, including elec
tric refrigerators and radios. 

PAn. 6. That in the course and conduct of their said businesses, 
said respondent members are in substantial or potential competition 
with other persons, firms and corporations engaged in the sale at 
retail and distribution of furniture and allied products, including 
electric refrigerators and radios, in the States of Missouri and Illinois, 
and in the trade area extending into other States adjacent thereto; 

• Tbe varlou' Individuals named at this point as past or present membera of the execu
tive board of respondent association, are set forth In rar. 4 of tbe findings, wltb the 
exception of two Individuals, 81 to whom ease was closed, 81 eet forth In order closing, 
etc., on page 38:1, Infra, and aforesaid enumeration Is accordingly not publlsbed here In 
tbe Interest of brevity, 
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that said competitors likewise purchase their wares, at wholesale or 
from manufacturers, in various States of the United States, and 
transport them or cause them to be transported to, into and through 
States other than the States of Missouri and Illinois to their respec
tive places of business in said trade area and resell and deliver the 
same at retail to consumers located in the States of Missouri and 
Illinois, and SU1.tes other than the State in which said competitors' 
respective places of business are located; that said competitors are 
engaged in commerce between and among the different States of the 
United States and in trade, business and commerce having a direct 
effect upon interstate commerce in furniture and allied products, 
includin.!r electric refrigerators and radios. 

PAR. 7. That respondents are banded and allied together in said 
Retail Furniture Dealers' Association of St. Louis to carry into 
effect the regulations, sales methods, requirements, and trade prac
tices hereinafter described, and to enhance and promote the volume 
of trade, business and profits of said respondent members. And the 
respondents, namely, said Association, its officers, executive board, 
and members, during and in the period of more than three years 
last past have agreed, conspired, combinetl and confederated to
gether and with others, and have united in an<l pursued a common 
and concerted course of action and undertakinrr amon(J' themselves 

M o 
and with others, to adopt, follow, carry out, enforce, and maintain, 
in a number of States comprising the trade area in and surrounding 
the cities of St. Louis, Mo., and East St. Louis, III., certain policies, 
sales methods and trade practices, hereafter described, which re
spondents attempted to or did, by coercion and compulsion, impose 
upon and require the adoption and observance of by retail furniture 
dealers in said trade area who were not members of Raid Association, 
and by manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, and jobbers trading 
in said area, to the substantial or potential prejudice nml injury of 
ultimate purchasers and consumers generally. 

PAR. 8. That said policies, regulations, requirements, sales methods, 
and trade practices, referred. to in the preceding paragraph, spe
cifically consist of the followmg: 

(A) As affecting retail furniture dealers in said trade area, and 
the purchasing public: 

1. The practice and requirement that all retail furniture dealers 
charge as a cash price to ultimate consumers of merchandise the 
retail price suggested, set, or required by the manufacturer distrib-
utor, or jobber of such merchandise. ' 

2. The practice and requirement that in all sales of merchandise 
made to ultimate consumers on deferred time or installment pay-
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ments there be added and imposed, by retail furniture dealers, a 
separate uniform carrying charge over the regular advertised retail 
cash price of such merchandise, for the extension of credit by a 
retail dealer to the customer and for the privilege extended to the 
purchaser of paying the purchase price in installments over an 
agreed period of time. 

(D) As affecting manufacturers, distributors, and jobbers selling 
furniture and allied products in said trade area, and the purchasing 
public: 

1. The practice and requirement that no sales of furniture or al
lied products be made by manufacturers, distributors, or . jobbers, 
directly to the ultimate consumer thereof, to employees of such 
manufacturers, distributors, and jobbers, except for the personal use 
of said employees, or to contractors, institutions, hotels, apartment 
house operators, real estate dealers, or large industrial plants. 

2. The practice and requirement that no orders for merchandise 
be accepted by such manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, or jobber 
from dealers in cities other than St. Louis, Mo., or East St. Louis, 
Ill., where delivery thereof is to be made in St. Louis or East St. 
Louis. . 

3, The practice and requirement that requests from ultimate con
sumers to buy merchandise from such manufacturer, distributor, 
wholesaler, or jobber to be billed through some retail dealer be re
fused, and such ultimate consumer be required to purchase from a 
"regular'' retail dealer. 

4. The practice and requirement that no merchandise may at any 
time be donated by such manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, or 
jobbers, or placed on a consignment basis with anyone, except for a 
short period of time for window or floor display purposes only. 

5. The practice and requirement that no sales or deliveries of 
merchandise shall Le made by such manufacturers, distributors, 
wholesalers, or jobbers to homes of ultimate consumers, and no mer
<:handise shall be sold to salesmen for any retail furniture dealer 
unless the same is sold to, billed, and delivered to such dealer. 

G. The prnctico nnd requirement that manufacturers, distributors, 
wholesalers, and jobbers shall not sell merchandise to concerns w~o 
sell at retail and who in so doinfl' hold themselves out to the public 

' 0 • • 
and to their retail customers as contract home furmshers operatmg 
on a basis similar to that of wholesalers. 

7. The practice and requirement that no manufacturer, distributo~, 
wholesaler or jobber shall go upon the sales floor of any reta1l 
dealer and talk to purchasers or prospective purchasers of the line 
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of merchandise offered for sale in that retttil store or department 
thereof. 

PAR. !), That said so-called carrying charge was and is used by and 
imposed upon the purchasing public by respondent members, who vari
ously designate the same as a service charge, budget charge, credit 
charge, time payment plan, and other like terms; but however desig
nated, said carrying charge was and is usually represented to the 
public by respondent members as being an interest charge on deferred 
payments of the purchase price, at the rate of one-half of one percent 
per month, or six percent per annum. Such representations so made 
to the public by respondent members were and are false and mislead
ing, since in truth and in fact the said carrying charge in no case 
constitutes an interest charge at said rate upon deferred payments 
of the purchase price. On the contrary it is either an interest charge 
on the entire principal amount of said deferred payments for the full 
installment period, in which case the purchaser is charged interest on 
installment payments of the principal after the same are liquidated1 

or it is intended to and does include items other than interest, esti
mated in advance a~ to amount, such as office and accounting expense, 
the expense incident to repossession of chattels in case of default by some 
purchasers in the payment of deferred installments, loss of or damage 
to chattels repossessed from defaulting purchasers, legal and collection 
expense and other items attributable to defaulting purchasers. The 
true nature and make-up of said carrying charge is not in most cases 
divulged to the purchaser, and the imposition by respondent members 
of such carrying charge upon purchasers of furniture and allied prod
ucts on installment payments as above set forth, substantially preju
dices and injures those members of the purchasing public who are un
able to pay cash for their purchases for such products and those in
stallment purchasers who do not default in their obligations, n.ml 
unfairly and unreasonably enhances the price of such commodities 
to such purchasers, with a resulting dis~rimination against them. 

PAn.lO. That for the purpose of makmg such sales methods, policies 
and requirements effective and of requiring compliance therewith by 
all competing retail dealers in furniture and allied products in the 
several states constituting the trade area adjacent to St. Louis, by 
manufacturers, distributors, and jobbers trading therein, and by the 
ultimate purchasin~ public located therein, said respondent Associa
tion, acting through its officers and executive Loarll, and with the 
knowledge, consent, approval, and active cooperation and participation 
of respondent members, did the following things: 

1. Issued bulletins, circulars, and other printed matter, and dis
tributed the same among its members, and caused the same to be sent 
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to manufacturers, distributors, and others, in which printed matter 
the respondent Association announced the adoption by it on behalf of 
its members of the selling methods, policies, and requirements above 
described. 

2. Issued bulletins and circulars, which it sent to its members and 
to manufacturers, distributors, and others, in which bulletins and cir
culars were set forth the names of retail furniture dealers who did not 
observe, or who failed or refused to follow or abide by the sales 
methods and policies adopted as aforesaid by the said Association. 

3. Issued bulletins and circulars listing the names and products of 
manufacturers and distributors who did not follow, or who failed or 
refused to abide by its said sales methods and policies which bulletins 
and circulars were distributed by it among its members and others, 
with the result that certain of its members thereafter refused to buy, 
or threatened not to buy further merchandise from such offending 
manufacturers and distributors. . 

4. Issued bulletins and circulars to its said members and to others, 
setting forth the names of manufacturers and. distributors who co
operated, or agreed. to cooperate, in the enforcement of the said sales 
method.s and policies ad. opted by the said Association, which bulle
tins suggested and proposed. that the members of the Association 
should patronize such manufacturers and distributors who cooperated 
or agreed to cooperate with the said. Association. 

5. Appointed a committee of its members, with instructions to 
inform, and which committee members d.id inform, manufacturers 
and distributors that, unless such manufacturers and distributors 
agreed to and did cooper~te with the respondent Association, then 
the members of the said Association would discontinue buying the 
line of merchandise sold by such manufacturers and distributors. 

6. Acquainted manufacturers and distributors with the names of 
those persons or concerns engaged in competitive busillesses with its 
members, who, so respondents asserted, were not entitled and should 
not be pennitted to buy furniture at wholesale prices. 

7. Sought and obtained promises and assurances of coopernti?n by 
manufacturers wholesalers, and jobbers to the end that all ultimate 
consumers of ~1erchandise would be refused the advantage of buying 
at wholesale, and would be required to purchase inerchandise only 
through regular retail stores. 

PAn. 11. The capacity, tfndency, and effect of said plan, program, 
agreement combination conspiracy, confed.erution, and. undertaking, 

' ' I' . f and. the said acts and practices and selling methods and po 1c1es o 
said respondents in pursuance thereof, hereinabove set forth, are 
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and have been in the trade area in and around the cities of St. Louis, 
Mo. and East St. Louis, Ill., the States of Missouri and Illinois, and 
adjoining States: 

1. To monopolize in said respondent members, and "regular" deal
ers, the business of dealing in and distributing furniture and allied 
products, including electric refrigerators and radios. 

2. To unreasonably lessen, eliminate, restrain, stifle, hamper, and 
suppress competition in the said retail furniture and allied products 
trade and industry, and to deprive the purchasing and. consuming 
public of advantages in price, service, and other considerations which 
they would receive and enjoy under conditions of normal and un
obstructed. or free and fair competition in said trade and industry; 
and to otherwise operate as a restraint upon and a detriment to the 
freedom of fair and legitimate competition in such trade and industry. 

3. To fix prices at which furniture and allied products, including 
electric refrigerators and radios, are sold. at retail in said trade area. 

4. To substantially increase the cost to purchasers of such furniture 
and allied products. 

5. To suppress, eliminate and discriminate against small business 
enterprises which are or have been engaged in selling and d.istribut
ing furniture and allied products. 

6. To obstruct, hamper nnd in1erfere with the norma1 and natural 
flow of trade aml commerce in furniture and. allietl products, into, 
through and from said. trade area; and to injure respondents' com
petitors in unfairly diverting business and. trade from them, depriv
ing them thereof, and otherwise driving or "freezing" them out of 
business. . 

7. To prejud.ice and injure tho public, and manufacturers, pro
ducers, dealers, distributors, and. others who do not conform to re
spondents' program or methods, or who d.o not desire to conform 
to them, but are compelled. to do so by the concerted action of 
respondents herein alleged. 

PAn. 12. The above alleged. acts and. things done by respondents 
have a dangerous tendency unduly to hinder competition in the fur
niture and. allied products trade in said trade area, and to create ll 

monopoly thereof in the hands of respondents, and constitute unfair 
methods of competition in commerce within the meaning of Section 
5 of an Act of Congress entitlNl "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved SeptemLer 2G, 1914. 
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REPORT, FINDINGS A'3 TO TIIE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
!ederal Trade Commission, on the 9th day of April, A. D., 1936, 
Issued and served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, 
Uetail Furniture Dealers Association of St. Louis, and its officer3, 
executive board, and members, as hereinafter particularly designated 
and enumerated, charging them with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
Thereafter, said respondents, after having filed their answers to said 
complaint, filed herein a certain stipulation as to the facts to be taken 
as the only facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony which 
might be adduced in support of and in opposition to the complaint 
and answers herein, which said stipulation has been approved by the 
Commission. And said respondents, in said stipulation as to the 
facts so filed by them, consented that the Commission might proceed 
Upon the statements of fact therein contained, including such infer
ences as it may draw from such facts,. to make its findings and its 
conclusion based thereon and to enter its order disposing of the 
proceeding without presentation of argument or the filing of briefs. 
Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before 
the Commission on the said complaint, the answers thereto and said 
stipulation as to the facts, and the Commission having duly con
sidered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TTIE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Retail Furniture Dealers Association of 
St. Louis, is a non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the 
State of Missouri, by virtue of a certain decree and order made and 
entered by the Circuit Court of the city of St. Louis, Mo., on Dec~m
bl'r 17 1923 · that said corporation was or~'~'anized for the followmg 

' ' t:'J f . dl expressed purposes: Promoting the interest of, and t? secure nen . Y 
connPctions between retail furniture dealers in the c1ty of St. Loms, 
State of Missouri· to promote and combine the influence and 
intelli~'~'<'nce of its rr:embers • for the protection of their trade agn.inst 

,.., ' 
0 1 d imposition inJ'ustice or encroachment upon their common rig 1ts an 

' ' '1 f h 
0 

interests; to foster and interchange thoughts and H eas or t e1r 
mutual benefits as a result of the experience and ability of all; to 
urge and encourage national, State, and city legislation for the 
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furtherance of the interest to just laws; to secure for its members 
equitable treatment in all their business dealings with manufacturers 
of, and dealers in, furniture supplies; to recommend the abolishment 
of the practice of some manufacturers and wholesale furniture deal
ers of peddling and selling goods at retail to the detriment of the 
retail line of business; to disseminate knowledge and information 
among its members relating to, and in connection with, the retail 
furniture business; to give and hold furniture and household shows 
and exhibits from time to time; to do such other acts and things as 
do or may tend to accomplish the purpose of the said corporation 
and a.re within the laws of the State of Missouri and the United 
States; that the principal office and place of business of said associa
tion is located at 926 Chemical Building, St. Louis, Mo. 

PAn. 2. The membership of said respondent association is composed 
of individuals, firms, and corporations who carry a stock of furniture 
or kindred wares, and who are engaged as principals in retailing the 
same from their own places of business in the city of St. Louis, Mo., 
or the city of East St. Louis, Ill. That under the bylaws which have 
been regularly adopted for the regulation of said respondent associa· 
tion, tho government and control thereof is vested in the officers, 
consisting of a president, a vice-president, a secretary, and a treas
urer, and in an executive board composed of the president, vice· 
president, and representatives of six members of said respondent 
association elected by the members. 

PAn. 3. That the following named respondents have been and are 
members of said respondent association, and as such have exercised 
the privileges of and assumed the liabilities incident to such member
ship, to wit: 

Mnnne Drothers Furniture Company, a corporation organized under the laws 
ot the State ot Missouri, with tts principal office and place ot business at 
ti613-15 Delmar Doulevard, St. Louis, 1\Io. 

Unlon-1\fay-Stern Company, a corporation or~:anlzed under the laws ot the 
State ot 1\llssourl, with Its principal office at 1120-30 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

Goldman Dros., Inc., a corporation organized under the laws ot the State ot 
Mls!!ourl, with Its principal office and place ot business at 1182 Olive Street, 
St. Louts, 1\lo. 

Lammert Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws ot the State 
ot Missouri, with Its principal offlce and place ot business nt 911-921 Washington 
Ave., St. I.ouls, Mo. 

IIellrung & Grim House Furnishing Co., a corporation organized under the 
laws ot the State ot Ml!:;sourl, with Its principal offlce and place ot business at 
006 Washington Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo. 

StPin Furniture Company, a copartnership, with Its principal omce and place 
ot business at 000 Franklin Street, St. Louts, Mo. 
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American Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State 
of Missouri, with its principal office and place of business at 708 Franklin 
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

nhodes-Burford House Furnishing Co., a corporation organized under the 
laws of the State of Kentucky, with its principal office and place of business 
at 817 North 11th Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

Gregson Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State 
-of Missouri, with its principal office and place of business at 4230 North Broad· 
way, St. Louis, .Mo. 

Dau, The Uouse Furnisher, Inc., a corporation organized under the laws 
-of the State of Missouri, with its principal office and place of business at 2730 
North Grand Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

Ideal Furniture Co., a proprietorship with Its principal office and place of 
business at 5055 Easton Avenue, St. Louts, Mo. 

lless-Dickman Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the 
Stnte of Missouri, with its principal office and place of business at 2814-2818 
Chippewa Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

1\Iosley-Thuner Furniture Co., a corporation organized under .the laws of the 
State of Missouri, with Its principal office and place ot business at 2122 South 
Droadway Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

John Alt Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State 
of Missouri, with its principal office and place of business at 1510 South Broad· 
Wa)' Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

Arnold Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 
Missouri, with its principal office and place of business at 5000 Gravois Avenue, 
St. Louis, Mo. 

Buettner Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State 
ot Missouri, with Its principal office and place of business at 1007 Olive 
Str~et, St. Louis, :Mo. 

J. D. Carson, Inc., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 
Missouri, with its principal office and place of business at 1116 Olive Street, 
St. tou!s, Mo. 

Dyer Bros., a copartnership with its principal office and place of business at 
1422 North Grand Avenue, St. l..ouls, Mo. 

Engle Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 
Allssourl, with its principal office and place of business at 1001 Franklin Avenue, 
St. Louis, 1\Io, 

Gausmann-I'arker House Furnishing Co., a corporation organized under the 
laws of the State ol l.flssourl, wHb Its prlnclpai office and place ot business at 
8200 North Broadway, St. Louis, .Mo. 

Geltz House Furnishing Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the 
State ot 1\Ilssourt, with its principal office and place of business at 4706 Easton 
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

J. C. Geltz Sewing 1\Iacblne and Furniture Co., a corporation organized under 
the laws of the State of .Missouri, with Its principal office and place of business 
at 1315 North 1\Iarket Street, St. Louis, .Mo. 

General Furniture Company, a proprietorship with Its principal office and 
place of business at 2000 South Jefferson Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

Dome Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 
Missouri, with its principal office and place of business at 4206 Manchester 
A. venue, St. Louis, 1\.lo. 
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Hub Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 
1\:llssouri, with its principal office and place of business at 701 Washington 
A venue, St. Louis, 1\lo. · 

Igoe House Furnishing Co., a corporation organized unuer the laws of the 
State of Missouri, with Its principal office and place of business at 2741 North 
Grand Avenue, St. Louis, 1\Io. 

Kassing Goesen House Furnishing Co., a corporation organized under the laws 
of the State of Missouri, with its prtnclpal office and place of business at 2G07 
North 14th Street, St. Louis, 1\Io. 

Knost Dockwinkel Furniture Home, Inc., a corporation organized under the 
laws of the State of Missouri, with Its principal office and place of business at 
3211 Olive Stt·eet, St. Louis, l\Io. 

Kobusch & Cornwall Ilome Furnishers, Inc., a corporation organized under 
the Jaws of the State of Missouri, with its principal office and place of businc;;s 
at 3G01 West Florissant Avenue, St. Louis, l\Io. 

Lauer Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 
1\Iissouri, with its principal office anti place of business at 825 North Sixth 
Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

National Honse Furnishing Co., a corporation organized under the lnws of 
the State of Illinois, with Its principal office and place of business at 132 Col
linsTille Avenue, East St. Louis, Ill. 

Prossers Furniture and Storage Co., a corporation organized untler the laws 
of the State of Missouri, with its principal otnec and plnce of business at 3218 
Olive Street, St. Louis, 1\Io. 

Frank L. Schaab Stove and Furniture Co., a corporation organized under 
the laws of the State of 1\Iissourl, with Its principal otnce and plnce of business 
at 2022 South Broadway, St. Louis, l\1o. 

StPiner-Schwartz Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws ot 
the State of Missouri, with Its principal oflice and plnce ot business at 2000 
North 14th Street, St. Louis, 1\Io. 

'Ve!lst<>n l!~urniture Co., a coi·poratlon organized under the laws of the State 
of Missouri with Its principal office and place of bu:-iness at Ci!>ll Easton Avenue, 
St. Louis, lllo. 

Westhus Furniture Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 
Missouri, with lts principal office and place of business at 2001 South Drondwny, 
St. Louis, lio. 

PAn. 4. That the following named respondents have Leen or are 
officers of said respondent association, to wit: 

Peter 1\I. Igoe, president, repreesnting respondent, Igoe House Furnishing 
Co., 2741 North Grand Avenue, St. Louis, 1\Io. 

JosPph Manne, president, rPpresenting respondent, Manne Brothers Furni· 
ture Company, 5G13-15 Delmar Doulevnrd, St. Louis, Mo. 

Joseph n. Ilellrung, Yice presiuent and trrasm·er, rf'presentlng respondent, 
Ilellrung & Grimm llom:c Furnishing Co., !)(lG Wn~hlngton Doulevanl, St. Louis, 
l\lo. 

Shirley D. GrPgson, vice president, representing respomlent, Gregson Fnrn!tur~ 
Co., 4230 North Broadway, St. Louis, lllo. 

Fred C. Dan, treasurer, rppresenting respondent, Dau, The House Furnisher, 
Inc., 2730 North Grand Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

Gail D. Ussery, secretary, 9"..!6 Chemical Duildlng, St. Louifj, 1\Io. 
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The following named respondents have been or are members of the 
executive board of said respondent association, in addition to the 
presidents and vice presidents above named, to wit: 

Benjamin Weisman, representing respondent, Union-1\Iay-Stern Company, 112(}-
30 Olive Street, St. Louis, 1\Io. 

Martin Lammert, 3rd, representing respondent, Lammert Furniture Co., 911-
921 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

Joseph B. IIellrung, representing respondent, Hellrung & Grimm House Fur
nishing Co., 006 Washington Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo. 

Joseph Agatstein, representing respondent, Stein Furniture Company, 000 
Franklin Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

Joseph Lasky, representing respondent, American Furniture Co., 708 Franklin 
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

Fred C. Dau, representing respondent, Dau, The House Furnisher, Inc., 2730 
North Grand Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

Chas, Steiner, representing respondent, Ideal Furniture Co., 5005 Easton 
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

0. W. Dickman, representing respondent, IIess-Dickman Furniture Co., 2814-
2818 Chippewa Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

James A. Mosley, representing respondent, Mosley-Thuner Furniture Co., 
2122 South Broadway, St. Louis, Mo. 

PAn. 5. That some of the several members of said respondent asso
ciation, in the course and conduct of their respective businesses, 
Purchase furniture and allied products, including, in most cases, 
el~ctric refrigerators and radios, from various manufacturers, dis
tributors, wholesalers, jobbers, and dealers located in many different 
States of the United States and cause said commodities so purchased 
to be transported from the State of origin thereof, including States 
other than the States of Missouri and Illinois, to, into and through 
Various States of the United States, and into the States of Missouri 
and Illinois; that some of said members resell said furniture and 
n1erchandise at retail to various members of the consuming public 
located in the States of l\Iissouri and Illinois and in other States of 
the trade area adjacent thereto; that said commodities are ordi
narily purchased at wholesale or from the manufacturer by some 
of said members with the intention and for the purpose of reselling 
and delivering the same at retail to purchasers located in the States 
of Missouri and Illinois, and States adjacent thereto, such resales 
being made from the respective places of business of said members, 
where said goods are assembled and displayed for sale for varying 
periods of time; that some of said members, upon sales at retail 
being made to purchasers deliver and transport or cause to be deliv
ered and transported said goods so sold into the States of Missouri 
and Illinois to the purchasers thereof located in the States of l\Iis
souri and Illinois, and other States adjacent thereto; that some of said 
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members of said respondent association are, and have been during 
all the time herein mentioned, engaged in commerce between and 
among different States of the United States, and some of said mem· 
hers above named are and have been engaged in trade, business and 
commerce having a direct and substantial effect upon interstate. 
commerce in furniture and allied products, including electric refrig· 
era tors and radios. 

PAn. 6. That in the course and conduct of their said businesses, 
some o£ said members of said respondent association are in substan· 
tial competition with other persons, firms and corporations engaged 
in the sale at retail and distribution of furniture and allied productst 
including electric refrigerators nnd radios, in the Stutes of Missouri 
and Illinois, and in the trade area extending into other States adja
cent thereto; that said competitors likewise purchase their wares, at 
wholesale or from manufacturers in various States of the United 
States, and transport them or cause them to be transported to, into 
and through States other than the States of Missouri and Illinois to 
their respective places of business in said trade area and resell and 
deliver the same at retail to consumers located in the States of 
Missouri and Illinois, and States other than the State in which said 
competitors' respecth·e places of business are located; that sa,id com
petitors are engaged in commerce between and among the different 
States of the United States and in trade, business and commerce 
having a direct and substantial effect upon interstate commerce in 
furniture and allied products, including electric refrigerators and 
radios. 

PAn. 7. That in pursuance of the objects for which said respondent 
association was incorporated, and for the purpose of enhancing and 
promoting the volume of trade, business and profits of its members 
in the course and conduct of its activities, the said Retail Furnituro 
Dealers Association of St. Louis, acting through its officers, executive 
board, und agents has sought to put into effect, and has to some extent 
put into effect, certain policies, sales methods and trade practices 
hereafter described. That said respondent association has for the 
period from August 1, 1033 to :May 27, 1035, pursued a course of 
action to adopt, follow, carry out, enforce, and maintain in a number 
of States comprising the trade area in and surrounding the cities of 
St. Louis, 1\fo. and East St. Louis, Ill., certain policies, sales methods 
and trade practicC's, hereafter described, which said respondent as· 
socintion attempted to or did by persuasion require the adoption and 
observance of by manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, and job
bers engaged in interstate commerce and trading in said area. 
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PAR. 8. That said policies, requirements, sales methods, and trade 
practices, referred to in the preceding paragraph, specifically consist 
of the following: 

Requests to wholesalers, jobbers, and manufacturers selling fur
niture and allied products in said trade area that they adopt, follow, 
and adhere to : 

1. The policy and practice that no sales of furniture or allied prod
ucts be made by manufacturers, distributors, or jobbers, directly to 
the ultimate consumer thereof, to employees of such manufacturers, 
distributors, and jobbers, except for the personal use of said em
ployees, or to contractors, institutions, hotels, apartment house oper
ators, real estate dealers, or large industrial plants. 

2. The policy and practice that no orders for merchandise be ac
cepted by such manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, or jobber from 
dealers in cities other than St. Louis, Mo., or East St. Louis, Ill., 
where delivery thereof is to be made in St. Louis or East St. Louis. 

3. The policy and practice that requests from ultimate consumers 
to buy merchandise from such manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, 
or jobber to· be billed through some retail dealer be refused, and 
such ultimate consumer be required to purchase from a "regular" 
retail dealer. 

4. The policy anu practice that no merchanuise may at any time b~ 
donated by such manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, or jobbers, 
or placed on a consignment basis with anyone, except for a short 
period of time for window or floor display purposes only. 

5. The policy and practice that no sales or deliveries of merchandise 
~hall be made by such manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, or 
Jobbers to homes of ultimate consumers, and no merchandise shall be 
soltl to salesmen for any retail furniture dealer unless the same is 
sold to, billed and delivered to such dealer. 

6. The policy unu practice that manufacturers, distributors, whole
salers, and jobbers shall not sell merchandise to concerns who sell at 
retail, and who in so uoing hold themselves out to the public and 
to their retail customers as contract home furnishers operating on a 
basis similar to that of wholesalers. 

7. The policy and practice that no manufacturer, distributor, 
wholesaler, or jobber shall go upon the sales floor of any retail dealer 
and talk to purchasers or prospective purchasers of the line of mer
chandise offered for sale in that retail store or department thereof . 
• PAn. 9. That for the purpose of making such sales methods, poli

Cies and practices effective and of requiring compliance therewith 
by all manufacturers, distributors, and jobbers trading therein, said 
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respondent association, acting through its officers and executive board, 
did the following things: 

(1) Issued bulletins and letters and distributed the same among 
its members, and caused the same to be sent to manufacturers and 
distributors, in which printed matter the respondent asrociation 
announced the adoption by it of the selling methods, policies, and 
practices above described. 

(2) Issued bulletins or circulars to its said members, setting forth 
the names of manufacturers and distributors who cooperated, or 
agreed to cooperate in the enforcement of the said sales methods and 
policies adopted by the said association. 

(3) Acquainted manufacturers and distributors with the names of 
those persons or concerns who respondent association asserted were 
not entitled and should not be permitted to buy furniture at whole
sale prices. 

( 4) Sought and obtained promises and assurances of cooperation 
by manufacturers, wholesalers, and jobbers to the end that all ul
timate consumers of merchandise would be refused the advantage of 
buying at wholesale, and would be required to purchase merchandise 
only through regular retail stores. 

PAR, 10. That in addition to the foregoing, some of the said mem
bers of respondent association, at association meetings, discussed and 
advocated the adoption by the association of the policy that all mem
bers thereof impose a carrying charge in addition to the advertised 
cash price for merchandise sold on installments or deferred payment 
plan; that without authority from such association said members 
interviewed certain manufacturers, distributors, jobbers, and whole
salers engaged in interstate commerce in said trade area in further
ance of their desire that manufacturers, wholesalers, and jobbers 
adopt a policy of se1ling only to retail dealers in said area who 
impose such a carrying charge; that in some cases during said in
terviews some of said members did intimate that they did not intend 
to purchase products handled by such manufacturer, distributor, 
jobber, or wholesaler if the latter sold or continued to sell such 
products to those retail dealers who did not use or impose such 
carrying charges. 

PAR. 11. The Commission concludes from the forPgoing that the 
capacity and tendency of the aforesaid activities of rPspondents, as 
set forth in paragraphs 8, 9, and 10 above, was to instill into the 
minus of some of said manufacturers, distributors, jobbers, and 
wholesalers the belief that said respondent association had adopted 
and was pursuing the practices and policies above set forth and was 
requiring all its members to impose a carrying charge in addition to 
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the advertised cash price for merchandise sold on installments or 
deferred payment plan, and the belief that respondent association 
was attempting to compel such manufacturers, distributors, jobbers, 
and wholesalers to desist from selling their respective lines of mer
chandise to dealers competing with respondent members, who did not 
conform to such practices and policies and who did not impose such 
carrying charges upon their customers; that the capacity and ten
dency of said activities was to induce some of said manufacturers, 
distributors, jobbers, and wholesalers to believe that if they per
sisted in selling their said merchandise to furniture dealers who did 
not conform to such policies and practices or who did not impose such 
carrying charges, the members of respondent association would cease 
buying such lines of merchandise from said manufacturers, distribu
tors, jobbers, and wholesalers, and as a result had the tendency to 
impel the latter to refuse to sell their lines of merchandise to furni
ture uealers in and around St. Louis, Mo., and East St. Louis, Ill., 
who did not conform to such practices and policies and who did not 
impose said carrying charges upon their respective customers. 

PAR. 12. The Commission further concludes that the capacity and 
tPnclency of said plan, program, and undertaking, and the said acts 
and. practices anu selling methous and policies of said respondents 
in pmsuance thereof, are and have bPen in the trade arl'a in and 
around the cities of St. Louis, Mo., aml East St. Louis, Ill., the States 
of Missouri and Illinois, and adjoining States: 

( 1) To monopolize in certain respondent members, the business of 
dealing in and distributing furniture and allied products, including 
electric refrigerators and radios. 

(2) To lessen and restrain competition in the said line of com
merce, and to deprive the purchasing and ccnsuming public of ad
Yantnges in price, service aml other considerations which they would 
receive and enjoy under conditions of normal, unobstructed, free and 
fair competition in said line of commerce. 

(3) To substantially increase the cost to purchasers of such furni
ture and allied products. 

( 4) To discriminate against some business enterprises which are 
or have bl.'en engaged in selling and distributing furniture and allie(l 
products. 

(5) To obstruct, hamper and intl'rfere with the normal and natural 
flow of trade and commerce in furniture and allied products, into, 
through, and from said tratle area. 

(H) To prejudice and fl'ttPr the public and manufacturers, pro
ducers, distributors and competing retail dealers who do not conform 
to 1'(':-;poudenb' program or methmls, or who did not desire to do so. 

HoJ7:itl"' ::n 'ol. 24-27 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents are to the 
prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors, and consti
tute unfair mrthods of competition in commerce, within the intent and 
meaning of Srction 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion on the complaint of the Commission, the answers of the respond
ents, and the stipulation as to the facts executed by the respondents, 
Retail Furniture Dealers' Association of St. Louis, and its olficers, 
executive board, and members, as hereinafter designated and enumer
ated, said stipulation having been heretofore filed herein, and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approved Srptember 26, 1014, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Tmde Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
aml for other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That respondent, Retail Fumiture Dealers' Associa
tion of St. Louis, and its oflicers, executive board, members, agents, 
representatives, and employees, particularly the following: 

1\lnnne llrotlwrs J<'nrnlture Company, a <·orporatlon; 
l.Jnion-1\Iny-Stern Company, a corporation; 
Goldman llros., Inc., n corporation: 
I.nmnwrt Furniture Co., u corporation: 
IIP!lrung & Grimm House Fumishing Co., n corporation; 
Stf'in l<'nl"lllture Company, a co-partnrrship; 
Amt>rlcau l•'urnit nre C'o., n corporation; 
Hlwdt>s-Burforu House Furnishing Co., a corpomtion; 
Grrgson Furniture Co., a cortloration; 
Dan, 'l'hP Jiousc Fm·ulsht'r, Juf'., a corporation; 
Idt•Hl Furuiture Co., a propriPtor!<hlp: 
llp~;s Dickman Furniture Co., a corporation: 
1\Io.-l~>y-'l'hunrr Furniture Co., a corporation: 
John Alt Furniture Co., a cor·poratlon; 
Arnold Furniture Co., 11 rorporatlou; 
Buettner l<'urniture Co., a corporation; 
J. D. C'arson, Inc., a corporation; 
Dyer Dros., n <'o-pnrtnershlp; 
J<~ngle Furniture Co., a corporation; 
Gausmnnn·l'urk<'r House }'urniRhlng Co., a corporation; 
Gt>ltz I louse l<'urnh;hlng Co., n corporation; 
J. C. Gt>itz RPwlng l\IadJine and Furniture Co., a corporation; 
Gene1·ul l<'urniture Company, a prop1·1etorshlp; 
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IIome Fnrniture Co., a corporation; 
Huh Furniture Co., a corporation; 
Igoe House Furnishing Co., a corporation; 
KaR~ing Goe;;en Honse Furnishing Co., 11 corporation; 
Knost nockwinkel Furniture Home, Inc., a corporntlon; 
Kobnsch & CormvaU Home Furnishers, Inc., 11 cor11oration; 
I.an<>r Furniture Co., 11 corporation; 
National House Fnrnl;;hing f'o., a corporation; 
Pros~ers Fnrnltnre nnd Storage Co., a corporation; 
Frnnk L. Seh11ah Stove and Furniture Co., n corporation; 
:;;teiuer·Sehwarz Furniture Co., 11 corporntion; 
\Vellston Furniture Co., a corporation; 
\VPsthus Furniture Co., n corporation; 

members of said association; and 
Peter l\1. Igoe, .Tosf'ph Manne, Josf'ph B. Hellrung, Shirley D. 

Gregson, Fred C. Dan, Gail D. Ussf'ry, Benjamin \Veisman, Martin 
Lanunert, 3rd, Joseph Agatstein, Joseph Lasky, Charles Steiner, 
0. "\V. Dickman, and .Tames A. Mosley, ns officers or executive board 
ml:'mLers of said association, in connection with the purchase, sale 
an1l distribution of furniture and ollied products, including radios 
and e]eetric refrigerators in inter1-·Jnte commerce in an1l around St. 
Louis, l\lo., and East St. Louis, Ill., and elsewhere, in pursuance of 
any ai.!Tl'C'lllent or uJHlerstnmlinO' forthwith <'Pnse and desist from: • ,. M 

I. Adopting, following, carrying out, enforcing, maintaining, or 
ath•mpting to put into effect any of the following policies, standards, 
s:tle nwthous, practiees, requirements, or usage, to wit: 

1. Thr collective policy and practice that retail furniture dealers 
require oJL all sales of merchandise made to ultimate consumers on 
deferred time or installment payment:; that there be added and im
posed a s<•parate uniform carrying charge over the regular adver
tisrllretail cash price of such merchandise, for the extension of credit 
by such retail dealers to customers and for the privilege extended 
to purchasers of paying the purchase price in installments over an 
agre<'1l period of time. 

2. The policy and practice that no sales of furniture or allied prod
ucts shall he made by manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers or 
joLlJers dir·ect ly to E:'mployees of such manufacturers, distributors, 
wholesalers or jol,J,ers, except for the pPrsonal use of said f'mployees, 
or to contractors, institutions, hotels, apartment house opetators, rE:'al 
estatE' dl•ah•rs, or large industrial plants. 

3. The policy and practice that no orders for merchandise shall be 
aceeptell by sueh manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, or jobbers 
from dealers in cities other than St. Louis, Mo., or Enst St. Vmis, 
Ill., wlwre delinry thereof is to be m111le in St. Louis or East St. 
Louis. 
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4. The policy and practice that requests from ultimate consumers 
to buy merchandise from such manufacturers, wholesalers, distribu
tors, or jobbers to be billed through some retail dealer be refused, and 
snch ultimate consumer be required to purchase from a "regular" 
retail dealer. 

5. The policy and practice that no merchandise may at any time be 
donated by such manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers or jobbers 
or placed on a consignment basis with anyone, except for a short 
period of time for window or floor display purposes only. 

6. The policy and practice that no sales or deliveries of merchan
dise shall be made by such manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers 
or jobbers to homes of ultimate consumers, and no merchandise shall 
be sold to salesmen for any retail furniture dealer unless the same is 
sold to, billed and delivered to such dealer. 

7. The policy and practice that manufacturers, distributors, whole
salers and jobbers shall not sell merchandise to concerns who sell at 
tetail, and who in so doing hold themselves out to the public and to 
their retail customers as contract home furnishers operating on a basis 
similar to that of wholesalers. 

8. Tl1e policy ancl practice t11at no m:untfncturer, distributor, whole
sal<'r, or jobber shall go upon the sal<'s floor of any rPtail dealer and 
talk to prosp<'ctive pnrchHs<'rs of the lin<'s of merchandise offered for 
sale in that retail store or a department thereof. 

II. Collectively advocating, recommending, or requiring by per
!:'uasion, competitive pressure, compulsion or any otlwr method of any 
description, the adoption, use or maintenance of either or any of the 
policiPs or practices set forth in Paragraph I hereof, by rrtail fmni
ture dealers, or by manufacturers, joblX'rs, distributors, wholrsalcrs, 
or dealers, to he usell or put into effect in the course and conduct of 
their business. 

III. J>ublishing or distributing circulars, bulletins, adn-'rtisemcnts, 
or printed matter of any d£'scription announcing the adoption of or 
ad nJcating the use of the policies and practicPs set forth in 
Paragraph I above. 

IV. Publishing or distriLuting circulars, hulletins, tuherti:'-Pments, 
or printell mutter of any description setting forth t•itht>r the llUlllPS 

of retail furniture dealers who have, and do, or those who hare not 
or do not us£>, obsN·ve, m·nbide by the policiPs and practicrs set forth 
in pamgrnph I uhove, or listing the names and products of manufac
turer~ ana distributors who have and tlo, or those who h:n·e not and 
do not follow nnll use till' saleA"l methcJlls and policies !:et forth in said 
paragraph. 
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V. Publishing or distributing circulars, bulletins, advertisements, 
or printed matter of any description setting forth the names and 
products of manufacturers and distributors who han~ cooperated or 
agreed to cooperate in the enforcement of the said policies and prac
tices set forth in Paragraph I above, or suggesting or proposing that 
the members of the respondent Association shall patronize such man
ufacturers and distributors who so cooperate or agree to cooperate 
with said Association. 

VI. Informing, manufacturers, jobbers, wholesalers, or distributors, 
by the use of any means whatsoever, that unless they or any of them 
ngree to, and will adopt awl use the policies and practices set forth 
in Paragraph I above, the member.::> of respondent Association or any 
of them will discontinue buying the line of merchandise sold by such 
manufacturers, jobbers, wholesalers, or distributors. 

VII. Iufo11ning manufacturers, jobbers, wholesalers or distributors 
by the use of any means whatsoever, of the names of those persons 
or concerns who are engaged in competitive business with members of 
the respondent Association who refuse to follow the policies and 
]>mctices s£>t forth in Paragraph I above, or notifying or advising 
any such manufacturer or distributor that any such person or con
cern should. not be permitted. to buy furniture or allied products at 
wholesale prices. 

VIII. Sl'eking or obtaining promises or assurances of cooperation 
fl'om manufacturers or distributors to the end that all ultimate con· 
s1mwrs of merchandise be refused the advantage of buying at whole· 
~ale and that they be required to purchase merchandise only through 
regular retail stores. 

It i8 f'wrther ordered, That said respondents named herein shall 
within 90 days from notice hereof file with the Commission, a report 
in writing, stating in detail the manner in which this order is being 
complied with and conformed to by them. 

OilDErt CLOSI:\'G PROCEEDI!I;G AS TO CERTAIN RESPO!I;DENTS 1 

This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 
the record and upon the showing which has been made as to the pres-

1 Proc•·e•llng wn~ also tJ1ert'tofore dhml"~Pfl as to rl'spon<lent DledPrmnn Furniture Co. 
by fnllnwln~: nn!Pr Pn!Pr•••l hy CnmmJ~,Jnn 1111 April ~~. lO:lfl, mun•·ly: 

'l'his- lllRttPr f'Oilllng on t I liP )lp:lrtl by thf' CollitllisHlnn upon thP ri'QIIf'~t or connsPl for 
T<'Hpotul<'nt RiPtiPrmun Furniture Company of 801 ~·ranl•lln A\·enue, St. I.ouis, lfissourl, for 
a dlsmiHRRI of the nbnvP <'ntltlPd pruct-<'din~ IIR n~o:nlnHt sal<l nnmPd r<•spomlPnt, and the 
Commission hnvlnl,t duly consldPred said requf'st and being now fully adv!Hed In the 
Premises; 

It is ordered, Thnt the above t•ntltl••il procf'Pding, os agnlnst r<•spondent RJpdermRn Furni
ture Compony ond as the some alTt•cts snld rPspondPnt only, be and the snme herehy Is 
dinmlssf'd, without prl'judlce, however, to the right of the Commission to relnHtnte should 
conditions worront. 
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ent status of certain of the respondents in the above entitled matter, 
and it appearing to the Commission that respondent Bly-1\foss Furni
ture Company, a corporation, is no longer engaged in business, and 
that respondents, Stanley Goldman and H. R. Mains are no longer 
resiuents of St. Louis, Mo., or officers of said respondent Association; 
and it further appearing to the Commission that respondents, Quality 
Furniture Company, a corporation, ·warring Furniture Company, a 
corporation, Kroemke Furniture Company, a proprietorship, and 
Luxemberg Furniture Company, a proprietorship, are not actively 
engaged in furthering the policies and practices of said respondent 
Association; and the Commission having duly considered said matters 
und being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein· 
before issued on the 9th day of April, A. D., 1936, be, and the same 
hereby is closed as to respondents hereinabove named only without 
prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts so war
rant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the complaint in 
accordance with its regular procedure. 
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Syllabus 

IN THE MATTER OF 

GIACOMO LAGUARDIA TRADING AS HERBA MEDICI
NAL LABORATORY 

<"0:\IPLAINT, I<'INDINGS, AND OnDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGF.D VIOLATION 
OF SEC. l'i OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 19H 

Docket 2878. Complaint, July 15, 193G-Dccision, Jan. 5, 1937 

·where an individual engaged in the sale of various liquids, compounds, solu
tions, and oil~er matter represented by him as derived from, comviled of, 
or concocted from, herbs of various kinds-

Hevresented, In advertisements in periodienls of Interstate circulation and in 
ad,·ertlsing literature circulated throughout the various States nnd in other 
ways, that he wns a great f<!leclalist on herbs, and that the commodities or 
various medicaments, liquids, etc., prepared by him under various trade 
names, such as "Stomatic 'l'en," "Rheumatic Tea," "llenal Tea," "Pile-Aid," 
and ''Vegetolina Liniment," constituted competent treatments or effective 
remedies for stomnch aml uigestiYe disorders, nnd numerous ailments and 
conditions, including excP:ss weight, skin ailments, llllins In arms, etc., and 
that only at his store would herbs be found that were adapted for such 
vnrious malndies, etc.; 

Fucts being he was not a great specialist in herhs, and herbs of like natm·e to 
those bleudl•d by l1im could readily be procur£>d, and curative or therapeutic 
value of his various liquids, compound~. etc., was not ns efficacious as repre
~ented by him, l'ither In trcatmrnt, relief, or cure of such vurlous ailments or 
uiseases, and such vnrions liquids, etc., would not reduce weight, clear 
skin of impurities, etc., or cure di~eases of the stomach or Intestines, and 
were not a competent or effective treatnJPnt for any disPases, etc., for which 
named; 

With result that Vllrion~ memhers of the purcha!';ing public throughout the vari
ous States W£>re misled and deceived by RUC'h statements into the false belief 
that the same were true, and that his Raid variou~ preparations had a 
definite curative nnd therapeutic effect in treatment of mnladies and 
dlseasPs of the body, 11s rPpresented by him, and were Induced to use his 
course of treatment rather than that of a pathologist or other physician, 
and of thereby cau!<lng a snh:4nntinl nnd unfuir uiver~iou of trade to him 
from competitors, among whom there are those engag£>d in the prE'paratlon, 
snle and tran~portation In eommerce of COillJlOIJJHls and toxin~ and solutions 
for treatment, cure and remedy of diseases and ailments similar to or 
Identical with those listf>d hy suld indiddual, and who do not falsely repre
Hent or exnggernte the c·nratlve or therapeutic value thereof; to the substan
tial Injury of competition in commerce: 

llcld, That sueb acts and prnctlc£>s were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors and conHtitutPd unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John J. J(unan, trial examiner. 
lllr. Alden S. Bradley for the Commission. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Giacomo 
LaGuardia, trading as Herba Medicinal Laboratory, hereinafter 
referred to as respondent, has been and now is using unfair methods 
of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, 
and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PAHAGRAPII 1. UPspondent is an individual doing business under 
the name of Herba l\Iedicinal Laboratory, and maintains his office 
and principal place of business at 537 Droadway, in the city of New 
York, State of New York. 

PAn. 2. Respondent is now and for more than five years last past 
has been engaged in the sale and distribution of various liquids, 
compouncls, solutions, and other matter represented by him to be 
derived from, compiled of, or concocted from, herbs of various kinds 
and nature, and represented to have a medicinal and therapeutic 
value, and respondent causes said commodities, when sold, to be 
transported from its place of business in the city and State of 
New York to the purchasers thereof located in States of the United 
States other than the State of New York and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his business respondent is in 
competition with other persons, firms, copartnerships, and corpora
tions selling herb r('mcdies antl drugs, liquids, compounds, solutions, 
and medicaments for like usc ancl purpose, and who likewise sell and 
transport the same to purchasers thereof into and through the vari
ous States of the United States other than the State in which such 
persons, firms, copnrtm'rships, and corporations are located. 

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of the business of the respond
ent he has, without regard to under·lying causes, represented by 
advertis('Jll('nts published in various articles having interstate ch·cu
Jation, by advertising literature circulated throughout the various 
States of the United States, by radio broadcasts, and in other manners 
that: 

(a) LaGuardia's li('rull are 11 comp!'tent tr!'ntn)('nt or un eiTt•cth·e remedy 
tor-

( 1) Stomach acid, 
(2) Swollen or puintul stomach, 

(15) Cough, 
(16) Bronchitis, 
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(3) Indigestion, 
(4) Inflammation of the liver, 
(5) Headache, 
(6) Coated tongue, 
(7) Tiredness, 
(8) Nervous disturbances, 
(I)) Backaches, 

(10) Rheumntism, 
(11) Purificntlon of blood, 
( 12) Eczema, 
(13) Asthma, 
(14) Hay fever, 
(17) Colds, 

(18) Pains, 
(1!)) Swellings, 
(20) Bad digestion, 
(21) Constipation, 
(22) Inflammation of the kidneys, 
(23) Kidney trouble, 
(24) Intestinal catarrh, 
(2t:i) Head pains, 
(26) Sleepiness, 
(27) Bad breath, or 
(28) "Any of the ailments concern

ing the digestive system; 

(b) Thnt the respondent is "a great specialist" in herbs; 
(c) 'l'hat only at respondent's store will herbs be found adapted for anyone 

of your troubles ; 
(d) Thnt responflent's TIPjuvenatic Tea or llejm·enating Tea is an effective 

trPatment for the above-named nilments, or that it will ennble persons to get 
thin or to reduce weight, or that it corrects the cause of excessive weight 
acquired by indiscretions in eating, by lack of exercise, or by nny other means; 

(e) 'l'hat respondent's Clear Sldn Tea is a competent treatment for all 
lllsPuses of the skin, or that 1t et!ectlvely combats dif;orders of the skin, lrrita
tious, small lloils, pimples or other eruptions caused hy irrC'gular eliminations 
or othPrwi,;e; 

(f) 'l'hat re~pondC'nt's ~col Diuretic Renal Tea would be of value in elim
lnaung rl•sidues or that it absorbs the minor Irritations of the urethral and 
Yeslcal canals; 

(g) That respondent's l'ile-.\ld is n competent trNltmC'nt or an efficacious 
remedy for the various forms of hemorrhoids or that it completely dries up 
hemorrhoids or eradicnt!'s burns, pruritus, loss of blood or inflammations; or 
that these coudltlons will dlsnppear as It by mnglc; 

(h) That respondent's Vegetollna Liniment Is a proper remedy for pains in 
the arms, leg'!, back ot· shoulders caused by Intemperance, or that a single ap
lllicatton when applied to affected joints would cause the pains to disappear as if 
hy magic; 

n.nu many other statements of like nature anu effect. 
PAn. 5. Respondent sells the commodities prepared by him under 

various traue names, such as: 

Stomatic Ten and Tonic, 
Rheumatic Tea 
Renal Tea, ' 
Plle-Aid, 
Vegetollna Liniment, 

nnu various oth£>r names applied to commodities vended by him . 
• PAR. 6. In truth anu in fact the compounds, solutions, anu concoc

t~ons of the respondent aro not so efficacious as represented by him, 
either in the treatment, relief, or cure of the various symptoms, ail~ 
lllents, or diseases listed under number (1) through (28) of paragraph 
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4 of this complaint, and the same do not have the therapeutic or 
medical value as represented by respondent in reducing the weight of 
the person taking the same, clearing the skin of impudties, of small 
boils, pimples, and other eruptions; will not cure diseases of the 
stomach and intestines, is no competent or effective treatment for acid 
regurgitation, gas, swelling of the stomach, vertigo, headache, coated 
tongue, constipation, kidney or liver disorders, or any other ailments 
and diseases above set forth. Respondent is not a great specialist 
in herbs and herbs of liln• nature can be procured at places other than 
the respondent's store. The preparations concocted and compounded 
by the respondent are not an effective cure for "any of the ailments 
concerning the digestive system." 

Customers and potential customers throughout the various States 
of the United States have been deceived and misled by the statements 
of the respondent as above related into the false beliefs that the state
ments of the respondent were and are true, and that, as represented 
by the respondent, the preparations concocted by him as above stated 
had and have a definite and valuable therapeutic effect in the treat
ment of the maladies and diseases of the human body as represented 
by him. The said statements and representations also had and havo 
a tendency and capacity to and do cause members of the consuming 
public, in reliance upon the erroneous beliefs as above set forth, to 
purchase and use the course of treatment of respondent instead of 
purchasing and using the remedies and products of competitors of the 
respondent for the treatment of the maladies, diseases and patho
logical conditions of the human body, including those set forth in the 
statements of the respondent and in other statements by the respondt~nt 
as being conditions for which the use of one or more of respondent's 
products have a curative value. 

PAR. 7. There are among the competitors of respondent persons, 
firms, copartnerships, and corpomtions engaged in the preparation, 
sale, and transportation in interstate commerce of compounds, con
coctions, and solutions for the treatment, cure, and remedy of dis
eases and ailments similar to or identical with those listed in para
graph 4 of this complaint and who do not falsely represent or exag
gerate the curath'e or therapeutic values of the same. 

PAn. 8. The acts and practices of the respondent in representing 
the curative and therapeutic claims of the commodities prepared and 
sold by him, serve as inducements to purchasers and prospective pur
chasers to purchase substantial quantities of the commodity or com
modities prepared and sold by the respondent, and have a tendency 
and capacity to and do divert a substantial volume of trade from the 
competitors of the respondent to respondent, with the result that sub-
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stantiul injury was and is clone by respondent to substantial com
petition in commerce as hereinabove set out. 

PAR. 9, The above acts and practices of the respondent are all to 
the injury and prejudice of the public and a substantial number of 
competitors of tl1e respondent in interstate commerce, and constitute 
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce within the in
lent and hleaning of Section 5 of an act of Congress entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REI'OnT, FINDJNGS AS TO Tim FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
temhl>r 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on July 15, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceedin~ npon respondent, Giacomo LaGuardia, 
tJ·ading as Herba l\frdieinal Laboratory, charging him with the use 
of nnfair metl1o1ls of compC'tition in commerce in violation of the 
}>rovisions of said act. .Aftrr the issuance of said complaint and the 
flling of reiipondent's answer, the Commission, by order entered 
herein, granted respondent's motion for permission to withdraw 
said answl't' nnd to substitute therefor an answer admitting all the 
material nllP•Yations of the complaint to be true and waiving the tak-
• b 

Ing of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, which 
substitute answer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. 
'!'hereafter, this proccPding regularly came on for final hearing be
fore the Commission on the said comphtint and the substitute answer, 
hriefs nnd oral nrgumrnts of connsel having been waived, and the 
Commission having duly considered the same 1tnd being now fully 
advised in thr premisrs, finds that this proceeding is in the interest 
of the public and makl's this its findings as to the fads and its 
COnclusimJ drnwn thrrrfrom: 

FI~DJNOS AS TO 'J'liE FACTS 

}lAR.lG!tU•Jl 1. nt•spow}ent is an individual, doing husiness under 
tlJe nnme of IIerb:t )fedicinal Lnhoratory, at 537 llro:1dway, New 
York, N.Y. He is now and for more than five y<>ars last past has 
Lt•en t-ngaged i11 the sale of various liquids, compounds, solutions, and 
other mattH reprrsented by him to he derived from, compiled of, or· 
concocted from, herbs of various kinds, and represented to have a 
lnedicinal and therapeutic value. The respondent causes such com
lllodities, when sold, to be transported from his place of business 
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in the city and State of New York to the purchasers thereof located 
in States of the United States other than the State of New York 
and maintains a constant current of trade and commerce in said 
product among and between the various States of the United States. 

P.w. 2. The respondPnt is in competition with other persons, firms, 
<.'opartnerships, and corporations fielling herb remedies and drugs, 
liqnid~, compounds, solutions, and medicaments for like or similar 
use and purpose, and who likewise sell, transport or cause to be 
transported their rl'spective commodities into and through the various 
States of the United States other than the State wherein they are 
located. 

PAn. 3. Hespondent repreHents and has represented by advertise
ments published in various periodicals having an interstate circula
tion, by advertising literature circulated throughout the various 
States of the United States, and in other manners; (1) that his 
various liquids, compounds, solutions, and medicaments constitute 
competent treatments or elft•ctive remedies for stomach acid, swollen 
or painful stomach, indigestion, iutlammation of tl1e liver, headache, 
coated tongue, tiredness, m·rvous disturbances, backaches, rheuma
tism, purification of blood, cczrma, asthma, hay fewr, cough, bron
chitis, colds, pains, bad dig(•stion, swellings, constipation, inflamma
tion of tho kidneys, ki<lney trouble, intestinal catanh, head pains, 
sleepiness, bad breath, and "any of the ailments concerning- the di
gestive system"; ( 2) that the respondent is ''a great specialist" in 
]u•rbs; (3) that only at n•spondent's store will herbs Le found that 
are adapted for the various malatlies, ills, awl conditio11S of the 
human body above named; ( 4) that respondent's Rejuvenatic Tea or 
Rejuvenating Tea is an effective treatment for the above mtmed ail
ments, and that it will enable persons to get thin or to reduce weight, 
and that it corrects the cause of excessive weight aC<luire<l by indiscre
tions in eating, by lack of exercise, or by any other means; ( 5) that re
spondent's Clear Skin Tea is a competent treatment for all diseases 
of the skin, and that it effectinly combats disorders of the skin, 
irritations, small boils, pimpks, or other eruptions caused by irregu
lar elimination or otherwise; (G) that respolHl(>nt's Scol Diuretic 
Uenal Tea is of value in eliminating residues and that it absorbs the 
minor irritations of the urethral and vesical canals; ( 7) that re
spondent's Pile-Aid is a competent treatment and efficacious remedy 

·for the various forms of hemorrhoitls and that it completPly dries 
np hemonhoi<ls or £>rn<licatcs burns, pruritus, loss of blood or in
flammations; and that these conditions will disappear as if by magic; 
(A) that respondent's Vegetolina Liniment is a proper and competent 
remedy for pains in the arms, h•gs, back, or shoulders caused by 
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intemperance, and that a single application when applied to affected 
joints will cause the pains to disappear as if by magic; and respond
ent has made many other statements and representations of like 
nature and effect. 

PAR. 4. Respondent sells the commodities prepared by him under 
various trade names, such as: 

Stomatic Tea and Tonic, 
Hheumatlc Tea, 
Henal Tea, 
Pile-Aid, 
Vrgetolina Liniment, 

and various other nanws applied to commouities vended by him. 
PAn. 5. The curative or therapeutic value of the various liquids, 

compounds, concoctions, and solutions of the respondent are not so 
efficacious as represented by him, either in the treatment, relief, or 
cure of the various ailments or diseases named hereinabove. They 
will not reduce weight, clear the skin of impurities, ot· small boils, 
pimples, and other eruptions, will not cure diseases of the stomach 
and intestinPs, and they are not a <"ornpetent or effective treatment 
for any of the lli~cas<'s, maladies, or cvllditiolls of the body above 
lt:mwtl. Hrspoml('nt is not a gr£>at spPcialist in herbs, and herbs of 
like nature to those vended by respondent can be reauily procured. 

P.An. 6. Various membPrs of the purchasing public throughout the 
various States of the United States have b('('n misled and deceived by 
the statempnts of the respondent as above related into the false belief 
that such stat('ments were and are true, and that the preparations con
cocted hy respondent, as herein stated, had and have a definite curative 
and therapeutic effect in the trt•atmellt of maladi£>s and diseases of 
the human body as represented by him. Various members of the 
purchasing puLlic likewise have been induced to use the course of treat
ment of the respondent ruther than a course of treatment of a pa
thologist or other physician, tlwreby causing a r·mbstantial diversion of 
trade to the respondent from competitors in commerct> among and 
between the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 7. Among the competitors of the respondent are )'ersons, firms, 
partnPrships, and corporations engaged in the preparations, sale, and 
transportation in commerce, as herein s('t out, of compounds, concoc
tions, and solutions for the treatnwnt, curP, awl rPmedy of disPasPs 
and nilnwnts similar to or idPntical with thosp listed h('rein in 
Paragraph 3 an1l who do not falsPiy rPprrsPnt or PXa~~erate the 
curative or therapeutic value of said products. 

The acts and practic('S of the responllent in misrl.'presenting the 
eurati,·e and therapeutic claims of the commodities prepar('d and sold 
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by him, sene as inducements to purchasers and prospective purchasers 
to purchase substantial quantitirs of the commodity or commodities 
prepared and sold by the respondent, and have a tendency and capacity 
to and llo unfairly divert a substantial volume of trade from such com· 
petitors of the respondent to respondent, with the result that substan
tial injury was and is done by respondent to competition in commerce 
ns hereinn Love set out. 

('0::-ICLUSION 

The aforesaid acts aJI(l practices of the respondent, Giacomo 
LaGuardia, trading as liPrha Medicinal Laboratory, are to the pre
judice of the public and of respondent's competitors aml constitute un
fair methods of competition in commerce, within the intrnt and m{.;an
ing of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 2G, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, nnd for other purposes.'' 

ORDim TO CJo:AsE AND J)ESIST 

This proceeding having bPPH heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answPr filpd 
herein on Deml'mber 31, 103G, by respomknt admitting all the mate
rial alll'gatiOiis of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking 
of further evidence and all oth£>r intervening prpceuure, and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts nnd its conclu
sion that said respondent has violatPd the provisions of an Act of 
Congress approvt•d SC'ptember 2G, 1914-, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commissiou, to define its powers and dutiPs, aml for 
other purposes." 

It i8 &rrlued, That the respondent, Giacomo LaGuardia, tradin~ as 
IIerba Medicinal Laboratory or under any other trade name, his rep
resentative~, agents, and employePs, in comwction with the o1fering 
for sale, f'iale and distribution of medicinal products designated by 
him as Stomatic Tea aml Tonic Rhfumatic Tea, Renal TPa, J>ilc
Aid, and V rgetolina Liniment or of any otlwr product!'! of substan
tially the sallll' composition and ingrNlients sold nmler the same or 
any other names, in intrrstatl' commt•rce or in tlw District of Colum
hia, do forthwith cease and desist from rq>rl'senting or causing to he 
rPpres<>nted: 

(a) That the sahl products havl' an l'ffeetive, curative, or remrdi1tl 
value in the cure or treatments of the <liseUSI'S an<l ailments of the 
human hody, su('h as btomach acid, swollen or painful stomach, indi
gestion, inflammation of the li\·er, headache, coated tongue, tiredness, 
nen·ow; di,turbanel's, backaches, rheumatism, purification of bloo<l. 
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eczema, asthma, hay fever, cough, bronchitis, colds, pains, bad diges
tion, swellings, constipation, inflammation of the kidneys, kidney 
trouble, intestinal catarrh, head pains, sleepiness, bad breath, or "any 
of the ailments concerning the digestive system''; 

(b) That Stomatic Tea and Tonic, Rheumatic Tea, Renal Tea, 
Pile-Aid and Vegetolina Liniment or other products of the same or 
substantially the same ingredients, have any effective therapeutic 
value for the treatment of diseases of the skin, acid regurgitation, 
gas, swelling of the stomach, vertigo, headache, constipation, and like 
diseases; 

(c) That respondent is a great specialist in the diagnosis or treat
ment of ailments, maladies, or conditions of the human body. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

JACOD NEEDLE AND RAY NEEDLE, TRADING AS THE 
ELDEEN SPICE COMPANY 

CO:\IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
01.<' SEC. 11 OF AN ACT OF CONGHESS Al'l'HOVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 2902. Complaint, Aug. 19, 1936-DciJision, Jan. 6, 1931 

Where two partners engaged in joblJing food stuffs-
Sold a large variety of flavoring extracts, upon the bottle labels of which there 

wet·e set f01·th an apparent depiction of an Italian coat of arms and various 
Italian word>~ indicating and implying to m<'mbers of purchasing public 
that said extracts were prepat·ed, compounded a!nd packaged by the 
National Chc·mical Laboratory at 1\Iilan, Italy, and were impot'ted into the 
United State~, ancl thnt they had been awarded first prize at certain 
expositions in J\Iilan and Florenee in competition with othet' flavoring 
extrarts there exhibitPtl, facts being said extracts were c·ompomHlPd and 
paclwgPd in the State oi NPw York lJy un Amerl<·an manufacturer, and 
t;aid various rPprcscutatious W(•re false; 

'Yith elfeet of mbleudilll;' fill(} dect'iving pmchasing pulJiic aud large number of 
Itnlian-Americaus iudutll'd therein, who prl'ft•rrP<l, us superior to thos<' 
produrl'd in this country, ~oocls produred nbrond, and particularly !'O in 
the case of l'xtrncts and the like, into the bclipf tlmt !melt extmcts, tlltlli 

lahPied, Wl're prt'pared, compouudPd and paekllgPd abroad and imported 
into the United Statt's, and of inducing sueh public, thw~ composNl, misll'd 
into believing, by said acts and practices, that they were buying imported 
extracts of superior nwrit to domestic product, into purchasing tht'lr said 
produets in aforesaid !'rroneous belief, and of thereby diverting trade to 
thrm from their competitors who rightfully and truthfully rt'present thl'lr 
pro1lucts; to the substantial injury of competition in commerce: 

lleld, That ~<nth acts nud praetiees were to the prejudice of the public 1111(1 

competitors and constituted unfair methods of eomp<'tition. 

Defore Mr. lV. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. Astor H ogg for the Commission. 
Caputi & Caputi, of New York City, for respondents. 

CoMI'L_\INT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an .\ct of Con~r£>ss, appron·d Sep
t£>mber 2G, 1914, £>ntitle<l "An Act to cr('ate a FNl<:>ral Trade Com
mission, to tl£>fine its powers and duties, anrl for ot h£>r pnrposPs," the 
F£>dernl Tra1le Commission, havin~ n•ason to lwlie,·e that .Tarob 
Needle and Ray NN'Ul£', ropartn£'rs, tradin~ and doin~ LusinesR as 
the 1%le('n Spire Company, h£'r('inaft£'r referred to as the n•spond
ents, have ix-£>n and are usin~ unfair nwtho1ls of competition in com
merce, a::; "comnwrce'' is defined in said act, and it appearing to the 
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said Commission that a proceedin~ by it in respect thereof would be. 
in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges 
in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Said respond0nts, Jacob Needle and Ray N eetlle are 
copartners trading au<l doiug business as the Elcleen Spice Company, 
with their office ancl principal place of business at 33(i Delancey 
S! reet, city of New York and State of New York. Respondents are 
now, and for more than one year last past, have been engaged in the 
business of a jolJber of foodstuffs, including a variety of flavoring 
extmcts. Respondents sell and distribute said products in commerce 
between aml among the various States of the United States and the 
District of Columbia; causing said prOLlucts, 'vhen sold, to be shipped 
from their place of business in the Slate of New York to purchasers 
thi.'I·eof located in a State or States of the United States other than 
the State of New York. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of their business aforesaid, re
spondents are now, and for more than one year last past have been, 
in substantial competition with other corporations, individuals, part
nerships, and firms engagetl in the business of selling and distributing 
foodstuffs and flu \'oriw• extracts in commerce between and amon(J' M 0 

the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 
PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, as aforesaid, 

the respondents sell a large variety of flavoring extracts. To the 
bottles which contain said flavorin(J' extract are affixed labels, con-

~ 

iaining a reproduction of "·hat appears to be an Italian coat of arms 
and the following wordi11g: 

llrt-v<•lto no. C1:-li3-R '1-!i,;tration 3:i2 
E;;t.rattl-BC"rtola 

Insuperabili 
Prt>mlatl-alle I•:sposlzloni 
l\lilano e Flrenze-1003 

HOSOLIO ROSA 
Labornturlo-Chirnico 

Nnzlonale 
Milano 
It alia 

PRODOTTI Il\IPORTATI 
Agent! Generali 

Paramount Sales Co. 
N.Y. U.S. A. 

%Oz. 

The tmnslation for the for£>•"oin•" Italian wor1lin!! is as follows: 
,., l'* '---' 

Diploma No. c-t:I5-Uf'glstratlon 3G2 
BERTOLA EXTRACT 

Incomparable 
l-lil7:illm ::l!l \'OJ. 24-2~ 
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First Prize at the Ex
positions in l\Iilan and 

Florence-1903 
llOSOLIO UOSA 

National Chemical Laboratory 
Milan Italy 

Imported Products 
General Agents 

Paramount Sales Co. 
N.Y. U.S. A. 

%Oz. 
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Said representations made upon the labels, as aforesaid, indicate 
and imply to the members of the purchasing public that the said 
flavoring extracts are prPpared, compounded, and packaged by the. 
National Chemical Laboratory at :Milan, in Italy, and are imported 
into the United States. Said lang-uage further implies that the said 
product was awarded first prize at eertain expositions in the cities of 
Milan and Florence, Italy, in competition with other flavoring ex
tracts there exhibited. In truth and in fact, said flavoring extractS' 
are not prepared, compounded and packaged by a National Chemical 
Laboratory in Milan, Italy, and are not imported into the United 
States; they were not exhibited at any Italian exposition, awl \n>re 
awarded no medals or other prizPs; but, on the ~ontrary, said flavor
ing extracts are prt>pared, eompoundPcl nJHl packagPd in the State 
of New York by an Ameriran manufacturer. 

There is a large number of Italian-Americans among the purchasing 
public who show a preference for goods produced abroad, under the 
belief that they are superior to those produced in this country, said 
belief prevailing particularly in extracts and the like. These pur
chasers ate led to believe, because of the statements contained on the 
label and the fact that said label is printed in the Italian lan~uage, 
that they are buying an imported extract of superior merit to the do
mestic JH'ouuct. There are among respondents' competitors muny who 
sdl both the domestic an1l importPd products, and who, in the course 
und ronduct of their Lu~iness, honestly and truthfully rPpresent their 
merchandise. 

PAn. 4. The above and foreg-oin~ representations, as shown by the 
labels us<•d by respondents, as d('scribPd in para~raph 3, have the 
capacity antl tend<•ncy to, and <lo mislead and decei,·e the purchasing 
public into the belief that the saitl flavoring extrarts so labeletl are 
prPparN.l, <·ompound('d and packagc1l abroad, ancl imported into the 
United States, and ha,·e the cnpacity and (('JH]l'ncy to, and do inducl' 
the saitl pm·chasin~ public, nctin~ in such erroneous lJelief, to pur· 
chase t·<·~pondenbs' product, ther('uy 1liverting trad(' to the respondent .. 
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from those of their cDmpetitor·s who do not misrepresent and falsely 
label their products; and in this manner rl'spondents do substantial 
injury to competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 5. Tlw above acts and things done or caused to be done by the 
respondents, were and are each and all to the pr~ndice of the public 
nnd of respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair rnethoJs of 
competition in interstate commerce within the meaning and inte11t of 
Section 5 of ".\n Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to d<'fine 
its powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 
2G, 1914. 

HEPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, A:-;o Onm:n 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on the 19th day of August 1936, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents Jacob Needle and 
Uay Needle, trading as the Eldeen Spice Company, charging them 
with the use of unfttir methods of competition in commerce in viola
tion of the provisions of said act. On December 31, 1936, the respond
ents filed their answer, in which answer they admitted all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true, and stated that they waived 
hearing on the charges set forth in the said complaint and consented 
that without further evidence or other intervening procedure the Com
mission might issue and serve upon them findings as to the facts and 
l'OJlclusion and an order to cease alld desist from the violations of the 
law charged in the complaint. Thereafter the proceeding regularly 
rante on for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint 
nnd the answer thereto, aiHl the Commission having duly considen~d 
the same and being now fully advised in the premises, fiiHls that this 
lH'oceeding is in the interl'st of the public and makes this its findings as 
to the fatts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FI:SDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAru 1. Respondents Jacob Needle nnd Hay Needle are co
p:utners trauing ami uoing business as the Ekleen Spi<:e Company, 
with their office and principal place of business located at 336 De
lancey Str£>et, city of New York and State of New York. R£>spond
ents az·e now nud for more than one year ]ast past ha ,.e b£>en £>11-
gageJ in the business of jobbing foodstuffs, including a variety of 
flavoring extracts. They sell and distribule said products in com
merce Let\n•en and among the various States of the Uniteu States 
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and the District of Columbia, causing said products when sold to 
be shipped from their place of business in the State of New York 
to purchn sers thereof located in states of the United States other 
than the State of New York. In the course and conduct of their 
business as aforesn.id respondents are now and for more than one 
year last past have been in substantial competition with other part
nerships and with corporHtions, firms, and individuals engaged in 
the business of selling and distributing foodstuffs and flavQring ex
tracts in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United Stntes and in the Distrid of Columbia. There is now and 
for more than one yf'nr last past has been a constant current of trade 
in commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia in said products sold by 
respondents. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, 
respondents sell a large variety of flavoring extracts. To the bot
t)ps which contain said flavoring extracts are affixed labels contain
ing a reproduction of what appears to be an Italian coat of arms and 
the following wording: 

Brevetto No. Cl3:1-Heglstratlon 3u2 
Estratti-BPrtola 

Insuperablll 
Premlatl-nlle Esponslzlonl 

1\lllano e I•'lrenze-1D03 
TIOSOLIO TIOSA 

Laboratorlu-Chimlco 
Nnzlonale 

1\lllano 
Ita lin 

PTIODOTTI ll\IPOTITATI 
Agent! Generall 

Paramount Soles Co. 
N.Y. U.S. A 

%Oz. 

The translation of the nbm·e and for<'going Italian wording is ns 
follows: 

Diploma No. C135-ltPglHtratlon 3:::12 
BEI:TOLA EXTllAC"l' 

I m·ompa r·a hie 
First Prlzt• at thP 

Expositions In l\lllun 
nnd Florpn!'~l!~l:t 

UO:-\OLIO HO~A 
National Ch!'mll'lll Lnuoratory 

l\lllan Italy 
Imported l'rotlucts 
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PAn. 3. The representations made upon the labels as set forth in 
paragraph 2 hereof indicate and imply to the members of the pur
<'hasing public that the said flavoring extracts are prepared, com
pounded, and packaged by the National Chemical Laboratory at Milan, 
!taly, and are imported into the United States. Said language further 
Implies that the said products were awarded first prize at certain ex
positions in the cities of l\Iilan and Florence, Italy, in competition 
With other flavorin•r extracts there exhibited. In truth a11d in fact . ~ 

Said flavoring extracts are not and were not prepared, compounded 
or packaged by a National Chemical Laboratory in .Milan, Italy, and 
are not and were not imported into the United States. They were 
llot exhibited at any Italian exposition and were awarded no medals 
or other prizes; but on the contrary said flavoring extracts are and 
Were prepared, con1pounded and packaged in the State of New York 
Ly an American manufacturer. 

PAn. 4. ThPre are a large number of Italian-Americans among the 
purchasing public who show a prefprence for goods produced abroad, 
under the belief that they are superior to those produced in this 
~?untry, said belief prevailing particularly in extracts and the like. 
n.lese purchasers are led to believe, because of the statements con
tained on tl1e label and the fact that said label is printed in the Italian 
language, that they are buying imported extract of superior merit to 
the domestic product. There are among the competitors of re
s~ondents, as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, many who sell ancl 
<hstribute in commeree flavorin~ extracts, and who do not misrepre
sent the origin or place of manufacture of such products. 

PAn. 5. Tho above and forf'~oing representations, as shown by the 
laLels used by respondents as described in paragraph 2 herPof, ha,·e 
the ~apacity and tendency to and do mislead and deceive the pur
chasmg public into the belief that the said flavoring extracts so 
laLcied are prepared, compounded and packaged abroad, and im
Ported into the United States; and have the capacity and tendency 
~0 ~ud do induce the said purchasing public, acting in such erroneous 
elJef, to purchase respondents' products, thereby diverting trade to 

tho respondents from their competitors, who rightfully and truth
fully represent their products; and in this manner respondents do 
~uLstantial injury to competition in interstate commerce among and 
etween the various States of the United States and in the District 

of Columbia. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid aets nnd practices of the respondents. Jacob Nerdle 
nnd Ray Needle, copartners trading as the Eldeen Spice Company, 
are to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors, an1l 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commeree \Yithin the in
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress uppro,·e<l Sep
tembrr 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers und dnties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DE~IST 

This proeeeding having been heard by the l!\•deral Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the ans,n•r filed here
in on December 31, 1D:3G by respondents, admitting all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedme, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondents have violated the provisious of an Act of Con
gress approved SPptember 2G, 1914, entitled, "An .Act to create a Fed
eral Trade Commission, to define its powers 11n1l duties, nml for othrr 
purposes." 

It i~ m·dered, That the r<·spomlents, ,Jacob Needle and Uay Needle, 
individually and as copartnrrs trading as the Ekleen Spiee Company, 
their representatives, agents, servants, u11d employres, in connection 
with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of flavoring extracts 
or compounds in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, 
do cease and desist 

1. From directly or indirectly advertising, designating, or repre
senting, through the use of words of any foreign langungl•, or symbols 
or picturizations, or through any other means or in auy manner, that 
flavoring extracts or compounds mn nu factured or cnmpouncll'd in the 
Unite<l States are numufa<'tured or produced in Italy or in any other 
foreign country an<l imported into the United States. 

It i.~ furtller ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days after 
fiervice upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing, !'Cttiug forth in detail the mnmwr 1111<l form in which they 
have complied with this order. 

IIIEMORANDUM 

The Commission, as of ,Jan. 7, 1!>37, made similar fimlings and onlers 
to cl'ase and desist in thrre other cases, in which complaints issued 
as of Aug.1D, 1D3G, and in which the respondents, with priucipul places 
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of business in New York City in the first two cases, and in Brooklyn, 
N. Y., in the third case, were as follows: 

SoLOMON HoRNICK AND FANNIE IIonNICK, TRADING AS ITALIAN-A:~rER
ICAN SPICE CoMPANY, Docket 2903; 

TRIESTE I MPOHTING CoMPANY, Docket 2!)04; and 
SAuL ConEN AND DAviD JAWETZ', TRADING AS EAGLE SPICE CoMPANY, 

Docket 2905. 

Before J.fr. lV. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner 
Mr. Astor Ilogg for the Commission. 
Oaputi & Oaputi, of New York City, for l'{'Spondent~. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

BERNHART P. HOLST, DOING BUSINESS AS HOLST 
PUBLISHING COMPANY, ET AL. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER I~ REGARD TO THE .\T LF.ni-:D YIOLATIO~ 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 20, 1014 

Docket 2G52. Complaint, Dec. 10, 1935.-Dccision Jan. 12, 19:31 

"
1here on individual eugag<'d in the publication of an encyclop<:'llia or r~fPrPnre 

work 11PsignatP<l as "The rrogrpsslve RPferenl'e Library," ond theretofore 
sold under different nanws, sinre its original publication about 18!)5 as 
"Teachers' and Pupils' Cye!OJlP<Iia," and In the ~ale thereof to purc:hasers in 
various statPs; nn individual engagPd as ag<'nt and manager for said 
pnblishe1· In tlw trans:wtion and operation of the latter's busiuess; and 
two inrlividnals engngPd, In California, as agPnts for and u.nder arrange
ments with said pnhllsher, in the sale of sold "Reference Library" and 
extension srrvlce from their places of business in the two California rities 
lnvolvrd, nnd through thPir own pprsonal solicitation and thnt of othe agents, 
subagent:;;, or f'alesmPn employed by tlwm, and sPllillg said refPrem·e work 
tllld t;ervice on on Installment ron tract basis; ln substantial comp~tltion 
with othe1·s who do not represent that thry are giving their re!'p<'ctive sPts 
fl'f'e to pnrchn~ers of on rxtPnsion ~rrvkr, or to llllrehnl"rrs of nny ofiH'r 
service or books, and do not repr<:'sent that thrir respective books have 
he(•n rrvlsPd, eulargrd, and brought up to datP, or mnke other untrue repre
seututlons similar to those hereinbelow set forth, but nccumtl'ly and truth
fully repr<'sPnt the nuoture and character of tlwlr respective booT's und the 
varioui'l ~ervices rendered hy th<'m in connection with the sale then•of-

( 11) HPpi'PSI'IIted, In ~Jlcltlng and Rf'lllng such hooks null BN'VIre as lwreln
l•efore dPscriht>d, that the purcha~er or pro~pectlve purcltasPr was on a pre
ft>l'r<'<l Jist ami would be given a ten volume set of suld "Library" free, for 
the reason, ost!'n~ihly, that ~nch purc·huser or pro~pect!ve purchaser hnd 
exc:Pptional ubillty In his or her rhosrn trade, I)rofesslon, or avocation, and 
that, In ordPr to tnke ndvantugr of MU(·h pretended frpe ofl'er, It was only 
ll<'<:Pssn ry that tlte particular person approadlNl write othe publisher a 
!Ptt('r of commrndation, aftpr opportunity to ~;tudy the ho(1ks, and subscribe 
to a ten year loose h•nf extPnslon srrvlce to k{'{'p said "Library" current 
and up-to-date as rPprPsrnt('d, and at a cost of $-m.rJO, for the payment of 
which ~urn, In monthly or other payments, purchaser obligated bhnself by 
~igned C'ontrnct; facts hrlng there was no such S('lcetlon, purclwse price of 
Raid ''R(•ft•rcure Librnry" was incln<let.l In the amount purportedly charged 
for the ten-yPar ext{'J1~1on service, Aame otTer was made to all prof'pect!ve 
put'c:hnsPrs nllke, without rpgard to any ability exhlbltP<l by tlwm ln any 
particular trnde or profe~slon, and afore~ald rPpre~1·ntatlons wPre made 
solely to ln<l•we purchasP of said "l'rogrrssive Rrft-rPnce Library"; 

(b) RPpl't'"ll'ntcd, us t1 rorP~Uitl, til at !ill id ''Library," us thus publlshetl nnd Rol<l 

by th£'111, hnd hl'f.•n rerbPd, cnlarJ:Pd, ami hrought down to !late, faets hPlng 
that, while lt might contain some Alight enlargt-nwnts and revisions, to all 
lntt>nts and pnrpo~cs It had not bePn materially revised and enlarg£'d since 
its original publiratlon In or about 18!)5; and 
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(c) 1\Iadc usc of lhe name of the imlividual ltereiubefol'e referred to, who 
constitntf'd said publisher's bu~iness manager and agent, to advise dis
safif;Jied pnrC'haf't>rs eomplainiug of aforer;aid and other uefrets in said 
encyclopedia to the particular individual making sale, that contract of 
varticular di:ssatbfied vun:haset· was in l1auds of said first-named indi
vidual, and that lw COJIStituted an innoceut purchaser for value without 
notice fill(] !usbted on paymt•ut and threatened such purchasE'r with legal 
action fill(! forced payment therefor; 

With efCPct of mil';lf'adiug and deceiving membf'rs of the pnrehasing public into 
ot:hr f'tToneous and mistaken belief that aforesaid misrepresentations were 
true nud into the pnrehu~;e of suid ''Progl'e>sive lleference Library" and 
exteu:-;ion fl<'rvice on ac<.:ount of such belicf and their reliance on the truth
fulueRs thereof, and with the re:,;nlt that mauy sales W('re nHHle by them 
to purchast·rs tlwrpof wl10, indueed by aforesaid representations, believed 
that lu vnrchasiug said ~er\'iee for its regular price of $4!l.GO, they were, 
as members of a limited or selected class, receiving free of charge said set, 
n·vreseuted as above liet forth, as an enlarg<>d, revised and up-to-date ref
erence work, und trade tlwreby was unfairly diverteu to all and each of 
1hem from tho:;e comJJetitors who do not make n:se of same or similar 
mistPpresentations In oliPr for sale ot· sale of their re::;pective eucyclopeuias 
and refet·rnce worl•s: 

llcltl, That such acts nnd prnetlces were to the prejudice of the pnulic and 
competitors and con;;tituted unfair methods of competition. 

llefore !lfr. lV. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
11fr. John lV. llilldrop for the Commission. 
Air. 0. 0. Switzetr and Mr. Fred P. Risser of Chatterton & Switzer, 

of Des 1\Ioines, Iowa, for Bernhart P. Holst, doing business as Holst 
Publishing Co., and for Bertram P. Holst; Mr. L. W. Jaycox, of Los 
Angeles, Calif., for Charles U. Branch, doing business as National 
Press Service. · 

C'Ollf I'LAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to <lefine its powers and •1 uties, and for other purposes," the Frderal 
Trade Commission, having- reason to lJelieye that llemhart P. Holst, 
an individual trading undl'r the name and style of Holst Publishing 
Compauy; Bertram P. Holst, mnnager for aml agent of flprnhart 
P. IIol,t; C. M. Sellards, an individual trading undl.'r the name and 
style of Progressi\·e Research Service and agent for respondl'nt Bern
hart P. IIobt; Ch:nll's U. Branch, an individual trading under the 
narn!' and style of National Prl.'ss Sen·ice and as agent of respondent 
Ber11Itart P. Holst; n111l S. R Melching, an individual trading under 
the name awl style of Jntl.'rnational Press Service and as agent for 
respondl'nt, Ikrnhart P. Holst, hereinafter designated as respondents, 
have lx•en and are using unfair methods of competition in conunerce, 
as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commis-
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sion that a proceeding hy it in respect thereof would be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Bernhart P. Holst is an individual trad
ing under the name and style of Holst Publishing Company, with his 
office and principal place of business in Boone, Iowa, and is engaged 
in the business of publishing and selling a certain e11cyelopedia known 
and designated as "The Progressive Reference Library" to purchasers 
thereof in yarious States of the United States of America other than 
Iowa, and when said encyclopedias are sold by respondent, Bernhart 
P. Holst, he ships and causes them to be shipped from his place of 
business at Boone, Iowa, into and through the various States of the 
United States other than Iowa to the purchasers thereof located in 
said other States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent Ber
tram P. Holst is likewise an individual residing and doing business in 
Boone, Iowa, and is an agent of and manager for respondent Bern
hart P. Holst in the transaction of the business of said Bernhart P. 
Holst as hereinafter set out. Uespondent C. l\I. Sellards is an indi
vidual with his place of business at 3()5 Twenty-fifth Avenue, Sau 
Francisco, Calif., and trades and does business under the name and 
style of Progressive Research Service, and in the conduct of the busi
ness as hereinafter set out, said respondent C. l\L Sellards is an agent 
of respondent Bernhart P. Holst. Uespondent Charles U. Branch 
is an indivitlual trading and doing business under the name and style 
of National Press Service, with his place of business at Room 516, 
Douglas Building, 257 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Calif., and 
said respondent Charles U. Branch is also, in the conduct of the busi
ness hereinafter set out, an agent for respondent, Bernhart P. Holst. 
Hespondent S. H. Melching is an individual trading under the name 
and style of International Press Service, with his place of business 
at Doone, Iowa, and in the conduct of the business hereinafter set out, 
said respondent S. U. Melching is likewise the agent, for respondent 
Bernhart P. Holst. 

PAR. 2. Uespondent Bernhart P. Holst is the publisher of a certain 
ten-volume encyclopedia which is sold and distributed to the public 
from the place of businl.'ss of respondent, Bernhart P. Holst of Boone, 
Iowa, in and through the various States of the United States of Anwr
ira other than Iowa, under the name of "The Progressive Reference 
Library." This enryrlorwrlia was originally published in or about 
the year 1895 as "'l'PtWhPrs' and Pupils' Cyclopedia," and thereafter 
it was published and sold respectively as "New Teachers' and Pupils! 
Cyclop£>dia" and as "International Reference 'Vork," but is now being 
sold, as aforesaid, as "The Progressi,·e Ueference Library." The Com-
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mission is advised, believes to be true, and consequently charges that 
although there hare been some revisions and enJargements of the said 
encyclopedia, yet it is substantially the same as when first issued in or 
about the year 1895. 

PAn. 3. Respondent Bertrnm P. Holst resides in Boone, Iowa, 
and. in the sale and distribution of the said Progressive Reference 
Library in interstate commerce, acts in the capacity of business man
ager and. agent for respon<lent Bernhart P. Holst, publisher of said 
~ncyclopedia as aforesaid. Respondent C. l\L Sellards, trading un
der the name and style of Progressive Research Service, has his of
~ce and place of busines!'l in tl1e City of San Fmncisco, c~lif., and 
ls engaged in the sale and distribution of the encyclopedia knmvn 
~nd designated, as aforesaid, as "The Progressive Reference Library," 
In the State of California and in various States of the United States 
other than California, and when said encyclopedias are by said 
respondent C. l\I. Sellar<ls sold, he ships and causes them to be 
shipped fro111 his place of business in San Francisco, Calif., ip.to and 
through oth~_>r States of the United States than California, to the 
Purchasers thereof located in States other than the State of Cali
fornia. 

Hespon<lent Charles U. Branch is an individual with his office 
and. place of business in the city of Los Angeles, Calif., and is en
gaged in the selling and de1ivering in commeree of the said "Pro· 
~ressive Ref~rence Library" under tl1e name nnd style of National 
Press Servic(~, in the State of California and in divers other States 
of the United States other than California, causing said encyclopedia. 
When sold to be transported into and through said other States of 
~he United States than California, to the purchasers thereof located 
ln States ot lH.'r than the State of California. Respondent S. R. 
Melching is an individual trading and doing business in Boone, 
Iowa, under the name and style of International Press Service, and 
he likewise is engaged in the sale and distribution of said "Pro
gressive RefE~rence Library" in the State of Iowa, and causes said 
"P~ogressh'e Reference Library" when sold to be transported and 
dehvered int<> and throu(J'h various States of the United States other 
than Iowa t() the purcl~asers thereof located in States other than 
the State of California. 

In the cotH]uct of the said business of selling and distributing the 
said encyclopedia known and dl'si(J'nated, as aforesaid, ns "The Pro-. ~ 

gr~sstve Reference Library," the said respondent Bernhart P. Holst, 
hetng as afort?said the publisher thereof at Boone, Iowa, furnishes to 
co-re~pondents C. l\1. Sellards, Charles U. Branch, and S. R. Melching 
the said encydopedia, which said respondents Sellards, Branch, and 
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1\felching, by personal solicitation and through salesmen and sub
agents, sell to the public. For this encyclopedia respomlent Bernhart 
P. Holst receives from his co-respondents Sellards, Branch, and 
Melching, $12.50 per set, and respondents Sellards,· Branch, and 
Melching in turn sell said encyclopedia to the buying public at 
$-19.50 per set, in manner and form as hereinafter st>t out. 

The respondents Sellards, Branch, and Melching sell saill encyclo
pedia to the public on monthly payments, and the purchaser executes 
a contract promising to pay the full sum of $±fl.50 to the different 
respondents herein making the sale on monthly payments, and such 
contracts when signed aJHl ex(•c·ute.I hy the purchaser are sent and 
transmitted by respondents Sellards, Branch, aiHl Melching to re
spondent Bernhart P. Holst at Bom1e, Iowa, and the Commission is 
advised, believes to be true, and consec1uently charges that these con
tracts are by respontlents Sellartls, Branch, and ~Ielching as~igneu to 
respondent Bernhart P. Holst. Respondent Bernhart P. Holst, on re
ceipt of such contracts, advances to resporHlPnts Selhmls, Branch, and 
Melching GO percent of the fat·r valne tliPreof, taking from sai•l 
Sellards, Branch, nnu Melching their promissory notes. Thl'refore 
anu in this hehalf, the Commission is alh·i:'>Pll, bclicn•s to Le true, 
and charges that the contracts of purchase by the various put·chascrs 
are assigned us collatcml SPcurity for the loan of GO pHeent of the 
face value of such contmcts. If tlcfault is made hy the purchaser in 
thr payments due UJH.let· said contracts, the said respoll<lent Bernhart 
P. Holst personally and through respondent Brrtrnm P. Holst, man
ager and agent of the uforPsaid Bernhart P. Holst, aJHl tlmmgh his 
attorneys undertakes to collect the amount J.ue from such defaulted 
purchases under the claim and pretext that he, rPspondent Bernhart 
Holst, is an innocent purchaser for value in due course thereof, and 
that the purchaser cannot interpose any defenses to the said. contract 
in his hanus us such innocent purchaser for value without notice anu 
in J.ue course. 

The Commission, acting on information and belief, is advised, 
Leliews toLe true, and eonst>quently charges that this elaborate and 
ostensiLle arrangement t•xi::-;ting Let Wl'<'n anti among r<'spomlents 
Bl•rnhart P. Holst, Bertram P. Holst, C. M. Sellanls, Charl<'s U. 
Branch, and S. R :Melching, is a sham aJHl a subterfuge, and that in 
truth 1\J)(l in fact rrsp<HHh•uts, Brrtmm P. Holst, C. l\1. St>ll~ml:-, 
Chal'lcs U. llranch, and S. R l\lelching ure ng(•uts for the principal 
respondent, Bernhart P. Holst, in the sale nnu distribution in c.om
merce of the .said encyclopedia known nnd tlesignated as "The Pro
gressive Ueferencc Library," and that respondent llertram P. Holst 
is resiuent agent and manager at Boone, Iowa, for his principal, re-
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spondent Bernhart P. Holst, and that as principal and agent they 
are engaged in the arts of unfair competition in commerce herein
after set out; but in the alternative, shoultl they not occupy to each 
other the relation of principal and agent, charges and alleges that 
these respondents are by agreement and conspiracy engaged in a 
joint enterprise and in al'ts of unfair competition in commerce, and 
are properly joinetl herein as co-respondents. 

The method by which respondents sell and offer for sale the said 
encyclopedia is as follows: The respondents, either in person or by 
duly constituted and appointed agents, subagents, or salesmen, repre
sent to the purchaser or prospective purchaser that he or she is on 
a preferred list, and that he or she will be given a ten-volume set of 
the said encyclopedia free, and this free offer is made to the pur
chaser or prospective purchaser on the ostensible ground that the 
purchaser or prospective purchaser has exceptional ability in his 
or her chosen trade, profession or avocation, such as teacher, preacher, 
lawyer, etc. The purchasers or prospective purchasers are then told 
that in order to avail themselves of this alh'ged free offer it is only nec
essary that they, (1) write the publisher a letter of commendation 
after they have had an opportunity to study the books, and (2) sub
Set'ibed to a ten-year loose leaf extension service, which it is repre
sented will keep the reference library current, at a cost to the pur
chaser of $!9.ti0, for the payment of which sum the purchaser signs 
a contract in writing agreeing to pny by monthly or other payments, 
and said contracts in writing are then sent and delivered to respond
ent Bernhart P. Holst, as hereinbefore set out in paragmph 3 
herrof. These rl'presentatiolls and inducenw11ts are false and mis
leading, as the purchaser does not receive a, ten-volume set of the 
said encyclopedia free, but the sum of $49.ti0 above mentioned is a 
full, fair ami sufficient price for the said encyclopedia and for tl1e 
ten-yeat· loose leaf exteu~ion senice, and these statements and repre
sentations are made by respondents, their agents and salesmen for 
the purpose of dfectuating the sale of the said encyclopedia. 

The respoudents in person and through their agents, subagents, 
a !HI sa lesnwn, repn•sent to purchasers and prospective purchasers that 
the said eucyclopetlia, publishetl and sold as aforesaid by respondents, 
has been revised, enlarged, and brought down to date, when in truth 
and in fact, while said encyclope<lia may eontuin some slight enlarge
Jnents a111l revisions, ytt to all intents and purposes it has not been 
lllaterially revised and enlarged ~ince it was originally published in 
or ahout the year 18!>5. 'Vhf'n dissntisliPll purchasers complain of 
this and other defects in said encyclopedia to the respondent making 
the sale, such dissati:>fied purchaser is advised that his or l1er con-
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tract is in the hands of respondent Dernhart P. Holst, an innocent 
purchaser for Vttlue without notice, and payment is insisted on and 
the dissatisfied purchaser is threatened with legal action and is 
forced to pay therefor. 

In the publication and. sale of the said. encyclopedia, the respond
cBts, all and each of them, are in competition with othl.'r individ.uals, 
firms, and corporations and associations engaged in a similar and 
like business, who do not rl.'prl.'sent themselves as giving an encyclo
pedia f1·ee and who properly and truthfully represent their com
modity~ and whm;e encydopl.'dia is actually revised, enlarged, and 
brought down to date. 

PAR. 4. lly reason of the foregoing acts, exaggerations, misrepre
sentations, statements, and inducements as above set forth, the said 
respondents lu~.ve sold and are now selling their said encycfopedia, in
cluding the extellsion service, to various members of the public 
throughout the United States who have a right to and do rely on these 
~:mid statements, representations, and inducements of the respondents 
anu who are inuuceu to purchase said cncyclopcuia from respondents 
under the belief that they are ndually ht>ing presrntrd frre with an 
l'llcyclopedia which is revised, elllargpd, and broup;ht clown to date, 
and are o11ly payi11g for the ten-year extension service, when in truth 
and in fact they art' buying and paying a full price for an encyclopedia 
and extension service and are not receiving one free, nor one reviseJ, 
mlarged, and brought down to date. 

PAl{. 5. All the aforesaid false, deceptive, and misleading statements 
and representations used by respondents, their agents, subagents, a11d 
salesmen are calculated to and do have the tendency and capacity to 
unfairly divert trade to respondents from competitors who do not usc 
such false, deceptive, and misleading represcntatious in tl1e sale of 
their publicatious and to induce tlw public to purchase said eucyclo
pedias under and because of a mistaken belief that said representations 
are true. 

PAn. 6. The above nets and things done by respondent are all to the 
injury and prejudice of the public and competitors of respondent in 
int£>rstate commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to cn>ate a Fcdeml Trude Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, ancl for other pmpost'g," ap
pro\'ed September 26, 1!)14, 

HEPORT, FJNDINos .AS TO TilE FAcTs, ANJ) OnnEn 

llursuant to tl1t> provisions of an Art of Congress approw<l Septe!ll
l,er 26, Hll4, entitl«:>tl ".An Act to create a Ft•clHul Trade Conunis:'lion~ 
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to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission on the lOth day of December, A. D., 1935, issued 
and served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, Bern
hart P. Holst, an individual trading under the name and style of 
Holst Publishing Company; Bertram P. Hobt, manager for and 
agent of Bernhart P. Holst; C. l\L Sellards, an individual trading 
llnder the name aud style of Progressive Uesearch Service, and as agent 
for respondent, Bernhart P. Holst; Charles U. Branch, an individual 
trading under the name a11d style of N a tiona! Press Service and as 
agent of respondent, Bernhart P. Holst; S. R Melching, an individual 
trading under the name and style of International Press Set·vice and 
as agent of respondent, Bernhart P. Holst; charging them with the use 
0~ ~mfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the pro
VIsions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filiug 
of respondents' answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in sup
Port of the allt:>gations of said complaint were introduced by John "\V. 
liilldrop, attorney for the Commission, before "\V. "\V. Sheppard, an 
examiner for the Commission theretofore duly designatPd by it, and in 
opposition to the allegations of the Complaint by C. 0. Switzer, attor
Iley for re~pondents, Bernhart P. Holst, an individual trading under 
the name and style of Holst Publishing Company, nml Bertram P. 
liolst; and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and 
filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding 
I'egularly came on for final hearing before the snid Commission ou 
~he complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, briefs 
In support of the complaiut and hriefs in opposition thereto by re
~pond('nts, Bernhart P. Holst and Bertrnm P. Hobt, awl the oral 
a~·gum('nts of John "\V. Hill drop, counsel for the Commission ami 
I• red P. HissPr, appearing and arguing the caf>e for respondents BPrn
hatt P. Holst, and Bertram P. Holst; and the Commission having 
duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, 
fii:ds. that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes 
tins Its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

• PARAGUAru 1. Respondent Bernhart P. Holst is an individual trad
Ing und('r the name and style of Holst 11ublishing Company, with his 
oflice and principal place of business located in Boone, Iowa, He is 
l'llg~gPd in the business of publishing and Felling a certain encylo
Petha or rl'ference work known and designated as "The Progressive 
Heference Library," including a loose-leaf extension service, to 
PUrehasPt-s thereof located in various States of the United States other 
than Iowa. "\\·hen said encyclopedias are sold by respondent, Bern-
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hart P. Holst, he ships and causes them to be shipped from his place 
of businPss [tt Boone, Iowa, into ami through the various States of 
the United States other than Iowa to the purchasers thereof located 
in said otl1er States and in the District of Columbia. 

Respondent Bertram P. Holst is likewise an individual residing 
and. d.oing business in Boone, Iowa. He is an agent of, and manager 
for, respondent Bernhart P. Holst in the transaction and operation 
of l he business of said Bernhardt P. Holst as hereinafter set out. 

Respond.ent C. :M. Sellards is an individual having his place of 
husinPss at 3G5 Twenty-fifth Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. He 
trades and does business under the name and style of Progressive 
RPseareh Service, and the conduct of the business as hereinafter set 
out, said respond.ent C. :M. Sellards is an agent of respondent Bern
hart P. Holst. 

Respondent Charles U. Branch is an individual trading and doing 
hnsiness nndrr the name and style of National Press Service. with his 
plarc of business at Room 516, Douglas Building, 257 South Spring 
Strc<'t, Los Angeles, Calif., and is also, in the conduct of the business 
hPreinafter set out, an agent for respondent, Bernhart P. Holst. 

Respomlent S. R. Melching is an individual trading under the name 
and style of International Press Service, with his place of business 
located at Boone, Iowa, and in the conduct of the business herein
aft<'r SE't ont, he is likewise the agent for respondent Bernhart P. 
Holst. 

PAn. 2. Respondent Barnhart P. Holst is the publisher of a certain 
trn-vohnne rncyclopedia which is sold and distributed to the public 
from tlte place of business of respondent BPrnhardt P. Holst at 
Boon<', Iowa, into and throu~h the various States of the United 
Rtatrs of America other than Iowa, under the name of "The Progres
sinl Rrfcl'(~ncc Library." This encyclopedia was originally publishrll 
in or nbont thE' year 1805 unclrr the name "Teachers' and Pupils' 
CyclopE'clia," and thereafter it was published and sold respectively 
mHlrr the name "New Trachers' and Pupils' Cyclopedia" and under 
t h<' nnmr "International ll<'ference 'Vork," but is now be in~ sold, ns 
nforE'sni1l, as "The Progressive Reference Library." Although there 
ha\·e h<'rn some revisions and enlar::rement of the said reference work 
from time to time, it is substantially the same as when first issued, 
in or nhout the year 18!)5, 

P.\R ::\. Rrspowlrnt Drrtrnm P. Hol-;t rrsid('s in Boon(', Iowa, and 
in tltf' snle and cli~">trihntion of tl1c sai<l Pro~rrssi,·e Ref('T"P!lf'e Lihrary 
in comnwrc<' among nn<l l)('i\Y('<'n th<> various Statrs of the United 
.StatrR nets in tlH' cnpnrity of lmc:inrss manngrr and n~rnt for rP
~pon<lrnt Drrnhart P. JioJ:.,t, pnhli~lH'r of said Pro.zrrssiw Refprpnce 
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Library. Respondent C. 1\I. Sellards, trading under the name and 
style of Progressive Research Service, has his office and place of busi
ness in the city of San Francisco, Calif., and is engaged in the sale and 
distribution of the eucyclopedia known and designated as "The Pro
gl'essive Heference Library," in the State of California and in various 
States of the United States other than California. When said Pro
gl'essive Reference Libraries are sold by said respondent C.l\L Sellards, 
he ships and causes them to be shipped from his place of business in 
San Francisco, Calif., into and through States of the United States 
<>ther than California, to the purchasers thereof located in such other 
States. 

Respondent Charles U. Branch trading under the name and style of 
National Press Service has his ofliee alHl place of business in the city 
<>f Los Angel('s, Calif., and is engaged in the sale and distribution of 
the said "Progressive Reference Library" in the State of California 
Rl\d in divers Statrs of the United States other than California. 
When said "I>rogressiye Heference Libraries" are sold by said re
spondent Charles U. Bmnch, he. ships and causes them to be shipped 
from his place of business in Los Angeles, Calif., into and through 
States of the Unit('<] Stah's other than Cnlifornia to the purchasers 
il1errof located in such oth('r States. 

In the conduet of the said hnsinel's of selling and distributing the 
said encyclopedia nntl ref('rencc work known and designated as "Pro
gt·essive Heferenee Library," including the aforesaid extension service, 
the said respondent Bernhart P. Holst, being the publisher thereof at 
H()one, Iowa, furnished to the respondents C. 1\I. Sellards and Charles 
U. Branch, the said "Progressi,·e Referenco Library," which they sell 
to the public by personal solicitation and through salesmen and sub
agPnts. Fot· this "Progressive }tpference Library" respondent llern
hatt P. Iloh;t reet>h·es from his co-respondents Sellards and Branch, 
~12.50 per set, and respon<lt:>nts Sellards and Brunch in turn sell said 
('JI('ydopedia to the buying puhlic at $49./iO ]Wr st>t, in manner and form 
as he1·einn ftt>r set out. 

'fhe re~pondents Sellanls and Bmnch sell said "Progressive Ref
N'enc(' I~ibrary" to the nublic through installment contracts and the 
put·ehaser exPcutes a contract promising to pay the full sum of $-Hl.tiO 
ln monthly payments to the respective rPspondt:>nt making the sale. 
Sneh cont mcts, w hE>n sigtwd and exN·utPd by the purchasers, are 
sent ntHl tran~mittr1l hy rP!'pondents Sellards and Brnnch to respond
t>nt BPrnhnrt P. Holst at Boone, Iowa, and are hy respondrnts Sel
lards a111l Bmnch nssignPd to respondent Bemhart P. Holst. Ue-
8POtH1Pnt ll<'rnhart P. Holst, on r('et:>ipt of such contracts, ad,·ances 
to rt>spondPnts SPllards and Branch GO% of the face value of said 
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contracts and promissory notes. 1110 contracts of purchase executed 
by the various purchasers are assigned as collateral security for the 
loan of 60% of the face value of such contracts. 'Vhenever default 
is made by purchasers in the payments due under said contracts, 
the sai<l respondent Bernhart P. Holst, personally and through re
spondent Bertram P. Holst, his manager and agent and through his 
attorneys, undertakes to collect the amount due from such defaulted 
purchasers under the claim and pretext that he, Bernhart P. Holst, 
is an innocent purchaser of said contracts for value in due course 
and without notice of any possible defenses to the said contracts. 

This elaborate a~Tangement existing between and among respond
ents Bernhart P. Holst, Bertram P. Holst, C. M. Sellards, and Charles 
U. llranch, is n sham and a subterfuge, and in truth and in fact, 
respondents Bertram P. Holst, C. M. Sellards, and Charles U. Branch 
are agents for the principal respondent Bernhart P. Holst, in the 
sale and distribution in commerce, as herein set out, of the said 
"Progressive Reference Library"; respondent Bertram 11 • Holst is 
resident agent and manager at Boone, Iowa, for his principal, re
spondent Bernhart P. Holst; an<l they are all engaged as principal 
and agent in the hereinafter described acts of unfair competition in 
commerce as herein set out. 

The method by which the respondents sell awl offer for sale the 
said "Progressive Ueference Librury'' is as follows: The respondents, 
either in person or by duly constituted and appointed agents, sub
agents, or salesmen, represent to the purchaser or prospective pur
chaser that he or she is on a preferred list, and that he or she will 
be given a ten-volume set of the said "Progressive Reference Library'' 
free, and that this free offer is made to the purchaser or prospective. 
purchaser on the ostensible ground that the purchaser or prospective 
purchaser has exceptional ability in his or her chosen trade, pro
fession or avocation. It is then represented to said purchasers or 
prospective purchasers that in order to avail themselves of this al
leged free offer, it is only necessary that they (1) write the publisher 
a letter of commendation after they have had an opportunity to 
study the books, an<l (2) subscribe to a ten-year loose-leaf extension 
S('rvice at a cost to the purchaser of $4!>.501 which it is represented 
will keep the reference library current and up to date, for the pay· 
ment of which sum the purchaser si~ns a contract in writing agreeing 
to pay by monthly or other payments. 

The aforesaid representations and inducements are false and mis
leading as the respective purchasers do not receive the ten-volume set 
of "Progrcssi\"e Heference Library" free and at no cost when they pur· 
chase the ten-year extension service nnd execute the contract in con-
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nection therewith, and the respective purchasers were not selected for 
the offer of said "Progressive Reference Library" for the reason that 
t~1ey had exhibited exceptional ability in their chosen trade or profes
Sion or for any other similar reason. The aforesaid represtmtationR 
are made solely for the purpose of inducing the purchase of the said 
"~rogressive Reference Library." In truth and in fact, the purchase 
Price of said "Progressive Reference Library" is included in the 
arnount purportedly charged for the ten-year extension service and the 
sarne offer is made to all prospective purchasers alike without regard 
to their having exhibited any particular ability in any particular trade 
or profession. 

'fhe respondents, in person and through their agents, subagents and 
sa~esmen, represent to purchasers and prospective purchasers that the 
sa1d "Progressive Reference Library," published and sold as afor£>said 
by respondents, has been revised, enlarged, and brought down to elatE'. 
In b·uth and in fact, while said "Progressive Reference Library" may 
contain some slight enlargements and revisions, yet to all intents and 
PUrposes it has not been materially revised and enlarged since it wac:; 
originally published in or about the year 1895. When dissati:;;fied 
Purchasers complain of this and other defects in said encyclopedia 
t~ the respondent making the sale, such dissatisfied purchaser is ad
Vls~d that his or her contract is in the hands of respondent Bernhart 
~·.Holst, an innocent purchaser for value without notice, and lJayment 
Is ~nsisted on and the dissatisfied purchaser is threatened with legal 
action and is forced to pay therefor. 
. In the publication and sale of said "Progressive Reference Library" 
111 commerce as herein dcscrib<'d, the respondents, and each of them, 
are engaged in substantial competition with other individuals and with 
c0

.1'l>orutions, firms, partnerships, and associations who sell and dis
tl'lbute other encyclopedia and reference Looks in commerce as herein 
~escriLed and who do not represent that they are giving their respec
tive sets of books free to the purchasers of an extension service or to 
the purchasers of any other service or Looks and who do not repre .. 
sent that their respective hooks have been revised, en~arged and 
brought up to date and who do not make other representations similar 
to those described herein when said representations are not true in 
fact Lut who accurately and truthfully represent the nature and char
~ctet· of their respective Looks and of the various services renden·d 
Y them in connection with the sale of said Looks. 
P4n. 4. The nets and practices including the aforesaid misrepre~ 

~ent~tions and inducements of the respondents, and each of them, as 
d eta~Jed herein, have the tendency and capacity to, and do, mislead an1l 

ecelve members of the purchasing pnhlic into the errOJ1POI1S and 
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mistaken belief that the misrepresentations above described and re
fezTed to were true and into the purchase of "Progressive Reference 
Library'' and the extension service on account of such belief anrl on 
account of their· reliance in the truthfulness of said rPpresentations. 
:Many sales lun·e been made by the respondents to purchasers who, 
inducrd by the representatio11s herein described believed that in pnr
chasing said extrnsion service for the price of $~9.50 they wert', as 
memhrrs of a limited or selectrd class, receiving free of charge the 
set of books "Progressive Reference Library" which was represented 
to he an enlarg~:><l, rrvised and up-to-date reference work. As a re
sult thereof, trade has been unfairly diverted to all and each of the 
1·esponclents from those competitors who do not make use of the same 
or similar misrepresentations in the offering for sale or sale of their 
n~specti,·e encyclopedia and reference \Vorks. 

There is no testimony or other evidence in this proceeding connect
ing respondent S. R. Melching with the acts of unfair competition 
in commerce allrged in the complaint. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Bernhart P. 
Holst, an individual trading under the 1~ame and style of Holst 
Publishing Company; Bertram P. Holst, manager for and agent of 
Bernhart P. Holst; C. l\I, Sellards, an individual trading under the 
nan1c nnd style of Progressive Research Service, and as agent for 
respondent, llrrnhart P. Holst; and Charles U. Branch, an individual 
trading under the name and style of National Press Service and as 
ng£mt of respondent, Bernhart P. Holst are to the prejudice of th~ 
public and of respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair methodg 
of compet.ition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Sec
tion 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its po\\'ers 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proc('('ding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com· 
mi~sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of 
l'f'spon<lents, testimony and other evidence taken before ,V, ,V, Shep· 
pnl'd, nn ex:unin£>r of the Commission. theretofore duly designated by 
it, in support of the all£>gations of the said complaint and in opposi· 
tion thereto, Lriefs filed herein, and oral arguments by John ,V, Hill· 
drop, counsel for the. Commission, and by Fred Risser, counsel for 
l'£>spondents Drrnhart P. Holst and Dertrnm P. Holst, and the Com-
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mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondents have violated the provisions of an Act of Con
g,ress approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 
.It is ordered, That tl1e respondents, Demhart P. Holst, as an indi

VIdual, and trading under the name and style of Holst Publishing 
Company; Bertram P. Holst, manager for and agent of Bernhart P. 
Holst; C. l\f. Sellai.·ds, an individual, and trading under the name and 
style of Progressive Research Service, and as agent for respondent 
Bernhart P. Holst; Charles U. Branch, an individual trading under 
the name and style of National Press Service and as agent of respond
ent Bernhart P. Holst; and said individuals trading under any other 
~1 ~111e or through any other means or any corporate device; their 
J?Int or respective representatives, agents and employees, in connec
tion with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of certain books 
0.r 1·eference work now designated and sold under the name "Progres
sn·e Ueference Library," together with a loose-leaf extension service, 
or suh>'tantially the same books or reference work designated and sold 
tmder auy other name, in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from representing: 

(a) That thP purchaser or prospective pnrchrrs<'r is being giwn or 
Will he given a set of the sai(l referPnce work now designated as 
"Progrt'ssive Hcft•rence Library" fr<'e by reason of lhe exceptional 
ability of the pmehaser or prospective purchaser in his or her chosen 
tra<IP, profession or nvocation aJHl standing in his or het· community, 
or for any other reason; 
. (l,) That any purchaser or prospective pmehas<'r is on a pr<'ferred 

hst to re('<'ive n, t<.'n-volume set of the said reference work now desig
l1ate(l as "Progressi ,.e Ueferencl' Library" free; 

. (c) That the purchaser or prospective purchaser is bl'ing given or 
"'1ll be given a S£'t of the reference work now designated as "Pro
gressive Heference Libmry" free, on condition that such purchaser ol' 
Prospective pmThaser writes respmHl<'nt a letter of commendation 
conceming the sai(l ref<'rence work now designated as '•Progressive 
Ueference Library," after such purchaser or prosrwctive purchas<'l' 
has l1ad an opportunity to study the same; 

(d) That any purchas{'r or prosp<'ctive purchaser is being given 
or will Le gin•n a S<.'t of the reference work now designated as 
''Progressive Hef{'rl:'nce Library" free, on condition that such pur
chaser or prospPctive purchaser suLsciLPs to a ten-year loose-leaf 
e.xtension service or nny extension service covering nny period of 
tune· 

' 
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(e) That any purchaser or prospective purchaser is receiving, or 
will receive, any benefit, discount or concession, in any manner or 
form, or by any pretense; and that any purchaser or prospective 
purchaser, in paying the sum of $49.50, is paying other than the usual 
selling price of said reference work now designated as "Progressive 
Reference Library"; 

(f) That the reference work now designated as "Progressive Ref
erence Library" has been revised, enlarged and brought down to date, 
until and unless said reference work has in truth and in fact been 
substantially revised, enlarged and brought down to date; 

(g) That Bernhart P. Holst, or any other of said respondents, or 
any other person, firm or corporation, is a bona-fide purchaser for 
value without notice of the contracts executed by purchasers in con
nection with the purchase of said reference work now designated as 
"Progressive Reference Library" and the accompanying extension 
service, when such is not the fact;· 

(h) That the purchaser or prospective purchaser of said reference 
work now designated as "Progressive Reference Library" is only 
buying or paying for an .extension service intended to keep the set 
of books up to date. 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on the lOth day of December, A. D., 1935, as to said 
respondent S. R. Melching be, and the same hereby is, closed without 
prejudice to the right of the Commission to reopen the same' should 
the facts so warrant. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within GO days 
after service upon them of this order, file with tho Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 
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IN TilE MATTER OF 

IMPERIAL DISTILLERS COMPANY 

COMPLAIN'!' AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF 
AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 21J, llll4, AND OF SEC, 3 OF TITLE I 
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 16, lll33 • 

Docket 2395.-0omplaint, May11, 1935-0rder, Jan. 14, 1931 

Consent order requiring respondent corporation, its agents, etc., in connection 
With sale or offer in interstate commerce of whiskies, gins, and all other 
alcoholic beverages, but excepting gins produced by it through process of 
rectification of alcohol purchased, but not produced, by it, as specified, to 
cease and desist from representing, through use of word "Distillers" in its 
corporate name and on its stationery, advertising, etc., or in any other way, 
that it is a distiller of whiskies, gins, or other alcoholic beverages, or that 
said whiskies, etc., were by it made through process of distillation, or that 
It owns, operates, or controls a place where such products are thus made, 
Unless and until it shall own, operate, or control a place or places where 
F;uch products are by 1t manufactured through a process of original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through contlnuons closed 
:Pipes and vessels until manufacture thereof is completed; and, Ordered 
further, That Count H of complaint as to violation of National Industrial 
Recovery Act be dismissed. 

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 
Mr. Fred A. Oa8key and Mr. Briggs 0. Simpich, of 1Vashington, 

D. C. and Schmalzriedt, Frye, Gra11,ye & Frye, of Detroit, Mich., for 
respondent. 

Con PLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914 entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
:rnission, to defin~ its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
F:deral Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Imperial 
Distillers Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as re
spondent, has been nnd is using unfair methods of competition in com
merce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and in violation of the 
Act of Congress approved June 16, 1933, known as the "National In
dustrial Recovery Act," and it appearing to the said Commission that 
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

Count 1 

~AIU.GRAPJI 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
-domg business uuder the laws of the State of 1\Iichigan, with its office -----

1 
Count Two ot the eomplnlnt, under the Nntlonal Induatrlnl Recovery .Act, dismissed. 
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and principal place of business in the city of Detroit in said State. It 
is nO\v, and has been since its organization in 1934, engaged in the busi
ness of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, ginst 
cordials, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in con
stant course of trade and commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. In the 
course and conduct of its said business, it causes its said products when 
sold to be transported from its place of business in Detroit aforesaid 
into and through various other States of the United States to the pur
chasers thereof consisting of wholesalers and retailers, some located 
within the State of l\lichigan, and some located in other States of the 
United States and the District of Columbia. In the course and con
duct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, and at all times 
since its organization has been, in substantial competition with other 
corporations and individuals, partnerships, a]}(l firms engnged in the 
manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and 
among the various States of the United Stat<>s and in the District of 
Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business us aforesaid 
respondent is, and has been since its organization, in substantial com
petition with other corporations and with individuals, firms, and 
partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blend
ing, and bottling whiskies, gins, cordials and other spirituous Leverages 
and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the Disti·iet of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the conn.,e and conduct of its business as ufor<>said 
respondent has, upon its said pr£'mif>es, a still which it us<>s in the 
production of gin by a process of r<>ctification wherrLy alcohol, pur
chasPd but not prodnce1l by respondent, is rNlistille1l ont· junip<>t• 
bel'l·ips and other aromatics. Such n•ctification of alcoholic spit·its 
does not make or constitute responll<>nt a distiller, as defined by sec· 
tion 3247 of the Uevis<>d Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor 
as commonly understoo1l by the public awl the liquor industry. For 
a long period of time the word "'listillPrs" wlwn used in connec
tion with the liquor indnstry and with the lH'ollncts thereof has had 
and still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of 
wholesal<>rs and retailers in sueh indnstry and to the ultimate pur
chasing public, to wit, the manufacture of such liquors by the proc
ess of original and continuous distillation fl'Dm mash, wort, or wash, 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture 
t~ereof is complete, and a substantial portion of the purchasing pub
he prefers to buy spit·ituous liquors bottled by the actual distillers 
and manufacturers thereof. 
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PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
by the use of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed 
on its stationery, advertising and on the labels attached to the bottles 
in which it sells and ships its said products, and in various other 
ways, respond"'nt represents to its customers and furnishes them 
with the means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and 
the ultimate consuming public, that the said whiskies, gins, cordials, 
and other spirituous beverages therein contained were by it manu
factured through the process of distillation from mash, wort, or 
Wash, when, as a matter of fact respondent is not a distiller, does 
not distill the said whiskies, cordials, or other spirituous beverages 
by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported, and merely by the 
11se of a still as aforesaid in the rectification of alcoholic spirits by 
redistillation over juniper berries and other aromatics, respondent 
?oes not distill the gins by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported 
In the sense in which the word "distilled" is commonly accepted and 
understood by those engaged in the liquor trade and the public. 
Respondent docs not own, operate, or control any place or places 
Where such beverages are manufactured by the process of original 
and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash through con
tinuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is 
eomplete . 
• PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
In the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 
l1ereof corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu
f~cture and distill from mash, wort, or wash as aforesaid whiskies, 
gms, and other spirituous Leverages sold by them and who truthfully 
llse the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "disti11ing" 
as a part of their corporate names and on their stationery, adver
tising, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship 
s~1ch prouucts. There are also among such competitors corpora
hans, firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the business 
of rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, cordials, gins, and 
0.ther spirituous beverages who do not use the words "distillery," "dis
tilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate 
names, nor on their stationery, nor on the 1abe1s attached to the 
bottles in which they sell and ship their said products. 

PAR 5. The representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, is calculated to and has n capacity and tendency to and 
does mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
belief that the whiskies, cordials, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
sold by the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from 
lllash, wort, or wash as aforesaid and is calculated to and has the 
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capacity and tendency to and does induce dealers and the purchasing 
public, acting in such belief, to purchase the whiskies, cordials, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages rectified, blended and bottled by the 
respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from its competi
tors who do not by their corporate name or in any other manner 
misrepresent that they are manufacturers by distillation from mash, 
wort, or wash as aforesaid of whiskies, cordials, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages, and thereby respondent does substantial injury 
to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent are 
to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
constitnte unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled, "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

Count£ 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its office 
nnd principal place of business in the city of Detroit in said State. 
It is now, and has been since its organization in 1934, engaged in the 
business of purchasing rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, 
gins, cordials, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof 
in constant course of trade and commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
1 n the course and conduct of its said business, it causes its said prod
ucts when sold to be transported from its place of business in Detroit 
n foresnid into and through various other States of the United States 
to the purchasers thereof consisting of wholesalers and retailers, some 
located within the State of Michigan, and some located in other 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia. In the 
course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, 
and at all times since its organization has be~n, in substantial 
competition with other corporations and individuals, partnerships, 
and firms engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in trade 
and commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct 
of its business as aforesaid respondent is, and has been since its 
organization, in substantial competition with other corporations and 
with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of 
purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, cordials, 
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and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. 

PARs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. As grounds for these paragraphs of this com
plaint, the Federal Trade Commission relies upon the matters and 
thing!:l set out in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint 
to the same extent as though the allegations thereof were separately, 
by like numbered paragraphs, set out at length herein, and said para
graphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint are incorporated 
herein by reference and adopted as the allegations of paragraphs 2, 3, 
4, and 5 of this count and are hereby charged as fully and as com
pletely as though the several averments of eac.h of the said paragraphs 
of count 1 were here repeated verbatim. 

PAn. 6. Under and pursuant to Title I of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 ( 48 Stat. 195 C. 90), the Presi
dent of the United States, by Executive Order No. 6182, of June 26, 
1933, as supplemented by Executive Order No. 6207, of July 21, 1933, 
and Executive Order No. 6345 of October 20, 1933, delegated to H. A. 
Wallace as Secretary of Agriculture, certain of the powers vested in 
the President of the United States by the aforesaid Act. 

Under and pursuant to the delegation of such powers, the said 
Secretary of Agriculture pursuant to Section 3 (d) of the Act and 
Executive Orders under the Act, upon his own motion presented a 
Code of Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Indus
tr! after due notice and opportunity for hearing in c01mection there
With had been afforded interested parties, including respondent, in 
accordance with Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act and 
applicable reo-ulations issued thereunder, to the President of the 
United Stateso who approved the same on the 9th day of December, 
1~33, thereby constituting the said code a Code of Fair Competition 
Within the meaning of the said National Industrial Recovery Act, for 
the regulation of the aforesaid industry. 

In his written report to the President, the said Secretary of Agri
culture made, nrnon" others the followin" findings with respect to the . e ' e 
Said code in the following words, to wit: 

That said Code will tend to efrectuate the declared policy o:f Title I o:f the 
1\ atlonal Industrial Hecovery Act as set forth In Section 1 of said Act In that 
tbe terms and provisions o:f such Code tend : (a) to remove obstructions to the 
tree flow of :foreign commerce, which tend to diminish the amount thereof; (b) 
to Jlrovlde for the general welfare by promctlng the organization o:f Industry 
tor tbe purposes o:f cooiJ('rative action among trade groups: (c) to ellminate 
Unfair competitive practices· (d) to promote the :fullest possible utilization o:f the 
J>r ' esent productive capacity o:f Industries: (e) to a void undue restriction o:f 
Production (except as may be temporarily required); (:f) to Increase the con-
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. s.umption of industrial aud agricultural . products by increasing purchasing 
power; and (g) otherwise to rehabilitate Industry. 

Dy his approval of the said code on December 9, 1933, the President 
of the United States, pursuant to the authority vested in him by Title 
I of the National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, made and issued 
his certain written Executive order, wherein he adopted and approved 
the report, recommendations and findings of the said Secretary of 
Agriculture, and ordered that the said Code of Fair Competition be, 
and the same thereby was approved, and by virtue of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, the following provision of Article 
V of said Code became and still is one of the standards of fair compe
tition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry and is binding 
upon every member of said Industry and this respondent: 

The following practices constitute unfair methods of competition and shall 
not be engaged in by any member of the industry: 

Section 1. False Advertislng.-To publish or disseminate in any manner 
any false advertisement of any rectified product. Any advertisement shall be 
deemed to be false it it is untrue in any particular, or it dh·ectly or by ambi
guity, omission, or Inference it tends to croate a misleading Impression. 

PAn. 7. The use by respondent of the word "Distillers" in its cor· 
porate name, printed upon its stationery and on the labels attached to 
the bottles in which it sells and ships such products and in various 
other ways, constitutes false advertising within the meaning of the 
aforesaid provision of said Article V and tends to and does create 
the misleading impression that respondent is engaged in the business 
of distilling spirits from mash, wort, or wash and that the spirituous 
Leverages by it so sold and transported have been bottled by the orig· 
inal disti11ers thereof, a1l contrary to the provisions of Section 1, 
Article V, of the Code aforesaid. 

PAR. 8. The above alleged methotls, acts, and practices of the re· 
spondent are and have been in violation of the standard of fair com· 
petition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry of the United 
States. Such violation of such standard in the aforesaid transactions 
in interstate commerce and other transactions which affect interstate 
commerce in the manner set forth in paragraph 5 of count 1 hereof, 
are in violation of Section 3 of Title I of the National Industrial Re· 
covery Act and they are unfair methods of competition in commerce 
within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act as 
amended. 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having come on to be heard by the Federal Trade 
Commission upon the complaint hereinbefore issued and served upon 
Imperial Disti11ers Company, a corporation, respondent herein and 
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the said respondent's written answer made thereto, waiving the taking 
of testimony, findings as to the facts, filing of briefs, oral argument 
and all other intervening procedure, and cousenting that an order 
shall issue herein for it to cease and desist from the methods of com
petition charged in the complaint, and the Commission being fully 
advised in the premises, having thereupon concluded that respondent 
has violated Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its po".-ers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is now ordered, That the respondent, Imperial Distillers Com
~any, a corporation, its agents, salesmen, and employees, in connec
~lon with whiskie~, gins, and all other alcoholic beverages by it in 
Interstate commerce hereafter sold or oifered for sale (except gins 
produced by it through a process of rectification whereby alcohols 
purchased but not produced by respondent are redistilled over juniper 
benics and other aromatics), do cease and desist from: 

Representing through the use of the word "Distillers" in its corpo
rate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached to 
the bottles in which it sells and ships its said products or in any other 
Way by word or "·ords of like import representing (a) that it is a 
distiller of whiskies, gins, or any other alcoholic beverages; or (b) that 
the said whiskies, gins, or other alcoholic beverages were by it manu
factured through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, oper
ates, or controls a place or places where such products are manufac
tured by the process of distillation, unless and until the said respond
ent shall own, operate or control a place of places where such products 
are by it manufactured through a process of original and continuous 
d~stillation from mnsh, wort, or wash, through continuous closed 
Pipes and vessels until the manufactme thereof is completed. 

It i~ furtlter ordered, That the said complaint be and the same is 
ltereby dismissed as to count 2 thereof. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent within GO days from 
and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it is complying and has compli<'<l with 
the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

VONEIFF-DRAYER COMPANY 1 

CO~lPLAIN'l', l•'INDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. fi OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

DocTcet 1721. Complaint, Nov. 21, 1929-Dccision, Jan. 15, 1!.137 

'Vhere a corvoratlon engaged in manufacture and sale of "straight" goods candy 
and of so-culled "break and take" assortments, principal trade demand for 
which comes from the small retailers with stores, in many instances, near 
schools and patronized by school children, and sale and distribution of 
which, or of candy giving, with sale thereof to public, O(lportunity of 
obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or chance, teaches and 
encourages gambling among children, largest class by far and principal 
consumers or purcha~ers of such type of candy, who buy same in pref
erence to so-called "straight" candy when displayed side by side by reason 
of lottery or gambling feature comwcted with fornwr, and selling of which 
In the mnrlu•t of the other, 1. r., the "straight" goods, has been followed 
by marked decrease in sales of such "straight" candy, due to gnmbllng 
or lottery feature connected with FlO-cnlled "brenk and tnke" merchan<liRe--

Sold to wholesalers assortments compm;ed of a number of penny pieces of 
chocolate co\·ered candy of uniform size and shape, of which the cPntPrs of a 
relatively few were chocolate inHtend of white, and which the crntPrs 
of ll still smallpr number, relatively wt>re pinlc, togPther with a number of 
larger pieces and oh1o li munber of still lnrgPr plt•ces, to be given free 
of charge to those selecting, by chance, clwcolate centers or pink centers, 
as the ra~>e might be, and together with explanatory display ennis for 
rf'tnilers' lJHe In offering sumr to public; so nssPmblrll nn<l parked that 
such a~<sortmrnts wt>rP and might be dlsp11lyl'd nnd t-~ol<l by nnmet·on!'l r<"tnn 
dPuler purchnl'ers therpof, In a<•cor<lHnf'l' with abm·e llescrlbrd plan and 
dlspluy curd!!, In pructlcnlly ull tyJll'S of stores whf're cnndy Is 11old. atut 
with knowledge and Intent that ISUd.l lllisot·tnwnts might thu!! he displayt-d 
and sold hy lot or dumce to Jlllhllc by n•tuil dPalt•t·s us ai.Jo,·e I'd forth, 
in violntlon of public policy, find in eom(wtltlon with many who regard 
Hnrh mrthods of sale nnd distribution nR murnlly bnd Ru<l aR t>nronr:1;;:'1 ~ 
gnmhllng, anrl NIJ)('(•illlly among chllrlren, as injurious to the industry 
through retmltlng in the merchandising of a chance or lottery instead of 
candy, and as providing retallPrs with a mPnus ot violating lnws of tbe 
~;everal States, and some of whom, for a,;uch n.•u:,uHs, refuse to st'll rawly so 
pucked aud a:>llrmbll'd thnt it ran be rrsol<l to puhllc hy lot or rh:-tnrP; 

With rNmlt that rf'tailers, finding snell cnndy more snlnhle, purehased Its I•rod
m·ts nud those of othPrs employing shullnr metbo<l:i, some l'OllliK'titot·s 
IK•gun sale and dlst rlhution of candy fur resule to (lUIJllc hy lot or chance, 
"~>Ira lght" goods sales of surh rrtuslng <'OiliJK'I ltors, whu <·an <'oiiiJ.K•It• ou 
t>vrn terms only by giving Hnmr or similar <ll'vlc'P~ to rPtnll rll'nlrrs, 
showl'd a contlnnl'd <lrcrPnRe In thrlr nnwllllngnNIS to <lo RO, pnbllc nnd 

1 Original flndlnJ;II antl ord .. r In this matter on April 3, 1!13-4 ( lR F. T. C. 2~0), were 
lacated and Hct 811h1e on Ol'lul..,r 16, 10.1:>. ll..e footnute In 21 F. T. C. 7411. 
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competitors were pre.ltHlif·P!l and injured, and trade was divet'ted to It from 
said competitors, and tlwre was a re~<tralnt upon and detriment to the free-

. dom of fair and legitimate competition in the Industry concerned: 
Held, That such acts an<l practices were all to the prejudice of the public 

and competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Miles J. FurnaR, trial examiner. 
Mr. llennJ 0. La11k and 11/r. P. 0. f{olinsl.:i for the Commission. 

COMPLAINT 

Acting in the public interest. pursuant to the provisious of an Act 
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers und duties, and for 
other purposes,'' the Federal Trade Commission charges that the 
Voneiff-Drayer Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has 
Leen and is using unfair methods of competition in interstate com
m.erct> in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act, and' 
states its cha1·ges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGUAPH 1. Hespondent is a corporation organized under the 
laws of the State of 1\lar:Yland, with its principal office and place of 
Lusiness in the city of Baltimore in said State. It is engaged in the 
manufacture of candies and the sale thereof to wholesale dealer<; lo
cated at points iu various States of the United States. It causes its 
said products when so so1d to Le transportN.l from its said principal 
place of business in the city of Baltimore, Md., into aml through other 
States of the United States to said wndees at their respective points 
?f _location. In the CO\Il'l'\e and conduct of ~;aid business, respondent 
1 ~ 111. comprtition with other indiYiduals, partnerships, and corpora· 
fl<ms engaged in the manufacture of candies and the sale and trans
portation thert>of in commerce l.x>tween and among the various States 
of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduet of its aforesaid business, respond· 
ent srlls to aforesaid wholesale dt•alers certain packages or assort
~~lE'!lts of candies nanwd and dominated by reHpondent "Vee-Dee.)\ 
Sald packages or assortments of caudies are composed of three assort
lllents, ealletl resrM.·dil·ely, ''Bar Asl:iOI'tment," "Package Assortment," 
and "Blank .Assorhuent." Each of said assortments of candies are 
{'?tnposetl of a m•mlx>r of d10colate covered pieces of candy, of uniform 
81 Ze and shape, whid1 are sold at retail at the uniform price of one 
cent E>a<"h, to,!!l'ther with a number of larger pieces of candy known 
as "l~ars" or "Patties," which aro to he ginn as prizes to purchasers 
of sa 1<l ehotolate cowrN.l candies, in the following manner: 

Among aforesaid dwcolate covered candies are a number having 
colored centers, aJHl when said packages of candies are displayed for 
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sale to the consuming public every purchaser of aforesaid chocolate 
covered candies at the price of one cent each who procures one of said 
candies having a colored center is entitled to receive, and is to be given 
free of charge, one of the "llars" or "Patties" heretofore referrerl to. 
Also included in the assortments known as "llar Assortment" and 
"Package Assortment" is a larger piece of candy known as a "Dar" or 
"Patty," and a 4-ounce box of chocolates, respectively. The purchaser 
of the last piece of aforesaid chocolate covered candies at the price 
of one cent each in each of said assortments of candies, respectively, is 
entitled to receive, and is to be given free of charge, said "Dar" or 
"Patty," or said 4-ounce box of chocolates. Aforesaid purchasers of 
said candies who procure candies having a colored center, or who pur
chase the last piece of candy in each of said assortments, are thus to 
procure one of said larger pieces of candy, or a box of 4-ounce choco
lates, wholly by lot or chance. 

The package or assortment of candies known as "Blank Assortment" 
contains a number of pieces having a colored center, as in the other two 
assortments aforesaid, but the larger pieces of candy which are to be 
given as prizes to purchasers of the candy having colored centers, are 
not supplied by respondent but are supplied to the retailer by tho 
wholesale dealer to whom respondent sells the assortment, and such 
larger pieces of candy or priKcs are wholly within the discretion of said 
wholesale dealer. 

Respondent furnislws with each of said packages or assortments of 
candies called "Dar Assortment" and "Package Assortment," a display 
card to be used by the retailer in offering said candies for sale, which 
display card bears a lE>gend ancl statE>ment informing the reader that 
persons purchasing said candies having a colored center, and purchas
ing the last piece of candy in each of said assortments, will receive one 
of said larger pieces of candy ftl'e of charge. 

PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale <lealers of respondent resrll said "Vee
Dee'' Assortments to retail dealers in various States of the United 
States, and said retn.il dealers expose said assortments for sale in con
nection with aforesaid explanatory card and sell said candies to the 
purchasing public according to aforesaid plan, whereby the purchaser 
of said candies having colored centers and the purchaser of the last 
piece of candy in said assortments procure and receive free of charge 
one of said larger pieces of candy, or a 4-ounco box of chocolates here
inbefore referrt'd to. Rrspondent thus supplies to and places in the 
h~nds of others the means of conducting a lottery wherein said larger 
pteces of candy and 4-ounce boxrs of chocolates arc distribute<} and 
given to the purchasing public wholly by lot or chancP. 
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PAR. 4. Among the purchasers of respondent referred to in para
graph 1 hereof, are many who sell chocolate and other candies at 
wholesale at reasonable wholesale prices, and who do not offer and 
P~ace in the hands of others any additional candy or other merchan
dtse to be given to purchasers by chance or otherwise. Respondent's 
aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the cousuming 
public to purchase respondent's said candies in preference to the 
candies of respondent's said competitors, because of the chance of 
obtaining certain pieces of candy free of charge . 
• l'AR. 5. For more than two years last past respondent has engaged 
In the acts and practices under the conditions and circumstances and 
With the results all hereinbefore set out. 

P_\R. 6. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are all 
to. the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and con
stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
Rll<l for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE E1\CTS, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
t~mber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
Sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
~ederal Trade Commission, on November 21, 1929, issued and served 
Its complaint in this proeePding upon the respondent, Voneiff-Drayer 
Company, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods 
of competition in commPrce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
Ul•sponllent filed answer thereto on December 26, 1929, and thereafter 
on Mareh 28, 1934, filed a suhstitute answer dated February 28, 1V34, 
<'onsenting that the Commission might make, enter, issue and serve 
upon it an order to cease and desist from the practices complained 
of, after first havinO' oLtained leave to withdraw its answer filed on 
D~c{'mber 26, H>29. o SubsequC'nt thereto, on April 3, 1934, the Com
lll!ssion entered an order aO'ainst respondent to cease and desist from 
tlJe practices complained of in said complaint. 

On October 16, 1!>35 the Commission entered and served its order 
va t' ' d d · ca mg and setting aside the aforesaid order to cease an es1st 
ente1·ed on April 3, 1934. Thereafter testimony and other evidence in 
support of the allt>gations of the complaint were introduced by Henry 
C. Lank and P C I\. .. olinski attornevs for the Commission, before 1\r . . , " 

ll<>s J. Furnas an examinC'r of the Commission theretofore duly 
d . ' <'Slgnatcd by it. Respondent was not represented by counsel and 

146750•• 39 'ol. 24-30 
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otl'ered no testimony or other evidence in opposition to the charges of 
the complaint. Said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded 
and filed in the office of the Commission. 

Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing be
fOJ·e the Commission on the said complaint, answer of the respondent, 
the testimony and other evidence duly recorded and filed in the office 
of the Commission, respondent having indicated that it did not desire 
to file any brief nor to orally argue the matter, and the Commission 
having duly considered the matter and being fully advised in the 
premises finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and 
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn 
therefrom: 

FINDINGtl AS 'fO THE Jo'ACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Voneiff-Drayer Company, is a corpora
tion organized under the laws of the State of Maryland, with its prin
cipal ofllce aml place of business located in the city of Baltimore 111 

said State.. Uespondent is now, and for several years last past has 
hPen, Pngag-ed in the manufacture of c:m1ly and in tht' sale and diFtri
Lution thereof to wholesale dealers lo(·ated at points in the varion~ 
.Stlttes of the United States, atHl cau:-,es said candy, when so sol1l, tt• 
he shi}1ped or transportE'd from its principal place of business in the 
State of l\Iaryland to pnrcl1ascrs thereof in Maryland and in other 
States of the United States at their respE'ctive places of business. In 
!-;O carrying on said LusinE's~, respoudent is and has been engag-,..d in 
iuterf:>tatt> comnwrce and is and has hN•n in active competition with 
other corporations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in 
the manufacture of candy ,and in the !-inle and distribution thereof in 
colllJilerce lJPt WE'en and among the vnrious States of the United States. 

PAn. 2. Among the caudy mllnufnctm·ed an<lr-;old hy respondent nro 
!-'E'Yeral 11ssortml'nts known ancl dE'signatr1l hy respondent as "Vee
DPP." Said assortn}('nts are composPd of a nurnlJ('r of pieces of choco
late cowrPd candy of uniform size a111l shape, togE'thH with a number 
of larger pieees of cnndy and a number of 8tilllargl'r pieces of candy. 
ThPse ln.rgH pieces of candy are given as prizes to purchasers of said 
d10colate covered candy of uniform size and shape in the following 
lllllllll('t': 

The majority of the said pieet>s of chocolate covPred candy in said 
assortmE'nts haYe white cE'nters, but a small number of said pieces 
of ehoeolate cowre<l candy have chocolate c"enters and a still smaller 
numl•{•r of sai(l chocolate covered candy have pink cPnters. Sai(l 
piN·es of candy of uniform size and shap£> retail at the price of lv.. 
E'ach, but the pmehasE'rs who proeure one of the said pieces of candy 
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having a chocolate center are entitled to recei\'e, and to be given free of 
charge, one of the said larger pieces of candy heretofore referred to, 
and the purchasers who procure one of the said pieces of candy hav
ing a pink center are entitled to receive, and are to be given free of 
duu·ge, one of the still larger pieces of candy heretofore referred to. 
The color of the center of said pieces of candy of uniform size and 
shape is effectively concealed from purchasers and prospective pur
dwsers until a selection has been made and the piece of candy selected 
broken open. 'flu; aforesaid purchasers of said candy, who procure 11 

~hocolate or a pink center, thus procure one of the said larger pieces 
of candy or one of the still larger pieces of candy wholly by lot or 
~hance. 

He~pondent fumishes to said wholesale dealers a display card to be 
llRed by the retail dealer in offering said candy for sale to the public. 
The display card bears a legend or legends informing the prospective 
purchaser that the said assortment is being distributed in accordancl' 
With the above described sales plan. 

PAR. 3. The candy assortments inyolving the lot or chance feature, 
as described in paragraph 2 above, are generally referred to in tho 
candy trade or industry as .:'break and take" assortments. Assort
llWnts of candy without the lot or chance feature in connection with 
their resale to thP public are generally referred to in the candy trade 
?r industry as "straight" goods. ThP-se terms will be used hereafter 
In these findings to designate these types of assortments . 

. PAn. 4. NmnProus retail dealers purchase and have purchased the 
said assortments described in paragraph 2 above from wholesale deal
ers and jobbers who in turn have purchased said assortments from 
the l'Pspon(lPnt. Such retail dealers display said assortments for 
sale to the public as packed and assembled by the respondent, and 
the candy contain<>d in said assortments is sold and distributed to the 
eonsuming public in accordance with the above described sales plan 
and in accordance with the legends printed on the display card. 

P.\n. 5. The respond<>nt sells its merchandise to wholesale dealers 
and jobbPrs in the Yarious stat<>s of the United States. R<>spondent's 
:.ssortments, both "straight" and "break and take," are resold in prac
Ically all types of stores wh<>re candy is sold. 

pAn. 6. All sales made by respondent are nbsol ute sales and respond
l:'llt. l'!.'tains no control in any way ovPr the goods after they are 
dehwi·!.'d to the wholPsale deal<>r or jobber. The assortments are 
a~s~'mhlNl and pack('d in such manner that they are and mny be 
UISI)layed by the retail dealer for sale and distribution to the pur
cha~'ing public in accordance with the above dPscribed salPs plan. 
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The respondent has knowledge that said assortments will be resold 
to the purchasing public by retail dealers by lot or chance and it 
packs and assembles such candy in the way and manner described 
so that it may and can be resold to the public by retail dealers in 
the manner described. 

PAn. 7. The sale and distribution of candy by the retail dealers 
by the method herein described is a sale and distribution of candy 
by lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. 

Competitors of respondent appeared as witnesses in this proceeding 
and testified, and the Commission finds as a fact, that many competi
tors regard such me"thods of sale and distribution as morally bad and 
as encouraging gambling especially among children; as injurious to 
the candy industry because it results in the merchandising of a 
chance or lottery instead of candy; and as providing retail merchants 
with the means of violating the laws of the several States. Because 
of these reasons some competitors of rPspondent refuse to sell candy 
so packed and assembled that it can be resold to the public by lot 
or chance. These competitors are thereby put to a disadvantage 
in competing. The retailers, finding that they can dispose of more 
candy by the "break and take" method, buy from respondent and 
others employing the same nwthods of sale and thereby trade is 
diverted to respondent and otlH'rs using similar methods from said 
competitors. Said competitors can compete on even tPrms only by 
giving the same or similar device to retail dealers. This they are 
unwilling to do, and their sale~ of "straight" candy show a continued 
decrease. 

In order to meet the competition of manufacturers who ~ell a1Hl 
distribute candy which is resold by Stt<'h methods, some compt-titors 
of respondent ha.ve begun the sale and distribution of can1ly for resale 
to the public by lot or chance. The use of such mPthous by 
respondent in the sale a1Hl distribution of its candy is prejudicial and 
injurious to the public and its competitors and has resulted in the 
diversion of trade to respondent from said competitors, and is a 
restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate 
competition in the candy industry. 

PAR. 8. There are in the United States many manufacturers of 
candy who do not manufacture and sell lottery or prize assortments 
and who sell their "straight" candy in inter»iate commerce in compe
tition with the "break and take" assortments of respondent and other 
manufacturPrs of similar candy. The sale of candy without a lottery 
or gaming feature in connection therewith is adversely affected by 
the sale of "break and take" canlly, and manufacturers of the former 
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type of candy have noted a marked decrease in the sales of their 
products whenever and wherever the lottery or prize candy has ap
peared in their market. This decrease in the sales of "straight" candy 
is principally due to the gambling or lottery feature connected with 
the "break and take" candy. 

PAR. 9. The principal demand in the trade for the "break and take" 
candy comes from the small retailers. The stores of these small retail
ers are in many instances located near schools and attract the trade 
of school children. The consumers or purchasers of the lottery or 
prize assortments are principally children,. and because of the lottery 
or gambling feature connected with the "break and take" assortments 
and the possibility of becoming a winner it has been observed that 
the children purchase them in preference to the "straight" candy when 
the two types of assortments are displayed side by side. 

The children prefer to purchase the lottery or prize assortments of 
c~ndy because of the gambling feature connected with their sale. 
1he sale and distribution of "break and take" assortments of candy, 
or of candy which has connected with its sale to the public the means 
or opportunity of obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or 
chance, teaches and encourages gambling among children who com
prise by far the largest class of purchasers and consumers of this type 
of candy. 

}>An. 10. An offic{>r of the respondent tPstified, and the Commission 
finds, that the gross annual sales of the respondent are approximately 
$G.JO,OOO. The evidence docs not disclose how much of this annual 
b11siness is "break and take" assortments nor how much is "straight" 
t.•nndy, but the evidence shows, and the Commission finds, that the 
'·LJ·eak and take'' business of the respondent is and has been a sub
stantial part of its total volume. 

PAn. 11. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribu
tion in interstate commerce of assortments so packed and assembled 
as to enable retail dealers, without alteration, addition, or rearrange
Inrnt, to resell the same to the consuming public by lot or chance is 
contrary to public policy. 

OONCLUSION 

The aforesaid arts and practices of the respondent, Voneifi'-Drayer 
Company, a corporation, under the conditions and circumstances set 
for·th in the forerroinrr findinrrs of fact, are all to the prejudice of the 
l) b]' "" ,.., ., 11 Ic and respondent's competitors and constitute unfair methods of 
CIJillpetition in commerce and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an 
Art of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
lni~sion, to defin: its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, answer of the re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before Miles J. Furnast 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint, no testimony or other 
evidence having been offered by respondent in opposition thereto, and 
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act 
of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trnde Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is orde·red, That the respondent, Voneiff-Drayer Company, a cor
poration, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in the 
offering for sale, sale, and distribution in interstate commerce of candy t 
do cease and desist from: 

1. Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for re
sale to retail dealers candy so packed and assembled that sales of such 
candy to the general public are made by means of a lottery, gaming 
device, or gift enterprise. 

2. Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers assortments of candy which are used, or which may be usedt 
without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of such packages 
or assortments, to conduct a lottery·, gaming device, or gift enterprise 
in the sale or distribution of the candy contained in said assortments 
to the public. 

3. Packing or assembling in the same assortment of candy for sale 
to the public at retail pieces of candy of uniform size and shape hav
ing centers of different color, together with larger pieces of candy, 
which said larger pieces of candy are to be given as prizes to the pur
chaser procuring a piece of candy with a center of a particular color. 

4. Furnishing to wholesale dealers and jobbers display cards, either 
with assortments of candy or separately, bearing a legend or legends 
informing the purchaser that the candy is being sold to the public by 
lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales plan which constitutes a 
lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 30 days after 
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MA'ITER OF 

BANNER DISTILLING COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGUESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND Oll' SEC. 3 
OF TITLE I OF AN AC'l' OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNEJ 16, 1933 1 

Docket 2397. Complaint, May 18, 1935-Dccision, Jan. l.J, 1937 

Where a corporation engaged as rectifier and wholesaler of spirituous liquors, 
in purchasing and bottling whiskies and gins and other spirituous beYerages, 
Including different gradl.'s of cordials made by !t through combining fruit 
and fruit flavors with neutral spirits or whiskey, and purchasing, Incident 
to its aforesaid business, Its entire distilled spirits requirements of both 
Whiskey and alcohol from distillers who produced same from the raw 
materials, and In selling its aforesaid various products at wholesale in con
stant course of tra<ie and commerce among the various States and in the 
District of Columbia, !n substantial competition with those engaged in 
the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages and !n selling snme as aforesaid, and with those engaged in 
purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling such various beverages and 
in similarly selling same, and including among said competitors those 
Who as manufacturers and distillers of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages sold by them from mash, wort or wash as above set forth, 
truthfully use words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distllling" 
as a part of their corporate names and on their stationery, advertising, and 
on the labels of the bottles In which they sell and ship their said products, 
and those who, engaged in rectifying, blending, and bottling such various 
Products, do not use aforesaid words as above set forth-

nepresented, through use of word "Distilling" in its corporate name, printed 
on Its stationery and advertising and on the labels attnched to the bottles 
in which It sold and shipped its said products, together with the words 
"Bottled by" on some of its labels, "Produced in California and Bottled by" 
on others, "Prepared and Bottled by" on others, and "Made and Bottled by" 
on still others, and words "Rectifiers and Blenders" on its stationery, 
lnvolcPs and advertising mnttPr, and through other ways to its customers, 
and furnished some with the means of representing to their vendees, both 
retaliers and ultimate consuming public, that the whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages contained in such bottles were by it made through 
Process ot distillation from mash, wort, or wash, notwithstanding fact it 
did not thus distill said whiskies, gins and other spirituous beverages, thus 
bottled, labeled, sold, and tran!'ported by It, by process of original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash through continuous closed 
Pipes an<l vessf'ls until manufacture Is complete, as long definitely under
stood from word "Distilling" In llquor in<lustry In the trade and by the 
Ultimate purehaslng public, and did not rectify, purify, or refine distilled 
~plrlts or wines by such process, and was not a distlller, for the purchase -

r~ Count 2 of the l'omplulnt, under the Nat1onal Industrial Recovery Act, dismissed by 
800 ot dl!<'lslon In A., L. A. Schechter Poultrv Corp. v. U. 8., 205 U. S. 495. 
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of the bottled or packaged liquors of which, including gins, there is a 
preference on the part of a substantial portion of both liquor purchasing 
public and trade; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public into 
the belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by it 
were by it mtHle and uistilled from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, and 
with capacity and tenuency to Induce such dealers and public, acting in 
such belief, to buy its said whiskies, etc., rectified, blended, and bottled 
by it, and thereby divert trade to it from its competitors who do not, by 
their corporate name or in any other manner, misrepresent that they are 
distilleries or that they manufacture, by uistlllation from mash, etc., as 
above set forth, whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages; to the 
substantial injury of substantial competition In commerce: 

'!Icld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Air. John 1V. Addison, trial examiner. 
Mr. John J. /{eenan and Air. PGad B. Jforeh(YUse for the Com

mission. 
Mr. Lawrence A. Jacobso·n, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent. 

CoMrLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to }Jelieve that Banner Distilling 
Company, a corporation, hereinaftl'r refeneu to as respondent, has 
heen anu is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
''commerce" is defined in said act, and in violation of the Act of Con
gt·css approved June 16, 1933, known as the "National Inuustrial 
Uecovery Act," anu it appearing to the said Commission that a pro
ceeuing by it in respect tlter£>of 'vould be in the public interest, hPreby 
issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

Count 1 

PAnAGRWII 1. Respondent is a corporation or~anized, existing and 
<loiug business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office 
anu principal place of business in the city of Chicago, in said State. 
It is now, and has been since its organization in February 1934, en
gageu in the businPss of a rectifiPr and wholesaler of liquors, pur
chasing nud bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous LcYernges 
and ~elling the same at wholesale in constant course of trade anu rom
merce L£'tween anu among the various States of the Uniteu States and 
in the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its snid 
bur,iuess, it causes its said prouucts wh£>n solU to be transported from 
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its place of business aforesaid into aiHl through various other States 
of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of whole
salers and retailers, some located within the State of Illinois and some 
located in other States of the United States and the District of Colum
~lia. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent 
18 now, and at all times since its organization has been, in substantial 
co~npetition with other corporations and with individuals, partiJer
sl:Ips, and firms engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whis
kies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in 
trade and conmH.'rce betwePn nnd among the various States of the 
Ullited States an1l in the District of Columbia; and in the conrse 
a.nd conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is, and has heen 
s~nce its organization, in substantial competition with other corpora
hoJ~s and with indivilluals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the 
b~lSiness of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, 
gl!ls, and other spirituous beverages and in tl1e sale thereof in com
merce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia . 
. PAn. 2. For a long period of time the word "distilling" when used 
~1 con1wction with the liquor industry and the products thereof has 

nd and still has a definite significance and meaning in the minds 
of the wholesalers and retaikrs in such industry and to the ultimate 
Purchasing public, to wit, the manufacture of such liquors by the 
process of original und continuous distillation from mash, w·ort, ot· 
Wash, through continuous do~rll pipes aJHl vessrls until the manufac
ture ~hereof is complt•h•ll; and n. substantial pot-tion of the purchasing 
PuLhc prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled by the actual distillers 
nnd manufacturers therrof. 
I PAn. 3. In the courM> nn«l to!llluct of its business as aforesaid, Ly 

t le ~1se of the word ''Di'itilling" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery and on the labels nttachetl to the bottlrs in which it sells 
nnd ships its said prOlluets, and in various other ways, respondent 
t·eprl'sents to its cuf->tonwrs and fumishes them with the means of 
~·l'preS(>nting to their nnl]eps, Loth retailers and the ultimate consum
~~! .}~uLiie, tl.1at the whi!'>ki~s, gins, awl other spirituous beverages 
d' 1.etn contauwd Wl're l1y It manufactured through the process of 

IShllation from mash, wort, or· wash, when, as a matter of fact, re
spondent is not a distiller, dors not distill the said whiskies, gins or 
othl'r · · .1 11 J 8Pil'ltnous he\·er1wes Ly it so bottletl, laLeleu, so l , an· trans-
Ported, and does not ;m, opPrate, or control any place or places 
'"her } L f -1 ' 'll t' 
f e suet evera(}'es arc manufactured by the process o uistl a IOn 

l'OJ o 
n mash, wort, or wash. 
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PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash, whiskies, gins, and other spirit
uous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the word "dis
tillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their 
corporate names and on their stationery, and on the labels of the 
bottles in which they sell and ship such products. There are also 
among such competitors corporations, firms, partnerships, and in
dividuals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, 
and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages who do 
not use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "dis
tillers" as a part of their corporate names, nor on their stationery, 
nor on the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship 
their said product. 

PAn. 5. Representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 3 
hereof, is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to and does 
mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the belief 
that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by the 
respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from mash, wort, 
or wash and is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to and 
does induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such belief, 
to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages bottled 
and sold by the .respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent 
from its competitors who do not by their corporate name or in any 
other manner misr£>present that they are manufacturers hy distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bev
erages, and thereby respondent does substantial injury to substantial 
competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations allegeu to have been made by respondent 
nre to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powet·s and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1!)14, 

Count~ 

:P ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent is a corporation or~anizeu, existing, and 
doing business unuer the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office 
and principal place of business in the city of Chica~o, in said State. 
It is now, and has been since its organization in February 1934:, en· 
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gaged in the business of a rectifier and wholesaler of liquors, pur
chasing and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
and selling the same at wholesale in constant course of trade and com
merce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District o£ Columbia. In the course and conduct of its 
said business, it causes its said products when sold to be transported 
from its place of business aforesaid into and through various other 
States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of 
wholesalers and retailers, some located within the State of Illinois 
and some located in other States of the United States and the District 
of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid 
~espondent is now, and at all times since its organization has been, 
1~ substantial competition with other corporations and with indi
V~d~als, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by 
distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in 
the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the vari
ous States of the United States and in the District. of Columbia; 
and in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respond
et~t is, and has been since its organization, in substantial competition 
Wt.th other corporations and with individuals, firms, and partner
~lnps engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blend
~ng, and. bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and 
tn the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

~ARs, 2, 3, 4 and 5. As grounds for these paragraphs of this com
f~~lllt, the Federal Trade Commission relies upon the matters and 

1 
1~gs set out in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this com

}> Uint to the same extent as though the several allegations thereof 
Wl're set out at l<'ngth and in s<'p:trate paragraphs herein, and the said 
h:ra.graphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint are incorporated 

3 
rem by reference and adopted as the allegations of paragraphs 2, 

' 4, and 5 of this count, and are hereby charged as fully and as 
completely as though the several averments of the said paragraphs of 
co~nt 1 were sepamtely set out and repeated verbatim. 
U An, 6. Under and pursuant to Title I of the National Industrial 
p ~ro.very Act, appmved June 16, 1933, ( 48 Stat. 195 C. 90) 1 the 

2~esident of the United States, by Executive Order No. 6182, of June 

1031933, as supplemented by Executive Order No. 6207, of July 21, 
li a, and Executive Order No. ()345 of October 20, 1933, delegated to 
v · A. 'Vallace, as Secretary of Agriculture, certain of the powers 
e~ed in the President of the United States by the aforesaid Act. 

l'~>t nder and pursuant to the delegation of such powers, the said Sec
. ary of Agriculture pursuant to Section 3 (d) of the act and Execu-
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ti\·e orders under the act, upon his own motion presented a Code of 
Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry aftet~ 
due notice and opportunity for hearing in connection therewith had 
LPen afforded interested parties, including respondent, in accordance· 
with Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act and applicable 
l't'gulations issued thereunder, to the President of the United States 
who approved the same on the 9th day of December 1933, thereby 
constituting the said code a Code of Fair Competition within the 
meaning of the said National Industrial Recovery Act, for the 
rPgulation of the aforesaid industry. 

In his written report to the President, the said Secretary of Agri
(•ulture made, among others, the following findings with respect to the 
said Code in the following words, to wit: 

That said Code will tE-nd to effectuate the declared policy of Title I of the
National Industrial Recovery Act as set forth in Section 1 of said Act in that 
the terms and provisions of such Code tend : (a) to remove obstructions to the 
free flow of foreign commerce, which tend to diminish the amount thereof; ( lJ) 
to•provide for th'e general welfare by promoting the organization of induBlry 
f(lr the purposes of cooprratlve action among trade groups; (c) to eliminate nn~ 
i'a!r compE-titive practices; (d) to promote the fullest possible utilization of the 
preAent produrtlve ca11aclty of in<luRtrles; (e) to avoid undue reRtrlction of 
production (excE-pt as mny be tempornrlly required) ; (f) to increase the con~ 
sumptlon of industrlnl and ngt'icultural products hy htct'Pasing pm·cha~Jing 

11ower; and (U) otherwise to rehabilitate industry. 

By his approval of the said code on Dcct:>mLcr U, Hl3:3, the PrPsi
dent of the United StatPs, pursuant to the authority Yested in him 
by Title I of the National Industrial Hecowry Act afort>~aid, made 
and issued his certain written Exrcutire order, wherrin he udoptrtl 
and approve<l the report, reeollllliPJHlations and finlling-s of the said 
Secretary of Agricultm·p, awl onlerrd that the said Code of Fair 
Competition he, and the same tlwn•Ly was approved, awl Ly virtue of 
the National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, the following proYi
sion of Article V of said Code Lccame and still is one of the stanll
ards of fair competition for the Distilled Spirits Rrctifying Industry 
and is binding upon every mcmLer of said Imlnstry anll this 
respondent: 

The following practices cou~titute unfair nwthods of <·ompl'tillon awl t<llltli 
not be t>ngnged in hy any member of the industry; 

Seetlon 1. Falxc Adl'('f'fiHiny.-To IHthli:;h or dls:wmlnllte In any munlll:'l' any 
false advE-rtisement of any rPctifled product. Any ad\'et·tlsemrnt shall be 
dE-emed to be fal:;e If It is untrue In any particular, or If dirPCtly or by am· 
blgulty, omission or lnfprence it tend:'! to create a misleading impression. 

PAR. 7. The use Ly respondent of the word "Distilling" in its cor
porate name, printPd upon its stationery and on tho labels attached 
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to the bottles in which it sells and ships such products and in various 
-other ways, constitutes false advertising within the meaning of the 
aforesaid provision of said Article V and tends to and does create 
the misleading impression that respondent is engaged in the business 
-of distilling spirits from mash, 'vort, or wash and that the spirituous 
beverages by it so sold and transported have been bottled by the 
·original distillers thereof, all contrary to the provisions of Section 
1, Article V, of the Code aforesaid. 

PAn. 8. The aboYe alleged methods, acts and practices of the re
~pondent are and have been in violation of the standard of fair com
petition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry of the United 
States. Such violation of such standard in the aforesaid transactions 
in interstate commerce and other transactions which affect interstate 
commerce in the manner set forth in paragraph 5 of count 1 hereof, 
are in violation of Section 3 of Title I of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act and they are unfair methods of competition in com
merce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act as 
mnended. 

REPoJrr, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 11 Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fed
~ral Trade Commission, on May 18, 1935, issued and served its com
plaint on Danner Distilling Company, charging it with the use of 
u.nfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provi
Sions of said net. After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing 
of respondents answer thereto, tPstimony and otht:>r evidence in snp
P_?rt of the allegations of said complaint were introduced by John J. 
heenan and PGad ll. Morehouse, attorneys for the Commission, he
fore John ,V. Addison, an examiner of the Commission, theretofore 
duly llesignatPd by it, and in defense of the allegations of the com
pl:tint by Lawrence A. Jacobson, attorney for the rPspondent; and 
sa](} testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the 
office of the Commission. TherPafter, the }H'OcPetling regularly came 
(•ll for final hearing before the Commission on the srticl complaint, the 
answer thereto, testimony and. other evidence, brief of counsel for the 
~o.mmission in support oft he complaint, ( respondt:>nt's brief in oppo
SitiOn thereto having been waiwd.) and the oral :u·guments of counsel 
nf?resaid; and the Commission having duly considered the same, and 
~Jt>I.ng now fully n(hi~ed in the premises, finds that this procePding 
18 Ill the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized February 5, 
1934, existing under the laws of the State of Illinois with its principal 
office and place of business at 2100 South Morgan Street in the city 
of Chicago in said State. It is now and has been since its commence
ment of business shortly after its organization, operating as a rectifier 
and wholesaler of spirituous liquors, purchasing and bottling whiskies 
and gins and other spirituous beverages and selling the same at whole
sale in constant course of trade and commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
It engages in that business under basic permit No. R-422 issued by 
the Fedeml Alcohol Administration. 

Respondent's premises consist of two floors and a basement of a 
four-story building at the above address. It has the usual filter per
colators and whiskey tanks constituting the ordinary equipment of 
a rectifier of spirituous liquors, but has no stills. It combines fruit 
and fruit flavors with neutral spirits or whiskey for the purpose of 
making different grades of cordials and also handles whiskey made 
by different distilleries. Its aggregate business is approximately 
fifty-five thousand dollars a month in sales. It employs no salesmen 
but circularizes its customers with direct advertising mattE'r. From 
the time when respondent comm('nced its business up to the prcs<'nt 
time it has purchased its entire distilled. spirits requirements of both 
whiskey and alcohol from distillers who produced it from the raw 
materials. 

PAR. 2. In the course anu conduct of its busin<'ss, it causes its said 
products when sold to be transported. from its place of business afore
said. into anu through various other States of the United States to the 
purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers, some lo
cated. within the State of Illinois il.nd some located in other States 
of the United States and the District of Columbia. In the course and 
conuuct of its business as aforesaid respondent is now, and at all 
times since its organization has been, in substantial competition with 
other corporations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms en
gaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbin.; and in the course and conduct of its business 
as aforesaid, J'('spondent is, antl has been since its organization, in 
substantial competition with other corporations and with individuals, 
firms, ami partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, recti
fying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
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beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
• PAR. 3. For a long period of time the word "distilling," when used 
In connection with the liquor industry and with the products thereof, 
h~s had, and still has, a definite significance and meaning to the 
mmds of wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ulti
mate purchasing public, to wit: the manufacture of spirituous liquors 
by the process of original and continuous distillation from mash, 
wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the 
manufacture thereof is complete. Respondent's plant premises and 
operations do not make or constitute it a distilling company in the 
sense commonly understood by the public or by the liquor industry. 
Section 3244 (Second) of the Revised Statutes of the United States 
(U.S. C. A., Title 26, Sec. 1398-f) defines a rectifier in the following 
language: 

Every person who rectifies, purifies, or refines distilled spirits or wiues by 
any process other than by original and continuous distillation from masli, wort, 
or wash, throngh continuous <:los<'d vessels and pirws, unt!l the manufactur~ 
thereof is comvlete, and PVery wholesale or rPtail liquor dealer who bas In hi~ 
Possession any still or leach tub, or wlio keetls any other apparatus for the 
PUrpose of refining in any manner distilled E<pirits, and every person who, with
out rectifying, purifying, or refining distilled Rpirits, shall, by mixing such 
Spirits, wine, or other liquor with any material, manufacture any spurious, imita
tion, or compound liquors for sale, under the name of whisky, brandy, gin, rum, 
Wine, spirits, cordials, or wine bittE-rs, or any other name, shall be regarded 
as a rectifier, and as being engaged in the business of rectifyin~. 

Respondent docs not now ami never has rectified, purified, or refined 
d.istilled spirits or wines by a process of original and continuous dis
tillation from mash, wort, or wash through continuous dosed vessels 
and pipes until the manufacture thereof is complete, and is a rectifier 
and wholesaler only. 

PAn. 4. Rectifying, in the distilled spirits rectifying industry, m~ans 
the mixing of whiskies of different ages or types, or the mixing of 
other ingredients with whiskies, but reducing proof of whiskey by 
adding water is not rectifying. Rectifiers also blend whiskies with 
neutral spirits (grain alcohol), 
. A distiller, in the sense ordinarily understood by the liquor industry, 
1~ one who prepares distilled spirits by a process of original and con
tinuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete. 
Many distillers operate a separate establisT1ment GOO feet or more away 
~rom their distillery, known as a rrctifying plant, wherein they operate 
In the same manner as described above, for a rectifier-sometimes 
exclusively with spirits of their own distillation, and sometimes with 
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spirits purchased from other distillers, or both. Some distilleries 
have a tax-paicl bottling room on the distillery bonded premis!.'s where
in their distilled spirits are bottled straight as they come from the 
:,till, or in a bonded warehouse after aging, or after reduction of proof. 
Any rectifying by a distiller, howev!.'r, must be done in his rectifying 
plant under his r!.'ctifier's permit. On some bottled liquors, whether 
bottled at a distillery rectifying plant, or at any rectifying plant, 
app!.'nr the words "Bottled" or "Blended'' (as the case may be) "by 
the Company." If the distilled spirits therein contained 
are bottled by a distiller either in his distillery, or are spirits of his 
own distillation bottlt•d in his rectifying plant, the distiller may, and 
<loes, put "Distilled and Dottled by Company." If, in the 
<listillery's r!.'ctifying plant, other spirits have been blended or recti
fied, he puts "HlendPd and Bottled by Company." Finally, 
blown (usually in the bottom) in each bottle is a symbol, consisting 
of a letter followed by a number, identifying the bottler, viz, a "D" 
for a distillery and "R'' for a rectifier, the number following said 
letter corresponding with the distiller's or rectifier's permit. Thus 
"H-422" designates this respond!.'nt. A distiller who also operat!.'s a 
rectifying plant, having both kinds of permits, may use either symbol 
Jepending upon whether the liquor contained in the bottle was pro
<luced and bottled 1md!.'r his distiller's or his rectifier's permit. 

A distillN· has a maximum bond of $100,000, and is p!.'rmitted to 
have nntaxe1lli(IllOl' wlwreas the average bond of the rectifier is about 
$5,000. A distiller is r!.'qnired eithet· to own the frpe title of the 
premi~es upon which hi:, business is condudt•ll, ot· have a wuirN' of 
thP OWIIPr's intPJ'Pst so that the Gon•nmwnt ran have a first li!.'n 
upon that property fot· tuxt•s. A distillery is IIIHler constant gerwral 
supen·isiun l1y storek!.'e]wr gaugers, who are always t lwre and abso
lute supervision is maintained owr the hond!.'d war!.'house of a dis
tilh·ry. Another differt•Jice i!> that one storekPe)Wl' gauger may take 
care of several rectifying plants, hut at a distilh .. ry one is in constant 
SllJWrvision, primarily to iiUpervise the tax payments. A rectifier 
is not permitt('d to stOI'e spirits in Lond. A di~tiller pro<luees spirits 
from grains, alcohol, molass!.'s, and fruits, but a rt>difier, producing 
no tlistiliNl !'pit·its whatewr, must obtain them fl'Om the producer or 
from sonwone holding warehouse rt•eeipts. In short, all r!.'quire
ments are coni-itlf'rably more d!.'taile1l in the case of a distiller than 
in the case of a rretifi!.'r, vi~: 

.A distiller must haven distillt-'ry, which must be a eomph•te build
ing and a warehouse, a sf'parate building. He has to have necessary 
weighi11g Pquipment, a grain hoppt•r, cook!.'r, cooking !.'quipnwnt, 
mash tul,s, fpr·menters, and sufficient distilling !.'quipment to take 
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care of his continuous distillation until the spirits are run through 
the pipe lines into the receiving tanks. At the warehouse he has to 
have the weighing and testing instruments for checking and many 
other things. A rectifier is not required to have a separate building 
but his plant may consist of a room within a building. If one 
room, it would have to be divided into three separate rooms by parti
tions. The regulations for the equipment of a rectifier are not so 
specific as those for a distiller. 

Knowledge of these details is not widespread among the retail 
trade, and is very limited to the general public. All whiskies, 
whether emanating from distilleries or rectifiers, are generally in the 
trade conceded to be "distilled products." 

It is not possible to determine from the presence of the phrase 
"Blended and Bottled by" alone or the phrase "Bottled by" alone, 
on the label whether the package was bottled by a rectifier who is a 
distiller or by a rectifier who is not a distiller. 
. PAn. 5. Respondent in the course and conduct of its business uses 
Its llame on labels attached to bottles in "··hich it sells and ships its 
beverages and on stationery, invoices, aud advertising matter. The 
name is preceded by the words "Bottled By" on some of its labels; 
"Produced in California and Bottled by" on others; "Prepared And 
nottlcd lly" oq others; and "l\fude and Bottled By" on still others. 
On its stationery, invoices and advertising matter the name is pre
cee<le<l or followed by the words "Rectifiers And Blenders". 

The Commission finds that in the course and conduct of its busi
ness as aforesaid, by the use of the word "Distilling" in its corporatt' 
llame, pz·intt'd on its stationery, advertising, and on the. labels ut
taelwd to the bottles in which it sells and ships its said products, 
and in various other ways, respondent represents to its customers. 
and fur11ishes them with the means of representing, to their vendees, 
b?th l'Ptailers and the ultimate consuming public, that the said whis
!nes, gi11s, and other spirituous beverages therein contained were by 
lt manufactlll'ed through the process of distillation from mash, wort, 
or Wash, when, as a matter of fact, respondent is not a distiller, not 
a distillery, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, or other spiritu
?us Leveragrs by it so bottled, labrled, sold, and transported in 
Interstate commerce. 

P .AR. 6. Seventeen lay witnesses, representative of many different 
pro~essions, trades, and occupations, such as surgeon, contractor, civil 
engmeer, insurance agent, etc., were called to the stand and examined 
to test the reaction of a representative cross-section of the ge1wral 
public to such terms as "distilling," "distilleries," and "distillers" when 
usec} in C'OIHlPction with whiskey or the distilled ·spirits industry, and 

l4Gi:i0"'-:W-, ol. 24- :n 
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all of them testified in substance that by "distilling" they understood 
the manufacture of spirits, whiskey, or liquors from raw materials; 
and by "Danner Distilling Company" they would naturally assume 
respondent to be engaged in such manufacturing process. All but 
two of them indicated that they would be influenced to purchase 
respondent's product by reason of the word "distilling" being included 
in its corporate name. The testimony of many liquor tradesmen, re
tailers, and wholesalers was substantially to the same effect, namely, 
that they had observed, from their contacts in selling the public, a 
definite preference for distillery packaged products. It is unques
tionably true that there are many drinkers who, in buying liquors, 
are governed principally by a brand name established by advertising 
or by long usage, or who are governed by taste and quality which iR 
known to them, without regard to the source of bottling. The Com
mission finds, however, that there is a substantial portion of the liCJUOr 
purchasing public which prefers to buy spirituous liquors, including 
gins, which have Leen bottled or packaged Ly distilleries. 

The Commission also finds that a substantial portion of the trade 
as well as the public has a preference for handling liquors bottled by 
distillers or distilling companies notwithstanding tllfl fact that ~uffi
cient time has now elapsed since repeal for a more widespread know
ledge on the part of both retailers and wholesalers as to the exact. 
status of the concerns from whom they buy their bottled goods for 
resale and such customE.'rs and prospective customers of respondent 
are not 1ikE.'ly to be misled by respondent's corporate name alone. 

PAn. 7. There are among the competitors of rE.'spondent engaged in 
tl1e sale of spirituous l1evernges as mentioned in paragraph 2 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
aud distill from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages sold by them, and who truthfully use th<> 
words "distillery," "tlisti1leries," "distillers," or "distillin~," as a part 
of their corporate uames and on their stationery, advertising, and on 
the lalH.~ls of the bottles in which they sell and ship such prodncts. 
There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partner
ships, allll individuals engaged in the business of rectifying, blending, 
and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous hcwrngE.'s who do not 
use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as 
a part of their corporate names, nor on their stationery, nor on the 
label~ attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said 
products. 

PAn. 8. The representations by respondent as set forth in paragraph 
5 hPrcof have the capacity nnd tendency to, and by necessary inferencE> 
do mi~lend and deceive d£>alers and the purchasing public into th~> 
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belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by 
th~ respondent are distilled by it from mash, wort, and wash as afore
Said and have the capacity and tendency to induce such dealers and the 
purchasi11g public acting in such belief to purchase the whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages rectified, blended and bottled by the 
respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from its competi
tors who do not, by their corporate name, or in any other manner, 
misrepresent that they are distilleries, or that they manufacture by 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash as aforesaid, whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages, and thereby respondent does substan
tial in,iury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 9. The Commission's complaint in this case was issued prior 
to the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the case of 
4... L. A. Schechter Poultry Corporation et al. v. United States (295 
~· S. 495), and contained two counts. Count 1 specifically charged a 
''1olation of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and count 2 charged 
that the practices of respondent, as hereinbefore set out, were unfair 
methods within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act 
because they were in violation of Section 3" of Title I of the National 
I.ndustrial Recovery Act, which was invalidated by the aforesaid deci
Sion. For that reason the Commission is dismissing the complaint as to 
COunt 2 thereof. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Banner Distilling 
Co~pany, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
P~htors, and constitute unfair methods of comp<'tition in commPrce, 
Within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress,. 
approveu SeptemLer 26, l!H4, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
1rade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for otheil· 
Purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ent, testimony and other evidence taken before John ,V. Addison, an 
e!aminer of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, brief of counsel for the Commission filed herein, (brief on 
behalf of respondent having been waived), and oral arguments by 
.P. D. Morehouse, counsel for the Commission, and by Lawrence A. 
Jacobson, counsel for the respondent and the Commission having 
matle its findings as to the facts and it~ conclusion that said respond
ent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved 
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September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes.'' 

It is ordered, That the respondent Banner Distilling Company, a 
corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in 
connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages, in interstate commerce 
or in the District of Columbia do forthwith cease and desist from: 

Repres€'nting, through the use of the word "Distilling" in its corpo
I'ate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached to 
the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or in any other 
way by word or words of like import, (a) that it is a distiller of 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages; or (b) that the said 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, operates or 
controls a place or places where any such products are by it manu·· 
factured by a process of original and continuous distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels 
until the mannfacturer thereof is completed, unless and until respond
ent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or places. 

It is furtAc'l' ordered, That the said complaint be and the same is 
hereby dismissed as to count 2 thereof, 

It is furtherr orde1•ed, That the said respondent within 60 days from 
~nd after the <late of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
1 he Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
1he manner and form in which it is complying, and has complied, 
with the order to C('ase and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE l\IATTER OF 

A. 0. LEONARD, INC. 

C'OMPLAI"'T, FINDINGS, AND OHDJ.m IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLAT£0N 
OF SEC. fi OF' AN ACT OF CO"'GRF.SS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2855. Compla.int, June '21, 1936-Decision, Jan. 15, 1931 

Where a corporation Pngnged in manufncture, sale, uud distrilmtion of a product 
sold by lt under trade name "Leonard Ear Oil'' or "Leonard's Ear Oil"-

Represented, through pamphlets, booldets, labels, statements on safety match 
box containers, and otherwise, that its said product was nn ear oil and 
possel-;sed sud! therapeutic properties as to relieve dt>afne,..s, facts being it 
did not, used us direl'ted or otherwise, uccomplish such result nnd was uot 
an ear oil; 

With CU]mcity and tendency to mislt>tHl uud deeeil·e purehn~er» of iti! products 
into the belief that in buying same they would obtain such oil and a product 
that po!isessed such therapeutic value liS to relie,·e deafness, and with effect 
of causing a substantial number of the purchasing public to buy its soitl 
Product on H<'count uf the mistaken aud CI'I'OIK'uus belit>f induced by its 
representation, and of unfairly di\·erting trade to it f1·om mnnr competitors 
!'ngaged in manufacture and distribution of pl'Oducts designed for similar 
usage, and who do not mlsr(•prelient thP cnpncltles or effects thereof; to the 
Ruh~<tantlnl injury and prejudice of competition in commerce: 

llclrl, That such nets aiHl practif'l'S were to the prejudice of the public and 
comrwtltors and con:otitnted unfair methodH uf compt>tition. 

Before Air. Williali~ C. Reaes, trial examinrr. 
Mr. T. II. Kemnedy for the Commission. 
Rogers, RamRay & /Joge. of New York Cjty, for· rr~pmHlPnt. 

CoMI'L.HNT 

Pursuant to tlte provisions of an .\ct of Congress approwu SL'ptem· 
her 2G, Hl14, entitled "An .Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for ot!tPr purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to Lelie,·e that A. 0. Lc•onartl, Ine., 
n corporation, hereinafter referrPd to as responde11t, has brrn an,l 
110

W is using unfair nwthods of competition in commerce as "com· 
l'rlerce" is defint'd in said act, and it appearing to said Commi:;sion that 
a 1Jtoe£'eding by it in respect thHeof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that re"pPct as 
follows: 

p . t• 
ARAGRAI'II 1. Uespondent, A. 0. Leonard, Inc., IS a corpora 1011 cr-

ganized and existing undrr and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
New York, aml at all times herein referred to has maintained and now 
maintains its principal place of business at 70 Fifth A venue, Nrw York, 
N. Y. Respondent is, and for more than two yrars last past has been. 
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engaged in the manufacture of a preparation composed of an emul
sion of mineral oil, soft soap, glycerine, and eucalyptol, and has been 
engaged in the sale of said preparation under the trade name of 
"Leonard Ear Oil" between anu among the various States of the 
United StatPs and in the District of Columbia. During all of said 
time it has caused, and still causes, said product, when sold by it, to 
be transported from its place of business in New York, or other placP.~ 
within the United States, to purchasers then•of, some located in the. 
State of New York and others locateu in the various States of the 
United States other than the State of origin of the shipment, and in 
the District of Columhia. In the Pourse and r.onuuct of its said 
business respondent is now, u11<l for more than two years last past. 
has been, in. constant competition with oiher corporations, persons, 
firms, anu partnerships engaged in the sale of products having prop
erties, capacities, or effects claimeu for the saiu "Leonard Ear Oil"' by 
the respondent, as herein set forth, in commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, described herein, 
respondent for more than two years last past has, by means of adver
tisements, testimonials, pamphlets, booklets, labels, statements on 
<;afety matchbox containers, and otherwise, rl:'prescnted, and still rep
resents, that its said product is an ear oil and that its said product has 
such therapeutic properties as to relieve deafness. 

Rcspondl:'nt has distributed said advertising matter, testimonials, 
pamphlets, booklets, labels, and statements on safety matchbox con
tainers among its prospecth'e customers and placed the same in the 
hands of its ag<>nts and distributors in various States of the United 
States for use by them in adverti!>ing its said product. 

Said r<>preseutations have been and are made by respondent in 
such a way that purchasers and prospective purchasers of respond
ent's product are l<>d to believe that respondent's product is an ear 
oil and posseSSl'S such therapeutic properties as to relieve dC'afness. 

In truth and in fact t'aid representations have been and are untrue, 
and respondent's said product is not, nor has it ever been an ear 
oil, nor does rC'spond('nt's said product have, nor has it ever had such 
therapeutic properties as to relieve deafness. 

There is a preferl:'nce by a substantial number of retail dl:'alers 
in products having properti<>s, capacitil's, and effects claimed by 
respondent for its product, as hereinabove describl'd, and by a sub
stantial part of the purchasing public for products that have the 
properties, capacities, or effl:'cts claimed by respondent for its product, 
as hereinabove set forth. 
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The aforesaid representations of respondent have had, and still 
have, a capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive, and have mis
led and deceived, and still mislead and deceive, retailers and the 
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said product of 
~·espondent has all the properties, capacities, or effects claimed for 
1~ by the respondent, as aforesaid, and the use of said misrepresenta
~Ions by the respondent causes them to purchase respondent's product 
In such erroneous belief. The aforesaid misrepresentations by the 
respondent have placed, and still place, in the hanLls of retailers of 
the product of respondent hereinabove described, the means of 
deceiving and misleading the purchasing public. 

PAn. 3. There are among the competitors of respondent manufac
turers and distributors of products having properties, capacities, or 
effects similar to those claimed by the respondent for its product, who 
truthfully represent the properties, capacities, or effects of their said 
products; and there are also among the competitors of respondent 
manufacturers and distributors who do not misrepresent the proper
ties, capacities, or effects of their said products. 

Dy the representations made by the respondent, us set out herein
above, trade has been, and still is, unfairly diverted to the respondent 
from such competitors, and thereby substantial injury has been done 
and still is being done by respondent to competitors in interstate 
commerce. 

PAR. 4. The above acts and things done by the respondent are all 
to the injury and prejudice of the public and competitors of 
respondent in interstate commerce within the meaning and intent of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
~ntitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define 
Its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com-
-· . " l •uiSsiOn, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes, t 1e 
Federal Trade Commission on June 27, 1936, issued and on July 1, 
1936 served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent 
A. 0. Leonard, Inc., a corporation, charging it with the use of 
u?~air methods of competition in commerce in violation of the pro
VISions of !>aid act. After the issuance of said complaint and the 
filing of respondent's answer, the Commission, by order entered 
herein, granted respondent's motion for permission to withdraw said 
answer and to substitute therefor an answer admitting all the mate-
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rial allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the tak
ing of further evidence and all intervening procedure, which sub
stitute answer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. There
after this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on the said complaint and the substitute answer, briefs 
and oral arguments of counsel having been waived, and the Com
mission having duly considered the same and being now fully 
ad vised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest 
of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. For more than two years last past the respondent, 
A. 0. Leonard, Inc., a corporation, has been organized and existing 
as a corporation under the laws of the State of New York, and has 
maintained during all of said time, and now maintains, its principal 
place of business at 70 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 

PAn. 2. For more than two y<>ars last past the respondent has been 
engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of a product sold 
by it under the trade name "Leonard Ear Oil," or "Leonard's Ear 
Oil." This product has been sold by the respondent to various 
firms, persons, associations, or corporations located not only in the 
State of New York, but in other States of United States, and after 
sales have been consummated the respondent has shipped the pur
chased goods, or caused them to be shipped from respondent's place 
of business in New York, or from other States, to purchas<'rs thereof 
located in States other than th<' State of New York, or other than 
the State of origin of the shipment. The respondent has main
tained a constant cnrl'ent of trade and commerce between and among 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia 
in the sale and distribution of its said product during all of the 
time referred to herein. 

PAn. 3. The respondent, during all of the timo herein referred to, 
has represented that its product, "Leonard Ear Oil," or "Leonard's 
Ear Oil," is an ear oil and possesses such therapeutic properties as 
to relieve deafness. 

PAR. 4. There are other corporations, individuals, associations, and 
partnerships engaged in similar business to that of the respondent, 
to wit: tho sale and distribution of products which will relieve 
deafness. Said other corporations, individuals, associations, and 
partnerships have been and are engaged in commerce among and 
between the various States of the United States in said business. 
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The respondent during all of the aforesaid time, was, and still is, in 
competition in such commerce in the sale of the said "Leonard Ear 
Oil," or "Leonard's Ear Oil" with such other corporations, imlividu
als, associations, and partnerships likewise engaged in the sale and 
distribution of products having an efficacy similar to that claimed 
by the respondent for "Leonard Ear Oil," or "Leonard's Ear Oil." 

• PAR. 5. In soliciting the sale of its product respondent has con
tmuously, during all of the aforesaid time, represented by pamphlets, 
booklets, labels, statements on safety-match box containers and other
wise, that its product is an ear oil and that said product possesses 
s~ch therapeutic properties as to relieve deafness. These representa
tions have been made through advertising mediums and otherwise, 
and have been caused by respondent to be circulated to customers 
and prospective customers residing in the various States. 

PAR. 6. As a matter of fact, respondent's said product, "Leonard 
Ear Oil," or "Leonard's Ear Oil" whe>n used as directed by the 
respondent or in any other manner does not relieve deafness, nor is 
said product an ear oil. 

PAR. 7. There is a preference among members of the purchasing 
public, located in various States of the United States for an ear 
(lil and for a product that possesses such therapeutic properties as 
to relieve deafness and the foregoing representations by the respond
ent describe a product that members of the public desire to purchase. 
The representations made by the respondent above referred to have 
~he capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasers of 
lts product into believing that when they purchase said prouuct 
they will obtain an e:tr oil and a product that possesses such thera
Peutic properties as to relieve deafness. 

PAR. 8. The representations of the respondent as aforesaid have had, 
and do have, the tendency and capacity and effect of causing a sub
stantial number of the purchasing public to buy respondent's product 
on account of the mistaken and erroneous belief induced by respond
ent's representations. 

PAR, 9. There are many of the competitors of respondent who man
llfacture and distribute products desit:rned for similar usage to that 
sold and distributed by the respondent in various States of the United 
States, who do not misrPpresent the capacities or pffects of their 
Products. 

nespondent's acts and practices as hereinaboYe set forth tend to, 
and do, unfairly divert trade to rPspondent from such competitors, to 
the b · · f t't' ' su stantial injury and prejud1ce o compe 1 wn m commerce 
among- and bet\wen the various States of the United States. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, A. 0. Leonard, 
Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competi
tors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein on January 11, 1937, by respondent admitting all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Con
gress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the r£>spondent A. 0. Leonard, Inc., a corpo
ration, its officers, reprcspntatives, agPnts, and employees, in connec
tion with the offering for sal£>, sale, and distribution of a product 
designated as ''Leonard Ear Oil," or "Leonard's Ear Oil" or any 
product of substantially the same composition and ingredi£>nts as that 
now sol<l by the respondent nmler the name of "Leonard Ear Oil," or 
"Leonard's Ear Oil" or under any other name in interstate commerce 
or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from 
r£>presenting that said product is an ear oil or that said product has 
such therapeutic properties as to relieve deafness or from making rep
resentations of similar import and effect. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within ()0 days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MA'ITER OF 

CALIFORNIA AJ .. FALFA PRODUCTS COMPANY, TRADING 
AS ALVITA PRODUCTS COMPANY, AND GLENN B. 
WILLIS, TRADING AS ALVITA PRODUCTS COMPANY 

CO).IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2067. Complaint, Nov. 9, 1936 '-Decision, Jan. 19, 1937 

Where a corporation and un individual engaged in sale of vu1·ious food products 
in which alfalfa was principal Ingredient nnd which was sold under trade 
name "Alvita," and includ!'d among which was product described as ".AI

. vita Ten"-

Heprestonted, in extl.!nsiye advertisements of their said lust-named product, in 
various periodical>'! of inter,:tnte circulation, that Raid teu would supply pos
sible nutritional dctlciencics of the user and that it stood at the head of the 
veg<'tahle list in minerul und vitamin potency, and that use thereof would 
BUIJJIIY proper alkaline uutritlon to helrJ build up vitality, and that thou
sands of 8atlstlrd customer's hnd lennwd the st•cret how to revitalize nature's 
Wny with "Alvita Tea," which built up vitality and aided digestion and 
appetite and mu<le the user strong and robust, and that it constituted a 
l'cliuble und valuable food product compo:-:ed of ingredients of great thera
peutic value, use of whi(·h would accomplish results above indicated, and 
result In great lwulthful and thernpPutiC' value and etiect, the facts being 
PrlnclpullngrPdlent thpreof hnd no bcueticial thernpeutic value or effect, and 
use of the product would not nccomplish the various 1·esults claimed there-

'W for, as above lndlcuted; 
lth effect of misleading and dect•lriug public iuto erroneous belief that said 

tea Was, In trllth and in fact, a vuluuLie health food and that through llse 
~lwreof healthful and therapt•utlc value and efTPct would be obtained, and of 
lnduciJJg the consuming public, acting in such erroneous belief, and espe
~lal!y that portion thereof which purchases health foods, to buy said tea 
111 Pl'l:·fer<"nce to other health product:'! oiTert•d by manufacturers, retailers, 
un<) distrilmtol'IS, and of unfairly dlwrtlug thereby trade to such coqloratlon 
anc} Individual from such manufacturet·s, retailers, or distributors who do 
not mlsr£>pn•sent tho chnracter and quality of their rP>.pecth·e p1·oducts or 

]] . the results obtained from the use thereof: 
eld, That such act~ and prueticcs were to the pt·£>judice of the public and com

Dt.•tltors and eon!<l ltuted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. Will/am 0. Reeve.~, trial examiner. 
1 ,},fr, E. J.Jlornibrool~ Jlr. E'verett F. Haycraft and J.fr. Reuben J. 
~fl. art· f ' m or the Commission --- . 

'So;cond a ·' 
lllr>nu~d and HIIP!JI<·mental complaint. 
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AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL COMPLAINT 1 

W herea8, the Federal Trade Commission did, to wit, on October 
~1, 1936, issue its amended and supplemental complaint herein 
charging and alleging that California Alfalfa Products Company, a 
wrporation trading under the name and style of Alvita Products 
Company was guilty of unfair methods of competition in interstate 
eommcrce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Act of 
Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved 
September 26, 1914; and 

Whereas it now appears that Glenn 13. Willis, an individual, is 
trading under the name and style of Alvita Products Company; 
and 

lVIu:'l't:as this Commission having reason to believe that California 
Alfalh Products Company, a corporation tmding under the name 
and btylc of Alvita Products Company, and Glenn n. 'Villis, an 
individual trading under the name awl style of Alvita Products 
Company, are and ha\'e hPen using unfair methods of competition 
in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing 
to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 
he in the public interest: 

Now, therefore, acting in the public interest, pursuant to the pro
visions of the act of September 20, 1914, aforesaid, the Federal Trade 
Commis:'-ion charges that California Alfalfa Products Company, a 
corporation trading under the name awl style of Alvitn Products 
Company, and GIC'un B. Willis, an individual trading under the 
name aiH.l f'tyle of Alvita Products Company, have hN'n and now 
are using unfair nwt.hods of competition in comrnet·co as "commerce" 
is defined in sai1l ad, and states its charges in that resprct as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, California Alfalfa Products Com
pany, tnHling 11nder the name and style of Alvita Products Company, 
is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Califomia, with its principal ofike and place of 
business located in the city of Pasadena within the State of Cali
fornia. The respondent, Gleun 13. Willis, is an individual trading 
under the name and style of .Ah·ita Products Company with his 
vrincipal office nud place of business located in the city of Pasadena 
within the State of California. Said respondents are now and for 
more than two years la::,t past have been engaged in the sale of vari-

1 Extendi!d quotation of l'<'IJreM•ntatlons, allf'gldly ronde by re•pnntlentsln their at!H•rtlrie· 
ments with respect to their product, In J'ar. 3, may al8o be found In the findings, Infra, at 
pa,.;e 460, and Ia accordingly omlttell from thP comvlalnt as pubiiMIH'd hPre In thll Interest 
of brt'vlty. 
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ous food products under the trade name of ~'Alvita,'' among which is 
"Alvita Tea," and in which said products alfalfa is the principal in· 
grcdient. Said respondents claim that their food product "Alvita 
Tea'' has healthful and therapeutic value and effect. Said respond· 
ents are also engaged in the distribution of their said food product 
"Alvita. Tea" in commerce between and among the various States of 
the United States. Sttid respondents cause said "Alvita Tea," when 
sold, to be transported to purchasers thereof located in the State of 
California and in various States of the United States other than the 
State of California. There is now and has been for a long time, to 
Wit:_, more than two years last past, a constant current of trade and 
commerce by respondents in said food product "Alvita Tea" between 
and among the various States of the United States. 

In the course and conduct of their said business, said respondents 
are now and for a long time, to wit, more than two years last past, 
have been in substantial competition in commerce between and among 
t!le various States o:f the United States with sundry other corpora
tions, partnerships, firms, and individuals engap;ed in the interstate 
~ale and distribution of other food products which it. is claimed havr
lealthful and therapeutic value and effect. 

.PAn. 2. The preparution ''Alvita Tea" is manufactured for the 
said respondents and respondents' activities in connection therewith 
are restricted to J)ackacl'illO' the said product ~'Alvita Tea" at their 

• 1"0> I'> 
0~\·n plant and then distributing said product to retailers located in 
t e various States of the United States. 
b ~An. 3. Said respondents, in the course and conduct of their said 

llSiness, as hcreinbefore sct out in pamgraphs 1 and 2, have been 
an<} now arc engaged in extensi,·e advertisements of their said food 
pro<luct "Alvita Tl'a" as a means of furthering and aitling in the 
l~terstate sale nnd distribntion of said foo(l product, and as media 
~. surh a<ln•rtising thcy han~ heen and now arc using various maga· 
Zlrt<•s of inU>rstate circulation. Said respondents also issue Looklt>ts 
~nd circulars describing their said food product "Alvita Tea" and 
"\le ':nl'ious alleged benefits to be <lerived from the usc of the said 
· h·1ta Tea." 
Among the statPmPnts which said respondents have used and arc 

llow using in their :Hh·ertisements in maaazines and in their booklt-ts 
und circulars distributP<l by thPm, are ti7e following: 1 ---1 Ext 
ralcuJ ~'nded Quotation of r<'~ponrlPnts' r<'pl'f'sentatlnna, a& alleJ:I'rl, In advertlsemPnts, etc. 
and R~Pcl to l'rPIIte the taiHP and PrronPIIIIS bPIIPf that thPir ~nld preparation Is a reliable 
1\·btclvat uable fOCld prod11~t cornposPd of IngrediPnta of great therapeutic value, etc, an <I 
lll'l'or~I ollowa at this point, Is also set forth In the findings, ln!ra, at page 460, anti tR 

ngly omitted from the complnlnt as puloiiHhed In the lnt!'rest of brevity. 
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Said statements and representations used by said respondents in 
their said advertisements as hereinabove set out, and many othe1· 
statements and representations of like import and tenor, which are 
not set out herein but have been used and are now being used by said 
respondents, have had and do now have the tendency to, and have 
and do now create upon the public the false impression and erroneous 
belief that "Alvita Tea" is a reliable and valuable food product com
posed of ingredients of great therapeutic value, the use of which will 
build up vitality, aid digestion, cause the user to become strong and 
robust, and will result in great healthful and therapeutic value and 
effect, whereas in truth and in, fact it is not a reliable and valuable 
food product, composed of ingredients of great therapeutic value, and 
the use of it will not build up vitality, aid digestion, cause the user 
to become strong and robust and will not result in great healthful 
and therapeutic value and effect. 

P.m. 4. The nse by the said respondents, California Alfalfa Prod
ucts Company, a corporation trading under the name and style of 
Alvita Products Company, and Glenn D. 'Willis, an individual trad
ing under the name and style of Alvita Products Company, of the 
foregoing false, deceptive, and misleading representations has had 
and does now have the capacity und tendency to and does mislead and 
deceive the public into the erroneous and untrue belief that "Alvita 
Tea" is in truth and in fact a valuable health fqod and that by using 
the same, healthful and therapeutic value and effect will be obtained . 
.Acting in such erroneous belief, the consuming public, and especially 
that portion of the public which purchases health foods, have been 
induced and are now induced to purchase" Alvita Tea" in preference 
to othl'r health foods offered for sale by manufacturers, retail deal
ers and distributors. As a result of such false, deceptive, and mis
l!'nding representations on the part of said respondents, trade is 
unfairly divcrt('(l to respondents from such mnnufactur£>rs, retail 
dealers, or distributors of other health foods who do not misrepi'E'l"ent 
the chnrarter and quality of their respective products or the results 
obtained from the use thereof. 

PAn. 5. Said false, deceptive, and misleading representations of 
said respondents contained in their advertisements have resulted in 
injury to respondents' competitors and to retail dealers and in 
prrjwlire to the buying public and constitutes unfair methods of 
competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section .'} 
of an Act of Congr£"ss, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to rrf'nte a F('(leral Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
(lutiPs. nncl for oth£'r purporns." . 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE F Aors, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on November 9, 1936, issued and on 
~ovember 30, 1936, served its amended and supplemental complaint 
In this proceeding upon the respondent, California Alfalfa Products 
Company, a corporation trading under the name and style of Alvita 
Products Company, and upon the respondent Glenn n. 'Villis, an in
dividual trading under the name and style of Alvita Products Com
pany, charging said respondents with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of said complaint an answer was duly filed by said· 
respondents in the office of the Commission on December 11, 1936, 
which said answer admitted all the material allegations of the com
plaint to be true and waived the taking of further evidence and all 
other intervening procedure. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly 
came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said emu
plaint an<l the said answer, briefs and oral arguments of counsel 
havit1g been waive<l, and the Conm1ission having duly considere<l the 
sam£>, an<l being now fully advisP<l in the premises, finds that this 
Proeee<ling is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings 
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PAR.\GR.\PII 1. The rPspon<lent California Alfalfa Pro!lucts Com
pany, trading under the name and style of Alvita Products Company, 
18 a eorporation organize<l and existing under an<l by virtue of the 
law~ of the State of California, with its principal oflice and plaee of 
husllless located in the city of Pasadena, within the State of Cali
fornia. The respondent Glenn D. Willis is an individual trading 
t.zn~er the name and style of Alvita Pro<lucts Company, with his 
P~Jn:ipal office and place of business located in the city of Pasadena, 
Witlnn the State of California. Said respondents are now and for 
Inore than two vears last past have been enrrarred in the sale of 

• ~ 0 0 

l'ar.Ious food products under the trade name of "Alvita," among 
"Which is "Alvita Tea," and in which said products alfalfa is the 
Principal ingredient. Said respon<lents claim that their food prod
Uc~ "Alvita Tea'' has healthful and therapeutic value and effect. 
SaJu respon<lents are also engaged in the distribution of their said 
food product "Alvita Tea" in commerce between and anwug the vari-
0115 States of the United States. Said respondents cause said "Alvita 
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Tea," when sold, to be transported to the purchasers thereof located 
in the State of California and in various Statps of the United States 
other than the State of California. There is now and has been for 
a loug time, to wit~ more than two years last past, a constant current 
of trade and commerce by respondents in said food product "Alvita 
Tea" between and among the various States of the United States. 

In the course and conduct of thPir said business, said respondents 
are now and for a long time, to wit, more than two years last past, 
have been in substantial competition in commerce between and among 
the various states of the United States with sundry other corpora
tions, partnerships, firms, and individuals engaged in the interstate 
sale and distribution of other food products which have healthful and 

·therapeutic value and effect. 
PAn. 2. The preparation "Alvita Tea" is manufactured for the said 

respondents anti respondents' activities in connection therewith are 
restricted to packaging the said product "Alvita Tea'' at their own 
plant and then distributing said product to retailers located in the 
various States of the United States. 

PAn. 3. Saiu respondents, in the cour~e and conduct of their said 
busines, as herPinbefore set out in paragraphs 1 and 2, have been 
and arc now engagPd in extensive advertisements of their sai1L fooll 
product ".\lvita Tea" as a means of furthering aml aicling in the 
interstate sale and distribution of said fooll pro(luct, and as a media 
of such advertising they have Leen and now are using various maga
zines of int('rstate circulation. Sai1l rcspondl.'nts also issue booklets 
a111l eirculars tkscriLing their said food product "~\lvita Tea'' and 
the various all('gcd hPndits toLe dcriwd from the usc of ~aid ".\1\'ita 
Tea." 

Among the statements which said respondt>nts ha,·e lls<'d allll are 
now 11sing in their a1hertiSt.•ments in magazines and in tlwir Look
Jets aml cireulars distriLut('ll by th('m, are the following: 

IS: Nutritional DdkiPudPs the <·am;e ot your illllt•nlth? 
It so, why dl'prlve yoursl'lf of nPPdPd Lf'nefits'/ 
Tlwu~ands of sntl•fiPd c-u;;tonwrs have lPnrned the !!l'<-rPt how to lte-\·ltallze 

Nature's way with "Alvita T<·n". You, too, may have the privilege. 

'Ye got some alfalfa and ground lt into fionr and made RomP bn•1Hl, u~Iug 

whole whPnt nnd wlaite tlonr with the nlfnl!n. One woman, a popular screen 
actrt•Ms o! tl1e city, cnme ha<"k ucxt da3 for nnothPr Ion! of the hrPnd, F:uying 
it wns good for her con~;tii•atlon. Dl<:kln"on nl~o mude a fin<• c·undy using the 
extmct or the nlfalfn for the fta\·orlng nnd it Rt•t>uwd to muke tl1e eundy clit'
ft>rent, that Is more t'll"Y to dlgt>fo!t, 
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I ga,·e a quantity of t11e tea to a boarding house lady to try on her un
suspecting boarders. They drank it without comment, noticing no difference 
in the taste of the new tea from the old, but in a few days the boarders began 
to eat. My, how the appetites began to increase. "' • "' 

l\[y attorney friend, Arthur Ilclllwell, was advised by five doctors in a con
~ultation over his case, to quit l!is practice 1111d retire to his farm. He might 
lve a Year they said. I g:n-e him the tea nnu the third night he continued his 

Practice in the city. 

In St. Paul I met a young newspaper man. He volunteered to hare his wife, 
011 expectant mother, use tlle tea to se•~ what effect it would have on the unborn 
Child b · For four mouths, the mother drank copiously of the tea. A baby was 
orn and it was a wonuer child. Its bones were strong, with a large frame, 

and there was a perfectly normal delh·ery on the part of the mother. As long 
8~ the baby nursed, the mother continued to drink the tea and she had a great 
a Undance of rl<:h milk upon which the child thrived without the usual trouble-
so . 111e hmes of 1mrsing babies. 

b'l'here are also several alkaline salts in this alfalfa ash, which, when com
llled, nwke a wouderful neutroliznnt for any condiUon of the body. They are 

necessary for g1·owth and are prescribed for many ailments o!' manldnd. 

f. The nlfulfa )llant olso contains a large percentage of the Enzymes or digestive 
<'l'luents wbic·h uiu digestion. Tlwse ferments join forces with the Vitamins so 

08 
to greatly nid In the as~imilation of foods and increase the vitality of both 

lllan Ond lteust. 

f Thl• ~oil, <'!!mute nJu) different cuttings bring out n vnrlety ol' flavors nml dil'
l're11~'e in food ond nwdidnnl values. 

e Nl a lure lutell(].~ tho t m!'n, women and children llhoulrl he strong, robust and 
II ny l'f 

1 · 1 e. Conf><'IJUl'ntly Nature provides In nlmndnnce nll the <'lemmts needed 
11 Natural Foous. 

l Ah-ita T!'n, comparatlrPiy ~'<lJ<'aklng, ~tnnlls nt the hend of the Vegetable List 
11 

1\linProl and Vitamin Poteucy. 

w T~!s "Ah·lta" hook has hl'f'll prepar<'d so that you may know to what extent 
e :n·e d<•vt-lop'-'d the th('rnpl'ntlc ,·nine of the Alfalfa Plant. 

r Alrc•acly thonsnncls of RatistlPd eustomPrs h11,·e lenrn('(l the ~!'cret of. insuring 
1r0 ll<•r 11 n wllue nutrition to Jwlp hnll•l Vltnlity. 

l4a;:;r,no :m vol. 24 :t:! 
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Protein is the only material that can build living cells of the body and as cells 
weal' out, they can be restored only by protein. 

Comparative Protein '!'able Alfalfa With Some of our Other Foods 
Protein 

Alfalfa--------------------------------------------------- 19.90 
]l,[ilk ----------------------------------------------------- 3. 30 
Whole Wheat_ ____________ ------------------------------ 13. 80 

I~eef---------------------~------------------------------ 16.50 
Eggs----------------------------------------------------- 13.10 
Corn ~Ieal----------------------------------------------- 9.20 

With a strong alkaline reflerve you haYe one of the best Body BuildPrs. 

·A Few Alkaline Forming Foods 

Alvita Tea---------------------------------------------- 130.42 
Deans, Dried------------------- ------------------------ 18. 00 
Carrots------------------------------------------------- 10.82 

and others. 

Said statements and representations used by said respondents in 
their said advertisements as hereinabove set out, and many other 
statements and representations of like import and tenor, which are 
not set out herein but have been used and are now being used by 
said respondents, have had and do now have the tendency to, and 
have and do now create upon a portion of the public the false im· 
pression and erroneous belief that "Alvita Tea" is a reliable and 
valuable food product composed of ingredients of great therapeutic 
value, the use of which '"ill build up vitality, aid digestion, cause the 
nsrr to bt•come strong and robust, and will result in great healthful 
and theraprutic value and effect. In truth and in fact said product is 
Hot a reliable and valuable food product, composed of ingredients of 
grrat therapeutic value. The use of said product, "Alvita Tea," will 
Hot build up vitality, aid digestion, or cause the user to become strong 
and robust and will not result in grrat healthful and therapeutic 
,·alue and effect. .Alfalf:t, the principal ingt'e!lient of said product, 
has no beneficial thHapeutic value or effect. 

PAn. 4. The use by the said respondents, California Alfalfa Prod· 
nets Company, a corporation trading under the name and style of 
Alrita Products Company, and Glenn D. 'Villis, an individual trad· 
ing under the name and style of Alvita Products Company, of the 
foregoing false, deceptive and mi31eading representations has had 
and does now have the capacity and tendency to and does mislead 
and cleceh·e the public into the erroneous belief that "Alvita Tea" 
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is in truth and in fact a valuable health food and that by using the. 
same, healthful and therapeutic value and effect will be obtained. 
Acting in snch erroneous belief, the consuming public, and especially 
~hat portion of the public which purchases health foods, have been 
Jndueed and are now induced to purchase "Alvita Tea" in preference 
to other health foods offered for sale by manufacturers, retail dealers 
:tnd distributors. As a result of such false, deceptive and misleading 
I·epresentations on the part of said respondents, trade is unfairly di
v~rted to respondents from such manufacturers, retail dealers or dis
tnbutors of other health foods who do not misrepresent the character 
and quality of their respPctiYe products or the results obtained from 
the use thereof. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent California 
Alfalfa Products Company, a corporation trading under the name 
and style of Ah·ita Products Company, and of the respondent Glenn 
B. Willis, an individual tradinrr under the name and style of Alvita 
Produ<"ts, are to the prejudice <~f the public and of respondents' com
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
~!}Proved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
1 rade Commis~ion, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
Pnrposl's." 

ORDEn TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This tn·oeeetliiw havin" Ul'l'll heard by the Federal Tra.de Commis-. ., ,..., 
~~~n. upon the amemletl and supplrmcntal complaint of the Com
llliSSlon and the answer filed hPrein on Drccmbcr 11, 1D0G, by the 
l'PspondeJlts admitting all the material allPgations of the complaint 
~n be true, and waiving tlw taking of further evidence and all other 
Intenening procetlurP, and the Commission having made its findings 
as to the fact!, niHl its couclusion that said respondents have violated 
the. Pl·o,-i!'ions of nn Act of Congress, apprO\'Cd September 2G, 1914, 
{'llbtled ".\n Act to crrate a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
fJowers and duties, and for other purposes." 
, It i.Y ordered, That the respondent California Alfalfa Products 
~ompany, a corporation trading under the name and style of Alvita 
. roduets Company, its officers, reprrscntativcs, agents and employees, 
·•nd the I'Pspondent Glenn n. Willis, an individual trading under thr 
narne and style of Alvita Protlucts Company, his representatives, 
agents, and employees, in <·onnection with the offering for salr, sale, 
Jln,] distribution of the product called ".Alvita Tea," or of any other 
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product of substantially the same ingredients, in interstate commerce 
or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from 
representing: 

1. That respondents' said product is a reliable and valuable food 
product composed of ingredients of great therape~tic value; 

2. That the use of respondents' said product will build up vitality; 
3. That the use of respondents' said product will aid digestion; 
4. That the use of respondents' said product will cause the user to 

become strong and robust; 
5. That the use of respondents' said prodnct will result in great 

healthful and therapeutic value and effect; 
6. That the respondents' said product will supply nutritional 

deficiencies; 
7. That thousands of customers have learned the secret how to re

vitalize Nature's way with the respondents' said product; 
8. That the use of respondents' said product will increase the 

appetite; 
0. That the respondents' said product stands at the head of the 

vegetable list in mineral and vitamin potency; 
10. That the use of respondents' said product will supply the 

proper alkaline nutrition to help build up vitality; 
11. That respondents' said pro<luct forms a competent and satis

factory cure or remedy or has beneficial therapeutic effects in the 
treatment of any ills, diseasPs, maladi(•s, or conditio11s of the human 
body; and 

12. From making any otlU'r similar representations of like import 
or effect unless anu until snid representations arc true in fact. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commiesion a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

NEET, INC. 

COMPLAINT, ~'INDJNGS, AND ORDEit IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF' CONGHESS APPHOVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 2716. Complaint, Jo'eb. "/, 19.~6-Dccision, Jun. 19, 193"/ 

Where a corporation engaged In manufacture, distribution, und sale of a depila
tory known as "Neet", in widely advertising its said product in newspapers 
and periodicals of general circulation and In display cards, ndvertising 
folders, and literature printed and circulated by it thl'Onghont the several 
States to customers and prospective customers-

( a) Represented that by careful laboratory control its allwlescence bad been 
so regulated that it never approached causticity, facts being that, while 
not generally caustic when applied according to its directions, to those 
Portions of the body recommended for tr!O'atment with said product for 
rf'moval of superfluous hair, there are a nnmbPr of persons whose skin 
is more suscf'ptible to irritation than that of othPrs nnd in cage of whom it 
llllght have caustic f'ffect, as It might al>~o, not applied as directed; 

(b) Represented that use of said product uiscouraged growth of hair and 
lll'lnyed its appearance for a matf'rlal length of time, and that hair was 
much slower In rt>turning and t·cgt·owlng than when ~havcd, facts being 
l1air tf'growiug after use thereof Is no slower In returning, etc., than after 
shaving, allowance made for action of preparation in removing hair farther 
helow 8tuface of ~;kin than razor, and con>~(lqncnt greater delay in reap· 
P<'urance; 

(1') Reptf'sented that ~ha1·!ug stimulates hair growth, and that hair returning 
or tl'growlng after use of Its Mid product Is softer and less than that 
1'1'turning or rPgrowlng utter shaving, facts being former Is no softer or 
ll's>~ <'oarse thnn latt<'r, though rf'growth with roundPd end and less coarse 
fPeling may retmlt from dlflsolvlng process tijereof; 

(d) Ht>presentcd thnt !til said product gave results unllke other methods of hair 
removal, and that It was not an ordinary hair rt>movcr, and endl'll f'nlnrged 
Pores which shaving tto>ndcd to cnm~c, and would permanently eradicate hair, 
facts being shaving does not <·au~;e !Htch ('llhngell pores, nor lloes use of Its 
said produrt f'nd !mme, und aforci'laid various rcpresentntions wf're false; 
and 

(e) Falsely represPntt>d that Its said product was u>:f'd by surgeons to remove 
hn!r before o""ratlng • 

"'' I" r tb capacity and tendency to ml>~l<'ad and deceh·e a suhRtantlal portion of 
Dnrehnsing public Into the errotwous IM•licf that all said repreflentations 
were true, and into purchase of a substantial volume of its said product 
on a<'count of such beliefs, and with result that trade was diverted to 
1t from those engaged in mnnufucturlng, distributing, and selling deplla· 
tortes or other products dcsignf'd, intenlled nnll sold for purpose of remov· 
lng superfluous hair, and who truthfully advertised same and ('f'l'ectlveness 

}[ tltf'rf'of; to the Injury of comp<'titlon In eomml'rce: 
Cld, That ~ncb acts and practices w£>re to the prejudice of the public and 

competitors and constituted unfair m<'thods of <'ompetltlon. 
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Before 11/r. John J. Keenan, trial examiner. 
J/ r. J. T. Welch, for the Commission. 

~!F. T. ('. 

Air. EdwardS. Rogers and Air. H. H. Ramsay, of New York City, 
and Rogers, lV oodson & Rogen, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," ths 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Neet, Inc., 
u corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and 
now is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "com
merce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that 
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

P ARACRAPII 1. Respondent, N eet, Inc., is a corporation, organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New Jersey, with its principal office and place of business 
located in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. Respondent is now, 
and has been for some years, engaged in the business of manufactur
ing, distributing, and selling, in commerce as herein set out, a certain 
clepilatory known as "Neet." 

PAn. 2. Said respondent, being engaged in business as aforesaid, 
causes said depilatory, when sold, to be transported from its office 
and principal place of business in the State of Illinois to purchasers 
thereof located in various points in other States of the United States 
and in the District of Coll.Jmbia and there is now, and has been at 
all times since the organization of respondent corporation, a constant 
current of trade and commerce in said depilatory so manufactured, 
diBtributed, and sold by the respondent, between and among the vari
ous States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent is 
now, and has been, in substantial competition with other corporations, 
firms, and individuals likewise engaged in the business of manufac
turing, distributing nml selling depilatories or other products de
!:'igncd, intended, and sold for the purpose of removing superfluous 
hair, in commerce among and between the ,·arious States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

P.m. 4. In the course of the operation of said business, and for the 
purpose of inducing individuals, firms, and corporations to purchase 
said depilatory, respondent has caused advertisements to be inserted 
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iu ?ewspapers and magazines of general circulation throughout the 
l!mted States and has printed and circulated throughout the several 
States to customers and prospective customers, through the United 
~tates mails and otherwise, display cards, advertising folders, and 
hterature, in all of which advertisements respondent has caused its 
torporate name to be prominently and conspicuously displayed, 
together with the following statements: 

Its job is to remove hair and to delay its reappearance indefinitely and to 
relieve women of the highly stimulnted growth of hair bristles, following 
sha · VJng, that thow;;ands of women are suffering today. 

It gives results unlike any other method known to the scientific world In hair 
relllovai. 

Not an ordinary hair remover. 
Tl!e hair tl1at regrows after using "Neet'' is many times softer and less 

coarse than the hair that comrs back after shaving and the hair itself is much 
slower In returning. 

"Neet" ends, too, the disfigurement of enlarged pores. 

1 By careful laboratory control, the alkalescence of ''Neet" is regulated so that 
ts DII never apvroachcs causticity. 

All of said statements, together with many similar statements ap
~earing in respondent's advertising literature purport to be descrip
tive of respondent's product. In all of its advertising literature, 
respondent represents, through statements and representations herein 
~et out and other statements of similar import and effect, that (1) 
~ts. Product is not caustic; (2) that its product discourages growth of 
ttr, cl_elays its reappearance for a material length of time and that 
h 1 ~ hair is much slower in returning or regrowing than when the 
tlair is. shaved; (3) that shaving stimula.tPs hair growth; (4) that 

1· 
16 ha1r returning or regrowing after using uN eet" is softer and 

t~ss c.oarse than the hair returning or regrowing after shaving; (5) 
at Its product "ives results unlike other methods of hair rPmoval 

and that its prourouct is not an ordinary hair remover; (6) that its 
Product ends enlarged pores and that shaving tends to cause enlarged 
r.ores; (7) that its product will permanently eradicate hair and ( 8) 
~at many surgeons use its product to remove hair from patients 

fore operating. 
t PAn. 5. Tl1e representations made by the respondent with respect 
0 the nature and effect of its product when used are grossly exag

gerated, false, misleading, and untrue. In truth and in fact, the 
f{~duct i~ caustic, par.ticularly when the product _is introduce? into 

eye; 1t does not discourage the growth of hair or delay Its re
appearance for any material lenll'th of time and the hair is not 
appreciably slower in returning :X, regrowing than it is following 
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shaving or following the use of other methods of hair removal. Shav
ing does not stimulate hair growth and the hair that returns after 
using "Neet" is not softer and less coarse than the hair that regrows 
following shaving. The product known as "Neet" does not give 
results unlike other methods of hair removal but the results given 
are similar to those given by many other depilatories and respond
ent's product is an ordinary hair remover. Shaving does not cause 
enlarged pores and the use of respondent's product does not end 
enlarged pores, nor will it permanently eradicate hair. Surgeons do 
not use respondent's product for the purpose of removing hair from 
patients before operating. 

PAR. 6. There are among respondent's competitors many who manu
facture, distribute and sell depilatories or other products designed, 
intended, and sold for the. purpose of removing superfluous hair and 
who do not in any way misrepresent the quality or character of their 
respective product or its effectiveness in removing said hair growth. 

PAR. 7. Each and all of the false and misleading statements and 
representations made by the respondent in designating or describing 
its product and the effectiveness of said product for removing hair, 
as hereinabove set out, in its advertising in newspapers, magazines, 
booklets, pamphlets, display cards, and other advertising literature, 
in offering for sale and selling its product was, and is, calculated to, 
and had, and now has, a tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive 
a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous be
lief that all of the said representations are true. Further, as a direct 
consequence of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs, induced by the 
acts, advertisements, and misrepresentations of respondent, as herein
above detailed, a substantial number of the consuming public has 
purchased a substantial volume of respondent's depilatory with the 
result that trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondent from 
individuals, firms, and corporations likewise engaged in the business 
of manufacturing, distributing, and selling depilatories or other prod
ucts designed, intended, and sold for the purpose of removing super
fluous hair, and who truthfully advertise their products. As a result 
thereof, substantial injury has been, and is now being done, by re
spondent to substantial competition in commerce among and between 
the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAR. 8. The above and foregoing acts, practices, and representa
tions of the respondent have been, and are, all to the prejudice of tho 
public and respondent's competitors as aforesaid, and have been, and 
are, unfair methods of competition within the meaning and intent 
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of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 20, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
Powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 20, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on February 7, 1V30, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Nect, Inc., charg
ing it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in 
violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said 
complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony 
and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint 
Were introduced by J. T. 'Welch, attomey for the Commission, before 
John J. Keenan, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly 
designated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint 
by James H. Rogers, attorney for the respondent; and said testi
n1ony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office 
of the Commission. Thereafter, a stipulation was entered into 
Whereby it was stipulated and agreed that a statement of facts signed 
and executed by the respondent's counsel, Rogers, ·woodson & Rogers 
and "\V. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, 
subject to the approval of the Commission, may be taken as facts in 
this proceeding in addition to the testimony theretofore taken and 
that the said Commission may proceed upon said statement of facts 
and upon the testimony and evidence taken to make its report, stating 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon and 
enter its order disposing of the proceeding without the presentation 
of argument or the filing of briefs. Thereafter, the proceeding regu
larly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said 
complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence and 
said stipulation as to the facts, said stipulation having been approved 
and accepted by the Commission, and the Commission having duly 
considered the same, and being now fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, N eet, Inc., is a corporation, organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New Jersey. Its principal office and place of business is lo-
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cated in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. For some years the 
respondent has been engaged in the business of manufacturing, dis
tributing, and selling a certain depilatory known as "Neet." When 
orders are received for said depilatory, respondent ships said product 
so purchased from its principal place of business in the State of Illi
nois to the respective purchasers thereof located at various points in 
other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
Respondent, has, at all times, maintained a constant current of trade in 
commerce in said depilatory manufactured, distributed, and sold by it 
between and among the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia. There are likewise other corporations, firms, 
and individuals engaged in the business of manufacturing, distribut
ing, and selling depilatories or other products designed, intended, and 
sold for the purpose of removing superfluous hair, in commerce among 
and between the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. Respondent, N"eet, Inc., is in substantial competition 
in the sale of its product "Neet" with said other corporations, firms, 
and individuals in the sale of their respective products. 

PAR. 2. For the purpose of inducing the purchase of its depilatory, 
respondent has widely advertised said product in advertisements in
serted in newspapers and magazines of general circulation throughout 
the United States. It has also printed and circulated throughout the 
several States, to customers and prospective customers, display cards, 
advertising folders, and literature. In all of the advertisements and 
advertising matter hereinabove mentioned, respondent has caused its 
corporate name to be prominently and conspicuously displayed, to· 
gether with such statements as the following: 

Its job Is to r·emove hair and to dl'lay Its reappea1·ance Indefinitely anu to 
relieve women of the highly stimulate(} growth of hair bristles, following shav
ing, that tl'...,usands of women are su1Terlng today. 

It gives results uulilce :my other method known to the scientific world In hair 
removal. 

Not nn ordinary hair remover. 
The hair thut regrows after using "Neet" Is many times softer and less coarse 

than the hair that comes baclc nfter shaving aud the hair Itself Is much slower 
In returning. 

"Neet" ends, too, the disfigurement of enlarged pores. 
By careful laboratory control, the alkalescence of "Neet" is regulated so that 

Its pii never approaches causticity. 

TI1e statements above set out, together with many similar state
ments appearing in respondent's advertising literature, purport to be 
descriptive of its product. Through these statements aml other sim· 
ilar statements of similar import and effect, the respondent represents 
that (1) its product is not caustic; (2) that its product discourages 
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growth of hair, delays its reappearance for a mateFiallength of time 
and that the hair is much slower in returning or regrowing than 
when the hair is shaved; (3) that shaving stimulates hair growth; 
( 4) that the hair returning or regrowing after using "N eet" is softer 
and less coarse than the hair returning or regrowing after shaving; 
(5) that its product gives results unlike other methods of hair re
moval and that its product is not an ordinary hair remover; ( 6) 
that its product ends enlarc;ed pores and that shaving tends to cause 
enlarged pores; (7) that its product will permanently eradicate hair 
and (8) that many surgeons use its product to remove hair from 
patients before operating. 

PAR. 3. In truth and in fact, the product designated as "Neet" 
is not generally caustic when applied according to respondent's di
J·ections to those portions of the body recommended to be treated 
with said product for the removal of superfluous hair. There are a 
number of persons whose skin is more susceptible to irritation than 
that of others. The product "Neet" might have a caustic effect when 
applied to the skin of such persons. It might, also, have a caustic 
effect when not applied in accordance with the respondent's 
directions. 

The product is caustic to such sensitive portions of the body as the 
eyes, but is not normally applied to the eyes and is introduced into 
them only in cases of misapplication. In many cases, the product 
may produce a sufficient dermatitis to result in a redness of the skin 
in the area treated, but this dermatitis is not generally of snch a 
character as to be considered a caustic burn. 

"N eet" does not discourage the growth of hair and does not delay 
its reappeamnce for any material length of time. The hair regrow
ing after the use of said product is no slower in returning and re
growing than when the hair has been shaved, except that when the 
hair is removed by the use of said product, it is generally taken off 
farther below the plane of the surface of the skin than when the hair 
is removed with a razor. In shaving the hair, the stalk of the hair is 
generally cut off at a point in line with the plane of the skin surface. 
In the removal of hair by the respondent's process or any process 
similar thereto, the product, to some extent, goes down into the pores 
and dissolves the stalk of the hair Lelow the plane of the skin sur
face. To the extent that the product goes below the plane of the skin 
surface in dissolving the hair stalk, the hair will be delayed in re
appearing above the plane of the skin surface. 

There is no scientific basis for the statement or representation that 
sl1aving stimulates the hair growth or causes the regrowing hair to 
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come in faster or· coarser. In fact, the shaving of superfluous hair 
has no effect whatever on the texture or rate of growth of the 
regrowing hair. 

The hair returning or regrowing after the use of ~'N eet" is no softer 
or less coarse than the hair returning or regrowing after shaving. 
Dy reason of the process by which respondent's product dissolves the 
hair stalk rather than chopping it off, the hair regrowing or return
ing after the use of said product may have a rounded end with the 
result that the returning or regrowing hair feels less coarse. 

The use of respondent's said product does not give results unlike 
other methods of hair removal. On the contrary, thP use of the prod
uct gives results similar to the results given by other methods of hair 
removal and respondent's product is an ordinary hair remover. 

Shaving does not cause enlarged pores in the skin and the use of 
respondent's product does not end enlarged pores. In fact, the use 
of respondent's product will have no effect v.·hatever on the size or 
character of the pores of the skin. 

Respondent's product will not permanently eradicate hair and its 
use has no effect whatever on the roots of the hair. 

Surgeons do not, in fact, use respondent's said product to remove 
hair from patients before operating on said patients. 

PAR. 4. There are among respondent's competitors many who manu
facture, distribute and sell depilatories or other products designed, 
intended and sold for the purpose of removing superfluous hair and 
who do not in any way misrepresent the quality or character of their 
respective product or 1ts eflectiveness in removing said hair growth. 

PAR. 5. The various statements and representations made by the 
respondent in describing its product and the effectiveness of said prod
uct in use had, and now have, a capacity and tendency to mislead and 
deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the l'l'

roneous belief that all of said representations are true and into the 
purchase of a substantial volume of respondent's depilatory on ac
count of such beliefs induced by respondent's representations con
tained in its various advertisements. .As a result thereof, trade has 
been diverted to the respondent from individuals, firms, and corpora
tions likewise engaged in the business of manufacturing, distributing 
and selling depilatories or other products designed, intended, and sold 
for the purpose of removin~ superfluous hair, and who truthfully ad
vertise their products and the effectiveness of said products when used. 
As a consequence thereof, injury has been, and is now being, done by 
respondent to comp<'tition in commerce between and among the va· 
rious States of the United Stutes. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Neet, Inc., are 
to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

OHDER TO CEASE AND DERIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before John J. Keenan, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it in 
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto 
and upon a stipulation as to the ·facts entered into between the re
spondent herein ami W. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Commis
sion, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts 
and conclusion tha.t said respondent has violated the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approYed September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Neet, Inc., a corporation, its 
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the 
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of a depilatory product now 
known and designated as "Neet," or of a product of substantially the 
same composition and ingredients sold under the name "Neet" or 
under any other name, in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia do forthwith cease and desist from representing: 

1. That its product is not caustic, provided that the respondent 
is not hereby prohibited from representing the said product is not 
generally caustic; 

2. That the use of said product discourages the growth of hair and 
delays its appearance for a material length of time and that the 
hair is much slower in returning and regrowing than when it is 
shaved, provided that the respondent is not hereby prohibited from 
representing that the hair returns more slowly when removed by 
respondent's product than when removed by a razor to whatever 
extent said product penetrates into the pores below the plane of the 
surface of the skin and dissolves the hair stalk; 

3. That shaving stimulates hair growth; 
4. That the hair retnming or rPgrowing after using its product is 

softer and less coarse than the hair returning or regrmYing after 
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shaving, provided that the respondent is not hereby prohibited from 
representing that the hair returning or regrowing after using its 
product feels less coarse on account of the rounded end thereof; 

5. That its product gives results unlike other methods of hllir 
removal and that its product is not an ordinary hair remover; 

6. That its product ends enlarged pores or that shaving tends to 
cause enlarged pores ; 

7. That its product will permanently eradicate hair; 
8. That its prouuct is used by surgeons to remove hair before 

operating. 
It ~ further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days 

after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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RALADAM COMPANY 

COMPLAIN'l'. FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2406. Complaint, July 15, 1935 1-Dccision, Jan. 21, 1937 

'Where corporation engaged lu offer and sale of weight reducing preparation 
"Marmola," in substantial com);>('titlon with others engaged ln sale and dis
tribution of medicines, preparations, systems, methods, books of Instruc
tion, and other commodities, artleles, and mc>ans, dPsigned, Intended, and 
used for aforesaid purpose; In promoting sale of said product, active reduc
Ing ingredient of which was desiccated thyroid, through advertisements in 
newspapers and periodicals of general circulation, radio broadcasts, book
lets and printed matter and other means-

(a) Represented that thyroid deficiPncy was a common cause or the usual cause 
of obesity or exce~;s fat, and that If a person was overweight it was an 
indication of such deficiency, and thut thyroid should be taken for reduc
ing purposes, facts being most cases of obesity or excess fat are caused 
by incorrect habits of euting, and only a very small percentage of the total 
number of cases of oheslty are ~:>ndogenous ohesity, In which are inclnucd 
cas~:>s resulting from thyroid deficiency, only one qualified by training and 
eXI>erlenr.e can determine with any degree of certainty whether case of 
obesity Is result of aforesaid dc>ficlency, and, If so, whether physiological 
condition of patient is such as to make advisable use of desiccated thyroid, 
and dosage, and patient taking such substance should be observed and ex
amined at n•gular Intervals by one trained and experlencc>d in such work • 
to determine etl'ects of such procedure, and whether symptoms are appar
f'nt indicating poRsible harmful results or if treatml'nt should be pontinued 
furtlwr; 

(b) RPpresented that all modern physicians use such reducing Ingredient in Its 
said prPparatlon for treatment of obesity, and that If a prospccti>e pur
<·hascr of said preparation were to consult a specialist In obesity be would 
Prohably prescribe said ingredi~:>nt, and that such medication In trPatlng 
obe~;ity generally is supported by opinions of physicians and sclPntlsts the 
Wm·Id over, and that physirlan of prospective purchaser would probably 
employ same medication, facts being that while, generally speaking, deslc
f'UtPd thyroid Is indicatNl In treatment of obesity occasiont>d by thyroid 
deficicnry, it Is nsually only one feature of treatment in such cases, and, 
'While used by many physlclnns In treatment of such cases, it is not used 
In others by renson of various pathological conditions which may lnhlhit 

( adminb;trntlon of such preparation; 
c) RPprcs{')]ted and Indicated that Its said preparation, or desiccated thyroid, 

fictive Ingredient thereof, was remerly indirated In and best suited for treat
tnent of oheslty or rt>dnct:on of f'xcess fat In great multitude of su<·h cases, 
lind In aY~:>ruge cuse, anrl for all pprsons who arc overwei~ht or wl1o whh 
to rc>dn<·e, and thnt su<"h p1·epnrat1on or acth·e ingredient th<•reof fet>rls and --' A.nl"ll<l<•c\. 
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stimulates the thyroid gland, taken internally, and restores it to normal 
condition and thus removes cause of obesity or excess fat, facts being that 
desiccated thyroid is suitable to be taken for reducing purposes only in 
small proportion of cases and only then under conditions and limitations, 
not explained and set forth by it, as hereinbefore noted, and said substance 
does not, as thus represented, feed thyroid gland, etc., but merely acts as 
a supplement to secretion supplied thereby ; 

(d) lh•presentcd and lrnpliPd thnt certain tables of weights of persons of 
heights and ages therein indicated, and whith it publh;hed and circulated, 
indicated for pro:<pective purehaser of its said pt·eparation his or her cor
rect weight, which should be attained by taking its said prepat·atiou, and 
that nny weight in exce;;s thereof was due to abnormal excess fat, and that 
such tnble should be used as guide, facts being said tables were not of cor
rect or normal weights, but merely of avernge weights, and could not be 
depended upon by average lay person ns safe and accurate guide as to his 
or her weight at a given lleight nnd age, many persons whose weights are 
correct and nomwl for them vary in weight from such aforesaid ilgures, 
many who are overweight by such comparison do not have surplus or excess 
fat in their physical makeup, and preparation In such cases should not and 
could not be used without danger of injury to health; and 

(e) llepresented and implied that it made a complete and true disclosure of all 
material facts respecting said preparation and its properties and effects, 
ns well as those of the iugredh:>nts thereof, notwithstanding fact It fulled to 
dh;close that desiccated thyroid constitutes a powerful nnd dangerous drug 
or product, used Internally for r!'ducing, and one whieh attad's aiHl oxidizes 
or burns not only fatty, but nil, body tis;nws, small proportion of ens~'.~ of 
obPsity are taused by thyroid deficiency, many people ure so constituted 
that they may not use such preparation safely for physical henlth, and 
numerous other facts hereinbefore indicated with respect to tme nature 
and functioning of said preparation and very limited net>d then'<lf and 
nccN!slty for its nse an1l ndminh:trutlon nuder competent mcdicul supervision 
and observation; 

With tl'ndency und cnpudty to mh<lead uml dl"celve public and prospective pur· 
chasPrs of suld pr£>purutlon uml pnrcha~t·rs a111l usl•rs thereof Into erroneous 
belief;~ that such statem£>nts und rPpr('sf'ntat!ons were true, facts herPin· 
bPfore n•fprrPd to ns not dlsclm;ed by it were not true or nonexistent, all 
ca>ll'S of ohl':,:ity Wl're caused by thyroid deficiency, nnd "Marmola" was in· 
dicllt!'d 118 treatnwnt In all suth cusf•s and mi~ht be used therein without 
fear of harm, untl that It, or dc><iccnted thyroid, Its d'fective reducing medinl11· 
was IH't•serihPd and usPcl by all modern physicians, etc., in such cases re· 
gardlrss of cnuse or origin, £>1('., nn!l that Its said prepurution was suprrior 
to all othrr renwdirs, ~<y~tf'ms, Pte., offered and sold for effecting reduction 
of weight, mul to confuse, mislead, nnd deceive members of public in afore· 
~aid. respects, and Induce them to purchase and use its said preparation or 
medicine for reducing purposcg becuuse of such erroneous beliefs thus en· 
gPmlrred, In prcferPnce to and to the exclusion of the products of c01n· 
JlPtitors, and to di\'rrt trade to it from comrwtltors rn~agrd In snle In inter· 
state commrrce of medil'ines, pi·epuratlons, "YStPms, etc., for reducing, and 
Including among thl'lr muuher those who do not make same or similar 111is· 
!Purling rPprr;;entutlons lu regard to their products, or otherwise misrf'pre-
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sent the same, and with effect of diverting business to it from its said com
petitors; to their sullstnntlal h:jury and prejudice: 

IIeld, 'l'hat such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com-
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John lV. Norwood, trial examiner. 
lJir. E. J. Ilornibroolc and Mr. Harry D.llfichael for the Commission. 
Butzel, Eaman, Long, Gust &! Bills, of Detroit, Mich., for re-

spondent. 
AMENDED CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission having reason to believe that the Raladam Com
Pany, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been 
or is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" 
is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commission that a 
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its amended complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PAnACRAPII 1. Respondent, Raladam Company, is a corporation 
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Michigan, with its office and principal place of business in the city of 
Detroit, in the State of Michigan. 

PAR. 2. Respondent is engaged in offering for sale and selling a 
certain medical preparation, which it offers for sale and sells under 
the name and designation of ".:\Iarmola." Marmola is put up in tab
let form and is to be sold to, and taken orally by, human beings who 
are afflicted with obesity, or whose bodies carry abnormal excessive 
fat, or whose bodies are, or are Lclieveu by them to be, over-weight 
as compared with their correct, natural, or normal weight, or who for 
any reason desire to reduce the "·eight of their bodies and to rid 
their bodies of some portion of the bodily tissues and weight which 
such bouies have or carry. 

Respondent sells Marmola to wholesalers and jobbers of drugs 
located in the several States of the United States, who sell the same 
to retail druggists, who in turn sell the same to the consuming public 
'"hich is made up of members of the laity. Hespondent, when Mar
rrtola is so sold by it, causes the same to be transported from said city, 
of Detroit, in the State of Michigan, into and through the several 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia to said pur
chasers thereof at their respective places of business located in said 
several States and in the District of Columbia. 

1467:i{lon-30-vol. 24-33 
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PAR. 3. There have been and are other persons, partnerships, asso
ciations, and corporations who have been and are engaged in offering 
for sale and selling in said commerce between and among the several 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia the same, 
or like or otherwise competitive products, to wit: preparations, sys
tems, methods, or other means of treatment for obesity, abnormal 
excessive fat, body weight in excess of that which is correct, natural 
or normal, or of ridding human bodies of some portion of the fat, 
other bodily tissues and weight which such bodies have or carry. 
Said other persons, partnerships, associations, and corporations have 
been and are engaged in so offering for sale and selling their said 
products in said commerce in competition with respondent's said 
Marmola. Respondent has been and is in substantial competition 
with them all in so offering for sale and selling Marmola in said com
merce as above alleged. 

PAn. 4. Since April 17, 1929, respondent, in aid of so offering for 
sale and selling Marmola in said commerce between and among the 
several States of the United States and the District of Columbia, has 
advertised the same in newspapers, magazines, and periodicals of 
general circulation, by means of radio broadcasts and in pamphlets, 
printed testimonials, and other printed matter, and by and through 
the use of photographs and other pictures, and on labels attached to 
and in circulars enclosed in the boxes in which said Marmola is 
packed when so offered for sale and sold, and by other means. In, 
by and through each and all of the ad vert ising media above enumer
ated, respondent has expressly or by implication made, and makes, 
each and all of the sta.tements and representations hereinaftrr set 
forth and alleged. 

l~An. 5. l\Iurmola is a product made up of several ingredients, the 
formula thereof being printed by respondent in circulars, booklets, 
and other advertising media above enumerated. The active prin
ciple incorporated in said product and the ingredient thereof that 
is powerful and is effective in ridding human bodies of portions of 
the fat, other bodily tissues and weight which they have, or carry, 
is dessicated thyroid. The reducing effect produced by the use of 
Marmola as a treatment to be taken orally is substantially the effect 
of, and that produced by, dessicated thyroid, which is hereinafter 
referred to as thyroid. 

Dessicnted thyroid is made from the thyroid glands of animals such 
as the sheep, cow, pig, and goat. It is a powerful and dangerous 
drug. When given to a patient, it increases the burning within the 
body of the fat, other tissues, and the food. Dy speeding up the 
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oxidizing and burning processes of the body, dessicated thyroid, when 
taken, tends to cause a loss of fat. The thyroid gland in the human 
body controls the combustion of food in the body. It turns portions 
of food into fuel and energy. Dessicated thyroid taken into the body 
performs the like function and increases such combustion, turning 
food into fuel and energy. The use of thyroid taken as an internal 
remedy always increases within the body the burning up or con
sumption of food and bodily tissues, excessive fat burning more 
easily than other tissues of the body. Other bodily tissues are burned 
and consumed by the usc of such thyroid, especially when excessive 
fat has been consumed, or in a body in which there is no abnormal, 
excessive fat. 

PAR. 6. Some persons have deficient thyroid glands, to wit: thyroid 
glands which are sub-normally active and which perform their nor
~al functions imperfectly and partially only, turning less than the 
normal proportion of food. into fuel and energy, and permitting 
more than the normal proportion of food to be ueposited in, or 
adued to, the body in the form of fatty or other tissues. 

This is the cause of excessive fatty or other tissues in the body of 
a person whose thyroid gl::md is deficient as above indicnh'd. Thyroid 
taken by such a person does not feed or stimulate his thyroid 
gland, or increase its activity; nor does it tend to restore his thyroid 
gland to normality and thereby to remove the cause of abnormal 
excessive fatty or other tissues, or of overweight, in his body. Thy
roid taken by such person performs the function ordinarily per
formed by a normal thyroid gland, duplicates or supplements any 
such function as is being performed by such deficient thyroid gland, 
or performs a substitute function, whereby the normal proportion 
of his food is turned to fuel and energy and the fatty or other tissues, 
and the weight, of his body tend to be reduced to normality. 

PAR. 7. There are persons whose bodies in their natural and normal 
state are so constituted that such persons may not takP- or use thyroid 
without harmful results to their bodies. As to any person the only 
Way in which it may be ascertained whether or not such person may 
take or use thyroid, without harmful results to his body, is by an 
examination made by a competent physician, or by experimental use 
of thyroid by such person under competent medical advice and super
vision, or by both such methods combined. Only by the same means 
may it be ascertained as to any person in how large quantities thyroid 
may he takPn or used by such person without harmful results. 

PAR. 8. There are certain conditions of the human body which 
n1ake it harmful for such persons to take or use thyroid. Among these-
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is pregnancy. Other such conditions are defects or abnormalities of 
the heart or kidneys. Any defect or abnormality of body is liable to 
make the taking or use of thyroid harmful to the user. 

Only by an examination made by a competent physician may it be 
ascertained of any person whether or not the body of such person has 
any such condition, defect or abnormality by which it ]s made harmful 
for such person to take or use thyroid. 

PAR. 9. Obesity, abnormal excess fat, may be the result of more than 
one cause. One of the causes is a deficient or abnormally inactive 
thyroid gland. Deficiency of thyroid glands causes obesity or abnor
mal excess fat ]n only the rare and exceptional cases, to wit: in a 
small minority of the total number of such cases. In a large majority 
of the total number of such cases the persons affected do not have defi
cient thyroid glands, and such obesity or abnormal excess fat is the 
result of a cause or of causes other than deficient thyroid glands. 

In the case of any person it can be ascertained whether or not his 
thyroid gland is deficient, and whether or not obesity or abnormal 
excess fat is the result of thyroid deficiency, only by an examination 
made by a competent physician. 

PAR. 10. In, by and through its advertising media above alleged, 
respondent states and represents to the public and to prospective pur
chasers of Marmola that modern medical science has discovered that 
thyroid deficiency is a common cause of obesity or abnormal, exces
sive fat, that if a prospective purchaser or other person is abnormal 
in weight that person's thyroid gland is abnormal, that people who 
are over-fat generally have an under-active thyroid gland, and that 
the cause of obesity or abnormal excess fat usually lies in an under
active thyroid gland. 

In truth and in fact, as hereinabove alleged, deficiency of the thyroid 
gland exists only in rare and exceptional cases and is the cause of 
obesity or abnormal excessive fat in only a small minority of the total 
number of cases. 

PAR. 11. In, by and through its advertising media above alleged, 
respondent states and represents to the public and to prospectiv~ pur
chasers of l\Iarmola that all modern physicians use thyroid in the 
treatment of obesity, that, if a prospective purchaser of l\Iarmola were 
to consult a specialist in obesity, he would probably prescribe alJout 
the factors the prospective purchaser is getting in l\Iarmola, that such 
is the opinion of physicians the world over, and that the prospective 
purchaser's own physician would probably employ the l\Iarmola fac
tors, now recognizea by science the world over. 

In truth and in fact, competent physicians prescribe and use thyroid 
only in the rare and exceptional cases in which obesity, or abnormal 
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excess fat, is caused by deficiency of the thyroid gland, and do not 
prescribe it in any case unless and until they have ascertained by ex
amination of the patient, that his obesity or abnormal excess fat has 
been caused by deficiency of the thyroid gland, and also that no bodily 
conditions, defects or abnormalities exist in his case which are likely 
to make the taking or using of thyroid harmful to the patient. Com· 
petent physicians, after such examination and precautions, prescribe 
the use of thyroid only under medical advice and observation. In fact 
and in truth, respondent's preparation, to wit: Marmola, is one which 
cannot be used generally with safety to physical health, except under 
medical direction and advice. 

PAn. 12. In, by and through its advertising media above alleged, 
respondent. states and represents to the public and to prospective pur
chasers of 1\:farmola that the use of Marmola as indicated in certain 
directions printed by respondent upon said labels, pamphlets, and ad
vertising media is best suited to the needs of the multitude, or of the 
average person, of the normal person, in the average case and in the 
normal case. 

In truth and in fact, Marmola is suited to the needs of only such 
persons as have obesity or abnormal excess fat caused by deficiency of 
the thyroid gland. Such persons are rare and exceptional, as above 
alleged. They are not the multitude or average persons or normal 
persons nor are theirs average cases, or normal cases within the intent 
and meaning of said representation. 

PAn. 13. In, by and through its advertising media as above alleged. 
respondent states and represents to the public and to prospective pur
chasers of Marmola that the object of the use of 1\farmola is to feed 
and stimulate the patient's thyroid gland, to restore such gland to 
normality and thus and thl'reby to remove the cause of the patient's 
oLesity or abnormal excess fat. 

In truth and in fact, as hereinaboye alleged, the use of thyroid does 
not feed or stimulate the patient's thyroid gland, nor does it tend to 
restore such gland to normality, and thus remove the cause of the 
patient's obesity or abnormal excess fat. 

PAR. 14. In, by and through its advertising media as above alleged, 
respondent states and reprl'sl'nts to the public and to prospective 
purchasers of 1\Iarmola that a certain table of weights of persons re
spectively of the heights and ages severally indicated in said table in
dicates for each such prospective purchaser his correct or normal 
'Weight, that any weight in excess thereof is abnormal excess fat, and 
that such prospective purchaser ought to take and use 1\farmola until 
his weight has been reduced to said so-called correct or normal weight. 
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In truth and in fact, said table is not a table of correct or normal 
weights, but is a table of average weights. By reason of racial or 
family or individual characteristics or tendencies, the bodies of mnny 
persons who have no abnormal or excessive fatty or other tissues 
weigh substantially more than said w-called correct or normal weight, 
no part of which may safely be removed from their bodies by the use 
of .Marmola. 

PAR. 15. There are many persons in and throughout the several 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia who nre 
seeking some safe and dependable means whereby they may quickly, 
easily, certainly, and permanently remove from their bodies obesity, 
or abnormal excess fat, or overweight of flesh, or some portion of the 
bodily tissues or weight which such bodies have or carry. 

Such persons are unskilled in medical science and depend for their 
information as to what treatment or remedy or preparation or method 
or system they may safely purchase, take and use, largely upon state· 
menta and representations made by the makers and sellers thereof. 

PAR. 16. In, by and through its advertising media as above alleged, 
respondent prints for the information of the public and prospective 
purchasers, a statement of its purpose in the printing and distributing 
its said advertisements, in these words: "We feel a responsibility to 
those who buy 1\Iarmola and wish them to know all the facts at our 
command," then and thereby giving to the public and to prospective 
purchasers of l\[armola the assurance that in its said advertising media 
it has published to the public and to all prospective purchasers of 
l\farmola a complete and true disclosure of all material facts relative 
to l\farmola, its properties and therapeutic effects. 

In its said advertising media respondent does not disclose any or all 
of the following facts hereinabove alleged. 

1. That dessicated thyroid is a powerful and dangerous drug. 
2. That the one effect of such thyroid is to increase the burning with· 

in the human body of food and tissues. 
3. That by speeding up the oxidizing and burning processes of the 

body, dessicated thyroid, when taken, tends to cause a loss of fat. 
4. That cases in which obesity or abnormal excess fat is caused by 

deficiency of the thyroid gland are rare and exceptional, constituting 
only a small minority of the total number of such cases. 

5. That medical science and physicians justify the use of thyroid 
as a treatment for obesity or abnormal excess fat only in cases in 
which obesity or abnormal cxcrss fat is causcd by deficiency of the 
thyroid gland; and that competent physicians prescribe its use onlY 
in such cases. 

6. That in cases of obesity or abnormal excess fat not caused by 
deficiency of the thyroid gland the use of thyroid is not by medical 
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science indicated as proper treatment; and its use therein is harmful 
to the health of the user. 

7. That many persons are so constituted that they may not use 
Marmola with safety to physical health. That many bodily condi
tions, defects and abnormalities make the use of Marmola harmful 
to the health of the user. That in respect of any person it can be 
ascertained whether or not such person may safely take or use Mar
Inola only by an examination by a competent physician, sometimes 
to be supplemented by experimental use thereof under medical advice 
and observation; and that physicians prescribe the use of thyroid 
only after such examination and other precautionary safeguards. 

8. That respondent's preparation, to wit: Marmola, is one which 
cannot be used generally with safety to physical health, except under 
llledical direction and advice. 

9. That the use of thyroid by a patient who has a deficient thyroid 
gland does not feed or stimulate such deficient gland, does not in
crease its activity, does not tend to restore such deficient gland to 
normality, and does not thereby tend to remove the cause of his 
obesity or abnormal excess fat. 

PAn. 17. Said statements and representations so made by respond
ent, and respondent's said failure to disclose any or all of the facts 
set forth and referred to in paragraph 16 of this complaint, have 
the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive the public and 
Prospective purchasers into the erroneous belief: 

1. That all said statements and representations so made by 
l'espondent are true. 

2. That the facts which respondent is alleged in paragraph 16 of 
this complaint to have failed to disclose, do not exist. 

3. That all cases of obesity or abnormal excess fat are caused by 
Qeficiency of thyroid glands. 

4. That l\Iarmola is a. scientific and safe remedy for all such cases. 
. 5. That l\Iarmola is prescribed and used by all modern physicians 
ln all such cases. 

6. That l\Iarmola is superior to all other remedies being offered 
for sale or sold to the public for use in all such cases. 

Said statements and representations so made by respondent have 
the tendency and capacity to induce the public and prospective pur
;hasers, in and because of such erroneous belief, to purchase l\Iarmola 
ln preference to and to the exclusion of, any and all identical or like 
Qr otherwise competitive products, to wit; preparations, systems, 
lnethods, or other means of treatment so being offerl'd for sale in said 
~onunerce by said competitors of respondent as hereinabove alll'ged; 
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thereby diverting trade to respondent from its said competitors, to 
the injury of such competitors, and to the deception and injury of 
the public. 

PAn. 18. The above alleged acts and practices are all to the preju
dice of the public and of respondent's competitors and constitute 
unfair methods of competition within the intent and meaning of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled, "An Act to create a Fed
eral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on July 15, 1935, issued and served its 
amended. complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Raladam 
Company, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition 
in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the 
issuance of said complaint, and tho filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations 
of said complaint were introduced by Edward J. Hornibrook and 
Harry D. Michael, attorneys for the Commission before John '\V. 
Norwood, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly desig
nated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint 
by Rockwell T. Gust, attorney for the respondent; and said testimony 
and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the 
Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding r£'gularly came on for final 
hearing before the Commission on the said amended. complaint, the 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, and brief in support 
of complaint, counsel for respondent having failed to file a brief, 
although given an opportunity so to do, and. having failed. to app£'nr 
at the time and place set for oral argument after due notice thereof; 
and the Commission having duly considered the same, and being 
now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in 
the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to tho facts 
and its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FI~DINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Tie8pondent, Tialadam Company, is a corporation 
organizecl, existing and doing business under and. by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Michigan, with its office and principal place of 
business located in the city of Detroit in said. State. 
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PAn. 2. Respondent is now and has been engaged for more than 
five years last past in offering for sale and selling a certain medical 
preparation designated and described as "1\Iarmola," which respond
ent has sold, during the time aforesaid, and now sells to various pur
chasers thereof located in the several States of the United States. 
In the course and conduct of said business, respondent causes its said 
preparation to be shipped from its place of business in the State of 
Michigan, or from the place of business of the company that com
pounds the same, to the purchasers thereof located in several States 
of the United States other than Michigan as well as in the District of 
Columbia. Respondent's usual course of business is to sell its said 
preparation to wholesale druggists and jobbers who in turn sell it to 
retail druggists through whom it is sold to the consuming public. 
Said preparation, "l\Iarmola," is sold by respondent and is bought 
and used by the consuming public for the purpose of effecting reduc
tion in weight. 

PAR. 3. During the time above mentioned, other individuals, firms, 
and corporations in various States of the United States are and have 
been engaged in the sale and distributiQll in interstate commerce of 
m.edicines, preparations, systems, methods, books of instruction and 
other commodities, articles, and means designed, intended and used 
for the purpose of effecting weight reduction. Such other individuals, 
firms, and corporations have caused and do now cause their said 
nJ.edicines, preparations, systems, methods, books of instruction, and 
other articles and means when sold by them to be transported from 
various States of the United States to, into and through States other 
than the State of origin of the shipment therpof. Respondent has 
been, during the aforesaid time in substantial competition, in the 
sale of 1\Iarmola, with such other individuals, firms, and corporations. 
Some of such competing products are sold direct to the consuming 
Public while others are sold to wholesale and retail dealers through 
Whom they are in turn sold to members of the public for their use. 

Respondent's preparation is in competition with all medical prepa
rations sold and used for reducing purposes regardless of whether 
such preparations are of the so-called "patent medicine" type or are 
pharmaceutical preparations which may be bought by member:=; of 
the consuming public on their own initiative or on the prescription of 
a physician. Competing products include also, the following: medi
cal preparations which are used as adjuvants in the treatment of 
obesity, such as laxative salts; preparations sold nnd used for the pur
Pose of effecting tho lessening of the consumption of fat producing 
foods; and books of instruction on the subjects of diet or exercise, or 
both, intended and used for the purpose of effecting reduction by one 
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or both o£ these means; in general all those preparations, products and 
articles sold to and used by the consuming public for effecting weight 
reduction. Among such preparations, products and articles so sold 
and used are the following: 

"Diet and Health with Key to the Calories" by Dr. Lulu Hunt Peters, a book 
on diet published by lleilly and Lee Co., Chicago, Ill. 

"Weight Control" by Dr. William Howard Hay, a book on diet published by 
'fhe Hay System, Inc., New York City. 

"New Health Ern" by Dr. William Howard Hay, a book on diet published by 
The Hay System, Inc., New York City. 

"No More Alibis" by 1\ladame Sylvia of Hollywood (Madame Sylvia Leitner), 
a book on reducing by means of exercise and diet published by McFadden Pub
lishing Co., New York City. 

"The Secret of Keeping Fit" by Artie McGovern, a book containing instruc
tions for reducing by diet and exercise, published by Simon & Schuster, New 
York City. 

"Jad Salts" manufactured and sold by Wyeth Chemical Co., Detroit, Mich. 
"Welch's Grape Juice," sold and used for reducing purposes by reason of its 

eflect on the consumption of fat-producing foods, prepared and sold by Welch 
Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y. 

"Desiccated Thyroid", a pharmaceutical preparation, prepared and sold by 
Armour and Company, Chicago, Ill. 

"Tabloid Thyroid Gland," a pharmaceutical preparation mnde and sold by 
nurroughs-Wellcome Company (U. S. A.) Inc., New York City, 

"Thyrovarium," a pharmaceutical preparation made and sold by nurroughs· 
Wellcome Company (U. S. A.) Inc., New York City 

"Tabloid Mixed Glands Number 1," a pharmaceutical preparation made and 
sold by nurrougbs-Wellcome Compnny (U. S. A.), Inc., New York City. 

"Tabloid l\Ilxed Glands Number 2" n pharmaceutical preparation made and sold 
by llurroughs-Wellcome Company (U. S. A.) Inc., New York City. 

"Thyroxin", a pharmaceutical prepal'lltion made and sold by Ill n. Squibb and 
Sons, New York City. 

"U. S. P. Thyroid," a pharmaceutical preparation made and sold by G. w. 
Carnrick and Company, Newark, N. J. 

"Kellogg national Treatment for Obesity," a preparation sold by F. J. Kellogg 
Company, Battle Cre<•k, llflch. 

"C. C. N. T." a pr(•pnration sold by F. J. Kellogg Company, Battle Creek, 1\IIch. 
"Dr. 1\fcCasky's n. X. Tablets," sold by Dispensnry Supply Company, New 

York City. 
"lleducoids," sold by Scient!tlc Laboratories of America, Inc., San Francisco, 

Cali!. 
"Slendrcts," sold by Scientific 1\Iedical Product Co., Inc., San Francisco, Cali!. 
"Van Nay Tablets'' sold by Dio-:\Iedico, Inc., New York City. 
"Germanin Herb Tea Number 14", sold by the Drug Trade Products, Inc .• 

Chicago, Ill. 
"Stardom's Hollywood Di<'tade Number 1," sold by The Uollywood Diet Cor

poration, Chicago, Ill. 
"E;;kay's Dextretts," sold Ly Smith, Klein and French Company, Philadel

phia, Pa. 
"Dietene," sold by The Dietene Company, 1\IIuueapolis, 1\linn. 
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"Retardo", sold by The American Clinical Laboratories, Inc., Flushing, Long 
Island, N. Y. 

"Elipllat", sold by Eliphat Laboratories, Detroit, 1\Iich. 

Respondent in its advertising matter, recognizes that competing 
products are not confined to those preparations or products of the same 
general character as Marmola by specifically advising and urging the 
use of Marmola for reducing, instead of the use of diet, exercise, purga
tives, cathartics, salts, laxatives, and other methods used for effecting 
reduction. 

PAR. 4. Marmola is put up in tablet form and is taken orally. The 
qualitative and quantitative formula per tablet is as follows: 

1 gr. -Extract Bladderwrack. 
%gr. -Extract Phytolacca. 
1,4 gr. -Extract Cascara Sagrada-RX 87 Spec. 
%gr. -Desiccated Thyroid. 
1%ooo min.-Oleoresin Ginger. 

3gr. 
1,6-lmln. 
~4min. 
lhimin. 

Po. Saccharum Special. 
-calcium Carbonate Precipitated. 
-Methyl Salicylate. 
-Oil Anise. 
-Oil Sassafras. 

Talc Brown. 
Ivory Black. 
Aqua for Extracts. 
Po. Burnt Umber. 
Red Oxide of Iron. 
Syrupus Simplex. 
Lubricating Solution. 
Aqua for Granulating. 
Liquid Petroleum-Colorless. 

Directions for taking said preparation, as given by respondent for 
the purpos~ of effecting reduction are as follows: 

Take one tablet after each meal and at beutime with enough water to swallow 
eas!Jy. 

It is further directed by respondent that the taking of the tablets as 
ubove stated be continued until the desired reduction is attained, or 
Until "weight comes down to normal," or for "60 to 90 days-unless 
Your weight has approached normal before that time." 
. The active ingredient in said preparation which effects reduction 
ls desiccated thyroid. Certain other ingredients produce a laxative 
~ffect while others have little or no therapeutic effect. Desiccated 
thyroid is made from the thyroid glands of certain food animals. 
!Vhen taken orally, its effect is the same as that produced by an 
~ncrease of the secretion of the patient's thyroid gland. This effect 
ls to increase the processes of metabolism or, in other words, the 
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oxidation or burning of the tissues. Dessicated thyroid, when taken 
internally, acts upon the body tissues generally. Its action is not con
fined to fatty tissue. When this oxidation or burning up of the 
tissues exceeds that furnished and restored by the food that is eaten 
and assimilated, loss of weight results. 

The taking of desiccated thyroid does not result in stimulating the 
patient's thyroid gland so that its secretion is increased. It merely 
supplements such secretion. It does not restore an inactive or under
active thyroid gland. 

PAR. 5. :Most cases of obesity or excess fat are caused by incorrect 
eating habits, such as over-eating, poor selection of foods and im
proper combinations of fat-producing foods. In some instances, ex
cess fat and obesity result from thyroid deficiency. There are also 
other inclocrine types of obesity as well as other cases clue to patho
logical conditions. All such cases are described as endogenous obesity. 
However, such cases of endogenous obesity are only a very small 
percentage of the total number of cases of obesity. Authoritative 
medical opinion fixes thi.s percentage at less than five percent. It is 
impossible for the ordinary layman suffering from obesity to deter
mine whether such condition is caused by thyroid deficiency. Gen
erally speaking, desiccated thyroid is indicated in the treatment of 
obesity occasioned by thyroid deficiency, but it is usually only one 
feature of the treatment in such cases. :Many physicians use desic
cated thyroid in the treatment of some such cases, but in other cases 
of the kind they may not do so and do not do so on account of various 
pathological conditions that may exist which inhibit the administra
tion of such a preparation. Only one qualified by training and experi
ence can determine with any degree· of certainty whether a case of 
obesity is the result of thyroid deficiency, and if so, whether the phys
iological condition of the patient is such as to make it aqvisable for 
desiccated thyroid to be administered. Likewise, only such a trained 
person can determine the dosage to be given. A patient taking desic
cated thyroid in any case should be observed and examine<.! at regular 
intenals by one trained and experienced in such work to determine 
its effects and whether symptoms are apparent indicating possible 
harmful results or that the treatment should not be continued further. 
The ordinary layman treating himself or herself is not competent to 
judge when resulting symptoms indicate harm or to determine whether 
they indicate that the treatment shoul<l cease. Among the bouilJ 
conuitions where desiccated thyroi<l is inhibited, are variom: heart 
defects as well as kidney disPases, prC'gnancy and various abnormal 
and disease<.! conditions of the the organs of the body. 
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PAR. G. Respontlent in its published advertising matter circulated 
to and among the purchasing public in the various States of the United 
States, makes many statements which represent or imply that thyroid 
deficiency is a common cause or the usual cause of obesity or excesc; 
fat and that if a person is overweight, it is an indication of thyroid 
deficiency and that thyroid should be taken for reduction purposes. 
Examples of snch statements are the following: 

* * • Science has found that a great cause of obesity lies in a defective 
gland. That gland's secretion has much tQ do with nutrition. Its main pur
pose seems to be to change food Into fuel and energy. 

When that gland is weak, the secretion Arnall, too much food goes to fat. 
Then the right way of reduction-the uoctor's way-is to supply that substance 
from a sheep gland * • *. 

* * * Fat people, it was found, generally suffered from an under-active 
thyroid • • "'· 

* • * A common cause of excess fat is an under-active gland • • •. 
* • • A great cause of excess fat has been found in a weakened 

gland • • • Now Doctors, the world over, feed that lacking factor • • •. 
• • • 1\Iodern medical science has discovered a great cause of exce.;:s fat. 

It lies in a scanty gland secretion * • *. 
• • • 1\Iany years ago meuical science discoverpd that obe:-;ity-when an 

abnormal conrlition-ls ean~Pd l1,v the lack of an important elmwnt which the 
body normally supplies • • •. 

• • • excess fat in many cases Is causPd by a little gland that does not 
\Vork well • • •. 

* * * If you are over-fat, you probably lla ve an unilPr-actlYe thyroid • • •. 

Such representations and implications as contained in the above 
quoted statements are inaccurate and not true statements of the facts 
as hereinbefore shown. 

PAR. 7. Uespondent, in its advertising matter, circulated as afore
said, also makes statements which represent or imply that all modern 
Physicians use thyroid in the treatment of obesity; that, if a pros
Pecti\·e purchaser of Marmola were to consult a specialist in obesity, 
he won ld probably prescribe the reducing ingredient contained in 
Aiarmola; that such medication in treating obesity generally is sup
Ported by the opinion of physicians and science the world over; and 
that the prospective purchaser's own physician would probably em
Ploy the same medication. Examples of such statements are the 
following (all referring to use of thyroid medication) : 

The modern method of reduction, now used by doctors the world over • • •. 
• • * AU modern doctors employ it • • •. 
• * • this method has bPen (•mployed by doctors tltP world over, in a very 

e:rtensh·e way • • •. 
• • • Now that method has come iutu worhl-wide usc. Physicians cvcry

"·here t'mploy it in obesity • • •. 
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• • • doctors the world over have been feeding that gland factor In 
obesity • • •. 

• • • Combat the cause, as all modern doctors do • • •. 
Modern doctors, the world over now bring reduction In a new way • • •. 
• • • What your doctor prescribes does reduce fat • • •. 
• • • a world-famous corrective for abnormal obesity. A corrective pre

scribed by physicians everywhere. 
• • • Physicians know about this element and prescribe it for patients 

who easily take on fat from their food • • •. 
• • • The very element that physicians everywhere prescribe for fat

reducing is the principal element of Marmola • • •. 
• • • But he (your doctor) 'will probably employ the Marmola factors 

now recognized by science the world over • • •. 

As hereinbefore shown, such representations are misleading and 
inaccurate or only true in part and are not correct statements of the 
facts. 

PAn. 8. Respondent in and by its advertising and printed matter, 
circulated to the purchasing public, makes many statements which 
represent or imply that Marmola or desiccated thyroid, the active 
ingredient of :Marmola is the remedy indicated in and best suited 
for the treatment of obesity or the reduction of excess fat in the 
great multitude of such cases or in the average case, or for all per· 
sons who are over-weight or who wish to reduce. Among such state· 
ments are the following: 

The lllght Way to lleduce 
• • • The Marmola prescription made for the multitudes considers the 

average person simply seeking to reduce • • • 
1\larmola Is for the average case. 
The modern method of reduction. • • • 
1\Iarmola PreRcrlptlon Tablets-The night Way to lleduce. 
It you want a slender, lo\-ely figure, try 1\larmola. 
• • • Why be fat when It's so easy to get rid of excess weight by means 

of n tried nnd true corrective, • • • 
• • • Go try 1\Iarmoln if you over-weigh. • • • 
• • • why should anyone wishing to reduce fall to try this famous 

rE-medy • • • 
• • • It you are overwE-Ight you owe it to yourself to regain your youthful 

slE-nderness. • • • All you do Is to try four tablets (of 1\larmola) e11ch 
day • • • 

Go try 1\Iarmola 1! you suffer excess fat, • • • 

as well as many other representations of the same import as con· 
tained in respondent's advertisements when taken as a whole. 

In truth and in fact, as heretofore stated, desiccated thyroid is suit· 
able to be taken for reducing purposes only in a small proportion 
of cases and only then under the conditions and limitations previously 
set forth. Respondent fails to explain and set forth those limitations 
and conditions. 
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P.An. 9. Respondent, in and by its advertising matter, circulated to 
the purchasing public, makes many statements which represent or 
imply that Marmola or desiccated thyroid, the active ingredient in 
Marmola, feeds and stimulates the thyroid gland when taken in
ternally and restores such gland, to a normal condition and thus 
removes the cause of obesity or excess fat. Examples of such repre
sentations are the following: 

• • • Doctors correct this condition (thyroid deficiency) by feeding this 
little gland the substance it lucks-and 1\larmola Prescription Tablets are based 
on this same method. • • • 

Science Fights Fat Through an Important Gland. 
* * • A common cause of excess fat is an under-active gland, which largely 

controls nutrition. Scientists • * * found that when they corrected that 
cause (by administering thyroid) fat dropped away. • • • 

The chief purpose of Marmola is to feed and stimulate the thyroid 
gland. • • • 

In truth and in fact as heretofore stated, said representations are 
scientifically inaccurate and not correct statements of the facts in
volved since neither Marmola nor desiccated thyroid, the ingredient 
thereof on which such statements are based, feeds the thyroid gland 
or stimulates or restores it to normal action and condition. Desic
cated thyroid merely acts as a supplement to the secretion supplied 
by the thyroid gland. 

PAn. 10. Respondent in and by its advertising matter, circulated 
to the purchasing public, through the publication of certain table!'> 
of weights of persons, respectively, of the heights and ages severally 
indicated therein, and by various statements in its advertising mat
ter in connection with such tables or referring thereto, represents and 
implies that such tables indicate for the prospective purchasf'r of 
Marmola. his or her correct or normal weight, which should be at
tained by taking Marmola, that any weight in excess thereof is duP. 
to abnormal excess fat and that said tables should be used as guides. 
Some of respondent's statements containing such representations and 
implications are the following: 

Stop :Marmola when your weight comes down to normal. A table in this 
booklet tells you what a person of your height and age should weigh. If, later 
You start to gain again, take more 1\Iarmola tablets until conditions are corrected. 

Correct Weight Based on Age and Ileight. 
• • • Simply take four tablets of 1\Iarmola dally until weight comes down 

to normal. • • • 
If you overweigh, go try 1\Iarmola. • • • 
• • • Use 1t (1\Iarmola) as a treatment-week by week-until you have 

ll[lproached your normal weight. • • • 
If you are over-weight, you owe it to yourself to rPgain your youthful slen

derness. • • • A book that you will find in every package gives full details. 
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The right rule is to take Marmola until you reach normality. A table in this 
pamphlet tells your proper weight. • • • 

In truth and in fact, the tables of weights given by respondent in its 
printed literature are not tables of correct or normal weights, but of 
average weights. Such tables cannot be depended upon by the average 
lay person as a safe and accurate guide to his or her normal weight 
at a given height and age. .Many persons, whose weights are correct 
and normal for them, vary in weight from such average figures. Many 
persons are over-weight when compared with the weights given in 
such tables, and at the same time do not have surplus or excess fat 
in their physical makeup. In such cases, Marmola should not be 
used and cannot be used without danger of injury to health. Sucl1 
persons are normal as to weight so far as they themselves are con
cerned, although they are not the average. Such condition may be 
due to racial, family or individual characteristics or tendencies. 

PAR. 11. Uespondent in and by its advertising matter circulated to 
the purchasing public, makes various statements which represent or 
imply that it makes a complete and true disclosure of all material 
and relevant facts in regard to 1\farmola, its properties and effects, 
as well as those of the ingredients thereof. The prospPctive purchaser 
and user of said preparation is thus induced to believe that respondent 
has set forth and imparted to him or her all the information that one 
need know before deciding upon the usc of the same and before taking 
the same as a medication for reducing purposes. Examples of such 
statements are the following: 

We feel a rP8ponsibility to those who buy Marmola and we wish them to Jmow 
all the facts at our command. Here we present them, and we urge every user 
to read them. You 8hould know what to expect, and why to expect it. You 
should know what you are taking and why. This little booklet will tell you iu 
the best way we know. rlease read it. 

Here we tell you what to expect. 
Herein we try to present a consensus of the best opinion as to why Marmola 

nets and how. You shoultl read It carefully to learn how to accomplish the 
bl'~t rl.'sults. Tlwn hand it to some friend who is over-weigllt-as n fnvor. 

In the 24 yE'ars of 1\larmola many wrong concl.'ptlons have developed. That 
Is why we are publishing the facts and the formula. • • • 

• • • This will answl.'r all the question~ asked nbout it (1\larmola)-aJJ 
the !-.illy gossip about harmful Ingredients and factors to beware of. 

No Secrecy. 
• • • Ask your drnggist for 1\Iflrmolu. Read the book in the box to lenrn 

what to expl.'ct, and why. • • • 
If you over-weigh, go try 1\Inrmolu. All drugb>ists supply it, nnd a book In each 

box trlls you 1111 about it. • • • 
• • • '!'he book in the Marmola package explains the details of this ex

traordlnnry treatment. • • • 
No secrets about 1\Iarmola. • • • 
• • • A booklet In every package gives full details. • • • 
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In truth and in fact, respondent does not make a complete and true 
disclosure of all material and relevant facts in regard to Marmola, its 
properties and therapeutic effects, or those of its ingredients in any or 
all of its printed matter. l\Iany pertinent facts are not told. Among 
such facts that respondent does not and has not disclosed to buyers 
of Marmola and prospective buyers thereof, are the following: 

1. That desiccated thyroid is a powerful and dangerous drug or 
product when used internally for reducing purposes. 

2. That desiccated thyroid attacks and oxidizes or burns not only 
fatty tissue but all bodily tissues. 

3. That cases in which obesity or abnormal excess fat is caused by 
deficiency of the secretion of the thyroid gland are rare and excep
tional, constituting only a small minority of the totnl number of such 
cases. 

4. That medical science and physicians, generally speaking, justify, 
recommend and prescribe the use of thyroid as a treatment for obesity 
or abnormal excess fat only in cases in which such condition is caused 
by a deficiency of the secretion of the thyroid gland. 

5. That in cases of obesity or abnormal excess fat not caused by a 
deficiency of the secretion of the thyroid gland, thyroid is not indi
cated as a proper treatment and is not the usual treatment used by 
physicians in such cases, and that its use in such cases is apt to be, and 
frequently is, harmful to the health of the user. 

6. That many persons are so constituted that they may not use 
Marmola with safety to physical health. That many bodily condi
tions, defects and abnormalities make the use of Marmola harmful to 
the user. That, in respect to any person, it can Le ascertained whether 
or not such person may safely take or use l\Iarmola (desiccated thy
roid) only Ly an examination by a competent physician, often to be 
supplemented by experimental use of such product under _medical 
advice and observation. Also that, generally speaking, physicians 
prescribe and administer thyroid only after such examinations and 
precautionary safeguards and that such administration is usually 
followed by regular observation and examination of the patient. 

7. That Marmola (desiccated thyroid) cannot be used generally for 
reducing purposes by self-medication without the possibility of harm
ful results. 

8. That Marmola (desiccated thyroid) when used by a patient who 
has a deficiency of the secretion of the thyroid gland, does not feed 
or stimulate such gland or mah•rially increase its activity or tend to 
restore it to a normal condition, or, thereby tend to remove the cause 
of the obesity or abnormal excess fat. 

l467:i6'" 3!J-\·ol, 24-34 
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All or the things above enumerated, which respondent fails to make 
known to users and prospective users of Marmola, are true facts ac
cording to the consensus of medical opinion and according to the 
great weight of the expert testimony presented herein. 

PAR. 12. Respondent has made representations such as those alleged 
and set out herein since April 17, 1929, in promotion of the sale of 
l\farmo]a throughout the United States, and in urging the use thereof 
for reducing purposes by members of the public. Such representa
tions have been made either by means of advertisements inserted 
in newspapers, magazines, and periodicals of general circulation 
throughout the United States, by radio broadcasts, by booklets and 
printed matter or by other means, or by one or more of such means. 
There are and have been among the general consuming public, and 
especially among those who have seen and read or otherwise have 
become informed of respondent's representations, as herein set forth, 
many persons who are seeking or who are by respondent's represen
tations caused to seek some safe and dependable means whereby they 
may safely, quickly, easily, certainly and permanently remove from 
their bodies superfluous flesh or excess fat. Many other persons 
having very little excess fat or superfluous flesh, or being only 
slightly over average· weight or their own normal weights, or even 
below these, also seck to reduce. These persons, or a great many 
of them, see ami read and are influenced by respondent's representa
tions as herein set out. Such members of the general purchasing 
public are uninformed and unskilled in medical science, and depend 
upon the statements and reprrscntations, or silence of, or lack of. 
warning by the makers and sellers thereof for information con
cerning taking or using rcmrdies, preparations, methods or systems 
to be used in treating bodily conditions, ailments and abnormal
ities, and for their effects therein and as to their other bodily effects 
or lack therrof, and as to whether they may safely use the same. The 
general public including the purchasers and users of Marmola have 
so uepen<led upon the respondent herein, as to Marmola, and 
respondent's representations have encouraged and justified such 
dependence. 

Such statements and repres<>ntations made by respondent, as herein 
set out and referred to, and respondent's said failure to disclose the 
facts previously set forth and referred to herein as not having been 
disclosed, have the tendency and capacity to misleall and deceive the 
public, prospective purchasers of 1\Iarmola, and purchasers and users 
thereof, into the erroneous beliefs: 

1. That all said statements and representations so made by 
respondent are true. 
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2. That the facts previously referred to herein as not having been 
disclosed by respondent, are not true or do not exist. 

3. That all cases of obesity or excess fat are caused by thyroid 
deficiency. 

4. That Marmola is indicated as a treatment in all such cases, is 
the proper and scientific treatment therein, and that it may be used 
in all such cases without fear of harmful results and with safety to 
bodily health and physical well being. 

5. That Marmola or desiccated thyroid, the effective reducing me
dium therein, is prescribed and used by all modern physicians in nil 
cases of obesity or excess fat or for reducing purposes in all cases 
l'egarcllcss of cause or origin of such condition or of the physical 
condition of the person concerned. 

6. That Marmola is superior to all other remedies, systems, methods 
or means of effecting reduction that are offered for sale or sold to 
the purchasing public for use in such cases. 

PAR. 13. The represl.'ntations of respondent as aforesaid have had 
and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and de
ceive members of the public in the particulars aforesaid and to induce 
them to purchase and use responde.nt's said preparation or medicine 
for reducing purposes because of such erroneous beliefs engendered as 
above set forth, in preference to and to the exclusion of the prod
ucts of competitors, as herein specified and indicated, and to divert 
trade to respondent from such competitors engaged in the sale in 
interstate commerce of medicines, preparations, systems, methods, 
books of instruction, and other articles and means designed, intended 
and used for the purpose of reducing weight. 

PAR. 14. There are among the said competitors of respondent those 
who do not make the same or similar misleading rl.'presentations as 
those made by respondent, as herein set out, in rl.'gard to the products 
solei by them, or who do not otherwise misrepresent them, and re
spondent's said acts and practices have tended to, and have in fact, 
diverted business to respondent from its said competitors to the 
substantial injury and prejudice of such competitors. 

PAR. 15. In arriving at the findings and conclusions herein stated, 
the Commission has carefully considered and weighed the testimony 
and eviclence as presented in support of the complaint and as offered 
in behalf of responclent. Such testimony and eviden,ce, so considered 
and weighed, include a considerable volume of expert testimony upon 
medical and scientific subjects included in the issues nnd subject mat
ter here involved. Testifying in support of the complaint, were five 
outstanding medical witnesses, who were called ns rxperts and who 
qualified as such, and in addition, a famous and distinguished phar-
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macologist of international reputation. Further, there wE>rP four 
other physicians called to testify primarily as to certain facts in
voh·e<l, who also qualified as experts and who ~ave testimony oi the· 
same general character in support of the complaint ns that gin'n by 
the experts previously referred to. 

For respondent, :four physicians were called and gave PXlwrt mt>di
cal testimony. Generally speaking, their tl'stimony conflicts with 
that of the witnesses who testified in support of the complaint. 

It is the opinion of the Commission, and it is so found, that the 
medical and scientific testimony offered in support of the complaint 
far out-weighs that offered in behalf o:f respondent, both in respect 
to the number of such witnesses and as to the character and convinc
ingness of the testimony given. Without intending to detract from 
respondent's expert witnesses, it is found that the medical and scien
tific opinions and conclusions of the expert witnesses who appeared in 
support of the allegations of the complaint are entitled to more 
weight and are more authoritative than the medical and scientific 
opinions and conclusions given by respondent's expert witnesses. 
The expert witnesses who testified in behalf of the complaint, taken 
as a group, are more outstanding professionally and their opinions 
entitled to morp credit than those who appeared for respondent, taken 
as a group. 

PAR. 16. The answers of respondent to the amended cornphint 
herein pl<>ads rl:'s adjudicata of the issues here involved. Evi
dence was introduced in support of this plea and in opposition 
thereto. The question is thus raised as a matter of fact and 
the Commission therefore, makes findings in that regard, and passes 
upon it h<>rein. The plea of res adjudicata is based on a previous 
proceeding by the Commission against said respondent and involv
ing the same medicine as here involved. The Commission issued an 
order to cease and desist in said case on April13, 1929, and the order 
was Sl:'rved on respondent on April 17, 1929. Said order was subse· 
qnently Sl't asirle by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, 
Sixth Circuit. This action was later affirmed by the United States 
Supreme Court, hnt on the ground of lack of evidence as to com
petitors and comretition. The Supreme Court's opinion sustained 
the findings of the Commission on the merits in certain other 
particulars. 

The two cases are diffPrent. Rl.'spondent's representations 
upon which th<' two cnses are based are entirely different, as 
are the general issne!'l arising therefrom. The first case was based 
npon two general classes of direct and specific representations, first, 
that Marmola is safe for use by the general public for reducing 
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purposes, and second, that said medicine and the method of reducing 
thereby is scientific. No such direct and specific representations are 
jnvolved in the present case. The various types of representations 
upon which the present complaint is based, are those previously set 
forth herein. They raise distinguishable issues from those involved 
in the first case. They constitute types of representations used after 
the service of the order to cease and desist issued· in the first case 
against respondent. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Raladam Com
pany, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
petitors, and constitute untair methods of competition in commerce, 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion llpon the amended complaint of the Commission, the answer 
-of respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before John ,V. 
Norwood, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated 
by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposi
tion thereto, and brief in support of complaint, counsel for re
spondent having failed to file a brief, although given an oppor
tunity so to do, and having failed to appear at the time and place 
set for oral argument after due notice of the same, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondent has violated the prm·isions of an Act of Congress 
approYecl September 26, HJ14, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, aml for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered, That the rebpondent, Raladam Company, its officers, 
representatiws, a(l'ents, and emplorees in connection with the offer· 
• ~ J ' • 
Jng for sale, sale, and distribution of Marmola, or of a preparatwn or 
rnedicine of the same or substantially the same formula, or of a 
Preparation or nwdicine containin(l' dessicated thyroid or other form 

"" . d of thyroid, in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, o 
forthwith cease and desist from representing: 

1. That th) roid lldiciency is a common cause or the usual cause of 
obesity or excess fat or that, if a prrson is over-weight, it is neces
~arily an indication of thyroid deficiency and that thyroid should 
he taken for reducing purposes. 
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2. That all modern physicians use the reducing ingredient in Mar
mala or thyroid in the treatment of obesity, or that they use thyroid 
in all classes of such cases, and that such method of treatment in all 
such cases is supported by the opinion of physicians and science the 
world over, or that if a prospective purchaser of Marmola, one seek
ing to reduce, would consult a specialist or his or her own physician, 
such medication ·would probably be used. 

3. That Marmola or thyroid, the reducing ingredient therein, is 
the remedy indicated in and best suited for the treatment of obesity 
or the reduction of excess fat in the great multitude of such cases 
or in the average case, or for all persons who are over-weight or who 
wish to reduce or for all persons whose wcights are above the average 
for persons of their ages and heights. 

4. That Marmola or thyroid, the reducing ingredient therein, feeds 
the thyroid gland, when taken internally, or stimulates or restores it 
to normal action or that it removes the cause of obesity or excess 
fat. 

5. That a table of aYerage weights for given ages and heights indi
cates a person's normal or correct weight at a given age and a given 
height or that any weight in excess of the average weight so given 
is due to excess fat and that such person should reduce and should 
effect the reduction by taking Marmola. 

6. That respondent makes a full and complete disclosure of the 
properties and effects of Marmola or of the ingredients thereofr 
whether such representation be made directly or indirectly, or by 
implication, unless and until it does in fact make such disclosure, 
including the following: 

a. That desiccated thyroid is a powerful and dangerous drug 
or product when used intemally for reducing purposes. 

b. That desiccated thyroid attacks and oxidizes or burns not 
only fatty tissues, but all bodily tissues. 

c. That casPs in which obesity or abnormal excess fat is 
caused by deficiency of the secretion of the thyroid gland are rare 
and exceptional, constituting only a small minority of the total 
number of such cases. 

d. That medical science and physicians generally speakingr 
justify, recommend and prescribe the use of thyroid as a treat
ment ior obesity or abnormal excess fat only in cases in which 
such condition is caused by a dt'ficiency of the secretion of the 
thyroid gland. 

e. That in cases of obesity or abnormal excess fat not caused 
by a deficiency of the secretion of the thyroid gland, thyroid is 
not indicated as a proper treatment or the usual treatment used 
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by physicians, and that its use in such cases is apt to be and 
frequently is harmful to the health of the user. 

f. That many persons are so constituted that they may not 
use Marmola with safety to physical health. That many bodily 
conditions, defects and abnormalities make the use of Marmola 
harmful to the user. That in respect to any person, it can be 
ascertained whether or not such person may safely take or use 
Marmola or desiccated thyroid only by an examination by a 
competent physician, often to be supplemented by experimental 
use of such product under medical advice and observation. Also 
that, generally speaking, physicians prescribe and administer 
thyroid only after such examinations and precautionary safe
guards and that such administration is usually followed by 
regular observation and examination of the patient. 

g. That l\farmola or desiccated thyroid cannot be used gen
erally for reducing purposes by self-medication without the 
possibility of harmful results. 

h. That l\farmola or desiccated thyroid when used by a patient 
who has a deficiency of the secretion of the thyroid gland, does 
not feed or stimulate such gland or ma~rially increase its activ
ity or tend to restore it to a normal condition or thereby tend 
to remove the cause of the obesity or abnormal excess fat. 

It i8 further ordered, That the respondent shall within 60 days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN TilE MA TIER OF 

CONSOLIDATED DISTILLERS CORPORATION 

CO;\IPLAI.'<T, FINDINGS, AKD OHDEit IN REGARD TO '.filE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF 1\N ACT OF CONGUESS Al'PUOVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Do('lcet 2188. Complaint, July 3, 1933-Dedsion, Jan. 22, 1931 

'Vhere a corporation engaged as rectifier and wholesaler of distilled spirits in 
purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages, and in selling same in trade and commerce among the 
various States and in the District of Columbia, in competition with those 
engaged in manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages and in sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and 
with other rectifiers and wholesalers-

Represented, through use of word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on 
its stationery and 01~ the labels attached to the bottles in which it sold and 
shipped its said products, together with words "Bottled by" or "Blended 
by," as case might be, to its customers and furnished some with means ot 
representing to their vendees, both retailers and ultimate consuming public, 
that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages contained In such 
bottles were by It made through process of distillation, notwithstanding 
fact it diu not distill said whiskies or other spirituous liquors thus bottled, 
sold, and transported by it, and did not prepare its said distilled spirits 
from mash, wort, or wash through continuous closed pipes and. vessels until 
manufacture was complete, and was not, in sense ordinarily understood bY 
the Industry, an actual distiller, for the purchase of the bottled liquors of 
which, ns from original distiller or manufacturer thereof, there is a substan· 
tial prefrrence by both trade and public; 

'Vith tendency to mislead and deceive wholesalers, retailers, and ultimate pur· 
chasers into the belief that in buying its said spirituous liquors, thus sold, 
they were purchasing product bottled out of distillery by original distillers 
thereof, and with effect thereby of unfairly diverting trade to it from Its 
competitors, including those who, engaged in manufacturing spirituous Uq· 
uors by process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, truthfully designate tlwmsE'lves as distilling company, and also those 
who, like itsPlf, engageu in that brunch of the industry known us the diS· 
til!E:'d E.pil'its rectifying iudu>;try, and as rectifiers, do not untruthfullY 
dE:'>;iguate themselves us ''db tillers" or "distilling" company: 

IJcld, That sneh nets and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. John lV. Bennett, trial examiner. 
Mr. DelVitt T. Puckett and Mr. P. Gad B. Morehouse for the 

Commission. 
Mr. 0. Dowie Ducl..·ett, Jr., of Hargest, Leviness, Duckett & :Me· 

Glannan, of Baltimore, Md., for respondent. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Consoli
dated Distillers Corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the said Com
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Maryland, with its of
fice and principal place of business in the city of Baltimore, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been en· 
gaged in the business of wholesaler and rectifier, purchasing, rectify
ing, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins and other spirituous bever
ages and in the sale thereof in constant course of trade and commerce 
between and among the varions States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its said 
business, it causes its said products when sold to be transported from 
its place of business aforesaid into and through various States of 
the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers 
and retailers located in other States of the United States and the Dis
trict of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business as afore
said, respondent is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
in substantial competition with other corporations and with incli
viduals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by dis
tillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the 
sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; and in 
tho course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is 
now, and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial 
competition with other corporations, and with individuals, firms, and 
Partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blend
ing, and bottling ,..,.hiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and 
in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. For a long period of time the word "Distillers" when used 
in connection with the liquor industry and the products thereof has 
had and still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of 
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the wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate 
purchasing public, to wit: the manufacturers of such liquors by the 
process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manu
facture thereof is completed; and a substantial portion of the pur
chasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors prepared and bottled 
by distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the nse of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery and advertising, and on the labels attached to the bottles 
in which it sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, 
respondent represents to its customers and furnishes them with the 
means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate 
c·msnming pnhlic, that it is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages therein contained "·ere by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, as afore
said, when, as a matter of fact, respondent is not a distiller, does not 
distill the said whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages by it so 
bottled. labeled, sold, and transported, and does not own, operate, or 
control any place or places where such beverages are manufactured by 
the process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There aro among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, gins, and 
other !Opirituous beverages sold by them ami who truthfully use the 
words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part 
of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery and adver
tising, and on the labels of the bottles in which they s<>ll anrl ship such 
products. There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, 
partnerships, and individuals engageu in the businrss of purchasing, 
rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages who uo not nse the words "distillery," "distil
leries," "distilling" or "distillers" as a part of their corporate or trade 
names, nor on their stationery or advertising, nor on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said products. 

P.\R. 5. Hepresentntion by responuent RS set forth in paragraph 3 
hereof, is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to and docs 
mislead and uccei\ e dealers and the pmchasing public into the beliefs 
that respondent is a distiller and thllt the whiskies, gins, anu other 
spirituous beverages sold by the respondent are manufactured and 
distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, and is cn.lculated 
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to and has the capacity and tendency to and does induce d.ealers and 
the purchasing public, acting in such beliefs, to purchase the whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages bottled. and sold by the respond
ent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from its competitors who do 
not by their corporate or trade names or in any other manner mis
represent that they are manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, 
or wash, of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages, and therE'by 
respondent d.oes substantial injury to substantial competition in inter
state commerce. 

PAR. G. The acts and things above alh•ged to have been done and the 
false representations alleged to haye been made by respondent are to 
the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled, An Act to create 11 Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on July 3, 1935, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding, upon respondent Consolidated Dis
tillers Corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respondent's 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the al
legations of said complaint were introduced by DeWitt T. Puckett 
and PGad D. Morehouse, attorneys for the Commission, before J olm 
W. Bennett, an examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly des
ignated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint 
by 0. Bowie Duckett, Jr., of Hargest, Leviness, Duckett, and Mc
Glannan, attorneys for the respondent; and said testimony and 
other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Com
mission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final 
hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, the answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence, briefs in support of the com
Plaint and in opposition thereto and the oral arguments of counsel 
aforesaid; and the Commission having duly considered the same, 
and being now fully ad vised in the premises, finds that this pro
ceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings 
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, 
and doing business under the laws of the State of Maryland, with 
its principal office and place of business at 38 South Calvert Street, 
in the city of Baltimore in said State. It was incorporated in 
October 1933, with a capital stock of seventeen thousand shares of 
which two thousand are of the par value of $1,000 per share des
ignated as preferred stock and fifteen thousand shares are of the 
par value of $20 each. Its charter authorizes it to engage among 
other things in the manufacture, purchase, sale, distribution, stor
age, and export of alcoholic beverages including whiskies and wines 
and in the distillation of whiskey. 

It is now and has been since shortly after its organization en
gaged in business as a rectifier and wholesaler of distilled spirits 
under basic permits from the Federal Government, purchasing, rec
tifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages and selling the same in constant course of trade and com
merce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. Its business is in excess of $100,-
000 a year and during the six months period from November to 
April, 1V3&-3G it doubled its volume of business. Its distilled spirits 
are purchased in bulk from several distillers in several States of the 
United States, but principally from distillers in Maryland. This bulk 
whiskey is bottled. by respondent straight or in blends, about GO% 
of its product being rectified and the remainder being bottled as 
straight whiskey. About 5% of its business is done outside the 
State of Maryland, it having custom<'rs in the District of Columbia, 
New York, and. South Carolina. Most of its customers are re
tailers. 

In the course and conduct of its busin<'ss, respond.ent is, and has 
been, in competition with other corporations, individuals, and part
nerships engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, 
gins, and. other spirituous beverages, and. in the sale and distribu
tion thereof in interstate commerce; and also in competition with 
other rectifiers and wholesalers. 

Respondent does not now anJ. never did distill alcoholic bever
ages from raw matPrials at 38 South Calvert Street or elsewhere. 
It does not now and never has mvneJ, op<'rated, or controlled any 
stills or any plant equippeJ. for the distilling of alcoholic beverag-es. 

PAR. 2. Since the repeal of prohibition, there has bC'en, and still 
is, a. sharp distinction in the trade between the processes of <lis
tilling and rectifying. Distilling is confined to the manufacture 
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Qf alcoholic spirits by an original and continuous process from 
grain, or other raw materials, in a mash to a cistern room, in the 
case of whiskey. Rectifying deals wholly with subsequent modi
fications of the product not involving the process of distillation. 
This distinction in trade significance has been recognized by the 
Government through its issuance of two separate kinds of basic 
permits to those engaging in the two respective operations. 

Rectifying in the distilled spirits rectifying industry means the 
mixing of whiskies of different ages or the mixing of other ingredi
ents with whiskies, but reducing proof of whiskey by adding water 
is not rectifying. Rectifiers also blend whiskies with neutral spirits 
(grain alcohol). 

A distiller, in the sense ordinarily understood by the liquor indus
try, is one who prepares distilled spirits by a process of original 
a.nd continuous distillation from mash, wort or wash, through con
tJ.nuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is 
complete. 1\fany_ distillers operate a separate establishment 800 feet 
or more away from their distillery, known as a rectifying plant, 
wherein they operate in the same manner as described above, for 
a rectifier-sometimes exclusively with spirits of their own distilla
tion and sometimes with spirits purchased from other distillers or 
both. Some distilleries have a tax-paid bottling room on the distill
ery bonded premises wherein their distille<l spirits are bottled straight 
as they come from the still, or in a bonded warehouse after aging, 
or after reduction of proof. Any rectifying by a distiller, however, 
must be done in his rectifying plant under his rectifier's permit. On 
all bottled liquors, whether bottled at the distillery rectifying plant 
or at any other rectifying plant, appear the words "Bottled" or 
~'Blended'' (as the case may be) "by the ---------------- Company.'" 
I! the distille<l spirits therein containe<l are bottled by a distiller 
~Ither in his distillery or are spirits of his own distillation bottled 
In his rectifying plant, the distiller may and does put "Distilled and 
bottl d b C " If · tl d' t"ll ' t" . e y ---------------- ompany. , m 1e IS I er s rec 1-

fylng plant, other spirits have been blended or rectified, he puts 
"Bl · ended and bottled by ---------------- Company." Fmally, 
blown (usually in the bottom) of each bottle is a symbol, consisting 
~f a letter followed by a number, i<lentifyin~ the bottler, viz., a 
~'' for a distillery and "R" for a rectifier, the number following 

sa1d letter corresponding with the distiller's or rectifier's permit. 
Thus "R-34'' designates this respondent. A distiller who also oper
ates a rectifying plant, having both kinds of permits, may use either 
symbol depen<ling upon whether the liquor contained in the bottle 
'Was produced and bottled under his distiller's or rectifier's permit. 
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Knowledge of these details is not widespread among the retail 
trade and is very limited to the general public. 

It is not possible to determine from the presence of the phrase 
"Blended and Bottled by" alone, or the phrase "Bottled by" alone, 
on the label, whether the package was bottled by a rectifier who is 
a distiller, or by a rectifier who is not a distiller. 

PAR. 3. Approximately twenty-two witnesses of 'vhom twenty-one 
were purchasers of liquor and who had had no connection with the 
liquor industry were subpoenaed at the instance of the Commission 
to ascertain whether or not there existed a preference of a sub
stantial portion of purchasers and potential purchasers to buy whis
kies and other alcoholic beverages, bottled at or by a distillery or 
distilling company. These witnesses were fairly representative and 
included men from practically every walk of life; namely, a banker,. 
stockroom clerk, sales manager, superintendent of fertilizer plant, 
salesman, government employee, pastry-shop owner, electrical engi
neer, telephone man, real-estate broker, postal clerk, department-store 
manager, paper carrier, insurance man, a professor of anatomy, a 
syrup salesman, an assistant train yardmaster, coal merchant, and 
a graduate la'v student. Their testimony showed that the word 
"Distillers" or similar words in connection with the liquor industry,. 
meant to them a person or concern which manufactured by distil
lation, and all of them testified that in a corporate name such as 
respondent's such a word as "distillers" would imply to them that 
respondent was such a manufacturer, and they indicated a distinct 
preference to buy distillery-bottled packages of liquor, usually for 
the reason that they felt more confidence in the goods, as the manu
facturer, in their judgment, was likely to be more trustworthy and 
had more at stake than any middleman. A liquor dealer with thirty
one years of experience in making contacts with the trade anJ. the 
public was of the opinion, based upon such experience that, in the 
majority of cases, the ultimate consumer prefers to buy distillery
bottled goods. The respondent produced approximately ten witnesses 
who were retail liquor dealers and who, from their expl'rience with 
the public, stated it as their observation that customers paid no 
attention to the corporate or trade name of the seller as shown upon 
the labels, but made their purchases because of other consid.erntions. 
Such testimony is not contradictory to that given by the twenty-two 
witnesses as aforesaid, from all of whieh the Commission concludes 
it to be true that there is a substantial portion of purchasers which 
prefers to buy beverages bottled by the original distiller or manu
facturer thereof. 
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PAR. 4. Respondent's labels offered and received in evidence were 
brand labels. Besides the brand name and the nature of the product 
these words appeared generally upon the labels: "Bottled by Con
solidated Distillers Corporation, Baltimore, Md." The words "bot
tled by" are in much smaller print than the corporate name as a rule 
but still are quite legible. Blended whiskey has on the brand label 
the following inscription: "Blended by Consolidated Distillers Cor
poration, Baltimore, Md." In this case, too, the words "blended 
by" are in much smaller type than the name of the respondent cor
poration, although the words are quite legible. 

In the case of "Maryland Hunt Club" whiskey, a blend, there 
appears as Exhibit No. 9-A, the back or Government label placed 
on the package by respondent. This label reads as follows: "Mary
land Hunt Club Blended Whiskey. The straight whiskey in this 
product is 20 years old, 20% straight whiskey, 18% neutral spirits. 
Blended by Consolidated Distillers Corporation, Baltimore, Mary
land." There is a similar back label in the record as Commission's 
Exhibit No. 10-A relating to the brand "Carrollton Club" also a 
blended whiskey. A similar back labd also appears for the "My 
Mary land" brand. 

Respondent also advertised its name and business in the Baltimore 
Sun and in some trade papers and on billboards. 

In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by the use 
of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its station
ery, and on the labels attached to the bottles in which it sells and 
ships such products, respondent represents, anu furnishes its cus
tomers with the means of representing to the retailer and ultimate 
purehasC'r that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
therein contained, were by it manufactured through the process of 
distillation, when, as a matter cf fact, the respondent is not a dis
tiller and did not distill the said whiskies or other spirituous liquors 
by it so bottled, sold, and transported. 

PAu. 5. The Commission finds that because the trade, as well as 
the public, has a substantial preference to buy liquors bottled by the 
actual distillers, the tendency to diYCrsion of trade by respondent's 
U~c of the word "Distillers" in its name is plain, particularly with 
reference to any prospective purchaser who does not know from other 
sources the particular status of respondent, and the name readily 
lends itself as a tool to any salesman to be used by him for the pur
pose of gaining an unfair competitive advantage in comprting with 
an actual distilling company for any particular order of whiskey. 

The use by respondent of the term "Distillers" in its trade or cor
Porate name upon its invoices, stationery, advertising, and upon the 
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labels attached to the bottles in which it sells and ships its spirituous 
liquors, has a tendency to mislead and deceive wholesalers, retailers, 
and the ultimate purchasers into the belief that in purchasing the 
same they are purchasing a product bottled at a distillery by the 
original distillers thereof, and this, in turn, tends to, and does, un
fairly divert trade from respondent's competitors to the respondent. 
Among such competitors, there are those who, manufacturing spirit
uous liquors by process of original and continuous distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash, do truthfully designate themselves as distilling 
companies, and also among such competitors are those in the same 
class with this respondent, to wit: those who are engaged in that 
branch of the industry known as the distilled spirits rectifying in
dustry, and who, as rectifiers, do not untruthfully designate them
selves as "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling companies." 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Consolidated 
Distillers Corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and of re
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition 
in commerce, within the intent and mPaning of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

OROER '1'0 CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard. by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before John ,V, Den
nett, an examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly <lesignated 
by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, briefs filed. herein, and oral arguments by De Witt T. Puckett 
and PGad n. Morehouse, counsel for the Commission, and by 0. Dowie 
Duckett, Jr., of Ilargest, Leviness, Duckett and 1\IcGlannan, counsel 
for respondent, and the Commission having made its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the 
provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, en
titled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent Consolidated Distillers Corpora
tion, its officers, represPntatives, agents, and. employees, in connection 
with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of whiskies, gins, an<l 
all other spirituous beverages in interstate commerce and in the Dis
trict of Columbia do forthwith cease and desist from: 
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Representing through the use of the word "Distillers" in its cor
porate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships said products or in any 
other \Vay by word or words of like import, (a) that it is a distiller 
of. whiskies, gins, or any other spirituous beverages; (b) that the 
said whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages are by it manufac
tured through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, operates 
or controls a place or places where any such products are by it 
:manufactured by a process of original and continuous distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and ves
sels until the manufacture thereof is complete, unless and until 
respondent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or 
Places. 

It i~ jurthe1· ordered, That the said respondent, within 60 days from 
and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it is complying and has complied 
With the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 

14G756m--so--vol.24----35 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

THE I. T. S. COMPANY, THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF 
MASTER SHOE REDUILDERS, ITS OFFICERS AND 
MEMBERS 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD '1'0 'l'IIE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. IS OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS Al'PHOVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcet 2802. Complaint, May 15, 1996-Dccision, Jan. 22, 1991 

Where a corporation engaged In sale at wholesale of rubber heels and soles 
to shoe findings jobbers and shoe repairers, but not to 5-and-10 cent stores, 
In competition with those who sell their products to such stores as well as 
to or through shoe manufacturers, shoe findings jobbers, and shoe repairers i 
and a voluntary nonprofit trade association of shoe repairers, and individual 
shoe-rPpalrer members and officers of said association, acting officially and 
Individually-

( a) United In a common course of action and entered Into an agreement, com
bination, and conspiracy to close the natural channels of distribution of the 
products of competitors who sell to aforesaid stores, and cause shoe manu· 
facturers, shoe findings jobbers, shoe repairers, and hardware stores to 
boycott and refuse to deal with such manufacturers of and wholesale deal· 
ers In aforesaid products, who sell same to stores aforesaid, and therebY 
suppress competition among such manufacturers and wholrsalers; and In 
the accomplishment of said end, severally and jointly, as the case might bE-' 

(b) Circularized channels of trade Involved with literature which was falselY 
derogatory or defamatory as respects those manufacturers and wholesalers 
of rubber heels and soles who sell to aforesaid stores, and which designated 
sources of Information as to the Identity of such manufacturers and whole· 
salers who sold and who did not sell to stores In question, and circularized 
such <:llaimcls with so-called "white lists" and "black lists'' of such non· 
selling and selling manufacturers and wholesalers, and disseminated 
similar Information to channels Involved through and by their missionarY 
men and sales force ; and 

(c) Made use of other cooperative and Individual means to carry out and make 
etrectlve their aforesaid undertaking: 

With result that trade In rubber heels and soles was unduly restrained among' 
the States, competition among manufacturers and wholesalers, retailers and 
consumers, and manufacturers and wholesalers In their sales to retailers 
and among retailers in their sales to consumers was substantially sup
pressed, nnd consuming public was deprived of benefits that would naturallY 
flow from normal comprtltion among and betwPen aforesaid wholPsalers and 
other manufacturers, whole!lalers, and retailers In aforesaid products: 

lleld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and corn· 
petltors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. lV. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. Jolm Darsey for the Commission. 
Mr. G. A. Resek, of Lornin, Ohio, for respondents. 
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Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that each and 
all of the respondents named in the caption hereof have been and 
are now using unfair methods of competition in commerce as ''com
merce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission 
~hat a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
Interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
l'espect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, The I. T. S. Company, is a corporation 
organized under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its office and 
Principal place of business at 135 Maple Street, Elyria, Ohio. L. P. 
'I'ufford, C. H. Ingwer, A. G. Smith, and Helen Schuenemann are 
l'~spectively president, vice president, and general manager, second 
VIce president, and sales manager and secretary and treasurer of said 
~orporation. The respondent is engaged in selling at wholesale rub-
0r. heels and soles to retail dealers located in the various States of the 
n~ted States. Respondent purchases the aforesaid products in 

Winch it deals <.lirectly from B. F. Goodrich Company. Respondent, 
Upon resale of the aforesaid products to the retail trade, causes sai<.l 
Products to be transported from its place of business in o:liO to 
Vendees at their respective points of location in the various States 
of the United States. 
I In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business the rcspon<.lent 
las been and now is, in competition with other individuals, firms, 
~artnerships, and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution, 
~11 comnterce as herein set out, of similar and like products to Le used 

0
l' the same and similar purposes. 
~he channels of distribution in the trade commence with the whole

~\er and flow through (a) shoe manufacturers, (b) shoe findings 
~0 hers, (c) shoe repairers, (d) 5-and-10¢ stores, (e) hardware stores, 
i~ the ultimate consumer. The respondent confines practically all of 

11 
s sales to the shoe findings joLLers and the shoe repairers and does 

0~t sell any of its products to the 5-and-10¢ stores. Some competitors 
f respondent do sell to the 5-and-10¢ stores as well as to the other 
our outlets aforesaid. 

er P~n. 2. Respondent, National Federation of l\Iaster Shoe Rebuild
CQ8.' Is n voluntary nonprofit trade association of shoe repairers, in
<l l~or~ted in 1024 uu<.ler the laws of Delaware with a certificate to 

0 
llsiness in the State of Ohio. George Benson, C. C. Zeigler, 
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·walter L. Green, and S. L. Orenstein are respectively president, 
vice president, treasurer, and executive secretary of said association, 
in charge of and conducting its affairs, and the principal place of 
business of said association is 1124 Chester A venue Cleveland Ohio. 

' ' The members of the association are many in numbt•r, the nwmber-
ship varying from time to time by the dropping out of old and the 
addition of new members, so that it is impracticable at any given 
time to name as parties respondent and bring before the Commis
sion each and all of the members of said association without mani
fest inconvenience and delay; wherefore, the officers of said associa
tion made respondents herein individually and as snch officers, are 
now here made respondents as representing each and all the mem
bers of said association. 

PAn. 3. In or about the month of January 1935, the respondents, 
I. T. S. Company, National Federation of Master Shoe Rebuilders, 
and its officers aforesaid acting individually, united in a common 
course of action and entered into an agreement, combination and 
conspiracy to close the natural channels of distribution of the prod
ucts of competitors of respondent who sell their products to the 
5-and-10¢ stores and to cause the natural channels of trade, viz, the 
shoe manufacturers, the shoe findings jobbers, the repairers, and 
hardware stores, to boycott and refuse to deal with those manufac
turers and wholesale dealers in the aforesaid products who also sell 
their products to the 5-and-10¢ stores, thereby suppressing competi
tion among manufacturers of, and wholesale dealers in, the products 
aforesaid, and in such regard have used the following methoJ.s ruul 
practices: 

(a) Respondent, I. T. S. Company, circularized the <'hannels of 
trade, other than the 5-and-10¢ stores, with letters, pamphlets, litera
ture, and advertisements in trade magazines (all of which it caused 
to be prepared, published, and distributed) to the following effect, 
gist, or meaning: 

A New Year's resolution every shoemuker and jobber must make for 1935 
pro~perlty: "In 1935 I will not buy rubber heel>~ or soles made by manufacturers 
selling heels or stick-on soles to the 5-und-10¢ 1<tores." • • • Now Is cer
tainly the t:me to make the New Year's resolution-to reful'le to buy any more 
rubber heels from manufacturers who double-cross you by selling heels nnd 
stlek-on soles to the 5-and-lOe stores under some other brand name. You ure 
n swell guy, uwse manufacturers say, und thl'y ure Yery fond ot you nnd your 
orders-but they also like those cur-loud orders from the chain stores. Yet 
every heel and stick-on sole they sell the 5-und-10¢ stores means that you ore 
cheated out of n heel or tap job. • • • The I. T. S. Company has always 
been 011 the side of the sho!'maker and jobber. We have never sold to tb9 

5-and-10¢ stores, uny chain store, or s.'loe manufacturer. 
• • • $ • • • 
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"' "' • We know and we'd like to· give you the information as to what 
concerns are selling to the 5-and-10¢ stores, but our legal coucsel advises us 
thnt it would be unethical for us to do so, that we might be subject to prose
cution for unfair competition and instituting a boycott against individual 
companies. But here's where you can get the information: The secretary, 
or officers of your local shoe repairers' association, can get this illformation 
through-

l\Ir, S. L. Orenstein, Executh·e Secretary, The National Federation of Master 
Shoe llebuilders, 405 Chester-12th Street Building, Cleveland, Ohio. 

"' • "' Stick to your guns, refuse to buy from any heel manufacturer 
supplying your worst competition, the 5-and-10¢ stores, with either heels or 
Stick-on soles, and l!l35 should be the beginning of more shoe repairii:g for 
the repair shops and better profits for you and your fellow shoemakers. 

Respondent, I. T. S. Company, also has caused and causes infor
mation to the same effect, gist and meaning as that set forth in sub
section (a) of this paragraph to be disseminated to the trade in the 
Various States of the United States by its missionary men and sales 
force. 
. (b) Respondent, National Federation of :Master Shoe Rebuilders, 
~n response to inquiries made of it as the result of the reference to 
It ns a source of information in the printed matter distributed by 
respondent, I. T. S. Company, and the reference made to it by the 
n1issionary men and sales force of I. T. S. Company, as described 
supra, caused to be prepared and forwarded to said inquirers a list 
of manufacturers and wholesale rubber heel and sole dealers who do 
not sell their products to 5-and-10¢ stores. 

(c) l~espondent, I. T. S. Company, persecutes and harasses tlw 
shoe findings jobbers who handle the products of manufacturers or 
'"holesalt>rs who sell to 5-aml-10¢ stores by continuously urging them 
by persuasion, intimidation, threats of hoycott, to cease handling 
the products of such concerns. 

( dl Uespondents use other cooperative and individual means to 
carry out and make effective their aforesaid undertaking. 

:rAH. 4. The said agreE:'ment, combination, and conspiracy, and the 
things done thereunder and pursuant thereto, as hereinabove alleged, 
have had and have the effect of unduly restraining trade among the 
States of the Union in rubber heels and soles; of substantially sup
Ptessing competition among manufacturers and wholesalers, retail
ers and consumers, and among manufacturers and wholesalE:'rs in 
their sales to retailers, and among retailE:'rs in their sales to con
sumers; and of depriving the public of benefits that would flow 
from normal competition among and between t.he respondent, I. T. S. 
Company, manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers; and such agree
lllent, combination, and conspiracy, and tho things done thereunder 
and pursuant thE:'reto, as above all\'ged, constitute unfair methods of 
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competition within the meaning of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, 1914, above entitled, and are to the prejudice of the 
public interest. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on May 15, 1936, issued and served its complaint 
in this proceeding upon the respondents, The I. T. S. Company, The 
National Federation of Master Shoe Rebuilders, George Benson, C. C. 
Zeigler, Walter L. Green, and S. L. Orenstein, individually and as 
president, vice president, treasurer, and executive secretary respec
tively, of said association, charging them with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of 
said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of re· 
spondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of 
the allegations of said complaint were introduced by John Darsey, 
attorney for the Commission, before '\V. ,V, Sheppard, an examiner 
of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition 
to the allegations of the complaint by G. A. Resek and S. L. Oren
stein, attorneys for the respondents; and said testimony and other evi· 
deuce were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. 
Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before 
tlte Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony 
and other evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposi· 
tion thereto, and the oral arguments of counsel aforesaid; and the Com
mission having duly considered the same, and being now fully advised 
in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of thd 
public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
dmwn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, The I. T. S. Company, is an Ohio 
corporation with an office and principal place of business at 135 Maple 
Street, Elyria, Ohio. It is engaged in selling at wholesale ruLbcr 
heels and soles to retail dealers located in the various States of the 
United States. It purchases its products principally from n. F. Good· 
rich Company, and upon resale of the snme to the retail trade causes 
them to be transported from its place of business in Ohio to vendees 
located in the various States of the United States. 

In the course and conduct of its business it has been and now is in 
competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corpora· 
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tions engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce as herein set 
out, of similar and like products, or products to be used for the same 
or similar purposes. 

The channels of distribution in the trade begin with the wholesaler 
and flow through the shoe manufacturer, the shoe findings jobbers, 
the shoe repairers, the 5-and-10¢ stores, and hardware stores, to the 
ultimate consumers. The respondent confines practically all of its 
sales to the shoe findings jobbers and the shoe repairers and. does not 
sell any of its products to the 5-and-10¢ stores. There are competi
tors of respondent who sell some of their products to the 5-and-10¢ 
stores as well as to the other four channels of trade set forth above. 

PAn. 2. The respondent, The National Federation of :Master Shoe 
llebuilders, is a voluntary nonprofit trade association of shoe 
repairers. It is a Delaware corporation with a certificate to do busi
ness in the State of Ohio. George Benson, C. C. Ziegler, Walter L. 
Green, and S. L. Orenstein are respectively, president, vice presi
dent, treasurer, and executive secretary of said association, and have 
charge of and conduct its affairs. The present place of business of 
Said association is 1124 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. The mem
bers of the association are many in number, the membership varying 
from time to time by the dropping out and the addition o:f new 
members, making it impracticable at any given time to name the 
membership of the association. The officers of said. association, 
named supra this paragraph, are individual shoe repairers, and as 
such are members of said association. 

PAn. 3. In or about the month of January 1035, the respondents, 
The I. T. S. Company, The National Federation of Master Shoe 
~ebuilders, and its officers, acting officially and individually, united 
1~ a common course of action and entered into an agreement, com
bination, and conspiracy to close the natural channels of distribution 
of the products of competitors of respondents who sell their prod
Ucts to the 5-and-10¢ stores, and to cause the natural channels of 
traue, viz, the shoe manufacturers, the shoe findings jobbers, the shoe 
repairers, and hardware stores, to boycott and refuse to deal with 
those manufacturers and wholesale dealers in the aforesaid products 
Who sell their products to the 5-and-10¢ stores, thereby suppressing 
cornpetition among manufacturers of, and wholesale dealers in the 
Products aforesaid. The following methods and practices were used 
to accomplish this end: 

(a) The respon<lent, The I. T. S. Company, circularized the chan
fels of tra<le, other than the 5-and-10¢ stores, with letters, pamphlets, 
Iterature, and advertisements in trade magazines (all of which it 
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caused to be prepared, published, and distributed) to the following 
effect, gist, or meaning: 

A New Year's resolution every shoemaker and jobber must make for HJ35 
prosperity: "In 1935 I will not buy rubber heels or soles made by manufacturers 
selling heels or stick-on soles to the 5-and-10¢ stores". • • • Now Is cer
tainly the time to make the New Year's resolution-to refuse to buy any more 
rubber heels from manufacturers who double-cross you by selling heels and 
stick-on soles to the 5-and-10¢ stores under some other brand name. You are 
a swell guy, these manufacturers say, and they are very fond of you and your 
orders-but they also like those car-load orders from the chain stores. Yet 
every heel and stick-on sole they sell the 5-and-10¢ stores means that you are 
cheated out of a heel or tap job. • • • The I. T. S. Company has always 
been on the side of the ~hoPmaker and jobber. 'Ve have never sold to the 5-and-
10¢ stores, any chain store, or shoe manufacturer. 

• • • • • • • 
• • • 'Ve know and we'd Iil'e to give you the Information as to what 

concerns are selling to the 5-and-10¢ stores, but our legal counsel advises us 
that it would be unethical for us to do so, that we might be subject to prose
cution for unfair competition and instituting a boycott against individual com
panies. But here's where you can get the Information: The secretary, or offi
cers of your local shoe repairers' association, can get this Information through-

Mr. S. L. Orenstein, ExPcntive Secretary, 
The National Federation of l\Iaster Shoe Rr>bnihleri!, 
403 Chester-12th Strret Building, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
• • • Stick to your guns, refuse to buy from any heel manufacturer sup

plying your worst competit!on, the 5-and-10¢ stores, with either heels or stick-oil 
soles, and l!l33 should be the beginning of more shoe rrpairlng for the rep;tir 
shops and better profits for you and your fellow shoemakers. 

The respondent, The I. T. S. Company, also caused informn.tioll 
to the same effect, gist, and meaning as that set forth in sub::::ection 
(a) of this paragraph, to be disseminated to the trade in the various 
States of the United States by its missionary men and sales force. 

(b) The respondent, The National Federation of Master Shoe Rc
builders, acting by and through its officers in response to inquiries 
made of it as a result of the reference to it as a source of information 
in the printed matter distributed by the respondent, The I. T. S. 
Company, and the reference made to it and its officers by the mis
sionary men and sales force of The I. T. S Company, as described 
supra, caused to be prrpared nnd forwarded to said inquirers a list 
(so-called white list) of manufacturers and wholesale rubber heel 
and sole dealers who do not sell their products to 5-and-10¢ stores. 

(c) The respondent, The I. T. S. Company, continuously urged 
shoe findings jobbers by persuasion, intimidation, and threats of boy· 
cott, to cease handling the products of manufacturers or wholesalers 
of rubber heels and soles who sell their products to the 5-and-10¢ 
stores. 
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(d) All of the respondents used other cooperative and individual 
means to carry out and make effective their aforesaid undertaking. 

PAR 4. As a result of the aforesaid agreement, combination, and 
conspiracy, and the things done thereunder and pursuant thereto, as 
hereinabove set forth, trade in rubber heels and soles was unduly 
l:estrained among the States of the Union; competition among manu
facturers and wholesalers, retailers and consumers, manufacturers 
and wholesalers in their sales to retailers, and among retailers in their 
sales to consumers, was substantially suppressed; and the consuming 
public was deprived of the benefits that would naturally flow from 
normal competition among and between the respondent, The I. T. S. 
~ompany, and other manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers, deal
Ing in rubber heels and soles. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, The I. T. S. 
Company, The National Federation of Master Shoe Rebuilders, its 
officers and members; George Denson, C. C. z~igler, ·walter L. Green, 
and S. L. Orenstein, are to the prejudice oi the public and of respond
ents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, within the intent and meaning of s~ction 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
~ Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

ORDER '1'0 CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of re
spondents, testimony and other evidence taken before ,V. W. Shep
pard, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by 
lt, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
~her;to, briefs filed herein, and the Commission having made its 
~cltngs as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have 

\'tolated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, The I. T. S. Company and its 
officers; The National Federation of Master Shoe Rebuilders, its 
~~<;ers, both individually and in their official rapacity, and its in

lVIdual memb('rs, and their respective agPnts, representatives, and 
e~ployees, or any group of such respondents or their agents, either 
;lth or without the cooperation of persons not parties hereto, do 
orthwith cease and desist from: 
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1. Combining and conspiring or cooperating and confederating 
together, among themselves or with others, to close natural channels 
of trade to manufacturers and wholesalers of rubber heels and soles 
who sell to the 5-and-10¢ stores; 
· 2. Circularizing the channels of trade of the rubber heel and sole 
industry with literature falsely derogatory or defamatory to manu
facturers and wholesalers of rubber heels and soles who sell to the 
5-and-10¢ stores, and which designates sources from which informa
tion may be obtained disclosing the identity of manufacturers and 
wholesalers of the said products who sell to the 5-and-10¢ stores, or 
who do not sell to the 5-and-10¢ stores; 

3. Publishing or circularizing the channels of trade of the rubber 
heel and sole industry with lists (so-called "white lists" or "black 
lists") containing the names of manufacturers and wholesalers of said 
products who do or do not sell to the 5-and-10¢ stores; 

4. Disseminating information to the channels of trade of the rub
ber heel and sole industry through and by their missionary men and 
sales force, that certain manufacturers and wholesalers of the said 
products sell or do not sell to the 5-and-10¢ stores; 

5. Using any other cooperative or coercive means to suppress com
petition in the sale and distribution of rubber heels and soles, or to 
close the natural channels of trade in such products to manufacturers 
and wholesalers who sell to the 5-and-10¢ stores. 
· It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 
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Syllabus 

IN THE MA 'ITER OF 

F. L. McWETHY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II 01!' AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2859. Complaint, June 26, 1996-Decision, Jan. f2, 199'1 

Where an individual engaged in the manufa<:tur~. sale and distribution of a 
pharmaceutical preparation which was known as "McWethy's Home Treat· 
ment," and was in the form of pills and made up in packages sold for $5.00, 
but, in some Instances, to old customers for $3.5()--

Misrepresented, in advertising his said product In newspapers and in periodicals 
of interstate circulation which, in the main, reached readers in rural com· 
munities and small towns, that said preparation was an effective or valu· 
able remedy or treatment for bladder, prostatic, kidney, and bowel troubles, 
and that it reached the underlying causes thereof and would cure or rid 
one of all such aliments, and that delay in taking such medicine might 
make it too late for one to treat hls bladder ailment effectively, and mis· 
represented the functioning thereof through numerous statements of one 
sort and another of foregoing tenor, such as 'Suffered 12 years. Bladder 
trouble now gone. • • • I have just finished two treatments and 
after 12 years of suffering, I can truthfully say I am free from bladder 
trouble," "• • • not only for the bladder, but helps the kidneys, liver, 
and bowels as well," "Now then why not get after this ailment and get 
rid of it?," etc., facts being said "Home Treatment" is not an effective 
remedy for such troubles and does not relieve systemic causes of kidney, 
bladder, and bowel ailments and troubles as represented, and aforesaid 
representations with respect to nature, value and effect of preparation in 
question were grossly exaggerated, misleading, and deceptive, and such 
product does not and wlll not accomplish results claimed therefor; 

With cnpaclty and tendency to lead purchasers and prospective purchnsers 
of bls said so-called "Home Treatment" into the belief that it constituted 
an effective or valuable remedy or treatment for such various ailments, 
and would reach the underlying causes of such troubles and cure or rid 
one of all such ailments, relieve weakene<l condition of the bladder due to 
eu1arge1l prostate gland or to deranged condition of the kidneys, be 
beneficial in effect upon acid or rheumatic conditions of the blood, enable 
one, through action thereof, to avoid Bright's disease, and that delay might 
make 1t too late, etc., and to purchase his said product in substantial quanti
ties in and on account of erroneous belief that his said various representa. 
tions were true, and with result of thereby unfairly diverting trade to 
him from competitors, including manufacturers and distributors, and sellers 
nnd distributors of like and similar products, who truthfully advertise 
and represent the chnracter and nature and therapeutic value of their 
l'e!!pective products aml <lo not advertise and otherwise represent, as the 
case may be, that such products have merit or thernpeutlc vnlue which they 
do not have; to the Injury of competition In commerce among the various 
States: 
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Ilcld, That such acts and practices, under the conditions and circumstances 
described, were to the prejudice of the public and competitors and consti
tuted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. lV. W. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. Joseph 0. Fehr for the Commission. 
Nash & Donnelly, of Ohi.cago, Ill., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 1 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to crPate a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, h:.tving reason to believe that F. L. 
McWethy, an individual, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has 
been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commis
sion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof wonld be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

l.,ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent, F. L. :McWethy, is an individual with 
his principal office and place of bnsiness located at 320 Michigan 
A venue, in the city of Marshall, State of Michigan. Respondent, 
for more than three years last past, has been, and still is, engaged in 
the manufacture and sale of a pharmaceutical preparation known as 
"1\IdVethy's Home Treatment," which he repr<'sents to be a diuretic 
stimulant for the kidneys. In the course and conduct of his busi
ness respondent offers said product for sale and sells the same in 
commerce between the State of Michigan and the several States of 
the Unitr<l States and in the District of Columbia. 

When said product is sold, respondent transported from his place 
of business in the State of l\Iichigan to the purchasers thereof lo
cated in States of the United States other than the State of Michi
gan and in the District of Columbia. Thcrt- has been for more than 
three years last past, and still is, a constant cmrent of trade and com
merce in said product so manufactured nnd sold by respondent, betwePll 
and among the various States of the United States and in the Dis
trict of Columbia. Hespondent is now and for more than three 
years last past has been engng<'d in substantial competition with 

1As amended by ordt•r of CommiHslon on Dec. 30, 1030. Extendt•d Pnumpr·atlon In Pur. 2 
of the complaint, ns thus amended, quoting nt lt•ngth r<'SPO!IIIent's vnrions rt•presPnlations 
with respl'ct to the nllt•ged therapeutic value of respondent's product nntl Its etl'ect upon 
users thert>of, Is likewise set forth In the flntlln~s. Infra, nt pn~e ri2t, nnd for this reAson 
ts omitted from the amended complnlnt as puiJII~hed In tbe loter!'Bt of brevity, 
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other individuals and with firms, partnerships, and corporations en
gaged in the manufacture of like and similar products and in the sale 
thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of his business, as aforesaid, the 
respondent, in soliciting the sale of and in selling "Me 1Vethy's 
Home Treatment" and for the purpose of creating a demand upon 
the part of the consuming public for said product, now causes and 
for more than three years last past has caused advertisements to be 
issued, published, and circulated to and among the general public 
of the United States in various perioLlicals and publications and in 
other forms of printed matter, and in other ways. In said ways and 
by said means, respondent makes and has maJe to the general public 
Inany unfair, false and misleading statements with reference to the 
alleged therapeutic value of said product and its effect upon the 
llsers thereof, a portion of which are as follows: 2 

PAn. 3. The statements and representations set forth in paragraph 
2 hereof, and many others similar thereto, serve as representations 
on the part of respondent to purchasers and prospective purchasers 
of respondent's product as to the nature of the product and its 
effectiveness in use. Said representations are: 

(a) That said Home Treatment is an effective remedy for nny 
bladder trouble; 

(b} That it is an effective or valuable treatment for prostatic 
trouble of any kind; 

(o) That it is an effective or valuable treatment for kidney 
trouble· 

' (d) That it is an effective or valuable treatment for the bowels; 
(e) That is reaches all of the underlying causes of either bladder 

or kidney or prostatic or bowel troubles; 
(f) That it will "eure" or "rid" one of all such ailments; 
(g) That it will relieve a weakened condition of the bladder due 

to enlarged prostate gland or to a deranged condition of the kid
neys; 

(h) That it can or should eliminate the cause of bladder or other 
Ot·ganic troubles; 

(i) That it will have a beneficial effect upon an acid or rheumatic 
condition of the blood causing bladder irritations; -------
b 

1 
'I'he quututlons which follow at ll'ngtb In the eomplalut at this point, as all•·gNlly mude 

1{ r~Rpontlent with rl'spPet to the therapeutic \·alue of Its prl'paratlon and elfl'ct upon users 

1 l!\r<'or, Is SE-t forth In the findings, Infra, at page 524, and Is, for this reason, omitted here 
11 the lnterpst of brevity. 
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{j) That the use of this medicine in preventing retention of 
urine will enable one to avoid interstitial nephritis or Bright's 
disease; 

(k) That delay in taking this medicine may make it too late for 
one to treat his bladder ailment effectively; 

{l) That the Home Treatment acts directly on the seat of the 
trouble or that it brings quick relief no matter what the causes 
are; 

(m) That it relieves systemic causes of kidney, bladder and 
bowel ailment and troubles; 
whereas, in truth and in fact, "Mc,Vethy's Home Treatment" is not 
an effective remedy for bladder, bowel, or prostatic irritations or 
ailments, nor does it relieve the systemic causes of kidney, bladder, 
and bowel ailments and troubles, as represented. It does not elim~ 
inate the cause of such irritations or ailments or relieve a user's 
weakened physical condition due to a derangement of the kidneys, 
prostate gland, bladder or bowels. In truth and in fact, the repre~ 
sentations made by respondent with respect to the nature, value 
and effect of his preparation, when used, are grossly exaggerated, 
false, misleading, and untrue, as said preparation will not accom~ 
plish the results claimed for it. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of the respondent in 
interstate commerce, manufacturers and distributors of like and sim~ 
ilar products who truthfully ad\·ertise and represent the nature, 
merit, and therapeutic value of their respective products. There are 
also among such competitors of the respondent, sellers and distrib~ 
utors of like and similar products who do not advertise and other~ 
wise represent that such products have tho merit or therapeutic 
value which they do not have. 

PAn. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent have 
the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers and 
prospective purchasers into the erroneous beliefs that respondent's 
representations set out in paragraph 3 hereof are true and into the 
purchase of respondent's product in such beliefs. Thereby trade is 
unfairly diverted to respondent from respondent's competitors in 
interstate commerce referred to in paragraph 4 and as a consequence 
thereof substantial injury is done by respondent to competition in 
interstate comr.nerce. 

PAR. 6. Said acts and practices of respondent are all to the preju~ 
dice of the public and responde~t's competitors, and constitute un~ 
fair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and 
meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to 
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create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

HEPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
~0 define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
!rade Commission, on June 26, 1936, issued and served its complaint 
ln. this proceeding upon the respondent, F. L. McWethy, charging him 
~·Jth the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in viola
tion of the provisions of said act. The respondent duly filed his 
answer on July 27, 1936, in which he denied the material allegations 
of the complaint. Thereafter, testimony and evidence in support of 
the allegations of said complaint were introduced in behalf of the 
Commission before W. ,V. Sheppard, an examiner of the Commission, 
theretofore duly designated by it, no testimony and evidence being 
offered by the respondent; and said testimony and evidence was duly 
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, upon 
the motion of the attorney for the Commission, notice and service of a 
copy of said motion having been waived in writing by the attorney 
for the respondent, the Commission, on December 24, 1936, ordered 
the complaint amended conformable to the testimony and evidence 
received at the hearing theretofore held, and ordered that said testi
lnony and evidence be received and considered as testimony and evi
dence under said complaint, as amended. After the issuance of said 
o:der amending the original complaint herein, the respondent, through 
Ius attorney, John A. Nash, Esq., filed his answer in which said answer 
~he respondent stated that he waived hearing on the charges set forth 
111 the complaint, as amended, that he admitted all of the material 
al~egations of the complaint as amended to be true and that the Com
nussion might, without trial, without further evidence, and without 
any intervening procedure, make, enter, issue and serve upon him, the 
said respondent, its findings as to the facts and conclusion based 
thereon and an order to cease and desist from the methods of competi
tion alleged in the complaint, as amended. Thereafter, the proceeding 
regularly carne on for final hearing before the Commission on said 
amended complaint, and the answer of the respondwt to the amended 
complaint, testimony and other evidence, and the Commission having 
duly considered same and being fully advised in the premises, finds 
!hat this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this 
lts findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn 'therefrom. 
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. TI1e respondent, F. L. Mc'\Vethy, is an individual 
with his principal office and place of business located at 32V l\Iichi
gan Avenue, in the city of Marshall, in the State of Michigan. He is 
now, and for more than five years last past, has been engaged in the 
manufacture, sale, and distribution of a pharmaceutical preparation 
known as "l\lc'\Vethy's Home Treatment." This treatment, in the 
form of pills, is made up in packagPs which respondent sells for $5.00, 
but which, in some instances, he has sold to old customers for $3.50. 
Hespondent represents and has r<'presented this so-called home treat
ment to be a diuretic stimulant for the kidneys and to be a remedy 
for bladder and bmvel ailments. He offers and has offered said 
product for sale and distribution in commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. 

'\Vhen said product is sold, respondent transports it from his place 
of business in Marshall, Mich., to the purchasers thereof, located in 
various parts of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
Hespondent is now, and has been at all times hereinafter mentioned, 
in substantial competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, 
and corporations likewise engaged in the manufacture, sale, and dis
tribution in commerce as herein set out of like and similar products. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business, as above dc
scrihed, respondent advertises his product hy means of advertisements 
puhlished in newspapers a1Hl magazines such as the "National Farm 
News" and in other periodicals and publications and forms of printed 
matter having interstate circulation which, in the main, reach 
readers in rural communities and small towns. Typical of the adver
tisements which the respondent thus puhlisll<'d and circulated prior 
to November 7, Hl32, is the followin~ advertisement which appParcd 
in the "National Farm News" for January Hl32: 

CAN YOl! SLEEP 

ALT, NIGHT? 

Or Mu!lt You Gtot Up Frrquently Uy H(•aso11 of BladdPr Trouble? 

If you are kept awake Jmlt the night and g<'t up fl'l'I!Hently on ncconnt of 
Irritation llJHI wrnlnwss of the blad,ler, or if yon nre suffl•ring from prostatiC 
trouhle, "'l'lte me nt once for n g<>nerouli free trial of my home tr<>atment tor 
the relief of blad1lt>r wenkneRii. I send it free so you can try It in your own 
case nnd know how quickly It relieves the Irritation and stops the getting nP 
nights. Thill trial trentment alone will bring you sneh wondPrful rdiPf you 
wlll be delighted i)eyoml words. Write me today. F. J,, McWethy, 32~ l\Ilchlgan 
Ave., l\Jnrshall, Mich. 
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In form letters, folders, and circulars, which respondent published 
prior to November 7, 1032, respondent made many statements and 
representations concerning his product, of which the following are 
typical: 

• • • The Home 'l'rral"ment Is pro\'lng ell'Pctive in many ca:les of long 
~;tanding, and I see no renson why yon cnn not derive the snme f<Jlll'I!(Ji(l 
results, if you will persist in the use of the medicine. 

So many reports of cures have hPen coming In the pn:st two Wl'eks from my 
customers from all over the United Stntes and Canada that I sometimes feel I 
do not reccommend the medicine half ns high as I 8hould. 

N'o matter whether caus(•d by enlnrg<>d prostate gland or n <lPranged condition 
of the kidneys, the Ilome TreatmPnt Is deHignNl to relil'Ye this coudition. 
(1'o wit: Weakened condition of the bladdl'r.) 

I inunced a numlwr of my acquaintances to try it, 8ome of them in such an 
extr<'mely ball condition they coul!l hardly pass water without artilicial means, 
nnd the results W<'re so wonderfully :satisfactory that I at once arranged for 
the manufacture of the medicine. 

Dlndder irritations arise from ,·:nious sourees, a ,·ery common one being an 
acid and rheumatic condition of the blood, but whatever the cause, you can 
not on•rp~timate the advnntagP to be gained by giving prompt att('utlon to 
the trouble. 

No matt('r what tlw causes arc, you want r('li<'f quickly. ~Iy Home Treatment 
Is Pr('pared to oct dir('ctly on the sPat of ~·our trouble, and you will not have 
to nse the medicine very long to prove its efft•ctiveness. 

'l'he object all the way through is uot only to relieve the existing local con
ditions, hut as far as po>~sible relieve :o;y>.tl'mic causes of the trouhle. 

'l'o everyoue afni<'tf'd with a di~ordf'rNI condition of the bladder, I sny, do 
not let another day go hy, • • • hut ortll'r n full treatnll'nt ot mwe. 

liicWethy's Comhined Home Trentnwut Is not only for the bladder, but the 
kidnf'ys and bowels. 

Why put up with your trouble longl'l". Otlwrs Wl're tohl thPir ca!';e was 
Incurable, yl't aftl'r nil, Sl'l' whn t tlwy ~ay nhout the nwllidn(' nft<'r giving it 
n good fair trial. 

In Novl.'mbl.'r 1!):12, the rl.'spontll.'nt stipulated nntl agn•ed with the 
Feueral Tnule Commission to tliscontinue making allll advl.'rtising the 
forPgoing stn.tements and rPJH"t-sentations, and other rrpresentations 
and stutPments equivalrnt thPreto, in form ot· substn.nce. Since 
NovemlJer 7, 1!)32, the effective date of the aforementioned stipulation, 
Which was approwd hy the Commission, the respondent has no longer 
~sed any of the forl.'going udv<•rtist•ments and has discontinued mak
lllg the specific reprPsentations as hereinabove set out. Ilowenr, 
a~ong the statl.'ments and rt>presC>ntntions made by the respondent 
81 nce Nowmber 7, 1!)32, hn.ve ht>en the following: 

Suffer(;>(} 12 yenrs. lllndder trouble now gone. • • • I have just tlnish<'d 
two treatments and ofter 12 years of suffering, I C'lln trutllfnlly !IllY 1 am fr('e 
from bladder trouble, b-5a 

1467:iG'"-:lil-vol. 24--:JIJ 
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McWethy's Combined Home Treatment is not only for the bladder, but helps 
the kidneys, liver and bowels as well. b-4d 

Now then why not get after this ailment and get rid of it? f-12a 
A medicine that has proven wonderfully successful in relieving what is com

monly called a weakened condition of the bladder indicated by an unnatural de
sire to pass water very frequently both day and night, usually accompanied with 
a feeling of extreme restlessness. No matter what may have caused it, the 
Home 'l'reatment is designed to relieve this condition • • •. 

Wlmt you or any other sufferer wants is a treatment that will produce results. 
No matter what the causes are you want relief quickly. My Home Treatment 
is prepared to act directly on the irritated parts, and you will not have to use 
the medicine very long to prove its effectiveness. b-4b 

PAn. 3. The statements and representations as set forth in paragraph 
2 hereof, and many others similar thereto, serve as representations on 
the part of respondent to purchasers and prospective purchasers of his 
product as to the nature thereof, and its effectiveness in use. These 
statements and representations of respondent hereinabove set out, 
and others similar thereto, have the capacity and tendency to lead 
purchasers and prospectiYe purchasers of respondent's so-called home 
treatment into the belief: 

{a) That said Home Treatment is an effective remedy for any 
organic bladder trouble; 

( l;) That it is an effective or valuable treatment for prostatic trouble 
of any kind; 

(c) That it is an effective or valuable treatment for kidney trouble; 
(d) That it is an effective or valuable treatment for the bowels; 
(e) That it reaches all of the underlying causes of either bladder, 

kidney, prostatic or bowel troubles; 
(f) That it will "cure" or "rid" one of all such ailments; 
(g) That it will relieve a weakened condition of the bladder due to 

enlarged prostate gland or to a deranged condition of the kidney; 
(h) That it can or should eliminate the cause of bladder or other 

organic troubles; 
(i) That it will have a beneficial effect upon an acid or rheumatic 

condition of the blood causing bladder irritations; 
{j) That the use of this medicine in preventing retention of urine 

will enable one to avoid interstitial nephritis or Bright's disease; 
(k) That delay in taking this medicine may make it too late for 

one to treat his bladder ailment effectively; 
(l) That the Home Treatment acts directly on the seat of the trouble 

or that it brings quick relief no matter what the causes are; 
(m) That it relieves systemic causes of kidney, bladder and bowel 

ailments and troubles; 
and to purchase respondent's products in such beliefs. 
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In truth and in fact, "Me 'Vethy's Home Treatment" is not an effec
tive remedy for bladder, bowel, or prostatic troubles, nor does it re
lieve the systemic causes of kidney, bladder, and bowel ailments and 
troubles, as represented. It does not eliminate the cause of such irri
tations or ailments or relieve a user's weakened physico.! condition due . 
to a derangement of the kidneys, prostate gland, bladder, or bowels. 
In truth and in fact, the representations made by respondent with 
respect to the nature, value and effect of his preparation, when used 
n.re grossly exaggerated, misleading, and deceptive, as said prepara
tion does not and will not accomplish the results claimed for it. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent in com
merce as herein set out, manufacturers and distributors of like and 
similar products who truthfully advertise and represent the nature, 
merit, and therapeutic value of their respective products. There are 
also among such competitors of the respondent, sellers and distributors 
Qf like and similar products who do not advertise and otherwise repre
sent that such products have merit or therapeutic value which they 
do not have. 

PAn. 5. The use of the statements and representu.lions herein set 
forth in paragraphs 2 and 3 by the respondent in offering for sale 
and selling his products in commerce herein set out, have had, and 
now have the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive members 
0 .£ the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said representa
tions are true and into the purchase of substantial quantities of re
spondent's product on account of such belief induced as aforesaid. 
As a result thereof, trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondent 
from competitors referred to in paragraph 4 hereof, who truthfully 
advertise and represent the character and nature and therapeutic 
value of their respective products. In consequence thereof, injury 
has been done by respondent to competition in commerce between and 
arnong the various States of the United States. 

CONCLUSION 

. The aforesaid acts and practices of said respondent under the condi
hons and circumstances described in the foregoing findings of facts 
are to the prejudice of the public and of competitors of respondent. 
a~d constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce in viola• 
~Ion of an Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled 
An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission. to define its powers 

nnd duties, and for other purposes." . 
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OTIDER TO CE.\SE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respond· 
ent filed herein on July 2j, 1936, testimony and evidence taken before 
Trial Examiner 1V. 1V. Sheppard, an examiner of the Commission 
theretofore duly designated by it, in support of the charges of said 
complaint, upon the said complaint as amended by order of the Com
mission on December 24, H.l36, and the answer to the said amended 
complaint, filed herein on January 7, 1937, by respondent admitting 
all the material allegations of the complaint, as amended, to be true 
and waiving the taking of further evidence and all other intervening 
procedure; and the Commission having made its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provi· 
sions of an Act ()f Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its power.; 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, F. L. Mc1Vethy, his agents, repre
sentatives, servants, and employees, in connection with the offPring 
for sale, sale and distribution of a product now designated as "l\Ic· 
1Vethy's Home Treatment" or any product of substantially the "amc 
composition and ingredients sold under the name "l\lc1Vethy's Home 
Treatment" or under any other llame, ill interstate commerce, do 
cease and desist from: 

Ueprcsenting, directly or indirectly, through form letters, folders. 
circulars, catalogs, or any other form of printed matter, or by radio 
broadcasting, or in any other mamwr: 

(a) That said Home Treatment is nn effective rentedy for any 
bladder trouble; 

(b) That it is nn effective or valuable treatlllent for prostatic trouble 
of any kind; 

(c) That it is an effective or valuable treatment for killney trouble; 
(d) That it is an effective or valuable treatment for the bowels; 
(e) That it reaches all of the undel'lying causes of either bladder, 

kidney, prostatic or bowel troubles; 
{f) That it will "cme" or "rid" one of all such ailments; 
(g) That it will relieve a weakened condition of the bladder due to 

enlarged prostate gland or to a deranged condition of the kidneys; 
(h) That it can or should eliminate the cause of bhtdder or other 

organic troubles; 
( i) That it will have a beneficial effect upon an acid or rheumatic 

condition of the blood causing bladder irritations; 
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(j) That the use of this medicine in preventing retention of urine 
Will enable one to avoid interstitial Hephritis or Bright's disease; 

(k) That delay in taking this medicine may make it too late for 
one to treat his Lladder ailment effectively; 

( Z) That the Home Tn,atment acts directly on the seat of the 
trouble or that it brings quick relief no matter what the causes are; 

(m) That it relieves systemic causes of kidney, bladder and bowel 
ailments and troubles; 
and from making any other representations of similar tenor or im
port . 

. And it is lteJ'eby furtlte1' ordered, That the said respondent shall 
Within 60 days from the date of the service upon him of this order 
file with this Commission a report, in writing, setting forth the man
ner and form in which he shall have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

SUN RADIO SERVICE & SUPPLY CORPORATION 

COMPLAINT. FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 3022. Complaint, Dec. 23, 19!16-Decisfon, Jan. 23, 1931 

'Vhere a corporation long engaged in the manufacture, sale, and rliF:trlbntion of· 
radio receiving sets and radio tubes and supplies In commerce among the 
various States and In the District of Columbia, mude u:;e of letters 
"R C. A." as a mark or brand for its said sets, tubes, and supplies thus 
made and sold by it and its subsidiaries, and built up and enjoyed a 
valuable goodwill in said letters as thus applied, which, so used, were 
generally recognized and understood by trade and purchasing public as 
meaning products made and sold as aforesaid by it and its said sub· 
sidiaries; and where activities above set forth of said corporation and itS 
subHidlaries, as well as those of other well-known manufacturers and dis· 
tributors of such products, included the new type of metal tube developed 
by them to meet demand of many purchasers of such sets for such n tube, 
in whiC'h the technical elements are sealed in steel, or in which metal 
functions instead of glass, and Rnrh so-called metal tuhes had become 
popularized and were sold to purchasers in large quantities; and ther~ 
after a corporate retailer engaged in the District of Columbia in selling 
and distributing radio sets, tubes and supplies, including its so-called 
"Automatic Radio''-

Di~playcd letters "H.. C. A." over word "Automatic" in representing, designating 
and r('ferring to its aforesaid set in advertlsf'ments In newspapers of wide 
interstate circulation, together with words "Newest" and "Licensed," and 
"~'caturing the New 1\IETAL Tube," and sold said products, thus ad' 
vertls<'d and represented, in commerce among the various States nnu in 
aforesaid District, notwithstnndiug fact sets In question were not those 
made by aforesaid corporation and its snbsldinrl<'s, nor were the tubes thuS 
fcatnrcd those products whirh hnd bf'come popularized nnd known to trade 
and tmrchuslng public as metal tubes, ns hereinbefore set forth: 

With etTect of contusing, misleading and deceiving purchasers and Jlrospcctlve 
purchasers Into the erroneous bell<'f that said various products were those 
of said corporation and its subsidiaries, and of other competitors who had 
built up and long enjoyl'rl valuable ~oodw1ll, ns afore!!ald, In mnnufacturc, 
sale and distribution of thf'ir respective proi!uct~, and with tendency and 
capacity unfairly to divert trade to it from its competitors, im:luding 
manufacturers and d!IStributorll who do uot misrepre~eut their JJl'odudll 
and deceive or mislead purchasers or PI'OSp(•cth·e purchasers thereof through 
use of filuch letters or simulation. or through Ul'e of word ''Metal" as descrlP" 
th·e of their tub('S, not, in fact, such, as understood as hl'rf'lnhf'fore ex· 
)llaiued, and who truthfully reprrsent nature and mPrlts ot their products 
under their own trade names and brands and as of their own manutac· 
ture and design: and to the substantial injury of aforesaid corporation 
and its sub~>iUinries and other competitors, and of a substantial portion 
of public, hy indurlng purd111l'lers and prospective purchasers to buy prod· 
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nets made and sold by it, in and because of the erroneous belief that they 
Were those products of hereinbefore corporation and its subsidiaries, pre
ferred by many purchasers as superior to products competitive therewith, 
and that its said tubes were metal tubes, as such had become popularly 
known to trade and purchasing public: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the injury and prejudice of the 
PUblic and competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Joseph 0. Fehr for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursnant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
:rnission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Sun Radio 
Service & Supply Corporation, a corporation, has been and is using 
?nfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined 
111 said net of Congress, and it appearing to said Commission that a 
Proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as 
fol1ows: 

• PAHAGHAPH 1. Respondent, Sun Radio Service & Supply Corpora
han, is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under 
a~d by virtue of the laws of the State of Maryland, with its prin
Clpal place of business located at !>38 F Street N. W., in the city of 
Washington, in the District of Columbia. It is now, and has been 
for more than one year last past, engaged in the business of selling 
and distributing at retail, rauio receiving sets all(l radio tubes and 
supplies in commerce within tho District of Columbia, and among 
the various States of the Uniteu States. In the course anu conduct 
?f its business responuent has been at all times referred to herein, 
1~ competition with other corporations, firms, partnerships, anu indi
VIduals likewise engaged in the sale and distribution of similar prod
Ucts in commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

P ;An. 2. The Radio Corporation of America is a corporation or
ganlzed existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws 
of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of business located i 30 Rockefeller Plaza, in the city of New York and State of New 

ork, It is now, and since 1!>19, has been engaged in the manufac
ture, sale and distribution of radio receiving sets and radio tubes 
~nd supplies between and among the various States of the United 

tates and in the District of Columbia, using the letters "R. C. A." 
as a mark or brand for said radio receiving sets, radio tubes, and 
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supplies thus manufactured and sold by it and by its owned and 
controlled subsidiaries, and causing said products when sold to be 
shipped from its place of business or that of its subsidiaries, to 
purchasers thereof located in States of the United States other than 
the State in which such shipments originated. Said Radio Corpora
tion of America has built up and enjoys a valuable goodwill in the 
said letters "R. C. A." as applied to its said products, particularly 
radio receiving sets, radio tubes and supplies. Said letters, "R. C. A." 
when applied to or used in connection with radio receiving sets and 
radio tubes and supplies, are generally recognized and understood 
by the trade and purchasing public to signify products manufactured 
and sold in commerce between and among various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia by the said Radio 
Corporation of America and its subsidiaries. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, and for the purpose of creating a demand for its 
products on the part of the purchasing public, the respondent has 
caused advertisements and advertising matter pertaining to certain 
of its products to be inserted in newspapers having circulation between 
nnd among various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia, and by said means respondent has caused and no'" causes 
its said products to be represented, designated and referred to as-

Newest It. C. A. 
AUTOMATIC 

Featuring the New 
METAL Tube 

Licensed 

and respondent has sold and now sells its products, thus advertised 
and represented, between and among various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

In truth and in fact, the respondent's said products were not and are 
not products made or manufactured by the Radio Corporation of 
America or its subsidiaries referred to in paragraph 2 hereof; nor are 
the tubes featured in the aforesaid ad,·crtising matter those tubes 
which have become popularized and known to the trade and purchas
ing public as "metal'' tubes, jn which the technical elements are sealed 
in a vacuum in steel, or radio tubes "·herein metal functions instead 
of glass for radio receiving sets. 

PAR. 4. The acts and practices of the respondent as set forth in 
paragraph 3 hereof, and others similar thereto, are fah>e and mislead
ing and have the capacity and tendency to confuse, mislead, and de
ceive purchasers and prospective purchasers and cause them errone
ously to believe that the rl'spomlent's said products so described and 
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referred to were and are the products of the Radio Corporation of 
America and its subsidiaries, when such was not and is not the fact, 
and erroneously to believe that said glass tubes are metal tubes, in 
which the technical elements are sealed in a vacuum of steel, when 
such is not the fact, to the injury of said Radio Corporation of 
America and its subsidiaries, and to the injury of other competitors 
of the respondent, and unfairly injures the goodwill of said com
petitors which they have built up and have had for many years in 
the manufacture, sale and distribution of their respective products 
among the purchasing public in the various parts of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 5. There are now, and have been for more than one year last 
past, among the competitors of respondent, manufacturers and dis
tributors likewise engaged in the business of manufacturing and 
selling in commerce, as herein set out, radio receiving sets and radio 
tubes and supplies, and similar products, who do not misrepresent 
8aid products and 'vlw do not deceive or mislead purchasers or pros
pective purchasers of their products by simulating or using the letters 
"R. C. A.," or by simulating or using tlte trade name or brand of any 
other competitor, and who do not use tlte word "metal" as descrip
tive of tubes offered for sale and sold by them which are not, in fact, 
tubes in which the technical elements are sealed in a vacuum in steel, 
or such tubes wherein metal functions instead of glass, and who truth
fully represent the nature and merits of their products under their own 
trade names and brands, and as of their own manufacture and design. 

PAn. 6. The use by respondent of said methods, acts and prac
tices as above set forth, have. had and now have the tendency and 
capacity to unfairly divert trnde to respondent from its competitors, 
to the substantial injury of its competitors in said commerce, and 
also has the tendency nnd cnpacity to injure a substantial portion 
of the public by inducing purchasers all<l prospective purchasers to 
purchase the products manufactured and sohl by respondent as afore
said, in and because of the erroneous belief that said products are 
the products of its competitors or as aforesaid, and that its tubes 
are "metal" tubes as such tubes h:tVe bl:'come popularly known to 
the trade and purchasing public. 

PAR. 7 The aforesaid methods, acts and practices of the respond
ent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
petitors, as hereinabove alleged, and said methods, acts and practices 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Sedion 5 of an Act of Congress entitled, 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
nnd duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 
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REronT, FINDINGS As TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on December 23, 1936, issued, and 
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Sun Radio 
Service & Supply Corporation, charging it with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of 
said act. On January G, 1937, the respondent filed its answer in 
which answer it admitted all the material u1legations of the com
plaint to be true and stated that it waived hearing on the charges 
set forth in the said complaint and stated that, without further evi
dence or other intervening procedure, the Commission might issue 
and Sf'rve upon it findings as to the facts and conclusion and an order 
to cease and desist from the violations of law charged in the com
plaint. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hear
ing before the Commission on the said complaint and the answer 
thereto, and the Commission having duly considered the same, and 
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is 
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Sun Radio Service and Supply 
Corporation, is a corporation organized and existing under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Maryland, having its principal 
office and place of business at 938 F Street, N. ,V., in the city of 
Washington, in the District of Columbia. Respondent, for more 
than one year last past has been, and still is, engaged in the business 
of selling anJ. distributing at retail radio receiving sets, radio tubes, 
and supplies. Among these products which respondent sells in com
merce within the District of Columbia and among the various States 
of the United States is the "Automatic Radio." Respondent adver
tises this particular product with the letters "RCA" immediately 
above the worlls "AUTOMATIC." Respondent also advertises tho 
"Automatic Radio" as "featuring the new METAL tube." 

UesponJ.ent transports its product or causes the same to be trans
porteJ. from its place of businefls in the city of 'Vashington, in the 
District of Columbia, to the purchasers thereof located in various 
States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. Thero 
has been for more than one year last past, and still is, a constant cur
rent of trade in said product sold and uistributed by respondent, in 
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commerce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. Respondent is now, and for more 
than one year last past has been, in substantial competition with other 
·~orporations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged 
In the sale and distribution of like and similar products in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia. 
• PAR. 2. The Radio Corporation of America is a corporation organ
Ized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware, with its principal place of business located at 30 
Rockefeller Plaza, in the city of New York and State of New York. 
It is now, and since 1919 has been, engaged in the manufacture, sale 
~nd distribution of radio receiving sets and radio tubes and supplies 
ln commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia, using the letters "RCA" as a. 
lnark or brand for said radio receiving sets, radio tubes and supplies 
thus manufactured and sold by it and by its owned and controlled 
?Ubsidiaries. It causes said products when sold to be shipped from 
Its place of business, or that of its subsidiaries, to purchasers thereof 
located in States of the United States other than the State in which 
such shipments originated. Said Radio Corporation of America has 
built up and enjoys a valuable good will in the said letters "RCA" 
as applied to its said products, particularly radio receiving sets, radio 
tubes, and supplies. Said letters, "RCA" as applied to or used in 
connection with radio receiving sets and radio tubes and supplies, are 
generally recognized and understood by the trade and purchasing 
Public to signify products manufactured and sold in commerce between 
and among various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia by the said Radio Corporation of America and its sub
sidiaries. 

Many purchasers of radio receiving sets have come to prefer the 
comparatively r.ew "metal" tubes for usc in radio receiving sets; that is 
to say, tubes in which the technical elements are sealed in a vacuum in 
steel, or tubes wherein metal functions instead of glass. To meet this 
demand the Radio Corporation of America and its subsidiaries and 
other well known manufacturers and distributors of radio receiving 
sets and radio tubes and supplies have developed the new type of 
tnetal tubo hereinabove described and these so-called metal tubes have 
become popularized and sold to purchasers thereof in large quantities. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as described in 
Paragraph 1 hereof, and for the purpose of creating a demand for its 
Products on the part of the purchasing public, the respondent has 
caused. advertisements and advertising matter pertaining to certain 
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of its products to be inserted in newspapers having a wide interstate 
circulation, and by said means respondent has caused and now causes 
its said products to be represented, designated and referred to as 

Newest R. C. A. 
AUTOMATIC 

l!'eaturing the New 
METAL Tube 

Licensed 

and respondent has sold and now sells its products, thus advertised 
and represented in commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 4. The statements and representations set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, have a tendency and capacity to deceive and mislead pur
chasers and prospective purchasers of respondent's said products into 
the belief: 

(a) That the radio receiving sets advertised and represented by 
respondent as "TICA AuTOMATIC, featuring the New METAL Tube,'' 
were and are the products of the Radio Corporation of America and 
its subsidiaries. 

(b) That the tubes thus advertised and represented as "METAL" 

tubes are tubes that have become popularized and known to the trade 
and purchasing public as tubes in which the technical elements are 
sealed in a vacuum in steel, or tubes for radio receiving sets wherein 
mrtal functions instead of glass. 

In truth and in fact, the respondent's said products were not and 
nre not products made or manufactured by the Radio Corporation 
of America or its subsidiaries referred to in paragraph 2 hereof; and 
the tubes featured in the advertising matter above set out are not 
such tuhrs as have become popularized and known to the trade and 
purchrrsing public as "metal" tubes, i. e., tubes in which the technical 
elements ure sealed in a vacuum in steel, or tubes for radio receiving 
Eets wherein metal functions instead of glass. 

The representations made by the respondent as herein above set 
forth and others similar thereto, are misleading and deceptive and 
have a tendency and capacity to confuse, deceive and mislead, and 
have confused, misled, and deceived purchnsers and prospective pur
chnscrs into the erroneous beliefs herein above described to the injury 
of said Rndio Corporation of America nnd its subsidiaries nnd of 
other competitors of respondent, which said competitors have built up 
and have for many years enjoyed valuable goodwill as aforesaid, in 
the manufacture, sale nnd distribution of their respective products 
among the purchasing public in various parts of the United States 
nnd in the District of Columbia. 
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PAR. 5. There are among the public, many purchasers of radio 
l'eceiving sets, radio tubes and radio supplies, who use the products 
of the Radio Corporation of America and its subsidiaries in pref
f'rence to products manufactured and sold by competitors, believing 
that the products manufactured and sold by said Radio Corporation 
of America and its subsidiaries are superior in quality to those of 
competing products. 

PAR. 6. There are now, and have been for more than one year last 
past, among the competitors of respondent, manufacturers and dis
tributors, likewise engaged in the business of manufacturing and sell
ing in commerce, as herein set out, radio receiving sets and radio 
tubes and supplies, and similar products, who do not misrepresent 
said products and who do not deceive or mislead purchasers or 
Prospective purchasers of their products by simulating or using the 
letters "RCA," or by simulating or using the trade name or brand 
of any other competitor, and who do not use the word "metal" as 
descriptive of tubes offered for sale and sold by them which are not, 
in fact, tubes in which the technical elements are sealed in a vacuum 
in steel, or such tubes wherein metal functions instead of glass, and 
Who truthfully represent the nature and merits of their products 
Under their own trade names and brands and as being of their own 
manufacture and design. 

PAR. 7. The use by respondent of said methods, acts, and practices1 

as above set forth, have had and now have the tendency and capacity 
to unfairly divert trade to respondent from its competitors, to the 
substantial injury of said Radio Corporation of America and its sub
sidiaries and of other competitors, and also has the tendency and 
rapacity to injure a substantial portion of the public by inducing 
Purchasers and prospective purchasers to purchase the products 
lnanufactured and sold by respondent, as aforesaid, in and because 
of the erroneous beliefs that said products are the products of the 
Radio Corporation of America and its subsidiaries, as aforesaid. and 
that its tubes are "metal" tubes as such tubes have become popularly 
known to the trade and purchasing public. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Sun Radio 
SPrvice and Supply Corporation, are to the prejudice of the public 
and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of 
rompetition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 
5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trnde Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes.'' 
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ORDER 'IO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed on 
January 6, 1937, by respondent admitting all the material allegations 
of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further evidence 
and all other intervening procedure, and the Commission having made 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has 
violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes.:' 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Sun Radio Service and Supply 
Corporation, a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and 
employees, in connection with the ofl'ering for sale, sale, and distribu
tion of radio receiving sets and radio tubes and supplies in interstatA 
commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and 
desist from: 

1. Representing, directly or indirectly, through the use of the letter& 
"RCA," or through any other means, that said radio receiving sets, 
radio tubes and supplies are manufactured by the Radio Corporation 
of America or any of its subsidiaries; 

2. Representing that the radio tubes offered for sale and sold by 
it, either alone or in connection with its radios, are "new :METAL tubes," 
until and unless said tubes are those known to the trade and purchas
ing public as "metal" tubes in which the technical elements are sealed 
in a vacuum in steel, or wherein metal functions instead of glass; 

3. liaking any other representations of similar tenor or import. 
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days after 

service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it ha~ 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

RELL Y BREWING & :MALTING COMPANY, TRADING AS 
ROSECREST DISTILLERS 

COlfPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDim IN RIWARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2451. Cornpla_,int, June 20, 1935-Decislon, Jan. 25, 1931 

Where a rectifier and wholesaler of spirituous liquors, principal products of 
Which were blended whiskies, distilled gin, apple brandy, and bottled 
straight whiskies, and, excepting production of gin by redistillation of 

· tax-p.lld purchased alcohol over juniper berries and other aromatics, pro
ducing no spirits by distillation, and with no place therefor, but purchasing 
all its distilled spirits requirements from others, and selling its said 
products to wholesale and retail purchasers thereof in other States and 
In the District of Columbia, in substantial competition with those engaged 
In the manufacture by distlllation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages, and in selling same In trade and commerce as above set forth, 
and with those engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling 
such beverages and in similarly selling same, and including among said 
competitors those who, ns manufacturers and distillers of whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages sold by them, from mash, wort or wash as 
above set forth, truthfully usc wot'd>~ "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," 
or "distilling" as a part of their corporate or trade names and on their 
stationery and advertising and on the labels of the bottles In which they 
sell and ship their said products, and those who, engaged in purchasing, 
rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling such various products, do not use· 
aforesaid words as above set forth-

IteprE>scnted, throngh use of word "Distillers" In Its corporate name, printed 
on Its stationery c.nd advertising and on the labels attached to the bottles 
In which It sells and ships its said products and In various other wayR, 
to Its customers and furnished thC'm with the means of representing to 
their vendees, both rC'tailers and ultimate consuming public, that lt was a 
distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages con
tained In such bottles were by It Jn'Hle through process of distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, notwithstanding fact It did not thus distill 
Raid various spirituous beverages, thus bottled, labled, sold, and trans
ported by it, by process of original and continuous distillation as above 
set forth, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until manufacture Is 
complete, as long definitely understood from word "Distillers" in conne('
tion with liquor Industry, in the trade and by the consuming public, and 
WaR not a distiller, !or the purchase of the bottled liquors of which there Is 
1\ preference on the part of a substantial portion of tbe purchasing public; 

lVIth effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public Into 
the beliefs that It was a distiller and that the whiskies, gins and other 
~plrltuous be\'erages sold by it were by It made and distilled from mash, 
Wort, or wash as aforesaid, and of Inducing dealers atJd purchasing publlc, 
ln such bel!Pfl'l, to buy Its said whbkles, etc., bottled and sold by It, and 
of thereby diverting trade to It from Its comJl('tltors who do not, by their-
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corporate or trade names or In any other manner, misrepresent that they 
are manufacturers by distillation from mash, etc., as above set forth, ot 
their said products; to the substantial injury ot substantial competition 
in commerce: 

lleld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. John L. Ilornor, trial examiner. 
llf r. PGad B. },f orehouse for the Commission. 
Mr. Walter A. J(elly, of Paterson, N. J., for respondent. 

Col\IPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Kelly 
Brewing & Malting Company, a corporation, trading under the name 
and style Rosecrest Distillers, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges 
in that respect as follows : 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its 
principal office and place of business in the city of Paterson, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bot
tling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bevernges and in the sale 
thereof in constant course of trade and commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. In the course and conduct of its said business, it causes its 
said products when sold to be transported from its place of business 
aforesaid into and through various States of the United States to 
the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers lo
cated in other States of the United States and the District of Co
lumbia. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
spondent is now, and for more than one year last past has been, in 
substantial competition with other corporations and wHh individ
uals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by distil
lation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the 
sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; and 
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in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is 
now, and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial 
competition with other corporations, and with individuals, firms, 
and partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, 
blending and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. · 

P .AR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent has upon its said premises a still which it uses in the 
production of gin by a process of rectification, whereby alcohol pur
<:hased but not produced by respondent is redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distiller as defined by Sec
tion 3247 of the Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor 
as commonly understood by the public or the liquor industry. For 
a long period of time the word "Distillers" when used in connection 
with the liquor industry and the products thereof has had and still 
has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of the whole
salers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing 
public, to wit: those who manufacture such liquors by the process 
of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture 
thereof is completed; and a substantial portion of the purchasing 
public prefers to buy spirituous liquors prepared and bottled by 
distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distillers" in its trade name, printed on its sta
tionery and advertising, and on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which it sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, 
respondent represents to its customers and furnishes them with the 
means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ulti
mate consuming public, that respondent is a distiller and that the 
Whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages therein contained were~ 
by it manufactured through the process of distillation from mash, 
Wort, or wash, as aforesaid, when, as a matter of fact, respondent 
is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported, 
and merely by the use of a still operated by it as aforesaid in the 
rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over juniper berries 
and other aromatics does not distill the gins by it so bottled, labeled, 
sold, and transported in the sense in which the word "distilled" is 
commonly accepted and understood by those engaged in the liquor 

14671l6'n-39-vol. 24-37 
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trade and the public. Respondent does not own, operate, or control 
any place. or places where such beverages are manufactured by the 
process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages sold by them and who' truthfully use 
the word "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a 
part of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery and 
advertising, and on the labels of tlu3 bottles in which they sell and 
ship such products. There are also among such competitors corpora
tions, firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the business of 
purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages who do not use the word "distillery," 
"distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate 
or trade names, nor on their stationery or advertising, nor on the 
labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said 
products. 

PAR. 5. Representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 3 
hereof, is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to and does 
mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the beliefs 
that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages sold by the respondent are manufactured and 
distilled by it from mash, wort or wash, as aforesaid, and is calcu
lated to and has the capacity and tendency to and does induce deal
ers and the purchasing public acting in such beliefs, to purchase the 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages bottled and sold by 
the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from its com
petitors who do not by their corporate or trade names or in any other 
manner misrepresent that they are manufacturers by distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, of such products, and thereby respondent 
does substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate 
commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved Septembt>r 26, 1914. 
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REPoRT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs,· AND ORDER' 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on June 20, 1935, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Kelly Brewing & 
Malting Company, a corporation, trading under the name and style 
Rosecrest Distillers, charging it with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce, in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's 
a.nswer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allega
tions of said complaint were introduced by PGad B. Morehouse, 
attorney for the Commission, before John L. Hornor, an examiner 
of the Commission, theretofore duly designated by it, and no· testi
mony was offered by respondent in opposition to the allegations of 
the complaint; and said testimony and other evidence were duly 
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter the 
~roceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commis-
81~n on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other 
evidence, brief in support of the complaint (brief in opposition 
thereto and oral arguments of counsel having been waived); and the 
Commission having duly considered the same, and being now fully 
ltdvised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest 
of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation, organized and existing 
u.nder the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its office and prin
~Pal place of business at No. 122 Straight Street, in the city of 

1 
~terson in said State, where, from the date of its incorporation in 
9'"3 until about July 1, 1935, it engaged in the business of a rectifier 
~nd wholesaler of spirituous liquors under basic permit No. R-394: 
r.om the Federal Government. It had a capitalization of $1,000,000, 

~.It~ $346,000 paid in. Its principal products were blended whiskies, 
f 18blled gin, apple brandy, and bottled straight whiskies. Except 
~r the production of gin by the redistillation of tax-paid purchased 

11 cohol over juniper berries and other aromatics, it never produced 
:ny spiritll by distillation, nor had a place therefor. Although char
ered to deal in malts and beers, it had no place or brewing house 

or buildings wherein and by means of which are carried out the 
customary actual processes of preparing beers or ales, and in fact it 
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never handled such products in any manner, so that this case deals 
(!ntirely with its use of the word "Distillers" in its trade name. 

During the aforesaid period, while it was engaged in business, it 
purchased its alcohol from the Roseville Commercial Alcohol €or
poration, and its entire quantity of other distilled spirits require
ments from others. During its business operations it bottled and 
sold approximately 6,700 gallons of blended and straight whiskies 
and about 5,000 gallons of gin. In the course and conduct of its 
said business it caused its said products, when sold, to be transported 
from its place of business as aforesaid into and through various 
States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of 
wholesalers and retailers located in other States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its busi· 
ness as aforesaid, respondent was in substantial competition with other 
eorporations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged 
in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirit
uous beverages and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business as afore
said, respondent was in substantial competition with other corpora
tions, and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the 
business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, 

t brins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in c01n· 
merce between and among the various States of the United States and 
jn the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, i·e
spondent had upon its said premises a still which it used in the pro
duction of gin by a process of rectification, whereby alcohol pur
chased but not produced by respondent was redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distiller, as defined by 
S£>ction 3247 of the Revised Statutes regulating Internal ReYPnue, 
nor as commonly understood by the public or the liquor industry. 
For a long period of time the word "distillers," when used in con· 
nection with the liquor industry and the products thereof, has had 
nnd still has a definite significance and meaning to the minus of the 
wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate pur· 
.chasing public, to wit: the manufacturers of such liquors by the 
process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manu· 
facture thereof is completed. 

PAR. 3. The attorney for the Commission called a large number of 
-witnesses, ten being members of the trade and twenty-two being 
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lllernbers of the purchasing public, and with few exceptions the Com
lllission's witnesses testified that the word "distillers," or similar 
":'o~ds such as "distilling," "distilleries," etc., indicate the initial dis
hlhng process of producing spirituous and alcoholic liquors from 
fermented grain mash, etc., the manufacturer thereof or the place of 
distillation of spirituous and alcoholic liquors. The greater num
?er of these witnesses testified that the use of such words would 
Induce them or did induce them to purchase the products of the 
concern using such words in their corporate name or on the label of 
the bottle containing the product, in the belief that a distiller's prod
Uct would be more uniform and up to certain specifications, and 
a manufacturer's name should mean something. They testified that 
t?ey preferred buying in as direct a manner as is practical and con
Sidered distillers as having more responsibility than a rectifier or 
bottler of spirituous liquors. It was testified that the use of the 
:Yorcl "Distillers" in the corporate name of the respondent would 
Indicate to them that the respondent was the actual distiller of the 
Product and they would give preference in purchasing a product 
\Vhich bore a label containing such corporate name in competition 
with a product bearing a label which did not contain the word 
''distiller" or any word indicating a distilling process in its corporate 
llarne or otherwise. 

The Commission finds that there is a substantial portion of the pur
.chasing public which prefers to buy spirituous liquors prepared and 
bottled by distillers. 

P .AR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
~tationery and advertising, and on the labels attached to the bottles 
In which it sold and shipped its said products, and in various other 
w~ys, respondent represented to its customers and furnished them 
With the means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and 
the ultimate consuming public, that respondent was a. distiller, and 
th~t the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages therein con
tained were by it manufactured through the process of distillation 
frorn mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, when, as a matter of fact, 
respondent was not a distiller, does not now and never did distill 
the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages by it so bot
tled, labeled, s:->ld, and transported, and merely by the use of a still 
~Perated by it as aforesaid in the rectification of alcoholic spirits 
! redistillation over juniper berries and other aromatics, did not 

distill the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages by it so 
bottled, labeled, sold, and transported in the sense in which the word 
"distilled" is commonly accepted and understood by those engaged 
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in the liquor trade and by the public. Respondent does not no'W 
and never did own, operate, or control any place or places where such 
beverages were manufactured by the process of distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 5. There were among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 here· 
of, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufac· 
tured and distilled from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully 
used the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" 
as a part of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery 
and advertising, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sold 
and shipped such products. There were also among such competitors, 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the busi· 
ness of purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages, who did not use the words "dis· 
tillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their 
corporate or trade names, nor on their stationery or advertising, nor 
on the labels attached to the bottles in which they sold and shipped 
their said products. 

PAR. 6. Representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 3 
hereof, was calculated to and had the capacity and tendency to and 
did mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
beliefs that respondent was a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages sold by the respondent were manufac· 
tured and distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, and 
was calculated to and had the capacity and tendency to and did in· 
duce dealers and the purchasing public, in such beliefs, to purchase 
the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages bottled and sold by 
the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from its com· 
petitors who did not by their corporate or trade names or in any other 
manner misrepresent that they were manufacturers by distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, of such products, and thereby respondent 
did substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate 
commerce. 

About July 1, 1935, respondent went into the hands of receivers and 
its assets were sold, with the exception of a building in which had 
been installed its gin still. It has retained its corporate existence, 
and the Commission can have no assurance that in the absence of a 
prohibitiv~ order, respondent may not at some future time renew the 
violations of law charged herein. 

PAR. 7. Decause of existing regulations, and regulations proposed 
under the Federal Alcohol Administration Act, approved August 29, 
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1935 ( 49 Stat. 977), and which regulations became effective as of 
August 1~, 1936, providing that rectifiers who redistill purchased 
alcohol over juniper berries and other aromatics may label such re· 
suiting product "distilled gin," and requiring that the labels state who 
distilled it, the Commission has excepted gins produced by respondent 
by redistillation of alcohol over juniper berries and other aromatics 
from the prohibitions of its order. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the said respondent, under the 
conditions and circumstances hereinbefore described, were to the 
Prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and were unfair 
~ethods of competition in interstate commerce, constituting a viola
tion of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled, 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

.This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com· 
m1ssion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re· 
8Pondent, testimony and other evidence taken before John L. Hornor, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint, and no testimony being 
ofFered in opposition thereto, brief filed herein by PGad B. More
house, counsel for the Commisslon (brief of counsel :for respondent 
and oral argument having been waived), and the Commission having 
Inade its findings as to the :facts and its conclusion that said re
spondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved 
S~ptember 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
lrllssion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Kelly Brewing & Malting Com
~any, a corporation, trading under the name and style Rosecrest Dis
t~llers, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connec
tion with the sale, offering for sale, and distribution in interstate 
commerce or in the District of Columbia, of whiskies, gins, and all 
<lther spirituous beverages, except gins produced by it throtigh a 
Process of rectification whereby alcohol purchased but not produced 
by respondent is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics, 
do cease and desist from: 

Representing, through the use o{ the word "Distillers" in its cor
Porate name, on its stationery, advertising or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or in any other 
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way by word or words of like import, (a) That it is a distiller of 
whiskies, gins, or any other spirituous beverages; (b) That the said 
whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation ; or (c) That it owns, operates, or 
controls a place or places where any such products are by jt manufac
tured by a process of original and continuous distillation from masht 
wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the 
manufacture thereof is completed, unless and until respondent shall 
actually own, operate, or control such a place or places. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent, within 60 days 
from and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file 
with the Commission a report or reports in writing, setting forth 
in detail the manner and form in which it is complying and has com
plied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

FEDERAL DISTILLERS CORPORATION 

COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. I! 
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2439. Complaint, June 18, 1935-0rder, Jan. 21, 1931 

Consent order requiring respondent corporation, its officers, etc., in connection 
with sale or offer, in Interstate commerce and in District of Columbia, of 
Whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages produced by it, but excepting 
gins produced by It through process of rectification whereby alcohol pur· 
chased, but not produced, by it is redistilled as specified, to cease and 
desist from representing, through use of word "Distillers" in its corporate 
name and on its stationery, advertising, etc., or in any other way, that it 
is a distlller of whiskies, gins, or other alcoholic beverages or that said 
whiskies, etc., were by it made through process of distillation or that it 
owns, operates, or controls a place where such products are thus made, 
unless and until it shall own, operate, or control a place or places where 
such products are by it manufactured through process of original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash through continuous closed 
pipes and vessels until manufacture is complete. 

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 
Devine, [(ent & Devine, of Detroit, Mich., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Federal 
Distillers Corporation, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as re
spondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, as "commerce'' is defined in said act, and it appearing 
to the said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof 
~ould be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating 
Its charges in that respect as follows : 

P ARAORAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its 
office and principal place of business in the city of Detroit, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and 
bottling whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages in a rectifying 
Plant, and in the sale thereof in constant course of trade and com
lrlerce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its 
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said business it causes its said products when sold to be trapsported 
from its place of business aforesaid into and through various States 
of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of whole
salers and retailers, located in other States of the United States and 
the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business 
as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more than one year last 
past has been, in substantial competition with other corporations 
and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manu
facture by true distillation of whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic 
beverages from mash, wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof in trade 
and commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and con
duct of its business as aforesaid respondent is, and for more than 
one year last past has been, in substantial competition with other 
corporations and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged 
in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling 
whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages in rectifying plants 
and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said there is a still for use in the production of gins by a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not produced by re
spondent, is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics. 
Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or constitute re
spondent a distillery or a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the 
Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly un
derstood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period of 
time the word "distillers" when used in connection with the liquor in
dustry and with the products thereof has had and still has a definite 
significance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers and retailers in 
such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit: those 
who manufacture alcoholic liquors by an original and continuous dis
tillation from mash, wort or wash, through continuous closed pipes 
and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, and a substan
tial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors 
bottled and prepared by distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course anJ. conduct of its business as aforesaid by 
the use of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery, catalogs, advertising, and on the labels attached to the 
bottles in which it sells and ships its saiJ. products, and in various 
other ways, respondent represents to its customers and furnishes 
them with the means of representing to their vendees, both retailers 
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and the ultimate consuming public, that it is a distiller and that the 
said whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages therein contained 
Were by it manufactured through the process of distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact, respondent is not 
a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic 
beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported, and merely 
by the use of a still operated by it as aforesaid in the rectification 
of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over juniper berries and other 
aromatics, does not distill the whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic 
?everages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported in the sense 
In which the word "distillers" is commonly accepted and understood 
by those engaged in the liquor trade and the public. Respondent does 
not own, operate, or control any place or places where alcoholic 
~everages are manufactured by a process of original and continuous 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash, whiskies, gins, and other alco
~olic beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the words "dis
tillery " "distilleries" "distillers" or "distillinO'" as a part of their 

' ' ' I:> c?~Porate or trade names and on their stationery, catalogs, adver-
hsmg, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship 
such products. There are also among such competitors corporations, 
firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies; gins, and 
o~her alcoholic beverages who do not use the words "distillery," "dis
tilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate or 
trade names, nor on their stationery, catalogs, advertising, nor on 
th~ labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their 
sa1d products. 

PAR. 5. The representations by respondent, as set forth in para
graph 3 hereof, are calculated to and have a capacity and tend
ency to and do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing 
Public into the beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the 
'\\'hiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages sold by respondent are 
lllanufactured or distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash by one 
continuous process and are calculated to and have the capacity and 
~endency to and do induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting 
~n such beliefs, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic 
everages rectified and bottled by the respondent, thereby diverting 

trade to respondent from its competitors who do not by their cor-
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porate or trade name or in any other manner misrepresent that they 
are distillers, and thereby respondent does substantial injury to 
substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent are 
to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having come on to be heard by the Federal Trade 
Commission upon the complaint hereinbefore issued and served upon 
Federal Distillers Corporation, respondent herein, and the said re
spondent's written answer made thereto, waiving the taking of testi
mony, findings as to the facts, filing of briefs, oral argument and all 
other intervening procedure, and consenting that an order shall issue 
herein for it to cease and desist from methods of competition charged 
in the complaint, and the Commission being fully advised in the 
premises, having thereupon concluded that respondent has violated 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, en
titled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is now ordered, That the respondent, Federal Distillers Cor
poration, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in con
nection with the sale, offering for sale and distribution in inter
state commerce and in the District of Columbia of whiskies, gins, 
and all other alcoholic beverages, except gins by it produced through 
a process of rectification whereby alcohol purchased but not pro
duced by respondent is redistilled over juniper berries and other 
aromatics, do cease and desist from: 

Representing through the use of the word "Distillers," in its cor
porate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships its said products, or in 
any other way by word or words of like import, that (a) it is a. 
distiller of whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages; or (b) the 
said whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages were by it manu
factured through the process of distillation; or (c) it owns, operates, 
or controls a place or places where such beverages are manufactured 
by the process of distillation, unless and until the said respondent 
shall own, operate, or control a place or places where such whiskies, 
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gins, and other alcoholic beverages are by it manufactured through 
a process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
Wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manu
facture thereof is completed. 

It i8 furth.er ordered, That the said respondent within 60 days 
from and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall 
~le with the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth 
In detail the manner and form in which it is complying and has 
complied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth .. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

REO DISTILLERS, INC. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND OF SEC. 3 
OF TITLE I OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 16, 1933,1 

Docket 2410. Complaint, May 24, 1935-Decision, Jan. ~8, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged as re<!titler. and· wholesaler of spirituous liquors, 
in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
such Ilquors, and in the making of gin, with a still which it used therefor, 
by redistUiation of purchased alcohol, not produced by lt, over juniper 
berries and other aromatics, and in selling its aforesaid various products 
to wholesalers and retailers ln other States and ln the District of Columbia, 
ln substantial competition with those engaged in the manufacture by dis
tillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in selling 
same in trade and commerce among the various States and In said District, 
and with those engaged 1n purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling such 
various beverages, and similarly selling same, and including among said com· 
petitors those who, as manufacturers and dist11Iers of whiskies, gins, and 
other such beverages sold by them by process of original and continuous 
distUiatlon from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes 
and vessels until manufacture ls complete, truthfully use words "distillery," 
"dist11Ieries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their corporate or 
trade names and on their stationery and advertising and on the labels of the 
bottles In which they sell and ship their said products, and those who, 
engaged In purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling such 
various products, do not use aforesaid words as above set forth-

Represented, through use of word ''Distliiers" In its corporate name, printed 
on Its stationery and advertising and on the labels attached to the bottles 
in which It sold and shipped its said products, and in various other ways 
to its customers, and furnished same with the means of representing to 
their vendees, both retaUers and ultimate consuming public, that it was a 
distlller and that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages contained 
in such bottles were by it made through process of distillation as aforesaid, 
notwithstanding fact it did not thus distill said various beveragPs, thus 
bottled, labeled, sold, and transported by It, through aforesaid process or 
original and continuous dlstlllatlon as above set forth, as long definitelY 
understood !rom word "dlstlller" used in connection with llquor IndustrY 
and products thereof In the trade and by the ultimate purchasing public, 
and did not own, operate, or control any place or places where such beverages 
were made by process of dlst1IIatlon from mash, wort, or wnsh, and was 
not a distiller, for the purchase or the bottled liquors of which there is a 
preference on the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing public; 

With etl'ect or misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing publlc Into tbe 
belie! that It was a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 

1 Count Two of the complaint, under the National Industrial Recovery Act, dismissed bY 
reason of decision tn .d.. L. A. Schechter Poultr11 Corp, v. U. 8., 2915 U. S. 4915. 
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bevernges sold by it were by it made and distilled from mnsh, wort, or wash, 
as aforesaid, and of inducing dealers and such public, in such belief, to buy 
Its said whiskies, etc., bottled and sold by it, and of thereby diverting trade 
to it from its competitors who did not, by their corporate or trade names 
or in any other manner, mlsrepresen.t that they were manufacturers by 
dlst1llation from mash, wort, or wash of such products; to the substantial 
Injury of substantial competition in commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices, under the conditions and circumstances 
set forth, were to the prejudice of the public and competitors and consti
tuted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner. 
Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 
Kessler & Kessler, of Newark, N.J., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Reo Distill
ers, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has 
been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in said act, and in violation of the act of 
Congress approved June 16, 1933, known as the "National Industrial 
Recovery Act," and it appearing to the said Commission that a 
Proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

Oownt 1 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its 
office and principal place of business in the city of Newark, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of a rectifier and wholesaler of liquors, pur
chasing, retifying, ·blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages and selling the same at wholesale in constant 
course of trade and commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. In the course 
and conduct of its said business, it causes its said products when sold 
to be transported from its place of business aforesaid into and 
through various States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, 
consisting of wholesalers .and retailers, some located within the State 
of New Jersey and some located in other States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its busi-
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ness as aforesaid respondent is now, and for more than one year last 
past has been, in substantial competition with other corporations and 
with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture 
by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in 
the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the vari· 
ous States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; 
and in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent 
is, and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial 
competition with other corporations, and with individuals, firms, 
and partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, 
blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spiritous beverages 
and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid 
respondent has, upon its premises, a still which it uses in the produc
tion of gin by a process of rectification whereby alcohol, purchased 
but not produced by respondent, is redistilled over juniper berries and 
other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make 
or constitute respondent a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the 
Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly under
stood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period of time 
the word "distillers" when used in connection with the liquor industry 
and with the products thereof has had and still has a definite signfi· 
cance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers and retailers in such 
industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, the manufac
turers of such liquors by the process of original and continuous distilla· 
tion from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and 
vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, and a substantial 
portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors 
bott1ed by the actual distillers and manufll('Cturers thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which it sells and 
ships its said products, and in various other ways, respondent repre
sents to its customers and furnishes them with the means of represent
ing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate consuming public, 
that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages therein con
tained were by its manufactured through the process of distillation 
from mash, wort, or mash, as aforesaid, when, as a matter of fact 
respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, 
or other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and trans
ported, and does not own, operate, or control any place or places where 
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such beverages are manufactured by the process of distillation :from 
rnash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, gins and 
other spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the 
'''ords "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part 
of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, and on the 
labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. There 
are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partnerships, 
and ·individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, 
blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
"'ho do not use the words "distillery," "distilleries,', "distilling," or 
"distillers" as a part of their corporate or trade names, nor on their 
stationery, nor on the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell 
and ship their said products. 

PAR. 5. Representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 3 
hereof, is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to and does 
n1islead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the belief 
that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by the 
respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from mash, wort, 
or wash, as aforesaid, and is calculated to and has the capacity and 
!endency to and does induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting 
ln such belief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages bottled and sold by the respondent, thereby diverting trade 
to respondent from its competitors who do not by their corporate or 
trade name or in any other manner misrepresent that they are manu
facturers by distillation :from mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages, and thereby respondent does substan
tial injury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the :false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and :for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

Oownt ~ 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its 
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Qffi.ce and principal place of business in the city of Newark, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of a rectifier and wholesaler of liquors, pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages and selling the same at wholesale in constant 
course of trade and commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. In the course 
and conduct of its said business, it causes its said products when sold 
to be transported from its place of business aforesaid into and 
thro1,1gh various States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, 
consisting of wholesalers and retailers, some located within the 
State of New Jersey and some located in other States of the United 
States and the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of 
its business as aforesaid respondent is now, and for more than one 
year last past has been, in substantial competition with other cor
porations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in 
the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spiritu· 
QUS beverages and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the Dis· 
trict of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business 
as aforesaid respondent is, and for more than one year last past has 
been, in substantial competition with other corporations, and with 
individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of pur· 
chasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PARs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. As grounds for these paragraphs of this com· 
plaint, the Federal Trade Commission relies upon the matters and 
things set out in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this com
plaint to the same extent as though the several allegations thereof 
were set out at length and in separate paragraphs herein, and the 
said paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint are incor· 
porated herein by reference and adopted as the allegations of para· 
graphs 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, of this count, and are hereby 
charged as fully and as completely as though the several averments 
of the said paragraphs of count 1 were separately set out and 
repeated verbatim. 

PAR. 6. Under and pursuant to Title I of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195 C. 90), the 
President of the United States, by Executive Order No. 6182, of June 
26, 1933, as supplemented by Executive Order No. 6207, of July 21, 
1933, and Executive Order No. 6345, of October 20, 1933, delegated 
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to H. A. ·wallace as Secretary of Agriculture certain of the powers 
vested in the President of the United States by the aforesaid act. 

Under and pursuant to the delegation of such powers, the said Sec
retary of Agriculture pursuant to Section 3 (d) of the act and 
Executive orders under the act, upon his own motion presented a 
Code of Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Indus
try after due notice and opportunity for hearing in connection there
with had been afforded interested parties, including respondent, in 
accordance with Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act and 
applicable regulations issued,.thereunder, to the President of the 
United States who approved the same on the 9th day of December 
1933, thereby constituting the said code a Code of Fair Competition 
"Within the meaning of the said National Industrial Recovery Act, 
for the regulation of the aforesaid industry. · 

In his written report to the President, the said Secretary of Agri
culture made, among others, the following findings with respect to 
the said Code in the following words, to wit: 

That said Code wlll tend to etrectuate the declared policy of Title I of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act as set forth in Section 1 of said Act In that 
the terms and provl~lons of such Code tend: (a) to remove obstructions to the 
free flow of foreign commerce, which tend to diminisl1 the amount thereof; (b) 
to provide for the general welfare by promoting the organization of industry 
for the purposes of cooperat!Ye action among trade groups; (c) to eliminate 
unfair competitive practices; (d) to promote the fullest po!lsible utilization of 
tbe present productive capacity of industries; (e) to avoid unllue restriction 
of production (except as may be temporarily required) ; (f) to Increase the 
eonsumptlon of Industrial and agricultural products by Increasing purchasing 
Power; and (g) otherwise to rehabilitate industry. 

Dy his approval of the said Code on Dl'cember 9, 1933, the Presi
dent of the United States, pursuant to the authority vested in him by 
Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, made and 
issued his certain written Executive Order, wherein he adopted and 
approved the report, recommendations and findings of the said Sec
retary of Agriculture, and ordered that the said Code of Fair Com
petition be, and the same thereby wasapproved, and by virtue of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, the following provision 
of Article V of said Code became and still is one of the standards of 
!air competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry and 
ls binding upon every member of said Industry and this respondent; 

The following practlc~s constitute unfulr methods of competition and shall 
not be enguged Jn by any member of the Industry: 

Section 1. False .Ad"ertl~lng-To puhllsh or disseminate In any manner any 
false ad"ertlsement of any rectified product. Any advertisement shall be 
deemed to be !nlse If It Is untrue in any particular, or if directly or by 
fllnblgulty, omission or Inference It tends to creatP. a misleading Impression. 
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PAR, 7. The use by respondent of the word "Distillers'' in its cor
porate name, printed upon its stationery and on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships such products and in various 
other ways, constitutes false advertising within the meaning of the 
aforesaid provisions of said Article V and tends to and does create 
the misleading impression that respondent is engaged in the business 
of distilling spirits from mash, wort, or wash, that the spirituous 
beverages by it so sold and transported have been prepared and bot
tled by the original distillers thereof, and that the whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages sold by respondent have been manu
factured and distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash as aforesaid, all 
contrary to the provisions of Section 1, Article V, of the Code 
afores.aid. 

PAR. 8. The above alleged methods, acts, and practices of the re
spondent are and haYe been in violation of the standard of fair com
petition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry of the United 
States. Such violation of such standard in the aforesaid transac
tions in interstate commerce and other transactions which affect in· 
terstate commerce in the manner set forth in paragraph 5 of count 1 
hereof, are in violation of Section 3 of Title I of the National In
dustrial Hecowry Act and they are unfair mPthods of competition 
in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act as amended. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on May 24, 1935, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Reo Distillers, 
Inc., charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, in violation of the provisions of said act. After the is
suance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, 
testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said 
complaint were introduced by PGad n. Morehouse, attorney for the 
Commission, before John L. Hornor, an examiner of the Commission 
theretofore duly designated by it, and no testimony was offered by 
respondent in opposition to the allegations of the complaint; and 
said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and ·filed in 
the office of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly 
came on for final hearing b£>fore the Commission on the said com· 
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plaint the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, briefs in 
support of the complaint (brief in opposition thereto and oral argu
tnents of counsel having been waived); and the Commission having 
duly considered the same, and being now fully advised in the prem
ises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and 
:makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn 
therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation, organized and existing 
Under the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its office and princi
pal place of business at 277 Jellif Avenue in the city of Newark in 
said State, where it engaged in the business of a rectifier and whole
saler of spirituous liquors from early in the year 1934 until about 
.August 14, 1935. Originally incorporated, prior to the repeal of 
Prohibition, under the name "Reo Chemical Company," it changed 
to its present corporate name by amendment of its charter, in 
December 1933. 

Its business consisted of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and 
bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors and in the sale 
thereof in constant course of trade and corrunerce between and among 
the various States of the United States and in the District of Colum
bia, doing a business amounting to approximately $800,000 in sales 
annually. It had the kind of plant and equipment ordinarily inci
dent to that type of business, located in a three-story brick building. 
The first floor consisted of offices, shipping room, and receiving room; 
the second floor was the bottling dE>partment; and on the third floor 
'Was located the mixing room, compounding room, receiving room, 
laboratory, and a gin still, which still will be hereinafter more fully 
described. 

In the course and conduct of its said business, it caused its said 
Products, when sold, to be transported from its place of business 
as aforesaid into and through various States of the United States to 
~he purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers located 
ln other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 
In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent 
~as in substantial competition with other corporations and with 
Individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by 
~istillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and 
ln the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the 
Various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; 
and in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent 
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was in substantial competition with other corporations, and with 
individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce between. 
and among the various States of the United States nnd in the District 
of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
spondent had upon its said premises a still which it used in the 
production of gin by a process of rectification, whereby alcohol pur
chased but not produced by respondent was redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distiller as defined by 
Section 3247 of the Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, 
nor as commonly understood by the public or the liquor industry. 
For a long period of time the word "distiller," when used in connec
tion with the liquor industry and the products thereof, has had and 
still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of the 
wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate pur
chasing public, to wit: the manufacturers of such liquors by the 
process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manu
facture thereof is completed. 

PAR. 3. The attorney for the Commission called a large number of 
witnesses, ten being members of the trade and twenty-two being 
members of the purchasing public, and with few exceptions the 
Commission's witnesses testified that the word "distillers," or similar 
words such as "distilling,'' "distilleries," etc., indicate the initial dis
tilling process of producing spirituous and alcoholic liquors from 
fermented grain mash, etc., the manufacturer thereof or the place of 
distillation of spirituous and alcoholic liquors. The greater number 
of these witnesses testified that the use of such words would induce 
them or did induce them to purchase the products of the concern 
using such words in their corporate name or on the label of the bottle 
containing the product, in the belief that a distiller's product would 
be more uniform and up to certain specifications, and a manufactur
er's name should mean something. They testified that they preferred 
buying in as direct a manner as is practical and considered distillers 
as having more responsibility than a rectifier or bottler of spirituous 
liquors. It was testified that the use of the word "Distillers" in the 
corporate name of the respondent would indicate to them that the 
respondent was the actual distiller of the product and they would give 
prefPrence in purchasing a product which bore a label containing such 
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corporate name in competition with a product bearing a label which 
~id not contain the word "distiller" or any word indicating a distill
Ing process in its corporate name or otherwise. 

The Commission finds that there is a substantial portion of the 
Purchasing public which prefers to buy spirituous liquors prepared 
and bottled by distillers. 

PAR, 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distillers'' in its corporate name, printed on its 
~tationery and advertising, and on the labels attached to the bottles 
In which it sold and shipped its said products, and in various other 
Ways, respondent represented to its customers and furnished them 
With the means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the 
ultimate consuming public, that respondent was a distiller and that 
the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages therein contained 
Were by it manufactured through the process of distillation from 
lllash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, when, as a matter of fact, respond
ent was not a distiller, does not now and never did distill the said 
Whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, 
sold and transported, and merely by the use of a still operated by it 
as aforesaid in the rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation 
over juniper berries and other aromatics did not distill the whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and 
transported in the sense in which the word "distilled'' is commonly 
accepted and understood by those engaged in the liquor trade and by 
the public. Respondent does not now and never did own, operate or 
control any place or places where such beverages were manufactured 
by the process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 
• PAR. 5. There were among the competitors of respondent engaged 
~n the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 
ereof, corporations, firms, partnerships and individuals who manu

~~ctured and distilled from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whis
Ies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by them and who 

truthful1y used the words "distillery " "distilleries " "distillers " or 
"d' ' ' ' Istilling" as a part of their corporate or trade names and on their 
stationery and advertising, and on the labels of the bottles in which 
they sold and shipped such products. There were also among such 
competitors, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals en
gaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, 
and selling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages, who did 
not use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "distill
·ers,'' as a part of their corporate or trade names, nor on their sta-
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tionery or advertising, nor on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which they sold and shipped their said products. 

PAR. 6. Representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 3 
hereof, was calculated to and had the capacity and tendency to and 
did mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
beliefs that respondent was a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages sold by the respondent were manufac· 
tured and distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, and 
was calculated to and had the capacity and tendency to and did 
induce dealers and the purchasing public in such beliefs, to purchase 
the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages bottled and sold by 
the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from its com· 
petitors who did not by their corporate or trade names or in any 
other manner misrepresent that they were manufacturers by distilla· 
tion from mash, wort, or wash, of such products, and thereby respond· 
ent did substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate 
commerce. 

On August 14, 1935, respondent's complete equipment was seized 
and confiscated by the United States on an income tax levy, and sold 
at auction in October 1935. On :May 5, 1936, two of the respondent'S 
corporate officers were sentenced by a Federal Court to terms in the 
United States Northeastern Penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pa., and re· 
spondent has not engaged in this business since the aforesaid seizure. 
Respondent's corporate charter, however, is still existent, and the 
Commission can have no assurance that in the absence of a prohibi· 
tive. order this respondent may not at some future time renew the 
violations of law herein charged. 

PAR. 7. The complaint herein was issued May 24, 1935 (just prior 
to the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the case of 
A. L.A. Schechter Poultry Corporation, et al., v. U.S., 295 U.S. 495), 
and was in two counts. Count 2 charged violation of Section 3 of 
Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act, which was invali· 
dated by the aforesaid decision. For that reason the Commission is 
dismissing this complaint as to count 2 thereof. 

PAR. 8. Decause of regulations issued under the Federal Alcohol 
Administration Act approved August 29, 1935 ( 49 Stat. 977), which 
regulations became effective as of August 15, 1936, providing that 
rectifiers who redistill purchased alcohol over juniper berries and 
other aromatics may label such resulting product "distilled gin," and 
requiring that the labels state who distilled it, the Commission haS 
excepted gins produced by respondent by redistillation of alcohol over 
juniper berries and other aromatics from the prohibitions of its order. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the said respondent, under the 
conditions and circumstances hereinbefore described, were to the 
Prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and were unfair 
n:ethods of competition in interstate commerce, constituting a viola
bon of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
:rnission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before John L. Hornor, 
~n examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, 
In support of the allegations of said complaint-no testimony having 
been, offered in opposition thereto-brief filed herein by PGad B. 
~Iorehouse, counsel for the Commission (counsel for respondent hav
I~g failed to file brief or request oral argument) ; and the Commis
Sion having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that 
Said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
Purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Reo Distillers, Inc., its officers, 
representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the sale, 
offering for sale, and distribution in interstate commerce or in the 
District of Columbia, of whiskiesr gins, and all other spirituous bev
t>rages, except gins produced by it through a process of rectification 
'~·hereby alcohol purchased but not produced by respondent is redis
tilled over juniper berries and other aromatics, do cease and desist 
from: 

Representing, through the use of the word "Distillers" in its cor
Porate name, on its stationery, advertising or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or in any 
other way by word or words of like import, (a) That it is a distiller 
of_ whiskies, gins, or any other spirituous beverages; (b) that the 
said whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by it manu
factured through the process of distillation ; or (c) that it owns, 
?Perates, or controls a place or places where any such products are by 
It :manufactured by a process of original and continuous distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and ves-
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sels until the manufacture thereof is completed, unless and until 
respondent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or 
places. 
. l t ia further ordered, That the said complaint be, and the same 
hereby is, dismissed as to count 2 thereof. 

It ia further ordered, That the said respondent, within 60 days 
from and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall 
file with the Commission a report or reports in writing, setting forth 
in detail the manner and form in which it is complying and has 
complied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE :MATTER OF 

OSTRUCON DISTILLED PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. 

CO~IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. ti OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcet 2-444. Complaint, June 19, 1935-Declsion, Jan. 28, 1937 

Where a corporation engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors, and in the making of gin with a 
still which It used therefor by redistillation of purchased alcohol, not pro
duced by It, over juniper berries and other aromatics, and in selling its 
aforesaid various products to wholesalers and retailers In other States and 
in the District of Columbia, in substantial competition with those engaged 
in the manufacture by true dlstlllation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
liquors from mash, wort, or wash, and in selling samie in trade and com
merce among the various States and In said District, and with those engaged 
in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling such various liquors and 
in similarly selling same, and lnchidlng among said competitors those who, 
as manufacturers and distillers of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
liquors sold by them from mash, wort, or wash, truthfully use words ''dis
tillery," "distilleries," "distillers," "distilling" or "distilled products" as a 
part of their corporate or trade names, on their stationery, catalogs, adver
tising, and labels of the bottles In which they sell and ship their said prod
ucts, and those who, engaged In purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, 
and selllng such various products, do not use aforesaid words as above set 
forth, nor misrepresent themselves as distillers on their letterheads or In
voices used to solicit, obtain and retain customers for sale of said products-

Represented, through use of words "Distilled Products" in Its corporate n1une, 
printed on Its stationery, catalogs, advertising, and labels attached to the 
bottles In which it sold and shipped Its said products, and through express 
representation upon its letterheads and Invoices used to solicit, obtain, and 
retain customers, and In various other ways, to its customers and furnished 
same with means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and ulti
mate consuming public, that it was a distiller and that the whiskies, glns, 
and other spirituous beverages contained In such bottles were by it made 
through process of dlstlllatlon from mash, wort, or wash, notwithstanding 
fact It did not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors, 
thus bottled, labeled, sold, and transported by It, by process of original 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash through contlnuous closed pipes and 
vessels until manufacture Is complete, as long deflnltely understood from 
word "distilled" in connection with liquor industry and products thereof, 
In the trade and by the ultimate purchasing public, and did not own, operate, 
or control any place or places where such liquors are made by aforesaid 
process, and was not a distiller, for the purchase of the bottled liquors o! 
which there is a preference on the part of a substantial portion ot the 
purchasing public: 

With Pt'tect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public Into the 
belle! that It was a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
liquors sold by It were by It made and distilled from mash, wort, or wash 
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by one continuous process, and of inducing dealers and such public, in sucb 
belief, to buy its said whiskies, etc., rectified and bottled by it, and of 
thereby diverting trade to it from its competitors who do not, by their 
corporate or trade name or in any other manner, :mlsrepresent that they are 
distillers; to the substantial injury of substantial competition in commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. PGad B. Jforelwuse for the Commission. 
Mr. Fred A. Caskey, of 'Vashington, D. C., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'1 

the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to be1ieve that Os
trucon Distilled Products Co. Inc., hereinafter referred to as re
spondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, as "commerce'' is defined in said act, and it appearing to 
the said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its 
charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under the laws of the State of New York, with its 
office and principal place of business in the city of New York, in 
said State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has 
been, engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, 
and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors and in the 
sale thereof in constant course of trade and commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its said business it causes 
its said products when sold to be transported from its place of busi
ness aforesaid into and through various States of the United States 
to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers, 
located in other States of the United States and the District of Co
lumbia. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
spondent is now, and for more than one year last past has been, in 
substantial competition with other corporations and with individ
uals, partnerships, and firms enga~ed in the manufacture by true 
distillation of whiskies, gins, aml other spirituous liquors from mash, 
wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce be
tween and among the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business 
as aforesaid respondent is, and for more than one year last past 
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has been, in substantial competition with other corporations and 
with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business 
Qf purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and 
Qther spirituous liquors and in the sale thereof in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the Dis
trict of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said there is a still for use in the production of gins by a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not produced by respond
ent, is redistilled over juniper berri~s and other aromatics. Such 
rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or constitute respond
ent a distillery or a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the Re
vised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly under
stood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period of 
!ime the word "distilled'' when used in connection with the liquor 
Industry and with the products thereof has had and still has a defi
nite significance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers and retail
ers in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, 
spirituous liquors produced by a process of original distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels 
until the manufacture thereof is complete, and a substantial portion 
Qf the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled and 
prepared by distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid by 
the use of the words ''Distilled Products" in its corporate name, 
Printed on its stationery, catalogs, advertising, and labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships its said products, together 
With the express representation upon its letterheads and invoices used 
to solicit, obtain and retain customers for the sale of its said products, 
and in various other ways, respondent represents to its customers and 
furnishes them with the means of representing to their vendees, both 
retailers and the ultimate consuming public, that it is a distiller and 
th~t the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors therein con
tamed were by it manufactured through the process of distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact, respondent is 
not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous liquors by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported, and 
~erely by the use of a still operated by it as aforesaid in the rectifica
tion of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over juniper berries and 
Qther aromatics, does not distill the whiskies, gins, and other spiritu
?Us liquors by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported in the sense 
In Which the word Hdistillers" is commonly accepted and understood 
by those engaged in the liquor trade and the public. Respondent 
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does not own, operate, or control any place or places where spirituous 
liquors are manufactured by a process of original and continuous 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu· 
facture and distill from mash, wort, or wash, whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous liquors sold by them and who truthfully use the word 
"distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," "distilling," or "distilled prod· 
ucts" as a part of their corporate or trade names and on their sta· 
tionery, catalogs, advertising, and on the labels of the bottles in 
which they sell and ship such products. There are also among such 
competitors corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals. en· 
gaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling 
and selling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors who do not 
use the words "distillery," ~'distilleries," "distilling," "distillers," or 
"distilled products" as a part of their corporate or trade names, 
nor on their stationery, catalogs, advertising, nor on the labels at· 
tached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said products, 
and who do not misrepresent themselves to be distillers on their 
letterheads or invoices used to solicit, obtain and retain customers 
for the sale of said products. 

PAR. 5. The representations by respondent, as set forth in para· 
graph 3 hereof, are calculated to and have a capacity and tendency 
to and do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into 
the beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, ~ins, 
and other spirituous liquors sold by respondent are manufactured or 
distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous process 
and are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and do 
induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such beliefs, to 
purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors rectified and 
bottled by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from 
its competitors who do not by their corporate or trade name or in any 
other manner misrepresent that they are distillers, and thereby re· 
Bpondent does substantial injury to substantial competition in inter· 
state commerce. 

PAR. 6. The nets and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent are 
to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
constitute unfair methods •of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
t~mber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
Sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on June 19, 1935, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Ostrucon Distilled 
Products Company, Inc., charging it with the use of unfair methods 
of competition in commerce in violation: of the provisions of said act. 
A.fter the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's 

· answer, the Commission by order entered herein, granted respondent's 
motion for permission to withdraw said answer and to substitute 
therefor an answer admitting all the material allegations of the com
Plaint to be true and waiving the taking of further evidence and all 
?ther intervening procedure, which substitute answer was duly filed 
In the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly 
came on for final hearing before the Commission the said complaint 
~nd the substitute answer, briefs and oral arguments of counsel hav
Ing been waived, and the Commission having duly considered the srrme 
~nd being fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is 
In the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

~ ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
d.oing business under the laws of the State of New York with its prin
Cipal office and place of business at GOl 'Vest 2Gth Street in the city 
of New York in said State. It is now and for more than one year 
last past has been engaged under basic permit from the United States 
~overnment, designated as R-242, in the business of purchasing, rec
t~fying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins and other spirituous 
hquors and in the sale thereof in constant course of trade and com
tnerce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its 
said business it causes its said products when sold to be transported 
from its place of business aforesaid into and through various States 
of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of whole
salers and retailers, located in other States of the United States and 
the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business 
as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more than one year last past 
h~s been in substa~tial competition with other corporations and 
'\\'1th individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufac
ture by true distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors 
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from mash, wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof in trade and com
merce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its 
business as aforesaid respondent is, and for more than one year last 
past has been, in substantial competition with other corporations 
and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business 
of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous liquors and in the sale thereof in commerce be
tween and among the various States of the United States aml in 
ths District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said there is a still for use in the production of gins by a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not produced by respond
ent is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics. Such 
rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or constitute respond
ent a distillery or a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the Ue
vised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly under
stood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period of 
time the word "distilled" when used in connection with the liquor 
industry and with the products thereof has had and still has n. 
definite significance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers andre
tailers in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, 
spirituous liquors produced by a process of original distillation froJ)]. 
mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until 
the manufacture thereof is complete, and a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled and 
prepared by distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid by the 
use of the words "Ostrucon Distilled Products" in its corporate name 
printed on its stationery, catalogs, advertising, and labels attached to 
the bottles in which it sells and ships its said products, together with 
the express representation upon its letterheads and invoices used to 
solicit, obtain, and retain customers for the sale of its said products, 
and in various other ways, respondent represents to its customers and 
furnishes them with the means of representing to their vendees, both 
retailers and the ultimate consuming public that it is a distiller and 
that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors therein con
tained were by it manufactured through the process of distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash, when as a matter of fact, respondent is not 
a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
liquors by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported, and merelY 
by the use of a still operated by it as aforesaid in the rectification of 
alcoholic spirits by redistillation over juniper berries and other aro-
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lllatics, dues not distill the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors 
by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported in the sense in which 
the word "distilled" is commonly accepted and understood by those 
engaged in the liquor trade and the public. RPspondent does not own, 
<>perate, or control any place or places where spirituous liquors are 
lllanufactured by a process of original and continuous distillation from 
lllash, wort, or wash. 

PAn. 4. There are ammtg the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, 
eorporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort or wash, whiskies, gins, and other spiritu
ous liquors sold by them and who truthfully use the words "distillery," 
"distilleries," "distillers," "distilling," or "distilled products" as a part 
<>f their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, catalogs, 
advertising, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship 
such products. There are also among such competitors, corporations, 
firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the business of pur
ehasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, and 
Q.ther spirituous liquors who do not "lise the w.ords ''distillery," "dis
tilleries," "distilling," "distillers," or "distilled products" as a part of 
their corporate or trudt> Hames, nor on their stationery, catalogs, ad
-vertising, nor on the labels attaehed to the bottles in which they sell 
and ship their said products, and who tlo not misrepresent themselves 
to be distillers on their letterheads or invoices used to solicit, obtain, 
and retain customers for the sale of said products. 

PAn. 5. The representations by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, are calculated to and have a capacity and tendency to 
a11u do mislead and deceive dealers nnd the purchasing public into 
the beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, 
a~d other spirituous liquors sold by respondent are manufactured or 
distilled by it from mash, wort or wash by one continuous process and 
are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and do induce 
dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such beliefs to purchase 
the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous liquors rectified and bottled by 
the respondent, thereby diYerting trade to respondent from its com
lJetitors who do not by their corporate or trade name or in any other 
rna1mer misrepresent that they are disti1lers, and thereby respondent 
does substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate 
<:ornm.erce. 

CONCLUSION 

. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Ostrucon Dis
hUed Products, Inc., are to the prejmlice of the public and of re-

14G7M•n 3!) Yo!. 24-3!1 
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spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods o£ competition 
in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress approved s~ptember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

ORDEH TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis· 
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed herein, 
dated April13, 1936, by respondent, admitting all the material alleg~
tions of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further 
evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act o£ Congress approved 
September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Aet to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordeJ>ed, That the respondent, Ostrucon Distilled Products 
Company, Inc., its officers, representatives, agents, and employees in 
connection with the offering for.sale, sale and distribution of whiskies, 
gins, and other spiritiwus beverages in iuterstate commerce or in the 
District of Columbia (except gins by it pro<lncP<l through redistiiJa· 
tion of tax-paid purchased alcohol over juniper berries and other aro· 
matics), do forthwith cease and desist from representing: 

Through the use o£ the word "Distilled" in its corporate name, on 
its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which it sells and ships its said products, or in any other way by word 
or words of like import, (a) that it is a distiller of whiskies, gins, or 
other spirituous beveragPs; or (b) that the said whiskies, gins, or other 
spirituous beverages were by it manufacturrd through the process of 
distillation; or (c) that it owns, operates, or controls a place or places 
wherein such products are by it manufactured by a process of original 
and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash through continu· 
ous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, 
unless and until respondent shall actually own, operate, or control 
such a place or places. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent within 60 days from, 
and after, the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commission a report or reports in writing settmg forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it is complying and has complied with 
the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

IMPERIAL DISTILLERS CORPORATION 

CmdPt.AIN'r, I•'l"'DINGS, AND OHfJio;R IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
. OF SEC. 6 OF AN ACT OF CONGRF:SS APPROVED SEPT. 20, 1914 

Dor·l.:ct -24.55. Complaint, June 22, 19,,5-Decision, Jan. 28, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged as rectifier and wholesaler of spirituous liquors, 
1n purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, liquors 
and other spirituous beverages, and in the making of gin with a still whicn 
it used therefor by redistillation of purchased alcohol, not produced by it,. 
over juniper berries and other aromatics, and selling its aforesaid various 
products to wbolesa:..::,.s and retailers 1n other States, 1n substantial com
petit.lon with those engaged In the manufacture by distillation of whiskies .. 
gins, and other spirituous beverages and in selling same in trade and' 
commet·ce among the various States and in the District of Columbia, and 
with those engaged in purchasing, rl'ctifying, blending, and bottling suC'h 
various beverages and s:milarly selling ·samE', and including among said 
comprtitorR those who, as manufacturl.'rs and distillers from mash, w-ort, 
or wash of whiskies, gins, nnd other spirituous bever·ages sold by them, truth
fully use words "distillrr," "dh;tll!E'ries," '~distillers," or "disti!llng" as a. 
part of their corporate nltllll'!:! and on thE'ir stationery and on the. labels 
of t.hl' bottles In which they sell and ship their said products, and those 
who, £·HgagPd In purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottli11g snell varion!i 
products, do not use aforE'I:;llid words as above set forth-

llepresented, through use of its corporate name, Including word "DistillPrs," 
printed on its stationery, invoices, and lvi-Jels, together with words "Dis
tilled • • • by" In case of gins and words "Bottled by" in case of whis
ki<'s and liquors, and ln various other ways to Its customers, and furnished 
snme with means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and ulti
mate consuming public, that the whi>'klcs, gins, and other ~>plrltuons bever
agPs <·ontalned In such bottlPs were by It made through process of original 
and <'Ontluuomr distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
clol'f'd pipf's and ves!<els until mnnufucture was complete, notwithstanding 
fu<"t It clld not thus distill said l'arlous be\'Crages, thus bottled, labeled, sold, 
tu.d transported by It aR above set forth, and a>r long dPfinitl'ly understood 
from word "distillers," ust'd In eonuPdion with liquor ludustry and products 
thereof, in the trade and by the ultimate purchasing public, and did not 
own, operate, or control any place or placf's where such beverages are made 
by process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, and was not a. distiller, 
Investment and expenses ot which are, In general, greater than those of the 
rectifier, and tor the purchase of the bottled liquors of which, as products 
of actual distiller and manufacturer, there Is a preference on the part of a 
substantial portion of. the purchasing public, and to which prestlg!', ot 
competitive ad\'antage In overcoming sales resistance, attaches in the minds 
of the who)e!;a!e trade, and a~socintl'd with which is belil.'f In trade and 
public thnt distiller's control over making of such products from ~;tart t() 
1lnl~<h I!! of Adnllltnge tq the I'PI!Pr; 
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With effect of mislPntling and ueceivlng dealers and purchasing public into the 
belief that the whbkies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by it 
were by it made and distilled from mnsll, wort, or wash, and of inducing 
dealers and such public, acting in such belief, to buy its said whiskies, etc., 
bottled and sold by it, and of thereby diverting trade to it from its com· 
petitors who do not, by their corporate names or in any other manner, mls· 
represent that they are manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash of such produds; to the substantial injury of substantial competition 
in commerce : 

Held, Tl1at such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. lV. lV. Sheppard and Mr. John 1V. A0di8on, trial 
exammers. 

Mr. Edw. W. J'hornerson and !If r. PGad B. AI orehouse for the 
Commission. 

Mr. Samuel P. Novick, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis· 
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Imperial 
Distillers Corp., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
l1as been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce 
as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its comphi1nt; stating its charges 
in that respect as follows: 

PAR.-\GRArn 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of California, with its 
office and principal place of business in the city of Los Angeles, in 
said State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of a wholesaler and rectifier, purchasing, r<'cti· 
fying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, liqueurs, and other al· 
coholic beverages and in the sale thereof in constant course of trade 
and commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct 
of its said business it causes its said products when sold to be trans· 
ported from its place of business into and through various States of 
the United States to the purchasers thereof, ·consisting of wholesalers 
and retailPrs, located in other Stat<'s of the United States and the 
District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business as a fore· 
said, respondent is now, and for more than one year last past htlS 

heen, in substantial competition with other corporations and with 
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individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by 
true distillation of whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages from 
lnash, wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its business 
as aforesaid respondent is, and for more than one year last past 
?as been, in substantial competition with other corporations and with 
llldividuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, liqueurs, 
and other alcoholic beverages in rectifying plants and in the sale 
thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the 
tTnited States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said there is a still for use in the production of gins by a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not produced by re
RponflPnt, is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics. 
Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or constitute 
l'espondent a distillery or a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of 
the Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly 
Understood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period 
of time the word ''distillers" when used in connection with the liquor 
industry and with the products thereof has had and still has a definite 
~ignificance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers and retailers 
11l such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, those 
'''ho manufacture spirituous liquors by an original and continuous 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes 
and, vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, and a sub
s~antial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous 
hquors bottled and prepared by distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid by the 
Use of the word "Distil1ers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
~tationery, catalogs, and on the labels attached to the bottles in which 
1t sells and ships its said products, by express representation on its 
~etterheads used by it to solicit and obtain customers for the sale of 
lts aforesaid liquors, and in various other ways, respondent represents 
to its customers and furnishes them with the means of representing 
to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate consuming public1 

that it i:o; a di·.;tiller and that the said whiskies, gins, liqueurs and 
other alcoholic beverages therein contained were by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash. when, 
as a matter of fact, respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the 
Raid whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages by it so bottled, 
lahPled, sold and transported, nnd merely by the use of a still operated 
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by it as aforesaid in the rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistilla· 
tion over juniper berries and other aromatics, does not distill the 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, 
sold, and transported in the sense in which the word "distilled" is 
commonly accepted and understood by those engaged in the liquor 
trade and the public. Respondent does not own, operate, or control 
any place or places where spirituous beverages are manufactured by a 
process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort or wash, whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the words 
"distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their 
corporate or trade names and on their stationery, catalogs, and on the 
labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. There 
are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partnerships, 
and individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, 
blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, liqueurs, and other 
alcoholic beverages who do not use the words "distillery," "distill· 
eries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate or trade 
names, nor on their stationery, catalogs. advertising. nor on the labels 
nttarhed to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said products. 

PAn. 5. The representations by respondent, as set forth in para· 
graph 3 hen•of, are calculated to and have a capacity and tendency 
to and do mislead and deceive deal<>rs and the purchasing public into 
the beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, 
and othl'r spirituous beverages sold by respondent are manufactured 
or distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous procesS 
nnd are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and do 
induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such beliefs, to 
purchase the whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages rectified 
and bottled by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent 
from its competitors who do not by their corporate or trade name or 
in any other manner misrepresent that they are distillers, and thereby 
respondent does substantial injury to substantial competition in 
interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
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intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, aml for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS As TO THE FACTS, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
te~~er 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
lllissiOn, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on June 22, 1935, issued ami· served its 
complaint, in this proceeding upon respondent Imperial Distillers 
~o.rporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of compe
tition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said. act. After 
the issuance of said complaint, ami the. filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations 
of said complaint were introduced by Edward W. Thomerson, attor-
11ey for the Commission, before ,V, ,V, Sheppard, an examiner of the 
Commission theretofore duly designated by it; and by P. D. More
house, attorney for the Commission, before John ,V, Adciison, an 
t?l:aminer of the Commission theretofore by the Commission duly 
substituted to take testimony and other evidence in the place and 
stead of said ,V, ,V, Sheppard; and in opposition to the allegations 
of the complaint by Samuel P. Novick, attorney for the respondent; 
~nd said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed 
111 the office of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly 
<!atne on for final hearing before the Commission on the said com
plaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, and brief 
In support of the complaint (counsel for respondent having failed 
to file brief or request oral argument) ; and the Commission having 
(}uJy considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes 
~his its findings as to the facts and its conclusion. drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

l)ARAGRAPII 1. ImpHial Distillers Corporation is a corporation 
Grganized, existing aud doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of California, as a rectifier and wholesaler of 
~irituous liquors, with its principal office and place of business at 

o. 1615 Los Angeles Strret, in the city of Los Angelt-s, State of 
~nlifornia, It purchases, rectifies, blends, and bottles whiskies, gins, 
1<}llors, and other spirituous beverages, and sells the same at whole

sale in constant current of trade and commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States. It estimated its average 
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sales (as of Deeember 1935) at approximately $30,000 per month. 
In the course and conduct of its said business it causes its said prod
ucts, when sold, to be transported from its place of business aforesaid 
into and through various States of the United States to the pur
chasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers located in 
States of the United States other than the State of California. In 
the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is noWr 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial competi
tion with other corporations and with individuals, partnerships, and 
firms engaged in the manufacture by distillation of whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages, and in the sale thereof in trade and 
commerce betwePn and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of 
its business as aforesaid, respondent is, and for more than one year 
last past has been, in substantial competition with other corporationsr 
and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business 
of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and 
other spirtuous beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce be
tween and among the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. Rectifying, in the tlistilled spirits rectifying industry1 

means the mixing of whiskies of differPnt ages or types, or the mixing 
of other ingredients with whiskies, but reducing proof of whiskey 
by adding water is not rectifying. RPctifiers also blend whiskies with 
neutral spirits (grain alcohol). 

A distiller, in the sense ordinarily understoo<l by the liquor indus· 
try, is one who prepares distilled spirits by a process of original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
closed pipl's and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete. 
1\fany distillers operate a separate establishment GOO feet or more 
away from their distillery, known as a rectifying plant, wherein 
they operate in the same manner as described above, for a rectifier
sometimes exclusively with spirits of their own distillation, and 
sometimes with spirits purchased from other distillers, or both. Some 
distilleries have a tax-paid bottling room on the distillery bonded 
premises wherein their distilled spirits are bottled straight as they 
come from the still, or in a bonded warehouse after aging, or after 
reduction of proof. Any rectifying by a distiller, however, must 
be done in his rectifying plant under his rectifier's permit. On 
all bottled liquors, whether bottled at a distillery rectifying plant, 
or at any other rectifying plant, appear the words "Bottled'' or 
"Blended'' (as the case may be) "by the---------------- Company." 
If the distilled spirits therein contained are bottled by a distiller 
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~ither in his distillery or are spirits of his own distillation bottled 
ln his rectifying plant, the distiller may, and does, put "Distilled 
and Bottled by ------------ Company." If, in the distillery's recti
fying plant, other spirits have been blended or rectified, he puts 
"Blended and Bottled by ------------ Company". Finally, blown 
(usually in the bottom) in each bottle, is a symbol, consisting of a 
letter followed by a number, identifying the bottler, viz, a "D" for 
a distillery and "R" for rectifier, the number following said letter 
corresponding with the distiller's or rectifier's permit. Thus "R-409" 
~csignates this respondent. A distiller who also operates a rectify
lUg plant, having both kinds of permits, may use either symbol, 
depending upon whether the liquor contained in the bottle was 
Produced and bottled under his distiller's permit. 

It is not always possible to determine from the presence of the 
Jlhrase "Blended and Bottled by" or the phrase "Bottled by" on the 
label whether the package was bottled by a rectifier who is a distiller 
or by a rectifier who is not a distiller. 

PAn. 3. In the course and contlnct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent uses its name printed on its stationery, invoices, and 
ln.bels. The name on the labels is preceded by the words "Dis
tilled * • * by" in the case of redistilled gins; and by the words 
"Bottled by" in the case of its whiskies and liquors. The Commis
sion finds that by the use which respondent makes of the word "Dis
tillers" in its corporate name printed on its stationery and on the 
labels attached to the bottles in which it sells and ships its said 
Products, and in various other ways, respondent represents to its 
customers, and furnishes them with the means of representing to 
their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate consmiling public, that 
the whiskies, gins,·and other spirituous beverages therein contained 
Were by it manufactured through the proC('SS of distillation from 
lnash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, when, as a matter of fact, 
t('spondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, 
or other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, and trans
Ported, and does not own,· operate, or control any place or places 
'"here such beverages are manufactured by the process of distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash. 

Respondent has a still which it uses in making gin by redistilla
tion of purchased alcohol, not producetl by it, over juniper berries 
and other aromatics, but this redistillation does not make respondent 
a distiller as defined by United States Code, Title 2G, Section 241, 
regulating internal revenue, nor as commonly understood by the 
PUblic and the liquor industry. As shown by the testimony of many 
Witnesses who for long periods of time had been, and still were, 
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actively engaged in the liquor industry, including distillers, whole
salers, and retailers, and by the testimony of representative members 
of the consuming public, for a long period the word "distillerst 
when used in connection with the liquor industry and with products 
thereof, has had, and still has, the definite significance and meaning 
to the minds of wholesalers and retailers in such industry and to 
the ultimate purchasing public of the making of Leverages by original 
distillation from grain, fruit, or vegetable mash. 

In general, the investment and expenses of the distiller are greater 
than those of the rectifier. 

Much of the "distilled" gin on the market is produced by com· 
panies who do distill their own aJcohol and produce gin therefrom 
by redistillation in exactly the same manner that respondent pro
duces its gins-not under any distillery permit, but under a reetifying 
permit. These distiller-recWicrs place on their gin labels: "Dis
tilled by ---------------- Distillers". There are distilleries which 
produce gin by the same process in the distillery by one continuous 
process and the tax is paid at the completion of the process-that 
is, after the alcohol becomes gin, so that although the final redis· 
tillation process is the same as that of respondent, yet it is all done
in a distillery, and . the distiller has control ov!'r the process from 
the mash to the gin. Thus it includes original or primary distilla· 
tion through closed pipes and vessels, as wPll as the final process 
of redistillation over the juniper berries. 

Section 5 of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act, approved 
August 29, 1935, dealing with unfair competition and unlawful 
practices in the industry, provides that it shall be unln.wful to sell 
in bottles any distilled spirits in inter~:;tute or foreign commerce
unless they are bottled, packaged, and labeled in conformity with 
such regulations, to be prescribed by the Administrator, us will pro
hibit decPption of the consumer with respect to such products. 

Existing regulations under this Act define "distillNl gin" as the 
distillate by original distillation or redistillation of neutral spirits 
with aromatics. 

The regulations further provide that on labels of domestic dis
tilled spirits bottled by or for the actual distiller thereof, there shall 
be stated the words "distilled by" and immediately thereafter the 
name of such distiller and the place where distilled. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu· 
facture and distill from mash, wort, or Wltsh, whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the words 
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"distiller," "<listilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their 
corporate names and on their stationery, and on the labels of the 
?ottles in which they sell and ship such products. There are also 
among such competitors, corporations, firms, partnerships, and indi
\'iduals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, 
and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages who do 
not use the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distilling," or "distill
ers'' as a part of their corporate names, nor on their stationery, 
nor on the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship 
their products. 

PAn. 5. A substantial portion of the purchasing public does prefer 
to buy 8pirituous liquors bottled by the actual distillers and manu
facturers thereof, and such representation is a misrepresentation in 
fact, and has a tendency to mislead and deceive dealers and the pur
chasing public, with the resultant tendency to induce them to buy 
t·espo11llent's products in preferenee to the products of truthful 
eotnpetitors. . 

The testimony clearly showed, and the Commission finds, that a 
Prestige attaches in the minds of the whol~sale trade to the distiller, 
and that this prestige is an adv<mtage in overcoming sales resistance; 
that in the minds of the wholesale trade and the public, the belie:( 
that a distiller's controlling the making of such products from start 
to finish, with all the ingredients going into them within its own 
estttblishment, is an ad vantage to the seller; and that the use of the 
Word "distilling" or "distiller" in a trade or corporate name of a 
concern gives it a competitive advautage over concerns which do not 
.pursue or practice such characterizations, and which do not purport 
to be manufacturers when they are not. 

The Commission, therefore, finds that the representation of re
spondent through use of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name as 
aforesaid is calculated to, and has the capacity and tendency to and 
does, mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
belief that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by 
the respondent are manufactured and distilled by it from mash, wort, 
or wash, and is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to 
and does, induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such 
belief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
bottled nnd sciJ by the n•l;powlent, thereby di,·etting trade to re
Spondent from its competitors who do not by their corporate names 
o: in any other manner misrepresent that they are manufacturers by 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash of whiskies, gins, and other 
~P~rituous beverages, and thereby rel;pondent does a substantial 
InJury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Imperial Dis· 
tillers Corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and of respond· 
ent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com· 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re· 
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before ,V, ,V, Shep· 
pard and John "\V. Addison, examiners of the Commission theretofore 
duly designated by it, in support of the allegations of the said com· 
plaint and in opposition thereto, and brief in support of the com· 
plaint filed herein (counsel for respondent· having failed to file 
brief or request oral argument); and the Commission having made 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has 
violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to dPfine its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Imperial Distillers Corporation, 
its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with 
the sale, offering for sale, and distribution in interstate commerce 
and in the District of Columbia, of· whiskies, gins, and all other 
spirituous beverages, except gins produced by it through a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol purchased but not produced by respond· 
ent is redistilled over jHniper berries and other aromatics, do cease 
and desist from : 

Representing, through the use of the word "Distillers" in its cor
porate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to. the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or in any 
other way by word or words of like import, 

(a) That it is a distiller of whiskies, gins, or any other spirituous 
beverages; 

(b) That the said whiskies, gins or other spirituous beverages were 
by it manufactured through the process of distillation; or 

(c) That it owns, operates or controls a place or places where such 
products are by it manufactured by a process of original and con· 
tinuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is completed, 
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unless and until respondent shall actually own, operate, or control 
such a place or places. 

It is fu·rther ordered, That the said respondent, within 60 days 
from and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file 
with the Commission a report or reports in writing, setting forth in 
detail the manner and form in which it is complying and has com
plied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER 01'' 

PARAMOUNT DISTILLERS, INC. 

COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION m' SEC. IS 
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2453. Complaint, Ju11e 21, 19.35-0rdcl', Ja-n. 30, 1937 

Consent order requiring respondent, its officers, etc., in connection wJ.th sale or 
otl.'er, in Interstate commerce and in the Dlstrlct of Columbia, of whiskies, 
gins, and other alcoholic beverages produced by it, but excepting gins pro
duced by it through process of rectification whereby alcohol purchased, but 
not produced, by it is redistilled, as specified, to cease and desist from repre
senting, through use of word "Distillers" In its corporate name and on its sta· 
tionery, advertising, etc., or in any other way, that It is a distiller of whiskies, 
gins, and other alcoholic beverages, or that said whiskies, etc., were by It 
made through process of distillation, or that it owns, operates, or controls a 
place where such products are thus made, unless and until it shall own, oper· 
ate, or control a place or places where such products are by it manufactured 
through process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until manufacture is 
complete. 

Before Mr. John lV. Bennett, trial examiner. 
Mr. PGad B. Morehou8e for the Commission. 
Cooke & Beneman, of ·washington, D. C., for re!;pondent. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approv~>d Septem· 
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Paramount Distillers, 
Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and is using unfair 
methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in s~id 
act, and it appearing to the said Commission that a proceeding Ly it in 
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issue!'~ its com· 
plaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PAnAonArH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal 
office and place of business in the city of Cleveland, in said State. It is 
now, and for more than one year last past has been, engaged in the 
business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, 
gins, and other alcoholic bevemges and in the sale thereof in constant 
course of trade and commerce between and among 'the various States 
of the United States and in the Di!'itrict of Columbia. In the course 
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:and conduct of its said business it causes its said products when sold 
to be transported from its place of business aforesaid into and through 
various States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting 
<>f wholesalers and retailers located in other States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its busi
ness as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more than one year last 
Past has been, in substantial competition with other corporations and 
With individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture 
by distillation of whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages and in 
the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; and in the 
eourse and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, and 
for more than one year last past has been, in substantial competition 
with other corporations and with individuals, firms, and partnerships 
engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bot
tling whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages and in the sale 
thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of. its business as aforesaid, 
respondent has upon its said premises a still which it uses in the 
Production of gin by a process of rectification, whereby alcohol pur
<:hased but not produced by respondent is redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distiller as defined by See
tion 3247 of the Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor 
as commonly understood by the public or the liquor industry. For 
a long period of time the word "Distillers" when used in connection 
With the liquor industry and the products thereof has had and still 
has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of the wholesalers 
and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, 
to wit, those who manufacture such liquors by the process of original 
and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through con
tinuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is 
completed; and a substantial portion of the purchasing public prefers 
to buy spirituous liquors prepared and bottled by distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery and advertising, and on the labels attached to the bottles 
in which it sells and ships its said products, and in various other 
Ways, respondent represents to its customers and furnishes them with 
the means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the 
ultimate consuming public, that respondent is a distiller, and that 
the whiskif's, ~ins, and other alcoholic hen-rages thf'rein contained 
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were by it manufactured through the process of distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, when, as a matter of fact, respond
ent is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other 
alcoholic beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold and transported, 
and merely by the use of a still operated by it as aforesaid in the 
rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over juniper berries 
and other aromatics does not distill the gins by it so bottled, labeled, 
sold, and transported. in the sense in which the word "distilled" is 
commonly accepted and understood by those engaged in the liquor 
trade and the public. Respondent does not own, operate, or control 
any place or places where such beverages are manufactured by the 
process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully 
use the words "distillery" "d.istilleries " "distillers " or "distillin(J'" 

' ' ' 1:> as a part of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery 
and ad.vertising, and on the labels of the bottleR in which they sell 
and ship such products. There are also among such competitors 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individ.uals engaged in the 
business of purchasing, rectifying, blend.ing, bottling and. selling 
whiskies, gins, and. other alcoholic beverages who do not use the 
words "distillery," "d.istilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a 
part of their corporate or trade names, nor on their stationery or 
advertising, nor on the labels attached. to the bottles in which they 
sell and ship their said products. 

PAn. 5. Representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 3 
hereof, is calculated to and has the capacity and tendency to and does 
mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the be
liefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and. other 
alcoholic beverages sold by the responuent are manufacturpJ and dis
tilled by it from mash, wort, or wash, as aforesaid, and is calculated 
to and has the capacity and tendency to and does induce dealers and 
the purchasing public acting in such beliefs, to purchase the whiskies, 
gins, and. other alcoholic beverages bottled and. sold by the respondent, 
thereby diverting trade to respondent from its competitors who do not 
by their corporate or trade names or in any other manner misrepre
sent that they are manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, of such products, and thereby respondent !loes substantial in
jury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 
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PAn. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and the 
false representations alleged to have been made by respondent are to 
the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and con
.stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent 
and meaning of Sect.icn 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having come on to be heard by the Federal Trade 
Commission upon the complaint hereinbefore issued and served upon 
Paramount Distillers, Inc., respondent herein, and the said respond
ent's written answer made thereto, waiving the taking of testimony, 
?ndings as to the fact, filing of briefs, oral argument and all other 
Intervening procedure, and consenting that an order shall issue herein 
for it to cease and desist from methods of competition charged in the 
colllpluint, awl the Commission being fully advised in the premises, 
having thereupon conclwled that respondent has violatell Section 5 
of an Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled, ''An 
.A.ct to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 
. It is now ordered, That the respondent, Paramount DistiUers, Inc., 
lts officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with 
~he sale, offering for sale, and distribution in interstate commerce and 
ln the District of Columbia of whiskies, gins, and all other alcoholic 
b.evPrages, except gins by it produced through a process of rectifica
tion whereby alcohol purchased but not prolluced by respondent is 
redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics, do cease and 
desist from: 

Reprl'sl'ntin~, through the use of the word "Distill<>rs," in its cor
}:lorate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached to 
the bottles in which it sells and ships its said products, or in any other 
"'ay by word or wonls of like import, that: (a) It is a distiller of 
"'.hiskies, ~ins, and other alcoholic beverngcs; or (b) The said whis
lnes, gins, and other alcoholic beverages WIO're by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation; or (c) It owns, operates, or con
trois a place or places where such beverages are manufactured by 
the process of distillation, unless and until the said respondent shall 
own, operate, or control a place or places where such whiskies, gins 
llncl other alcoholic beverages are by it manufactured throngh a 
r>rocess of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 

1467!lll'" 39 vol. 2·1 40 
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wash, through continuous closed pipes and wssels until the manu· 
facture thereof is completed. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent within 60 days from 
and after the date of the service upon ·it of this order, shall file with. 
the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it is complying and has complied with 
the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

liEHCULES J>RODUCTS & DISTILLING CORPORATION 

<:OMPLAnh, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TliE ALLEGED VJOI,ATJON 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CON(iHESS APPROVED SEP'l'. 26, 1914 

Docket 2473. Complaint, June 28, 1935-Decision, Jan. 30, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged as wholesaler and rectifier of distilled spirits, in 
purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirlt
llous beverages, and In the making of gin with a still which it used therefor 
by redistlllation of pUt'clrased alcohol, not produced by It, over juniper 
berries' and other aromatics, and in selling its aforesaid various products 
to wholesalers and retailers in other States and in the District of Columbia, 
In substantial competition with those engagetl In the manufacture by true 
distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and selling same 
in trade and commerce among the various States and in said District, and 
with those engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling such 
various beverages and similarly selling same, and Including among said 
eompetltors. those who, as manufacturers and distillers by original and con
tinuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed 
pipes and vessels until manufacture Is cernplete, of whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages sold by them, truthfully use words "distillery," 
"distilleries," "11lstillers," or "distllling" as a part of their corporate or 
trade names and on their stationery and catalogs and on the labels of the 
bottles In which they sell and ship their said products, and those who, en
gaged in purchasing, reetifying, Llendlng, bottling, and selling such various 
products, do not use aforesaid words as above set forth-

Rept·esented, through use of word "Distilling" In its corporate name, printed on 
Its stationery and catalogs and on- tl•e labels attached to the bottles In 
which' It s~ld and rshipped its said prouucts, and in various other ways, to 
Its customers, and furnished same with a means of representing to their 
vendees, both retnllers and ultimate conrsuming public, that It was a dis· 
tiller and that the whlsldes, gins, and other spirituous beverages contained 
In such bottles were by It made through process of distlllatlton as aforesaid, 
notwithstanding fact It did not thus distill said various beverages, thus 
bottled, labt'led, sold, and trnnsported by It, through aforesaid process of 
original and continuous distillntfon, as long definltely unuerstood from word 
"distilling," used in connection with liquor industry and products thereof 
In the trade and by the ultimate purchasing public, and did not own, operate, 
or control any place or places where such beverages are made by aforesaid 
process, and was not a distll!er, for the purchase of the bottled liquors 
ot which there Is a preference on the part of a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public into the 
beliefs that It was a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and other spirit
uous beverages sold by it were by it made and distilled from mash, wort, 
or wash by one continuous process, and of Inducing dealers, In such beliefs, 
to buy Its saltl whiskl<>s nnd other beverages bottled and sold by It, and of 
therehr dh·erting tradP- to it from its cornpPtltors who do not, by their cor-
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porate or trade names or In any other manner, misrepresent that they are
distillers; to the substantial Injury of substantial competition in commerce:· 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore llfr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner. 
Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 
jJf,·. Albert 0. Drucker, of New York City, for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Hercules 
Products & Distilling Corp., hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the said Com
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof wo~ld be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stttting its charges in 
that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business umll'r the laws of the State of New York, with its 
office and principal place of business in the city of Drooldyn, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of a wholesaler and rectifier of distilled 
spirits, purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins~ 
and other spirituous beverages and selling the same in constant ronrs~ 
of trade and commerce between allll among the various States of the 
Unite(l States and in the District of Columbia. In the course and 
conduct of its said business it causes its said products when sold to 
be transported from its place of business aforesaid into and through 
various States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, con
sisting of wholesalers and retailers, located in other States of the 
United States and the District of Columbia. In the course and con
duct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more 
than one year last past has been, in substantial competition with 
other corporations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms en
gaged in the manufacture by true distillation of whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages from mash, wort, or wash, and in the sale 
thereof in trade and commerce between and among the various State~ 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia; and in the 
course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is, and for 
more than one year last past has been, in substantial competition 
with other corporations and with individuals, firms, and partnerships 
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engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bot
tling whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages and in the sale 
thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
spondent has upon its said premises a still which it uses in the produc
tion of gin by a process of rectification whereby alcohol, purchased 
but not produced by respondent, is redistilled over juniper berries and 
other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make 
or constitute respondent a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the 
Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly 
understood by the public and the liquor industry. For u long period 
of time the word "distilling" when used in connection with the liquor 
industry and with the products thereof has had and still has a definite 
significance and meaning to the minds of the wholesalers and retailers 
in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, the 
manufacturing of spirituous liquors by an original and continuous 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes 
and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, and a substan
tial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors 
bottled and prepared by distillers. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by the 
use of the word "Distilling" in its corporate name, printed on its sta
tionery and catalogs, and on the labels attached to the bottles in which 
it sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, respond
ent represents to its customers and furnishes them with the means of 
representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate con
suming public, that it is a distiller and that the said whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages therein contained were by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, when, as 
a matter of fact, respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said 
Whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, 
sold, and transported. Respondent docs not own, operate or control 
any place or places where alcoholic Leverages are manufactured by a 
Process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
Wash. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous !leverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort or wash, us aforesaid, whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous Leverages sold by them and who truthfully 
llse the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as 
a part of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery and 
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catalogs, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship 
such products. There are also among such competitors corporations, 
firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins and 
other spirituous beverages who do not use the words "distillery," 
''distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate 
or trade names, nor on their stationery or catalogs, nor on the labels 
attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said products. 

PAR. 5. The representations by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, are calculated to and have a capacity and tendency to and do 
mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the beliefs 
that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages sold by respondent are manufactured or dis
tilled by it from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous process, and 

. are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and do induce 
dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such beliefs, to purchase 
the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages bottled and sold by 
the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from its com
petitors who do not by their corporate or trade names or in any other 
manner misrepresent that they are distillers, and thereby respondent 
does substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate com
merce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged. to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent are 
to the prejudice of the public anu the competitors of respondent and 
constitute unfair methous of competition in commerce within the in• 
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

J>ursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on June 28, 1935, issued, and on June 29, 
1935, served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Her
cules Products & Distilling Corporation, charging its with the use of 
unfair methods o£ competition in commerce in violation of the provi
sions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing 
of respondent's answer thereto, respondent npplied for permission 
to withdraw its said. answer waiving hearings on the charges set forth 
in the complaint in this proceeding, stating that it does not contest the 
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said proceeding, and that it admits all of the material allegations of 
the complaint to be true, and that the Commission might, without 
further evidence or other intervening procedure, make, issue and 
serve upon the respondent findings as to the facts and an order to 
cease and desist from the violations charged in the said complaint; 
and the Commission having duly considered the same and being fully 
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of 
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its con· 
elusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDI:NGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Uespondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under the laws of the State of New York, with its 
t1ffice and principal place of business in the city of Brooklyn, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of a wholesaler and rectifier of distilled 
spirits, purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages and selling the same in constant course 
of trade and commerce between and among the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. In the course and 
conduct of its said business it causes its said products when sold to 
be transported from its place of business aforesaid into and through 
various States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, eon
sisting of wholesalers and retailers, located in other States of the 
United States and the District of Columbia. In the course and con
duct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more 
than one year last past has been, in substantial competition with other 
corporations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged 
in the manufacture by true distillation of whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous heveruges from mash, wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof 
in trade awl commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and 
conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is, and for more than 
one year last past has been, in substantial competition with other cor
porations and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in 
the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, 
gins, and other alcoholic beverages and in the sale thereof in com
merce between and among the various States of the United States and 
in the District of Columbia. 

J> .AR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
spondent has upon its said premises a still which it uses in the produc· 
tion of gin by a process of rectification whereby alcohol, purchased 
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but not produced by respondent, is redistilled over juniper berries and 
other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make 
or constitute respondent a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the 
Revised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly un
derstood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period of 
time the word "distilling" when used in connection with the liquor 
industry and with the products thereof has had and still has a definite 
significance and meaning to the minds' of the wholesalers ami retailers 
in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, the 
manufacturing of spirituous liquors by an original and continuous 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed. pipes 
and. vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, and a substan
tial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors 
bottled and prepared by distillers. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distilling" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery and catalogs, and on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which it sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, 
respondent represents to its customers and furnishes them with the 
means of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate 
consuming public, that it is a distiller and that the said whiskies, gins 
and other spirituous beverages therein contained were by it manufac
tured through the process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, 
when, as a matter of fact, respondent is not a uistiller, does not dis
till the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages by it so 
bottled, labeled, sold, and transported. Respondent does not own, 
operate or control any place or places where alcoholic beverages are 
manufactured by a process of original and continuous distillation 
from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of responuent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort or wash, as aforesaid, whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages sold by them and. who truthfully use the 
words "uistillery," "uistilleries," "distillers," or "distilling'' as a part 
of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery and cata
logs, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such 
products. There are also among such competitors corporations, 
firms, partnerships, and indivitluals engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages who do not use the words "distillery,'' 
"distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate 
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or traue names, nor on their stationery o'r catalogs, nor on the labels 
attached. to the bottles in which they sell and. ship their said products. 

PAR. 5. The rl'presentations by respondent, as set forth in para
graph 3 hereof, are calculated to and. have a capacity and tendency 
to and do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into 
the beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins 
and. other spirituous beverages sold by respondent are manufactured 
or distilled. by it from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous process,. 
and are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and do 
induce dealers and the purcha~ing public, acting in such beliefs, to 
Purchase the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages bottled 
and sold by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent 
from its competitors who do not by their corporate or trade names 
or in any other manner misrepresent that they are distillers, and 
thereby respondent does substantial injury to substantial competition 
in interstate commerce. 

PAn. 6. Existing regulations promulgated under the Federal Alco
hol Administration Act, approved August 29, 1935 ( 49 Stat. L. 977), 
Provide that rectifiers who redistill purchased alcohol over juniper 
berries and other aromatics, in the manner in which this respondent 
produces its gin, may call such resulting product "distilled gin," and 
tequire that the labels state thereon who distilled it. This is to 
l'nable the rectifier to have the benefit of any distinction between gin 
produced by such method and "cold'' or compound gin prepared by 
mixing alcohol with essential oils. The Commission has, therefore, 
exceptl'u gins produced in the aforesaid manner from the application 
of its order to cea~e and desist as hereinafter set forth. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Hercules Prod
Ucts & Distilling Corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and 
of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of compe
tition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,. 
and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CRASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the substituted 
answer of respondent, filed herein, admitting ull the material alleg11.-
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tions of the Commission's complaint to be true, stating that it does 
not contest the said proceeding and waiving all intervening pro
cedure; briefs and oral argument of both counsel having been waived, 
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act 
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Hercules Products & Distilling 
·Corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in 
connection with the sale, offering for sale, and distribution in inter
state commerce or in the District of Columbia, of whiskies, gins and 
all other spirituous beverages, except gins produced by it through a 
process of rectification whereby alcohol purchased but not produced 
by respondent is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics, 
do cease and desist from : 

Representing, through the use of the word "Distilling" in its cor
porate name, on its stationery, advertising or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or in any 
other way by word or words of like import, (a) that it is a distiller 
of whiskies, gins, or any other spirituous beverages; (b) that th~ 
said whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beYerages were by it manufac· 
tured through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, operates: 
or controls a place or places where any such products are by it manu· 
factured by a process of original and continuous distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels 
until the manufacture thereof is completed, unless and until respond· 
ent shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or places. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent, within 30 days 
from and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file 
with the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in 
detail the manner and form in which it is complying ami has complied 
with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MA'ITER OF 

CARLO VAN MYERS, DOING BUSINESS AS NORTH AMER
ICAN CLOTHES COMPANY, NATIONAL BRAND CLOTHES 
COMPANY, SARTORIAL ART CLOTHES COMPANY AND 
SOCIETY BOND CLOTHES COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REUARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2624. Complaint, Nov. 12, 1935-Decision, Jan. 30, 1931 

Where an individual, with one or two employees, limited to a. young woman 
assistant and occasionally a stenographer, and with office or desk space at 
the addresses shown by him, engaged in sale of ready-made suits, trousers, 
overcoats, and topcoats direct to the consumer, through salesmen whom 
he (1) contacted through advertisements in newspapers and periodicals 
describing his said product as of high quality, with numerous patterns, 
union-made, and reasonably pric-ed, and (2) supplied, upon receipt of appli· 
cation forms, and without any adequate showing as to their fitness, honesty, 
or reliability, with "Authorization Certificntes," order forms with instruc· 
tlons for and depictions of a tailor taking various measurements, and sample 
books displaying on each pnge words "Fine Clothing Reasonably Priced," 
and whose practice it wns, in the case of many, to apply stickers to his said 
samples, as well as to those procured for their own use, and different from 
and much superior to those furnished by him, denoting such materials as 
"Virgin Wool" and the like, and by and of whose various misrepresentations, 
over the course of years, and encouraged, aided, and abetted by him In the 
case of many, he knowingly and deliberately benefited and took advantag-e, 
Without reasonable or adequate measures to rid himself of such dishouest 
representatives or prt>vent his cnstomC'rs from being vlctlmlzPd by them, 
so as to constitute, In e1Teet, a f'ystem ot business and method of com· 
petition-

( a) RepreMented that said dothlng was all wool or of fine quality, and that 
It would be of the same material as the samples exhibited to purchasers 
and prospective purchasers, and that he would fill orders with materials 
corresponding exactly in quality and color with samples exhibited in 
swatch books or sample books, facts being clothing with which be ftllPd 
orders was not all wool, but either cotton or mostly cotton, and was of very 
poor quality material, aud was not, generally speaking, of the same ma
terial or equal to samples with which he supplied his salesmen, nor of the 
some material or e(]nal to those shown by latter In cases where they used 
~;nmples not furnished by him, but clol11ing sent out by him, In a great 
proportion of the orders taken by his said snle~men, was of different 
material, pattern, or color or of material inferior In quality to that selected, 
or differed In all or several of such respects from that ordered; 

(b) Represented that said cloth in!: was made to measure or tailor-made, and 
that there was a choice of styles, nnd that personal dellvery thereof would 
he made by the saleslllan or by a tailor who would make necessary 
nlteratlonR, and that fittings would be hud before the garment wns com-
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pleted, facts being clothiug in question was not tailor-made nor altered 
to size and tit of wearer, but was ready-made clothing of cheap workman
ship, and it was his praetiee to fill orders for suits from manufacturer's 
stock In one style of garment only, with no choice, and there Wl?re U() 

personal deliveries, nor alterations on delivery, and no fittings, and in manY 
cases he sent out clothing, In filling orders, In siz<'~ widely at var!ancf)' 
from those ordrred, and so wholly unsuited in slz£>, with vnrinm·£>f! amount
Ing to as mu(·h as four or five sizes too t'lllall or too large, to cnstomN' 
ordering same, that dothing could not possibly be u>;ed, and filled orders, 
in many cases, by sending clothing not of the ready-made size indiented 
by customer's mea:-mrements, aud, except in special instances, by sending 
in all cases so-called regular sizes, with no alterations, so as to make it 
conform as nearly as might be to Individual's measurements; 

(c) Represented that two garments were Included in price of one, and that 
extra trousers were furnished without extra charge, and that prices quoted 
were special introductory, and that the clothing was sold on the installment 
plan, with discounts given for payment In full at time of order, facts being 
prices quoted were the regular prices for one suit or garment, with no extra 
clothing included, extra trousers were furnished only at extra cost, all 
clothing was sent C. 0. D. to the purchaser and no Installments were 
allowed nor any discount given for cash payment; and 

(d) R£>prescntrd that the business in question wns a lo(~al one or one well
known locally, and that the salesman was located at a given address, and 
that his name was that given to the customer, facts being be bad no connec
tion with any clothing concern outside of Nt>w York City, and was not 
connected in any way with the n:unrd ro1wem in Chicago, and uames and 
addresses gh·en by salesmen were flHJIH'Iltly tlditious; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving nwmbers of the public In the aforesaid 
,·arfous particulars, and of lndudng them to give orders for his said 
clothing and to pay money to him and his salesmen therefor, and of 
defrauding members of the public by indmlng them, as aforesaid, to paY 
out money f,or articles of dothlng of a kind, quality, and description wblcb 
they did not order or Intend to buy, by reason of the erroneous beliefs 
engendered as ahove set forth, and of diverting trade to him from compet· 
ftors engaged in the sole of men's clothing In commerce among the various 
States and In the District of Columbia, and including therein those who did 
not make use of the Rame or similar misleading or fraudulent methods used 
by him and his salesmen us above described; to their substantial Injury and 
p1·ejudice: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the puiJIIC and com-
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John J. /{eenan, trial examiner. 
Mr. Harry D. Michael for the Commission. 
M1·. Irving A. Fi8hman, of New York City, for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septelll
ber 26, l!H4, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commissionr 
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to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Carlo Van Myers, 
doing business at various times under the names and styles of North 
American Clothes Company, National Brand Clothes Company, Sar
torial Art Clothes Company, and Society l3ond Clothes Company, ha:; 
been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commission 
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public in
terest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect 
~s follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. That said respondent, Carlo Van Myers, doing busi
ness under the names and styles of North American Clothes Com
pany, National Brand Clothes Company, Sartorial Art Clothes Com
pany, and Society Bond Clothes Company, trading under one or an
other of the aforesaid trade names, is now and has been for more than 
three years last past engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate 
tonnneree of men's ready-made clothing, with his office and principal 
Place of business in the city of New York, in the State of New York. 
Said respondent, in the course and con_duct of his said business, causes 
the clothing sold by him, consisting of men's suits, trousers, overcoats, 
and topcoats, to be transported in interstate commerce from his said 
Place of business in New York to, into, and through States of the 
United States other than New York to various and numerous persons 
in such other States to whom such clothing is or has been sold. 

PAn. 2. That during the time above mentioned, other individuals, 
firms, and corporations in various States of the United States are and 
have been engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce 
of men's clothing, consisting of suits, trousers, overcoats, and topcoats, 
and such other individuals, firms, and corporations have caused and 
do now cause their said clothing, when sold by them, to be trans
Ported from the various States of the United States where they are 
located, to, into and through States other than the State of origin 
Qf the shipment thereof. Said respondent has been, during the afore
said time, in competition in interstate commerce in the sale of his 
said clothing with such other individuals, firms, and corporations. 

PAn. 3. That respondent, in the sale of ready-made clothing, as 
aforesaid, makes use of salesmen 'vho solicit the general purchasing 
Public in making sales of the same. Such salesmen are respondent's 
representatives or agents. They are contacted and secured by re
spondent by inserting advertisPnu:•nts untler the heading "Salesmrm 
'VantNl," and otlwrs of like character, in newspapers and magazines 
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. published in various parts of the United States and of general cir
culation therein, of which the following is an example, to wit: 

Clothing Men, Direct, Finest Spring Line, Suits, Topcoats, $16.85, 
Commission $5.00 North American Clothes, 818 Broadway, New York. 

Upon replies to such advertisements being received and application 
forms being filed by those replying, respondent sends each of thexn 
what he designates as an "Authorization Certificate," together with 
order forms and book of samples. No adequate showing is required 
of those who apply, nor is any adequate investigation made as to 
their fi~ness, honesty, or reliability. Said representatives thereupon 
go about among the purchasing public and take orders for clothing, 
which said orders are forwarded by them to respondent to be filled. 
Many of such representatives have been accustomed to, and did and 
do, make various false and misleading representations, as a result of 
which they are enabled to and do secure orders for clothing. Among 
such false and misleading representations made hy said reprt>senta
tives are the following: 

(1) That the clothing offered for snle Is ull wool, or of llue qunllty. 
(2) That It will be made-to-measm·e, or tailor-made. 
(3) That two garmt'nts are offered for the rn'iee of onf'. 
( 4) That extra trousers will be furnished without extra cha,·ge. 
(5) That the clothing ordered will be like the samples selected, whether the 

ones selected are In respondt>nt's sample book, or others st>I'Hre<l hy the snh•,anen. 
(6) That prices quoted are special introductory prices. 
(7) That a local store Is to be opPned soon. 
(8) That choice of style of garment could be hnd, such as choice ht>tw<'ell 

single-breasted and double-breasted. 
(IJ) That personal delivery of the garment ordered will he made by the sale~· 

man or by a tailor reJlresPntlng n'!<pomlt>nt, who will make necessary altPrll· 
Uons. 

( 10) That ftttlug!l will he had ht>fore the garment is eomplet<'d. 
(11) That resp01ulent ls a lot•al <'onceru, or one well known lnPally, Altch ail 

the North American Tailoring Company, of Chicago, Ill. 
(12) That Installment payments can be made on balance due nftet• the down 

payment. 
(13) That a discount is allowed for payment in full at tlmt> ordet• Is given. 
(14) That the salesman Is located at a given addt·ess nnd that his name Is 

that given to the customer. 

PAR. 4. That in truth and in fact, the clothing sold by respondent 
is not all wool, but is all cotton, or mostly cotton, with a small mixture 
of wool, or is cotton French back with wool in the facing, or is other
wise of very poor quality material. The clothing delivered by re
spondent is ready-made and of cheap workman:;hip. All of it is 
bought by the respondent aftl'r orders are receivetl. The prices quoted 
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are the regular prices for one garment. Extra trousers are furnished 
only at extra cost. The samples shown are not of the same material 
as in the clothing shipped by respondent. The prices quoted are 
regular prices. Respondent neither has local stores nor has he taken 
steps to establish such. His only place of business is office space with 
another concern in New York City. He manufactures no clothing 
and keeps no stock on hand. Generally speaking, customers are not 
given a choice between single- and double-breasted, but orders are 
filled in one style of garment only. All garments are sent c. o. d. 
and there is no personal delivery or alterations on delivery, and no 
fittings. Respondent has no connection with any local concern out
sille of New York City and is not connected with the North American 
Tailoring Company, of Chicago, Ill. No installment payments are 
allowed, nor is there any discount for full cash payment. The names 
and addtesses given by salesmen to customers are often fictitious. 

PAR. 5. That such misrepresentations as hereinbefore stated have 
been accnstomerl to be made by many of respondent's salesmen for a 
pe.riod of years. Respmident has been notified and informed by cus
tomers of such misrepresentations. Nevertheless, respondent has con
tinued to accept and fill orders sent in by his salesmen after having 
been thus put upon notice that the orders so accepted were probably 
Procured by means of misrepresentations. No reasonable or adequate 
rneasures have been or now are taken by respondent to rid himself of 
dishonest salesmen, or to prevent customers from being victimized 
by their misrepresentations. Neither does respondent adequately, 
fully, and generally make restitution for losses incurred by customers 
as a result of transactions resulting from such misrepresentations. 
In some cases substitutions of garments inferior to and unlike those 
ordered are made. In some cases the c. o. d. payment made for the 
garment is retumed. In only a few cases is the down payment made 
to the salesman refunded and then only after extended efforts made by 
the customers. In only rare cases is the amount paid by the customer 
for postage charges refunded. In nearly all cases dilatory tactics are 
Used, so that the customer becomes discouraged and accepts a bad 
bargain all<l lets the matter urop. In such manner respondent has 
continually profited by the misrepresentation of his salesmen and by 
8Uch method of business as aforesaid. 

PAn. G. That respondent encourages, aids, and abets some of the 
aforesaid false and misleading representations of his salesmen and 
contributes to the misleading of the customer by the means and 
n1ethods as hereinafter set out. In the advertisements for salesln€n 
he falst>ly represents that his clothing is of high grade and quality 
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by such phrases as "Finest Spring Line". In his letters to prospective 
salesmen, paragraphs such as the following appear: 

National Brand Clothes Company, has maue up a line of samples for spring 
and summer suits, Including topconts, which are superb In their designs, A-1 
in their quality, and nt a price to fit the pocketbook of the average customer. 

Our line consists of over forty handsome patterns. A fine line of Union Made 
suits. Great values. 

On each page of the sample book sent out is a statement such as 
the following, which is seen and read not only by the salesman but 
by the customer : 

Fine Clothing Reasonably Priced. 

On the order blank forms furnished to salesmen and used in the 
taking of orders for clothing are nine pictures of a tailor taking differ· 
ent measurements of a man for clothing. The following directions 
appear under the respective pictures: 

A. Take this measure over vest nt breast snugly but not tight. 
II. Take this measure with coat on from collar seam to length wanted. 
C. Take this measure with coat on from seam at armhole to sleeve length 

wanted. 
D. Take this measure with coat on, from middle of back to armhole eealll· 
1. Around waist, over shirt but under vest snug but not tight. 
2. Around fullest part of seat. 
3. From well up In crotch to lengU1 desired. 
4. From top of pants to length desired. 

In addition, said order form has thereon the following blanks for 
the furnishing of information relative to the customer's build, size, 
and general conformation, such as woul<l be required in making cloth· 
ing to measure, to wit: 

Very Important 

Ag!' ___ Weight_ ___ Size now wearing ____ Cuff:,; ____ No cull's __ _ 

Answer Carefully 

Netk measure?------------------------------------------------
Long, Medium, or Sho1·t Neck?---------------------------- ___ _ 
Itegular, Sloping, High Shoulrlers? -----------------------------
Position: Regular, Erect, Stooping?----------------------------
Vest Opening------ Vest Length-----------------------------
Wlllth of Knee-------- Width of Bottom ---------------------
Is customer ltejrular, Slender or StoutL------------------------
Are Suspender Buttons Wanted?--------------------------------

Uespondent's salesmen use said order form in taking orJers from 
customers. They take the measurements as directeJ and secure the 
other information requested. All of this leads the customer to be· 
lieve that he will get a made-to-measure suit nn(l cnnses him to accept 
the salesman's assurance to the same effect. 
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Moreover, respondent furnishes to his salesmen an attractive sample 
hook containing sample swatches, many o£ which, to the ordinary ob
server, have the appearance of being all wool, or cloth of very good 
q~Jality with a considerable portion of wool. Such samples aid the 
dishonest salesman in carrying on the deception as hereinbefore alleged 
and tend to mislead the purchasing public, in the absence of any state
~ent by respondent on the sample book as to the materials entering 
Into the makeup of the samples. Some salesmen apply stickers to the 
san1ples, denoting them as "virgin wool" and the like. 

PAn, 7. That many of respondent's salesmen have been accustomed 
to Use high grade all wool samples in taking orders, totally different 
~om and much superior to the line of goods handled by respondent. 

espondent has been informed of this practice by customers and has 
been well aware of the same at all times. In spite o£ such knowledge, 
respondent continues to send out suits of inferior materials to fill 
Dt·ders so taken and to insist on substitution after complaint is made, 
rather than make full restitution and put the customer in status q•w. 

PAn. 8. That respondent fills orders for clothing sold by his sales
Inen in a large number o£ cases by sending clothi:lg of different 
~aterial, pattern or color from that oruered, or of material inferior 

· ln quality to the samples selected, or differing in several or all of such 
Particulars. In a great number of cases clothing has been sent to 
Purchasers in sizes widely at variance from the sizes ordered and 
Wholly unsuited to the customer. Such variances are as much. in 
8~1ne cases, as four or five sizes too small or too large, and the clothing 
~llher so small that the customer cannot get it on, or so large that it 
ls Wholly unfit to wear. In many cases orders nre filled by ~ending 
clothing not of the ready-made size that would be indicated by the 
Cl!:'>tomE'r's measurements. Except in special instances, all orders re
ceived by respondent are filled by sending so-called "regulnr" sizes, 
anu no alterations are made therein to conform as near as may be to 
Ineasurements submitted. 

PAn. 9. That the representations of respondent and his salesmen, as 
~foresaid, have had and do have the tendency and capacity to mis-
ead, confuse and deceiYe members of the public in the particulars !IS 

aforesaid. That the practices Dnd methods used as hereinbefore !"et 
~~t les~lt in ddrau~ling custo~ers Ly :ausing tlwm .to pay ou~ money 
d'r articles of clothmg o£ a kmd, quahty and clescnptwn whrch they 

r<I. not order or intend to Luy. Such representations, practices and 
~ethods haYe the tenuency and capacity to cause anu induce, and do in 
act cause Dnd induce memLers of the public to order clothing from 

respondent and to pay money therefor because of the erroneous beliefs 
engendered as above set forth, and to divert trade to respondent from 

146756'"-3!1 vol. 24-41 
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competitors enguged in the sale of men's clothing in interstate com· 
merce. There are, among the competitors of respondent, those who 
do not make use of the said methods used by respondent and who do 
not make the same or similar false and misleading re.presentations as 
made by respondent and his salesmen, as herein set out. 

PAR. 10. The above acts and things done by respondent are all to the 
injury and prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
in interstate commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved September 26, 1914. 

REI>ORT' FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federa~ 
Trade Commission, on November 12, 1935, issued and served its com
plaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Carlo Van Myers, doing 
business under the trade names and styles of North American Clothes 
Company, National Brand Clothes Company, Sartorial Art Clothes 
Company, and Society llond Clothes Company, charging him with the 
use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the 
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the 
filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence 
in support of the allegatio~ of said complaint were introduced by 
Harry D. Michael, attorney for the Commission, before John J. 
Keenan, an examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly designated 
by it, counsel for respondent having failed to introduce testimony and 
other evidence in opposition to the allegations of the complaint; and 
said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the 
office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came 
on for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, the 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, and brief in support of 
the complaint, counsel for respondent having fuiled to file a brief, al
though given an opportunity so to do, and having failed to appear at 
the time and place set for oral argument after due notice thereof; and 
t.he Commission having duly considered the same, and being now fully 
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of 
the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclu
sion drawn therefrom. 
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Carlo Van Myers, doing business under 
the trade names and styles of North American Clothes Company, Na
tional Brand Clothes Company, Sartorial Art Clothes Company, and 
Society Bond Clothes Company, trading under one or another of the 
aforesaid trade names, was engaged at the time of the issuance of the 
complaint herein and had been so engaged for more than three years 
prior thereto, in the sale and distribution in commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States of men's ready-made· 
clothing, with his office and principal place of business in the city of 
New York, in the State of New York. Respondent, in the course and 
conduct of his said business, caused the clothing sold by him consist
ing of men's suits, trousers, overcoats, and topcoats, to be transported 
in commerce :from his said place of business in New York, to, into, 
and through States of the United States other than New York to 
Various and numerous persons in such other States to whom such 
clothing had been sold. 

PAn. 2. During the time above mentioned, other individuals, firms, 
and corporations in various States of the United States were engaged 
in the sale and distribution in commerce between and among the vari
ous States o:f the United States, and in the D:strict of Columbia, of 
men's clothing, consisting of suits, trousers, overcoats, and topcoats, 
and such other individuals, firms and corporations caused their said 
clothing, when sold by them, to be transported from the various States 
of the United States where they were located, to, into, and through 
States other than the States of origin of the shipment thereof. Re
~pondent was, during the aforesaid time, in substantial competition, 
ln the sale of his said clothing, with such other individuals, firms, 
and corporn.tions. 

PAn. 3. Respondent, in the sale of ready-made clothing, as afore
~aid, made use of salesmen who solicited the general purchasing public 
ln making sales of the same. Such salesmen were respondent's repre
sentatives and agents. They were contacted and secured by respond
ent by the insertion of advertisements under the heading "Salesmen 
Wanted," and others of like character, in newspapers and magazines 
Published in various parts of the United States and of general circula
tion therein, of which the following is an example, to wit: 

Clothing 1\Ien, Direct, Finest Spring Line, Suits, Topcoats $16.85, Corumis~lon 
$5.00. North American Clothes, 818 Broadway, New York. 
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Upon replies to such advertisements being received and application 
forms being filed by those replying, respondent would send each of 
them what he designated as an "Authorization Certificate," together 
with order forms and books of samples. No adequate showing was 
required by respondent, of those who applied, nor was any adequate 
investigation made, as to their fitness, honesty, or reliability. Upon 
the receipt of such authorization, samples and other supplies, said 
representatives, so designated, thereupon went about among the 
purchasing public taking orders for clothing, which said orders were 
thereupon forwarded to respondent to be filled. Most of such repre
sentatives were accustomed to, and did make various false and mis
leading representations to those members of the public from whom 
they received orders, by reason of which said misrepresentations such 
oruers were given, money was paid thereon and contracts entered into 
for the payment of the remainder due as provided in such contracts. 
Among such false and misleading representations made by representa
tives were the following: 

(1) That the clothing offered for sale was all wool, or of fine 
quality. 

(2) That it was to be made-to-measure, or tailor-made. 
(3) That two garments were offered for the price of one. 
( 4) That extra trousers were to be furnished without extra charge. 
( 5) That the clothing oy;dercd was to be like the samples selected, 

whether the ones selected were in respondent's sample book, or others 
secured by the saleemen. 

( 6) That prices quoted were special introductory prices. 
(7) That a local store was to be opened soon. 
(8) That choice of style of garment could be had, such as choice 

between single-breasted and double-breasted. 
(9) That personal delivery of the garment ordered would be made 

by the salesman or by a tailor representing respondent, who would 
make necessary alterations. 

( 10) That fittings were to be had before the garment was com
pleted. 

{11) That respondent was a local concern, or one well known 
locally, such as the North American Tailoring Company, of Chicago, 
Illinoi,:;. 

( 12) That installment payments could be made on balance due after 
the down payment. 

{13) That a discount was allowed for payment in full at time 
onler was given. 

(14) That the salesman was located at a given address and that his 
name was that given to the customer. 
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PAn. 4. Respondent, in the conduct of his business as aforesaid, 
had his office at 818 Broadway, New York City. For a time while 
Using the trade name of National llrnnd Clothes Company he also 
Used the address 105 Fifth Avenue, New York City, as a mailing 
address, where he rented desk space only. Respondent's place of busi
ness at 818 llroach..-ay consisted of a small space partitioned off from 
a. loft space occupied by a manufacturer of boy's clothing. Respond
ent had no employees except a young lady assistant and at times :i 
stenographer. The furnishings of his office consisted of a desk and 
a couple of chairs. No stock of goods was kept on hand. As orders 
came in, respondent went to a manufacturer of men's clothing and 
selected the clothing to fill the orders. Respondent had no tailors em
I)loyed either for making clothing or for alterations, nor did he have 
any interest in any clothing manufacturing concern. The clothing 
With which respondent filled orders was not all-wool but was either 
cotton or mostly cotton with a small mixture of wool or a. cotton 
French back with wool in the facing. All of it was of very poor 
quality material. It was neither tailor-made clothing nor clothing 
altered to the size and fit of the wearer. It was all ready-made cloth
ing of cheap workmanship. The pric~s quoted by respondent for his 
elothing "·ere the regular prices for one suit or garment with no extra 
clothing at such prices. Extra trousers were furnished only at extra 
C03t. The clothing delivered by respondent, generally speaking, was 
not of the same material or equal to the samples which he furnished 
his salesmen, nor was it the same material or equal to the samples 
!ihown by salesmen in cases where they used samples not furnished 
by the respondent. Respondent filled his orders for suits in one 
Style of garment only and gave no choice as between single-breasted 
and double-breasted garments. All clothing was sent C. 0. D. to the 
PUrchasers thereof. There were no personal deliveries, no alterations 
on delivery and no fittings. Respondent had no connection with any 
elothing concern outside of New York City and was not connected in 
nny way with the North American Tailoring Company of Chicago, 
lU. No payments by installments were allowed, nor was any dis
count given for full cash payment. Names and addresses given by 
salesmen were frequently fictitious. All such representations by his 
salesmen, as stated in the preceding paragraph, were false. 

PAR. 5. Misrepresentations such as those hereinbefore referred to 
Were made by re5"pondent's salesmen during a period of approxi
lnately five years, during which he conducted his business under one 
or another of the trade names berein referred to. During such time 
continual complaints were registered by customers who either notified 
respondent direct or through complaints to the Post Office Depart-
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ment, various Better Business Bureaus, and the Federal Trade Com
mission. Such complaints were specifically brought to the attention 
of the respondent from time to time during such period. Regardless 
of such knowledge and information, the misrepresentations of sales
men continued as long as respondent was in business and respondent 
continued to accept and fill orders sent in by such salesmen after hav
ing been put upon notice that the orders so accepted were probably 
procured by means of misrepresentations. Respondent took no rea
sonable or adequate measures to rid himself of dishonest salesmen or 
to prevent customers from being victimized by their misrepresenta
tions. Neither did respondent adequately, fully and generally make 
restitution for losses incurred by customers as a result of transactions 
based upon such misrepresentations. In some cases substitution of 
garments inferior to and unlike those ordered were made. In a few 
cases C. 0. D. payments were returned, but in only rare instances 
were down payments made to salesmen refunded and then only after 
extended efforts made by the customers and others. In only rare 
cases were the amounts paid by customers for postage charges re
funded. In nearly all cases of misrepresentations by salesmen, dila
tory tactics were used by respondent so that the customer usually 
became discouraged and let the matter drop without adequate adjust
ment or none at all. 

PAR. 6. Respondent encouraged, aided and abetted many of the 
aforesaid false and misleading representations of his salesmen by the 
means and methods as hereinafter set out. In his advertisements 
for salesmen he falsely represented that his clothing was of high 
grade and quality by such phrases as "Finest Spring Line." In his 
letters to prospecti\'e salesmen he represented his clothing as Leing 
of fine quality by the following statements: 

National Braud Clothes Company, has mail~:> up a line of sampl~:>s for ~pr!ng 
and summer suits, Including topcoats, which are superb in their designs, A-1, in 
their quality, and at a price to fit the pocketbook of the average customer. 

Our line consists of over forty handsome patterns. A fine line of Union 
1\Iade suits. Great values. 

On each page of the sample book sent out to salesmen the following 
statement appears, whieh is seen and read not only by the salesmen 
but by the customers: 

Fine Clothing Reasonably Priced. 

Respondent assists in creating the impression that his clothing is 
tailor-made or made-to-measure by furnishing order blank forms to 
his salesmen on which are nine pictures of a tailor taking different 
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measurements of a man for clothing. The following directions for 
measurements appear under the respective pictures: 

A. Take this measure over vest at breast snugly but not tight. 
B. 'l'ake this measure with coat on from collar seam to length wanted. 
C. Take this measure with coat on from seam at armhole to sleeve length 

\Van ted. 
D. Take this measure with coat on, from middle of back to armhole seam. 
1. Around waist, onr shirt but under vest, snug, but not tight. 
2. Around fullest part of seat. 
3. From well up in crotch to length desired. 
4. From top of pants to length desired. 

In addition, said order form had thereon the following blanks for 
the furnishing of information relative to the customer's build, size, 
and general conformation, such as would be required in making 
clothing to measure, to-wit: 

Very Important 
Age ____ Weight_ ___ Size now wearing ____ Cuffs ____ No Cuffs ____ , 

Answer Carefully 
Neck meu sure?----_-------------------_------------------------
Long, Medium, or Short NeckL---------------------------------
Regular, Sloping, High Shoulders 1------------------------------
Position: Regular, Erect, ~Hooping?_ ___________________________ _ 

Vest Opening ______ Vest Length 1-------------------------------
Width of Knee ______ Widtll of Bottom?_ ________________________ _ 

Is customer Regular, Slender or StoutL------------------------
Are Suspender Buttons Wanted 1--------------------------------

Respondent's salesmen were accustomed to and did use such order 
blank forms as those above described in taking orders from customers 
and took the measurements as directed and secured the other infor
mation requested. All of this procedure had the effect of causing 
~Ustomers to believe that they would get made-to-measure clothing 
and caused them to accept and. believe the salesmen's misrepresenta
tions as hereinbefore set out . 
. Respond.ent, furthermore, furnished his salesmen with an attrac

tive sample book containing sample swatches of clothing material. 
Many of such samples, to the ordinary observer, had the appearance 
of being all-wool or as being material of good quality with a consid
~rable proportion of wool. Such samples aided. respondent's <lis
honest salesmen in carrying on their deception as hereinbefore alleged.. 
}.!any of respondent's salesmen in furtherance of their deceptive prac
tices and. misrepresentations applied. stickers to respondent's samples, 
ns 'Well as to samples which they procured for their own use, denoting 
~Uch materials as "Virgin 'Vool" and the like. 
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PAn. 7. Many of respondent's salesmen had been accustomed to use 
high grade all-wool samples in taking orders, which said samples were 
totally different from and much superior to the samples furnished by 
respondent, as well as being far superior to the materials used by him 
in filling orders. Respondent was well informed of this practice 
through customer complaints and through other agencies and was 
well aware of the same during said period in which he conducted said 
business. In spite of such knowledge, respondent continued to fill 
orders sent in by salesmen engaging in such practice and to semi out 
suits thereon of in"ferior materials. Respondent continued to fail to 
make restitution in many such cases after complaints were made. 

PAR. 8. Respondent, in a great proportion of the orders taken by 
salesmen and filed by him, sent out clothing of different material, 
pattern or color or of material inferior in quality to that selected, 
or differing in all or several of such respects from that ordered. In 
a great many cases, in filling orders, respondents sent out clothing in 
E'izes widely at variance from the sizes ordered and so wholly unsuited 
in size to the customer ordering the same that it could not possibly 
be used. Such variances in size were in some cases as much as four 
or five sizes too small or too large. In many cases orders were filled 
by sending clothing not of the ready-made size that would be indi
cated by the customer's measurements. Except in special instances, 
all orders received by respondent were filled by sending so-called 
"regular" sizes. No alterations were made in such clothing by re
spondent so as to make it conform as near as might be to the measure
ments submitted. 

PAR. 9. Respondent's practices as heretofore set out in connection 
with the misrepresentations of his salesmen and in filling their orders, 
became so general and continued for such a period of time as to 
become a system of business and a method of competition. He know
ingly and deliberately, over a period of years, took advantage of the 
misrepresentations and fraudulent practices of his salesmen to the 
detriment and loss of his customers. lie knowingly profited by such 
transactions and continued to do so after notice of the misrepre
sentations involved had been specifically brought to his attention by 
customers and others. 

PAR. 10. The representations of respondent through his salesmen 
and otherwise as aforesaid had the tendency and capacity to con
fuse, mislead, and deceive members of the public in the particulars 
aforesaid and did in fact so deceive them and induce them to give 
orders for respondent's clothing and to pay money to respondent and 
his salesmen therefor. The practices and methods used as herein
before set out resulted in defrauding members of the public as afore-
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said by inducing them to pay out money for articles of clothing 
of a kind, quality, and description which they did not order or intend 
to buy. Such orders were given by members of the public and money 
·paid thereon because of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above 
set out. Such practices and methods diverted trade to respondent 
from competitors engaged in the sale. of men's clothing in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. There were among the competitors of re
spondent those who did not make use of the same or similar mislead
ing and fraudulent methods used by respondent and his salesmen as 
herein set out and respondent's said acts and practices tended to 
and did in fact divert business to respondent from his said competi
tors, to the substantial injury and prejudice of such competitors. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of Tespondent, Carlo Van Myers, 
doing business under the trade names and styles of North American 
Clothes Company, National Drand Clothes Company, Sartorial Art 
Clothes Company, and Society Dond Clothes Company, are to the 
Prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and consti
tute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
Inission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, 
testimony and other evidence taken before John J. Keenan, an exam
iner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in supp01t 
of the allegations of said complaint, and brief in support of the 
~omplaint, counsel for respondent having failed to introduce evidence 
In respondent's behalf, and having failed to file a brief, although 
given opportunity so to do, and having failed to appear at the time 
and place set for oral argument, after due notice of the same, and 
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its 
~onclusion that said respondent has violateJ. the provisions of an Act 
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a FeJ.eral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Carlo Van :Myers, an individual, 
trading and doing business under the trade names and styles North 
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American Clothes Company, National Brand Clothes Company, Sar
torial Art Clothes Company, and Society Bond Clothes Company, 
or under any other trade names or styles or through any corporate or 
other device, his representatives, agents, and employees, in connection 
with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of men's clothing in 
interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing, directly or by implication,. or 
through salesmen : 

1. That said clothing is all-wool or is of fine quality; 
2. That said clothing is made-to-measure or is tailor-made; 
3. That two garments are included in the price of one; 
4. That extra trousers are furnished without extra charge; 
5. That the prices quoted are special introductory prices or are 

other than the regular prices for said clothing, unless said prices are, 
in fact, lower than the regular prices ordinarily charged for said 
clothing; 

6. That said clothing will be of the same material as the samples 
exhibited to purchasers and prospective purchasers, unless and until 
the clothing actually furnished said purchasers is identical with the 
samp!es exhibited; 

7. That personal delivery of clothing will be made; 
8. That a choice of style of garment is offered, such as a choice 

between single breasted and double breasted; 
9. That fittings will be given or that alterations will be made; 
10. That said clothing is sold on an installment plan'; 
11. That discounts are given for payment in full at the time the 

orJer for clothing is given; 
12. That the business operated by the respondent is a local concern 

or is one that is well known locally; 
13. That the respondent conducts any local retail stores or that 

any local retail stores will be opened in the purchaser's neighborhood; 
14. Through the use of swatch books or sample books wherein 

various materials are exhibited, or through any other means or in any 
other manner, that respondent can and will fill orders for clothing 
ordered from samples so exhibited, with the identical materials of the 
same quality and color, when such is not the fact. 

It is fu,rther ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he 
has complied with this order. 
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COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT Oil' CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 2984. Complaint, Nov. 17, 1986-Decision, Feb. 1, 1987 

Where an individual engaged in the sale and distribution of blankets made by 
others, and in causing said products to be shipped and transported from the 
Place at which made to purchasers thereof located at various points In other 
States, in competition with many who manufactur£>, sell, anu distribute 
blankets without in uny way representln~ the same as actually made from 
wool, unless in fact so made, and with many who sell and distribute such 
articles without being the manufacturers thereof and thus representing 
themselves-

( a) Featured legend on letterheads and invoices distributed to customers and 
Prospective custc.mers In which was set forth his trade name, Including 
Word "l\Illls," together with words "Manufacturers of All \Vool Camp and 
Institution ll~ankets" nnd words "1\lill at," aforesaid point from which he 
caused said articles to be shipped and transported, notwithstanding fact be 
did not own, operate, or control nny mill for manufacture of blankets from 
the raw materials, was not engaged In manufacturing, and was not a 
manufacturer as understood by trade ami public generally, for direct deal
Ing with whi<:h there Is a preference on the part ot a substantial portion 
Of wholesale ond rrtail JtUrrhosPrs of such goods as securing thPm, in their 
belief, c·loser ]lrlCPS, superior quality, and other advantages, a,s compared 
With dealing with broker or middleman; and 

(b) Caused his said blankets to be labeled "all wool" or "woolen," and as "fully 
shrunk," notwithstanding fact said products, thus lnbPletl, advertised, and 
sold by him, were not fully shrunk, nor composed wholly of wool, for which 
there Is a preference on the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing 
Public, as compared with such products moue from materials other thnn 
Wool, or products mode only in part of wool; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the 
Purchasing public into the erroneous belief that all of said representations 
Were true, and with elfert of placing In the hands of wholesalers and retailers 
means whereby said blankets were passed off to said public as all wool 
goods, and with the result, as a direct consequPnce of sueb mistaken and" 
erroneous beliefs thus engendered, that consuming public purchased sub· 
stantlnl volume of the said products, and trade was unfairly diverted to 
him from competitors likewise engaged In selling und distributing such 
artlclt>s, and who truthfully advertise and repre~eut Ute nature and char
acter n1' their business and that of the nwterluls used In the manufacture of 
their products; to the substantial Injury of competition In commerce: 

Held, That sueh acts and practices were to the pl"Pjudice of the public nnd 
competitors and constituted unf11,lr metholls of competition. 

Mr. DeWitt T. P1tckett for the Commission. 
Mr. Meyer Oohan, of 'Vorcester, Mass., for respondent. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Israel 
Zelkind, an individual trading as Lawrence Blanket Mills, hereinafter 
referred to as respondent, has been, and is now, using unfair methods 
of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and 
if appearing to the said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would· be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Israel Zelkind, is an individual, trading 
as Lawrence nlanket Mills, whose office and place of business is at 
9-13 ·winter Street, 'Vorcester, Mass. 

Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been, en
gaged in the sale and distribution of blankets to the purchasing and 
consuming public located in various States of the United States and 
in the District of Columbia. Respondent now causes, and for several 
years last past has caused, his products when sold by him, to be 
shipped from 'Vilsonville, Conn., the place at which said blankets are 
manufactured, to the purchasers thereof, located in the various States 
of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. There is now, 
and has been for several years last past, a constant current of trade 
and commerce, by the respondent, in blankets, between and among the 
various States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. 

Respondent is, and for several years last past has been, in substan
tial competition with other individuals, firms, and corporations, en
gaged in the sale of blankets in commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. In the cause and conduct of his business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent offers for sale and sells his blankets 
labeled "All 'Vool" or "'Voolen" and as "Fully Shrunk." 

In truth and in fact the blankets so described and represented are 
not composed wholly of wool and they do not contain wool in amounts 
sufficient to justify the designation, "All 'Vool" or "Woolen." Said 
blankets are not fu11y shrunk, as alleged. 

PAR. 3. Respondent's invoices distributed wherever his blankets 
were sold, and also his letterheads bore the following legend: 

LA WllENCE llLANKET 1\IILLS 

Manufacturers of 

All Wool Camp and Institution Blankets 

Mlll at Wilsonville, Conn. 
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In truth and in fact respondent does not manufacture the said 
blankets offered for sale and sold by him, nor does he own, operate, 
or control a factory where blankets are manufactured. 

It is a common belief among wholesalers, retailers, and the pur
chasing public, that a superior grade of merchandise can be purchased 
direct from the manufacturer thereof at a considerable saving in 
price. The representations made by respondent, as alleged in para
graph 3 hereof, have the tendency and capacity to mislead and de
ceive the purchasers of respondent's blankets into the belief that when 
they purchase said blankets from respondent, they are dealing with 
the manufacturer of said blankets purchased and thereby are gaining 
an advantage by saving the middleman's cost. 

PAR. 4. The use by respondent of the representations set forth 
herein has had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to mislead 
and deceive and does mislead wholesalers, retailers, and a substantial 
portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such 
representations are true and into the purchase of substantial quanti
ties of said blankets on account of such erroneous belief. By said 
Practices, respondent also places in the hands of wholesalers and re
tailers the means whereby said blankets are passed off to the pur
chasing public as all wool blankets. There are among the competi
tors of respondent as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, manufac
turers and distributors of blankets who do not misrepresent the kind, 
quality, and character of their products, nor the nature and kind of 
business they are engaged in, who likewise advertise, sell, and dis
tribute their blankets among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. By the representations aforesaid, 
trade is unfairly diverted to respondent from such competitors, there
by substantial injury is being, and has been, done by respondent to 
competition in commerce as herein set out. 

PAn. 5. The a hove nllrged acts and practices of respondent are all 
to the injury and prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Conunission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, Hl14, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Fedpral Trade Commission on November 17, 1936, issued, and on 
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November 19, 1936, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon re
spondent Israel Zelkind, an individual trading as Lawrence Blanket 
Mills, charging him with the use of unfair methods of competition 
in commerce in violation of ihe provisions of said act. After the 
issuance of said complaint the respondent filed his answer admitting 
all the material allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving 
the taking of further evidence and all other intervening procedure. 
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing be
fore the Commission on the said complaint and the substitute an
swer, briefs, and oral arguments of counsel having been waiYed, and 
the Commission having duly considered the same and being noW 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

l''INDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAuRArH 1. The respondent, Israel Zelkind, is an individual, 
trading as Lawrence Dlanket Mills. His principal office and place of 
business is at 9-13 Winter Street, 'Vorcester, Mass. 

He is now, and for several years last past has been, engaged in the 
sale and distribution of blankets. When orders are received for re
spondent's blankets he causes them to be shipped and transported 
from 'Vilsonville, Conn., the place at which said blankets are manu
factured, to the purchasers thereof located at various points in States 
of the United States other than the State of Connecticut. The re
spondent has, at all times during the past several years, maintained 
a constant current of trade in said blankets, in commerce, among and 
between the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

At all times during the last several years, the respondent has been 
in substantial competition with other individuals and with firms 
and corporations likewise engaged in the business of selling and dis
tributing, or of manufacturing, selling and distributing blankets, in 
commerce, among and between the several States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. On his letterheads and invoices, distributed throughout the 
various States of the United States to customers and prospective 
customers, the respondent prominently and conspicuously displays 
the legend: 

LAWRENCE BLANKET MILLS 

Manufacturers ot 

All Wool Camp and Institution Blankets 

1\IIll at Wilsonvllle, Conn. 
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The use of the word "mills" in his trade name together with the 
statements ":Mill at 'Vilsonville, Conn." and "Manufacturers of" on 
his letterheads and invoices, serve as representations to respondent's 
customers and the general buying public that the respondent owns, 
operates, or controls a mill wherein woolen materials are converted 
or manufactured into blankets. 

PAR. 3. The respondent does not, in fact, own, operate, or control 
any mill or mills for the manufacture of blankets from the raw ma
terials. Respondent is not engaged in the business of manufacturing 
and is not himself a manufacturer as those terms are understood by 
the trade and the purchasing public generally, but is solely in the 
business of selling and distributing blankets manufactured from the 
raw materials by others. 

PAn. 4. A substantial portion of the wholesale and retail purchasers 
of blankets have a preference for dealing direct with the manufac
turer of the products being purchased. Such purchasers believe that 
they secure closer prices, superior quality and other advantages in 
dealing direct with a manufacturer rather than a broker or middle
rnan. 

PAR. 5. In order to further induce the purchase of blankets he sells, 
respondent causes his blankets to be labeled "all wool" or "woolen," 
and as "fully shrunk." These designations serve as representations 
to customers, prospective customers, .and the purchasing public gen
erally, that said blankets are made of wool and are fully shrunk. 
The blankets labeled, advertised, and sold by respondent as "all wool'' 
or "woolen" and "fully shrunk," are not composed wholly of woo] 
and are not fully shrunk. 

PAR. 6. A substantial portion of the purchasing public has a pref
erence for blankets made wholly of wool over blankets made from 
rnaterials other than wool or blankets that are only part wool. 

PAR. 7. Many of respondent's competitors who manufacture, sell 
and distribute blankets do not in any way represent that said blankets 
are actually made from wool unless such is the fact. 

Many of respondent's competitors who sell and distribute blankets 
do not manufacture the products sold by them and do not in any way 
represent that they are the manufacturers of said products. 

PAn. 8. The false and misleading statements and representations 
rnade by rPspondent in designating himself as a manufacturer by the 
Use of the word "Mills" in his trade name, and the expressions "Mill 
at 1Vilsonville, Conn." and "Manufacturers of" on his letterheads 
and invoices, and in labeling or describing the blankets he offers for 
sale nnd spJls ns "all wool" or "woolen" and "fully shrunk," have had 
nnd do have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a sub-
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stantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief 
that all of said representations are true. By said practices, respondent 
also places in the hands of wholesalers and retailers the means 
whereby said blankets are passed off to the purchasing public as all 
wool blankets. As a direct consequence of the mistaken and erroneous 
beliefs, induced by the false and misleading statements and represen
tations above referred to, the consuming public has purchased a sub
stantial volume of respondent's products with the result that trade 
has been unfairly diverted to the respondent from his competitors 
likewise engaged in the business of selling and distributing blankets, 
who truthfully advertise and represent the nature and character of 
their business and the nature and character of the materials used in 
the manufacture of their products. As a result thereof substantial 
jnjury has been and is now being done by respondent to competition, 
in commerce, among and between the various States of the United 
States and of the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

~ 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Israel Zelkinrl; · 
trading as Lawrence Blanket Mills, are to the prejudice of the public 
and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and dutiesr 
and for other purposes." 

OnDER TO CEASE ANO DESIST 

This proereclin~ having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complnint of the Commission aJHl the answer filed 
herein on December 16, 1036, by respondent, admitting all the ma
terial aiiC'gations of the complaint to he true and waiving the takintr 
of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion that said respondent has vinlated the provisions of an Act 
of Con~ress approwd Sept<'mher 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to cn•ate 
a Federnl Trad(' Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposE's." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Israel Zelkind, his n'presenta• 
tives, agPnts, a1Hl employ<'es, in conn<'ction with the offering for sale, 
~nle, and distriLution of blankrts in inter~tnte commerct' or in the 
D:strict of Columbia, do forthwith cease. and desist from: 
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1. The use of the word "woolen" or the words "all wool," alone 
or in conjunction with any other 'vord or words, as descriptive of 
its blankets not made of wool, and from the use of the word "wool," 
or "woolen" or of any other word or words of similar meaning, in 
any way, so as to import or imply that the products to which the 
said word or words refer are composed of wool, when such is not the 
fact; 

2. Representing that his blankets are "fully shrunk," when such 
is not the fact· 

' 3. The use. of the word "mills" as part of his trade name, and 
from the use of the word "mill," or "mills," or the words "manufac
turers of," or of any other word or words of similar import in his 
business or advertising literature, or in any other way, so as to import 
or imply that he makes or manufactures the products which he 
sells, or that he actually owns and operates, or directly and absolutely 
controls the mill or mills or factory wherein said products are man
ufactured, when such is not the fact. 

It is further m-·dered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
nfter service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a re
port in writing setting forth in detail the mannf'r and form in which 
he has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTEII OF 

QUALITY DISTILLERS, INC. 

COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN lli•XlARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OL•' SEC. 5 
Ob' AN AC'l' OI<' C'ONGHESS APPHOVED SEPT 20, 1914, AND OF SEC. 3 OF TITLE I 
OL•' AN ACT OF CONGRE8S APPROVED JUNE Hl, 19331 

Docket 4391. Complaint, May 16, 19.15-0rder, Feb. 2, 1987 

Consent order requiring re~pomlent <·orpnratlon, its officers, etc., in connection 
with sale or offer, in interstate commerce and in District of Columbia, of 
whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages produced by it, but excepting 
gins produced by it through process of rectification whereby alcohol pur
chased, but not produced, by it is redistilled as specified, to cease and 
desist from representing, through use of word "Distillers" in its corporate 
name and on its stationery, advertising, rtc., or in any other way, that it is 
a distiller of whiskies, gins, or other alcoholic beverages or that said 
whiskies, etc., were by it made through process of distillation, or that it 
owns, operates, or controls a place where such products are thus made, 
unless and until it shall own, operate, or control a place or places where 
such products are by it manufactured through process of original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort or wash through continuous closed 
pipes and vessels until manufacture is complete. 

lllr. PGad B. M orelwuse for the Commission. 
lllr. Paul Loewenthal, of Los Angeles, Cali£., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Quality 
Distillers, Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and 
is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" 
is defined in said act, and in violation of the Act of Congress ap
proved June 16, 1933, known as the "National Industrial Recovery 
Act," and it appearing to the said Commission that a proceeding 
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues 
its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

Count 1 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing 
and doing business under the laws of the State of California, with 
its office and principal place of business in Los Angeles, in the said 

t ('ount Two of the £'omplalnt, undl'r the National Industrial Recon•ry Act, dlsmlss('d. 
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State. It is now, and since its organization in 1034 has been, engaged 
in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling 
whiskies, liqueurs, gins, and others spirituous beverages, and in the 
.sale thereof in constant course of trade and commerce between and 
.among the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. In the course and conduct of its said business, it causes 
its said products when sold to be transported from its place of busi
ness in Los Angeles aforesaid into and through various other States 
·of the United States to the purchasers thereof consisting of whole
.salers and retailers, some located within the State of California and 
some located in other States of the United States and the District of 
Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent is now, and at all times since its organization has been, in 
substantial competition with other corporations and individuals, 
partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by distillation 
·Of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the sale 
thereof in trade and commerce. between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia; and in the 
·course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent is, and 
has been since its organization, in substantial competition with other 
corporations and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged 
:in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling 
whiskies, liqueurs, gins, and other spirituous beverages and in the 
sale thereof in commerce between and among the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid 
respondent has, upon its said premises, a still which it uses in the 
production of gin by a process of rectification whereby alcohol, pur
chased but not produced by respondent, is redistilled over juniper 
berries and other aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distiller, as defined by Sec
tion 3247 of the Uevised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor 
as commonly understood by the public and the liquor industry. For 
a long. period of time the word "distillers" when used in connection 
with the liquor indu~try and with the products thereof has had and 
still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of whole
Ralers and retailers in such industry and to the ultimate purchasing 
public, to wit, the manufacture of such liquors by the process of dis
tillation from mash, wort, or wash, and a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled by the 
actual distillers and manufacturers thereof. 

P.m. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
the us~ of the word "Distillers" in its corporate name, printed on its 
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stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which it sells and 
ships its said products, and in various other ways, respondent repre
sents to its customers and furnishes them with the means of repre
senting to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate consuming 
public, that the said whiskies, gins, liqueurs, and other spirituous 
beverages therein contained were by it manufactured through the 
process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter 
of fact respondent is not a distiller, does not distill the said whiskies, 
liqueurs, or other spirituous beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sold, 
and transported, ami merely by the use of a still as aforesaid in the 
rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over juniper berries 
and other aromatics, does not distill the gins by it so bottled, labeled, 
sold, and transported in the sense in which the word "distilled'' is 
commonly accepted and understood by those engaged in the liquor 
trade and the public. Respondent does not own, operate, or control 
any place or places where such beverages are manufactured by the 
process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof 
corporations, fhms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort, or wash whiskies, gins, and other spir
ituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the words 
"distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their 
corporate names and on their stationery and on the labels of the bot
tles in which they sell and ship such products. There are also among 
such competitors corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals 
engaged in the business of rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskiest 
liqueurs, gins, and other spirituous beverages who do not use the won1s 
"<listill<>ry," "distilkries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their 
corporate names, nor on their stationery, nor on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said products. 

PAn. 5. The representation by r<>spondent, as set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, is calrulat<>d to and has a capacity aml tendency to and does 
mislead aJI(J. drceiYe dealers aJHl the purchasing pul1lic into the belief 
that the whiskies, liqueurs, g-ins, and other spirituous beverages sold 
by the respondent are manufactured an<l distilled by it from masht 
wort, or wash aml is calculat<>d to antl has the capacity and tendrncy 
to and clOf's induce dralers and tlu~ purcha,ing puhlic, acting in such 
hlief, to pnrc·hase the whiskit>s, liqueurs, gins, and other spirituous 
hcvrrngrs rPctifit><l, hknde<l and hottlr<l by the respondent, thereby 
diverting trade to respon<lent from its cmnpetitors 'vho do not by 
their corporate name or in any othPr manner misrrpresent that they 
are manuacturers hy <lif->til)a1 ion from mash, wort, or wash of whis-
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kies, liqueurs, gins, and other spirituous beverages, and thereby 
respondent does substantial injury to substantial competition in 
interstate commerce. 

PAn. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent are 
to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled, "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

Co,unt l2 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing 
and doing business under the laws of the State of California, with 
its office and principal place of business in Los Angeles, in the said 
State. It is now, and since its organization in 1934 has been, engaged 
in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blen<ling, and bottling whis
lries, liqueurs, gins, and other spirituous beverages, and in the sale 
thereof in constant course of trade and commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States and in the District of Colum
bia. In the course and conduct of its said business, it causes its said 
products when sol<l to be transported from its place of business in 
Los Angeles aforesaid into and through various other States of the 
United States to the purchasers thereof consisting of wholesalers and 
retailers, some located within the State of California and. some 
located. in other States of the United States and the District of 
Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business as aforsaid, 
respondent is now, and at all times since its organization has been, 
in substantial competition with other corporations and with in
dividuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by 
distillation of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages and 
in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the 
Various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; 
and in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent 
is, and has been since its organization, in substantial competition 
With other corporations and with individualc;, firms, and partner
ships engaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, 
and bottling whiskies, liqueurs, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. As grounds for this paragraph of this complaint, the Fed
eral Trade Commission relies upon the matters and things set out in 
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paragraph 2 of count 1 of this complaint to the same extent as 
though the allegations thereof were set out at length herein and' 
said paragraph 2 of count 1 of this complaint is incorporated herein 
by reference and adopted as the allegations of this paragraph of this 
count and is hereby charged as fully and as completely as though 
the several averments of said paragraph 2 of said count 1 were· 
repeated verbatim. 

PAR. 3. As grounds for this paragz·aph of this complaint, the· 
Federal Trade Commission relies upon the matters and things set out 
in paragraph 3 of count 1 of this complaint to the same extent as 
though the allegations thereof were set out at length herein and said 
paragraph 3 of count 1 of this complaint is incorporated herein by 
reference and adopted as the alh'gations of this paragraph of this 
count and is hereby charged as fully and as completely as though 
the several averments of said paragraph 3 of said count 1 were 
repeated verbatim. 

PAn. 4. As grounds for this paragraph of this complaint, the Fed
eral Trade Commission relies upon the matters and things set out in· 
paragraph 4 of count 1 of this complaint to the same extent as though 
the allegations thereof were set out at length herein and said para
graph 4 of count 1 of this complaint is incorporated herein by refer
ence and adopted as the allegations of this paragraph of this count 
and is hen•by charged as fully and as completely as though the sev
eral averments of said paragraph 4 of said count 1 were repeated 
verbatim. 

PAR. 5. As grounds for this paragraph of this complaint, the Fed
eral Trade Commission relies upon the matters and things set out in 
paragraph 5 of count 1 of this complaint to the same extent as 
though the allegations thereof were set out at length herein and 
said paragraph 5 of count 1 of this complaint is incorporated herein 
by reference and adopted as the allegations of this paragraph of this 
count and is hereby charged as fully and as completely as though 
the several averments of said paragraph 5 of said count 1 were re
peated verbatim. 

PAR. 6. Under and pursuant to Title I of the National Industria! 
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195 C. 90), the 
President of the United States, by Executive Order No. 6182, of June 
26, 1933, as supplemented by Executive Order No. 6207, of July 21, 
193:3, and Executive Order No. G345 of October 20, 1933, del0gated 
to II. A. 1Vallace as Secretary of Agriculture, certain of the powers 
veste<l in the President of the United States by the aforesaid Act. 

Under and pursuant to the delegation of such powers, the said 
Secretary of Agriculture pursuant to Section 3 (d) of the Act and 
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Executive orders under the Act, upon his own motion presented a 
Code of Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying In
dustry after due notice and opportimity for hearing in connection 
therewith had been afforded interested parties, including respondent, 
in accordance with Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act 
and applicable regulations issued thereunder, to the President of the 
United States who approved the same on the 9th day of December 
1933, thereby constituting the said code a Code of Fair Competition 
within the meaning of the said National Industrial Recovery Act, 
for the regulation of the aforesaid industry. 

In his written report to the President, the said Secretary of Agri
culture made, among others, the following findings with respect to 
the said code in the following words, to wit: 

That said Code will tend to effectuate the declared policy of Title I of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act as set forth In Section 1 of said Act in that 
the terms and provisions of such Code tend : (a) to remove obstructions to the 
free flow of foreign commerce, which tend to diminish the amount thereof; (b) 
to provide for the general welfare by promoting the organization of Industry 
for the purposes of cGOperative action among trade groups; (c) to eliminate 
Unfair competitive practices; (d) to promote the fullest possible utilization of 
the present productive capacity of industries; (e) to avoid undue restriction of 
Production (except as may be temporarily required); (f) to Increase the con
sumption of industrial and agTicultural products by increasing purchasing power; 
and (g) otherwise to rehabilitate industry. 

By his approval of the said cotle on December 9, 1933, the Presi
dent of the United States, pursuant to the authority vested in him by 
'l'itle I of the National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, made and 
issued his certain written Executive ortler, wherein he adopted and 
approved the report, recommendations and findings of the said Sec
retary of Agriculture, and ordered that the said Code of Fair Compe
tition be, and the same thereby was approved, and by virtue of the 
'National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, the following provision 
of Article V of said Code became and still is one of the standards of 
fair competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry and is 
binding upon every member of said Industry and this respondent: 

The following practices constitute unfair methods of competition and shall 
llot he engaged In by any member of the Industry: 

SPctlr>n 1. False Advet·fising.-To publish or disseminate In any manner any 
false advertisement of any rectified protluct. Any advertisement shall be deemed 
to be false it it Is untrue in any particular, or if directly or by ambiguity. 
Omh;sion or inference it tends to create a misleading Impression. 

PAn. 7. The use by respondent of the word "Distillers" in its 
corporate name, printed upon its stationery and on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships such products and in various 
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other ways, constitutes false advertising within the meaning of the 
aforesaid provision of said Article V and tends to and does create 
the misleading impression that respondent is engaged in the business 
of distilling spirits from mash, wort or wash and that the spirituous 
beverages by it so sold and transported have been bottled at a dis
tillery by the original distillers thereof, all contrary to the provisions 
of Section 1, Article V, of the Code aforesaid. 

PAR. 8. The a hove alleged methods, acts and practices of the re
spondent are and have been in violation of the standard of fair 
competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry of the 
United States. Such violation of such standard in the aforesaid 
transactions in interstate commerce and other transactions which 
affect interstate commerce in the manner set forth in paragraph 5 
of count 1 hereof, are in violation of Section 3 of Title I of the Na
tional Industrial Recovery Act and they are unfair methods of com
petition in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Com
missiOn Act as amended. 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having come on to be heard by the Federal 
Trade Commission upon the complaint hereinbefore issued and served 
upon Quality Distillers, Inc., respondent herein, and the said re
spondent's written answer made thereto, waiving the taking of testi
mony, findings as to the facts, filing of briefs, oral argument and all 
other intervening procedure, and consenting that an order shall 
issue herein for it to cease and desist from methods of competition 
charged in the complaint, and the Commission being fully advised 
in the premises, having thereupon concluded that respondent has 
violated Section 5· of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 
1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission: to 
define its powers and du6es, and for other purposes." 

It is now ordered, That the respondent, Quality Distillers, Inc., 
its officers, representatives, agents and employees, in connection with 
the sale, offering for sale and distribution in interstate commerce 
and in the District o£ Columbia of whiskies, gins, and all other 
alcoholic beverages, except gins by it produced through a process of 
1·ectification whereby alcohol purcl1ased but not produced by respond· 
ent is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics, do cease 
and desist from : 

Representing through the use of the word "Distillers" in its cor· 
porate mime, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and shlps its said products, or in anY 
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other way by word or words of like import, that (a) It is a dis
tiller of whiskies, gins and other alcoholic beverages; or (b) the 
snicl whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages were by it manu
fnctured through the process of distillation; or (c) it owns, operates, 
or controls a place or places where, such beverages are nmnufactured 
by the process of distillation, unless and until the said respondent 
~hall own, operate, or control a place or places where such whiskies, 
gins, and other alcoholic beverages are by it manufactmed through 

11 process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, 
or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manu
facture thereof is completed. 

It is further onle1'ed, That the aforesaid complaint be, and the 
same is hereby dismissed as to count 2 thereof. 

It is fu1·the1· 01•dered, That the said respondent within 60 days from 

11nd after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file 
with the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in 
detail the manner and form in which it is complying and has com
plied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth . 

.. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

CHARLES B. TRULL, TRADING AS WEST COAST 
DISTILLERIES COMPANY 

COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 
OF AN ACT Ojj' CONGRESS APPROVED SEI''l'. 213, 1914, AND OF f':EC. 3 OF TITLE I 
OF AN ACT OF CON(;RESS APPROVED JUNE lG, 1933 1 

Docket 2419. Complaint, May 27, 1935-0rdcr, Feb. 2, l937 

Consent order requiring respondent Individual, his agents, etc., in connection with 
sale or offer, in interstate comnwrc·e and In District of Columbia, of whiskies, 
gins, and other alcoholic beYerages produced by him, I.Jut excepting gins pro
duced by him, through process of rectification whereby alcohol purchased, but 
not produced, by him ifl redistilled as specified, to cease and desist from rep
resenting, through use of word "Distilleries" in his trade name and on his 
stationery, advertising, etc., or in any other way, that he is a distiller of 
whiskies, gins, or other alcoholic beyerages or that said whiskies, etc., were 
by him made through process of distillation, or that he owns, operates, or con
trols a place where such products are thus made, unless and until he shall 
own, operute, or control n place or places where such products are by him 
manufactured through process of original and continuous distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash through continuous closed pipes and vessels untll 
manufacture Is complete. 

Air. PGad B. AI orehou.~e for the Commission. 
Air. Albert A. A;eel1'od, of San Francisco, Calif., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Art of Congress approved St>p· 
temLer 2G, Hll4, t>ntitlcd "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to dl.'finc its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Charles D. 
Trull, trading as West Coast Distilleries Co., hereinafter referred 
to as respondl.'nt, has b<>en and is 11sing unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce, as "commerce" is tlefined in said act, and in viola
tion of the Act of Congrl.'ss approw<l .June 16, 1933, known as the 
"National Industrial R(•tovery Act," and it appearing to the said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the puLlic interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges 
in that rt>sp<>ct as follows: 

Count 1 

PARAOR.\PII 1. R<>spondent is an individual, doing business under 
the name and style "'est Const Distilleries Co., with principal office 

1 Count 2 of the complnlnt, undl'r the Nutlonal JnduRtrial Recovery Act, dismissed. 
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·and place of business in the city of San Francisco, in the State of 
California. He is now, and since April 1934, has been engaged in 
the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling 
-whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages in a rectifying plant, 
·under a rectifier's permit and in the sale thereof in constant course 
'Of trade and commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. In the course and 
·conduct of his said business he causes his said products when sold 
to be transported from his place of business aforesaid into and 
through various States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, 
·consisting of wholesalers and distributors, some located within the 
·State of California and some located in other States of the United 
·States and the District of Columbia, and to some located in Waiakea
liilo, Hawaii. In the course and conduct of his business as afore
said, respondent is now, and since April 1934, has been in substan
tial competition with corporations and with othl:'r individuals, part
·nerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture by true distillation 
·of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages from mash, wort, 
0 l' wash, and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States, in the District of 
·Columbia and in Hawaii; and in the course and conduct of his busi
ness as aforesaid respondent is, and since April 1934, has been in 
.substantial competition with corporations and with other individuals, 
firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of purchasing, recti
fying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits and in the sale 
thereof in commerce betwe('n and among the various States of the 
United States, in the District of Columbia, and in Hawaii. 

!)An. 2. Upon the premises of rP.:->pondent's place of business afore-
8111d, there is a still for use in the production of gins by a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased hut not produced by respond
-ent, is redistilled over juniper bPrriPs and otlwr aromatics. Such 
tectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or constitute respond
ent a distillery or a distiller, as defined hy Section 3247 of the Hevised 
Statutes regulating Internal He,·enue, nor as commonly understood by 
the public and the liquor industry. For a long period of time the 
word "distilleries'' when used in connection with the liquor industry 
a~d with the products thereof has had and still has a definite sig
~llficance and meaning to the minds of the wholesalers and retailPrs 
ln such industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, places 
'Where such alcoholic liquors are manufactured by an original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
dosed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete: 
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and a substantial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy 
spirituous liquors bottled and prepared by the actual distillers and 
manufacturers thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the course and con<lnct of his business as aforesaid, by 
the use of the word "Distilleries" in his trade name, printed on his 
stationery and on the labels attached to the bottles in which he sells 
and ships his said products, and in various other ways, respondent 
represents to his customers and furnishes them with the means of 
representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate consum~ 
ing public, that the said whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages 
therein contained were by him manufacture<l through the process of 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact, 
respon<lent is not a distiller, does not distill the said 'vhiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages by him so bottled, labeled, sold, and 
transported, and merely by the use of a still operate1l by him as afore· 
said in the rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation over 
juniper berries and other aromatics, does not distill the whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous beverages by him so bottled, labeled, sold, 
and transporte<l in the sense in which the word "distilled" is com· 
monly accepte<l and umlerstood by those engage<l in the liquor trade 
and the public. Respondent does not own, operate, or control any 
place or places where such alcoholic beverages are manufactured by a 
process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages, as mentione<l in paragraph 1 hereof, 
corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture 
and distill from mash, wort or wash whiskies, gins, and other spirit
uous beverages sold by thC'm aml who truth fully use the words "dis
tillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their 
corporate or trade names and on their stationt>ry, advertising, and on 
the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. 
There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partner· 
ships, and individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, recti~ 
fying, blending, an<l bottling whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages in rectifying plants under rectifiers' permits who do not 
use the words "distillery," "<listilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" 
as a part of their corporate or trade nnmcs, nor on their ~tntionery, 
ad\·ertising, nor on the labels attached to the bottles in which they 
sell and ship their said products. 

PAR. 5. The representation by respondent, as set forth in paragraph 
3 hereof, is calculated to and has a capacity and tcntlency to and does 
mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the belief 
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that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by the 
respondent are manufactured and distilled by him from mash, wort, 
or wash by one continuous process and is calculated to and has the 
capacity and tendency to and does induce dealers and the purchasing 
public, acting in such belief, to purchase the whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous beverages rectified and bottled by the respondent, thereby 
diverting trade to respondent from his competitors who do not by 
their corporate or trade name or in any other manner misrepresent 
that they are manufacturers by distillation from mash, wort, or wash 
of whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages, and thereby respond
ent does substantial injury to substantial competition in interstate 
commerce. 

PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

Count 2 

PARAGRAPH 1. Uespondent is an individual, doing business under 
the name and style West Coast Distilleries Co., with principal office 
~nd place of business in the city of San Francisco, in the State of Cal
Ifornia. He is now, and since April 1934, has been engaged in the 
business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, 
gins, and other spirituous Leverages in a rectifying plant, under a 
l:ectifier's permit, anJ in the sale tlwreof in comtant course of trade 
flnd. commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the Di:.;trict of Columbia. In the course and conduct 
of his said business he causes his said products when sold to Le trans
Ported from his place of business aforesaid into anJ through various 
States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of 
Wholesalers aml distributors, some located "i'ithin the State of Cali
fornia and some located in other States of the United States and the 
District of Columbia, ami to some located in "\Vaiakea-Ililo, Hawaii. 
In the course and conduct of his Lusine8s as aforesaid, respondent is 
llow, and since April 193!, has been in substantial competition with 
corporations and with other individuals, partnerships, aiHl firms en
gaged in the manufacture by true distillation of whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous Leverages from mash, 'vort, or 'vash, and in the sale 
thcn·eof in trade and commerce between and among the various S ates 
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Qf the United States, in the District of Columbia, and in Hawaii; 
and in the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid respondent 
is, and since April 1934, has been in substantial competition with 
corporations and with other individuals, firms, and partnerships en
gaged in the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling· 
whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages in rectifying plants 
under rectifiers' permits and in the sale thereof in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

PARS. 2, 3, 4 and 5. As grounds for these paragraphs of this com
plaint, the Federal Trade Commission relies upon the matters and· 
things set out in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint 
to the same extent as though the several allegations thereof were set 
out at length and in separate paragmphs herein, and the said para-· 
graphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of count 1 of this complaint are incorporated: 
herein by reference and adopted as the allegations of paragraphs 2, 
3, 4, and 5, respectively, of this count, and are hereby charged as fully 
and as completely as though the several averments of the said para
graphs of count 1 were separately set out and repeated verbatim. 

Pi.n. G. Under and pursuant to Title I of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, npprov«:>d Jnne 1G, 1933 (48 Stat. 195 C. 90), the Presi
dent of the United States, by Executive Order No. 6182, of June 26,. 
1933, as supplemented by Executive Order No. 6207, of July 21, 1933, 
and Executive Order No. 6345, of October 20, 1933, delegated to H. A .. 
\Yallace as Secretary of Agriculture certain of the powers vested in 
the President of the United States by the aforesaid Act. 

Under and pursuant to the delegation of such powers, the said 
SPcretary of Agriculture pursuant to Section 3 (d) of the Act and 
Executive orders under the Act, upon his own motion prescnt('d a 
Code of Fair Competition for tlte Distille1l Spirits Rectifying Indus
try after due notice and opportunity for !waring in connection there
with had bPt'n a1Tonled inter('sted parties, including respondent, in 
arcordance with Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act and 
applicable regulations isstwd thereunder, to the Presid('nt of the 
Pnited States who approved the same on the 9th day of December 
1::!:~3, therehy constituting the said colle a Code of Fair Competition 
within the meaning of the said National Imlustrial Recowry Act, for 
the r('guhtion of the aforesaid industry. 

In his written report to the President, the said Secretary of Agri· 
culture made, among others, the following findings with respect to 
dw Haid Code in the following words, to wit: 

Tl1at said Code will tC'nd to efl"Pctunte the dcehuPd policy of Title I of tbe· 
National Industrial UecO\·ery Act as Sl't forth In Rt'<'tlon 1 of said A<:t In that 
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the terms and provisions of such Code tend : (a) to remove obstructions to 
the free flow of foreign commerce, whieh tenu to uiminish the amount thereof~ 
( lJ) to provide for the general welfare by promoting the organization of indtLS, 
tl'y for the purposes of cooperative action nmong trade groups; (c) to elimi~ 
nate unfair competitive practices; (d) to promote the fulleRt possible utilization 
of the present prouuctive capacity of industries; (e) to avoid undue restrirtlon 
of production (exc1pt ns may be temporarily required) ; (f) to increase the 
consumption of industrial and a~ricultural prollucts by increasing purchasing 
Power; and (g) otherwise to rehabilitate industry. · 

lly his approval of the said code on December 9, 1933, the Presi
uent of the United States, pursuant to the authority VPSted in him 
by Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, made 
and issued his certain written Executive order, wherein he adopted 
and u pproved the report, recommendations, and findings of the sn id 
i-3P\.Tbtary of Agriculture, and ordered that the said Code of Fnir 
Competition be, and the same thereby was approved, and by virtue 
of the National Industrial Recovery Act aforesaid, the following pro~ 
vision of Article V of said Code became and still is one of th~ stand~ 
ards of fair competition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Indus
try and ;s binding upon every member of said industry and this 
tc:-;pondent: 

The following practices constitute unfair methods of competition and shall not 
be Pnga~eu In by any member of tbe Industry: 

Sl'ction 1. False AdvcrtiHillg.-To publish or disseminate In any manner any 
false adverti>lement of any rectifi~d pr·oduct. Any adverti..'lement shall be ueemed 
tc, he fal,·e if it is untrue in any particular, or if directly or by ambiguity, 
Ol!li!';;;itm or Inference it tends to ereate a miRleading impre:::sion. 

PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the word "Distilleries" in his 
trade name, printed on his stationery and on the labels attached to 
the bottles in which he sells and ships such products and in various 
f·ther ways, constitutE's false advertising within the meaning of the 
aforesaid. prov:sion of said. Article V and. tends to and. does create the 
hlislead.ing impression thnt respond.Pnt is engaged in the business of 
distilling whiskies, gins, and. other spirituous beverages from mush~ 
Wort or wash and that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous bever
agps by him so sold and transported. have been bottled by the original 
distillers thereof and have been produced by a true process of dis
tillation from mash, wort, or wash, all contrary to the provisions of 
Sl~ction I, Article V, of the Code aforesaid. 

PAR. 8. The above allPged methods, nets, and practices of the re-
8pondent are and have been in violation of the standard of fair com
petition for the Distilled Spirits Rectifying Industry of the United 
States. Such violation of such standard in the aforesaid transactions 
in interstate commerce and other transactions which affect interstate 
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commerce in the manner set forth in paragraph 5 of count 1 hereof, 
are in violation of Section 3 of Title I of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act and they are unfair methods of competition in com
merce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act as 
amended. 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having come on to be heard by the Federal Trade 
Commission upon the complaint hereinbefore issued and served upon 
Charles D. Trull, trading as 'Vest Coast Distilleries Company, re
f,pondent herein, and the said respondent's written answer made 
thereto, waiving the taking of testimony, findings as to the facts, 
filing of briefs, oral argument and all other intervening procedure, 
and consenting that an order shall issue herein for him to cease and 
desist from methods of competition charged in the complaint, and 
the Commission being fully advised in the premises, having there
upon concluued that respondent has violated Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is now ordered, That the respondent, Charles D. Trull, trading as 
'Vest Coast Distilleries Company, his agents anu employees, in con
nection with the sale, offering for sale and distribution in interstate 
~ommerce and in the District of Columbia of whiskies, gins, and all 
other alcoholic beverages, except gins by him produceu through a 
process of rectification whereby alcohol purchased but not produced 
by respondent is redistilled ovPr juniper berries and other aromatics, 
do cease and desist from: 

R:>presenting thro11gh the nse of the word "Distilleries," in his 
trade name, on his stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which he sells anu ships his said products, or in any 
other way by word or words of like import, that (a) he is a distiller 
of whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages; or (b) the said 
whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic Leverages were Ly him manufac
tttred through the process of distillation, unless and until the said 
respondent shall own, operat<', or control a place or places where such 
whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages are Ly him manufactured 
through a proC'ess of original and continuous distillation from mash, 
wort, or "·ash, through continuous closed pipes anu vessels until 
the manufacture thereof is completed. 

It i8 further ordered, That the saitl complaint be, and the same is 
hPrehy dismissed as to count 2 thereof. • 
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It is fur-titer ordered, That the said respondent within 60 days from 
and after the date of the service upon him of this order, shall file 
With the Commission a report or reports in writing setting .forth in 
detail the manner and form in which he is complying and has com
plied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 

1467~Gm--39--vol.24----43 
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IN TilE MATTER OF 

MOUNT ROSE DISTILLING COMPANY 

COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO Till~ ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. !I' 
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS AI'l'HOVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2J,BD. Complaint, July 3, 1935-0rder, Feb. 2, 1931 

Consent order requiring re~pondent corporation, its officers, etc., In connection 
with sale or offer, In interstate commerce nnd in District of Columbia, o{ 

whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic hevernges produced by it, hnt excepting 
gins produced by It through process of rectificntion whereby nlcohol pur
chased, but not produced, by it is redistilled ns F<peeitkd, to cea~e nnd 
desist from repreHenting, through use of wor<l "Distilling" in Its corporate 
name and on its stationery, advertising, etc., or in any other way, that it 
is a distiller of whiskies, gins, or other alcoholic beverages or that said 
whiskies, etc., were by it made through process of distillation or that it 
owns, operates, or controls a place where such products are thus made, 
unless and until it shall own, opPrate, or control a place or places where 
such products are by it manufactured through proce,;s of original und 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wa8h through contiunous closed 
pipes and vessels until manufacture is complete. 

llfr. PC ad B. 111 orehou8e for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of congress npprowd Sep
tember 2G, 1914-, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Cotn· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposest 
the Federal Trade Commission, havin~ reaEon to belieYe that Mount 
Rose Distilling Company, a corporation, hereinafter reft'nNl to ns 
respoJHlf'nt, has Lt't'll and is usin~ unfair methods of competition in 
commt'rce, as "commerce" is dt'fin('(l in said act, and it appearing to 
the sai<l 0'ommission that a proct'etling by it in rrspect thert'of would 
be in the pulJlic interest, herrby issuPs its complaint, stating itS 
chargrs in that rt'spect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. lh•spondent is a corporation organized, existin!!, nn<l 
doin~ bnsint'ss uncler the laws of the State of New ,Jt'rst'v, with itS 
oflice and principal place of business in the city of Trent~n, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engagecl in the businrss of producing and bottling gins in a rectify
ing plant and in the sale thereof in constant course of trade nnd 
commerce lJetw<'en and amon~ the various StntPs of the Unite<l States 
and in the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of itS 
8aid businPss it causPs its sai<l products when sold to be transported 
from its place of business aforesaid into and through various othPr 
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States of the United States to the purchasers thereof, consisting of 
wholesalers and retailers located in other States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its 
business as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more than one year 
last past has been, in substantial competition with other corporations 
and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manu
~acture by true distillation o"f gins from mash, wort, or wash and 
lll the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the 
Various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; 
and in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respond
ent is, and has been for more than one year last past, in substantial 
competition with other corporations and with individuals, firms, and 
Partnerships engaged in the business of producing and bottling gins 
and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said, there are stills 'vhich respondent uses in the production of gins 
by a process of rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not pro
duced by respondent, is redistilled over juniper berries and other 
aromatics. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or 
constitute respondent a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the 
l~evised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonly un
derstood by the public and the liquor industry. For a long period 
?f time the word "distilling" when used in connection with the liquor 
1?dustry and with the products thereof has had and still has a definite 
~Ignificance aml meaning to the minds of wholesalers and retailers 
Ill such industry and to the ultimate p·urchasing public, to wit, tho 
Inanufacturing of such liquors by the process of dbtillation from 
tnash, wort, or wash, and a substantial portion of the purchasing 
PttLlic prefers to buy gins produced by a process of ori~inal and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash prepared and bot
tled by the distillers. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its business us aforesaid, by 
!he Use of the wor1l ''Distilling'' in its corporate name pri11ted on 
Its stationery, advertising matter, and on the labels attached to the 
bottles in which it sells and ships its saitl products, and in various 
ot!1er ways, respondent represents to its customers and fnrnishes them 
'"1th the means of representing to their wndees, both retailers and 
the ultimate consuming public, that the said gins therein contained 
"'ere by it manufactured through a true process of distillation from 
n:aslt, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact, respo!Hl(lnt is not a 
distiller, doPs not distill the said gins by it so bottled, labeled, sold, 
and transported, and merely by the use of stills operated by it as 
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aforesaid in the rectification of alcoholic spirits by redistillation 
over juniper berries and other aromatics, does not distill the gins by 
it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported in the sense in which the 
word "distilled" is commonly accepted and understood by those en· 
gaged in the liquor trade and the public. Respondent does not own, 
operate, or control any place or places where such beverages are man· 
ufactured by a true process of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, 
and said gins are not produced and bottled in a distillery. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
in the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who distill 
from mash, wort, or wash gins sold by them and who truthfully use 
the words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as ~ 
part of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, adver· 
tising, and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship 
such products. There are also among such competitors corpora· 
tions, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manufacture and pro· 
duce gins by a process of rectification similar to that used by this 
respondent and who do not use the words "Llistillery," "distilleries,'' 
"distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate or trade 
names, nor on their stationery, advertising, nor on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which they sell and ship their said products. 

PAn. 5. The representation by respondent, as set forth in para· 
graph 3 hereof, is calculated to aml has a capacity and tendency to 
and docs mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into 
the belief that respondent is a distiller and that the gins sold by the 
respondent are produceu by a true process of distillation by it fron1 
mash, wort, or wash, and is calculateu to and has the capacity and 
tendency to and does induce dealers and the purchasing public, act· 
ing in such belief~ to purchase the gins manufactured and bottled 
by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent from itS 
competitors who do not by their corporate or trade name or in anY 
.other manner misrepresent that they are distillers, and thereby re· 
spondent does substantial injury to substantial competition in inter· 
state commerce. . 

PAn. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled, 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1014:. 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having come on to be heard by the Federal Trade 
Commission upon the complaint hereinbefore issued and served upon 
Mount Rose Distilling Company, respondent herein, and the said re
spondent's written answer made thereto, waiving the taking of testi
lhony, findings as to the. facts, filing of briefs, oral argument and all 
other intervening procedure, and consenting that an order shall issue 
~erein for it to cease and desist from methods of competition charged 
In the complaint, and the Commission being fully advised in the 
Premises, having thereupon concluded that respondent has violated 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled, 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is no10 ordered, That respondent, }tfount Rose Distilling Com
P:ny, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection 
With the sale, offering for sale, and distribution in interstate commerce 
and in the District of Columbia of whiskies, gins, and all other alco
holic beverages, except gins by it produced through a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol purchased but not produced by respond
ent is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics, do cease 
and desist from : 

Representing through the use of the word "Distilling" in its cor
Porate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships its said products, or in any 
other way by word or words of like import, that (a) it is a distiller 
of whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages; cr (b) the said 
"Whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages were by its manufac
tured through the process of distillation; or (c) it owns, operates, or 
controls a place or places where such beverages are manufactured by 
the process of distillation, unless and until the said respondent shall 
own, operate, or coutrol a place or places where such whiskies, gins, 
and other alcoholic beverages are by it manufactured through a 
Process of original and continuous distillation from mash, \vort, or 
'WaE>h, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manu
facture thereof is completed. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent, within ()0 days from 
and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it is complying and has complied with 
the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN TilE l\fATTER OF 

DANIEL R. HODGDON AND NATIONAL FOOD BUREAU, 
INC. 

COl\IPLAIN'.r, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2539. Complaint, Aug. 30, 1935-Decision, Feb. 2, 1937 

Where an individual, who represented himself ns a food expert, and a corpo
ration, which he headed, directed and controlled, engaged in advertising 
food products through newspaper nrticles and through radio addresses 
which were broadcast from a N~:w York station ami which were hPard 
and understood by purchnsers or prospt:>cth·e purchasers located in various 
other States and in the District of Columbia, and in thus advertising a 
certain brand of peanut oil, made in Virginia and distributed and sold bY 
the manufacturer to dealers and the general public among the various 
States and in the aforesaid District, and constituting, in the conduct of 
their sald advertising campaign, instrumentalities of interstllte commerce, 
by causing, aiding, or as;;istlng in the shipment of the product In question 
from the nforesald State to purchasers or prospt:>cth·e purchasers else
where located, and, as !luch, engaged In such commerce, and engaged in 
the conduct of their said activities in active and open competition with 
other advertising agencies and adrerUsers and instrumentalities for adver
tising in interstate commerce, who do not mll5reprpsent the artlclPs of trade 
and commerce which they promote and advertise and the professional 
status of the person or pPrsons delivering radio addresses to the publie,-

(a) Represented, in said radio addresses and other ad\'ertlslng, that corn oil 
or cottonseed oil or food products made therefrom were cheap commodities 
which were unwholesome, impure, dPleterlous to health, and unfit for 
human consumption, and that peanut oil, or food products made therefrom, 
were supPrlor, in the matter of digestibility or dietetics, to the others, 
and deliver~>d such radio lPctures In such a mnnner as would lend a Jls
t~>ner to the erronL>ous \l(•Jlef that the nforpsald Individual, referred to 
frequently by the announcer as ''Doctor," was such, and a physician, 
through such statemPnts, among others, as "It mrans that the marl<et is 
flooded today with food concoctions, di£>tPtical monstrosities, and cheap 
glucose filled candiPs; cottonset>d oil; with stearic acid ·salad oils; and a 
lot of other junk • • •, prl'parlng the way to death and destruction 
• • •," "If food Is cooked In cooking oil, it may be that the cooking oil 
contains n large amount of stearic acid, or Is composed chiefly of cotton
seed oll • • •," all of which "things tend to destroy the child's nppe· 
Ute • • •·•; and 

(b) Referred to comlX'tltors who flPll articles made from cotton sPed oil, corn 
oil and other \'egetable oils as "racketeers," and to persons who sell two 
oilll first mentioned as "chE'ap food swindlers," and to the products of com
petitors, lnci1Jding cottonseed oil and eorn o!l, as containing a substance 
comparable to a tallow eamlle, through SU('h ~;tntements as that snell 
compl'tltors are "RnckE'tN•rs • • • who mal'e monry • • • out of 
• • • salad oils which are compounds of sunflower seed oll, cottonseed 
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oil, corn oil," and "These food swindlers had filled these cans cheaply 
wltb cottonseed oil which had been produced in the United States," and 
''It may be saturated with stearic acid, a substance that is so hard that 
Its melting point Is far above the temperature of the body. It has not 
any more value than eating a tallow candle"; 

Facts being that peanut, cottonseed and corn oils are all put"e, wholesome foods 
of approximately the same chemical consistency and approximately 98% 
digestible, and, according to chemists, dietitians and experts on home eco
nomics, of equal food value and, as sold to public for food purposes, not 
to be distinguished except through chemical analysis, products of competi
tors of the manufacturer of the peanut oil thus promoted and ad\·ertlsed 
were not dietetical monstrosities, cheap concoctions, unfit for human con
sumption, did not have a large amount of stearic acid, etc., competitors sell
ing articles made from cottonseed, corn and other ypgptable oils were not 
racketePrs or cheap food swindlers, such various artides were not compara
ble to a tallow candle, and aforpsaid various other representations wPre 
likPwise false and mislPading, and delivery of such lectures in a way cal
cu!atPd to create the impression on tile public that said indiYidual was a 
physician disseminating medicnl adrice was decidedly unfair to manufac
turers and distributors of corn and cottonsepd products throughout the 
United States, and to the other adYertising agenciPs shunniug such 
practices; 

"'ith capacity and tendency to mislead and deeph·e many members of the trade 
and public through such false, deceptin:-, mislPading, and defamatory state
ments and reprPsentations, and lndi1ce tlwm to refrain from buying com
peting brands of sulad or cooking oil made from cottonseed oil, corn oil, 
and other oils, In the belief that ~uch variou>: statenwnts wPre .true, and 
with effect of unfairly dlnrting trade to mnnufnctnrers of brand of pea
nut oil thus advertised and sold from compPtitors engaged in sale and 
distribution of other brands of peanut, corn, or cottonseed oils in luter
state commerce and who do not make such misleading and disparaging 
statements, and with capacity to divert unfairly trade to said Ind!;·idual 
and corporation from cornp0tltors who do not make such falsP, deceptive, 
diHpnraglng, and mif'lPndlng statements in referring to the articlPs adver
tised or promoted by them, or make ml!:ilending ~-<tatPrnentR or rPprP&•nta
tlous regarding their professional status; to the substantial injury of 
rompctition and substantial competitors In commerce: 

Held, That such nets and practices were to the prpjudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore Mr. John J. Keenan, trial examiner. 
Mr. James M. llammond for the Commission. 
Mr. Daniel Jacobson, of New York City, for respondents. 

Colli PLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Aet to create n. Federal Trade Commis· 
sian, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Daniel R. 
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Hodgdon, an individual, and the National Food Bureau, Inc., here~ 
inafter referred to as the respondents, have been and are using un~ 
fair methods of competition in "commerce" as defined in said act, 
and it appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in re~ 
spect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues this its 
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. One of the respondents herein, Daniel R. Hodgdon, 
is an individual representing himself to the public to be an expert on 
the quality ancl fitness of foocl for human consumption, having his 
place of business at 1697 Broadway, in the city of New York. The 
other respondent, the National Food Bureau, Inc., is a corporation 
organized in and existing pursuant to the laws of the State of Penn~ 
sylvania, having its principal place of business at 1697 Broadway, 
New York City, N. Y. The respondent, Daniel R. Hodgdon, is, and 
for a long time last past, has been, president and treasurer of the 
respondent National Food Bureau, Inc., and is joined herein indi
vidually, as it is unknown when and at what times during the con
tinuation of the acts and practices complained of herein he functions 
or functioned individually and when he functions or functioned as 
an officer, employee, or agent of the respondent National FooLl 
Bureau, Inc. These respondents are now, and have been for a long 
time last past, jointly or severally engaged for hire in the business 
of promoting or having promoted the sale of articles of food for 
human consumption by advertising the sale of the same through the 
medium of radio addresses, books, newspapers, pamphlets, or circu~ 
lars, which are circulated among persons, firms, corporations, and 
partnerships; some of whom are located in the State of New York 
and others in various other States of the United States and the Dis
trict of Columbia. The radio addresses made or caused to be made 
by respondents are susceptible of being heard and are or have been 
heard and understood by persons who are or have been purchasers or 
are prospective pnrchasC'rs of the foods so promoted and advertised, 
some of whom are located in the State of New York and others lo~ 
cated in the various States of the United States and the District of 
Columbia. 

PAR. 2. One of the foods so promoted and advertised by the respond~ 
ents herein, in the manner described in paragraph 1 hereof, is a peanut 
oil sold under the trade name of "Planters Hi-Hat Oil," which is 
manufactured in the State of Virginia and distributed and sold to 
dealers and to the general public located in and among the various 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia, and the 
respondents herein in conducting or having conducted said ra1lio 
broadcasts and having circulated or caused to be circulated said news-
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Papers, newspaper articles, books, pamphlets, and circulars in inter
state commerce in furtherance of the sale of the said "Planters Hi-Hat 
Oil" are instrumentalities of and engaged or have been engaged in 
interstate commerce by causing, aiding or assisting in the shipment 
of this product from the State of Virginia to purchasers or prospective 
Purchasers thereof located in other State or States of the United 
States, and there has been for a long time last past a constant current 
of trade and commerce in said product as a result, either wholly or in 
Part, of the representations made by respondents in said radio ad
dresses, books, circulars, newspapers, or pamphlets, and respondents 
assert or have asserted in said radio talks, books, circulars, newspapers, 
and other advertisements that other vegetable oils sold in open com
petition in interstate commerce are inferior to "Planters Hi-Hat Oil" 
by stating, among other things, \Vords, and utterances to the effect 
that: 

(a) It means that the market is flooded today with food concoctions, dietetical 
:monstrosities and cheap glucose filled candies; cottonseed oil; with stearic acid 
salad oils; and a lot of other junk made for human consumption and at the same 
time, preparing the way to death and destruction of human beings. 

(b) If food is cooked in cooking oil, it may be that the cooking oil contains a 
large amount of stearic acid, or is composed chiefly of cottonseed oil, or that 
irritating fatty acids are present in overabundance. All of these things tend to 
destroy the child's appetite for his regular meals. 

(c) (That competitors are) racketeers • • • who make money • • • 
out of • • • salad oils which are compounds of sunflower seed oil, cotton
see(} oil, corn oil. 

(d) These food swindlers had filled these cans cheaply with cottonseed oil 
Which had been produced in the United States. 

(e) It may be saturated with stearic acid, a substance that is so hard that its 
Ineltlng point is far above the temperature of the body. It has not any more 
Value than eating a tallow candle. 

These statements are false and misleading, and tend to disparage 
1111d defame the products of competitors in that, either directly or by 
innuendo, they assert, imply, intimate, or suggest that: . 

(a) The products of the competitors of "Planters Ili-IIat Oil" are 
dietetical monstrosities, are cheap concoctions unfit for human con
i:"Umption and that the consumption of foods made from such prod
ucts, including cottonseed oil and corn oil, will cause death and de
struction to human beings; 

(b) If a food, is cooked in vegetable oil other than "Planters Hi
Hat Oil," it will contain a large amount of stearic acid or free fatty 
acid composed chiefly of cottonseed oil, which will destroy a child's 
appetite for his regular meals; 

(c) Competitors who sell articles manufactured from cottonseed 
oil, corn oil and other vegetable oils are racketeers; 
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{d) Persons who sell cottonseed oil and corn oil are cheap food 
swindlers; 

(e) The products of competitors, including cottonseed and corn 
oil, contain substances comparable to a tallow candle. 

'When in truth and in fact the products of competitors of "Planters 
Hi-Hat Oil" are not diatetical monstrosities, are not cheap concoc
tions unfit for human consumption ancl that the consumption of 
foods made from such products inelucling cottonseed oil and corn oil, 
will not cause death and destruction of human beings; do not have a 
large amount of stearic. acid or free :fatty acid and will not destroy 
a child's appetite for his regular meals; thatJ competitors who sell 
articles manufactured :from cottonseed oil, corn oil and other vege
table oils ar~ not rnckl?tcers or cheap food swindlers and that such 
articles of food, including cottonseed oil and corn oil, are not com
parable to a tallow candle. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of their said bnsiness the re
spondents are now, and have been :for a long time last past, thns 
advertising and promoting, orally by radio and through the medium 
of books, newspapl?rs, circulars, and printed articles the vegetable oil 
or peanut oil known and described as "Planters Hi-Hat Oil," which 
article is in substantial competition with the products of other indi
viduals, partnerships, and corporations t'ngagecl in the sale! of vl?ge
table oils between and among the various States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 4. There arc many competitors of "Planters Hi-Hat Oil," the 
sale of which is advertised and promoted by respondents, who sell 
similar salad oils, cottonseed oil, corn oil, aml peanut oil, who do not 
misrepresent their products or disparage the pt•otlncts of their com
petitors, and the use hy respondents of the :false, deceptive, misleading, 
and defamatory statements and representations hereinbefore set out is 
calculated to, and does, have the capacity and. tendency to mislead and 
deceive many members of the trade and public, and induce them tore
frain from buying competing brands of salad or cooking oil made :from 
cottonseed oil, corn oil and other oils, in the Lelief that the statements 
made by respondents, as set out in paragraph 2 hereof, are true, and 
tends to and does unfairly divert trade to the manufacturers of 
"Planters Hi-Hat Oil" from competitors engaged in the sale and dis· 
tribution of other brands of peanut oil, corn oil, or cottonseed oil in 
interstate commerce who do not make such misleading and disparaging 
statements, whereby substantial injury is done to substantial competi
tion in interstate commerce. 

Likewise respondents are in active and open competition, and have 
been in active and open competition, wit.h other advertisers and adver-
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tising agencies and instrumentalities for advertising in interstate com
:rnerce who do not misrepresent the articles of trade and commerce 
Which they promote and advertise, and the use by respondents of false, 
deceptive, disparaging, and misleading statements in connection with 
the articles which respondents do promote and advertise is calculated 
to and does have the capacity of unfairly diverting trade to respond
ents from competitors \vho do not make such false, deceptive, dis
paraging, and misleading statements in referring to articles so adver
tised or promoted, whereby substantial injury is done to substantial 
competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of the respondents are 
each and all of them to the prejudice of the public and competitors of 
the article of food known as "Planters Hi-Hat Oil" and competitors of 
respondent, and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate 
commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

REPOI!T, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnoEn 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1014, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
ll1ission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on August 30, 1935, issued and on 
September 3, 1935, served its complaint in this proceeding, upon 
t·espondents, Daniel R. Hodgdon, an individual, and National Food 
Bureau, Inc., a corporation, charging them with the use of unfair 
:methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions 
of said act. 

After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respondents' 
joint answer thereto, testimony and other eYidence in support of the 
allegations on said complaint were introduced by James M. Ilam
~ond, attomey for the Commission, before J. J. Keenan, an exam
Iner of the Commission, theretofore duly designated by it, and in 
opposition to the allegations of the complaint by Daniel Jacobson, 
attorney for the respondents; and said testimony and other evidence 
Were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. There
after, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and 
othe.r evidence., brief in support of the complaint and the oral argu
ll1ents of counsel aforesaid; and the Commission having duly consid
ered the same, and being now fully advised in the premises, finds 
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that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGR\PH. 1. One of the respondents herein, Daniel R. Hodgdon, 
is an individual representing himself to the public as being an expert 
on the quality and fitness of food for human consumption, having 
his place of business at 328 Greenwich Street, in the city of New 
York. The other respondent, the National Food Bureau, Inc., is a 
corporation organized in and existing pursuant to the laws of the 
State of New York, having its principal place of business at the 
same address. The respondent, Daniel R. Hodgdon, at the time of 
filing the complaint in this proceeding, and for a long time prior 
thereto, was president and treasurer of the respondent, National Food 
Bureau, Inc., and he directed and controlled its business operations. 

It is unknown when and at what times during the continuation of 
the acts and practices complained of herein the respondent Hodgdon 
functioned individually and when he functioned as an officer, em· 
ployee or agent of the respondent, National Food Bureau, Inc. These 
respondents are now and have been for a long time jointly and seV'· 
erally engaged for hire in the business of promoting the sale of 
articles of food for human consumption by advertising the sale of 
the same through the medium of radio addresses and newspaper arti
cles which are directed to or circulated among persons, firms, cor
porations, and partnerships; some of which are located in the State 
of New York and others in various other States of the United States. 
The radio addresses which are the principal matters involved herein, 
made or caused to be made by respondents, were susceptible of being 
l1eard and have been heard and understood by persons who are or 
have been purchasers or prospective purchasers of the food so pro· 
moted and advertised, some of whom are located in the State of 
New York and others are located in various other States of the 
United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. All of the radio talks hereinafter referred to were made over 
radio station Wl\ICA at New York City. It is operated by the 
Knickerbocker Broadcasting Company, Inc., of Hi97 Broadway, Ne'V' 
York City, under license issued by the United States Govemment. 
This station has sufficient powH and range to permit the matter 
broadcasted to be heard within a radius of one hundred miles of 
New York City and into several adjacent Statei'l. All of the addresses 
in question were deliver£>d by the, respondent, Hodgdon in person, 
from this station and all of the addresses containing the disparaging 
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statements referred to herein are in evidence as exhibits in the 
proceeding. 

Some of them consist of the original continuities filed by the re
spondents with the broadcasting company at the time the lectures 
Were delivered and some were copied into the record from phonograph 
records made at the time the lectures were being given. All of the 
lectures relate to the advertisement and promotion of the sale of 
food or food products of which peanut oil was one of several. The 
Preparation of these lectures was left by the manufacturer of the 
peanut oil involved entirely to the respondents who functioned as 
independent contractors for the preparation and sale of advertising 
lnatter. During the course of these lectures the respondent Hodgdon 
Was frequently referred to by the announcer as "Doctor" and th(} 
lectures were delivered in a manner which would lead a listener to 
believe that the individual respondent was a medical doctor as the 
context of the lectures dealt with dietetical matters and the digesti
bility and fitness of foods for human consumption. 

PAn. 3. The brand of peanut oil involved is manufactured in the 
State of Virginia and distributed and sold by the manufacturer to 
dealers and to the general public located among- the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia, and the respondents 
herein, in conducting said broadcasts in interstate commerce, in fur
therance of the sale of said peanut oil and in conducting the adver
tising campaign pertaining to the same, are instrumentalities of and 
engaged. in interstate commerce hy causing, aiding, or assisting in the 
shipment of this product from the State of Virginia to purchasers or 
ProspectiYe purchasers thereof located. in other States of the United. 
States and in the sale of or the dissemination and distribution of the 
saitl advC'rtising matter includ.ing the radio advertising referred to 
herein. There has been for a long time last past, a constant current 
of trade and commerce in said. peanut oil and advertising matter, as 
a result, either wholly or in part, of the representations made by 
respondents in said radio addresses and advertising matter. The 
l'espondf'nts have stated in said radio addresses and other ad.vrrtising 
that other yegetable oils sold in open competition in interstate com
merce are inferior to the peanut oil advertised and promoted by them, 
by stating, among other things, words and utterances to the effect that: 

It means that the market is flooded today with foou coneoctions, dietetlcal 
n1onstrosities and cheap glucose filled cnndies; cottonRePd oil; with stearic acid 
salad oils; and a lot of other junk made for human consumption and at the same 
tlrne, preparing the way to death and destruction of human beings. 

If food Is cooked in cooking oil, it may be that the cooking oil contains a 
large amount of stearic arid, or is composed chiefly of cottonsePd oil, or that 
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irritating fatty acids are present in overabundance. All of these things tend to 
destroy the child's appetite for his regular meals. 

(That competitors are) Racketeers • • • who mal'e money • • • out 
of • • • salad oils which are compounds of sunflower seed oil, cottonseed 
oil, corn oil. 

These food swindlers had filled these cans cheaply with cottonseed oil which 
had been produced in the United States. 

It may be saturated with stearic acid, a substance that is so hard that itS 
melting point is far above the temperature of the body. It bas not any more 
value than eating a tallow candle. · 

These statements are false and misleading and tend to falsely dis· 
parage and defame the products of competitors in that, either directly 
or by innuendo, they assert, imply, intimate, or suggest that: 

(a) The products of the competitors of the manufacturers of the 
peanut oil so advertised are dietetical monstrosities, are cheap concoc· 
tions unfit for human consumption and that the consumption of foods 
made from such products including cotton seed oil and corn oil will 
cause death and destruction to human beings; 

(b) If a food is cooked in vegetable oil other than the peanut oil 
so promoted, it will contain a large amount of stearic acid or free 
fatty acids composed chiefly of cotton seed oil which w·ill destroy a 
child's appetite for its regular meals; 

(c) Competitors who sell articles manufactured from cottonseed 
oil, corn oil, and other vegetable oils, are racketeers; 

(d) Persons who sell cottonseed oil and corn oil are cheap food 
swindlers; 

(e) The products of competitors, including cottonseed and corn oil, 
contain substances comparable to a tallow candle. 

In truth and in fact, the products of competitors of the manufac· 
turers of the peanut oil so promoted and advertised by the r£'spond· 
ents are not dietetical monstrosities, are not cheap concoctions unfit 
!or human consumption and the consumption of foods made from 
such products including cottonseed and corn oil will not cause death 
and destruction of human beings. Such products do not have a ]arl!6 

amount of stearic acid or free fatty acid and will not destroy a child's 
appetite for his regular meals. Competitors who sell articles manu· 
farture~l from cottonseed oil, corn oil and other vegetable oils are not 
rarhteers or cheap food swindlers and such articles of food, including 
cottonsood oil and corn oil are not comparable to a tallow candle. 
The respondent Hodgdon is not a medical doctor. 

Cot.tonS<'ed oil, corn oil, and peanut oil are all pure wholesome 
foods; are all of approximately the same chemical consistency ~tnd 
are all approximntely 98% digestible. The chemists, dieticians, and 
expf'rts on home economics, who appeared in this case, state that n11 
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of said products are of equal food value and can not be distinguished, 
as sold to the public for food purposes, except through the mediu.m 
of a chemical analysis and the action of the respondents in delivering 
or causing these lectures to be delivered over the radio in a maimer 
calculated to impress the public that the respondent, Hodgdon, was a 
me<licn1 doctor disseminating medical advice, is decidedly unfair to 
the manufacturers and distributors of corn and cottonseed oil prod
ucts throughout the United States and to other advertising agencies 
Who shun such practices. 

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their said business, the re
spondents are now and have been for a long time last past, thus adver
tising and promoting by radio or through the medium of other forms 
of advertising the sale of peanut oil, which article is in substantial 
competition with the products of other individuals, partnerships, and 
-corporations engaged in the sale of vegetable oils between and among 
the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAR 5. There are many competitors of the brand of peanut oil, 
the sale of which is advertised and promoted by respondents, who 
sell similar salad oils, cottonseed oil, corn oil, and peanut oil, who 
do not misrepresent their products or falsely disparage the products 
0! their competitors, and the use by respondents of the false, decep
tive, misleading, and defamatory statements and. representations 
hereinbefore set out is calculated to, and does, have the capacity and 
t?ndency to mislead and deceive many members of the trade and pub
he, and indnce them to refrain from buying competing brands of 
s~lad or cooking oil made from cottonseed oil, corn oil, and other 
Oils, in the belief that the statements maue by responuents, as set 
out in paragraph 3 hereof, are true, and tends to and does unfairly 
divert trade to the manufactmers of the brand of peanut oil so 
advertised and soltl by respondents from competitors engaged in the 
sale and distribution of other brands of peanut oil, corn oil, or cotton
seed oil in interstate commerce who do not make such misleading 
and disparaging statC'mf'nts, wherf'by substantial injury is done to 
substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

Likewise, respondents are in active and open competition and have 
been in active and open competition with other advertising agencies 
an<} ad,·ertisers and instrumentalities for auvertising in interstate 
commerce who do not misrepresent the articles of trade and com
merce which they promote and advertise, and who do not misrepre
sent the professional status of the person or persons delivering radio 
n~dresses to the public, and the use by respondents of false, decep
t~ve, disparaging, and misleading statements in connection with the ar
ticles which respondents do promote and advertise is calculated to and 
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does have the capacity of unfairly diverting trade to respondents from 
competitors who do not make such false, deceptive, disparaging, and 
misleading statements in referring to articles so advertised or pro
moted or who do not make misleading statements ot· representations 
regarding their professicmal status, whereby substantial injury is 
done to substantial competitors in commerce among and bebveen the 
various States of the United States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Daniel R. 
Hodgdon, an individual, and National Food Bureau, Inc., are to the 
prejudice of the public and to respondents' competitors and consti
tute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

Or.DF;R TO CE.\SF. AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Fedeml Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the joint answer of 
the respondents, testimony and other evidence taken before J. J. 
Keenan, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designatrd 
by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint anll in opposi
tion thereto, brief filed herein, and oral arguments by James 1\L 
Hammond, Esq., counsel for the Commission, and by Daniel ,Jacob
son, Esq., counsel for the respondrnt, and the Commission having 
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respom1-
ents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approvl'd 
SeptPml>er 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, Daniel R. Hod~don, an incH
vidual, and National Food Bureau, Inc., ancl its ofli.cers, and their 
respective representatives, ag-ents, and employees, in connection with 
the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of ad\'ertising matter, food 
or food products, including peanut oil, do forthwith cease and 
desist from : 

1. Representing that corn oil or cottonseetl oil or food products 
made therefrom are cheap commodities which are unwholesome, im
pure, or in any way deleterious to health or unfit for human con
sumption; 

2. Representing that peanut oil or food products made therefrom 
are superior to or have a higher degree of digestibility or dietetical 
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superiority in any way :for human consumption than corn oil or 
cottonseed oil or :food products made therefrom; 

3. Using any words or phrases calculated to :falsely slander, de
fame, or discredit any person, firm or corporation engaged in selling 
corn or cottonseed oil or commodities made therefrom because of his, 
its or their being engaged in the manufacture, offering :for sale or 
sale o:f said commodities; 

4. Using, or authorizing others to use the wor~l "Doctor" or its 
abbreviation, "Dr.", as descriptive o:f the professional qualifications 
of the respondent Daniel R. Hodgdon, in connection with any medi
cal or dietetical topic in any way which has a tendency to import 
or imply that he is a medical doctor. 

It is hereby f'urther ordered, That the respondent Daniel R. 
Hodgdon, an individual and the respondent National Food Bureau, 
Inc., shall within 60 days :from the date of the serving upon them of 
this order, file with the Commission, their reports in writing, stat
ing the manner and form in which they shall have complied with 
this order. 

14G756m-39-vol. 2-l-44 
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IN TilE MATTER OF 

ISADOR SOMMERFELD, TRADING AS DUBINER & 
SOMMERFELD 

COMPLAINT AND 1\IODIFIED FINDINGS AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE 
ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEI''l'. 
20. 1914 

Docket 1303. Comp~aint, April 8, 1925-Dccision, Feb. 4. 1937 

'Vhere the term "Havana Tobacco" had long meant to cigar tobacco trade and 
cigar purchasing public of the United States tobacco grown on the Island of 
Cuba, and where many members of cigar tobacco and cigar trades and of 
cigar purchasing public had long believed such tobacco to be superior in 
quality for manufacture of cigars to be sold nnd consumecl in the United 
States, ancl such trades and public hacl long considered that tobacco there 
grown hi the Vuelta Abajo area or district of said Island was of a higher or 
more desirable quality for aforesaid use than tobacco grown in other conn· 
tries or grown elsewhere on said Island; and thereafter an individual, 
engaged in New York in manufacturing and selling cigars which contained 
no tobacco grown on said Island, and in packing same for display and resale 
to members of the public who purchase cigars for consumption in and from 
wooden boxes and other containers, and in transporting such products to 
wholesale and retail dealer purchasers thereof Into and through the District 
of Columbia and various other States; and never a recipient of any medals, 
pri:r.es, or awurds from any persons or a~so<:iutions on account of dgars 
made by him-

(a) Caused words "Havana" and "Vuelta Abnjo" to be placed on his cigar boxes 
and containers, and on the bands of cigars made and sold by him, with effect 
of mh:lending and dPceh·ing many of said cigar and tobacco trades and mE:>m· 
bers of chmr purchal'ing public into the LE'liE'f that his said cigars were made 
wholly of Havana tobacco from the aforPsald district; 

(b) Caused to be placed on the boxes or containers of his said cigars certain 
labels carrying an outline map of the Island of Cuba and certain inscriptions 
in the Spanl~;h language to the effect that cl;::ars contained therein were made 
of finest Vuelta Abnjo tobacco, and that tobacco In question was guaranteed 
as of the best Havana, and that nnyone rrpreseuting composition thereof to 
the contrary would be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law, and con· 
talning also Spanish inscriptions and depletions of Spanish scenes and 
persons; and 

(c) Placed on his said boxes drplctlons of medals such as are awarded at World'S 
fairs or conventions by go>ernments, ruling members, manufacturers, trade 
associations, or others throughout the world, to manufacturers or dealers 
as prizes, decorotlons, or honors for the exceptional quality of their products, 
with effect of misleading an(l decPlving aforesaid trade and public into pur· 
chasing his said cigars as and for such products either imported from Cuba 
or mnue of Havana tobocco; 

With result that mony of the trade and public, rE'Iylng on such words, labels, and 
inscriptions thus used by him In the manufacture and sale of said products, 
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were caused to buy the same instead, or in preference to cigars of competitors 
who were properly labeling, branding, or advertising their products under said 
names, brands, or labels, "Havana" and "Vuelta Abajo," and also to cigars of 
competitors who were making and selling such products from domestic 
tobacco and who properly did not brand, label, or otherwise represent the 
same as made of Havana tobacco: 

IIeld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors, and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Edward E. Reardon for the Commission. 

COMPLAINT 

Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisions of an Act 
of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Felleral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes," the Federal Trade Commission charges that 
Isadore Sommerfeld, hereinafter referred to as respondent, an in
divi<lual doing business under the trade name and style of Dubiner & 
Sommerfeld, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act, is
sues this complaint, and states its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGUAI'II 1. Respondent is, -and for a number of years imme
diately prior to the date hereof, has been engaged in the business 
of n"1anufacturing and selling cigars, with a principal place of busi
ness in the city of New York, State of New York. Respondent 
causes, and during the times above referred to has caused, the cigars 
sold by him to be packed for display and resale to the members of the 
Public who purchase cigars for consumption, in and from wooden 
boxes or other containers and to be transported to individuals, firms, 
and corporations, wholesale and retail dealers, the purchasers thereof, 
from his said place of business to, into, and through the District of 
Columbia nnd various States of the United States other than the 
State of origin of the shipment of the cigars. 

During the times above mentioned, other individuals, firms, and 
corporations have been, and now are, engaged in manufacturing and 
selling cigars packed for display and resale in and from wooden 
boxes or other containers, and who cause and have caused the same, 
when sold by them, to be transported from without the District of 
Columbia to the purchasers, individuals, firms, and corporations, 
wholesale and retail dealers, located in the District of Columbia and 
in various States of the United States, other than in the State of 
origin of the shipment, and including those States into which, from 
Qther States than those in which his shipments originate, the respond
ent causes and has caused his said cigars to be transported. 
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The respondent has been during the said times, and now is in 
competition in commerce with the above individuals, firms, and cor· 
porations, in the sale of his said cigars. 

PAR. 2. For many years prior to the date hereof, and ever since 
tobacco has been a commercial export product of the Island of Cubat 
the term "Havana" tobacco, has meant and continues to mean tobacco 
of Cuban growth to the cigar tobacco trade, the cigar trade and the 
cigar purchasing public of the United States, many of whom have 
during said times considered and continue to consider Cuban grown 
or ''Havana" tobacco superior in quality, for the mannfacture of 
cigars to be sold and consumed in the United States, to tobacco grown 
elsewhere. l\fany of the said trade and public have also during said 
times considered and continue to believe that cigars made in the 
United States, 'for sale and consumption there, of Cuban tobacco, or 
cigars made of such tobacco in Cuba for sale and consumption in the 
United States, are likewise superior in quality to cif!ars made of 
tobacco grown elsewhere. 

PAn. 3. Vuelta Abajo is the name of an area or district in the Island 
of Cnba, a part of which is in the Province of Pinar del Rio, and in 
which tobacco is grown which is and has been consiclen·cl, during the 
times above referred to, hy many of the said tobacco and cigar trade 
and public, to be of a higher and more desirable quality for use in 
the manufacture of cigars for sale and consumption in the United 
States than tobacco grown, not only in countries other than Cnba, bnt 
even of a highrr and more desirable quality for such pnrpose than any 
tobacco grown elsewhere on the Island of Cuba. 

Likewise many of the said tob:tcco and cigar trade a11<l of the said 
public have also COJJsiurred during said timrs, and still bclievr, that 
cigars ma1le in Cuba for sale and consumption in the Unite<l Statrs 
of tobacco grown in Cuba either wholly or in part in said Vnelta 
A hnjo district, or cigars made in the United Statrs for sale and con~ 
sumption there, of tobacco grown in Cuba, either wholly or in part in 
said Vuelta Ahajo district, are and have been superior in quality to 
cigars made wholly of tobacco grown outsi<le of said district. To 
the said trade aiHl public Vuelta Abajo tobacco is the most famous 
tobacco in the worl<l that is used in the manufacture of cigars. 

PAn. 4. For a long period of years prior to and at the time respo111l~ 
rnt engaged in his said business, cigars made wholly of Cuban tobacco 
were made in Cuba and in the United States for sale and consumption 
in the United States by manufacturers whose surname was ''Garcia" 
and who, respecth·ely, used aml displayed an<l still nse nnd display 
their said surname either alone or in combination with the rest of their 
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name or with other words on the bands of the cigars, on the said 
boxes or containers and on labels thereon. 

For a long time prior to the use of the name "Garcia" by the re
.spondent as hereinafter described, many in the said trade and many 
of the said public, became accustomed to believe and still believe that 
cigars in connection with the sale of which the name "Garcia" so 
.appeared, were made by manufacturers having that name, of Cuban 
nationality and of Cuban grown tobacco exclusively and that they 
Were and are of a quality superior to cigars made by many other 
~lanufacturers and of tobacco wholly or in part grown elsewhere, and 
In purchasing cigars became accustomed to and still call for them 
€ither by the name "Garcia" alone or in combination with the rest .of 
the name of one of the manufacturers of that surname, and the said 
manufacturers whose surname is or was "Garcia" have during said 
times gained a valuable interest and good will in said 'Yorcl when 
used in connection with the manufacture and sale of cigars in the 
United States. 

PAn. 5. Respondent has caused and still causes the words "Havana", 
<'Vuelta Abajo" and "Garcia" either alone or in combination with one 
<>r more other words to be placed on his said cigar boxes or con
tainers and on the l::tbels on said boxes or containers, and the word 
<'Garcia" to be pla.ced on the bands of the cigars made and sold by him. 

Respondent has caused and still causes the name l\f. Garcia y Ca, 
purporting to be the trade name of an individual or the name of a 
firm or corporation to be placed on the sajd boxes or containers of the 
said cigars as the manufacturer of said cigars. 

Respondent causes and has caused certain labels to be placed on the 
boxes or containers of his said cigars, carrying the outline map of 
the Island of Cuba and certain inscriptions in the Spanish language 
that the cigars contained in the said boxes are and were made of the 
best Vuelta Abajo toba.cco and that the tobacco contained in them was 
guaranteed to be of the best Havana tobacco and that anyone repre
senting to the contrary would be prosecuted to the fullest extent of 
the law. llespondent during said times has placed labels containing 
only Spanish inscriptions and Spanish pictures or illustrations on 
the boxes or containers of his said cigars. Pictures or illustrations of 
medals, such as are or have been awarded by governments, trade asso
ciations, etc., to manufacturers as prizes, dl'corations or honors for 
the exceptional qualities of their products, have been and are caused 
by respondent to be placed on the labels of the boxes or containers of 
his said cigars. 

PAn. 6. The said cigars made and sold by the respondent have never 
at any time contained more than a very small amount of Cuban 
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grown tobacco, anrl during most the aforesaid time they have con
tained no Cuban grown tobacco. 

Neither the respondent nor anyone connected with the said busi
ness has or ever had the name "Garcia" as part of his name, and the 
name M. Garcia y Ca is fictitious and does not represent any indi
vidual, firm, or corporation engaged in the manufacture of responcl
Pnt's cigars. Respondent has caused the said worcl.s "Havana," 
"Vuelta Abajo" and "Garcia'' and the said name ''l\1. Garcia y Ca" to 
be used on the boxes or containers and labels thereof, and on the bands 
of his cigars aforesaid, in order to compete 'vith the long established 
concerns having the name "Garcia" or the right to use it, who are 
cJJgaged in the manufacture and sale of cigars, and to divert the 
latter's trade to respondent by confusing the identity of the products 
of both, and leading purchasers to buy those of respondent for those 
of the said established concerns. Respondent chose , the names 
"Garcia" and "l\1. Garcia y Ca" unnecessarily and for the purpose of 
unfair competition with those lawfully entitled to use the name 
"Garcia." 

During the aforesaid time, the name M. Garcia y Ca used by re
spondent, as aforesaid was and is fictitious and by his said use of the 
same, respondent knowingly, falsely and unlawfully represents and 
has represented to the said trade and public that his said cigars are 
made by a bu,iness concern properly using the name of "Garcia." 
By the use of the word "Garcia" alone or with other words as afore
said respondent knowingly, falsely and unlawfully represents to the 
said trade and public that his cigars are made by manufacturers hav
ing that name, ancl that they are made of Havanna tobacco. 

By the use of the snid words IIavanna and Vuelta Abajo, re
spondent knowingly falsrly and unlawfully represents and has repre
sented to the said trade and public that his said cigars were made of 
Havana tobacco and. either partly or wholly of tobacco grown in the 
district of Vueltn Abajo. 

UPsponllcnt has knowingly aJH] falsrly represPnteJ and guaranteed 
to the said trade and. public by the labels that the said cigars am not 
only of Havana tobacco but are of the best Havana. tobacco from the 
district of Vuelta Aba.io, and has knowingly and fraudulently used 
the afor£'saidi labels containing only Spanish inscriptions, picturesr 
and illustratiOI~s in further effort and with intent to receive and cle
fratHl the trade and members of the public into the belief that his 
said cigars were and arc made of Havana tcbacco and have the 
(jUalities characteristic of such cigars. 

PAn. 7. The acts and practices of rrspon(lrnt, all hereinbefore set 
<~ut, have the capacity and tendency to and h:n·e misled, and. deceived 
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many of the trade and consuming public into the belie£ that re
spondent's cigars are manufactured by aH individual, firm, or cor
poration named M. Garcia y Ca; that the manufacturer thereof has 
the name or the right to use the name 1'Garcia" in connection with 
the manufacture and sale of cigars; that the tobacco composing his 
~aid cigars is Havana tobacco either wholly or in part from the said 
dil';trict of Vuelta Abajo, and that they are made in and imported 
from Cuba to the United States . 
. PAn. 8. Among the individuals, firms, or corporations referred to 
In paragraph 1 hereof, who are and have been in competition with 
the respondent, are some who manufacture, and sell cigars made of 
tobacco, part of which only is f!'rown in Cuba, or of tobacco brrown 
Who1ly elsewhere than in Cuba, and who are not branding or labeling 
the cigars made by them or the containers thereof with or under the 
Words, "Havana," "Vuelta Abajo," or "Garcia." 

Among the individuals, firms, or corporations referred to in said 
paragraph 1 are some engaged in the manufacture and sale, in com
merce, of cigars made wholly of tobacco g-rown in Cuba, either wholly 
;Jr in part from the district of Vnelta Abajo, who are properly label
Ing, branding, and advertising cigars made by them under the name, 
brand or labels, ''Garcia," "Havana," and "Vuelta Abajo." 

PAn. 9. The above allrged acts and things done by respondent are 
each and all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competi
tors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled, 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
nnd duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

HcronT, MoDIFIED FINIJI :-.cs AS TO TIIE FAcTs, ANn OnnEn 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Scp
temLer 26, 1914, entitled "An Aet to create a Felleral Tmde Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fcd
('ral Trade Commission, on the 8th day of April 192.3, issued and 
served its complaint in this proceeoding upon saicl respondt>nt, Isador 
Sommerfeld, doing business under the trade name and style of Du
biner & Sommerfeld, charging him 'vith the use of unfair wethocls of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said net. 
Thereafter, a stipulation was entered into whereby it was stipulated 
and agreed that a statement of facts signed and executed by the 
respondent, and ,V. II. Fuller, Chief Counsel of the Federal Trade 
Commission, subject to the approYal of the Commission, might be 
taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in sup-
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port of the charges stated in the complaint and in opposition thereto, 
and that the said Commission might proceed upon said statement of 
facts to make its report, stating its findings as to the facts (including 
inferences which it might draw from said facts) and its conclusion 
based thereon, and enter its order disposing of the proceeding without 
presentation of argument or the filing of briefs. Thereafter this pro
ceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on 
said complaint and stipulation, said stipulation having been approved 
and accepted, and the Commission having duly considered the same 
and being now fully advised in the premises, makes this its modified 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefr~m: 

1\IODIFIED FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

P ARAGRArH 1. Respondent for a number of years immediately prior 
to April 9, 1925, had been engaged in the business of manufacturing 
and selling cigars with his principal place of business in the city, 
county, and State of New York. During the time above referred to, 
respondent had caused cigars sold by him to be packed for display and 
resale to the members of the public who purchase cigars for consump
tion in and from wooden boxes and other containers, and to be trans
ported to individuals, firms, and corporations, "·holesale and retail 
dealers, the purchasers thereof, from his said place of business to, into 
and through the District of Columbia and various other States of the 
United States other than the State of New York. 

Dming the time above mentioned and referred to, other individuals, 
firms, and corporations had been engaged in manufacturing and sell
ing cigars packed for resale in wooden boxes and other containers, and 
who caused the same when sold by them to be transported from with
out the District of Columbia to the purchasers, individuals, firms, 
and corporations, '"holesale and retail dealers located in the District 
of Columbia and in various States of the United States other than 
the State of origin of the shipment, and i'ncluding those States into 
which from other States the respondent had caused said cigars to be 
transported. The respondent had been during the said time, in com
petition in commerce with the above individuals, firms, and corpora
tions in the sale of his said cigars. 

PAR. 2. During the time above mentioned and referred to, and ever 
since tobacco has been a commercial export product of the Island of 
Cuba, the term "Havana Tobacco" has meant and continues to mean 
to the cigar tobacco trade and the cigar purchasing public of the 
United States, tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba. 1\Iany members 
of the cigar tobacco trade, the cigar trade and cigar purchasing public 
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of the United States have, during said times believed, and now be
lieve, Havana tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba to be superior in 
quality for the manufacture of cigars to be sold and consumed in the 
United States. 

Vuelta Abajo is the name of the area or district in the Island of 
Cuba in which tobacco is grown which was believed during the times 
above referred to and is now believed by the said tobacco and cigar 
trade and the said purchasing public to be of a higher and more de
sirable quality for use in the manufacture of cigars for sale and con
sumption than tobacco grown not only in other countries than Cuba, 
but of higher and more desirable quality for such purposes than any 
tobacco grown elsewhere than on the Island of Cuba. 

PAn. 3. Respondent hacl caused the words ''Havana" and "Vuelta 
Abajo" to be place<l on his cigar boxes and containers and on the 
bands of cigars made and sold by him. 

Respondent had caused certain labels C<ll'rying an outline map of the 
Island of Cuba an<l certain inscriptions in the Spanish language to be 
Placed on the boxes or containers of his said cigars. The said inscrip
tions were to the effect that cigars contained in the said boxes were 
lllade of the finest Vuelta Abajo tobaeco aml that the tobacco in the 
cigars was guaranteed to be of the best Havana tobacco and the said 
inscriptions stated that anyone representing the composition of the 
said cigars to be to the contrary woul<l be prOBecuted to the fullest 
extent of the law. 

Respondent had placed labels containing only inscriptions in the 
Spanish language on his cigar boxes or containers and had also placed 
thereon pictures or illustrations of Spanish scmws and prrsons on said 
cigar boxes or containers. Respondent had placed on said cigar boxes 
Pictures or illustrations of medals such as are or have been awarded at 
\Vorld's fairs or conventions, by governments or ruling memhers 
thereof, or by manufacturers, trade associations or others throughout 
the world, to manufacturers or dealers as prizes, (~ecorations or honors 
for the exceptional quality of their products. 

The cigars made and sold by the respondent had never at any time 
contained any tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba. 

The respondent ha<l never received any medals, prizes or awards 
from any persons or associations on account of cigars manufactured 
by him. 

PAn, 4. Among the individuals, firms, and corporations referred to 
above who had been in competition with the respondent there were 
some who manufactured and sold cigars made of tobacco part of which 
only was grown in Cuba, or of tobacco grown elsewhere than in Cuba, 
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and who were not branding or labeling the cigars made by them or the 
containers thereof, with the ·words "Havana" and "Vuelta Abajo." 

PAR. 5. The use, by the respondent, of the terms or words "Havana" 
and "Vuelta Abajo" on the labels or containers of cigars in connection 
with their manufacture and sale as above described or in other adver
tising referred thereto, was false and misleading and had the tendency 
and capacity to and did mislead and deceive many of said cigar and 
tobacco trade and members of the public purchasing cigars for con
sumption into the belief that respondent's said cigars were made 
wholly of Havana tobacco from the District of Vuelta Abajo. 

Respondent's use of labels on the boxes or containers of his cigars 
having thereon an outline map of Cuba, inscriptions solely in the 
Spanish language, and the said guarantee that the tobacco composing 
his cigars was Havana tobacco, had the capacity to mislead and de
ceive the said trade and public, and said trade and public have been 
misled and deceived thereby into purchasing respondent's cigars as 
cigars either imported from Cuba or made of Havana tobacco. 

The use by the respondent of the said words "Havana" and "Vuelta 
Abajo" and the said labels of Cuba and inscriptions in the Spanish 
language as above set forth, in the manufacture and sale of his cigars, 
has caused many of the trade and public relying thereon to purchase 
respondent's cigars instead of or in preference to cigars of competitors 
of respondent who were properly labeling, branding or advertising 
their cigars under the said names, brands or labels "Havana" and 
"Vuelta Abajo," as well as cigars of competitors who were manufac
turing and selling cigars made of domestic tobacco and who properly 
did 11ot brand, label, or otherwise represent their said cigars had been 
made of Havana tobacco. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, Isador Sommerfeld, 
trading as Dubiner & Sommerfeld, were to the prejudice of the public 
and of respondent's competitors, and constituted unfair methods of 
competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

1\IODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having b!l{'n heard by the Federal Tmde Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the stipulation 
as to the facts filed herein by respondent on .July 16, Hl25, admittin~ 
all the material allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving 
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the taking of further evtdence and all other intervening procedure, 
and the Commission having made its modified findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions 
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
uuties, and for other purposes." 

It U; ordered, That respondent, Isador Sommerfeld, doing busL· 
ness under the trade name and style of Dubiner & Sommerfeld, his 
{)fficers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with 
the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in interstate commerce 
or in the District of Columbia of cigars, do forthwith cease and 
desist from using: 

1. The words "Havana" or "Vuelta Abajo," when the said cigars 
.are not composed entirely of Havana tobacco; 

2. 'Vords or writing on labels or otherwise solely in the Spanish 
language, an outline map of Cuba, or pictures or representations of 
Cuban scenes indicating Cuban origin in the composition of respond· 
-ent's cigars when the same are not made entirely of Havana tobacco; 

3. 'Vords or writing in Spanish language on labels or otherwise 
to such extent or in such manner as to indicate that the cigars are 
made of Cuban tobacco when the same are not made entirely of 
Havana tobacco. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days 
.after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a re· 
Port in writing setting forth in defail the manner and form in which 
he has complied with this order. · 
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Where a corporation, which was one of the largest candy product manufacturers 
in the world, and publicly represented itself as the largest, and which 
owned or operated over two hundred retail stores, in addition to its sales 
to independent retailers, and expended large annual sums for advertising, 
and an individual, its agent and employee, entitled to use of word "Doctor", 
but not afl ph:rsician, engaged under contract with it in adn!rti;;ing and 
promoting sale of its products through broadcast of lectures on food, Rnd 
in lending his recommendation, name, title and photograph in promoting 
the sale of its said candy products, and for such use in literature adver· 
tising the same--

Featured the slogan and representation ''l\lade without Glucose," and con
tains no glucose, in an extensive advertising campaign initiated and car
ripd on by thPm through newspapPrs and radio broadcasts of said lndi
v !dual and through inserts in the boxes and through tl<e labels, seals, and 
literature dh;trilmtrd through said corporation's store!'!, and through its 
store and window dh;plays, and accompanied snell slogan and representa
tion generally with words "Seal of Protection" and "Loft Really Pure 
Candy," and depleted such sPals in approximately all of its advertising 
litPrature, along with snch words as "This Seal is Your Protection," and 
rPpre~rntPd that candy products made with or containing glucose were 
impure and harmful to health and unsafe, and that the candies of ~aid 
corporation contained no glucose, and that other candies made therewith 
\\ere inferior In quality to its own and lC'ss wholesome and safe, through 
such statenwnts as those above set forth and numerous others, asserting 
its new method of making candles without use of glucose, and plll'itY, etc., 
of its own E:aid products, and safety and beneficial quality thereof for 
childrPn, and warnin~s against use of glucose as an adulterant made
through treating starch with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, etc., and 
other statements inferring or implying that !'laid Hlbstance was a filler. 
presPrvative, chC'ap substitute for sugar, less digestible, etc.; 

Fact being that word "Glucose," as a matter of primary definition and mean
In!!', Is a name for a certain sugar or group of sugars, glucose Is contained 
in rorn syrup, usually employPd with cane sngnr in the making of candy. 
was usPd by corporation in question prior to campaign in qnestion, is re
garded by many candy-makers, its competitors, as an absolutely essential 
lngrrdient for all ot· most of their products, has been used In industry in 
question for approximately fifty years because of !ts unique combination of 
values as a candy Ingredient, and industrial chemistry incident to usc 
thereof as now practiced is consistent with safe and wholesome candy, and 
glucose in any form, inclusive of sugar or corn syrup, as used or found in 
candy, is safe and wholesome and regarded as a natural and essential in· 
gredient thereof In commercial candles, and said product, as sugar or corn 
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syrup, or in any form as used or found in candy, is not an adulterant or 
cheap substitute, etc., and is not made with sulphuric acid, etc., or 
dangerous to health, and use of corn syrup affords no basis for such false 
disparagement of products of competitors, and its own products, while con
taining no glucose in form of corn syrup as such during period in question, 
did contain such substance as matter of scientific fact; 

With result of placing in the minds of the buying public, to a substantial degree, 
a consciousness of danger in the use of candy or food made with or contain
ing glucose, and of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of such 
public, including purchasers and potential purchasers of candies sold in 
competition with candy products of said corporation, into false and erroneous 
belief that said statements and representations were true, that glucose was 
used or contained in candy in general, but not in its candies, and that it was 
an ingredient or substance which was impure, harmful to health, and unsafe, 
and that candies containing same were correspondingly thus affected and 
inferior to its own products, and that purcl1ase anu use of canuies other than 
those of said corporation was in general dangerous and unsafe, and with 
effect of causing such purchasers and prospective purchasers of competitors 
to discontinue purchasing therefrom, or refrain from so purchasing, and to 
buy instead products of said corporation, and of thereby unfairly diverting 
to it trade from its competitors who do not falsely defame or disparage the 
products of others, and who do not misrepresent the ingredients of their 
own prouucts: 

lirld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com-
petitors, and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before J.Jr. John lV. Bennett, trial examiner. 
Mr. Jay L. Jackson for the Commission. 
Sanders, Childs, Bobb & Wescott, of Washington, D. C. and 

O'Brien, Dri8coll & Raftery, of New York City, for respondents. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
dutie~, and for other purposes," the Federal Trade Commission hav
ing reason to believe that Loft, Inc., and Dr. Daniel R Hodgdon, 
hereinafter referred to as respondents haYe been and now are using 
unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce'' is defined 
in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by 
it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, states its charges 
in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Loft, Inc., is a corporation, organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware, with its principal place of business located at 40th 
Avrnue and 9th Street, Long Island City, in the State of New York. 
Said respondPnt is now and since the month of October 193-1, has 
been engaged in manufacturing, selling, offering for sale. and distrib-
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uting candies, candy and confection products in commerce among and 
between various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia, and has caused and now causes said products when sold or 
ordNed, to be shipped and transported from the State of origin 
thereof to various States of the United States other than the State of 
origin of said shipment, and to the District of Columbia. In tho 
course and conduct of its said business, respondent, Loft, Inc., has 
been and is now in competition with corporations, firms, partnerships, 
and with individuals engaged in like commerce. 

Respondent, Daniel H. Hodgdon, is an individual and an agent or 
('mployee of respondent, Loft, Inc., with his principal place of busi
ness located at H\97 Broadway, in the city of New York, in the State 
of New York, and as such has been and is now engaged in and with 
the aforesaid business of respondent, Loft, Inc., and in the advertising 
and promotion thereof. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, Loft, Inc., has sold and now sells its said 
canclieR, candy and confection products in interstate commerce, as 
f?et forth in paragraph 1 hereof, by use of the mails, interstate car
riers and other channels of interstate commerce, hy means of radio 
broadcasting, newspapers, pamphle>ts. periodicals, labels, and other 
forms of literature and advertising which have had or have a circu
lation in and through the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia, and also in circulars, candy box and window 
displays and placards, labels, pamphlets, printed matter, and other 
forms of advertising and promotion, including radio broadcasts and 
oral state>ments by agents and employees, which have been and are 
circnlatPd and distributed hv rrsponclrnts to cnstomPrs and prospec-
1 ive cnstomers in and thr011p-hont vadons States of the United States 
al1!l in the District of Columbia, in the course and conduct of which 
rrspo11<1Pnts. Loft, Inc., and Daniel R. Hodgdon, individually and 
top-e>thPr, have made and now make false and misleading statements 
nnrl reTWPSPntations, all to the injury of the public nnd to the> injury 
of competitors of rPspondent, Loft, Inc. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of the business, advertising, pro
motion and selling of the candies, candy and confection product!" of 
rPspondent, J~oft, Inc., as aforrsaid, said re>spondent, Loft, Inc., ndver
tisPs and makPs the following staten1<'nts and representations, among 
others, to wit : 

J,OFT TIEAT-LY PURE CANDIES 

AN 11\IPOTITANT l\1ES~AGE from the PRESIDENT 

Aftrr RJX'nding thirty ypars In the mnnufnctnre of fine cnndies, I hnve dl~· 
covrrrd n new mPthod of making enndies without the m;e of glucoRe (U. S. 
PatPnt nppllrntlon serlnl #72!>,525). 
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It makes Loft candies £>as1er to digest-mak£>s them taste better than ever
smoother-richer-more delicious. 

It costs more to make Loft candies without 'glucose, but price is never con· 
Ridercd by Loft where quality is involved. 

I believe it is now impossible to match Loft candies, from the standpoint of 
Pnz·ity, quality and price. 

CHARLEs G. GUTH, Pre.~idc11f. 

Loft CODE OF ETHICS: 

G!ncose should not be put In candy unless the label states the facts-because 
glucose Is only a starch which bas been treated with sulphuric acid. Excess 
of starch is dangerous. 

Loft candies are really pure--they contain no substitutes-no adullerants of 
filly kill(!. 

* • • • • • • 
LGft cloPs not belieH' that glucose should be Uflcd in cnnrly and furthermorP, 

helievefl thnt whenever it Is used it should be so stated on the label. The U. S. 
Pure ;Food Laws compel the makt>rs or jdlirs, jiuns aml table s~-rup:s, whPn 
glucose is used, to print a statement on the label, notifying the purchaser. Loft 
helien's this Rame law should apply to candy, an<l, therefore, en>ry package of 
L1ft cnndy made and sold by Loft contains a seal stating that Loft Uenlly Pure 
~lln<lips are Made Without Glucose . 

... • ... • • 
THIS SEAL IS YOUR PROTECTION 

SEAL OF PHOTECTION 

LOFT REALLY PURE CANDIES 

MADE WITHOUT GLUCOSE 

Loft NEW PROCESS : 

• ... 

Loft has uiscovered a new method of making candies without the use o! 
glucose. 

Laft candies do not contain substltutPS or preservatives of any kind. 
Loft ctuulies arc mnde of pure cane sugar-honey-and the purest of all fin~ 

rna t('J'ials. 
Lo,'t cnHdies are really pnre-therefo•·e delicious and easily digested. 
Loft Seal Is Your Protection. 

• • ... • • • 
WHAT IS GLUCOSE? 

U. S. Pharmacopoeia, page 178, ns follows: 

A product obtained by the incomplete hydrolysis of starch. 

Oxford Engli:,;h Dictionary, poge 237 (tn33) says of glucose: 

• 

Now chiefly in non·scientific use as a commercial name for dextrose, ob· 
talned from starch by the action of sulphuric acid. 
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Mr. Alfred ,V, McCann says In his book, "The Science of Eating", page 301), 
of glucose: 

Glucose ns a filler Is the symbol of denatured carbohydrate foods, the ex
cess of which in the diet of the average American family is the cause of many 
diseases. 

• • • • • • • 
Loft Candies do not contain Glucose. 
Glucose is an ndultet·ant made by treating starch with Sulphuric or Hydro-

c•Jtloric Aciu. 
Take no chances. 
Eat Loft Candy. 
Loft Candy Ideals-

· I. Purity with uo Substitutes. 
2. Freshness with Finest Materials. 
3. Iligh Quality Leadership. 
4. Low Prices with Honesty. 
5. l\Iade without Glucose. 

De sufe-Duy Loft Candies and Know What You are Getting. 
Absolutely Pure-Good and Safe for Children-Made without Glucose. 

• • • • • • • 
Loft Candies are made in the old-fashioned wny, absolutely pure, clean and 

wholesome, and, above everything, delicious and mouth-melting. T11ey are Jil;:e 
some of the tine candies that are made in your own country where adulterations 
in candies and food are unknown. 

Loft Cnudies are purest and best and the price is less because we nrc the 
largest c•andy makers in the world. 

• 

• 

• • • • • 
YOU ARE SAFE WilEN YOU DUY Loft CANDIES 

LOFT STORES TO SERVE YOU RIGHT 

• • • • • 

• 

• 
Loft C:uulies nre mn<le without glucose, preservnth·es or substitutes of anY 

l; !Jul. 

• • • • • • • 
J,oft-'l'hc name you can tl'Ust for Christmas Cundies . 

• • • • • • • 
Said respondents, individually and together further have advertised 

and made, ami now advertise and make, the following statements 
and representations, among others, to wit: 

I should like to Impress upon my listeners to some measure the fradulent 
rn·actlces that are going on in connection with candy that is fed to our chil
dren. • • • Now all these candies and hundreds of othet·s like them contain 
a cheap, sticky mass called gluc>ose. The question is immediately raised whether 
glucose Is a good food to be used in candy. A great deal has been said ahont 
comme1·cial glucose, but the only reason that I can find to account for its wide 
nse in cuncly making is that it is ehc:>ap. It lowers the cost of candy manu
fnctme. It hn~ a sticlry, slimy consistency and derives its name from the word 
glue. '!'here is 00% or more dextrin in glucose. 'Ve use dextrin to make 
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mucilage and other adhesives. * * * It became very popular almost im
ntelliately as an ingredient in candy because it was a cheap substitute for sugar. 
"' "' "' This wholesale practice of trying to make money by selling unsuspect
ing individuals concoctions of the worst type under the guise that they are 
candy, is criminal and villainous. As this Christmas season approaches, thertl 
is only one way to be assm·ed that the spirit of Christmas can be muintaiuL>d, 
and that is by feeding children candy free ft·om adulterations, free ft·om im
PUrities, free from artificial colors and artificial eggs, and free from glucose. 

... • • * • * • 
When a stock-raiser tries to make a profit out of his animals he won't feed 

them with chemically produced glucose a lot of worthless dyes and drugs which 
lllay legally be used in foods to be consumed by human beings. 

• • • • • • • 
Thls good mother may, in all innocence give her children money to buy candy 

that is filled with commercial glucose, glucose, made from starch, treated with 
hyd,·ochlor!c acid. Glucose that may have been blenched with snlphnric acid 
8 nd improperly treated, so that this destructive and harmful substance is still 
Present in the candy in sufficient amounts to do real harm to the health of 

. Children. Tl1e child may pick up this candy in the high school cafeteria where 
be eats his luncheon, or he may eat peanut bars with the peanuts stuck to
gether by a cheap adulteration called commercial glucose . . . . what 
chance has be when his food and his candy and syrups are filled with adultera
tions and his fruits coveTed with residue poi~ons. No wonder we find in the 
Rochester high school 197 children out <lf 425 atuicted with organic heart dis
euse. • • * Let us strike at the heart of this evil and eliminate from our 
tables food that is not pure and wholesome and from the hands of our children, 
candies adulterated with commercial glucose. * * * Let the food and candy 
Consumed be so pure as to \{cep the vital blood of life red and uncontaminated 
by the junk that interfere with the normal processes of digestion and elimination. . .. .. . . . .. 

1'his Is a warning to all my listeners to be careful of the products introduced 
Into your homes. • * * candy made of cheap commercial glucose, blenched 
'With sulphuric acid, a product that has no place in the stomach of children 
()f tendet• age or in the digestive tracts of adult human beings of any age. 
Dntti we find effective laws which will prevent wholesale destruction of health 
through improper material in our food~. and c:ommerdal glucose in candies, 
'\Ve must choose carefully the things we feed the children and ourseh·es. Lurking 
behind these fine ad\·ertlsed labels and innocent looking foolls and candy is the 
Skull and cross bones, the symbol of disease and death . 

• • * • • • 
When we consume quantities of candy made of commercial glucost!, 

blenched with sulphurous acid; when we give our children such candy, we 
bt>gin to interfere with the calcium retention and absorption and assimilation 
and we stan·e. I mean just what the v.'Ord means. We deprive, yes, we starve 
ourselves, our chlldren, the ones we love most, of those vital mineral salts so 
11ecessary to life and health . 

• * .. • • ... • 
It means that the market is flooded today with food concoctions, dietetlcal 

nJonstros!ties, and cheap glucosed-fllled candles "' • • and a lot of other 
Jnnk made for human consumption an dat the same time preparing the way to 

140756m-39-vol. 24--45 
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death and destruction of human beings. Why is the child at school becoming 
a nervous unstable object of worry to his mother? Why does the teacher find 
her job irksome and her nerves jumpy? Why does Dad at home become easilY 
irritated and upset? Because of starvation • • • the starvation which IS 
brought about through the improper selection of foods and the introduction 
into the system of foods filled with artificial products which have no nourishing 
value and which prevent a sufficient supply of mineral elements to maintain 
good health. Our children purchase on the street corner candy filled with 
commercial glucose that has been bleached with that dangerous poison sub· 
stance, sulphurous acid; glucose made of starch with the aid of hydrochloric 
acid ; glucose still containing an over-abundance of this tissue destroying and 
digestive juice destroying acid. I don't care where you go; I don't care in 
what store you purchase your candy, except one. You will find that the candY· 
maker has used to a greater or less degree quantities of a cheap adulterant 
known as commercial glucose. It is cheaper than sugar and that is why be 
uses it. One of the great outstanding Inventions in the candy-making V~-'Orld 
was the discovery that candy can be made wholly of pure cane sugar which 
could be inverted into a substance resembling honey without acid and without 
artificinl chemical substances. This inversion created out of pure sugar, II 

highly digestive substance resembling honey and containing fructose, levulose 
and dextrose, highly nourishing, ready to be absorbed and used as food by the 
blood. Now, when a substance like that is created out of pure sugnr and IS 
made into candy, free from adulterations, free from artificial coloring matter 
other than pure vegetable colors, free from infectrd nuts and fruits, we llll"e 
a candy that can be safely fed to children and adults without burdening the 
digestive tract with n lot of unhenlthy, vile, filthy, poisonous, and doubtful Jnll" 

terlal which would have no other function than to destroy or burden the hnman 
organisms with foreign matter, totally unnatural to the normal functions it 
must perform. • • • There is one candy-maker that makes pure candY· 
Loft Candy represents n new standard, a standard of purity, a standard of 
cleanliness, a standard of unadulteratlon, a standard of candy free from nJI 
commerclnl glucose with all of Its possibilities of destructive acid content. 

• • • • • • 
It frequently happens that where the mother denies the children food 

between meals, she opens up the way for children to st.ull' themselves with cheiiV 
canuy mnde of commercial glucose. When children consume a large amount 
of this glucose cnndy bPtwcrn meals, they have a tenucncy to laci• an appetite 
at mealtime. It the commercial glucose has bPen bleached with sulphurous acid 
and contains residues of this add, naturally it wlll destroy the appetJte. 
• • • Candy made from Invert sugar is e~peclally recommendPd because 
the cane sugar has been rhnnged Into a wholesome food resembling honey. Tnl~ 
Is quickly and easily digested and giVl'S the child n considernble amount of 
Pnergy for his play. This candy should be fed at the close of the mml or nt 
the close of the between-meal luncheons. This kind of cundy does not destroY 
tl1e nppetlte for food, as the cheap glucose type of candy does. 

• • • • • • • 
Candles may be adulterated with all sorts of cheap commercial glucose and 

no mention is made of lt. Little chlldrrn will buv this stntr in the thous:liHis 
of pPnny candy stores. There is not a t11lng o~ nny label to indicate thnt 
1t wns mnde with commercial glucose. You can go Into a store todny nml bUY 
even the highest priced cnndks, pay a lot of money for It, and most of yonl" 
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llloney will go Into the boxes and other fancy containers. The candy will be 
lllade up of a large percentage of cheap commercial glucose. When a product 
is adulterated with glucose, the public should be warned of its presence ;-when 
the candy is made of pure sugar, the public should be told that they are getting 
an honest product, free from adulteration. 

• • • • • • • 
Now, studies of these mentalities and mental diseases will tend to shoW' that 

lllental abnormality is frequently a merely temporary condition depending on 
the feeding of the brain, and that, when this condition is rectified so that 
the brain obtains proper feeding, the disorder vanishes. • • "' What effe('t 
has any poisonous byproduct such as sulphurous acid which may, or may not be, 
in glucose, upon the activity of the brain. • • • When we introduce sulphu· 
rous acid Into the stomach • • • these ketones-which are believed the· 
cause of old age and degeneration, can do their work. They appreciably shorten
life. • • • I want children to have pure candy-not candy made with 
glucose. • • • I want every food to be so pure as to avoid the making of 
the D-ketones which are so destructive to health and life and our vitality, to 
our thinking power and to our mental balance, and when we do that we 
Produce lactic acid. Then these byproducts cannot do us any harm. • • • 

Announcer :-"Now, ladies and gentlemen, the followiug products are ap
Proved and endorscu because of their quality, of their wholesomeness and their 
standaru of purity. Loft's candy Is enuorsed because It is absolutely pure, has 
no glucose In any form, no substitutes, no preservath·es are used in Loft's 
candy. Loft's candies are the purest ca1,1dy known to the seience of candy 
lllnkers. These points that Dr. Hodgdon hafl broug-ht up this morning: 'The 
effect on the brain of candy, of sugar', in many instances me most interesting, 
and remember that you must haYe pure candy for the correct and corrective 
effect upon the Lruin." 

• • • • • • • 
DU. DANIEL U. HODGDON says: 
While l'rrsident of Ilahnemun Medical College anu Chicago 1\frmorlal Hos

Pital, I became intensely interested in the subject of Pure Candy. I have 
recently mnde a thorough hlSJlectlon of the Loft manufacturing plant where 
lOO,ooo pounds, or more, of fine Candies are made dully. 

Until then, I never dreamed that Candies could be made so pure, delicious 
anu lJealthful. 

It gives me plrasure to state that Loft Candies are made of the finest and 
highest quality, rich natural materials, and are absolutely free from all adultera· 
Uons, substitutes and commercial glucose (corn syrup). In my opinion, this 
Puts Loft Candles in the highest possible class, regardless of the fact that they 
are sold to the public at such reasonable prices. 

(Signed) DANIEL R. HODGDON. 

• • • • • • • 
l>AR. 4. In the course and conduct of the business aforesaid, and in 

the advertising, promotion and selling as aforesaid, respondent, Loft, 
l,nc., and its agents and employees have falsely and misleadingly 
stated and represented and now falsely and misleadingly state and 
represent that said respondent uses a newly discovered method of 
lhaking candies without the use of glucose and that its said products 
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are "made without glucose"; whereas, in truth and in fact said re
spondent's products are made with and do contain glucose, and the 
method used by respondent, Loft, Inc.,. in making said products is 
not a new discovery. 

PAn. 5. In the course and conduct of the business aforesaid., and 
in the advertising, promotion and selling as aforesaid, respondents, 
individually and together, further falsely and misleadingly have 
stated, represented and implied, and now falsely and misleadin~ly 
state, represent and imply that the ingredient generally used in the 
making of candies and confections and known as "glucose" is impure, 
umvholesome, harmful to health, dangerous for children, made with 
sulphuric acid, bleached with sulphuric acid, an adulteraut, a filler, a 
cheap substitute for sugar in candy, and less digestible than cane 
sugar, and that in general candies and confection products in competi
tion with products of respondent, Loft, Inc., are made with glucose 
and are therefore impure, unwholesome, harmful to health, dan
gerous for children, contain sulphuric acid or hydrochloric acid and 
starch, contain a filler, an adulterant and a cheap substitute for su_'2;ar 
in candies, and are less digestible than the candy and confection 
products of respondent Loft, Inc., and that said competing products 
and products of said respondent's competitors are therefore not only of 
inferior quality but that said products are unsafe and the use thereof 
dangerous or unsafe; whereas, in truth and in fact the in,c:rredient 
known as "glucose" used in the making of candies and confections 
in competition with said respondent's products, and as used by said 
respondent's competitors, is, contrary to respondents' representations, 
pure, wholesome and healthful, is not dangerous to children, does 
not contain sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, is not a filler, nn adul
terant or a cheap substitute for sugar in cnndies and is not less di
gestible than cane sugar; and whereas, in truth and in fnct the cnndies 
or confections of said competitors of respondent, Loft, Inc., and in 
competition with products of snid respondent, Loft, Inc., are con
trary to said respondents' representations, no less pure, wholesome or 
more harmful to health or more dangerous for children or less 
digestible than the products of said respondent, Loft, Inc., and do 
not contain sulphuric or hydrochloric acid and starch, or n filler, or 
an adulterant or a cheap substitute for sugar; and whereas, further, 
in truth nnd in fact the purchase nnd use of candies or confections 
-of said competitors of respondent, Loft, Inc., nre no more dangerous 
or unsafe than the purchase and use of the candies, cnncly and 
confection products of said respondent. 

PAn. 6. That the aforesaid false and misleading statements so 
made by respondents in the sale of the candies, candy and confection 
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products of respondent, Loft, Inc., have had and have the tendency 
and capacity to mislead and to deceive, and do mislead and deceive, 
purchasers and prospective purchasers of products of competitors of 
respondent, Loft, Inc., into the false and erroneous belief that such 
statements and representations are true and that the purchase and 
use of said competing candies, candy or confection products is dan
gerous or unsafe, thereby causing a substantial portion of such pur
chasers and prospective purchasers of said competitors' products to 
discontinue or refrain from the making of such purchases from said 
competitors, causing such purchasers and prospective purchasers to 
Purchase respondent's products in lieu and instead of the products of 
its competitors, in consequence of which trade has been and is di
verted to respondent, Loft, Inc., from its competitors who do not 
falsely defame or disparage the products of others, or who do not 
misrepresent their own products, and thereby substantially injuring' 
competition and said competitors in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 7. The above and foregoing acts, practices and representations 
of respondent have been, and are, all to the prejudice of the publio 
and respondent's competitors, and have been, and are, unfair methods 
of competition within the meaning and intent of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress, approved September 23, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2·6, 1014, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on July 10, 1935, issued, and on July 11, 
1935, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, 
Loft, Inc., ~nd Dr. Daniel R. Hodgdon, charging them with the 
use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the 
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and 
the filing of respondents' separate answers thereto, testimony and 
other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint were 
introduced by Jay L. Jackson, attorney for the Commission, before 
John ,V. Bennett, Esq., an examiner of the Commission theretofore 
duly designated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the 
complaint by Messrs. Sanders, Childs, Bobb & 'Vescott, by Everett 
Sanders, Esq. and Edward F. Howrey, Esq., of counsel, and Messrs. 
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, by Benjamin Pepper, Esq., of counsel, 
attorneys for respondents; and said testimony and other evidence 
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were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. There
after, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on the said complaint, the answers thereto, testimony 
and other evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposi
tion thereto, and the oral arguments of counsel aforesaid; and the 
Commission having duly considered the same, and being now fullY' 
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest 
of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Loft, Inc., is a corporation organized in 
1919 under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office 
and place of business located at 40th A venue and 9th Street, Long 
Island City, in the State of New York. Said respondent is now 
engaged, and since the first day of October 1934, has been engaged 
in manufacturing, selling, offering for sale, and distributing candy 
and confection products in commerce among and between the vari
ous States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia, and 
has caused said products to be sold in and shipped to several States 
of the United States other than the State of New York, including 
New Jersey, Connecticut; Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania, and the 
District of Columbia, in the course and conduct of which said re· 
spondent has been, and is, in substantial competition with other cor· 
porations, partnerships, and individuals likewise enga!!ed in the sale, 
offering for sale and distribution of candy and confection products in 
commerce in, among, and between the various States of the United 
States, and in the District of Columbia. 

Respondent Dr. Daniel R. Hodgdon is an individual with his prin· 
cipal place of business located at 54 'Vest 40th Street, New York, 
N. Y., and with addresses at other places in New York .State. Dur· 
ing the latter part of 1934 and the early part of 1935, his principal 
place of business was located at 1697 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 
lie holds the degree of Ph. D. and J. D., which entitle him to prefi:t 
the title "Dr." to his name, but he does not hold the degree of Doctor 
of Medicine and has never practiced medicine. On and before the 
1st day of October 1934, and for several months continuously there• 
after, he was an agent and employee of respondent Loft, Inc., and 
as such engaged, under contract for a consideration, in advertising 
Loft candy products and in promoting the sale thereof by means of 
broadcasts of lectures on food over Radio Station 'V.MCA, of New 
York City, State of New York, and during said time was further 
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engaged in lending his recommendation, name, title, and photograph 
for use on advertising literature of, and in promoting the sale of, 
the candy products of respondent Loft, Inc. 

PAn. 2. Commencing on or about the first day of October 1934, and 
continuously thereafter for several months, reaching into the year 
1935, respondents, separately and together, began and carried on 
an extensive advertising and sales promotion program for Loft candy 
Products, directed to and reaching the public in general in various 
States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia, by 
rneans of statements and representations, having State and inter· 
8tate circulation, in newspapers, on circular literature inserted in 
Loft candy boxes, on labels and seals, on certain literature distrib· 
Uted through Loft stores, on Loft store and window displays, and 
by means of radio broadcasts made by respondent Daniel R. Hodgdon 
and contracted for and sponsored by respondent Loft, Inc. Through· 
Qut the entirety of the aforesaid advertising of respondents there runs 
and prominently appears the slogan and representation that Loft 
candies are "Made without Glucose" and contain no glucose. The 
said slogan and representation appears on Loft labels and seals, some
times standing alone, but usually in combination with the words 
''S EAL OF PnoTEcTioN" and "LOFT REALLY PURE CANDY." These seals, 
:Vhich are placed on Loft candy boxes and wrappers, are pictured 
In approximately all of the advertising literature of respondent Loft, 
Inc., and are repeatedly therein referred to and combined with such 
statements as "This Seal is your Protection" and "Loft Seal is Your 
Protection." The aforesaid statements and representations also re
peatedly and variously appear in association or combination with 
such statements and representations as the following: 

Loft CODE OF ETIIICS: 

Glucose should not be JlUt In <'andy unless the label states the facts-because 
t;lucose Is only a starch which has been treated with sulphuric acid. Excess 
ot starch Is dangerous. 

Loft candies are really pure--they contain no substitutes-no adulterants of 
any kind. 

• • • • • • • 
Loft has discovered a new method of making candies without the use of 

Rlucose. 
Loft cnndiPs do not contain substitutes or preservatives of any kind. 
Loft candies are made of JlUre cane sugar-honey-and the purest of all fine 

ana terlals. 
Loft candies nre really pure-therefore delicious and easily digested. 
Loft Seal Is Your Protef·tlou . 

• • • • • • • 
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Loft Candies do not contain Glucose. Glucose is an adulterant made by treat· 
ing starch with Sulphuric or Hydrochloric Acid. 

Take 110 chances. 
Eat Loft Candy. 
Loft Candy ldeals-

1. Purity with no Substitutes. 
2. Freshness with F.nest Materials. 
3. High Quality Leadership. 
4. Low Prices with Honesty. 
5. 1\lade without Glucose. 

Be Safe-Buy Loft Candies and Know What You are getting. 
Absolutely Pure. 
Good and Safe for Children. 
Made Without Glucose. 

• • • • • 
YOU ARE SAFE WHEN YOU BUY Loft Candies. 

• • • • • 
LOFT STORES TO SERVE YOU RIGHT 

• • • • • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
Loft Candies are made without glucose, preservatives or substitutes of anY 

kind. 

• • • • • • • 
Loft-The name you can trust for Christmas Candles. 

• • • • • • • 
During the period between October 1, 1934, and the first part of 

January 1935, respondents made no specific reference to corn syrup 
as being the product identified by their use of the term "glucose" and 
for the most part confined themselves to the use of the term "glu· 
cose," except that a substantial portion of the newspaper advertise· 
ments of respondent I .. oft, Inc., during the sai.d times, carried the 
following additional statements and references to definitions addi· 
tiona! statements and references to definitions purporting to describe 
and identify glucose: 

WHAT IS GLUCOSE? 

U. S. Pharmacopoeia, page 178, as follows: 
A product obtained by the incomplete hydrolysis of starch. 

Oxford English Dictionary, page 237 (1933) says of glucose: 
Now chirfly in non-scientific use as a commercial name for dextrose, ob
tained from starch by the action ot sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Alfred W. 1\IcCann says in his book, "The Science of Eating", page 300, of 
glucose: 

Glucose as a filler Is the symbol of denatured carbohydrate foods, the excess 
of which In the diet of the average American family Is the cause of manY 
diseases. 
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During the aforementioned period, the aforesaid statements and 
definitions were also made and referred to on the insert literature 
separately circulated and distributed to and among the purchasing 
and consuming public by respondent Loft, Inc., in its candy boxes, 
together, however, with the following additional statements, repre
sentations, and references to definitions: 
Fuuk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary, 1932 Edition, page 1044, says of glucose: 

It is the principal member of the group to which it gives its name and 
is much less sweet than cane sugar. It is made commercially by treating 
starch with dilute sulphuric acid, and the resulting solid product is called 
grape sugar, and the syrup Glucose. 

The Winston Simplified Dictionary, 1934, page 415, says of Glucose: 
Obtained by the action of sulphuric acid on starch, or in solid form known 
as dextrose. Commercially a syrup containing glucose proper and other 
substances. Used as an adulterant. 

Webster's International Dictionary ( 1934), page 1067, says of glucose : 
Commercial. A light colored, uncrystallizable syrup obtained by the in
complete hydrolysis of starch (usually by heating it with dilute acid) and 
containing chiefly maltose, dextrin, and dextrose; mixing syrup; starch 
syrup. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of the aforesaid advertising and 
sales promotion program for Loft candy products, respondent Loft, 
Inc., and respondent Daniel R. Hodgdon represented and represent 
~o purchasers and prospective purchasers of candy and to the public 
In general that the candy products of the respondent Loft, Inc., are 
"Made without Glucose" and contain no glucose; that glucose, as 
Used or found in candy, is made with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid 
and bleached with sulphuric acid, is a filler, an adulterant, a pre
servative, and a cheap substitute for sugar in candy, is less digestible 
than cane sugar, and contains starch, and therefore, that it is im
Pure, unwholesome, harmful to health, unsafe, and dangerous for 
adults and children; that glucose is an ingredient used and found in 
candies, except Loft candies; that candy products made with or con
taining glucose may contain and do contain sulphuric or hydrochloric 
acid and starch, are less digestible than candies made without glucose, 
contain a filler, a preservative, an adulterant, and a cheap substitute 
for sugar in candies, and therefore, that the same are impure, un
Wholesome, harmful to health, unsafe, and dangerous for adults and 
children; that the Loft seal, appearing on Loft candy boxes, bearing 
the slogan "l\Iade without Glucose'', is a "Seal of Protection'' against 
~uch candies, all therein and thereby further implying and represent
Ing that the purchase and use of candy products in general, other 

· than those of respondent Loft, Inc., is dangerous and unsafe and is to 
he Warned against, and that candies made with or containing glucose 
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are inferior in quality to candies made without or containing no 
glucose, and to the candy products made, offered, and sold by re
spondent Loft, Inc. 

The slogan "Made without Glucose," as used by respondents with 
relation to Loft candies, is calculated to and does epitomize the< 
aforesaid statements and representations relative to glucose, to 
candies made with or containing glucose, and to Loft candies as dis
tinguished therefrom and as superior thereto. Said slogan is at all 
times combined with respondent's statements and representations in 
disparagement of glucose, such that the same is inseparable from said 
statements and representations with respect to the benefits accruing 
therefrom to respondent Loft, Inc. 

The substance of the aforesaid statements and representations 
relative to Loft candies, to glucose, to candies made with or contain
ing glucose, and to candies other than those of Loft, Inc., aU as 
above set forth, is abundantly diffused throughout the advertising' 
and sales promotion conducted by respondents between October 1, 
1934, and the month of October 1935, but in carrying the same over 
in the advertising conducted during the latter part of January 1935, 
and thereafter, respondents used the terms "glucose" and "com
mercial glucose," together or in association with the term "corn 
syrup," for the most part in such a way as to indicate that by the 
terms "glucose" and "commercial glucose" respondents specifically 
and exclusively referred to, meant, and intended to limit the appli
cation of such terms to that candy ingredient or product known as 
"corn syrup." 

The aforesaid statements and representations falsely disparage 
the qualities and ingredient properties of the candy products of com
petitors of respondent Loft, Inc. 

PAn. 4. In view of the primary meaning of "glucose," as more 
fully hereinafter set forth, and because "glucose" and "commercial 
glucose" are used to identify a certain sugar contained in candy 
products in general, and in Loft candies, said terms, in and of them
selves, are inadequate to identify "corn syrup" or to identify and 
distinguish that commercial ingredient, specifically known as "corn 
syrup," from certain other sugar or candy ingredients commonly 
designated and identified as "glucose." 

As a matter of primary definition and meaning, the word "glucose" 
is a name for a certain sugar or group of sugars. Dictionary defini
tions of "glucose" are not worded alike, and some are more extensive 
than others, but according to that definition which in substance is 
common to dictionaries in general, the word "glucose" is generic in 
meaning and as such identifies a sugar. This definition also usually 
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indicates that this sugar is found largely in the vegetable kingdom, 
in honey, and in animal organisms, as in the blood, liver, etc.; 
that it is less sweet than cane sugar, and that it is commercially 
derived from starch. 'Vithin this meaning, the words "glucose" and 
1'dextrose" are interchangeable and synonymous, and in connection 
with the said definition of the word "glucose," the word "dextrose" 
is sometimes referred to and defined as a synonym for "glucose." 
Within this meaning, also, and as a m·atter of fact, the said sugar is 
an end-product of hydrolized cane sugar and an end-product of 
hydrolized starch. Some definitions also indicate that "glucose" is the 
name of a group of sugars or sweet compounds having a common 
chemical formula, to which glucose, as the principal member of the 
group, gives its name, and that this group includes, among others, 
grape-sugar, also called "dextrose," and fruit sugar, also called 
'
1:fructose" and "levulose." In some instances, but not universally, 
dictionary definitions also indicate that the word "glucose" has a 
commercial significance, in which connection some defin!tions indicate 
it as a commercial name for dextrose, while other definitions indicate 
it as the name for syrup which is commercially derived from starch, 
but this information, in those definitions in which it appears, is 
subordinated to the primary definition of glucose as meaning a sugar 
or sugars, such that general reference to dictionary definitions serves 
to identify glucose as a sngar rather than as a commercial syrup, 
and even where a commercial syrup is referred to in definitions 
appearing under the word "glucose," no specific mention is made 
of "corn syrup" nor is the commercial meaning of the word limited 
in such a way as to identify glucose as being only that syrup com~ 
mercially clerived from the starch of corn. 

In the sense that the word "glucose" primarily identifies sugar, 
it is a. word familin.r to and generally used in the parlance of bio
chemists, nutritionists, pediatricians, and medical men, and in general 
by those professions dealing with the feeding, uses, and metabolisms 
of food, and as so used, it means and signifies that particular sugar 
also known and identified both as "dextrose" and as ~'d-glucose." 
Dy such experts it is also described as the "sugar of the blood," or 
as that sugar which, upon digestion of carbohydrate foods, is ab
sorbed and taken into the blood stream to the liver and to the muscles 
of the body. For the reason that the glucose sugars, including glu~ 
cose or dextrose and levulose, are subject to scientific detection by a 
process known as polarization, the word "glucose" has been subjected 
to some refinement and has given rise in chemical and scientific 
tenninology to the words "d-glucose" and "!-glucose." For the 
reason that the simple sugar known as '1glucose" or "dextrose" is 
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dextrorotary, that is, upon polarization rotates the plane of light to 
the right, it has come to be more specifically identified as "d-glucose." 
"Levulose," on the other hand, being levurotary, rotating the plane 
of light to the left, has come to be more particularly identified as 
"1-glucose." 

The Pharmacopoeia of the United States defines Glucos (Liquid 
Glucose) as "a product obtained by the incomplete hydrolysis of 
starch." · 

The words "glucose" and "commerci&.l glucose" arc interchangeably 
used among members o£ the candy-making trades to designate a 
candy ingredient or syrup product made and sold by the corn indus
tries, and with regard thereto these words are understood by most 
members of the candy-making trades to mean "corn syrup", but the 
words as so used by some members o£ said trades have not been and 
are not accepted, adopted or used by all members o£ said trades as 
a name and synonym for "corn syrup." It is not shown that these 
words, standing alone and as used or understood among members of 
said trades, are understood by the public in general to mean "corn 
syrup." 

PAR. 5. Sugars are called monosaccharides, disaccharides, and 
polysaccharides, depending upon whether they are composed of one, 
two, or more sugar molecules. The simple glucose sugars, dextrose 
( d-glucose) and levulose (1-glucose), are monosaccharides. Hy
drolysis (chemical breakdown) of the disaccharicles and polysac
charides produces monosaccharides. The hydrolysis of cane sugar 
(sucrose), a polysaccharide, into its simple sugars, produces one part 
dextrose and one part levulose. The hydrolysis of starch into mal· 
tose, a disaccharide, and thence into its simple sngars, produces two 
equal parts o£ dextrose. Levulose is known to be sweeter than 
dextrose sugar, but the food and energy values of dextrose presently 
appear to be more emphasized in human diet, physiology, and food 
metabolism. 

The general process of making commercial candies with cane sugar 
involves a substantial hydrolysis or breakdown of the cane sugar 
into its simple sugars and the inversion thereof into non-crystalline 
form, in which form it is known as "invert sugar." The maintenance 
of this inversion is essential in the finished candy product. Except 
in the presence of acids, acid salts, or certain enzymes, by which 
hydrolysis and inversion are achieved and maintained, inverted cane 
sugar regrains or crystallizes, for which reason acidity, as distin· 
guished from alkaline conditions, must be present in candy made 
of cane sugar and must be produceu or induced therein in the process 
of manufacture in order to make and maintain candy as such. The 
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~ndustrial chemistry incident and essential to these accomplishments 
In candy making, as now practiced, is consistent with the qualities 
of safety and wholesomeness in candy. 

Among commercial candy makers in general, the aforesaid ends for 
the most part are achieved by use of that candy ingredient or prod
uct made and sold by the so-called corn industries and specifically 
described and identified as "corn syrup", although called "glucosen 
and sometimes "commercial glucose" among members of the candy
making trades. This product is obt!!lned in commercial manufacture 
by the controlled hydrolysis or conversion of starch, derived from 
corn, in which process the starch loses its identity and nature as such, 
and in which, short of complete hydrolysis, producing dextrose 
only, the starch is converted into dextrins, maltose, and dextrose, in 
varying proportions dependent upon the extent of hydrolysis. A 
dextrin is a product which is neither starch nor sugar but intermedi
ate between starch and sugar. Dextrins are not found in cane sugar 
or in hydrolyzed or inverted cane sugar. They are produced from 
starch in the process of human digestion and, like the starch from 
which derived, they are healthful and wholesome when found or 
produced in human diet. In addition, corn syrup contains "·ater and 
is acid, as distinguished from alkaline, in its reactions. 

Candy can be made with a sugar ingredient other than cane sugar, 
but cane sugar is usually used, and usually with corn syrup in combi
nation therewith. Corn Syrup contains glucose, that is, sugar, which 
is the base of all candy, and it has the additional value and necessary 
properties for aiding the hydrolysis and inversion of cane sugar and 
for maintaining the inverted sugar of candy against regraining or 
reversion to crystalline form. It thus serves not only in the. making 
of candy but also thereafter to maintain it as such. It is also valu
able in obtaining and regulating the desired sweetness or taste of 
candy and serves to satisfy needs brought about by varied conditions 
under which candy is kept and sold. 

PAR. 6. Respondent Loft, Inc., professes to a long record and repu
tation for good candies, and for many years prior to the month of 
October 1934, it used corn syrup in the making of its cnndies. Be
cause of its unique combination of values as a candy ingredient, corn 
syrup, also known as "glucose" and "commercial glucose" by members 
of the candy making industry, has been used in said industry for 
approximately fifty years. 1\fany makers of candy, competitors of 
respondent Loft, Inc., regard it as an absolutely essential ingredient 
for all or most of their candies. It is now used generally, if not 
1miversn lly, by competitors of respondent Loft, Inc., so that false and 
di~raraging statements and reprE:>sentn tions by respondents relative 
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to corn syrup, glucose, and commercial glucose, as a candy ingredient, 
tend to atrect and obstruct, and do affect and obstruct, competitors in 
the sale of their candies. 

PAR. 7. For the reason that glucose, in any form, inclusive of 
sugar or corn syrup, as used or found in candy, is safe and wholesome 
and regarded both as a natural and essential ingredient in commercial 
candies, there is no basis for disparaging candies made with or con
taining glucose in any form. For the same reasons, and contrary to 
the statements and representations made by respondents, as set forth 
in paragraphs 2 and 3 above, glucose, as sugar or corn syrup, or in 
any form as used or found in candy, with respect to candy, is not an 
"adulterant" and is not a "substitute," or a "cheap substitute" for cane 
sugar, or a "filler," or a "preservative," in the sense that these words 
may be used, and were so used in Loft advertising, to reflect ul,pon 
candy quality, and the same are inappropriate to describe corn syrup 
as a candy ingredient or to reflect comparative qualities of candies 
as a result of the use or non-use of corn syrup. For the same reasons, 
also, the market price of corn syrup, purchased in commercial quanti
tics for use in candies, is not relevant to th~ quality' of candies, and 
with respect to the qualities of candy made with or containing corn 
syrup, there is no basis for disparaging said candy by way of a gen
eral representation to the effect that the ingredient used or contained 
therein, called "glucose," "commercial glucose," or "corn syrup," is 
"cheap" or a "cheap substitute" for cane sugar in candy. The said 
ingredient, as used ·or found in candy, is not made with sulphuric 
acid, is not bleached with sulphuric acid, and does not contain either 
sulphnric or hydrochloric acid, or starch, is not impure, unwholesome, 
harmful to health, unsafe, or dangerous for adults or children, or 
less digestible than cane sugar. The said ingredient has been studif'rl 
by biochemists and is used extensively by nutritionists, pediatricians, 
nnd experts in the field of carbohydrate feeding, and upon the over
whelming weight of evidence, it is not only healthful and wholesome 
but a valuable :food product which may be made an ingredient in 
candy or other food products without risk of injuring the health of 
either adults or children. In general, the industrial chemistry or 
making said ingredient for use in candies is not in every detail 
parallel to that used in the making or refining of cane sugar, but the 
same is comparable thereto, and no basis is shown :for impPaching 
either of these processes, or the process or proeesses used in hydroliz
ing and inverting cane sugar in candy making, as being unsafe or 
unwholesome. Candy products made with or contninin_g said in.!!redi
('nt or product do not contain sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, or 
starch, are not less digestible than candies made without said ingredi-
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ent, or with cane sugar only, and the same are not impure, unwhole
some, harmful to health, unsafe, and dangerous for adults or children, 
Gr otherwise inferior in quality to candies made without said ingredi
ent or product. The purchase and use of candy products in general 
other than those of respondent Loft, Inc., is not dangerous or unsafe. 
With respect to the qualities of safety, healthfulness, and wholesome
ness in candy, respondent Loft, Inc., has competitors making and 
selling candies made with and without said ingredient, which are 
~omparable and equal to the candy products made, offered, and sold 
by respondent Loft, Inc. 

For the reasons above stated, the statements and representations 
made by respondents in disparagement of the qualities and ingre
dient property or properties of candy products made and sold by 
~ompetitors of respondent Loft, Inc., all as set forth and referred to 
In paragraphs 2 and 3 above, were and are, and each of them was 
and is, false. 

PAR. 8. It is not shown that glucose, in the form of corn syrup 
as such, was used or found in any of the candyr products made and 
sold by respondent Loft, Inc., during the course of the advertising 
and sales promotion hereinabove referred to; but with respect to 
glucose, defined as "a product obfained by the incomplete hydrolysis 
Gf starch," and as so identified and represented in certain portions 
Gf Loft advertisements, some of said candies did in fact contain, or 
Were made with, a product identified as incompletely hydrolized 
starch and as, glucose, as evidenced by the presence of dextrins. 0! 
necessity, also, being made with cane sugar. and invert cane sugar, 
the candy products of respondent Loft, Inc., were and are made with 
dextrose and levulose, so that as a matter of scientific fact, and within 
the general and specific definition of glucose as identifying sugars 
and a particular sugar, and further, within the identity thereof as so 
represented in certain portions of Loft advertising, referred to and 
set out in paragraph 2 above, referring to glucose as sugar, and as a 
name for dextrose, said candies were and are made with glucose. 

PAR. 9. Respondent Loft, Inc., is one of the largest candy products 
manufacturers in the world and has publicly represented itself to be 
the largest. While it sells to independent retailers, it also owns or 
operates over two hundred retail stores, located in various cities of the 
Various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
The total sales income of respondent Loft, Inc., in 1934, the y<'ar in 
which the advertising complained of was begun, was $12,412,327.46, 
of which $7,G92,270.85 represents income from candy sales. R~
spondent spent $226,067.32 on account of advertising in 1934:, and 
$208,609.82 on account of advertising from January 1, 1935, to Oc-
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tober 1, 1935. The amount spent in 1934 was almost half as much 
as the entire net profit of the corporation for 1934, which was $45ti,-
377.19. In the year 1934, the year in which the advertising com
plained of began, respondent Loft, Inc., produced and distributed 
22,950,817 pounds of candies, representing an increase of. consider
ably over two and a half million pounds more than it sold in 1933. 
Many of the competitors of respondent Loft, Inc., are small and in
ferior in business size and strength, to that of said respondent. 

PAR. 10. The false and disparaging statements and representations 
made by respondents, separately and together, all as more particu
larly hereinabove set forth, have the tendency and capacity to place, 
and have in fact placed, in the minds of the buying public to a sub
stantial degree a consciousness of danger in the use o:f candy or food 
made with or containing glucose, and the same have had, and have, 
and each of them has had, and has, a tendency and capacity to, and 
did and do in :fact, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the 
buying public, including purchasers and potential purchasers of can
dies being sold in competition with the candy products of respondent 
Loft, Inc., into the false and erroneous belie£ that said statements 
and representations are, and eacli of them is, true; that glucose is· 
an ingredient or substance which is1 used or contained in candy in 
general but is not used or contained in Loft candies; that it is an 
ingredient or substance which is impure, harmful to health, unwhole
some, dangerous, and unsafe; that candies in which it is used or 
present are impure, harmful to health, unwholesome, dangerous, and 
unsafe, and otherwise inferior in quality to the candies of respondent 
Loft, Inc., and that the purchase and use of candies other than those 
of respondent Loft, Inc., is in general dangerous and unsafe, and 
the same have caused, and cause, such purchasers and prospective 
purchasers of competitors to discontinue or refrain from the making 
of purchases from said competitors and to purchase products of 
Loft, Inc., in place and stead of candy products of said competi
tors, in consequence of which trade has been, and is, unfairly divert
ed to respondent Loft, Inc., from its competitors who do not falsely 
defame or disparage the products of others and who do not misrep
resent the ingredients of their own products. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, Loft, Inc., and 
Dr. Daniel R. Hodgdon, are to the prejudice of the public and of 
respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of n.n. 
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Act of Congress, approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the separate answers 
of respondents, testimony and other evidence taken before John W. 
Bennett, Esq., an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly desig
nated by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in 
opposition thereto, briefs filed herein, and oral arguments by Jay L. 
Jackson, attorney for the Commission and by Messrs. Sanders, Childs, 
Bobb & Wescott, by Everett Sanders, Esq. and Edward F. Howrey, 
Esq., of counsel, attorneys for respondents, and the Commission hav
ing made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered, That I"espondent Loft, Inc., and respondent Dr. 
Daniel R. Hodgdon, and its and his officers, agents, representatives, 
and employees, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale, 
sale, and distribution of candy products in interstate commerce, or in 
the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Representing in any way, directly or indirectly, that glucose, 
whether in the form of commercial glucose or glucose in any other 
form, as now produced and used or contained in candy products, 
is impure, harmful to health, unwholesome, dangerous, or unsafe, 
or that that ingredient, or any ingredient, now produced and used 
or contained in candy products, and called or identified by the name 
glucose, is impure, harmful to health, unwholesome, dangerous, or 
unsafe; 

2. Representing in any way, directly or indirectly, that candy prod
ucts made with or containing glucose, whether in the form of com
mercial glucose or glucose in any other form, are impure, harmful 
to health, unwholesome, dangerous, or unsa:le, or that such candies 
are inferior in quality to, or less pure, wholesome, or safe than, the 
candies of respondent Loft, Inc.; 

3. Representing in any way, directly or indirectly, that the pur
chase and use of candies made with or containing glucose, whether 
in the form of commercial glucose or glucose in any other form, is 
dangerous or unsafe, or that the purchase and use of candy products 

146756m--30--vol. 24----46 
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in general, other than those of respondent Loft, Inc., is dangerous 
or unsafe; 

4. Representing, directly or indirectly, that the candy products of 
respondent Loft, Inc., are made without, or do not in fact contain, 
glucose. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with tlie Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 
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IN THE l\fATI'ER OF 

CHARLES R. LUCE, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS TRUSTEE, 
TRADING AS LUCE & COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, I<'INDINGS, AND OUDElt IN REGAUD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, l!l14 

Docket 9!7'80. Complaint, Apr. 23, 1936-Decision, l<'cb. 9, 1931 

Where an individual engaged in manufacture and sale of "straight" goods 
candy and of so-called "break and take" assortments, principal trade 
demand for which comes from the small retailers with stores, in many 
instances, near schools and patronized by school children, and sale and 
distribution of which candy, giving with sale thereof to public opportunity 
of obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or chance, teaches and 
encourages gambling among children,. largest class by far of purchasers 
and consumers of such type thereof, who buy same in preference to 
so-called "straight" candy when displayed side by side, by reason of 
lottery or gambling feature connected with former, and selling of which 
in the market of the other, i. e., the "straight" goods, bas been followed 
by marked decrease in sales of such "straight" candy, due to gambling 
or lottery feature connected with so-called "brenk and take" merchandise--

Sold to wholesalers and jobbers assortments variously designated as ''Lucky 
Winner," "Lucky Smokes," and "Big Winner," and composed of a number 
of penny pieces of uniform size and shape, the concealed colored centers 
of some of which differed from those of the majority, together with 
number of packages of cnndy, to be given as prizes to those procuring 
one of said pieces, colored center of which differed as aforesaid from 
majority thereof, and together with explanatory display cards with ~;aid 

"Lucky \Vinner" assortments for retailers' use is offering same to public; 
so assembled and packed that such assortments might be and were dis
played and sold by numerous retall dealer purchasers thereof in accord
ance with above described plan, and with knowledge and intent that such 
assortmPnts eould and would thus be resold to public by retail dealers 
as above set forth, in violation of public policy and in competition with 
many who regard snell method of sale and distribution as morally had and 
as encouraging gambling, and especially among children, as injurious to 
the Industry through resulting In the merchandising of a chance or lottery 
instead of candy, and us providing retailers with a means of violating. the 
laws of the several States, and some of whom, for such reasons, refuse 
to sell candy so paclwd and assembled that it can be resold to public 
by lot or ehance; 

'\Vith result thnt retailers, finding such candy more salable, purchased products 
of said individual and others employing similar methods, some competi
tors began sale and distribution of candy for resale to public by lot or 
chance to meet competition of manufacturers who thus sPII nnd di:4rihnte 
their products, "straight" goods sales of aforesaid refusing competitors, 
who can compete on evl'n terms only by giYing same or similar devices to 
retail dealers, showed a continued decrPase in their unwillingness to do 
so, public and competitors were p1·ejudiced and Injured, and trade was 
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diverted to him from said competitors, and there was a restraint upon 
and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate competition in 
industry concerned: 

Ileld, 'l'hat such acts and practices, under the conditions and circumstances 
set forth, were all to the prejudice and injury of the public and com· 
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
Mr. Henry 0. Lank and J/r. P. 0. Kolinski for the Commission. 
Sperry & Yankauer, of New York City, for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
tembcr 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other pur
poses," the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Charles R. Luce, individually, and as trustee, trading as Luce & 
Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and is 
using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" 
is defined in said act of Congress, and it appearing to said Corn· 
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that 
respect as follows : 

PAnAonArJI 1. Respondent is an individual, operating his business 
as a common law trust of the type known as "Massachusetts Trust 
Estate," organized and filed under the laws of New Jersey, and using 
the trade name of Luce & Company, with his principal office and 
place of business located at 350 Mercer Street, in the city of Jersey 
City, State of New .Jersey. Respondent is now, and for several years 
last past, has Lel'n l'ngagcd in the manufacture of candy nncl in 
the sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers located at points 
in the various States of the Unitl'd StatPs, and causes said products, 
whC'n so sold, to Le transported from his place of business in the 
eity of Jersey City, State of New Jersey, to purchasers thereof in 
other StatPs of the United States at their respective places of 
business, and there is now, and has been for several years last past, 
a course of trade and commerce by said respondent in such candy, 
hetweC'n and among the States of the United States. In the course 
nnd corHluct of the said business, rrsponrlcnt is in competition with 
other individuals and with corporations and partnerships rngaged in 
the sale and distribution of candy and candy products in commPTce 
h<'twren and among the various States of the United States. 

PAn. 2. In the course an<l conduct of his business, as dC'scrihed in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent sells and has sold since on or about 
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December 1935, to wholesale dealers, packages or assortments of 
candy so packed and assembled as to involve the use of a lottery 
scheme when sold and distributed to the consumers thereof. 

One of said assortments consists of a number of pieces of candy 
of uniform size and shape, together with a number of packages of 
candy, which packages of candy are to be given as prizes to purchasers 
of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in the following 
lnanner: The majority of the said pieces of candy of uniform size and 
shape have centers of the same color, but a small number of said pieces 
of candy have centers of a different color. The said pieces of candy 
of uniform size and shape in sa.id assortment retail at the price of 1¢ 
~ach, but the purchaser who procures one of said candies having' a 
~enter colored differently from the majority is entitled to receive, and 
Is to be given free of charge, one of the said packages of candy hereto
fo~e referred to. The color of the centers of said pieces of candy of 
UIUform size and shape is effectively concealed from the purchaser and 
Prospective purchaser until a selection has been made and the piece 
'Of candy broken up. The aforesaid purchasers of said candies, who 
Procure a candy having a center colored differently from the majority 
of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in said assortment, 
thus procure one of the said packages of candy wholly by lot or 
chance. 

PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers, to whom respondent sells his assort
lnent, resell said assortment to retail dealers, and said retail dealers 
ex:pose said assortment for sale and sell said candy to the purchasing 
Public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus 
~upplies to and places in the hands of others the means of conducting 
l otte.rics in the sale of his product in accordance with the sales plan 
teremabove set forth, as a means of inducing purchasers thereof to 

.Purchase respondent's said product in preference to candy offered 
for sale and sold by his competitors. 

PAn. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the man
ner above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to 
Pl'ocure packages of candy. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and 
th~ sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid of 
~a~d method, js a practice of the sort which the common law and 
crllninal statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; and is 
con.trary to an established public policy of the Government of the 
lJnited States. The use by respondent of said method has the dan
gerous tendency unduly to hinder com1)ctition or create monopoly in 
l]' 11S, to wit: that the use thereof has the tendency and capacity to 
ex:clude from the branch of the candy trade involved in this proceed-
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ing competitors· who do not adopt and use the same method or an 
equivalent or similar method involving the same or an equivalent or 
similar element of chance or lottery scheme. 

Many persons, firms and corporations who make and sell candy in 
competition with the respondent, as above alleged, are unwilling to 
offer for sale or sell candy so packed and assembled as above alleged, 
or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing publio 
so as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors refrain there
from. 

PAR. 5. Many dealers in, and ultimate purchasers of, candy are 
attracted by respondent's said method and manner of packing said 
candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in 
the manner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase· 
said candy so packed and sold by respondent, in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do 
not use the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by 
respondent has the tendency and capacity, because of said game of 
chance, to divert to respondent trade and custom from his said com
petitors who do not use the same or an equivalent method; to exclude 
from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to and who· 
do not use the same or an equivalent method because the same is 
unlawful; to lessen competition in said candy trade, and to tend to 
create a monopoly of said candy trade in respondent and such other 
distributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent method, and 
to deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free competition in 
said candy trade. The use of said method by the respondent has 
the tendency and capacity to eliminate from said candy trade all 
actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom all potential competitorsr 
who do not adopt and use said method or an equivalent method. 

PAR. 6. Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chanco 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any other method 
that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 7. The aforementioned method, acts and practices of the 
respondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors as hereinabove alleged. Said method, acts, and practices 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the in
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An· 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on April 23, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Charles H. Luce, 
individually and as trustee, trading as Luce & Company, charging 
him with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in 
violation of the provisions of said act. Respondent did not file an
swer to said complaint, and, commencing July 10, 1936, testimony 
and other evidence in support of the allegations of the complaint 
Were introduced by Henry C. Lank and P. C. Kolinski, attomeys 
for the Commission, before Miles J. Furnas, an examiner of the 
Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony 
and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the 
Commission. Respondent was represented by counsel but offered 
no testimony or other evidence in opposition to the charges of the 
complaint. 

Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on said complaint, the testimony and other 
evidence duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission, 
respondent having indicated that he did not desire to file any brief 
or to orally argue the matter; and the Commission, having duly con
sidered the matter and being fully advised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion dmwn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is an individual and the sole trustee o:f 
the trust estate doing business as Luce & Company. He has his prin
cipal office and place of business at 350 Mercer Street, in the city 
of Jersey City, State of New Jersey, and is now, and for several 
Years last past has been, engaged in the manufacture of candy and 
in the sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers and job
bers located at points in the various States in the eastern part of the 
United States, and causes said candy when so sold to be shipped or 
transported from his principal place of business in the State of New 
Jersey to purchasers thereof in New Jersey and in other States in 
the eastern part of the United States at their respective places of 
business. In so carrying on said business respondent is and has beell 
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engaged in interstate commerce and is and has been in active com
petition with other individuals and with partnerships and corpora
tions engaged in the manufacture of candy and in the sale and dis
tribution thereof in commerce bet"·een and among the various SLates 
of the United States. 

PAR. 2. Among the candy manufactured and sold by respondent 
were assortments known and designated by respondent as "Lucky 
\Vinner," "Lucky Smokes," and "Dig 1Vinner." Said assortments 
were composed of a number of pieces of candy of uniform size and 
shape, together with a number of packages of candy, ''hich pack
ages of candy were given as prizes to purchasers of said pieces of 
candy of uniform size and shape, in the following manner: 

The majority of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in 
said assortment had centers of the same color, but a small number 
of said pieces of candy had centers of a different color. Said pieces 
of candy of uniform size and shape retailed at the price of 1¢ each, 
but the purchasers who procured one of the said pieces of candy 
having a center colored differently from the majority were entitled 
to receive, and were to be given free of charge, one of the said pack
ages of candy heretofore referred to. The color of the center of 
said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape was effectively con
cealed from purchasers and prospective purchasers until a selection 
had been made and the piece of candy selected broken open. The 
aforesaid purchasers, who procured a piece of candy of uniform size 
and shape having a center colored differently from the majority, thus 
procured one of the said packages of candy whol1y by lot or chance. 

Respondent furnished to said wholesale dealers, with the "Lucky 
'Winner" assortment, a display card to be used by the retail dealer in 
offering said assortment for sale to the public. The display card bore 
a legend or legends informing the prospective purchaser that the 
said assortment was being distributed in accordance with the above
described sales plan. 

PAR. 3. The candy assortments involving the lot or chance feature, 
as described in paragraph 2 above, are generally referred to in the 
candy trade or industry as "break and take" assortments. Assort
ments of candy without the lot or chance feature in connection with 
their resale to the public are gen('rally referrt>d to in the candy trade 
or industry as "straight" goods. These terms will be used hereafter 
in tlwse findings to designate these types of assortments. 

PAR. 4. Numerous retail dealers purchased the said assortments de
scribed in paragraph 2 above from wholesale dealers and jobbers who 
in turn had purchased said assortments from respondent. Such re
tail dealers displayed said assortments for sale to the public as packed 
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and assembled by the respondent, and the candy contained in said 
a!"sortments was sold and distributed to the consuming public in 
accordance with the above described sales plan. 

PAn. 5. All sales made by respondent of assortments described in 
paragraph 2 hereof were absolute sales, and respondent retained no 
control in any way over the goods after they were delivered to the 
Wholesale dealer or jobber. The assortments were assembled and 
packed in such manner that they were and might be displayed by the 
retail dealer for sale and distribution to the purchasing public in 
accordance with the sales plan described in said paragraph 2. The 
respondent had knowledge that said assortments would be resold to 
the purchasing public by retail dealers by lot or chance, and packed 
~nd assembled such candy in the way and manner described so that 
lt conltl and would be resold to the public by retail dealers in the 
tnanner described. 

PAn. G. The sale and distribution of candy by the retail dealers by 
the method herein described is a sale and distribution of candy by 
lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. 

Compet:tors of respondent appeared as witnesses in this proceeding 
and testified, and the Commission finds as a fact, that many com
petitors regard such methods of sale and distribution as morally bad 
nnd as encouraging gambling especially among children; as injurious 
to the candy industry because it ~esults in the merchandising of a 
chance or lottery instead of candy; and as providing retail merchants 
W.ith the means of vio1ating the laws of the several States. Because 
of these reasons some competitors of respondent refuse to sell candy 
so packed and assembled that it can be resold to the public by lot or 
chance. These competitors are thereby put to a disadvantage in 
competing. The retailers, finding that they could dispose of more 
candy by the "break and take" method, bought from respondent and 
0~hers employing the same methods of sale, and thereby trade was 
diverted to respondent and others using similar methods from said 
competitors. Said competitors can compete on even terms only by 
giving the same or similar devices to retail dealers. This they are 
nnwilling to do, and their sales of "straight" candy show a continued 
decrease. 

In order to meet the competition of manufacturers who sell and 
distribute candy which is resold by such methods, some competitors 
of respondent have begun the sale and distribution of candy for resale 
to the public by lot or chance. The use of such methods by respond
ent in the sale and distribution of his candy was prejudicial and 
i~jurious to the public and his competitors and resulted in the diver
Sion of trade to respondent from said competitors, and was a restraint 
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upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate competi
tion in the candy industry. 

PAn. 7. There are in the United States many manufacturers of 
candy who do not manufacture and sell lottery or prize assortments 
and who sold their "straight" candy in interstate commerce in com
petition with the ''break and take" assortments of respondent and 
other manufacturers of similar candy. The sale of candy without 
a lottery or gaming feature in connection therewith is adversely af
fected by the sale of "break and take" candy, and manufacturers of 
the former type of candy have noted a marked decrease in the sales 
of their products whenever and. wherever the lottery or prize candy 
has appeared in their market. This uecrease in the sales of "straight" 
tlmdy is principally due to the gambling or lottery features connected 
with the "break and take" candy. 

rAP.. 8. The principal demand in the trade for the "break and 
take" candy comes from the small retailers. The stores of these small 
retailers are in many instances located near schools and attract the 
trade of school children. The consumers or purchasers of the lot
tery or prize assortments are principally children, and because of the 
lottery or gambling feature connected v,·ith the "break and take" 
assortments and the possibility of becoming a winner it has been ob
served that the children purchase them in preference to the "straight" 
candy when the two types of assor~ments are displayed side by side. 

The children prefer to purchase the lottery or prize assortments 
of candy because of the gambling feature connected with their sale. 
The sale and distribution of "break and take" assortments of candy, 
or of candy which has connected with its sale to the public the 
means or opportunity of obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by 
]ot or chance, teaches and encourages gambling among chiluren who 
comprise by far the largPst class of purchasers and consumers of 
this type of candy. 

PAn. !>. The respondent testified, and the Commission finds, that 
the gross annual sales of the respondent are between $80,000 and 
$!>0,000; that the respondent sold his "break and take'' assortments 
described in paragraph 2 hereof for a few months only, discontinu
in(J' the sale thereof during March or April 1936; and that the 

0 ' "break and take" assortments were a minor part of the respondents 
total business. 

r AR, 10. The Commission further finds that the sale and distri· 
bution in interstate commerce of assortments so packeu anu assem
bled as to enable retail dealers, without alteration, addition or rear
nmgement, to resale the same to the consuming public by lot or 
chance is contrary to public policy. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Charles R. 
Luce, individually and as trustee, trading as Luce & Company, under 
the conditions and circumstances set forth ·in the foregoing findings 
·of fact, were all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's com
petitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce 
and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, en
titled "An Act to create a Fedeml Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 
1914. 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

"This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
·sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the testimony and other 
'evidence taken before Miles J. Furnas, an examiner of the Commission 
theretofore duly designated by it, in support of the allegations of :;aid 
complaint, no testimony or other evidence haveing been offered for or 
on behalf of respondent in opposition thereto; and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap· 
Proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
·Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other: purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Charles R. Luce, individually 
and as trustee, trading as Luce & Company, his agents, representa
~ives, and employees, in the offering for sale, sale, and distribution 
tn interstate commerce of candy, do cease and desist from : 

1. Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for 
resale to retail dealers candy so packed and assembled that sales of 
such candy to the general public are to be made or may be made by 
lneans of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise . 
. ·2. Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
Jobbers assortments of candy which are used or which may be used, 
Without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of such packages 
~r assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise 
111 the sale or distribution of the candy contained in said assortments 
to the public. 

3. Packing or assembling in the same assortment of candy for sale 
to the public at retail pieces of candy of unifonn size and shape having 
eenters of different color, together with small packages of candy, 
Which said small packages of candy are to be given as prizes to the 
Purchaser procuring a piece of candy with a center of a particular 
color. 
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4. Furnishing to wholesale dealers and jobbers display cards, either 
with assortments of candy or separately, bearing a legend or legends 
informing the purchaser that the candy is being sold to the public 
by lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales plan which constitutes 
a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 30 days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
he has complied with this order. 

MEMORANDUM 

The Commission, as of February 11, 1937, made substantially simi· 
lar findings and orders in two other cases, namely: 

GEORGE CLosE CoMPANY, Docket 2688, in which complaint issued 
on Jan. 18, 1936, and in which respondent, Massachusetts corpora
tion with principal office and place of business in Cambridge, Mass.,. 
sold similarly arranged assortments of penny candies with display 
cards, with the different colored centers entitling chance purchasers 
to one of the larger pieces included, and in which Commission found, 
as respects respondent's annual business (as set forth in Par. 9), that 
it was substantial, that it sold both its "straight" merchandise and 
"break and take" assortments in all states east of the Mississippi 
and in states west of the Rocky Mountains, and that the "break and 
take" assortments constituted the lesser part of the total volume of 
its business, but that it had been and was distributing numerous 
assortments involving same lot or chance principle and varying only 
in detail; and 

Yonn: CAnAl\IEL CoMPANY, Docket 2747, in which complaint issued 
on Mar. 16, 1936, and in which respondent, Pennsylvania corporation 
with principal office and place of business in York, Pa., sold.assort
ments of individually wrapped penny caramels of uniform size and 
shape, the concealed different color of a small number of which 
entitled person procuring such a piece to one of the larger pieces 
included, and in which Commission found, as set forth in Par. 9, 
that respondent's gross annual sales were about $200,000, that it sold 
its aforesaid "break and take" assortments for a short time only and 
discontinued sale thereof shortly before issuance of Commission's 
complaint in matter, and that such "break and take" assortments 
were a minor part of its total volume of business. 

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
Mr. Henry 0. LarJc and Mr. P. 0. [(olinski for the Commission. 
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Syllabus 

IN THE MATTER OF 

GRANITE ARTS, INC. 

'COMPLAI~T. FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE< ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CO~GRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcet 2610. Complaint, Nov. 2, 1935-Decision, Feb. 16, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged in manufacture of monuments, tombstones and 
graye markers, through mixing granite chips or powder with cement and 
molding same into cast stone, and in the sale of its said products, which 
simulated in appearance and were used as a substitute for granl!e; in 
a(l\·ertising its said products in farm papers of interstate circulation and 
through descriptive circulars mailed to prospectiye purchasers-

(a) Represented its said monuments, etc., as "Victoria Granite" and featured 
the corporate nnd trade name adopted by it, In which were Included words 
'"Granite Arts," in its said advertising and in correspondence with cus
tomers and prospective customers, and caused its address in said news
paper ad,·ertisements to appear ns "Graniteway, Omaha," and represented 
that Its said products constituted "A Permanent Lasting Tribute of Love 
aud Respect," and that "Our 1\lcmorials Will Endure Far into the Cen
turies," facts being it did not make any prouucts from true granite, almost 
everlasting solid rock formation of great strength, etc., and known univer
sally as a substance from which tombstones, monuments, and grave markers 
have long been made, and of which Victoria Granite Is an old established 
type and well-known to trade, aforesaid address was purely fictitious, and 
ufot·esald representations were otherwise false; 

(b) llept·esented, in its adyertising matter, that its memorials were standardized 
to dimensions which had the official approval of practically every cemetery 
in the United States, facts being many such cemeteries have rules and 
rt•gulations prohibiting any such markers, exceping those made of granite, 
bt"Ouze, or marble, and do not allow cast stone monuments, etc., to be plnced 
ti-en~in, and such representations were false; and 

(c) Mailed circulars to prospective purchasers offering discount of 10% for ten 
d<lys only from price listed in circulars, and sent, thereafter, to such pros
pects who did not reply, card, nt end of such period, offering 20% discount, 
and third card thereafter to non-replying customers offering 30%, facts 
being price thus finally arrived at was not a special one for Its products, 
but was regular and usunl price at which it sold the same; 

With effect of misleading purchasing public into false and erroneous belief that 
said rept·esentations were true, and into purchase of substantial quantities 
of its products on nccount of such belief, thus induceu, and of unfairly 
diverting trade to It from competitors who did not make use of same or 
similar rPpresent>ttlons in manufacture, sale and distribution of aforesaid 
products; to the injury of competition in commerce: 

licld, That such acts and prnctices were to the prejudice and injury of the public 
and competitors and constituted unfnir methods of competition. 

Before llfr. lV. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. Morton Nesmith for the Commission. 
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COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Granite 
Arts, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has 
been and now is using unfair methods of competition in commercet 
as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Com
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, states its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Granite Arts, Inc., is a corporation,. 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State: of Nebraska, with its principal place of business 
at 1909 Leavenworth Street in the city of Omaha, State of Nebraska
It is now, and has been for several years last past,' engaged in the 
business of manufacturing and selling cast stones which are used 
as monuments, tombstones, and grave markers. Said product is· 
designed as and used as a substitute for granite, which it simulates· 
in appearance. Its process of manufacture is that of mixing gmnite 
chips or powder with a cement mix, which is cemented sand. Re
spondent causes said product, when sold, to be transported from its 
principal place of business into and through numerous States of the 
United States other than the State of Nebraska, to the purchasers 
thereof at their respective points of location. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
spondent is in competition with other individuals, partnerships, and 
corporations engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of 
granite monuments, tombstones, and grave markers, in commerce 
between and among the various States or the United States. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in inter
state commerce: 

1. In advertisements and advertising matter describes its prod
ucts as "Victoria Granite"; 

2. Adopted as and for a corporate and trade name under which to 
carry on its said business, the words "Granite Arts, Inc.," and used 
and displayed same in its advertising matter and in correspondence 
with customers and prospective customers in the varions Statrs of 
the United States; and caused in its newspaper advertisements the 
address "Graniteway, Omaha," to appear; 
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3. Described its product as "A Permanent, Lasting Tribute of Love. 
and Respect," and "Our :Memorials ·wm Endure Far Into The 
Centuries"· 

' 4. Represented in its advertising matter that their memorials are. 
standardized to dimensions which have official approval of practically 
every cemetery in the United States; ancl 

5. Mailed to prospective purchasers circulars offering a discount of 
10% from the price listed in such circulars, and in other cases offered 
them a discount of 20% from such prices, and in certain cases, when 
the person circularized. made further inquiry but did not purchase, 
offered them a special discount of 30% from the list prices. 

PAR. 4. In truth and in fact : 
1. The products which said corporation manufactures, se1ls, and 

distributes are not composed of natural stone or granite, but are 
manufactured by said corporation from cement and other ingredients; 

2. The address of said corporation, "Graniteway, Omaha," given 
in its advertisements, is a fictitious address and one having the tend
ency and capacity to add to the deception caused by its misuse of the 
Word "granite," as like\vise is the corporate name of respondent, 
"Granite Arts, Inc."; 

3. Said products are not permanent, nor will they endure for 
centuries; 

4. Respondent's memorials do not have the official approval of 
practically every cemetery in the United States; and 

5. The statement and representation that the discount of 10%, 
20%, and 30% was a special price, is false and misleading, and the 
prices so quoted were and are the regular and usual prices at which 
said corporation sells its said products, all of which has the tendency 
and capacity to mislead and deceive many among the consuming 
public into the belief that respondent's said product is granite, and 
to purchase said product in that belief, and that they are obtaining 
a special discount in the purchase of said products. 

PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and things done by respondent are all 
to the injury and prejudice of the public and to the competitors of 
respondent in interstate commerce, and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO 'IJIE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission on the second day of November 1935, 
issued and on the fourth day of November 1935, served its complaint 
in this proceeding upon respondent Granite Arts, Inc., a corporation, 
charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in viola
tion of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of complaint the 
respondent failed to file answer thereto, and thereafter testimony 
and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint 
were introduced by Morton Nesmith, attorney for the Commission, 
before '\V. ,V, Sheppard, an examiner of the Commission theretofore 
duly designated by it; and said testimony and other evidence were 
duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, 
the proceeuing regularly came on for final hearings before the Com
mission on the said complaint, testimony and other evidence and 
brief in support of the complaint; respondent having filed no brief 
though given an opportunity to do so, and the Commission having 
duly considered the same and being no'w fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent Granite Arts, Inc., is a corporation 
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State 
of Nebraska, with its principal office and place of business at 1909 
Leavenworth Street in the city of Omaha, State of Nebraska. The 
respondent was for several years prior to the issuance of the com
plaint engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling cast 
stones which were used as monuments, tombstones, and grave mark
ers. The respondent caused these products, when manufactured, to 
be transported from its place of business in Omaha, Nebr., to pur
chasers thereof located in the various other States of the United 
States. In the course and conduct of its business respondent was in 
competition with other individuals, partnerships, and corporations 
engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of granite monu
ments, tombstones, and grave markers in commerce between and 
amon~ the various States of the United States. 

PAn. 2. Respondent's process of manufacture was that of mixing 
granite chips or powder with cement and moulding the same into n 
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<'l\st stone. Its products, 'vhcn manufactured, simulated granite in 
appearance and were used as a substitute for granite. The president 
of respondent company was one John Afllerbaugh who was the con
trolliug and majority stockholder of the corporation. It appears 
that l\Ir. Affierlmugh left his place of bnsiness shortly after the 
issuance of the complaint in this case and his address is unknown and 
<.:onld not be ascertained after reasonable inquiry was made. 

The resi)ondent at one time maintained an agent in Sioux City, 
Iowa, which agent made sales of respondent's products under the 
name "Sioux City Granite Arts Company." 

PAn. 3. The respondent, in soliciting sale of and selling its product 
in commerce, as herein described, advertised its products in farm 
Papt>rs having an interstate circulation and mailed to prospective 
Purchasers circulars descriptive of its products. In these advertise
lllents respondent advertised and represented its products as "Victoria 
Granite." Respondent also adopted and used as its corporate and 
trade name "Granite Arts, Inc." which name was conspicuously dis
Played in all of its advertising matter and its correspondence with 
eustomers and prospective customers in the various States of the 
Dnited States. Respondent also caused its address in certain news
Paper advertisements having an interstate circulation to appear as 
~'Graniteway, Omaha." Hespondent further rPpresented in its ad
''ertising matter that its memorials were standardized to the dimen
~ions ''hich have the official approval of practically every cemetery 
11l the United States; and further, respondent mailed to prospective 
l~urchasers circulars offering a discount of 10% for ten days only, 
hom the prices listed in said circulars, and at the end of said ten 
days respondent sent to said prospective buyers another card offering 
a 20% discount, and if the customer did not respond, a third card 
~Yas. sent offering a 30% discount. Respondent further represented h1 
lts advertising matter that its products were "A Permanent Lasting 
1'rihute of Love and Respect," and "Our l\femorials 'Will Endure 
Par into the Centuries." 

PAR. 4. Granite is a solid rock formation composed of quartz, 
feldspar and mica of great strength, almost everlasting, and takes an 
excellent polish. It is unive.rsally known as a substance from which 
tombstones, monuments and grave markers have been made for many 
Years. Granite is taken from quarries in various sections of the 
country by a mechanical procl'ss and subsequently cut and manufac
tured into stone markers and tombstones. Respondent's monuments, 
tombstones and grave markers are not composed of natural granite 
()r stone but are made entirely of granite chips and other materi1tl 

1467:iflm-39-vol. 24-47 
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mixed with cement. Respondent does not manufacture any products· 
from true granite. Uespondent's products therefore will deteriorate 
and disintegrate in time and are not permanent, lasting memorials 
nor will they endure far into the centuries. Respondent's products 
are not standardized to dimensions which have official approval of 
cemeteries throughout the United States. On the contrary there are
many cemeteries throughout the United States that do not allow ca.-;t 
stone monuments, tombstones, and grave markers to be placed therein. 
These cemeteries have rules and regulations prohibiting any such 
markers except those made of granite, bronze, or marble. Victoritt 
granite is a type of real granite which is quarried in the State of 
:Massachusetts and is an old. established type taken from old estab
lished quarries and is well known to the trade. Graniteway, Omahar 
is a purely fictitious address. There is no post-office known as: 
"Graniteway, Omaha, Nebraska." The statements and representa
tions of respondent as to allowing first a 10% discount followed by 
a 20% discount and that followed by a 30% discount was not a special 
price for respondent's products but was the regular and usual price 
at which the respondent sold its monuments, tombstones, and gTa,·e 
markers. 

PAn. 5. The aforesaid false and misleading statements and repre
sentations used by the respondent in offering for sale and selling 
its merchallllise have had a tendency and capacity to and have mis
led the purchasing public into the false and erroneous belief that 
said representations are true and into the purchase of substantial 
quantities of respondent's products on account of said belief so 
induced. As a result thereof tra.de has been unfairly diverted to 
respondent from competitors in commerce as herein set out who did 
not make use of the same or similar representations in the manufac
ture, sale and distribution of tombstones, monuments, and grave 
markers, all to the injury of competition in commerce among and 
between the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Grunite Arts, 
Inc., a corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and of re
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair nwtho1ls of competition 
in commerce, within the intent a.nd meaning of Section 5 of an ... \.ct 
of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitle1l "An .Ad to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers anll duties, 
and for other purposes." 
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ORUI-:R TO CEASE AND DESTST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Cum
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, testimony and other 
evidence taken before ,V. ,V. Sheppard, an examiner of the Com
mission theretofore duly designated by it, in support of the allega
tions of said complaint and brief on behalf of the Commission filed 
herein by Morton Nesmith, counsel for the Commission, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Con
gress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, aJHl for 
other purposes." 
. It is ordered, That the respondent, Granite Arts, Inc., a corpora

tion, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection 
With the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of cast stone monu
ments, tombstones, and grave markers in interstate commerce or in 
the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from 
1'l'presentin ()' : 

0 

1. That its cast stone monuments, tombstones, an!l gmve markers 
are granite; 

2. Through usc of any corporate or trade name containing the 
Word "Granite" or through the use of any other words or phrases 
containing the word "Granite," alone or in conjunction with any 
other word or words, or tin·ough any other means, that its cast stone 
•nonuments, tombstones, and grave markers are granite; 

3, That its monuments, tombstones, and grave markers are stnnd
llt•dized to dimensions which have the official approval of practically 
eyery cemetery in the United States, when such is not the fa('t; 

4. That its cast stone products are permanent or lasting, or that 
they will endure fur into the centuries; 
l 5. That the prices at which said cast stone products are offered 
o~· sale and sold are other than its regular and customary retail 

Ptlccs uuless an aetna I discount from its customary retail prices is 
01feretl· 

' th 6· ':fhat pri<'es at which it sells its cast stone products are other 
an 1ts custolllnry retail prices, when such is not the fact. 
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 

aft~~ service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
~l'ltmg, setting forth in detnil the mnmll'r nnd form in which it 

as complie1l with the order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

DOLLAR CUYSTAL COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND OP.DEI: IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOT,ATION 
OF SEC. I! OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, l 914 

Docket 2919.-Complaint, Sept. 8, 1936-Deeision, Feb. 1U, 1!JJ7 

'Vherc a corporation engagt>d in the offer and sale of mineml water crystals 
lllHler such trade n:.11nes ali "Geuuiue 'l'exus l\Iinerol Crystals"-

llepresented, through radio broadcasts and othe-rwise, that drinldug water in 
which Sllid product had been dissolved would relieve he:Hlaches, nervons
Dt>ss, irtitability, and fatigue, and that such crystals would remove poisou
ous waste matter that lutd accumulated in the system and the cause of 
disease and of most human ailments, and inability to eat certain foods, and 
that they contained essential minerals necessary for good health, and wonltl 
impart pep and energy and accomplish various beneficial reKults, lllld were 
uot a medicine or habit-forming drug, and that dissolving thereof in drink
ing water produced solution identical with the mineral water as it came 
from the springi'l, and made H~"~e of i'lo-called testimonial letters in its said 
advertising; 

Fucts being such letters wt>re used by it without any investigation or knowledge 
as to whether statements therein were in fact true ot• us to whether writN'S 
thereof were sufficiently informed in proper diagnosis us to be able ac
curutely to state facts of use of such product, sole ronstiltwut of which, 
practlrally, wa!'l the saline laxative and purgative Glauber's Salts, nnd onlY 
therapeutic effect of which wai'l rl'llef of temporary constl{llltlon, many ot. 
symptoms and ailments for wllkh it rt>prel'!ente!l Its said product ns a relief 
or cure arise from cam;es which said salts, 'or hydrtttell sodium sulpha·te, 
will uot cure or relieve, but will positively aggravate, principal active con
stituent of such crystals was in fact a mediCine, and hnltit-forming, and 
solution of. crystals in dtinking water does not result in pt·oduct ldentienl 
with the original mineral water, due to the removal and tliS<'lHding of 
certain constituents in process of producing the crystals in qtll'!ltion ; 

'Viti! eftet1 of misleadiug aud 1lereiving vurchnsPrs and pt·o~1wctire lHU'dJIISt'l';l 
into the erroneous belief that sud1 representations were true and into 
purchase of its said products in sudt belief, and of tlu•relty unfairly divert
ing trade to It from comrx<t:itors euguged in produdug and selliug !<nline 
purgatives and in shlpplug same in commerce nmoug the varioul'i Stntt•s, 
all!l who truthfully advertise and repreS<>nt the thPrnpentlc vnlue of thcil' 
protlucts, and compt"tltors who make and sell rl'Ilwllies for the reli!'f of Ute 
ailments involved as altove !let forth aJ•Il ln(licated, and who truthfullY 
represent said rcmeuies' therapeutic dfect; to the snhstautinl injnt·y of 
competition in cornmet·ce: 

llcld, '!'hat such acts aud practlc(•s were to the prejudice of the public nn!l 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of comr•etition. 

Before Mr. RobertS. Hall, trial examiner . 
.l/ r. John Darsey for the Commission, 
Crofoot, Fraser, Oonnollty & Strykr-r, of Omaha, Nebr., for 

1·espondent. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the 
Dollar Crystal Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as 
respo!ldent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition 
in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing 
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 
be to the interest of the public, hereby issues its complaint, stating 
its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is, and was at all times hereinafter 
mentioned, a corporation organized. and existing under and by 
\'irtue of the laws of the State of Nebraska, with its principal place 
of business in Redick Tower Building, Omaha, Nebr. It is now 
and has been engaged in offering for sale, and selling, a product 
designated by it as "Genuine Texas Mineral Crystals," "Genuine 
Texas Crystals," "Real Texas Mineral "\Vater Crystals," and. "Texas 
1\Iineral Water Crystals." 

To a substantial extent sales of said product have been made by 
respondent to persons, partnerships and corporations located in 
States other than Nebraska, pursuant to which sales, and as a part 
thereof, shipment is and has been made by it from the State of 
:Nebraska, and from points in Texas, through and into other States 
of the Union to said purchasers. 

PAR. 2. In connection with offering for sale and selling said 
Product in interstate commerce, and as an inducement for the pur
chase of said product, respondent is and has been making, and is 
causing and. has causeu to be made, the following representations, 
by means of radio broadcast and otherwise, of and concerning its 
said product: 

1. (a) That the drinking of water in which said product haFl bePn dissoh•ed 
Will relieve lwndache, nen·onsness, irritability, 11nd fntigue; 

(b) That It will remove the cause of disease; 
(c) That it will remove poisonous waste matter that has accumulated in 

the system; 
(rt) That it hns reliPYl'll thonsnnd~> of cnses of nilments that nre PIIUSI'<l by a 

~;Jnggi:o;h !<yfltPm; 
(e) Thnt it will rPmove the cause of most of the human ailments; 
(f) That in its n"e thonsnndfl hare found lasting relief f•·om such ailment!; 

as rlwuuwtl~m, arthritis, n<>nritis, lndlgPstlon, constipation, nervonsne~s. sick 
heartaches, a nrl HWOllPn joints, and many other common aliments which may 
"" causPd Ly n ~;Jngglsh system or faulty elimination; 

( fl) 'fhut It will remove lnnl.ollity to eat certain foods; 
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(h) That it will neutralize acid conditions that cause 95% ot suffering; 
(i) That it contains the essential minernl:s from the earth that the body de

mands In order for 1t to enjoy good health; 
(/) That it cleanses the system and strengthens the natural functions In 

l'f'Sistfng disease; 
(k) That it will ln1part pep and energy; 
( l) That the minet·als contained therein are blended in just the l'ight way to 

cleanse, purity and wash away the poisons and impurities that cause so manY 
of our aches and pains, and that it contains natural minerals that supply a 
bnl:mce to the diet. 

2. (a) That "GE.'tmine Texas Mineral Water Crystals" are not a medicine; 
(b) That they are not a habit forming drug; 
(c) That by dissolving the crystals in drinking water thet·e is produced a 

solution lih•nticnl in results with the mineral water as it comes from the mineral 
springs. 

PAR. 3. In truth and in fact, practically the sole constituent of re
spondent's crystals is hydrated sodium sulphate, or Glauber's Salts. 
This drug is a saline laxative and purgative and its only therapeutic 
effect is the relief of temporary constipation; many of the symptoms 
and ailments for which respondent represents its product to be a relief 
or cure, arise from causes which hydrated sodium sulphate or respond
ent's crystals, will not cure or relieve, but which it will positively ag
gravate; and for none of the ailments or symptoms mentioned in 
paragraph 2 hereof is it effective in producing a lasting relief or cure; 
nor will it produce results as represented by respondent. The prin
cipal active constituent of the crystals is in fact a medicine and is 
habit formin~r, in that its continued use will produce the condition 
known as laxative habit. The solution of the crystals in drinking 
water does not produce a solution identical with the original mine.ral 
water from which the minerals are derived, but in the process of pro
dudng the crystals some relatively insoluble constituents, and some 
very soluble constituents and some constituents presl'nt in a small 
proportion are removed and discarded. 

Some of the crystals which respondent designates and sells as 
"Genuine Texas Mineral Water Crystals," are derived from mineral 
water produced at or near Mineral '\Veils, Tex., and other crystals, 
so designated and sold, are from water produced at or near Marlin, 
Tex., although the mineral waters from said localities differ substan
tially in their constitupnts. 

PAR. 4. In advertising its said product by radio broadcast and 
othHwise, respondent has used and is using letters, commonly known 
as testimonials, of and concerning its product written by users thereof, 
containing statenwnts of actual efTPcts from the use of such product, 
without any investigation or knowledge on the part of respondent 
as to whether the statements in said letters contained are in fact true 
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-or as to whether the writers of the letters were sufficiently informed 
as to be able to truthfully make such statements. 

PAR. 5. There are and were at all times hereinabove mentioned, 
fJerJ:;ons, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the business of 
producing and selling saline purgatives and pursuant to such sales 
.shipping the same in commerce among the States, who truthfully 
advertise !tnd represent the therapeutic qualities of their products; 
and other persons, partnerships and corporations who make and sell 
in interstate commerce, remedies for the relief of the ailments here
inabove mentioned who truthfully represent the therapeutic effect 
of said remedies; and with such other persons, firms, and corpora
tions, respondent has been and is in active, substantial competition. 

PAR. 6. Respondent's false and misleading representations of and 
·concerning its said product, as hereinabove set forth, have the capacity 
and tendency to mislead and deceive, and have misled and deceived, 
and do mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers 
into the belief that such representations are true and to purchase re
~pondent's product in such erroneous belief. Thereby the aforesaid 
false and misleading representations have dinrted business from its· 
aforesaid competitors to itself, to the substantial injury of substan
tial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondent, as aforesaid, are to 
the prejudice of the public interest, and constitute unfair methods of 
-competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of the Acto£ Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
.and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Pederal Trade Commission, on September 8, 1936 issued, and on 
S!>ptember 10, 1936, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon 
t('spondent, Dollar Crystal Company, charging it with the use of 
Unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the pro
Visions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the 
filing of respondPnt's answer, the Commission, by order entered 
her!'in, granted respondent's motion for permission to withdraw said 
nn!:iwer and to substitute therefor an answer admitting all the ma
terial allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking 
of fm·t hPr Pviclence and all other intervening procedure, which sub-
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siitnte answer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. There· 
after, this proceeding regularly came on £or final hearing before the 
Commission on the said complaint and the substitute answer, briefs 
and oral arguments of counsp] having been waived, and the Commis· 
sion having duly considered the same and being now fully advisell 
in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the 
public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Dollar Crystal Company, is a. 
Nebraska corporation "·ith its principal place of business in Redick 
Tower Building, Omaha, Nebr. It has been and is now engaged in 
offering for sale and selling mineral water crystals under the trade 
names "Genuine Texas Mineral Crystals," "Genuine Texas Crystals," 
"Real Texas Mineral ·water Crystals," and "Texas Mineral 'Vater 
Crystals." The respondent sells its products to customers located 
in the various States of the United States other than Nebraska and 
causes its products when sold, to be shipped from the State of 
Nebraska into and through the various States of the United States 
to said purchasers, maintaining a constant current of trade in its 
said products in such commerce. 

PAn. 2. In connection with offering for sale and selling its products 
in interslate commerce, and as an inducement for the purchase of said 
products, the respondent has made and makes, anrl has caused and 
causes to be made, representations by means of radio broadcasts and 
otherwise, of and concerning its products, to the following effect, gist, 
or meaning: 

1. (a) That the drinking of water in which said products have 
been dissolved will relieve headache, nervousness, irritability and 
fatigue; 

(b) That they willremm·e the cause of disease; 
(c) That they will remove poisonous waste ma.tter that has accu

mulated in the system; 
(d) That tlwy have relieved thousands of cases of ailments thnt 

are cans<'d by a sluggish system; 
(e) That they willremoYe the cause of most oft he hmnan ailments; 
(f) That in their use thousands have found lasting relief from 

sneh ailments as rheumatism, urthritis, neuritis, indigestion, consti
pation, 11ervommess, sick headaches, and swollen joints, and many 
other common ailments which may he can:j('d by a sluggish system 
or faulty elimination; 

(.q) That tl1ey will remove inability to eat certain foous; 
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(h) That they will neutralize acid conditions that cause 93% of 
suffering; 

(i) That they contain the essential minerals from the earth that 
the body demands in order for it to enjoy good health; 

(j) That they clea11Se the system and strengthen the natural func
tions in resisting uisease; 

( k) That they will impart pep and energy; 
(l) That the minerals contained therein are blended in just the 

l'ight way to cleanse, purify and wash away the poisons and impuri
ties that cause so many of our aches and pains, and that they con
tain natural minerals that supply a balance to the diet. 

2. (a) That "Genuine Texas Mineral 'Vater Crystals" at;e not 11 

medicine; 
(b) That they are not habit forming drngs; 
(c) That by dissolving the crystals in drinking water there is 

produced a solution identical in results with the minernl water as 
it comes from the mineral springs. 

PAR. 3. Practically the sole constituent of respondent's crystals 
is hydrated sodium sulphate, or Glauber's Salts. This drug is a 
saline laxative and purgative and its only therapeutic effect is the 
l'elief of temporary constipation. Many of the symptoms and ail .. 
ments for which respondent represents its products to be a relief 
or cure, arise from causes which hydrated sodium sulphate will not 
cure or relieve, but which it will positively aggravate. Respondent's 
,Products are not effective in producing a lasting relief or cure for 
any of the ailments ot symptoms mentioned in paragraph 2 hereof, 
and they will not produce results as 1·epresented by respondent. The 
principal active constituent of the crystals is in fact a medicine 
and is habit forming, in that its continued use will produce a con
dition known as laxative habit. The solution of the crystals in 
drinking water does not produce a solution identical with the 
original mineral water :from which the minerals are derived, but 
in the process of producing the crystals some relatively insoluble 
constituents, and some very soluble constituents and some constit
llents present in a small proportion are removed and discarded. 

PAR. 4. In ad vert ising its said products by radio broadcasts and 
otherwise, respondent has used and is using letters, commonly known 
as testimonials, of and concerning its products written by purported 
Users thereof, containing statements of actual effects from the use of 
such products, without any investigation or knowledge on the part 
of respondent as to whether the statements in said letters are in fact 
true or as to whether the writers of the letters were sufficiently in
formed in the proper diagnosis o:f ailments and conditions of the hu-
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man body as to be able to accurately state the effect of the use of such 
products. 

PAR. 5. There are persons, partnerships, and corporations en
gaged in the business of producing and selling saline purgatives andt 
pursuant to such sales, shipping the same in commerce among the 
various States, who truthfully advertise and represent the thera
peutic qualities of their products; and other persons, partnershipst 
and corporations who make and sell in commerce, as herein set out, 
remedies for the relief of the ailments hereinabove mentioned who 
truthfully represent the therapeutic effect of said remedies. With 
all of such other persons, firms, and corporations, respondent has 
been, and is, in active and substantial competition in such commerce. 

PAR. 6. Respondent's false and misleading representations of and 
concerning its said products, as hereinabove set forth, have the ca
pacity and tendency to mislead and deceive, and have mislead and 
deceived, and do mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective pur
chasers into the erroneous belief that such representations are true 
and into the purchase of respondent's products in such erroneous 
belief. Trade is thereby unfairly diverted from respondent's afore
said competitors to respondent to the substantial injury of competi
tion in commerce among and between the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUBION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Dollar Crystal 
Company, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Con
gress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duti.es, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commis.<iion and the answer filed here
in on December 15, 1936, by respondent admitting all the material alle
gations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further 
evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
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Traile Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
pnrposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Dollar Crystal Company, its 
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the 
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of its water crystal products 
in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing through the medium of radio 
continuity, advertising matter, testimonial letters or in any manner: 

{a) That the aforesaid. products have any therapeutic value in the 
treatment of any disease or ailment other than as a laxative or purga
tive; 

(b) That they are not a habit forming drug; 
(c) That the dissolution of the products in drinking water wi11 

produce a solution identical with the mineral water from which they 
are obtained as it comes from the mineral springs. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
a.fter service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

RODEHT HOLMES, INC., AND ALBERT GOODMAN 

COMI'LAIN'r, FINDJNUS, M\D ORDER IN REGARD TO 'filE ALLEGF.D VIOLATIOl'l 
01!' SEC. 5 Ol•' AN ACT 01!' CONGRESS APPROVED SEP'l'. 26, 1914 

Doclcet 289.1. Complaint, Nov. 16, 19.36-DCI'il!ion, Feu. 16, 1931 

Where a corporation and an individual, its pr<'sidcnt and manager and director 
of its policies and practices, engaged in sale all(l distribution of so-called 
home study psychology health courses, in substantial competition with others 
likewise engaged in sale of such courses of instruction by correspondence; 
in advertising the same in varlou!l periodicals, booklets, circulars, and 
other forms of printed matter-

Represented that constipntlou, indigestion, cold sweats, dizzy spells, and bash~ 
fulness are always cuuseu by nervous exhaustion, and that "lack of energy" 
and aforesaid ailments or conditions "positively indicate" a deranged nerv
ous system, for which their said course would be an effective trentment, 
nnd that It was an effecti>e and competent treatment for nervousness and 
aforesaid ailments or conditions and for sleeplessness, irrE>gular heart, 
worry, fatigue, sex weakness and other conditious specified, and would 
pfrectlYely eliminate poisons from the system, and was entirely different 
from any other method and would absolutely bring positl.ve and permanent 
rt>lief from various ailments noted, and that each case wns given indi· 
vidual personal atteution IJy them, and that for the sum of twenty-five 
cents one mig·ht learn how to couquer bashfulness, nervousnesi'l, or em· 
harras('nnent, ove1·come his faults easily, and enjoy life to the fullest. 
through such statemeuts as "* • • every form of self-consciousness 
comes from • • • derangement of the Nervous Syst£>m," "Do not trY 
to fight self-consciousness alone and unaided. It ts a losing battle," etc., 
"You need a knowledge of the action and abuses of nerves • • • such 
as my course of instruction fully covers," "ARE YOU-NERVOUS?
WORRIED?.-UNIIAPPY? • • • My wonderful book 'Watch Your 
Nerves' explains a new metlwd that will help you regain loKt vitality and 
healthy nerves. Send 2;)¢ * * "'," "INSTRUCTION I~ INDIVlDUAu 
• • • each case is given indi\"ldual personal attention," etc.; 

Facts being their said coursPs were not effective in treatment of the various 
ailments and conditions for which thus offered, and did not enable pur· 
chasers to eliminate the causes thereof, and their ~;aid reprPRentations with 
rPspect to the nnture, value and effect of their said courses of home studY 
and Instruction were grossly exaggerated, false, misleading, and untrue; 

With capnrity and tendPnry to mislead and deceive purchnsers and proRpcctive 
purchasers of their so-called home study psychology health courses in 
aforesaid respects, and with the rE>sult that a substantlnl nnmh<'r of pros· 
J)(>Ctlve purchasers of such courses Wf?re iuduceu aud prrsuadPd to buy the 
same through such stntE>nwnts and representations, which were false, rots· 
lt>ndln~. and clPreptlve and unfair to otlH•rs sPlllng aud dh>trihutlng tllmllar 
courses without mnkiug the same or simllnr ful;;e and misleading statements 
or rep1·eseutatlons In solldtation and sale of their reRpectlve courRes, and 
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with result that there was an unfair diversion of trade to them from their 
competitors; to the substantial injury of competition ln commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unf11ir methods of competition. 

Before Ah. William 0. Reeves and Mr. lV. W. Sheppard, trial 
examiners. 

Mr. Joseph 0. Feh.r for the Commission. 
Nathan D. Shapiro and Brothers, of Brooklyn, N. Y., for re

spondents. 
COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, ancl for other purposes,'' 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Robert 
Holmes, Inc., a corporation, and Albert Goodman, an individual, 
hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and are now using 
llnfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined 
in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding 
?Y it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues 
lts complaint, stating its charges in ihat respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Robert Holmes, Inc., is a corporation 
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State 
of New Jersey and the respondent, Albert Goodman, an individual is 
President of the respondent corporation, and manages and directs its 
Policies and practices. The principal place of business of both of said 
respondents is located in the Fuller Building, in the city of Jersey 
City, in the State of New Jersey. 

Said respondents are now, and have been for more than one year 
last past, engaged in the sale and distribution of home study psy
chology health courses calculated to enable subscribers and pur
chasers and prospective purchasers thereof to overcome bashfulness, 
nervousness, and similar and allied ailments. Respondents cause. 
said courses of home study when sold, to be transported from their 
Principal place of business in the State of New Jersey to purchasers 
thereof located in other States of the United States and in the Dis
t~ict of Columbia. There is now, and has been, at all times men
boned herein, a c011stunt current of trade in commerce in said courses 
of home study and instruction, sold, and distributed by the said re
spondents, between and among the several States of the UnHed 
~tates and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of said busines..'l, said respondents, Robert 
liolrnes, Inc., a corporation, and Albert Goodman, an individual. 
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were and are in substantial competition with other corporations, in
dividuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged in the business 
of selling similar courses of instruction by correspondence through 
the mails in commerce among the several States of the United States, 
and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as aforesaid, 
the respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling said courses of 
study and instruction and for the purpose of creating a demand upon 
the part of the purchasing public for said courses, now cause and for 
more than one year last past have caused advertisements to be issued, 
published and circulated to and among the general public of the 
United States in various periodicals, booklets, circulars, and in other 
forms of printed matter. In said ways and by said means, respond
ents make and have made to the general public many unfair, false, 
and misleading statements with reference to the alleged therapeutic 
value of said courses of home study and instructions and their alleged 
salutary effect upon the users thereof, a portion of which are as 
follows: 

• . . every form of self-eonRdousnel:ls comes from • • • derangement of 
the Nervous System. 

Do not try to fight self-consciousness alone and unaided. It is a losing battle. 
You are fighting yourself-your own sick nerves. 

You need a knowledge of the action and abuses of net·ves • • • such 
ns my course _of instruction fully covers. 

Others conquer-Nervousness- Constipation- Indigestion- Sleeplessness
'l•'eeUng Blue'- Sex Weakness- Irregular 1Ie11rt- Worry- Bushfulne8S
~'a tlb'1te-Pain-So (Jan You I 

.ARE YOU-NERVOUS?-WORRIED?-UNH.APPY?-'"What's wrong wltb 
you? Do symptoms of Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy Spells, Sweating and 
Sleeplessness keep you Irritable, exhausted and gloomy? .Are you Bashful? 
.DeHpondent? There's Help for You I Medicine, tonics or Drugs probably will 
110t relleve your weak, sick nerves. My wonderful book 'Watch Your Nerves' 
explains a new method that will help you regain lost vitality and heal'tbY 
uerves. Send 25¢ for this amazing book. ROBERT IIOLl\IES, 1311 Fuller 
Dulldlng, Jersey City, N. J . 

. . • If I tell you that I can help you, I mean what 1 say; you may rely on 
lt. And it you deciue to take my eour~<e, you can muke terms of payment to ... ult 
yourself. I give you a free .Analysill. I risk my time and money. You rl~>k 
1\0TlliNG ••• 
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...• After many years of intensive study and Investigation, I have discovered 
a method which will Induce sound and calm sleep In the most chronic case 
of insomnia. This method will help any one who Is not kept awake by the 
snfferlngs of physical pain .•• 

INSTRUCTION IS INDIVIDUAL-All this invaluable information is em
bodied in my course In Nerve and Health Culture. The instruction Is llOt 

_general and each case is given individual personal attention .•• 

I have helped thousands of men und women to counteract and prevent ex
trE>me worry and mental depression. My course tends to bring about a nor
Jnal condition of the nerves and to teach you the conserll'ation of precious 
:!'i'erve Power. 

· PAR, 3. The statements and representations set forth in paragraph 
2 hereof, and many others similar thereto, have the capacity and 
tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective pur
~hasers of respondents' said home study psychology health courses 
Into the erroneous belief: 

1. That constipation, indigestion, cold sweats, dizzy spells and 
bashfulness, or any of them, are always caused by nervous exhaus
tion· 

' 2. That for 25 cents, or any other nominal amount, one may learn 
how to conquer bashfulness or nervousness or embarrassment, over
-come his faults easily and enjoy life to the fullest; 

3. That each such case is given individual personal attention by 
l'espondents; 

4. That respondents' course of study and instruction will, if fol
lowed, immunize one against the contraction of colds; 

5. That respondents' course is an effective or competent treatment 
for nervousness, constipation, indigestion, dizzy spells, sweating, 
8let>plessness, irregular heart, worry, bashfulness, fatigue, pain, sex 
"·enkness or "feelinO' blue"· ' ~ ' 6. That the respondents' treatment is entirely different from any 
'{Jther method, or that it will absolutely bring very positive and per
n1ant>nt relief from the various physical ailments mentioned; 

7. That la.ck of energy, indigestion, constipation, and kindred 
ttiltnents "positively indicate" a derangt>d nervous system for which 
l'espondents' course would be an effective treatment; 

8. That respondents' course will effectively eliminate poisons from 
the system; 

~vhl"l'eas, in truth and in fact, responuents' courses of home study and 
lnstruction, when used, are not effective in the treatment of nervous-
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ness, constipation, indigestion, sleeplessness, irregular heart, worry, 
bashfulness, fatigue, sex weakness, pain or any other nervous, mental 
or physical disorders. They do not eliminate the eause of such ail
ments or relieve a user's weakened mental or physical condition due 
to nervousness, bash!uln<'ss, and worry, and other kindred ailmprlts 
and troubles. The representations made by respondents with J'(\

spect to the nature, value and effect of said courses of home study 
and instruction, when used, are grossly exaggerated, false, mislead
ing and untrue, as said courses will not accomplish the results 
claimed for them. 

PAR. 4. The use by respondents of the statements and representlt
tions set forth in paragraph 2 hereof, and others similar thereto, is 
unfair to other corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals 
selling like and similar courses of home study and instruction who 
do not make the same or similar false and misleading statements aJHl 
representations in. the solicitation and tbe sale of their respective 
courses of home study and instruction. 

By reason of the, said false, misleading and deceptive statements, 
subscribers and purchasers and prospective purchasers of respollll
ents' said home study psychology health courses are and have been 
induced and persuaded to purchase said courses thus offered by re
spondents. The methods thus used by respondents result in an unfair 
diversion of trade to respondents from their competitors. In conse
quence thereof, substantial injury, has been done by respondents to 
competition in commerce between and among the nrious States of 
the United States. 

PAR. 5. The aforesaid methods, ttcts.tttHl prnctices of the respowl
ents are all to the prejudice of the public and of the respondents' 
competitors as hereinabove allege.d. Said methods, acts, and pmc
tices constitute unfrtir methous of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its power~ 
and duties, and for other purposes," approveu September 2G, 191-L 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO 'l'IIE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on the 16th day of November 1936, 
issued and on the 18th day of November 1936, and on the 13th day 
of January 1937, respectively, served its complaint in this proceed
ing upon respondents, Robert Holmes, Inc., a corporation, and Albert 
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Goodman, an individual, charging them with the nse o£ un£ait· 
methods of competition in commerce in violation o£ the provisions 
of said aet. The Commission, by order entered herein, granted re
spondents' motion for permission to withdraw said answer and to 
subRtitute therefor an answer admitting all the material alh,gations 
of the complaint to he true and waiving the taking of further evi
dence and all other intervening procedure, which substitute answer 
Was duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this pro
ceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission 
on t.he said complaint and the substitute answer, briefs and oral 
arguments of counsel having been waived, and the Commission hav
ing duly considered same and being now fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS Ml TO TilE FACTS 

PAnAGRAI'H 1. The respondent, Robert Holmes, Inc., is a corpora
tion organized anu existing under and by virtue of the laws of the 
.State of New Jersey. The respondent, Albert Goodman, an in~ 
diviuual, is president of the respo11dent corporation, and manages 
and directs its policies and practices. Both respondents have their 
Principal place of business located in the Fuller Building, Jersey 
City, N.J. 

The respondents herein are now, and for more than one year last 
Past have been, soliciting the sale and distribution of so-called home 
study psychology health courses. These courses of home study when 
sold, are transported by respondents from their principal place of 
business in the State of New Jersey to purchasers thereof located in 
other States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. 
There is now, and there has been at all times mentioned herein, a 
constant current of trade in commerce in said so-called home study 
Psychology health courses thus sold and distributed by the said 
l'espondents, between and among the several States of the United 
States, and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of said business, said respondents, were 
and are in substantial competition with other corporations, firms, 
Partnerships, and individuals, likewise engaged in the business of 
selling psychology and health courses of instruction by correspond~ 
ence through the United States mails in commerce between and among 
the several States of the United States, and in the District of Co
lumbia. 

l46750m-39-vol. 24-48 
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PAR 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as above set 
out, the respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling said courses 
of home study and instruction and for the purpose of creating a de
mand upon the part of the purchasing public for said courses now 
cause, and for more than one year last past have caused, advertise
ments to he issned, published and circulated to and among the gen
eral public of the United States in various periodicals, booklets, cir
culars, and in other forms of printed matter. In said ways and by 
said means, respondents make and have made to the general public 
many statements with reference to the alleged therapeutic value of 
said courses of home study and instruction and their alleged salutary 
effect upon the users thereof. Typical of the representations, which 
the responclents have thus publishecl and circulated in commerce 
throughout the United States and in the District of Columbia, are 
the following: 

. • • every form of self·consciousness comes from • • • demugement 
of the Nervous System. 

Do not try to tight self-consciousness alone and unaided. It Jg u losing battle. 
You are fighting yourself-your own sick nerves. 

You need a knowledge of the action and abnHes tJf net·vel! • • • sueb as 
my course of inAtrnctlon fully covers. 

0 the r s conquer-Nervommess-Constiputlon-ln<ligestion-Sleeplessness
"Feellng Blue"-Sex Weakness-I negula r Heart-'Vorry-llashfulnf's~t-Fa· 
tlgue-Pain-So Can You! 

ARE YOU-NERVOUS?-WOHRIED'I-UNIIAI'PY?-What's wrong with 
you? Do symptoms of Constipntion, Indigestion, Dl:r.:r.y ~pells, Sweating aud 
Sleeplessness keep you Irritable, exhausted and gloomy? Are you Ba~;:ht'ul? 

Despondent? There's Help for You I 1\Ie<licine, tonics, or Drugs probably will 
not relieve your weak, sick nerves. My wonderful book "'Vatch Your Nerves" 
explains a new method that will help yon regnin lost vitality and hP11ltbY 
nerves. Send 25¢ for this amazing book. nonERT HOL:\IES, 1311 Fuller 
Building, .Jersey City, N. J . 

. . . If I tell you that I can help you, I mean whnt I sny; you mny n•ly on it. 
And If you decide to take my course, you enn m11ke terms or payment to suit 
yourself. I give you a free Analyst~. I rl~<k my time nnt\ money. You rl!'~ 
NOTIIING,,, 

••• After many years of intensive study nnd ill\'estlgation, I haw dis· 
covered a method which will Induce sound and calm ~;IPPp in thf> most chronic 
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cnse of insomnia. This method will help any one who is kept awake by the 
suffering of pbyslcul pain ••• 

INSTRUCTION IS INDIVIDUAL-All this imaluable information is em
bodied in my course in Nerve and Health Culture. Tlte instruction is uot 
gener111 and each rase is given iwllvldual per;;onal attention .•• 

I have helped thousa)}(h! of men aud women to cotmter·act and preveut 
·e:!!:treme worry nnd m£>ntnl dept·ession. l\Iy cout·se tends to bring about a 
normal condition of the nerves and to teach you the conservation of precious 
llrl.'rve Power. 

PAn. 3. Iu the manner above set out the respondents represent and 
~mply 'that their course of home study and instruction are effective 
ln the treatment of nervousness, constipation, indigestion, sleepless
ness, irregular heart action, worry, bashfulness, fatigue, sex weak
ness, pain and other nt>rvous, mental aud physical disorders; that 
study of said courses will enable purchasers to eliminate the cause 
of the ailments mt>ntioned and will relieve a purchaser's weakened 
lllental or physical condition due to nervousness, bashfulness, worry 
-or other kindred ailments or troubles. 
. Respondents' course of home study and instruction are not effective 
In the treatment of nervousness, constipation, indigestion, sleepless
ness, irregular heart action, worry, bashfulness, fatigue, sex weakness, 
Pa.in or any other nervous, mental or physical disorders. Neither do 
said courses enable purchasers to eliminate the cause of such aliments 
-or relieve a purchaser's weakened mental or physical condition due 
to nervousness, bashfulness, and worry, and other kindred ailments 
.and troubles. The representations made by respondents with re
~Pect to the nature, value and effect of sn.id courses of home study and 
Instruction, when used, are grossly exaggerated, false, misleading and 
Untrue, ns said courses will not accomplish the results claimed for 
them. 

PAR. 4. The statements and representations used by the respondents 
have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers 
nnd prospective purchasers of respondents' so-called home study psy
~hology health courses into the erroneous belief that constipation, 
lndigestion, cold sweats, dizzy spells and bashfulness, are always 
~aused by nervous exhaustion; that for 25 cents, or some other nom
Ina} amount, one may learn how to conqut>r bashfulness or nervous
ness or embarrassment, overcome his faults easily and enjoy life to 
the fullest; that each purchaser's case is given individual personal 
att t' · ~ · .en Ion by respondents; that respondents' course )S an euectlve or 
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competent treatment for nervousness, constipation, indigestion, dizzy 
spells, sweating, sleeplessness, irregular heart, worry, bashfulness, 
fatigue, pain, sex weakness, or "feeling blue"; that the respondents'· 
treatment is entirely different from any other method, and that it 
will absolutely bring positive and permanent relief from the various 
physical ailments mentioned; that "lack of energy," indigestion, con~ 
stipation, and kindred ailments "positively indicate" a deranged nerv
ous system for which respondents' course is an effective treatment; 
and that respondents' course will effectively eliminate poisons from 
the system. 

PAR. 5. The use by respondents of the statements and representa
tions set forth in paragraph 2 hereof, and others similar thereto, is 
unfair to other corporations, firms, partnerships, and individualS· 
selling and distributing courses of home study and instruction in 
psychology and health who do not make the same or similar false· 
and misleading statements and representations in the solicitation and 
the sale of their respective courses of home study and instruction. 

PAR. 6. Dy reason of the said false, misleading, and deceptive state
ments, as above set out, a substantial number of the prospective pur
chasers of home study psychology health courses are and have been 
induced and persuaded to purchase said courses offered by respond
ents. The acts, practices, and methods used by respondents result in 
an unfair diversion of trade to respondents from their competitors. 
In consequence thereof, substantial injury has been done by respond~ 
f'nts to competition in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Robert Holmes, 
Inc. and Albert Goodman, are to the prejudice of the public and of 
respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competi
tioidn commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, ·1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define j,ts powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commi,;
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein, dated January 27, 1937, by respondents, admitting all the 
material allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the tak-
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ing of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, awl the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
·create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

It i8 oNlered, That the respondeHts, Robert Holmes, Inc., a cor
!>Ol'ation; and Albert Goodman, an individual, their officers, repre
.fientatiYes, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering 
for sale, sale and distribution of their home study psychology health 
·courses in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia do 
forthwith cease and desist from representing: 

1. That constipation, indigestion, cold sweats, dizzy spells and 
bashfulness, or any of them, are always caused by nervous exhaustion; 

2. That for 2i'l cents, or any other nominal amount, one may learn 
how to conquer bashfulness or nervousness or embarrassment, over
·come his faults easily and enjoy life to the fullest; 

3. That each such case is given individual personal attention by 
.rrspondents; 

4. That respondents' coursE; is an.effective or competent treatment 
for llervousness, constipation, indigestion, dizzy spells, sweating, 
sleeplessness, irregular heart, worry, bashfulness, fatigue, pain, sex 
Weakness, or "feeling blue"; 

5. That the respomlents' treatment is entirely different from any 
'<lther method, or that it will absolutely bring very positive and per
.rnanent relief from the various physical ailments mentioned; 

G. That "lack of energy", indigestion, constipation, and kindL·ed 
:ailments "positively indicate" a deranged nervous system for which 
l'espondents' course would he an effective treatment; 

7. That respond('nts' course will effectively eliminate poisons from 
the system; 
and from makinO' any other representations of similar tenor or 
• b 

Import. 
And it i.~ hereby further or·dered, That the said respondents shall 

·within GO days from the date of the sen-ice upon them of this order 
iile with this Commission a report, in writing, setting forth the 
lnamwr and form in which they have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MA TI'ER OF 

NATIONAL SILVER COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATIO:'If. 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 11!14 

Docket U11. Complaint, Sept. 21J, 1983 '-Decision, Feb. 11, 1937 

Where a corporation engaged in sale and distribution of knives and other
cutlery and tableware to jobbers, wholesale nud retail dealers in cutlery, 
chain stores, hardware stores, department stores, and house-furnishing· 
stores, with branch sales offices in Chicago and Los Angeles; in competl~ 
tion with others who made and sold similar products and uf!ed word 
"stainless" only as a mark, brand, or stamp for or in advertising such 
products made of the chrome-Iron alloy, stainless steel, and truthfullY 
used words or term!'! "chromium plate" or "chromium plated'' to Indicate 
a carbon steel product plated with chromium, and did not employ such 
words as "stainpruf" as a stamp, brand, or mark for or in advertising such 
chromium-plated articles that were not in fact stainproof and corrosion 
resistant-

( a) Stamped its aforesaid products, regardless of whether made from carbon 
steel or chromium alloy steel, with word "stainless," In utter disregard of 
well established trade custom among cutlery manufacturers, silversmiths, 
and trade generally, of using said word to designate cutlery made fr01n 
chromium-alloyed steel, and failed to inform purchasers as to whether 
or not its said products were chromium plated or were in fact made of tho 
said more costly solid stainless steel, as long understood by trade and 
ultimate purchasers from word "stainless" as meaning, as applied to 
knives, cutlery, and tableware, said high-grade type of chromium steel 
alloy with its high degree of resistance to oxidation and corrosion against 
most media, and as used by manufacturers and distributors in their cata· 
logs and advertising material to designate only those products made o! 
stainless steel as aforesaid ; 

With result that purchasers, In Ylew of the almost idcntlcnlly similar appear· 
ance of the two kinds of products, purchal'led lts chromium-plated knives 
and other fint tableware of Inferior quality, as and for products, the 
metallic parts of which were mnde of solld alloyed or stainless steel and 
were not the cheaper carbon steel articles with utterly thin and inadequate 
chromium plating and notorious amenability to corrosive influence, and 
quality of rusting rapidly in presence o! water, dampness, acid!'! or shnilnr 
agents; 

(b) Sold and distributed carbon steel, chromium-plated knives marked "stain· 
pruf," made of earbon steel plated as above set forth, notwithstanding 
fact said products were extremely susceptible to corrosion and were not in 
fact stainless in any sense, and were further subject to corrosion by reason 
of tendency of plating to brenk through sharpening or other abrasive 
action, etc., and in its advertising of its said "statnpruf" product.~ ns 
gnarnntet>ll agninst st11lnlng by 11clds contained in Y<'getnbles, fruit;:c, and 
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meats and against discoloration In ordinary use, warnE:>d against scourfug 
materials to polish the blades ; 

With effect of deceiving wholesalers, jobbers, retallers, and ultimate purchasers 
into buying said cheap and inferior chromium-plated carbon steel knives, 
cutlery, and tableware, marked "stainless" and "sta!npruf," as and for 
products made of genuine stainless steel, and of placing, as result of its said: 
advertising and misbranding, in the bands of Its wholesale and retail 
dealers, the means of decE:>iving ultimate purchasers, and with capacity 
and tendency to divert to it trade of competitors engaged in selling in 
commerce products of the same kind or nature which they truthfully 
advertise: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Edward 111. Ave-rill, trial examiner. 
Mr. Marshall Morgan for the Commission. 
B1·ill, Bergenfeld & Bt·ill, of New York City, for respondent. 

AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL CoMPLAINT. 

Whereas, The Federal Trade Commission did heretofore, to wit, 
on August 7, 1933, issue its complaint herein charging and alleging 
that the respondent corporation is,_ and has been, guilty of unfair 
methods of competition in interstate commerce within the intent and 
meaning of Sec~ion 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914; 

And, wh.ereas, This Commission, since the issuance of said com
plaint, has been advised that the respondent therein is, and has been, 
Using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce other 
~han, and in addition to, those in relation to which the Commission 
Issued its complaint aforesaid on August 7, 1933, in violation of the 
Provisions of Section 5 of said Act; 

Now, therefore, Acting in the public int~rest, pursuant to the pro
visions of the Act of September 26, 1914, aforesaid, the Federal 
'I'rade Commission charges that National Silver Company, a cor
~oration, has been and now is using unfair methods of competition 
In interstate commerce in violation of Section 5 of said Act, and 
states its charges in that respect as follows: 
• ~ARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation, organized and ex
Isting under the laws of the State of New York with its principal 
Place of business located at 61-65 'Vest 23rd Stroot, in the City of 
New York, State of New York, and for several years last past has 
bee.n engaged in the business of selling and distributing to jobbers, 
Whol!:'sale and retail dealers in cutlery, rhain stores, hardware stores, 
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department stores, and house furnishing stores, knives, other cutlery 
and tableware. Said respondent causes said knives, cutlery and 
tablewal'e when sold by it, to be transported from its principal place 
of business in the State of New York into and through the various 
other States of the United States to the purchasers thereof. 

In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, the respondent 
is and for several years has been, in direct and sulistantial competi
tion with other individuals, partnerships and corporations engaged 
in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of knives, cutlery, 
and tableware, both like and similar to those sold by respondent. 

PAR. 2. Through long usage the terms "stainless steel" and "stain
less," when used in association with knives and other cutlery, have 
become and are known in the trade and by the general public to 
designate cutlery composed of an alloy of steel containing not more 
than 0.70% of carbon and from 9% to lG% of chromium. Certain 
grades of knives and other cutlery sold and distributed by respond
~nt, as aforesaid, are manufactured in simulation of "stainless steel" 
knives and cutlery, ·when in truth and in fad, they are not coin
posed of such an alloy of steel, and are not "stainless stPel'' as known 
to and understood by the trade and the general public. 

In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, respondent 
solicits its business by advertising in catalogs and price lists widely 
distributed among customers and prospective customers, in which 
-catalogs and price lists the aforesaid certain grades of its product 
arc by respondent described as "stainless" and by stamping on the 
blades thereof, respondent describes and designates such knives and 
-cutlery as "stainless." Respondent thereby has falsely represented 
and does falsely represent to prospective purchaser those certain 
grades of its products to be such products as are known by the trade 
and general public as "stainless steel," when in truth and in fact, 
such grades of cutlery by respondent so described and branJed are 
made from carbon steel plated with chromium, and so prepared 
.as to imitate genuine "stainless steel." 

PAR. 3. Among the grades of knives and other cutlery advertised 
and described in its catalog, and sold and distributed by the 
1·espondent in interstate commerce, as aforesaid, is a carving knife 
bearing the trade name "NASCO'' and stamped. "stainpruf." Said 
knife is made from carbon steel and is merely chrotninm phted. 
The term "stainpruf'' stamped on said knife is and was employed 
by respondl"nt to be the equivalent in meaning of the term "stain
proof" in its common, general accrptance, and was, and is, intended 
by respondent to, and docs, create the impression upon the trade 
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and the general public, and causes the trade and general public 
to believe, that said carving knife is so made, and is of such quality, 
as that it resists rust stain and corrosion. Such is not the fact 
with respect to said knife, it being neither rust nor stain proof on 
its surfaces, its cutting edge, nor otherwise. 

PAn. 4. Among other grades of knives and cutlery advertised and 
described in its catalog, and sold and distributed by responclentt 
as aforesaid, in interstate commerce, are certain knives and fork::; 
stamped "stainless," when in truth such knives and forks are com
posed of carbon steel, merely chromium plated, and are not stainless 
in fact. In addition to thus falsely representing to prospective 
purchasers in interstate commerce that those certain grades of its 
products are such products as are known by the trade and general 
public as "stainless steel" when in truth such was not the fact and 
~aid knives and forks were so prepared as to merely imitate genuine 
"stainless steel," the said knives and forks, as now charged and 
alleged, are not stainless or rust proof in fact, but on the contrary 
will and do rust and stain when brought in contact with agencies 
which do not stain, rust or blemish a stainless steel made from an 
alloy of steel containing not more· than .7% of .carbon and from 
9% to 16% of chromium. Said knives and forks, apart from 
and consideration of the technical or trade acceptation or meaning 
of the word "stainless" as applied to a manufacturing process for 
steel, are not stainless in fact, using the term "stain less" as a mere 
common dictionary word. 

PAR. 5. Under the foregoing facts and circumstances, both the des
ignation and branding by respondent of certain of its products as 
"stainless" as set out in paragraphs 2 and 4 above, and the branding 
by respondent of certain of its products as "stainpruf," as set out 
in paragraph 3 above, inclucling the advertising, clescription, and 
price lists of such products in respondent's catalogs, are false and 
misleading and ha,-e the capacity and tendency to deceiw, and do 
deceive, wholesalers, jobbers, retailers ancl the ultimate purchasers 
into buying that which they did not intend to buy, and through its 
price lists, catalogs, and misbranding, as a forPsn id, respondent has 
placed and is placing in the hands of its wholesal<>r and retailer ill 
interstate commerce, the means of deceiving the ultimate purchasers. 
The aforesaicl practices have had the capacity and tendency to divert 
to respondent the trade of competitors engaged in selling in inter
Rtate commerce, products of the same kind ancl nature as those of 
respondent, which products are truthfully advertised, and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and 
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meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "~\.n Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties. 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

UEPORT, FINDINGS AS 1'0 TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the
Federal Trade Commission on August 7, 1933, issued and served its 
original complaint in this proceeding on respondent, National Silver 
Company, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition 
in commerce in violation of the provisious of said act, and on Septem
ber 29, 1933, issued and served its amended and supplemental com· 
plaint on the said respondent, charging it with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce other than, and in addition to, 
those in relation to which the Commission issued its original com
plaint as aforesaid. After the issuance of said complaints, and the 
filing of respondent's respective answers thereto, testimony and other 
evidence in support of the allegations of the complaints were intro
duced by Marshall Morgan, attomey ior the Commission, before 
Edward M. Averill, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly 
designated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the com
plaints by Abraham Brill, attomey for the respondent, and said 
testimony 11nd other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the 
ofliee of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding came on for 
final hearing before the Commission on the said complaints, the 
answers thereto, testimony ancl other evidence, briefs in support of 
the complaints and in opposition thereto, and the oral arguments of 
eounsel aforesaid; and the Commission having duly consid('red the 
::arne and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this 
proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings 
as to the facts and its conclusion drnwn therefrom: 

FINDlNGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation, organized, and 
existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal 
place of business locatPd at 61-65 WPst 23rd Street, in the City of 
New York. Respondent, for several years last past, has bren in the 
business of selling and distributing knives and other cutlery and 
tableware to jobbers, wholesale ancl retail dealers, in cutlery, chain 
stores, hardware stores, department stores, and house-furnishing 
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stores. Respondent causes said knives, cutlery and tableware, when 
sold by it, to be transported from its principal place of business in the 
State of New York to the purchasers thereof located in States of 
the United States other than the State of New York, and into the 
District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, the respondent 
is, and for several years last past has been, in direct and substantial 
·competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partner
ships engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of 
knives, cutlery, and tableware. Respondent employs a number of 
salesmen, directed .by a sales manager. It maintains branch sales 
offices in the city of Chicago, directed by its New York office, and 
a branch office in Los Angeles, Calif., carrying its own stock. 

P .AR. 2. Stainless steel, as used in the manufacture of cutlery, is 
an alloy produced from iron, chromium and carbon, and sometimes 
contains other minor alloying elements. Chromium is present in per
·tentages ranging from 9 to 16%, and carbon in percentages not 
·exceeding .7%. The metal or alloy so produced has through long 
commercial usage become known to and designated by steel and 
cutlery manufacturers, the cutlery trade, retailers, and the purchas
ing and consuming public by the term "stainless." This term as 
'llpplied to steel indicates a very specific type of chromium-steel alloy 
Which has the quality of resisting oxidation and corrosion against 
lnost media. To a markedly greater degree than is true of carbon 
steel, chromium-steel resists alkaline materials, fruit acids, nitrio 
·Ucids, dampness and water, salt air and salt water, and weather con
ditions, including rain and snow. It is a much more expensive 
Product to manufacture than carbon steel, and is comparable to carbon 
steel at normal temperatures and markedly superior to it at elevate<! 
ranges. 

Stainless steel possesses great tensile strength, and takes and retains 
a higher polish than carbon steel, which carbon steel <loes not retain 
b~cause it is far less resistant to oxidation and scaling. Stainless 
.steel is from 50% to 400% stronger than ordinary steel; can be 
t·olJed, drawn, stamped, forged, pressed, machined, cast, spun, 
Punched, braced, soldered, welded, ground, and polished. It is fur
llished in plates, shapes, sheets, bars, rods, flats, strips, tubing, wire, 
forging, blanks, billets, ingots, castings, etc. It has the inherent 
nnd combined characteristics of tremendous strength, resistance to 
corrobion, to high temperature, to erosion and to abrasion, and has 
the ability to take and permanently retain a highly polished surface. 
Stainless steel is either wholly or suhstantially immune to the action 
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of nearly a hundred corrosive agents. The discovery of stainless 
steel has been one of the major outstanding developments in metal
lurgy in the last twenty years. 

11 
AR. 3. The first popular development of stainless steel was in 

the cutlery field. Harry Brearley, an Englishman, was granted a 
United States patent on September 5, 1916. In his application, 
Brearley stated that his invention related to new aml useful im
provements in cutlery or other hardened and polished articlef> of 
manufacture where non-staining objects were desired, and that it had 
for its object a tempered steel cutlery blade or other hardened article 
having a polished surface and composed of an alloy practically un
tarnishable, when hardened, or when haruened and tempereu. "This 
alloy," he stat~d, "is malleable, and can oo formed, rolled, hari1ened, 
tempered and polished under ordinary commercial conditions." 
Brearley further stated that his invention resulted from the discov· 
ery that the addition of certain percentages of chromium and carbon 
to iron will produce a steel capable of taking a polish and of having 
the above specified characteristics. 

The American Stainless Steel Company was organized in 1918 in 
Pittsburgh, Pa., for the purpose of holding and exploiting various 
patents covering stainless steel. Among the patents so acquired was 
the Drearley patent of Hl16, and the Haynes and Cox patents, and 
others, the Brearley cutlery patent antedating all other such patent:>. 
Said American Stainless Steel Company entered upon a campaign, 
national in scope, to advertise and develop the use of stainless steel. 
This company has expended more than $500,000 in such advertisin~, 
has entered into numerous agreements licensing others to manufac
ture this product, and has enumerated many articles for the manufac
ture bf which it has recommended that its "stainless" or "stainles:> 
steel" Le used. Included among tlwse were such products as trill1-
ming and mechanical prtrts for automobiles, bumpers, lmb caps, knivesr 
forks, and scissors. ..:\..tl vertisements of this product were carried in 
periodicals of national circulation as far back as 1919, and continued 
for a period of fifteen years. Thousands of pamphlets were also dis
triLutl'd during this rwriod, explanatory of stainless steel, its char
acteristics and its nst>s. In all of said advertisements tlw .\mericnn 
Stainless Stel'l Company HsPd tlw word "stainless" in a noun sense 
to indicatP ami clenote the product which is also designated as '·The 
1\Ietal of Endless Possibilities." 

As a result of the continuous advertising of this pnHlnrt uwr a 
period of fiftl:'en years, both the manufacturing and the purchasing 
and using public came to recognize anu still recognizes stainless steel 
or "stainless'' as a high-grade type of chromium-steel alloy, possessi11g 
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to a high degree the quality of resisting oxidation and corrosion 
against most media. The manufacturing and the using public for a 
number of years have been led to expect, and now llo expect, when 
they purchase knives, cutlery and tableware marked "stainless," to 
l'ee£>.ive articles, the cutting portions of which are manufactured from 
said chromium-steel alloy, and which possess the characteristics above 
t'llumerated. 

PAn. 4. The manufactm!:'rs of cutlery, including table cutlery ami 
flatware, and silversmiths, as a trade practice and custom, use the 
Word "stainless" to designate knife blades, forks, and kindred articles 
lnade by them from the chromium-steel alloy, stainless steel. It is the 
practiee of manufacturers of stainless steel cutlery and flatware to 
stamp the word "stainless" upon the blade of said ware, and to 
superimpose on that the name of the manufacturer. Many silver
smiths and manufacturers of cutlery, in pursuance of such trade cus· 
tom, mark and stamp stainless steel cutlery, particularly the knife 
blades of the same, as indicated below : 
'l'owle Staluless, Russell ~tuinless, 
Coodell StuinlellS, ~tainless, under which are the words 
Clyde Uutle1·y Compauy-Stalnless, Universal Resistain, 
(;ommunity Stainless, D. Harrington & Co., Stainless, 
I. N. S. & Company Stainless, Ontario Stainless. 

The word "stainless~' thus ~tamped by manufacturers and distribu
tors upon their cutlery and other tableW'are h,as through long and 
continuous usage come to signify both to the manufadurer, to the 
distributor, to the retailer, and to the ultimate purchaser and user, 
that such cutlery is produced from stainless steel, that is, from 
chromium-steel alloy. 

Catalogs and other advertising material of cutlery manufacturers 
nnd distributors employ the word "stainless" to designate those prod
llets only which are made of stainless steel. 

A stainless steel knife ground in daily use will not stain or tarnish 
.a.s a result of grindillg or sharpening; it remains stainless under such 
g-l'inding so long as a piece of it is left, and the corrosion "resisting 
flu a litit>s of said knife suffer no deterioration from nicking or scratch
ing 01· l1rnding. Such a stainless ~teE'l knife made fifte!:'n ye.ars ago i~ 
now as senicrnblc in the kitchen as though it WE're made today. 

PAR. !>. In arldition to the stainlPss stE>el cutlery manufacturerl as 
ltrr('inahove describerl anrl possE'S.'ling the characteristics SJWCifiNl. 
knh·rs. cutlE>rv and tableware are nlso manufactured. with knife hla1JPq 
of carbon st;E>l, E>ithE'r plain or chromium-plated. A carbon stE>rl 
knifp hla1lP iR one mndE' of the ordinary n,nalloyNl RteE>l, conta.ining 
110 C'hrominm 11.s an alloy anrl hE>ing rE>Rrlily snscE>ptihle to rust, stnin. 
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and conosion. A chromium plated knife blade is manufactured of 
carbon steel upon which has been deposited a thin coating of 
chromium, or of nickel and chromium. The chromium plated carbon 
steel cutlery is not stainless or corrosion resistant. 

A stainless steel knife costing from 25¢ to 30¢ can be duplicated, ns 
to appearance, by a chromium plated carbon steel knife costing ap
proximately 6¢. A thirty piece set of chromium plated flatware can 
be bought from a well-known mail order house for 98¢, while a one· 
dozen piece set of stainless steel flatware of similar a-ppearance can 

- be bought from the same mail order house at from $1.18 to $7.00 
per set. 

A carbon steel knife blade, a stainless steel kni:fe blade, and a 
chromium plated knife blade are made and finished by cutlery manu
facturers so as to look exactly alike to the eye. In fact, the thrre 
types, given a similar finish, are so much alike that cutlery experts: 
including manufacturers of cutlery, are not able to tell them apart. 
Numerous tests have shown this to be the fact. The only way in 
which any purchaser can distinguish a chromium-plated carbon stet-1 
knife from a stainless steel knife is by the word "stainless" stampr<l 
upon the blade of the knife. When the word "Stainless" is stampt'cl 
upon a chromium plated knife, the purchaser expects to receive a n<l 
hPlievc~s he is receiving a knife made from stainless steel. 

PAn. 6. Respondent herein, the National Silver Company, distri
butes and sells knives, cutlery, and tableware made of the chromium
steel alloy, stainless steel, and similar articles made of carbon stee1 1 

chromium-plated, stamping such products, regardless of whether they 
llfe made from carbon steel or chromium alloyed steel, with the word 
"stainless." The respondent has also sold and distributed a carbon 
steel chromium-plated knife marked "Stainpruf". Respondent's 
salesmen do not inform the purchasers of its products whether the 
said products are made of solid metal, that is, stainless steel, or 
whether they are chromium-plated. Said purchasers, in view of the 
nlmost identically similar appearance of the two products, are unable 
to detect the difference, and have purcha~d and do purchase chro
mium-plated knives and other flat tableware of inferior quality in 
the belief that the metallic parts of said products are composed of 
solid alloyed or stainless steel Department and other stores identifie<l 
in the record as having sold chromium-plated cutlery stamped "stain
lrss" oMained snch goods from the respondent. The salesmen of 
r!'spowlent had no knowledge of any other firm, person or manufac
turer save the respondent itself, which marked or stamped chromhuH
plated cutlery with the word "stainless." Respondent did not prodnee 
n single chromium-plated knife or fork, stamped "stainless." that hacl 
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been so stamped by anyone other than the respondent. It did not 
present, as a witness, a single cutlery manufacturer or silversmith 
in the United States who brands or stamps, or has stamped, a chro
mium-plated knife or fork with the word "stainless." Respondent 
did not produce a single catalog put out by any manufacturer or 
jobber or department store in the United States in which chromium 
plated knives or forks are advertised and branded with the word 
"stainless." Respondent alone has followed the practice of stamping 
or btanding chromium-plated knives and forks with the word "stain
less" in utter disregard of the well established trade custom in this 
country among cutlery manufacturers, silversmiths, and the trade
generally of using the word "stainless" to designate steel cutlery 
lllade from chromium-alloyed steel. 

The chromium-plated cutlery distributed and sold by the respond
ent is made from a base of carbon steel electrically plated with nickel 
and chromium. Carbon steel is notoriously subject to corrosive in
fluences, and rusts or oxidizes rapidly in the presence of water, damp
Hess, acids, or similar agents. Said chromium-plated cutlery is 
chal'acterized by the element of porosity; that is to say, the underlying 
~Jase metal becomes exposed to the atmosphere because the plating 
Is porous. 

Chromium is the most porous plating known, and is of negligible 
Value when used alone to proteet the underlying base of carbon stet'l 
against corrosion. For corrosion protection the common practice is 
?rst to apply to the underlying metal a very heavy layer of nickel. 
l'he degree of protection afforded depends upon the thickness of the 
llickel plating applied; the thicker the nickel, the more protection 
ntrorded. 

The specifications for plating on carbon steel approved by thll 
United. States Bureau of Standards call for a minimum of 0.0005 of 
an inch of nickel for good protection under mild conditions and at 
least 0.001 of an inch of nicke] for severe conditions. The Bureau's 
conclusions based upon a summary of exposure tests is that chromium 
eoatings from 0.00002 of an inch to 0.00003 of an inch add very litt1e 
to the protective value of said coatings but maintain their bright. 
appearance owing to their resistance to tarnish; and that relatively 
~lnek chromium coatings, from 0.00005 of an inch to 0.0001 of an ineh 
IInprove the protection against corrosion, especially in an industrial 
n tmosp here. 

!he plating expert of the U. S. Bureau of Standards testified in 
tlus proceeding that "any coating of chromium less than one hundred
!~ousandth of an inch, over any coating of nickel less than one ten

lousandth of an inch will furnish very little protection as a coating 
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()f steel if the steel is subjected to any corrosive influences"; that a 
thickness of nickel less than one ten-thousandth of an inch "is insuffi
cient to furnish protection against corrosion regardless of what maY 
be the thickness of the chromium that you put over it". 

Hequircments for the plating of carbon steel to be used, amoug 
olher things, for cutlery, specified by other plating experts not con
nected with the United States Government are that the nickel plating 
Le not less than 0.0002 of an inch, preferably 0.0005 of an inch, and 
that the chromium plating shall be from 0.00002 to 0.00003 of an inch. 

The chromium plating on the cutlery and other tableware prod
ucts distributed and sold by respondent is utterly thin and inadequate. 
Various specimens of respondent's chromium-plated cutlery were 
tested at the United States Bureau of Standards to ascertain the 
thickness of the plating thereon. These tests revealed plating of 
nickel of thicknesses ranging from 0.00006 to 0.00008 of a inch, and 
plating of chromium ranging from 0.000007 to O.OOOOOV of an inch. 
No underlying cop par at all was found undernE>ath that plating. 

These thicknesses, as used by the respondent, in the opinion of 
well-known plating expE>rts, were entirely inadequate to furnish satis
factory protection. They were merely just "a flash" "a quick job," 
just "smell plating," requiring only a five-minute period for the plat· 
ing, a relatively cheap operation; thin plating as plating goes, and dis
tinctly poor for protective purposes. The plated objE>ct would be a I most 
as much subject to corrosion as if these weak deposits had not been 
put on at all. Cutlery plating affording the best protection would 
be commercially impracticable owing to the cost of and time re
quired for the plating operation-2% homs in all. This would con
stitute very expensive plating. For a knife blade this time would 
make this cost of the operation almost prohibitive from a commercial 
standpoint. 

Tests made by the Bureau of Stanuarus show that the chromium
plated carbon steel cutlery sold by respondent as "stainless'' is not 
~tainless or corrosion resistant in fact. Portions of a chromium· 
plated fork of the rE>spondent, stamped "stainless" subjected to a 24-
hour salt spray test, were attacked, showing the presence of rust 
in various locations, both on the tines and howl. An unmounted 
<·hromium-plah•d knife blade sold by respondent and stamped 
"Stainpruf," after having its cutting edge ground, to simulate ordi· 
nary use, when placed in tap watE>r brcame rusty and later, when 
clE>anE'd and placed in a salt spray for 24: hours, was severly attnckE'd 
on the ground edge and along the platE'd surfaces as wt>ll. 

Portions of another of rN;pondcnt's chromium-plated forks, 
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stamped "stainless," when subjected to a 24-hour salt spray test, 
S~lowed the presence of rust, both on the bowl and c,n the tines, par
trcularly at the cutting edges. One of respondent's chromium-plated 
knife blades stamped "N asco Stainpruf," when subjected to the same 
salt spray, showed a tremendous amount of corrosion on one side, not 
confined to the cutting edge but on the surface as well, and the 
ground edges were severely rusted. 

Portions of one of respondent's chromium-plated forks, stamped 
"stainless" on the bowl, when subjected to the salt spray test, showed 
rust spots all over the sample, particularly along the sheared edges. 

A number of carbon steel knife blades, plated for comparative 
Purposes with plating of the same character and thickness as that 
~tsed by the respondent, namely, with from O.OOOOG to 0.00008 of an 
11lch of nickel and thereafter with from 0.000007 to 0.000009 of chro
mium, were subjected to various corrosion tests. These samples 
corroded when immersed in grapefruit juice, lemon juice, acetic acid, 
and in distilled water for extended periods. 

Chromium-plated knives, plated 'vith the same specifications cor· 
roded when subjected to December weather, specimens subjected to 
humid atmosphere arising from a 2% solution of vinegar corroded, 
ltlld specimens similarly chromium-plated and subjected to 48 hours 
of salt spray corroded. 

On the other hand, stainless steel blades subjected to the above
me.ntioned tests rl'mained shiny and clean and bright. Stainless steel 
knrves and forks as sold by the respondent, subjected to the salt spray 
test by the U. S. Bnreau of Standards, successfully withstood such 
test. 

PAn. 7. The respondent submitted the results of chemical tests 
conducted in its behalf upon certain groups of unmounted chromium
Plated fork blades. The said forks so tl'stecl had been plated with 
a coating of chromium from 40 to GO times as thick as that appearing 
on the original speciml'ns of its cutlery furnished the Commission 
b~ the respondent, and had beneath this chromium plate undeter
mined thicknesses of nickel and cor)per. It does not appear whether 
s 'd aJ forks had bl'en or wHe being sold by the rl'spondl'nt, nor by 
Whom they had been plated. The fork blades so tested were reported 
as. having successfully withstood a salt spray tl'st, but they did not 
''"Ithstand certain other corrosion tests to which thl'y were subjected. 
?ne of tJ~em, after being immersl'd for an extende~l period of time 
1? orange juice showed the Ll'rrinninrr of corrosion and rust on one 
tr ' "' ,., . ne. Another of the said forks, similarly snbjl'ctl'd to a 5% solutiOn 
of acetic acid, showed two ditfl'rent spots at which the chromium 

14G7:iGm-3!) Yo!. 2-! 4!) 
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plating had started peeling off. The blade of this fork showed rust 
on its shank, on the front and back sides and on one of the inside 
tines near the bowl, all resulting from the action of the acetic acid. 
Another fork blade of the same lot immersed in lemon juice for an 
extended period, showed evidence of corrosion of the inside of the 
first tine. Another of the same forks subjected to the action of 
orange juice, showed . the beginning of rust and corrosion. Two 
of the fork blades, submitted respectively to the salt spray test and 
to distilled water, were reported as not corroding. 

PAR. 8. The breaking of plating on cutlery by sharpening or other 
abrasive action will cause and hasten corrosion in the presence of 
moisture. Dissimilar metals of opposite polarity being thus brought 
into contact with each other, electrolytic or battery action is created, 
and corrosion not only results but is hastened. Nickel and chromium 
nre negative to steel and, in a moist atmosphere, the iron goes into 
solution and the nickel and chromium accelerate the corrosion of the 
object made of iron or steel. On the other hand, there is no electro
lytic action between the component parts of an alloy. 

The sharpening of a chromium-plated carbon steel knife tends to 
wear the chromium plate away. Any abrasion on a plated knife is 
likely to cut through, and the carbon steel beneath will be attacked 
and will rust or corrode. After one grinding or sharpening the 
chromium plate along the ground or sharpened edge of the blade is 
destroyed, and the broken plating, ceasing to be stain resisting, the 
blade will corrode and rust. . 

There is a further tendency for chromium plate tO' flake or chip off 
when abraded. It is more difficult to put a satisfactory plating on 
a fork than on a knife, owing to the tines or prongs of a fork. When 
the plating on a piece of carbon steel is broken, and moisture or 
dampness gets to the underlying surface, the steel underneath rusts 
and a rust streak appears on the nickel plate. 

The respondent, in advertising or representing its knife stamped 
"stainpruf," after guaranteeing that the cutlery will not be stained 
by acids contained in vegetables, fruits, or meats, and that it wjll 
not rust or discolor in ordinary use, sets forth the following cautions 
in its advertising directions: 

To clean, it ls only necessary to wash in warm water and dry with clotb. 
Do not use scouring materials to polish the blades. 

The knife concerning which this caution was given was a chro
mium-plated knife. 

PAR. 9. A household and department store survey as to the meaning 
of the term "stainless" was made by respondent in New York City 
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and environs. A set of questions not seen by nor shown to the person 
interviewed was used by respondent. No person wrote his own 
answer or was shown how it was worded. In the first question asked, 
the word stainless was presented . in a distinctly adjective sense. 
AU sorts of replies were reported from these surveys, many of them 
contradictory and confused. Sixteen percent of those interviewed 
are reported as indicating a material that would not rust or stain. 
Only one person out of five hundred reported to have been inter
viewed made any reference to chromium plate. A number of cutlery 
salesmen from New York department stores offered by respondent 
in the capacity of experts or opinion witnesses knew comparatively 
little of the manufacture or manufacturers of cutlery or of cutlery 
markings and the significance thereof. 

PAR. 10. There are among the competitors of respondent, corpora
tions, firms, partnerships and individuals who manufacture knives, 
cutlery, and table flatware similar to that sold by the respondent. 
Such competitors of respondent use the word ''stainless" only as a. 
mark, brand, or stamp for, or in advertising knives, cutlery and table 
flatware made of the chrome-iron alloy, stainless steel, and they like
wise truthfully use the words or terms "chromium plate" or "chro
mium plated" to indicate a carbon steel product plated with chro
mium, and they uo not employ such word as "stainpruf" as a stamp, 
brand, or mark for, or in advertising chromium-plated knives, cut
lery, and table flatware that are not in fact stainproof and corrosion 
l'esistant. 

PAn. 11. The representations of respondent as hereinbefore set 
~orth in falsely stamping, branding, marking, describing, designat
Ing and advertising cheap and inferior products, to wit, chromium
plated carbon steel knives, cutlery and tableware with the word 
"stainless," thereby falsely representing such products to be made of 
!he alloy stainless steel, and the further stamping, branding, mark
Ing, describing, and advertising of certain of its chromium-plated 
carbon steel knives and flatware cutlery as "stainpruf," are false and 
misleading and have the capacity and tendency to deceive, and do 
?eceive, wholesalers, jobbers, retaiJ.,rs, and the ultimate purchasers 
Into buying chromium-plated carbon steel products as and for those 
lllade of genuine stainless steel, and through its advertising material 
~nd misbranding, as aforesaid, respondent has placed and is placing 
ln th~ hands of its wholesaler and retailer in interstate co~rce, 
t?e means of deceiving the ultimate purchasers. The aforesaid prac
hces have had the capacity and tendency to divert to respondent the 
trade of competitors engaged in selling in interstate commerce, prod-
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ucts of the same kind and nature as those of respondent, which 
products are truthfully advertised, and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved September 26, 1914. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, National Silver 
Company, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

OHDF.R TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the original and amended and supplemental complaints 
of the Commission, the answers of respondent thereto, testimony and 
other evide11ce in support of the allegations of said complaints and in 
opposition thereto, taken before Edward ~L Averill, an examiner of 
the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, briefs filed herein, 
and oral arguments by Marshall Morgan, counsel for the Commission, 
and by Abraham Drill, counsel for the respondent, and the Commis
sion having made its findings as to the facts and it~onclusion that 
said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act .to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers nnd duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Nutionnl Silver Company, its 
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the 
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of knives, cutlery and table
ware in interstate commerce or in the District of ColumLia, do 
forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Using the word "Stainless" as a trade name, brand, stamp, laLel 
or part thereof, or otherwise, upon or for knives and flatware cutlery, 
or in advertising or representing the same unless such knives and 
flatware cutlery are made of steel containing from 9% to 16% of 
chromium and containing not more thnn 0.7% carbon. 

2. ~[arking, branding, stamping, designating or advertising chro
mium-plated knives and flatware cutlery with the "·ord "Stainpruf," 
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or with a similar word or words indicating that such products are 
in fact stainproof. · 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
~fter service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
ln writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

CUSHING REFINING & GASOLINE COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOT..ATION 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2825. Oomplaint, May 28, 1936-Decision, Feb. 1"1, 193"1 

Where a corporation, engaged in the refining of crude petroleum, and in the 
manufacture therefrom of a portion of the gasoline produced by it by the 
new "cracking" method or process, and of the balance and greater portion 
thereof by the straight "distillatiqn" method, and in the sale and distri
bution of such gasoline, thus variously made, in commerce among the 
various States and in the District of Columbia to ultimate purchasers or 
consumers thereof, largely through wholesale dealers, jobbers, and re
tailers; In substantial competition with individuals and concerns likewise 
engaged in manufacture, distribution, and sale of gasoline produced by 
one or both of such methods, and with those also engaged in making type 
consisting of said product made by any of aforesaid methods, with addi
tion thereto of tetraethyl lead or "ETHYL," to eliminate knoek or detona
tion encountered ln high compression motors driven by usual "straight 
run" or "ordinary" gasoline, refined through the "skimming" or "dlstilla· 
tion" process, and added, to some extent, to most of the gasoline now sold 
in the United States, and resulting in the so-called long and widely used 
"ETHYL" gasoline, use of which destroys to extent thereof demand for 
or sale of "straight run" and "cracked" gasoline (some of which latter is 
sufficiently high in grade, without addition of such tetraethyl lead, to 
accomplish results similar to that produced by so-called "ETHYL" gaso
line) ; and Including among its said competitors those who use both 
"distillation" and "cracking" processes in manufacture of gasoline sold and 
distributed by them to consuming public In competition with its own, but 
without such false and fictitious representations as to the "newness" of 
their product, or falsely representing all their said product "hlgh test" or 
"high octane," are superior to all other gasoline, and without unfairly dis
paraging products of manufacturers who added tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl" 
to their product to ellminate knock and Increase pow~r ;-

(a) Represented, through Its advertising in newspapers, periodicals, and other 
publications of wide circulation among the general public, In aid of tbe 
sale of its said gasollne to dealers for ultimate use by consuming public, 
and to create a demand therefor In preferenre to the gasollne containing 
chemicals snch as tetraethyl or ''Ethyl," not theretofore made or sold by it, 
that gasoline to which such substance or fluid had been added for tbe 
purpose of p1·ocessing the same was a narcotic, or lind narcotic effects, and 
was "doped-up" and poisonous, and unsafe to users of such motor fuel, 
and that gasoline thus treated was unsafe for sale to or use by the publiC 
as a motor fuel, through such statements as: "Cushing's new gasoline needs 
no BEWARE signs. It's safe," "You don't want to endanger the life of 
your customers-you DO when you use a poisonously doped gasoline, but 
you DON'T when you offer them Cushing's," "Needs no dangerous chem· 
icals"; and 
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{b) Represented that all the gasoline produced by it was made by the 
"cracking" process, and that all o! its said gasoline was made by a new 
process and consisted of "high-test," "high-octane," "anti-knock" gaso
line. and that all of its said product was superior as motor fuel to so-called 
"ETHYL" gasoline, and that "cracking" process product was superior as 
a motor fuel to gasoline of equal octane value to which tetraethyl or 
"ETHYL" had been added, through such statements as: "WHAT's CusHING 
GoT THAT's So NEw," "Cushing's plant is new • • • We never be
lieved gasoline had to be doped-and we're anti-narcotic now, eo rather 
than sell you an artificially pep'ed-up product we've built a plant that's 
turning out an un-doped high octane gasoline that's a world beater-," 
.. • • • A NEW AND SAFER ANTI-KNOCK 1\IOTOR FUEL! NOT JUST ANOTHEB 

GASOLINE," "• * * As New AS TODAY's CARS," "* * * It stands on 
its own merits and needs no dangerous chemicals • • • " : 

The facts being that the conmmonly known "ETHYL" gasoline, which results 
from treating "straight run" or "ordinary" gasoline as made commercially 
either by "distillation" or "skimming" method, or by "crncldng" method, 
by adding thereto tetraethyl lead or "ETHYL," is a high-grade, anti-knock 
product, which functions in an exceedingly high and efficient manner as a 
gasoline motor fuel, is entirely safe to health of operators thereof and to 
public in general when used as such, and is not narcotic in effect, or a 
poisonous dope, or dangerous to life or health or customers, purchasers, 
11sers, or general public, and only portion of gasoline produced by it as 
above set forth was made by "cracking" process, or by its new plant or re
finery, or by new uddition to old refinery, and balance and greater part of 
its said gasoline was made by straight distillation, one of the oldest proc
esses known in industry in question; 

With effect of misleading retailers and other dealers in gasoline, and substan
tial portion of purchRslng public, into erroneous belief that statements and 
representations above set forth and indicated were true, and that gasoline 
treated with such tetraethyl lead or other chemicals to increase its power 
or eliminate knock, was undesirable, inefficient, doped, harmful, poisonous, 
and narcotic in its effect, and dangerous to health or life of customers when 
used for purpose for which gasoline motor !uel is intended; and that all 
the gasoline made by it was high-tt'8t or high-octane, obtained by a nf'w 
"cracking" process, which was safe and superior to ETHYL gasoline, or that 
to which tetraethyl lead had been added, or to "straight run" gasoline, and 
with tendency to induce public to buy gasoline not thus chemically treated, 
because of such erroneous beliefs thus brought about, and unfairly divert 
trade to sellers of "straight" or "ordinary" gasoline, and to it and other 
sellers of "cracked" gasoline, and its customers, from ~;ellers of gasoline 
treated with tetraethyl lead or "ETHYL"; to the substantial injury of com
petition in commerce: 

IIeld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors, and constituted unfair methods o! competition. 

Mr. James M. II ammond for the Commission. 
Mr. Dudley, llyde, Duvall dJ Dudley, of Oklahoma City, Okla., for 

respondent. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Septen1· 
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission! 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Cushing Refining & 
Gasoline Company, a corporation, is using unfair methods of com· 
petition in commerce, as ''commerce" is defined in said act, and it ap· 
pearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereto 
would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating 
its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Cushing Refining & Gasoline Company, 
is a corporation organized and existing pursuant to the laws of the 
State of Oklahoma, having its office and principal place of business 
at Cushing, Okla., with branch offices at Minneapolis, Minn., and 
refineries at Cushing and Blackwell, Okla. It is now, and for rnorc 
than one year last past has been, engaged in the business of refining 
crude petroleum and manufacturing therefrom gasoline, and in the 
sale of said gasoline in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia, shipping 
such products, when sold, to the purchasers thereof, some located in 
the State of Oklahoma, and. others located in various States of the 
United States other than the State from which shipment is made and 
in the District of Columbia. There is now and has been, for more 
than one year last past, a constant current of trade and commerce by 
respond.ent in its aforesaid products. 

PAR. 2. Certain other persons, firms, partnerships, and. corporations 
have been, and are now engaged in the manufacture and sale of gaso· 
line in interstate commerce, as described. in paragraph 1 hereof, some 
of which gasoline is refined by what is known in the trade as the 
"skimming" or "distillation" process, and is called "straight run" or 
"ordinary" gasoline; others are engaged in the manufacture of gaso· 
line by the "cracking" method, a newer process of refining gasoline 
which, as a rule, extracts a higher grade of gasoline from crude 
petroleum than is usuaJly obtained. by the "skimming" or "distillation" 
method. Most refiners use both the "cracking" and "distillation" 
proces!les. Others are engaged in manufacturing a certain type of 
gasoline known as "Ethyl" gasoline, which consists of gasoline made 
by any of the above method.s, to which a chemical known as "tetra· 
ethyl lead." or "Ethyl" has been added. for the purpose of eliminating 
"knocking" or "detonation" which is encountered. in high compressiOn 
motors when driven by the usual straight run gasoline. Some of the 
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¥asoline manufactured by the "cracking" method is sufficiently high 
In grade without the addition of tetraethyllead to accomplish a r{'sult 
similar to that produced by "Ethyl" gasoline. The quality or grade 
of gasoline in this respect is susceptible of measurement and deter
mination. This standard of measurement is expressed in terms of 
octane value, and the gasoline having the highest octane rating is con
sidered by the trade, and the purchasing public, to be the best and 
commands a higher price or premium, accordingly. Tetraethyllead, 
or Ethyl fluid, unadulterated, is poisonous, but when used in the very 
limited quantity necessary or permitted in gasoline, as sold to the pub
lic for motor fuel, is entirely safe and no more poisonous or dangerous 
than any other motor gasoline. Tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl'' has been 
added, to some extent, to most of the gasoline now sold in the United 
States. 

Respondent's refineries at Blackwell and Cushing, Okla., have a. 
~aily capacity of approximately G,200 gallons of straight run gaso
hne produced by the "distillation" process. In addition to this, its 
Plant at Cushing has a daily capacity of 2,200 gallons produced by 
the "cracking" process. Respondent's production capacity for 
"cracked" gasoline is therefore approximately one-third of its ca
Pacity for producing "straight run" gasoline by the distillation 
Process. 

Respondent does not now, and never has, manufactured or sold 
gasoline to which tetraethyllead, or "Ethyl" is, or has been, added. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent is now, 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial com
Petition in commerce among and between the various States of the 
l!nited States and in the District of Columbia, -with other corpora
hans, and with partnerships and individuals engaged in manufac
turing, distributing, and selling gasoline to which tetraethyl lead, or 
"Ethyl" has been added, and with other corporations, partnerships, 
and individuals, who sell only "straight run" or "ordinary" gasoline 
to which tetraethyl lead or '~'Ethyl" has not been added, or who sell 
gasoline produced by the "cracking" process. All of the manufac
turers and sellers of the several types of gasoline above described 
are and have been in competition in commerce as hereinabove set 
out, between and among themselves, as to each and all of the said 
types of gasoline. 

PAn. 4. In such competition between the sellers of "Ethyl" gasoline 
and the sellers of gasoline to which no tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl" 
has been added, one of the controlling influences on the purchasing 
Public, is the popular opinion as to the comparative value, desir-
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ability, effectiveness and safety of "Ethyl" gasoline, as compared 
with either "ordinary," "straight run" gasoline or "cracked" gaso· 
line to none of which "Ethyl" has been added. 

The use of "Ethyl'' gasoline has been widely practiced in the 
United States for the last ten years, and its desirability and effective· 
ness in increasing power and eliminating "knock" is well known and 
understood by the purchasing public, and has been found to be en· 
tirely safe when used as motor fuel, the use for which it is intended, 
and is no more poisonous or dangerous than any other form of 
gasoline used for that purpose. Notices are placed on all gasoline 
pumps from which "Ethyl" gasoline is sold, in order that purchasers 
may be warned not to use it for cleaning or other purposes. 

The respondent, as a manufacturer and seller of gasoline which 
does not contain tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl," is interested in and en· 
gaged in presenting to the puchasing public all available reasons or 
arguments against, or tending to lessen the desirability, effectiveness 
and safety of gasoline treated with tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl." 

The use of the said "Ethyl" gasoline destroys to the extent of the 
use thereof, the demand for or sale of "straight run" and "cracked" 
gasoline, such as is manufactured and sold by the respondent, and 
respondent is therefore interested in an attempt to create public sen· 
timent against or adverse to the use of gasoline containing tetra· 
ethyl lead or "Ethyl." 

PAR. 5. Respondent distributes its said product to the ultimate pur· 
chasers or consumers thereof, largely through wholesale dealers, job· 
hers and retail merchants. In aid of its sales to such dealers, or ulti
mate dealers, for ultimate use by the consuming public, and for the 
purpose of creating· a demand on the part of the consuming public 
for its own products, in preference to gasoline containing chemicals 
such as tetraethyl or "Ethyl," which it docs not manufacture or sell, 
respondent now causes, and for a long time past, has caused adver· 
tisements to be issued, published, and circulated in newspapers, maga
zines and other publications of wide and general circulation, and in 
other forms of printed matter, and by radio broadcasting and in 
other ways, to and among the general public of the United States. 

In said ways, and by said means, respondent has made to the gen
eral public, unfair, exaggerated, false, and misleading statements, 
for the purpose and intent, and with the effect of promoting the sale 
in commerce, as aforesaid, of its own products and for the purpose 
and effect of unfairly disparaging and discouraging the consumption 
by the purchasing public of gasoline containing tetraethyl lead or 
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''Ethyl," which it does not manufacture, produce or sell. These adver- · 
tisernents contain statements, among others, such as the following: 

WHAT'S CUSHING GOT THAT'S SO NEW 
Cushing's plant is new-it's 1935 from tstem to steru. We thought it al.Jout 

time that today's motor fuels caught up with today'<~ motor cars. We never 
believed gasoline had to be doped-and we're anti-narcotic now, so rather than 
sen you an artificially pep'ed-up product we've built a plant that's turning 
out au undoped high octane gasoline that's a world beater-

CUSHING'S A NEW AND SAFER ANTI-KNOCK MOTOR FUEL! NOT 
JUST ANOTHER GASOLINE. 

There's been plenty of new gasoline, and CUSHING'S not making claims we 
can't deliver-so we've guaranteed our new high octane anti-knock motor fuel, 
because we know it's pure undoped power. We could have offered you an arti
ficially pep'ed up product-instead we have spent thousands of dollars on a 
new plant to bring you a gasoline that's as new as today's cars. It stands on 
its owu merits and needs no dangerous chemicals-hence you can offer it to 
3'our customers without doubt or fear. 

NEW I WE'LL SAY CUSHING'S GASOLINE IS AS NEW AS TODAY'S 
CARS. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN ANTI-KNOCK I WITH CUSHING'S NEW GASO
LINE WE NOT ONLY MEAN IT-WE GUARANTEE IT! 

Cushing's new gasoline needs no BEWARE signs. It's safe. 
You don't want to endanger the life of your customers-you DO when you 

use a poisonously doped gasollne, but you DON'T when you offer them 
Cushing's. 

When we saw the bandwrltlng on the wall we might have gone out of 
the room and mixed up a doped-up gasoline-but we could have hardly put the 
name CUSHING on such a product, so we have spent thousands of dollars 
on a new plant to bring you a high octane and anti-knock motor fuel so good 
'1\>'e guarantee it. 

But that's the only way we know how to give you a gasoline of real per-
formance-not artificially doped-up. · 

It stands on its own merits, and needs no dangerous chemicals . 

• PAR. 6. The statements above set forth, together with others of 
Similar import and effect serve as representations by respondent and 
have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive, and have mis
led and deceived, purchasers and prospective purchasers of gasoline 
treated with tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl" by leading them to believe: 

1. That gasoline other than respondent's Is not safe; 
2. That gasoline which contains tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl" is not safe; 
3. That gasoline to which a chemical has been added for the purpose ot 

elhninating ''knock" is dangerous to the life or health ot the purchaser or 
llser thereof· 

4. That g;sollne to which chemicals have been added Is poisonous, but that 
the gasollne of respondent Is not; 

IS. That gasoline to which a chemical has been added to increase its power 
and to eliminate "knock" is doped, and therefore unsafe for use by the 
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consuming public, whereas the gasoline of the respondent is superior to chemf· 
cally treated gasoline; 

6. That gasoline treated with tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl," which is the onlY 
cbemlcal used commercially for admixture with gasollne to eliminate "knock" 
and to Increase its power, Is a dangerous dope, a narcotic, and injurious to the 
life or health of purchasers, users and the general public; 

7. That all of respondent's gasoline is made by a new process; 
8. That all of respondent's gasoline Is made by the "cracking" process; 
9. That gasoline made by the "cracking" process Is superior to gasoline to 

which "Ethyl" or tetraethyl lend has been added. 

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, the treatment of "straight run" or 
"ordinary" gasoline, as manufactured commercially, either by the 
distillation or skimming method, or by the cracking method, by 
adding thereto tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl," results in the creation of 
a high grad~ anti-knock gasoline, commonly known as "Ethyl" gaso· 
line, which functions in an exceedingly high and efficient manner as 
fuel for gasoline motors. Said "Ethyl" gasoline is entirely safe to 
the health of persons operating said motors, and to the public in 
general, when used as a motor fuel, and is not narcotic in its effect, 
a poisonous dope, or dangerous to the life or health of a customer, 
purchaser, user, or the general public. 

In truth and in fact only about one-third of the gasoline produced 
by the respondent is made by the new cracking process, or by its 
new plant or refinery, or by a new addition to an old refinery, the 
balance being made by straight distillation, one of the oldest proc
esses known in the petroleum refining industry. 

PAR. 8. The aforesaid false, misleading, and unfairly disparaging 
representations, so made by respondent in its advertising, as above 
described, have had, and now have, the tendency and capacity to 
mislead, and have misled and deceived retailers, jobbers, and whole· 
salers of gasoline and a substantial portion of the purchasing and 
consuming public, into the false and erroneous belief that said state
ments and representations, or any of them as set forth in paragraph 
5 are true, and that gasoline treated with tetraethyl lead or other 
chemicals to increase its power or to eliminate "knock," is undesirable, 
inefficient, doped, harmful, poisonous, narcotic in its effect, and 
dangerous to the health or life of customers, when used for the pur
pose for which gasoline motor fuel is intended; and that all of the 
gasoline manufactured by respondent is high test, or high octane 
gasoline obtained by a new "cracking" process which is safe and is 
superior to "Ethyl" gasoline or gasoline to which tetraethyl lead has 
been added, or to straight run gasoline. 

Further, said false and misleading statements and representations 
have the tendency and capacity to induce the public to purchase 
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gasoline not so chemically treated, in and because. of such erroneous 
beliefs, brought about as hereinabove set out, and to unfairly divert 
trade to the sellers of straight or ordinary gasoline and to the sellers 
of "cracked" gasoline, including the respondent, and its customers, 
from sellers of gasoline treated with tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl" to 
increase its efficiency as a motor fuel. As a result thereof, substan
tial injury has been and is now being done by respondent to competi
tion, in commerce among and between the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 9. Gasoline of sundry competitors of respondent likewise 
engaged in commerce as herein set out who use both the "distillation" 
and "cracking» processes in the manufacture of their products, is 
and has been sold and distributed to the consuming public in the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia 
in competition with respondent's gasoline but without such false and 
fictitious representations as to the "newness" of their product and 
Without falsely representing that all of their gasoline is "high test" 
or "high octane" or superior to all other gasoline, when such is not 
the case, and without unfairly disparaging the products of manu
facturers of gasoline who add tetraethyl lead or "Ethyl" to their 
Product for the purpose of eliminating "knock" and increasing its 
Power . 
. PAn. 10. The above and foregoing acts, practices and representa

tions of the respondent, have been, and are, all to the prejudice of 
the public and respondent's competitors, as aforesaid, and have been 
and are unfair methods of competition within the meaning and intent 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a 

,J<'ederal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO 'l'IIE FAcTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved. Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Fed.eral Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on May 28, 193(3 issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon said respondent, Cushing RE'fining 
& Gasoline Co., charging it with the use of unfair methods of com
Petition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. On 
June 19, Hl3G, the respondent filed its answer in this proceeding. 
Thereafter, a stipulation was entered into whereby it was stipulated 
and agreed that a statement of facts signed and. executed by the 
respondent's counsel, John B. Dudley, and ,V, T. Kelley, Chief 
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Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to the approval 
of the Commission, may be taken as the facts in this proceeding and 
in lieu of testimony in support of the charges stated in the complaint, 
or in opposition thereto, and that the said Commission may proceed 
upon said statement of facts to make its report, stating its findings 
as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon and enter its order 
disposing of the proceeding without the presentation of argument 
or the filing of briefs. Thereafter this proceeding regularly came 
on for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint, answer 
and stipulation, said stipulation having been approved and accepted, 
and the Commission having duly considered the same and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public and makes its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Cushing Refining & Gasoline Com· 
pany, is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business pursu· 
ant to the laws of the State of Oklahoma, having its office and prin· 
cipal place of business in Cushing, Okla., with a branch office at :Min· 
neapolis, Minn., and refineries at Cushing and Dlack"·ell, Okla. It 
is now, and for more than one year last past has been engaged in the 
business of refining crude petroleum and manufacturing therefrom 
gasoline, and in the sale of said gasoline in commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. It ships said products, when sold, to the purchasers there· 
of, some located in the State of Oklahoma, and others located in 
various other States of the United States, or in States other than the 
State from which shipment is made, and in the District of Columbia. 
There is now, and has been for more than one year last past, a con· 
stant current of trade and commerce by respondent in its aforesaid 
products. 

PAR. 2. Certain other corporations, firms, partnerships, and in· 
dividuals have been, and are now, likewise engaged in the manufac· 
ture and sale of gasoline in commerce, as described in paragraph 1 
hereof. Some of said gasoline is refined by what is lmown in the 
trade as the "skimming" or "distillation" process, and is called 
"straight run" or "ordinary'' gasoline. Other types of said gasoline 
are refined by the "cracking" method, a new process of refining gaso· 
line which, when applied to the proper grade of crude petroleum maY 
be made to extract a higher grade of gasoline than is usually obtained 
by the "skimming" or "distillation" method. Most refineries usP both 
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the "cracking" and "distillation'' process as the "cracking" process 
Will extract additional gasoline from crude petroleum previously 
treated by other processes. Others are engaged in manufacturing a 
certain type of gasoline known as "ETHYL" gasoline, which consists 
of gasoline made by any of the above methods, to which a chemical 
known as tetraethyllead or "ETHYL" has been added for the pur
Pose of eliminating knock or detonation which is encountered in high 
compression motors when driven by the usual straight run gasoline. 
Some of the gasoline manufactured by the "cracking" method is 
~ufficiently high in grade without the addition of tetraethyl lead to 
accomplish a result similar to that produced by "ETHYL" gasoline. 
The quality or grade of gasoline in this respect is susceptible of 
measurement and determination. This standard of measurement is 
(!Xpressed in terms of octane value, and the gasoline having the high
est octane rating is considered by the trade, and the purchasing public, 
to be the best and commands a higher price or premium accordingly. 
Tetraethyllead, or "ETHYL" fluid, unadulterated, is poisonous, but 
When used in the very limited quantity necessary or permitted in 
gasoline, as sold to the public for motor fuel, is entirely safe and no 
more poisonous or dangerous than -any other motor gasoline. Tetra
ethyl lead or "ETHYL" has been added, to some extent, to most of 
the gasoline now sold in the United States. 

Respondent, prior to the filing of the complaint in this proceeding, 
never manufactured or sold gasoline to which tetraethyl lead or 
"ETHYL" had been added, but during the summer of 1936, and after 
the filing of the complaint herein, commenced to manufacture gaso
line so treated with tetraethyllead, which it new sells to dealers and 
consumers. 

PAn. 3. In the course of its business, respondent is now, and has 
been, in substantial competition in commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia, 
with other corporations, and with partnerships and individuals en
gaged in manufacturing, distributing, and selling gasoline produced 
by any of the methods hereinbefore named. All of the manufacturers 
and sellers of the several types of gasoline above described are and 
have been in competition in commerce as hereinabove set out, between 
and among themselves, as to each and all of the said types of 
gasoline . 

. PAR. 4. In such competition between the sellers of ETHYL gaso
ltne and the sellers of gasoline to which no tetraethyllead or ETHYL 
has been added, one of the controlling influences on the purchasing 
Public, is the proper opinion as to the compara.tive value, desirability, 
effectiveness and safety of ETHYL gasoline, as compared with either 
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"ordinary," "straight run" gasoline or "cracked'' gasoline to none 
of which ETHYL has been added. 

So-called ETHYL gasoline has been widely used in the United 
States :for the last ten years, and its desirability and effectiveness in 
increasing power and eliminating "knock" is well known and under· 
stood by the purchasing public, and it has been :found to be entirely 
safe when used as a motor :fuel, the use for which it is intended. It is 
no more poisonous or dangerous than any other form of gasoline used 
for that purpose. Notices are placed on all gasoline pumps from 
which ETHYL gasoline is sold, in order that purchasers may be 
warned not to use it for cleaning or other purposes. 

The respondent, as a manufacturer and seller of gasoline which, 
prior to the filing of the complaint in this proceeding, did not contain 
tetraethyl lead or ETHYL, was interested and engaged in presenting 
to the purchasing public all available reasons or arguments against 
or tending to lessen the desirability, effectiveness and safety of gas· 
oline treated with Tetraethyl lead or ETHYL. 

The use of the said ETHYL gasoline destroys to the extent of the 
use thereof, the demand for or sale of "straight run" and "cracked" 
gasoline, such as is manufactured and sold by the respondent, and 
the respondent prior to filing the complaint in this proceeding, was 
therefore, interested in an attempt to create public sentiment adverse 
to the use of gasoline containing tetraethyllead or ETHYL in order 
that a greater demand might exist for gasoline not so treated. 

PAn. 5. Hespondent distributes its said product to the ultimate 
purchasers or consumers thereof, largely through wholesale dealers, 
jobbers, and retail merchants. In aid of its sales to such dealers, or 
ultimate dealers, for ultimate use by the consuming public, and for 
the purpose of creating a demand for its own products, in preference 
to gasoline containing chemicals ~uch as tetraethyl or ETHYL, which, 
prior to filing the complaint in this proceeding, it did not manu:fac· 
t ure or se1I, respondent caused advertisements to be issued and pub· 
lished in newspapers, magazines, and .other publications of wide 
circulation among the general public of the United States. These 
advertisements contain statements, among others, such as the 
following: 

WHAT'S CUSHING GOT THAT'S SO NEW 
Cushing's plant is new-it's 1D35 from stem to stem. We thought It about 

time that today's motor ftwls cnught up with today's motor cars. We never 
I.JclieYed gasoline had to be dopcd-aud we're anti-narcotic now, so rather than 
sl'll you nn nrtificlally pcp'e<l-np product we've built a plnnt that's turning 
out nn mt-doped high octane gnsollne that's a world bcater-

CUSIII:-.'G'S A NEW ·AND SAFEU ANTI-KNOCK 1\IOTOU FUEL! NOT 
JUST ANOTIIEU GASOLINE 
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There's been plenty of new gasoline, and CUSHING'S not making claims we 
can't deliver-so we've guaranteed our new high octane anti-knock motor fuel, 
because we know It's pure undoped power. We could have offered you an 
artificially pep'ed-up product-instead we have spent thousands of dollars on 
a new plant to bring you a gasoline that's as new as today's cars. It stands 
on Its own merits and needs no dnugerous ehemicals-hence you can offer 1t 
to Your customers without doubt or fear. 

NEW! WE'LL SAY CUSIIING'S GASOLINE IS AS NEW AS TOD.\Y'S 
CARS, 

WHAT DO YOU 1\IEAN ANTI-KNOCK! WITH CUSHIXG'S NEW GAS
OLINE WE NOT ONLY 1\IEAN IT-WE GUARANTEE IT! 

Cushing's new gasoline needs no BEWARE signs. It's safe. 
You don't want to endanger the life of your customers-you DO when you 

Use a poisonously doped gasoline, but you DON'T when you offer tlwm 
Cushing's. 

When we saw the bandwriting on the wall we might bave gone out of the 
room and mixed up a do}md-up gasoline-but we could have hanlly put the 
name CUSHING on sueh a product, so we have spent thousands of dollars on 
a new plant to bring you a high octane and anti-knock motor fuel so good we 
guarantee it. 

But that's the only way we know how to give you n gasoline of real per
formance-not artificially doped-up. 

It stands on its own merits, and needs no dangerous chemicals. 

By said means, respondent has made exaggerated statements to the 
general public, for the purpose of promoting the sale of its own 
Products by lessening the consumption by the purchasing public of 
gasoline containing tetraethyl lead or ETHYL, which it did not 
lhanufacture, or sell prior to the summer of 193G . 
. PAn. G. The statements above set forth, to get her with others of 

srmilnr import and effect, serve to unfairly discourage the purchase 
of gasoliue treated with tetraethyl lead or ETHYL fluid, by leading 
the public to believe: 

1. That gasoline other than respondent's is not safe; 
2. That gasoline which contains tetraethyl lead or ETHYL is not 

safe· 
' 3. That gasoline to which a chemical has been added for the purpose 

of eliminating "knock" is dangerous to the life or health of the put·
chaser or user thereof; 

4. That gasoline to which chemicals have been added is poisonous, 
but that the gasoline of respondent is not; 
. 5. That gasoline to which a ('hemical has been added to increase 
Its Power and to eliminate "knock" is doped, and therefore unsafe 
for use by the consuming public, whereas the gasoline of the respond
ent is superior to chemically treated gasoline; 

G. That gasoline treated with tetraethyllead or ETHYL, which is 
the only or usual chemical used commercially for admixture with gas-

1467~6m-39-voi. 2-l--50 
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oline to eliminate "knock" and to increase its power, is a dangerous 
dope, a narcotic, and injurious to the life or health of purchasers, 
users and the general public; 

7. That gasoline made by the "cracking" process is superior to 
gasoline to which ETHYL or tetraethyl lead has been added. 

PAn. 7. The treatment of "straight run" or "ordinary" gasoline, as 
manufactured commercially either by the distillation or skimming 
method, or by the cracking method, by adding thereto tetraethyllead 
or ETHYL, results in the creation of a high grade anti-knock gas
oline, commonly known as ETHYL gasoline, which functions in an 
exceedingly high and efficient manner as fuel for gasoline motors. 
Said ETHYL gasoline is entirely safe to the health of persons 
operating said motors, and to the public in general, when used as 
a motor fuel, and is not narcotic in its efi~ct, or a poisonous dope, 
or dangerous to the life or health of a customer, purchaser, user, or 

. the general public. 
Respondent's r!:'fineries at Dlackwell and Cushing, Okla., have a 

daily capacity of npproximately 6,200 barrels of crude oil per day 
by the "distillation" process. In addition to this, its plant at Cush
ing has a daily capacity of 2,000 barrels per day, produced by the 
"cracking" process. Respondent's production capacity for "cracked" 
gasoline is, therefore, approximately one-third of its capacity for 
producing "straight run" gasoline by the distillation process. 

Only a portion, therefore, of the gasoline produced by the respond
ent is made by the cracking process, or by its new plant or refinery, 
or by a new addition to an old refinery, the balance and greater part, 
being made by straight distillation process, one of the oldest processes 
known in the petroleum refining industry. 

PAR. 8. The aforesaid representation, made by respondent in its 
advertising, as above described, have the tendency to mislead, and 
have misled retailers, and other dealers in gasoline and u. substantial 
portion of the purchasing public, into the erroneous beliefs that said 
statements and representationR, or any of them, as set forth in para
gmph 5 above, are true and that gasoline treated with tetraethyl 
lead or other chemicals to increase its powt:>r or to eliminate "knock" 
is undesirable, inefficient, doped., harmful, poisonous, narcotic in its 
effect, and dangersous to the health or life of customers when used 
for the purpose for which gasoline motor fuel is intended; and that 
all of the gasoline manufactured by respondent is high test, or high 
octane gasoline .obtained by a new "cracking" process which is safe 
and is superior to ETHYL gasoline or gasoline to which tetraethyl 
lead has Leen added, or to stra.ight run gasoline. 
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Further, said representations have the tendency to induce the 
public to purchase gasoline not so chemically treated, because of such 
erroneous beliefs, brought about as hereinabove set out, and to 
Unfairly divert trade to the sellers of straight or ordinary gasoline 
and to the sellers of "cracked" gasoline, including the respondent, 
and its customers, from sellers of gasoline treated with tetraethyl 
lead or ETHYL. As a result thereof, substantial injury has been 
done by respondent to competition in commerce among and between 
the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAn. 9. Gasoline of sundry competitors of respondents likewise 
engag~d in commerce as herein set out who use both the "distillation" 
and "cracking" processes in the manufacture of their products, has 
been sold and distributed to the consuming public in the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia in competition 
with respondent's gasoline but without such false and fictitious 
representations as to the "newness" of their product and without 
representing that all of their gasoline is "high test" or "high octane" 
or superior to all other gasoline, when such is not the case, and 
Without unfairly disparaging the products of manufacturers of gas
oline who add tetraethyl lead or ETHYL to their product for the 
purpose of eliminating "knock" and increasing its power. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Cushing Re
fining & Gasoline Company, are to the prejudice of the public and 
of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of com
petition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE .AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of 
l'espondent, and the agreed stipulation of facts entered into between 
the respondent herein, Cushing Refining & Gasoline Co., by its 
a~torney of record, and ,V. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Commis-
81~n, which provides, among other things that without further 
evidence or other interveniug procedure, the Commission may issue 
and serve upon the respondent herei.n findings as to the facts and 
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conclusion based thereon and an order disposing of the proceeding, 
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and 
conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an act 
of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Cushing Refining & Gasoline 
Co., its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection 
with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of its gasoline in 
interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing: 

1. That gasoline to which tetraethyl lead, or ETHYL fluid has 
been added for the purpose of processing said gasoline, is a narcotic 
or has narcotic effects, is "doped up'' or is poisonous, unsafe or 
dangerous to the life or lwalth of persons using the same for motor 
fuel; 

2. Using any language calculated to intimate or suggest that 
gasoline treated with tetraethyllead or ETHYL fluid is unsafe for 
sale to or usc by the public as a motor fuel, in the manner prescriberl 
by law; 

3. That all of the gasoline prodtwe1l by it is manufactured by the 
"cracking" process; 

4. That all of the gasoline produced by it is made by a new process 
llnd consists of what is commonly known as "high test," "high octane" 
or "anti knock" gasoline and that all of its gasoline is superior as 
motor fuel to that type of gasoline commonly known us "ETHYL" 
gasoline; . 

5. That gasoline made by the "cracking'' proc<>ss is superio1· as !L 

motor fuel to gasoline of equal octane value to which tetraethyl Iea,d 
or "ETHYL" has been added. 

It is hereby fm·ther ordered, That the respondent Cushing Refin
ing & G<lsoline Co., a corporation, shall within 60 days from the date 
of the serving upon it of this order, file with the Commission, its 
report in writing stating the manner and form in which it shall have 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

.JOSEPH LEWIN, TRADING AS LEEV-NO-RING CHEMICAL 
CO~IPANY 

CO:Vll'LAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2921. Complaint, Sept. 17, 19.'16-Decision, Feb. 11, 1987 

Where an individual, engaged In preparation of cleaning ftuid, and offer and 
sale thereof-

Caused his trade name, ineludiug words "Leev-No-Ring" to appear on labels 
affixed to containers of his product, and featm·ed same in circulars, folders, 
llnd other forms of printed mutter published and rlrculated by him among 
the general public, and rl'presentPd that his snid ftnlds could be usPd 
safely nnd without injury to the moHt delicate fabrics or materials, and 
would remove all grease spots instantly and without injury to such fabrics, 
and would not in any instance leave a ring, facts being his said product, 
used on fabrics dyed with non-fast or fugitive dyes, did affect colors 
thPreof by causing same to hlePd or run, rmd In cnse of certain fabrics 

'\ ,. did I Pave appcararwe of a mark Ol' ring thereon; 
\ lth car1ac!ty and tendeBcy to mislead and deceh·e purchasers and pro:-;pectlve 

Purcilasers tlwreof into belief that said fluids could be used safely and 
Without injury and with results claimed therefor, as above set forth, and 
to Induce purel111se of his snill prouucts in such erroneous beliefs, and with 
effcet of thcrphy uirPrtiug trade to him from competitors, including those 
Who, as manufacturers, compounders, sellers, and distributors of like and 
similar produds, truthfully advertise and represent the nature, merit, and 
Value of their rPspectlve products, or do not advertise and represent that 
the same have merit or value whi(·h they <lo not possess; to the substantial 

1 
injury of competition in commerce: 

lel!l, 'l'hnt sueh ads and vrnctices were to the prejudice of the pul1lic and 
compt'titors, an<l con~titutetl unfair nwtholls of comrwtltion. 

Before lJ!r. lV. lV. Sltep pard, trial examiner. 
11/r. Joseph 0. Feltr for the Commission. 
1IIr. Olyde L. Rogers, of Washington, D. C. and lllr. David S. 

ilndron, of New York City, for respondC'nt. 

Co.Ml'L\INT 

1 
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep-

~tnber 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commts
Slon, to define its powE.'rs and duties, and for other purposes, "the Fed
~ral Trade Commission having reason to believe that Joseph Lewin 
,~as been and is using unfair methods of competi.tion in c?mmerce .as 
~llltnerce'' is defined in said act, and it appeanng to s:nd Comnus-

81011 that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
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interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. .Joseph Lewin, hPreinaftPr refprred to as respondent, 
is an individual trading as LPev-No-Ring Chemical Company, hav
ing his office and principal place of busi1~ess located at 207 West 17th 
StreBt, in the city of New York, in the State of New York. Respond
ent for more than one year last past has been, and still is, engaged 
in the preparation of Cleaning Fluids and offering said products for 
sale and selling the same, in commerce between the State of New York 
and the several States of the United States and in the District of Co
lumbia. When said products are sold, respondent transports or 
causes the same to be transported from his place of business i.n the 
State of New York to the purchasers thereof located in States of the 
United States other than the State of New York and in the District 
of Columbia. There has been for more than one year last past, and 
still is, a constant current of trade and commerce in said products so 
compounded by respondent, between and among the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent is 
now and for more than one year last past has been in substantittl 
competition with other individuals, and with partnerships, corpora· 
tions, and firms engaged in the manufacture nnd compounding of 
like and similar products and in the sale thereof in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business, as aforesaid, the 
respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his cleaning fluids 
and for the purpose of creating a demand upon the part of the con· 
suming public for said products, adopted as and :for a trade name 
under which to carry on business the words, "Leev-No-Ring Chemi
cal Company." Respondent causes and for more than one year last 
past has caused said trade name containing the hyphenated words 
"Leev-No-Ring" to appear on labels affixed to the containers of his 
products. Said trade name is also featured in circulars, folders, and 
other forms of printed matter relating to such products which 
respondent issues, publishes, and circulates and has issued, published, 
and circulated to and among the general public of the United States. 
The respondent makes and has made to the general public many other 
unfair, false, and misleading statements with reference to the value 
and merits of his said products, a portion of which are as follows: 

LEEV-NO-RING The Perfect Cleaning Fluid NON-INJURIOUS To The l\{ost 
Delicate Materials. 

LEEV-NO-RING is !lnfe on silks and artificial silks as well ns on all delicate 
tabrles. Dries thoroughly leaving NO-RING. 
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Removes all grease spots instantly without injury to the most delicate fabric. 
Wlll not injure the most delicate fabrics. 

PAn. 3. The statements and representations set forth in paragraph 
2 hereof have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive 
Purchasers and prospective purchasers of respondent's products into 
the belief: 

(a) That the respondent's cleaning fluids can be used safely and 
Without injury to the most delicate fabrics or materials; 

(b) That respondent's cleaning fluids when used will remove all 
grease spots instantly without injury to the most delicate fabrics; 

(c) That the respondent's cleaning fluids when used will not in 
any instance leave a ring; 

Whereas, in truth and in fact, respondent's said products when used 
0.n fabrics dyed with certain kinds of dye, such as non-fast or fugi
tive dyes, does affect the colors of such fabrics by causing the same 
to bleed or run. Nor is it true, as represented, that the use of 
respondent's said products on certain fabrict> does not result in the 
~Ppearance of a mark or ring on such fabrics. I11 truth and in fact, 
111 either or in both of these ways such fabrics are in fact injured 
by the use of respondent's said products thereon . 
. PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of the respondent in 
1~ltcrstate commerce manufacturers, compounders, and distributors of 
hke and similar products who truthfully advertise and represent the 
nature, merit, and value of their respective products. There are also 
an:tong such competitors of the respondent manufacturers com
Pounders and distributors of like and similar products who do not 
advertise and otherwise represent that such products have merit or 
l'alue which they do ·not have. 

PAn. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent have 
the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers and 
Prospective purchasers into the erroneous beliefs described in para
graph 3 hereof and into the purchase of respondent's products in such 
beliefs. Thereby trade is diverted by respondent from respondent's 
competitors in interstate commerce referred to in paragraph 4 and 
as a consequence thereof substantial injury is done by respondent to 
competition in interstate commerce . 

. PAR, 6. Said acts and practices of respondent are all to the prej~
dice of the public and respondent's competitors, and constitute un~a1r 
ltlethods of competition in commerce within the intent and meamng 
of Section 5 of an Act of ConO'ress entitled "An Act to create-~ 
l1'ederal Trade Commission to a:fine its powers and dutie.s, and for 
other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on September 17, 1936, issued, and on 
September 21, 1936, served its complaint in this proceeding upon 
respondent, Jost>ph Lewin, charging him with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of 
said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of re
spondent's answer, the Conunission, by order entered herein, granted 
respondent's motion for permission to withdraw said answer and to 
substitute therefor an answer admitting all the material allegations of 
the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further evidence 
and all other intervening procedure, which substitute answer was duly 
filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding 
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said 
complaint and the substitute answer briefs and oral arguments of 
counsel having been waived, and the Commission having duly con
sidered the same and being now fully advised in the premises finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion dmwn therefrom: 

FINJliNGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGR.\PII 1. Joseph Lewin, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
is an individual trading as Leev-No-Ring Chemical Company. His 
office and principal place of business is located at 207 West 17th 
Street, in the dty of New York, in the State of New York. For moro 
than ·one year last past he has been, and still is, doing business under 
the name and style of Leev-No-Ring Chemical Company. In the 
operation of this business he has bet>n and is engaged in the prepara
tion of cleaning fluids and offers and has offered said products for 
sale and sells same in commerce between the State of New York and 
the severn! States of the United States, and in the District of 
Columbia. 

'Vlwn said products are sold, respondent transports or causes the 
same to be transported fl'Om his place of business in the State of New 
York to purchasers thereof located in States of the United States other 
than the State of New York, and in the District of Columbia. There 
has been for more than one year last past, and there still is, a constant 
c·urrent of trade and commerce in said products so compounded by 
respondent, between and among the various States of the United 
States, and in the District of Columbia. Respondent is now, and for 
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more than one year htst past has been, in substantial competition 
With other individuals, and with partnerships, corporations, and firms 
engaged in the manufacture and compounding of like and similar 
products and in the sale thereof in commerce between and among the 
Various States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business, as aforesaid, the 
respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his cleaning fluids 
and for the purpose of creating a demand upon the part of the con
suming public for said products, adopted as and for a trade name 
Under which to carry on business the words, "Leev-No-Ring Chemical 
Company." &spondent causes and for more than one year last past 
has caused said trade name containing the hyphenated words "Leev
No-Uing" to appear on labels affixed to the containers of his product. 
Said trade name is also featured in circulars, folders, and other forms 
of printed matter relating to such products which respondent issues, 
Publishes and circulates and has issued, published, and circulated to 
and among the general public of the United States. The respondent 
n1~kes and has made to the general public many otl1er deceptive aml 
misleading statements with reference to the value and merits of his 
said products. Among the claims thus advertised by respondent for 
the purpose of inducing members of the public to purchase his 
Products, are the following: 

LEEV-NO-HING Tile Perfect Cleaning F'luitl NON-INJUHJOUS To The l\lo~t 
be lieu te l\Ia terials. 

LEEV-NO-HING is safe on silks ami artificial silks as well as on all (lelicale 
fabrics. Dries thoroughly leaving NO-lUNG. 

Ilemoves all grease spots instantly without injury to the most delicate fabt·ic. 
Wm not Injure the most delicate fabrics. 

PAn. 3. The statements and representations set forth in paragrnph 
2 hereof have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive pur
chasers and prospective purchasers of respondent's products into tho 
belief: 

. (a) That the respondent's cleaning fluids can be used safely and 
\VIthout injury to the most delicate fabrics or materials; 

(b) That respondent's cleaning fluids when used will remove all 
grease spots instantly without injury to the most delicate fabrics; 
. (c) That the respondent's cleaning fluids when used will not in any 
Instance leave a ring; 
f In_ truth and in fact, respondent's said products when used on 
d abr1cs dyed with certain kinds of dye, such as non,fast or fugitive 
bYes, does affect the colors of such fabrics by causing the same to 
l~ed or run. Nor is it true, as represented, that the use of respondent's 

said products on certain fabrics does not result in the appearance of 
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a mark or ring on such fabrics. In truth and in fact, in either or 
in both of these ways such fabrics are in fact injured by the use of 
respondent's said products thereon. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of the respondent in 
commerce as herein set out, manufacturers, compounders, sellers and 
distributors of like and similar products who truthfully advertise 
and represent the nature, merit, and value of their respective products. 
There are also among such competitors of the respondent, manufac· 
turers, compounders, sellers and distributors of like and similar 
products who do not advertise and otherwise represent that such 
products have merit or value which they do not have. 

PAR, 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent have 
the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers and 
prospective purchasers into the erroneous beliefs described in para· 
graph 3 hereof and into the purchase of respondent's products in 
such beliefs. Thereby trade is diverted by respondent from respond· 
ent's competitors in interstate commerce referred to in paragraph 
4 and as a consequence thereof substantial injury is done by respond· 
ent to competition in interstate commerce. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Joseph J ~ewin, 
. are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, 

and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com· 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein, dated January 26, 1937, by respondent, admitting all the. 
material allegations of the complaint to be true, and waiving the 
taking of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and 
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an 
Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for 'other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Joseph Lewin, trading as Lee~
No-Ring Chemical Company, his representatives, agents, and em· 
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Ployees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribu
tion of his cleaning fluids in interstate commerce or in the District 
of Columbia do forthwith cease and desist from: 

Representing through the use of the phrase "Leev-No-Ring" in its 
trade name, on its stationery, advertising matter or on the labels 
attached to the containers in which it sells and ships its said cleaning 
fluid, or in any other manner by words or phrases of like import 
that: 

(a) The respondent's cleaning fluids can be used safely and with
out injury to the most delicate fabrics or materials; 

(b) Respondent's cleaning fluids when used will remove all grease 
spots instantly without injury to the most delicate fabrics; 
. (c) The respondent's cleaning fluids when used will not in any 
Instance leave a ring; 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a re
Port in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
he has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

GULF COAST OIL COMPANY OF MISSISSIPPI, INC., AND 
ANTHONY PACIERA 

COMPLAINT, ~'INDINGS, AND OitDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATIO!'I 
01!' SEC. ll OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS AI'PitOVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 28u0. Oowplaint, June 30, 1!1311-Dcci.,ion, Mar. 3, 19J"' 

Where a corpomtion, long eugaged in sale and distribution of gasoline and 
motor oil~ in bulk to retail dealers for resale and to consumers for use in 
State!:! of Louisiana, 1\Ibsis.~ippl, null Alahama, had built up, as Gulf Refill· 
ing Company, a wide t·eputation and E-Xtensive good-will amoug users of its 
vroducts, and :said products were well and favornbly known to public 
generally, and sign, in form of metal disk colort•d orange and bearing the 
one wonl "Gulf" in large blacli: or dnrk !Jiue shaded letters, ami usuallY 
su;;pemled In (rout of stations selling its products nn<l on its equipment 
gem·rally, constituted spedul feature of its advertising, used to great ad· 
\'autage for many years, aud prospective cu,..1:omers had long bet•n urged, 
through Yat·ious mediums, to buy "At the Sign of The Orange Disk", and 
pl'intPd reproduction thereof was used to identify all its produets and was 
palnt{'d upon its tauk~, trueks and otht-r equipment in letters of sun1e 
charaeter aml color ns those on the disk itself, and where its said produdS 
iududt-d brands de><ignatt•<l by it us "Gulf Supreme l\Iotor Oil" and "GnU~· 
pride Oil", ami said unmes had long beE'n featured by it in all forms of its 
udvei'th;ing, at g1·ent expt•n:-;e, and were definitely assodated with and 
formed an important part of general puhlie's couception of it aud its prod· 
ucts, as similarly had been feutured and was assodated, etc., name of itS 
"Gulf No-Nox Ethyl," nuder and by which name it designated "ethyl" gtlS 
comvosed of mixture of gasoline and tetruetbyl lead, In common with other 
competitors who nsetl word "ethyl" us part of their brand names undel" 
whkh thE-y offered their respective "ethyl," 7:::i octane, ot· bettet·, premium, and 
well and favorably known gnsolines to consumiug public; and 1:het·enftet' a 
corporate competitor eugag!'d in sale aud distribution of gasoline and motor 
oils to dealers purchasing in bulk for resale aml to eonsumet·s fur use, and 
In SlliJl)lying filling s·tations whieh it operated in Loull'iana, Mississippi, nn<l 
Alabama in snbstnutial competition with said first-nnmed corporation and 
with otlwrs similnrly engnged, and the prt•sldt•nt of said corporate co!ll· 
petitur, In active charge of its afl'uirs antl controller and director of all 
its liOlldes and bu:-;iness operations, and originator of the various forJIIS 
of advertising and business methotls adopted !Jy such comrwtltor-

(a) ~'eaturell in all of said eompetitot·'s display adverth;ing Rnd on signs at 
\'arious of its stntions and on gasoline pumps, trueks, and other equipment, 
wortl "Gulf," either nlone or in prlnt<'d letters F~ubstantially largE-r tlutn 
tho~e of other word~'! In connection with which used, and Invariably in 
shaded letters of same type and color, substanHnlly, us thoHe used by said 
first·naml'd eoi'poJ'atlon in its printing anti use of word "Gulf," and exten· 
siyely advertiHe!l Ri'l "Gulf Supr<'me Gasoline" one brand, and ln lt:i! nd· 
veJ·tislng thereof on signs posted lu and about the vnrlous filling stations, 
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illuminated at night, frequently, featured word "Gulf," with letters tJI(>J'l•of 
twice as large ·as other two words, and word "Rupreme" in "quotation:>," 
and, at times, with its own corporate name of "Gulf Coast Oil Company of 
1\Iississippi" In letters about one-third size of words "Supreme" and ''Gnso
line," and word "Gulf" in same type and coloring as those used hy said first
named corporation, nnd advertised said "Gulf Supreme Gasoline" through 
radio broadcast programs capable, in case of some, of being heard over 
entire United States, without mention, as a rule, of its own corporate name 
in course thereof, in which listeners were advised of location of stations at 
which its said products might be obtained, and designated and adverti;:ed 
extensively in newf:papers of interstate circulation and in other ways its 
so-ealled "Gulf Ether Gasoline," name of which was featured on gasoline 
pumps located nt its ¥arious stations in aforesaid States, and made use of 
terms "Pride of the People' and "Gulf 'Pride' 1\lotor Oil" ln designation nnd 
advertisement of certain oils sold by it, notwithstanding fact neither Gulf 
Rf·fining Company nor Ethyl Gasoline Corporation had given their Jlennis
sion to said competitor and its aforesaid 11resident to use tto>rm;; "Gulf," 
"Gulf Supreme Motor Oil," "Gulfpride Oil," "Gulf No-Nox Ethyl Gasoline" 
or "Ether" ln designating the various gasoline and motor oil prodnL1s of 
said corporate competitor and its said president, manager and controller; 

With capacity and tendency, by reason of said acts and practices of said 
corporate competitor and its said president in Imitating and Rimulating 
products of said first-named corporation and of other distributors selling 
various types of "Ethyl'' gasoline, through such colorable imitations and 
simulations of aforesaid trade names and brand names for various gasollnes 
and motor oils sold by sald first-named corporation over a period of many 
years, and, ln aforesaid use of term "Ether,:• of registered trade 11ame 
"Ethyl" of said Ethyl Gasoline Corporation and its various licensees, to 
confuse and mislead trade and public generally with respect to nature, 
quality, and origin of various products sold by such corporate competitor, 
and with result that, under ordinary conditions prevailing in usual course 
of business in sale of gasolines and motor oils, members of public might be 
induced, by reason of such simulation and imitation of trade names and 
trade marks, to buy said corporate competitor's gasoline, motor oil and 
other products as and for such products distributed and sold by said first
named corporation, lts agents and dealers, or as and for gasoline distributed 
by competitors of it and licensees of said Ethyl Gasoline Corporation; and 

(b) Revresented, in all of their advertising, radio broadcasts, uewspaper ad
vertising, and otherwise, that said corporate competitor's "Gulf Ether 
Gasoline" tested 70 octanes and was eqni'l'alent to high test premium gaso
line and to "Ethyl" gasoline for which premium Is charged, facts being its 
said product, principal type of gasoline eventually sold by lt, was produced 
by adding small quantities of commercial ether to ordinary gasoline, and 
Umt the small and insignificant amount of ether added did not affect gaso
line lm·olved to any noticeable extent and was not beneficial thereto and 
did not Increase value, potency or power thereof, make same any more 
heneficlal to automobile motors, or decrease tendency thereof to knock or 
detonate, and was not comparable in efficiency to gasoline to which tetra
ethyl lead has been added in such quantities as to raise octane rnting 
thereof to 75, but, on contrary, disclos<'d rntings ranging, at different times 
nnd tests, from GG to G8 or G9; 
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With tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of purchasing 
public into errone<>us beliefs that said representations were true and that 
said "Gulf Ether Gasoline" was comparable in value to and gave equal 
performance with various types of high test premium gasoline and ethYl 
gasoline, and with result, as a direct consequence of such mistaken and 
erroneous beliefs, induced by such acts and representations, that a number 
of the consuming public purchased a substantial volume of said "Gulf 
Ether Gasoline" and trade was unfairly diverted to said corporate com· 
petitor and its aforesaid president and manager from competitors engaged 
In business of distributing and selling various types of high test premium 
and ethyl gasollnes, and who truthfully advertise their products, and from 
competitors engaged in distribution and sale of ordinary grades of gasoline 
who truthfully advertise, as to both quality and efficiency of performance, 
their respective products: 

Helrl, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John J. Keenan, trial examiner. 
Mr. J. T. Welch for the Commission. 
Titohe &: Titche, of New Orleans, La., for respondents. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create· a Federal Trade Commis· 
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Gulf Coast 
Oil Company of .Mississippi, Inc., a corporation, and Anthony Paciera, 
an individual, hereinafter designated as respondents, are now, and 
have been, using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "com· 
merce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commission that 
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint stating the charges in that respect us 
follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Gulf Coast Oil Company of Mississippit 
Inc., is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under 
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Mississippi, with its prin· 
cipal office and place of business at 3331 St. Charles A venue, in the 
city of New Orleans, State of Louisiana. Hespondent, AnthonY 
Paciera, residing in the city of New Orleans, State of Louisiana, is 
the president of the respondent corporation and is actively in charge 
of said corporation and directs and controls all of its policies and 
operations. He is the originator of the various forms of advertising· 
and business methods which have been adopted and followed by the 
respondent corporation. Respondents are now, and have been since· 
on or about January 1, 1933, engaged in the business of selling and-
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distributing gasoline, kerosene, motor oil, and similar products, m 
hulk to dealers purchasing for resale and to consumers for use. 

PAR. 2. Said respondents, being engaged in business as aforesaid, 
cause said gasoline, kerosene, and motor oil, when sold, to be trans
ported from their office and principal place of business, or from their 
~torage tanks located in the State of Louisiana, to purchasers thereof 
located at various points in other States of the United States. There 
is now, and has been at all times since the organization of respondent 
corporation, a constant current of trade and commerce in said gaso
line, kerosene and motor oil, so distributed and sold by the respondents, 
between and among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business, respond
ents are now, and have been, in substantial competition with other 
corporations, firms, and individuals, likewise engaged in the business. 
of distributing and selling gasoline, kerosene and motor oil, in bulk 
to retail dealers for resale and to consumers for use, in commerce 
among and between the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 4. During all the time since the organization and incorpora
tion of respondent corporation, and for many years prior thereto, 
the Gulf Refining Company, a corporation, maintaining its head
quarters in Pittsburgh, State of Pennsylvania, and one of the com
petitors referred to in paragraph 3 hereof, has been engaged in 
the distribution and sale of gasoline, kerosene and motor oil, in bulk 
to retail dealers for resale and to consumers for use, particularly in 
the States of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. Since its organi
zation, and for a period of more than thirty years, said Gulf Refining 
Company has built up a wide reputation and extensive good-will 
among the users of the products it sells and said products are well 
known to the public generally. 

Early in its business career, the Gulf Refining Company adopted 
the colors yellow or orange as the colors of its plants and equipment 
generally, including its filling stations, some of which are owned 
by it, some of which are merely operated by it, and some of which 
merely sell its products. The uniform color of its stations and 
equipment became identified with the company and grew to be 
an important part of its plan of advertising. A special feature 
?f its advertising that has been used to great advantage is a sign, 
In the form of a metal disk, colored orange and bearing the one 
\Vord "GULF" in black or dark blue shaded letters. The sign is 
IJ.sually suspended in front of the stations selling the products of 
the company and prospective customers have been urged through 
Various mediums, over a period of many years, to buy-"At the 
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Sign of the Orange Disk." The printed reproduction of the disk 
is the trade-mark used to identify all the products of the company 
and is painted upon its tanks, trucks and other equipment. For a 
period of at least ten years, all of the storage tanks, gasoline pumps, 
tank trucks, and the woodwork of the filling stations owned by the 
company, have been painted a uniform shade of orange, the same 
as that of the disk above referred to and described. The petroleum 
products distributed and sold by the Gulf Refining Company are 
certain brands of gasoline and motor oil designated by it as "Gulf 
Supreme :Motor Oil," "Gulfpride Oil," "Gulf Ethyl Gasoline," and 
"No-Nox Ethyl Gasoline." These products, and the names by which 
they ure designated, have for a long time past, and are now, fpn,tured 
by the company in all forms of its advertising and are definitely 
nssociated with and form an important part of the general public's 
conception of the Gulf Refining Company and its products. 

The gasoline sold by the Gulf Refining Company under the names 
"Gulf Ethyl Gasoline" and "No-Nox Ethyl Gasoline" are composed 
of a mixture of ordinay·y gasoline and tetraethyl lead. Tetraethyl 
lead is added to the ordinary gasoline for the purpose of increasing 

. the efficiency of such ordinary gasoline as a fuel for modern type 
motors. 

Gasoline to which tetraethyl lead has been added is also extensively 
ach·ertised and sold by other competitors of the respondents and the 
use of the word "Ethyl" in advertising and designating said gaso· 
line products, to which tetraethyl lead has been added, forms a dis· 
tinctive and valuable advertising asset. The superior quality of, and 
the superior performance given by, various types of "Ethyl" gaso· 
line, are well known to, and appr£'ci.ated by, the consuming public 
gf'nerally. 

PAn. 5. Since about January 1, 1933, the respondents have caused 
the corpora-te respondent's stations, gasoline pumps, tank trucks, and 
other equipment, to be painted the same shade of orange color as 
that used by the Gulf Refining Company over a period of many years, 
ns herein set ont in paragraph 4. Respondents have also featured, 
and continue to feature, in all of the corporate respondent's display 
adv£'rtising, the word "GULF," either alone or in print substantiallY 
larger than that of the other words in connection with which it is 
llSPil. The word is writt£'n always in shaded letters of the same type 
and is printed in black or deep blue colors substantially the same as 
the let t£'rs nnd colors used, as herein set out, by said Gulf Refining' 
Company. Respondents have also made use of an oran(J'e colored 

b 

disk similar to that described as having been used by the Gulf Re· 
fining Company for many years, as part of corporate respondent's 
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equipment, in their stations and luwe their trade-mark or insignia 
Painted on their pumps, tank trucks, and other equipment. This disk 
hears printed thereon in prominent letters the one word "GULF," 
Written in letters similar to those described with reference to the 
respondents' use of the same word on all of their other equipment. 
Hespondents have also made use of a disk, the upper half of which 
disk is colorPd the same shade of orange as that used by the Gulf 
Refining Company and the lower half colored black. 

Hespondents have also extensively advertise,cl one brand of the 
<:orporate respondent's gasoline products as "Gulf Supreme Gaso
~ine." The name of this brand of gasoline is featured on signs posted 
lll and about the various filling stations and is painted on the gasoline 
Pumps and other equipment. The word "Supreme" on these signs is 
;mphasized generally by enclosing the said word in quotation marks. 
fhe advertising of this brand of gasoline has been, and now is, 
eonducted further by means of radio broadcasts from stations of 
suflicient power to carry the programs emanating therefrom to, into 
and through States of the United States other than the State of 
~ouisiana, so as to be received and heard by radio listeners residing 
In said other States. In all or in some of said broadcasts, the cor
Porate respondent's name is not mentioned. The broadcast is devoted 
~ntirely to advertising the brand "Gulf Supreme Gasoline" and call
Ing attention to the location of gasoline stations at which it may be 
obtained. On signs prominently displayed at all of its stations, the 
corporate respondent has made use of the word "GULF" in letters 
much larger than all other letters on the sign and has used the words 
"Supreme Gasoline" in letters also larger than the remaining words 
0 11 the sign. The respomlents' corporate name, Gulf Coast Oil Com
~any of Mississippi, Inc., is displayed on said sign in letters con
EnderaLly smaller and less prominently displayed than the other 
Words herein referred to. 

One of the principal types of gasoline sold by the corporate re
Spondent is desicrnated and advertised extensively as "Gulf Ether G ~ -

asoline." The gasoline pumps nt the corporate respondent's various 
:stations are painted the uniform orange color similar to that used by 
the Gulf Refining Company with the following words printed 
tltereon-"Gulf Ether Gasoline." The "Gulf Ether Gasoline" is 
[lrodured by adding a sm<tll quantity of ether to a tank ear of approxi
lllately 8,000 gallons of ordinary gasoline. The amount of ether 
lldded to said gasoline forms a small and insignificant part of the 
total volume of said gasoline when mixed and is not added in 
~ufficient quantities to materially or substantially affect said gasoline 
111 any beneficial manner. 

H07;;Gm-311-vol. 2-l-~1 
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Respondents sell the gasoline designated by them as "Gulf Ether 
Gasoline" as and for "Ethyl Gasoline," though said gasoline doe~ not 
perform with the same efficiency as gasoline to which tetraethyl lead 
has been added, as herein set out in paragraph 4, and is inferior in 
quality and in performance to "Gulf Ethyl Gasoline" and "Gulf No
Nox Ethyl Gasoline." The word "ether'' when used in coujunetion 
with the words "Gulf" and "Gasoline" is a colorable imitation aJHl 
simulation of the tenn "Ethyl Gasoline" as rightfully used by ma11y 
of the competitors of the respondents. 

The respondents have also made use of the terms "Pride of tho. 
People" and "Gulf 'Pride' motor oil" to designate types of motor oil 
sold by the corporate respondent. Signs and equipment, includillg 
oil containers, oil pumps, tank wagons, and other equipment, di:-play 
the tenn "Gulf Coast Oil Company-Pride of the People." Certain 
of the corporate respondent's tank wagons also display, printed in 
large letters thereon, the words "Gulf Pride Oil Company." He
spondents have also advertised certain of their motor oil products as 
"Gulf 'Pride' motor oil" in newspapers of generul circulation 1hrou~h
out the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 6. The Gulf Uefining Company has spent large sums of 
money in painting all of its stations, pumps, tank trueks, aull other 
equipment, a uniform shade of orange and in extensively adn~rtisillg"r 
through newspapers, advertising booklets, radio broadcasts, and 
through other advertising media, its products such as "Gulf Supreu1e 
Motor Oil," "Gulf pride Oil," "Gulf Ethyl Gasoline," and "N o-No:'t 
Ethyl Gasoline." All of said terms and Lrand names, and said orange 
color scheme, are well and favorably known to the purchasing- public 
and are associated with the equipment and prorlucts of sai<l Gulf 
Uefining Company by said purchasing public and form assets of gn•at 
value to it. It has neither given its permission to the respondl'nts for 
the use of said color scheme in painting stations, pwnps, tank trucks~ 
or other equipment, nor has it given its consent to the use of t Jtr.
te11ns "Gulf Supreme Motor Oil," "Gulfpride Oil," "Gulf Etl1yl Ga!-iO
line," and "No-Nox Ethyl Gasoline" in designating the respondrntr::r 
various gasoline and motor oil products. 

The usc by the respondents of said orange color scheme in paint i11p," 
their stations, pumps, tank trucks, and oiher equipment, and the use 
of the terms or brand names "Gulf," "Gulf Supreme Gasoline," ·'Gnlf 
Ether Gasoline," "Pride of the People," "Gulf Coast Motor Oilt 
"Gulf Pride Oil Company," an<l "Gulf 'Pride' l\Iotor Oil," nrc such 
as to be colorable imitation and simulations of the color sch('JIIll 
adopted and used over a period of many years by the Gulf Refining 
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Company and of the products advertised and sold by the Gulf 
Refining Company over a like period. 

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of the respondents, as hereinabove 
detailed, are such as to cause the corporate respondent's stations, 
pumps, tank trucks, and other equipment, to be imitations and simu
lations, in many particulars, of the stations, pumps, tank trucks, and 
other equipment, of the Gulf Refining Company and are of such a 
character as to cause the corporate respondent's products to imitate 
and simulate the products of the Gulf Refining Company and other 
competitors of the respondents selling various types of ethyl gaso
line. The acts and practices of the respondents, and their imitation 
of the equipment and products of their competitors, have the capacity 
and tendency to confuse, deceive and mislead the trade and the public 
generally, under the ordinary conditions prevailing in the usual 
course of business, in the sale of gasoline, motor oil and similar 
products, and as a result thereof members of the trade and of the 
public may be and they are induced, by reason of such imitation and 
simulation, to buy the corporate respondent's gasoline, motor oil, and 
other products, in the belief that they are purchasing gasoline, motor 
oil, and other products, distributed and sold by the Gnlf Refining 
Compnny, its agents and vendees, and by other competitors of the 
respondents. As a result thereof, trade has been unfairly diverted 
from respondents' competitors and from dealers in the products of 
respondents' competitors, to the respondents and to the dealers in 
their products, all to the injury of the public and to the injury of 
competition, in commerce among and between the various States of 
the United States. 

PAR. 8. Various types of gasoline perform with varying degrees of 
efficiency. The quality or grn.de of gasoline, with respect to elimi
nating knocking or "detonation,'' is susceptible of measurement and 
determination. This standard of measurement is expressed in terms 
0.f octane value. The gasoline having the highest octane rating is con
Sidered by the trade, and the purchasing public, to be the best and 
commands a higher price or premium accordingly. 

Gasolines to which tetraethyl lead is added, and which are sold to 
the trade and public as ethyl gasoline, have an octane rating of not 
less than 75. 

The respondents, in all of their advertising, radio broadcasts, news
Papers, and otherwise, represent that "Gulf Ether Gasoline" tests 70 
Dctnne and is equivalent to high-test premium gasoline and to ethyJ 
gasoline for which a premium is charged. In truth and in fact, re
spondents' "Gnlf Ether Gasoline" doPs not test 70 octane nihl is not 
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comparable to either ethyl gasoline or other high-test premium gaso· 
lines in performance and in eliminating or reducing knocking and de
tonation. The amount of ether contained in respondent corporation's 
"Gulf Ether Gasoline" is so small as to not materially improve either 
the starting ability or to appreciably affect the detonating tendency 
of the base gasoline to which the ether is added. The ether added 
to the respondents' gasoline does not materially contribute in any way 
so as to increase the efficiency of the performance of such gasoline 
when used. 

PAR. 9. The false and misleading statements and representations 
made by the respondents, with reference to the quality of the corpo· 
rate respondent's "Gulf Ether Gasoline" and its effectiveness in use, 
as hereinabove set out, in offering for sale and selling said "Gulf 
Ether Gasoline," were, and are, calculated to, and had, and now have, 
the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial por· 
tion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said repre· 
sentations are tr·ne, and thaJ. S!tid "Gulf Ether Gasoline'' is compara· 
ble in value to and gives equal performance with, various types of 
high-test gasolines and ethyl gasoline. Further, as a dirrct consequ<'nce 
of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs induced by the acts and repre· 
sentations of the respondents, a number of the consuming public have 
purchased a substantial volume o:f corporate respondent's "Gulf Ethet' 
Gasoline'' w.ith the result that trade has been unfairly diverted to 
the respondents from competitors engaged in the business of distrib· 
uting and selling various types of high-test gasolines and ethyl gaso· 
lines, and who truthfully advertise their products, and also from com· 
petitors engaged in the distribut,ion and sale of ordinary grades of 
gasoline, who truthfully advertise their respective products, both a9 
to quality and efficiency of performance. As a result thereof, sub· 
stantial injury has been, and is now being, done by respondents in 
competition, in commerce among and between the Vltt·.ious states. 

PAR. 10. The above and foregoing acts, practices, and representa· 
tions of the respondents have been, and are, all to the prejudice of 
the public and respondents' competitors as aforesaid, and have been, 
and are, unfair methods of competition within the meaning and intent 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to d('fine it9 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

UEronT, FINDINGs AS TO TIIE F A<'Ts, AND 0RDF.R 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress appron•d S('p· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
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1llission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on June 30, 1936, isstwd and !:>erved its 
complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents, Gul:f Coast Oil 
Company of Mississippi, Inc., and Anthony Paciera, charging them_ 
With the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in Yiola
tion of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said com
Plaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony and 
?ther evidence in support of the allegations of said complai11t were 
Introduced by J. T. ·welch, attorney for the Commission, before John 
J. Keenan, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly desig
nated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint by 
Bernard Titche, Jr., attorney for the respondents; and said testi
lllony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office 
of the Commission. Thereafter, 011 February 17, 1937, the respond
ents filed a motion for permission to withdraw the answer thereto
fore filed and to substitute therefor an answer admitting all of the 
hlaterial allegations of the complaint to he true and waiving thfl, 
taking of further evidence and all other interwniug procedure. The 
Commission, by order entered herein, granted respondents' motion, 
and said substitute answer 'vas duly filed in the office of the Com
?1ission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hear
Ing before the Commission on said complaint, testimony and other 
evidence and said substitute answer and the Commission having duly 
eonsidered the same, and being fully ad vised in the premises, finds 
~hat this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this 
lts findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FlNJ)lNOS AS '1'0 THE FACTS 

PARAOHAI'II. 1. Gulf Coast Oil Company of l\Iississippi, is a cor
})Otation orgaHized, existillg and doing business under the laws of 
the State of Mississippi. Its principal office and place of businPss is 
located at 3331 St. Charles A venue, in the city of New Orleans, La. 
Anthony Paciera is a resident of the city of New Orleans, La., and is 
ptesident of the corporate respondent. He is actively in charge of 
lt~ affairs tllld (lirrets and controls all of its policies and business oper
Uho~ts. He is the originator of the various forms of ad\·('rtising awl 
Lui'iiJtess uwthO<ls which have iJPen adoph•<l alld followed by the cor
~)orate respondeut. Siuce about January 1, 1V:33, the respolltlents haye 
)(~Pn continuously engage<l in the business of selling and tlistriLuting 
gasoline and motor oils both to tlealers purchasing in bulk for resale 
anu to COllSlllllPl'S for use. The present cusl omers of the corporate 
l'e;;pondent who purchase these products for resale to the consuming 
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public are: Hospital Grocery, Gulfport, Miss.; Smith Brothers, 
Landon, Miss.; and Weider Service Station, Ocean Springs, Miss. 
The corporate respondent also operates a number of automobile service 
stations, commonly known us filling stations, in the city of New 
Orleans, La., and in ten or fifteen other cities or towns in that State. 
It also operates stations in the cities of lliloxi, St. Louis, Picayune, 
Poplanille, and HattiPl'bnrg in the State of Mississippi, and in the 
cities of Mobile and Birmingham in the State of Alabama. 

P.\R. 2. The corpornte respondent causes said gasoline aucl motor 
oils, when sold, to be traJlsported from its office and principal place of 
business, or from its storage tanks located in the State of Louisiana, 
or from the refinery or other seller from whom it purehases said prod-1 

ucts, to the purchasers thereof located at various poiuts in States o£ 
the United States other than the State of Louisiana or other than the 
State of origin of said shipment. \Vhen dealers, purchasing for re
sale, order gasoline or motor oils from the corporate re,..pondent, said 
products are delivered to said purchasers from the corporate re
spondent's storage tanks located in the State of Louisia1m by trucks 
owned and operated by the corporate respondent. The total business, 
clone by the corporate respondent with dealers purchasing for resale. 
amounts to approximately $1,000 per month. ThA corporate respond
ent supplies the filling stations which it operates in the States of 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama wil h gasoline and motor oils, 
either through tank tru(·ks operated by it which withdmw ga~oliue 
from its slorage tanks in the State of Louisiana and deliver said prod
nets to the respectiYe stations, or through shipments of railroad tank 
car lots of said products to the rt>spective stations. \Vhenever a rail
road tnnk car shipment is made to one of said stations, the shipment 
originates at the refinery in the State of Louisiana and is shipped 
direct from such seller's place of business to the respecti,,e stations, 
some of which are locah•d in 1\Ii:-:sissippi n11d otlwrs of which nre 
located in the State of Alabama. 

PAn. 3. 'fhe respondents are engaged in substantial competition 
with other corporations, firms, and individuals likewise engaged in 
the husi1wss of distributing and selling gasoline and motor oils in bulk 
to retail dealers for resale a)l(l to consumers for use, in conmwrce 
among and between the nrions Stat<>s of the United States. There
spo)l(lE>nts' monthly sale of gasoline amounts to approximately 300,000 
gallons. 

PAR. 4. Among the respo11tlents' competitors is the Gulf Refining 
Company, a corporation, which is also engaged in the sale and distri
bution of gasoline and motor oils in bulk to retail d<>alers for resale 
and to consumers for use in the States of Louisiana, Mississippi, and 
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Alabama. Since 1905 the Gulf Refining Company has built up a 
Wide reputation and extensive good-will among the users o:f the 
Products which it sells and said products are well and favorably 
known to the public generally. 

A. special feature of its advertising that has been used to a great 
advantage for a period of many years is a sign in the form o:f a 
:rnetal disk, colored orange and bearing the one word "Gulf" in large 
black or dark blue shaded letters. The sign is usually suspended in 
front of the stations selling the products of the company and on its 
equipment generally. Prospective customers have been urged through 
Yarious mediums, over a period of many years, to buy-"At the Sign 
of The Orange Disk." The printed reproduction of the disk is the 
trade mark used to identify all the products o:f the company and is 
Painted upon its tanks, trucks, and other equipment. For a period 
of at least ten years all of the storage tanks, gasoline pumps, tank 
trucks, and equipment of the filling stations owned by the company 
luwe had the word "Gulf' printed thereon in letters of the same 
d1aracter and color as those on the disk above referred to and 
described. 

The petroleum products distributetl and sold by the Gulf Refining 
Company include certain brands of gasoline and motor oils desig
nat!'d by it as "Gulf Supreme Motor Oil," "Gulfpride Oil," and "Gulf 
N"o-Nox Ethyl Gasoline." The names by which these products are 
designated have been for a long time featured by the Gulf Refining 
Company in all :forms of its advertising at great expense and are 
definitely associated with and form an important part of the general 
Public's conception of the Gulf Refining Company and its products. 
'fhe gasoline designated as "Gulf No-Nox Ethyl" sold by it is com
posed of a mixture of ordinary gasoline and tetraethyl lead which 
Is added to the gasoline for the purpose of increasing the efficiency 
of such gasoline as a fuel for modern type automobile motors. Gaso
line to which tetraethyl lead has been added is also extensively ad
Yertised and sold by other competitors of the respondents who make 
tlse of the word "Ethyl," either alone or in conjunction with their 
own respective trade or corporate names, in advertising and desig
llating their respective gasoline products. The use of the word 
".Ethyl" to describe a certain type of gasoline, to wit: ordinary gaso
hne to which tetraethyl lead has been added in sufficient quantities 
to 1·aise the rating of said gasoline to a minimum of seventy-five (75) 
octanes, forms a distinctive and valuable advertising asset as the 
superior quality of and superior performance given by various types 
of "Ethyl" gasoline are wdl known to, and appreciated by, the con-
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suming public generally who pay a premium to obtain gasoline of 
that character. 

Many of respondents' competitors who sell gasoline to which tetra
<>thyl l<>a<l has been added as dt:>scribed herein, make use of the word 
"Ethyl" as part of the brand name under which their respective 
gasolines are solJ. and they display the word "Ethyl,'' either alone 
or in conjunction with their respective trade names on the various 
pumps from which said gasolines are dispensed. The pumps used by 
the Gulf Refining Company, its agents and dealers generally in dis
pensing gasoline of this type bear the words "Gulf No-Nox Ethyl 
Gasoline." 

PAR. 5. Since about January 1, 1933, the corporate respondent has 
featured in all of its display advertising, on signs at various of its 
stations, on gasoline pumps, trucks and other equipment, the word 
"GULF," either alone or in printed letters substantially larger than 
those of the other words in connection with which it is used. The 
word "GULF" is alwnys printed in shaded letters of the same type 
and black or deep blne color substantially the same as the letters and 
colors used by the said Gulf RPfining Company in its printing and 
ttse of the word "GULF." 

Respondents have also extensively advertised one brand of the 
corporate respondents gasoline products as "Gulf Supreme Gaso
line." The name of this brand of gasoline is featured on signs posted 
jn and about the various filling stations. These signs are about two 
and one-half feet high and eight to ten feet long, and are placed on 
a standard so that the sign is high enough up to give clearance to 
cars passing thereunder, and is, at many stations, illuminated by 
e.lectric lights at night. On these signs the word "GULF" appears 
in letters twice as large as the words "Supreme" and "Gasoline." 
The word "Supreme" on these signs is emphasized generally by en
closing said word in quotation marks. The respondents' corporate 
uarne, Gulf Coast Oil Compnny of Mississippi, Inc., sometimes ap
pears on said signs in letters approximately one-third the size of the 
lettering in the W<mls "Supreme" and "Gasoline." The word Gulf is 
}>rintrtl in letters of the same type and with the same coloring as 
llSPd by the Gulf Refining Company in its printing and use of the 
wonl "GULF." The ad,·ettising of respondents' "Gulf Suprellle 
Gasoline" has been conduct<'<l furtlwr by means of radio broadcasts 
o,·er radio stations WSl\IB and WWL. Both of these stations 
Hre of sufficient power to carry the programs emanating therefrom 
to, into afid through States of the United States other than the 
State of Louisiana. Station WWL is a powerful station and its 
progmm cnn he heard all owr the United States. Respondents' 
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various broadcasts are devoted entirely to advertising the gasoline 
designated as "Gulf Supreme Gasoline" and call attention to tho 
location of stations at which it may be obtained. The respondent's 
corporate name is not generally mentioned in these broadcasts. 

The principal type of gasoline now sold by the corporate respond
ent is designated and advertised extensively in newspapers having 
an interstate circulation and in other ways as "Gulf Ether Gasoline.'' 
Gasoline pumps at the respondents' various filling stations located in 
the States of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama have printed 
t!lereon in large letters the words "Gulf Ether Gasoline." This par
ticular type of gasoline is produced by adding small quantities, 
approximately eight (8) gallons, of commercial ether to a tank car 
of approximately 8,000 gallons of ordinary gasoline. The amount 
of ether added to said gasoline forms a small and insignificant part 
of the total volume of said gasoline when mixed. The addition of 

. such a small amount of commercial ether fluid, a highly volatil() 
gas, to ordinary gasoline does not affect said gasoline to any notice
able extent and is not beneficial to said gasoline. The addition of 
ether in such quantities does not increase the value, potency or power 
of said gasoline. The use of such quantity of commercial ether addetl 
to ordinary gasoline does not make said gasoline any more beneficial 
to automobile motors and does not decrease the tendency of the motor 
~0 knock or detonate. Gasoline to which such quantity of ether fluid 
~as been added does not perform with comparable efficiency to gaso
ln~e to which tetraethyllead has been added in such quantities as to 
1'11tse the octane rating to 75. 

The word "Ether" when used in connection with the word "Gulf'' 
~llrl "Gasoline" is n colorable imitation and simulation of the term 
~ulf No-Nox Ethyl Gasoline" and of the term "Ethyl Gasoline" as 

l'tghtfu1Iy used by the Gulf Refining Company and many of the com
Petitors of the respondents. 
I) 'fhe respondents have also made use of the terms "Pride of the 

l'ople'' and "Gulf 'Pride' l\Iotor Oil" to designate certain types of 
lllotor oil sold by the corporate respondent. Certain of the corporate 
l'e~pondent's signs and equipment, including oil containers and oil 
Pl~tnps display the term "Pride of the People." 
,, fhe respondents have widely advertised the corporate respondent's 
Gulf Ether Gasoline" and its "Pride of the People" and "Gulf 'P. t·tdc'" lubricating oils in newspapers of general cit·cul:ttion 

throughout the States of Louisiana, :\Iississippi, and Alabama. 
C PAn. 6. Neither the Gulf Refining Company nor the Ethyl Gasoline 
. orporation have given their permission to the respondents to usc, 
111 th~ lltanller herein set out, or in any other manner, the terms 
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"GULF," "Gulf Supreme Motor Oil," "Gulfpride Oil," "Gulf No
Nox Ethyl Gasoline," or "ETHYL" in designating the respondentsr 
various gasoline and motor oil products. 

The use by the respondents in the manner described herein of the 
brand name "GULF'' and of the terms "Gulf Supreme Ga::;oline," 
"Gulf Ether Gasoline," and "Pride of the People," and "Gulf 'Pritler 
Motor Oil" is such as to be colorable imitations and simulations of 
the aforesaid trade name of the Gulf Refining Company and its 
brand names for various gasolines and motor oils sold by it over 
a period of many years and the use of the term "Ether" in describ
ing corporate respondent's gasoline is such as to be a colorable imita
tion and simulation of the registered trade name "ETHYL" as used 
by the Ethyl Gasoline Corporation and its various licensees. 

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of the respondents, as detailed here
inabove, in imitating and simulating the products of the Gulf Refin
ing Company and of other distributors selling various types of 
"ETHYL" gasoline has the capacity and tendency to confuse and · 
mislead the trade and the public generally with respect to the nature, 
quality, and origin of the various products sold by the corporate 
respondent. Under the ordinary conditions prevailing in the usnal 
course of business in the sale of gasolines and motor oils the acts anJ 
practices of the respondents are such that members of the puhlic 
may be induced, by reason of such simulation and imitation of 
trade-marks and trade names as herein set out, to buy the corporate 
respondent's gasoline, motor oil, and other products in the belief that 
they are purchasing gasoline, motor oil, and other products distrib
uted and sold by the Gulf Refining Company, its agents and dealers 
or gasoline distributed by other competitors of the respondents who 
are licensees of the Ethyl Gasoline Corporation. 

PAR. 8. Various types of gasoline perform with varying degrees of 
efficiency. The quality or grade of gasoline, with respect to eliminat
ing motor knock or decreasing the tendency of the motor to d(>tonate, 
is susceptible of measurement and determination. This standard of 
measurement is expressed in terms of octane value. The gasoline 
having the highest octane rating is considered by the trade, and the 
purchasing public, to be the best and commanlls a higher price or 
premium accordingly. Gasolines to which tetraethyl lead is 11ddedr 
and which are sold to the trade and public as "ETHYL" gasoline 
have an octane rating of not less than 75 octanes. 

The respondents, in all of their advertising, radio broadcasts, news
paper advertising, and otherwise., rPpresent that the corporate re
spondent's "Gulf Ether Gasoline" tests 70 octanes and is equivalent 
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to high test premium gasoline anu to "ETHYL'' ga:;oline for which a 
Premium is charged. The gasoline sold by the corporate respondent 
nt the time the hearings were concluctell in ~\ugust, 19;36, awl prior 
thereto, did. not always have the same octane rating. DiffC'rent lots 
?f gasoline pnrchased. by the corporate respondents for re:o;ale varied 
1!1. octane value from 66 octanes up to 68 or 69 octanes. The greater 
Percentage of the purchases made were of 66 to 68 octane gasoline. 
~asoline having an octane rating of 70 or less is not comparable to 
either "ETHYL" or to other high test premium gasoline in perform
ance or in elimination or reduction of motor knocks and. detonation. 
!he amount of ether added to respondents' 66 to 68 octane gasoline 
ls sufficient to raise the octane rating as much as one point. 

PAn. 9. The statements and representations made by the respond
ents with respect to the quality of the corporate respondent's "Gulf 
Ether Gasoline" and its effectiveness in use, in offering for sale and 
Selling said. "Gnl£ Ether Gasoline" were calculated to, and had and 
now have, the tendency and capacity to mislead a snbstantial portion 
of the purchasing public into the erroneous beliefs that said rPpre
~entations are true and that said "Gulf Ether Gasoline" is comparable 
Jn value to, and gives equal performance with, various types of high 
test premium gasoline and "Ethyl" gasoline. 

As a direct consequence of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs in
duced by the aforesaid. acts and representations of the respondents, a 
number of the consuming public have purchased a substantial vol
ume of corporate respondent's "Gulf Ether Gasoline'' with the re
Sult that trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondents from 
competitors engaged in the business of distributing and selling vari
ous types of high test premium gasolines and "ETHYL" gasolines 
and who truthfully advertise their products and also ft·om compcti
t?rs engaged in the distribution and sale of ordinary grades of gaso
hne, who truthfully advertise their respective products, both as to 
quality and. efficiency of performance. 

CONCLUSION 

.The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Gnlf Coast 
0 11 Company of Mississippi, Inc., and Anthony PaciPra, are to the 
Prejudice of the public and of rPspondents' competitors, athl consti
tute unfair metholls of competition in commerce, within th~ intPut 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved. Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Conuni;;;sion, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Co1n· 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, testimony and other 
evidence taken in support thereof and upon the answer filed herein 
on February 17, 1937, by the respondents, Gulf Coast Oil Company of 
Mississippi, Inc., and Anthony Paciera, admitting all the material al· 
legations of the complaint to be true and waivingthetakingoffurther 
testimony and all other intervening procedure, and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusions that 
said respondents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress 
approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, Gulf Coast Oil Company of 
Mississippi, a corporation, its officers, and Anthony Paciera, an 
individual, and their respective representatives, agents, and em· 
ployees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribn· 
tion of gasoline, motor oils, and other petroleum products in inter· 
state commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease 
and desist from: 

1. Representing, directly or indirectly, in their advertising or in 
any other manner, by use of the trade name "ETHYL," or by use 
of the word "Ether," or any other word or words closely simulating 
the trade name "ETHYL," either alone or in conjunction with anY 
other word of words, or by use of any other means or device, that 
the gasoline sold by respondents contains tetraethyl lead or 
"ETHYL" fluid or that the respondents are licensees of the Ethyl 
Gasoline Corporation; 

2. Uepresenting, throu~h use of the words or brand nan1es 
"GULF," "Gulfpride," "Gulf 'Pride'," "Gulf Supreme" awl "Pride 
of the People," or any other words closely simulating the aforesaid 
trade or brand names, either alone or in conjunction with any other 
word or words, or through the use of any symbol, term, or devicr, 
that respondents gasoline and motor oil products are those of the 
Gulf Uf:'fining Company; 

3. Uepresenting, directly or indirectly, through any me:ws or de· 
vice that respondents' gasoline products Jun-e an octane rating higher 
than they actually possess; 

4. Reprrsenting, directly or by implication, through any means or 
device, that respondents' gasoline products are tlie eqnal in elimiua· 
tion or rPdnction of motor knocks, detonation, or performance to 
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"premium" gasolines having octane ratiugs of 75 or more, or to 
gasoline products which _in fact have a higher octane rating than 
respondents' gasoline and from comparing respondents' gasoline to 
"premium"- gasolines having a higher octane rating than respond
ents' gasoline vdthout specifically stating the respective ratings of 
each rrasoline · 

b ' 

5. Using the word "Gulf" alone or in conjunction with any other 
":ord or words as a brand or trade name for their gasoline or motor 
011 products, or in adveliising, or in any other manner, unless the 
Word "Gulf" shall have the word "Coast" placed in close proximity 
thereto in letters of the same type and size and of equal prominence. 

p,,o'l.!ided, however, That the respondents are not hereby prohibited 
from using their entire corporate name or from using any trade or 
brand name which includes the words "Gulf Coast," in any manner 
80 long as the use thereof does not conflict with section 5 hereof, or 
from using a yellow or orange color scheme on their stations, gasoline 
Pumps, and other equipment. 

It i8 fur-ther ordered, That the respondents shall, within GO days 
of the service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a 
J·ep.ort in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
whl<~h they have complied with this order. 
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IN 'l'HE MATIER OF 

PLANTATION CHOCOLATE COMPANY, INC. 

CO::.IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDEit IN REGARD TO THI~ ALLEGED VIOLATIOS 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN AC'l' OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2"11'1. Oomplai·nt, Apr. 21, 1936-Decision, Ma.r. 4, 193"1 

Where a corporation, engaged in manufacture and sale of "straight" goods 
candy and of so-called " break-and-take " assortments, principal trade de
mand for which comes from the small retailers, with stores in many in· 
stances near schools and patronized by school children, and sale and diS· 
tribution of which candy, affording with sale thereof to public opportunitY 
of obtaining a prize or becoming a winner by lot or chance, teaches and 
encourages gambling among children, principal consumers or purchasers of 
such type of candy and largest class by far thereof, who buy same. in 
preference to so-called " straight " candy when displayed side by side bY 
reason of lottery or gambling feature connected with former, and selling 
of which in the market of the other, 1. e., the "straight" goods has been 
followed by marked decrease in sales of such "straight" caudy due prin· 
cipally to gambling or lottery featut·e connected with so"calle<l "break-and· 
take " merchandise--

Sold to wholesale and retail dealers its so-called "Here-Tiz" assortments. 
composed of a number of small penny pieces of chocolate-covered candy of 
uniform size and shape, the color of the concealed centers of a small number 
of which differed from that of the majority thereof, together with a nuJil· 
ber of larger pieces of candy to be given as prizes to those vrocuring one 
of said pieces, colored center of which differed, as aforesaid, from majoritY 
thereof, and also together with a still larger piece, to which purchaser of 
last piece of aforesaid chocolate-covered candles was entitled withOut 
charge; so assembled and packed that such assortments might be, and were. 
displayed and sold to consuming public by numerous retall dealers pur· 
chasers thereof in accordance with above-described plan, and with knowl· 
edge and intent that such assortments could and would thus be resold to 
public by retail dealers by lot or chance without alteration, addition, or 
rearrangement, as above set forth, in violation of public policy, and in coJll· 
petition with many who regard such methods of sale and distribution as 
morally bad and as encouraging gambling, especially among children, as 
injurious to the Industry through resulting in the merchandising of a chance 
or lottery instead of candy, and as providing retailers with the means of 
violating the laws of the se,·eral States, and some of whom, for sneh rea· 
>'Ons, r£'fuse to sell candy so p:tt'ked and asS('mblc<l that it can be resold to 
public by lot or chance; 

With result that some competitors b£'gan sale and distribution of candy for 
resale to public as above set forth, to meet competition of those manufac
turers who thus sold and distributed their cnndy, for which product as 
thus sold there is demand; sales of "straight., candy ot aforesaid refuslug 
competitors who can compete on even terms only by giving same or similar 
devices to retailers, showed a continued decrease; public ancl competitors 
were prejudiced and injured, and trade was diverted from latter to it, and 
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there was a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and 
legitimate competition ln Industry Involved: 

lleld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors, and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
Mr. Henry 0. Lank, and Mr. P. 0. /(olinski for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federa.l Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Plantation 
Chocolate Co., Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respond
-ent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in com
merce, as "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress, and it ap
pearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof 
would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its 
-charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPII 1. Hespondent is a corporation organized under the 
laws of the State of Pennsylvania with its principal office and place 
·of business located at 3150 Janney Street, in the city of Philadelphia, 
State of Pennsylvania. It is now and for several years last past has 
been engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the sale and dis
tribution thereof to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers, 
located at points in the various States of the United States and 
-causes and has caused its products, when so sold, to be transported 
from its principal place of business in the city of Philadelphia, Pa., 
to purchasers thereof in other States of the United States at their 
1·espective places of business; and there is now and has been for sev
-eral years last past a course of trade and commerce by said respondent 
in such candy between and among the States of the United States. 
In the course and conduct of said business, respondent is in competi
tion with other corporations and with partnerships and individuals 
oengageu in the manufacture of candy and in the sale and distribution 
thereof in commerce between and among the various StatP.s of the 
United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
}laragraph 1 hereof, respondent sells and has sold since on or about 
December 1935, to wholesale and retail dealers packages or assort
lHents of candy so packed and assembled as to involve the use of a 
lottery scheme when sold and distributed to the consumers thereof; 

One of said assortments consists of a number of pieces of candy of 
1111iform si7,e and shapP, together with a number of larger pieces of 
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candy, which larger pieces of candy are to be given as prizes to pur
chasers of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in the follow
ing manner: The majority of the said pieces of candy of uniform size 
and shape have centers of the same color, but a small number of said 
pieces of candy have centers of a different color. The said pieces of 
candy of uniform size and shape in said assortment, retail at the price 
of 1¢ each, but the purchaser who procures olle of said candies havinp: 
a center colored differently from the majority is entitll'd to receive and 
is to be given free of charge one of the said larger pieces of candy 
heretofore referred to. The purchaser of the last piece of candy of 
uniform size and shape in said assortment, is entitled to receive and i:; 
to be given free of charge a still larger piece of candy also contained iH 
said assortment. The color of the centers of said pieces of candy of 
uniform size and shape is effectively concealed from the purchaser 
nnd prospective purchaser until a selection has been made and the 
piece of candy broken up. The aforesnid purchnsers of said candies 
who procure a candy having a center colored differently from the 
majority of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in said 
nssortment, thus procure one of the said larger pieces of candy wholly 
by lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers nnd jobbers to whom respondent sells 
its assortment, resell said assortment to retail dealers, and said retail 
dealers, and the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct, expost=-. 
said assortment for sale and sell said candy to the purchasing public 
in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus sup
plies to and places in the hands of others the means of conducting 
lotteries in the sale of its product in accordance with the sales plan 
hereinabove set forth, as a means of inducing purchasers thereof to 
purchase respondent's said product in preference to candy offered for 
sale and sold by its competitors. 

PAR. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the man
Her above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to 
procure larger pieces of candy. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and the 
sale of candy by and through the use. thereof and by the aid of said 
method, is a practice of the ~ort which the common law and criminal 
statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; and is contrary 
to an established public policy of the Gover11ment of the United States. 
The use by re~spondent of said method has the dangerous tendency 
unduly to hinder competition or create monopoly in this, to wit: that 
the use thHeof has the tendency and capacity to exclude from tlw 
branch of the ean1ly trude involved in this proeeeding competitors 
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''"ho do not adopt and. use the same method or an equh·alent or simila1· 
method involving the same or an equivalent or similar element of 
chance or lottery scheme. 

Many persons, firms, and corporations who make and sell candy i11 
competition with the respondent, as above alleged, are unwilling to 
ofl'eL· for sale or sell candy so packed and assembled as above alleged~ 
or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing public
so as to involve a game of chance, a11d such competitors refmi11 
therefrom. 

PAn. 5. Many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are 
attracted by respondent's said method and manner of packing said 
?andy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof 
111 the manner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase
said candy so packed and sold by respondent, in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who d0o 
not use the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by 
l'espondent has the tendency and. capacity, because of said game 
of chance, to divert to respondent trade and cu:-;tom from its said 
competitors who do not use the same or an equivalent method; tOo 
exclude from said candy tm<le all.competitors who are unwilling 
to and who do not use the same or an equivalent method because· 
the same is unlawful; to lessen competition in sttid candy tradet 
and to tend to create a monopoly of said can<ly trade in respondent 
and such other distributors of candy as use the same or an equiva
lent method, and to deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of 
free competition in said candy trade. The use of said method. by 
the respondent has the tendency and capacity to eliminate from 
said candy trade all actual competitors, and. to exclude therefrom 
aU potential competitors, who do not adopt and use said method 
or an equivalent method. 

PAR. 6. Many of said competitors of respon<lent are unwilling to 
adopt and. use said method. or any method involving a, game of 
chance or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any 
other method that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 7. The aforementioned. method, acts and practices of the
respondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors as hereinabove allf'ged. Said method, acts and prac
tices constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 2G, 1914:. 

14ti7~Gm-il9-vol. 24--52 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1014, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis· 
.sian, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on April 21, 1936, issued and served its 
<:omplaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Plantation Chaco· 
lnte Co., Inc., a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair mcth· 
ods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said 
act. Respondent filed no answer thereto, but testimony and other 
evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint were intro· 
duced by Henry C. Lank and P. C. Kolinski, attorneys for the Corn· 
mission, before Miles J. Furnas, an examiner of the Commission 
theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evi· 
dence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. 
Respondent was not represented by counsel and offered no testimonY 
or other evidence. 

Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing be· 
fore the Commission on the said complaint, testimony and other 
evidence, and brief of counsel for the Commission in support of the 
('Om plaint; and the Commission, having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is 
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Plantation Chocolate Co., Inc., is II. 

corporation organized under the laws of the State of Pennsylvanill, 
with its principal office and place of business located at 3150 JanneY 
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Respondent is now, and for several years 
last past has been engaged in the manufacture of candy in Philadel· 
phia, Pa., and in the sale and distribution of said candy to retail and 
wholesale dealers located in the State of Pennsylvania and in the major· 
ity of the other States of the United States. It causes said candy when 
sold to be shipped or transported from its principal place of busines·s in 
Philadelphia, Pa., to purchasers thereof in Pennsylvania and in other 
Stn.t~s of the United States at their respective placrs of business. In 
so cn.rrying on said business, respondent is and has been engaged in 
interstate commerce and is and has been in active competition with 
other corporations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in 
the manufacture of candy and in the sale and distribution thereof in 
commPrce hetwe('n 11nd among the various States of the United States. 
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PAR. 2. Among the candy manufactured and sold by respondent was 
an assortment designated as "Here Tiz," composed ·of a number of 
small chocolate covered pieces of candy of uniform size and shape, 
together with a number of larger pieces of candy and one still larger 
piece of candy. The larger piPces of candy and the largest piece 
of candy were given as prizes to the purchasers or consumers of said 
('hocolate covered candies, in the following manner: 

The majority of the said chocolate covered candies in said assort
ment had white centers, but a small number of said chocolate covered 
('andies had pink centers. The color of the centers of the said choco
late covered candies was effectively concealed from purchasers and 
prospective purchasers until a selection had been made and the par
ticular piece of candy broken open. The said chocolate covered can
dies retailed at the piece of 1¢ each, but the purchaser or consumer 
who procured one of the said candies having a pink center was en
titled to receive, and was given free of charge, one of the larger pieces 
of candy. The purchaser of the Just piece of said chocolate covered 
candy was entitled to rPceive, and was given free of charge, the 
largest piece of candy in said assortment. The larger pieces of candy 
in said assortment were thus distributed to purchasers of the small 
chocolate covered candies wholly by lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. Candy assortments, involving the lot or chance feature, as 
described in paragraph 2 above, are generally referred to in the 
candy trade or industry as "break and take" assortments. Assort
ments of candy without the lot or chance feature in connection with 
their resale to the public are generally referred to in the candy 
trade or industry as "straight" goods. These terms will be used 
he.reafter in these findings to designate these types of assortments. 

PAR. 4. Numerous retail dealers have purchased assortments as de
scribed in paragraph 2 above, direct from respondent or from whole
sale dealers and jobbers who in turn have purchased said assortments 
from respondent. Such retail dealers displayed said assortments for 
sale to the public as packed and assembled by the respondent, and 
the candy contained in said assortments was sold and distributed to 
the consuming public in accordancf> with the above described sales 
plan. 

PAR. 5. All sales made by respondent were absolute sales, and re
spondent retained no control over the goods after they were delivered 
to the retail dealers or the wholesale dealers and jobbers. The assort
ments were packerl in snch manner that they could be. displayed and 
offered for sale, and were designed to be displayed and offered for 
sale, without alteration, addition or rearrangement, to the consuming 
Pnblic by means of a lottery, gaming device or gift enterprise. 
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The sale aud distribution of candy by retail dealers by the method 
described herein is the sale and distribution of candy by lot or ehanco 
and constitutes a lottery, gaming device or gift enterprise. In the 
sale and distribution to retail Jealers and to wholesale dealers and 
jobbers for resale to retail dealers of assortments of candy assembled 
and packed, as described in paragraph 2, responuent had knowledge 
that the said caudy would be resold to the purchasing public hy retail 
dealers by lot or chance, and it packed and assembled snch candy in 
the way and manner described so that it might, without alteration, 
addition, or rearrangement, be resold to the public by lot or.,chance 
by said retail dealers. 

PAR. 6. Many competitors of respondent regard such methods of 
sale and distribution as morally bad and as encouraging gambling
especially among children; as injurious to the candy industry be
cause it results in the merchandising of a chance or lottery instead 
of candy; and as providing retail merchants with the means of vio
lating the laws of the several States. Because of these reasons some 
competitors of respondent refuse and have refused to sell candy RO 
}Jacked and assembled that it can be resold to the public by lot or 
chance. These competitors are thereby put to a disadvantage in com
peting. Said competitors can compete on even terms only by giving 
the same or similar devices to retailers. This they are mrwilling 
to do, and their sales of "straight" candy show a continued decrease. 

There is a demand for candy which is sold by lot or chance, and in 
order to meet the competition of manufacturers who sell and dis
tribute candy which is resold by such methods some eompetitors of 
respondent have begun the sale and distribution of candy for t·esale 
to the public by lot or chance. The use of such methods by respond
ent in the sale and distribution of its candy is prejudicial and in
jurious to the public and respondent's compe6tors, and has resulted in 
the di,·ersion of trade to respontlt'-nt from its said competitors, and is 
a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and lt>gitimate 
competition in the candy industry. · 

PAR. 7. The principal demand in the trade for the "break awl 
take" candy assortments comes from the small rptailers. The stores 
of these small retailers are in many inRtances located near schools 
an<l attract the trade of school children. The consumers or purchasers 
of the lottery or prize candy assortments are principally children, and 
because of the lottery or gambling feature connected with the "break 
and take" assortments and the possibility of becoming a winner it 
has been ob!"erved that the children pmchase them in preference to 
the "straight" candy when the two types of assortments are displayed 
sicle by side. 
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The children prefer to purchase the lottery or prize assortments of 
·candy because of the gambling feature connected with its sale. The 
sale and distribution of "break and take" assortments of candy, or 
of candy which has connected with its sale to the public the means 
or opportunity of obtaining a prize or becoming a winnet· by lot or 
·chance, teaches and encourages gambling among children who com
prise by far the largest class of purchasers and consumers of this 
type of candy. 

PAn. 8. There nre in the United States many manufacturers of 
·candy who do not manufacture and sell lottery or prize assortments 
of candy and ,.,.. ho sell their "straight" candy in interstate commerce 
in competition with the "break and take" candy, and manufacturers 
of the "straight" type of candy have noted a marked tlecrease in the 
sales of their product whenever and wherever the lottery or prize 
·candy has appeared in their markets. This decrease in the sales of 
"straight" candy is principally due to the gambling or lottery feature 
·connected with the "break and take" candy. 

PAn. D. An ofllcer of the respondent corporation was called as a 
witness and testified, and the Commission finds, that the total volume 
of respondent's business has been approximately $175,000 annually, 
and that while the major part of respondent's business was the sale 
·of "straight" merchandise, yet the exact proportions were not shown. 

PAR. 10. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribu
tion in interstate commeree of assortments of candy so packed and 
assembled as to enable retail dealers, without alteration, addition or 
rearrangement, to resell the same to the consuming public by lot or 
chance is contrary to the public policy. 

CO~CLU!'ION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, Plantation Choc
·olate Co., Inc., were to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
·competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com-
merce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Con- r 

gress, apprO\·ed September 26, HH4, entitled ".An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
·other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Conunis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, testimony and other evi
dence taken before l\Iiles J. Furnas, an examiner of the Commission 
theretofore duly designated by it, in support of the allegations of said 
-complaint, and brief of counsel for the Commission; and the Commis-

ll 
I' 
I 
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sion having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that 
said respondent has violated the provisions of an act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federnl 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Plantation Chocolate Co., Inc., 
its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in the offering for 
sale, sale and distribution in interstate commerce of candy and candy 
products, do cease and desist from: 

1. Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for 
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packetl 
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are to be 
made or may be made by means of a lottery, gaming device or gift 
enterprise. 

2. Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of candy which 
are used or may be used, without alteration or rearrangement of the 
contents of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming 
device or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or 
candy products contained in saiu assortment to the public. 

3. Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment, for 
sale to the public at retail, pieces of candy of uniform size and shape 
having centers of a different color, together with a number of larger· 
piecPs of candy, which said larger pieces of candy are to be given 
as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy with a center 
of a particular color. 

It is fwrtlter onlered, That the respm'ldent shall, within 30 days 
after the service upon it of this order, file with the Commission 11. 

report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which it hns complied with the order to cease ·and desist hereinabove 
set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

EUCLID CANDY COMPANY 

CO~!PL\IXT, FII'\DINGS, AND ORDim IN REGARD TO 'l'HE ALLEGED VIOLAT!O"' 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doeh"ct 2882. Complaint, July 28, 1936-Dccision, Mar. 4, 1931 

Where a corporation, engaged In manufacture and sale of candy, including cer
tain 'assortments which were so packed nnd assembled as to involve use 
ot a lottery scheme when sold and distributed to consumers thereof, and 
some of which consisted of a number of penny pieces of uniform size and 
:;;IJape, the concealed color of the centers of n small number of which differed 
from that of the majority thereof, together with a number of large bars 
to be givt-n as prizes to purchasers of those pieces colored centers of which 
differed, as aforesaid, from the majority-

Sold to wholesalrrs and to retailers, for display and re.,"'llle to purchasing public
in accordance with aforesaid sales plan, said assortments, and thereby sup
Plied to and placed in the hands of others the means of conducting lotter
Ies In the !>'ale of Its said products in nccordance with such plan, contrary 
to public policy long recognized by the common law and criminal statutes 
and to an established public policy of the United States Government, and 
in competition with many who, unwilling to offer or sell candy so packed 
lind assembled o1· otherwise arranged all(l packed for sale to purchasing 
Public as to Involve a game of chnnce, or to adopt and use any method 
liH"olving such a game of chance or sale of a chance to win something by 
ehnnce, or any other method contrary to public policy, refrain therefrom; 

W'ith result that many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy were at
tracted by t>'ald method and manner of packing said product, and by element 
of chance Involved in sale thereof, as afo1·esaid, and thereby induced tt>· 
I>nrchase snch candy thus packed and sold by It in preference to that offered 
and sold by snid cmnpetltors who do not use same or equivalent methods; 
and with tendi'JH'Y and <.iiJlllCitr, brcause of said game of chance, to divert 
to it trade from its competitors, as nforl'said, exclude from such trade all 
eompetitOI'S who are unwilling to and do not use such or an equivalent 
nwthod because unlawful, lessen comrwtltion therein, and tend to create a 
lllonoJloly thereof in It and such othe1· distributors as use same or an equiva
lent method, deprive purchasing public of the benefit of free competition in 
trade Involved, and eliminate from said trade all actual, and exclude there
from nll potential competitors who do not adopt and use snch or an equiv
alent methoo: 

lleld, Thnt stwh nets and prncticPs were to the prejudice of the public and 
com1wtltors, and constituted unfair methods of compctitlnn. 

Defore 111 r. 0 lwrles P. Vicini, trial examiner. 
Jli r. llenry 0. Lank and llfr. P. 0. J{olinski for the Commission. 
Jfr. PhilipS. Ehrlich, of San Francisco, Calif., for ref:pondent. 
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CoMPLAINT 

PurHUant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis· 
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Euclid 
Candy Comp~my, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
ns "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress, and it appearing to 
.said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be 
in the pnhlie interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges 
in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Euclid Candy Company, is a corporation 
Qrganized and operating under the laws of the State of California, 
with its principal office a11d place of business located at 715 Battery 
Street, San Francisco, Calif. Respondent is now, and for one yeat' 
last past has been, engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the 
sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail 
dealers locatecl at points in the various States of the United States, 
.nnd causes and has eansPd its said products, when so sold, to be trans· 
ported from its principal place of business in the city of San Fran· 
·cisco, Calif., to pnn·hast>rs thereof in other States of the United States 
at their rpspretive places of busirwss; and there is now, and has been 
for one year last past, a course of trade and commerce by said re· 
PpondPnt in such candy between and among the States of the Unite(l 
.States. In the course and conduct of said business, respondent is in 
-competition with other corporations and with partnerships and in· 
dividuals engagPd in the manufacture of candy nnd in the sale antl 
·distribution therPof in comnwree behw•en and amoncr the various 

"" States of the United Stntes. 
PAR. 2. In tl1e com·se a11<l conduct of its hnsiness, as deseribed in 

pamgntph 1 hereof, rt>spondent sells and has sold to wholesale and 
retail dPalers certain assortmpnts of candy so packed and assembled 
as to involve the us!' of a lotil'ry seheme wlwn sold and distributed to 
the consumers thereof. 

One of said assortments of candy is composed of a number of pieces 
-of candy of uniform size and shape, togPther with a number of large 
bars of candy, which large bars of candy are to be given as prizes to 
purchasers of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape, in the 
following manner: The majority of the said pieces of candy of uni· 
form size and shape in said assortment have centers of the same color, 
but a small number of said pieces of candy have different eolored 
.centers; the said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape retail at 
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the price of 1¢ each, but .the purchasers who procure one of the said 
candies with the center colored differently from the majority of said 
candies are entitled to receive, and are to be given free of charge, one 
of the said large bars of candy heretofore referred to. The purchaser 
of the last piece of candy of said uniform size also receives a large bar 
of candy. The color of the centers of said pieces of candy of uniform 
size and shape is effectively concealed from purchasers and prospec
tive purchasers until a selection has been made and the particular piece 
of candy is broken. The aforesaid purchasers of said candies, who 
procure a candy colored differently from the majority of said pieces 
of candy in said assortment, thus procure one of the said large bars of 
candy wholly by lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers to whom respondent sells its assort
hlents resell the same to retail dealers, and said retail dealers and 
the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct expose said assort
ments for sale and sell said candy to the purchasing public in accord
ance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus supplies to
~nd places in the hands of others the means of cond.ucting lotteries 
ln the sale of its products in accordance with the sales plan herein
above set forth, and said sales plall has the capacity and tendency 
?f inducing purchasers thereof to purchase respondent's said product 
111 preference to candy offered for sale and sold by its competitors. 

PAR. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public, in the 
lnanner above alleged, involws a game of chance or the sale of a chance 
to procure a large bar of candy. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and the 
sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aiel of said 
hlethod, is a practice of the sort which the common law and criminal 
statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy, and. is contrary 
to an established public policy of the Government o£ the United States. 
1'he use by respondent o£ said method has a dangerous tendency un
duly to hinder competition or create monopoly in this, to wit: that 
the use thereof has the tendency and capacity to exclude from the 
branch of the candy trade involved in this proceeding competitors 
Who do not adopt and. use the same method or an equivalent or similar 
:tnethod iJwolving the same or an equivalent or similar element of 
('hanee or lottery scheme . 
. :Many persons, firms, and corporations who make and. sell caud.y 
ln competition with the respondent, as above alleged, are unwilling to 
offer for sale or sell candy so packed and assembled. as above alleged.t 
or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing public 
so as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors refmin 
therefrom. 
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PAR. 5. Many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are at
tracted by respondent's said method and manner of packing said 
<:andy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in 
the manner above described, and are thereby induced to pur
-chase said candy so packed and sold by respondent in preference 
to candy offered for sale and sold by said competitors of re
spondent who do not use the same or equivalent methods. The use 
of said method by respondent has the tendency and capacity, because 
of said game of chance, to divert to respondent trade and custom 
from its said competitors who do not use the same or equivalent 
method; to exclude from said candy trade all competitors who are 
unwilling to and who do not use the same or an equivalent method 
because the same is unlawful; to lessen competition in said candy 
trade, and to tend to create a monopoly of said candy trade in re
~pondent and such other distributors of candy as use the same or an 
t>qnivalent method, and to deprive the purchasing public of the bcn
dit of free competition in said candy trade. The use of said method 
by the respondent has the tendency and capacity to eliminate fron1 
said candy trade all actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom all 
potential competitors, who do not adopt and use said method or an 
equivalent method. 

PAR. G. Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chance 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any other 
mC>thod that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 7. The aforementioned method, acts, and practices of re
spondent are all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's 
.competitors as hereinabove alleged. Said method, nets, and practices 
<:onstitute unfair methods of competition in commerce with the in· 
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled ".An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 191-t 

REPOnT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
tember 2G, 1014, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' 
the Federal Trade Commission, on July 28, 1036, issued nnd served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Euclid CandY 
Company, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition 
in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. On September 
4, 1936, The Euclid Canlly Co. of California, Inc., filed its unswer 
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dated August 31, 1936, in which answer it stated that it was the 
respondent designated in the complaint as Euclid Candy Company 
and admitted all the material allegations of the complaint to be 
hue and stated that it waived hearing on the charges set forth in 
~aid complaint and consented that, without further evidence or other 
~ntervening procedure, the Commission might issue and serve upon 
lt findings as to the facts and conclusion and an order to cease and 
·desist from the violations of law charged in the complaint. 

Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said complaint and the answer thereto; 
-and the Commission, having duly considered the same and being now 
~ully advised in the premises, finds that this p1·occeding is in the 
~nterest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
-lts conclusion drawn therefrom: 

l'INDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

. PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, The Euclid Candy Co. of Califor
.tlla, Inc., named in the complaint as Euclid Candy Company, is a cor
l>oration organized and operating under the laws of the State of 
·~a]ifornia, with its principal office and place of business located at 
'15 Battery Street, San Francisco, Calif. Respondent is now, and 
for one year last past has been, engaged in the manufacture of 
:andies and in the sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers, 
Jobbers, and retail dealers located at points in the various Statrs of 
the United States, and causes and has caused its said products, when 
8? sold, to be transported from its principal place of business in the 
Clty of San Francisco, Calif., to purchasers thereof in other States 
?f the United States at their respective places of business; and there 
18 now, and has been for one year last past, a course of trade and 
-commerce by said respondent in such candy between and among the 
States of the United States. In the course and conduct of said 
bt~siness, respondent is in competition with other corporations and 
>nth partnerships and individuals engaged in the manufacture of 
<:'andy and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between 
.UIId among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
}larngraph 1 hereof, respondent sells and has sofd to wholesale and 
retail dealers certain assortments of candy so packed and assembled as 
to invol \'e the use of a lottery scheme when sold and distributed to 
the consumers thereof. 

One of said assortments of candy is composrd of a number of pieces 
~f candy of uniform size and shape, together with a number of 
arge bars of candy, which large bars of candy are to be given as 
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prizes to purchasers of said pieces of candy of uniform size and 
shape, in the following manner: The majority of the said pieces of 
candy of uniform size and shape in said assortment have centers of 
the same color, but a small number of said pieces of candy have 
different colored centers; the said pieces of candy of uniform size 
and shape retail at the price of 1¢ each, but the purchasers who pro
cure one of the said candies with the center colored differently frorn 
the majority of said candies are entitled to receive, and are to be 
given frpe of charge, one of the said large bars of candy heretofore 
referred to. The purchaser of the last piece of candy of said uni
form size also receiws a large bar of candy. The color of the centers 
of said pieces of candy of uniform size and shape is effectively con
cealed from purchasers and prospective purchasers until a selection 
has been made and the particula.r piece of candy is broken. The 
aforesaid purchasers of said candies, who procure a candy colored 
differently from the majority of said pieces of candy in said assort
ment, thus procure one of the said large bars of candy wholly by lot 
or chance. 

PAn. 3. The wholesale dealers to whom respondent sells its assort· 
ments resell the same to retail dealers, and said retail dealers and 
the retail dealers to whom respondent sells direct expose said assort
ments for sale and sell said candy to the purchasing public in ac· 
cordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus supplies to 
an<l places in the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries 
in the sale of its products in accordance with the sales plan herein
above set forth, and said sales plan has the capacity and tendency 
of inducing purchasers thereof to purchase respondent's said product 
in prt'ference to candy offered for sale and sold by its competitors. 

PAR. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public, in the 
manner aboYe alleged, involves a game of chance or the sale of !t 

chance to procure a large bar of candy. 
The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and 

the sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid of 
said method, is a practice of the sort which the common law and 
criminal statutes ha,·e long deemecl contrary to public policy, and 
is contrnry to an <'Stablished public policy of the Gowrnment of the
United Stat£>s. The use by respondent of said method has a tendency 
unduly to himkr competition or cr£>ate monopoly in this, to wit~ 
that the use thereof has the tend£>ncy and capacity to exclude from the 
branch of the candy traue involved in this proceeding competitors 
who do not adopt and use the same methoJ or an equivalent or similar 
method involving the same or an equivalent or similar element of 
chance or lott<'ry sclwme. 
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. Many persons, firms, and corporations who make and sell candy 
ln competition with the respondent, as aboYe alleged, are unwilling 
to offer for sale or sell candy so packed and as:,;embled as above 
alleged, or otherwise n.rranged and packed for sale to the purchasing 
public in such a manner as to involve a game of chance, and such 
competitors refrain therefrom. 

PAR. 5. Many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are 
attracted by respondent's said method and manner of packing said 
candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in 
the manner abow de:,;cribPd, and are thereby induced to purchase 
said candy so packed and sold by respondent in preference to candy 
0 ffered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do not 
llse the same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by re
spondent h.as the tendency and capacity, because of said game of 
chance, to divert to respondent trade and custom from its said com
petitiors who do not use the same or equivalent method; to exclude 
from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to and who 
<lo not use the same or an equivalent method because the same is un
lawful; to lessen com1wtition in said candy trade, and to tend to 
c~·eate a monopoly of said candy trade in respondent and such other 
(hstributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent method, and to 
deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free competition in 
:;a1d candy trade. The use of said niethod by the respondent has ths 
tf'.ndeney and capacity to eliminate from said candy trade all actual 
~ompetitors, and to exclude therefrom all potential competitors, who 
do not-adopt and use said method or an equivalent method. 

PA:n. 6. Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt aiHl u:,;e said method or any method involving a game of chance 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any other 
method that is contrary to public policy . 
. PAR. 7. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribution 
l . 
n Interstate commerce of assortments or packages of candy so packed 

and assembled as to enable retail dealers, without alteration, addition, 
1
)r rearrangement, to resell the same to the consuming public by lot 

<lr ct, • bl' 1· r.a.nce IS contrary to pu tc po tcy. 

CONCLUSION 

'fhe aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, The Euclid 
~andy Co. of California, Inc., named in the complaint as Euclid 

andy Company, are to the prejudice of the public and of respond
('llt's competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
~omrnerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 

~ 1! 

\i 
I' 
li 
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Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to creat~ a
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for· 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEAE'E AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard Ly the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of thr 
respondent, in which answer respondent admits all the material alle
gations of the complaint to be true, and states that it waives hearing 
on the charges set forth in said complaint and consents that, without 
further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission may 
issue and serve upon it findings as to the facts and conclusion and an 
order to cease and desist· from the violations of law charged in the 
complaint, and the Commission having made its findings as to the 
facts and conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,. 
and for other purposes." 

It i<J ordel'ed, That the respondent, The Euclid Candy Co. of Cali
fomia, Inc., named in the complaint as Euclid Candy Company, its
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in the offering for 
sale, sale, and distrihution in interstate commerce of candy, do cet\:-;O 

and desist from: 
1. Se.lliug and distributing to joLbers aud wholesale dealers fot· 

resale to retail dealers and to retail dealers direct candy so packetl 
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are to bfl' 
made, or may be made, by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift 
enterprise. 

2. Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers and retail dealers packages or assortments of candy which an' 
used, or may be used, without alteration or rearrangement of the con
tents of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming 
device, or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy con
taine<l in said assortments to the public. 

3. Packing or assPmbling in the same package or nssortmeut for 
sale to the public at retail pieces of candy of uniform size and shape 
having centers of a different color, together with a number of largt"r 
pieces of candy, which said larger pieces of candy are to be giwn as 
prizes to the purchasers procuring pieces of candy with a ct'nter of a 
particular color. 

It i8 further ordered, That the respondent herein E"hall, within 30 
days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission u 
report in 'Yl'iting setting forth in detail the manner· nnd form in which 
it has eomplie•l with this order. 
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I~ THE :MATTER OF 

:NATIONAL KHEAM COMPANY, IXC. 

COMPLAI~T, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OJ;' SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket ~901. Comp1uint, .1111}. 19, 19:16-Dccision, Mar. 4, 19Ji 

Where a corporation, engaged In jobbing foodstntr:s-
Sold !1. large. variety of flavoring extracts, upon the bottle labels of which there 

were set forth an apparent depiction of an Italian coat-of-arms and various 
Italian words, Indicating and Implying to members or purchasing public 
that snid f'Xtracts were prepared, compomljded, anu rmckageu by the 
Xat!ounl Chemical Laboratory, at 1\Iilan, Italy, and were imported Into the 
Unitcu States, and that they had been awarded first prize at certain ex
pof:'itions in Milan and Florence, Italy, in competition with other tlavoring 
extracts there exhibited; facts being said extracts were eompound('d and 
packaged in the State of New York hy an American manufacturer, awJ 
saiu various representations were false; 

With effect of misleading large number of Italian Americans who vrefer, us 
~'lliJt•rior to such products produced In this country, those prounceu abroad, 
Into the belief that they were buying such importeu anc.l. vreferl'ed extracts 
or Italian origin; and with cnpacity. and tendency to mislenu and ueceive 
Ilnrchasing public into belief that said extracts, thus ln!Jeled, were com
ponndeu and packaged abroad and imported into this country, anu to induce 
Snl'h public, acting in such erroneous beliefs, to buy its "aid prouucts, and 
thereby unfairly divert trade to it from its competitors who rightfully und 
truthfully represent their merchanuise, and do not in nn~·wise falsely rep
resent the same; to the substantial injury of competition in commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors, and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

llefore Mr. W. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Jb. Astor II ogg for the Commission. 
Mr. ll enry Duke, of Long Island City, N. Y., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
tnission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purpos«:>s," 
t~1e Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that N a
tiona! Kream Company, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter refened to 
a.s .the respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of compe
htiOn in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it 
appearing to the said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
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thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, 
stating its charges in that respect itS follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Said respondent, National Kream Comp~tny, Inc., 
is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State 
of New York, with its office and principal place of business at 3()0 
Furman Street, Borough of Brooklyn, in the city and State of N evv 
York. Respondent is now and, for more than one year last past, 
has been, engaged in the business of a jobber of foodstuffs, including 
a variety of flavoring extracts. Respondent sells and distributes 
said products in commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States and the District of Columbia; cttusing said 
products, when sold, to be shipped from its phtee of business in 
the State of New Y or·k to purchasers thereof located in a State or 
States of the United States other than the State of New York 

PAR. 2. In the course aml conduct of its business aforesaid, re
spondent is now, and for more than one year 1ast past, has been, 
in substantial competition with other corporations, individuals, part
nerships, and firms engaged in the business of se1ling and distribut
ing foodstuffs and flavoring extracts in commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, tha 
respondent sells n large variety of flavoring extracts. To the bottles 
which contain said flavoring extract are afiixed labels, containing 
a reproduction of what apper~rs to lle an Italian coat of arms a11d 
the following wot:ding: 

HrevPtto No. C13!'i-ltPgistration 35:.! 
E~trntti-Bertoln 

Insupt'l'Ublli 
l'l'Plllilltl·nlle E~";vosbdoul 
l\1 ita no e Firmzp-1 00:1 

UOSOLIO uogA 
I.nhot·atorio-Chlmlco 

Nazionnle 
Milano 
Italia 

l'ItODOTTI lli!POHTATI 
Agent! Gcnerall 

l'nramonnt Sales Co. 
N.Y. U.S. A. 

lf.! Oz. 
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The tmnslation for the foregoing Italian wording is as follows: 

Diploma No. C135-Registration 352 
BERTOLA EXTRACT 

Incomparable 
First Prize at the Expositions 
in Milan and Florence---1903 

ROSOLIO ROSA 
National Chemical Laboratory 

Milan Italy 
Imported Products 

General Agents 
Paramount Sales Co., 

N.Y. U.S. A. 
%Oz. 

Said representations made upon the labels, as aforesaid, indicate 
and imply to the members of the purchasing public that the said 
flavoring extracts are prepared, compounded and packaged by the 
~ational Chemical laboratory at Milan, in Italy, and are imported 
Into the United States. Said language further implies that the 
said product was awarded first prize at certain expositions in the 
?ities of Milan and Florence, Italy, in competition with other flavor
Ing extracts there exhibited. In truth and in fact, said flavoring 
e~tracts are not prepared, compounded and packaged by a National 
Chemical Laboratory in Milan, Italy, and are not imported into 
the United States; they were not exhibited at any Italian exposition, 
U~d were awarded no medals or other prizes; but, on the contrary, 
said flavoring extmcts are prepared, compounded and packaged in 
the State of New York by an American manufacturer. 
. 'l'here is n large number of Italian-Americans among the purchas
Ing public who show a preference for goods produced abroad, under 
th~ belie£ that they are superior to those produced in this country, 
l>aid belief prevailing particularly i11 extracts and the like. These 
Purchasers are led to believe, because of the statements contained on 
the label and the fact that said label is printed in the Italian lan
g'llagc, that they are buying an imported extract of superior merit 
to the domestic product. The're are among respondent's competitors 
~ally who s<'ll both the domestic and imported products, and who, 
ln the course and conduct of their businf'ss, honestly and truthfully 
tepresellt their merchandise. 

1 
PAn. 4. The above and foregoing representations, as shown Ly the 

ubeJs llSPd by rPspondent, as described in paragraph 3, have the ca-
14Gi5r.m--39--,·oJ. 24-53 
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pacity and tendency to, and do mislead and deceive the purchasing 
public into the belief that the said flavoring extracts so labeled are 
prepared, compounded and packaged abroad, and imported into the 
United States, and have the capacity and tendency to, and do induce 
the said purchasing public, acting in such erroneous belief, to pur· 
chase respondent's product, thereby diverting trade to the respond
ent from those of its competitors who do not misrepresent and falsely 
label their products; and in t!1is manner respondent does substantial 
injury to competition in interstate commerc~. 

PAR. 5. The abov~ acts and things done or caused to be done by 
the respondent, were and are each and all to the prejudice of the 
public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair meth
ods of competition in interstate commerce within the meaning and 
intent of Section 5 of "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," ap
proved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis· 
sion, to define its powers and duties, and other purposes," the Fed· 
era! Trade Commission, on the 19th day of August 1936, issued and 
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, National 
Kream Company, Inc., a corporation, charging it with use of unfait 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions o:f 
said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of re· 
spondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of 
the allegations of said complaint were introduced by Astor Hogg, 
attorney for the Commission, before W. ·w. Sheppard, an examiner 
of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it and in opposi
tion to the allegations of the complaint by Henry M. Duke, attorney 
for the respondent; and said testimony and other evidence were duly 
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the 
proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commis· 
sion on the said complaint and answer thereto, t~stimony and othet 
evidence, and brief in support of the complaint (respondent's coun· 
sel having waived the filing of brief) and the Commission having 
duly considered the same, and being now fully advised in the pre
mises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and 
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makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn 
therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, National Kream Company, Inc., is a 
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
N"ew York. Its office and principal place of business is located at 
~60 Furman Street, Borough of Brooklyn, in the city of New York 
In said State. For more than one year last past, respondent has been 
engaged in the business of jobbing food stuffs, including a variety 
of flavoring extracts. It sells and distributes said products in com
merce between and among the various States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia, causing said products when sold, to be 
shipped from its place of business in the State of New York to the 
Purchasers thereof located in States of the United States other than 
the State of New York. In the course and conduct of its business as 
aforesaid, respondent is now and for more than one year last past 
has been in substantial competition with other corporations and with 
~artnerships, firms, and individuals engaged in the business of sell
Ing and distributing food stuffs and flavoring extracts in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and the 
District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
spondent sells and has sold a large variety of flavoring extracts. To 
the bottles which contain said flavoring extracts are affixed labels con
taining a reproduction of what appears to be an Italian coat-of-arms 
and the following words : 

Brevetto No. C135-Reglstratlon 352 
Estrattl-Bertola 

Insuperabill 
Premlatl-alle Esposlzlonl 
Milano e Firenze-1903 

ROSOLJO ROSA 
Labor a torlo-Chlmlco 

Nazlonale 
Milano 
Italia 

PRODOTTIIMPORTATI 
Agentl Generall 

Paramount Sales Co. 
N.Y. U.S.A. 

lh Oz. 
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The English translation of the foregoing Italian wording is as 
follows: 

Diploma No. C135-Registration 3G2 
BERTOLA EXTRACT 

Incomparable 
First Prize at the Expositions 
in Milan and Florence-1903 

ROSOLIO ROSA 
National Chemical Laboratory 

Milan Italy 
Imported Products 

General Agents 
Paramount Sales Co., 

N.Y. U.S. A. 
lh Oz. 

PAn. 3. The representations made upon the labels as set forth in 
paragraph 2 hereof indicate and imply to the members of the pur
chasing public that the said flavoring extracts are prepared, com· 
pounded and packaged by the National Chemical Laboratory, at 
Milan, Italy, and are imported into the United States. Sa.id 
language further indicates and implies that the said extracts were 
awarded first prize at certain expositions held in the cities of Milan 
and Florence, Italy, in competition with other flavoring extracts 
there exhibited. The representations made by respondent are false 
and misleading in that said flavoring extracts are not and were 
not prepared, compounded or packaged by National Chemical Lab
oratory of Milan, Italy, and are not and were not imported into the 
United States from any foreign country. They were not exhibited 
tLt any Italian exposition and were awarded no medals or other 
prizes. As a matter of fact, said flavoring extracts are and were 
prepared, compounded, and packaged in the State of New Yorl.: 
by an American manufacturer. 

PAn. 4. There are a .large number of Italian Americans among tho 
purchasing public who have and show a preference for flavoring 
extracts produced abroad under the belief that they are superior to 
those produced in this country. These purchasers are led to believe 
because of the statements contained on the labels and the fact that 
the said labels nre printed in the Italian language, that they are 
buying imported extracts of Italian origin for which they hHe 11 

preference. 
PAn. 5. The above and :foregoing representations, as shown hy the 

labels used by respondent us described in parngraph 2 hereof, have 
the en pacity and tendency to mislead untl tlecei ve the purdtasiug 
public into the belief that the said flavoring extracts so labeled are 
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and were prepared, compounded and packaged abroad, and imported 
into the United States; and have the capacity and tendency to induce 
the said purchasing public acting under such erroneous beliefs to 
Purchase respondent's products, thereby unfairly diverting trade to 
the respondent from its competitors who rightfully and truthfully 
represent their merchandise and who do not in any wise falsely 
represent their products; and in this manner, respondent does 
substantial injury to competition in interstate commerce. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, National Kream 
Company, Inc., a corporation are to the prejudice of the public and 
of respondei1t's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of com
Petition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
~ct to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
«uties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before W. ,V, Shep
~ard, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by 
It, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, brief of the Commission filed herein (respondent having 
~aived the filing of brief) and the Commission having ma,de its find
~ngs as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent had vio
ated the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 
~914:, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to de
fine its powers a.nd duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, National Kream Company, 
!nc., a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, 
In connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of 

' ~~voring extracts or compounds in interstate commerce and in the 
!strict of Columbia, do cease and desist 
1. From directly or indirectly advertising, designating or repre

senting, through the use of words of any foreign language, or sym
bols, or picturizations, or through any other means or in any man
tier, that flavoring extracts or compounds manufactured or com
P0t_lnded in the United States are manufactured or produced in Italy 
or In any other foreign country and imported into the United States; 

Ill 
J! 

1: 
I 
I 
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2. From directly or indirectly ad:vertising, designating or repre
senting, through the use of words, symbols or picturizations falsely 
indicating its flavoring .extracts or compounds were exhibited at 
any exposition or a warded a prize at any such exposition, that such 
products are of superior merit. 

It is further ·ordered, That the respondent shall, within 30 days 
after the service upon it of this order, file with the Commission B 

report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which it has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

KALO INOCill~NT COMPANY 

COMPJ.AINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. IS OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket f1..t,5. Complaint, Mar. 14, 1986-Decision, Mar. 10, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged in the sale and distribution of legume seed inocu
lants consisting of nitrogen-fixing bacteria in a humus base, under trade 
name "Humogerm," to wholesalers, retailers, and jobbers of seed, and 
through them, ultimately, to growers of leguminous crops who mix such 
lnoculants with legume seed to promote growth of said crops and enrich 
son In which same were grown; in advertising Its said "Ilumogerm" In 
national and State farm magazines and in circulars, pamphlets, price lists, 
and other advertising matter distributed and circulated among its customers 
and prospective customers and furnished to Its wholesale and retail cus
tomers to be passed on to the purchasing public, and through its labels, 

. as the case might be-
(a) Represented to its said wholesale and retail customers, and supplied them 

with the means of representing to the ultimate purchaser, that its said 
containers were packed with a definite, ascertainable, minimum number of 
nitrogen-fixing bacteria, facts being that at time In question company from 
which It made its purchases and which mixed bacteria with humus base 
hefore shipping same in bulk to it, did not definitely ascertain definite 
number of such bacteria put in any givf'n quantity of humus, and such 
numbers as were put In w£>re subject to constant change during course of 
shipment, repackaging, and saie to ultimate purchaser; 

(b) Represented through words "Guaranteed packed with" that each and every 
can of its said product contained a specified, definite, minimum number of 
living legume bacteria throughout the entire course of the distribution of 
Said product and up to expiration date appearing on label of can, facts 
being there is no way known to science by which exact number of legume 
organisms can be determined in a can of inoculant as of the time the same 
reaches the farmer and no concern <'an truthfully guarantee that its prod
uct will, at that time, contain a definitely specified minimum number of 
such bacteria, and it did not know that there were present in Its containers 
number and type of nitrogen·fixing bacteria stated and represented on its 
labels, and such number had not been and could not accurately be 

(c) 
ascertained; 
Represented that Its said product contained fifty percent more nitrogen
fixing bacteria than that of any other inoculant, and that its said product 
cost three and one-third cents per billion bacteria, facts being that number 
of bacteria tn each can constantly varied, depending upon conditions to 
which can had been exposed, lack of uniformity In mixing, shipping in bulk 
and r<>packaging, and that, while use of a sufficient quantity of bacteria 
to produce adequate nodulation is essential, measurement of the relative 
values of competing commercial lnoculants cannot truthfully be based on 
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the respective number of bacteria contalnPd therein In relation to the price 
charged and paid therefor; and 

(d) Represented that, through use of the patent lid on Its container, its product 
reached the ultimate purchasers in such condition that the nitrogen-fixing 
bacteria therein contained were more virile or efficacious than those sold 
by competitors, and that, through usP- of aforesaid patent lid on its con· 
tainers, molds or ot11er contamination were effectively , prevented, facts 
being that many of Its competitors proYide and maintain equal virility and 
efficacy in their legume inoculants through other and similar means, and 
that humus, in which the bacteria at·e mixed and packed, is nonsterile 
and may and does have many other kinds and strains of bacteria, including 
molds; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public, whO 
were Induced by relianee upon the truth of such representations to buY 
said "IIumogerm" in preference to other legume inoculants which were 
compf.'titlve both as to price and quality, and of thereby diverting trade 
to it from its competitors, including tho:-;e who do not, in their adyertis· 
lug or labels, misrepre~;ent the quantity of bacteria contained therein or 
that such numbers can be ascertained accurately, or otherwis~, by false and 
misleading statements, induce and promote the ~";ale of said products, or 
in any manner misrepresent the kind, condition, character, cost or efficacy of 
such competitive products: 

Held, 1'hat such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before J.lr. John lV. Norwood, trial examiner. 
Air. PGad B. },f orelwu.'!e for the Commission. 
J.fr. Joseph J(. },foyer and Air. Oraig L. Reddish, of Washington, 

D. C., and J.fr. J. LeRoy Adair, of Quincy, Ill., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 1 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Kalo In· 
oculant Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respond
ent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in com· 
merce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it nppearing to the 
said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be 
in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges 
in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation, organized in Septem· 
her 1934, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal office and place of 

1 Extend••d quotation In rnr. 2 of the complnlnt, from reRpondent's advertising matter 
with respect to Its said product, "Humogerm," Is set forth In the findings, Infra, at page 
814, and Is omitted from the complaint as published In the Interest of brevity. 
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business in the city of Quincy, in said State. It now is, and since 
its organization has been engaged in the sale and distribution of 
nitrogen-fiiing bacteria with a humus base, packed in tin cans, un
der the trade name "Humogerm," to wholesalers, retailers, and job
bers of seed, and through them, ultimately, to growers of leguminous 
crops who mix the contents of said cans with the legume seed for 
the purposes of promoting the growth of said crops and enriching 
the soil in which said crops are grown. The aforesaid bacteria 
are micro-organisms known as "bacilli," "radicicola" and "rhizobia," 
Which when mixed and planted with the seed, form nodules on the 
roots of the growing legume, resulting in the extraction of nitrogen 
from the air instead of from the soil, and the fixation of such nitro
gen in the plant and surrounding soil, thereby substantially stimu
lating the growth of the legume crop. Respondent purchases in bulk 
the humus containing such bacteria from the Earp-Thomas Labora
tories Corporation of Bloomfield, N. J., repackages it in small tin 
containers and sells the same in constant course of trade and com
lllerce between and among the various States of the United States. 
In the course and conduct of its business it causes the said product, 
when sold to be shipped from its place of business in the city of 
Quincy, State of Illinois, into anu through various States of the 
'United States to the purchasers thereof. In the course and conduct 
of its said business, respondent now is and since the date of its 
0.rganization has been in substantial competition with other corpora
tions and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the 
s~le and distribution in interstate commerce of products used for 
8llnilar purposes and of other commercial legume inoculators. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, 
respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product 
"IIumogerm" in interstate commerce, caused and causes the same 
to be advertised in national and state farm magazines and in cir
c~Iars, pamphlets, price lists, and other advertising matter which it 
distributes and circulates among its customers and prospective cus
tomers. It also furnishes such advertising matter to its wholesale 
and retail customers to be passed on to the purchasing public to in
duce and promote the sales of its said product. In such advertising 
~atter respondent makes the following representations and furnishes 
Its wholesale and retail vendees with the means of making the same 
representations of fact as follows: 2 ---8 ; 'I'he extended quotation of respondent's advertising which follows at thla point Is 

8
e forth In Par. 8 of the findings, Infra, at page 814, and Is omitted from the complaint 
8 PUblished ln the Interest of brevity, 
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Respondent's aforesaid product is paeked in small round cans in 
six varieties, one variety for each type of legume seed with each 
variety in three sizes varying from four ounces to 2% pounds. The 
size of each can is stated thereon in terms of the amount of seed 
which that particular can will inoculate. Each can is sealed with 
a small pinhole in the. top to admit air. All cans are labelled in the 
same manner with the exception of the culture number, the amount 
of seed to be inoculated and the number of bacteria placed in the can 
as follows: 

HUMOGEUM Nitrogen Fixing Bacteria Prepared by Earp-Thomas Labora
tories Exclusively for KALO INOCULANT CO., QUINCY, ILL. 

On the reverse side of each can appears the following wording: 

GUARANTEE 

IIUMOGEUZII Is guaranteed packed with the numbeJ: and type of high-bred 
nitrogen-fixing bacteria ~hown on the label, more than sufficient to inoculate 
the number of seeds specified. Because of conditions beyond our control field 
results can naturally not be guaranteed. 

The top of each can contains the number of legume germs, the 
bushel size can being labelled as follows: 

This Can Packed With Over 15 BILLION LEGUME GERMS 

Each size can contains a similar statement as to the number of 
garms in proportion to the one bushel size. The culture numbers, 
size of the can, germ count and retail price appear in the following 
table: 

Culture No. 

: :~~ t::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i: ~: t :~~ !:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Slr.e 

Dmhel 

1~ 
2~ 
1 
2 
6 

Oorm 
oount 

Billion 
7~ 

15 
37~ 
7}i 

16 
37~ 

-
Price 

$0.36 
.60 

1.00 
. 36 
.60 

1. ()() -
PAR. 3. Dy means of the statements above set out in paragraph 2 

hereof, respondent misrepresents to its wholesale and retail customers 
and furnishes them with the means of misrepresenting to the ultimate 
purchaser as follows : 

(a) That its said containers are packed with a definite ascertain· 
able minimum number of nitrogen-fixing bacteria when such is not the 
case, but in truth and in fact the Earp-Thomas Laboratories Corpo· 
rotion which mixed the bacteria with the humus base before shipping 
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it in bulk to respondent, does not definitely ascertain the definite 
minimum number of such bacteria put in any given quantity of 
humus, and such numbers as are put in said humus are subject to con~ 
stant change during the course of shipment and repackaging and 
sale to the ultimate purchaser. 

(b) That each and every can of its said product contains a speci
fied definite minimum number of living legume bacteria throughout 
the entire course of the distribution period of said product and up 
to the expiration date thereof appearing on the label of said can, 
when such is not the fact, and respondent does not know that its 
containers contain the number and type of nitrogen-fixing bacteria 
as stated and represented on its labels, the number of which bacteria 
l1as not been and can not be accurately ascertained. 

(c) That its product contains 50% more nitrogen-fixing bacteria 
and that the bacteria count of each can of its product is 50% higher 
than that of any other inoculant when such is not the fact and such 
misrepresentation is a false disparagement of the products of re
spondent's competitors. 

(d) That its said product costs 3%¢ per billion bacteria when such 
is not the fact, but the number of bacteria in each can constantly 
'\'aries depending upon the conditions to which the can has been 
exposed, lack of uniformity in mixing, shipping in bulk and in 
repackaging, and when the measurement of the relative values of 
competing commercial inoculators can not truthfully be based on 
the respedive number of bacteria contained therein in relation to 
the price charged and paid therefor. 

(e) That by the use of the patent lid on its containers its product 
reaches the ultimate purchasers in such condition that the nitrogen
fixing bactE.'ria therein contained are more virile or efficacious than 
thoS{' sold by competitors, when in truth and in fact many of its 
competitors by other and similar means provide for and maintain 
equal virility and efficacy in their legume inoculators. 

(f) That by the use of the aforesaid patent lid on its containers, 
lnolds or other contamination is effectively prevented when in truth 
nnd in fact the humus in which the said bacteria are mixed and 
PackE'd is non-sterile and may and does have many other kinds and 
strains of bact£>ria, including molds. 

P.\R, 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale and distribution of lE'gume inoculators, as mentioned in para
~raph 1 hereof, corporations, firms, partnerships and individuals who, 
111 soliciting the sale of and selling their said products in interstate 
commerce, do not, in thE'ir advertising, or labels, misrepresent the 
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quantity of bacteria contained therein, or that such numbers can be 
accurately ascertained; or a.therwise, by false and misleading state
ments, induce and promote the sale of their said products. 

PAR. 5. The representations by respondent as 1>:et forth in para
graphs 2 and 3 hereof and each of them have the capacity and tend
ency to and do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing pub
lic who, relying upon the truth of the said representations, are thereby 
induced to purchase "Humogerm" in preferencA to other legume 
inoculants which are competitive both as to price and quality, thus 
diverting trade to respondent from its competitors who do not in the 
aforesaid or in any other manner misrepresent the kind, condition, 
character, cost or efficacy of such competitive products. 

PAn. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent, are 
to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congr('SS entitled ".An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO 'l'IIE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on March 14, 1936, issued and served its com
plaint in this proceeding upon respondent Kalo Inoculant Company, 
charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce 
in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said 
complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony and 
other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint were in
troduced by PGad D. Morehouse, attorney for the Commission, before 
John ,V. Norwood, an examiner of the Commission tl1eretofore JulY 
designated by it, aml no testimony or other evidence was introduced 
on behalf of respondent in opposition thereto. 'Vhereupon respoiHlent, 
by its attorney J. LeRoy Adair submitted a motion for leave to with· 
draw its said answer and to substitute therefor an answer admitting all 
of the material allegations of the complaint to be true and waidnt~ 
the taking of further evidence and all other intervening procPrlure, 
which said motion, by order entered herein, the Commission granted, 
and the said substitute answer and testimony and other evidence wer" 
duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceed· 
ing regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on thC 
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said complaint, testimony, other evidence and the substituted answer, 
and the Commission having duly considered the same and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent corporation, Kalo Inoculant Com
pany, was organized in September 1934, under the laws of the State of 
Illinois, and has its principal office and place of business at 1007 Main 
Street, in the city of Quincy in said State. It is now, and since its 
organization, has been engaged in the sale and distribution of legume 
seed inoculants consisting of nitrogen-fixing bacteria in a humus base, 
under the trade name "Humogerm," to wholesalers, retailers, and 
joLhers of seed, and through them, ultimately, to growers of legumi
nous crops who mix such inoculants with legume seed for the purposes 
of promoting the growth of said crops and enriching the soil in which 
said crops are grown. The aforesaid bacteria are micro-organisms 
known to science as "bacilli radicicola" and "rhizobia," which, when 
?f proper virility and mixed with the seed in sufficient quantities to 
Inoculate the same, form nodules on the roots of the growing legume. 
resulting in the extraction of nitrogen from the air, instead of from 
the soil, und the fixation of such nitrogen in the plant and surrounding 
soil, thereby substantially stimulating the growth of the legume crop. 

From September 1934 until approximately July 1, 1935, the Kalo 
Company, an Illinois corporation of which this respondent is a wholly 
~ontrolled subsidiary selling agent, purchased the aforesaid product. 
In bulk from the Earp-Thomas Laboratories Corporation of Bloom
field, N. J., where it was produced in the following manner: 

Mother cultures of each type of legume organism were grown in 
small bottles of agar jelly, these having been developed some twenty 
Years ago by Doctor Earp-Thomas. From these small amounts of cul
ture were introduced into a series of thirty-two ounce bottles, some 
containing liquid media, some solid media; the solid media being the 
~tandard agar jelly. These bottles and their contents were sterilized 
Y being placed in an autoclave at high temperature, which kills all 

organisms. After the cultures were introduced the large bottles wero 
sermitted to incubate for a period of eight days to three months, 
.epending on the amount of Ilumogerm to be produced. At this 

time the bacteria would have grown and multiplied to the highest 
number, and the contents of six of the bottles containing the agar 
media, and three of those containing the liquid media were illtrotlucc•l 
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into each one hundred pounds of humus. From the examination of tl1e 
laboratory and processes used it definitely appeared that the culture!:l 
were sterile and pure at the time they were mixed with the humus. 
The humus was then permitted to dry for several days, and when in 
moist condition was placed, prior to about April 1935 in "Bemis" or 
burlap bags, and for a time thereafter into waterproof air6ght paper· 
lined bags and shipped to the Kalo Company. Tests were made by 
the Earp-Thomas Laboratories from time to time of sample thirty-two 
ounce bottles, and in that way an estimate was by Earp-Thomag 
I. .. aborntories made of the number packed into each one hundred pounds 
of humus. The estimate therefrom lleing made as a definite amount 
of the humus was placed in each can by the Kalo Company. In audi
tion to the tests on tf1e thirty-two ounce bottles, the Kalo Inoculant 
Company returned one can from each batch of humus, consisting of 
from eight to twenty bags, to the Earp-Thomas Corporation for test
ing purposes. Then tests of those samples were made by the plato 
count method for the number of organisms, and by the 'Vilson test, 
to determine sufficient nodulation. 

The Wilson test consists of an actual demonstration of the inoculat
ing efficiency (or lack of it) on growing legume plants under con
trolled conditions, the alleged inoculant being mixed with the seeds, 
which are then planted, and the ensuing growth of the plants and 
the number of root nodules checked and recorded. 

It took four days for the samples to reach the Earp-Thomas Lab· 
oratories, four to eight days to make the plate count, and two or more 
days to notify the distributor of the results. A period of over two 
weel\s thus sometimes elapsed between the time the humus was re· 
ceived by the Kalo Inoculant Company and the time when the 
condition was made known by the tests. Dy that time most of the 
prouuct might have been packed and sold by the Kalo Company. 
The Wilson test took from three to six weeks, so that the results of 
such test were not effective to prevent the sale of any humus found 
thereby to be unsatisfactory. During the season from the fall of 
1931 to April 1935, a total of approximately thirty-eight thousand 
fh·e hundred pounds of the product was shipped to the Kalo Com
pany, and of this amount eleven hundred pounds were returned, as 
unsatisfactory as the result of the test made. This occurred during 
the time Bemis bags were in use. 

In July 1035, the Earp-Thomas Laborutot·ies Corporation employed 
an additional bacteriologist at Bloomfield, N. J., whose duti<'s con· 
sis ted chiefly of growing, checking, rE'checking, and counting the 
bacterin. which was shipped to the Knlo Company in Sl'alE'd labora· 
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tory jars in which the bacteria continued to grow after leaving the lab
oratory. On September 1, Hl36, respondent changed its entire method 

. of obtaining and preparing its product for distribution and sale and 
employed a competent bacteriologist at its plant in Quincy, Ill., who 
is in complete charge of the production of bacteria for respondent's 
inoculant, and since that time respondent has not obtained such bac
teria in any form from the aforesaid Earp-Thomas Laboratories Cor
poration in New Jersey. 

Since September 1936, respondent's product has been prepared for 
distribution and sale at Quincy, Ill., under the complete supervision 
of such bacteriologist who first determines the type of the bacteria 
through original strains used for inoculating the agar cultures. An 
aqueous suspension is prepared from the agar cultures contained in 
thousands of thirty-two ounce bottles, and after the bacteria are 
Washed off the agar into the said liquid suspension contained in five 
gallon cans, their number is by him ascertained by' what is known 
as the Petroff-Hauser method. This method consists of a direct 
count and is a scientifically approved method of making a count of 
Pure cultures of any type of bacteria, having been in use for several 
years. The liquid or aqueous suspension is thoroughly stirred, a 
sarnple removed, a proper dilution made, and the organisms, which 
are contained in a small chamber on a plate, directly counted under 
a microscope. "Whereas the bacteriological plate count counts the 
colonies that develop from the organisms in solution after a necessary 
Period of incubation, it is not necesstu·y to wait for colonies to form 
to make the count by the Petroff-Hauser method. By such method, 
l'espondent, since its adoption, can and does ascertain with a reason
nble dt'gree of certainty the number of bacteria in each 5 gallon can 
of liquid suspension, two of which are thoroughly mixed with each 
200 lbs. of humus, and respondent can therefrom compute with rea
&mable accuracy the minimum number of organisms with which the 
small 4 ounce to 2% lh cans are packed for sale and distribution. 
However, after packing, respondent cannot know with any certainty 
Whatever, for the reasons below set out, the minimum number of 
such organisms at any other time than when packed. 

PAn. 2. LPgumes or Leguminosae are one of the plant families 
having separate visible structural characteristics. Consisting of 
~housands of plants, the ones of particular economic and agricultural 
1fi1}lortanre are the alfalfa and swPet clonr group, the common 
clover group, such ns red mammoth, alsike, and white, th~ pea group, 
the field bean group, and the soy bean group. Leguine crops are of 
'·alue to the farmer by virtue of an ability to utilize frpeo nitrogen 
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resources of the air, and, if inoculated, will have a higher nitrogen 
content than otherwise, and thus both stimulate themselves and in
crease the fertility of the soil. Also such crops are valuable by rea
son of their ability to survive drouth and to grow under extremely 
unfavorable conditions. 

It has been ascertained that about four-fifths of the air by volume 
is nitrogen and that this nitrogen may be transferred successfully 
from the air to the soil by what is known as nitrogen fixntion. 

There are thousands of micro-organisms in various soils. Some of 
such micro-organisms are radicicola bacillus, actinomycetes, azote
bacter, fungi, molds, etc. One of these soil organisms was discovered 
in 1807 in Germany and a Mr. Reiche, in 1908, brought the knowl
edge of it to America. This bacterium is known to acientists as 
"bacillus radicicola ", and "rhizobium". 

These bacteria, when mixed with legume seed before sowing, have 
the peculiar property of b'eing able to infect the root of the plant. 
When the root is so infected a rapid increase of cell structure takes 
place becoming visible in time and this is called a nodule. The physi
ological relationship then taking place between the plant and the 
nodule results in the stimulation of the plant and an increase in the 
nitrogen content of the plant and thus the farmer, who has an inocu
lated legume crop, is obtaining a very valuable chemical element for 
the soil instead of depleting the nitrogen resources of the soil. This 
is what is known as nitrogen fixation or symbiosis. Symbiosis means 
merely a mutual exchange of the plant's carbohydrates and sugar pro
duced by rain, sunlight and air, for the nitrogen fixation produced 
by bacterial infection and sometimes this is called symbionic nitrogen 
fixation. 

For the different groups of legumes above enumerat8d, different 
species of bacillus radicicola. have been isolated by the bacteriologists 
through experimentation, finally selecting the particular species best 
suited to growth upon the host plant of each particular gruup. 

Owing to the non-sterile character of the media into which the 
radicicola or rhizobium are packed for commercial purposes, the 
inoculant when packed contains many other bacteria and micro· 
organisms foreign thereto, such as actinomycetes, azotehader, fungi 
or molds which begin to absorb the food contained in the media, in· 
creasing in numbers very greatly during the first few weeks and 
thereafter, by reason of many factors such as depletion of food sup· 
plies, excreta, contaminating conflicts, etc., the radicicoln. or rhizo· 
bium begin rapidly to die so that after a period of approximately 23 
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Weeks, even under proper conditions, the aforesaid increase is totally 
obliterated and the curve of viability or longevity of the proper germ 
content of the can is still decreasing. Therefore, according to the 
expert bacteriological testimony, one would not expect after a period 
of 105 to 160 days to find over ten per cent of the original number 
alive in an unsealed container. 

The containers used by all concerns distributing commercial inocu
lants admit air either through a small pin hole or through the porous 
material of the container itself, and respondent's container has a 
patented air vent in the lid thereof for the purpose of preventing any 
outside contamination or molds entering the can after packing. 
There is no way known to science by which the exact number of 
legume organisms can be determined in a can of inoculants as of the 
time the same reaches the farmer, and no concern can truthfully 
guarantee that its product will at that time contain a definitely 
specified minimum number of such bacteria. Furthermore, while it 
is essential that there be a sufficient quantity of bacteria when used 
to produce adequate nodulation, the measurement of the relative 
Values of competing commercial inoculants cannot truthfully be. 
?ased solely upon the respective number of bacteria contained therein 
In relation to the price charged and paid therefor. 

PAR. 3. Hespondent causes its said product when sold to be shipped 
from its place of business in the city of Quincy, State of Illinois, into 
and through various States of the United States to the purchasers 
thereof. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent 
now is and since the date of its organization has been in substantial 
competition with other corporations and with individuals, partner
ships, and firms engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate 
commerce of products used for similar purposes and of other com
mercial legume inoculators . 
. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent, 
~n soliciting the sale of and selling its said product "Humogerm" 
~ll interstate commerce, caused and causes the same to be advertised 
111 national and state farm magazines and in circulars, pamphlets, 
P.rice lists, and other advertising matter which it distributes and 
Circulates among its customers and prospective customers. It also 
furnishes such advertising matter to its wholesale and retail cus
tomers to be passed on to the purchasing public to induce and pro
mote the sales of its said product. In such advertising matter re
"Pondent mukes the following representations and fumishcs its whole-

146750-39-vol. 24--114 
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sale and retail vendees with the means of making the same repre~ 
sentations of fact as follows: 

(a) 1\LHm MORE PROFIT with HUl\IOGERl\1 50o/o 1\IORE NITROGEN 
FIXING BACTERIA 

The Bacteria count on ea(:h can of HUMOGERM is 50% higher than that 
of any other inoculant, FIFTEEN BILLION PER SMALL SEED BUSHEL. 

AT A NEW LOW PRICE 

The same high quality of culture which formerly sold for over $1.00 per 
bushel is now sold at a popular low price to furnish to the farmer 

IIIGII-BRED SELECTED BACTERIA AT 3% CENTS PER BILLION thus 
mnking IIUl\lOGERl\1 by far the greatest value on the market today, and the 
lowest priced inoculant to use. 

In addition, IIUl\lOGERl\1 now comes in a new modern pnckage, with a beautl· 
ful three color varnished label, retaining the exclusive Earp-Thomas patent lid 
which provides air, which nitrogen fixing bacterin must have to live and grow, 
nlso protects against molds and other outside contamination, and retains the 
llPcessary moisture. 

PROTECT YOUR SICEDS, YOUR CUSTO:UI<:RS, YOUR PROFIT 

Even poor seed inoculated with IIUl\lOGEHM may produce better than un· 
· trPatPd good seed. Good seed inoculntcd with IIUMOGERl\1 builds more busl· 
nes~:J and profit for you. 

KALO INOCULANT COMPANY 
Quincy, Illinois. 

SellliUl\IOGEUM with PIH'h lot of IPgnme sPecl, nu<lincrensc your customers' 
.. utlsfactlon. Recommend this superior culture because it 1\Ctually delivers more 
live virile bacteria to the grower at planting time. 

IIUl\IOGI•~Hl\1 is fi'P!<h for your Jlrot!'l"tiou. 
Each cun is dntell to insure the gt·ower l'I'I'Plriug fr1·sh, live virile, 

NITROGEN FIXING BACTERIA u111l 111:1y hi' f>XI'IIIIItgt'll for 11ew JJUl\IOGEUl\1 
w lwn t.ltf' dn tlng ex pi res. 

It Is fnrui~lwd In the followlug cnltnrf' groups 
No. 1. For Red, 1\lnmmotb, Alsike, Crimson nnd White Clovers. 
No. 2. For Alfulfu, all Sweet Clover, Hnhum and Bur Clovers. 
No. 3. For all Vetclws, l<'leld ami Gnrden l't•ns, Austrlnn Wlnt('r l'NlS. 

Broad Benns, Sweet Peas, Perennial Peas. 
No. 5. For Gardl'n l'eus and DPnns, Sweet Peas, Field Bl'ans, Navy Beans. 

Rcurlet Runner Beans. 
No. 7. For Cow PeRs, Pranuts, Lima Brans, Velvet Beans, Lespl'dl'za. 
No. 9. For Soy Deans (any variety), 
GAHDEN SIZE. For Swel't l't>ns, Gurdl'n Pens or Bt>ans, LUillnes. 
Now 00 C(•nts Per Bushl'l (small 8et•ll:~) 
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(The price the farmer wants to pay:) 
Dealer price Retail price 

Cultures 1 & 2 (Small seeds) do:MI ooch 

% bu. (for 30 Ibs. seed}-------------------- $2.80 $0.35 
1 bu. (for 60 Ibs. seed)---------------------- 4. 00 . 50 
2% bu. (for 150 lbs. seed}-------------------- 8.00 1.00 

Cultures 3-5-7 & 9 (Large seeds) 
1 bu. (for 60 lbs. seed)----------------------- 2. 80 
2 bu. (for 120 lbs. seed)--------------------- 4. 00 
5 bu. (for 300 lbs. seed}---------------------- 8. 00 
Garden Size--------------------------------- 1. 20 

ALI, LEGUMES 
SHOULD BE 

INOCULATED 
with 

Earp-Tbomaii Process 
Moist Powdct· 
IIUMOGERM 

A Humus Base Legume Inoculant 
With 50% More Nitrogen 

Fixing Bacteria 
(The bacteria count on each can of 
IIUMOGiml\I Is 00% higher than that of 
any other Inoculant.) 

l•'ifteeu Dillion Per Small Seed Bushel 

Al' NEW LOWER PRICE 

.35 

. 50 
1.00 
.15 

You eau uow secure the same high quality of culture which formerly sold as 
high ns $1.40 per buslwl at a new popular price so that your cost is only 

3% CENTS PElt BILLION IIIGU-BRED SELECTED BACTERIA which are 
In lire, virile condition when received by you, having been packed In the patent 
EarlJ-Thomas packnge wbleh admits air, which nitrogen fixing bacteria must 
have to live and gt·ow, but prevents molds nud other outside contamination while 
Dre~:~en·lng the ueeessary moisture. 

INOCULATE ALL LEGUMES 

Even poor 1:1eed Inoculated with IIUl\IOGERM may produce better than good 
seed not Inoculated. Good seed inoculated with this cultUl'e Increase your 
Ct·ops nnd make you a handsome extra profit. 

THERE IS NO ACCEPTABLE SUBSTITUTE }'OR liUl\IOGERl\1 

• • • • • • • 
Y }'RESII-for your pt·oteetlon. Ench can ot IIUl\IOGERl\1 Is dated to Insure 
ou recel vlng fresh, 11 re, rlr lie Nitrogen l<'i.r.lng Bacteria . 

. Ue:;pondent's aforesaid product is packed in small round cans in 
s~x varieties, one variety for each type of lt>gume seed with each va
l'J~:>ty in three sizes varying ft·om four ounces to 2% pounds. The size 
of (•ach can is statPd then'on in tHms of the nmount of seed which that 
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particular can will inoculate. Each can is sealed with a small pinhole 
in the top to admit the air. All cans are labelled in the same manner 
with the exception of the culture number, the amount of seed to be 
inoculated and the number of bacteria placed in the can as follows: 

IIUMOGERM Nitrogen Fixing Bacteria Prepared by Earp-'l'homas Labora
tories Exclusively for KALO INOCULENT CO., QUINCY, ILL. 

On the reverse side of each can appears the following wording: 

GUARANTEE 

HUMOGERl\f is guaranteed packed with the number and type 
of high-bred nitrogen-fixing bacteria shown on the label, more than 
sufficient to inoculate the number of seeds specified. Because of con
ditions beyond our control field results can naturally not he 
guaranteed. 

The top of each can contains the number of legume germs, the bushel 
size can being labelled as follows: 

This Can Packed With Over 15 IHLLION LEGUME GERMS 

Each size can contains a similar statement as to the number of germs 
in proportion to'the one bushel size. The culture numbers, size of the 
can, germ count and retail price appear in the following table: 

Culture No. 

1 and 2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 and 2 ....................................................... . 
1 and 2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3, 6, 7, and 9 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8, 6, 7, and 9 ................................................. . 
3, 6, 7, and 9 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Size 

Bushel 
~ 

1 
2~ 
1 
2 
6 

Germ oount Price 

Dillion 
$0.36 7}} 

16 .liO 
37~ 1.00 
7~ • 35 

16 ,50 
37~ 1.00 

PAR. 4. Prior to September 1, 1936, by means of the statements 
above set out and other similar advertising matter and labelling 
which have not been discontinued, respondent misrepresented to its 
wholesale and retail customers and furnishe<l them with the means 
of misrepresenting to the ultimate purchaser as follows: 

(a) That its said containers were packed with a definite ascer
tainable minimum number of nitrogen-fixing bacterb when such, 
until July 15, 1935, was not the case, but in truth and in fact the 
Earp-Thomas Laboratories Corporation which mixetl the bacteria 
with the humus base before shipping it in bulk to respondent, did 
not definitely ascertain the definite minimum number of such bac
teria put in any given quantity of humus, and such numbers as were 
put in said humus were subject to constant change during the course 
of shipment, repackaging, and sale to the ultimate purchaser. 
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And by means of the foregoing statements and similar statements 
iu. its ad vert ising on its cans, respondent has misrepresented and 
now misrepresents to its wholesale and retail customers and furnishes 
them with the means of misrepresenting to the ultimate purchaser 
as follows: 

(b) That each and every can of its said product contains a speci
fied definite minimum number of living legume bacteria throughout 
the entire course of the distribution period of said product and up to 
the expiration date hereof appearing on the label of said can, when 
such is not the fact, and respondent does not know that its containers 
contain the number and type of nitrogen-fixing bacteria as stated and 
represented on its labels, the number of which bacteria has not been 
and can not be accurately ascertained. 

(c) That its product contains 50% more nitrogen-fixing bacteria 
and that the bacteria count of each can of its product is 50% higher 
than that of any other inoculant when such is not the fact and such 
misrepresentation is a false disparagement of the products of re
spondent's competitors. 

(d) That its said product costs 31f3¢ per billion bacteria when such 
is not the fact, but the number of bacteria in each can const:mtly 
Varies depending upon the conditions to which the can has been ex
Posed., lack of uniformity in mixing, shipping in bulk and in repack
aging, and when the measurement of the relative values of competing 
commercial inoculators cannot truthfully be based on the respective 
numbE>r of bacteria contained. therein in relation to the price charged 
and paid therefor. 

(e) That by the use of the patent lid on its containers its prod
Uct reaches the ultimate purchasers in such condition that the 
n.itrogen-fixing bacteria therein contained are more virile or effica
Cious than those sold by competitors, when in truth and in fact many 
of. its competitors by other and similar means provide for and main
tain equal virility and. efficacy in their legume inoculators. 

(f) That by the use of the aforesaid patent lid on its containers, 
Jnol<ls or other contamination are effectively prevented when in truth 
?nd in fact the humus in which the said. bacteria are mixed and packed 
18 non-sterile. and may and does have many other kinds and strains 
of IJacteria, including molds. 

:P,,n, 5. ThE>re are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale and distribution of legume inoculators, as above mentioned, 
eorporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who, in soliciting 
the sale of and Helling their said products in interstate commerce, 
uo not, in their ad\'ertising, or labels, misrepresent the quantity of 
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bacteria contained therein, or that such numbers can be accurately 
ascertained; or otherwise, by false and misleading statements, induce 
and promote the sale of their said products. 

PAR. 6. The representations by respondent as set forth above, and 
each of them have the capacity and tendency to and do mislead and 
deceive dealers and the purchasing public, who, relying upon the truth 
of the said representations, are thereby induced to purchase "Hmno
germ" in preference to other legume inoculants which are competitive 
both as to price and quality, thus diverting trade to respondent from 
its competitors who do not in the aforesaid or in any other manner 
misrepresent the kind, condition, character, cost or efficacy of such 
competitive products. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Kalo Inoculant 
Company, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO OEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the ('.,ommission, testimony and other 
evidence in support of the allegations of the complaint introduced 
by PGad B. Morehouse, Attorney for the Commission, before John 
W. Norwood, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly desig
nated by it, and upon the answer of the respondent filed herein, dated 
February 1, 1937, admitting all the material allegations of the com
plaint to be true, and waiving the taking of further evidence and all 
other intervening procedure, and the Commission having made its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has 
violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 
1914, entitled "~\n Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define 
its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Kalo Inoculant Company, its 
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the 
offering for sale, sale and distribution of Humogerm, a nitrogen-fixing 
bacteria used as a l£>gume inoculant in interstate commerce, do forth
with cease and desist from representing: 

(a) That the containers in which said product is sold are packed 
with fifteen billion {15,000,000,000) l£>gume germs, or any other 
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definitely specified quantity or number and type of such germs, unless 
and until such definitely specified quantity or number has been 
scientifically ascertained by a controlled bacteriological count made 
by a competent bacteriologist, using scientifically approved method 
0r methods; 

(b) By the words, "Guaranteed packed with," a definitely specified 
number and type of nitrogen-fixing bacteria, or words or phrases of 
like import, that such definitely specified number of such type of 
nitrogen-fixing bacteria is in the container at any time other than the 
time when said container was packed; 

(c) That merely by reason of the germ count so specified being a 
higher count than that specified on any other legume inoculant, such 
other legume inoculant is inferior to respondent's product; 

(d) That its product costs 3% cents per billion bacteria or any 
other definite statement of the cost thereof per billion, or any other · 
similar unit, not based upon the ascertainment of the number of such 
bacteria in each container as of the time when packed; or advertising 
the cost per unit of germ count in such manner as to import or imply 
that the relative values of commercial legume inoculants are depend
ent entirely upon the said cost per unit. 

(e) That competitive products not using the Earp-Thomas patented 
lid are thereby subject to molds or contamination, or that the use of 
such patented lid by respondent effectually prevents other than out
side contamination or molds from entering the can after packing; 

It is fwrther ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

PIKE-HANSEN, INC. 

COMPLAINT, rrJNDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2938. Complaint, Oct. 2, 1936-Deci8ion, Mar. 10, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged In the offer and sale of men's clothing through 
some five hundred traveling salesmen whom it equipped with order blanks 
containing spaces for the Individual measurements of each purchaser and 
with samples of materials for purchaser's selections as to color, weave, and 
quality ot mnte1·lal from which the suit or other garment was to be made, 
aud price of which varied according to quality of material selected, an(} 
wl1o solicited and accepted orders for such clothing, taking purchaser's 
measurements and recording such and other Information regaruing his 
weight, height, etc., on the order blank, and forwarding same and collecting 
substantial part of agreed purchase price at time of acceptance of order, 
with balance payable upon delivery; and such agents or representatives, as 
case might be--

(a) Represented and implied to prospective purchasers of its said clothing that 
it would make for and deliver to them made-to-measm·e or tailor-made 
garments made from material of the color, weave and quality selected from 
the samples exhibited, notwithstanding fact that garments delivered, iu 
many Instances, were not made-to-measure or tailor-made, as understood 
by purchasing public, did not fit In same manner as do such gannents, due to 
lack of experience or sldll on the part of its salesmen and its employees In 
mnldng up the same, and, in some instances, did not fit at all or with any 
reasonaiJle relation to individual to whom delivered, and, in many instances, 
were so cut und constructed that it was not possible for expert tailors to 
nltet· same so as to make them fit, and its failure and refusal to return 
purt'lw~e money rpcelved from such purchasers or to deliver to tlwm 
gnnncnts that would fit; 

(b) lleprt:>I>!('Hted to purchaflers of its said clothing that it would mal;:e for and 
deliver to 1:hem garments from materiali! of the colo!", weave, and quality 
sclectt:>d by such purchasers from samples furni!ihed to its salesmen or 
exhibited to su<'h purchasers, notwith:;tanding fact, in many instances, it 
did not dPliver to purchaser garment thus made, but delivered one made 
from material which It hud substituted for that sdected by purchaser and 
which was different in color and weave from and inferior in quality to 
material st>lected, and failure and refusal in such instancPs to rPtnrn pur· 
chase mon~>y received or deliver garm"nt matle from material sPlPCtetl; and 

(c) ll~o"presented, in soliciting !iale of its said clothing, to many pro~pective 
purc·hasers, that {}('livery would be made to tlwm by salt>smen or agent in 
person, so as to afford them opportunity to inspect the garment ordered as 
to material from which made and as to fit, prior to payment of balance of 
purcha~e money due it, llotwlthstanding fact garment wus ship1wd to pur· 
chuser by parcel post, cash on tlelivery for balance of purchase money, no 
inspl.'ctlon was pPrmltted, and Its failure and refu;;al to return purchase 
price received or permit inspection before tlelivery; 
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With effect of misleading and deceiving many purchasers and causing them 
erroneously to believe that garments sold by it were made-to-measure or 
tailor-nuttle, us understood by purchasing public, that gat·ments would !Je 
made from materials selected by purchasers and be delivered by per~<on 
taking or•ler, and that inspection would be permitted prior to payment of 
balance as aforesaid, and of causing many prospective purchasers, because 
of such erroneons beliefs, to buy clothing from it, and of thereby unfairly 
diverting trade in commPrce to it from its competitors who do not use a('ts, 
practices and methods employed by it; to their sub:;tantial injury an•l that 
of the public: 

llcld, That snch acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

l.!r. Edw. W. Thomerson for the Commission. 

CoMPLAIN'!' 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trude Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Pike-Han
sen, Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and is using 
Unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined 
in said act, and it appearing to said Commission that a proceeding 
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues 
its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Pike-Hansen, Inc., is a corporation ex
isting under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois, with 
its office and principal place of business at 1113 North Franklin 
Street, in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. 

Respondent is now, and has been for several years last past, en
gaged in the business of offering for sale and selling men's clothing 
through salesmen or agents who travel throughout the United States 
soliciting and accepting orders for such clothing. 

Respondent causes said clothing, when sold, to be transported from 
its said place of business in the city o£ Chicago, State o£ Illinois, 
in,to and across the several States of the United States to the pur
chasers thereof located at various points in the said several States of 
the United States other than the State of Illinois. 

Respondent, in the course and conduct of its business in said com
merce as aforesaid, is in substantial competition with other corpora
tions and with associations, partnerships, and persons engaged in 
commerce between and among the several States of the United States 
in the business of selling and distributing men's clothing. Among 
the competitors of the respondent are many who sell their clothing 
lll. said commerce through salesmen or agents and who do not use 
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the acts, practices, and methods in the sale thereof used by the re
spondent in the sale of its clothing as hereinafter alleged. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its business as 
aforesaid, employs approximately 500 salesmen or agents located 
throughout the several States of the United States to solicit and 
accept orders for its said clothing. These salesmen or agents are 
equipped by the respondent with order blanks, containing spaces for 
the taking of the individual measurements of each purchaser, and 
with samples of materials from which the purchasers make selections 
as to color, weave, and quality of the material from which tl}.e suit 
or other garment ordered is to be made. The prices at which said 
clothing is sold vary according to the quality of the material selected 
and said salesmen or agents collect from the purchasers of said cloth
ing a substantial part of the agreed purchase price at the time the 
order is accepted and the balance of the purchase price is to be paid 
when the purchase is delivered. When a salesman or agent sells a 
garment, such salesman or agent takes the measurements of the pur· 
chaser and places this and other information regarding the weight, 
height, general build and appearance, etc. of the purchaser, together 
with a number identifying the material selected by the purchaser on 
the said order blank, and forwards the same to the respondent at its 
said place of business in Chicago, Ill., where the garment ordered is ·I 
purportedly made from the material selected to the individual 

1

1 

measurements of the purchaser of the garment. 
PAn. 3. Made-to-measure or tailor-made clothing is understood by 

the trade and purchasing public generally to be and mean garments 
which are cut and made to the individual measurements of the person 
for whom intended. In order to make a made-to-measure or tailor
made garment as understood by the trade and purchasing public, it is 
necessary and essential that a person, experienced and skilled in 
taking and making measurements for such garments, measure the 
person for whom the garment is to be made, so as to convey to the 
tailor actually making the garment accurate and exact measurements 
and the information regarding the weight, height, general build and 
appearance, etc. of the person measured. To secure this information 
with any degree of accuracy and exactness requires experience and 
skill on the part of the person taking or making the measurements. 
There exists among the purchasing public the belief that made-to· 
measure or tailor-made garments fit with more accuracy than do 
garments which are not so made and there exists a preference on 
the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing public for made· 
to-measure or tailor-made garments. 
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PAn. 4. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its l.msiness and 
by the means and in the manner aforesaid, represents and implies 
to prospective purchasers of its said clothing that it will make for, 
and deliver to, purchasers of its clothing made-to-measure or tailor
made garments made from materials of the color, weave, and quality 
selected by purchasers from the samples exhibited by its salesmen or 
agents. In truth and in fact, in many instances, the garments de
livered by the respondent to purchasers are not made-to-measure or 
tailor-made garments, as that term is understood by the purchasing 
public as above alleged. Because of the lack of experience and skill 
on the part of its salesmen or agents in makii1g and taking measure
ments and securing accurate information regarding the weight, 
height, general build and appearance, etc. of purchasers or because 
of the lack of skill on the pa1t of its workmen in making the gar
ments, the garments delivered do not fit in the same manner as do 
made-to-measure or tailor-made garments and in some instances do 
not fit at all or with any reasonable relation to the individual to 
whom they are delivered. In many instances, the garments delivered 
to purchasers are so cut and constructed that it is not possible for 
expert tailors by alteration to make them fit and the respondent fails 
and refuses to return the purchase money received from the pur
chasers of said garments or to deli\·er to them garments that will fit.. 

11
AR. 5. Hespondent, in the course and conduct of its businPss as 

aforesaid, represents to purchasPrs of its said clothing that it will 
rnake for, and deliver to, them garments made from materials of the 
color, weave, and quality selected by such purchasers from the sam
ples furnished to its salemen or agents by the respond'ent and by 
said salesmen or agents exhibited to said purchasers •. 

In truth and fact, in many instances, the respondent cloPs not de
liver to a purchaser a garmPnt made from the material selected by 
such purchaser, but delivers a garment made from a material which 
it has substituted for the material selected by the purchaser and 
which is different in color and weave from, and inferior in quality 
to, the material selected by the customer. The respondent in such 
instances fails and refuses to rPturn the purchase money received or 
to dPliver a garment made from the material selected. 

PAn. 6. HespondPnt's salesmen or ngents, in soliciting the sale of 
its said clothing and for the purpose of inducing prospective pur
cllasPrs to purchase. said clothing, represent to many such prospec
tire purchasPrs that delivery will be made to them by the salesman or 
agent in person so as to afford purchasers an opporunity to inspect 
the garment ordered as to the material from which made nnd ns 
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to its fit prior to the time payment is made of the balance of the pur
chase money due the respondent. In truth and fact, in many such 
instances, the garment is shipped to the purchaser by parcel post, 
cash on delivery for the balance of the purchase money, and no in
spection is permitted; and the respondent fails and refuses to return 
the purchase money recf'ived or to permit inspf'ction of the garment 
before delivery is made. 

PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts, practices, and methods of the respondent 
have the capacity and tendency to and do mislead and decei\·e llli\llY 

purchasers and cause tlwm erron€'ously to believe that the garments 
sold by the respondent are made-to-measure or tailor-made garments, 
as those terms are understood by the purchasing public; that the 
garments ordered will be made from the materials selected by the 
purchasers and will be delivered by the person taking the order, 
and that inspectio~ will be permitted prior to the payment of the 
balance of the purchase money to the respondent. Saiu acts, prac
tices, and methods have the capacity and tendency to and do cause 
many prospective purchasHs, because of said erroneous beliefs, to 
purchase clothing from the respondent, thereby unfairly diverting 
1 rade in said commerce to the respondent from its competitors who 
do not use the acts, practices, and methods used by the responuent, 
to the substantial injury of said. competitors and to the injury of 
the public. 

PAR. 8. The above allf'geu acts, practices, and methods of thE' re
spondent are all to the injury and prPjudice of the public and of the 
competitors of respondent and constitute unfair methods oi com
petition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
the Act of Congress, approved September 2G, 1!>14, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and. for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND Onm:u 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Fe<leral Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers anu dutif's, and for other purpoSE'!'," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on October 2, 193G, issued its complaint in 
this proceeding against Pike-Hansen, Inc., a corporation, charging 
it with the u~e of unfair methous. of competition in commerce in 
violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of Sitid 
complaint and the filing of respondent's answer, the Commission by 
oruer entered hPrein, granted respondent's motion for permission to 
withdraw said answer and to substitute therefor an answer admitting 
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all the material allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving 
the taking of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, 
which substitute answer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. 

Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said complaint and the substitute an· 
swer, briefs and oral arguments of counsel having been waived, and 
the Commission having duly considered the same and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FDWINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Uespondent, Pike-Hansen, Inc., is a corporation ex
isting under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois, with 
its office and principal place of business at 1113 North Franklin 
Street, in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois, and it is now, and has 
heen for several years last past, engaged in the business of offering for 
sale and selling men's clothing through salesmen or agents who 
traye} throughout the United States soliciting and accepting orders 
for such elothing. Hespondent causes said clothing, when sold, to be 
transported from its place of business in Chicago, Ill., to the pur
cha~ers thereof located at various points in the States of the United 
States other than the State of Illinois. 

Hespondent is in substantial competition with other corporations 
and with associations, partnerships, and persons engaged in com· 
rnerce between and among the several States of the United States in 
the business of selling and distributing men's clothing. Among the 
competitors of the respondent are many who sell their clothing in 
said commPrce through salesmen or agents and who do not use the 
acts, l)l'a.ctices, and methods in the sale thereof used by the respond· 
ent in the sale of its clothing as hereillafter set out. 

PAn. 2. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its business as 
afol'esaid, employs approximately 500 salesmen or agents located at 
''al'ious points throughout the United States to solicit and accept 
orders for its said clothing. These salesm('n or agents are equipp('d 
~y the respondent with order Llanks, containing spaces for the tak· 
111g of the individual measut'('l1lents of each purchaser, a.ncl with 
samples of mnt('rials from which the purchasers make selections as 
to color, weave, and quality of the material from which the suit or 
other ganmnt ord('r('d is to Le made. The prices at which said 
~·lothing- is sold nry according to the quality of the material se~ 
eeted nnd said salesmen or ugents collect from the purchasers of 
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said clothing a substantial part of the agreed purchase price at the 
time the order is accepted and the balance of the purchase price is 
to be paid when the purchase is delivered. When a salesman or 
agent sells a garment such salesman or agent takes the measurements 
of the purchaser and places this and other information regarding the 
weight, height, general build and appearance, etc., of the purchaser, 
together with a number identifying the material selected by the pur
chaser on the said order blank, and forwards the same to the re
spondent at its said place of business in Chicago, Ill., where the gar
ment ordered is purportedly made from the material selected to the 
individual measurements of the purchaser of the garment. 

PAR. 3. Made-to-measure or tailor-made clothing is understood by 
the trade and purchasing public generally to be and mean garments 
which are cut and made to the individual measurements of the per
son for whom intended. In order to make a made-to-measure or 
tailor-made garment as understood by the trade and purchasing pub· 
lie, it is necessary and essential that a person experienced and skilled 
in taking and making measmements for such garments, measure the 
person for whom the garment is to be made, so as to convey to the 
tailor actually making the garment accurate and exact measurements 
and information regarding the weight, height, general build and ap
pearance, of the person for whom the garment is to be made. To 
secure this information with any degree of accuracy and exactness 
requires experience and skill on the part of the person taking the 
measurements. There exists among the purchasing public the be
lief that made-to-measure or tailor-made garments fit with more ac
curacy than do garments which are not so made and there exists a 
preference on the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing 
public for made-to-measure or tailor-made garments. 

PAR. 4. Respondent represents and implies to prospective pur
chasers of its said clothing that it will make for, and deliver to, 
purchasers of its clothing made-to-measure or tailor-made garments 
made from material of the color, weave, and quality selected by 
purchasers from the samples exhibited by its salesmen or agents. 
In truth and in fact, in many instances, the garments delivered 
by the respondent to purchasers are not made-to-measure or tailor
made garments, as that term is understood by the purchasing public. 
Because of the lack of experience and skill on the part of its sales
men or agents in making and taking measurements and securing 
accurate information I'{'crardin!.! the wei(rht heicrht general build 

"" <> l:l ' l:l ' and appearance of purchasers or because of the lack of skill on 
the part of its workmen in makincr the garments the garments 
d 1. l:l ' 

e 1vered do not fit in the same manner as do made-to-measure or 
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tailor-made garments and in some instances do not fit at all or 
with any reasonable relation to the individual to whom they are 
delivered. In many instances, the garments delivered to purchasers 
are so cut and constructed that it is not possible for expert tailors 
by alteration to make them fit and the respondent fails and refuses 
to return the purchase money received from the purchasers of said 
garments or to deliver to them garments that will fit. 

PAR. 5. Respondent represents to purchasers of its said clothing 
that it will make for, and deliver to, them garments from materials 
of the color, weave, and quality selected by such purchasers from 
the samples furnished to its salesmen or agents exhibited to said 
purchasers. 

In truth and fact, in many instances, the respondent docs not 
deliver to a purchaser a garment made from the material selected 
by such purchaser, but delivers a garment made from a material 
which it has substituted for the material selected by the purchaser, 
and which is different in color and weave from, and inferior in 
quality to, the material selected by the customer. The respondent 
in such instances fails and refuses to return the purchase money 
received or to deliver a garment made from the material selected. 

PAR. 6. Respondent's salesmen, or agents, in soliciting the sale 
of its said clothing and for the purpose of inducing prospective pur
chasers to purchase said clothing, represent to many such prospective 
Purchasers that delivery will be made to them by the salesmen or agent 
in person so as to afford purchasers an opportunity to inspect the 
garment ordered as to the material from which made and as to its 
fit prior to the time payment is made of the balance of the purchase 
lnoney due the respondent. In truth and fact, in many such in
stances, the garment is shipped to the purchaser by parcel post, 
~ash on delivery for the balance of the purchase money, and no 
Inspection is permitted; and the respondent fails and refuses to 
return the purchase money received or to permit inspection of the 
garment before delivery is made. 

PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts, practices, and methods of the re
spondent have the capacity and tendency to and do mislead and 
deceive many purchasers and cause them erroneously to believe that 
the garments sold by the respondent are made-to-measure or tailor
made garments as those terms are understood by the purchasing 
Public; that the garments ordered will be made from the materials 
sehlected by the purchasers and will be delivered by the person taking 
t e order, and that inspection will be permitted prior to the pay
lnent of the balance of the purchase money to the i-espondent. Said 
acts, practices, and methods have the capacity and tendency to and 
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do cause many prospective purchasers, because of said erroneous 
beliefs, to purchase clothing from the respondent, thereby unfairly 
diverting trade in said commerce to the respondent from its com~ 
petitors who do not use the acts, practices, and methods used by the 
respondent, to the substantial injury of said competitors and to 
the injury of the public. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Pike-Hansen, 
Inc., a corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and of re
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of compe
tition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein on February 24, 1937, by respondent admitting all the ma
terial allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the tak· 
ing of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclu
sion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

It is orde1·ed, That the respond!'nt, Pike-Hansen, Inc., a corpora· 
tion, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connec· 
tion with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of clothing for 
llH'n in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forth· 
with cease and desist from representing: 

1. That clothing sold by it is made-to-measure or tailor-made, un· 
less and until such clothing is actually and accurately made by com· 
petent tailors to fit the customer in accordance with his correct 
measurements taken by a person who is com]X"tent to take such 
measurements; 

2. That it will make clothing from materials of the color weave 
and quality selected by customers from samples exhibited unless and 
until tlte clothing is made from material of the color 'wenve and 
quality selected; ' 
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3. That customers will be afforded an opportunity to inspect cloth
ing purchased prior to the time full payment for the clothing is 
ntade, unless and until such inspection is permitted. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
~fter service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
In writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE M.A 'ITER OF 

MUTUAL STORES, INC. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2550. Complaint, Sept. 12, 1935-Decision, J!ar. 25, 193'1 

Where a corporation engaged in the general business of merchandising in the 
District of Columbia, and in operating two stores therein, perfected a num· 
ber of years theretofore chiefly to engage in purchase and resale at retail 
of surplus, reject and refuse goods procured from the Army and NaVY• 
which (1) were sold in substantial quantities thereby during the earlY 
1920's, but sale of which (2) began to be curtailed sharply about 1927 and 
during the two or three years immediately preceding, because of exhaustlOJI 
of the supplies thereof, and which (3) since 1932 were not available in anY 
substantial quantity through retail stores of type operated by lt, and since 
1935 and 1936, virtually not at all-

Pl'nced its corporate name, with words "1\Ien's \Vear," "Shoes," etc., and "ArmY 
and Navy Goods," in large and conspicuous signs about its mercantile 
establishment and in other advertising literature, notwithstanding facts 
aforesaid, and that at no time since its organization hnd it ever procured 
or possessed any quantity of such surplns, rf'ject and refuse goods In excel'S 
of five percent of Its total inventory; 

With the result that various members of the pnrchaslng public formed the coil" 
elusion or received the Impression and belief from words "Army aud NavY" 
that goods to be purchased in its stores were snbstnntfally all, if not aJI, 
procured from the Army and Navy, and were of the quality and nature 
used thereby, and that by reason of sucll fact a better quality merchandise 
at substantial savings in price w'ns obtained from Its Raid stores, and snb· 
stantlal number of such members were inuuccd, by virtue of such beliefs 
or hnprcsslons, to make purchases of and from it, and with tendency and 
capacity thus to mislead and deceive ~>uch members, and with ertect of 
unfairly diverting trade to It from its competitors who sell 'D.nd offer to scJI 
merch'andise Identical with bulk of its inventory and procured, like it, fro!ll 
same source and ordinary marts of trade, but who do not make use of such 
misleading and deceptive practice; to be substantial injury of substuut1111 

competition in said District: 
Held, That such acts and practices wE're to the pr('judire of the public and 

competitors 'and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore AIr. Robert S. li all, trial examiner. 
Mr. Alden S. Bradley for the Commission. 
Mr. Alfred M. Schwartz, of Washington, D. C., for respondent. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the Mutual 
Stores, Ip.c., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and is 
Usuing unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in said act, and it appearing to the said Commission that a 
Proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest. 
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The said respondent, Mutual Stores, Inc., is a cor
Poration organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of 
the District of Columbia, and having and maintaining its principal 
office and place of business in the city of vVashington, in the Dis
trict of Columbia, and said respondent is now and has been for at 
least one year previous hereto, engaged in the general business of 
tnerchandising. 

During the course of merchandising on the part of the respondent, 
the said respondent has maintained a constant and current course of 
commerce within the District of Columbia and has sold and has 
caused to be sold various and different articles of merchandise in 
Which the respondent deals to various dealers and members of the 
Purchasing public ~ithin the District of Columbia, in connection 
With and in the course of which sales respondent has caused and still 
causes merchandise in which it deals to be transported from its place 
of business into and through the various parts of the District of 
Columbia to purchasers located therein. 

In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, respondent is 
and has been in substantial competition with other individuals, co
Partnerships, and corporations engaged in the selling an'd trans
Portation of like merchandise within the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. For the period last above related, said respondent has op
erated under the corporate name of Mutual Stores, Inc., and during 
the course and conduct of its business has advertised and caused to be 
advertised by it through the medium of certain legends, signs and 
symbols falsely indicating and suggesting by inference that the said 
respondent does, in fact, deal exclusively in goods supplied by the 
.A..rmy and Navy Departments of the United States Government, 
'When, in fact, it does not. 
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The following statement was contained in the advertisements of the 
respondent: 

MUTUAL STORES, INC. 

Army and Navy Goods 

Men's Wear-Shoes. Sport Goods-Luggage 

The said respondent further caused to be listed under the classified 
heading of the telephone directory of the city of ·washington, Dis
trict of Columbia, the name of its business, the telephone number of 
the same and the further descriptive words "Army and Navy Goods 
Business." 

The practices of respondent as stated have had and have the tend
-ency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public into the belief that the goods to be purchased of 
the respondent are derived from the Army and Navy Departments of 
the United States Government when in fact they are not. In truth 
and in fact none of the stock of merchandise of said respondent is 
purchased from the Army and Navy or at any Army and Navy sur
plus or refuse goods sales. The small amount of such Army and 
Navy goods carried by said respondent, if any, is bought froan jobbers, 
wholesalers, and others who buy at such Army and Navy refuse goods 
sales. The remainder of the said respondent's stock of merchandise 
consists of the usual stock found in general merchandise establish
ments and is purchased in the marts of commerce in which the gen
eral merchant buys his stock of goods. The said respondent is in 
no way connected with the Army and Navy, and the major portion 
of the stocks of goods, wares, and merchandise as offered for sale 
by respondent consists of ordinary goods, wares, and merchandise 
as derived from the common marts of trade and not from the ArmY 
and Navy Departments of the United States, except solely goods 
not readily marketable and which have been purchased by the re
spondent some years previously hereto and which said goods are in 
minute quantities. 

PAn. 3. There are among the competitors of said respondent in
dividuals, partnerships, copartnerships, and corporations engaged 
in the sale and distribution of like and similar materials and mer
chandise within the District of Columbia, which said individuals, 
partnerships, copartnerships and corporations do not misrepresent 
their mPrchandise by the use of a false and misleading advertisement 
or advertisements as to the source of origin or the quality of material 
so advertised. 

PAn. 4. The acts alleged to have been done by the re!'pondent are 
all to the injury and prejudice of the public and of a substantial 
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number of the competitors of the respondent in interstate commerce, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 
26, 1Dl4. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on September 12, 1935, issued and 
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Mutual 
Stores, Inc., charging it with the use of unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the 
issuance of said complaint, and the filing of responden's answer there
to, testimony and evidence in support of the allegations of said com
plaint were introduced by Alden S. Bradley, attorney for the Com
mission, before Robert S. Hall, an examiner of the Commission there
tofore duly designated by it, and i1~ defense of the allegations of 
the complaint by Alfred M. Schwartz, attorney for the respondent, 
643 Munsey Building, ·washington, D. C.; and said testimony and 
evidence was duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. 
'!'hereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing be
fore the Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testi
mony and evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and in defense 
thereto, and the oral arguments of counsel aforesaid; and the Com
mission having duly considered the same, and being now fully ad
Vised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest 
of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

~ ARAGRAPII 1. lWspondent, Mutual Stores, Inc., is a corporation 
e:x:tsting nuder and by virtue of the laws of the District of Columbia 
~nd having and maintaining its principal office and place of business 
111 the city of 'Vashington in the District of Columbia. It is now, 
Und has been for more than two years, engaged in the general busi
~ess of merchandising. Respondent operates two stores in the city of 
:nRhington, in the District of Columbia, one located at 9th and 
' Streets, N. W. and the other located at 9th and D Streets, N\V. 

PAn. 2. The present corporation was perfected in 1928, by one Nathan 
Shaniro and Herbert Silverstone, chiefly for the purpose of engaging 

l 
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in the purchase and resale at retail of surplus, reject, and refuse goods 
procured from the Army and Naval Departments of the United States 
Government. Since the date of its organization the respondent has 
been unable to secure from said Army and Navy Departments of the 
United States Government or from other sources a substantial quantity 
of surplus, reject, or refuse goods and has never and does not now pro
cure or possess any quantity of such goods in excess of 15 percent of 
its total inventory. 

PAR. 3. During the years 1922, 1923, and 1924, the Army and Navy 
Departments of the United States Government sold, or were responsi
ble for the sale of, a substantial quantity of surplus, reject, and refuse 
goods; but about the year 1927 and the two or three years immediately 
prior thereto began sharply to curtail, because of the exhaustion of the 
supply of such goods, the sale of surplus, reject, and refuse goods; and 
since the year 1932 there has not been available for sale and offered 
for sale for resale through retail stores of the type operated by the 
respondent any substantial quantity of surplus, reject, and refuse goods 
from the Army and Navy Departments of the United States Govern
ment. During the years 1935 and 1936 virtually no goods fit for resale 
in retail stores, such as those operated by the respondent, have been 
offered for sale by these Departments. 
· The goods formerly offered for sale by the Army .and Navy Depart
ments of the United States Government were ultimately purchased for 
the conduct of retail stores and for sale to the retail trade by the 
respondent and various persons, partnerships, and other corporations 
engaged in the conduct of retail mercantile establishments approxi
mately identical with the mercantile establishments of the respondents. 

The inventory of the respondent reflects the decrease in the surplus, 
refuse, and reject goods of the Army and Navy Departments of the 
United States Government offered for sale in that its inventory has 
never revealed more than 10 to 15 percent of its goods as being surplus, 
refuse, or reject goods from the Army and Navy Departments of the 
United States. 

PAR. 4. There are no goods now being offered, nor, since the year 
1932, have there been any substantial amount of goods offered for 
sale by the Army or Navy Department of the United States Govern
ment suitable for resale in retail establishments similar to those 
operated by the respondent. 

PAR. 5. The respondent caused its merchandise to be advertised by 
placing its corporate name "Mutual Stores, Inc." "Men's 'Vear,'' 
''Shoes," "Sport Goods," "Luggage," and "Army and Navy Goods'' in 
large and conspicuous signs about its mercantile establishment locate.d 
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at 9th & D Streets, NW., ·washington, D. C. and in other advertising 
literature. 

PAR. 6. Various members of the purchasing public upon observing 
the words "Army and Navy" in connection with the advertising of 
the respondent have formed the conclusion, or received the impression 
and belief, that the goods to be purchased in respondent's stores were 
substantially all, if not all, procured from the Army and Navy De
partments o£ the United States Government; that the goods were of 
the quality and nature used by said Departments; that, by reason of 
the fact that such goods were procured from the Army and Navy 
Departments of the United States Government, a better quality mer
chandise at a substantial savings in price was obtainable from the 
respondent's stores. A substantial number of such members of the 
Purchasing public .have been induced, by virtue of such beliefs or im
pressions, to make purchases o£ and from the respondent. 

PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the words "Army" and "Navy" 
in connection with its corporate name, in its advertisements as above 
described, has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive mem
bers of the purchasing public into the false impressions and beliefs 
as set forth in paragraph 6 hereof. 

PAR. 8. The use o£ the words "Army" and "Navy" by the respond
ents in its advertising as above set out unfairly diverts trade to it 
from its competitors who sell and offer to sell merchandise identical 
With the bulk of the inventory of the respondent, and procured from 
the same source, i. e., the ordinary marts of trade, but who do not 
Inake use of such misleading and deceptive practice, and has caused 
and now causes substantial injury to substantial competition within 
the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Mutual Stores, 
Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the FeJ.eral Trade Com· 
1llission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before Robert S. Hall, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, 
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in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, briefs filed herein, and oral arguments by Alden S. Bradley, 
counsel for the Commission, and by Alfred 1\I. Schwartz, counsel for 
the respondent, and the Commission having made its findings as 
to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the 
provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, en· 
titled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It i<J ordered, That the respondent, Mutual Stores, Inc., in connec· 
tion with the conduct of its mercantile establishment within the 
District of Columbia, cease and desist from: 

Using the words "Army and Navy," or either of them as descrip· 
tive of or with reference to any merchandise advertised and offered 
for sale or sold to the public, unless in fact the words "Army and 
Navy," or either of them, be used specifically in connection and con· 
junction with particular merchandise actually procured directly or 
indirectly, from the Army and Navy Departments of the United 
States Government. 

It i<J further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon it of this order, Jile with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

M. F. FOLEY COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT, 26, 1914 

Docket f752. Oomplaimt, Mar. SO, 1.936-Decision, Mar. 25, 1937 

Where a corporation engaged in sale and distribution at wholesale of fish 
and other sea food-

Advertised a certain species of fish offered and sold by it, In price lists or 
bulletins distributed among customers and prospective customers, as "Deep 
Sea Whitefish Fillets," or :!S "Fresh Cusk Fillets (Deep Sea Whitefish)," 
or as "Deep Sea Whitefish Fillets (Cusk) ," or as "D. S. Whitefish Fillets," 
notwithstanding fact said species, or cusk, as known to trade, was not that 
fresh water, Great Lakes species referred to by trade and consuming 
public as "Lake Erie whiteflsh," "Lake Superior whiteflsh," and "Selkirk 
whitefish," and also "whitefish," and so advertised and sold and known 
to such trade and public, and preferred to said salt water species, on the 
part of a substantial portion of such and purchasing public ; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving customer and prospective customer 
members thereof into erroneous beli~f that said representations were true, 
and that its said product, thus represented, was the fresh water white
fish, and with result that a substantial number of such customers and 
prospective customers and purchasing public bought its said product in such 
belief, and trade was unfairly diverted to It from its competitors, who do 
not misrepresent the nature and kind of their respective products; all 
to the injury of competition in commerce: 

1Ield, That such nets and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John J. J(eenan, trial examiner. 
Mr. Daniel J. Murphy for the Commission. 
Mr. Thomas II. Walsh, of Boston, Mass., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1'914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that M. F. Foley 
Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as "respondent," has 
been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"conunerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the said Com
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
Public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in 
that respect as follows: 
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PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized, existing, 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Massachusetts, with its principal place of business located at corner, 
Friend and Union Streets in the city of Boston, in the State bf 
Massachusetts. It is now, and for some time past has been, engaged 
as a wholesaler in the sale and distribution of fish and other sea 
foods in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States. It causes and has caused the said products, when 
sold, to be shipped from hs place of business in the State of Massa· 
chusetts to purchasers thereof located in a State or States other than 
the State of Massachusetts. In the course and conduct of its business 
respondent was at all times herein referred to in substantial competi
tion with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships 
likewise engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce 
of similar products. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as described 
in paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent, in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its products in interstate commerce, caused the same to be 
advertised by means of price lists or bulletins distributed in inter
state commerce among customers and prospective customers, and in 
which advertising matter certain species of the fish offered for sale 
and sold by the said respondent were variously designated, repre
sented and referred to as "Deep Sea ·whitefish Fillets,'' or as "Fresh 
Cusk Fillets (Deep Sea Whitefish), or as "Deep Sea ·whitefish Fillets 

. ( Cusk) ." Invoices distributed by the said respondent in interstate 
commerce alluded to said species as "D. S. 'Vhitefish Fillet," when in 
truth and in fact said species were not that species of food fish known 
as "whitefish," but were species of food fish other than whitefish. 

PAR. 3. There is a preference on the part of a substantial portion 
of the purchasing and consuming public for that species of food 
fish genuinely known as "whitefish" which is confined chiefly to the 
Great Lakes, rather than for that species of food fish found in the 
Atlantic Ocean and erroneously termed "whitefish." 

PAR. 4. The representations by said respondent, as set forth in 
paragraph 2 hereof, are calculated to, and do, have the capacity and 
tendency to, and do, mislead and deceive customers and prospective 
customers of respondent and the purchasing public into the erroneous 
belief that the said representations made are true, and that the prod
uct so represented is of the species of food fish genuinely known as 
"whitefish," and to cause a substantial number of such customers, 
prospective customers and the purchasing public, acting on such 
belief, to buy said respondent's product, thereby diverting trade to 
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said respondent from its competitors who do not misrepresent the 
nature and kind of their products, and thereby doing substantial 
injury to substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 5. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the meaning and intent of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
lhission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on March 30, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent M. F. Foley Company, 
a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the 
issuance of said complaint, and tlie filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations 
of said complaint were introduced by Daniel J. Murphy, attorney 
for the Commission, before John J. Keenan, an examiner of the 
Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to 
the allegations of the complaint by Thomas H. Walsh, attorney for 
the respondent; and said testimony and other evidence were duly 
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the 
Proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commis
sion on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other 
evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto; 
and the Commission having duly considered the same, and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, M. F. Foley Company, is a cor
Poration organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place 
of business located in the city of Boston in the said Common
'Yl'alth. It is now, and for some time past has been, engaged as a 
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wholesaler in the sale and distribution of fish and other sea food in 
commerce between and among the various States of the United States. 
It causes, and has caused, the said products, when sold, to be shipped 
from its place of business in the State of Massachusetts to the pur· 
chasers thereof located in various States of the United States other 
than the State of Massachusetts. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business the respondent was 
at all times herein referred to in substantial competition with other 
corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged 
in the sale and distribution of similar products in commerce among 
and between the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, the resr1ondent, in soliciting the sale of, and sell
ing, its products in commerce, as herein described, causes the. same 
to be advertised by means of price lists or bulletins distributed irr 
said commerce among customers and prospective customers, in which 
advertising matter certain species of the fish offered for sale, and sold, 
by the said respondent were variously designated, represented, and re· 
fened to as "Deep Sea Whitefish Fillets," or as "Fresh Cusk Fillets 
(Deep Sea Whitefish),'' or as "Deep Sea Whitefish Fillets (Cusk) ," 
or as "D. S. 'Whitefish Fillets." For a number of years fish of a species 
of fresh water fish found chiefly in the Great Lakes region of the 
United States have been advertised, so1d, and known as "whitefish." 
They are referred to by the trade and the consuming public as "Lake 
Erie whitefish," "Lake Superior whitefish," and "Selkirk whitefish," 
and also "whitefish." The fish designated, represented, and described 
by the respondent in the manner above set forth were not fish of the 
species of fresh water fish found chiefly in the Great Lakes region of 
the United States and advertised, sold, and known to the trade and 
consuming public as "Lake Erie whitefish," "Lake Superior whitefish," 
''Selkirk whitefish," and "whitefish," but were fish of a species of salt 
water fish known to the trade as "cusk." There is a preference on 
the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing and consuming 
public for that species of fresh water fish known n.s "whitefish," rather 
than for that species of salt water fish known as "cusk." 

PAR. 4. The representations made by said respondent, as set forth 
in paragraph 3 hereof, are concluded to, and do, hn.Ye the capacity 
and tendency to, and do, mislead and deceive customers and prospec· 
tive customers of respondent, the same being members of the pur· 
chasinO' public into the erroneous belief that the said representations 
are tr~e, and 'that the product so represented is of the speeies of 
fresh water fish known as "whitefish." A substantial number of 
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such customers, prospective customers, and the purchasing public, 
acting on such belief, have bought said respondent's product. As a 
result thereof, trade has been unfairly diverted to said respondent 
from its competitors who do not misrepresent the nature and kind 
of their respective products, all to the injury of competition in 
commerce between and among the various States of the United States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, :J\1. F. Foley 
Company, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
Within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, ap
proved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ent, testimony and other evidence taken before John J. Keenan, an 
e:x:aminer of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, 
briefs filed herein by Daniel J. Murphy, counsel for the Commis
sion, and by Thomas H. 'Valsh, counsel for the respondent, and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclu
sion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It u ordered, That the respondent, M. F. Foley Company, .its offi
cers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the 
offering for sale, sale and distribution of fish and other sea foods in 
interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from : 

1. Representing, directly or indirectly, through the use of the word 
''whitefish," alone or in connection or conjunction with any other 
Word or words, that fish of the species of salt water fish known and 
described as "cusk" are whitefish; 

2. Representing, directly or indirectly, through the use of the word 
"whitefish," alone or in connection or conjunction with any other 
Word or words, that fish of any species other than the species of 
fresh water fish found chiefly in the Great Lakes region of the United 
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States and known to the trade and consuming public as "Lake Erie 
whitefish," "Lake Superior whitefish," "Selkirk whitefish," and 
"whitefish" are whitefish. 

It i8 further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

TilE CLARK GRAVE VAULT COMPANY 
COMPLAI:-.T, FI:-.DINGS, AND OHDER IN UEGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 

OF SEC. 5 OF A:\' ACT 0~' CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND OF SEC. 3 
Ol~ TITLE I 01<' AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 16, 1933 1 

Docket 2323. Complaint, Mar. 12, 1935-Decision, Mar. 19, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture of air-seal type, ferrous 
metal burial vaults and in the sale thereof to jobbers and funeral directors 
and undertakers, in competition with those engaged in sale and trans
portation of metal, stone, concrete, cement and other burial vaults In 
commerce between and among the various States-

(a) Represented through warranties issued by It and through advl:'rtise
ments In periodicals of wide Interstate circulation, and through booklets, 
circulars, pamphlets, letters, photographs, testimonials, and other advertis
ing matter, and through Its customers, authorized by it so to state in the 
sale and promotion of sale of Its said vaults, that same would remain 
waterproof and airtight under ground for fifty years, and were so 
warranted, and that they were made of rust and corrosion resisting metal, 
proof against moisture and crumhling, and were waterproof and airtight 
and vermlnproof, and, burled, had llll Impenetrable sl:'al and would afford 
positive and permanent protection to the coffin and body encased therein; 
and 

(b) Made use of "warranties" or "guuruntePs" in connection with sale und 
offer of its said vaults, which were Issued by it through the jobber or 
fnn!'ral <lirector and were Intended to be, and In many cases were, deliv
ered to ultimate purC'hnsers of snid product, and which guaranteed same for 
tlfty years against entrance of 'water due to defective construction, rust 
or corro~;ion, and undertook therein to replace any vault, without cost 
to purchaser, found defective within the terms of such warranty within 
~>uch lifty-year period, etc.; 

J'he facts being that, while its !':nid Ynnlts were manufactured by it of highly 
refin!'d grndes of metal of high quality, made as carefully, accurately and 
thoroughly as possible hy exn('t control of furnnrlng opl:'rations to make the 
best ferrous metal, that would resh;t, but not prevent, corrosion and tend 
to increase durability of such nwtals for a longer period of time than 
It impuritks l1ad not been rcmo\·ed therefrom, and said nwtals, by their 
very unture and tl'xtnr~>, would not IH.•rmit pn><snge of water or air 
lllll£'S" pnuctnrNl. broken or partially destroyed by corrosion, said vaults, 
by \"lrtue of the rir('nmstancPs h1volved, would not, nevertheless, be 
entirely without molstnre after burial, nil soils are more or less corrosive 
and will eventually cnuse all ferrous metals to pit or corrode, and water, 
frequently present in graves due to mnny conditions, will, when present, 
touch !-laid vaults and in time produce rust, bl'glnning of corrosion, which, 
ou('e start£'d, will mmnlly continue until puncture of metal, and said vaults 
wet·e not rust or corrosion proof or rust or corroF:ion resll'ltant to the extPnt 

1 Count 2 of thP eomplnlnt allt>glng vlolutlon ot the Natlonul Industrial Recovpry Act 
dlsllltRsed NovPmhPr 9, 193:1. 
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that they would never rust or corrode after burial, nor wholly proof 
against moisture, or against crumbling after burial, conjunction of con
ditions, as respects airseal principle employed in vaults in question, which 
does not always exist, must obtain in order for same to provide protection 
from entering water, and said vaults were not waterproof in the sense 
that no water whatsoever could enter same, nor impenetrable, except for 
period pl'ior to the puncture of the metal by rust and corrosion or other 
causes, depending, In variable conditions, on character of soil and climatic 
and other conditions prevailing in territory involved, and were not air
tight or verminproof, and would not give lasting protection to contents 
thereof for any known period of time; 

With capacity and tendency to induce public to purchase and use Its said 
vaults in the belief that such statements and representations were true, 
and unfairly to divert trade to It from its aforesaid competitors: 

Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were 
to the prejudice of the public and competitors and constituted unfair 

· methods of competition. 

, Mr. E. J. Hornibrook for the Commission . 
. Sharp, Schooler, Toland & He1•bert, of Columbus, Ohio, for 

re.spondent: 
COMPLAINT 

Acting in the public interest and pursuant to the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," the Federal Trade Commission charges 
that the Clark Grave Vault Company, a corporation hereinafter 
referred to as respondent, has been and is now using unfair methods 
of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, 
and in violation of an Act of Congress approveJ June 16, 1933, 
known and designated as the "National Industrial Recovery Act," 
and it appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in 
respect thereof would be in the public interest, states its charges in 
that respect as follows: 

Count 1 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is the Clark Grave Vault Company, 
a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws 
of the State of Ohio, with its factory and principal place of business 
located in the city of Columbus in said State. It is now and has 
been for several years last past engaged in the business of manufac
turing, and selling metal grave vaults used to encase coffins for the 
burial of the dead to purchasers thereof, many of whom reside out
side of the State of Ohio, and when orders are received therefor 
they are filled by respondent by shipping the same from tho said 
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city of Columbus in the State of Ohio, into and through other States 
of the United States to the respective. places of business or the resi
dences of such purchasers. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent 
is in competition with other individuals, copartnerships, and corpora
tions engaged in the sale and transportation of metal, stone, concrete, 
cement, and other grave vaults between and among various States of 
the United States. 

PAn. 3. Respondent sells and ships said vaults, as aforesaid, to 
jobbers, funeral directors, and undertakers, the last two of which 
sell the same to ultimate purchasers thereof for use in the burial of 
their dead. 

PA~. 4. (A) In magazines having a wide interstate circulation, and 
in booklets, circulars, pamphlets, letters, and in and through the use 
of photographs, testimonials, and in other advertising media, all of 
Which is circulated among its customers and prospective customers 
residing in the States of the United States, and which respondent's 
said customers use and are authorized by respondent to use in the sale 
and in the promotion of the sale of its said vaults, the following 
false and misleading claims, statements and repre&entations as to 
respondent's said vaults are made: 

That the said grave vaults will remain waterproof and airtight 
when placed under ground for a period of fifty (50) years; that they 
afford positive and permanent protection to the coffin and body en
cased therein; that Clark created the waterproof, all-metal vault 
with its impenetrable air-seal; that the Clark vault is an accepted 
part of the modern burial service; that it is complete and lasting pro
tection; that it assures comfort and peace of mind to those who must 
"carry on"; that Clark's vaults are made of specially processed, rust 
and corrosion resisting metal which is proof against moisture and 
against crumbling; that each Clark vault is critically tested under 
5,000 pounds of water for air- and water-tightness, and is warranted 
for fifty (50) years or more. 

(B) Respondent issues with each vault, for delivery to ultimate 
purchasers thereof, and they are so delivered, a written, purported 
Warranty which provides in substance that every Clark vault is sub
mitted to a rigid test by being completely submerged under two 
and one-half (2%) tons of water to prove that it is absolutely water
and air-tight, and that: 

In consideration ot the purchase and payment for the vault with which this 
Warranty Is Issued, to be Indorsed hereon as Indicated below, THE CLARK 
GRAVE VAULT COMPANY does hereby warrant such vault tor a period ot 
fifty (50) years from the date ot purchase Indorsed hereon below against water 

1467u6~39--vol.24----50 
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Pntering such vault from the grave due to dt.>f~o>ctive construction, rust or 
corrosion. 

Any such vault found to be defective within the terms of this warranty 
will be replaced within !;aid fifty-year period without cost to the purchaser. 
It Is understood that cinders and other highly corroBive material must not 
be used in filling grave and that vault must be burled level. 

PAR. 5. The statements and representations described in subdivi
sion (A) of the preceding paragraph are false and misleading in 
that respondent's said gt·nve vaults will not always remain watertight 
or airtight for a period of fi.fty (50) years or any definite period 
when buried ·under ground; that respondent's said vaults when bur
ied under ground do not always afford positive or permanent pro
tPction to the body or coffin encased therein; that the air-Real of 
respondent's vaults is not impenetrable; that the Clark vault is not 
an accepted part of the modPrn funeral service; that the Clark vault 
does not afford complete and lasting protection; that the Clark vaults 
are not made of rust and corrosion resisting metal; that the metal 
of which Clark's vaults are made is not proof against crumpling; 
that the tests made of the Clark vaults before shipment are not 
sufficient to assure that they will remain in all cases watertight or 
ait-tight; that respomlPnt's said vaults are made of metals which will 
corrode; there is a vast difference in the corrosive properties of soils 
throughout the United States; in some soils respondent's said vaults 
will pit and corrode in a period of from three (3) to ten (10) years, 
and in others from ten (10) to twenty (20) years; that respondent's 
said vaults have not been tested under ground for a period of fifty 
(50) years, nor has the metal of which they are made been so tested; 
that respondPnt's said vaults will corrode and pit so as to let water 
into them; that in many instances they will corrode and rust so 
as to cave in or collapHe; that respondent's said vaults when buried 
undet· ground are not airtight or waterproof and will, and often do 
permit water or air to enter therein. Either air or water entering 
respondent's vaults when buried underground promote and cause dis
integration of the coffin and body encased in said vaults. 'Vater 
often enters the graves of the dead. The mechanism provided by 
respondent for sealing its said vaults will not at all times prevent 
the £>ntrance of water into said vaults to an P:Xtent whPre the coffin 
is damaged. 

The statements and representations described in subdivision (D) 
of paragraph 4 hereof are false and misleading and deceptive in that 
the terms "waterproof" and "airtight" as used by respondent as 
aforesaid mean to the ultimate purchaser therpof a watertight, air
tight vault; a vault which will not permit water or air to enter the 
same and that will endure as such under bmial conditions. The re-
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spondent's said vaults are not waterproof nor airtight as the terms 
are understood by the ultimate purchaser thereof. "\Vater or air may 
seep into or enter the said vaults through the walls, joints, weldings~ 
and flanges thereof, or pin holes due to rust or corrosion, or due to 
collapse or Lending of the vault. 

These said warranties contain a clause to the effect that the Clark 
Grave Vault Company warrant such vaults for a period of fifty 
(50) years from the date of purchase thereof against water enter
ing such vault lrom the grave due to defective construction, rust or 
corrosion. The exhumations of bodies after burial are so rare as 
to make these certificates or warranties worthless to the purchasers 
of such vaults for the reason that no opportunity is afforded them 
to ascertain whether such vaults have or have not been airtight or 
waterproof. These said purported warranties are not warranties, 
but are merely sales persuaders under the terms of which respondent 
will rarely, if ever be called upon to replace said vaults. It is false 
and misleading for respondent to call them warranties or to issue 
them. Ultimate purchasers are induced to buy respondent's said 
vaults because of said warranties. · 

PAR. 6. Each and all of the said false and misleading representa
tions used by respondent as set out in paragraph 4 hereof have and 
have had the capacity and tendency to induce the public to purchase 
and use respondent's said grave vaults in the belief that they are 
true, and have and have had the tendency and capacity to divert 
trade from said competitors of respondent. 

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondent above set forth are 
all to the prejudice of the public and to respondent's said competi
tors and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate com
merce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Con
gress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

Oount 93 

P ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio with its factory 
and principal place of business located in the city of Columbus in 
said State. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has 
been enegaged in the business of manufacturing, selling, and dis
tributing metal grave vaults used to encase coffins in the burial of the 
dead, to purchasers thereof located at points in the State of Ohio, 
and at points in various other States of the United States, and causes 
said products when so sold to be transported from its principal place 
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of business in the City of Columbus, Ohio, to the purchasers thereof 
in the State of Ohio, and to other purchasers thereof in other States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia at their re
spective places of business, and there is now, and has been for several 
years last past, a course of trade and commerce by the said re
spondent in said product in the State of Ohio, and between and 
among the States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia: 

I") AR. 2. As grounds for this paragraph of its complaint, the Fed
eral Trade Commission reiterates, adopts, and relies upon all mat
ters and things set out in paragraphs 2 to 7 inclusive of count 1 
hereof, as each and all of the allegations of same were set out in full 
in said paragraph. 

PAR. 3. On November 4, 1933, under and pursuant to the provisions 
of the National Industrial Recovery Act, the President of the United 
States made, issued, and approved a Code of Fair Competition for 
the Funeral Supplies Industries, which became effective on the tenth 
day thereafter. The respondent herein was a party to and signa
tory of such Code of Fair Competition, and such Code is now in full 
force and effect as to this respondent. 

The said National Industrial Recovery Act (Section 3, Paragraph 
B) provides : 

After the President shall have approved any such code, the provisions of 
such code shall be the standards of fair competition for such trade or Indus
try, or supervision thereof. Any violation of such standards in any transnc· 
tion In or affecting interstate or foreign commerce shall be deemed an unfair 
method of competition in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, as amended; but nothing In this title shall be construed to 
impair the power of the Federal Trade Commission under such Act, as 
amended. 

In Article IX of said Code, under the heading "Trade Practices," 
appears the following: 

1. The following practices constitute unfair methods of competi
tion and are prohibited: 

• • • • • • • 
(r) To resort to or Indulge In practices which are prejudicial to the public 

interest, such as: 
Misbranding. 
Misrepresentation In branding, labeling, selling and advertising . 

• • • • • • • 
( w) Nothing In this Code shall limit the ef'tect of any adjudication by the 

Courts or holding by the Federal Trade Commission on complaint, finding, and 
order, that any practice or method Is unfair; providing, that such adjudication 
or holding Is not Inconsistent with any provision of the Act or of this Code. 
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Notwithstanding the said provisions of said Code of Fair Compe
tition respondent has continued to and does use such methods of com
petition herein alleged and described and has resorted to or indulged 
in the practice of misrepresentation in branding and labeling and 
selling, or advertising his said vaults in the manner hereinabove set 
forth. 

The above alleged methods, acts, and practices of respondent are 
and have been in violation of the standards of fair competition as 
set forth in said Code of Fair Competition for the said Funeral 
Supplies Industry of the United States. Such violations in the afore
said transactions in interstate commerce and in other transactions 
which affect interstate commerce in the manner set forth above are 
in violation of Section (3) of the National Industrial Recovery Act, 
and they are unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS ro TilE FACTs, AND OnDER 

I)ursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on the 12th day of March, A. D., 
1935, issued and served its complaint in this proceeding upon re
spondent, The Clark Grave Vault Company, a corporation, charging 
it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce~ in vio
lation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said com
plaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, a stipulation 
as to the facts was agreed upon by and between W. T. Kelley, Chief 
Counsel for the Commission, and respondent, by which it was agreed 
that, subject to the approval of the Commission, the statement of 
facts so agreed upon should be taken as the facts in this proceeding, 
and in lieu of testimony in support of the charges stated in the com
plaint, or in opposition thereto. It was further agreed that the said 
Commission might proceed upon such statement of facts, including 
inferences drawn from said stipulated facts, to issue its report stating 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon, and 
enter its order disposing of the proceeding, without the presentation 
of argument or the filing of briefs. Said stipulation as to the facts 
has been duly filed in the office of the Commission, and approved 
by it. 

Thereafter the proceeding came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on said complaint, the answer thereto, and the statement 
of facts as agreed upon in lieu of testimony, briefs and argument 
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having been waived, and the Commission having duly considered the 
same and being fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceed
ing is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom : 

:FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, The Clark Grave Vault Company, is 
a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the 
State of Ohio, with its factory and principal place of business lo
cated in the city of Columbus, in said State. It is now, and has 
been for several years last past, engaged in the business of manufac
turing and selling metal grave vaults, used to encase coffins for the 
burial of the dead, to purchasers thereof, many of whom reside out
side of the State of Ohio. Orders received for such burial vaults 
are filled by respondent shipping the same from the said city of 
Columbus, in the State of Ohio, into and through other States of the 
United States to such purchasers. 

PAn. 2. In the sale and transportation of its burial vaults, re
spondent is in competition with other individuals, copartnerships, 
and corporations engaged in the sale and transportation of metal, 
stone, concrete, cement, and other burial vaults in commerce between 
and among various States of the United States. 

PAR. 3. Respondent sells and ships said vaults to jobbers, funeral 
directors and undertakers, the last two of which sell the same to 
ultimate purchasers thereof for use in the burial of their dead. 

PAR. 4. Respondent has used advertisements in magazines having 
a wide interstate circulation, and has used booklets, circulars, pam
phlets, letters, photographs, testimonials, and other advertising 
media, which it has circulated, or caused to be circulated, among its 
said customers and prospective customers, in which the statements 
and representations set forth and described in paragraph 5 hereof 
were made. 

PAn. 5. In addition to the warranty described in paragraph 18 
hereof, respondent's customers, prior to filing of complaint, used, 
and were authorized by respondent to use, in the sale anu in the pro
motion of the sale of its said vaults, the following claims, statements, 
and representations as to its said vaults: 

(a) Said grave vaults will remnin water-proof and air-tight when l'laced 
unuerground for a period or fifty (50) years; 

(b) Said grave vaults nfl'ord positive and permanent protection to the coffin 
and body inca!led therein; 

(c) Clark created the water-proof, all-metal vault with its tmpenetrahle nlr 
seal; 
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(d) Clark yault Is an accepted part of the modern burial service; 
(e) The Clark vault Is a complete and lasting protection ; 

851 

(f) The Clark vault assures comfort and peace of mind to those who must 
"carry on"; 

(g) Clark vaults are made of specially processed rust and corrosion-resisting 
metal, which is proof against moisture and against crumbling; 

(h) Each Clark vault is critically tested under 500 pounds of water for 
air- and water-tightness, and is wananted for GO years or more_ 

PAn. 6. A corpse, either embalmed or not embalmed, is in the proc
ess of decay and disintegration at the time of its -burial. The process 
of embalming is a method of injecting certain fluids into the corpse 
for the purpose of delaying or retarding such decay and disintegration 
of the corpse for a temporary period of time, not permanently. 

PAR. 7. Hespondent's air-seal vaults are intended to protect the 
corpse, contained therein, during the life of the metal of which they 
are made, against accelerated decay and disintegration through dam
age produced or caused by water entering such vault and rising there
in to such height as to touch the bottom of the casket. 

PAR. 8. Respondent has been engaged in the manufacture and sale 
of air-seal type, sometimes commonly referred to as the "diving bell" 
Principle, ferrous metal burial vaults, for about thirty-five (35) years. 
It is now using, and has used, 12 gauge Armco Ingot Iron, manufac
tured and processed by The American Rolling Mill Company, of 
Middletown, Ohio, and 12 gauge Keystone Copper Steel manufactured 
and processed by The American Sheet and Tinplttte Company, of 
Pittsburgh, Pa. These mBtals pmehased by the respondent, and used 
in the manufacture of lts said vaults, are highly refined grades of 
~netal, carefully made under the best modern scientifically controlled 
lron and steel making processes. They are high quality metals made 
us carefully, accurately and thoroughly as they can be made by exact 
control of furnacing operations to make the best ferrous metal that 
Will resist, but not prevent, corrosion in the sense that the high quality 
of these metals tends to retard and slow the rate of corrosion and 
tends to increase their durability undH ground for a longer period of 
time than if the impurities were not removed from the metal and if 
the metal had not bt>en so highly refined and freed from those im
Purities which accelerate the process of rusting or corrosion. 

These metals, by their very nature and texture, will not permit. the 
Passage of watrr or air through them during the life thereof unless 
they are punctured, broken or partially destroyed by rust or corrosion. 

PAR. 9. The dome of the vaults of respondent, before being placed 
Upon the market, is t('sted by being submerged under six (6) feet of 
Water in an upright position without the pan being placed under it, 
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to determine that there are no defects in its manufacture by which 
air is permitted to escape from, or water· to enter. through, the metal 
of which the dome is made. No vault is shipped by respondent until 
the dome of said vault has been so tested and found to have no defect 
in its material or its welds, by which air escapes from or water enters 
through said metal. 

PAR. 10. Respondent's metal burial vaults, after burial, will not be 
entirely without moisture in them, because the human body, whether 
dead or alive, is composed largely of water and other fluids, and the 
air in the dome contains moisture; therefore, moisture to a certain 
extent will be present in every burial vault used in the burial of the 
dead. 

PAR. 11. Respondent's vaults, made of ferrous metals, are not rust
proof, corrosionproof, rust resisting, or corrosion resisting to the 
extent that they will never rust or corrode after burial underground. 

PAR. 12. Respondent's vaults, made of ferrous metals, are not al
ways proof against moisture entering said vaults, or forever proof 
against crumbling after burial underground. 

PAR. 13. Respondent's vault, made of ferrous metals, have not and 
will not always give positive, permanent, complete or lasting protec
tion to the casket therein, or remain waterproof and airtight, under 
every burial condition, for any definitely known fixed or stated period 
of time. 

PAR. 14. 'Vhen the dome or hood of said vaults has been punctured, 
due to corrosion or other causes, they cease to be waterproof. 

PAR. 15. Respondent's vaults after burial in the earth are not water
proof in the sense that no water whatsoever can enter within the vault 
underneath the bottom of the casket and are not impenetrable except 
for the period before rust and corrosion or other causes have punc
tured the metal, under every burial condition, as the life of metal 
burial vaults depends upon the character of the soil in which they are 
interred and upon the climatic and other conditions prevailing in the 
territory where interment is made. 

Also, in order for said vaults to provide protection of the casket 
and body placed therein from the effects of water entering from the! 
grave, they must be buried and remain buried under the following 
conditions, which are: 

No.1. The hood of the air-seal vault must not be defective and the 
metal and welds must be airtight. 

No. 2. The vault should be buried level. 
No. 3. The vault should be buried in the surface of the bottom of 

the grave and have no earth or other material which occupies the 
empty space underneath the pan. 
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No.4. There should be no change in temperature after its burial. 
No. 5. There should be no change in barometric pressure after its 

burial. 
These said conditions do not obtain in all conditions of burial where 

said vaults are used. 
Condition No. 1 is essential for the successful operation of the air

seal principle of said vaults. Conditions Nos. 2 and 3 affect these 
air-seal vaults unfavorably to a more or less degree, in that they re
duce the amount of confined air within the dome and also its pressure, 
when this vault is sealed by water rising above the lower edge of the 
hood, and thus the water within the hood tends to rise higher. A 
change in conditions Nos. 4 and 5 may affect these air-seal vaults 
favorably, or it may affect these vaults unfavorably and make the 
water rise higher within the hood, even though the air-seal principle 
is in operation. ·when changes in conditions 2, 3, 4, and 5 are suf
ficient to cause water to enter said vaults, and to touch the casket 
therein then such changes tend to damage the casket and the body 
contained therein. 

PAR. 16. nespondent has ceased to use, and is not now using the 
terms "rust proof," "positive and permanent protection," "absolute 
protection," "absolute waterproof," and "complete and lasting 
protection." 

PAR. 17. The respondent's vault, made of ferrous metals, is a 
receptacle consisting of two parts, (1) a pan or base and (2) a hood, 
dome or top, and is constructed and manufactured to operate on the 
principle of the diving bell or air-seal principle, when sealed by 
surface of water flowing across or rising to the edge or rim of the 
dome on all four sides, by which the air confined thereby in the in
verted airtight dome resists and prevents the rise of the water level 
within the hood to a height sufficient to touch and damage the casket 
or its contents. It is constructed of one continuous piece of metal
made so by double welding. The pan or base, at the time of filing 
complaint, was made of one piece of metal, and consisted of a raised 
metal portion three (3) inches above the plane of the lower surface 
of a flat edge or flange, approximately 11;2 to 1% inches wide which 
extends entirely around the bottom of the vault and rests on the 
~round for support. The entire base resembles an inverted pan with 
holes pierced through it near its top edge. Raised portions, or bosses, 
hold the bottom of the casket % of an inch above the top of the pan 
and 3% inches above the grave floor. The bottom rim or flange of the 
hood, top or dome rests on this outside flange of the pan the thickness 
of the meta] from the grave floor. 
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Respondent's vault is made on the same general principle as the air
seal vault made by the trade generally, including Gallion, Springfield, 
Champion, Perfection, National, and others, but varies in dimensions, 
workmanship, and design. This vault is not airtight until sealed by 
I"esisting water at a level flowing or standing across the bottom edge of 
dome from side to side and end to end, or at a level that reaches its 
highest point along the bottom edge of the vault. Water rising from 
the bottom o£ the grave compresses the air in the cavity, under the 
base and the dome or hood, and as the pressure of the outside water 
head increases the resistance of the compressed air in the dome or 
Jwod increases. Circulation of air from cavity under base into hood 
is provided by holes along the sides of and near the top of base, 
thereby there is but one body of air. 

PAR. 18. The warranty issued by respondent at the time of the 
filing of the complaint herein is in the words and figures, following, 
to wit: 

THE CLARK GRAVE VAULT COl\IP ANY FIFTY YEAR WARRANTY 

Superior Clark Grave Vaults made of Keystone copper steel or Armco Ingot 
Iron and to which the warranty below applies, may be Identified by this imprint 
which appears on them, and which is our trademark of quality. 

Every Clark Grave Vault-with bottom open is submitted to a rigid inspection 
and test by being completely submerged under two-and-one-half (2%) tons of 
water to prove it is absolutely water and airtight. 

In consideration of the purchase and payment for the vault with which thiS 
warranty is Issued, to be Indorsed hereon as Indicated below, 'l'he Clark Grave 
Vault Company does hen'by warrant such vault for a period of fifty (GO) years 
from the date of purchase Indorsed hereon below against water entering such 
vault from the grave due to defective construction, rust or corrosion. 

Any such vault found to be defective within the terms of this warranty will 
I.Je replaced within said fifty-year period without cost to the purchaser. It il4 
un!lerstood that cinders and other highly corrosive material must not be used 
In filling grave and that the vault must be buried level. 

This warranty shall be valid only wlwn dated and countersigned by funcrHl 
director at time of sale of such vault and nothing contained herein shall con· 
stltute a warranty on behalf of the company against damage to the casket from 
dehydration of the remains or any other cause not herein sp!'cifically mentioned. 

In witness whereof, The Clark Grave Vault Company has b!'reunto subscribed 
Its name by Its President duly authorized thereunto by resolution of its Board 
ot Directors. 

The Clark Grave Vault Company 
By Allen F. Beck, President. 

Name of Purchaser ---------------------------------------------------------
Funeral Director--------------------------------- Dnte --------------------
Interment of ---------------------------------------- in --------------------

The foregoing warranty is issued by respondent through the jobber 
of said vaults, or funeral directors, and is intended to be, and in many 
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cases is, delivered to ultimate purchasers thereof by funeral directors, 
undertakers, morticians, or other persons selling the vaults. 

P .. m. 19. Respondent's vault, after burial level in a grave approxi
mately six feet deep, so long as the metal is not punctured by rust or 
corrosion, is intended to prevent the water level in the surrounding 
ground from rising within the dome of such vault to such a height 
as to reach, touch, or damage the casket and its contents. The dome of 
ihe vault is not intended to be, and never is, airtight in the sense that 
there is, and can be, no air in it. 

PAR. 20. 'Vater frequently appears in graves due to many conditions, 
including weather. "Where cemeteries are located on flat or low ground, 
water often will be found in graves thereof, particularly during the 
l'ainy seasons. )Vater in graves will touch these said vaults, and in 
time will produce rust thereon. 

PAR. 21. Rust is the beginning of corrosion. Corrosion, once started 
on the vault, will usually continue until the metal is punctured, at 
which time the hood or dome will admit water through the hole created 
by such puncture. 

PAR. 22. All soils are more or less corrosive and will eventually 
cause all ferrous metals to pit or corrode. 

PAR. 23. The following statements and representations made by 
the reHpondent, its agents, employees, and representatives, in connec
tion with the offering for sale, or selling in interstate commerce, the 
types of air-seal burial vaults manufa~tured by it at the time of filing 
of complaint herein, in certificates of warranty and in advertising, 
that: 

(1) They will rE>main waterproof and airtight when placed underground 
for a period of fifty years ; 

{2) They will afford positive and permanent protection to the coffin nnd body 
C!ucnsed therein; 

{3) They nre waterproof and have an impenetrable seal, when burled; 
{ 4) They give complete and lasting protection ; 
{5) Clark vaults are made of rust nnd corrosion resisting metal, which is 

lll'oof against moisture and against crumbling; 
{6) They are absolutely waterproof and airtight; 
(7) The Clark Grave Vault Company does hereby warrant such vault for a 

Period of fifty (50) years against water entering such vault due to rust or 
corrosion; 

{8) That such vaults are airtight, vermin proof, or waterproof, and give 
la!<t ing protection to the corpse therein contained for any definitely known fixed 
or stated period of time when used for burial purposes; 

And other statements or representations of like import are dt~
ceptive and have and have had the capacity and tendency to induce 
the public to purchase and use respondent's vault under the belief 
that said statements and representations are true, and have and have 
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had the tendency and capacity to unfairly divert trade to the re
spondent from its said competitors. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, under the con
ditions described in the foregoing findings, are to the prejudice of 
the public and of respondent's competitors; they are unfair methods 
of competition in commerce and constitute violations of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, 
and the stipulated facts filed herein, and the Commission having made 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has 
violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That respondent, The Clark Grave Vault Company, 
a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in 
cmmection with the offering {or sale, sale, and distribution of the 
types of air-seal burial vaults manufactured by it at the time of 
filing of complaint herein, or any type of burial vault made of 
ferrous metal, in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, 
forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Representing, in purported certificates of warranty, or guaranty, 
in advertising, or in any other manner, that its burial vaults, made of 
ferrous metal : 

(a) 1Vill remain waterproof and airtight when placed under
ground for a period of fifty (50) years, or for any fixed or stated 
period of time; 

(b) Will afford positive and permanent protection to the coffin 
and body encased therein; 

(c) Are waterproof and have an impenetrable seal, when buried; 
(d) 1Vill give complete and lasting protection; 
(e) Are made of rust and corrosion resisting metal, which is proof 

against moisture and against crumbling; 
(f) Are absolutely waterproof and airtight; 
(g) Are warranted for a period of fifty (50) years against water 

entering such vault due to rust or corrosion; 
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(h) Are airtight, vermin proof or waterproof, and give. lasting pro
tection to the corpse therein contained for any definitely known, fixed, 
or stated period of time, when used for burial purposes. 

(2) From making other representations of like import; and 
(3) From using "certificates of warranty" or "guaranty" in 

connection with the sale, or offering for sale, of such vaults, unless 
it clearly appears therein that such certificates refer to the care, 
skill, mechanism, and materials used in the construction of said vaults, 
and to tests made to determine whether they leak, and not to their 
durability as to remaining airtight, verminproof or waterproof, 
when used for burial purposes. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after 
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

HAVANA-FLORIDA CIGAR COMPANY, INC. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docl;;et 2661. Complaint, Aug. 5, 193G 1-Decision, Mar. 29, 1931 

Where the finest quality or cigar tobacco was grown in Cuba near Havana, and 
the word "Havana," or "Habana," had been used and understood since 
time immemorial by cigar purchasing and consuming public and cigar 
manufacturers and dealers of the United States as meaniug said tobacco, 
which had long been imported therein and was widely and extensivelY 
there used and consumed in cigars made in whole, and in part only, from 
such tobacco, and which had the reputation, among the cigar consuming 
and purchasing public ot the United States, as cigar tobacco of highest 
quality and excellence, with cigars made in whole or in part therefrom In 
large demand, and preferentially purchased by many cigar dealers and 
many ot the consuming public, with many believing that use ot such to· 
bacco in cigars increases the quality and desirability thereof; and there· 
after a corporation engaged in Florida in the manufacture, pack
ing, branding, and labeling of various brands of cigars, for sale and 
distribution by It and its dealers to the purchasing and consuming publiC 
in the United States, through personal solicitation, circular~. and other 
communications wlth customers and p1·ospective customers, and In competi· 
tlon with many who sell and distribute cigars composed In whole, and 
also cigars composed In part only, of Havana tobacco, and who rightfullY 
and truthfully advertise, represmt and label their said cigars as con
taining such tobacco, and with many who sell and distribute among tl!e 
States cigars containing no such tobacco, but composed wholly or said 
product grown in the United States, or elsewhere than on the Island of 
Cuba, and who do not bra11d, label, advPrtlse, or otherwise represent their 
said cigars ns made of Havana or Cuban tobacco-

Sold and distributed, through personal solicitation of salesmen and through 
circulars and written correspondence, in large and substantial quantitieS, 
under such names and brands as "Garcia's Havana Smoker," cigars ronde 
by it to be sold at a price of two or five cents, and featured said name on the 
labels ot the pap<•r cigar bands and on various places upon the cigar bo:oteS 
or containers in wbleh sold in varying quantities, and so packed its two
tor-five-cents "IIav-a-Good Cigar" in contalnerR that word "IIavana" 111 

Its corporate name ap1Jeared in jnxtapmlltion with letters ''IIav-n" or said 
last-named cigar's brand name, notwithstanding fact that cigars tbU9 

branded, labeled, nnd sold were made from a eheap grade of to!Jncco alleged 
to contain 1 percent or Cuban, but purchased ready-mixed from factorieS 
and dealers and consisting largely or clippings gathere«l from cigars In 
process of manufacture, and aforPsnid cigars, thus branded, labeled, de· 
scribed, and advertised, contained no Havana tobacco nor tobacco grown 
on Island ot Cuba In appreciable amount; 

• Amended and supplemental. 
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With effect of misleading and deceiving a large and substantial number of 
the purchasing and consuming public into buying its aforesaid cigars in 
the erroneous belief that they were composed, in whole or in large part, 
of Havana tobacco, or that grown on said Island of Cuba, and of placing 
In the hands of its dealers and distributors an instrumentality through 
which they might and did mislead and deceive the purchasing public, and 
with result, from such false and misleading representations, that consum
ing public was injured and trade was diverted to it from aforesaid com
petitors; to their injury and that of retail dealers and to the substantial 
injury of substantial competition In commerce, and to the prejudice of the 
buying public : 

lleld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Marshall Morgan for the Commission. 

AMENDED AND SurrLEl\IENTAL CoMPLAINT 

Whereas, The Federal Trade Commission did heretofore, to wit, 
on December 20, 1935, issue its complaint herein charging and 
alleging that the respondent corporation is, and has been, guilty 
of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
"An Act to create a Fedeml Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914: 

And whereas, This Commission, since the issuance of said com
plaint, has been advised that the respondent therein is, and has 
been, using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce 
other than, and in addition to, those in relation to which the Com
Inission issued its complaint aforesaid on December 20, 1935, in vio
lation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act; 

Now, therefore, Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the pro
'\'isions of the Act of September 2G, 1914, aforesaid, the Federal 
Trade Commission charges that Havana Florida Cigar Company, 
!nc., has been, and now is, using unfair methods of competition in 
~nterstate commerce in violation of Section 5 of said Act, and states 
Its charges in that respect as follows: 
• PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Havana Florida Cigar Company, Inc., 
Is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and 
by virtue of the laws of the State of Florida, with its principal office 
and place of business at 501 North Madison Street, Quincy, Fla. 
U.espondent is now and for more than three years last past has been 
engaged, as hereinafter described, in the business of manufacturing 
"arious brands of cigars and selling and distributing the same to 
?ealers in various parts of the United States, more particularly 
In the States of Alabamn., Tennessee, Georgia, and New York. The 
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said cigars are manufactured by respondent in Quincy, Fla., where 
they are packed, branded, and labeled by respondent for sale and 
distribution by it and by its dealer-customers to the purchasing 
and consuming public of the United States. In consummating such 
sales and in distributing such products, respondent causes the cigars 
so sold to be transported and delivered from its place of business 
in Quincy, Fla., through and into various other States of the United 
States to the respective purchasers thereof at their respective points 
of location. In the course and conduct of its business, the respondent 
has been and is now engaged in direct and substantial competition 
with various corporations, partnerships, and individuals likewise 
engaged in the sale and distribution of cigars, and offering such 
products for sale in commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States and within the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. The cigar originated in the Spanish West Indies. The 
finest quality of tobacco for cigar purpoHes is grown jn Cuba, not 
far from the city of Havana. The word "Havana," also spelled 
" Habana," is the name and designation of the tobacco grown on the 
Island of Cuba, which name and designation is and has been since 
time immemorial used and understood by the cigar-purchasing and 
consuming public of the United States, and by cigar manufacturers 
and dealers throughout the United States, as meaning and del'ignating 
tobacco which has been grown on the Island of Cuba. Said tobacco 
has long been imported into the United States and widely and ex· 
tensively used and consumed therein in cigars manufactured in whole 
and in part only from such tobacco. Such Havana tobacco has the 
reputation among the cigar consuming and purchasing public of the 
United States as being cigar tobacco of highest quality and excel· 
lence, and cigars made in whole or in part from said tobacco are in 
large demand throughout the Unit('d States. Many of the cigar 
dealers and many of the consuming public of the United States prefer 
to purchase cigars containing Havana tobacco and have believed, and 
still believe, that the use of such Havana tobacco in cignrs adds to 
and increases the quality aud desirability of fluch cigars. 

The outer leaf, or wrapper, of a cigar comprises about five per 
cent of the entire cigar, while the filler and binder, constituting 
ninety-five per cent of the cigar, are the controlling factors in it9 
size, strength, ancl flavor. The fillt>r controls, primarily, the designed 
length, thickness, and shape of the cigar ns rolled into a binder or 
binder wrapper of desired size. A dark ciO'ar can be mild if it haS . ,.., . 
a 1mld filler and binuer, while a light colored cigar can be qu1te 
s.trong if the filler nnd binder are of a strong grade of leaf. 'fhe 
ftller of the cheapest grad('s of cigars, such as "2 for 5's'', is com· 
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Posed principally of what is known as "scrap," being clippings from 
cigars in the process of manufacture. 

PAn. 3. For a long period of years prior to the time respondent 
engaged in its said business, cigars composed wholly of Cuban to
bacco were made in both Cuba and in the United States: and are 
now so made, for sale and consumption in the United Stares by man
ufacturers whose surname was "Garcia," and who respe(otlvely used 
and d.isplayed., and still use and. d.isplay, the said surn:.tme, either 
alone or in combination with the rest of their name, or with other 
Words, on the bands of their cigars, or on the boxes or containers 
thereof, and on labels used in connection with the sale thereof. 

For many years, persons in the cigar and tobacco trade, and. many 
of the public purchasing cigars for consumption, have believed, and 
still believe, that cigars in connection with the sale of which the 
name" Garcia" so appeared or appears, were or are made by manu
facturers named. "Garcia," and of Cuban nationality or descent, and 
of Cuban grown tobacco exclusively, and that said cigars were and 
are of a quality superior to those made by many other manufacturers 
an<J. superior in quality to cigars made wholly or in part of tobacco 
g.rown elsewhere than on the Island of Cuba, and in purchasing such 
Cigars became accustomed. to and still call for them either by the 
name of " Garcia " alone, or in combination with the remainder of 
~he name of a manufactmer of that surname, or with the word 

Havana," or other word. or words denoting Cuban or Havana 
tobacco. 

<l PA~. 4. In the course and conduct of respondent's business, as 
escnbed in paragraph 1 hereof, sales of cigars are made and purchase 

Ol'~e~·s therefor obtained through and as a result of the personal 
Sohcitation of salesmen, the use of circulars and by means of written 
~ol'respondence and other communications with respondent's cus-
omel's and. prospective customers. The said cigars, manufactured, 

Sold and distributed competitively by respond.ent in interstate com
ltl.el'ce, as set forth in paragraph 1 hereof, are and for several years last 
Past have J.x.en sold. and distributed by respondent in large and sub
~tantial quantities under such names and brands, among others, as 
Garcia's Havana Smoker," a brand manufactured. to be sold at a price 

~f 2 for 5¢. The following hereinafter described brands and labels 
t~ave been affixed by respondent to the said cigar and to the containers 

tereof. The labels attached to the cig-ars themselves consist of a 
I>aper band placed by respondent around each cigar and bearing con
f:~Jcuously the words "Havana Garcia's Smokers," printed in letters 
0 

re<J. upon a label of yellow. The containers for such cigars are the 
usual .1 • • f · · anu customary cigar boxl's or cigar contamers o varymg capaci-

l-Hl750m-so ,ol. 2-t :11 
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ties, holding from fifteen cigars up to fifty and a hundred. The labels 
and brands attached to each box or container have been designed and 
affixed thereto by respondent, and are as follows : 

( 1) Centered on the outside of the lid of the box is a label or brand 
bearing the words "GARCIA'S HAVANA SMOKER" in large black 
letters, on a background of brown. In the center, between the word 
"Garcia's" and the words "Havana Smoker", appear the following: 
"H. F. Co. Mild and Fragrant". 

This same brand or label appears again on the inside of the top of 
the box, and in either of the two upper corners, printed on a black 
background, appears the legend "2 for 5¢". 

On the outside of the box front, in black letters on a background of 
brown, appears the following: "Havana Smoker Claro 2 for 5¢". 

This same 'vording is also found on either end of the larger boxrs 
used by respondent in the sale and distribution of its above described 
cigars. 

(2) Centered on the outside of another box or container is a band 
or label reading: 

2 f /if 
0 

r 
GAHCIAS SMOimUS 

No Fancy Labels-Bands or Boxes 
All the quallty in the Cigars. 

2 f 5¢ 
0 

r 

Said respondent also manufactures and sells the same or a similar 
brand under the name and designation: 

Garcia Smoker Refills 

Respondent also under the brand name "Hav-a-Good Cigar" sells 
two kinds of cigars, one made of genuine "Havana" tobacco, retailing 
for 5¢, and the other made wholly from domestic tobacco treated with 
a certain process hereinafter referreJ. to and described, and retailing 
2 for 5¢. The said cigars made of domestic tobacco, especially treated 
ns nfor£>said, nre pack£><1 by respondent in a Lox in such a manner 119 

to leave visible immecliat£>ly to the left of the centered brand name, 
the first word of respondent's corporate name, that is, the ""ord 
"Havana," the said word "Havana" bein..,. used in connection with, 

~ 'd 
and nppearin~ in juxtaposition with the first four letters of sal 
brand name, that is, "IIav-a.'' 

The. said ci~ars, branded, labeled, and sold by respondent, r~· 
spectiwly, as ''Garcias Havana Sm(Jker," "Garcias Smoker," '•GarcH~ 
SmokE>r TI£>fills," and the nforesai<l "IIav-a-Goo<l" Lrand made 0 

domestic tobacco are and haw LPen made from n chE>ap ~rade of 
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tobacco alleged to contain 1% of Cuban tobacco. Tobacco used for 
this type of cigar .may be purchased ready mixed from factories and 
dealers, and consists largely o£ clippings gathered from cigars in the 
Process of their manufacture. 

PAR. 5. Hespondent's use o£ the word "Havana" in its corporate 
name and as a brand or label or part o£ a brand or label for cigars, 
and its use of the words "Garcia's" and "Garcia" are alleged to be 
r)J·edicated by respondent upon the following facts and circumstances: 

Respondent company is now and for sometime past has been located 
at Quincy, Fla. Respondent at one time employed as foreman of its 
Quincy factory a man by the name of Raymond Garcia, who had 
theretofore operated a cigar factory at Havana, Fla. Some two and 
one-half years ago Garcia discovered a process of treating uomestic 
tobacco with a solution made in the following manner: 

Stems of Havana tobacco remaining after the tobacco is stripped 
from the lea£, and technically known as "Petroli," are purchased in 
hulk at Tampa, Fla., by respondent. Quantities o£ these stems are 
l)laced in barrels and water is added. The mixture is then allowed to 
ferment for three weeks, the liquid forming in the barrel becoming a 
80l't of tobacco brew or vinegar. A quantity of uomestic tobacco is 
then sprayed with such liquid, after which the domestic tobacco is 
nllowed to heat. After the tobacco thus sprayed and treated is 
heated, and carefully watched for a number of days, it is sprayed 
again, then heated again, until in the view of respondent it develops 
the "certain mellowness'' and "true flavor of real Havana tobacco." 
Saiu domestic tobacco so treated is thereafter used respectively as 
\\'rappers, binders, and filler in the manufacture of cigars. 

Said respondent, as a result of said spraying procedure, employs 
the Word "Havana" in its corporate name and the words "Havana" 
and "Garcia's" and "Garcia" singularly and in combination as brands 
~r_Iabels for cigars manufactured by it and advertised and sold by 
t In commerce. 

<l :PA~. G. In truth and fact respondent's cigars, branded, labeleu, 
,, escrthetl, and alh·ertised, respectively, as "Garcias Havana Smoker," 

0
Garcias Smoker," "Garcia Smoker Uefills," and "2 for 5¢ Hav-a-
oou," and solO by the respo11dent and by dealers to the pun·hasing 

i~lll consuming public, as hereinbefore described, do not contain 
a,·ana toltacco, nor tolmcro gt·owll on the Island of Cuba, in any ap

J'reciable amount, nor ha,·e t.hey ut any time contained such tobacco 
ln any appr('ciable amount, hut nn•, awl have been, manufacturetl 
{'ntirely from, and wholly composed of, tolJilcco ~row11 el:;;ewhere than 
?n the Island of Cuba. The mm of the word "Havana" in saill dPs
lg;llntion "Garcia's Havana Smoker" in respond<'nt's corporate name 
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and in connection with respondent's "2 for 5¢ Hav-a-Goou" brand, 
anu the use of the words "Garcia's" and "Garcia" in said designa
tions "Garcia's Havana Smoker," "Garcia Smoker," and "Garcia 
Smoker Refills" in bra11ding, labeling, describing, and advertising 
said cigars containing no Havana tobacco, or no Havana tobacco in 
appreciable amount, as hereinabove set forth, is misleading and has, 
tmd has had, the capacity and tcnuency to, and docs and diu, misle:1d 
anll deceive a large and substantial number of the purchasing and 
consuming public into purchasing said cigars in the erroneous be
lief that they are and were composed, in whole or in large part, of 
Havana tobacco, that is, tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba. 

PAn. 7. Among the compPtitors of respondent, referred to in para· 
graph 1 hereof, there are many who sell anu distribute, in competi
tion with respondent, cigars composed in whole and also cigars corn· 
posed in part only of Havana tobacco, and who rightfully and truth
fully adverdse, represent, sell, and label such cigars as containing 
said Havana tobacco. Tl1erc are also many of said competitors who 
Rell and distribute between and among the several states in con1· 
petition with respondent cigars coniaining no Havana tobacco and 
being composed wholly of tobacco grown in the United States ol' 
elsewhere than on the Island of Cuba, aml who do not brand, bbel, 
advertise, or otherwise represent that said cigars arc maue of Havanll 
or Cuban tobacco. There are also among the indiviuuals, firms, an~ 
corporations referred to above who are and have been in competl· 
tion with the respondent, some whose names are not "Gar-cia/' and 
some who manufacture and sell cigars made of tobacco part of which 
only is grown in Cuba, or of tobacco grown elsewhere than in Cuba, 
and who do not brand or label, and have not been. branding or· 
labeling, the cigars made by them or the containers thereof, with the 
words "Garcia's" or "Garcia." 

Respondent's so-called "Garcias Havana Smoker," "Garci!tS 
Smoker," "Garcia Smoker Refills," and "2 for 5¢ Ilav-a-Good." nre 
displayed, offered for sale, anu sold to the consuming public by re· 
sponclent, and in and by cigar stores anu other dealer-establishmen~g 
in competition with the said cigars of competitors. The respondent 5, . ' 
usc of the word "Havana" aml of the words ''Garcia" anu "Garcws, 
as hereinabove described, in relation to a cigar having no Havan~ 
tobacco, or no appreciable amount of Havana tobacco, is false nn 
misleading. As a result of such false anu misleading representations 
on the part of respondent the consuming public is bPing, and }1!1: 
been, injured, trade is being, and has been, diverteu to responden 
from such competitors in interstnte commerce, and thereby substan· 
tial injury is done, and has been done, by the respondent to substan-
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tial competition in interstate commerce, and there is, and has been, 
placed in the hands of respondent's dealers and distributors an instru
Inent by means of which they mislead and deceive, and have misled 
and deceived, the purchasing public. 

P A.n. 8. Said representations of respondent, contained in its brands, 
labels, advertisements, circulars, or other media through which the 
trade and consuming public are reached, have resulted in injury to 
respondent's competitors and to retail dealers and to the prejudice 
of the buying public, and constitute unfair methods of competition 
Within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
entitled "An Act to create a Ij'ederal Trade Commission, to uefinc its 
po,vers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REronT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
te~nber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." the 
Feueral Trade Commission, on December 20, 1935, issued and there
after served its original complaint in this proceeding on respondent, 
Havana-Florida Cigar Company, Inc., charging it with the use of 
tl?fair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the pro
VIsions of said Act, and on August 5, 1936, issued and served its 
~Inenued and supplemental complaint on the said respondent, charg
Ing it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce 
other than, and in addition to, those in relation to which th~ Com
Inission issued its original complaint as aforesaid. After the issu
ance of said complaints and the filing of respondent's answer to the 
said amended and supplemental complaint, the Commission, on 
December 2~, 1936, entered an order closing the case with respect to 
the use of the term "Garcia".1 Thereafter, the Commission, by 
fu.l'ther order entered herein granted respondent's motion for per
lnlssion to withdraw its said answer and to substitute therefor an 
answer admitting all the material allegations of the complaint as 
~odified by the order of the Commission entered in this matter on 

ecember 24, 193G, and waiving the taking of further evidence and 
nll other interwning procedure, which substitute answer was duly ----1 f'lnld or<1f'r rPails as follow~: 
lnl'l'bls mutter coming on to bP h<'ard hy the ('ommls~lon upon thf' r(•cord, and the Com

Sslon ha vlng duly con~idf'red the same and bf'lng now fully advised In the prPmlsf'S: 
b. It Ia ordered, Tl•at the cnso gro\\lng out of the amPnded and supplemental complaint 
-~telnuefore Issued on the l"ith day of August, 10~6. insofar as said cnse relates to the 

ege11 unfair or misleading use of the word "Garcia" be, aud the snme herrby Is, closed, 
l It (s further ordered, That as to all other all<"gatlons growing out of the aforf'sald 
t llleniled and supplemental complaint, the cnse proceed to trial In accordance with the 
egular procedure of the Commission. 
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filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter this proceeding 
came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said amended 
.complaint and the answer the~;eto; and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRA.PH 1. Respondent, Havana-Florida. Cigar Company, Inc., 
is a corporation organized, existing, and doing busines under and 
by virtue of the laws of the State of Florida, with its principal 
office and place of business at 501 North Madison St., Quincy, Fla. 
Respondent is now, and for more than 3 years last past has been 
engaged, as hereinafter described, in the business of manufacturing 
various brands of cigars and selling and distributing the same to 
dealers in various parts of the United· States,· and more particularlY 
in the States of Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, and New York. The 
said cigars are manufactured by respondent in Quincy, Fla., where 
they are packed, branded, and labeled by respondent for sale and 
distribution by it and by its dPaler-customers to the purchasing and 
consuming public of the United States. In consummating such sales 
and in distributing such products respondent causes the cigars so 
sold to be transported and delivered from its place of business in 
Quincy, Fla., through and into various other States of the United 
States to the respective purchasers thereof at their respective points 
of location. In the course and conduct of its business, the respondent 
has been, and is now, engaged in direct and substantial competition 
with various corporations, partnerships, and individuals likewise en· 
gaged in the sale and distribution of cigars, and offering such prod· 
ucts for sale in commerce, between and among the various States of 
the United States and within the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. The cigar originated in the Spanish 'Vest Indies. The 
finest quality of tobacco for cigar purposes is grown in Cuba, not far 
from the city of Havana. The "·oru ''Havana," also spelled "Jia· 
bana," is the name and designation of the tobacco grown on the 
Island of Cuba, which name and d<'siO'nation is and has been since 
time immemorial used and understood by the cigar-purchasing and 
consuming pul;>lic of the United States, aml by cigar manufacturers 
and dealers throughout the UnitPd States, as meaning and designat· 
ing tobacco which has be<'n grown on the Island of Cuba. Said to· 
barco has long been imported into the United States and widely and 
extensively used and consumed therein in c1gars manufactured iJJ. 
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whole and in part only from such tobacco. Such Havana tobacco has 
the reputation among the cigar consuming and purchasing publio 
of the United States as being cigar tobacco of highest quality and 
excellence, and cigars made in whole or in part from said tobacco are 
in large demand throughout the United States. Many of the cigar 
dealers and many of the consuming public of the United States prefer 
to purchase cigars containing Havana tobacco and have believed, and 
still believe, that the use of such Havana tobacco in cigars adds to 
and increases the quality and desirability of such cigars. 

The outer leaf, or wrapper, of a cigar comprises about five percent of 
the entire cigar, while the filler and binder, constituting ninety-five 
percent of the cigar, are the controlling factors in its size, strength, 
and flavor. The filler controls, primarily, the designed length, thick
ness and shape of the cigar as rolled into a binder or binder wrapper 
of desired size. A dark cigar can be mild if it has a mild filler and 
binder, while a light-colored cigar can be quite strong if the filler and 
binder are of a strong grade of leaf. The filler of the cheapest grades 
of cigars, such as ''2 for 5'," is composed principally of which is 
known as "scrap," being clippings from cigars in the process of 
rnanufacture. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of respondent's business, as 
described in paragraph 1 hereof, sales of cigars are made and pur
chase orders therefor obtained through and as a result of the personal 
solicitation of salesmen, the use of circulars and by means of written 
correspondence and other communications with respondent's cus
tomers and prospective customers. The said cigars, manufactured, 
sold, and distributed competitively by respondent in interstate com
lb.erce, as set forth in paragraph 1 hereof, are and for several years 
last past have been sold and distributed by respondent in large and 
substantial quantities, under such names and brands, among others, 
as "Garcia's Havana Smoker," a brand manufactured to be sold at a 
Price of 2 for 5¢. Brands and labels, as hereinafter described, have 
been affixed by respondent to the said cigar and to the containers 
thereof. The labels attached to the cigars themselves consist of a 
Paper Land placed by responuent around each cigar and bearing con-
8P1cuously the words "Havana Garcia's Smokers," printed in letters 
of red upon a label of yellow. The containers for such cigars are the• 
~~~Ual and customary cigar boxes or cigar containers of varying capac
~ties, holding from fifteen cigars up to fifty and a hundred. The 
abels and brand::; attached to the box or container of respondent's 

''G arcia's Havana Smoker" have been designed and affixed thereto by 
respondent, and are as follows: 
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Centered on the outside of the lid of the box is a label or brand 
bearing the words "GARCIA's HAvANA SMOJ>:ER" in large black letters, 
on a background of brown. In the center, between the word ''Gar· 
cia's" and the words "Havana Smoker," appear the following: "H. F. 
Co. Mild and Fragrant." This same brand or label appears again on 
the inside of the top of the box, and in either of the two upper cor
ners, printed on a black background, appears the legend "2 for 5¢." 
On the outside of the box front, in black letters on a background of 
brown, appears the follm,ving: "Havana Smoker Claro 2 for 5¢." 
This same wording is also found on either end of the larger boxes 
used by respondent in the sale and distribution of its above-described 
cigars. 

Respondent also under the brand name "IIav-a-Good Cigar" sells 
two kinds of cigars, one made of genuine "Havana" tobacco, retailing 
for 5¢, and the other made wholly from domestic tobacco ancl retailing 
2 for 5¢. The said cigars made of domestic tobacco are packed by 
respondent in a box in such a manner as to leave visible immediately 
to the left of the centered brand name, the first word of respondent's 
corporate name, that is, the word "Havana," the said word "Havana" 
being used in connection with, and appearing in juxtaposition with 
the first four letters of said brand name, that is, "llav-a." , 

The said cigars, hranclc<l, labeled, and. sol<l by respondent, respec· 
tively, as "Garcia's Havana Smoker" and the 2 for 5¢ "llav-a-Good" 
brand, are and have been made from a cheap grade of tobacco alleged 
to contain 1% of Cuban tobacco. Tobacco used for this type of cigar 
may be purchased ready-mixed from factories and dealers, and con· 
sists largely of clippings gathered from cigars in the process of their 
manufacture. 

PAR. 4. In truth and fact respondent's cigars, branded, labeled, 
described, and. ad. vertised, respectively, as "Garcia's Havana 
Smoker," and "Hav-a-Good."-"2 for 5¢," and sold. by the respondent 
and by dealers to the purchasing and consuming public, as herein· 
before described., do not contain Havana tobacco, nor tobacco grown 
on the Island of Cuba, in any appreciable amount, nor have they 
at any time contained such tobacco in any appreciable amount, but 
are, and have been, manufactured entirely from, and. wholly ('Oill" 

posed of, tobacco grown elsewhere than on the Island. of Cuba. The 
use of the word. "Havana" in said brand. designated as "Garcw.'s 
Havana Smokl'r" and as used on containers in front of and. in con· 
junction with the word, words or expression "Ilav-a-Good" as 
printed. or appearing on the container of the 2 for 5¢ brand. of such 
cigars in branding, labeling, describing, and ad.vertising said. cigars 
containing no Havana tobacco, or no Havana tobacco in appreciable 
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amount, as hereinabove set forth, is misleading and has, and has had, 
the capacity and tendency to, and does and did, mislead and deceive 
a large and substantial number of the pmchasing and consuming 
public into purchasing said cigars in the erroneous belie£ that they 
are and were composed, in whole or in large part, of Havana to
bacco, that is, tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba. 

PAR. 5. Among the competitors of respondent, referred to in para
graph 1 hereof, there are many who sell and distribute, in competi
tion with respondent, cigars composed in whole and also cigars com
posed in part only of Havana tobacco, and who rightfully and truth
fully advertise, represent, sell, and label such cigars as containing 
said Havana tobacco. There are also many of said competitors who 
!'!ell and distribute between and among the several states in competi
tion with respondent cigars containing no Havana tobacco and being 
composed wholly 'of tobacco grown in the United States or elsewhere 
than on the Island of Cuba, and who do not brand, label, advertise, 
or otherwise represent that said cigars are made of Havana or Cuban 
tobacco. 

Respondent's so-called ''Garcia's Hanma Smoker," and 2 for 5¢ 
"liav-a-Good" brand are displayecl1 offered for sale, and sold to the 
consuming public by respondent, and in and by cigar stores and other 
dealer-establishments in competition with the said cigars of competi
tors. The respondent's use of the word "Havana" as hereinabove 
described, in relation to cigars having no Havana tobacco, or no 
appreciable amount of Havana tobacco, is false ancl misleading. As 
a result of such false and misleading representations on the part of 
respondent the consuming public is being, and has been, injured, 
trade is being, and has been, diverted to respondent from such com
Petitors in interstate commerce, and thereby substantial injury is 
?one, and has been done, by the respondent to substantial comr-etition 
ln interstate commerce, and there is, and has been, placed in the 
hands of respondent's dealers and distributors an instrument by 
lh.eans o£ which they mislead and deceive, and have misled and de
ceived, the purchasing public. 

PAR. 6. Said reprPsentations of respondent, containell in its brands, 
labels, advertisements, or other media through which the trade and 
eonsuming public are reaclwd, have resulted in injury to respondent's 
competitors and to retail dealers and to the prejudice of the buying 
Public, and constitute unfair methoJs of competition within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act to 
Create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
llnd for other purposes." 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesn,id acts and practices of the respondent, Havana,-Florida 
Cigar Compn,ny, Inc., are to the prejudice of the public n,nd respond
ent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the original and amended and supplemental complaints of 
the Commission and the answer filed herein on March 26, A. D., 1937, 
Ly the respondent admitting all the material allegations of said com
plaints, including the allegations of the said amended n,nd supplemen
tal complaint !1.'3 amended by order of the Commission duly entered 
on December 23, 1936,t and waiving the taking of further evidence 
and all other intervening procedure, and the Commission having 
mn,de its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respond
ent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes"; 

It i.j ordered, That the said respondent, Havana-Florida Cigar 
Company, Inc., itself, its servants, employees, or agents, individual 
or corporate, in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distri
bution of cigars in interstate commerce or in the District of Colum
bia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Using the word "II~vana" as descriptive of cigars unless such 
cigars be made entirely from tobacco grown in the Island of Cuba. 

2. Representing in any manner that cigars other than those manu
factured entirely from tobacco grown in the Island of Cuba, are 
Havana cigars. 

It i.~ further orderPd, That the respondent shall, within GO days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it haS 
complied with this order. 

1 See footnote on page 80:!. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

DAVID F. KEMP, TRADING AS UNITED STATES SCHOOL 
OF MUSIC 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TIIE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN AC'l.' OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2943. Complaint, Oct. 15, 1936-Dccision, Mar. 29, 1937 

Where an individual engaged in the sale of correspondence courses for home 
study in playing various musical instruments, and in the sale, as incident 
thereto, of books, bOoklets, and other articles-

( a) Represented, in advertising folders, pamphlets, circulars, letters, and other 
literature circulated to customers and prospective customers in the various 
States and in the District of Columbia, and In advertisements in periodicals 
of general circulation, that he had taught 700,000 pupils to play musical 
instruments, and that when a pupil enrolled in his said course he, the pupil, 
was assured of success, and that at the end of said course the average pupil 
was sufficiently proficient to pass. a teacher's examination; and 

(b) Represented, as aforesaid, that no talent was necessary, and that any 
pupil could, through his said course, learn to play any musical instrument, 
and that all pupils, regardless of their degree of talent, could be taught to 
play an instrument in hnlf the time usually required, and that an automatic 
finger control of his invention Umbered, trained, or guided one's fingers so 
that they fell In the proper place automatically, and that a pupil, regardless 
of his talent, could quickly learn to play any jazz or classical selection and 
could play real tunes perfectly by note from the very start of the course, or 
at any point thereof; 

li'acts being that not all pupils studying his saLd course can play real tunes 
perfectly by note from the very start thereof, or at any other point therein, 
some measure of musical talent Is generally necessary in order to enable a 
person to play n musical instrument, his said course is not such that a pupil 
ean learn to play any such instrument without any musical talent, and 
aforesaid representations were otherwise exaggerated and false; 

With cnpacity and tendency to decPive anll mislead purchasers and prospective 
purchasers of his said currespondence lessons and courses of instruction, 
and to mislead a substantial portion of purchasing public into the erroneous 
belief that all said rPpresentations were true, and with result that a num· 
ber of the consuming public, as a direct consequence of the mistaken and 
erroneous beliefs induced by such acts and representations, purchased sub
stantial volume of said correspondence lessons and courses, and trade was 
Unfairly diveited to him from competitors similarly engaged in sale and 
distribution of correr<ponllence lessons and courses and who truthfully rep
resent the effectiveness thereof and re~mlts to be obtained from their study; 
to the iujury of competition In commerce: 

lield, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Joseph 0. Fehr for the Commission. 
R. L. P. Wallace and Oo .. of New York City, for responuent. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Conp;ress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commil'?
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that David F. 
Kemp, trading as United States School of Music, hereinafter referred 
to as respondent, has been and now is using unfair methods of com
petition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it 
appearing to tl1e Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, David F. Kemp, trading and doing 
business under the trade name United States School of Music, has his 
principal office and place of business located at 225 Fifth A venue, in 
the city of New York, Slate of NewYork. He is now, and has been 
for a number of years, engaged in the business of distributing and 
selling, in commerce as herein set out, correspondence lessons and 
courses of instruction for home study in the art of playing various 
musical instruments to pPrsons hereinafter referred to as pupils, and 
in selling to such pupils severally as incidental and accessory to the 
instruction in and to the learning, use and practice of such art, certain 
merchandise consisting of books, booklets, pamphlets, and other 
articles. 

PAR. 2. Said respondent, being engaged in business as aforesaid, 
causes said courses of instruction and accessory material, when sold, 
to be transported from his principal place of business in the State of 
New York to the respective purchasers thereof located at various 
points in the States of the United States other than the State of Ne"' 
York. Respondent, has at all times, maintained a constant current 
of trade in said correspondC'nce courses and said accessory materials, 
sold and distribute<! by him, in commerce betwren and. among the 
various States of the United States. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of his business, the respondent is 
now, nnd has bPen for many years, in substantial competition with 
other individuals and with firms and corporations likewise engaged 
in the business of distributing and selling correspondence lessons and 
courses of instruction for home study in the art of playing varioUS 
musical instruments, in commerce between and among the varioUS 
States of the United States. 

PAn. 4. In the course of the operation of said business, and for the 
purpose of inducing the purchase of his correspondence lessons and 
courses of instruction, respondent has printeJ and circulated through· 
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out the vnrious Stlttes to custo,mers. and prosp('ctive custoJllers, through 
the United States mails and otherwise, advertising folders, pam
phlets, circulars, letters, and other literature, and has made use of 
advertisements in newspapers, magazines, and other periodicals of 
Widespread and interstate circulation. In all of said advertisements, 
and other advertising literature above referred to, the respondent has 
caused his trade name United States School of Music to be conspicu
~usly displayed, together with the following statements: 

(a) We have taught 700,000 veople to play-more than any other school on 
earth. 

Learn to play the United States S<!hool of Music way-more tlwn 700,000 have 
done so already. 

(b) At the end of the course, our a veruge pupil is ready to pass a teacher's 
e:xamination. 

(c) You can actually learn to play your favorite instrunwnt two or three 
times faster, this amazing short cut way, 

(d) Automatic finger control-our own invention-limber,;, trains and guides 
Your fingers so that they fall in the proper place almost automatically. 

(e) Quickly learn to play any jazz or classical selection. 
(() Almost before you realize H, you are able to pick up any piece ot music 

and play it. 
l!'rom the very start, you are playing 1'('!11 tuues perft>ctly by 110te. 
You actually learn rNtl tunes right from the very start. 
(g) No talent needed. Forget the old-fashioned idea that you need talent. 

Just rend the list of lnstrumeuts and decide which one you want to play and the 
Dniteu States School of Music will do the rest. 

(h) When you enroll for an Uniteu States School of l\Iu;;il' eour:-;e you are 
URsnre!l of success. 

:\ll of said statements, together with many similar statPmPnts apJwnr
lllg in rec;pondent's advertising literature, and in advertisements in
fierted in newspapers and magazines, as herein detailed, purport to be 
<~escriptivo of respondent's courses of instruction and their 'cffec
~lveness in teaching pupils how to play various musical instruments. 
ll all of his advertising literature, including said newspaprr and 

llln~azine advertising, respomlent represents, through the statements 
an<J l'PJll'C'ECUtations hC'rPill set out and othPr statemrnts of ~imilar im
rort and effect, (1) tlu~t he has taught 700,000 pupils to play musical 
Instruments; (2) that at the eJlll of the course, the an•rag<' pupil is 
sufficiently proficient to pasb a teacher's examination; (3) that a 
PUpil studying rt>spondent 's coursE' of instruct ion C!lll Le taught to 
Play a musical instrunwnt in one-half the time u;:ua lly n·quired; ( 4) 
~at an ~utomatic. finger control of r<'spmHlPnt's owu i.nwntion Jim-

rs, tra111s or gmdcs one's fingers so that. they fall m the proper 
}lla:·e automatically; (5) that a P"l)il studyiJJg rt>;:ponJt'nt's eour~e 
0.£ Instruction will quickly learn to play any jazz or classical selec
tion; (G) tllat any pupil blmlying respoml('nt':. cour:-e of instruction 
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can play real tunes perfectly by note from the very start of the 
course; (7) that no talent is necessary and that any pupil can, 
through respondent's course of instruction, learn to play any musi
cal instrument; and (8) that when a pupil enrolls in the United 
States School of l\lusic, he is assured of success. 

PAn. 5. The representations made by the respondent, as herein set 
out in paragraph 4, are grossly exaggerated, false, misleading, and 
untrue. In truth and in fact, respondent has not taught 700,000 
pupils through his courses of instruction and the average pupil com· 
pleting the course is not ready to pass a teacher's examination with
out other training. The courses of instruction offered by the respond
ent are not such that all pupils can learn to play a musical instrument 
in one-lwlf tl1e time usually required. The respondent has not in· 
vented an automatic finger control that serves to limber, train or 
guide the pupil's fingers to such an extent that they automatically 
fall in the proper place on the instrument being played. All pupils 
studying respondent's course of instruction do not quickly learn to 
play any jazz or classical selection. Not all pupils studying respond
ent's course of instruction can play real tunes perfectly by note from 
the very start of the course. Some measure of musical talent is gen· 
erally necessary in order to enable a person to play a musical instru· 
ment and respondent's course of instruction is not such that a pupil 
can learn to play any musical instrument without any musical talent. 
The mere enrollment in respondent's course of instruction is not suffi· 
cient to insure the pupil that he will successfully learn to play any 
musical instrument. 

PAn. 6. There are among respondent's competitors many who dis
tribute and sell correspondence lessons and courses of instruction for 
home study in the art of playing various musical instruments and 
who do not, in any way, misrepresent the character of said lessons or 
the result to be obtained from a study thereof. 

PAn. 7. Each and all of the false and misleading statements and rep· 
resentations made by the respondent, as herein set out, in offering for 
sale and selling his correspondence lessons and courses of instruction 
were, and are, calculated to, and had, and now have, a capacity and 
tendency to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasin~ public into 
the erroneous belief that all of said representations are true and that 
after taking said lessons and courses of instruction, a pupil is able to 
accomplish the results claimed by the respondent. Further, as a direct 
consequence of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs, induced by the nets 
and representations of the respondent as hereinabove detailed, a nunl· 
her of the consuming public have purchased a substantial volume of 
respondent's correspondence lessons and courses of instruction with 
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the result that trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondent from 
competitors likewise engaged in the business of distributing and sell· 
ing correspondence 1essons and courses of instruction who truthfully 
represent the effectiveness of said lessons and courses of instruction 
and the results to be obtained from a study thereof. As a result, 
injury has been, and is now being, done by respondent to competition 
in commerce among and between the various States of the United 
States. 

PAn. 8. The above and foregoing acts, practices and representations 
of the respondent have been, and are, all to the prejudice of the public 
and respondent's con1petitors as aforesaid, and constitute unfair 
methods of competition within the meaning and intent of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Tmde Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an .\ct of Congress approved Septem· 
her 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on the 15th day of October, A. D., 1936, issued 
and served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, David 
P. Kemp, trading as United States School of Music, charging him 
with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in viola· 
tion of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said com. 
Plaint and the filing of said respondent's answer thereto a stipulation 
as to the facts was entered into by and between the respondent and 
W. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Commission, by which it was 
agreed that, subject to the approval of the Commission, the statement 
of facts so agreed upon should be taken as the facts in this proceeding 
and in lieu of testimony in support of the charges stated in the com
plaint or in opposition thereto; and by which stipulation it was 
further agreed that the Commission might proceed upon said state. 
ll1ent of facts to issue its report stating its findings as to the facts 
(including inferences which it might draw from the said stipulated 
facts) and its cone] usion based thereon and enter its order disposing 
of the proceeding without the presentation of arguments or the filing 
of briefs. Said stipulation as to the facts has been duly filed in the 
office of the Commission and approved by it. Thereafter the pro
ceeding came on for final hearing before the Commission on said 
complaint, the answer thereto and the statement of facts as agreed 
llpon in lieu of testimony, briefs and argument having been waived 
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and the Commission having duly consi~lered the same and being fully 
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of 
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, David F. Kemp, trading and. doing 
business und£>r the trade name United States School of Music, has 
his principal office and place of business located at 225 Fifth A venue, 
in New York City, N. Y. He is now, and has been for forty sears, 
engaged in the business of distributing and selling, in commerce as 
herein set out, correspondence lessons and courses of instruction for 
home study in the art of playing various musical instruments to per
sons hereinaft£>r ref£>rTed to as pupils, and in selling to snch pupils 
severally as incidt'ntal an<l accessory to the instruction in and to the 
lE'arning, use and practice of such art, certain merchandise consisting 
of books, bookh•ts, pamphlets, and other articles. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of his bnsiness, as aforesaiJ, 
respomlent causes said cours£>s of instruction and accessory material, 
when sold, to be transported from his principal place of business in 
the State of New York to the respective purchasers thereof located at 
various points in the States of the United States other than the State 
of New York, and in the District of Columbia. Since the organization 
of the business, some forty years ago, more than 700,000 people have 
taken the courses. Respondent has at all tinws maintained a con
!Otant current of trade in sai<l correspondence comses and said acces
sory materials, sold and distributed by him, in commerce betw£>en and 
among the various States of the United States, and in the District of 
Columbia. 

P"\R. 3. 'I'he respondent is now, and has been for many yoars, in 
substantial competition with other individuals and with firms, cor
porations, and partnerships likewise ongaged in the business of dis
tributing and selling correspon<lence lessons and courses of instruction 
for home study in thP art of playing various musical instnmwnts, in 
conmterce L£>tween an<l among the various States of the Unitl'<l States, 
antl in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 4. In directing the O]Wration of his business, and for the pur
pose of inducing the purchase of his correspondence lE>ssons and 
courses of instruction, r£>spondent has printed and circnlat£><1 to cns
tonu'rs and prospt>ctive customE'rs located in the various States and in 
the District of Columbia, through the Unite<l States mails and other
wisP, a<h'ertising fol<lPrs, pamphlets, circulars, letters, and otlH'r liter
ature, and hns nlso ma<le use of advertisements in magazines of 
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general circulation throughout the United States. In all of the adver-
6sing literature above referred to, the respondent has caused his trade 
name, United States School of Music, to be conspicuously displayed, 
together with the following statements: 

(a) We have taught 700,000 people to play-more than any other school on 
earth. 

Learn to play the United States School of Music way-more than 700,000 
have done so already. 

(b) At the end of the course, our average pupil is ready to pass a teacher's 
examination. 

(c) You can actually learn to play your favorite instrument two or three 
times faster, this amazing short cut way. 

(d)i Automatic finger control-our own invention-limbers, trains and guides 
Your !lngers so that they fall in the proper place almost automatically. 

(c) Quickly learn to play any jazz or classical selection. 
(f) !<'rom the very start, you are playing real tunes perfectly by note. 
You actually learn real tunes right from the very start. 
(g) No talent needed. Forget the old-fashioned idea that you need talent. 

Just read the list of instruments and decide which one you want to play and 
the United States School of Music will do the rest. 

(h) When you enroll for an United States School of 1\Iusic course you are 
assured of success. 

Among the statements ami representations made by the respondent 
since October 2, 1!>35, have been the following: 

Learn to play the U. S. School of l\Iusic way. l\Iore than 700,000 have done 
so already. 

Yes, you can actually learn to play your favorite Instrument 2 to 3 times 
faster this amazing short-cut way. 

PAn. 5. The statements and representations, as set forth in para
graph 4 lwreof, and otlwr similar thereto, serve as representations on 
the part of respon<lent to pnrchasPrs and prospective purchasers of 
~lis correspondence lessons and courses of instruction for home study 
Ill the art of playing various musical instruments as to the value of 
saitl courses and as to the r!'sults to be obtained by subscribers to said 
eours<'s and haYe the capacity and tendency to l<'a<l purchasers and 
lWosp<'ctive purchasers of respondent's said cotT<'spondence lessons 
an<l conrsps of instruction into the mistaken beliefs: ( 1) that he has 
taught 700,000 pupils to play musical instruments; (2) that at the 
end of the con rse, the a wrage pupil is sufficiently proficient to pass a 
trac·hcr's examination; (3) that all pupils studying respondent's 
<'ourse of instruction,· r<'gardless of their degree of musieal talent, 
can he taught to play a musical instrument in one-half the time 
Usually required; ( 4) that an automatic finger control of re
spondent's own im·ention limlx>rs, trains or guides one's fingers so 
that they fall in the proper place automatically; ( 5) that all pupils 
studyi11g respondent's course of instruction will, regardless of their 

14<ia:iGm 3() \'ol. 24-5R 
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degree of musical talent, quickly learn to play any jazz or classical 
selection; ( 6) that all pupils studying respondent's course of in
struction can, regardless of their degree of musical talent, play real 
tunes perfectly by note from the very start of the course; ( 7) that 
no talent is necessary and that any pupil can, through respondent's 
course of instruction, learn to play any musical instrument; and 
(8) that when a pupil enrolls in the United States School of Music, 
he is assured of success; and to purchase respondent's said cor
respondence lessons and courses of instruction for home study in 
the art of playing various musical instruments on account of such 
beliefs. 

PAR. 6. The said statements and representations made by the re
spondent, as herein set out in paragraphs 4 and 5 are exaggerated 
and have the capacity and tendency to deceive and mislead pur
chasers and prospective purchasers of respondent's said correspond
ence lessons and courses of instruction for home study in the art of 
playing various musical instruments. 

In truth and in fact, respondent has not actually taught 700,000 
pupils through his courses of instruction and the average pupil com
pleting the course is not ready to pass a teacher's examination with
out other training. The courses of instruction offered by the re
spondent are not such that all pupils, regardless of their degree of 
talent, can learn to play a musical instrument in one-half the time 
usually required. The respondent has not invented an automatic 
finger control that serves to limber, train, or guide the pupil's fingers 
to such an extent that they automatically fall in the proper place 
on the instrument being played. All pupils studying respondent's 
course of instruction do not quickly learn to play any jazz or class
ical selection. Not all pupils studying respondent's course of in
struction can play real tunes perfectly by note from the very start 
of the course, or at any other point in the course. Some measure of 
musical talent is generally necessary in order to enable a person to 
play a musical instrument and respondent's course of instruction is 
not such that a pupil can learn to play any musical instrument 
without any musical talent. The mE're enrollment in respondent's 
course of instruction is not sufficient to insure the pupil that he will 
successfully learn to play any musical instrument. 

PAn. 7. There are among respondent's competitors manv who dis
tribute and sell correspondence lessons and courses of inst;·uction for 
home study in the art of playing various musical instruments and 
who do not represent the character of said lessons or th~ result to 
be obtained from a study thereof in such a way as to mislead and 
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deceive purchasers or prospective purchasers into subscribing for 
said courses in preference to those offered by competitors. 

PAR. 8. Each and all of the mis:eading and deceptive statements 
and representations made by the respondent, as herein bet out, in 
offering for sale and selling his correspondence lessons and courses 
of instruction had and now have a capacity and tendency to mislead 
a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous be· 
lief that all of said representations are true and that after taking 
said lessons and courses of instruction, a pupil will be able to accom· 
plish the results claimed by the respondent. Further, a~:: a direct 
consequence of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs, induced by the 
acts and representations of the respondent as hereinabove detailed, a 
number of the consuming public have purchased a substantial volume 
of respondent's correspondence lessons and courses of instruction with 
the result that trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondent 
from competitors likewise engaged in the business of distributing and 
selling correspondence lessons and courses of instruction who truth· 
fully represent the effectiveness of said lessons and courses of instruc
tion and the results to be obtained from a study thereof. As a result, 
injury has been, and is now being done by respondent to competition 
in commerce among and between the various States of the United 
States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, David F. Kemp, 
trading as United States School of Music, are to the prejudice of the 
Public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods 
of competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Sec
tion 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, lVH, entitled 
''An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
EHon upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respond
ent, and the agreed stipulation of facts entered into between the 
respondent herein, David F. Kemp, trading as United States School of 
Music, and ,V, T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Commission, which 
provides, among other things, that without further evidence or other 
Intervening procedure, the Commission may issue and serve upon th~ 
respondent herein findings as to the facts and conclusion based thereon 
and an order disposing of the proceedings, and the Commission having 
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made its findings as to the facts and conclusion t)1at. said respondent 
has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Septem
ber 20, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, David F. Kemp, individually, 
and trading as United States School of Music, or trading under any 
other name, his representatives, agents, and employees, in connection 
with the advertising, offering for sale, and sale and distribution of 
courses of instruction for home study in the art of playing various 
musical instruments in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

Uepresenting in newspapers and magazines and through circulars, 
catalogues, labels, or in any other form of printed matter or by radio 
broadcasting, or in any other way or manner: 

1. That he has taught 700,000 pupils to play musical instruments; 
2. That at the end of the course, the average pupil is sufficiently 

proficient to pass a teacher's examination; 
3. That all pupils studying respondent's course of instruction, re

gardless of their degree of talent, can be taught to play a musical 
instrument in one-half the time usually required; 

4. 'I11at an automatic finger control of respondent's own invention 
limbers, trains or guides one's fingers so that they fall in the proper 
place automatically; 

5. That a pupil studying responclent's course of instruction will, 
regardless of having musical talent, quickly learn to play any jazz or 
classical selection ; 

6. That any pupil can, regardless of having musical talent by study
ing respondent's course of instruction, play real tunes perfectly by 
note from the very start of the course or at any point in the course; 

7. That no talent is necessary and that any pupil can, through 
respondent's course of instruction, learn to play any musical instru
ment; 

8. That when a pupil enrolls in the United States School of :Music, 
he is assured of success; 
nnd from making any other representations of similar tenor or import. 

And it is hereby further ordered, That the said respondent shall 
within GO days from the date of the service upon it of this order file 
with this Commission a report, in writing, setting forth the manner 
and form ]n which lt shall have complied with this order. 
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IN TilE l\IATTER OF 

GENERAL ELECTIUC COMPANY ET AL. 

COMPI,AINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER I:'\ REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OJ.l' SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CO:::\GHESS APPROVED SEPT. 20, 1914 

Doclcet 2941. Complaint, Not. 13, 1936 1-Dccision, Apr. 2, 19J7 

Where four corporations engaged in numufacture and sale of turbine-generators, 
largest consumers of wilid1 Included public utilities, whether public or pri
vately owned, and municipal, State and Federal Governments, and in con
nection with which not only Initial cost, but efficiency and performance 
guarantees, with their d<:'cided (>[feet upon cof:t of OJleration, are vital factors 
ltnd bPcome Inseparable from the pr:ees to be paid therefor to prospective 
purchasers thereof, and constituting n group so large and influential in 
the manufacture of such products that they were able to influence and con
trol the flow of trade thereof between and among various States and in the 
District of Columbia, and, but for the below set forth practices, and prior 
thereto, ln competition w>th one another as to prices in the sale thereof; 
for the purpose of eliminating price competition among themselves-

Entered Into and carried out an agreement, combination and understanding 
among themselves to fix and nw.intain, and by whic-h they did fix and main
tain, uniform deliverPd priees to be exacted from the purchasers of turbine
generators, and thus to fix !lelh·ered prices of such products entering into 
commerce amoug aud between the various States and in the aforesaid Dis
trict, and, pursuaut thereto--

(I) Fixeu and maintnineu, by agrt>emrnt among them!'elves, uniform delivered 
priers for such products, aud adoptPd as their own, and adhered to, the 
delivered price sheets compilpd by one of their number, notwithstanding 
the fact the same were unrelat(•d to their respective individual costs; 

(2) "fjxed and maintained, by agr<'ement among themselws, uniform perform
ance guarantees for such turbine-generators, and adopted as their own con
fidential performance data compiled by one of their numl1er, notwithst:mding 
the fact the same were unrelated to the actual or true theoretical perform
ance of their said respective pn,ducts; and 

(3) Conferred, compared nud di><cussed, before ~ul.Jmlttiug uelivered prices In 
competitive bidding for turbine-generators, with each other, the delivered 
prices to he charged therefor, and a11;reed, as a result thereof, to submit 
identical I.Jids, not only for such products, but for the numerous "extras" 
neee~sary for the proposed installation thereof; 

With result that business of dl'aling in and distributing !'aid products was 
monopolizNI. ln therm;elves, compl'litlon in industry in question was unrea
sonably lesserwd, eliminated, restrained, stifled, and hampered, and com
petitwn therein supprt>sseu, and purchasing anu consuming public was 
dPprlved of advantngl's in prlf'P, servlee and other considerations which they 
would receive and enjoy unrler conditions of normal and unobstructed or 
free and fair competition In said trade and Inuustry, and said a~reement, 
etc., and acts onll practices otht>rwlse operated ns a restraint upon and a 
detriment to the fret>dom of fair ou<l l<:'gltimate competition therein, and 

1 Amend!'d complaint. 
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obstructed the natural flow of· trade In the channels of commerce, and with 
capacity and tendency so to monopolize, etc., as herein above set forth: 

Jleld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. James I. Rooney for the Commission. 
Wright, Gordon, ZMh1"1J & Parlin, of New York City, for General 

Electric Co. 1 ' 

Cravath, deGersdorjf, Swaine & Wood and Mr. llarold Smith, of 
New York City, for ·westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. 

Chadbourne, Wallace, Parke & Whiteside, of New York City, for 
Allis-Chambers Manufacturing Co. 

Alter, Wright & Barron, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for Elliott Co. 
Mr. Charles Neal Barney, of New York City, for ·worthington 

Pump & Machinery Corp. 
Air. Chester A. Adee and Air. Ch(Jff'les Kingsley, of New York City, 

for Ingersoll-Rand Co. 
Fra8er, Speir, Meyer & ](idder, of New York City, for Foster

Wheeler Corp. 
Adams, Childs, McKaig & Lukens, of Philadelphia,.Pa., for C. H. 

'Vhceler Manufacturing Co. · 
Mr. Gilbert II. Montague, of New York City, for Ross Heater & 

Manufacturing Co. 
Rou;nds, DilUmghmn, Mead & Neagle, of New York City, for The 

Heat Exchange Institute. 

AMENDED CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved" Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its ·powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that General 
Electric Company, 'Vestinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., 
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Elliott Company:, 'Vorthington 
Pump & Machinery Corp., Ingersoll-Rand Company, Foster-,Vheeler 
Corp., C. II. Wheeler Manufacturing Co., Ross Heater & Manufac
turing Company, and The Heat Exchange Institute, hereinafter re
ferred to as "respondents," have been and are using unfair methods 
of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, 
and it appearing to the said Commission that a proceeding by it in 
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its 
amended complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Uespondent, General Electric Company, is a corpo
ration organized, existing, nnd doing business under nnd by virtue 
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of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and 
place of business in Schenectady, in said State. 

Respondent, 'Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal 
office and place of business at East Pittsburgh, in said State. 

Respondent, Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of 
business in Milwaukee, in the State of 'Wisconsin. 

Respondent, Elliott Company, is a corporation organized, existing, 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place 9f business in 
Jeanette, in said State. 

Respondent, \Vorthington Pump & Machinery Corp., is a corpora
tion organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of 
the laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal place of business 
at Harrison, in the State of New Jersey. 

Respondent, Foster-,Vheeler Corp., is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under- and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New York, with its principal place of business in New York 
City, in said State. 

Respondent, C. II. Wheeler :Manufacturing Co., is a corporation 
organ:zed, existing and doing business under ·and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place 
of business at Philadelphia, in said State. 

Respondent, Ingersoll-Rand Company, is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New Jersey, with its principal office and place of business at 
Jersey City, in said State. 

Respondent, Ross Heater & Manufacturing Company, is a corpo
ration organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and 
Place of business at Buffalo, in said State. 

The Heat Exchange Institute, is an unincorporated trade associa
tion organized on or about June 1, 1933, with its principal place of 
business at New York City, in the State of New York. Its officers 
now are James E. 'Vatson, president, Russell C. Jones, vice-president, 
and Charles II. Rohrbach, secretary and treasurer. 

PAn. 2. Respondents General Electric Company, 'Vestinghouse 
Electric & Manufacturing Co., Elliott Company, and Allis-Chalmers 
Manufacturing Co., are now, and since their organization have been 
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engaged in the manufacture, at their respective places of business, 
of "turbine-generators" and in the sale thereof throughout the various 
States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. 
Respondents ·westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Elliott 
Company, Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Worthington Pump & 
Machinery Corp., Foster-,Vheeler Corp., C. H. 'Vheeler Manufac
turing Co., Ingersoll-Rand Company and Ross Heater & Manufac
turing Company, are now, and since their organization, have been 
engaged in the manufacture at their respective places of business of 
"condensers" and in the sale thereof throughout the various States of 
the UnitPd States and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of their respective businesses said re
spondents for more than five years last past have caused and still 
cause their products, when sold by them, to be transported from the 
State of origin of the shipment to the purchasers thereof located at 
points in various States of the United States other than the State from 
which said shipment was made and in the District of Columbia. 

Among the largest consumers of turbine-generators and condensers 
are public utilities, either publicly or privately owned, municipal, 
State, and Federal Government. 

PAR. 3. Respondents constitute a group so large and influential in 
the manufacture of turbine-generators and condensers that they are 
able to influence and control the flow of trade in commerce of such 
products between and among the various States of the United Stutes. 
and in the District of Columbia. The said respondents were, prior to 
1933, in competition as to price with one another in the sale of turbine
generators and condensers in commerce as hereinabove set out, and but 
for the combination, agreement, understanding, and conspiracy here
inafter d('scriLed said respondents would have been at all times since 
1033, and would now be, in such competition with one another. 

To prospective purcha!Oers of these products, not only the initial cost 
but also the efficiency and performance guarantees, which have a 
decided effect in the cost of operation, are vital factors and bewme 
inseparable from the prices to be paid for these products. Thus, of 
several generators or condensers all selling for one delivered price, 
yet with varying performance guarantees, those with the more favor
able performance ~uarantees would be selected by the prospective 
purchasers. 

PAR. 4. During the year 1033 respondents referred to in paragraph 
2 hereof for the purpose of eliminating price competition among them
selves entered into and have since carried out and are still carrying 
out an agreement, combination, understanuing, and conspiracy among 
themselves to fix and to maintain, and by which they have fixed and 
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maintained, uniform delivered prices to be exacted by them from the 
purchasers of turbine-generators and condensers, and thus to fix the 
delivered price of turbine-generators and condensers entering into 
commerce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. Pursuant to and for the purpose 
of carrying out said agreement, combination, understanding, and 
conspiracy the said respondents have among other things done the 
following: 

(a) lly agreement among themselves have fixed and maintained 
and still fix and maintain uniform delivered prices for turbine-gener
ators and .condensers. 

(b) By agreement among themselves have fixed and maintained 
and still fix and maintain uniform performance guarantees for said 
turbine-generators and condensers. 

(c) Adopted as their own and adhered to the delivered pricing 
sheets compiled by one of the respondents although the same is unre
lated to the individual costs of the respective respondents. 

(d) Adopted as their own the confidential performance data com
piled by one of the said respondents although the same is unrelated 
to the actual or true theoretical pt>rformance of the tnrbine-genera
tors and condensers of the respectiYe respondents. 

(e) Conferred, compared, and discussed before submitting deliv
ered prices in competitive bidding for turbi11e-generator sets and 
condensers with each other the deliver<>d prices to be charged for said 
products and agreed, as a result thereof, to submit identical delivPred 
bids, not only for said turbine-generators and condensers, but for the 
numerous "extras" necessary for the proposed installation of said 
generators and conden:sers, and. to submit identical perfonnance 
guarantees for said generators and condensers. 

{!) Took disciplinary action against any of said respondents who 
fail to abide by the delivered prices in accordance with said agree
h1ent, understanding, and conspiracy. 

PAR. 5. Respondent, The Heat Exchange Institute, of which those 
respondents engaged in the manufacture of condensers are a separate 
branch, was organized for the purpose of more effectively aiding said 
respondents to carry out the agrePment, combination, understanding, 
and conspiracy set forth in paragraph 4 hereof, in so far as the same 
applies to the sale and distribution of condensers, and to the sub
jection of said respondents to penalties for failure to adhere to the 
ngreed. delivered prices. 

The capacity, tendency, and effect of said agreement, combination, 
Understanding, and conspiracy, and the said acts and practices of 
the respondents set forth in paragraph 4 hereof, are and have been 
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to monopolize in said respondents the business of dealing in and 
distributing turbine-generators and condensers; to unreasonably 
lessen, eliminate, restrain, stifle, hamper, and suppress competition in 
said industry, and to deprive the purchasing and consuming public 
of the advantages in price, service, and other considerations which 
they would receive and enjoy under conditions of normal and unob
structed, or free and fair competition in said trade and industry; tu 
otherwise operate as a restraint upon and a detriment to the free
dom of fair and legitimate competition in said trade and industry 
and to obstruct the natural flow of trade in the channels of interstate 
commerce. . 

PAR. 6. The above alleged acts and things done by respondents as 
set forth herein are monopolistic practices and to the prejudice and 
injury of the public and constitute unfair methods of competition 
in commerce within the intent and meaning, and in violation of Sec
tion 5 of said Act approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

REI'ORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on the 9th day of October 1936, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon the following named respon
dents: General Electric Company, 'Vestinghouse Electric & Manufac
turing Co., Allis-Chalmers :Manufacturing Co., and Elliott Company. 
On the 13th day of November 193G, an amended complaint was issued 
and served in this proceeding upon the abm·e-named respondents, 
charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in com· 
merce in violation of the provisions of said act. On the 9th day of 
l\Iarch 1937, said respondents filed their answers, in which answers 
they stated that it is not their desire or intention to violate Section 5 
of the Act commonly called The Federal Trade Commission Act, ap
proved September 2G, 1914; that they desire to wah·e hearing on the 
charges set forth in said amended complaint, and not to contest the 
proceedings, and therefore, but solely for the purpose of disposing 
of this proceeding, they consent that all the material facts alleged in 
the amended complaint, in so far as the same are connected with the 
business of selling or offering for sale turbine-generators, may be 
deemed to be admitted as unfair methods of competition in commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of said Federal Trade 
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Commission Act, but not within the intent and meaning of any other 
law of the United States; that said answers do not constitute admis
sion -o-€ any conclusion of law or fact by said respondents for any other 
purpose, nor are they to be used against it in any other proceeding, 
suit, or action. And for the sole purpose of avoiding trouble and ex
pense incident to the further continuance of this proceeding they waive 
hearing herein and refrain from contesting this proceeding, and con
sent that the Commission may, without trial, or without the taking of 
evidence or any other proceeding make and enter its findings as to the 
facts and issue and serve upon them an order to cease and desist from 
any method of competition alleged in the amended complaint in so far 
as the same is connected with the business of selling or offering for 
sale turbine-generators which constitute violations of Section 5 of said 
l!'ederal Trade Commission Act; that any and all admissions given by 
them herein are given solely upon the conditions, and for the purposes 
aforesaid, and in so far as they constitute admissions are not made as, 
nor'ai·e they to be taken to be admissions of fact for any other purpose 
whatsoever. 

Thereafter this proeeeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on said amended complaint and the answers 
thereto, and the Commission having duly considered the same, and 
being fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in 
the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGHAI'II 1. llespondent, General Electric Company, is a cor
poration organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and 
Place of business in Schenectady, in said State. 

Respondent, 'Vestinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., is a cor
poration organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal office and 
Place of business at East Pittsburgh, in said State. 

Hespondent, Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of 
business in l\Iil waukee, in the State of Wisconsin. 

Respondent, Elliott Company, is a corporation organized, existing, 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place of business in Jean
nette, in said State. 
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PAR. 2. These respondents are now, and since their organization 
have been engaged in the manufacture of turbine-generators and in 
the sale thereof throughout the States o:f the United States, and in 
the District of Columbia. 

Said respondents cause their turbine-generators when sold by them 
to be transported in commerce throughout the United States, to the 
purchasers thereof located at points in various States of the United 
States other than the State in which said shipment was made and 
in the District of Columbia. 

Among the largest consumers of turbine-generators are public utili
ties, either publicly or privately owned, municipal, State, and Fed
eral Governments. 

PAR. 3. These respondents constitute a group so large and influen
tial in the manufacture of turbine-generators that they are able to 
influence and control the flow of trade in commerce of such products 
between and among the various States of the United States, and in 
the District of Columbia. These respondents were, prior to Hl33, in 
competition as to prices with one another in the sale of turbine-gen
erators in commerce as hereinbefore set forth, and but for the com
bination, agreement, and understanding hereinafter described, these 
respondents would have been at all times since Hl33, and would now 
be, in such competition with one another. 

To prospective purchasers of turbine-generators, not only the in
itial cost but also the efiiciency and performance guarantees, which 
ha\'e a decided effect upon the cost of operation, are vital factors 
and become inseparable from the prices to be paid for said turbine
genera tors. 

PAR. 4. During the year 1933, these respondents, for the purpose 
of eliminating price competition among themselves, entered into, and 
have since carried out, at the date of the amended complaint herein 
were still carrying out an agreement, combination and understanding 
among themselves to fix and maintain, and by which they have fixed 
and maintained, uniform delivered prices to be exacted by them from 
the purchasers of turbine-generators and thus to fix the delivered 
prices of turbine-generators entering into commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and of the District of 
Columbia. Pursuant to, and for the purpose of carrying out said 
agreement, combination and understanding, these respondents have, 
among other things, done the following: 

(a) Dy agreement among themselves have fixed and maintained, 
and at the date of the amended complaint herein were still fixing and 
maintaining uniform delivered prices for turbine-generators; 
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(b) Dy agreement among themselves have fixed and maintained, 
and at the date of the amended complaint herein were still fixing and 
maintaining uniform performance guarantees for said turbine-gen· 
erators; 

(c) Adopted at their own, and adhered to, the delivered pricing 
sheets compiled by one of the respondents although the same are 
unrelated to the individual costs of the respective respondents; 

(d) Adopted as their own the confidential performance data com
piled by one of the said respondents, although the same are unrelated 
to the actual or true theoretical performance of the turbine-genera
tors of the respective respondents; 

(e) Conferred, compared, and discussed. before submittinrr de
livered prices in competitive bidding for turbine-generators, with 
each other, the delivered prices to be charged for said products, and 
agreed, as a result thereof, to submit identical bids not only for said 
turbine-generators, but for the numerous "extras" necessary for the 
proposed installation of said turbine-generators. 

PAn. 5. The capacity, tendency, and efl'ect of said agreement, com
bination, and understanding and the said acts and practices of these 
respondents as set forth in paragraph 4 hereof, are, and have been to 
monopolize in said respondents the business of dealing in and dis
tributing turbine-generators; to unreasonably lessen, eliminate, re
strain, stifle, hamper, and suppress competition in said industry and 
to deprive the purchasing and consuming public of the advantages in 
price, service and other considerations which they would receive and 
enjoy under conditions of normal and unobstructed or free and fair 
competition in said trade and industry; to otherwise operate as a 
restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate 
competition in said trade and industry and to obstruct the natural 
flow of trade in the channels of interstate commerce. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents General Electric 
Company, "\\ c~tinghouse Electric & l\Ianufacturing Co., Allis-Chal
mers Manufacturing Co., and Elliott Company are to the prejudice of 
the public and of said respondents' competitors and constitute unfair 
methods of competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
Powers and duties, and for other purposes." 
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ORDER '1'0 CEASE AND DESIST 

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission on the com
plaint filed herein on October 9, 1936, the amended complaint filed 
herein on November 13, 1036, and the answers of respondents General 
Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., 
Elliott Company and Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., herein, filed 
herrin on l\farch D, 19:37, in which said respondents, in so far !IS this 
proceeding relates to the business of selling or offering for sale tur
bine-generators, state that they desire to waive hearing on the charges 
set forth in the amended complaint in so far as the same refers to 
nlleged unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of the A~t of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," and that for 
the sole purpose of avoiding the trouble and expense incident to 
further continuation of this proceding they refrain from contesting 
this proceeding, and consent that all the material facts alleged in 
said amended complaint may be deemed to be admitted as unfair 
methods of <"ompetition in commerce within the intent and meaning 
of Section 5 of said Federal Trade Commission Act, but not within 
the intent !lnd meaning of any other law of the Unit<'d States, sucf1 
answers not constituting an admission of any conclusions of law 
and not constituting an admission of fact for any other pnrpose nor 
to be used against them in any other proceeding, suit or action, and 
that said respondents consent that the Commission nuty without 
trial, without the taking of evidence, and without any other proceed
ing make and enter its findings as to the facts and issue and servo 
upon them an order to cease and desist from any methods of compe
tition all<'ged in the amended complaint which constitute violations of 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act; 

Now, therefore, it i~ hereby ordered, That the respondents, General 
Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Allis
Chalmers Manufacturing Co. and Elliott Company, and their succes
sors, officers, agents, and employees, forthwith cease and desist in con
nection with the business of selling or offering for sale turbine-gen
erators in interstate commerce, from doing and performing, by agree
ment, combination or conspiracy between or among any two or more 
of said respondents the following acts and things: 

1. Fixing antl maintaining uniform delivered prices; 
2. Fixing and maintaining uniform performance guarantees where 

the same are unrelated to the actual or true theoretical performance 
of the turbine-generators of the respective respondents; 
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3. Adopting as their O\Vn and adhering to the delivered pncmg 
sheets of any of the respondents; 

4. Submitting uniform or identical delivered prices in competitive 
bidding for turbine-generators and for the extra equipment necessary 
for their installation, and submitting uniform or identical perform
ance guarantees for said. turbine-generators where the same are un
related. to the actual or true theoretical performance of the turLine
generators of the respective respondents; 

Pro1-•ided, however, That nothing contained in this oruer shall pro
hibit the respondents, or any of them, from exchanging scientific, 
technical, or engineering data or information with respect to the actual 
performance, rating, or capacity of turbine-generators manufactured 
by them, or any of them, or from participating with one another, or 
with third persons, in discussions, meetings or studies of a scientific, 
technical or engineering character for the purpose of improving, 
stanuardizing or simplifying their products or testing methods or 
facilities relating thereto, defining technical terms, or promoting 
safety, such as: 

( 1) Determining the highest actual efficiency practically oLtainable 
by turbine-g~nerators of various types or sizes and under various con
di~ions, and (2) standardizing the various types or sizes of turbine
generators and specifying the actual performance or characteristics 
which a turbine-generator should attain under given conditions in 
ord.er to be designated as of a specific type or size, and provided 
further that nothing in this oruer contained shall prohibit the re
spondents, or any of them, from using, in such manner as any of said 
respondents may individually so desire to do, the results of the tech
llical or engineering data and information above referred to; but this 
proviso is in no way to be construed as permitting the said. several 
respondents named in this order to accomplish unlawfully what is 
specifically prohibited in paragraphs 2 and. 4 of this order; and 

Provided further, That the prohibitions of this order shall not apply 
to any lawful action taken untlet· patents or license agr~('m('nts relat
in~ thereto. 

It is hereby furtlier ordered, That respondents shaH, within GO days 
of the date of service upon them of this order, file with this Commis
sion a report or reports in writing stating the manner and form in 
Which they shall have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING 
COl\IP ANY ET AL. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REG.\RD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLA'l'ION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEI'T. 26, 1!>14 

Doclcet 2911. Complaint, Nov. 19, 19311 '-Decision, Apr. 2, 1931 

Where eight corporations engagcd in mnnufacture and sale of condensers, largest 
consumers of which included public utilities, whether public or privately 
owned, and municipal, State, and Federal Governments, and in connection 
with which not only Initial cost, but eflieicncy and performance guarantees, 
with their decided effect upon cost of operation, are vital factors and become 
Inseparable from the prices to be paid therefor to prospecth·e pur<:hasers 
thereof, and constituting a group so large and influential in the manufacture 
of such products that they were able to Influence and control the tlow of trade 

, thereof between and among various States and In the District of Columbia, 
and, but for the below set forth practices, and prior thereto, in competition 
with one another as to prices in the sale thereof; for the purpose of eliminat· 
ing price competition among themselves-

Entered Into and curried out an agreement, combination and understanding 
among themselves to fix and maintain, and by which they did fix and main· 
taln, uniform delivered prices to be exacted from the purchasers of con· 
densers, and thus to fix delivered prices of such products entering Into com· 
merce among and between the various States and In the aforesaid District, 
and, pursuant thereto--

(!) Fixed and malutained, by agreement among themselves, uniform delivered 
prices for such products, and adopted us their own, and adhered to, the 
delivered price sheets compiled by one of their number, notwithstanding the 
fact the same were unrelated to their respective individual costs; 

(2) Fixed and maintained, by agreement among themselves, uniform perform· 
ance guarantees for such condensers, and adopted as their own confidential 
performance data compiled by one of their number, notwithstanding the fact 
the same were unrelated to the actual or true theoretical performance of 
their said respective products ; 

(3) Conferred, compared and discussed, before submitting delivered prices in 
competitive bidding for condensers, with each other, the delivered prices 
to be charged therefor, and agreed, as a result thereof, to submit identical 
bids, not only for such products, but for the numerous "extras" necessarY 
for the proposed installation thereof; and 

( 4) Took disciplinary action against any of their number who failed to abide 
by the delivered prices, in accordance with said agreement, combination and 
understanding; 

With the result that business of deallng ln and distributing said products was 
monopolized In tl1emsc!ves, competition in industry in question was un· 
reasonably lessened, eliminated, restrained, stlficd, and hampered, and com· 
petition therein suppressed, and purchasing and consuming public was de
prived of advantages in price, scrvlce and other considerations which theY 

1 Amended complaint. 
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would rereiye and enjoy under conditions of normal and unobstructed or 
free and fair competition In said trade and industry, and said agreements, 
etc., and acts and practices, otherwise operated as a restraint upon and a 
detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate competition therein, and 
obstructed the natural flow of trade in the channels of commerce, and with 
capacity and tendency so to monopolize, etc., as hereinabove set forth: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

ll!r. James I. Rooney for the Commission. 
Wright, Gordon, Zachry & Parlin, of New York City, for General 

Electric Co. 
Cravath, deGersdorjf, Swaine & 1V ood and 11/ r. Harold Smith, of 

New York City, for 'Vestinghonse Electric & :Manufacturing Co. 
O!wdbourne, Wallace, Parke & Whiteside, of New York City, for 

Allis-Chalmers :Manufacturing Co. 
Alter, Wright & Barron, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for Elliott Co. 
lllr. Charles Neal Betrney, of New York City, for Worthington 

Pump & Machinery Corp. 
ll!r. Chester A. Arlee and lllr. Charles Kingsley, of New York City, 

for Ingersoll-nand Co. 
Fraser, Speir, llfeyer & Kidder, of New York City, for Foster

Wheeler Corp. 
Adam.~, Childs, .1/r/{ai,q & Lul.~ens, of Philadelphia, Pa., for C. II. 

Wheeler Manufacturing Co. 
ll!r. Gilbert II. ll!ontagne, of New York City, for Ross Heater & 

Manufacturing Co. 
Rounds, Dillingham, 11/ead & Neagle, of New York City, for The 

lieat Exchange Institute. 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
te~ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
;lssion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 

j ederal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that General 
Ele:tric Company, """~stinghouse ElC'ctric & Manufacturing Co., 
Alhs-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Elliott Company, Worthington 
Purnp & Machinery Corp., In~ersoll-Rand Company, Foster-Wheeler 
Corp., C. II. Wheeler Manufacturing Co., Ross Heater & Manufac
turing Company, And The Heat Exchange Institute, hereinafter 
referrrcl to as "rl'spondents," have been and are using unfair methods 
of competition in commeree as "commerce" is defined in said act, 
and it appl'aring to the said Commission that a proceeding by it in 

14G75flm 30 vol. 24-5!1 
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respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its 
amended complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Hespondent, General Electric Company, is a corpo
ratiorr organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and 
place of business in Schenectady, in said State. 

Respondent, "\Vestinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., is a cor
poration organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal office and 
place of business at East Pittsburgh, in said State. 

Respondent, Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of 
business in Milwaukee, in the State of "\Visconsin. 

Uespondent, Elliott Company, is a corporation organized, existing, 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place of business in Jeanette, 
in said State. 

Respontlent, "\Vorthington Pump & Machinery Corp., is a corpora
tion organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal place of business at 
Harrison, in the State of New Jersey. 

Respondent, Foster-Wheeler Corp., is a corporation organized, exist
ing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
New York, with its principal place of business at New York City, in 
said State. 

Respondent, C. II. Wheeler Manufacturing Co., is a corporation 
organizell, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws 
of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place of 
business at Philadelphia, in said State. 

Uespondent, Ingersoll-Rand Company, is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New Jersey, with its principal office and place of business nt 
Jersey City, in said State. 

Hespondent, Uoss Heater & :Manufacturing Company, is a corpora
tion organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of 
business at llufl'alo, in said State. 

TI1e Heat Exchange Institute, is an unincorporated trade associa
tion organized on or about June 1, 1933, with its principal place of 
business at New York City, in the State of New York. Its officers 
now are James E. 'Vatson, president, Russell C. Jones, vice president, 
and Charles II. Rohrbach, secretary and treasurer. 
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PAR. 2. Hespondents General Electric Company, Westinghouse Elec
tric & Manufacturing Co., Elliott Company, and Allis-Chalmers Man
ufacturing Co., are now, and since their organization have been 
engaged in the manufacture, at their respective places of business, of 
"turbine-generators" and in the sale thereof throughout the various 
States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. lle
spondents Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Elliott Com
pany, Allis-Chambers Manufacturing Co., Worthington Pump & Ma
chinery Corp., Foster-Wheeler Corp., C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing 
Co., Ingersoll-Rand Company, and Ross Heater & Manufacturing 
~ompany, are now, and since their organization, have been engaged 
In the manufacture at their respective places of business of "con
densers" and in the sale thereof throughout the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

In the course and conduct of their respective businesses said re
spondents for more than five years last past have caused and still cause 
their products, when sold. by them, to be transported from the State of 
origin of 'the. shipment to the purchasers thereof located at points in 
Various States of the United States other than the State· from whicl1 
said shipment was made and in the District of Columbia. 

Among the largest consumers of turbine-generators and condensers 
nre public utilities, either publicly or privately owned., municipal, 
Stnte, and Fed.eral Governments. 

PAR. 3. Respondents constitute a group so large and influential in 
the manufacture of turbine-generators and. condensers that they are 
nble to influence and control the flow and trade in commerce of such 
Products between and among the various States of the United States, 
and in the District of Columbia. The said respondents were, prior to 
1933, in competition as to price with one another in the sale of turbine
generators and condensers in commerce as hereinabove set out, and hut 
~or the combination, agreement, understanding, and conspiracy here
Inafter described said respondents would have been at all times since 
1933, and would now be, in such competition with one another. 
b To prospective purchasers of these products, not only the initial cost 
.ut also the efficiency and performance guarantees, which have a de
~Ided effect in the cost of operation, are vital factors and become 
Inseparable from the prices to be paid for these products. Thus, of 
!le~eral generators or condensers all selling for one delivered price, yet 
'"'th varying performance guarantees, those with the more favorable 
Performance guarantees would be selected by the prospective 
Pllrchasers. 
h l)AR, 4. During the year Hl33 respondents refetTed to in parngmph 2 
~'reof for the purpose of eliminating price competition nmong them-
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selves entered into and have since carried out and are still carrying out 
an agreement, combination, understanding, and conspiracy among 
themselves to fix and to maintain, and by which they have fixed and 
maintained, uniform delivered prices to b& exacted by them from the 
purchasers of turbine-generators and condensers, and thus to fix the 
delivered price of turbine-generators and condensers entering into 
commerce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. Pursuant to and for the purpose of 
carrying out said agreement, combination, understanding, and con
spiracy the said respondents have among other things doue the 
following: 

(a) lly agreement among themselves have fixed and maintained and 
still fix and maintain uniform delivered prices for turbine-generators 
and condensers. 

(b) By agreement among themselves have fixed and maintained 
and still fix and maintain uniform performance guarantees for said 
turbine-generators and condensers. 

(c) Adopted as their own and adhered to the delivered pricing 
sheets compiled by one of the respondents although the same is unre
lated to the individual costs of the respective respondents. 

(d) Adopted as their own the confi,lential performance data corn· 
piled by one of the said respondents although the same is unrelated 
to the actual or true theoretical performance of the turbine-generators 
and condensers of the respective respondents. 
· (e) Conferred, compared, and discussed before submitting deliv

ered prices in competitive bidding for turbine-generator sets and 
condensers with each other the delivered prices to be charged for said 
products and agreed, as a result thereof, to submit identical delivered 
bids, not only for said turbine-generators and condensers, but for the 
numerous "extras" necessary for the proposed installation of said 
generators and condensers, and to submit identical performance guar· 
antees for said generators and condensers. 

(/) Took disciplinary action against any of said respondents who 
fail to abide by the delivered prices in accordance with said agree· 
ment, understanding, and conspiracy. 

PAn. 5. ll<'spon<lent, The Heat Exchan~c Institute, of which thofle 
respondents engaged in the manu facture of condensers are a sepll' 
rate branch, was organized for the purpose of more effectively aiding 
said respondents to carry out the agreement, combination, under· 
stan<ling, and conspiracy set forth in paragraph 4 h('reof, in so far ns 
the same applies to the sale and distribution of condensers, and to t11e 
subjection of said respondents to p<'nalties for failure to adhere to 
the agreed delivered prices. 
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The capacity, tendency and effect of said agreement, combination, 
understantl!ing, ami conspiracy, and the said acts and practices of 
the respondents set forth in paragraph 4 hereof, are and have been 
to monopolize in said respondents the business of dealing in and dis
tributing turbine-generators and condensers; to unreasonably lessen·, 
~liminate, restrain, stifle, hamper, and suppress competition. in said 
Industry, and to deprive the purchasing and consuming public of the 
advantages in price, service, and other considerations which they 
Would receive and enjoy under conditions of normal and unob
structed, or free and fair competition in said trade and industry; 
to otherwise operate as a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom 
of fair and legitimate competition in said trade and industry and to 
obstruct the natural flow of trade in the channels of interstate 
commerce. 

PAR. 6. The above alleged acts and things done by respondents as 
~et forth herein are monopolistic practices and to the prejudice and 
~njury of the public an<.l constitute unfair metho<.ls of competition 
In commerce within the intent an<.l meaning, and in violation of Sec
tion 5 of said Act approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to Jefine its power::; an<.l duties, 
and for other purposes." 

HEPonr, FINDINGs AS TO THE FACTS, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com-
111ission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
F'ederal Trade Commission, on the 9th day of October 1936, issued 
and SPrved its complaint in this proceeding upon the following named 
I'espondents: Westinghouse Electric & l\Ianufacturing Co., Allis-Chal
lllers Manufacturing Co., Elliott Company, 'Vorthington Pump & 
~fachinery Corp., Foster-,Vheeler Corp., C. II. 'Vheeler :Manufactur
Ing Co., Ross Heater & Manufacturing Company, Ing~rsoll-lbnd 
Company, and The Heat Exchange Institute. On the 13lh day of 
:N'ovemLPr H>3G, an amemh'd complaint was issued und serve<.! in this 
Proceeding upon the aLo\'e-nameJ respondents, charging them with 
the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in Yiolation 
of the provisions of said act. On the Dth day of March 1937, said 
l'esponu<'nts filecl their ans\wrs, in which answers, with the exception 
of The Il<'at Exchange Institute, th<'y 8tated that it is not their 
iesire or intention to violate Section 5 of the act commonly called 

he F<'ueral Trade Commission Act, npprowJ SeptPmber 2G, 1914; 
that they Jesire to waive hearing on the charges set forth in said 
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amended complaint, and not to contest the proceedings, and there
fore, but solC'ly for the purpose of disposing of this proceeLling, they 
consent that all the material facts alleged in the am~ndetl complaint, 
insofar as the same are connected with the business of selling or o:IIer
ing for sale condensers, may be deemed to be admitted as unfair 
methods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning 
of Section 5 of said Federal Trade Commission Act, but not within 
the intent and meaning of any other law of the United States; that 
said answers do not constitute admission of any conclusion of law 
or fact by said respondents for any other purpose, nor are they to be 
use<l against it in any other proceedings, suit, or action. An<l for 
the sole pmpose of avoiding trouble and expense inci<lent to the 
further continuance of this procf'eding they waive hearing herein 
and refrain from contesting this proceeding, and consent that the 
Commission may, without trial, or without the taking of evidence 
or any other proceeding make and enter its findings as to the facts 
and issue and serve upon them an order to cease and desist from any 
method of competition alleged in the amended complaint insofar 
as the same is connected with the business of selling or o:IIcring for 
sale condensers which constitute violations of Section 5 of said Fed· 
eral Trade Commission Act; that any and all admissions given by 
them herein are given solely upon the conditions and for the purposes 
aforesaid, and insofar as they constitute admissions are not made 
ns, nor are they to be taken to be admissions of fact for any other 
purpose whatsoever. 

Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on fo~ final hearing 
before the Commission on said amended coruplaint and. said answers, 
and the Commission having duly considered the same, and being fullY 
adviscJ in the premises, finrls that this procee1ling is in the interest of 
the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, 'Vestinghouse Electric & Manufactur· 
ing Co., is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business un
rler and by virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its 
principal office and plaoo of businesS' at East Pittsburgh, in said State. 

Respondent, Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of 
business in Milwaukee, in the State of Wisconsin. 

Respondent, Elliott Company, is a corporation organized, existin~' 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
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Pennsylvania, with its principal ·office and place of business in 
.Jeannette, in said State. 
· Respondent, 'Vorthington Pump & Machinery Corp., is a corpora
tion organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of 
the laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal place of business 
at Harrison, in the State of New Jersey. 

Respondent, Foster-'Vheeler Corp., is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing bu~iness under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New York, with its principal place of business at New York 
City, in said State. 

Respondent, C. H. 'Vheeler Manufacturing Co., is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place 
of business at Philauelphia, in said State. 
· Respondent, Ingersoll-Rand Company, is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New Jersey, with its principal office and place of business 
at Jersey City, in said State. · 
. Respondent, Ross Heater & Manufacturing Company, is a corpora

tion organized, existing, and doing. business under and by virtue of 
the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place 
of business at Buffalo, in said State. 

The Heat Exchange Institute is an unincorporated trade associa
tion organized on or about June 1, 1933, with its principal place of 
business at New York City, in the State of New York. 

PAn. 2. Respondents, 'Vestinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., 
.Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Elliott Company, ·worthington 
:Pump & Machinery Co., Foster-,Vheeler Corp., C. H. Wheeler Manu
facturing Co., Ingersoll-Rand Company, and Ross Heater & Manu
facturing Company, are now, and since their organization have been, 
engaged in the manufacture of condensers, and in the sale thereof in 
the various States throughout the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

Said respondents cause their condensers when sold by them to be 
transported in commerce throughout the United States, to the pur
chasers thereof located at points in various States of the United 
States other than the State in which said shipment was made and in 
the District of Columbia . 
. .Among the largest consumers of condensers are public utilities, 

either publicly or privately owned, municipal, State and Federal 
Governments. 
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PAR. 3. These respondents constitute a group so large and influ
ential in the manufacture of condensers that they are able to influence 
and control the flow of trade in commerce of such products between 
and among the various States of the United States, and in the Dis
trict of Columbia. These respondents were, prior to 1933, in compe
tition as to prices with one another in the sale of condensers, in 
commerce as hereinbefore set forth, and bnt for the combination, 
agreement, and understanding hereinafter described, these respond
ents would have been at all times since 1933, and would now be, in 
such competition with one another. 

To prospective ptlrchasers of condensers, not only the initial cost 
but also the efficiency and performance guarantees, which have a 
decided effect upon the cost of operation, are vital factors and become 
inseparable from the prices to be paid for said condensers. 

PAR. 4. During the year 1933, these respondents, for the purpose of 
eliminating price competition among themselves, entered into, and 
have since carried out, and at the date of the amended complaint 
herein were still carryillg ont an agreement, combination, and under
standing among themselves to fix nnd maintain, and by which they 
have fixed and maintained, uniform deli \'ered prices to be exacted by 
them from the purchasers of eondensers, and thus to fix the delivered 
prices of condensers entering into commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States and of the District of Columbia. 
Pursuant to, and for the purpose of carrying out said agreement, 
combination and understanding, these respondents have, among other 
things, done the following: 

(a) By agreement among themselves have fixed and maintained, 
and at the date of the amended complaint herein were still fixing and 
maintaining uniform delivered prices for condensers; 

(b) lly agreement among themseh·es have fixed and maintained, 
and at the date of the amended complaint herein "·pre still fixing and 
maintaining uniform performance guarantees for said condensers; 

(c) Adopted as their own, and adhered to, the delivered pricing 
sheets compiled by one of the respondents although the same ara 
unrelated to the individual costs of the respective respondents; 

(d) Adopted as their own the confidential performance data com
piled by one of the said respondents, although the same are unrelated 
to the actual or true theoretical performance of the condensers of 
the respective respondents; 

(e) Conferred, compared, and discussed, before submitting deliv
ered prices in competitive bidding for condensers, with each other, 
the delivered prices to be charged for said products, and agreed, as 
a result thereof, to submit identical bids not only for said condensers, 
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but for the numerous "extras" necessary for the proposed installation 
of said condensers; 

(f) Took disciplinary action agfl,inst any of said respondents who 
failed to abide by the delivered prices in accordance with the said 
agreement, combination and understanding. 

PAR. 5. The capacity, tendency, and effect of said agreement, com
bination and understanding and the said acts and practices of these 
respondents as set forth in paragraph 4 hereof, are, and have been to 
monopolize in said respondents the business of dealing in and distrib
uting condensers; to unreasonably lessen, eliminate, restrain, stifle, 
hamper, and suppress competition in said industry, and to deprive the 
purchasing and consuming public of the advantages in price, service 
and other considerations which they would receive and enjoy under 
conditions of normal and unobstructed or free and fair competition in 
said trade and industry; to otherwise operate as a restraint upon and 
a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate competition in said 
trade and industry and to obstruct the natural flow of trade in the 
channels of interstate commerce. 

These respondents engaged in the condenser industry constitute 
only that section of the Heat Exchange Institute known as the Con
dt:lnser Section, and compliance with the order to cease and desist by 
these respondents engaged in the condenser industry will be as effec
tive as if the order were directed against the Heat Exchange Institute. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents 1Vestinghouse Elec
tric & Manufacturing Co., Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Elliott 
Company, 'Vorthington Pump & Machinery Co., Foster-Wheeler 
Corp., C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Co., Ingersoll-Rand Company, 
and Ross Heater & Manufacturing Company are to the prejudice of 
the public and of said respondents' competitors and constitute unfair 
hlethods of competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning 
of S:lction 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
Powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

OHDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This matter coming on to Le heard by the Commission on the com
plaint filed herein on October 9, 1936, the amended complaint filed 
~erein on November 13, 1936, and the answers of respondents 'Vest
~nghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Allis-Chalmers Manufactur
lng Co., Elliott Company, 'Vorthington Pump & Machinery Corp .• 
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Foster-Wheeler Corp., C. H. Wheeler :Manufacturing Co., Ingersoll~ 
Rand Company and Ross Heater & Manufacturing Company, herein, 
filed herein on March 9, 1937, in .which said respondents, insofar as 
this proceeding relates to the business of selling or offering for sale 
condensers, state that they desire to waive hearing on the charges set 
forth in the amended complaint insofar as the same refers to alleged 
unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and 
meaning of Section 5 of the Act of Congress fl.pproved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to · 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," and that for 
the sole purpose of avoiding the trouble and expense incident to fur
ther continuation of this proceeding they refrain from contesting 
'this proceeding, and consent that all the material facts alleged in said 
amended complaint may be deemed to be admitted as unfair methods 
of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 
5 of said Federal Trade Commission Act but not within the intent 
and meaning of any other linv of the United States, such answers not 
constituting an admission of any conclusions of law and not consti
tuting an admission of fact for any other purpose nor to be used 
agaim:t them in any other proceeding, suit or action, and that said 
respondents consent that the Commission may without trial, without 
tho taking of evidence, and without any other proceeding make and 
enter its findings as to the facts and issue and serve upon them an 
order to cease and desist from any methods of competition alleged 
in the amended complaint which constitute violations of Section 5 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

Respondents ·worthington Pump & Machinery Corp., Foster~ 
'Wheeler Corp., C. II. Wheeler Manufacturing Co., Ingersoll-Rand 
Company and Ross Heater & Manufacturing Company, in their 
answers deny, as to themselves, every allegation in the amended com· 
plaint insofar as they relate to the business of selling or offering for 
sale turbine-generators; 

No11J, therefore, it is hereby ordered, That the respondents ·westing· 
house Electric & Manufacturing Co., Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing 
Co., Elliott Company, 'Vorthington Pump & Machinery Corp., 
Foster-Wheeler Corp., C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Co., Ingersoll
Rand Company, and Ross Heater & Manufacturing Company, and 
their succl.'ssors, officers, agents and employees forthwith cease and 
desist in connection with the business of selling or offering ior sale 
condensers in interstate commerce, from doing and performing, by 
agreement, combination, or conspiracy between or among any two 
or more of said respondl.'nts the following acts and things: 

1. Fixing and maintaining uniform delivered prices; 
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2. Fixing ii.nd ·maintaining uniform performance guarantees where 
the same a1;e unrelated to the actual or true theoretical performanCe 
of the condensers of the respective respondents; 

3. Adopting as their own and adhering to the delivered pricing 
sheets of any of the respondents; 

4. Submitting uniform or identical delivered prices in competitive 
bidding for ccn1densers, and for the extra equipment necessary for 
their installation, and submitting uniform or identical performance 
guarantees for said condensers where the same are unrelated to the 
actual or true theoretical performance of the condensers of the re
spective respondents; 

5. Imposing; attempting or threatening to impose, by any means 
Whatsoever, ariy: disciplinary action on any of the respondents who 
fail to abide by any delivered prices as stated in paragraphs 1, 3, and 
4 hereof· 

' Provided, however, That nothing contained in this order shall pro-
hibit the respondents, or any of them, from exchanging scientific, 
technical or engineering data or information with respect to the ac
tual performance, rating, or capacity of condensers manufactured by 
them or any of them or from participating with one another, or 
With third persons, in discussions, m~etings, or studies of a scientific, 
technical or engineering character for the purpose of improving, 
standardizing, or simplifying their products or testing methods or 
facilities relating thereto, defining technical terms, or promoting 
safety, such as: 

( 1) Determining the highest actual efficiency practically ob
tainable by condensers of various types or sizes and under various 
conditions, and (2) standardizing the various types or sizes of 
~ondensers and specifying the actual performance or character
Istics which a condenser should attain under given conditions in 
order to be designated as of a specific type or size, and provided 
further that nothing in this order contained shall prohibit the re
sp?ndents, or any of them, from using, in such manner as any of 
said respondents may individually so desire to do, the results of the 
technical or engineering data and information above referred to; 
hut this proviso is in no way to be construed as permitting the said 
several respondents named in this order to accomplish unlawfully 
What is specifically prohibited in paragraphs (2) and ( 4) of this 
Order; and 

Provided further, That the prohiLitions of this order shall not 
apply to any lawful action taken under patents or license agree
lllents relating thereto. 
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It is lwreby further ordered, That all respondents, except the 
Heat Exchange Institute, shall, within GO days of the date of service 
upon them of this order, file with this Commission a report or re
ports in writing stati!1g the manner and form in which t'1ey shall 
have complied with this order; aml 

Since the respondents engaged in the condenser industry con
Etitute only that section of the Heat Exchange Institute known as 
the Condenser Section, and since compliance with the order to 
cease and desist by these respondents engaged in the condenser in
dustry will Le as effective as if the order were directed against tho 
Heat Exchange Institute; 

It is hereby f1trtAer ordered, That the complaint in this proceed· 
ing as amended be, and the same is hereby dismissed as to the re· 
spondent the Heat Exchange Institute. 
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IN THE ~IATIEH OF 

SAMUEL BRIER, DOING BUSINESS AS SAMUEL BRIER & 
COMPANY AND QUAKERTOWN LUGGAGE COMPANY, 
INC. 

<'0:\IPL.\INT, FINDINGS, A~D ORIJER 1:-1 RJ•:G.UlD TO Tim AI.Llo;(:Eu VIOLATIO~ 
Ol•' SEC. 5 0~' AN ACT OF CONGRESS API'HOVED SEI"f. 26, l!J14 . 
Dol'ket 3019. Complaint, Feb . .q, 19:17-Decision., Apr. Z, 1937 

Where an individual, and a coq10ration, headed and controllt>d, managed and 
operated by him, engaged In the mauufucturf', distribution, and sale of 
handbags, suitcases, and otlwr luggnge to jnbber·s and retailPrs, portion of 
Which luggagf', tlms manufaetured and soltl by them, was made from top 
grain lt>ather and portion of which was made from the inferior and le;;;s 
durable and costly split or ·inner side leather-

l'Iaeed upon pit>ces of saill latter luggnge, co\·ert't:l with snid l'plit lt>ather, con
spicuous stamp reading "\\'arrantcd Cowhide," "Gcnuine Cowhide," "All 
Leather," "Genuine Leather," and thf'reby rf'IJJ'f'sented that suth piccf's wet·e 
covered with the preferred top grain leather; 

With tC'::ch ncy nnll c·npac·ity to mislc•ad and <}(•ceivP a suh~;tantinl }JOrtion of the 
PnrchaRlng public into tbe t•rrmwons bPli<'f that luggage so o;tamJ!ed by them 
Was covered with the outside or top Jnyer of the hide, and with the n•sult 
of enabling retni!Prs and jobbers to mi~leud ant:l ueceive the purl'llaHing 
Public as to the quality of the materinl \Yith which !"lll'h luggnge wu8 cov
er·ed, and of placing In the hands of retailers and t:lenlers an hrstrument and 
llleuns when•by they might commit a fraud upon m<'mbers of sneh public, 
and with the further n•sult, as a direct cousequenee of the misleading and 
erroneous b<'licf induced as aforesaid, that a number of the consuming 
Public bought a substantial volume of their said luggagl', and tmde was un
fuir·Jy diverted to them from thm;e lil•ewlse engaged in the sale of luggage 
covered with sr1lit hide, and who truthfully labeled the same, and from 
those also pnguged In the sale of top grain l<'nth<'r-covered lnggage; to the 

1 
substantial injury of compt•tltlon in commerce: 

lela, That such aets and practices wpr·e to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constitutet:l unfuir methods of competition. 

ill r. George Foulkes for the Commission. 
Bender, Ilubin & Sirnon8, of Philadelphia, Pa., for r('spondent. 

COJ.\ll'LAINT 

t Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of C'ongre:;s apprO\·ed Sep-
~ll1Ler 2G, 1914, entit!Pd "An Act to cr<>nt(' a Federal Trade Commis
~!on, to define its powers a11<l duties, nntl for other purposes," the 
l~e~leral Trude Commi~'>sion, havin~ reason to h('liew that Samu('} 
Q l'Jer, an individual tloin~ busine~s as Samuel Bri('r & Company ami 

llak('rtown Lum•a~rp ConrJIIlll v Inc a cort)orat ion hHei11a ftpr re-
,.,,.., t"") J' ., 
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ferred to as respondents, have been and are using unfair methods of 
competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act of Con
gress, and it appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it 
irt ·respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its 
complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Samuel Drier, is an individual doing 
business as Samuel Drier & Company, with his principal office and 
place of business located p.t 310 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, State 
of Pennsylvania. 

Respoildent Quakertown Luggag'3 Company, Inc., is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
Jaws of the State of Pennsylvania, with Hs principal office and place 
of business located in Quakertown, State of Pennsylvania. 

Respondent, Samuel Drier is president of the respondent,
1 
Quaker

town Luggage Company, Inc. He controls, manages and operates 
the sales policies and business activities of respondent, Quakertown 
Luggage Company, Inc. 

PAn. 2. Respondents have been, for more than one year last past, 
and are now, engaged in the business of manufacturing, distributing, 
aml selling handbags, suitcases and other luggage to jobbers and re
tailers, many of whom reside in States other than the State of Penn
sylvania. 'Vhen orders are received therefor they are filled by 
resporulents by shipping said luggage to said purchasers from the 
respective places of business of said respondents into and through 
other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.. 
There is now and has been during the time hereinlwfore mentioned, 
a constant current of trade in commerce in said luggage so distrib
uted and sold by respondents between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

1 

In the course of their said businesses said respondel}ts ,wrre, and 
are, in substantial competition with other corporations, firms, part
nerships, and individuals likewise engaged in the sale. and distri
bution of handbags, suitcases and other luggage in ~ommerce be
tween and among the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia. 

PAn. 3. Certain pieces of luggage manufactured and sold by re· 
spondents, as aforesaid, are made from top grain leather, while other 
pieces are made from split leather. Top grain leather is that por· 
tion of the hide which includes the outer surface or hair side. Split 
leather consists of a cut or layer of the hide which remains after the 
top grain or surface has been removed from said hide. Split leather 
is of inferior quality and durability to top grain leather and com· 
mands ll lower price. The terms "Top Grain Leather," "Grained 
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Leather~" "Genuine Leather," "Genuine Cowhide," "'Vurranted 
Leather," "'Varranted Cowhide," "All Leather," and "Leather," 
when applied. to leather products, are understood by the trade and 
consuming public to mean top grain leather as distinguished from 
split leather as described above, and there is a preference among 
the trade and consuming public for luggage made of such leather 
over luggage made from split leather. Certain pieces of the luggage 
manufactured and sold as aforesaid by respondents are covered with 
said split leather and respondents place upon the surface of luggage 
so manufactured from split leather a conspicuous stamp reading as 
follows: 

Warranted Cowhide . 
Genuine Cowhide 

All Ll'ather 
Genuine Ll.'a ther 

Said stamps, labels, and markings serve as representations to the 
purchasing public that the material with which such luggage is cov
ered is top grain leather. In addition, retailers and jobbers are thus 
enabled by reason of said stamps, labels, and representations to mis
lead and deceive the purchasing public as to the quality of the ma
terial with which such luggage is covered. 

PAn. 4. The nets and practices of respondents in offering for sale 
and selling said handbags, suitcases and other luggage stamped and 
la?eled as aforesaid had, and now has, a tendency and capacity to 
~uslead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public 
Into the erroneous belief that luggage so stamped by respondents is 
covered with the outside or top layer of the hide. Further, said 
acts and practices as herein set out places in the hands of retailers 
and dealers an instrument and a means whereby said retailers and 
dealers may commit a fraud upon members of the purchasing public. 
As a direct consequence of the misleading and erroneous belief in
~uce.d by the advertisements and representations of respondents, as 
eremabove enumerated, a number of the consuming public have 

Purchased a substantial volume of respondents' luggage with the 
result that trade has been and is now being unfairly diverted to 
~~spondents from corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals 
h~ewise engaged in the business of selling luggage covered with split 

1d.e and who truthfully label said luggage, as well as from corpo
~ati.ons, firms, partnerships and individuals who are engaged in the 
llstnl.'ss of selling luggage covered with top grain leather. As a 

~eslllt thereof substantial injury has been done and is now being 
one by respondents to competition in commerce between and among 
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the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAn. 5. The above and foregoing acts, practices and representa
tions of respondents have been, and are, all to the prejudice of the 
public and rcspondt>nts' competitors, and constitute unfair methods 
of competition in intl'rstate commerce within the intent and mean
ing of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

HEPonT, FINDING:'! As TO THE FAcrs, AND OnnEn 

Pursuant to th<' provisions of an ~\ct of Congrpss approvetl Sep
temb:>r 2<1, l!H4, <'ntitled "An Act to create a Federal Tr<Hlc Com
mission, to define its power~ an<l dHties, and for otlwr purpos(•:-;." 
the Fedrral Trade Commis:-;ion, on Frbruary 4, l!J:n, is~·metl a!lll 
served its complaint in this proc('mling upon l'('spcnulrnt Samuel 
Drier, an imlivi<.lual doing business as Smnnel Brier & Company, 
ancl rt'spomh•nt Quakertown Luggugt> Company, Inc., n corporation, 
charging them with the usP of unfair lllethods of comp('tition in 
commf'ree in violation of the provisions of the said act. On J1'ebru
ary 25, 1037, the respontlents filpd their n.nsw<'r, in which answer 
they admittetl all the matPrial allt>gations of the eomplaint to be 
true awl::;tated that tlwy wui,·etl hf>aring on the chtll'gt•s set forth in 
the complaint antl that, without furtlH.'l' evidt•nce or other iuh•r
vening procedure, the Commission might issue and sPrve upon them 
fin<.lings of the fact>; and conclusion nncl an order to cease anJ 
dt>si,.t from the violations of law ehai'gt•ll in th(• <·omplaint. Tlwre
aftt•r, the proel'l'lling regularly came on for final hl'aring Leforc 
the Commission on thP said complaint and answer tlwrt>to, and the 
Commissiou having duly consitlerPtl the snnw, llllll being now fully 
utlvisPd in the premif"cs, finds that this procPPtling is in the intprest 
of the puLlic, and mu]{(•S this its fintlings as to the facts und its con
clusion clra wn tlH'rPfrom: 

FIXIHNGS .\S TO TilE FACTS 

PAR..\GilAI'll 1. HespondPnt Samut'l Brier is an individual <loin:! 
business as Samuel Brier & Company, with his principal office anti 
place of Lusin<>ss locatetl at 310 Sprure Shwt, Philntlelphia, St:ttt> 
of Pennsylvania. 

Ur:;pondrut Qunkel'town Luggage Company, Inc., is a corporation 
organized, existing, uncl doing l.Ju..,int•ss undl'r arhl by virtue of the 
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laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place 
of business located in Quakertown, State of Pennsylvania. 

Respondent Samuel Brier is president of the respondent, Quaker
town Luggage Company, Inc. lie eontrols, manap;Ps, and operates 
the sales policies and business activities of respondent, Quakertown 
Luggage Company, Inc. 

PAn. 2. For more than one year last past the respowlents have 
been, and are now, engaged in the business of manufacturing, dis
~ributing, and selling handbags, suitcases, ancl otlH'r luggage to 
Jobbers and retailers, many of whom reside in States other than the 
State of Pennsyivania. 'Vlwn the respondents receive orders for 
their luggage thPy are filh'd by rPsponclents by shipping said lug
gage to purchasers from the respeet i ve plaees of business of said 
.responclent~ into and through other States of the Unitecl Statt>s nncl 
In the District of Columbia . 
. Tlwre is now, antl has bPen during the time hereinbefore men

tioned, a constant current of trade in commerce in saitl luggage so 
cli;;hibutt•d ancl sold l1y respondents between ancl am<mg the various 
Stat<'s of the United Stutes untl in th3 District of Columbia. 

Th<' respondPnts, in the course of the operation of their said busi
I~esses, were and are in substantial competition with other corpora
tions, finns, vartnerships, and individuals likewise engaged in the 
sale and distribution of hanLlbags, suitcases, UJHl other luggagt> in 
CoJtuner<·e bt'twrcm uncl amon•'" the various States of the Unitecl 
States and in the District of Cc~umLia. 

P.\n, a. A portion of the lup;gagp manufactmecl aiHl solei by the 
I·t·xponclt>nts, ns afor{•said, is made from top grain leather, while 
other pit•cps are macle from split }pather, 

Top grain leather is that portion of the hicle whi(·h inclurles the 
<JUtpr surfac<' or hair side. Split Ieatlwr consists of a cut or layer 
of the hide which remains after the top grain or surface hus been 
l'PJnovecl from sa icl hide. 
I Split leather is of inferior qunlity and (lurnbility to top grain 
Pat,her ancl COJllllJands a low<'r price on the nulrkPt. 
~ 1 he tt·rms "Top Grain L<'ather," "Grain<'tl LPather," "Genuine 
(' athrr,'' "GPnuine Cowhide," "W""arrantPcl !...<'ather," "lrarranted 

owhitle," ".\11 Leather," Ullll "!...<'ather,'' wlwn applied to leather 
!ll'oclucts, are undrrstoo(l by the trade ancl consuming public to JHPan 
0bl) grain ]rather as <listinguis]Je(l from split lrather as described 

ll ovc, 

1 1'Itere, is a preference among the trncle unci consuming public for 

1 ugg-age macle of top !!Tnin h•uther over luggage made from split 
Path('J·. b 

14fl7:;om :Jfl-,·uJ. 2-1 tlO 
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Certain pieces of the luggage manufactured and sold as aforesaid 
by the respondents are covered with said split leather and respondents 
place upon the surface of luggage so manufactured from split leather 
a conspicuous stamp reading as follows: 

Warranted Cowhide 
Genuine Cowhide 

A.ll Leather 
Genuine Leather 

These stamps, labels, and markings serve as representations to the 
purchasing public that the material with which such luggage is cov
ered is top grain leather. lly placing said labels anci markings on the 
luggage respondents enable retailers and jobbers to mislead and 
deceive the purchasing public as to the quality of the material with 
which such luggage is covered. 

PAR. 4. The acts and practices of respondents in offering for sale 
and selling said handbags, suitcases and other luggage stamped and 
labeled as aforesaid had, and now has, a tendency and capacity to 
mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public 
into the erroneous belief that luggage so stamped by respondents is 
covered with the outside or top layer of the hide. Further, said acts 
and practices as herein set out places in the hands of retailers and 
dealers an instrument and a means whereby said retailers and dealers 
may commit a fraud upon members of the purchasing public. 

As a direct consequence of the misleading and erroneous belief 
induced by the advertisements and representations of respondent, as 
hereinabove enumerated, a number of the consuming public have pur
chased a substantial volume of respondents' luggage with the result 
that trade has been and is now being unfairly diverted to respondents 
from corporations, firms, partnerships and individuals likewise en
gaged in the business of selling luggage covered with split hide and 
who truthfulJy label said luggage, as well as from corporations, firms, 
partnerships, and individuals who are engaged in the business of 
selling luggage covered with top grain leather. As a result thereof 
substantial injury has been done and is now being done by respond
ents to competition in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Samuel Drier, 
an in11ividnal doing business as Samuel Brier & Company, and re
~nondent Quakertown J.na-gage Company, Inc., a corporation, are to 
the prejnrlice of the public and of respondents' competitors, and 
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constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and answer of the 
rEspondents, in which answer the respondents admit all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true, and state that they waive hear
ing on the charges set forth in said complaint and that, without 
further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission may 
issue and serve upon them findings as to the facts and conclusion and 
an order to cease and desist from the violations of law charged in the 
complaint, and the Commission having made its findings as to the 
facts and conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions 
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
A.r;t to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Samuel Drier, individually and 
doing business as Samuel Drier & Company, or doing business under 
any other trade name, and the respondent Quakertown Luggage 
Company, Inc., a corporation, and its officers, their respective repre
sentatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering for 
sale, sale, and distribution of handbags, suitcases, and other luggage 
in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from: 

Representing, through the use of the words "'Warranted Cowhide," 
"Genuine Cowhide," "All Leather," "Genuine Leather," or through 
the use of any other words or symbols of similar import and meaning, 
or in any manner whatever, that handbags, suitcases, and other lug
gage sold by them and made from split leather or the inner split 
0~ leather are in fact made from the outer split or any part of the 
h1de or ~kin other than the inner split thereof. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall within 30 days after 
~ervice upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report 
ln writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they 
have complied with this order. 
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IN THE l\IATI'ER OF 

DEAR MILL l\IANUF ACTURING COl\IP ANY, INC. 

CO~II'L.\ll\'T, Fl:-lllll'lllS, A.\'D ORili-:R IN REG.U!D TO TilE ,\LLJ.;mm VIOLATION 
OJ.' SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGHF.SS Al'I'IW\'ED SEI'1'. 25 1014 

JJuekrt 2uiS. Compla-int, Ot·t. 11, 19.1;')-Drci~;iou, Apr. 5, 19J1 

Whet·e a corporation engaged in the sale nn<l distribution of cot~on and rayon 
fabrics and of rayon and eotton mixtures, purehusing unfinished cotton, 
rayon, and mixed fabrics and having the same processed ac~ordint; to its 
instructions by a finishiug comvany over whi<-h it exercisPd no control and 
whkh it did not own or operate, and selling its said fabrics iil ~;ub,;tantial 

competition with thosP Pngaged in sale and distribution, or in IilUnufacture, 
sale, and distribution, of eotton and rayon fabrics and of cotton and rayon 
mixtures, and indutling among its compptitors many who sell &nd distribute, 
but do not mnnufacture, their said cotton and rayon fabrics, or in any 
way rppres<'nt thrmselves liS manufactnrrrs thrreof, and competitor manu
facturers of cotton and rayon fabrics sold by them who do employ terms 
"mill'' and "mnnufaeturlug" or other trrms of similar import and meaning-

RrprP>~clltPtl, throngh usP of tPrms "Mill" and "l\lanufacturlng" as included in 
its corporate name, on its stntionrry all(l lnvoicPs circulated throughout the 
United StatPs to customers and prospl'dhe cnstonwrs, an1l 011 folders con
taining tsumplNl of its Allitl prot:ltwts nnd cnniPd by It~ sulr;;men who travel 
throughout the UnitPd StatP!-1, to its customer'!, proHpel'tlve cu:-;tomer;;, and 
gPJWral buying puhllt•, that It actually ow1wtl and opc>ratf'd, or directly and 
abHolutely controllPtl, a mill wher!'in Its goods wrre made, rlH~ facts being 
it did not thus own, operate or control any such factory or mill and was 
not engaged in manufacturing, and wns not itself 11 manufactnrPr as undcr
litood Ly trade and pmchasing public generally, and did not own any 
print works, dye worl,s, l•leuch WOJ'lu1, finishing works, !<pimwry N' 

weavery, but was rngngrd solely in sale and distribution of fu!Jrlcs made 
by others as hcrelnhrfore set forth ; 

With ell'eet of mlsl<>ndiug a suhstantial portion of the purehnslug public Into 
the erroneous belief thnt it nctually owJwd and operat<>d, or directly and 
absolutely controlled, a mill or mllls wherein the products sold by It were 
manufactur('d, and with further result th11t the buying publl~', as 11 result 
or the t>rroneons hellef tJms intlUCl'd, hought a t-;Uhstantinl ''O)umc or itS 
~;aid products, and trtHI<> was unfairly dlvert<>d to it from competitors 
likewise l:'ngag<'d In sale and distribution or cotton onrl rnyun fabrics and 
who truthfully advl:'l'tlRe and rrpr<>sc>nt tht> uatnrc ond eharacter of their 
r<>~pPetiYI' hnshwssPs; to the 1mhstnntlal injury of comp<>tltlou in commerce; 

1/cld, Thnt sudJ acts and prnctit'Pij were to the prl:'jndlce ot the pnblic and 
competitors and constltutrd unfair methods of competition. 

Before Jlr. ('harle8 F. Digg8, trial examiner. 
Air. T. II. Kennedy for the Commission. 
Jlr. Dudlf'y B. Bon-~al of Curtis, ~lallet-PreYost, Colt & ~loslr, of 

New York City, for respond!.'nt. 
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COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approrell Sep
t{'mber. 261 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Bear Mill 
1\Ianufact.uring- Company, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to 
as rcspomlcnt, has been and now is using unfair methods of com
petition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act; and it 
appeat·in~ to the Conunission that a proceeding by it in respect there
of would be in the public interest, states its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, ncar l\Iill Manufacturing Company, 
Inc., is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of New 
York in 1907, then, ewr since and now exists by virtue of the laws of 
said State, and now has its principal place of business in the City of 
New York, State of New York. The respondent is, and for more than 
one year last past has been pnga~ed in supplying rayons and cottons 
to commis::;ion weavers, who, in turn, manufacture or "·eave the 
material so supplied them into fabric. The title to the material so 
supplied said WParers, and in the product manufactured by the said 
Weavers, is rrtaine<l in the rrspondent. Hespondcnt, for more than 
one year last past, has been engaged in the sale and distribution of 
rayon and cotton cloth or fabric either as an agent for others or on 
its own bt>half. Said operations of re:,;j)OJHll'nt have bePn and are in 
eommcrce bet\n>Pil and among the various States of the United States. 
When the products herein referre1l to are sold, respondent causes 
lhem to bo shippe1l from its place of businPss in the State of New 
York or other State of origin to purchasers thereof located in various 
States of the United Statrs and other than the State of New York or 
other State of ori~rin. In the course and condnct of its business said 
respondent was at all tinws hereinafter referred to in competition 
With other corporations, individuals, firms, an!l partnerships likewise 
engagPtl in the supplying of materials to weavers for manufacture by 
thern and in the sale 111Hl distribution in interstate commerce of 
similar products. 

PAn. 2. In the course nnd conduct of its businPf's, as <lPscrihNl in 
I>aragraph 1, sai1l r<'spondent adopted as and for its name the wor1ls 
llear Milll\lanufacturing- Company, Inc., und<'r which to carry on its 
business and which name containing the words "l\lill" and "l\Innufac
tnring" it has us<'d continuously since in or about 1907 and is now 
llsing in Holiciting the sale of and selling- its said products in inter
state commerce. Hespondent has causrd said name "Bear Mill 1\Ian-
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ufacturing Company, Inc." to appear on its letterheads and other 
stationery and advertisements circulated, in soliciting the sale of ~nd 
selling its products in interstate commerce when in truth and in fact 
said respondent did not manufacture any of the products which it 
sold and distributed and did not own, control, or operate any miJl or 
factory wherein said products were manufactured or fabricated, which 
said products respondent sold and distributed in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 3. There is a preference on the part of certain of the retail 
merchants in the different States of the United States for goods, 
wares and merchandise, to be resold at retail to the public, bought 
directly from the mill owner or manufacturer thC'reof, and there is 
an impression and belief existing among certain of said retail ~cr
chants that by dealing directly with the mill owner or manufac
turer they can buy goods at a cheaper prire aml on more favorable 
terms than they can from jobbers or corporations, associations, in
dividuals, firms, and partnerships not manufacturing goods, wares, 
and merchandise they sell to such ret ail dealers by eliminating the 
profits of the middleman and that a more uniform line of goods 
can be purchased from a mill operator than from one who does',not 
operate a mill. The use by respondent of the '"ords "Mill" ancl 
"Manufacturing" in its name in rrspondent's letterheads, billheads, 
invoices, stationery, and otherwise has a tendency and capacity to 
mislead and deceive purchasers who are customers and prospective 
customers of respondent by causing them to believe that respondent 
actually owns and operates, or directly and absolutely con'trol's' the 
mill or mills in which said products are made or manufactm:·ed~'.or 
that respondent himself makes or manufactures his products, and 
that thereby such customers or prospective customers save and, will 
save the middleman's profit; and the use by respondent of the w'or<ls 
"l\Iill" and "Manufacturing'' has a tendency and capacity unfai:r;ly 
to divert trade to respondent from other corporations, associations, 
individuals, firms, and partnerships, who are actually manufacturing 
products similar to the pro<lncts of respondent for sale in interstate 
commerce and those competitors of r£'spondcnt who do not manufac
ture similar or like pro<lucts to those of respondent for sale and dis
tribution in interstate commerce, but who truthfully advertise and 
label same nnd 'vho do not claim or represent th£'mselves to he 
manufactur£'rs. 

PAR. 4. The practices of respondent <lescribed in paragraph 2 
hereof arc all to the prejudice of the public and the respondent's 
comp£'titors and constitute unfair methods of comp£'titiolL in int£'r
state commerce in violation of the provisions of Srction 5 of an A~t 
of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to ci·eate 
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a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TIIE FACTS, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fed
eral Trade Commission, on October 11, 1935, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Ban,r Mill !bnufac· 
turing Company, Inc., charging it with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of sn,id complaint, and the filing of respondent's 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allega
tions of said complaint were introduced by Thomas H. Kennedy, at
torney for the Commission, before Charles F. Diggs, an examiner of 
the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to 
the allegations of the complaint by Dudley B. Bonsai, attorney for the 
respondent; and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded 
and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding 
.regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said 
complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, briefs in 
support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, and the oral argu
ments of counsel aforesaid; and the Commission having duly consid
ered the same, and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that 
this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Bear Mill Manufacturing Company, 
Inc., is a New York corporation, organized in 1907. Its principal 
office is at 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 

It is now, and since its incorporation has been, engaged in the sale 
and distribution of cotton fabrics. During more rPcent years it has 
ndded rayon fabrics and rayon and cotton mixtures to its line of mer
ehandise. 'Vhen orders are received for respondent's goods it either 
ships them from its place of business in New York, N.Y., or from the 
Doint at which the goods are processed, to the purchasers thereof lo
cated at various points in States of the United States other than the 
State of origin of shipment. The respondent has, at all times durin~ 
the past several years, maintained a constant current of trade and 
commerce among and between the various States of the United States 
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and in the District of Columbia in the merchandise which it sells. 
Its dollar volume of sales for the year 1935 approximated $2,fi00,000 
nnd for 1936 $3,500,000. 

At all times during the last seYeral years, the respondent has been 
in substantial competition with other corporations and with imlivid
uals and partnerships likewise engaged in the sale nnd distribution, 
or in the manufacture, sale, and distribution, of cotton fabrics, rayon 
fabrics, and cotton and rayon mixtur·es in commerce, nmong and 
Let"·een the several States of the Unite(] States and the District of 
Columbia. 

PAn. 2. The respondent's corporate name, "llear Mill Manufactur
ing Company, Inc.", appears on its stationery and invoices circulated 
throughout the United States to customers ami prospective customers. 
Its salesmen, who travel throughout the United States, carry samples 
of respondent's products, the folders of which bear the respondent's 
corporate name. Its eorporate name also appears in the New York 
City telephone directory. 

The use of the terms "mill" and "manufacturing", us a part of its 
trade name, serves as a representation to respondent's customers, 
prospeetil'e customers and the general buying public that the re
spon(lent actually owns and operates or directly and absolutely con
trols a mill wht>rein its goods are manufactureu. 

PAR. 3. The respomlent uoes not, in fact, own, operate or control 
any factory or mill wherein its saiu products are manufactured. It 
is not eng-aged in the business of manufacturing and is not itself a 
manufacturer as those terms are understood by the tmde and the 
purchasing puhlfc· generally. It does not own any print works, dye 
works, bleach works, finishing works, spinnery or weavery, but is 
engaged solely in the sale and distribution of fabrics manufactured 
by others. It buys unfinished cotton, rayon, and mixPd fabrics and 
has said fabrics processed, accordin~ to its own instructions, by a 
finishing company over which it exercisPs no control and which it 
does not own or operate. 

P.~n. 4. A substantial portion of the fabric-buying public has a 
preferenee for dealing direct with a manufaeturer of the fabrics 
being purchasl'd. Said purchasers believe they obtain better prices, 
superior quality, and other advantages in dealing direct with a manu
facturPr rathE'I' than a brokPr or middleman. 

PAn. 5. 1\fany of rPspondent's competitors who sell and distribute 
cotton aml rayon fabrics in interstate commerce do not manu facture 
the products sohl hy them and do not in any way represent that theY 
are the manu faeturers of said prod nets. There are also among re· 
spondent's competitors manufacturers of cotton and rayon fabrics 
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which they sell in interstate commerce, who do employ the terms 
"mill" and "manufacturing" or other te.rms of similar import and 
meaning, in their corporate names and advertising. 

· PAR. (i. Respondent's practice of designating and representing itself 
as a manufacturer through the use of the terms "mill" and "manu
facturing;' as parts of its corporate name, which appears on its station
ery, invoices, in the telephone directory, and on its advertising mfltter, 
has had, and· now has, the capacity, and tendency to mislead and 
deceive, and has misled, a substantial portion of the purchasing public 
into the erroJJeous belief that respondent actually mms and operates 
or directly and absolutely controls a mill or mills wherein the products 
which it sells are manufactmed. As a result of the erroneous belief 
induced by the false and misleading representation above referred to, 
the buying public has purchased a substantial volume of respondent's 
products with a result that trade has been unfairly diverted to the 
respondent from its competitors likewise engaged in the business of 
selling and distriLuting cotton and rayon fabrics, who truthiully 
advertise and represent the nature and character of their respective 
businesses. Tlwrehy substantial injury has been and is now being 
<lone by respondent to com pet it ion in commerce amollg and between 
the various States of the United States and of the District of 
Columbia. 

CO:\'CLUSJON 

The aforesaitl acts and practices of the respomlent, Dear 1\Iilll\hnu
facturing Company, Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of 
~espondent's comp<>titors and constitute unfair methods of competition 
111 commercl', within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 2<i, l!H4, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Tralle Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CF.ASE AND DESIST 

This procrrdincr havin<l' bren heard by the Fedrral Trade Com:ni&
sion upon the co;plaint ~f the Commission, the answer of respondent, 
~estirnony and othrr evidence taken before CharlPs F. Diggs, an exam
ll1!'r of the Commis~ion thPretoforl' duly <lesignate<l by it, in support 
~f tlte all<'gations of saitl complaint and in opposition thl'reto, bt·iefb 

1
1ed herein, awl oral arguments by Thomas II. Kennl'dy, counsel for 

t le Commission, and by Dudley B. Bonsai, counsel for the respondent, 
an,l the Commission havin~r made its findings as to the facts aml its 
cone! . I • ...,1 . 1 .1 1 . • f A US!on t wt Sllld respo!H ent has vw ateu t 1e provisiOns o an ct 
Of (' ' 1 1 " A A ong1·ess approved Srptembl'r 2<i, 191-t, entit el, ~'-n ~'-ct to create 
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a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

J't i8 ordered, That the respondent, Dear l\fill Manufacturing Com
pany, Inc., its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in coi\
nection with the sale and distribution of cotton and rayon fabrics, 
in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from: 

Ucpresenting, (Erectly or by implication, through the use of the 
words "mill" or "manufacturing," alone or in conjunction with other 
words, as part of its corporate or trade name, or in any other manner, 
or through any other means or device, that it manufactures the prod
uct which it sells until and unless it actually owns and operates or 
directly and absolutely controls the mill or factory wherein such 
products are made. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after 
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report jn 

writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 
.tl, 

H. WILL ELDERS 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN RF:G.UtD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. l5 01!' AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 267'3. Co111pluiut, Dec. 28, 1i9:J5-Dccision, Apr, 5, 1931 

Where au individual engaged in sale and distribution, under name "Dr. II. Will 
Elders," or "Dr. Elders," as case might be, of his so·called "Private Pre
scription" for women, "Laxative LozPnges" and "Private Prescription 
Sanitary Douc·he"; in advertisiug the same in periodicals circulated to the 
vurc.husing public In the various States aud through circulars, letters, and 
other advertising material, nud through publication of testimonials of 

. others-
:(a) Rrpresente!l, directly or by implication, that hi;, said preparations consti

tutrd a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for sterility in 
women, facts being that cnuses of such condition are many and varied, 
nud in many cases are not due to functional weakness, but are result of 
diseuse and anatomical abnor·malitles, and that while his said "Filled Pre
scription," by virtue of Its action ns a general tonic, and tendency to aid 
nutrition, tPII(lell to relien! ;;terility In cases not due to any diseased or 
abnornrul condition by aiding und restoring patient to normal health, and 
might be b<>uetlclnl to t;ome of such cases due to functional weakness, it 
could not be b!.'rwtlclnl In all of such cnH<'S, including those where such 
Weakness was reHult of diseuse, only effect of said lozenges in connection 
With treatment of sterility was to give tempornry relief In constipation 
Where such condition might exist and thus be Rl>sociated with such other 
conditions to be treated, said "Private Prescription Sanitary Douche" did 
not. in Itself, have curath·e properties in many causative pathological con
ditions produelng sterility, and his suld medlciues, used either together 
or singly, did not con>;titute a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate 
trrutment for such condition in women, nor for diseased conditions which 
are most frequ<>ntly the cause thereof, and In cases of sterility due to 
disease or to anatomlcul nbnomrnlitles wouill not be effective in removing 
the same· and 

(b) Repr(•sen~ed, as aforesaid, that his said prescriptions constituted a cure, 
remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for similar diseases gener
ally, and e~pecially for leucorrhra and dPlayed, painful, and suppressed 
lllenstruatlon, facts being that, whlle his said "Filled Prescription'' acted 
as a palJlatlve and gave some relief from pain, It had no curative effects 
Where any definite pathology existed, and would not cure or remedy ovarian 
Pains and ,·nrtons other conditions and aliments included in the term 
"female dlsPases," and bad no effl'<'t on the causes underlying or forming 
the bnsls of sueh diseuses wlwre a pathological condition existed, and 
that, while said "Private Prescription Sanitary Douche" was a cleansing 
sanitary wash and had Inhibitory antiseptic prop<>rtles and some slight 
inhibitory germicidal properties, It was not a general germicide, ana while 
Its use might be beneficial to women, whether suffering from female dis
orders or not, and use thereof would tend to be beneficial In some ways in 
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certain cases of leucorrhea, it would not be In all such cases, and while 
some such antiseptic wash was ludicatcd generally in treating vaginal dis
orders, It did not, in it..:elf, have curative properties In most so-callPd female 
diseases, tm<l said medicines, whether used together or singly, did not con
stitute a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for such dis- · 
euses or for leuconhen or for delayed, suppreRRed, or 11ainful" mPnstrnation·, 
and were not effective In the treatment of such conditions and diseases 
where caused by many diseased c·onditlons, and rcpresPntatlons to the con
trary wPre neither accurate nor limited enough to express the true 
therapeutic pffects of said mPdicines; 

'Vith tendency and capn<·ity to confuse, mislead, and deceive members of the 
public in the aforesaid particulars and to cause nnd induce them to buy 
and u~Se said prepnrntionR bPcuuse of the erroneous bt>liefs engendered as 
above set forth, and to divert trade to him from competitors engaged in the 
sale iu lntf'rstate tommerce of pn•parations of the Rnme or similar kind 
as those sold by him, or of those adapted to and u:-;ed for the 8ame general 
purpost·s for whieh his said prevumtious were adapted, and with effect ot 
diverting business to him from competitors, including tho~e who do not 
make, in any wise, the same or similar misleading rf'presentations, but 
truthfully aml ac:curatt'ly state the theraveutic effeets of their said prepa
tions; to tlwir substantial injury nnd pr('judice: 

Held, That nfore~aid n<'ts and IJfU<"tlef's were to the prpjndire of the public 
Hlltl t·ompditoi'S uud roHstitntPd unfair ml'thods of eompetitlon. 

Mr. IlarnJ D. Michael for the Commission. 
Nash & Donnelly and Dodds & Burkin.~ha:w, of 'Vashington, D. C., 

for respondent. 

Col\! PLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1D14, entitled "An Ad to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers nn<l duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that II. 'Viii 
Elders has been and is using unfair methods of competition in com
merce as "commerce" is defined in said act, anti it appearing to said 
Commission that a proePeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its eomplaint stating its chargPs in 
that respect as follows: 

PAR.\GRArJI 1. That said rPspmHlPnt, II. Will Eltlers is now and 
has bP£'n engaged for more than fi\·e yearl:! last p:tst in the sale and 
distribution in interstat£> commerce of a certain medicinal pr£>parn.
tion known and tlescrib£'tl a!o> Dr. II. Will Eld£>rs' Filled Prescription 
for 'Vomen, ns wPII as of r£'rtain other medicinal preparations ue
signed and intendt•d to be used in eomH'ction therewith an<l known 
and describt>u, respl•rtirely, as Dr. II. Will Eltlers' Private Pr<'scrip
tion Sanitary Douche und Dr. Elders' Laxatire Lozenges. The office 
and prineipal place of busin£>ss of respoml«:>nt in the conduct of his 
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said business is and has been located in the city of St. Joseph in the 
State of Missouri. Said respondent, in the course and conduct of his 
said business, causes the said medicines, so sold by him, to be trans
ported in interstate commerce from his said place of business in 
Missouri to, into and through States of the United States other than 
Missouri to various and numerous persons in such other States to 
whom such preparations are or have been sold. 

PAR. 2. That, during the tinw above mentioned, other individuals, 
firms, and corporations in various Stutes of the United States are 
and have been engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate com
merce of medicines and preparations similar in kind to those of 
respondent or intended for and adapted to the uses for which re
~;pondmt's said medicines are adapted. Such other indivitluals, firms, 
and corporations have caused and do now cause their said medicines 
and preparations, when sold by them, to be transported from the 
various States of the United States where they are located to, into, 
and through States other than the State of origin of the shipment 
thereof. Said respondent has been, during the aforesaid time, in 
competition in interstate commerce in the sale of his said medicines 
with such other individuals, firms) and corporations. 

PAR. 3. That respondent, in connection with the sale of his said 
Inedicines, as aforesaid, has made use of advertisements inserted in 
n1agazines and other publications circulated to the purchasing public 
in the various States of the United States. He also has advertised and 
does now advertise his said medicines by means of circular letters and 
other advertising material which he causes to be distributed to the 
Purchasing public in various States of the United States by mail or 
otherwise. 

PAn. 4. That, by the mPans aforesaid, respondent repre!'ents, either 
directly or by implication, or by the publication of tC'stimonials of 
others, that his preparations, as above set out and described, constitute 
a cure, remedy or competent and adequate treatment for sterility in 
''"omen. Respondent further rPpresents, by the means and in the 
manner aforesaid, that his said preparations constitute a cure, remedy 
or competent and adequate treatmPnt for female diseases generally, 
and esrwcially for leucorrhea and delayed, painful and suppressed 
Inenstruation. One such advertisement so used by respondent con
taining such rPpresentations is the following: 

A nAnY IN YOUR nmm. 
SeiPntl~;ts now ~;tate that "Complete unity in life dep<'n<ls on sex harmony" and 

that the la("k of it is the one great!'st cauf\e for unhnppy marriage~i Also that 
every woman "has the rupnrity for !'\('X exprrsf'lon" but too oft<'n she is unde-
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veloped or suffering with general 
female disorders, which rob her of 

(PICTURE OF MOTHER AND BABY) 
her normal desires. During an ex
verience of more than 35 years spe
cializing in the treatment of diA-
eases peculiar to women, I devel· 

OJ•ed a simple home treatment which has brought new hope, l1ealth and bapplnesR 
to many thousand!'!. Many who bad been childless for years became proud and 
happy Mothers. Husbands have written me the most glowing letters of gratitude 
and now I want every woman who is run-down or suffering from f('male disorders 
to learn about this splendid treatment, and bow she may use it in the privacy of 
her own home. 

GET THIS KNOWLEDGE FREE 

In my two booklets, which will be sent in plain wrapper, I intimately discuss 
many Important subjects relating to the female sex that are vitally interesting to 
pvery woman. They tell how you too may combat your troubles ns thousnnds of 
others have and often again enjoy the deslt·es and activities of Nature's most 
wonderful creation-a normal, fully developed vigorous woman. I will gladly 
send both books postpnid free. Write today. DR II. WILL ELDERS, Suite 
528-E, 7th and Felix StreHs, St. Joseph, 1\Io. 

Representations to the general efl'ect as above stated have been made 
by respondent in his advertising matter by quoting from testimonials 
given by users of his aforesaid medicines. The following excerpts 
from a few of such testimonials so used by respondent are illustrative 
of such representations: 

Your medicines have improved me greatly. I don't have that s<m•ness and 
tender feeling, not even when I am menstruating. It bas done wonders to me 
for as sick as I was. It has saved me the worry of an operation. • • • 

I used to sutTer terribly every month and would have to go to bed and staY 
some times all day but now I feel fine and when my menstruation periods come 
I don't have those terrible pains. I nm telling the honest truth I don't belleve I 
would ever have had a baby if it had not been for your medicine. • • • 

• • • Will say that Dr. Elders Filled Prescription has ronde a new woman 
out o:f me. 

I wnnt to tllllnk you :for your wonderful treatments I took last fall. I am 
expecting a baby in October. • • • I know the treatments did tbe 
work. • • • 

.Am \'ery glad to let you know thn t the last box of Dr. Elders Filled Prescrip
tion :for Women I took has surely helpl•d me out. I am now five months prrg· 
Tlllnt, and am very glad. I certainly will praise your prescriptlo1i to any woDlnn 
who wants a family. 

• • • It It had not b('en for your treatment I would have been dead. I am 
glad to be well again after 23 years o:f sickness. • • • 

I am feeling so fine I just have to sit down and write to you and let you knoW 
that your medicine has helped me. • • • I have suffered 2 yenrs with pnln· 
ful, irrrgulnr menstruntion and tired nc·lling fe('llng. I didn't have any appetite 
to speak o:f, eating sometimes only once a day but now I Just can't get enough to 
eat and am feellng fine. 
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Other representations made by respondent in his advertising matter 
in regard to his said medicines include the following: 

Sanitary Douche (l\1entho-Borodine), my own Private Prescription, offers the 
Inost speedy relief from this condition (Leucorrhea) of any trt>atmcnt I have ever 
found. 

You are now beginning a treatment • • • which has a most unusual and 
long record of success in alleviating many cases of painful, delayed or irregular 
Inentsruation, general female disorders and lack of feeling. 

Moreover, respondent makes many other representations in his adver
tising matter of the general effect as heretofore stated. 

PAR. 5. That in truth and in fact respondent's said medicines do not 
constitute a cure, remedy or competent and adequate treatment for 
sterility in women or for female diseases generally, or for leucorrhea 
or for delayed, painful and suppressed menstru:ttion, nor do they con
stitute an effective treatment for such diseases and conditions where 
the same are caused by many diseased and abnormal conditions. Said 
~edieines are not beneficial in eases of sterility unless such condition 
Is due to functional weakness. They act, respectively, only as a 
Palliative and tonic, as an antiseptic, and as a laxative. The repre
sentations of respondent as aforesaid are greatly exaggerated, inaccu
rate, misleading, anc.l much broader than are justified by the facts. 

PAn. 6. That the representations of respondent as aforesaid have 
had and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and 
deceive members of the public in the particulars as aforesaid, and to 
cause and induce them to buy and use respondent's said preparations 
b~cause of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above set forth, and to 
divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in the sale of 
Preparations of the same or similar kind as those sold by respondent 
or of those adapted to and used for. the same general purposes for 
Which respondent recommends his said preparations as aforesaid. 
T~1ere are among the competitors of respondent those who in no 
'Wise make the same or similar false and misleading representations as 
lllade by respondent as herein set out and who truthfully and accu
l'ate}y state the uses for which their said preparations may be used 
and the effects tlwreof . 
. !)AR. 7. The above acts and things done by respondent are all to the 
~nJ~ry and prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
ln Interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
Jnission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," ap
Proved S<>ptember 26, 1914. 
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RErOuT, FINDINGS As TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 2G, 1!>14, entitlell "An Act to create a Federal Trude Commission, 
to define its pmwrs and duties, nml for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on December 28, 1!>35, issued and served its com
plaint in this proceeding upon respondent, II. Will Elders, charging 
him with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in 
violation of the provisions of said act. Afte.r the issuance of said 
complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, a stipula· 
tion as to the facts was agreed upon by and between \V. T. Kelley, 
Chief Counsel for the Commission, and the respondent by which it was 
agreed that the statement of facts so agreed upon should be taken 
as the facts in this proceeliing and in lieu of testimony in support of 
the charges stated in the complaint, or in opposition thereto. It was 
further agreed that said Commission might proceed upon such state
ment of facts to make its report stating its findings as to the facts 
(including infPrenct>s from said stipulatPll facts) and its conclusion 
hase<l thereon, awl enter its or<l<'r <lisposing of the proceeding without 
the present at ion of a rgHmPnt or the filing of briefs. Said stipulation 
as to the facts has been d11ly l'Pconle<l and file<l in the office of the 
Commission. Then'after, the proct>t'<ling rP~ularly came on for final 
hGaring lJrfore the Commission on the said complaint, the answer 
thereto, and the statement of facts agrPed to, as aforesaid, in lieu of 
testimony, briefs and oral arguments of counsel having been 'vaived, 
and the Commission having duly considered the same, and being noW 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this procee<ling is in the inter· 
est of the p111Jlic, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FI~DINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Said l'('spondent, II. \Vill Elders, is now and has been 
engaged for more than five years last past in the sale and distribution 
in commerce of a <'ertain medicinal pr!.'paration known and described 
as Dr. H. Will Elde1·s Filled Pr<'scription for \\"omen, as well as of 
certain other medicinal preparations designe<l and intended to bo 
used in comwction therewith and known an<l describrcl, respecti,·ely, 
as Dr. II. 'Vill Elders' Primte PrPscription Sanitary Douche and Dr· 
I%1Prs' Laxative Lozenges. 'fhe office and principal place of business 
of rl'spontlent in the comlud of his saia husine!-.s is ancl ]ws brPil 
loratl'd in the city of St .• To!-.l'ph in the State of ~li~:-.ouri. S 1i<l re
spondent, in the CO\Il'S(l awl coB<luet of his sai<l business, cau~PS the 
said medicines, so sold hy him, to he transported in interstate com· 
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lllerce from his said place of business in Missouri to, into and through 
States of the United States other than Missouri to various and numer
ous persons in such other States to whom such preparations are or 
h~ve been sold. Respondent's usual course of business is to sell his 
sa1d medicines direct to members of the public. 

PAn. 2. During the time above mentioned, other individuals, firms, 
~nd corporations in various States of the United States al'e and have 
een engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of 
~edicines and preparations similar in kind to those of respondent or 
!~tended for and adapted to the uses for which respondent's said medi
~lnes are adapted. Such other individuals, firms, and corporations 
ave caused and do now cause their said medicines and preparations, 
~h~n sold by them, to be transported from the various States of the 
thnlted States where they are located to, into and through States other 
b an the State of origin in the shipment thereof. Said respondent has 
. een, during the aforesaid time, in competition in interstate commerce 
ln the sale of his said medicines with such other individuals, firms, 
~lld corporations. Such competition has been direct and substantial. 

Uch competing medicines and pre~arations are sold either direct to 
members of the consuming- public by mail or through agents or'they 
ar; sold to wholesale or retail dealers through whom they are in turn 
80 ~~ to members of the public. 
. An. 3. Respondent, in connection with the sale of his said medi-

Cines f 'd I f . . t d . . . 'as a oresa1 , 1as made use o advertisements mser e m maga-
:~n~s and other publications circulated to the purchasing public in the 

11 
arlous States of the United States. He also has advertised and does 

0~~v advertise his said medicines by means of circular letters and 
l> er advertising material which he causes to be distributed to the 
()~rchasing public in various Stutes of the United States by mail or 

lerwise 

te P:n. 4.' lly the means aforesaid, respondent represents, either di
thct Y ~r by implication or by the publication of testimonials of others, 
re at his preparations, as above set out and described, constitute a cure, 

II'leuy ·1· · n Ol' COmpetent and adequate treatment for sterl Ity Ill women. 
sa:dsPonuent further reJ>resents by the means and in the manner afore-. 

I t} J , ' ' and' •at Hs satd preparations constitute a cure, remedy or competent 
for ~dequate treatment for female diseases generally, and especi~lly 
() ucorrhea and delayed painful and suppressed menstruatwn. 

ne su 1 d · ' · · I sent . c 1 a \'erhsement so used by respondent contammg sue 1 repre-
ahons . tl f . 1s 1e ollowm(J' · A o' 

Sct~~~~y IN YOUR IIOME. " 
~tlld th ts now state that "Complete unity In Ute de!>('nds on sex harmony 

at the laek of It Is the one greate-At cuuse for unhappy marriages. Also 
l4fl711o 

-~9-vol. 24-flt 
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that every woman "has the capacity for sex expression" but too often she is 
undeveloped or suffering with general 
female disorders, whfch rob her of her 
normal desires. During an experl-

(PICTURE OF MOTHER AND BABY) ence of more than 35 years specializ-

ing in the treatment of diseases 
peculiar to women, I d~veloped a 

simple home treatment which has brought new hope, health and happiness to 
many thousands. Many who had been childless for years became proud and 
happy mothers. Husbands have written me the most glowing letters of grati
tude and now I waut every woman who is run-down or suffering from female 
disorders to learn about this splendid treatment, and how she may use it in tbe 
privacy of her own home. 

GET THIS KNOWLEDGE FREE 

In my two booklets, which will be sent in plain wrapper, I intimately discuss 
many important subjects relating to the female sex that are vitally interesting to 
every woman. They tell how you too may combat your troubles as thousands 
of others have and often again enjoy the desires and activities of Nature's 
most wonderful creation-a normal, fully developed vigorous woman. I will 
gladly send both books postpaid free. Write today, 

DR. II. WILL ELDERS, Suite :i28-~ ith and Felix Streets, St. Joseph, Mo. 

Other representations to the same general effect as stated in the 
foregoing advertisement have been made by respondent in his adver, 
tising matter by quoting from testimonials given by users of his 
aforesaid medicines. The following excerpts from a few of such tes, 
timonials so used by respondent are illustrative of such repre· 
sentations : 

Your medicines have improved me greatly. I don't have that soreness and 
tender feeling, not even when I am menstruating. It has done wonders to Jlllt 

for us sick a:,~ I was. It has saved me the worry of an operation. * * * 
I used to suft"er terribly every month 11nd would have to go to bed and staY 

some times all day but now I feel fine and when my menstruation periods come 
I uon't have those terrible pains. I am telling the honest truth I don't believe
! would ever bave had a baby If 1t had not been for your medicine. * • • 

• * • Will say that Dr. Elders Filled Prescription bas made a new woman 
out of me. 

I want to thank you for your wonderful treatments I toolc last fall. I BiJJ 
expecting a baby In October. * • • I know the treatments did the worl£· 
·• . . 

Am very glad to let you know that the last box of Dr. Elders Filled PrescriP"" 
tion for Women I took has surely helped me out. I am now five months pre!:'· 
nant, and am very glad. I certainly will praise your prescription to any womall 
who wants a family. 

• • • It 1t had not been tor your treatment I would have been dead· 
I am glad to be well again after 23 years of sickness. • • • 

I nm feeling so fine I just have to sit down and write to you and let you 
know that your medicine has helped me. • • • I have suft"ered 2 years witll 
painful, Irregular menstruation and tired aching feeling. I didn't have 9.n1 
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appetite to speak of, eating sometimes only once a day but now I just can't 
get enough to eat and am feeling fine. 

Other representations made by respondent in his advertising 
n1atter in regard to his said medicines include the following: 

Sanitary Douche (1\Ientho-Dorodine), my own Private PreRcriptlon, offers 
the most speedy relief from this condition (Leucorrhea) of any treatment 
I have ever found. 

You are now beginning a treatment • • • which has a most unusual and 
long record of success in alleviating many cases of painful, delayed or Irregular 
menstruation, general female disorders and lack vf feeling, 

Respondent makes many other representations in his advertising 
matter of the same general effect as heretofore stated. 

PAR. 5. The qualitative formula for said Dr. H. Will Elders' Filled 
Prescription for \Vomen, with quantitative formula per tablet, is as 
follows: 

Powdered Viburnum Opulm>----------------------
Powdered Gentian--------------------------------
Powdered Ferrous Sulphate-Dried _______________ _ 

Arsenous Acid------------------------------------
P. E. Cascara Sagrada ____________________________ _ 

Powdered Hydrastis-------------------------------
Powdered Aletris _______ :_ ________ :..----------------
Powdered Caulophyllum __________________________ _ 
Powdered Pulsatilla ______________________________ _ 
Powdered Cimicifuga _____________________________ _ 

Desslcca ted Corpus Lntea (Sow)------------------

The dosage for said medicine, as recommended by 
one to two tablets at meal time three times a day. 

%gr. 
1 gr. 
1 gr. 

1/80 gr. 
1/12 gr. 

1 gr. 
1 gr. 

1% gr. 
1 gr. 
1 gr. 

lf2 gr. 

respondent, Is 

The qualitative formula for said Dr. Elders' Laxative Lozenges, 
With quantitative formula per tablet is ns follows: 

Cascarin------------------------------------------------ lA gr. 
Aloin--------------------------------------------------- ~gr. 
l'odophyllum llesln (U. S. 1'.) --------------------------- %gr. 
Strychnine Sulphate _____________________________________ *so gr. 

Ext. Belladonna Len ves-------------------------·-------- ~r, gr. 
Oleoresin Ginger---------------------------------------- % min. 

The dosage for said last named medicine, as recommended by re
spond<'nt, is one to two lozenges on retiring or one lozenge before 
llleals. 

The formula for Dr. II. Will Elders' Private Prescription Sani-
tary Douche, based on a quantity of 101 pounds, is as follows: 

norate Tetra----------------------------------------- 100 lbs. 
Cbloraruine-T _________________________________________ uOO grms. 

1\It>nthol Crystals-------------------------------------- 200 grs. 

The directions for use of said last named preparation, as given by 
~'t>spondPnt to his customers, are to dissolve one teaspoonful in one 
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quart of hot water and use as a vaginal douche by means of a syringe 
each night until improvement and then every second night. · 

Respondent's said medicines are directed to be used together in 
the treatment of the conditions for which respondent recommends 
them and are usually so used. 

PAR. 6. Respondent's said medicines when used either together or 
singly do no constitute a cure, remedy or competent and adequate 
treatment for sterility in women, nor for diseased conditions which 
are most frequently the cause of sterility. In cases of sterility due 
to diseuse or to anatomical abnormalties, such medicines would not 
be effective in removing the condition. Neither do said medicine~ 
used together or singly constitute a cure, remedy or competent and 
adequate treatment for female diseases or for leucorrhea or for 
delayed, suppressed or painful menstruation, nor are they effective 
in the treatment of such conditions and diseases where the same are 
caused by many diseased conditions. Representations to the con
trary are neither accurate nor limited enough to express the true 
therapeutic effects of said medicines. 

Said medicine, Dr. H. Will Elders' Filled Prescription for Women, 
may be beneficial in some cases of sterility due to functional weak
nt•ss, but it is not beneficial in all such cases, including those cases 
where the functional weakness is the result of disease. The causes 
of sterility are many and varied. Many of such cases are not due 
to fundional weakness, but are the result of disease and anatomical 
abnormalties. Said medicine acts as a general tonic and tends to 
aid nutrition. In this way it would tend to relieve sterility in cases 
not due to any diseased or abnormal condition by aiding in restor· 
ing the patient to normal health. 

Said medicine acts as a palliative and gives some relief from pain. 
It has no curative effects where any definite pathology exists. It 
will not cure or remedy ovarian pains, uterine displacements, leu· 
corrhea, pus tubes, enlargement or inflammation of the generative 
organs, fibroids of the uterus, cyst of the ovary, cancer of the uterus, 
infections of the uterus or of the Fallopian tubes, all of which are 
included in the term "female diseases." It has no effect on the causes 
underlying or forming the basis of female diseases where a patho· 
logical condition exists. 

Respondent's said medicine Dr. Elders' Laxative Lozenges is ll 

laxative. Its only effect in connection with the treatment of sterilitY' 
and of female disorders is to cause an evacuation of the bowels and 
to give temporary relief in constipation, where such condition maY' 
exist, and thus is associated with such other conditions to be treated· 

Respondent's said medicine Dr. H. 'Will Elders' Private Prescrip· 
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tion Sanitary Douche is a cleansing, sanitary wash. It has inhibi
tory antiseptic properties and some slight inhibitory germicidal 
properties but is not a general germicide. Its use may be beneficial 
to women, whether suffering from female disorders or not, by pro
moting cleanliness and desirable hygienic conditions in the vagina. 
Its use would tend to lessen the discharges in some cases . of leucor
rhea but not in cases of leucorrhea due to gonorrhea. Some such 
antiseptic wash is indicated generally in treating vaginal disorders. 
However, it does not in itself have curative properties in many 
causative pathological conditions producing sterility and most so
called female diseases. 

PAR. 7. The representations of respondent, as aforesaid, have had 
and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and 
deceive members of the public in the particulars as aforesaid, and to 
cause and induce them to buy and use respondent's said preparations 
because of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above set forth, and 
~o divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in the sale 
Ill interstate commerce of preparations of the same or similar kind 
as those sold by respondent or of those adapted to and used for the 
sarne general purposes for which respondent's said preparations are 
adapted. 

PAR. 8. There are among the competitors of respondent, in the 
sale of his said preparations, those who do not make in anywise the 
sarne or similar misleading representations as made by respondent, 
as herein set forth, but who truthfully and accurately state the thera
Peutic effects of their said preparations. Respondent's said acts and 
Practices tend to and do divert business to respondent from its com
Petitors, to the substantial injury and prejudice of such competitors. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, H. Will Elders, 
are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, 
a;:d constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within 
~ e intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
~pt~mber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com

lnissJOn, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE .AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ent, and an agreed statement of facts in lieu of testimony, briefs and 
oral argument having been waived, and the Commission having 
h'lstde its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respond-
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ent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered that the respondent, H. ·wm Elders, his representa
tives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering for 
sale, sale and distribution of his medicinal preparations known and 
described as Dr. H. 1Vill Elders' Filled Prescription for Women, 
Dr. H. Will Elders' Private Prescription Sanitary Douche and Dr. 
Elders' Laxative Lozenges, or of any preparations of the same or 
similar formulae, in interstate commerce or in the District of Co
lumbia, do forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly 
or indirectly, or by implication, or by use of the statements, endorse
ments, or testimonials of others: 

1. That said medicinal preparations, or any of them, constitute a 
cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for sterility in 
women. 

2. That said medicinal preparations, or any of them, are bene
ficial in the treatment of sterility in women unless such representa
tions are specifically limited to cases of sterility due to functional 
weakness. 

3. That said medicinal preparations, or any of them, are beneficial 
in all cases of sterility in women due to functional weakness or that 
they are beneficial in such cases where the functional weakness is the 
result of disease. 

4. That said medicinal preparations, or any of them, constitute a 
cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for so-called 
female diseases or troubles, or for leucorrhea or for delayed, painful, 
or suppressed menstruation, or for the pathological contlitions pro
ducing or that may cause the same. 

5. That said medicinal preparations, or any of them, are beneficial 
in the treatment of leucorrhea unless such representations are limited 
to such cas~s not due to gonorrheal infection and also limited to the 
sedative effects of the said Filled Prescription and to the antiseptic 
and soothing effects of said Sanitary Douche. 

6. That said medicinal prep:uations, or any of them, are beneficial 
in the treatment of delayed, painful or suppressed menstruation 
unless such representations are limited to relief from pain and to 
the sedative and palliative effects of said Filled Prescription in caseS 
where no definite pathology exists. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within CO days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission ll 

report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which he has complied with this order. 
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Syllabus 

IN THE MATTER OF 

GEORGE LANDON AND MICHAEL MASON WARNER, 
TRADING AS LANDON & 'VARNER 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, A~D ORDER IN REGAUD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT 01<' CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 2941. Complaint, Oct. 15, 1936-Decision, Apr. 5, 1931 

Where two individuals engaged in the sale and distl'ilmtion of billfolds, Glad
stoue handbags, and other similar produets, in substantial competition with 
others engaged in sale and distributio~ of similar goods or articles in com
merce between and among the various States, and with numerous com
petitors wbo make and sell their billfolds and aforesaid handbags, covered 
with leather made from the outside or top side of cow skin, after having 
been separated or split from the fie:<h side thereof, and properly described 
by makers of such products, and generally known by manufacturers and 
dealers and purchasing public as "cowhide," "genuine cowhide," "choice 
leather,'' and " .... A-1 quality leather," and for which articles and other 
leather products thus made and generally known and described as afore· 
said, purchasing public generally has a pronounced and distinct prefer· 
ence--

~a) Represented, through marks, stamps, aud brands in large letters on their 
said handba~s. that the same were genuine cowhide, and in advertising 
~irculurs distributed widely among their customers aud prospective cus
tomers, that the said handbags, thus offered, sold and distributed, were 
"made only of choice leather ... ," and of "A-1 quality leather," facts 
being handbags thus described were not made from the outside or top side of 
cowskin and were not genuine cowhide or made of choice leather or of 
A-1 quality leather, as ordinarily and commonly understood by purchasing 
public, but were compost>d of the much inferior, less durable, and cheaper 
split cowhide derived from the fiesh side of the skin; and 

(b) Uepresented; in their advertising circulars, that the initials of purchasers 
of said handbags were placed thereon in "14-K Gold" and that such initials 
would be encased within a "14-K Gold" frame, and, in their adYertising 
catalogs distributed to their customers and prospective customers, that the 
metallic corners and snap-buttons on their billfolds were "14-K Gold," 
facts being said Initial letters and frames and metalUc corners and snap
buttons were not composed of "14-K gold,'' but, on the contrary, were 14-K 
gold plated; 

\Vith capncityaiic1 tendency to mislead and deceive purchasing public Into the 
erroneous beliefs that the Gladstone handbags advertised, offered, and 
sold by them were made from the outside or topHide of cow skin and were 
genuine cowhide, choice leather, and A-1 quality leather, as represented by 
them, and that said articles, when purchased, would be stamped with 
initials of the purchaser in 14-K Gold and a 14-K Gold frame, and that the 
said billfolds' metallic corners aud snnp-buttons were 14-K Gold, and with 
capacity and tendency to induce members of the purchasing public to buy 
Said products because of the erroneous beliefs thus engcndPred, and to 
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divert trade unfairly to them from competitors engaged in sale in inter· 
state commerce or similar products, and who rightfully and truthtnllY 
represent the same and do not in any wise falsely represent their products; 
to the substantial injury of competition in commerce: 

IIeld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. RobertS. If all, trial examiner. 
Mr. Astor Hogg for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that George 
Landon and Michael Mason \Varner, Jr., trading as Landon and 
'Varner, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and are 
using unfair methorls of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in said act of Congress, and it appearing to the Commission 
that a procet'ding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, George Landon and Michael Mason 
\Varner, Jr., are copartners, trading under the name and style of 
Landon and \Varner, with their office and principal place of business 
locatNl at 360 N.l\Iichigan Avenue, in the city of Chicago, Ill. They 
are now, and have been for more than one year last past, engaged 
in the business of selling and distributing billfolds, Gladstone bags, 
and other similar pro1lucts to members of the purchasing public in 
commerce, as herein set out. 

PAR. 2. The respondents, being engaged in business as aforesai\1, 
cause and cansPd said products, when sold by them, to be transported 
from their principal place of business in the city of Chicago, Ill., to 
purchasers thereof located in the various Stares of the United States 
other than the State of Illinois, and in the District of Columbia. 
There is now and has been at all times mentioned herein a constant 
current of trade in commerce in said products sold and distributed 
by said respondents among and between the various States of the 
United States, and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. Respondents, in the course and conduct of their business 
are now, and have been at all times mentioned herein, engaged in 
substantial competition with other partnerships and with corpora· 
tions, firms, and individuals engaged in the sale and distribution of 

' I 
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similar products in commerce among and between the various States 
of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR, 4. Many of respondents' competitors, mentioned in paragraph 
'3 hereof, make and sell billfolds and Gladstone bags covered with 
leather made from the outside or top-side of cowskin after same has 
been separated or split from the, flesh-side of the skin. Such leather 
is described by makers of such products, and generally known by 
manufacturers, tanners, dealers, and the purchasing public as "cow
hide," "genuine cowhide," "choice leather," and "A-1 quality leather." 
The flesh side of the cowskin is now used to some extent for the mak
-irig of leather, which leather is ordinarily known·and described as 
"split cowhide." It is very much inferior in quality and durability to, 
and cheaper in price than, "genuine cowhide," "choice leather," and 
"A-1 quality leather" as described in this paragraph. There is a 
marked preference on the part of the purchasing public for billfolds 
and Gladstone bags made from genuine cowhide, choice leather, and 
A-1 quality leather as described herein.· 

PAn. 5. In the course and conduct of their business as described 
herein, respondents, in offering for sale, selling, and distributing in 
interstate commerce their "Landon and lVarner" feature Gladstone 
bags represented and still represent by marks, stamps, and brands in 
large and conspicuous letters on the bags themselves that said Glad
stone bags were and are "genuine cowhide," and they further repre
sented and still represent in advertising circulars, circulated widely 
among their customers and prospective customers, that the Gladstone 
bags so offered for sale, sold, and distributed were "made only of 
choice leathers ... ," and of "A-1 quality leather." Said respondents 
in soliciting the sale of, and selling their Gladstone bags in interstate 
commerce represented, and still represent, in the advertising circular 
referred to that the initials of purchasers of said bags would be placed 
thereon in 14-K gold, and that such initials would also be encased 
Within a 14-K gold frame. Further, respondents in the aid of the 
sale of their billfolds under the trade name "Pasmaster," which bill
folds were, and are, equipped with metallic corners and snap buttons, 
·represented and represent in their advertising catalogs that said 
metallic corners and snap buttons were "14-K gold." 

PAR. 6. Said descriptions, representations, marks, stamps, and 
brands made by respondents as to their Gladstone bags and billfolds 
Were, and are, false and fraudulent in that: 
· 1. The Gladstone bags described as "genuine cowhide," "made of 
only choice leathers," and "A-1 quality leather" are not, and were not., 
gl'nnine cowhide, made of only choice leathers, or made of A-1 qual-
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ity. leather as such descriptions, marks, brands, and representations 
are commonly understood by the purchasing public. 

2. The intialletters and frames placed, and offered to be_ placed,: on 
the Gladstone bags were not, and are not 14-K gold, but on the con
trary were, and are, 14-K gold-plated. 

3. The metallic corners and snap buttrms on their billfolds were not, 
and are not, 14-K gold as represented, but were other than 14-K gold. 

PAR. 7. The representations, descriptions, marks, stamps, and 
brands, as hereinbefore set out, and other similar representations, 
have had, and do have, the tendency and capacity to confuse, mis
lead, and deceive members of the purchasing public into the. er
roneous beliefs that the Gladstone bags advertised and sold by re
spondents were genuine cowhide, made of only choice leathers, and of 
A-1 quality leather, as described herein, and that said bags, upon 
request of the purchaser, would be stamped by the respondents 
with the initials of the purchaser in 14-K gold and placed in a 14-K 
gold frame; that the metallie corners and snap buttons of the bill
folds advert-ised and sold by respondents were 14-IC gold. The 
said representations, descriptions, marks, brands, and stamps have 
had, and do have, the capacity and tendency to induce members of 
the purchasing public to buy said products because of the er
roneous beliefs engendered, as above set forth. Further, said rep
resent!l.tions, descriptions, marks, brands, and stamps have the ca· 
pacity and tendency to unfairly divert trade from competitors of 
respondents engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of similar 
products, which said competitors truthfully and rightfully adver~ 
tise and represent their said products. As a result thereof, sub· 
stantial injury has been and now is being done by respondents' to 
competition in commerce among and between the various States of 
the United States, and in the District of Columbia. · 

PAR. 8. The acts and practices of respondents are all to the in· 
jury and prejudice of the public and competitors of respondents in 
interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other pur· 
poses," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant. to the provisions of an Act of CongresR, approve~ 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to creatA n FP<leral Trade 
Commi!"sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' 
the Federal Trarle Commission, on the 15th day of October 19~G, is· 
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sued and served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, 
George Landon and Michael Mason ·warner, partners, trading as 
Landon & Warner, charging them with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents' 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the alle
gations of said complaint were introduced by Astor Hygg, attorney 
for the Commission, before Robert S. Hall, an examiner of the Com
lnission theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to the 
allegations of the complaint by George Landon, attorney for the re
spondents, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded 
and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding 
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the 
said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence and 
brief in support of the complaint (respondents' counsel having waived 
the filing of brief) ; and the Commission having duly considered the 
same and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this pro
ceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as 
to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. George Landon and Michael Mason "\Varner are 
partners trading and doing business as Landon & "\Varner, with their 
office and principal place of business located at 3GO North Michigan 
Avenue, in the city of Chicago, Ill. For more than one year last 
past, respondents have been engaged in the business of selling and 
distributing billfolds, Gladstone handbags and other similar prod
ucts. They sell and distribute their products in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. Respondents ship their products when sold, from their 
place of business in the States of Illinois, to the purchasers thereof 
located in the various States of the United States otl1er than the State 
of Illinois. Respondents are now and for more than one year last 
Past have been in substantial competition with other partnerships 
and with corporations, firms and individuals engaged in the business 
of selling and distributing billfolds, Gladstone handbags, and other 
similar products in commerce between and among the various States 
of the United States. 

PAn. 2. Numerous competitors of respondents manufacture and sell 
their billfolds and Gladstone handbags covered with leather made 
from the outside or topside of cowskin, after same has been separated 
or split from the flesh side of the skin. Leather made from the out-
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side or topside of cowskin is properly described by makers of such 
products, and is generally known by manufacturers, dealers and the 
purchasing public, as "cowhide," "genuine cowhide," "ehoice leather,'' 
and "A-1 quality leather." The flesh side of the cowskin is used 
to some extent in the making of certain grades of leather, which 
grades of leather are ordinarily known and described as· "split cow· 
hide." "Split cowhide" is very much inferior in quality and dura~ 
bility to, and cheaper in price than, "genuine cowhide," "choice 
leather," and "A-1 quality leather," which are made from the outside 
or topside of cowskin, as before described. The purchasing public 
generally has a pronounced and distinct· preference for billfolds ·and 
Gladstone handbags and other leather products that have been made 
from leather from the. outside or topside of cowskin generally known 
and described as "genuine cowhide," "choice leather," and "A-1 
quality leather" rather than split cowhide. 

PAR. 3. Respondents in offering for sale and selling in interstate 
commerce their Gladstone handbags have represented by marks, 
stamps, and brands in large letters on the handbags themselves that 
said Gladstone handbags were "genuine cowhide." They have also 
represented, in advertising circulars circulated widely amoug their 
customers and prospective customers, that the Gladstone handbags so 
offered for sale, :;old and distributed, were "made only of choice 
leather ... ", and of "A-1 quality leather." They have also repre
sented in their advertising eircnlars that the initials of purchasers 
of said handbags are placed on the handbags in 14-J{ Gold, and that 
such initials would Le encased within a 1-1-K Gold frame. Respond· 
ents have represented in their advertising catalogs distributed to their 
customers and prospective customers that the llletallic corners and 
snap-buttons on their billfolds were "14-K Gold." 

PAR. 4. The descriptions, representations, marks, stamps and brands 
used by respondents in connection with their Gladstone handbags and 
billfolds were and are false and misleading in that: 

1. The Gladstone handbags described as being "genuine cowhide" 
"made of only choice leather" and "A-1 quality leather" were not made 
from the outside or topside of cowskin, and were not genuine cowhide, 
were not made of choice leather, or of A-1 quality leather as such de
scriptions are ordinarily and commonly understood by the purchasing 
public, but on the contrary such handbags were and are composed of 
split cowhide, derived from the flesh side of the cowskin. 

2. The initial letters and frames placed and offered to be placed on 
the said handbags, and the metallic corners and snap buttons on their 
billfolds were not composed of 14-K Gold, hut on the contrary, such 
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initial letters, frames, corners and snap buttons were 14-K Gold
plated. 

PAn. 5. The above and foregoing descriptions, marks and brands 
U>;ed by the 1·espondents and the representations made by respondents 
have had and do have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive 
the pmchasing public into the erroneous beliefs that the Gladstone 
l~anppag~ a,qve~'tised,. offered for sale, and sold by respondents, were 
made from the outside or topside of cowskin and were "genuine cow~ 
hide," "choice leather," and "A-1 quality leather" as represented by 
respon<lents, and that said han<lbags, when purchased would be 
stamped by the respondents with initials of the purchaser in 14-K Gold 
and placed in a 14-K Gold Frame; that the nwtallic corners and snap
hnttons of the billfolds advertised and sold by the respondents were 
14-K Gold. The representations, marks, brands and Jescriptions used 
by respondents as aforesaid have had and do have the capacity and 
tentlency to induce membei·s of the purchasing public to buy said 
}Wo<lucts because of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above set forth. 
Such representations, descriptions, marks, and brands used by the 
l'espondents, have a capacity and tendency to unfairly divel't' trade 
fJ·om competitors of respondents engaged in the sale in interstate com
llleree of similar products who rightfully and truthfully represent 
their products and who do not in anywise falsely represent their 
Products; and in this manner, respondents do substantial injury to the 
('ompetition in commerce among and between the various States of the 
United States. 

CONCJ.USION 

The afore~aid acts and practices of the respoudents, George Landon 
IIJHll\Iichaell\lason \Varner, parti1ers, trading and doing business as 
Landon & \Vamer, are to the prejudice of the public and of respond
{'Jlts' competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
~~~d!"ral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
otlwr purpo~s." 

ORDER TO CF.ASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
~'llon upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ents, testimony and other evidence taken before Robert S. Hall, an 
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly d<'signat<'tl by it in 
Rllpport of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
tllerPto, brief ·of the Commission filecl hen•in (respm11lents having 
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waived the filing of brief); and the Commission having made ·its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have 
violated. the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, George Landon and Michael 
Mason Warner, individually and as partners trading as Landon and 
Warner, their representatives, agents, servants, and employees, in 
connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of Glad
stone handbags, luggage and billfolds in interstate commerce or in 
the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Labeling, stamping, marking, branding, advertising or otherwise 
representing through the use of the words "cowhide," "genuine cow
hide," "choice leather," and '~A-1 quality leather," or any other word 
or words of similar meaning, import or effect, that Gladstone hand
bags or other luggage manufactured in whole or in part from the 
under layers or flesh side of cowskin, known as split leather, are 
made from the outside layer of cowskin; 

2. Using the term "14-K Gold" or any other term, mark or symbol 
of similar import to describe initials or letters placed on the handbags 
when such initials are not composed of 14-K gold and when they are 
gold-plated; 

3. Representing in any manner that letters or initials of purchasers 
are encased within a 14-K gold frame when such frame is not com
posed of 14-K gold or when such frames are gold-plated; 

4. Repr:esenting in any manner that the metallic corners and snap 
buttons on their billfolds are 14-K gold when the same are not com
posed of 14-K gold or when such metallic corners and snap buttons 
are gold-plated. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 30 days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN TIIE MATTER OF 

.JOSEPH A. PIUMA 
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 

OF SEC. :i OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket !229. Complaint, Sept. 5, 1934-Declsion, Apr. 6, 1931 

Where an individual, manufacturing pharmacist, engaged In sale and distribu
tion of a preparation made for him under his formula and known and ~>Old 
for some seven or eight years theretofol'e under name "Glendage," and for
merly under name "Sexvitor," and in marketing said preparation, packaged 
in bottles of ninety tablets, for sale at retail for $3.00, through wholesale 
drug jobbers principally, and through retail drug chains, and occasionally 
direct to consumers, at various Jloints in the several Stat.es and in the 
District of Columbia, in substantial comp;:-tition with those engaged in 
offer and sale of remedies, preparations, products and treatments used and 
useful for treatment and correction of ailments and conditions for which his 
said "Glendage" might possess any corrective or therapeutic value, and for 
treatment and correction of ailments and conditions for which he represented 
said preparation as an effective corrective or treatment-

ltepresented, in ad\·ertlsing said "Glendage'' in newspapers in various cities and 
through form letters mailed to prospective purchasers thereof and through 
pamphlets distributed among such purchasers and containing statements as 
to the value thereof In the treatment and correcti.on of human ailments and 
conditions, and superiority thereof compared with other preparations and 
products used In treatment and correction of ailments and conditions for 
which It was recommended, that said "Glcndage" was a gland tonic !md 
remedy which would restore vigorous health, and was the best such remedy 
known, and the "last word" in "modern science" in such remedies, and one 
which stimulated all the glands to healthy activity and was entirely unlike 
other so-called gland remedies, and stood superior as a tonic, and was a 
remedy for nervousness, overwork, and lack of vim and vigor, and would 
return one to the full vigor of manhood or womanhood, and constituted 
competent and effective treatment or correctiYe for use in remedying ail
ments and conditions Indicated, facts being it did not possess the therapeutic 
efficacy represented and implied by him in treatment and correction of 
ailments and conditions for which recommended, and said various repre
sentations and statements were false and misleading: 

With effect of misleading and deceiving many persons affected with ailments 
and conditions concerning which said rP.presentatlons and Implications were 
m:ule, and of causing a substantial portion of such persons erroneously to 
believe that said representations and implications were true, and that 
preparation In question possessed therapeutic efficacy represented, and was 
a competent and effective treatment or corrective for use in remedying 
aliments and conditions for which recommended, and of causing a sub
stantial portion of such persons, because of such erroneous belief, to buy 
said preparation, and thereby unfairly divert trade to him from his com
P<'tltors who truthfully represent their preparations, products, remedies and 
treatments; to their substantial injury and that of the public: 
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Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair ~ethorls of competition. 

Before Mr. W. W. Sheppm·d, trial examiner. 
Mr. Ed1v. lV. Tlwmerwn for the Conunissiqn .. 
Oanepa & Oa.~f?'lwcio, o'f J;)s Angeles, Calif.,' for respOJid(mt. 

CoMl'LAJN'l' 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congre~:;s, approved Sep~ 
tembPr 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com~ 
mission, to define its powers and dutiPs, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Joseph A. 
Piuma, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been awl is u~iug 
unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined 
in said act, and it appearing to said Commission that a proceeding 
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest hereby issues 
its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The ret-:pondent,·Joseph A. Piuma, is· a manufactur~ 
ing pharmacist, with his principal oflice and place of business in the 
city of Los Angeles, in the State of California. Now and for more 
than two years last past he has bePn engagPd in the business of sell
ing, among other articles, a purportPd mNlicinal preparation desig~ 
nated by him as "Glendage," and in the sale thereof between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia, causing said "Glendage" when sold by him to be trans
ported from his place of business in the city of Los Angeles, Cali
fornia, to the purchasers thereof located in said State and to othe1· 
purchasers thereof located in other States of the United States and 
in the District of Columbia. There is now and has been for more 
than two years last past a constant current of trade in commerce by 
the respondent in the said "Glendnge" between and among the variou~ 
States and territories of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. In the course and conduct of his said business, respondent 
is now, and for more than two years last past has bee~1, in substantial 
competition with other persons, and with firms, partnerships, and 
corporations engaged in commerce between and among the va1·ious 
States of the United States; in medicinal preparations, pills and 
compounds for use in the treatment of physical impairments and 
physical disabilitiPs for which respondent's said "Glendage" is a<l
n'rtised and represented by respondent to be a remedy. 

PAR. 2. In aml by advertisements, circulars, and letters sent by 
rt'spondent through the mails, respondent in selling and soliciting 
tlw sale bPtween and among the various States of the UnitPd States 
and in the District of Columbia, of his sni<l product rallNl "Gl<>lHl-
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a.ge," now and for more than two years last past, has falsely repre-· 
sented, and still falsely represents, among other things concerning 
said "Glendage," that-

1. Said "Giendage" is a gland tonic ; 
2. S(1ld "Glen'dage" restores l·Igoron~ health; 
3. Said "Glcndage" is tlu; bPst gland remedy known; 
4. Said "Glendage" conRtitutes a remedy for glands; 
5. Said "Glendage" Is the last word in modern science; 
6. Said "Glendage" !Stimulates all the glands to healthy activity; 
i. Said "Glendage" is entirely unlike other so-called gland remedies; 
8. Said "Glendage" stands superiot· to a tonic; 
9. Said "Glendage" is a wonderful remedy for eases of nen-ousness or over

work, or lack of vim, or lack of vigor; and 
10. Said "Glendagc" will return one to tbe full vigor of manhood or woman

hoot}, 

when in truth and in fact said "Glendage" is uot a gland tonic; will 
not restore vigorous health; not only is not the best gland remedy 
known but is not a gland remedy; does not constitute a remedy for· 
glands; not only is not the last word in modern science but is not a 
se.ientific product; "·ill not. stimulate all of the glands to healthy 
activity, or any of them; is not unlike other so-ealletl gbtnd remedies; 
is not a tonic; is not a wonderful remedy, or any rt>medy at all, fot~ 
cases of nervousness or overwork, or lack of vim, or lack of vigor, 
and will not return one to the fnll vigor of manhood or womanhood. 

PAR. 3. The aforesaid misr!'presentations made by the said respond
ent as set out in p!tragmph 2 hereof, have had, and still have, the 
capacity and temlency to mislead and deceive, and have misled and 
deceived the purchasing public in the beliefs that the aforesaid state
ments set out in paragraph 2 hereof made by the said respondent, are· 
true, and have had and still have the capacity and tei.1dency to inducer
and have inducPd the purchasing public to purchase said "Glen!lage" 
from the respondent in such beliefs. 

PAn. 4. There are amollg the competitors of the respondent men
tiolled in paragraph 1 hereof, manufacturers and sellers of medicinal 
preparations and products who do not make representations eoncern
ing their medicinal prPparations and products such ns those made: 
by the respondent and enumerated in paragraph 2 hereof. The afore
said misrepresentations made by respondent have the capacity and 
tendency to divert trade from such competitors in interstate com
merce and thereby substantial injury is done by respondent to sub
stantial competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and things done by rPspondent are 
all to the injury and prejudice of the public and respondent's com
petitors in commerce within the intPnt nnd nwnning of St>ction !i of 

1467Mrn-3Q-vol. 24-G2 
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an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on September 5, 1934, issued and, on 
September 10, 1934, served its complaint in this proceeding upon 
respondent Joseph A. Piuma, charging him with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of . 
said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of re
spondent's answer thereto, testimony aml other evidence in support of 
the allegations of said complaint were introduced by Edw. vV. Thom
erson, attorney for the Commission, before 1V. vV. Sheppard, an exam
iner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, no evidence 
having been offered by the respondent in opposition thereto; and 
said testimony and evidence were duly recorded and filed in tho office 
of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on· 
for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint, the an-
1:iWer thereto, testimony and evidence, brief in support of the com
plaint, no brief having been filed in opposition thereto; and the Com
mission having duly considered the same, and being now fully advised 
in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the 
public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
drawn therefrom : 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Joseph A. Piuma, is a manufuctur
inrr pharmacist and sells and distributes a number of medicinal prep-o . 
arations, with his office and principal place of business at GOO Sprmg 
Street in the city of Los Angeles, in the State of California, and 
maintains a laboratory at 221 San Fernando Road, Los Angeles, 
Calif. Among the medicinal preparations sold and distributed by 
the respondent from his said place of business in the city of Los 
Angeles, in the State of California, is a preparation manufactured by 
Sharp and Dohme of Philadelphia, Pa., under a formula of the 
respondent, which is now, and has been for the past seven or eight 
years, known as, and sold under the name, "Glcndage'' and which 
was formerly known as and sold under the name of "Sexvitor." 
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Respondent markets said preparation Glendage principally through 
wholesale drug jobbers, through retail drug chains, and, occasionally, 
direct to consumers located at various points in the several States of 
the United States other than in the State of Califomia and in the 
District of Columbia, and when such sales are made, the respondent 
causes said preparation to be transported from his place of business 
in the city of Los Angeles and State of California to the said pur
c·hasers thereof. 

The preparation Glendage is packaged in bottles of ninety tablets 
each which sell at retail for the sum of $3.00. Respondent's annual 
business in the sale of said preparation for the past three or four 
years has ranged from $25,000 to $30,000. The respondent in offer
ing for sale and selling the preparation Glendage in commerce 
between and among the several States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia, is in substantial competition with other 
individuals and with firms and corporations who are engaged in said 
commerce in the business of offering for sale and selling remedies, 
preparations, products, and treatments used and useful for the treat
ment and correction of the ailments and conditions for which the 
respondent's said preparation G lend age might posses~:> any corrective 
or therapeutic value and for the treatment and correction of the ail
ments and conditions for which the respondent represents the prepa
ration Glendage to be an effective corrective or treatmeut. 

PAn. 2. The preparation Glendage is in tabiet form and is pack
aged in bottles containing ninety tablets which retail for $3.00 per 
bottle. The approximate annual sales of the preparation Glendage 
are between $25,000 and $30,000. · 

The preparation Glendage is compounded of glandular substances 
in combination with phosphorus uux vomica and cascara. An anal
ysis of the preparation Glendage shows that it is constituted as 
follows: 

Number or tablets-03. 
Average weight (50 tabs.), 0.3155 gm. or 4.RG8 grs./tablet 
Total alkaloids calculated as nux vomica extruct (USP X), 3.59% or O.l'l!S 

grs./tablet 
Iodine in organic combination, 0.0304% or 0.00148 grs./tablet, 0.0304% or 

0.00143 grs./tablet 
Equ!Yalent to thyroid, 0.87 grs./tablet 

Qualitative Tests: 
Alkaloids-Present. (Brucine and strychnine ideutified, which point to 

presence or nux vomica extract) 
Phosphates-Trace. 
Emodin test-I'o~>itive. (E'draet cascara sagrada lndlcnted) 
Zinc-Present. 
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Tublet rxdpit>nts l'rPst·ut. (Tnlc, iron oxitle, t·alcinm curhonnh', mill rctl 
l'oloring matter) 

Glandular substances-lntlicn trd by odor. 
Inorganic lodldcs-.Ab8ent. 
Produ<"t Is R rt>d coated pill, null is comtllt,.;etl of unimul th;sne>'~ upparently 

glandular in nature (wbidt ill Indicated b~· oclor of the subshtut•c•, :nul also the 
orgqnl_cniJy conJ~J~Ilf'~cl}l!~lint~ contf'nt), with ~JURI! amouuts ot alkaloids (strych· 
uine nnd brulcine,. 1wohably fJI(Ucating ther l>J'C"cnce. !)f, n.11JI: ·n1micu),; em~din 
hearing th·ugs (cai'!cnru Indicated by taste and odor), and trac!'s of zinc, ItllOs· 
phates, iron, calcium, and talc (the latter three probuhly us tabll•t excfpi<>nts). 

The organically combined iodine content of the pill:; correspond to 0.87 
gr./tablt•t of thyroid (U. S. P. X), but iodine is also a constituent of othet• 
glandular substunces. 

The. formula used in componnding the preparation in 1927 Is as 
fo1lows: 

Suprarenal Glands dt•slccated----------------------------- %Gr. 
'fhyroid deslccntell _______________________________________ %Gr. 
Pituitary Whole desiccated _______________________________ lh2 Gr. 

Orchic Substance desiccated------------------------------ 2 Gr. 
Zinc Phosphide to repre~ent Phosphorus------------------· %oo Gr. 
Ext. Nux Vomica---------------------------------------- %Gr. 
J<~xt. CuRcara Sagrnda------------------------------------ 1/s Gr. 
J<~xclpient to make one tablet. 

PAn. 3. The respon<lPnt, Joseph A. Piuma, dming the five years 
last past, has advertised the preparation Glemlage in newspapers 
located in various cities in the States of the UnitPd States, and 
through form letters mailed to prospective purcha~el's of said prepa
ration, aml through pamphlets distributrd among prospective pur
c.hasers containing statements as to the value of said prt>paration in 
the treatment and COlTt>ction of ailments and conditions found to 
exist in the human body and the superiority of the preparation when 
compared with other preparations and products nsPtl in the trt>at
ment and correction of the ailments a)l(l cmHlitions for whil'h it is 
recommended. 

Among and typical of the statemt>nts so used are the following: 

GLENDAGE is the last word in glandular therapy. In com·enient tablet 
form, Gii'JHlage contains the extmcts from the glands of henlthy animals, and 
stimulates ALL OF TilE GLANDS to henlthy activity. Thl' effe1·t is astonish· 
ing-almost Jllllgicnl. Yon retmn to the full vigor of manhood and womanhood. 
Your interest in life retnrus. VIgorous lwalth Is neceAsury fo1· snecef's in all 
activity totlny. 

Do 110t confu!-le Gleuduge with otht•t• so called gluud rl'nwdie~. It is eutir('ly 
unlike otbe~·s-is a REAL GLAND PRODUCT and curries an unlimited. gnnr· 
unt('e (Jf ~ati~fal'tlon or money huc-k. 
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Restores Vigorous Health 

We guarantee to restore your pep, vigor, vitality, or we refund every t-ent. 
'That's how sure we are that we have the best gland remedy known. Thousands 
<Jf tests have proved this to our full satisfaction. Now, WITHOUT RISK, yr.m 
:Ciln prove it to yours. 

IS YOUR HEALTH SLIPPING1 

New Gland Tonic Discovered 

If you feel that the "big kick" of life ls pnl'slng, If your vigor and pep is 
waning, try Glendage, the new money-back glandular tablet. It is no longet· 
neeessary· to be weak, nervous,- frail,• run· down. By regulating and stlmullitlng 
gland secretions millions of red blood corpuseles are built and you again feel 
ihe glow of youthful vigor. 

IS YOUR VIGOH SLIPPING? 

PAR. 4. By the means and in the manner above stated, the respond
ent Joseph A. Piuma represents and implies that the said prepara
tion G lendage is a gland tonic; that it will restore vigorous health; 
that it is the best gland remedy known; that it constitutes a remedy 
for glands; that it is the last w<;>rd in "modern science'' in gland 
remedies and stimulates all of the glands to healthy activity; that it 
is entirely unlike other so-called gland renwdies; that it stands 
superior to all other tonics as a tonic; that it is a remedy for caS('S 
of nervousness, overwork, lack of vim and lack of vigor; that it will 
retum one who does not possess the full vigor of manhood or woman
hood to such a state; and that said preparation Glendage is a com
petent and effective treatment or correctiYe for use in remedying the 
ailments and conditions mentioned. 

In truth and in fact, said preparation Glendage is not a competent 
and effective treatment or corrective for use in remedying the ail
ments and conditions for which it is recommended; it is not a gland 
tonic; it will not restore vigorous health; it is not the best gland 
remedy known; it does not constitute a remedy for glands; it is not 
the last word in "modern science" in gland remedies nor does it stimu
late all the glands to healthy activity; it is not unlike other so-called 
gland remedies; it is not superior as a tonic; it is not a remedy for 
eases of nervousness, overwork, ]aek of vim and lack of vigor; and it 
will not return one to the full vigor of manhood or womanhood. 

In truth and in fact, said preparation Glendage do<>s not possess 
the therapeutic efficacy represented and implied by the respondent 
Joseph A. Piuma in the treatment and correction of the ailments 
nnd conditions for which it is recommended. 
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PAR. 5. The representations and implications so used by the re
spondent Joseph A. Piuma, in connection-with the sale of said prepa
ration Glendage iri said commerce, in the matter hereinabove set out, 
are false and misleading and have had, and do have, the tendency 
and capacity to, and have, and do, mislead and deceive many persons 
affected with the ailments and conditions about which said repre
sentations and implications are made, and cause a substantial portion 
of such persons erroneously to believe that said representations and 
implications are true and that said preparation possesses the thera
peutic efficacy represented and is a competent and effective treatment 
or corrective for use in remedying the ailments and conditions for 
which it is recommended; and cause a substantial portion of such 
persons, because of such erroneous belief, to purchase said prepara
tion Glendage, thereby unfairly diverting trade to the respondent 
from his competitors who truthfully represent their preparations, 
products, remedies, and treatments, to the substantial injury of said 
competitors in said commerce and to the injury of the public. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Joseph A. 
Piuma, are to the. prejudice of the public and the respondent's com
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO C'EA8E AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ent, testimony and other evidence takPn before W. ,V, Sheppard, an 
examiner of the 'Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint, and brief in support of 
the complaint, no brief having been filed by the respondent. and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclu
sion that the respondent has violated the provisions of nn Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Joseph A. Piuma, his represent
atives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering for 
sale, sale, and distribution of the medicinal preparation now known 
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as, and sold under the name, Glendage, or any other preparation,. 
under whatever name sold, composed of similar ingredients and pos
sessing therapeutic properties similar to the preparation now known · 
as, and Sold under the name, G lendage, in commerce between and 
among the several States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia, forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly 
representing: 

1. That said preparation is a gland tonic; 
2. That said preparation will restore vigorous health; 
3. That said preparation is the best gland remedy known; 
4; That said preparation constitutes a remedy for glands; 
5. That said preparation is the "last word" in "modern science'" 

in gland remedies, and stimulates all the glands to healthy activity; 
6. That said preparation is entirely unlike other so-called gland 

remedies; 
7. That said preparation stands superior as a tonic; 
8. That said preparation is a remedy for cases of nervousness, 

overwork, lack of vim and lack of vigor; 
9. That said preparation will return one to the full vigor of man

hood or womanhood; 
10. That said preparation is a· competent and effective treatment 

or corrective for use in remedying the ailments and conditions here
inabove mentioned. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which he has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

E. G. ZELLERS AND M. W. ZELLERS, TRADING AS ZELLERS 
LABORATORIES 

{~O~IPL:\INT, l<'INDINGS, AND ORIJI:m JN REGARD TO THE ALLEGI<m VIOLATION 
OF SP~C. i'i OF AN AC'T Olt' CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doekct f835. Complai11t, June 5, 1986-Deotsion, Apr. 6, 193"1 

Where a firm engaged in the sale and distribution of poultry medicines and rem
edies,. including their "Zellers Kamala Nicotine Tabs," "Zellers Fowl. Tone 
Formula No.1," "Zellers Fowl Tone'Forinula No.2," and "Carbo-Zel Tablets," 
in substantial competition with others engaged in the manufacture and sale 
of similar and like commodities used for the same or similar purposes-

Represented, In advertising their aforesaid four preparations, that said products, 
as the case might be, constituted effective remedies or treatments for round 
and tape worms and Internal parasites in fowls, and an effective remedy and 
agency for the removal of all such parasites, and effective remedies and treat
ments for intestinal fiu and various other conditions and ailments in turkeys 
and irritations caused by worms in fowls, and constituted perfect and Ideal 
antiseptics for fowls, nnd would preclude infestation by worms, or were scien
tifically prepared successfully to combat the ravages of intestinal worms in 
fowls, and to counteract toxic poisons created by their presence, and consti
tuted a worm preventive, facts being such representations and statements 
were false and misleading and said various preparations did not have the 
qualities or properties thus represented, and would not accomplish such 
results; 

With tendency and capacity to deceive and mislead substantial portions of pur
chasing public Into the erroneous belief that such representations were true, 
and with the result that consuming public, as a direct consequence of mis
taken and erroneous beliefs thus.. engendered, purchased substantial volume 
of their commodities and trade was thereby unfairly diverted to them from 
competitors engaged in sale of products of same kind and nature, and who 
truthfully advertise and represent their character and quality and results to 
be obtained from use tl1ereof; to the substantial injury of competition in 
commerce: 

IleZd, That such nets and prn<"tices were to the prejudice of the public aml 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Jlr. lV. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Air. John Daney for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress app1·oyed Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An .Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," t.he 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that E. G. 
~l1ers and M. ,V. Zellers, copartners, doing business under the trade 
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name Zellers Laboratories, hereinafter referred to as respondentst 
have been and now are, using unfair methods of competition in com
merce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in 
that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. E. G. Zellers and M. ·w. Z::lllet·s, copartners, doing 
business under the trade name Zellers Laboratories, with their prin
cipal place of business at Orrton Avenue and Noble Street, Reading, 
Pa., are now and for several years last past have been engaged in 
the sale and distribution of poultry products, consisting of medicines 
and remedies for various diseases in fowls, in commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States and in the course of 
the sale and distribution of the aforesaid commodities cause the same 
to be transported to the purchasers thereof from their place of busi
ness in the city of Reading, State of Pennsylvania, into and through 
the various States of the United States other than the State o-f 
Pennsy lvania. 

PAR. 2. There are among the competitors of respondents, individ
uals, firms, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the manu
facture and sale of similar and Ilke commodities, or commodities to 
be used for the same and similar purposes, who offer for sale and sell 
their said products· to purchasers located in the various States of the 
United States, and who cause their said products when sold to be 
transported to purchasers thereof located in the various States of the 
United States. 

PAR. 3. There are, among the poultry products offered for sale and 
sold by respondents as aforesaid, products sold under the trade names 
"Zellers Kamala Nicotine Tabs," "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No. 
1," "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No.2," and "Carbo-Zel Tablets." In 
the course of the offering for sale and sale of the poultry medicines 
and remedies sold under the trade names designated supra in this 
paragraph, the respondents have caused and cause statements and 
representations to be made in advertisements, pamphlets, circulars, 
trade magazines, and other printed matter which is published or dis
tributed in the various States of the United States to the following 
effect, gist, or meaning: 

(a) "Zellers Kamala Nicotiue 'l'abs" are an effective individual worm treat
ment for Round and Tape \Vorrus in chickens, turkeys and other fowls; they 
are a powerful and effective agency for ridding your birds of worms; they do 
not dissolve until they reach the gizzard, where normal grinding action releases 
the medicine right at the seat of the worms; thE>y produce rE>snlts In less than 
six hours; medication is released at the very seat of the worm infestation, 
resulting In efficient ridding of the blrd's body of lntestlnnl parasites; unless the 
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head of the Tape Worm is removed treatment will be of no avail; and the head 
of the worm must come out as it is the root of the Tape Worm. 

(b) "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No. 1" contains the elements essential to 
the proper development of future layers; it is a special tonic for building up 
disease resistance and aiding in the quick recovery from worm infestation; it 
and "Carbo-Zellers Tablets" are ideal antiseptics; they wlll prevent digestive 
disorders; they are effective treatments for intestinal flu, coccidiosis, diarrhea, 
.cholera, typhoid, broo<ler pneumonia, blackhead in turkeys and irritation caused 
by worms. 

(c) "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No. 2" is especially recommended for flock 
t.reatment of worms, is scientifically prepared to combat the ravages of these 
small, microscopic worms, to counteract the toxic poisons they give off; it is an 
-excellent tonic and worm preventive. 

PAR. 4. All of the representations and statements made by the 
respondents in the manner indicated in paragraph 3 hereof are false 
and misleading. "Zellers Kamala Nicotine Tabs" is not an effective 
treatment for all worms in chickens and other fowls, and is not an 
effective remedy for tape worms and worms other than round worms; 
it will not remove the heads of tape worms, and is not an effective 
remedy for such purpose. "Z9llers Fowl Tone Formula No. 1" and 
"Carbo-Zellers Tablets" are not effective remedies for coccidiosis and 
other poultry diseases designated in sub-section (b) of paragraph 
3 supra, and will not produce the results represented by respond
ents as set forth in said paragraph. "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula 
No. 2" is not an effective flock treatment scientifically prepared to 
combat the ravages of small, microscopic worms and to counteract the 
toxic poison they give off; it is not a worm preventive and will not 
produce the results represented by respondents as described in sub
section (c) of paragraph 3 supra. 

PAR. 5. Each and all of the false and misleading statements and 
representations made by the respondents in the manner hereinabove 
set out, were, and are calculated to, and have had, and now have the 
tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive substantial portions 
of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said repre
sentations are true. As a direct consequence of the mistaken and 
erroneous beliefs induced thereby the consuming public has pur
~hased a substantial volume of respondents' commodities, with the 
result that trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondents from 
competitors engaged in selling commodities of the same kind and 
nature in cmmnerce as hereinabove set out, and who truthfully adver
tise and represent the character and quality, and the results to be 
obtained from the use of their said products. As a result thereof, a 
substantial injury has been and is being done by respondents to com
petition in commerce, as hereinabove set forth. 
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PAR. 6. The above acts and practices of respondents are to the 
injury and prejudice of the public and to competitors of respondents 
in interstate commerce within the meaning and intent of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on June 5, 1936, issued, and on June 7, 
1936, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, E. G. 
Zellers and :M. ,V, Zellers, copartners, doing business under the trade 
name, Zellers Laboratories, charging them with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of 
said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of re
spondents' answer, the Commission, by order entered herein, granted 
respondents' motion for permission to withdraw said answer and to 
substitute therefor an answer admitting all the material allegations of 
the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further evidence 
and all intervening procedure, which substitute answer was duly filed 
in the office of the Commission. 

Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said complaint and the substitute an
swer, briefs and oral arguments of counsel having been waived, and 
the Commission having duly considered the same and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the in
terest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARACRAPII 1. The respondents, E. G. Zellers and M. W. Zellers, 
copartners, are doing business under the trade name of Zellers' Labor
atories, having a principal place of business at Orrton Avenue and 
Noble Street, Reading, Pa. They are and for several years past have 
~en engaged in the sale and distribution of poultry products con
Sisting of medicines and remedies for various diseases in fowls. 'Vhen 
sales are made, respondents cause said products to be transported 
from their place of business in the city of Reading, Pa., into and 
through various States of the United States to the purchasers thereof. 
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PAR. 2. There are other individuals, firms, partnerships, and cor
porations engaged in the manufacture and sale of similar and like 
commodities which are used for the same and similar purposes, who
offer for sale and sell their products to purchasers located in the 
yarious States of the United States, and who cause their productsr 
when sold, to be transported to purchasers located in the various 
States of the United States. Respondents are engaged in substantial 
competition with such other individuals, firms, partnerships, and 
corporations in such commerce. 

PAn. 3. Among the products offered for sale and sold by respon
dents as aforesaid, are products solei under the trade names "Zellers 
Kamala Nicotine Tabs," "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No.1," "Zellers 
Fowl Tone Formula No.2," and "Carbo-Zel Tablets." In the course 
of the promotion and sale of their proclucts under the trade names 
designated herein, the respondents cause statements and representa
tions to be made in adverHsing matter which is distributed in the
various States of the United States to the following effect, gist, or 
meaning: 

(a) ;,Zellers Kamala Nicotine Tabs" are an effective individual worm treat
ment for round and tape worms in chickens, turkeys and other fowls; they are
a powerful and effective agency for ridding birds of worms; they do not dissolve 
nntll they reach the gizzard, where normal grinding action releases the medicine· 
right at the seat of the worms; they produce results in less than six hours; 
medication is released at the very seat of the worm infestation, resulting in 
efficient ridtllng of the bh·d's body of Intestinal parasites; unless the bead of the 
tape worm is removed treatment will be of no avail; and the bead of the worm 
must come out, as It is the root of the tape worm. 

(b) ''Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No. 1" contains the clements esflential to· 
the proper development of future layers; It Is a special tonic for building up 
dlllease resistance and aiding In the quick recovery from worm infestation; it 
and "Carbo-Zel Tablets" are ideal antiseptics; they will prevent digestive dis
orders; they are effective treatments for intestinal flu, coccidiosis, diarrhea, 
cholera, typhoid, brooder pneumonia, blarkhead in ttll'keys and Irritations caused 
by worms. 

(c) "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No. 2" is especially recommended for fiock 
treatment of worms, is scientifically prepared to combat the ravages of these 
small microscopic worms, to counteract the toxic poisons they give orr: it Is an 
excellent tonic and worm preventive. 

PAR. 4. Representations anJ statements to the aforesni<l effect and 
meaning, ns made by the respondents in the manner inJicated in 
paragraph 3 hereof, are false and misleacling. "Zellers Kamala, 
Nicotine Tabs" is not an effective treatment for all worms in chick· 
ens and other fowls, and is not an effective remedy for tape and 
other worms; it will not remove the heads of tape worms and is 
not an effective remedy for such purpose. "Zellers Fowl Tone For-
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Inula No. 1" and "Carbo-Zel Tablets" are not effective remedies :for 
coccidiosis and other poultry diseases designated in sub-section (b) 
of paragraph 3, supra, and will not produce the results represented 
by respondents as set forth in said paragraph. "Zellers Fowl Tone 
Formula No. 2" is not an effective flock treatment scientifically 
prepared to combat the ravages of small, microscopic worms and to 
-counteract the toxic poisons they give off; it is not a worm preventive 
nnd will not produce the results represented by respondents as set 
forth in sub-section (c) of paragraph 3, supra. 

PAR. 5. Representations and statements made by respondents to 
lhe effect and meaning of those set forth in paragraph 3, supra, are 
calculated to and do haYe the tendency and capacity to deceiYe and 
mislead substantial portions of the purchasing public into the errone
QUs belief that such representations are true. As a direct consequence 
of their mistaken and erroneous beliefs induced thereby, the consmn
ing public has purchased a substantial volume of respondents' com
modities, with the attendant result that trade has been unfairly 
diverted to the respondents from competitors engaged in selling com
lllodities of the same kind and nature, in commerce, as hereinabove 
~et out, and who truthfully advertise and represent the character 
nnd quality, and the results to be obtained from the use of their said 
products. Substantial injury is thereby done by respondents to com
petition in commerce, as hereinabove set forth. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents E. G. Zellers 
and M. W. Zellers, copartners doing business under the trade name, 
Zellers Laboratories, are to the prejudice of the public and of respond
ents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
~ommerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein on February 10, 1937, by respondents admitting all the material 
~tllegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Com
tnission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that 
said respondents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress 
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entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 
1914: 

It is orde·red, That the respondents, E. G. Zellers and :M. '\V. Zellers, 
individually and as copartners doing business under the trade name 
Zellers Laboratories, or under any other name, their representatives, 
agents and employees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, 
and distribution of their poultry products now designated as "Zellers 
Kamala Nicotine Tabs," "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No. 1," "Carbo· 
Zel Tablets" and "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No. 2," or any other 
products o£ substantially the same ingredients or having the same 
therapeutic effect, sold under those names or any other names, do 
forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly representing: 

1. That "Zellers Kamala Nicotine Tabs" is an effective remedy or 
treatment for round worms, tape worms, or intestinal parasites in 
fowls; or that it is an effective remedy and agency for the removal of 
all intestinal parasites in fowls. 

2. That "Zeller,; Fowl Tone Formula No. 1" and "Carbo-Zel Tab
lets" are e:tfecti ve remedies and treatments for intestinal flu, coccidiosis, 
diarrhea, cholera, typhoid, brooder pneumonia, blackhead in tmkeys, 
and irritation caused by worms in fowls; that they are perfect and 
ideal antiseptics for fowls or that they will preclude worm infestation. 

3. That "Zellers Fowl Tone Formula No. 2" is scientifically pre
pared to successfully combat the ravages of intestinal worms in fowls 
and that it will counteract toxic poisons created by their presence in 
fowls; or that it is a worm preventive. 

It is further m·dered, That the re!'pondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a re
port in writing, settin~ forth in detail the manner and form in which 
they have complied with this request. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

FRANK McKINNON, TRADING AS EASTERN ART CO~I
p ANY AND UNITED ART ASSOCIATION 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
01!' SEC. II 01!' AN ACT OF CONGRESS API'ROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2912. Complaint, Aug. 28, 1936-Decision, Apr. 8, 1931 

Where an Individual engaged, under two separ>lte trade names, in the offer 
and sale of tinteu· or colored photographic enlargements of family and 
other photograpl•s, and of frames therefor, through the medium of sales
men or agents, working In squnds, groups, or teams, and whom It supplied 
with identification cardi3 and with equipment including samples or speci
mens of its so-called "paintings," and with printed order or contract forms, 
and with sales talks and with certificates or coupons for salesmen's use 
In the lucky "draw" ruse employed by him, and who called upon the pros
pective customers and, In accordance with their Instructions, falsely repre
sented that said individual was conducting a contest for national adver· 
tisers, and that winning pictures In such contest, and particularly those 
of babies, would appear on Cream of Wheat, OvaltinP, Ralston, nnd other 
packages or containers, and that parents of child would obtain royalties 
for use of the picture and a granti prize, and that paintings to be entered 
In such contest might result In the offer of a movie contract to the cus
tomer,. ond who made further false and misleading representations to the 
effect that said individual wo.s ccnducting an art school at which pictures 
made for customers would be exhibited, etc., and made other representa
tions In enlisting Interest of prospective customers over and in addition to 
these below set forth, and In tllrect substantial competition with others 
similarly engaged In sale between ond among the various States of tinted 
or colored photographic enlargements and frames therefor, and with those 
engaged In the similar sale of genuine, free-hand, original, oil, and water 
color paintings, and Including among said former ('Cmpetltors those who 
truthfully represent and honestly vend their protlucts, nno, among the 
lattet·, those who truthfully reprPsent their genuine portraits as pfllntlngs-

(a) Described said enlargements as "paintings" and as "fine oil paintings" 
and as "hand paintings," and as a work of art and not photographic en
largements, in soliciting sale thereof as above set forth, and as "portrait 
paintings" on the order or contract forms with said Individual's trade 
name thereon, notwlthstnnr'llng fact that so-called "paintings" were not 
portrait paintings, oil paintings, etc., or original paintings or works of 
art, but were merely cheap photographic enlargements of photographs 
which had· been tinted or colored through use of pastel or crayon water 
color or other powdered pigments ~;prayed thereon with air brush and 
compressed air; 

(b) Represented to the pro;;pP<'th·e customer contal'ted by one of his ~;aid 
Rales agl"nts or representatives that a drawing contest would be held to 
decide a few lucky pl"rsons to receive free paintings In t!JP!r homes, and 
that customer would be allowed two draws or trialR, and Informed' the 
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participating customer, upon invariable receipt of a winning check or 
coupon purportedly entitling him, ns theretofore announced, tol a genuine 
oil painting, painting or portrait free, or to a substantial discount on the 
price thereof, and, following the subsequent negotiations and contract for 
such & painting, free or at substantial discount, nnd after the closing of 
the rleal, casually and Incidentally, that there was a nominal tbarge of 
$3.08 to be paid as representing actual cost of materials used In making 
the paintings, facts being said all{'ged "draw" or "drawing" was a mere 
sham device employed for the sole purpose Lf Inducing prospettive pur
chas!'r to believe erroneously, tlwt If be drew a lucky coupon or certificate 
he would ther{'by hnve the distinct advantnge of obtaining a pninting free, 
or at a price below that ordinarily charged, and all custcmers, unknown 
to each other, were approached In the same manner through use of said 
scheme and device and were similarly beguileu Into the false belief that 
they had been favoreu by chance and that their ca>'es W<'re exceptional In 
such respects, when such was not the fact; 

(c) Rcpres{'nted, as 11foreRaid, that ~!lid snm of $~.98 co,·erecl actual cost of 
m11terials n>'ed in making 11ainting, and that snid individual desired to open 
a bmnth studio in the home town of the cuRtomer and a limited number 
would be selected as exhibitors to rf'ceh·e paintings free of charge, Jlnylng 
-only suth incidental item to cover (·ost of materials as aforesaid, or that 
cn8tomers would receive a fine oil painting for said sum, as covering 
11lleged cost of mnterinls only, or that, in viPw of a special sale, a hand 
painted miniature, represmting the mere cost of materials, would be painted 
for $3.08, and in his order blanks set forth that cn~tomer was pntitled to 
"portrait painting," as above F;Ct forth, and of s1wcified size, at a "cost of 
production" p!·lce of $3.£8, facts being sum mentioned therein did not rf'pre· 
sent such actual cost, but constituted llll initial substantial profit to him on 
the character and type of work done by him, and he was not painting minia
tures in oil or otherwise for aforesaid sum In connection with any special 
sale or otherwise, was not offering any customer any special price or 
genuine price reduction in case of any "painting" or frame therefor, or 
()perntlng any art school or giving work to unemployed artists in painUug 
}Jittures of babies for prize cont{'sts, or OJI<'Hing any branch studio In town 
or community in question, or exhibiting customers' paintings for b{'ncflt 
of artl>~ts, or conducting any contf'st, etc., and 110 child's mother was to 
receive n grand prize or the ehild's parents any royalties, as YarlouAIY 
claimed and rf'presentf'd in salesmen's contatt l'alf'S talks, as above 
Indicated; 

{d) Repreo;rntPd that pictures and frames had selling prices and values which 
were fictitious and greatly in excf'ss of the prices at which Rlmllar productS 
were usually sold and intend<'d to be !Wld, and in excrss of the values of 
snch or slmllnr produets, through Rm·h ~;tatNnPnts as that the cuf'tontrr 
would rf'cl'lve a fine oil painting on ram·as, worth $35 or $40, for $:J !lB. 
ai!Pged cost of materials only, as above 1wt forth, and that prominent twople 
paid as much as $1,000 for portraits painted by hand In fadeless ('olot·~ 
such 11s those mnde by him, fac·ts b{'lng ~uhl so-call<'d "paintings," etc., 
were, as above ~;et forth, merf'ly chf'up photogmphlc enlargC'ments or 
photographs tinted or colorf'd IIR herelnahovl' explainf'cl, were not W11rtl1 

and did not have the value of $35 or $40, or any other sum approuebillg 
such amount, but constituted <'heap Inferior product!! <•ostlng arouud 
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$1.25 each, and were not pictures of the type ever bought by prominent 
people for $1,000; and 

(e) Failed to disclose, in soliciting and taking the order, and after selection 
by agent of a family photograph to be used, as stated, merely to check 
details in the so-called "oil painting" to be furnished free to the customer, 
and except for the so-called incidental Item of $3.98 to cover cost of ma
terials, that the painting would be made on a peculiar shaped convex sur
face, hexagonal In form, as subsequE'ntly disclosed to customer by a second, 
and different, agent who called to exhibit a sketch, outline or proof of 
such oil painting and endeavored to collect in advance said so-called inci
dental sum of $3.98, and who represented that it would be necessary for 
the full protection of the picture to have a frame with convex unbreakable 
gla$,.such as could be obtained only from aforesaid individual, and which 
was priced to consumer at various exorbitant figures, and sale of which 
cheap and inferior frame was further pressed by a third snlPsman who 
called to deliver finished product, in event of second salesman's failure to 
consummate same; 

With tendency and capacity to cause members of the purchasing public to form 
mistaken and erroneous beliefs that said colored or tinted photographic 
enlargements were genuine oil or water color paintings, drawings, and 
Portraits in the ordinary accepted meaning, and that said pictures had a 
value of $35 to $40, or other similar sum, and were the type sold for $1,000, 
or some such figure, as hereinbefore set forth, and that purchaser would 
receive a picture free or at a substantially reduced price on account of 
being a winner in a drawing contest, and with result that many of the 
members of the public, n<"tlng in such erroneous beliefs, induced by various 
misrepresentations, purchased said color<'d photographic enlargements and 
frames therefor, and with further capacity and tendency to divert to said 
individual trade of competitors engnged in selllng In interstate commerce 
colored photographs and photographic enlargements and frames therefor, 
truthfully advertised and represented; to the substantial injury of compe· 
Uti on in commerce: 

Held, That such nets aud practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Marshall Mo-rgan for the Commission. 
IIartigan, llfullen & Roberts, of Providence, R.I., for respondent, 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
te~~r 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
~lSSion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 

1 ed:~al Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Frank 
Ich.Innon, an individual trading under the names, Eastern Art 

Company and United Art Association, has been and is using unfair 
tnethods of competition in commerce as defined in said act, and it 
appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
!;er_eof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, 

ahng its charges in that respect as follows: 

146756m--39--voJ.24----63 
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Frank McKinnon, is an individual, 
residing at Providence, State of Rhode Island, and doing business 
at No. 710 Eddy Street in said city, under the trade names, Eastern 
Art Company and United Art Association. 

Respondent is the sole owner and operator of the business con
ducted by him through the medium of the aforementioned trade 
name companies and directs the activities and controls the business 
policies and practices of each. 

Respondent, Frank McKinnon, trading as Eastern Art Company 
and as United 1Art Association, as aforesaid, is now, and for more 
than two years last past, has been engaged in the business of offer
ing for sale and the sale of tinted or colored photographic enlarge
ments of family and other photographs, and of frames therefor. 
Respondent sells his products through the medium of salesmen or 
representatives appointed by him as agents in his behalf, to customers 
located in States other than the State of Rhode Island. In consum
mating such sales and in distributing such products, respondent Frank 
McKinnon eauses the pictures and frames so sold by him to be trans
ported and delivered from his place of business in Providence in the 
State of Hhode Island, through and into various other States of the 
United States to the respective purchasers thereof at their respective 
points of location. In the course and conduct of his said business, 
respondent Frank McKinnon has been, and is now, engaged in direct 
and substantial competition with various corporations, partnerships, 
and individuals, likewise engaged in the sale, between and among the 
various States of the United States, of tinted or colored photographic 
enlargements and of frames therefor, and, likewise, with corporations, 
partnerships, and individuals engaged in the sale among the various 
States of the United States of genuine, free hand original paintings, 
including oil paintings and water color paintings, as will be more 
fully hereinafter shown. 

PAR. 2. A crayon is a pencil-shaped piece of colored clay, chalk 
or charcoal used for drawing upon paper. A crayon drawing is the 
act or art of drawing with crayons. 

A drawing is a representation produced by the art of drawing; a 
work of art produced by pen, pencil or crayon. 

The pastel, in art, is a colored crayon made of pigments ground 
with chalk and compounded with water into a sort of paste. A 
drawing made with a colored chalk or crayon is called a pastel, as is 
also the art of drawing with colored crayons. 

Paint is defined as a substance used in painting composed of a dry 
coloring material intimately mixed with a lictuid vehicle. A paint-
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ing is a likeness, image, or scene depicted with paints without the 
aid of photography. 

A water color is a painting with pigments for which water, and 
llot oil, is used as a sol vent. 

A portrait, in its ordinarily accepteu meaning, is a picture o£ a 
person drawn from life, especially a picture or rt'presentation of a 
face; a likeness, particularly in oil. 

An oil painting is a painting done by hand with brushes in plastic 
oil colors on canvas, or other material, without the aid o£ photog
raphy. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct o£ his said business, respondent 
Frank McKinnon, trading as Eastem Art Company and as United 
Art Association, causes agents and representatives employed by him 
to visit the homes of prospective customers in the cities, towns, and 
rural communities of the various States of the United States. Under 
said respondent's selling plan he organizes the said agents and rep
l'esentatives into squads, groups or teams, each covering or working 
a particular te.rritory under a crew manager appointed by respond
ent. Neither of the two trade name companies operates in the same 
tenitory, at the same time, and when agents o£ the Eastern Art Com
Pany are working in Connecticut or Massachusetts, agents of the 
'United Art Association are working elsewhere. No separate book
keeping systems are maintained for the business handled through the 
llledium o£ the aforesaid trade name companies, nor J.oes an agent 
know before. taking over a given territory which of the two com
panies he will represent therein. Crew managers in charge of sell
Ing teams keep in constant touch with the daily activities of the re-
8PectiYe salesmen or representati,·es o£ respondent. One sales rep
resentative of respondent calls upon, or contacts, a pro~pcctive cus
~IUei· and makes a contract with said pro~pect for a "Portrait Paint
Ing" or oil painting at a .price of $3.98·, alleged to represent merely 
th<' cost o£ production, said sum of $3.98 to be paid when "proo£'1 

of said "painting" is shown later at said customer's residence or ad
dress. In connection with the initial order the first salPsman obtains; 
from the customer a family photograph to ser.ve as a model for the· ''p. . . !Untmg." A second and different salesman submits an outline or· 
Proof of the "painting" in dne course, and endeavors at that time 
to collect for the incomp]eted "painting" and to induce the customer 
~?agree to buy a frame therefor. A third and final representative de-
lVers the finished "painting," collects any sum remn,ining due tl1eremt 

and collects also for the frame if the customer has agreed to buy one~. 
. Sales talks containing approved methods of approach and convinc
Ing proposals or arguments to be used in contacting prospective pur._ 
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chasers o:f "paintings," and necessary order blanks or :forms, are fur· 
nished by respondent for the use o:f and distribution among his sales 
representatives; also certificates or coupons to be used in connection 
with the "draw" as hereinafter related. 

PAR. 4. Respondent, Frank McKinnon, trading under the names 
Eastern Art Company and United Art Association, as aforesaid, 
makes and produces and sells his "paintings" in the following man· 
ner: 

A negative is made of a family photograph furnished to the agent 
or sales representative by the customer. This negative is then used 
to make a photographic enlargement o:f the original 'photograph. 
This photographic enlargement is then tinted or colored by spraying 
crayon or pastel water color or oil thereon by the use of a mechanical 
appliance :from which liquid paint is :forced by compressed air and 
known as an air brush. Respondent makes these enlarged tinted or 
colored photographs at an average cost of $1.25. Frames range in 
cost from 85¢ to $1.05, a :few special patterns going as high as $2.25. 
Glass and a back for the picture or painting represent a cost of about 
24¢. Picture frames are sold for as much as an agent can obtain for 
them at any particular home visited, respondent's largest item of 
profit being realized in the sale of frames. Colored enlargements are 
made in an unusual convex hexagonal shape necessitating a type of 
glass and fr'ame which respondent represents, can only be obtained 
by the purchaser :from him. 

Respondent maintains and operates a separate collection depart. 
ment in connection with his aforesaid business to which specific 
fees or sums are credited in connection with the collection of sum~ 
alleged to be due from delinquent customers. 

Respondent, Frank :McKinnon, trading respectively, as aforesaid, 
as Eastern Art Company and United Art Association, causes orders 
or contracts for pictures or "paintngs" to be taken by his agents or 
representatives on printed forms provided by respondent bearing the 
name and address of one of the trade name companies across the 
top thereof and in such order it is "certified" that the cu:stomer is 
entitled to "one Venetian Convex Portrait Painting" 10 x 16 incheS 
in size at a "cost of production" price of $3.98 unframed, payment 
to be made upon presentation of proof at customer's residence. Said 
order blank or certificate is duly signed by respondent's agent in 
his representative capacity on a line provided therefor. Receipts 
similar in tenor are signed for the trade name company by the agent 
making a sale. 

Purchasers of pictures are given to understand that they are con· 
tracting or dealing with a duly constituted agent of one or the 
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other of respondent's trade name companies and each agent or 
salesman is furnished by respondent with an identification card or 
card of credentials to be presented or exhibited by him when inter
viewing prospective purchasers. Equipment, including sample 
cases containing samples of specimens of fine oil paintings, is also 
furnished solicitors or agents by said respondent for use in solicit
ing orders in his behalf. 

PAn. 5. Salesmen, agents, or representatives soliciting orders for 
and on behalf of respondent are given full and complete instruc
tions by respondent as to the representations to be made by them 
upon approaching or contacting prospective purchasers of pictures 
or "paintings." Alluring samples of respondent's work, painted in 
oil paint, hand drawn and hand painted portraits to be duplicated 
for the prospect, are exhibited to him. Respondent's agents and 
representatives, with a view to inducing prospective customers to 
sign contracts for pictures, or "paintings," make, and are instructed 
to make and do make the following, among other representations: 

1. That respondent is conducting a contest for national adver
tisers; that pictures, particularly those of babies, will be entered in 
such contest, the winning pictures to appear on Cream of 'Vheat, 
Ovaltine, Ralston and other packages or containers, and that the 
parents of the child will obtain royalties for the use of the picture, 
and a grand prize; 

2. That respondent desires to open a branch studio in the home 
town of a customer; that a limited number of customers will be 
selected as exhibitors, these to receive paintings free of charge, pay
ing only the incidental item of $3.98, representing the cost of ma
terials; 

3. That respondent is conducting an art school, that pictures 
lllade for customers will be exhibited to art students and for their 
benefit, and that respondent is assisting unemployed art students; 

4. That the customer will receive a fine oil painting on canvas 
'\Vorth $35 to $40, for $3.98, the alleged cost of materials only; 

5. That prominent people pay as much as $1,000 for portraits 
"painted by hand in fadeless colors" such as those made by re
spondent; 

6. That respondent's paintings are "hand drawn, hand painted," 
"a work of art" and are not photographic enlargements, the photo
graph being used merely to obtain details for the painting; 

7. That a hand painted miniature, in view of a special sale being 
conduct~d by respondent, will be painted for $3.98, representing 
the mere cost of materials; 
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8. That pictures of babies will be painted by unemployed artists 
and entered in a prize contest; 

9. That a paper or document obligating the customer to pay for 
a painting is merely a receipt :for a small photograph; 

10. ·That paintings to be entered in a contest of national adver
tisers may result in the offer of a movie contract to the customer. 

In :further connection with his said selling methods respondent, 
Frank McKinnon, represents that a drawing contest will be held :for 
the purpose of deciding who shall be one of a few lucky persons in 
a particular city or town to have respondent place free paintings in 
their homes. The agent in connection with said drawing produces 
a sealed box or package containing a number of slips of paper at
tached to a wire. It is represented that most of said slips are blank 
but that a few are trade checks or coupons; that a customer is al
lowed two draws or trials; that if he draws a blank he does not win, 
but if fortunate enough to draw a winning check or coupon, he 
will be entitled to receive a genuine oil painting free, or to receive 
a substantial discount on the price of a genuine oil painting. The 
prospective customer draws, and finally, and invariably, draws a 
lucky coupon, allegedly giving him an oil painting free. The cus
tomer is thereupon congratulated by the agent upon his good luck. 
Believing the representations of the agent to the effect that he has 
brPn lucky and has obtained a distinct financial advantage the cus
tomer is thereby induced to continue negotiations with said agent 
and to make a contract with the said agent for a fine "oil painting" 
:free. The customer is casually and incidentally informed when the 
agent is departing that there is just a nominal charge of $3.98 to 
be paid in connection with the transaction, representing the actual 
cost of the materials to be used in making the "painting." 

Said alleged "draw" or "drawing" was, and is, a mere sham device 
employed by respondent for the sole purpose of inducing the pros
pective purchaser to believe that if he draws a lucky "coupon" or 
certificate, he will thereby have the distinct advantage of obtaining 
a portrait free, or at a price below that ordinarily charged cus
tomers, when in truth and in fact other customers unknown to each 
other are approached in the same manner through the use of said 
drawing scheme and device, and likewise have been beguiled into 
believing that they are exceptional ones favored by fortune and 
chance, when such is not the fact. 

The interest of the prospective customer finally having been 
elicited through the use of one or more of the herein described 
selling devices, the said agent of respondent then asks the privilege 
of inspecting family photographs. After careful inspection a photo-
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graph announced by the agent to be satisfactory, is selected by him. 
This photograph, with which the ageJ?-t departs when the contract 
is closed, is to be used, it is stated, merely for the purpose of check
ing details in the oil painting to be furnished free to said customer, 
<>xcept for the incidental item of $3.98 to cover cost of materials. 

In due course a second and different agent of said respondent calls 
to exhibit a sketch, outline, or proof of the oil painting to be finished 
for the customer; to inquire about coloring details; to collect, or to 
endeavor to collect, in advance of the completion and delivery of the 
painting, for the "incidental" cost of the materials to be used in paint
ing the picture or "portrait," amounting to $3.98 as aforesaid; and to 
pursuade the customer to contract for a frame for the painting. 
Respondent's said agent, in this relation, exhibits to the customer a 
model, outline, or proof of the painting made on a peculiar-shaped 
convex surface, hexagonal in shape. Respondent's said agent then 
represents that it will be necessary for the picture, in order to be 
fully protected, to have a frame with convex unbreakable glass and 
that such frame and glass can be obtained only from the said re
spondent. Said frame and glass are priced to the customer at various 
exhorbitant figures, and in the event the second visiting agent fails 
to sell a frame and glass, a third salesman, who calls to deliver the 
finished painting, makes a further effort to induce the customer to 
add the price of a frame and glass to his contract. 

PAR. 6. The pictures or photogrnphs which are borrowed from 
prospective purchasers by the agents and representatives of respond
~mt for the purpose of having "paintings" made tlwrefrom, were, and 
are in most instances, pictures of members of the customer's family 
or near relatives, and many such pictures cannot possibly be dupli
cated. Such photographs loaned and furnished to respondent by his 
customers, possess and have possessed great sentimental value. In 
numerous instances the member of the family or near relative repre
sented by the photograph, has been dead many years. In making 
contracts with his customPrs the respondent inserts therein n clause 
to the effect that no cancellations will be accepted. In case of a con
troversy involving alleged misrepresentation as to the character or 
quality of the work done, or for other reasons, justified in the mind 
of the purchaser, the respondent, Frank :McKinnon, in the eYent any 
sum or balance is claimed to be due him from the purchaser, did 
and does insist upon holding the purchaser to the letter and terms 
of the contract, and, as a means of enforcing compliance with the 
terms of the contract in every instance, respondent did and does 
refusp to return the vaiued family photograph nntil the money claimed 
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to be due him has been paid to him. Respondent in many instances 
has retained original photographs and colored enlargements made 
therefrom and has retained ·possession of enlargements fully paid 
for, at original contract price, if subsequently frames therefor were 
refused by the customer for any reason. Under such type of duress, 
many customers who are and have been dissatisfied with the character 
or quality of the paintings made for them by respondent, and who 
assert, and have asserted, misrepresentation in connection therewith, 
have been forced to go through with the contract in order to obtain 
the return of a treasured family photograph. 

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact the various statements and representa
tions made by respondent through his agents and representatives, in 
selling and offering for sale his pictures in cities, towns, and com
munities of the respective States of the United States, were and are 
false, deceptive and misleading in the following, among other par
ticulars: 

(a) The paintings so represented and sold on behalf of respondent, 
Frank :McKinnon, trading as Eastern Art Company and United Art 
Association, are not and never have been, "portrait paintings," "oil 
paintings," or "hand drawn, hand painted," or "hand paintings," or 
"water color paintings," or "original paintings," or "works or art," 
or any work of art produced through the art of drawing or drawn 
from life, but on the contrary, are and have been, merely cheap pho
tographic enlargements of photographs, tinted or colored by the use 
of pastel or crayon, water color or other powdered pigments sprayed 
upon the enlargement, in solution, through the use of an air brush 
and compressed air; 

(b) Pictures or "paintings" such as those rrpresented and sold by 
respondent are not worth, and have never been worth, or had the value 
of $40 or $35, or any other value approximating these amounts; 
pictures of this type have never been bought by prominent people 
for $1,000, nor do respondent's pictures possess, nor have they ever 
possessed or had the quality, characteristics, or value of oil paintings 
or other types of genuine paintings attributed to them by representa
tives of the said respondent, but on the contrary comprise a cheap, 
inferior product costing around $1.25 each; 

(c) The sales prices represented for respondent's pictures by his 
sales representatives, were and are fictitious and greatly in excess of 
the prices at which such tinted or colored photographic enlarge
ments were ever sold or were ever intended or contemplated to be 
sold; 

(d) Respondent does not operate any art school and does not give 
work to unemployed artists and does not exhibit customer's paintings 
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for the benefit of artists, and the United Art Association is not an art 
association; 

(e) Respondent has not conducted, and is not conducting, any con
test for or in connection with national advertisers in which the win
ning picture has been, or will be selected and used for advertising 
purposes, nor is any child's mother in connection with such alleged 
contest to receive a grand prize, or the child's parents to receive any 
royalty from any national advertiser alleged to be using the picture. 

(f) Respondent has not painted, and does not paint, miniatures in 
oil or otherwise for $3.98 in connection with any special sale being 
conducted, or otherwise; 

(g) The sum of $3.98 does not represent, and has never represented, 
the actual cost of materials used by respondent in making a "paint
ing,'' but on the contrary represents and constitutes an initial, sub
stantial profit to respondent on the type and character of work done 
by him; 

(It) Pictures or "paintings" made by respondent for customers are 
different from and greatly inferior in quality, workmanship and char
acter to alleged samples thereof exhibited by respondent's agent~ 
in endeavoring to and obtaini:qg contracts for such pictures or 
"paintings"; 

( i) Customers do not understand and have not agreed in connection 
with contracts that treasured family photographs are to be retained 
by respondent until payment of any sum alleged by respondent to be 
due him; 

(j) Customers have not understood and do not understand from 
respondent that receipts for photographs supplied by them are actu
ally contracts for pictures or "paintings" to be made by respondent; 

(1.:) Frames delivered by respondent in connection with the sale of 
the said pictures or "paintings'' are not the same as, but are inferior to, 
alleged samples of frames exhibited by agents while obtaining con
tracts therefor, and the prices asked for said frames are exorbitant 
and far above the value thereof; 

( l) Respondent has not introduced, and is not introducing, any new 
or special type of pictures or "paintings"; is not offering, and has not 
offered to any customer any special or genuine reduction in price in 
the case of any "painting" or frame therefor; has not opened, nor in
tended opening any branch studios in any city, town, or community; 
does not select, and has not selected, a few special exhibitors of his 
products in any city, town, or community, and the prices quoted by 
respondent's said agents to customers and prospective cm:tomers are 
not special or reduced prices in any instance, but on the contrary are 
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either prices ordinarily quoted, or prices grossly in excess of the real 
and actual value of respondenfs products as sold by him in commerce. 

PAR. 8. There :;,re among the competitors of respondent, Frank 
McKinnon, trading as aforesaid under the names, Eastern Art Com
pany and United Art Association, as described in paragraph 1 hereof1 

corporations, partnerships, firms, and persons 'vho are engaged in 
the sale of tinted or colored enlargements of photogrn phs and of 
frames therefor, who do not employ and maintain the practices as set 
forth in paragraphs 3 to 7 of this complaint, but who truthfully repre
sent their products and honestly Yend the same, and there are abo, 
among the competitors of respondent, Frank McKinnon, corporations, 
partnerships, firms, and persons engnged in the business of painting 
genuine portraits, who truthfully represent their products as being 
"paintings." 

PAR. 9. The use by respondent, Frank McKinnon, trading as East
ern Art Company and United Art Association, of the said prac
tices as set forth in paragraphs 2 to 7 of this complaint, tends to and 
does unfairly divert trade from competitors and thereby substantial 
injury has been done, and is being done, by respondent to competition 
in interstate commerce. By the use of the within described false and 
misleading representations, respondent has dec-eived, and is deceiving, 
the public concerning the quality and value of the products sold by 
him as aforesaid and in the various other particulars as hereinbefore 
described and related, and has thereby induced, and is inducing, the 
public to purchase said products under the erroneous belief that the 
same are, and were, high-grade quality "paintings" and picture frames 
of exceptional merit and va]ue. 

PAR. 10. The above-al1eged acts and practicrs employed by respond· 
ent as aforesaid are all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's 
competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in inter
state commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress! entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission~ 
to define its powers and duties, nnd for other purposes," approved 
September 26, 1914. 

RF.PORT, FINDINGS AS TO TIIE F ACTfl, AND 0Rmm 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled. "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on August 28, 1936, issued, and on August 
31, 1936, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon respondentt 
Frank McKinnon, an individual trading under the names Eastern Art 
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Company. and United Art Association, charging him with the use of 
unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provi
sions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing 
of respondent's ans\ver, the Commission, by order entered herein, 
granted respondent's motion for permission to withdraw said answer 
and to substitute therefor an answer admitting all the material allega
tions of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further 
eviclence and all other intervening procedure, which substitute answer 
was duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this pro
ceeding came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said 
complaint and the answer thereto; and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PAHAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Frank McKinnon, is an individual resid
ing at Providence, State of Rhode Island, and doing business at No. 
'llo Eddy Street in said city, under the trade names, Eastern Art Com
pany and United Art Association. ·Respondent is the sole owner and 
operator of the business conducted by him through the medium of the 
afol'('mentioned trade name companies and directs the activities and 
controls the business policies and practices of each. 

Uesponde.nt, Frank McKinnon, trading as Eastern Art Company 
and as United Art Associatio11, as aforesaid, and hereinafter referred 
to as respondent, is now, and for more than two years last past has 
LePn, engaged in the bmdnrss of offering for sale and the sale of tinted 
or colored photof,rraphic enlargemeuts of family and other photo
graphs, and of frames therefor. Respondent sells his products 
through the medium of salesmen or represPntatives appointed by him 
as agPnts. In consummating such Rales and in distributing such 
products, respondent Frank McKinnon causes the pictures and frames 
so sold by him to be transported and delivPred from his place of 
business in Providence in the State of Rhode Island, through and into 
Yarious other StatPs of the United States to the respective purchasers 
thereof at. their respective points of location. In the course and con~ 
duct of his said business, rPspondent Frank McKinnon has bPen, and 
is llow, t•ngagPd in direct and ~ubstantial <"omp!'tition with various 
corporations, partnerships, and individuals, likewise engaged in the 
sale, between and among the various States of the United States, of 
tinted or colored photographic enlargements and of frames therefort 
and with corporations, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the 
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sale among the various States of the United States of genuine, free 
hand original paintings, including oil paintings and water color 
paintings. _ 

PAR. 2. A crayon is a pencil-shaped piece of colored clay, chalk or 
charcoal used for drawing upon paper. A crayon drawing is the act 
or art of drawing with crayons. A drawing is a representation pro
duced by the art of drawing; a work o:f art produced by pen, pencil, 
or crayon. The pastel, in art, is a colored crayon made o:f pigments 
ground with chalk and compounded with water into a sort of paste. 
A drawing made with a colored chalk or crayon is called a pastel, as is 
also the art of drawing with colored crayons. 

A painting is a likeness, image, or scene depicted with paints with
out the aid of photography. A water color is a painting with pig
ments :for which water, and not oil, is used as a solvent. A portrait, 
in its ordinarily accepted meaning, is a picture of a person drawn 
:from life, especially a picture or representation o:f a face; a likeness, 
particularly in oil. An oil painting is a painting done by hand with 
brushes in plastic oil colors on canvas, or other material, without the 
aid o:f photography. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct o:f his said business, respondent 
causes agents and representatives employed by him to visit the homes 
of prospective customers in the cities, towns and rural communities o:f 
the various States of the United States. Under said respondent's sell
ing plan he organizes the said agents and representatives into squadl'l, 
groups or teams, each covering or working a particular territory under 
a crew manager appointed by respondent. Neither of the two trade 
name companies operates in the same territory, at the same time. No 
separate bookkeeping systems are maintained :for the business handled 
through the medium o:f the aforesaid trade name companies. Crew 
managers in charge o:f selling teams keep in constant touch with the 
daily activities of the respective salesmen or representatives of 
respondent. Purchasers of pictures are given to understand that 
they are contracting or dealing with a duly constituted agent o:f one 
or the other of respondent's trade name companies and each agent 
or salesman is furnished by respondent with an identification card 
or card of credentials to be presented or exhibited by him when inter
viewing prospective purchasers. Equipment, including sample cases 
containing samples of specimens of "paintings," is also furnished 
solicitors or agents by said respondent :for use in soliciting orders in 
his behaJf. 

Respondent causes orders or contracts for pictures or paintings to 
be taken on printed forms provided by him bearing the name and 
address of one of the trade name companies across the top thereof 
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and in such order it is "certified" that the customer is entitled to 
''one Venetian Convex Portrait Painting" 10 x 16 inches in size at 
a "cost of production" price of $3.98, unframed, payment to be made 
upon presentatioru of ! proof at oustomer's residence. Said order 
blank or certificat~ is duly signed by respondent's agent in his rep
resentative capacity on a line provided therefor. Receipts similar in 
tenor are signed for the trade name company by the agent making a 
sale. 

Sales talks containing approved methods of approach and convinc
ing proposals or arguments to be used in contacting prospective pur
chase;s of paintings, and necessary order blanks or forms, are fur
nished by respondent for the use of and distribution among his sales 
representatives; also certificates or coupons to be used in connection 
With the "draw" as hereinafter related. 

PAR. 4. Respondent makes and produces and sells his "paintings" 
in the following manner : 

A negative is made of a family photograph fumished to the agent 
or sales representative by the customer. This negative is then used 
to make a photographic enlargement of the original photograph. 
This photographic enlargement is then tinted or colored by spraying 
crayon or pastel water color or oil thereon by the use of a mechani
cal appliance known as an air brush, from which liquid paint is 
forced by compressed air. Respondent makes these enlarged tinted 
or colored photographs at an average cost of $1.25. Frames range 
in cost from 85¢ to $1.05, a few special patterns going as high as 
~2.25. Glass and a back for the picture or painting represent a cost 
of about 24¢. Picture frames are sold for as much as an agent can 
<lbfain for them at any particular home visited, respondent's largest 
item of profit being req,lized in the sale of frames. Said colored en
largements are made in an unusual convex hexagonal shape necessi
tatjng a type of glass and frarne whic1t respondent fails or refuses 
to disclose at the time of the purchase of the picture, can be obtained 
only from him. 

P .AR. 5. In pursuance of the sales methods employed by and on 
behalf of and under the direction of respondent, a sales agent or rep
resentative calls upon or contacts a prospective customer, usually at 
the home of the latter. Said sales agent represents that a drawing 
contest will be held for the purpose of deciding who shall be one 
of a few lucky persons in a particular city or town to have respond
ent place free paintings in their homes. The agent then produces 
s box or package containing a number of slips of paper. It is repre
sented that most of said slips are blank but that a few are trade 
<'hecks or coupons; that a customer is allowed two draws or trials; 

• 



• 
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that if he draws a blank he does not win, but if fortunate enough to 
draw a winning cheek or coupon, he will be entitled to receive a 
genuine oil painting, painting or portrait free, or to receive a sub
stantial discount on the price of a genuine oil painting or valuable 
painting. The prospective customer draws, and finally, and invari
ably, draws a lucky coupon, alh•gedly giving him a painting free, or 
at a substantial discount. Believing the representations of the agent 
to the effect that he has Leen lucky and has obtained a distinct finan
cial advantage the customer is thereby induced to continue negotia
tions with said agent and to make a contract with the said agent for 
a fine oil painting or portrait painting free, or at a substlmtial dis
count. The customer is casually and incidentally informed, when 
the deal is closed,- that there is just a nominal charge of $3.98 to be 
paid in connection with the transa~tion, repi·esenting the actual cost 
of the materials to be used in making the painting. 

Said alleged "draw" or "drawing" was, and is, a mere sham device 
employed by respondent for the sole purpose of inducing the pros
pective purchaser to believe that if he draws a lucky coupon or cer
tificate, he will thereby have the distinct advantage of obtaining a 
painting free, or at a price below that ordinarily charged. In truth 
and in fact all customers, unknown to each other, are approached in 
the same manner through the use of said drnwing scheme and device, 
and likewise have been and are beguiled into believing that they are 
exce:ptional one_s favored by chance, .when snch is not the fact. Re
spondent's agents and representatives, with a view to "inducing pros
pective customers to sign contracts for oil, portrait or other valuable 
types of painting, make, and are instructed to make and do make the 
followin~, among other representations: 

(1) That respondent is conducting a contest fr6r national adver
tisers; that pictures, particularly those of Lalti~ will be entered in 
such contest, the winning pictures to appear on Cream of 'Vh.eat, 
Ovultine, Ralston, and other packages or containers, and that the 
parents of the child will obtain royalties for the lJii;e of the picture, 
tnd a grand prize; (2) That respondent desires to open a branch 
studio in the home town of a customer; that ·a limited number of 
customers will be selected as exhibitors, these to receive paintings 
free of charge, paying only the incidental item of $3.98, representing 
the cost of materials; (3) That respondent is conducting an art 
school, that. pictures made for customers will be exhibited to art 
students and for their benefit, and that respondent is assisting unem· 
ployed art students; (4) That the customer will receive a fine oil 
painting on cam·as worth $35 to $40 for $3.98, the alleged cost of 
materials only; (5) That prominent people pay as much as $1,000 
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for portraits painted by. hand in fadeless colors s~ch as those made 
by respondent; ( 6) That respondent's paintings are hand drawn, hand 
painted, a work of art, and are not photographic enlargements; 

· (7) That a hand-painted miniature, in view of a special sale being 
<·onducted by respondent, will be painted for $3.98, representing the 
mere cost of materials; ( 8) That pictures of babies will be painted 
by unemployed artists and entered in a prize contest; (9) That 
paintings to be entered in a contest of national advertisers may result 
in the offer of a movie contract to the customer. 

The interest of the prospective customer finally having been elic
ited through the use of one or more of the herein described selling 
devices, the said agent of respondent then asks the privilege of 
inspecting family photographs. After careful inspection a photo
graph announced by the agent to be satisfactory, is selected by him. 
This photograph, with which the agent departs when the contract is 
dosed, is to be used, it is stated, merely for the purpose of checking 
<letails in the oil painting to be furnished free to said customer, 
except for the incidental item of $3.98 to cover cost of materials. 

In due course a second and different agent of said respondent calls 
to exhibit a sketch, outline, or proof of the oil painting to be finished 
for the customer; to inquire about coloring details; to collect, or to 
-endeavor to coll{'ct, in advance of the completion and delivery of the 
painting, for the purported incidental cost of the materials to be 
used in painting the picture or portrait, amounting to $3.98 as afore
said; and to persuade the customer to contract for a frame for the 
painting. Respondent's said agent exhibits to the customer a model, 
<>utline, or proof of the painting made on a peculiar-shaped convex 
surface, hexagonal in shape. Said agent then represents that it will 
be necessary for the picture, in order to be fully protected, to have 
a frame with convex unbreakable glass and that such frame and glass 
can be obtained only from the said respondent. Said frame and 
glass are priced to the customer at various exorbitlmt figures, and in 
the event the second visiting agent fails to sell a frame and glass, a 
third salesman, who calls to deliver the finished· p~t.inting, makes a 
further effort to induce the customer t«;> add the price of a :frame and 
glass to his contract. 

PAR. 6. The various statements and representations made by 
respondent directly and through his agents and representatives, in 
selling and offering for sale pictures in cities, towns, and commu
nities of the respective States of the United States, were and are 
false, deceptive and misleading in the following, among other 
particulars : 
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The "paintings" so represented and sold by the respondent are 
not, and never have been, portrait paintings, oil paintings, or 
hand drawn, hand painted, or hand paintings, or water color paint
ings, or original paintings, or works of art, or any work of art pro
duced through the art of drawing or drawn from life. They are, 
and have been, merely cheap photographic enlargements of photo
graphs, tinted or colored by the use of pastel or crayon, water color 
or other powdered pigments sprayed upon the enlargement, in solu
tion, through the use of an air brush and compressed air. Pictures 
or purported paintings such as those sold by respondent are not 
worth, and never have been worth, or had the value of $4:0 or $35, 
or any other value approximating these amounts. Pictures of this 
type have never been bought by prominent people for $1,000. Re
spondent's pictures do not possess, and they have never possessed or 
had the quality, characteristics or value of oil paintings or other 
types of genuine paintings attributed to them by representatives of 
the said respondent. They comprise a cheap, inferior product cost
ing around $1.25 each. The sales prices represented for respondent's 
pictures by. his sales representatives, were and are fictitious and 
greatly in excess of the prices at which such tinted or colored photo
graphic enlargements, as such, were ever sold or were ever intended 
or contemplated to be sold. Respondent does not operate any art 
school and does not give work to unemployed artists and does not 
exhibit customer's paintings for the benefit of artists. Respondent has 
not conducted, and is not conducting, any contest for or in connec
tion with national advertisers in which the winning picture has been, 
or will be self'cted and used for advertising purposes, nor is any 
child's mother in connection with such alleged contest to receive a 
grand prize1 or the child's parents to receive any royalty from any 
national advertiser alleged to be using the picture. Respondent has 
not painted, and does not paint, miniatures in oil or otherwise for 
$3.98 in connection with any special sale being conducted, or other
wise. The sum of $3.98 does not represent, and has never repre· 
sented, the actual cost of materials used by respondent in making a 
"painting," but on the contrary represents and constitutes an initial, 
substantial profit to respondent on the type and character of work done 
by him. Pictures or "paintings" made by respondent for customers 
are different from and greatly inferior in quality, workmanship, 
and character to alleged samples thereof exhibited by respondent's 
agents in endeavoring to and obtaining contracts for such pic
tures or "paintings." Frames delivered by respondent in connection 
with the sale of the said pictures or "paintings" are of cheap, inferior 
quality and the prices asked for said frames are exorbitant and far 
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above the value thereof. Respondent has not introduced, and is not 
introducing, any new or special type of pictures or "paintings." 
Respondent is not offering, and has not offered to any customer any 
special price or genuine reduction in price in the case of any "paint
ing" or frame therefor. Respondent has not opened, nor intended 
opening, any branch studios in any city, town or community, and 
does not select, and has not selected, a few special exhibitors of his 
products in any city, town, or community. The prices quoted by 
respondent's said agents to customers and prospective customers are 
not special or reduced prices in any instance, but on the contrary 
are either prices ordinarily quoted, or prices grossly in excess of 
the ·real and actual value of respondent's products as sold by him 
in commerce.· 

PAR. 7. There are among t1ie competitors of respondent, as de
scribed hereinbefore, corporations, partnerships, firms, and persons 
who are engaged in the sale of tinted or colored enlargements of 
photographs and of frames therefor, who do not employ and use 
practices similar to those set out herein, but who truthfully repre
sent their products and honestly vend the same. There are also, 
among the competitors of respondent, Fr!J,nk McKinnon, other cor
porations, partnerships, firms, and persons engaged in the business 
of painting genuine portraits, who truthfully represent their prod
ucts as being paintings. 

PAR. 8. The use of the aforesaid false and misleading representa
tions and practices on the part of the respondent and his agents in 
the sale and offering for sale of purported paintings has had, and 
now has, the tendency and capacity to cause members of the pur
chasing public to form the mistaken· and erroneous beliefs that 
respondent's said colored or tinted photographic enlargements are 
Paintings produced by one of the methods described in paragraph 2, 
hereof; that said pictures have a value of $35 to $40 or some similar 
sum; that pictures of the same type have sold for $1,000 or some 
similar sum; that said pictures have the same quality, value and 
characteristics as paintings produced by the methods described in 
Paragraph 2 hereof~ and that the various other representations made 
by the respondent and his agents as detailed in paragraph 5 hereof, 
including the representation that the purchaser will receive the pic
ture free or at a substantially reduced price on account of being a 
Winner in a drawing contest, are true. Acting in such erroneous be
liefs, induced by the various misrepresentations herein detailed, many 
of said members of the ·public have purchased the colored photo
graphic enlargements, and frames therefor, sold by the respondent. 
The aforesaid representations and practices on the part of respond-

146756"'-39-vol. 24----64 
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ent have and have had the capacity and tendency to diwrt to re
spondent the trade of competitors engaged in selling in interstate 
commerce colored photographs and photographic enlargements and 
frames therefor, ·which latter product are truthfully advertised and 
represented, and thereby substantial injury has been done, and is 
being done, by respondent to competition in commerce among and 
between the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid nets nnd practices of the respondent, Frank Mc
Kinnon, an individual trading under the names Eastern Art Com
pany and Unitefl. Art Association are to the prejudice of the public 
and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER '1'0 CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having bPen heard by the Felleral Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the a!Jswer filed 
herein on OctobPr 9, 1936, by respondent admitting all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the fact an!! its conclusion that 
said respondent has violated the provisions of an Aet of Congress 
approvecl Septe1nber 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trude Commission, to d£'fine its powers and duti£'s, nnd for other 
purposes.'' 

It i8 m·J.ered, That the said respondent, Frank 1\lcKimwn, indi
vidually, and trading nnder the names Eastern Art Compttny and 
United Art Association, or under any other trade nllme, or through 
any corporate or other device, his servants, employees, or agents, 
individual or corporate, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, 
and distribution of colored or tinted photographic enlargements hav
ing a photographic base for a likeness, and of frames therefor, in 
inters':ate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing: 

1. That such pictures are "oil painting~," "portrait paintings," 
"water color paintings," "original paintings," "hand paintings,'' 
"paintings," or "hand drawn"; and are produced by hand without 
the aid of photogrn phy; · 
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2. That the sum of $!3.98, or any other sum, represents only the 
actual cost of the materials used by respondent in making one of his 
pictures through his accustomed process, when said sum represents 
other than the actual cost of production; 

3. That customers by means of the so-called draw, or drawing, or 
voting contest, by drawing a "lucky" blank, coupon or certificate, or 
on account of any other device or pretext such as prize contests or 
introductory advertising offers, have thereby obtained a distinct 
financial advantage, as a result of which they will be entitled to 
receive free one of two "paintings," or will receive a substantial dis
count or reduction in price in the case of an order for one "painting"; 

4. That pictures and frames have selling prices or values which 
were and are fictitious and greatly in excess of the prices at which 
such or similar products are usually sold and were intended to be 
sold, and greatly in excess of the values of such or simila.r products. 

5. In any manner, or through any means or device, or through 
failure to disclose the size and shape of the pictures sold at the time 
the order is taken, that the pictures furnished by him are of such 
size and shape, that frames therefor can be procured from any source, 
when in fact sai.d pictures have ·such peculiar size and shape that 
frames therefor can be obtained only from respondent . 
. It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
nfter service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which he has complied with this order. 
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PHILIP WELSH, TRADING AS THE WELSH FOUNDATION 
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OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2485. Complai-nt, July 1, 1935-Deciswn, Apr. 9, 1937 

Where an individual engaged in the publication, sale and distribution in Inter· 
state commerce of books and booklets known as and sold under the name 
''The 7 Essentials of llealth,"· to· wit; as designated and dealt with by him 
in the seven booklets, in which be detailed his theories and ideas as to 
correct mode of living, with respect to the subject matter of the different 
pamphlets, fresh air, natural foods, water, sunshine, exercise, and occupa· 
tion, rest and mental attitude; and in substantial competition with others 
engaged in sale and distribution in commerce among the various States of 
books, booklets, pamphlets, magazines, and other publications dealing with 
problems of health and hygiene and other related subjects, and who do not 
in any manner misrepresent the benefits to be obtained from following 
the mode of living or rules of health and hygiene or treatments therein set 
forth; in advertising his said publication in magazines circulated through· 
out the States, and through circulars, dodgers, leaflets, pamphlets, form 
letters, and other printed matter distributed among prospective purchasers 
by mail and through other means-

(a) Represented that the following and using of the theories, idPas, rules, 
directions, and instructions announced and stated in his said publication 
would prevent and cure all bodily ailments and diseases and cure or be 
beneficial In the treatment of a large number of specified ailments, dis· 
eases, and conditions, including, among many others, anemia, arthritis, 
high blood pressure, kidney trouble, low blood pressure, rheumatism, sexual 
disorders, and women's ailments, and that following instructions in said 
publication would "make the blood so pure and the enUre digestive 
tract and <'olon so cl£•an that disease CANNOT maintain hold 
in the body • • *," and result in the body itself becoming immune 
thereto, and would enable one to "get at and strengthen all the internal 
organs, revitalize them and bring them back to normal function," and to 
learn a simple, inexpensive, practical, and entirely natural way to attain 
unusual health; and 

(b) Represented that all sickness Is caused by overlooking one of the essentials 
named In said publication, and that following mode of living outlined 
therein is simplest and most effective way of dealing with health problems. 
and that health cannot be restored by cutting out parts of the body, and 
that adoption of his said teachings, as stated in publication in question. 
will cause disease and premature death to disappear from the earth; 

Facts being that the following and using of the theories, ideas, rules, directions 
and Instructions of said individual, as stated in publication in question, 
in regard to health, hygiene, mode o! living, and related matters therein 
referred to, will not prevent and cure all bodily ailments and diseases re· 
gardless of their cause, origin and nature, or cure or be of any substantial 
benefit in the treatment of the ailmPnts, diseases, and conditions for which 
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such publication is represented as of value by said individual, as herein· 
before set forth, all sickness is not caused by overlooking one Qf the seven 
"essentialS!' of health indicated in such publication, following mode of 
living outlined therein is not simplest and most effective way of dealing 
with health problems,- and aforesaid various representations, as hereinbefore 
set forth, were otherwise false, and representations and implications 
thereof, in connection with offer and sale of publication in question, were 
grossly exaggerated, false, an<,I misleading; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving many persons and causin.; them errone· 
ously to believe that the purchase of said publication and following and 
use of the theories, ideas, rules, directions, and instructions of said indi· 
vidual, as therein set forth, would prevent and cure all bodily aliments and 
diseases regardless of their cause, origin, or nature, and cure or be bene
ficial in the treatment of those set out, that all sickness wa'3 caused by 
overlooking one of the essentials indicated, and that the various other 
statements, representations and implications hereinbefore set forth were 
true, and of causing many persons, because of such erroneous beliefs, to 
purchase publication in question, and thereby unlawfully, unfairly and 
substantially divert trade to said Individual from his competitors in in· 
terstate commerce who do not misrepresent-their products; to their injury 
and that of the publlc: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. lV. W. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. Edw. W. Thomerson for the Commission. 
Mr. Martin E. Geibel, of Los Angeles, Calif. and Rowan & Tesch, 

of Milwaukee, Wis., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Philip 
'Welsh, doing business under the name and style of The Welsh Foun
dation, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in 
-commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to 
said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its 
-charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. That said respondent, Philip 'Velsh, doing business 
under the name and style of The 'Welsh Foundation, is now and has 
been engaged for more than five years last past in the sale and distri
bution of certain booklets known and described as "The 7 Essentials 
o~ Health." Said respondent, in conducting his said business, has 
h1s office and principal place of business at Pacific Palisades, in the 
State of California. Respondent, in the course and conduct of his 
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said business, causes his saiu booklets, when soltl by him, to be trans
ported in interstate commerce from his said place of business in Cali
fornia to, into anu through States of the United States, other than 
California, to various and numerous prrsons in sul"h other ShltPs to 
whom they are or have been sold. 

PAR. 2. That, during the time above mentioned, otl1er intlividuals,. 
firms, and corporations in various States of the United ~tates, are and 
have been engaged in tlw sale and distribution in interstate com
merce of books and pamphlets on health and subjects connected there
with, and such other individt1als, firms, and corporations have caused, 
nnd do now cause their said books and pamphlets, when sold by 
them, to be transported from various States of the United States tor 
into and through States other than the origin of the shipment 
thereof. Said respondent has been, during the aforesaid time, in 
competition in interstate commerce in the sale of his said booklets 
with such other individuals, firms, and corporations. 

PAR. 3. That respondent in his advertisements inserted in maga
zines and other publications circulated between and among various 
States of the United States and distributed to the general public in 
such States, and in his advertising literature circulated between and 
among the various Staters of the United States and distributed to 
members of the public therein, makes various and sundry statements 
in regard to his said booklets anu the theories advanced and. the· 
dir:'('tions aml instructions contained therein which are inaccurate, 
misleading, and exaggPraterl. ~\mong l-inch statements are the 
following: 

Do yon know thu t If yon o\"Pl"look the "7 Es;;eutla\s" you cannot !lave lastiJig. 
health? 

It you nrP not Pnjnylng your f;hll re of lwaltb it Is a sure r;ign thn t you are 
overlooking one or mo1·e of thP fuiJ(lamen1al requh·pmenhl of health. 

• • • the slmplt>st and moRt PffP<·tlve way ot dealing with your prohlems. 
There Is only one way to attain Internal cleanliness and that Is Nature"s 

wuy-that way involves thP application of the "7 Essentials of Ilealth." 
IIPalth cannot be gotten by cutting out parts ot the- body. 
These "7 Essentials" make the blood !;() xmre and the eutit•e ·tlfgt•stlve trnd 

and colon so clean that diSPIHle CANNOT maintain hohl in the body. The bodY 
at on<'e bePomes Illll\IUNE TO DISEASE and any di~nst>ll mattPr present Is 
thrown out through various channels ot ellmlna t!on. 

It you are sick, rundown oud alllng, it is becnnse you ha,·e vlolah•d Nature's 
Laws-you have ove-rlool•ed the ''7 E,asentials of Health." 

The 7 Essentials ot Health Is a pruetlcal slmplifl<'d progrnm of living that 
leaves no room tor diseuse ln the body. 

It strikes at all the causes ot lll health. 
It shows you how to get at and strengthen all the lnte~'nRI organfl, revita!l:r.e 

th(>m and bring them back to normal functions. 
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The bu,.;ic knowledge c·ontained in these "i Essentials" will help yon turn 
~>iekness into health. • • • 

PAR. 4. That respondent, in his advertising matter, circulated as 
aforesaid, makes many statements which represent or imply that the 
following of the instructions as to mode of living contained in his 
saicl booklets will prevent or cure all bodily ailments and diseases, 
regardless of their cause, origin or nature. Such representations are 
also made by respondent by means of reproducing testimonial letters 
fl'om usPrs of his system. Among such representations are the fol
lowing: 

Therp is a uatnral way to overcome your ailment. 
Thru the printP!l works on "The 7 EssPntials of Health", thousands of health 

RPCkPrs have learnf'll a simple, Inexpensive, prllctical ann entirPly Natural way 
to nttaln unusual health. 

It ~·on nre lntprested In this nPw plan, mail the coupon bPlow ... it mny 
sa,·e ~·on maJJY years of needless suffering. 

Patients whose entire health had bPPn restored sent tlwir friends to Dr. \Velsh 
iu incrPUI'Iug numbPrs-NOT for dental work alone bnt for stomach ailments, 
1Wnous and gland disorders, blood dh.;orders, eye, nosc, throat and lung dis
ense,.;, constipat-ion, rheumatism, diabPtes anu EVERY KNOWN DISEASE OF 
TilE IIUl\IAN BODY. 

If muuldnd would adopt your tPnchlngs, 11isease uud prPmature dPnth wonld 
di~nppenr from the earth. 

You will lrarn how to combat sickness without urugs and ~>urgt•ry. 
You will lt>arn how to l'('Vltnllze every pnrt of th~> body. 
• • • I had the set•v!ees of the mo~t renownPd doctors In the profPs><ion, 

hut they could not r~>lieve me of my ehronic and stnhhorn ailment~. I l'Pally 
hPI!evell my ease was hopeless. A friend of mine induced me to send for your 
eourse. l\Iy condition improved as soon ns I started 011 your course and now I 
fepl hetter than I ever felt In my life. l\ly family nut! ft•ipnlls suy you hnve 
Performed a miracle. 

• • • among cases whieh hnve been brought hoek to health nfter they 
\\·pre pronounced "hopeless". 

Although I have adopted your course only one week, I have alrpady felt 
definite improvement In my TUBERCULAR condition • • •. 

Among the diseuses and ailments which can be cureJ by respond
~nt's methods, as represented by the means aforesaid, are the follow
Ing: Constipation, tooth decay, <;hronic catarrh, sinus trouble, colds, 
Weak lungs, pneumonia, prostate enlargement, kidney disorders, liver 
disorders, stomach disorders, decay of the body, poor eyesight and 
diseases of the eye, falling hair and baldness, 1wrvous troubles, gland 
disorders, blood. diseases, rheumatism, diabetes, tuberculosis, diseases 
of the 11ose and throat, ulcer of the leg, headaches, abscesses of the 
breast, sagging of the abdominal organs, pyorrhea, burning pains in 
the feet, heartburn, cancer, Bright's disease, arthritis, backaches, ear 
disorders, disturbed sleep, intestinal gas, bad breath, piles, colitis, 
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high blood pressure, pains in the limbs, insomnia, skin disease, fits, 
bronchitis, and despondency. 

PAR. 5. That, in truth and in fact, the instructions as to mode of 
life contained in respondent's booklets are not such as to prevent or 
cure all or most human ailments and diseases. Many diseases, includ· 
ing most of those named in the preceding paragraph herein, cannot be 
so prevented or cured. There are many diseases, including some of 
those named by respondent, that cannot be appreciably helped by 
respondent's methods or cannot be helped at all thereby. Many dis· 
eases cannot be successfully treated without medication or surgery or 
both. His instructions and methods do not constitute a panacea. 
Following his methods will not assure health or absence of disease. 
The directions as to living given by respondent do not embrace all 
the rules of living which contribute to good health and a sound 
body nor are they unique in that others do not know of them or have 
not advocated the use of one or more or all of them. Many of his 
instructions, as for instance those advocating fresh air, sunlight and 
exercise in the open air, are mere repetitions of facts of common 
knowledge. 

PAR. 6. That the representations of respondent, as aforesaid, have 
had and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead and 
deceive members of the public into the belief that respondent's book· 
lets contain instructions and secrets of life and mode of living that 
will prevent and cure all diseases and ailments of the human body 
and especially those that are named in his advertising literature as 
hereinbefore stated; that good health cannot be achieved without 
following all of his rules and methods of life as outlined in his book· 
lets; that all medical and surgical methods of treating disease can be 
eliminated and dispensed with as a result of following respondent's 
methods and that everyone following his directions can attain perfect 
health and be free of disease thereby, when, in truth and in fact, such 
are not the facts. That said representations of respondent have had 
and do have the tendency and capacity to induce members of the 
public to answer respondent's advertisements and to buy his said 
booklets because of the erroneous beliefs engendered, as above set 
forth, and to divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in 
the sale in interstate commerce of books, pamphlets and courses of 
instruction on healthful living, diet, exercise and other methods of 
promoting good health and sound bodies. 

PAn. 7. The above acts and things done by respondent are all to 
the injury and prejudice of the public and the competitors of respon· 
dent in interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 
5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
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Commission·, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved September 26, 1914. 

REPoRT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on July 1, 1935, issued, and on July 6, 
1935, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent 
Philip Welsh, charging him with the use of unfair methods of com
petition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After 
the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of 
said complaint were introduced by Edw. W. Thomerson, attorney for 
the Commission, before 1V. ,V, Sheppard, an examiner of the Com
mission theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to the 
allegations of the complaint by Martin E. Geibel, attorney for the 
respondent; and said testimony and evidence were duly recorded and 
filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceedings 
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the 
said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, and 
briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto; and 
the Commission having duly considered the same, and being now 
!ully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
~nterest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
Its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

• PARAGHAI'II 1. The respondent, Philip 'Velsh, is in individual trad
Ing under the name and style of The 'Velsh Foundation, with a place 
of business in the city of Pacific Palisades, in the State of California. 
~espondent is now, and for the past several years has been, engaged 
lD the business of publishing, and selling and distributing in inter
state commerce books and booklets known as, and sold under the 
name, "The 7 Essentials of Health." Respondent sells said books 
and booklets to purchasers located in many of the States of the 
lJnited States other than the State of California, and in the District 
of Columbia, and when such sales are made, causes said books and 
~oo~Iets to be transported from his place of business in Pacific 

ahsades, Calif., to the purchasers thereof. 
t .PAR. 2. Other individuals, firlllil, and corporations sell and dis
ribute in commerce among and between the various States of the 
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United States books, booklets, pamphlets, magazines, and other pub· 
lications dealing with the problems of health, hygiene, and subjects 
connected therewith and do not in any manner misrepresent the 
benefits to be obtained from following the mode of living, or rules of 
health and hygiene, or the treatments therein set forth. 

Respondent is now, and for the past several years has been, in sub· 
stantial competition in such commerce, with such other individuals, 
firms and corporations, in selling and distributing said books and 
booklets. 

PAR. 3. Prior to the year 1934 the publication "The 7 Essentials 
of Health" was in one volume and sold as one book, but since that 
year has been divided into seven booklets or pamphlets, each one 
of which covers what is designated by the respondent as one of the 
"essentials" of health, and is described as Lesson No. 1, 2, etc. These 
seven booklets are sold as a unit and now sell for the sum of $5.00. 
TI1e respondent formerly sold "The 1 Essentials of Health" for the 
sum of $25.00. 

The ''seven essentials" are designated by the respondent as follows, 
and each of the seven booklets deals with one of these subjects: 

1. Fresh Air, 
2. Nat ural Foods, 
3. ·water, 
4. Sunshine, 
5. Exercise and Occupation, 
6. Rest, 
7. Mental Attitude. 
In each of the booklets the respondent states in dt.>tail his theorieS 

and ideas as to the mod~ of living which should be pursued with 
regard to the subject matter of the particular pamphlet, The pulll· 
phlets in general deal with mental and physical hygiene. 

PAR. 4. Respondent advertises said publication in magazines cir· 
culated throughout the United States, and through circulars, dodgers, 
leaflets, pamphlets, form letters, and other printed matter dis· 
tributed among prospective pmchnsers by mail and through other 
means. 

In said advertising matter so used by the respondent durin~ the 
five years last past, the respbndent makes many statements and elain19 

as to the benefits a purchaser will obtain from purchasing said pub· 
lication and followin~ the theories, icleas, rules, clirt>etions, rrnd in
iltructions therein co11tained. 
Amon~ and typical of the statements an representations used and 

circulated by the respondent in st'lling said publication nre the fol· 
lowing: 
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Do you know that if you overlook the "7 Essentials" you cannot llave lasting 
health? 

If you are not enjoying your share of health it is a sure sign that you are 
overlooking one or more of t11e fundamental requir£>ments of health. 

There is only one wny to attain internal cleanliness and that Is Nature's 
WilY-that way involve>! the application of the "7 Essentials of Health." 

IIealth cannot be gotten by cutting out parts of the body. 
These "7 Essentials" make the blood so pure and the entire digestive tract 

:Ond colon so clean that disease CANNOT maintain hold in the body. The body 
.nt once brrome~ 11\IMUNE TO DISI<iASE and any disPused mutter present is 
thrown out through various channels of elimination. 

If you are sick, rundown, and alling, it is because you have violated Nature's 
Laws-you have overlooked the "7 Essentials of Health." 

The "7 Essentials of Health" is a practical simvlifled program of living that 
leaves no room for (lisrase In the body. 

It strikes at all the <·auses of ill health. 
It.shows you how to get at and strengtllf'n all the internal organs, revitalize 

them and bring them back to normal function. 
The basic knowledge contained in these "7 E,;sentials" will help you turn 

"Sickness into health • • •. 
There fs a· natural way to overcome your aliment. 
Thru the pt·lnted works on "The 7 Essf'ntlals of lleulth," thousands of health 

seekers have learned a simple, incxpPnsive, practical and entirely Natural way 
to attain unusual health. 

If you are Interested in thh; new plan, mail the coupon below • • • It 
lllay save you many ye11r8 of needless suffering. 

I'atlents whoRe eutfre health bad bern restored sent their friends to Dr. 
Welsh in hterPa~lng numhers-NO'f for de;1tal work alone but for stomach ail
lllents, nervous and gland disorders, blood disorders, eye, nose, throat, and lung 
ditsf'ases, con~o;tlpatlon, rheumatism, dlahet<'s and EVERY KNOWN DISE.\SFJ 
OF THE IIU:\IAN DODY. 

It manklnu woulll ndopt your t<'athlng!', tll>iPilse and premature death would 
disappear from the earth. 

Yon will learn how to (•omlmt skku<'!'S without drugs uud !<nrgcry. 
You will learn how to revitalize eYery port of the body. 
• • • among cases which have been brought back to health after they 

were pronouncell "hopeless". 
Although I banl' adopted your <"OlJrse only one week, I have alrendy felt 

1let1 · nlte improv<'mmt lu my 'fUDERCULAR condition • • •. 

In a bookl~t so used and circulated by the respondent appears the 
following statement: 

You Will learn the TRULY NATURAL WAY to treat the following ailments: 

Adenoids Constipation 
Ague (chills anti fL'wr) Cancer 
Anelllia Colds 
.Arthritis Colitis 
Asthma Catarrh 
:lood disorders Diarrhoea 

ronchltis Ear disorders 
ht·f,.,.} t' 

"' l s disease Eczema 
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Eye disorders Nervousness 
Female discharges Overweight 
Foot troubles Pneumonia 
Gall stones Pyorrhea 
Halitoses Piles 
Hay fever Rheumatism 
Headaches Senility 
Hemorrhoids Sexual disorders 
High blood pressure Sinus trouble 
Indigestion Skin diseases 
Influenza Tonsilitis 
Insomnia Tooth decay 
Kidney trouble Tuberculosis 
Leucorrhea Tumor 
Low blood pressure Ulcers of stomach 
Malaria Ulcers of intestines 
Masturbation Underweight 
Mastoids Varicose veins 
Neuralgia Venereal diseases 
Neuritis Yellow jaundice 

Many other statements and representations of similar import and· 
meaning are used and circulated by the respondent as aforesaid. 

PAn. 5. In the course and conduct of his business, by the means and 
in the manner above set out, the respondent represents and implies
that the following and using of the theories, ideas, rules, directions, 
and instructions announced in said publication "The 7 Essentials of" 
Health" will prevent and cure all bodily ailments and diseases, re· 
garuless of their cause, origin, and nature; and will cure, or are 
beneficial in the treatment of the following ailments, diseases, and 
conditions: adenoids, ague (chills and fever), anemia, arthritis, 
asthma, blood disorders, bronchitis, Bright's disease, constipation,. 
cancer, colds, colitis, catarrh, diarrhoea, ear disorders, eczema, eye 
disorders, female discharges, foot troubles, gall stones, halitosis, hay 
fever, headaches, hemorrhoids, high blood pressure, indigestion, in· 
fluenza, insomnia, kidney trouble, leucorrhea, low blood pressure,. 
malaria, masturbation, mastoids, neuralgia, neuritis, , nervousness. 
overweight, pneumonia, pyorrhea, piles, rheumatism, senility, sexual 
disorders, sinus trouble, skin disease, tonsilitis, tooth decay, tubercu· 
losis, tumor, ulcers of stomach, ulcers of intestines, underwe.ightr 
varicose veins, venereal diseases, yellow jaundice. 

Respondent also represents: 
1. That all sickness is caused by overlooking one of the seven "es· 

sentials:' of health indicated in the respondent's publication; 
2. That following the mode of living stated in the publication is 

the simplest and most effective way of dealing with health prob· 
lems; 
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3. That health cannot be restored by "cutting out parts of the 
.body"; 

4. That following the instructions given in said publication will 
~'make the blood so pure and the digestive tract and colon so clean 
that disease cannot maintain a hold in the body" and renders one 
immune to disease and strikes out the cause of all ill health; 

5. That following said instructions will enable one to get at and 
strengthen all the internal organs, revitalize them and bring them 
back to normal functions and will help turn sickness into health 
.and enable one to learn a simple, inexpensive, practical and en.tirely 
natural way to attain unusual health; 

6. That if respondent's teachings were adopted disease and pre
mature death would disappear from the earth. 

PAn. 6. The following and using of the theories, ideas, rules, di
rections and instructions of the respondent as stated in said publica
tion "The 1 Essentials of Health," in regard to health, hygiene, 
mode of living, and the related matters tHerein referred to, will not 
prevent and cure all bodily ailments and diseases, regardless of 
their cause, origin, and nature, and will not cure, nor be of any 
substantial benefit in the treatment of the ailments, diseases, and 
conditions for which the respondent represents that it is of value, 
as hereinabove stated. 

All oickness is not· caused by overlooking one of the seven "e·ssen
tials" of health indicated in the respondent's publication; following 
the mode of living stated in the publication is not the simplest and 
most effective way of dealing with health problems; health can be 
restored, in many instances, by cutting out parts of the body; fol
lowing the instructions given i.n said publication will not make the 
blood so pure and the digestive tract and colon so clean that dis
ease cannot maintain a hold in the body, and will not render one 
immune to disease or strike out the cause of all ill health; follow
ing said instructions will not enable one to get at and strengthen 
aU the internal organs or revitalize them or bring them back to 
normal functions and will not help turn sickness into health nor will it 
enable one to learn a simple, inexpensive, practical, and entirely 
natural way to attain unusual health; and the adoption of the re
~pondent's teachings would not cause disease and premature death to 
disappear from the earth. 

The representations and implications used by the respondent in 
c?nnection with the offering for sale and selling of said publica
bon "The 7 Essentials of Health," as hereinabove set out, are 
grossly exaggerated, false, and misleading, and have the tendency 
and capacity to, and do, mislead and deceive many persons and 
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cause them erroneously to believe that the purchase of said publi
cation, and the following and using of the theories, ideas, rules, di
rections, and instructions of the respondent, as stated in said pub
lication, will prevent and cure all bodily ailments and diseases, re
gardless of their cause, origin, and nature, and will cure or be 
bendicial in the treatment of the ailments, diseases, and conditions 
hereinabove set out; and. that all sickness is caused by overlooking 
one of the "essentials" indicated. in the respondent's publication; 
that the "mode of living" stated in the publication is the simplest 
and most effective way of dealing with health problems; that 
health cannot be restored by cutting out parts of the body; that 
following the instructions in said publication will make the blood 
so pure, the digestive tract and. colon so clean that disease can
not maintain a hold in the bod.y, and renders one immune to dis
ease and strikes out the cause of all ill health; that following said 
instructions will enable one to get at and strengthen all the in
ternal organs, revitalize tl1.em and bring them back to normal func-· 
tions, and will help turn sickness into health and enable one to learn 
a simple, inexpensive, practical, and entirely natural way to attain 
unusual health; and that the adoption of the respondent's teach
ings will cause d.ist•ases and premature death to disappear from the 
earth. 

Said representations and implications so used by the respondent 
as aforesaid cause many such persons, because of such erroneous be
lief, to purchase said publication "The 7 Essentials of Health," there
by unlawfully, unfairly, and substantially d.iverting trade to the 
respondent from his competitors in interstate commerce who uo not 
misrPprPs<'nt their prod.ucts, to their injury and to the injury of the 
public. 

CONCLUISION 

The aforesaid acts u.nd practices of the respund.ent, Philip Welsh, 
are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of SPction 5 of an Act of Congress, appro>ell 
September 26, 1914, entitl<'d "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and. <lutiPs, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard. by the Federal 'frad.e Conunis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the re
spondent, testimony and evidence taken before ,Y. ,V. Sheppard, an 
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examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the alleg~ttions of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, briefs filed herein by Edw. W. Thomerson, counsel for the 
Commission, and by Martin E. Geibel, counsel for respondent, and 
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its ptm~rs and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Philip \Velsh, his representa
tives, agents, and employees in connection with the offering for sale, 
sale, and distribution in interstate commerce of the publication now 
known as, and sold under the name, "The 7 Essentials of Health," or 
in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and tlistribution in inter
state commPI·ee of any publication regarding the same or similar 
subject matters, and containing the same or similar text, and an
nouncing and stating the theories, ideas, rules, directions, and in
structions found in the publication now known as, and sold under the 
name, "The 7 Essentials of Health," do forthwith cease and desist 
from representing, directly or by implication: 

1. That the following and using of the theories, ideas, rules, direc
tions, and instructions announced and stated in said publication will 
Prevent and cure all bodily ailments and diseases, and will cure or be 
beneficial in the treatment of the following ailments, diseases, and 
conditions: adenoids, ague (chills and fever), ane1~1ia, arthritis, 
asthma, blood disorders, bronchitis, Bright's disease, constipation, 
cancer, colds, colitis, catarrh, diarrhoea, ear disorders, eczema, eyP 
disorders, female diseharges, foot troubles, ga II stones, halitosis, hay 
fever, headaches, hl:'morrhoids, high blood pressure, indigestion, in
fluenza, insomnia, kidney trouble, leucorrhea, low blood pressure, 
lllalaria, masturbation, mastoids, neuralgia, neuritis, nervousness, 
overweight, pneumonia, pyorrhea, piles, rheumatism, senility, sexual 
disorders, sinus trouble, skin diseases, tonsilitis, tooth decay, tuber
<'ulosis, tumor, ulcers of stomach, ulcers of intestines, underweight, 
Varicose veins, venereal diseases, and yellow jaundice; 
. 2. That all sickness is caused by overlooking one of the "essen

tials" named in said publication; 
. 3. That following the mode of living outlined in said publication 
18 the simplest and most effective way of dealing with health 
Problems; 

4. That lwalth cannot be restored by "cutting out parts of the 
ho<]y"; 
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5. That following the instructions in said publication will "make 
the blood so pure and the digestive tract and colon so clean that dis· 
ease cannot maintain a hold in the body", and the body itself be· 
comes immune to disease; 

6. That following said instructions will enable one to "get at and 
strengthen all internal organs, revitalize them and bring them back 
to normal functions", and will enable one to learn a simple, inex
,pensive, practical a11d entirely natural way to attain unusual health; 

7. That the adoption of respondent's teachings, as stated in said 
publication, will cause disease and premature death to disappear' 
from the earth. 

It is further O'rdered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission, a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which he has complied with this order. 
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Syllabus 

IN THE MATTER OF 

CHAMPION COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND OF AN 
ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 16, 1933 1 

Docket 2321!. Complaint, Mar. 12, 1935-Decision, Apr. 10, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture of air seal type, :terreous metal 
burial vaults, and in the sale thereof to jobbers and funeral directors and 
undertakers, in substantial competition with those engaged in the sale and 
distribution of metal, stone, concrete, cement, and other burial vaults in 
commerce between and among the various States-

(a) Represented, through certificates of warranty and through magazines, 
booklets, circulars, and other advertising media having wide circulation 
among its customers and prospective customers in the several States, prior 
to, but not since, year 1932, that its said vaults were rust-resisting and 
waterproof and verminproof and had the capacity, for unstated, but in
definite, period of time, to resist corrosion and exclude water and other 
substances and vermin from entrance from the grave into the casket, and 
that its said vaults afforded perfect protection; and 

(b) 1\fade use of warranties or guarantees, in connection with t;:lle and offer 
of said vaults, under which, prior to, but not since, the year 1P32, It under
took, irrespecth·e of location or conditions in any plot of a cemetery where 
original vault was buried, and regardless of care or lack uf care with 
which same was originally placed In the grave, to furnish a new vault 
without cost, if contents of original were damaged by water or other ele
ments admitted from the grave because of failure of vault due to defective 
material or workmanship; 

Facts being that, while its said vaults (1) were made by it with great care, 
by skilled workmen, of specially processed and considerably more costly 
metals of highest grade and quality obtainable in domestic market, and, 
by their very nature, exclusive of air, moisture, vermin, and water until 
the natural process of rust and corrosion, to which they Wl~re resistant 
but which they could not prevent, bad advanced to stage of producing 
tiny boles or pits permitting penetration, (2) were equal to standard metal 
vaults made by responsible and reputable members of the Industry in 
question, and were an established part of the funeral supply industry and 
a lawful subject for sale, purchase and transportation in Interstate com
merce, and (3) at time of sealing were capable of sustaining weight of 
earth incident to burial and protecting remains from accelerateft decay due 
to entrance of moisture, air, water, and vermin and other deleterious agents 
for period of years, depending upon underground and climatic conditions 
in particular locality, and below set forth conjunction of clrcnQistances, no 
ferreous metal, burled, bas absolute or predictable rate of corrosion, which 
varies with locality, particular underground conditions, and QUalities and 
chemical content of different sons, all ferreous metal burial vaults will 

1 Count 2 of the complaint alleging violation of the National Industrial Recovery Act 
dismissed November 9, 1935. 

146756~39--vol.24----G5 
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rust and corrode after burial, irrespective of type of construction, corro
sive properties of soil and other conditions so vary in different sections 
that, while given metal vault, buried, would resist penetration for more 
than one hundred years in some sections, such resistance would not exceed 
more than eight or ten in highly corrosive soils, ideal conjunction of con
ditions, which frequently does not obtain, must exist for alr-~>eal principle 
to function as intended, and, due to climatic, geographical, chemical and 
mineralogical conditions not subject to its control, no prediction ,could .be 
made by anyone as to the period during which such vaults would continue 
to protect casket and contents, as above set forth; 

With capacity to mislead purchasers of said products, and with capacity and 
tendency to induce public to purchase and use same in the erroneous belief 
that the aforesaid various statements and representations as to resistance 
of metals involved to rust and corrosion, etc., and as to airtight and other 
qualities of said products, and protection afforded, were true, and to divert 
trade unfairly to it from its said competitors: 

Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to 
the prejudice of the public and competitors and constituted unfair methods 
of competition. 

Jfr. E. J. H ornibrook for the Commission. 
Mr. Herman L. lVeism.an, of New York City, for respondent. 

Col\II'LAINT 

Acting in the public interest and pursuant to the provisions of an 
Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," the Federal Trade Commission charges that 
The Champion Company, a corporation hereinafter referred to as 
respondent, hns bren and is now using unfair methods of competition 
in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said net, and in violation 
of an Act of Congress approved June 16, 1933, known and designatecl 
as the "National Industrial Recovery Act," and it appearing to said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect then•of would be in 
the public interest, states its charges in that respect as follows: 

Oountl 

PARAGR.-\PII 1. The respondent, The Champion Company, is a cor
poration organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of 
the State of Ohio, with its factory and principal place of business 
locat£•d in the city of Springfield, in said State. It is now, and for 
several years last past has been engaged in the business of manu
facturing and selling metal grave vaults used to encase coffins in 
the burial of the dead, to purchasers thereof, many of whom reside 
outside of the State of Ohio, and when orders are received therefor 
they are filled by respondent by shipping the same from the said 
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city of Springfield, State of Ohio, into and through other States of 
the United States to the respective places of business or residences of 
such purchasers. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of said business respondent is in 
competition with other individuals, copartnerships, and corporations 
engaged in the sale and transportation of metal, stone, concrete, 
cement, and other grave vaults between and among the various States 
of the United States. 

PAR. 3. Respondent sells and ships said grave vaults as aforesaid to 
jobbers, funeral directors, and undertakers, the last two of which 
sell the same to ultimate purchasers thereof for use in the burial 
of their dead. 

PAR. 4. (A) In magazines having a wide interstate circulation, and 
in booklets, circulars, pamphlets, letters, and in and through the use 
of photographs, testimonials, and in other advertising media, all of 
which are circulated among its customers and prospective customers 
residing in the several States of the United States, and which re
spondent's said customers use and are authorized by respondent to 
Use in the sale, and in the promotion of the sale of said vaults to said 
ultimate purchasers, the following and similar false and misleading 
claims, statements, and representations as to respondent's said vaults 
are made: 

That its said vaults when buried under ground are waterproof and 
airtight, free from corrosion or rust, and will remam so for a period 
of more than fifty (50) years; that the metal of which they are made 
is impervious to corrosion. 

(D) Respondent issues with each vault for delivery to the ultimate 
Purchaser thereof, and they are so delivered, n written, purported 
"·arranty which provides in substance that The Champion Company 
Warrants that the vault above-mentioned has been tested and in
spected by skilled workmen and found to be free from oJl defects 
in materials and workmanship, and to be airtight and waterproof; 
that, when properly enclosed it will protect the casket and its con
tents from all outside elements. The Champion Company hereby 
ngrees that if within fifty (W) years from the date of interment the 
contents of the above vault are damaged by vermin, water, or other 
elements admitted from the outside, that it will replace said vault 
frl'e of charge, but it does not warrant against damage to the casket 
ana its contents due to dehydration of the remains. 

PAn. 5. The statPments and representations desrribPd in subdivi
sion (A) of the preceding paragraph are false and misleading in 
that respondent's said grave vaults are not always airtight and 
'\\"aterproof when buried under ground; that said grave vaults in 
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many instances will not remain waterproof and airtight when buried 
under ground for a period of fifty (50) years; that said grave 
vaults when buried under ground are not impervious to corrosion 
or to rust; that the metal from which said vaults are made, when 
buried under ground is not impervious to rust or corrosion. Re
spondent's said vaults are made of materials which will corrode and 
rust; there is a vast difference in the corrosive properties of soils 
throughout the United States; in some soils respondent's said vault9 
will corrode and pit in a period of from three (3) to ten (10) years 
and in others from ten (10) to twenty (20) years; in many soils re
spondent's said vaults will corrode and pit in a period of less than fifty 
(50) years, so as to let water into them; in many instances they will 
corrode or rust so as to cave in or collapse. Respondent's said vaults 
made with the materials now used have never been tested as to their 
corroding for a period of fifty (50) years or more, nor has the metal 
·Of which they are made been so tested; respondent's said vaults when 
buried under ground will, and often do permit water and air to 
enter them. Either air or water entering respondent's vaults when 
buried under ground promote and cause disintegration of the coffin 
and body encased therein. 1Vater often enters the graves of the 
dead. The mechanism provided by respondent for sealing said vaults 
will not at all times prevent the entrance of water into said vaults 
with resulting damage to the coffin and body placed therein. 

'The statements and representations described in subdivision (B) 
of paragraph 4 hereof are false, misleading and deceptive in that 
the terms "waterproof'' and "airtight" as used by respondent as afore
said mean to the ultimate purchasers thereof a watertight, airtight 
vault, a vault which will not permit water or air to enter the same, 
and that will endure as such under burial conditions for a period of 
fifty (50) years or more. The respondent's said vaults are not water
proof or airtight as the terms are understood by the ultimate pur
chasers thereof. Water or air may seep into or enter these said 
vaults through the joints, holes, fastenings, or flanges thereof or 
through pit holes due to corrosion or due to corrosion or bending of 
such vaults. 

These said purported warranties contain a clause in which respond· 
ent offers to replace without cost to the purchaser any such vault 
failing to meet the warranty as to being waterproof or airtight. 
The exhumation of bodies after burial is so rare as to make these 
certificates or warranties worthless to the purchasers of these vaults 
for the reason that no opportunity is offered them to ascertain 
whether such vaults are or have been airtight or waterproof. These 
said purported warranties are not warranties but are merely sales 
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persuaders under the terms of which respondent will rarely, if ever, 
be called upon to replace the said vaults. It is false and mislead
ing for respondent to call them warranties or to issue them at all. 

PAR. 6. Each and all of the false and misleading representations 
used by respondent as set forth and referred to in paragraph 4 hereof 
have and have had the capacity and tendency to induce the public to 
purchase and use respondent's said grave vaults in the belief that 
they are true and have and have had the capacity and tendency to 
divert trade from said competitors of respondent. 

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondent above set forth are 
all to the prejudice of the public and to respondent's said competi
tors and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate com
merce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress approved September 2(i, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

Count 13 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing 
by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its factory and prin
cipal place of business located in the city of Springfield, in said 
State. Respondent is now and for several years last past has been 
engaged in the business of manufacturing, selling, and distributing 
metal grave vaults used to encase coffins in the burial of the dead to 
Purchasers thereof located at points in the State of Ohio and at 
Points in various other States of the United States, and causes said 
Products when so sold to be transported from its said principal 
Place of business in the city of Springfield, Ohio, to the purchasers 
thereof in the State of Ohio, and to other purchasers thereof in other 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia at their 
respective places of business, and there is now and has been for 
several years last past a course of trade and commerce by the said 
respondent in said products in the State of Ohio and between and 
arnong the States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAn. 2. As grounds for this paragraph of this complaint, the 
Federal Trade Commission reiterates, adopts, and relies upon all 
lnatters and things set out in paragraphs 2 to 7, inclusive, of count 1 
hereof to the same extent as though each and all of the allegations 
thereof were set out at length and in full in this paragraph . 
. PAn. 3. On November 4, 1933, under and pursuant to the provi

Sions of the National Industrial Recovery Act, the President of the 
Dnited States made, issued, and approved a Code of Fair Competi-
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tion for the Funeral Supply Industry, which became effective on the 
tenth day thereafter. The respondent herein was a party to and 
signatory of such Code of Fair Competition, and such Code is now 
in full force and effect as to this respondent. 

The said National Industrial Recovery Act, Section (3), Para
graph (B) provides: 

If the President shall have approved any such Code, the provisions of such 
Code shall be the standards of Fair Competition for such trade or industry, 
or supervision thereof. Any violation of such standards in transaction in or 
affecting Interstate or foreign commerce shall be deemed an unfair method of 
competition of commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, as amended; but nothing in this title shall be construed to impair the 
powers of the Federal Trade Commission under such Act, as amended. 

In Article IX, under the heading of "Trade Practice," of said 
Code appears the following: 

1. The following practices constitute unfair methods of competition and are 
prohibited: To resort to or inuulge in practices which are prejudicial to the 
public interest such as 

Misbranding, 
Misrepresentation in branding, 
Labeling, 
Selling, and 
Advertising. 
(W) Nothing In this Code shall limit the effect of any adjudication by the 

courts or holdings by the Federal Trade Commission on complaint, finding and 
order, that any practice or method Is unfair providing that such adjudication 
herewith Is not Inconsistent of any provision of the Act or of this Code. 

Notwithstanding the said provisions of said Code of Fair Compe· 
tition respondent has continued to and does, use said methods of com
pE-tition hereinabove alleged and described, and has resorted to or 
indulged in the practice of misrepresentation in branding, labeling, 
Felling, and ndvertising its said vaults in the manner hereinabove set 
forth. 

PAR. 4. The above alleged methods, acts, and practices of the re
spondent are and have been in violation of the standards of fair 
competition as set forth in said Code of Fair Competition for the 
said Funeral Supply Industry of the United States. Such violation 
of such standards in the aforesaid transactions in interstate corn· 
merce and in other transactions which affect interstate commerce in 
the manner set forth above are in violation of Section ( 3) of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act and they are unfair methods of 
competition in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, as amended. 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on the 12th day of March 1935, issued 
and served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Cham
pion Company, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of 
said act. After· the issuance of said complaint and the filing of 
respondent's answer thereto, a stipulation as to the facts was agreed 
upon by and between W. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Commis
sion, and respondent, by which it was agreed that, subject to the 
approval of the Federal Trade Commission, the statement of facts 
so agreed upon should be taken as the facts in this proceeding and 
in lieu of testimony in support of the charges stated in the com
plaint or in opposition thereto. It was further agreed that the said 
Commission might proceed upon such statement of facts, including 
inferences drawn from said stipulated facts, to issue its report stat
ing its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon, and 
-enter its order disposing of the proceeding without the presentation 
of argument or the filing of briefs. Said stipulation as to the facts 
has been duly filed in the office of the Commission, and approved by 
it. Thereafter the proceedings came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on said complaint, the answer thereto and the statement 
of facts as agreed upon in lieu of testimony, briefs and argument 
having been waived, and the Commission having duly considered the 
same and being fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceed· 
ing is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, the Champion Company, is a cor
poration organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of 
the State of Ohio, with its factory and principal place of business 
located in the city of Springfield in said State. It is now, and for 
the past fifty years has been, engaged in the business of manufac
turing and selling metal grave vaults used to encase coffins in the 
burial of the dead, to purchasers thereof, many of whom reside out
side of the State of Ohio. When orders are received therefor they 
are filled by respondent by shipping the vaults from the said city of 
Springfield, State of Ohio, into and through other States of the 
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United States to the respective places of business or residences of 
such purchasers. These vaults are called the "Champion Burial 
Vaults." Respondent has built up a very substantial business in 
this product. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of said business, respondent is in 
substantial competition with other individuals, copartnerships, and 
corporations engaged in the sale and distribution of metal, stone, 
concrete, cement, and other burial vaults in commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 3. Respondent sells and ships said grave vaults as aforesaid 
to jobbers, funeral directors, and undertakers, the last two of which 
sell the same to ultimate purchasers thereof for use in the burial of 
their dead. 

PAR. 4. A corpse, either embalmed or not embalmed is in the proc
ess of decay and disintegration at the time of its burial. The process 
of embalming is the method of injecting certain fluids into the 
corpse, for the purpose of delaying such decay and disintegration 
only for a temporary period of time, not permanently. The function 
of a metal burial vault is further to delay such process of decay and 
disintegration by preventing acceleration of such process through the 
entrance of water and other deleterious substances from the grave 
into the casket. 

PAR. 5. The burial vaults manufactured by the Champion Com
pany are made with great care by skilled workmen, of United States 
Standard 12 gauge metals. They are useful, proper and suitable re
ceptacles for the interment of the dead; and are equal to the standard 
metal vaults manufactured by the reputable and responsible mem
bers of the metal vault industry. Such metal vaults are an estab
lished part of the funeral supply industry and may be lawfully sold, 
bought, and transported in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. Ferreous metals called Armco Ingot Iron and Copper 
Bearing Steel are used by respondent in the manufacture of its said 
burial vaults. These metals are specially processed and rolled from 
the highest grade and quality of metals which can be obtained by re
spondent in the domestic market for the manufacture of its burial 
vaults. Their cost is considerably higher than the cost of ordinary 
commercial steel. They are fabricated under the best, modern, 
scientifically controlled steel-making processes which reduce im
purities and tend to increase their durability in underground serv
ice. Their manufacturers are of recognized responsibility and in
tegrity and make rigid inspection and tests of each sheet of said 
metal before shipment to the respondent. These metals, by their 
very nature, will exclude air, moisture, vermin and water until the 
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natural process of rust and corrosion, which these metals will resist 
but cannot prevent, has advanced to the stage of producing tiny 
holes or pits which will permit penetration of said metals. 

PAR. 7. There is a vast difference in the corrosive properties of 
soils found in the cemeteries in the various parts of the United 
States and also a great difference in the surface and sub-surface 
urainage conditions in various sections of the country. 

PAR. 8. All burial vaults made of ferreous metals will rust and 
-corrode after burial underground. No ferreous metal, buried under
ground, has an absolute or predictable rate of corrosion. Such rate 
will vary with the locality, with particular underground conditions 
and with the qualities and chemical content of different soils. 

PAn. 9. There is no material yet known or devised, adaptable for 
-construction into a receptacle useful in the burial of the dead, which 
when placed underground would not in time deteriorate and cease 
to resist penetration of air, moisture, water, or vermin. The rate 
of deterioration would be slow in some soils and more rapid in 
'()thers, depending upon the climatic conditions of the locality and 
the chemical and mineral composition and content of the soil in a 
particular place. . 

P .AR. 10. The process of deterioration above referred to would 
affect every type of metal vault irrespective of whether its type of 
-construction involved closing upon the so-called air-sealing or diving
bell principle, or depended upon mechanical locks or clamps. No 
principle of mechanics or physics, no process of construction and 
joinder of metals and no method for sealing metal burial vaults 
are available to enable any manufacturer thereof to warra.nt or pre
<lict that such vaults when placed underground would endure as air
tight, verminproof and waterproof for any fixed or stated period of 
time. 

P.An. 11. In many sections of the United States, the corrosive prop
~rties of the soil and other conditions are such that a 12 United 
States Sta.ndard guage metal vault placed underground would resist 
penetration for a period of more than one hundred years; in some 
'()f the more corrosive soils in the United States a similar vault 
Would resist such penetration by corrosion for only fifty years, 
while in still other highly corrosive soils penetration would be accom
plished within eight to ten years. 

P.An. 12. The Champion Burial Vault is what is known in the trade 
as an air-seal vault. It consists of two parts: ( 1) a pan (or base), 
and (2) a hood (dome or top) and operates on the principle of a. 
diving bell. The confined air in the inverted airtight rlome is sup
Posed to resist the entrance of water rising from below. The top 
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and sides of the hood are made of one piece of iron. The pan is also 
made of one piece of iron. The entire base resembles an inverted 
pan. Small raised portions, or bosses, hold the bottom of the casket 
a fraction of an inch above the top of the pan. The hot~om rim 
or flange of the hood (dome or top) rests on the outside flange of the 
pan, the width of the metal from the grave floor. This type of vault 
is not airtight or waterproof until sealed by water to the level of the 
highest point on the rim of the inverted dome which rests on the 
flange of the pan. Water rising from the bottom in the grave forces 
the air from the cavity under the base through holes at each corner 
of the pan, into the hood. As the pressure of the outsicle water in~ 
creases, the resistance of the compressed air increases, and, in theory 
the vault is sealed against the further entrance of water to the extent 
that it will not reach the casket within. The mechanism provided by 
respondent for sealing said vaults will not at all times prevent the 
entrance of water into said vaults with resulting damage to the coffin 
and body placed therein. In addition, in order for them to remain 
waterproof for any considerable length of time, they must be buried 
and remain buried under ideal conditions, which are: 

1. An airtight hood, 
2. A level base, 
3. The air space underneath the pan must not be occupied by dirt 

or other materials that will reduce the amount of air to be forced into 
the dome. 

4. There must be no appreciable change of temperature in the 
grave from that obtaining when the vault is first buried. 

5. There must be no appreciable changes in atmospheric pressure. 
These said "ideal" conditions do not obtain in a large number of 

cases of burial where said vaults are used. 
PAR. 13. Respondent's metal vaults, at the time of their sale, are 

capable of sustaining and will sustain the weight of earth incident 
to burial. 

PAR. 14. Respondent's metal vaults at the time of their sale are 
capable of protecting and will protect the remains within the casket 
from accelerated decay and decomposition due to the entrance froill 
the grave into the casket of moisture, water, vermin, or other dele~ 
terious agents for a period of years depending upon the underground 
and climatic conditions in the locality where any such vault is used 
and the conditions mentioned in paragraph 12 above. 

PAR. 15. No prediction can be made by anybody as to the period 
within which respondent's vaults will continue after burial to protect 
the casket and its contents from accelerated decay and decomposition 
Lecause climatic, geographic, chemical and mineralogical conditions-
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not subject to respondent's control determine the durati~n of such 
period. 

PAR. 16. Instances of disinterments are rare when compared wi.th 
the total number of burials, but disinterments are not unusual occur
l'ences. Changes in a cemetery, or removal of a section of a cemetery 
or even of an entire cemetery necessitates disint~rments followed by 
reburial in some other cemetery. Disinterments are often brought 
about by the wishes of surviving relatives to change to better or dif
ferently located burial plots or to some different plot or cemetery 
where other members of the same family are buried. Such disinter
ments are followed by reburial. Irrespective of the actual state of 
decay and disintegration of the remains within the casket when dis
interment of the vault takes place, surviving relatives concerned in 
the reburial have a proper interest as to whether the condition of the 
original vault makes reburial thereof practical or whether such 
receptacle needs to be replaced. 

PAR. 17. At the time when the complaint herein (dated March 12, 
1935) was issued and since on or about May 1, 1932, respondent 
offered to issue and from time to time did issue, incident to the sale 
of its burial vaults, a warranty offering under stated conditions to 
fnrnish a new vault, without cost, irrespective of the location of or 
conditions in any plot or cemetery where the original vault was 
buried and regardless of the care or lack of care with which the same 
was originally placed in the ,grave; said warranty reciting that: 

The Champion Company warrants that the vault, above mentioned, is built by 
skilled worknwn, has been tPsted by being submerged in water, inspected, and 
found to be free from defects in material or workmanship. 

The Champion Cumpany will replace this Champion Burial Vault, without 
cost, if its contPnts are damagPd by water or other elements admitted from the 
grave bt>eaul<e of the failure of the vault due to defective material or workman
Ship, but damage to the cal<ket or contents cause(} by dehydration of the remains 
I~; exceptPd. 

PAR. 18. Respondent has a legitimate interest in making known to 
the undertakers and dealers in funeral supplies who purchase its 
burial vaults for resale and to the ultimate purchasers of said vaults, 
its willingness, without cost, to furnish a new vault under the con
ditions stated in such warranty. 

Such warranty is of value to the recipients thereof, any one of 
Whom may some time after the original burial, find it necessary to 
arrange for reburial, after disinterment, in some other plot or ceme
tery. 

PAR. 19. Respondent has made and issued said certificates of -\var
ranty in good faith and is, and at all times has been, financially able, 
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ready and willing to comply fully with, and perform the full terms 
of, its certificate of warranty. 

PAR. 20. Prior to 1932, but not since that year, including the period 
since the filing of the complaint herein, respondent did represent in 
certificates of warranty, substantially different from the certificate 
above referred to, and in magazines, booklets, circulars, and other 
advertising media,· having a wide interstate circulation among its 
customers and prospective customers residing in the several States of 
tha United States, in connection with the sale and promotion of the 
sale of its said burial vaults, in substance, that its said vaults were 
rust-resisting, waterproof and verminproof and. had the capacity for 
an unstated but indefinite period of time to resist corrosion, exclude 
water and other substances and vermin from entrance from the grave 
into the casket and that its said vaults afforded "perfect protection." 

Respondent in 1932, and prior to the issuance of the co~plaint 
herein dated March 12, 1935, has voluntarily abandoned, and in the 
usual course of business ceased to use, and it does not now make, 
issue or use, the above representations or statements or any of them, 
either in certificates of warranty or in any advertising media or in 
any other manner. 

PAR. 21. Respondent's use of representations to the effect that 
its burial vaults would, under all underground conditions, remain 
waterproof, rust-resisting, and verminproof, had the capacity to 
mislead the purchasers of said vaults. Because of the great variation 
in the corrosive properties of soils in different sections of the coun
try and in the subterranean water-level conditions and the surface 
drainage conditions, and also because of the conditions set forth in 
paragraph 12 hereof, any universal representation as to the endurance 
qualities of said vaults in underground service is inaccurate and 
misleading. 

PAR. 22. The following statements and representations made by 
the respondent, its agents, employees and representatives, in connec
tion with the offering for sale or selling in interstate commerce of 
the types of ferreous metal burial vaults, above described, in cer· 
tificates of warranty and in advertising, to the effect that: 

1. The metal of which respondent's vaults are made is able for 
any fixed or stated period of time to resist rust and corrosion or the 
effects thereof when placed underground; 

2. The said vaults will remain airtight, verminproof or water
proof for any fixed or stated period of time after being placed under· 
ground; 

3. Said vaults afford perfect protection; 
4. Or any other representations of like import; 
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5. And the use of certificates of warranty such as described in 
paragraph 20 hereof in aid of the sale of said vaults; 
are untrue, deceptive and misleading and have, and have had, the 
capacity and tendency to induce the public to purchase and use re
spondent's vaults in the erroneous belief that said statements and 
representations are true, and have and have had the tendency and 
capacity to unfairly divert trade to the respondent from its said 
competitors. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, under the con
ditions described in the foregoing findings, are to the prejudice of 
the public and of respondent's competitors; they are unfair methods 
of competition in commerce and constitute violations of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ent, and the stipulated facts filed herein, and the Commission having 
Inade its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respond
ent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
Inission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It iB ordered, That respondent, Champion Company, a corpora
tion, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection 
'With the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of ferrous metal 
burial vaults in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, 
forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. The use of representations in certificates of warranty or guar
anty, in advertising, or in any other manner, to the effect that: 

(a) The metal of which respondent's vaults are made is able 
for any fixed or stated period of time to resist rust and 
corrosion or the effects thereof when placed underground; 

(b) The said vaults will remain airtight, verminproof or water
proof for any fixed or stated period of time after being 
placed underground; 

(c) Said vaults afford perfect protection. 

2. And from so making other statements and representations of 
like import. 
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3. And from using certificates of "1Yarranty" or "Guaranty" in 
connection with the sale, or offering for sale of such vaults, unless 
it clearly appears therein that such certificates refer to the care, skill, 
mechanism, and materials used in the construction of said vaults, and 
to tests made to determine whether they leak, and not to their dura
bility as to remaining airtight, verminproof, or waterproof when 
used for burial purposes. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after 
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

ANNA R. BARLETTA, TRADING AS BARLETTA MANU
FACTURING AND PACKING COMPANY, AND HERCULES 
A. BARLETTA 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2907. Complaint, Aug. 21, 1936-Decision, Apr. 10, 1937 

Where two individuals engaged in manufacturing, compounding, selling, and 
distributing a variety of flavoring extracts, in substantial competition with 
others engaged in the sale and distribution of such products-

Uepresented, through labels affixed to the bottles of their said products, and 
containing Italian words and coat of arms, and through counter display 
cards furnished to purchasers thereof, upon which diRplay cards were like· 
wise contained such words, that their said extracts were made, compounded 
and packaged by the Modern Italian Laboratory at Milan, Italy, and were 
imported into the United States, and that they had won a gold medal at 
au exposition held in Florence, Italy, in 1934 on account of excellence of 
their said products, and they were distributors of Italian-made extracts, 
facts being that, while samples compounded and made up by them in the 
United States and sent to exposition in Florence, Italy, in year in question 
were there di~played and awarded certifirate of merit, their said extracts, 
labeled as aforesaid, were not made, prepared, compounded, or packed In 
Italy by any company, nor imported into the United States, but were made 
by said Individuals at their place of business in New York City, and they 
were not distributors of extracts of Italian origin ; 

With elrect of misleading large number of Italian·Americans among the pur
chasing public, who distinctly prefer, as superior to such products produced 
in this country, flavoring extracts produced in Italy, into belief that in 
buying such domestic products, labeled and described as above set forth, 
they were purchasing the preferred imported extracts o:t Italian origin, and 
with capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasing public into 
the belief that such extracts were prepared, compounded and packaged 
In Italy and Imported into the United Stutes, and to induce such public, 
acting in such erroneous· belief, to buy their said products and thereby 
unfairly divert trade to them :trom competitors who rightly and truthfully 
represent their merchandise and do not, in any wise, falsely represent the 
same; to the substantial injury of competition in commerce: 

1Ield, That snch acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods ot competition. 

Before Mr. W. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
J.Ir, Astor Ilogg for the Commission. 
Mr. Jouph 111. Ficco, of New York City, for respondents. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Anna R. 
Barletta, an individual trading and doing business under the finn 
name of Barletta Manufacturing and Packing Company, and Her
cules A. Barletta, hereinafter referred to as the respondents, have 
been and are using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the said Com
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
respect as follows : 

PARAGRAPH 1. Said respondents, Anna R. Barletta, an individual, 
trading and doing business under the firm name and style of Bar· 
letta .Manufacturing and Packing Company, and Hercules A. Bar· 
letta, husband of said Anna R. Barletta who has, or claims to have, 
some interest in said business the exact nature of which is to the 
Commission unknown, but who is in active charge of said business, 
ltave their office and principal place of business at 2100-2102 East 
177th Street, in the Borough of Bronx and city and State of New 
York. llespondents are now and, for more than one year last past, 
have been engaged in the business of manufacturing, compounding, 
selling, and distributing a variety of flavoring extracts. Respond
ents sell and distribute said products in commerce between and among 
the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia, 
causing said products, when sold, to be shipped from their place of 
business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof located in a 
State or States of the United States other than the State of New 
York. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business aforesaid, re
spondents are now, and for more than one year last past, have been 
in substantial competition with other partnerships and with other 
corporations, individuals, and firms engaged in the business of manu
facturing, selling, and distributing extracts in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States and the District 
of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, as afore
said, the respondents manufacture, sell and distribute a large variety 
of flavoring extracts. To the bottles which contain said flavoring 
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extracts are affixed labels, containing a reproduction of what appears 
to be an Italian coat of arms and the following wording: 

Estratti Finissimi 
Prodotti Importati 

Strega 
Laboratorio l\Ioderno 

Italiano 

Napoli Milano 
It alia 

The translation for the foregoing Italian wording is as follows: 

Finest Extracts 
Imported Products 

Strega 

Modern Italian Laboratory 
Naples Milan 

Italy 

Said representations made upon the labels, as aforesaid, indicate 
and imply to the members of the purchasing public that. the said 
flavoring extracts are prepared, compounded and packaged by the 
National Chemical Laboratory at Milan, in Italy, and are imported 
into the United States. 

Respondents furnish counter display cartons to purchasers of their 
said flavoring extracts for use in displaying the same to the purchas
ing public. Upon said display cartons the following expressions ap
Pear in large and conspicuous lettering: 

Estrattl Finissiml Importatl 
Premiatl Con Madaglia D'Oro 

Laborator Modcrno Italiano Napoli, 1\lilano, ltalia. 
Distributore: 

Darlctta 1\Ifg. & Packing Co., 

New York, N. Y. 

the translation thereof being : 

Finest Imported 

Premium with Gold Medal 
Extracts 

l\lodern Italian Laboratory-Naples, Milan, Italy 
Distributors 

Barletta 1\Ifg, & Packing Co. 

New York, N. Y. 

14G75flm-39-vol. 24-66 
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There is also furnished with said carton a display sign or card con
taining the following language: 

Try the Famous 

Premiata con Madnglia D'Oro 
Esposizione Campionaria, Firenze 1934 

Oh Boy I Oh Boy II Oh Boy ! ! I 
What Flavor 

Italian Flavoring Extracts 

Barletta Mfg. & Packing Co. 
New York, N. Y. 

the Italian word~'> on said sign meaning that the alleged "Italian fla
voring extracts" had 'von the Gold Medal at an exposition in Florence 
in 1934. 

In their said place of business the respondents display prominently 
in a glass frame a diploma on which are pictured manufacturing, 
agricultural and transportation scenes and symbolical figures depict
ing commerce and trades. The language on said diploma is as 
follows: 

Esposizione Mostra Cumpionaria 
Diploma 

FIRENZE Hl34-II 
de CROCE AL MERITO E MADAGLIO DI ORO 
conferldo Barleta Manufacturing & Packing Co. 

NEW YORK CITY-
Estrattl finissimi per liquor!, non alcoolici, 

sciroppi ed imitazione estratto di Vaniglia 

and followed by the several signatures of officers of the exposition. 
The translation of said language is as follows: 

COMMERCIAL EXPOSITION 
DIPLOl\IA 

FLORENCE 1934-XII 
of the Cross of MN·lt and Gold Medal 

tonfened upon Barletta 1\Ianufaeturlng & Packing Co., New York City-Finest 
Extracts for non-alcoholic liquors, syrups of imitation extract of Vanilla. 

PAR. 4. In truth and in fact said flavoring extracts are not pre· 
pared, compounded and packaged by a modern Italian laboratory 
in Naples or Milan, Italy; they are not imported into the United 
States by the respondents and <listributed by them. Said extracts 
W£>re not £>xhibited at any Italian exposition, and no medals or other 
distinctions were awarded to them. On the contrary, said flavoring 
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extracts are prepared, compounded and packaged by the respondents 
in the State of New York. The said diploma was not awarded to 
the respondents because of the excellence of their products; but, on 
the contrary, said exposition was a charitable undertaking for the 
purpose of aiding a national association of families of soldiers killed 
in the Great ·war, and the products exhibited at said exposition were 
restricted solely to those produced within the limits of the province 
of Florence. Said diploma is in fact spurious in that it does not 
represent a bona fide a ward, but was bought by respondents through 
an alleged official of said exposition who had no authority to sell the 
same. 

PAR. 5. There are among the purchasing public many Italian
Americans who show a preference for goods produced abroad, under 
the belief that they ar~ superior to those produced in this country, 
said belief prevailing particularly in extracts and the like. These 
purchasers are led to believe that they are in fact buying an imported 
extract because of the fact that said labels and display cartons, cards, 
and diploma are printed in the Italian language and contain express 
representations that said flavoring extracts were manufactured in 
Italy and imported to this country. ' 

There are among respondent's" competitors many who sell both 
the domestic and imported products, and who, in .the course and 
conduct of their business, honestly and truthfully represent their 
:merchandise. 

PAR. 6. The above and foregoing representations, as shown by 
the labels, display advertising and otherwise, used by respondents, as 
described in paragraph 3, have the capacity and tendency to, and do 
rnislead and deceive the purchasing public into the belief that the said 
flavoring extracts so labeled and represented are prepared, com
pounded and packaged abroad, and imported into the United States, 
and have the capacity and tm)dency to, and do induce the said pur
~hasing public, acting in such erroneous belief, to purchase respond
ents' product, thereby diverting trade to the respondents from 
those of their competitors who do not misrepresent and falsely label 
their products; and in this manner respondents do substantial injury 
to competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 7. The above acts and things done or cunsed to be done by 
the respondents, were and are each and all to the prejudice of the 
Public and of respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods 
of competition in interstate commerce within the meaning and intent 
of Section 5 of "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved 
September 26, 1914. 
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REPoRT, FINDINGs AS TO TIIE FAcTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the
Federal Trade Commission on the 21st day of August 1936, issued 
and served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent 
Anna R. Barletta, an individual, trading as Barletta Manufacturing 
and Packing Company, and Hercules A. Barletta, charging them with 
the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of 
the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and 
the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony anll other evi
dence in support of the allegations of the said complaint were intro
duced by Astor Hogg, attorney for the Commission, before W. ·w. 
Sheppard, a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly desig
nated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint by 
Joseph M. Ficco, attorney for the respondents. The said testimony 
and other evidence was duly recorded and filed in the office of the 
ComJI].ission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final 
hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, the answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence, and briefs in support of the 
complaint and in opposition thereto, and the Commission having 
duly considered the same, and being now fully advised in the prem
ises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and 
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion clrawn there
from. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAl'II 1. Respondent Anna R. Barletta is an individual trad
ing and doing business as Barletta Manufacturing and Packing 
Company, and Hercules A. Barletta is the husband of sai<l Anna R. 
Barletta, and is one of the operators of the business of the concern, 
having charge of the management of said business and directing its 
sales policy. Their office and principal place of business is located 
at 2100-2102 East 177th Street, in the Borough of Bronx, city and 
State of New York. For several years last past respondents have 
been engaged in the business of manufacturing, compounding, selling 
and distributing a variety of flavoring extracts. They scl1 and dis
tribute said products in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States, and ship their products whP.n sold from 
their place of business in the city of New York to the purchasers 
thereof located in the various States of the United States other than 
the State of New York. Respondents are now, and for more than 
one year last past have been in substantial competition with other 
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individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged 
in the business of selling and distributing flavoring extracts in com
merce between and among the various States of the Unitecl States. 

PAR. 2. Respondents, in offering for sale and selling their flavoring 
extracts in interstate commerce, affixed and. affix to the botdes contain
ing such extracts, labels which bear an Italian coat of arms and the 
following wording: 

Estratti Finissimi 
Prodottl Importati 

Strega 
Laboratorio 1\Ioderno 

Italiano 
Napoli :Milano 

It alia 

The English translation of the foregoing Italian w01.·ding Is as 
follows: 

Finest Extracts 
Imported Products 

Strega 
Modern Itallan Laboratory 

Naples Milan 
Italy 

• • • 
ESTRATTI FINISSil\11 

PRODOTTI INSUPERABILI 
STitEGA 

LABORATOIUO 1\IODERNO 
Italiano Co. 

Premiati 
FIRENZE ITALIA 

1\ICl\IXXXIV 

The English translation of the above Italian language is as fol
lows: 

Finest extracts 
Insuperable products 

Modern Laboratory Italian Company 

Prize, Florence, Italy, 1934 

Premieta Croee al Merito e l\fedagilia d'Oro 
FIRENZE-1934 

Distributors 
Barletta 1\Ifg. & Packing Co. 

New York, N. Y. 
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Respondents furnished counter display cards to the purchasers of 
their flavoring extracts for use in displaying the same to the pur
chasing public. Upon said cards the following expressions appettr 
in large and conspicuous lettering: 

Estratti Finissiml Importati 

Premiata Con 1\Ie<l.aglia D'Oro 

Laborator!o l\Ioderno Italiano Napoli, Milano, Halla 

Distributot·e: 

Barletta 1\Ifg. & Packing Co., 

New York, N. Y. 

The English translati0n of the foregoing Italian wording is as 
follows: 

Finest Imported 

Premium with Gold Medal 
Modern Italian Laboratory-Naples, Milan, Italy 

Distributors: 

Barletta Mfg. & Packing Co., 

New Yot·k, N. Y. 

Extracts 

PAn. 3. In and by such representations made by the respondents 
upon the labels affixed to the bottles of their flavoring extracts 
and on the display cards furnished as aforesaid, they represented 
to members of the purchasing public that the said flavoring ex
tracts were manufactured, compounded and packaged by the Mod
ern Italian Laboratory at Milan, Italy, and were imported into the 
United States, and that respondents had won a gold medal at an 
Exposition held in Florence, Italy, in 1934, on account of the excel
lence of their extracts, and that they were distributors of Italian 
made extracts. 

PAR. 4. As a matter of fact said flavoring extracts so labeled and 
described were not manufactured, prepared, compounded or packed 
in Italy by any company, and are not and were not imported into 
the United States. Respondents are not distributors of extracts of 
Italian origin. On the contrary said flavoring extracts were com
pounded and made up wholly in the United States, and none of the 
extracts sold by respondents are of Italian origin. The evidence 
shows that in the year 1934 samples of respondents' extracts were 
displayed at an Exposition held in Flort•nce, Italy, and that as a 
result thereof the officials of the said Exposition awarded respond
ents a Certificate o£ Merit, but the samples so exhibited were com
pounded and made up in the United States and sent by respondents 
from the United States to such Exposition. All of the flavoring 
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extracts sold by respondents are manufactured by them at their 
place of business in New York City. 

PAR. 5 .. There are a large number of Italian-Americans among 
the purchasing public in the United States who have a distinct 
preference for flavoring extracts produced in Italy, under the be
lief that such extracts are superior to those produced in this 
country. These purchasers are led to believe because of the state
ments contained on the labels, cartons, and other advertising litera
ture of respondents, and the fact that such representations are in 
the Italian language, that they are buying imported extracts of 
Italian origin for which they have a preference. To label a do
mestic extract as one of Italian origin causes such extract to have 
added sales value, and enables dealers in extracts so labeled to sell 
sa111e more readily than would otherwise be the case. 

PAR. 6. The above and foregoing representations have the ca
pacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public 
into the belief that the said flavoring extracts are and were pre
pared, compounded, and packaged in Italy and imported into the 
United States, and have the capacity and tendency to induce the 
purchasing public acting under. such erroneous belief to purchase 
respondents' products, thereby unfairly diverting trade to the re
spondents from their competitors who rightfully and truthfully 
represent their merchandise and who do not in any wise falsely 
represent their products; and in this manner respondents do sub
stantial injury to competition in commerce, among and between the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Anna R. 
Barletta and Hercules A. Barletta are to the prejudice of the public 
and of respondents' competitors and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 
5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis~ 
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ents, testimony and other evidence taken before '\V. W. Sheppard, an 
~xaminer of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, m 
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support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, 
and briefs filed herein, and the Commission having made its findings 
as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated 
the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, Anna R. Barletta and Hercules 
A. Barletta, individually and trading as Barletta Manufacturing and 
Packing Company, or trading under any other name or names, their 
representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering 
for sale, sale, and distribution of flavoring extracts or compounds in 
interstate commerce and in the District of Columbia, do cease and 
desist from : 

Representing, directly or indirectly, through the use of any foreign 
language, symbol, or picturization, or through any other means· or 
device, or in any manner, that flavoring extracts compounded or 
manufactured in the.United States are manufactured or produced in 
Italy or in any other foreign country and imported into the United 
States. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a. 
report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MA 'ITER OF 

PERFECTION STEEL BODY COMPANY, TRADING AS 
PERFECTION BURIAL VAULT COMPANY 

COliiPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN Rl<:GARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. o OJ<' AN ACT OF CONGRESS APl'ROVED SEPT. 26, 1014, AND OF AN 
ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 16, 1933 1 

Docket 2325. Complaint, Mar. 12, 1935-Decision, Apr. 12, 1937 

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture of air-seal type, ferreous 
metal burial vaults, and in the sale thereof to jobbers and funeral directors 
and undertakers, in substantial competition with those engaged in the sale 
and distribution of metal, stone, concrete, cement, and other burial vaults 
in commerce between and among the various States-

(a) Represented, through certificates of warranty and through magazines, 
booklets, circulars, and other advertising media having wide circulation 
among its customers and prospective customers in the several States, prior 
to, but not since, year 1032, that its said vaults were rust-resisting and 
waterproof and verminproof and had the capacity to resist corrosion, 
exclude water and other substances and vermin from entrance from the 
grave into the casket, and that its said vaults afforded perfect protection; 
and 

(b) Made use of warranties or gnarantieR, in connection with sale and offer 
of said vaults, under which, prior to, but not since, the year 1932, it under
took, irrespective of location or conditions in any plot of a cemetery where 
original vault was buried, and regardless of care or lack of care with which 
same was originally placed in the grave, to fumh;h a new vault without 
cost to the purchaser ''upon proof of claim that this nult failed to give 
protection" • 

!'acts being th;t, while (1) its said vaults were made by it with great care, 
by skilled workmen, of specially processed and considerably more costly 
metals of highest grade and quality obtainable in domestic market, and, 
by their very nature, exclusive of alr, moisture, vermin, and water until 
the natural process of ru;:t and corrosion, to which they were resistant, 
but which they could not prevent, had advanced to stage of producing tiny 
holes or pits permitting penetration, (2) were equal to standard metal 
vaults made by responsible a111l reputable members of the industry in 
question, and were an established part of the funeral supply Industry and 
a lawful subject for sale, purchase, and transportation In Interstate cnm
merce, and (3), at time of sealing, were capable of sustaining weight o! 
earth incident to burial and protecting remains from accelerated decay due 
to entrance of moisture, air, water, and vermin and other deleterious agents 
for period of years, depending upon underground and climatic conditions 
in particular locality, and below set forth conjunction of circumstances, n() 
ferreous metal, burled, bas absolute or predictable rate of corrosion, which 
Varies with locality, particular underground conditions, and qualities and 
Chemical content of different soils, all ferreous metal burial vaults wlll rust ---d! 

1 
Count 2 o! the complaint alleging viola tlon of the National Industrial Recovery Act 

BIDissed November 9, 1935. ' 
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and corrode after burial, irrespective of type of construction, corrosive 
properties of soil, and other conditions so vary in different sections that, 
while given metal vault, buried, would resist penetration for more than 
one hundred years In some sections, such resistance would not exceed more 
than eight or ten in highly corrosive ~oils, ideal conjunction of conditions, 
which frequently does not obtain, must exist for air·seal principle to 
function as intended, and, dne to climatic, geographical, themital, and 
mineralogical conditions not subject to its control, no prediction conld be 
made by anyone as to the period during which such vaults would con· 
tinue to protect casket and contents, as above set forth; 

With capacity to mjslead purchasers of said products, and with capacity and 
tendency to induce public to }JUrchase and use same· in the erroneous 
belief that the aforesaid various statements and representations as to 
resistance of metals involved to rust and corrosion, etc., and as to air· 
tight and other qualities of said products, and protection afforded, were 
true, and to divert trade unfairly to it from its said competitors: 

Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were 
to the prejudice of the public and competitors and constituted unfair 
methods of competition. 

Mr. E. J. Hornibrook for the Commission. 
Jfr. Herman L. Weisman, of New York City, for respondent. 

Co11rrLATNT 

Acting in the public interest and pursuant to the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," the Federal Trade Commission charges that 
the Perfection Burial Vault Company, a corporation, hereinafter re· 
£erred to as respondent, has been and is now using unfair methods of 
competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and 
in violation of an Act of Congress approved June 16, 1933, known 
and designated as the "National Industrial Recovery Act", and it 
appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, states its charges in thnt 
respect as follows: 

Oownt 1 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Perfection Burial Vault Company, 
is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Ohio, with its factory and principal place of 
business located in the city of Galion in said State. It is now, and 
for several years last past, has been engnged in the business of manu· 
facturing and selling metal grave vaults used to encase a coffin in 
the burial of the dead, to purchasers thereof, many of whom reside 
outside the State of Ohio, and when orders are received therefor, 
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they are filled by respondent by shipping the same from the said 
(!ity of Galion, State of Ohio, into and through other States of the 
United States to the respective places of business or residences of 
such purchasers. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent 
is in competition with other individuals, copartnerships, and corpo
rations engaged in the sale and transportation of metal, stone, con
crete, cement, and other grave vaults between and among various 
States of the United States. 

PAn. 3. Respondent sells and ships said grave vaults, as aforesaid, 
to jobbers, funeral directors, and undertakers, the last two o£ which 
sell the same to ultimate purchasers thereof for use in the burial of 
their dead. 

PAn. 4. Respondent issues with each vault for delivery to ultimate 
purchasers thereof and they are so delivered, a written purported 
warranty which provides in substance: 

Perfection Burial Vault Company 
Fifty Year (50) Warranty' Certificate No ----
The Perfection Steel Body Company, manufacturer of Perfection Steel Burial 

Vaults, hereby warrants that: 
1. This vault is made of 12 gauge metal, has been constructed by skilled 

'IVorkmen, has been tested by being submerged under pressure, and upon careful 
inspection was found to be free from any defects in material and workman
Ship, and to be waterproof and airtight. 

2. When properly closed, it will protect the casket and its contents against 
entrance of water from external sources for a period of fifty years, and the 
Underground service and protection to the contents of this vault will not be 
impaired by rust or corrosion for at least fifty years. 

3. Upon proof of claim that this vault within fifty years from the date of 
Interment failed to give this protection against the effects of rust, or corro
&.lou and the entrance of water from external sources, the manufacturer will 
replace it without cost to the purchaser. 

This agreement is a valid warranty of protection and replacement as applied 
to vault ------ interred ------ day of ------ 19 ____ , from the date of said 
interment as countersigned by the funeral director below. 

In witness whereof the corporate seal and signature of the President, duly 
nuthorized by the Board of Directors are affixed. 
Countersigned The Perfection Burial Vault Company, 
:Funeral Director Division of the Perfection Steel Body Company, 

Galion, Crawford County, Ohio. 
II. CoHEN, President. 

PAn. 5. Tfie stateme.nts and representations described in the pre
ceding paragraph are false and misleading in that respondent's said 
~rave vaults will not remain waterproof and airtight for a period of 
fifty years; that in many instances said vaults are not waterproof 
and airtight or either at the time of sale to the ultimate purchasers 
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thereof; that in many instances when closeu as directed it will not 
protect the casket anu its contents against entrance of water from 
external sources for a periou of fifty years; that the underground 
service and protection to the contents of said vaults will often become 
impaired by rust and corrosion in many soils of the Uniteu States 
within a period of fifty years; that respondent's saiu vaults are 
made of metals which will corrode; there is a vast difference in the 
corrosive properties of soils throughout the United States, in some 
soils respondent's said vaults will corrode and pit in a period of 
from three to ten years and in others from ten to twenty years; 
whether respondent's said vaults or the materials of which they are 
made will last under burial conditions in any soil for a period of fifty 
years has never been determined; in many soils respondent's vaults 
will corrode and pit so as to let water into them; in many soils they 
will corrode and rust so as to cave-in or collapse; respondent's said 
vaults when buried underground are not airtight and waterproof 
and will, and often do, permit air and water to enter therein. Either 
air or water entering respondent's vault, when buried underground, 
promote and cause disintegration of the coffin and body encased 
therein. Water often enters the graves of the dead, the mechanism 
provided by respondent for sealing their said vaults will not at all 
times prevent the entra.nce of water into the same. 

The terms "waterproof" and "airtight" as used by respondent as 
aforesaid, mean to the ultimate purchaser thereof a watertight, air
tight vault, a vault which will not permit water or air to enter the 
same and which will endure as such under burial conditions. The re
spondent's said vaults are not waterproof or airtight as the terms are 
understood by ultimate purchasers thereof. 'Vater or air may seep 
into or enter the said vaults throu~h the joints, holes, fastenings, or 
flanges thereof, or through pit holes due to rust or corrosion, or due 
to collapse or bending of the vaults. One hole the size of a pin ap
pearing in the hood of said vaults will destroy the sealing thereof 
and permit water, if there is water in the grave, to enter the same. 
The exhumation of bodies after burial is so rare as to make these 
certificates of warranty worthless to a vast majority of purchasers 
of these vaults for the reason that no opportunity is afforded them in 
which to ascertain whether such vaults are or have been airtight or 
waterproof, or wlwther same w·ill corrode, pit, or rust. These said 
purported warranties are not warranties, but are merely sales per
suaders under the terms of which respondent will rarely, if ever, 
be called upon to replace said vaults in instances where the same are 
entirely defective, not waterproof or airtight. It is false and mis
leading for respondent to call them warranties or to issue them at all. 
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PAR. 6. Each and all of the said false and misleading statements 
nnd representations used by respondent as set out in paragraph 4 
herein have and have had the capacity and tendency to induce the 
public to purchase and use said respondent's said grave vaults in the 
belief that they are true, and have and have had the tendency and 
capacity to divert trade from said competitors of respondent. 

PAn. 7. The acts and practices of respondent above set forth are 
all to the prejudice of the public and to respondent's said competitors 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce 
Within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

Oownt2 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its factory 
and principal place of business located in the city of Galion, in said 
State. Respondent is now and for several years last past, has been 
engaged in the business of manufacturing, selling, and distributing 
:metal grave vaults, used to encase coffins in the burial of the dead, to 
purchasers thereof, located at points in the State of Ohio, and at 
points in various other States of the United States,· and causes said 
Products when so sold to be transported from its principal place of 
business in the city of Galion, State of Ohio, to the purchasers 
thereof in the State of Ohio and to other purchasers thereof in other 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia at their 
respective places of business, and there is now and has been for sev
eral years last past a course of trade and commerce by the said 
respondent in said products in the State of Ohio and between and 
among the States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAn. 2. As grounds for thi.s paragraph of this complaint, the Fed
eral Trade Commission reiterates, adopts, and relies upon all matters 
and things set out in paragraphs 2 to 7, inclusive, of count 1 hereof 
to the same extent as though each and all of the allegations thereof 
'"ere set out at length and in full in this paragraph. 

PAn. 3. On November 4, 1933, under and pursuant to the provisions 
of the National Industrial Recovery Act, the President of the United 
States made, issued, and approved a Code of Fair Competition for the 
F'uneral Supply Industry, which became effective on the tenth day 
thereafter. The respondent herein was a party to and signatory of 
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such Code of Fair Competition, and such Code is now in full force 
and effect as to this respondent. 

The said National Industrial Recovery Act, Sectioi:J. (3), Para
graph (B) , provides: 

If the President shall have approwd any such Code, the provisions of such 
Colle shall be the stnndards of fair competition for such trade or industry, 
or ;;upervision thereof. Any violation of such st!lndards in <transaction ln or 
affecting interstate or foreign commerce shall be ueemell an unfair method of 
competition in commerce within the meaniug of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, as amended; but nothing in this title shall be construed to impair the 
powers of the Federal Trade Commission un:Cler such Act, as amended. 

In Article IX, under the heading of "Trade Practice'' of said 
Code, appears the following: 

1. The following practices constitute unfair methods of competition and are 
prohibiteu: 

To resort to or Indulge In practices which are prejndicial to the public inter-
est such as 

l\llsbraudi ug, 
l\Iisrepresentation In branding, 
Labeling, Selling, and Advertising. 
(W) Nothing in this Code shall limit the efTN't of any acljndirntion by the 

courts or holdings by <the Federal Trude Commission on complaint, finlling nnd 
order, that any prnctice or method is unfnh· pro,·iding that such adjnclication 
herewith is not Inconsistent of any provision of the Act or of this Code. 

Notwithstanding the said provisions of said Code of Fair Competi
tion, respondent has continued to and does, use said methods of com
petition hereinabove alleged and described, and has resorted to or 
indulged in the practices of misrepresentations in branding, labeling, 
selling, and advertising its said vaults in the manner hereinabove set 
forth. 

PAR. 4. The above a1leged methods, acts and practices of the re· 
spondent are and have been in violation of the standards of fair coJl1· 
petition as set forth in said Code of Fair Competition for the said 
Funeral Supply Industry of the United States. Such violation of 
snch standards in the aforesaid transactions in interstate commerce 
and in other transactions which affect interstate commerce in the 
manner s<'t forth above are in violation of Section (3) of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act and they are unfair methods of competition 
in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, ns amended. 

REPORT, FINDINGs As TO THE FACTS, AND OnnEn 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled ''An Act to create a Federal Trade Comll1is· 
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sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on the 12th day of March 1935, issued 
and served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Perfec
tion Steel Body Company, a corporation, trading as Perfection Burial 
Vault Company, charging it with the use of unfair methods of com
petition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After 
the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, a stipulation as to the facts was agreed upon by and 
between ,V, T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Commission, and re
spondent, by which it was agreed that, subject to the approval of the 
Federal Trade Commission, the statement of facts so agreed upon 
should be taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testi
lUony in support of the charges stated in the complaint or in opposi
tion thereto. It was further agreed that the said Commission might 
Proceed upon such statement of facts, including inferences drawn 
from said stipulated facts, to issue its report, stating its findings as to 
the facts and conclusion based thereon, and enter its order disposing 
of the proceeding, without the presentation of argument or the filing 
of briefs. Said stipulation as to the facts has been duly filed in the 
office of the Commission and approved by it. Thereafter, the pro
ceeding came. on for final hearing before the Commission on said 
COJUplaint, the answer thereto, and the statement of facts as agreed 
Upon in lieu of testimony, briefs, and arguments having been waived, 
and the Commission having duly considered the ~arne and being fully 
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest 
of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGR.\Pit 1. Hcspondent named above as Perfection Burial Vault 
~0:tnpany, is in truth the Perfection Steel Body Company, a corpora
~on organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the 
l tat.e of Ohio. The lawful trade name of respondent i.s Perfection 
lur1al Vault Company. Respondent's factory and principal place 

of business is located in the city of Galion in said State. It is now, 
~lld for severn! years last past has been engaged, among ot.her things, 
ln the business of manufacturing and selling metal grave vaults used 
to encase coffins in the burial of the dead, to purchasers thereof, many 
of Whom reside outside of the State of Ohio. When orders are re
~eived therefor, they are filled by respondent by shipping the vaults 
Sro:rn the said city of Galion, State of Ohio, into and through other 

tates of the United States to the respective places of business or 
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residences of such purchasers. Respondent calls its said vaults the 
''Perfection Steel Burial Vaults." Respondent has built up a very 
substantial business in this product. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its said business respondent 
is in substantial competition with other individuals, cop(l.rtnerships, 
and corporations engaged in the sale and transportation of metal, 
stone, concrete, cement, and other grave vaults, in commerce between 
and among various States of the United States. 

PAR. 3. Respondent sells and ships said grave vaults, c.s aforesaid, 
to jobbers, funeral dire~tors, and undertakers, the last two of which 
sell the same to ultimate purchasers thereof for use in the burial of 
their dead. 

PAR. 4. A corpse, either embalmed or not embalmed, is in the proc
ess of decay and disintegration at the time of its burial. The process 
of embalming is the method of injecting certain fluids into the corpse, 
for the purpose of delaying such decay and disintegration only for 8 

temporary period of time, not permanently. The function of a metal 
burial vault is further to delay such process of decay and disintegra· 
tion by preventing acceleration of such proc€ss through the entrance 
of water and other deleterious substances from the grave into the 
casket. 

PAR. 5. The burial vaults manufactured by Perfection Burial Vault 
Company are made with great care by skilled workmeB, of United 
States Standard 12 gauge metal. They are useful, proper and suit
able receptacles for the interment of the dead; and are equal to the 
standard metal vaults manufactured by the reputable and 1·esponsible 
members of the metal vault industry. Such metal vaults are an 
established part of the funeral supply industry and may be lawfullY 
sold, bought, and transported in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 6. Fen·eous metals called Armco Ingot iron and copper bear· 
ing steel are used by respondent in the manufacture of its said burial 
vaults. These metals are specially processed anJ. rolled from the 
highest grade and quality of metals which can be obtained by re· 
spondent in the domestic market for the manufacture of its burial 
vaults. Their cost is considerably higher than the cost of ordinarY 
commercial steel. They are fabricated under the best, modern, scien· 
tifically controlled steel-making processes which reduce impuriti~S 
and tend to increase their durability in underground service. Thell 
manufacturers are of recognized responsibility and integrity an 
make rigid inspection and tests of each sheet of said metal befo!'~ 
shipment to the respondent. These metals, by their very nature, W11

1 exclude air, moisture, vermin, and water until the naturaL process 0 

rust and corrosion, which these metals will resist but can not pre-vent, 
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has advanced to the stage of producing tiny holes or pits which will 
permit penetration of said metals. 

PAR. 7. There is a vast difference in the corrosive properties of 
soils found in the cemeteries in the various parts of the United States 
and also a great difference in the surface and subsurface drainage 
conditions in various sections of the country. 

PAn. 8. All burial vaults made of ferrous metals will rust and cor
rode after burial underground. No ferrous metal, buried under
ground, has an absolute or predictable rate of corrosion. Such rate 
'\V'ill vary with the locality, with particular underground conditions, 
and with the qualities and chemical content of different soils. 

PAR. 9. There is no material yet known or devised, adaptable for 
construction into a receptacle useful in the burial of the dead, which 
'\V'hen placed underground, would not in time deteriorate and cease 
to resist penetration of air, moisture, water, or vermin. The rate of 
deterioration would be slow in some soils and more rapid in others, 
depending upon the climatic conditions of the locality and the chemi
cal and mineral composition and content of the soil in a particular 
Place. 

PAR. 10. The process of deterioration above referred to would af
fect every type of metal vault irrespective of whether its type of con
~Struction involved closing upon the so-called air-sealing or diving
hell principle, or depended upon mechanical locks or clamps. No 
~~inciple of mechanics· or physics, no process of construction and 
l0lnder of metals, and no method for sealing metal burial vaults are 
available to enable any manufacturer thereof to warrant or predict 
t?at such vaults, when placed underground, would endure as air
tight, vermin proof and waterproof for any fixed or stated period 
of time. 

PAn. 11. In many sections of the United States, the corrosive prop
erties of the soil and other conditions are such that a United States 
Standard 12 gauge metal vault placed underground would resist 
Penetration for a period of more than one hundred years; in some of 
the more corrosive soils in the United States a similar vault would 
resist such penetration by corrosion for only fifty years, while in still 
o~her highly corrosive soils penetration would be accomplished within 
eight to ten years. 

PAR. 12. The Perfection Burial Vault is what is known in the
trade as an air-seal vault. It consists of two parts ( 1) a pan (or 
base) and (2) a hood (dome or top) and operates on the principle 
of a diving bell. The confined air in the inverted airtight dome is 
supposed to resist the entrance of water rising from below. The 
top and sides of the hood are made of one piece of iron. The pan 

146756m--39--vol.24----67 
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is also made of one piece of iron. The entire base resembles an in· 
verted pan. Small raised portions, or bosses hold the bottom of the 
casket a fraction of an inch above the top of the pan. The bottom 
rim or flange of the hood (dome or top) rests on the outside flange 
of the pan, the width of the metal from the grave floor. This type 
of vault is not airtight or waterproof until sealed by water to the 
level of the highest point on the rim of the inverted dome which 
rests on the flange of the pan. \Vater rising from the bottom in the 
grave forces the air from the cavity under Bte base through holes 
at each corner of the pan, into the hood. As the pressure of the 
outside water increases, the resistance of the compressed air increases, 
and, in theory the vault is sealed against the further entrance of 
water to the extent that it will not reach the casket within. The 
mechanism provided by respondent for sealing said vaults will not 
at all times prevent the entrance of water into said vaults, with 
resulting damage to the coffin and body placed therein. In addition, 
in order for them to remain waterproof for any considerable length 
of time, they must be buried and remain buried under ideal condi
tions, which are : 

L An airtight hood, 
2. A level base, 
3. The air space underneath the pan must not be occupied by dirt 

or other materials that will reduce the amount of air to be forced 
into the dome, 

4. There must be no appreciable change of temperature in the 
grave from that obtaining when the vault is first buried, 

5. There must be no appreciable changes in atmospheric pressnre. 
These said "ideal" conditions do not obtain in a large number of 

cases of burial where said vaults are used. 
PAn. 13. Respondent's metal vaults, at the time of their sale, are 

capable of sustaining and will sustain the weight of earth incident to 
burial. 

PAn. 14. Respondent's metal vaults at the time of their sale are 
capable of protecting and will protect the remains within the casket 
from accelerated decay and decomposition due to the entrance fro!11 
the grave into the casket of moisture, water, vermin, or other dele· 
terious agents for a period of years depending upon the underground 
and climatic conditions in the locality where any such vault is used 
and the conditions mentioned in paragraph 12 above. 

PAR. 15. No prediction can be made by anybody as to the period 
within which respondent's vaults will continue after burial to pro· 
teet the casket and its contents from accelerated decay and decoJll· 
position, because climatic, geographic, chemical, and mineralogical 
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conditions, not subject to respondent's control, determine the duration 
of such period. 

PAR. 16. Instances of disinterments are rare when compared with 
the total number of burials, but disinterments are not unusual occur
rences. Changes in a cemetery, or removal of a section of a cemetery 
or even of an entire cemetery necessitates disinterments followed by 
reburial in some other cemetery. Disinterments are often brought 
about by the wishes of surviving relatives to change to better or dif
ferently located burial plots or to some different plot or cemetery 
Where other members of the same family are buried. Such disinter
ments are followed by reburial. Irrespective of the actual state of 
decay and disintegration of the remains within the casket when dis
interment of the vault takes place, surviving relatives concerned in 
the reburial have a proper interest as to whether the conditions of 
the original vault makes reburial thereof practical or whether such 
receptacle needs to be replaced. 

PAn. 17. At the time when the complaint herein (dated 1\Iarch 12, 
1935) was issued and since about 1\:Iay 1, 1932, respondent offered to 
issue, and from time to time did issue, incident to the sale of its 
burial vaults, a wanunty, offering under statetl conditions, to furnish 
a new vault without cost, irrespective of the location of or condi
tions in any plot or cemetery wl,tere the original vault was buried, 
and regardless of the care or lack of care with which the same was 
ol'iginally placed in the grave; said warranty reciting that: 

1. 'l'bis Vault' is made of 12 gauge metal, has been constructed by skilled 
'l"l·orkmen, has been tested by being submerg<>d under pressure, and upon care
ful in~peetion was found to be free from any defects in material all(l 
Workmanship. 

2. Upon 11roof of claim that this Vault fnilerl to gi\'(! proteetion, the lll:lUU· 

facturer will rPplnce it without cost to the plll'('hnser. 

PAn. 18. Respondent has a legitimate interest in making known to 
the undertakers and dealers in funeral supplies who purchase its 
?urial vaults for resale and to the ultimate purchasers of said vaults, 
lts willingness, without cost, to furnish a new vault under the con
ditions stated in such warranty. 

Such warranty is of value to the recipients thereof, any one of 
\\·hom may some time after original burial find it necessary to 
nnange for reburial, after disinterment, in some other plot or 
eemetery. 

PAn. 19. Respondent has made and issued said certificates of war
ranty in good faith and is, and at all times has been, financially 
able, ready, and willing to comply fully with, and perform the full 
terms of, its certificates of warranty. 
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PAn. 20. Prior to 1932, but not since that year, including the period 
since the filing of the complaint herein, respondent did represent in 
certificates of warranty, substantially different from the certificate 
above referred to, and in magazines, booklets, circulars, and other 
advertising media, having a wide interstate circulation among its 
customers and prospective customers residing in the several States of 
the United States, in connection with the sale and promotion of the 
sale of its said burial vaults, in substance, that its said vaults were 
rust-resisting, waterproof and verminproof and had the capacity to 
resist corrosion, exclude water and other substances, and vermin from 
entrance from the grave into the casket. 

Respondent, in 1932, and prior to the issuance of the complaint 
herein, dated March 12, 1935, has voluntarily abandoned, and in the 
usual course of business ceased to use, and it does not now make, issue, 
or use, the above representations or statements, or any of them, either 
in certificates of warranty or in any advertising media or in any 
.other manner. 

PAR. 21. Respondent's use of representations to the effect that its 
burial vaults would, under all underground conditions, remain water
proof, rust-resisting and verminproof, had the capacity to mislead 
the purchasers of said vaults. Decause of the great variation in 
the corrosive properties of soils in different sections of the country 
and in the subterranean water-level'conditions and the surface drain
age conditions, and also because of the conditions set forth in para
graph 12 hereof, any universal representation as to ~he endurance 
qualities of said vaults in underground service is inaccurate and 
misleading. 

PAR. 22. The following statements and representations made by 
the respondent, its agents, employees and representatives, in con
nection with the offering for sale or selling in interstate commerce 
the types of ferrous metal burial vaults, above described, in certifi
cates of warranty and in advertising, to the effect that: 

1. The metal of which respondent's vaults are made is able, for 
a stated period of fifty years, or for any fixed or stated period of 
time, to resist rust and corrosion or the effects thereof when placed 
underground ; 

2. The said vaults will remain airtight, verminproof, or water
proof for any fixed or stated period of time after being placed 
underground; 

3. Or any other representation of like import; 
4. And the use of certificates of warranty such as described in 

paragraph 20 hereof in aid of the sale of said vaults, 
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are untrue, deceptive, and misleading, and have and have had the 
capacity and tendency to induce the public to purchase and use re
spondent's vaults under the erroneous belief that said statements and 
representations are true and have and have had the tendency and 
capacity to unfairly divert trade to respondent from its competitors. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent under the 
conditions described in the foregoing findings, are to the prejudice 
of the public and of respondent's competitors. They are unfair 
ltlethods of competition in commerce and constitute violations of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, en
titled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
Powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, 
and the stipulated facts filed herein, and the Commission having made 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has 
~iolated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 
1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That respondent, Perfection Steel Body Company, a 
corporation, trading as Perfection Burial Vault Company, its officers, 
representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering 
for sale, sale, and distribution of ferrous metal burial vaults in inter
state commerce or in the District of Columbia, forthwith cease and 
desist from : 
. 1. The use of representations in certificates of warranty or guaranty 
In advertising, or in any other manner, to the effect that: 

(a) The metal of which respondent's vaults are made is able for 
a stated period of 50 years, or for any fixed or stated period 
of time, to resist rust and corrosion, or the effects thereof, 
when placed underground. 

(b) The said vaults will remain airtight, verminproof, or water
proof for any fixed or stated period of 50 years, or for any 
fixed or stated period of time, after being placed under
ground. 

{c) Or any other representation, of like import. 
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2. And from using certificates of "lVarranty" or "Guaranty" in 
connection with the sale, or offering for sale of such vaults, unless it 
clearly appears therein that such certificates refer to the care, skill, 
mechanism, and materials used in the construction of said vaults, and 
to tests made to determine whether they leak, and not to their dura
bility as to remaining airtight, verminproof, or waterproof when used 
for burial purposes. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after 
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

PAUL GREENBERG, DOING BUSINESS AS BEVERLY 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 1\ OF AN ACT 01~ CONGRESS APPHOVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcet 26H. Complaint, Dec. 5, 1935-Decision, Apr. 14, 1937 

Where an individual engaged in the sale and distribution among the variou,s 
States of certain medicinal preparations known and described, respectively, 
as "Beverly Femin Tablets" and "Beverly Menses Tablets," in substantial 
competition with others engaged In sale and distribution among the various 
States and in the District of Columbia of various preparations similar in 
kind, and of preparations Intended for and adapted to the purposes and 
uses for which his said produets were adapted, and including among his 
said competitors those who do not make such false and misleading repre
sentations as made by said individual as hereinbelow set forth, but truth
fully and accurately state the purposes for which their said products may 
be used and the effects thereof; in advertising his said preparations In 
newspapers and magazines circulated to the purchasing public in various 
parts of the United States, and, chi~fly, through circular letters and other 
ad,·ertlsing material distributed to purchasing public in the various States 
by mail or otherwise-

(a) Represented that said "Beverly Femin Tablets" preparation constituted an 
effective, potent, and powerful antiseptic and germicide for use by women 
In preventing and destroying germ life causative of female and sexual 
diseases, and for use in promoting feminine hygiene by reason of such 
properties, and wns a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment 
for leucorrhea and cervicitis, and could be used safely and without fear 
of harmful results, and, by innuendo and suggestion, that said preparation 
was a contraceptive which gave absolute protection and could be depended 
upon for such purpose without limitation, and that one "Prof. John R. 
Baker, M. A., Ph. D., of Oxford University" had established the fact, 
through investigations as to the antiseptic powers of feminine hygiene 
prepara_tlons on the market, that said tablets represented the furthest 
advance in vaginal therapy, and, through statements attributed to them 
by purported quotations, that physicians had endorsed and recommended 
such tablets, facts being said preparation was not an effective, potent, 
and powerful germicide under conditions of use when employed by women 
to prevent and destroy germ life, nor a proper or effective treatment for 
aforesaid diseases, and could not be used safely and without fear of 
harmful results as a germicide, due to fact that Infection, preventable 
through use of an effective germicide, might result by reason of said 
preparation's Ineffective and limited action In sueh respect, and said 
Preparation was not a dependable contraceptiYe 1mder all conditions or in 
an cases, pnd did not afford positive protection as such, In view of the 
nature of the circumstances attending the use thereof, and representations 
and Intimations that It might be depended upon absolutely In such respect 
were inaccurate, greatly overdrawn and mh;leading; and 
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(b) Represented, as aforesaid, that his said preparation "Beverly :r.Ienses 
Tablets" was a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment tor 
diseases peculiar to women, and especially for delayed, painful, and sup
pressed menstruation, and that its action in such respects was certain, and 
that it was harmless and produced no distressing after-effects, and, bY 
innuendo and suggestion, that said preparation was an abortifacient and 
could be absolutely depended upon for such purpose, facts being said 
medicine was not a cure, remedy, or competent and adequnte treatment 
for sul h diseases generally, or for delayed, painful, or suppressed menstrua· 
tion, use thereof might be harmful and produce distressing after-effects, it 
was not an abortifacient and could not be depended upon for such pur· 
pose, and was of no effect in many diseased and abnormal conditions of 
the feminine organs, nor effective In the treatment of the underlying 
causes of many female troubles and diseuses, and his said representations 
in regard thereto were inaccurate and much too broad and inclusive to 
express true therapeutic effects thereof; 

With tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and deceive members of the 
public as to the properties and therapeutic effects of said medicines in the 
particulars hereinbefore set forth, and to cause and induce them to buY 
and use the same because of the erroneous belief thus engendered, and to 
divert trade to him from competitors engaged in sale of preparations of 
the same or similar kind or adapted to and used for the legitimate pur
poses for which he recommended his said products as aforesaid, and with 
result, through suggestions and innuendos above set forth, of supplying 
merely added inducements for purchase and use of said products, and 
giving added sales appeal, to the disadvantage of similar preparations not 
thus represented: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John J. [{eenan and Mr. Robert S. Hall, trial exam
iners. 

J.fr. Harry D. },fichael for the Commission. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Paul Greenberg, 
doing business under the name and style of Beverly Products Com
pany, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in com
merce as "'commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
respect as follows : 

PARAGRAPH 1. That said respondent, Paul Greenberg, doing busi
ness under the name and style of Beverly Products Company, is no\\" 
and has been engaged for more than one year last past in the sale 
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and distribution in interstate commerce of certain preparations de
signed and intended for the use of women and represented as having 
certain therapeutic, medicinal, or antiseptic and germicidal functions, 
which said preparations are known and described, respectively, as 
Beverly Femin Tablets and Beverly Menses Tablets, the last named 
being in two forms called "Standard" and "Triple X Formula," 
respectively. The office of respondent, doing business as aforesaid, 
and principal place of business is and has been located in the city of 
Springfield, in the State of Massachusetts. Said respondent, in the 
course and conduct of his said business, causes the said preparations 
sold by him to be transported in interstate commerce from his said 
place of business in Massachusetts to, into, and through States of the 
United States other than Massachusetts to various and numerous per
sons in such other States to whom such preparations are or have been 
sold. 

PAR. 2. That, during the time above mentioned, other individuals, 
firms, and corporations in various States of the United Stat~s are and 
have been engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce 
of preparations similar in kind to those of respondent or intended for 
and adapted to the ostensible uses for which respondent's said prepa
rations are recommended as hereinafter set out. Such other indi
viduals, firms, and corporations have caused and do now cause their 
said preparations when sold by them, to be transported from the 
various States of the United States where they are located, to, into 
and through States other than the State of origin of the shipment 
thereof. Said respondent has been, during the aforesaid time, in 
competition in interstate commerce in the sale of his said preparations 
with such other individuals, firms, and corporations. 

PAn. 3. That respondent, in connection with the sale of his said 
preparations as aforesaid, has made use of advertisements inserted in 
newspapers and other publications circulated to the purchasing public 
in various parts of the United States. He also has advertised and 
<ioes now advertise his said preparations by means of circular letters 
and other advertising material which he causes to be distributed to the 
purchasing public in various States of the United States by inail or 
otherwise. 

PAR. 4. By the means aforesaid respondent has represented or does 
represent that said preparation known as Beverly Femin Tablets is 
an effective, potent, and powerful antiseptic and germicide for use by 
women in preventing and destroying germ life, causative of female 
and sexual diseases, and for use in promoting feminine hygiene. It 
has been or is represented by respondent or implied from representa
tions made by him that said preparation is a cure, remedy, or compe-
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tent and adequate treatment for leucorrhea and cervicitis. It is fur· 
ther so represented that said preparation can be used safely and with· 
out fear of harmful results. 

In truth and. in fact, said preparation is not an effective, potent, 
and powerful antiseptic or germicide, particularly under the condi· 
tions of use, for the purposes recommended. It does not have such 
germicidal properties as to destroy the germs causative of venereal 
diseases nor does it constitute a proper or effective treatment for such 
diseases or for leucorrhea or cervicitis. Moreover, said preparation 
cannot be used safely and without fear of harmful results because of 
its ineffective and limited action as a germicide, the use of which, in 
cases of exposure, results in infection that might be prevented by an 
effective germicide. 

By the means aforesaid, respondent, by innuendo and suggestion, 
makes representations which imply that said preparation is a contra· 
ceptive, that it gives absolute protection agaisnt pregnancy and that 
it can be depended upon for such purpose without limitation. In 
truth and in fact, said preparation is not a dependable contraceptive 
under all conditions or in all cases nor does it afford positive protec· 
tion against pregnancy. The use of said preparation cannot be 
depended upon to destroy all of the spermatozoa that may be present 
in the female organ after copulation. 

By the means aforesaid,. respondent also represents or implies that 
an investigation conducted by Prof. John R. Baker of Oxford Uni· 
versity disclosed that Beverly Femin Tablets represented "the furthest 
advance in vaginal therapy" when, in truth and in fact, Prof. Baker 
made no investigation involving said preparation as such and did not 
mention Beverly Femin Tablets in his report. 

By the means aforesaid, respondent represents that numerous 
doctors have recommended Beverly Femin Tablets in accordance with 
their statements supposedly quoted in respondent's literature when, 
in truth and in fact, respondent's preparation, Beverly Femin Tablets, 
was not mentioned in the statements of the doctors whose ostensible 
statements are quoted by respondent. 

PA:R. 5. That respondent, by the means aforesaid, represents that 
said preparation, Beverly Menses Tablets, is a cure, remedy or coJU· 
petent and adequate treatment for diseases peculiar to women and 
especially for delayed, painful, and suppressed. menstruation; that its 
action is certain and that it is harmless and produces no distressing 
after-effects. That, in truth and in fact, said preparation is a mere 
temporary palliative and its use cannot be depended upon to relieve 
said conditions nor is it effective in cases of the kind produced by 
many abnormal conditions and diseases. Moreover, the use of said 
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preparation is not harmless nor is it true to state that it produces no 
distressing after-effects but, on the other hand, its use may be 
harmful. 

By the means aforesaid, respondent, by innuendo and suggestion, 
makes representations which imply that said preparation is an abor
tifacient and that it can be absolutely depended upon for that purpose 
and that it will produce such results when, in truth and in fact, such 
is not the case. 

PAR. 6. That the representations of respondent as aforesaid have 
had and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and 
deceive members of the public in the particulars as aforesaid and to 
cause and induce them to buy and use respondent's said preparations 
because of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above set forth, and to 
divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in the sale of 
preparations of the same or similar kind as those sold by respondent 
or of those adapted to and used for the purposes, or some of them 
for which respondent recommends his said preparations as aforesaid. 
There are, among the competitors of respondent, those who in no 
wise make the same or similar false and misleading representations 
as made by respondent as herein. set out and who truthfully and 
accurately state the uses for which such preparations may be used 
and the effects thereof. 

PAR. 7. The above acts and things done by respondent are all to the 
injury and prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
in interstate commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on December 5, 1935, issued and 
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Paul 
Greenberg, doing business under the name and style of Beverly 
Products Company, charging him with the use of unfair methods 
of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said 
act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the .filing of re
spondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support 
of the allegations of said complaint were introduced by Harry D. 
Michael, attorney for the Commission, before John J. Keenan and 
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Robert S. Hall, examiners of the Commission, theretofore duly 
designated by it, respondent having failed to introduce testimony 
and other evidence in opposition to the allegations of the complaint; 
and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed 
in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regu
larly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said 
complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, and 
brief in support of the complaint, respondent having failed to file a 
brief, although given an opportunity so to do, and having failed to 
appear at the time and place set for oral argument after due notice 
thereof; and the Commission having duly considered the same, and 
being now fully advised in the premisP.S, finds that this proceeding 
is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the 
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Paul Greenberg, doing business under 
the name and style of Beverly Products Company, was, at the time 
of issuance of the complaint herein, and for more than three years 
prior thereto, engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce be· 
tween and among the various States of the United States of certain 
medicinal preparations known and described, respectively, as Beverly 
Femin Tablets and Beverly Menses Tablets. In the conduct of said 
business as aforesaid, respondent had his office and principal place of 
business in the city of Springfield, in the State of Massachusetts. 
His last office address in said city and State was 66 Vernon Street. 
Said respondent, in the course and conduct of his said business, 
caused the said preparations sold by him to be transported in com· 
merce from his said place of business in Massachusetts to, into and 
through States of the United States, other than Massachusetts, to 
various and numerous persons in such other States to whom such 
preparations had been sold. 

PAR. 2. During the time above mentioned, other individuals, firms, 
and corporations in various States of the United States are and have 
been engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce between and 
among the various States of the United States, and in the District of 
Columbia, of preparations similar in kind to said preparations so 
sold by respondent and of preparations intended for and adapted to 
the purposes. and uses for which respondent's said preparations are 
adapted. Such other individuals, firms, and corporations ha-ve 
caused and do now cause their said preparations, when sold by thern, 
to be transported from the various States of the United States, where 
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they are located, to, into and through States other than the States of 
origin o£ the shipment thereof to the purchasers of the same in such 
other States. Respondent was, during the aforesaid time, in sub
stantial competition, in the sale of his said preparations in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States, with 
such other individuals, firms, and corporations. 

PAn. 3. Respondent's usual method o£ business was to sell his said 
preparations by mail direct to members of the consuming public. At 
one time, respondent advertised his said preparations in newspapers 
and magazines circulated to the purchasing public in various parts of 
the United States. His chief means of promoting the sale of said 
preparations was by means o£ circular letters and other advertising 
material which he caused to be distributed to the purchasing public 
in various States of the United States by mail or otherwise. 
· PAR. 4. By means of one or both of the means of advertising afore

said, respondent represented that said preparation known as Beverly 
Femin Tablets is an effective, potent, and powerful antiseptic and 
germicide for use by women in preventing and destroying germ life 
causative of female and sexual diseases, and for use in promoting 
:feminine hygiene by reason of such properties; that it is a cure, 
l'emedy or competent and adequate treatment for leucorrhea and 
cervicitis; and that it can be used safely and without fear of harmful 
results. Respondent, also, made representations in regard to said 
Preparation, by the means aforesaid, which, by innuendo and sugges
tion, implied that said preparation is a contraceptive, that it gives 
absolute protection against pregnancy and that it can be depended 
Upon for such purpose 'vithout limitation . 

.Examples of such representations, as aforesaid, are the following: 

E'emin 'l'ablets are designed to give Dependable Antiseptic Safeguarding in 
feminine hygiene. 

Women all over .America have learned that they can absolutely rely on 
ll'emin's active Ingredient for dependable ethical antiseptic germ-destroying 
Power. • • • They realize that a product they can fully trust may cost a 
little more, but that it is fully worth the price. . 

• • • germ-destroying foam (from Beverly Femin Tablet) • • • 
"' • • a rather dry foam remains in the vagina (after using Beverly 

F'emin Tablets) for many hours to absolutely safeguard against any further 
Infiltrations of inherent, infectious germ-laden discharges and secretions. 

"' • • they (women) are not slow in understanding why they may at last 
have no further concern about the efficiency and safety of their method in 
Intimate feminine hygiene when using Beverly Femin Tablets. 

• • • extremely potent • • • 
• • • an effervescing germ-destroying foam (from Beverly Femin Tab

lets) which expands, spreads, pushes the terrific, yet absolutely harmless germ-
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destroying ingredients into every tiny fold and crevlce,-to attack and kill 
every vistage (vestige) of germ life. • • • 

This foam (from Deverly Femin Tablets) can be left in for as long as eight 
hours, to continue its antisevtic mission, • • • 

'Vomen • • • are not slow in understanding why they may at last have 
110 further concern about the efficiency and safety of their method in intimate 
feminine hygiene when using Beverly Femin Tablets l 

Femin Tablets are designed to give DEPENDABLE ANTISEPTIC SAFE
GUARDING in feminine hygiene. 

It was further represented by respondent, by the means aforesaid, 
that one "Prof. John R. Baker, 1\I. A., Ph. D., of Oxford University" 
carried on investigations as to the antiseptic powers of feminine hy
giene preparations on the market and that he thus "established the 
fact that Beverly Femin Tablets represent the furthest advance in 
vaginal therapy;. "' • * ." Also, that physicians had endorsed and 
recommended Beverly Femin Tablets by the statements attributed to 
them in purportedly quoted statements. The following is an example 
of such representations: 

Dr. 'Walther, A University Professor, says: "have used Beverly Femin Tablets 
and after thorough clinical tests cnu ~uy that it is a superior product, • • •." 

PAB. 5. By means of one or both of the means of advertising afore
said, respondent represented that his said preparation, "Beverly 
Menses Tablets" is a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treat
ment for diseases peculiar to women, and especially for delayed, pain
ful and suppressed menstruation, and that its action in such respects 
is certain, and that it is harmless and produces no distressing after 
effects. It was further represented by respondent, by the means 
aforesaid, by innuendo and suggestion that said preparation is an 
abortifacient and that it can be absolutely depended upon for that 
purpose. 

PAR. 6. The formula of Bererly Menses Tablets (Triple X) is as 
follows: 

Ex. Cotton !tooL--------------------------------------- 1 gr. 
Ergotin, B:mjean, P. T---------------------------------- 1 gr. 
Ferrous Suiph. Exsic-----------·------------------------ 1 gr. 
Ext. Black Hellebore------------------------------------ 1 gt·, 
Aloe, Purified------------------------------------------- 1 gr. 
Oil Savin----.. ----------------------------------------- %min. 

The Beverly Femin Tablets are composed of two percpnt "Panto· 
sept" with a base of tartaric acid and sodium bicarbonate. 

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, said preparation, "Beverly Femin 
Tablets," is not an effective, potent, and powerful germicide under 
the conditions of use when used by women for the purpose of pre· 
venting and destroying germ 1ife. Neither is said preparation a 
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proper or 'effective treatment for sexual diseases or for leucorrhea or 
for cervicitis. :Moreover, said preparation cannot be used safely and 
Without fear of harmful results, when used as a germicide, because 
of its ineffective and limited action in such respect and the fact that, 
in cases of exposure, infection might result that could have been 
Prevented by the use of an effective germicide. Said preparation is 
not a dependable contraceptive under all conditions or in all cases, 
nor does it afford positive protection against pregnancy. On account 
of the structure of the female organ and the difficulty of reaching all 
Parts of the surfaces of the folds thereof, a preparation such as this, 
Under the conditions of use, cannot be depended upon to come in 
contact with all of such surfaces and to destroy all of the spermatozoa 
that may be present. Representations and intimations that said 
Preparation may be absolutely depended upon in such respect are 
therefore inaccurate, greatly overdrawn and misleading. 

In truth and in fact, Prof. John R. Baker of Oxford University 
never mentioned "Beverly Femin Tablets" nor used it as such in 
conducting investigations and experiments, nor did the doctors who 
\Vere represented by respondent as having endorsed said preparation 
ever use "Beverly Femin Tablets" as such, nor did they mention said 
Preparation by name in any of their purported endorsements. 

PAn. 8. In truth and in fact, said medicine, "Beverly Menses 
Tablets," is not a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treat
ltlent for female diseases generally or for delayed, painful, or sup
Pressed menstruation. Its use may be harmful and it may produce 
distressing after effects. It is not an abortifacient, nor can it be 
depended upon to bring about the resumption of menstruation after 
conception has taken place. Said preparation is of no effect in many 
diseased and abnormal conditions of the female organs, nor is it 
effective in the treatment of the underlying causes of many female 
troubles and diseases. The representations of respondent in regard 
thereto are not accurate and are much too broad and inclusive to 
e:tpress the true therapeutic effects of said medicine. 

PAn. 9. The representations of respondent as aforesaid have had 
and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and 
deceive members of the public as to the properties and therapeutic 
effects of said medicines in the particulars as herein set forth and 
to cause and induce them to buy and use said preparations because 
of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above set forth, and to divert 
t~·ade to respondent from competitors engaged in the sale of prepara
hons of the same or similar kind as those sold by respondent or 
adapted to and used for the legitimate purposes for which respondent 
l'ecommends his said preparations as aforesaid. The representations 
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by suggestion and innuendo as to uses of respondent's preparations 
as a contraceptive and as an abortifacient, respectively, merely serve 
as added inducements for their purchase and use and give an added 
sales appeal to the disadvantage of similar preparations not so repre
sented. There are among the competitors of respondent those who 
do not make the same or similar false and misleading representations 
as made by respondent as herein set out but who truthfully and 
accurately state the purposes for which their preparations may be 
used and the effects thereof. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, Paul Greenberg, 
doing business under the name and style of Beverly Products Com
pany, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competi
tors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE A!.I<D DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, 
testimony and other evidence taken before John J. Keenan and Robert 
S. Hall, examiners of the Commission theretofore duly designated by 
it, in support of the allegations of said complaint, and brief in support 
of the complaint, respondent having failed to introduce evidence in 
his behalf, and having failed to file a brief, although given oppor
tunity so to do, and having failed to appear at the time and place set 
for oral argument, after due notice of the same, and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the pro vi sons of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Paul Greenberg, doing business 
under the name and style of Beverly Products Company, trading 
under his own name, or under said trade name, or under any other 
trade name or names, his representatives, agents, and employees, in 
cmmection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of BeverlY 
Femin Tablets and Beverly Menses Tablets, respectively, or of anY 
medicines of the same formulae designated and described by any other 
means, or of any medicines of substantially the same formulae desig· 
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nated and described by the aforesaid names, or by any other names 
in interstate commerce, or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing, directly or by implication, or by 
innuendo or suggestion, or by use of the statements of others: 

1. That said preparation "Beverly Femin Tablets" is an effective, 
potent, and powerful germicide under the conditions of use for femi
nine hygiene; or that it is effective in the treatment of sexual diseases, 
leucorrhea or cervicitis; or that it can be used safely and without fear 
of harmful results so far as the prevention of infection is concerned; 
or that it can be absolutely dependent upon or relied upon for results; 
or that it is a positive or dependable contraceptive under all condi
tions, or in all cases ; or that said preparation has been tested or 
endorsed by physicians or other persons when no such endorsements 
have been given, or no such tests have been made of the specific 
preparation. 

2. That said "Beverly Menses Tablets" is a cure, remedy, or com
petent and adequate treatment for female diseases generally or for 
delayed, painful, or suppressed menstruation; or that it is beneficial 
in any or all of such conditions regardless of the cause thereof; or 
that it is an abortifacient, or that it is harmless and produces no 
distressing after effects. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after 
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
Writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has 
complied with this orcler. 

146756"'-39-vol. 24-68 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

MAPLE CITY CANDY COMPANY 

COJIIPLAI:-IT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IX RI<;GARD TO THE ALLBGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 291G. Complaint, Aug. 28, 19.'16-Decision, Apr. 17, 1937 

"There a corporation el!gnged in manufacture and sale of candy, including cer
tain assortments which were so packed and assembled as to involve use of 
a lottery scheme when suld and distributed to consumers thereof, and 
which consisted of a number of candy bars and a box of candy, together. 
with push card, for sale under a plan and In accordance with said card's 
explanatory legend, pursuant to which purchaser received, for ri¢ paid, one, 
two, three, or four bars of candy, in accordance with particular number 
pushed by chance therefrom, and purchaser of last disk was entitled to 
receive, without charge, in addition to bars secured, aforesaid box of 
candy-

Sold, to wholesalers and jobbers for display and resale to purchasing public by 
their retailer-vendees, in sccordance with ofore~aid plan, ~mch assortments 
and thereby supplied to and placed in the hands of others the meons of con
ducting lott('ries in the sale of its ~aid product in occordance with such 
plan, contrary to public policy, long recognlzcu by the common law and 
criminal statute, and to an established public policy of the United States 
GoYcrnment, and in competition with mnny who, unwilling to offer and sell 
candy so packed ami assembled or othe1·wise nrranged nml pael,ecl for sale 
to the purchasing public as to involve a game of chance, or to adopt and use 
any method involving such a game of chnnce or !'ale of a dmnce to win 
some>thing by chance, or any other method contrary to public policy, refrain 
therefrom; 

With result that many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy were at
tracted by snld method and manner of packing said product and by element 
of chanre involved In sale thereof as above set furth, and thereby induced 
to purchase such candy, thus vacked and sold by It, in preference to that 
offered and sold by said competitors who do not use same or equivalent 
method:-;, and with tendency and carmcity, because of said game of chance, 
to di>ert to it trnde from Its competitors as aforesaid, exclude from such 
trade 11!1 competitors who are unwilling to ai'd do not use such or an 
equivalent practice or method as unlawful, lessen competition therein, and 
tend to create a monopoly thereof in it and such other distributors as use 
!'lame or an equivalent method, deprive purchasing public of benefit of free 
competition in tralle Involved, and Pllminate from said trade all actual, and 
exelude thPrefrom all potential, competitors who do not adopt and use such 
or an equlv11lent method: 

1/drl, That such acts and practices were all to the prpjudice of the public and 
eompctitors nnd constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner . 
.1/ r. li enry C. Lanl~ and Mr. P. 0. [{ oltnsld for the Commission. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Maple 
City Candy Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as 
respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act of Congress, and it 
appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, .Maple City Candy Company, is a corpo
ration organized and operating under the laws of the Staie of Indiana, 
With its principal office and place of business located at 405 Tyler 
Street, La Porte, Ind. Hespondent is now, and for six months last past 
has been, engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the sale and 
?istribution thereof to wholesale dealers and jobbers located at points 
In the various States of the United States, and causes and has caused its 
said products, when so sold, to be transported from its principal place 
of business in La Porte, Ind., to purchasers thereof in other States of 
the United States at their respective places of business; and there is 
now, and has been for six months last past, a course of tr::o.de and com
lherce by said respondent in such candy between and among the 
States of the United States. In the course and conduct of said busi
ness, respondent is in competition with other corporations and with 
Partnerships and individuals engaged in the manufacture of candy 
nnd in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between and 
1llnong the various States of the United States. 

PAu. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
Paragraph 1. hereof, respondent sells and has sold to wholesale dealers 
~nd jobbers an assortment of candy so packed and assembled as to 
111Volve the use of a lottery scheme when sold and distributed to the 
consumers thereof. 

Said assortment manufactured and distributed by respondent is cmn
Posed of a number of candy bars and a box of candy, together with 
a device commonly called a push card. Candy contained in said 
assortment is distributed to purchasers in the following manner: 

The push card has a number of partially perforated discs, and when 
a Push is made and the disc separated from the card, a number is dis
closed. Sales are u¢ each and the card bears statements informing cus
t?rners and prospective customers th:it certain specified numbers en
htie the customer to one bar of candy, that certain other specified 
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numbers entitle the customer to two bars of candy, that certain other 
specified numbers entitle the customer to three bars, and that certain 
other specified numbers entitle the customer to four bars of candy. 
The purchaser of the last disc on said push card is entitled to receive, 
and is to be given free of charge, in addition to one of said bars of 
candy, the box of candy heretofore referred to. The numbers on the 
discs or pushes are effectively concealed from the purchaser and pro
spective purchaser until a selection has been made and the disc sepa
rated from the card. The number of bars of candy which a customer 
receives for the price of 5¢ is thus determined wholly by lot or chance. 

PAR. 3. The wholesale dealers and jobbers to whom respondent sells 
its assortment, resell said assortment to retail dealers, and said retail 
dealers expose said assortment for sale and sell said candy to the pur
chasing public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respond
ent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the means of 
conducting lotteries in the sale of its product in accordance with the 
sales plan hereinabove set forth, and said sales plan has the capacity 
and tendency of inducing purchasers thereof to purchase respondent's 
said product in preference to candy offered for sale and sohl by its· 
competitors. 

PAR. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the man
ner above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to 
procure a box of candy. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and the 
sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid of said 
method, is a practice of the sort which the common law and criminal 
statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy; and is contrary 
to an establisheu public policy of the Government of the United States. 
The use by respondent of said m.ethod has the dangerous tendency un
duly to hinder competition or create monopoly in this, to wit: that 
the use thereof has the tendency and capacity to exclude from the 
branch of the candy trade involved in this proceeding competitors who 
do not adopt and use the same method or an equivalent or similar 
method involving the same or an equivalent or similar element of 
chance or lottery scheme. · 

:Many persons, firms, and corporations who make and SE'll candy in 
competition with the respondent, as above alleged, are unwilling ~o 
offer for sale or sell candy so packed and nssembled ns above alleged, 
or otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing public so 
as to involve a game of chance, and such competitors refrain therefrom. 

PAR. 5. :Many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are 
attracted by respondent's said method and manner of packing said 
candy, and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in 
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the manner above described, and are thereby induced to purchase 
said candy so packed and sold by respondent, in preference to candy 
offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondent who do 
not use the same or equivalent methods. The use of said methods 
by respondent has the tendency and capacity, because of said game 
of chance, to dinrt to respondent trade and custom from its said 
competitors who do not use the same or an equivalent method; to 
exclude from said candy trade all competitors who are unwilling to 
and who do not use the same or an equivalent method because the 
same is unlawful; to lessen competition in said candy trade, and to 
tend to create a monopoly of said candy trade in respondent and 
such other distributors of candy as use the same or an equivalent 
method, and to deprive the purchasing public of the benefit of free 
competition in said candy trade. The use of said method by the 
respondent has the tendency and capacity to eliminate from said 
candy trade all actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom all 
potential competitors, who do not adopt and use said method or an 
equivalent method. 

PAn. 6. Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chance 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance or any other 
method that is contrary to public policy. 

PAn. 7. The aforementioned method, acts and practices of the re
spondent are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, as hereinabove alleged. Said method, acts, and prac
tices constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on August 28, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, 1\Iaple City Candy 
~ompany, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition 
111 commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. On April 2, 
1937, respondent filed its answer dated 1\Iarch 31, 1937, in which 
~nswer it admitted all the material allegations of the complaint to 
. e true and stated that it waived hearing on the charges set forth 
1

11 said complaint and consented that, without further evidence or 
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other intervening procedure, the Commission might issue and serve 
upon it findings as to the facts and conclusion and an order to cease 
and desist from the violations of law charged in the complaint. 

Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing be
fore the Commission on the said complaint and the answer thereto; 
and the Commissioner, having duly considered the same and being 
now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in 
the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the -facts 
and. its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Maple City Candy Company, is a cor
poration organized and operating under the laws of the State of 
Indiana, with its principal office and place of business located at 40iJ 
Tyler Street, La Porte, Ind. Respondent is now, and for six months 
last past has been, engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the 
sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers and jobbers located 
at points in the various States of the United States. Respondent 
causes and has caused its said products when sold to be transported 
from its principal place of business in La Porte, Ind.., to purchasers 
thereof in other States of the United States at their respective places 
of business. There is now, and has been for six months last past, a 
course of trade and commerce by said respondent in such candy be
tween and among the States of the United States. In the course and 
conduct of said business, respondent is in competition with other cor
porations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in the manu
ufacture of candy and in the sale and distribution thereof in com
merce between and among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent sells and has sold to wholesale dealers 
and jobbers an assortment of candy so packed and assembled as to 
involve the use of a lottery scheme when sold and distributed to the 
consumers thereof. Said assortment manufactured and distributed 
by respondent is composed of a number of candy bars and a box of 
candy, together with a device commonly called a push card. Candy 
contained. in said assortment is distributed to purchasers in the follow
mg manner: 

The pushcanl has 11. number of partially perforated discs, and ''"hen 
a push is made and the disc separated from the card a number is dis
closed. Sales are 5¢ each, and the card bears statements informing 
customers and prospective customers that certain specified numbers 
entitle the customer to one bar of candy; that certain other specified 
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numbers entitle the customer to two bars of candy; that certam other 
specified numbers entitle the customer to three bars; and that certain 
other specified numbers entitle the customer to four bars of candy. 
The purchaser of the last disc on said pushcard is entitled to receive, 
and is to be given free of charge, in addition to one of said bars of 
candy, the box of candy heretofore referred to. The numbers on the 
discs or pushes are effectively concealed from the purchaser and pro
spective purchaser until a selection has been made and the disc sepa
rated from the card. The number of bars of candy \Vhich a customer 
receives for the price of 5¢ is thus determined wholly by lot or chance. 

PAn. 3. The wholesale dealers and jobbers to whom respondent sells 
its assortment resell said assortment to retail dealers, and said retail 
dealers expose said assortment for sale and sell said candy to the 
purchasing public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Re
spondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the means 
of conducting lotteries in the sale of its product in accordance with 
the sales plan hereinabove set forth. Said sales plan has the capacity 
and tendency of inducing purchasers thereof to purchase respondent's 
said product in preference to candy offered for sale and sold by its 
competitors. 

PAn. 4. The sale of said candy to the purchasing public in the manner 
above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to 
Procure a box of candy, or additional bars of candy. 

The use by respondent of said method in the sale of candy, and the 
sale of candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid of said 
lllethod, is a practice of the sort which the common law and criminal 
statutes have long deemed contrary to public policy, and is contrary to 
an established public policy of the Government of the United States. 
T.he use by respondent of said method has the tendency unduly to 
hinder competition or create monopoly in this, to wit: that the use 
thereof has the tendency and capacity to exclude from the branch of 
the candy trade involved in this proceeding competitors who do not 
~dopt and use the same method or an equivalent or similar method 
Involving the same or an equivalent or similar element of chance or 
lottery scheme. 

Many persons, firms, and corporations who make and sell candy in 
COJnpetition with respondent, as above alleged, are unwilling to offer 
for sale or sell candy so packed and assembled as above alleged, or 
otherwise arranged and packed for sale to the purchasing public so as 
to involve a game of chance, and such competitors refrain therefrom. 

PAn. 5. Many dealers in and ultimate purchasers of candy are at
tracted by respondent's said method and manner of packing said candy 
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and by the element of chance involved in the sale thereof in the manner 
above described, and are thereby induced to purchase said candy so 
packed and sold by respondent in preference to candy offered for sale 
and sold by said competitors of respondent who do not use the same or 
equivalent methods. The use of said method by respondent has the 
tendency and capacity, because of said game of chance, to divert to 
respondent trade and custom from its said competitors who do not use 
the same or an equivalent method; to exclude from said candy trade 
all competitors who are unwilling to and who do not use the same or an 
equivalent method because the same is unlawful; to lessen competition 
in said candy trade and to tend to create a monopoly of said candy 
trade in respondent and such other distributors of candy as use the 
same or an equivalent method; and to deprive the purchasing public of 
the benefit of free competition in said candy trade. The use of said 
method by the respondent has the tendency and capacity to eliminate 
from said candy trade all actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom 
all potential competitors who do not adopt and use said method or an 
equivalent method. 

PAR. 6. Many of said competitors of respondent are unwilling to 
adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chance 
or the sale of a chance to win something by chance, or any other method 
that is contrary to public policy. 

PAR. 7. The Commission further finds that the sale and distribution 
in interstate conunerce of assortments of candy so packed and assem· 
bled as to enable retail dealers, without alteration, addition, or rear· 
rangement, to resell the same to the consuming public by lot or chance, 
is contrary to public policy. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Maple City 
Candy Company, are all to tlie prejudice of the public and of respond· 
ent's competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in com· 
merce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Con· 
gress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Fed· 
eral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade C01n· 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of 
respondent, in which answer respondent admits all the material aile· 
gations of the complaint to be true, and states that it waives hearing 
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on the charges set forth in said complaint and consents that, without 
further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission may 
issue and serve upon it findings as to the facts and conclusion and 
an order to cease and desist from the violations of law charged in 
the complaint; and the Commission having made its findings as to 
the facts and conclusion that said respondent has violated the provi
sions of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled 
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commisison, to define its powers 
and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That respondent, Maple City Candy Company, its 
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in the offering for 
sale, sale, and distribution in interstate commerce of candy, do cease 
and desist from : 

1. Selling and distributin~ to wholesale dealers and jobbers for 
resale to retail dealers candy so packed and assembled that sales of 
such candy to the general public are to be made, or are designed to 
be made, by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. 

2. Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers assortments of candy which are used, or which are deE>igned 
to be used, without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of 
such assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift enter
prise in the sale or distribution of the candy contained in said assort
lnents to the public. 

3. Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers a device commonly called a "pushcard," either with as~ort
lnents of candy or separately, for use, or which is designed to be used, 
in the sale and distribution of said candy to the purchasing public. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent herein shall, within 30 
days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a. 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
Which it has complied with this order. 

MEMORANDUM 

The Commission, as of April 20, 1937, made substantially similar 
findings and order in the case of 'VINIFRED SoRENSON AND EmvAIID 
~EALEs, TRADING AS SmmNSON-BEALEs CANDY ColiiPANY, Docket 3056, 
1n which complaint issued as of Feb. 12, 1937, and in which said 
respondents, as found, sold to their wholesale dealer and joLber cus
tomers two push card assortments for resale by said wholesalers' 
~nd jobbers' retail dealer-vendees by game of chance, as set forth 
lll the principal case, namely (a) plan under which purchaser re
C<>ived, in addition to the bar of candy for his 5¢, additional or larger 
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bars, depending upon chance selection of certain specified numbers, 
while purchaser of last push in each of the two sections into which 
board was divided was further entitled to one of the packages of loaf 
candy included therewith; and (b) plan under which purchaser paid 
from 1¢ to 5¢, depending upon number pushed by chance, for candy 
purchased from the assortment of bars of uniform size, shape and 
quality. 

Mr. Ilenry 0. Lamk and Mr. P. 0. Kolinski for the Commission. 
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IN THE MA'ITER OF 

ZION HOLY SPIRITUAL MISSION, AND EUSTACE N. 
FRENCH, DOING BUSINESS THROUGH ZION HOLY 
.SPIRITUAL MISSION AND UNDER TRADE NAME OF 
ZION HOLY SPIRITUAL MISSION LABORATORIES 

'COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2963. Complaint, Oct. 31, 1936-Decision, Apr. 21, 1931 

Where a corporatlon and an individual, who dld lmsiness through it and under 
a trade name Including corporate name of the other and word "Laboratories," 
engaged In sale of medicines under trade name "Bry-0-Lyn"-

Represented, In labels upon their said products and other advertising matter 
published and distributed In the various States, that they operated a labora
tory or laboratories !n which the medicines offered for sale and sold by them 
were manufactured, and that said medicines were made by them, facts being 
that they did not own any such laboratory or laboratories or any Interest 
ln any manufacturing establishment from which their products were ob
tained, but medicines offered and sold by them under the aforesaid trade 
name were made and compounded by pharmaceutical laboratories ln which 
they had no interest 'whatsoever, and were sold to them in regular course 
of trade; 

With tendency and capacity to deceive and mislead substantial portions of 
purchasing public Into the erroneous belief that such representations were 
true, and with result that consuming public, as a direct consequence of 1:1uch 
mistaken and erroneous beliefs, thus engendered, was persuaded to pur
chase n substantial volume of Its said products, and trade was unfairly 
diverted to them from competitors engaged In selling commodities of the 
same kind and nature, and who truthfully advertise and represent the 
character, quality and source of their said products; to the substantial injury 
of competition in commerce : 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. RobertS. Hall, trial examiner. 
Mr. John Darsey for the Commission. 
l.!r. Blaine G. Alston of Ellis & 'Vestbrooks, of Chicago, Ill., for 

respondents. 
CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep. 
t~mber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
Sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Zion Holy 
~pirituall\Iission, an Illinois corporation, and Eustace N. French, an 
lndividual, doing business through the Zion Holy Spiritual Mission 
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and under the trade name of Zion Holy Spiritual Mission Labora· 
tories, Chicago, Ill., hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been 
and are using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "com· 
merce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commission that 
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

PAnAcRArH 1. The respondents, Zion Holy Spiritual Mission, a cor· 
poration organized and existing by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Illinois, and Eustace N. French, an individual doing business through 
the Zion Holy Spiritual ]\fission and under the trade name of Zion 
Holy Mission Laboratories, and having a place of business at 333S 
South State Street, Chicago, Ill., are now, and for several years last 
past have been, engaged in the sale and distrilmtion of correspondence 
courses in spiritual development, magic and mysticism, success seals, 
good luck coins, talismen, books, and medicines,·in commerce between 
and among the various States of the United States, and in the course 
of sale and distribution of the aforesaid articles cause the same to be 
transported into and through the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. The respondents, in the sale and distribution of the afore· 
said products, have been and are in competition with other individuals, 
firms, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the sale and dis
tribution, in interstate commerce, of similar and like products and 
articles and of products and articles to be used for the same and 
similar purposes. 

PAR. 3. In the course of sale of the aforesaid articles and products, 
the respondents cause statements and representations to be made in 
advertisements, pamphlets, circulars, and other printed matter, whieh 
said advertisements or printed matter are published or distributed in 
the various States of the United States, to the following effect, gist, or 
meaning: 

1. That respondent, Eustace N. French, is an ordained minister of 
the Spiritualist church; 

2. That respondent, Eustace N. French, is a graduate of a Theologi· 
cal Seminary of the Spiritualist Church; 

3. That respondent, Eustace N. French, has received a degree or 
degrees from the Theological Seminary entitling him to use the titles 
"Doctor" or "Reverend Doctor," as a prefix to his name or signature, or 
to use the initials "D. D." or "D. D." after his name or signature; 

4. That respondents maintain and operate a laboratory or labora· 
tories in which the aforesaid products or articles are manufactured, 
produced, or developed; 
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5. That the respondents' correspondence courses will give complete 
instructions in Magical Spiritual Arts and Science and are complet~ 
courses in religious, educational, and spiritual development based on 
the Bible; 

6. That respondents' courses will equip students to give readings, 
healings, blessings, and spiritual advice, and will enable its students to 
:make and use spiritual lucky goods, such as holy oils, incense, talismen, 
seals, herbs, remedies, etc.; 

7. That respondents will give legal protection to graduates in these 
courses to work in any State they desire and will make its students 
independent by giving them a life trade or business; 

8. That students of respondents' courses will begin making money 
immediately upon beginning the course and will earn many times th~ 
price of the course before they have finished the same; 

9. That respondents' correspondence courses will enable one to have 
good friends, make money, and be wise; 

10. That respondents' "success seals" will enable one to obtain what 
he wants, to be successful in love and marriage, to win in all games, to 
conquer enemies, and to have power and influence over all things; 

11. That respondents' "success s_eals" are products of the Orient; 
12. That respondents' "success seals" are reproduced on genuine 

imported parchment paper made from the skin of Iambs and are based 
on the Gth and 7th Books of Moses: 

13. That respondents' "Book of Power" will unfold the mystic rec
ords of all the secrets of the ages and enable one to know the particular 
day and hour to do anything he desires, gain control of and bend the 
Will of enemies, regain lost love, bring happiness to broken homes, 
l'egain youth and vigor, understand motives, of people around him and 
determine machinations of their minds, to choose words according to 
ancient holy methods of the Old Cuthian and Chaldean forms, to 
chant one's desires in the silent tongue so that one may be reached 
anywhere, to make people walk in their sleep and do one's bidding; 

14. 'I11at respondents are the first to reveal the secrets of the "Book 
of Powers"; that the regular price of the said "Book of Power" is 
$2.00, but that the special coupon accompanying said representation 
will entitle one to said book for an additional dollar; 

15. That respondents' book "The Truth About Candles" discloses 
the secrets of the candle, other startling facts, and will make one master 
of his own destiny and make dreams come true; that the regular price 
of respondents' book "The Truth About Candles" is $3.00, but that the 
special coupon accompanying said representation will entitle one to 
said book for an additional $2.00; 
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16. That knowledge gained from respondents' book "How to Make 
Your Dreams Come True" will make dreams come true and enable one 
to dream winning numbers, etc.; that the regular price of respondents' 
book "How to Make Your Dreams Come True" is $2.00, but that the 
special coupon accompanying said representation will entitle one to 
said book for an additional dollar; 

17. That respondents' publication "The Ten Lost Books of Moses" 
is the key to knowledge and will disclose "The Mystery of Sinai
Things Never Told Before" and is the Fountain of Wisdom and the 
Way to All Power; 

18. That respondents' Bry-0-Lyn is an effective remedy for chronic 
constipation and indigestion and is a product of the laboratory or 
laboratories of respondents. 

PAR. 4. All of the representations and statements made by the re
spondents in the manner indicated in paragraph 3 hereof are false 
and untrue and have no foundation in fact, Respondent Eustace. N. 
French is not an ordained minister of the Spiritualist Church, is 
not a graduate of a Theological Seminary of saitl Church, and has 
received no degree or uPgrecs from any Theological Seminary en
titling him to use the titles hereinaboYe iwlicatetl. l~Pspomlents do 
not maintain or operate any laborato1·y in whirh any of their prod
ucts are manufactured or produced. Respondents' various courses 
of instruction and books do not give complete instructions in magi
cal spiritual arts, are not complete courses in educational, religious 
and spiritual development, and do not equip the purchasers thereof 
with the powers to accomplish the many results claimed from a pur
chase of said courses of instruction or books. Re~pondents' "Suc
cess s~als" will not accomplish the results claimell and are. not prod
ucts of the Orient. The knowledg·c gained from a study of the 
various books sold by the respondents will not enable the purchasers 
thereof to acquire the powers claimed and the regular price of said 
books is not as claimed by the respondents. The regular price of 
mid books is, in truth and in fact, the price at which they are solcl 
under the respondents' so-called "special sale price." Respondents' 
"Dry-0-Lyn" is not an effective remedy for chronic constipation and · 
jndigestion and is not made in laboratories of respondents, but is, 
in trnth and in fact, made and compounded by pharmaceutical lab
oratories and sold to the respondents in the regular course of trade. 

PAR. 5. Each and aU of the false and misleading statemE>nts antl 
representations made by the respondents. as hereinabove set out, in 
their advertising in newspapers and otherwise, in offering for sale 
and in selling their several products was, and is calculated to, and 
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had, and now has, the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive 
a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous 
belief that said representations are true. As a direct consequence 
of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs induced, as aforesaid, the con
suming public has purchased a substantial volume of respondents' 
several products with the result that trade has been unfairly diverted 
to the respondents from competitors engaged in selling products and 
articles of the same kind and nature in commerce, as hereinabove set 
out, aml who truthfully ad,·ertise and represent the character and 
quality of their said products. As a result thereof, substantial in
jury has been, and is now being done by respondents to competition 
in commerce,· as hereinabove set out. 

PAR. G. The aforementioned methods, acts and practices of respond
E:>nts are all to the prejudice. of the public and respondents' competi
tors as hereinaLove alleged. Said methods, acts, and practices 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the in
tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved Septrmher 2G, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,:' the 
Federal Trade Commission, on October 31, 193G, issued and served its 
complaint inl this proceeding upon respondents, Zion Holy Spiritual 
. Mission and Eustace N. French, doing business thro~1gh the Zion 
Holy Spiritual Mission and under the trade name, Zion Holy Spir
itual Mission Laboratories, charging them with the use of unfair 
tnethods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of 
said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of 
respondents' answers thereto, testimony and other evidence in sup
Port of the allegations of said complaint were introduced by John 
Darsey, attorney for the Commission, before Robert S. Hall, an 
e:xaminer of the Commission, theretofore duly designated by it, and 
in opposition to the allegations of the complaint by Blaine G. Alston, 
attorney for the respondents; and said testimony and other evidence 
Were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. There
after, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and 
other evidence, and briefs in support of the complaint and in opposi-
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tion thereto; and the Commission having duly considered the same, 
and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceed
ing is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to 
the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Zion Holy Spiritual Mission, is a 
<:orporation organized and existing by virtue of the laws of the State 
of Illinois. The respondent, Eustace N. French, is an individual 
cloing business through the Zion Holy Spiritual Mission and under 
the trade name of Zion Holy Spiritual Mission Laboratories. All of 
the aforesaid respondents have their principal place of business lo· 
cated at 3338 South State Street, Chicago, Ill., and are now and for 
several years last past have been engaged in the sale of medicines 
under the trade name, "llRY-0-LYN." The respondents cause their 
medicines when sold to be transported from their place of business 
in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in the various 
States of the United States other than the State of Illinois. 

PAR. 2. There are other individuals, firms, partnerships, and cor· 
porations engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce among 
and between the various States of the United States of similar and 
like medicines, or medicines to be used for the same and similar pur· 
poses, and with such individuals, firms, partnerships, and corpora· 
tions the respondents have been and are in competition in such 
commerce. 

PAR. 3. In the course of sale of the aforesaid products, the respond· 
ents cause statements and representations to be made upon labels 
placed on products and other advertising matter which are published 
and distributed in the various States of the United States to the effect 
that the respondents operate a laboratory or laboratories in which the 
medicines offered for sale and sold are manufactured, and that the 
medicines are manufactured by respondents. 

PAR. 4. The respondents do not own, operate, or maintain a labora· 
tory or laboratories in which the medicines are manufactured nor do 
they own any interest in any manufacturing establishment froJll 
which the products are obtained. The medicines offered for sale and 
sold by respondents under the trade name, "llRY-0-LYN", are made 
and compounded by pharmaceutical laboratories in which the re· 
spondents have no interest whatsoever and are sold to the respond
ents in the regular course of trade. 

The representations and statements made by respondents to the 
effect and meaning of those set forth in paragraph 3 above are cal· 
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culated to and have the tendency and capacity to deceive and mislead 
substantial portions of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief 
that such representations are true. As a direct consequence of such 
mistaken and erroneous beliefs so induced, the consuming public is 
persuaded to purchase a substantial volume of respondents' products 
With the attendant result that trade is unfairly diverted to respond
ents from competitors engaged in selling commodities of the same 
kind and nature in commerce as hereinbefore set out, who truthfully 
advertise and represent the character, quality and source of their said 
Products. Substantial injury is thereby done by respondents to com
Petition in commerce as hereinabove set forth. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Zion Holy 
Spiritual Mission and Eustace N. French, doing business under the 
trade name, Zion Holy Spiritual Mission Laboratories, are to the 
Prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors, and consti
tute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

OHDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of re
spondents, testimony and other evidence taken before Robert S. Hall, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
~:upport of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition there
~o, and briefs filed herein, and the Commission having made its find
lUgs as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have 
''iolated the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 
2G, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, Zion Holy Spiritual Mission, a 
<:orporation, and its officers, and Eustace N. French, doing business 
tl~rough the Zion Holy Spiritual Mission and under the trade name, 
Zion Holy Spiritual Mission Laboratories, or under any other tradt> 
llurne, their respective representatives, agents, and employees, in con
nection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of their 
tnedicine products in interstate commerce or in the District of Co
lumbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

146756m---39-\·ol. 2-1--G!l 
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Representing, through the use of the words "Laboratories'' and 
"Manufacturers" or any other word or words' of similar· import and 
effect, alone or in conjunction with other words, or through any other 
means, device, or in any manner, that they compound, make, or manu· 
facture said medicine products until and unless they actually own 
and operate or directly and absolutely control a laboratory or plant 
wherein such products are made. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a. 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

OLSON RUG COMPANY 

COMPLAIN'r, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLA'J'IOJ\ 
OF SEC. li OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2916. Complaint, Nov. 9, 193-6-Dccision, Apr. 21, 19.'11 

'Where a corporation engaged In the manufacture, distribution, and sale of 
rugs-

ll.epresented and implied, through advertisements in periodicals of general 
circulation, and through letters of solicitation, price lists, sample books, 
Pamphlets, folders, and other advertising literature, and through its cata
logs and order blanks, that the rugs sold by it were made from the identical 
materials sent In to it by each customer, together with other materials 
furnished by it, such as new wool, through such statements, among others, 
as "• • • you too will find it fascinating to send away a bundle of 
Your worn carpets, rugs, clothing, and other woolens and get back beautiful 
deep piled rugs that will win the praise of your family and friends," 
"Strange but true, one may send old carpets, rugs, or clothing and have 
them converted into new rugs of any color and design," ''By the magic 
Which turns your old wool into new rugs- • • •," "* • • woven 
from old wool which you collect and send in," and "Please make the Olson 
rugs as ordered below" ; 

P'aets being that old materials sent in to it by customers are not segregated 
and used in the manufacture of a rug to fill the specific order of the 
Particular customers, but are commingled with other materials sent in by 
others and made into rugs to be carried In stock for sales to other pur
chasers, and it tills orders sent In with old materials with rugs already 
In stock and made from such materials previously sent In by other cus
tomers, or with rugs woven to special order of customers from old materials 
Previously sent in by others, and does not make a practice of manufacturing 
rugs sent to Its respective purchasers from the specific materials sent In 
by them· "'' ' th capacity and tendency to cause a portion of the purchasing public to 
form the erroneous and mistaken impression and belief that when they sent 
in .Ol!l m11.,terlals and ordered rugs from it said products would be made in 
Part from ~pe~ific mate'r'ials sent in, and to' cause them to purchase Its 
Raid rugs on account of such belief, and with result that trade was thereby 
diverted to It from competitors, Including those who make, distribute, and 
sen rugs made, in part at least, from specific materials sent in to them by 
customers, and those who do not make the rugs sold to customers from such 
materials sent In by the respective customers, but from other materials, 
and Who have not made ul'le of any statements or represrntatlons calculated 
to cause purchasers to form erroneous Impression and belief that their 
respective products are made from materials other than those from which 

Ilrldth~>y Eire actually made; to the Injury of competition in commerce: 
• That such acts and practices wet·e to the prejudice of the pnl.Jlic uwl 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of comp~tltlon. 
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~~ r. J. T. lV elch for the Commission. 
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, of 'V'ashington, D. C., 

for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Olson Rug 
Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and now 
is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" 
is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a pro
ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby 
issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

P.ARACRAPII 1. Respondent, Olson Rug Company, is a corporation, 
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Illinois with its principal office and place of business located 
at 2800 North Crawford Avenue, city of Chicago, State of Illinois. 
Respondent is now, and has been for a number of years, engaged in 
the business of manufacturing, distributing, and selling rugs, in com
merce as herein set out. 

PAn. 2. Respondent, being engaged in business as aforesaid, causes 
said rugs, when sold by it, to be transported from its office and prin
cipal place of business in the State of Illinois to the respective pur
chasers thereof located at various points in States of the United 
States other than the State of Illinois. For more than one year last 
past, the respondent has maintained a constant current of trade in 
the rugs manufactured, distributed, and sold by it, in commerce 
among and between the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent is 
now, and has been for many years, in substantial competition with 
other corporations and with firms and individuals likewise engaged 
in the business of distributing and selling rugs, in commerce among 
and between the various States of the United States and in the Dis
trict of Columbia. 

PAR. 4. In the course of the operation of said business, and for 
the purpose of inducing customers and prospective customers to pur· 
chase said rugs, respondent has, from time to time, caused advertise· 
ments to be inserted in newspapers, magazines, and periodicals of 
general circulation throughout the United States and has printed and 
drculated throughout the several States to said customers and pros· 
pective customers, through the United States mails and otherwise, 
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letters of solicitation, price-lists, sample books, pamphlets, folders, and 
other advertising literature, in which it has caused its corporate 
name, Olson Rug Company, to be prominently and conspicuously dis
played, together with such statements as the following: 

Send your materials just as they are. You may order any rug pictured in this 
book, regardless of the colors in your old materials. It does not mattter whether 
the material you send Is all old carpets or rugs or a part of it is clothing. 
Don't hesitate to send even badly worn materials. There is more good material 
In them than you can Imagine. 

I am sure you too will find it fascinating to send away a bundle of your worn 
carpets, rugs, clothing and other woolens and get back beautiful deep piled rugs 
that will win the praise of your family and friends. 

Within a week, we will weave Olson rugs in any of the fashionable, new 
Plain or two-tone colors, or exqui~ite oriental or early American patterns shown 
In this book regardless of the color of your materials. 

Though all illustrations in this book are reproduced from actual color photo
graphs by the finest pt·intiug process knowu, I guarantee that the rugs we make 
for You will be even richer in character. 

In its catalogue, respondent has also made use of statements at
tributed to editorial writers for various magazines. Through the use 
of these statements in its catalogue, it vouches for the correctness of 
the statements claimed to have been made by such editors. These 
statements are as follows: 

Strange but true, one may send old carpets, rugs or clothing and have them 
converted Into new rugs of any color and design. 

By the magic which turns your old wool into new rugs-this Persian type 
rug comes from the looms of the Olson Rug Company. 

Think of being able to use your old carpets and materials to create a rug like 
this. 

For it (the rug) is one of those amazing manufactured products woven from 
Old wool which you collect and send ln. 

On its order blanks, is the following language: 

Gentlemen : Please make the Olson rugs as ordered below. 

All of said statements, together with other similar statements pur
Port to be descriptive of respondent's business and the product manu
factured and sold by it. In the various catalogues, circulars, and 
Pamphlets distributed as aforesaid by the respondent, there appear 
numerous statements, including those hereinabove set out, wherein the 
respondent represents, either directly or through implication, that 
the rugs which it sells are made on the special order of the customer 
and are made from the identical materials sent in to it by each 
~us~omer, together with other materials, such as new wool furnislwd 
y lt. 
PAn, 5. In truth and in fact, when old materials are sent in to the 

respondent by customers, these identical materials are not segre-
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gated and used in the manufacture of a rug to fill the specific order 
of said customer, but are commingled with other materials sent in 
by other customers and made into rugs to be carried in stock for 
sales to other purchasers. 'Vhen customers send in old materials 
and order rugs to be made for them, the respondent supplies said 
customer with rugs already carried in stock which have been made 
from old materials previously sent in by other customers. The re
spondent does not make a practice of manufacturing the rugs which 
are sent to the respective purchasers from the specific materials sent 
in by said purchasers. 

PAR. 6. Many of respondent's competitors, who manufacture, dis
tribute, and sell rugs, truthfully represent the materials from which 
said rugs are made and when said competitors represent that the 
mgs sold by them will be made in part from the customers' own 
materials, they actually make said rugs in compliance with said 
representation. 

PAR. 7. The false and misleading representations made by the 
respondent, as hereinabove set out, in the offering for sale and sale 
of its rugs were, and are, calculated to, and had, and now have, a 
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public 
into the erroneous belief that when they send in old materials and 
order rugs from the respondent, that said rugs will be made, in part, 
from the specific materials sent in, and into the purchase of respond
ent's rugs on account of the erroneous beliefs induced as aforesaid. 
As a result thereof, trade has been unfairly diverted to the respond
ent from competitors likewise engaged in the business of distributing 
and selling rugs made from old materials, who truthfully advertise 
fmd represent the nature and character of their respective businesses 
and of their respective products. As a consequence thereof, sub
btantial injury has been, and is now being, done by respondent to 
c:ompetition, in commerce among and between the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
. PAR. 8. The aboye and foregoing acts, practices, and representa· 
tions of the respondent have been, and are, all to the prejudice of the 
public and respondent's competitors as aforesaid, and constitute 
unfair methods of competition within the meaning and intent of 
Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, en· 
titled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Colll· 
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mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on November 9, 1936 issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Olson Rug Com
pany, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in 
commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the is
suance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer, the 
Commission, by order entered herein, granted respondent's motion fon 
Permission to withdraw said answer and to substitute therefor an 
answer admitting all the material allegations of the complaint to be 
true and waiving the taking of further evidence and all other inter
vening procedure, which substitute answer was duly filed in the office 
of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on 
for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and 
the substitute answer, briefs and oral arguments of counsel having 
been waived, and the Commission having duly considered the same 
~nd being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceed
Ing is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Olson Rug Company, is a corporation, 
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Illinois with its principal office and place of business located 
at 2800 North Crawford Avenue, city of Chicago, State of Illinois. 
:Respondent is now, and has been for a number of years, engaged in the 
business of manufacturing, distributing, and selling rugs, in com
lnerce as herein set out. 
~AR. 2. Respondent, being engaged in business as aforesaid, causes 

s~1d rugs, when sold by it, to be transported from its office and prin
I"!Ipal place of business in the State of Illinois to the respective pur
chasers thereof located at various points in States of the United States 
other than the State of Illinois. For more than one year last past, 
the respondent has maintained a constant current of trade in the 
rugs manufactured, distributed, and sold by it, in commerce among 
and between the various States of the United States and in the Dis
trict of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent is now, 
and has been for many years, in substantial competition with other 
~or~orations and with firms and individuals likewise engaged in the 

usmess of distributing and selling rugs, in commerce among and 
between the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 
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PAR. 4. In the course of the operation of said business, and for the 
purpose of inducing customers and prospective customers· to purchase 
said rugs, respondent has, from time to time, caused advertisements to 
be inserted in newspapers, magazines and periodicals of general cir· 
culation throughout the United States and has printed and circulated 
throughout the several ~tates to said customers and prospective cus· 
tomers, through the United States mails and otherwise, letters of 
solicitation, price-lists, sample books, pamphlets, folders, and other 
advertising literature, in which it has caused its corporate name, 
Olson Rug Company, to be prominently and conspicuously displayed, 
together with such statements as the following: 

I am sure you too will find it fascinatiug to send away a bundle of your worn 
carpets, rugs, clothing and other woolens and get back beautiful deep p;led 
rugs that will win the praise of your family and friends. 

Within a week, we will weave Olson rugs in any of the fashionable, new, plaht 
or two-tone colors, or exquisite oriental or early American patterns shown in 
this boolc regardless of the color of your materials. 

Though all iilustrations in this book are reproduced from actual color photo· 
graphs by the finest printing process known, I guarantee that the rugs we make 
for you will be even richer in character. 

In its catalogue, respondent has also made use of statements at· 
tributed to editorial writers for various magazines. Through the use 
of these statements in its catalogue, it vouches for the correctness of 
the statements claimed to have been made by such editors. These 
statements are as follows: 

Strange but true, one may send old carpets, rugs or clothing and have theJll 
converted into new rugs of any color and design. 

By the magic which turns your old wool into new rugs-this Persian type rug 
comes from the looms of the Olson Rug Company. 

Think of being able to use your old carpets and materials to create a rug like 
this. 

For it (the rug) is one of those amazing manufactured products 
woven from old wool which you collect and send in. 

On its order blanks, is the following language: 
Gentlemen: Please make the Olson rugs as ordered below. 
All of said statements, together with other similar statements, 

purport to be descriptive of respondent's business and the product 
manufactured and sold by it. In the various catalogues, circulars, 
and pamphlets distributed, as aforesaid, by the respondent, there 
appear statements, including those hereinabove set out, which have 
the capacity and tendency to cause a portion of the purchasing pub· 
lie to form the mistaken belief that the rugs which the respondent 
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sells are made from the identical materials sent in to it by each 
customer together with other materials, such as new wool, furnished 
by it. 

PAR. 5. When old materials are sent in to the respondent by 
customers, these identical materials are not segregated and used in 
the manufacture of a rug to fill the specific order of said customers 
but are commingled with other materials sent in by other customers 
and made into rugs to be carried in stock for sales to other pur
chasers. 'Vhen customers send in old materials and order rugs to be 
lhade from them, the respondent either supplies said customers with 
rugs already carried in stock which have been made from old ma
terials previously sent in by other customers, or with rugs woven 
to the special order of said customers from old materials previously 
Sent in by other customers. The respondent does not make a practice 
of manufacturing the rugs which are sent to its respective pur
chasers from the specific materials sent in by said customers. 

PAR. 6. There are among respondent's competitors those who manu
facture, distribute, and sell rugs made, in part at least, from the 
specific materials which have been sent in to them by customers. 
'!'here are also among responde11t's competitors others who do not 
lhanufacture the rugs which they sell to their customers from the 
specific materials sent in by the respective customers but manufacture 
Said rugs from other materials. The aforesaid competitors have not 
lhade use of any statements or representations that have the capacity 
and tendency to cause purchasers to form the erroneous imprPssion 
and belie£ that their respective products are made from materials 
other than those from which they are actually made. . 

PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the statements and repre
~entations hereinabove set out, in the offering for sale and sale of 
1:s rugs had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to cause a por
~Ion of the purchasing public to form the erroneous and mistaken 
1lhpression and belie£ that when they send in old materials and order 
rugs from the respondent that said rugs will be made, in part, from 
the specific materials sent in, and to cause them to purchase re
Spondent's rugs on account of such belief. As a result thereof, trade 
has been diverted to the respondent from those competitors likewise en
gaged in the business of selling and distributing rugs described in 
paragraph 6 hereof. As a consequence thereof, injury has been, and 
18 now being, clone by respondent to competition in commerce among 
and between the various States of the United States and in the Dist . 
rict of Columbia. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Olson Rug 
Company, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein on December 21, 1936 by respondent admitting all the zna· 
terial allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking 
of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the 
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Con· 
gress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Olson Rug Company, its officers, 
representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offer· 
ing for sale, sale, and distribution of rugs in interstate commerce 
or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Representing, directly or through implication, that said rugs 
will be made, in whole or in part, from the specific materials sent 
in to it by the respective customers ordering said rugs; 

2. ·Using in its advertising, or in any other manner, language 
descriptive of its product which has the capacity and tendency to 
cause members of the purchasing public to form the impression or 
belief that in sending materials to the respondent and ordering rugs, 
they will receive rugs made, in whole or in part, from the identical 
materials sent in by each of them. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 90 days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE :MATIER OF 

PEDODYNE COMPANY, INC., ET AL. 

CO!IIPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONURESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docl1-et 3048. Complaint, Feb. 4, 1931-Decision, Apr. 21, 1931 

Where a corporation and three individuals, officers and owners thereof and 
directors and in control of its sales policies and business operations, pn
gaged in the sale and distribution, under name "Pedodyne," of a product 
sold and recommended as a bunion treatment; in widely advertising their 
said product in newspapers and periodicals of general circulation through
out the States, and in advertising folders, literature, circular letters and 
other advertising matter printed and circulated throughout the several 
States to customers and prospective customers-

(a) Repl'esented that said product would penetrate beneath the outer skin 
and give permanent results, and would banish, cure, or heal bunions and 
give pPrfect foot comfort and end torture or misery thereof and soothe 
and heal the instant used, through such statements, omong others, as 
"BUNION TORTURE needless. Pain stops almost instantly. • • • ." 
"* • • penetrates to the tender, inflamed, diseased tissue," etc., ''You 
want PERMANEN'l' .results. You want ENTIRE FREEDOM and com
plete foot comfort. You want to BANISH the misery for good," etc.; 

(b) Represented that said "Pedodyne" was a scientific product ond a recent 
discovery, or improvement of a scientific disco.Yery, through such state
ments as "For many years the true nature ot bunions was not understood. 
Now Science has conquered," and "PEDODYNE is Scientific"; and 

(c) Represented that competing products were ot no value in treatment ot 
bunions, through such statements as "Perhaps you have tried other 
mPthods-pads, plasters, appliances of one type or another-without sat
isfactory results. It is not surprising it you have failed to get the relief 
You sought," "How can you expect some little pad or appllance that does 
not penetrate beneath the outPr skin to heal your bunion? I say that I 
do not believe that it can be done that way"; 

Facts hPing that, while product in question would, in numerous cases, tem
porarily relieve pain and torture caused from bunions and do so with 
reasonable promptness and, absent any bone deformity, aid in reducing 
the swelling and Inflammation, it would not banish, cure or heal such. ail
ments or conditions, but efficacy thereof was limited to temporary relief 
ot pains and discomforts caused thereby, formula in question had been 
used tor many years In treating such ailments and conditions and could 
not correctly be termed a recent discovery nor an improvement of a scien
tific discovery, product would not penetrate to the affected parts of the 
foot In cases of such conditions, and there were ott·er products on the 
market sold and recommended for treatment of bunions, of which some 
Were helpful In relieving pains caused thereby, and some in correction 
thereot; and 

(d) Represented to purchasing public, through circulars, letters, and litera
ture Issued and mailed to prospective purchasers, that they were making 
a "special offer" to particular person thus contacted, and that price quoted 
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in the literature was a special one, facts being such "special offers" pointed 
out in their follow-up letters and literature were not thus limited, but 
were made indiscriminately to any prospective purchaser, and price quoted 
was the regular selling price of the product; 

With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a subE:tantlal portion of 
the purchnsing public into the erroneous belief that all said representa
tions were true, and Into buying a substantial volume of their said pt•od
uct on account of such bellefs, thus induced, and with result that trade 
was diverted to them from those likewise engaged in sale and distribu
tion of products prepared, designed, intPnded and sold for substantially 
same purpose nnd use for which their said product was advertised and 
sold, and who truthfully advertised the same and the efficacy thereof; to 
the Injury of competitors and commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. lV. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. Floyd 0. Collins for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the pr~visions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the Pedo
dyne Company, Inc., a corporation, George J. Katz, individually and 
as president of Pedodyne Company, Inc., Rose M. Katz, individually 
and as vice president and treasurer of Pedodyne Company, Inc., and 
Robert L. Keats also known as Robert L. Katz, individually and as 
secretary of Pedodyne Company, Inc., hereinafter referred to as re
spondents, have been and are using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appeariug to 
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be 
5n the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges 
in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Pedodyne Company, Inc., is a corpora
tion organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of 
the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal place of business 
located in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. Respondent, George 
J. Katz, is president and general manager of Pedodyne Company, 
Inc. Respondent, Rose M. Katz, is vice president and treasurer of 
Pedodyne Company, Inc. Respondent, Robert L. Keats, also kuown 
as Robert L. Katz, is the secretary of Pedodyne Company, Inc. Th0 

individual respondents own all the stock of Pedodyne Company, Inc., 
and direct and control its sales policies and business operations. 'fhC 
respondents are now, and have been for several years past, engaged 
in the sale and distribution of a preparation for the treatment of 
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bunions known as "Pedodyne." The respondents cause said product, 
when sold, to be shipped and transported in interstate commerce from 
their plaae of business located in the State of Illinois to purchasers 
thereof located at various points in States of the United States other 
than the State of Illinois. They now maintain, and have at all times 
mentioned herein maintained, a constant current of trade in said 
product in commerce among and between the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. Respondents, in the course and conduct of their business, 
are now, and at all times herein referred to have been, in substantial 
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partner
ships likewise engaged in the sale and distribution of other prepara'
tions and appliances, prepared, designed, manufactured, advertised, 
and sold as treatments for bunions, in commerce among and between 
the various States of the United States. 

PAn. 3. Respondents, in the course and conduct of their business 
as aforesaid, and for the purpose of inducing individuals to purchase 
said bunion treatment, "Pedodyne," ha\'e caused advertisements to 
be insel'ted in newspapers, magazines, and other periodicals of gen
e:al circulation throughout the -pnited States, and have printed and 
Circulated throughout the several States of the United States, through 
the United States mail and otherwise, to customers and prospective 
customers, certain advertising folders and literature, circular letters 
and other advertising matter, in all of which the respondents have 
~ansed the firm name and the name of the product to be promi
nently and conspicuously displayed and in which the following 
statements are made: 

.A. TIUNION TOTITUTII~ needless. Pain stops almost instantly. The swell
Ing and inflammation !s so quickly reduced yon can wear smaller, neater shoes 
With ease. 

Now then, if you actually want to get rid of this misery, if you want to 
enjoy perfect foot ease, this is your opportunity. 

The 1\Io:st Torturing nunions Surrender to Pedodyne. 
b If YOU can positively get rid of your bunion irritation and humiliation, do BO 

1 
Y a]] means. Thonsnnds say that PEDODYNE will do this for you, thereby 
ncr£>asing your happln£>ss and your efficiency! 

PEDODYNE is a renl friend to e,·ery person who has bunions-just starting 
or of longer standing. 

You want PERMANENT results. You want ENTIRE FTIEEDOJ\1 and ('0111· 

Vlete foot comfort. You want to TIANISII the misery for good. 
b F'or Innny yenrs the true nnture of bunions was not understood. Now SeieJI(:e 

as conquered. 
PEDODYNE is Scientific. 

tl A8 soon ns l'EDODYNE comes in coutnct with the bunion it quickly softeH~ tt" IJnru, <lend outer E'pidermls nnd penetrntes to the tender, inflamed, dist'Hs<# 
~sue and bursal sac, • • 
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B. Permitted to go untreated, or relieved through clumsy appliances or by 
~;Jitting your shoes to "relieve the pressure", your bunion may cause serious 
foot disorders. 

Perhaps you have tried other methods-pads, plasters, appliances bf one type 
or another-without satisfactory results. It is not surprising if you have failed 
to get the relief you sought. 

llow can you expect some little pad or appliance that does not penetrate 
beneath the outer skin to heal your bunion? I say that I do not believe that it 
cun be done that way. 

C. Respondents further state, by way of purporting to quote alleged 
testimonials, that: 

My bunions are showing such rapid improvement that it seems almost a 
miracle. 

I am very happy to inform you your Pedodyne treatment has acted like magic. 

All of said statements, together with many other similar statements 
appearing in respondents' advertising and literature, purport to be 
descriptive of respondents' product "Pedodyne." In all of respond
ents' advertising matter and literature the respondents represent, 
through the statements herein set out and through other statements 
of like import and effect, that: 

1. Pedodyne will end bunion torture; 
2. Pedodyne \Vill stop pain caused from bunions almost instantly; 
3. Pedodyne will quickly reduce swelling and inflammation caused 

by bunions; 
4. Pedodyne will rid the user of misery caused by bunions; 
5. Pedodyne will give perfect foot comfort; 
6. Pedodyne will soothe and heal the first instant it is used; 
7. Pedodyne will give permanent results; 
8. Pedodyne \vill banish, cure and heal bunions; 
9. Pedodyne is superior to other bunion treatments; 
10. Pedodyne is a scientific product, and that it is a recent discovery 

or an improvement of a scientific discovery; 
11. Pedodyne is penetrative; 
12. Other competing products are of no value in the treatment of 

bunions. 
PAR. 4. The claims and representations made by the respondents 

with respect to the therapeutic value of the product, Pedodyne, are 
grossly exaggerated, false, and misleading. In truth and in fact 
respondents' product, Pedodyne, will not end bunion torture. It will 
uot stop pain caused from bunions almost instantly. It will not 
quickly reduce swelling and inflammation. It will not rid the user 
of the pain and misery caused from bunions. It will not give perfect 
foot comfort. It will not soothe and heal the first instant it is used. 
It will not give permanent results. It will not banish, cure, or heal 
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bunions. I~ will not, without danger, enable the user to wear smaller 
shoes. It will not penetrate, neither is it a new or improved scientific 
treatment. In addition, said claims and representations serve to 
falsely disparage bunion treatments prepared and marketed by re
spondents' competitors in that said statements falsely represent that 
the products sold by respondents' competitors are of no value as bunion 
treatments. In truth and in fact the products sold by respondents' 
competitors are of some value as bunion treatments in that they \vill 
relieve pain and assist in correcting the trouble caused by certain types 
of bunions. 

PAR. 5. The respondents further represent to prospective pur
chasers, through a series of letters and literature, that the respondents 
~remaking special reduced prices to the prospect and that the offer 
ls for a limited time only. The truth is that the respondents mako 
the representations and concessions indiscriminately to prospective 
Purchasers and the time of acceptance is without limitation. 

PAR. 6. There are among respondents' competitors many who manu
facture, distribute and sell to the purchasing public, appliances and 
treatments for bunions, who in no way misrepresent the quality, effi
~acy, or therapeutic value of their product and who do not falsely dis
Parage the prodticts manufactured and sold by their competitors; 
and who do not falsely represent that their products are being sold at 
.special prices for limited periods of time when such is not the case. 

PAR. 7. Each and all of the false and misleading statements and 
~·epresentations made by the respondents in designating and describ-
111g the product, "Pedodyne," and its effectiveness, as hereinabove 
set out, in offering for sale and selling said product. were, and are, 
calculated to, and had, and now have, the tendency and capacity to 
~lislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public 
lllto the erroneous belief that all of said claims and representations 
at·e true, and into the further erroneous belief that the appliances 
.and preparations devised, manufactured, and sold by respondents' com
Petitors are inferior in quality and less effective than respondents' 
PJ·oduct. Further, as a direct consequence of said mistaken and erro
lleous beliefs, induced by the acts and representations as hereinabove 
:set out, a substantial number of the consuming public has purchased 
a substantial amount of respondents' product with the result that. 
t~·ade has been unfairly diverted to the respondents from competitors 
~~kewise engaged in selling and distributing appliances and prepara-
10lls for the treatment of bunions and who do not misrepresent the 

Ptice, quality, and efficacy of their products. As a result of the unfair 
:lets and false and" misleadin(J' representations of the respondents, 
In" e • • 

Jury has been, and is now being done by respondents to compehtwn 
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in commerce among and between the various States o£ the United 
States and the District o£ Columbia. 

PAR. 8. The above and foregoing acts, practices and representa
tions of the respondents have been and are all to the prejudice and 
injury o£ the public and respondents' competitors, and have been and 
are unfair methods of competition in commerce within the meaning 
and intent of Section 5 o£ an Act o£ Congress approved September 26, 
HH4, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define 
its powers and duties, and £or other purposes." 

REPORT' FINDINGS AS '1'0 THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions o£ an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and £or other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on February 4, 1937, issued, and on Feb
ruary 5, 1937, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon respond
ents, Pedodyne Company, Inc., a corporation, and George J. Katz, 
Hose l\L Katz, and Robprt L. Keats, also known as Robert L. J{atz 
individually and as officers of the Pedodyne Company, Inc., charging 
respondents \vith the use o£ unfair methods of competition in com· 
merce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance 
of said complaint and the filing of respondents' answer, tlie Com
mission, by an oruer entered herein, granted respondents' motion for 
permission to withdraw said ans\ver and to substitute therefor an 
ans,ver admitting all the material allegations of the complaint to be 
true and waiving the taking of further evidence and all other inter
ven=ng procedure, which substituted answer was duly filed in the 
office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came 
on for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint and 
the substituted answer, briefs and oral arguments of counsel having 
been waived, and the Commission having duly considered the' same 
and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceed
ing is in the interrst of the public and makes this its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Pedodyne Company, Inc. is a corpora· 
tion organizell, existing, and doing bus.iness under and by virtue of 
the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal place of business 
located in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. Respondent George 
J. Katz is president and general manager of Pedodyne, Inc. Re
spondent Rose l\1. Katz is vice president and treasurer of Pedodyne 
Company, Inc. Respondent Robert L. Keats, also known as Robert 
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L. Katz, is secretary of Pedodyne Company, Inc. The individual 
respondents own all the capital stock of the respondent corporation 
and direct and control its sales policies and business operation. 

The respondents have been engaged for several years in the sale 
and distribution in commerce among and between the various States 
of the United States and the District of Columbia of a product desig
nated "Pedodyne." The product designated "Pedodyne" is sold and 
recommended as a bunion treatment. Respondents caused said prod
uct, when sold, to be shipped from their place of business in Chi
cago, Ill., to the purchasers thereof located at various points in the 
States of the United States other than the State of Illinois. Re
spondents do now and have for several years last past maintained 
a constant current of trade in commerce among and between the 
various States of the United States and the District of Columbia in 
the product "Pedodyne." 

There are likewise other corporations, firms, individuals, and part
nerships engaged in selling and distributing in commerce among and 
between the various States of the United States and the District of 
Columbia of other preparations and appliances sold and recom
:rnended as bunion treatments. Ucspondents are now and have been 
in active substantial competition with these other corporations, firms, 
individuals, and partnerships in the sale of their respective products. 

PAn. 2. For the purpose of inducing the purchase of the product 
"Pedodyne" respondents have widely advertised said product in ad
Vertisements inserted in newspapers and magazines of general circu
lation throughout the United States. Respondents have also printed 
and circulated throughout the several States of the United States to 
customers and prospective customers advertising folders, literature, 
circular letters, and other advertising matter. · 

In all of the advertisements and advertising matter hereinabove 
:mentioned the respondents have caused the corporate name and name 
of the product "Pedodyne" to be prominently and conspicnonsly dis
played, together with such statements as: 

DUNION TORTURE needless. Pain stops almost instantly. The swelling 
and inflammation is so quickly reduced you cm1 wear smaller, neater shoes 
With ense. 

Now tlwn, it yon actually want to get rid ot this misery, it you want to 
~'njoy perfect foot ense, this Is your opportunity. 

The 1\Iost Torturing Dunions Surrender to Pedodyne. 
It you can positively get rid of your bunion Irritation aml humiliation, do 

80 by all menus. Thousands say that PEDODYNE will do this for you, 
th!'reby iner~>n'slng your happiness and your efficiency! 

PEDODYNE Is a real friend to e\·ery person who hns bunions-just starting 
or of longer standing. 

146756m-39--vol. 24-70 
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You want PERMANENT results. You want ENTIRE FREEDOiU aud com
plete foot comfort. You want to BANISH the misery for good. 

For many years the true nature of bunions was not understood. Now 
Science has conquered. 

PEDODYNE fs Scientific. 
As soon as PEDODYNE comes in contact with the bunion it qulejdy softens 

the hard, dead outer epidermis and penetrates to the tender, inflamed, diseased 
tissue and bursal sac, • • • 

Permitted to go untreated, or relieved through clumsy appliances or by 
~lltting your shoes to "relieve the pressure", your bunion may cause serious 
toot disorders. 

Perhaps you have tried other methods-pads, plasters, applianees of 011e type 
or another-without satisfactory results. It is not surprising if you have 
failed to get the relief you sought. 

How can you expect some little pad or appliance that does not penetrate 
beneath the outer skin to heal your bunion? I say that I do not believe that 
It can be done that way. 

1\ly bunious are showing sueh rapid improvement that it seems almost 11 

miracle. 
I am very happy to inform you your Pedodyne treatment has acted like 

magic. 

The statements above set out, together, with many similar state
ments appearing in respondents' advertising literature purport to he 
descriptive of respondents' product. Through these statements and 
other statements of like import and effect the respondents represent 
that (1) Pedodyne will end bunion torture; (2) Pedodyne will stop 
pain caused from bunions almost instantly; (3) Pedodyne ,,.ill 
quickly reduce swelling and inflammation caused by bunions; ( 4) 
Pedodyne will rid the user of misery caused by bunions; (5) Pedo
dyne will gi-ve perfect foot comfort; ( 6) Pedodyne will soothe and 
heal the instant it is used; (7) Pedodyne will give permanent re· 
sults; (8) Pedodyne will banish, cure and heal bunions; (9) Petlo
dyJJe is superior to other bunion treatments; (10) l")edodyne is a sci
entific product, and that it is a recent discovery or an improvement 
of a scientific discovery; ( 11) Pedodyne penetrates beneath the outer 
skin; and (12) Other competing products are of no value in tl1o 
treatment of bunions. 

r AI!, 3. In truth nnd in fact it is generally understood and believcrl 
by the public that any enlargement of or on the metatarsophalangeal 
joiut, whether bursitis or hallux valgus, is a bunion. The product 
designated "Pedodyne" will, in numerous cases, trmporarily relieve 
the pain and torture caused from bunions and will do so with n•a· 
sonable promptness, and where there is no bone deformity Pedodyne 
will aid in reducing the swelling and inflammation. The product 
Pedodyne will not banish, cure, or heal bunions, but its efficacy is 
limited to temporary relief of pains and discomforts caused by 
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bunions. The Pedodyne formula has been used for many years in 
treating bunions and it cannot be correctly termed a recent dis
()overy; neither is it an improvement of a scientific discovery. Pedo
dyne is not penetrative in a sense meaning it will penetrate to the 
affected parts of the foot in cases of bunions. There are other prod
ucts on the market which are sold and recommended for use in treating 
bunions and some of said products are helpful in relieving pains 
caused by bunions and some are helpful in the correction of bunions. 

PAn. 4. Further the respondents represent to the purchasing pub
lic by issuing and mailing to prospective purchasers circular letters 
and literature that the respr;mdents are making a "special offer" to 
the particular person so contacted and that the price quoted in the 
literature is a special price. 

In truth and in fact, the special offers pointed out in respondents' 
follow-up letters and literature are not limited to the one to whom 
the letter is addressed but such offers are made indiscriminately to 
any prospective purchaser and the price quoted is the regular selling 
price of said product. 

PAn. 5. There are among respondents' competitDrs many who sell 
and distribute preparations and appliances as bunion treatments 
Who do not misrepresent the qu·ality or character of their respective 
Product or its efficacy in treating bunions. 

PAn. 6. The various statements and misrepresentations made by 
respondents in describing the product "Pedodyne" and the effective
ness of said product when used had, and now have, a capacity and 
tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the pur
chasing public into the erroneous belief that all of said representa
tions are true and into the purchase of a substantial volume of re
spondents' product on account of such beliefs induced by the re
spondents' representations as above set out. As a result thereof, 
trade has been diverted to respondents from corporations, firms, in
dividuals, and partne_rships likewise engaged in the business of selling 
and distributing their products prepared, designed, intended, and sold 
for substantially the same purpose and use for which the respondents' 
Product is advertised and sold, and who truthfully advertise their 
Products and the efficacy of their products when used. As a conse
quence thereof, injury has been and is now being done by respondents 
to competitors in commerce among and between the various States of 
the United States and the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and pru.ctices of the respondents are to the 
Prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors and constitute 
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unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and 
meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed here
in on March 26, 1937, by respondents admitting all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
that said respondents have violated the provisions of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Pedodyne Company, Inc., a cor
poration, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, and 
George J. Katz, Rose M. Katz, and Robert L. Keats, also known as 
Robert L. Katz, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and 
distribution of Pedodyne in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from representing: 

1. That Pedodyne will banish, cure or heal bunions or give perfect 
foot comfort; 

2. That Pedodyne will end bunion torture or rid the user of the 
misery caused by bunions; 

3. That Pedodyne acts with other than reasonable promptness; 
4. That Pedodyne will give permanent results; 
5. That Pedodyne is scientific in a sense meaning that Pedodyne 

is a recent discovery or a recent improvement of a scientific dis
covery; 

6. That Pedodyne will penetrate beneath the outer skin; 
7. That competing products are of no value in the treatment of 

bunions; 
8. That a stated price is the regular price, where periodic reduc

tions are offered in follow-up form letters; or that the price stated 
is a special offer to the particular person contacted, where the offer is 
made indiscriminately to any prospective purchaser. 

It i~ further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after 
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in 
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. · 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

LOUIS KIPILMAN, DOING BUSINESS AS MAJESTIC 
LABORATORIES 

COMPLAI~T, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE. ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 6 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcet 8080. Complaint, Mar. 1i, 1931-Decision, Apr. 21, 1937 

Where an individual engaged in the manufacture of a pharmaceutical prepa
ration known as "Kipzeme Ointment," intended and designed to remedy 
and cure leg sores, eczema, and other skin diseases and kindred ailments, 
and in the sale thereof in substantial competition with others engaged 
in the manufacture of like and similar products and sale thereof among 
the various States and in the District of Columbia, including those who 
truthfully advertise and represent the nature, merit, and therapeutic value 
of their respective products, and those who do not advertise or otherwise 
represent that such products have merit or therapeutic value which they 
do not have--

Uepresented and implied, in advertisements of said "Kipzeme Ointment," in 
various newspapers, periodicals, and publications and in other forms of 
printed matter, and by radio broadcast and in other ways, that prepara
tion in question was a competent and adequate remedy for leg sores, run
ning sores, aggravated cases of eczema, and other skin eruptions and 
kindred ailments, through such statements as "Leg sores all healed," 
"Druggist Makes Discovery for OPEN LEG SORES, OLD Leg Sores, ... 
running sores, aggravated eczema. Send for KIPZEME • • *," facts 
being said preparation does not heal all such sores and is not a competent 
and adequate remedy in cases of aggravated eczema or in the case of 
old leg sores, running sores, and other skin conditions, and representa
tions in question, as respects nature and effect of said product, are exag
gerated, misleading, and deceptive, and preparation, in many cases, will 
not accomplish results claimed therefor; 

With capacity to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers 
into erroneous belief that such representations were true and into purchase 
of substantial quantities of product in question, on account of such belief 
induced as aforesaid, and with result that trade was unfairly diverted to 
him from competitors who do not similarly advertise their respective prod
ucts ; to the substantial injury of competition in commerce: 

lleld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Joseph 0. Fehr for the Commission. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
ternber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
rnission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Louis 
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Kipihnan, an individual doing business under the trade name Ma
jestic Laboratories, hereinafter referred to as rm>pondent, has been 
and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "com
merce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commission 
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Louis Kipilman, is an individual, hav
ing his principal office and place of business located at 128-04-lllth 
A venue, in the city of Richmond Hill, Long Island, in the State of 
New York. Respondent for more than one year last past has been 
and still is, engaged in the manufacture of a pharmaceutical prep
aration, known as "Kipzeme Ointment" intended and designed to 
remedy and cure leg sores, eczema, and other skin diseases and kin
dred ailments, and in offering said product for sale, and selling the 
same, in commerce between the State of New York and the several 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. ·when 
said product is sold, respondent transports or causes the same to 
be transported from his place of business in the State of New York 
to the purchasers thereof located in States of the United States other 
than the State of New York and in the District of Columbia. There 
has been for more than one year last past, and still is, a constant 
current of trade and commerce in said product so manufactured by 
respondent, between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent is now and for 
more than one year last past has been in substantial competition 
with other individuals and with partnerships, corporations, and firms 
engaged in the manufacture of like and similar products and in the 
sale thereof between and among the various States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid, the 
respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his pharmaceutical 
preparation known as "Kipzeme Ointment," and for the purpose 
of creating a demand upon the part of the consuming public for said 
product, now causes and for more than one year last past has caused 
advertisements to be issued, published, and circulated to and among 
the general public of the United States in various periodicals and 
publications and in other forms of printed matter, and by radio 
broadcasting and in other ways. In said ways and by said means 
respondent makes and has made to the geneml public many unfair, 
false, and misleading statements with reference to the alleged thera
peutic value of said product and its effect upon the users thereof, 11 

portion of which are as follows: 
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Leg sores all healed. 
Druggist Makes Discovery for OPEN LEG SORES, OLD Leg Sot·es, ••• 

running sores, aggravated eczema. Send for KIPZEME, the ointment discovery 
Which helped me heal up my 20-year-old leg sores after everything else had 
fail ell. 

Relieves itching Immediately. 
For Erzema, Open Leg Sores, , , , KIPZEME OINTMENT. 

PAR. 3. The statements and representations set forth in paragraph 
2 hereof, and others similar thereto, have the capacity and ten
uency to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers 
of respondent's product into the belief: 

(n) That Kipzeme heals all leg sores; 
(b) That Klpzeme Ointment heals open leg sores, old leg sores, running sores, 

nggravnted eczema; 
(t•) That Kipzeme Ointment is an adequate remedy in the treatment of old. 

llggrnvated leg sores, skin eruptions, eczema, and kindred ailments. 

In truth and in fact, "Kipzcme Ointment" does not heal all leg 
~ores, nor is it an adequate remedy in cases of aggravated eczema, or 
Ill the healing of old leg sores, running sores and other skin condi
tions. In truth and in fact, the representations made by the respond
ent with respect to the nature and effect of his pharmaceutical prepa
ration when used are grossly exaggerated, false, misleading, and 
nntrue, as said preparation will not accomplish in all cases the results 
elaimed for it. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of the respondent in 
commerce as herein described, manufacturers of like and similar 
Products who truthfully advertise and represent the nature, merit, 
ttnd therapeutic value of their respective products. There are also 
nmong such competitors of the respondent, manufacturers, sellers, and 
distributors of like and similar products 'vho do not advertise and 
otherwise represent that such products have merit or therapeutic 
Value which they do not have. 

PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent have the 
capacity to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective pur
chaserS into the erroneous beliefs described in paragraph 3 hereof 
~~ld into the purchase of respondent's product in such beliefs. 
I hereby trade is unfairly diverted to respondent from those competi
tors referred to in paragraph 4 in interstate commerce as herein 
rlescribed. As a consequence thereof, substantial injury is done by 
respondent to competition in commerce, among and between the vari
ous States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia . 

• PAR. 6. Said acts and practices of respondent are all to the preju
rhce of the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute 
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unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and 
meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, on March 17, 1937 issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Louis Kipilman, 
an individual doing business under the trade name of Majestic Lab
oratories, charging him with the use o:f unfair methods of compe
tition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. On 
March 24, 1937, the respondent filed his answer, in which answer he 
admitted all the material allegations of the complaint to be true 
and stated that he waived hearing on the charges set forth in the 
said complaint, and stated that, without further evidence or other 
intervening procedure, the Commission might issue and serve upon 
him findings as to the facts and conclusion and an order to cease and 
desist from the violations of law charged in the complaint. There
after, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the 
Commission on the said complaint and the answer thereto, and the 
Commission having duly considered the same, and being now fully 
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest 
of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPII 1. The respondent, Louis Kipilman, is an individual, 
having his principal office and place of business located at 128-04 
lllth Avenue, Richmond Hill, Long Island, N. Y. Respondent :for 
more than one year last past has been and still is, engaged· in the 
manufacture of a pharmaceutical preparation, known as "Kipzeme 
Ointment," intended and designed to remedy and cure leg sores, ec
zema, and other skin diseases and kindred ailments. He offers for 
sale and sells this product in commerce between the State of NeW 
York and the several States of the United States, and in the District 
of Columbia. When said product is sold, respondent transports or 
causes the same to be transported from his place of business in the 
State of New York to purchasers located in States of the United 
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States other than the State of New York, and in the District of 
Columbia. There has been for more than one year last past, and 
still is, a constant current of trade and commerce in said product 
so manufactured by respondent, between and among the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Re~ 
spondent is now and for more than one year last past has been in 
substantial competition with other individuals and with partner~ 
ships, corporations, and firms engaged in the manufacture of like 
and similar products and in the sale thereof between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid, the 
respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his pharmaceutical 
Preparation known as "Kipzeme Ointment," and for the purpose of 
creating a demand upon the part of the consuming public for said 
Product, now causes and for more than one year last past lias caused 
advertisements to be issued, published, and circulated to and among 
the general public of the United States in various newspapers, peri~ 
odicals, and publications and in other forms of printed matter, and 
by radio broadcasting and in other ways. In said ways and by said 
means, respondent makes and has made to the general public many 
Unfair, misleading, and deceptive statements with reference to the 
tjlleged therapeutic value of said product and its effect upon the 
U:3ers thereof. Among other statements and representations thus 
lnade by the respondent are the following : 

Leg sores all healed. 
Druggist 1\lakes Discovery for OPEN LEG SORES, OLD Leg Sores, •.• 

running sores, aggravated eczema. Send for KIPZEl\IE, the ointment discov
ery Which helped me heal up my 20-year-old leg sores after e,·erything else had 
tailed. 

Relieves itching immediately. 
For Eczema, Open Leg Sores, .•• KIPZEME OINTMENT. 

PAR. 3. The statements and representations set forth in paragraph 
2 hereof, and others similar thereto, have the capacity and tendency 
to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers of 
respondent's product into the belief that said preparation is a com
Petent and adequate remedy for leg sores, running sores, aggravated 
cases of eczema, and other skin eruptions and kindred ailments. 

PAR. 4. In truth and in fact, "Kipzeme Ointment" does not heal 
aU leg sores, nor is it a competent and adequate remedy in cases of 
aggravated eczema, or in the healing of old leg sores, running sores 
and other skin conditions. The representations made by the re~ 
spondent with respect to the nature and effect of his pharmaceutical 
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preparation when used are exaggerated, misleading, and deceptive. 
As a matter of fact, said preparation will not accomplish in many 
cases the results claimed for it. 

PAR. 5. There are among the competitors of the respondent in 
commerce as herein described, manufacturers of like and similar 
products who truthfully advertise and represent the nature, merit, 
and therapeutic value of their respective products. There are also 
among such competitors of the respondent, manufacturers, sellers, 
and distributors of like and similar products who do not advertise 
and otherwise represent that such products have merit or therapeutic 
value which they do not have. 

PAR. 6. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent have 
the capacity to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective pur· 
chasers into the erroneous belief that said representations are true 
and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondent's ,prod· 
uct on account of such belief induced as aforesaid. Thereby trade 
is unfairly diverted to respondent from competitors who do not 
similarly advertise their respective products. As a consequence 
thereof, substantial injury is done by respondent to competition in 
commerce, among and between the various States of the United 
States, and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Louis Kipilman, 
an individual doing business under the trade name of :Majestic Lab· 
oratories, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com· 
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com· 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
on .March 24, 1937, by respondent admitting all the material allega· 
tions of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further 
evidence and all other intervening procedure, ·and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap· 
proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
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Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Louis Kipilman, as an indi
vidual, and doing business under the trade name of Majestic Labora
tories, or under any other trade name, his representatives, agents, 
and employees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and dis
tribution of a pharmaceutical preparation now designated as 
''Kipzeme Ointment" or of a product of substantially the same in
gredients or therapeutic effect sold under the name "Kipzeme Oint
ment" or under any other name, in interstate commerce or in the 
District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from 
representing: 

1. That said preparation heals open leg sores, old leg sores, all 
leg sores, running sores, and aggravated cases Of eczema; 

2. That said preparation is a competent and adequate remedy or 
treatment for aggravated leg sores, skin eruptions, eczema, and 
kindred ailments· 

' 
~nd from making any other representations of similar tenor or 
llllport. 

And it is hereby furtAer ordered, That the said respondent shall 
Within 60 days from the date of the service upon him of this order 
file with this Commission a report in writing setting forth the manner 
and form in which he has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

I. D. KLEINERT RUBBER COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 285.'2. Complaint, June 26, 1936-Decision, Apr. 24, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture of various types of water
proof garments for women and children, including baby pants sold under 
trade name "SOFTEX," and in sale thereof in competition with others 
engaged in sale of similar products or products for same and similar 
purposes who truthfully represented the same- · 

Caused representations and statements to be made in advertising matter cir· 
culated and distributed in the various States, to the effect that its said 
products were absolutely free from latex or any other form of gum rubber 
and wPre rubberless, facts being they were not thus free or rubberless, 
but contained rubber in waist bands and in leg openings; 

With tendency to deceive and mislead substantial portions of purchasing public 
into erroneous belief that such representations were true, and with the 
result, as a direct consequence of such mistaken and erroneous beliefs 
thus induced, that consuming public was persuaded to purchase substan
tial volume of its products, and trade was unfairly diverted to it from 
competitors engaged in selling products of same kind and nature in com
merce and who truthfully advertised and represented the character aud 
quality thereof, and means of deceiving consuming public was also placed 
in the bands of the retail purchaser by it in the labeling of its products 
as aforesaid ; to the substantial injury of competition in commerce : 

Held, Thnt such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. RobertS. Hall and Mr. John J. [{eenan, trial exam
iners. 

Mr. John Darsey for the Commission. 
Nordlinger, Riegelman &: Cooper, of New York City, for respond

ent. 
COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' 
the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that I. D. 
Kleinert Rubber Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been and is now using unfair methods of competition in com
merce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in 
that respect as follows: 
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New 
York, with its principal place of business located at 485 Fifth Ave
nue, in the city of New York, in said State. It is now, and for 
some time past has been, engaged in the manufacture of various 
types of waterproof garments for women and children, among which 
said products is a baby pant, which it offers for sale and sells under 
the trade mark ''Softex," which products the respondent sells and has 
sold and distributed in commerce between and among the various 
States of the United States, causing the same when sold to be shipped 
from its place of business in the State of New York to purchasers 
thereof located in a State or States other than the State of New 
York. 

In the course and conduct of its business the respondent has been 
and is in substantial competition with various other corporations, 
Partnerships, firms, and individuals engaged in the sale of similar 
Products or products to be used for the same and similar purposes, 
Which competitors cause their products when sold to be transported to 
PUrchasers thereof located in the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in 
Paragraph 1, supra, the respondent causes its aforesaid products to 
?e advertised by means of trade publications and in newspapers hav
Ing circulation in the various States of the United States. It dis
tributes circulars and leaflets pertaining to said products in and 
among tlte various States of the United States. It also furnishes 
Inats and display cards for the use of, and which are used by, the 
trade located in the various States of the United States in adver
tising and selling the said products. In the course of offering for 
sale and sale of the baby pant under the trade mark "Softex" the 
respondent causes representations and statements to be made in such 
advertisements and advertising matter to the following effect, gist, 
or meaning: 

Dut they are absolutely free from Latex or any other form of gum rubber. 
They're rubberless, 

and which products so advertised and represented the respondent 
sells in commerce between and among the various States of the 
Dnited States, as aforesaid; when in truth and in fact said products 
have a waistband of an elastic fabric made from gum rubber, and 
also an elastic banding at the leg opening made of rubber, and 
therefore said products are not properly and correctly represented 
n.nd referred to as "being absolutely free from Latex: or any other 
form of gum rubber" or as "rubberless." 
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PAR. 3. Under the foregoing facts and circumstances, the repre
sentations, statements, and terms used by respondent in its advertis
ing matter, as set ·forth in paragraph 2 supra, are false and mislead
ing and have the capacity and tendency to deceive and do deceive 
the ultimate purchasers and consumers into buying that which they 
do not intend to buy; and through and by virtue of the use of such 
representations, statements, and terms in its advertising matter, as 
aforesaid, the respondent has placed and is placing in the hands of 
its wholesaler and retailer purchasers the means of deceiving the 
ultimate purchasers and consumers. The aforesaid practices have 
the capacity and tendency to divert to respondent the trade of com· 
petitors engaged in selling in commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States products of the same kind and 
nature as those of respondent, which products are truthfully adver
tised and described, and thereby substantial injury is done by 
respondent to substantial competition in commerce between and 
u.mong the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 4. The acts and things above alleged to have been done and 
the false representations alleged to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes," approved September 2G, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem· 
her 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on June 26, 1936, issued and served its complaint 
in this proceeding upon respondent, I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company, 
a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of con1peti
tion in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After 
the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations 
of said complaint were introduced by John Darsey, attorney for the 
Commission, before Robert S. Hall and John J. Keenan, examiners 
of the Commission, theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposi
tion to the allegations of the complaint by Harold Riegelman, attorney 
for the respondent; and said testimony and other evidence were duly 
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the 
proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission 
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on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evi
dence, and briefs in support of the complaint and in defense thereto; 
and the Commission having duly considered the same, and being now 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts, and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom; 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company is a New York cor
poration with its principal place of business located at 485 Fifth 
Av~nue in the city of New York in said State. It is engaged in the 
manufacture of various types of waterproof garments for women and 
children, among which products is a baby pant which sells under the 
trade name, "SOFTEX." 'When its products are sold, the respondent 
causes the same to be shipped from its place of business in the State 
of New York to purchasers thereof located in the various States of 
the United States. 

There are other corporations, partnerships, firms, and individuals 
engaged in the sale of similar products, or products to be used for the 
same and similar purposes, who· truthfully represent their products 
and who cause the same when sold to be transported from their re
spective places of business to purchasers thereof located in the various 
other States of the United States, and with such corporations, part
nerships, firms, and individuals the respondent is in competition. 

PAR. 2. In connection with the promotion of sale and sale of its 
products as aforesaid, the respondent causes representations and state
ments to be made in advertising matter which is circulated and dis
tributed in the various States of the United States to the effect that 
its products are absolutely free from latex or any other form of gum 
l'ubber and that they are rubberless. 

The products off'ered for sale and sold by respondent in the manner 
set forth above are not absolutely free from latex or any other form 
of gum rubber and are not rubberless. The products contain rubber 
in the waist bands and in the leg openings. 

PAR. 3. The representations and statements made by respondent to 
the effect and meaning of those set forth in paragraph 2 supra are. 
calculated to and have the tendency to deceive and mislead substantial 
portions of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such 
l'epresentations are true. As a direct consequence of such mistaken 
and erroneous beliefs so induced, the consuming public is persuad~ 
to purchase a substantial volume of respondent's products with the 
attendant result that trade is unfairly diverted to respondent from 
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competitors engaged in selling products of the same kind and nature 
in commerce as hereinbefore set out, who truthfully advertise and 
represent the character and quality of their products. A means of 
deceiving the consuming public is also placed in the hands of the 
retailer-purchaser by respondent when its products are so labeled. 
Substantial injury is thereby done by respondent to competition in 
commerce as hereinabove set forth. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent I. B. Kleinert 
Rubber Company are to the prejudice of the public and of respond
ent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approYed September 26~ 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondents, testimony and other evidence taken before Robert S. Hall 
and John J. Keenan, examiners of the Commission theretofore duly 
designated by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and 
in opposition thereto, and briefs filed herein; and the Commission 
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said 
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap
proved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company, 
its officers, representatives, agents and employees, in connection with 
the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of its baby pant products in 
interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing: 

That said products are free from latex or any other form of gulll 
rubber or that they are rubberless when said products have latex or 
some form of rubber in said products at waist or leg bands or open
ings or in any other capacity. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
after the service upon it of this order, file with the Commission il 

report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which it has complied with this order. 
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IN THE 1\fA'ITER OF 

RUSSEK'S FIFTH A VENUE, INC. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THJil ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcct 3066. Complai11t, lt'cb. 25, 1931-Decision, Apr. 24, 1931 

Where a corporation engaged as retailer of women's wares, such as furs, coats, 
dresses, and other items of wearing apparel, in shipping from its place of 
business to the purchasers thereof in other States articles of merchandise 
sold by it-

Made use of words "silk" or "satin" In soliciting sale of i.ts products t~ pur
chasers in various States, through advertisements and advertising matter 
in newspapers circulating among the various States, through representing, 
designating, and referring to products thus offered as "satin and sill;: jersey 
dresses'' or as "silk afternoon dresses," as case might be, notwithstanding 
fact dresses respectively thus described were not composed of silk, product 
of the cocoon of the silk worm, as long specifically and definitely understood 
in mind of purchasing public from words "silk" or "satin," as long asso
ciated In said mind with the long and highly esteemed silk fabrics, and 
preeminent quality thereof; 

With tendency and ca1mcity to ml~lcad fill(). deceive a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public into the erroneOUS bPlief that SUCh representations Were 
true and to cause them to buy such dresses on account of such erroneous 
IJelicf, and to unfairly divert trade to it from competitors engaged in the 
sale of dresses and other women's wearing apparel, who do not misrepresent 
the kind. of dresses offered, but truthfully advertise and represent the 
nature and kind thereof; to the substantial injury of competition in 
commerce: 

licld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com-
petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

nefore !1/r. John L. IIornor, trial examiner. 
11!r. Astor llogg for the Commission. 
Weisman, Quinn, Allen & Spett, of New York City, for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
tnission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
F~deral Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Russek's 
Fifth A venue, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respond
ent, has been, and is using unfair methods of competition in com
tnerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in 
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges 
jn that respect as follows: 

HG7:iGm-39-vol. 24--71 
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PARAGHAPH 1. Respondent, Russek's Fifth Avenne, Inc., is a cor
poration organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue 
of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and 
place of business located on 5th Avenue at 36th Street, in the city of 
New York in said State. 

Respondent is now, and has been for several years last past, en
gaged in business as a retailer of women's wear, such as furs, coats~ 
dresses, anu other items of wearing apparel. It sells, and has sold 
and distributed, such articles of merchandise to members of the pur
chasing public located in various States of the United States, and in 
the District of Columbia. Respondent now causes, and during the 
time herein mentioned has caused, its articles of merchandise, when 
sold, to be shipped from its place of business in New York City to 
the purchasers thereof located in the various States of the United 
Statf's other than the State of New York and in the District of 
Columbia. There is now, and has been at all times mentioned hereint 
a constant current of trade and commerce by the respondent in said 
articles of merchandise between and among the various States of the 
United States, and in the District of Columbia. 

Respondent is now and at all times herein mentioned has been in 
substantial competition with other corporations and with firms, part
nerships, and individuals engaged in the sale and distribution of 
women's wearing apparel, including furs, coats, and dresses in com
merce among the various States of the Uniteu States, arid in the 
District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business ns described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent, in soliciting the sale of and sell
ing its products to purchasers located in the various States of the 
United States, caused advertisements and advertising matter to bo 
inserted in newspapers having circulation in and among the various · 
States of the United States, wherein certnin of its dresses were 
represented, designated, and referred to as "satin and silk jersey 
dresses," while certain other dresses were represented, designated 
and referred to as "silk afternoon dresses." Such statements and 
representations served as representations on the part of respondent 
that such dresses, so advertised and offered for SRle, were silk dresses. 

The representations hereinbefore set forth, are grossly false and 
misleading in that said dresses so represented, designated and re
ferred to as being silk and satin silk are not and were not composed 
of silk, the product of the coon of the silkworm, but were com
posed of a material, or materials, other thnn silk. 

PAR. 3. The word "silk" for many years past, has had and still 
has, in the minds of the consuming public, a definite and specific 
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meaning, to wit, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm. Silk 
fabrics for many years have held, and still hold great public esteem 
and confidence for their preeminent qualities. Silk fibre has long 
been woven into a variety of fabrics and a variety of distinctive 
terms have been applied to the fabrics resulting from different types 
of weaving. The term "satin" has been for a long time, and at the 
present time still is associated in the public mind. with a fabric made 
from the cocoon of the silkworm, commonly known and understood 
by the public as silk. · 

PAR. 4. The use by respondent of the representations set forth 
herein has lut<l and now has the capacity and tendency to mislead 
and deceive nnd has misled and deceived a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public into the erroneous belie£ that such representations 
are true, and to cause them to purchase such dresses on account of 
such erroneous belie£ engendered as above set forth. There are, 
among the competitors .of respondent, as mentioned in paragraph 
1 hereof, corporations, individuals, partnerships and firms engaged 

·in the sale of dresses and other women's wearing apparel who do not 
misrepresent the kind of dresses offered for sale, but who likewise 
auvertise, sell and distribute their <lresses among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. lly the t·ep
resentations aforesaid trade is unfairly diverted to respondent from 
such competitors, and thereby substantial injury is being, and has 
been, done by respondent to competition in commerce as herein set 
out. 

PAR. 5. The above alleged acts anu practices of respondent are all 
to the injury and prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce 
Within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
Powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 
1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
t:mber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
Sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
~ederal Trade Commission on February 25, 1937, issued and served 
Its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Russek's Fifth Ave
~ue, Inc., charging it with the use of unfnir .methods of competition 
~11 commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the 
Issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer 
thereto, the attorneys of record for said respondent tendered and 
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entered into a stipulation as to the facts with the Chief Counsel for 
the Commission, subject to the approval of the Commission, by which 
it is agreed that the statement of facts therein contained may be taken 
as the facts in this proceeding, and in lieu of testimony in support 
of the charges stated in the complaint and in opposition thereto; and 
that the Commission may proceed upon said statement of facts to 
make its report, stating its findings as to the facts (including infer
ences which it may draw from the said stipulated facts) and its con
clusion based thereon, and enter its order disposing of the proceeding 
without the presentation of argument or the filing of briefs; which 
~aid stipulation has been approved by the Commission. Thereafter, 
the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Com
mission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, and the said stipu
lation and statement of facts, and the Commission having duly con
sidered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its 
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPII 1. Respondent, Russek's Fifth A venue, Inc., is a corpora
tion organized, existing, and doing business under the laws of the 
State of New York with its principal office and place of business 
located on Fifth Avenue at 3Gth Street in the city of New York in 
said State. Respondent is, and has been for several years last past, 
engaged in business as a retailer of women's wares such as furs, 
coats, dresses, and other items of wearing apparel. It sells and dis
tributes such articles of merchandise to members of the purchasing 
public located in the various States of the United States. It causes, 
and has caused, its articles of merchandise '"hen sold to be shipped 
from its place of business in New York City to the purchasers thereof 
located in the various States of the United States other than the 
State of New York. There is now, and has been at all times men
tioned herein, a constant current of trade and commerce by the re
spondent in said articles of merchandise between and among the vari
ous States of the United States. Respondent is now, and at all tirnes 
herein mentioned has been, in substantial competition with other cor
porations, and with firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in 
the sale and distribution of women's apparel, including furs, coatS, 
and dresses in commerce among and between the various States of the 
United States. 

PAn. 2. Respondent in soliciting the sale of and selling its prod
ucts to purchasers located in the various States of the United States, 
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caused advertisements and advertising matter to be inserted in news
papers having circulation in and among the various States of the 
United States, wherein certain of its dresses were represented, desig
nated, and referred to as "satin and silk jersey dresses," while cer
tain other dresses were represented, designated, and referred to as 
"silk afternoon dresses." In and by such representations and state
hlents, respondent represented that such dresses so advertised and of
fered for sale were silk dresses. Such statements and representations 
thus made are and were false and misleading in that said dresses so 
represented as being "silk" and "satin and silk" are not and were not 
composed of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm but were 
composed of materials other than silk. 

PAR. 3. The word "silk" for many years last past has had and still 
has in the minds of the purchasing public a definite and specific 
hleaning, to wit: the product of the cocoon of the silk worm. Silk 
fabrics for many years have held and still hold great public esteem 
and confidence for their preeminent qualities. Silk fibre has long 
been woven into a variety of fabrics, and a variety of distinctive terms 
have been applied to the fabrics resulting from different types of 
Weaving. The term "satin" ha$ been for a long time, and at the 
Present time is associated in the public mind with a fabric made from 
the cocoon of the silk worm, commonly known and understood by the 
Public as "silky." 

PAn. 4. The use by the respondent of the representations set forth 
herein have had and now have the tendency and -capacity to mislead 
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the 
erroneous belief that such representations are true and to cause them 
to purchase. such dresses on account of such erroneous belief brought 
about as above set forth. There are among the competitors of the 
r~spondent as mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, corporations, indi
VIduals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the sale of dresses and 
other women's wearing apparel, who do not misrepresent the kind of 
dresses offered for sale, but who truthfully advertise and represent 
the nature and kind of dresses sold by them. The representations 
hlade by respond(:!nt as aforesaid, have the capacity and tendency to 
unfairly divert trade to respondent from such competitors; thereby 
substantial injury is being done and has been done by the respond
('nt to compPtition in commerce as herein set out. 

CONCLUSION 

A The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Russek's Fifth 
venue, Inc., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's 
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competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respond
ent and the agreed stipulation of facts entered into between th~ re
spondent herein, Russek's Fifth Avenue, Inc., and ,V. T. Kelley, Chief 
Counsel for the Commission, which provides among other things that 
without further evidence or other intervening procedure the Commis
sion may issue and serve upon the respondent herein, findings as to 
the facts and conclusion based thereon and an order disposing of the 
proceeding, and the Commission having made its findings as to the 
facts and conclusion that ·said respondent has violated the provisions 
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent Russek's Fifth A venue, Inc., its 
officers, representatives, agents, and employees in connection with the 
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of its merchandise, dress goods 
and garments in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, 
do forthwith cease and desist from: 

(1) Using the word ''silk" either alone or in conjunction with any 
word or words to describe or refer to the fabric of merchandise, dres~ 
goods, or garments not composed entirely of silk, the product of the 
cocoon of the !lilk worm. 

(2) From using the \Vord "satin" either alone or in conjunction 
with any other word or words to describe or refer to the fabric mer
chandise, dress goods, or garments not made wholly from silk, the 
product of the cocoon of the silk worm. · 

It is furtlwr or-dered, That the respondent, Russek's Fifth Avenue, 
Inc., shall within 30 days after service upon it of a eopy of this ord~r 
file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it has complied with the order to cease 
and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

NOLAN ATZ, GUSTA ATZ AND JOHN EDWARD ATZ, TRAD
ING AS ATZ'S HATCHERY, ATZ'S BLUE MOUNT HATCH
ERY AND ATZ'S l\IAl\fl\IOTH HATCHERY 

<:Oli!PLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDEH IN HEGARD TO THE. ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2886. Complaint, Aug. 3, 1936-Decision, Apr. 2"1, 193"/ 

'Where 'an individual engaged in the hatching, advertisrment, sale and shipment 
of baby chicks by mail and express to purclmsers in various States, in 
substantial competition with others similarly engaged; in advertising her 
said baby chides in periodicals of national circulation and among farmers, 
more purtlcularly-

(a) Represented that same were hatched from the eggs of hens or old hens, 
and not pullets, through such statements as "Superior grade from oLd 
hens' eggs," "from all old hens' eggs," f-acts being not more than ten per
cent of the flocks from whieh she purehased eggs, gathered by trud:s from 
the various farmers and poultry raisers for hatehing and sale of chicles 
were composed entirely of old hens, and there was no practical way for a 
large h'atchery to oiJtain or definitely select and sepal'!lte the old hens' 
eggs, chicks from which, as meaning hens that have completed one or more 
laying seasons, are pi·eferred by many purchaRers as more likely to live 
than those from eggs of a young hen or pullet; 

HI) Represented that the eggs from whleh her said chieks were hatched had 
been "blood tested" for either ele>en or twelve consecutive years, facts 
being th'at, while Individual in question did make annual tests of the flocks 
from which she bought eggs for hatching, such testing did not and could 
uot make any flock 100% free from the diseuses or blood tested at the 
various times at which the eggs were obtained for hatching; and 

{c) ltepresented that she had at all times bad chickens of various breeds or 
types a vail'able for Immediate delivery, facts being she did not at all times 
have ample supply of various breeds and types, as r!'preseuted, available 
for such delivery, and at times made substitutions of different breed or 
type from those specifically orde1·ed, without obtaining purchaser's consent, 
or failed to make shipment or notify purchasers promptly of her innbility 
to flU order or return money forwarded therewith, or failed to make ship
ment within time specified or a reasonable time thereafter or to notify 

\ Illlrchasers of such unreasonable delay; 
:Vith result that purchasers were misled and injured by such misrepresenta

tions and plilcticeR as respects such mutters of major Importance to pur
chnsC>r us time of delivery nnd delivery of kind ordered, and a substantial 
Portion of the purchasing public were misled and deceived into the erro
neous belief that the said representations, as above set forth, were true, 
and, acting thereon, were induced to order and buy her said products, 'and 
trade was diverted to her from those of her competitors who do not mis
represent their products or engage In such practices; to the substantial 
injury ot competitors in commerce and ot tl1e public: 
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Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before !lfr. John lV. Norwood, trial examiner. 
!lfr. 1Vm. T. Ohantland for the Commission. 
Mr. 0. B. Hays, of Corydon, Ind., for respondents. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Nolan 
Atz, Gusta Atz, and John Edward Atz, trading under the names 
Atz's Hatchery, Atz's Blue Mound Hatchery, and Atz's Mammoth 
Hatchery, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and noW 
are using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" 
is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commission that a 
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues its complaint and states its charges in that respect as 
follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents Nolan .Atz, Gusta Atz, and John Ed· 
ward Atz, are individuals doing business at all times since on or 
about 1924, under the trade names Atz's Hatchery, Atz's Blue :Mound 
Hatchery, and .Atz's Mammoth Hatchery with their principal places 
of business located in Milltown and Huntingburg in the State of 
Indiana. 

Respondents are now, and have been for several years last past, 
engaged in the business of hatching, selling, and distributing poultry, 
more particularly young chickens which are commonly known and 
referred to as "baby chicks." The business in which the respondent 
is engaged is commonly known as and is hereinafter referred to as 
the chick hatchery business. Respondents in the course and conduct 
of their business sell and distribute said "baby chicks" to members 
of the public and cause said "baby chicks" when sold to be transported 
from the State of Indiana, or the State of origin of the shipment, to 
purchasers thereof located at points in the various States of the 
United States other than the State of Indiana, or the State of origin 
of the shipment. There is now, and has been during all the times 
herein mentioned, a constant current of trade in commerce in prod· 
ucts sold by respondents between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

P .AR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents 
are now, and have been during all the times herein mentioned, en· 
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gaged in substantial competition with various other individuals, 
firms, and corporations engaged in hatching, selling and offering for 
sale "baby chicks" to members of the general public in commerce 
among and between the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia, 

·PAn. 3. Many purchasers of "baby chicks" believe that a "baby 
chick" hatched from the egg of an "old hen" is more likely to live 
than one hatched from a young hen, commonly known 'as a pullet; 
and the term or designation "old hen" refers to a hen that has com
Pleted one or more laying seasons. There is a preference among 
Purchasers of "baby chicks" for "baby chicks" hatched from the eggs 
of "old hens." 

In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid in solicit
ing the sale of and in selling their "baby chicks" in said commerce, 
r:spondents advertise and have advertised in periodicals having na
trona} circulation, more particularly among farmers. In said ad
Vertisements respondents falsely represent, among other things, that 
the "baby chicks" advertised and offered for sale by them are hatched 
from the eggs of "old hens." ' 

When in truth and in fact not all the "baby chicks" advertised and 
offered for sale are hatched from the eggs o£ "old hens" but many 
are hatched from the eggs of young hens or pullets with no definite 
determination of percentage o£ either. 

PAn, 4. To purchasers of "baby chicks" the term "blood tested" 
~eans and refers to poultry flocks that have been tested for certain 
drseases common to poultry and from which flocks the diseased poul
~,ry have been eliminated, and it is believed by such purchasers that 
baby chicks" hatched from the eggs of flocks that have been "blood 

te~ted'' for a period of several years are less likely to be infected 
Wrth said diseases than are those from flocks that have not been 
''blood tested" over such period of time. There is a preference among 
Sl!ch purchasers for "baby chicks" hatched from the eggs of poultry 
flocks that have been "blood tested" for a period of several years . 
. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, in solicit
Ing the sale of and in selling their "baby chicks" in interstate com
lb.erce respondents, by the means and in the manner above alleged, 
~alsely represent, among other things, that flocks producing the eggs 
rom which respondents' chicks are hatched have been "blood tested" 

fo · h r elt er 11 or 12 consecutiYe years. 
When in truth and in fact the flocks producing the eggs from which 

r·e spondents' chicks are hatched have not been "blood tested" for a 
Period of either 11 or 12 consecutive years. 
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PAn. 5. There are various breeds and types of chickens, each hav· 
ing its own characteristic and value to purchasers of "baby chicks." 

In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, in solicit· 
ing the sale of and in selling their "baby chicks" in said commerce, 
respondents, by the means and in the manner above alleged, falsely 
represent that they have chickens of various breeds or types availab1e 
for immediate delivery. 

When in truth and in fact said respondents do not have the vari
ous breeds and types of chickens as represented, available for im
mediate delivery; and upon receipt of orders for specific breeds or 
types from purchasers, substitute a different breed or type of "baby 
chick" from those specifically ordered without first obtaining the 
consent of the purchasers for such substitution. 

PAn. 6. The time at which delivery of "baby chicks" is made is of 
major importance to the purchaser, for the business is of a seasonal 
and hazardous nature and unless delivery is made as specified in 
the contract of purchase the "baby chicks" are worthless or of much 
less value to the purchaser than they are when delivered as specified. 
Because of these facts, "time of the delivery of baby chicks becomes 
of the essence" in every contract for the purchase and sale of "baby 
chicks." 

In the course and conduct of their business respondents, by the 
means and in the manner above alleged, falsely represent, among 
other things, that their "chicks are hatched by the thousands daily 
for immediate delivery." 

'When in truth and in fact said respondents have not "baby chicks" 
of specific breed or types available for immediate delivery in ali 
cases. In this connection, in many instances, the respondents do 
not make any shipment at all, nor do they notify the purchasers of 
their inability to fill the orders or return the purchase money for
warded with the orders. In other instances; shipment is not mado 
within the time specified or within a reasonable time thereafter, and 
purchasers are not notified of this unreasonable delay, nor do the 
respondents offer to or return ths purchase money paid. 

PAn. 7. There are among the competitors of respondent, as men
tiom'<l in paragraph 1 hereof, those engaged in the business of 
producing, selling and offering for sale in said commerce "bnbY 
chicks'' who do nt.~ in any way misrepresent their "baby chicks"; and 
who do not substitute a type of breed of chickens different frol11 

those ordered; and who do not delay or refuse shipment. 
rAn. 8. The acts and practices of the respondents as above al

leged in the course of selling and offering for sale their "babY 
chicks'' in commerce as aforesaid, have the capacity and tendency to 
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mislead and ueceive and have misled and deceived a substantial por
tion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that the said. 
l'epresentations are true and, acting on such erroneous belief, the 
said purchasing public has been induced to purchase and has pur
chaseu re.spondents' products, thereby diverting trade to the re
HpOJldents from those of its competitors who do not misrepresent 
their products, whereby substantial injury is done to respontlents' 

· competitors in interstate commerce and to the injury of the public. 
PAR. 9. The above and foregoing acts and practices have been and 

are all to the prejudice of the public and the respondents' competitors 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce 
Within the, meaning and intent of Section 5 of "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
~he Federal Trade Commission, 'on August 3, 1936, issued and served 
lts complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, Nolan Atz, Gustn. 
A.tz, and John Edward Atz, trading under the names Atz's Hatchery, 
~tz's Dlue Mount Hatchery, and Atz's Mammoth Hatchery, charg
lng them with the use of unfair methods of competition in com
merce in violation of the provisions of said act. On August 10, 
1936, respondent, Nolan Atz, filed his answer to said complaint. 
'!'hereafter, on October 27 a separate stipulation was entered into 
between said Nolan Atz and the Federal Trade Commission, pur
suant to which an order was entered on October 30, 1936, closing 
the case as to Nolan Atz.1 

On August 11, 1936, respondent, Gusta Atz, filed an answer on 
behalf of herself and respondent, John Edward Atz. Thereafter 
testimony and evidence in support of the allegations of said com
Plaint were introduceu by William T. Chantland, attorney for the 
Commission, before John ,V, Norwood, an examiner of the Com-

1 
"This matter comln-. on for consideration by the Commission upon the record and It 

appearing that the rPsponrlPnt, Nolan Atz, has entered into a stipulation of the facts and an 
Rll;reernent to cease and d<'Rist from <'ertoin enurnN·ated pra<'tte .. ~. which stipulation and 
-~~ro£>m£>nt, on the 27th dav of October l!l3G, was opprovod by the C01nmlsslon, and the 

""'mlsHion ha\·lng duly co~sidered the sam~>, and being now fully advised In the premises: 
Ill ''.It is ordPred, That the caRe ac:alnst N"ohm Atz, rPspondent, growing out of the com
a R•nt hereinbefore issued on August 3, l!l:l6, be, and the same here!Jy is, closed as to the 
/ 11 <1 Nolan A tz, respondt>nt, without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the 
;cts so warrant, to reopen tilt, same and resume prosecution of the complaint as to said 

olan Atz, respondent, In accordance with its regular procedure." 
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nuss1on theretofore duly designated by it, and in defense of the 
allegations of the complaint by C. B. Hays, attorney for the respond· 
ent Gusta Atz; and said testimony and evidence was duly recorded 
and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceed· 
ing regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on 
the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and evidence, and 
brief in support of the complaint, respondents having filed no brief; 
and the Commission having duly considered the same, and being· 
now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in 
the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Gusta Atz and Nolan Atz, since about 
1924 and up to July 1, 1935, were associated in the business of hatch· 
ing baby chicks and of advertising them for sale and selling and 
shipping same by mail and express to purchasers in various States 
of the United States from a hatchery and place of business at Mill· 
town, Ind., and since November 1, 1935, also from a hatchery at 
Huntingburg, Ind. Said business is commonly known as the chick 
hatchery business. Since July 1, 1935, respondent, Gust a Atz, has 
personally owned and conducted said businesses except that for a part 
of the "off season'' of 1935, the Milltown plant and business was 
turned over to her son, John Edward Atz, and his wife, to conduct 
on their own and make what they could out of it. The advertise· 
ments then used were prepared and the business policy controlled 
by respondent, Gusta Atz. 

1~ AR. 2. At all times during said period there has been a constant 
current of trade in baby chicks sold by respondent, Gusta Atz, in 
commerce between and among various States of the United States. 
The volume at times in the late winter and early spring, in what is 
known as "the season," was such that it brought in receipts up to 
$1,000.00 per clay. For 1934, the gross receipts for chicks shipped 
outside the State of Indiana was approximately 80% of $28,813.47. 
In 1936 the gross sales were $D4,034.78 from Huntingburg and 
$71,525.73 from Milltown. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of her business, respondent, 
Gnsta Atz, is now, and has been during all the times herein men· 
tioned, engaged in substantial competition with various other indi· 
viduals, firms, and corporations engaged in hatching, selling and 
offering for sale baby chicks to members of the general public in 
commerce among and between the various States of the United States 
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and in the District of Columbia. Quite a number of such com
petitors are located throughout southern Indiana, in the vicinity 
of respondent's plants. 

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of her business as aforesaid in 
soliciting the sale of and in selling baby chicks in said commerce, 
respondent, Gusta Atz, advertises and has advertised in periodicals 
having national circulation, more particularly among farmers. In 
said advertisements she has represented, among other things, that 
the baby chicks advertised and offered for sale by her are hatched 
from the eggs of hens or old hens, meaning thereby birds of a prior 
season;s hatch, and not pullets. In such advertisements respondent 
made, among others, the following representations as to the chicks 
offered for sale by her: 

Superior grude from old hens' eggs; 
from all old hens' eggs ; 
from hens' eggs; and 
these (baby chick) cockerels and pullets are from old hens' eggs and our 

SPecial matings. 

. The baby chicks sold by respondent, Gusta Atz, following the mak
Ing of such representation were not in fact all hatched from hens or 
old hens, in that not more than 10% of the flocks from which said 
l'espolldent has purchased eggs which are gathered by trucks from the 
Various farms and poultry raisers for hatching and sale of chicks 
Were composed eutirely of ohl hens, and there is no practical way for a 
large hatchery to obtain or definitely select and separate old hens' eggs 
from pullets' eggs. 

Such advertising is an inducemellt to purchase chicks from said 
respondent, in that many purchasers of baby chicks believe that a 
baby chick hatched from the egg of an old hen is more likely to live 
than one hatched from a young hen, commonly known as a pullet; 
and the term or desicrnation "hen" or "old hen" refers to a hen that 
has completed one o~ more laying seasons, and there is therefore a 
Preference among purchasers of baby chicks for baby chicks hatched 
from the eggs of hens or old hens. 

PAn. 5. In the course and conduct of her business as aforesaid, in. 
Soliciting the sale of and in selling baby chicks in interstate commerce 
respondent, Gusta Atz, represents in her advertising that flocks pro
~Ucing the eggs from which respondent's chicks are hatched have bren 
blood tested" for either 11 or 12 consecutive years. 

. Such advertising is an inducement to buy said respondent's chicks 
ln that, to purchasers of huhy chieks the term "hlood tested" means 
and refers to poultry flocks that have been tested for certain diseases 
cornmon to poultry and from which flocks the dis~ased poultry have 
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been eliminated, and it is believed by such purchasers that baby chicks 
hatched from the eggs of flocks that have been blood tested for a 
period of several years are less likely to be infected with said di:;eases 
than are those from flocks that have not been blood tested over such 
period of time. Blood testing, as generally understood in the chick 
hatchery business and by poultry buyers, is made on each bird of a. 
flock, and is for reactions to disclose the presence either of "B. 1V. D.", 
(bacillary white diarrhea) or fowl typhoid, which are two serious 
ailments to poultry. 
· Respondent, Gusta Atz, in fact did make annual tests of the flocks 
from which· she bought eggs for hatching, but such testing did not 
and could not make any flock 100% fref' from the diseases or blood 
tested at the various times at which the eggs were obtained for hatch
ing. Such blood testing is a beneficial and highly necessary practice, 
as is evidenced by the fact that on first tests of a pew flock, the re
actions would run around 20% to 25% of the number tested, whereas 
tests in flocks from blood tested parentage would show perhaps only 
1% or 2% reactions. There, is tlwrefore, n preference among such 
purchasers for baby chicks hatched from the eggs of poultry flocks 
that have been blood tested for a period of several years. 

PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of her business as aforesaid, in 
soliciting the sale of and in selling baby chicks in said commerce, re
spondent, Gusta Atz, has represented that she has at all times had 
chickens of various breeds or types available for immediate delivery. 

Such advertising is an inducement to buy said responclenes chicks, 
in that the time at which delivery of baby chicks is to b~ made is of 
major importance to the purchaser, for the business is of a seasonal 
and hazardous nature, and unless delivery is made of the kind or
dered and at the time specified in the purchase order, the l,aby chicks 
are worthless or of much less value to the purchaser, ·than they are 
if delivered promptly as specified or promised. Thus time and ac
curacy as to specified breed and kinds and sex of the delivery of 
baby chicks is a strong inducement to those ordering baby chicks. 

Respondent, Gusta Atz, did not at all times have an ample supply 
of the various breeds and types of chickens as represented, available 
for immediate delivery; and at times, upon receipt of orders for 
specific breeds or types from purchasers, substitutions of a different 
breed or type of baby chicks from those specifically ordered were 
made, without first obtaining the consent of the purcha~ers for such 
substitution. The result was the purchasers were misled to their 
injury by such misrepresentations and practices of respondent. 

In other instances, said respondent did not make any shipment at 
all, or notify the purchasers promptly of her inability to fill the or-
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ders or return the purchase money forwarded with the orders. In 
still other instances, the shipment was not made within the time 
specified or within a reasonable time thereafter, and purchasers were 
not notified of this unreasonable delay. In other instances undue 
delay occurred before adjustments were made. These acts and prac
tices resulted in injury to the purchasers. 

PAR. 7. There are among the competitors of respondent, Gusta 
Atz, those engaged in the business of producing, selling, and offering 
for sale in commerce baby chicks who do not in any way misrepresent 
their product or its character and origin; and who do not substitute 
.a type or breed of chickens different from those ordered; and who 
do not unduly delay or neglect to ship. 

PAR, 8. The acts and practices of the respondent, Gusta Atz, al
~eged in the course of selling and offering for sale her baby chicks 
In commerce as aforesaid, have the capacity and tendency to mislead 
and deceive and have misled and deceived a substantial portion of 
the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that the said repre
sentations are true and, acting on such erroneous belief, the said pur
~hasing public has been induced to purchase and has ordered and 
Purchased said respondent's products, thereby diverting trade to said 
respondent from those of her competitors who do not misrepresent 
~heir products or engage in such practices, whereby substantial injury 
Is done to respondent's competitors in interstate commerce, and to 
the public. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Gusta Atz, 
are to the prejudice of the public and of the respondent's competitors, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congres:.::, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission against respondents, 
Gusta Atz and John Edward Atz, and the answer of said respondents, 
testimony and other evidence taken before John ·w. Norwood, an 
l'l:ntniner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of the said complaint and in opposition 
~hereto, brief in support of the complaint, respondents' counsel hav
~1g _waived the filing of a brief, and the Commission having made its 

ndmgs as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent, Gusta 
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Atz, has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, 'to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Gusta Atz, personally and 
trading as Atz's Hatchery, Atz's Blue Mount Hatchery, and Atz's 
:Mammoth Hatchery, her representatives, agents, and employees, in 
connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of baby 
<:hicks in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do 
forthwith cease and desist, directly and indirectly, from representing: 

1. That baby_ chicks hatched from pullet eggs are hatched from 
hens' eggs or from old hens' eggs; 

2. That baby chicks are from eggs of flocks 100% blood tested at 
the time the eggs are purchased for setting, when said eggs are from 
flocks over which she has not had continuous control and supervision 
since said flocks were tested; 

3. That prompt delivery of baby chicks of the kind and quantity 
ordered is guaranteed, or can and will be made, when such is not 
the fact; 

4. That prompt adjustments or refunds on complaints will be made, 
when such is not the fact, and when no advice is promptly given of 
inability, for any reason, properly and promptly to fill any order. 

It is furtlter ordered, That this proceeding us to John Edward Atz 
be, and the same is hereby, dismissed. 

It itt further ordered, That the respondent, Gusta Atz, shall, within 
60 days after service upon her of this order, file with the Commission 
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which she has complied with this order. 
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IN TilE MATTEI! OF 

KING TRADING CORPORATION ET AL. 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND OIWE!l IN REGAltD TO Tim ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN AC'l' OF CONGllESS APPllOVED SEPT. 26, 1014 

Docket 2655. Complaint, Sept. 14, 1.936 '-Decision, Apr. 28, -19;)7 

Where the names, let trrs, and symbols "l\Inrconl," "Victor," "R. C. A.," 
"Edison," "Bell," and representation of a hell, "1\Iajpstic," "Brunswick," 
and the letters "G. E." in a circle with scroll-like interior decorations, as 
names and designations of well-known and long-established individuals, 
companies, and corporations, und long used and extensively advertised 
by the various owners thereof, had come to be known and identified with 
the radio sets, radio parts, and like products of said owners, and consti
tuted their staudaru branus and symbols when used ns company, corporate 
and trade names, and, as well-known marks anu brands on such products 
thus identified, had a flxeu anu stable value in the trade and industry 
generally, throughout the United States and foreign countries, upon which 
well-lmown brands, etc., 1mrchnslng public reliP<l when thus used on 
radio sets, etc., and in said industries, as iudicutiug high stauuat·d, reli
able and genuine products, aud use of such names, letters, and Rymbols 
lnfluenceu purchase th!'n•of and JncrPasPd sales, >llld said nanH'S, lPtters, 
Und symbols, thus attacheu, had vulue to the thousands of 1leniPrs Pngng€'d 
in the sale and uistribution of such stalHiard brand prouucts, and were 
valuable to the owners thereof, who hall usPd and used a!Hl E'llliJloyed 
the same in commE'rce; onu ther!'after 

(l) Two corporation!'! and three lndiviuuals, officers anu ogent>1 thereof, 
engaged in manufacture of escntcheoim and name plates upon which they 
etched or stamped names, marks, brands, and symbols for use on radio 
sets and radio purts, and in snle thereof to manufacturers and dealers in 
such products ; 

(2) Two corporations and three indi\·iduals, in their individual capacity and 
us ugcnts of said corporations, engaged in manufactnrc, ass0mbly, and sale 
of radio sets upon which t11ey placed and caused to be placed escutcheons 
anu name plates purchased from the hereinabove upscribed manuf:lcturers 
lind sellers thereof; and 

(a) Four corporations and two indidduals engaged in sale and distribution 
Of such products purchased from the hereinbefore described concPrns and 
individuals and upon which there were alfixed, as above set forth, 
e~;cutelteons and name platPs with names, marks, brands, and symbols 
l'telwd or stnmpeu thereon to designnte the names, etc., of the mal•ers and 
brand names of the said products; in furtherance of a scheme E'ngngPtl 
in by f;Uch various mnnufacturPrs and dPnlers to deceive the public fiJI(] 

c011 llletc unfairly with other manufucturers anrl dealers In such sets and 
Parts, anu escutcheons and name plates, through affixing such artieles, 
hPnring names, mnrks, brands and 1'1ymbols of corporations and indivi1luuls 

, ''i"ell known and long Pstabli,.;hed in the radio and similar Industries, nntl ---1Am 
enileil nnd supplementnl. 

}4fli!illm-:m--vol. 24--72 
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without the authority or consent of the legal owners and users of such 
various names, etc., respPctlvely, and as the case might be-

( a) Sold, distributed, and furnished name plates and· escutcheons for radio sets 
and similar products, bearing names, letters and symbols "Marconi," "Edl· 
son," "Bell," "Victor," "l\Iaje~tic," "Brunswick," "R. C .A.," and •·a. E." and 
colorable imitations or simulations thereof, to manufacturers and assemblers 
of and dealers in such products as hereinbefore described, and without con· 
sent of the lawful owners or licensees of such various names, etc.; and 

( 11) Hepres.ented, through use of such names, maz·ks, letters, or symbols, and 
such colombie simulations and imitations thereof as "l\Iarconi-International," 
''l\Iarconi Radio Corporation," "Edison-International," "Edison-Bell" with 
representation of a bell, "Edison Radio Stores, Inc.," "Victor International,'' 
"Majestic International," "Bronswick," letters "R. C. 1.," "R. S. A.," and 
''E. ll.,'' and without the permission of the lawful owners thereof, that the 
radio sets, parts and like devices, appliances or products made· or assem· 
bled for or by, and sold by, said various corporate anu individual manu· 
facturers of and dealers In such said parts, etc., were made, assembled, 
sponsored, en!lorsed, and a!)proved, or licensed by Thomas A. Edison or 
'l'homas A. Edison, Inc., American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Western 
Electric Co., Marconi Wireless Telegraph Corporation of America, HadiO 
Corporation of America, Victor Talking l\fachine Company, Brunswick· 
Balke-Collender Company, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., Brunswick RadiO 
Corporation, Grigsby-Grunow Company, l\faje~'>tic Radio & Televli'!ion Cor· 
por11tion, or Geueral Electric Company, or by the agents, representatives. 
successors, or assigns of such various Individuals and concerus; 

Wilh result that public was led to believe that products thus sold and marl;:e!! 
and identified were those of the said well known respective companit'S or 
Interests hereinabove set forth, and there was au appropriation by said 
manufacturers of escutcheons and name plates, and manufacturers and 
nRsemblers of and dealers in sets and parts as hereinbefore set forth, of 
the good will of the respective competitor companies and interests here· 
lnbefore referred to, and an unfair diversion of business from such com· 
petitor companies to such name plate manufacturers, etc., and also such 
unfair diversion of business from other competitors who do not resort to 
such practice, and with the result, by reason of such wholly unautlloriu~d 
use of names, brands, etc., of giving to the goods of aforesaid manufnctnrers, 
nssembll•rs and dealers a salability which they would not otherwise have, 
anu of giving to such manufacturers, etc., an advantage over tlwir cmn
Jietitors who do not similarly misrepresent the true origin of their goodS 
and conceal the same under a reputable but false source, and of deceiving the 
public buying prouucts of said manufacturers, etc., Into the false be!it>l 
that such products orlginnted with well known and reputable concern:>. 
und with the further result of placing in the hands of others, to whom said 
products thus marked were sold, means whereby Injury might be and wa~ 
done to competitors dealing In the genuine, honestly marked goods: 

Jfdd, 'l'hat such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the rmblic aml com· 
petitors nnd constituted unfair methods of competition. 

nefore Jlfr. William 0. Reeves, trial examiner. 
Air. Oarrel F. Rhodes and Jlfr. John L.llornor for the Commi.,sion· 
.Ah. Charle8 Green, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Harvard. Rad.io Tube 

Testing Stations of Pa., Inc., and Julius M. Schoenberg. 
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M cQuistion & Jrl alcolm, of New York City, for Metal Etching Corp. 
and M. Herman. 

Mr.J]errtUJ;n Goldman, of New York City, for Premier Metal Etch
ing Co. and its officers, directors and agents thereof. 

Fuller, B1·own, Hubb(lf}"d & Felt o£ Utica, N. Y., for American 
Emblem Co. and its officers, directors, and agents thereof. 

AMENDED AND SuPPLEMENTAL CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
~ederal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that King Trad
Ing Corporation, Royal Radio Company, Inc., Metro Manufacturing 
Company, Inc., Metro Radio Corporation, Metro Sales Company, 
Inc., Pyramid Distributors, Inc.; and Murray Auerbach, Regina 
Gadol, George Levine, A.M. Frank, Max Scafl'ord, and David Morri
son individually, and as officers, directors, and agents of said several 
corporations; and Harvard Radio Tube T·esting Stations of Pa., Inc., 
and Julius M. Schoenberg individually, and as president, director, and 
:tgent of said corporation; Ross Distributing Co., and Larry B. Hoss 
1lld.ividually, and as president, director, and agt'nt of said corporation; 
~un Radio and Service Supply Corporation, ami Emanuel Rosensweig 
1lldividually, and as president, director, and agt>nt of said corporation; 
Schiller Brothers, Inc., and Louis S. Schiller individually, and as 
P~esident, director, and agent of said corporation; Peter Robbins in
dividually, and trading under the names Robbins Radio Company 
and Ambassador Radio Company; F. C. Scruggs individually, and 
trading under the name Call Radio Company; Metal Etching Cor
Poration, and M:. Hermann imlividnally, and as president, director, 
fllld agent of said corporation; Etched Products Corporation, and 
A.lbert Nierenberg and 'Valter H. Miller individually, and as officers, 
directors, and agents of said corporation; Electro Chemical & En
graving Company, and F. E. Switzer, N. L. Jacobus, Robert 
Schlesinger, Julius Erdoes and L. S. Southwick individually, and as 
~fflcers, directors, and agents of said corpomtion; Premier l\fetal 
n.tching Company, and Herbert Pape, Carl .T. Johnson, Ernest A. 

ottach and Hugo LehrfPld individually; and as officers, directors, 
?lld agents of said corporation; Crowe Nnnwplate and 1\fanufactur
IIJg Company, and E. C. Coolidge and I. Robinson Smith individually, £11d as officers, directors, and agents of said corporation; American 
J tnblem Company, and Paul B. Williams, Clarence S. C. 'Villiams, 

ames Eels, Fred B. King, and Edgar Denton, .Tr. individually, and 
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as officers, directors, and agents of said corporation have been and 
now are using unfair methods of competition )n commerce as "com
merce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commission 
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
interest, hereby issues its amended and supplemental complaint 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PAnAGnAPH 1. (a) Respondents King Trading Corporation, Royal 
Radio Company, Inc., Metro Manufacturing Company, Inc., Metro 
Radio Corporation, l\Ietro Sales Company, Inc., and Pyramid Dis
tributors, Inc., are corporations organized, existing, and doing busi
ness under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York with 
their principal places of business at 51 Vesey Street, 168 ·washing
ton Street, 14:2 Liberty Street, 217 West 125th Street, and 122 Cy
press Street in the city of New York in said State. The officers, di
rectors, and agents of said companies who have participated in the 
practices herein alleged during all or part of the time here involved, 
are the following: Murray Auerbach, Regina Gadol, George I .. evine, 
A.M. Frank, Max Scafford, and David Morrison. 

The said respondent corporations and the said respondent individ
uals individually, and as officers, directors, aitd agents of said cor
porations are, nml hu,'e been for more than six years last past, en
gaged in manufacturing, assembling and selling radio sets, radio 
tubes, and like products. The business carried on by said respondent 
corporations and said respondent individuals is namely that of 
manufacturing and assembling radio sets, radio tubes, and like prod
ucts and selling said products to dealers and the purchasing public, 
the profits from which enure to said individuals. Said respondents 
manufacture, sell and ship said radio sets, radio tubes, and like prod
ucts to dealers and buyers among the purchasing public throughout 
the United States, and in the District of Columbia, and foreign 
countries in interstate and foreign commerce. 

Other individuals, partnerships, and corporations who have been, 
and now are, involved in the subject matter of this complaint, are the 
following: 

(b) Respondent Harvard Uadio Tube Testing Stations of Penn
sylvania, Inc., a corporation organized under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Pennsylvania, domiciled and doing business tLt 
208 North Broad Street in the city of Philadelphitt in said State, and 
respondent .Tulius M. Schoenberg an individual, individually and 11:0 

president, director, and agent of said company. 
(c) Respondent. Ross Distributing Company, a corporation or

ganized under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Penns~l
vania, domiciled and doing business at 2020 Chancellor Street Ill 
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the city of Philadelphia in said State, and respondent Larry B. 
Ross an individual, individually and as president, director, and agent 
of said company. 

(d) Respondent Sun Radio and Service Supply Corporation, n. 
corporation organized under and by virtue of the laws of the Dis
tt·ict of Columbia, domiciled and doing business at 938 F Street, 
N. "\V. in the city o£ "\Vashington in said District of Columbia, and 
l'espondeut Emanuel Rosensweig an individual, individually and as 
))l'esident, director, and agent o£ said company. 

(e) Respondent Schiller Brothers, Inc., a corporation organized 
tinder and by virtue of the laws o£ the District of Columbia, domi
~iled and doing business at 922 F Street, N. "\V. in the city of Wash
lligton in said District o£ Columbia, and respondent Louis S. Schiller 
an individual, individually and as president, director, and agent of 
said company. 

(f) Respondent Peter Robbins an individual, individually and 
h·ading under the names Robbins Radio Company and Ambassador 
~adio Company, domiciled and doing business at 940 F Street, N. '\V. 
In the city o£ Washington in the District of Columbia. 

(g) Respondent F. C. Scruggs an individual, individually and 
trading under the name Call Radio Company, domiciled. and doing 
business at G36 II Street, N. E. in the city of Washington, in the 
bistrict of Columbia. 

(h) Respo1Hlent JH~:>tal Etching Corporation, a corporation or
ganized under and by virtue o£ the laws of the State of New York, 
Qomiciled and doing busi:r.1ess at 1001 Essex Street· in the city of 
~rooklyn in said State, and respondent M. Hermann au individual, 
Individually and. as president, director, and agent of said company .. 

(i) Respondent Etched. Products Corporation, a corporation or
gunized under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, 
Qomiciled and doing business at 3901 Queens Boulevard in Long 
Island City in said State, and respondents Albert Nierenberg, and 
'Valter H. l\Iiller individuals, individually and as officers, d.irectors, 
and agents of said company. 

(j) Respondent Electro Chemical and Engraving Company, a 
corporation organized under and. by virtue of the laws of the State 
~f New York with its principal office and place of business at 1100 
~ook Avenue, in the Dorough of the Bronx, city of New York in 

said State, and. respondents F. E. Switzer, N. L. Jacobus, Robert 
Schlesinger, Julius Erdoes, and. L. S. Southwick individ.uals, individ
lially and as officers, directors, and agents of said company. 

(1.:) Respondent Premier l\Ietal Etching Company, a corporation 
organized under and. by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, 
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domiciled and doing business at 2103 44th A venue in the city of 
Long Island in said State, and respondents Herbert Pape, Carl J. 
Johnson, Ernest A. R::>ttach, and Hugo Lehrfeld individuals, indi· 
vidnnJly and as officers, directors, and agents of said company. 

( Z) Hespondent Crowe Nameplate and Manufacturing Company, a 
corporation organized under and by virtue of the la\vs of the State 
of Illinois, domiciled and doing business at 1749 Grace Street in the 
city of Chicago in said State, and respondents E. C. Coolidge and 
I. Robinson Smith, individuals, individually and as officers, directors~ 
and agents of said company. 

(m) American Emblem Company a New York corporation with. 
domicile at Rochester, N. Y., and a place of business at 22 East 40th 
Street in the city of New York in said State, and respondents Paul 
n. Williams, Clarence S. C. Williams, James Eels, Fred n. King, 
and Edgar Denton, Jr. (all domiciled in the city of Utica in said 
State), individuals, individually and as officers, directors, and agents 
of said corporation. 

Said respondents hereinabove described under sub-paragraphs (b), 
(c), (d), (e), (/),and (g) of paragraph 1 are dealers in radio re
ceiving sets, radio tubes, and like products. Said respondents during 
the course and oonduct of their busi11ess sell and ship said radio sets, 
radio tubes, and like products to the purchasing :[mblic in interstate 
and foreign commerce from their several places of busine<'s in Penn· 
syJy:mia and the District of Columbia through and into other Stateg 
of the United States, and in the District of Columbia, and foreign 
countries in interstate and foreign commerce. 

Said respondents hereinabove described under sub-paragraphs (h), 
. (i), (j), (lc), (l), and (m) of paragraph 1 in the course and conduct 
of their business manufacture and sell nameplates and escutcheons 
for usc and used upon radio sets to describe or designate the makers 
or brand names of said products. Said respondents during the course 
and conduct of their said several businesses, have and do manufacture 
for sale and sell and ship to respondent King Trading Corporation 
and the several other respondent corporations, associations, partner· 
ships and individuals designated in paragraph 1 (a), (b), (c), (d), 
(e), (/), and (g) escutcheons and nameplates to be used and used nnd 
sold by said respondents to dealers and others to be used on and in 
connection with radio setR, radio tubes, and like products as marks or 
brands to designate the names of the makers and branJ names used by 
makers of said products. 

PAn. 2. Respondent King Trading Corporation, and all of the sev· 
eral respondent corporations, associations, partnerships, and individ
ualsdescribedinparagraph1 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (/),and (g) are 
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now and have been for several years last past engaged in manu
facturing, assembling, selling, marketing, and distributing radio sets, 
radio tubes, and like products and in the course and conduct of their 
said several businesses respondents have caused and now cause said 
radio sets, radio tubes, and like products when sold to be transported 
by them from their several respective places of business into and 
through the various States of the United States, the District of 
Columbia and in foreign commerce to the purchasers thereof in such 
other States, in tlie District of Columbia and foreign countries in 
substantial competition with other corporations, partnerships, and 
persons engaged in the sale and transportation of radio sets, radio 
tubes, and like products in interstate and foreign commerce. 

PAn. 3. For the purpose of selling said radio sets, radio tubes, and 
like products and to induce the public to buy said products, respond
ent King Trading Corporation and the several other respondent 
corporations, associations, partnerships, and individuals set out and 
described in paragraph 1 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), 
(j), (lc), (Z), and (m) cooperating among themselves and together 
With one another, have been for several years last past nnd are now, 
engaged in a scheme to deceive the public and to compete unfairly 
With other manufacturers arid dealers in radio sets, radio tubes, and 
like products who are in competition with respondents in interstate 
and foreign commerce. In furtherance of said scheme respondents 
have adopted, made, used nnd sold and now make, use, sell and ship 
in interstate and foreign commerce to distributors, dealers, and others 
radio sets, radio tubes, and like products, and escutcheons and name
Plates (to be used on radio sets, radio tubes, and like products) bearing 
the names, marks, brands, and symbols of corporations and indi
Viduals well-known and long established in the radio and like indus
tries, which names, marks, brands, and symbols were adopted and 
'Used and are now being used by respondents and others without 
authority or consent from the legal owners and users of said names, 
tnarks, brands, and symbols. 

Among the names, marks, brands, and symbols so· made, adopted 
and used by respondents are the following: 

Marconi, Marconi International, l\Iarconi Radio Corporation; Edi
son, Edison International, Edison-Bell, E(lison with a representation 
of a bell, Edison Radio Stores, Inc.; Bell, Bell with a representntion 
0.f a bell; Victor, Victor International; Majestic, Majestic Interna
tional, l\Iajestic Radio Corporation; Brunswick (Bronswick a color
able imitation of the name Brunswick) ; RCA and (RCI, USA 
~ol?rable imitations of the letters RCA) ; the letters EB (a colorable 
1ll1Itation of the letters GE) standing alone or stamped upon the 
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representation of a bell, and. the names Marconi, Edison, Bell, Victor, 
Majestic, Brunswick or llronswick standing alone or in conjunction 
with other words, names, and devices. 

Said respondents, set out and described in paragraph 1 (h), ( i), 
(j), ( k), ( l), and ( m,), without authority or consent of the legal 
owners o£ said names, marks, brands, and symbob make, use, adver
tise, sell, and ship in interstate and foreign commerce said nameplates 
and escutcheons so marked and stamped with said well-known and 
long established names, marks, brands, and symbols as hereinabove 
set out, and said respondents, King Trading Corporation and the 
other respondents, set out and described in paragraph 1 (a), (b), (c), 
(d), (e), (f), and (g), advertise said. nameplates and escutcheons, 
and radio sets and like products upon which said nameplates and 
escutcheons so marked, stamped, and branded with said well-known 
and long established names, marks, brands, and symbols of others as 
hereinabove set out, without authority or consent of the owners 
thereof, in catalogues, newspapers, and other periodicals circulated 
in interstate and foreign commerce, and sell and ship said nameplates 
and escutcheons, and radio sets and like products so marked fro!1l 
their respective places of business to purchasers thereof, located in 
States other than the State of origin of said shipments and in the 
District of Columbia and foreign countries in interstate and foreign 
commerce. All of which said acts and things are committed and 
clone in pursuance. and as a part of said. scheme entered into, agreed 
11pon, and participated in by King Trading Corporation, its officers, 
llircctors, and agents and. each and. all of the respond.ents hereinabove 
designated. in paragraph 1 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), 
(j), (lc), (l) , and ( 1n) . 

PAn. 4. The use by respondents of the names, marks, brands, 
symbols, and devices as set out in paragraph 3 is wholly unauthorized 
by the owners of said names, marks, brands, symbols, and devices and 
gives to respondents' goods a salability which they would not othe~
wise have, and gives to said respondents an advantage over the~r 
competitors who do not similarly misrepresent the true origin of thelr 
good.s and conceal the same under a reputable but false origin as d~ 
respondents. The said appropriation and. use by said respondents 0 

the reputation and goodwill of others at the expense of and injury to 
such others who have created such reputation and goodwill has ~he 
capacity and tendency to deceive, and. deceives the public purchasi·Jlf 
said prod.ucts into believing that respondents' products originate Wit 1 

well-known and. reputable concerns contrary to the fact. TherebY 
substantial injury is done by respondents to competitors and sub
stantial competition in interstate and foreign commerce. 
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PAR. 5. (a) The name "Marconi" refers to and is generally recog
nized as the name of Guglielmo Marconi, the engineer and electrician 
Who first perfected the appliances used in space telegraphy, or radiog
raphy and the application of electric waves to actual telegraphy and 
the inventor of various electrical and radio devices among which is 
the celebrated "Fleming Tube," a tube used in radio sets. Marconi 
~Vireless Telegraph Company of America, a corporation organized 
11l 1899 under and by virtue o£ the laws of the State of New Jersey, 
acquired from said Guglielmo Marconi the exclusive right to the use 
~nd exploitation of all of the said Guglielmo Marconi patents and 
Inventions, including the use of the name "Marconi" in and through
out the United States and its territories and possessions. In 1919 
the said Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America sold, trans
f~rred and assigned to Radio Corporation of America all of its right, 
~ltle, and interest in and to said "Marconi" patents and inventions, 
Including the right to the use of the name "Marconi" in connection 
1~1erewith, and has been used and extensively advertised by, and is the 
l'Jghtful property of Radio Corporation of America and its 
Subsidiaries. 

(b) For many years last past the Victor Talking Machine Company, 
Carnden, N. J., has been manufacturing and selling phonographs and 
Phonograph records, which phonographs have acquired a wide and 
favorable reputation and have been in great demand by the trade 
and purchasing public. During all this period the phonographs, 
Phonograph records, and other articles manufactured and sold by said 
con:pany have featured the name "Victor" as part of their trade name, 
'Wl~Ich said name has been attached in a prominent place to said ma
chines, sold, and shipped in interstate and foreign commerce. 

In 1929 the Radio Corporation o£ America obtained control of 
Said Victor Talking Machine Company and organized a company 
l.lnder the corporate name "RCA-Victor Co.," and also organized a 
~ornpany under the name of "The RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.," 
\\'hich company is engaged in the manufacture and sale of radio sets 
~d combination radio and phonograph sets. All of said sets bear 

e name '·Victor," either alone or in combination with other letters or 
~'Ol'ds in a prominent place on said sets. Said radio sets and combina
Jon. radio and phonograph sets are sold to the purchasing public by 

~eta1l dealers throughout the United States. During the past twenty
Ve Years the Victor Talking :Machine Company has spent approxi

lllately $70,000,000 in advertising, and the word "Victor" has always 
t~orninently appeared in said advertising. At the present time RCA

Ictor Company is advertising its radio sPts and rndio tubes in a 
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number of magazines having a large national circulation and in other 
publications and newspapers. 

The name "Vietor" when used on radio sets and radio tubes and 
]ike products is the rightful property of the RCA-Victor Co. and 
the Victor Division of the RCA Manufacturing Company. 

The said initials "RCA" have long been used as marks ot· brands to 
designate radio sets and radio tubes and other merchandise manu
factured, sold, and shipped in interstate and foreign commerce by 
said RCA-Victor Co., the Victor Division of the RCA 1\lanufac
turing Co. and the Radio Corporation of America. Neither said 
Guglielmo Marconi nor Radio Corporation of America or any of 
its subsidiaries have ever granted (or consented) to respondents the 
right to the use of the name Marconi or the name Victor or the letters 
RCA (or RSA and RCI colorable imitations of the letters RCA) in 
any manner. 

PAn. 6. For more than thirty years prior to his death on October 16, 
1!)31, Thomas A. Edison had been known and recognized throughout 
the various States of the United States and foreign countries as the 
inventor, patenter, owner, and manufacturer of numerous electrical 
devices of various kin<ls and descriptions and of mnehines for the 
reproduction of the human voice, which have acquired a wide and 
favorable reputation and are in ~reat demand by the trade and pur~ 
chasing public who desire Edison products. Among the machines for 
the reproduction of the human voice manufacturer by companies 
which the said Thomas A. Edison organized and controlled, are 
phonographs, dietaphones, and transmitting machines, radios, com
bination radios and phonographs and many other articles of various 
kinds and. character such as storage batteries, spark plugs, ignition 
coils, and household electrical appliances. Many of the machines and 
articles above referred to bear the name "Edison" as part of their 
brand, and such name "Edison" has acquired. a valuable goodwill as 
identifying the manufacturer of said machines or articles. 

Among the companies organized and controlled by the said. Thoma~' 
A. Edison before his death is Thomas A. Edison, Inc., which said 
company is still eu~nged in the manufacture of the machines and 
articles invented and developed by Thomas A. Edison. Thomas A.· 
Edison, Inc., during the years 192G-l!J30 inclusiver manufactured and 
sold rndio sets Yalned at many millions of dollars, and during the 
said period spent fie\'eral millions of dollars in advertising its said 
radio products. All the radio sets manufactured and sold by Thon1as 
A, Edison, Inc., feature the name "Edison" as part of their brand 
Harne. 
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The name "Edison" refers to Thomas A. Edison, the great inven
tor in the electrical field and the pioneer in the talking machine and 
~·adio industry, the right to the use of which name was vested. in 
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., by Thomas A. Edison and was extensively 
advertised and has long previously been used and continues to be 
Used by Thomas A. Edison, Inc. on radio sets, phonographs and 
other electrical devices and appliances, sold and shipped in inter
state and foreign commerce. Neither Thomas A. Edison or the said 
Thomas A. Edison, Inc. have ever granted (or consented) to respond
ents the right to the use of the name "Edison" in any manner. 

PAR. 7. The name "Bell" and the representation of a bell, when 
~lsed in connection with sound reproduction and sound transmission 
1n the electrical and radio field refers to the great inventor Alexander 
Graham Bell and is the property of the said Alexander Graham Bell 
and his successors and assigns. The common law title to the name 
"nell" is vested, by long and continued use ·since 1886, in the Ameri
-can Telephone & Telegraph Company, its subsidiaries and associ
ates, and the \Vestern Electric Company, Inc. Western Electric Com
Pany, Inc. manufactures, sells, extensively adveltises and ships radio 
sets, radio tubes, and radio batteries in interstate and foreign com
~erce, and uses the name "Blue Bell" and the representation -of a 
.ell as a brand name to designate its said products. The representa

tion of a bell has long been used and extensively advertised by the 
An1erican Telephone & Telegraph Company as a .symbol or trade 
designation in its business. Neither the said Alexander Graham Bell 
11•0r the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and its sub
Sidiaries nor 'Vestern Electric Company, Inc. have ever granted (or 
~onsented) to respondents the right to the use of the name "Bell" 
ln any manner. -

PAn. 8. The name "Majestic" is a name long associated with radio 
sets and is the legal property of Grigsby-Grunow Company who are 
the original makers of radio sets branded with the name ".Majestic," 
'"hich were extensively advertised, sold and shipped in interstate 
and foreign commerce by the said Grigsby-Grunow Company. Said 
~ame "Majestic" is now vested in Majestic Radio and Televis-
1~1~ Corporation of Illinois, which now manufactures, sells and 
s 11Ps in interstate and foreign commerce t:adio sets, radio tubes~ 
~n~ like products branded or marked with the name Majestic. 
},fet~her Grigsby-Grunow Company, its successors or assigns nor 

UJestic lladio and Television Corporation of Illinois l1ave ever 
~anted (or consented) to respondents the right to the use of the 

atne "Majestic" in any manner. 
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PAR. 9. During many years last past the Brunswick-Balke-Collen
der Co. has been a large manufacturer of billard and pocket billard 
tables, bowling alleys and various other articles, and its products 
have acquired a wide and favorable reputation and have been in 
great demand by the trade and purchasing public for many years 
last past. During all this period the products manufactured and 
sold by said company have featured the name "Brunswick" as part 
of their brand name, which said name has been attached in a promi
nent place to said products. In 1915 the Brunswick-Balke-Collender 
Co. began the manufacture and sale of phonographs and phonograph 
records, and sometime later began the manufacture and sale of radio 
sets and combination radio and phonograph sets, on all of which 
articles the name "Brunswick" was featured in a prominent place 
on said products. In 1930 the radio and phonograph division of 
said Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. was sold to ·warner Brothers 
Pictures, Inc., which company organized the corporation under the 
corporate name Brunswick Radio Corporation to operate the business. 
Said latter company obtained· the exclusive right to use the name 
"Brunswick" in connection with said radio sets, phonographs, and 
combination radio and phonograph sets. 

Until January 1, 1933, Brunswick Radio Corporation continued 
the manufacture and sale of radio sets and combination radio and 
phonograph sets, on all of which sets the name "Brunswick" has been 
prominently featured. Since January 1, 1933, the manufacture of 
radio sets by Brunswick Radio Corporation has been suspended, bnt 
said Brunswick Radio Corporation still owns the manufacturing 
plants in which said sets were manufactured and may resume such 
manufacture at some time in the future. The radio sets and com· 
bination radio and phonograph sets manufactured by Brunswick
Balke-Collcnder Co. and Brunswick Radio Corporation were sold to 
the purchasing public by retail dealers throughout the United States 
and in foreign countries. During all the time the Brunswick-Balke
Collender Corporation and the Brunswick Radio Corporation were 
manufacturing and selling radio sets and combination radio and 
phonograph sets said companies expended large sums of money in ad· 
vertising said sets, and .the name "Brunswick" has at all times been 
prominently displayed in said advertising. 

"Bronswirk," the name used by respondents, is a colorable irnitn
tion of the name "Brunswick" which has long been used by the 
Drunswick-Dalke-Collender Co. and the Brunswick Radio Corpora· 
tion on radio sets, phonographs and combination radio and phono· 
graph sets. Neither llrunswick-Balke-Collender Co., ·warner Broth-
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ers Pictures, Inc. or Brunswick Radio Corporation have ever granted 
(or consented) to respondents the right to the use of the name 
Brunswick (or Bronswick a colorable imitation thereof) in any 
manner. 

PAR. 10. A device of a circle with scroll-like interior projections en
closing the script letters "GE" is the property of General Electric 
Company and has long been used and extensively advertised by said 
General Electric Company as a mark or brand to designate the prod
\Jcts manufactured, sold and shipped in interstate and foreign com
merce by said General Electric Company. The device used by re
spondents of a circle with scroll-like interior projections enclosing 
the script letters "EB" is a colorable imitation of this well-known 
device. Neither Thomas A. Edison, Thomas Edison Inc., Alexander 
Graham Bell, American Telephone and Telegraph Company, ·west
ern Electric Company, nor said General Electric Company or any 
of its subsidiaries have ever granted (or consented) to respondents 
the right to the use of the letters "EB" in any manner. 

PAR. 11. The offering for sale and sale and shipment by respond
ents in interstate and foreign commerce, as set out in paragraphs 1, 2, 
3, and 4 hereof, to dealers in radiQ sets, radio tubes, and like products 
of escutcheons, or name plates stamped or branded with the well
known names, marks, brands, nnd symbols of others without· their 
consent, and the offering for sale and sale and shipment in interstate 
ll.nd foreign commerce by respondents of radio sets, radio tubes, and 
like products branded or marked with the names, marks, brands, and 
8Ymbols of others without authority or consent of the owners thereof, 
Places in the hands of dealers and others the means whereby injury 
111ight be done and is done to competitors and the purchasing public, 
and all of the acts and things alleged and done by respondents are 
each and all of them to the injury and prejudice of the public and re
~Pondents' competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition 
111 interstate and foreign commerce within the intent and meaning 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, 
:ntitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define 
lts powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

llEPOnT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
t~tnber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
~on, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' the 
'ederal Trade Commission, on the 14th day o£ September H>36, issued 

and served its mnended and supplemental complaint, hereinafter 
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known as the complaint, in this proceeding, upon the following named 
corporations and indiv.iduals: 

Respondents, Etched Products Corporation, Albert Nierenhergr 
Walter H. Miller, Electro Chemical Engraving Company, F. E. 
Switzer, N. L. Jacobus, Robert Schlesinger, Julius. Erdoes, L. S. 
8onthwick, Premier Metal Etching Company, Herbert Pape, Karl 
D. (named Carl J.) Johnson, Ern~:>st A. Rottach, Hugo Lehrfeldr 

_American Emblem Company, Paul B. Williams, Clarence S. C. Wil
liams, James Eels, Fred D. King, Edgar Denton, Jr., Metal Etching 
Corporation, M. Hermann, Crowe Nameplate and Manufacturing 
Company, E. C. Coolidge, I. Robinson Smith, King Trading Cor
poration, Royal Radio Company, Inc., :Murray Auerbach, A. :M. 
Frank, David (I.) Morrison, Harvard Radio Tube Testing Stations 
of Pennsylvania, Inc., Julius ll. Schoenberg, Ross Distributing Com
pany, Larry B. Ross, Sun Radio and Service Supply Corporation, 
Emanuel Rosensweig, Schiller Brothers, Inc., Louis Schiller, Peter 
Robbins, trading as Robbins Radio Company and. Ambassador Radio 
Company, and F. C. Scruggs, trading as Call Radio Company. 

Respondents, Metro Manufacturing Company, Inc., Metro Radio 
Corporation, Metro Sales Company, Inc., Pyramid Distributors, It1C·r 
George Levine, Max Scafford, and. Regina Gadol could not bt> locate1l 
nnd were not served with copies of the complaint. 

Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing be
fore the Commission on said complaint and the answers thereto; and 
the Commission having duly considered the matter und being no"W 
fully advised in tl1e premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
public interest and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE J<'ACTS 

PARAGRAPII 1. Respondents, Etched Products COI"poration, ·waltet· 
H. Miller, Albert Nierenberg, Electro Chemical and Engraving CoJll
pany (named. in the complaint Electro Chemical Engraving Corn
pany), F. E. Switzer, N. L. Jacobus, Robert Schlesinger, Juliu5 

Erdoes, L. S. Southwick, Premier Metal Etching Corporation, Karl 
D. (named in the complaint Carl J.) Johnson, Ernest A. Rottachr 
Hugo Lehrfeld, American Emblem Company, Paul D. 1Villian1Sr 
Clarence S. C. Williams, James Eels, Fred B. King, and Edgar 
Denton, Jr., filed answers in which they deny all the materia] a11t>gt1' 

tions of the complaint. It appears that said respondents did not par· 
ticipate in the acts and practices charged in the complaint, and thL' 
complaint should be dismissed as to said respondents. 
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PAR. 2. Respondent, Metal Etching Corporation, is a corporation 
organized under the laws of the State of New York, domiciled and 
doing business at 1001 Essex Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and respondent, 
M. Hermann, was and is an officer and agent of said corporation. 

Respondent, Crowe Nameplate and Manufacturing Company, is a 
eorporation organized under the laws of the State of Illinoit~, domi
riled and doing business at 1749 Grace Street, Chicago, Ill., and re
spondents E. C. Coolidge and I. Robinson Smith are officers and 
agents of said corporation. 

Respondents hereinabove named are now, and have been for several 
years last past, engaged in the manufacture and sale of escutcheons 
and nameplates-upon which said products they have etched or 
stamped names, marks, brands, and symbols-for use as marks and 
brands on radio sets and radio parts to desibrnate the names, marks, 
brands, and symbols of the makers and brand names of said radio 
sets and radio parts. They have sold and shipped and now sell and 
ship products to manufacturers and dealers in radio sets and radio 
Parts, including the respondents named in paragraphs 3 and 4 hereof. 
They have caused and now cause saicl escutcheons and nameplates so 
tnarked and branded when sold to be transportetl from their respec
tive places of business in the States of New York and Illinois to 
Purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in States 
of the United States other than the State of origin of the shipment 
and in the District of Columbia and foreign countries. 

PAR. 3. Respondent, King Trading Corporation, is a corporation 
organized under the laws of the State of New York, domiciled and 
doing business at 51 Vesey Street, New York City, N.Y.; respond
ent, Royal Radio Company, Inc., is a corporation organized under 
the laws of the State of New York, doing business at 168 1Vashington 
Street, New York City, N. Y., and respondent, Murray Auerbach, 
\\'as and is an officer and. agent of said respondent corporations. 

Respondents A. 1\I. Frank, David (I.) Morrison and Murray Auer
bach conducted business in an individual capacity as :free agents 
and also as agents of said respondents, King Trading Corporation 
and Royal Radio Company, Inc., with their principal places of 
business at 16 Hudson Street, and 168 'Vashington Street in New 
'York City, N. Y. 

1'he respondents herein named have been for several years last 
Past, and are now, engaged in the manufacture, assembly, and sale 
of radio sets and radio parts upon which said products they place 
and cause to be placed escutcheons and nameplates-purchased from 
l'espondents set out and described in paragraph 2-with names, let
ters, marks, brands, and symbols etthed or stamped thereon to desig-
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n~te the makers and brand names of said radio sets and radio parts. 
They sell and ship said products to the respondents named in para· 
graph 4 hereof and to other dealers and to the public. They have 
caused, and now cause, said radio parts and radio sets, escutcheons 
and nameplates so marked and branded, when sold, to be transported 
from their respective places of business in the State of New York 
to purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in States 
of the United States other than the State of origin of the shipment 
and in the District of Columbia and to foreign countries. 

PAR. 4. Uespondent, Harvard Radio Tube Testing Stations of 
Pennsylvania, Inc., is a corporation organized under the laws of 
the State of Pennsylvania, domiciled and doing business at 208 
N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa., and respondent Jules M. Schoen· 
berg is an officer, representative and agent of said corporation. 

Respondent, Ross Distributing Company, is a corporation organ· 
ized under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal 
place of business at 2020 Chancellor Street, in the city of Phila· 
delphia, Pa., and respondent Larry n. Ross is an officer, agent, and 
representative of said corporation. 

Respondent, Sun Radio and Service Supply Corporation, is a cor· 
poration organized under the laws of the District of Columbia, domi· 
ciled and doing business at 038 F Street N. ,V., 'Vashington, D. C., 
and respondent, Emanuel Rosensweig, is an oflicer, agent, and repre· 
sentative of said corporation. . 

Respondent, Schiller Brothers, Inc., is a corporation organized 
under the laws of the District of Columbia, domiciled and doing bnsi· 
ness at V22 F Street, N. ,V., Washington, D. C., and responclent Louis 
S. Schiller is an officer, agent, and representative of said corporation· 

Respondent, Peter UoLbins, is an individual trading under th6 

names Robbins Radio Company and Ambassador Radio CompanY' 
domiciled and doing business at 9!0 F Street, N. "\-V., Washington, 
D.C. 

Respondent, F. C. Scruggs, is an individual trading under the natne 
Call Radio Company, domiciled and doing business at 636 II Street, 
X. E., Washington, D. C. 

The respondents herein nametl have been for several years last past, 
UJHl are nmv, engaged in the sale and distribution of radio sets and 
radio parts upon whirh said products there. are affixed escutcheons and 
nameplates with names, marks, brands, and symbols etched or stamped 
thereon to designate the names, marks, brands, and symbols of tl~e 
makers and brand namrs of said products. Said radio sets and rad10 

parts so offered for salP and sold with said escutcheons and name· 
platPs affixed thereto, wrre, and are, bought from the several respond· 
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ents set out and described in paragraphs 2 and 3. Said products, so 
lllarked and branded, were, and are, sold by said respondents to the 
PUI·chasing public, and, when sold, are transported from their sev~ 
€ralrespective places of business in the city of Philadelphia, State of 
Pennsylvania, and the city of Washington, D. C., to purchasers thereof 
at their several points of location in States other than the State or 
Point of origin and in the District of Columbia, and in foreign 
countries. 

PAR. 5. For the purpose of selling escutcheons and nameplates and 
~f inducing manufacturers and dealers in radio sets, radio parts and 
hke products to buy said products, the several respondents set out 
and described in paragraph 2 have been for several years last past, 
and are now, engaged in a scheme to deceive the public and to com
Pete unfairly with. other manufacturers and dealers in escutcheons 
and nameplates and like products who are in competition with re
spondents in interstate and foreign commerce; 

For the purpose of selling radio sets, radio parts, and like products 
and of inducing the public to buy said products, the several respond
ent corporations and the several respondent individuals, individually, 
a.nd as officers, agents, and representatives of said respondent corpora
~1~lls, herein set out and described in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4, cooper
<tbng among themselves and together with one another, have been for 
several years last past and are now engaged in a scheme to deceive the 
public and to compete unfairly with other manufacturers and dealers 
111 l'adio sets, radio parts, escutcheons, and nameplates, and like prod-
11cts, who are in competition with the said respondents in interstate 
and foreign commerce. In furtherance of said scheme, the said re
sp 0l1dents have adopted, made, used, and sold, and now make, use, 
lle]l, and ship in interstate and foreign commerce to distributors, deal
~l·s an.d others, escutcheons, and nameplates and radio sets, radio parts, 
'tlld hke products, upon which are attached, or to which are affixed, 
~scutcheons and nameplates bearing the names, marks, brands, and 
?lllbols of corporations and individuals well known and long estab
,1shed in the radio and like industries, which names, marks, brands, 
UJld symbols were adopted and used and are now being used by said 
l'espondents and others without authority or consent from the legal 
<l\Vners and users of said names, marks, brands, and symbols. 

Arnong the names, marks, brands, and symbols so made, adopted, 
nn,~l Used by respondents are the following: 
l Marconi" and also "1\larconi-International," "Marconi Radio Cor
lfol'ation," which are found to be colorable i1nitations and simulations 

() 'd sa1 name "Marconi"; 

1-16756m-39-vol. 24-i3 
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'·Edison" and also "Edison-International," "Edison-Bell," "Edison'' 
with the representation of a bell, "Edison Radio Stores, Inc.," which 
are found to be colorable imitations and simulations of said name 
"Edison"; 

"Bell" and the representation of a bell, which is found to be a 
simulation of the name "Bell"; 

"Victor" and also "Victor International," which is found to be l\ 

colorable imitation and simulation of said name "Victor"; 
"Majestic" and also "Majestic International" and ''Majestic Hadio 

Corporation" which are found to be colorable imitations and simol:t· 
tions of the said name "Majestic"; 

"Brunswick" and also "Bronswick" which is found to be a colorable 
imitation and simulation of the said name "Brunswick"; 

The letters "R. C. A." and also "R. C. I." and "R. S. A.", which are 
found to be colorable imitations and simulations of said letters 
"R. C. A."; 

The letters "G. E.," either alone or in the circle with scroll like 
interior decorations, and also the letters "E. B.," which are found to be 
a colorable imitation and simulation of said letters "G. E."; and 

"Marconi," "Edison," "Bell," "Victor," "Majestic," "Brunswick," or 
"Bronswick," standing alone or in conjunction with other words, 
names or devices, or any other colorable imitations or simulations of 
said trade names, marks and brands. 

Said respondent corporations, and said respondent individuals, in· 
dividually, and as officers, agents, and representatives, set out and 
described in paragraph 2, with respect to escutcheons and name plates, 
and said respondent corporations, and said respondent individuals, 
individually, and as officers, agents, and representatives, set out and 
described in paragraphs 3 and 4, with respect to escutcheons, nan1e· 
plates, radio sets, radio parts and like products, marked and branded 
with the said well knO\vn and long established names, marks, brands, 
and symbols hereinabove set out and described, advertise said prod· 
ucts in pamphlets, circulars, catalogues, newspapers, and other period· 
icals circulated in interstate and foreign commerce, and in the Dis
trict of Columbia, and sell and ship said products so marked froJll 
their respective places of business to puchasers thereof located in the 
D.istrict of Columbia and in States other than the State or place of 
origin of said shipments, in interstate and foreign commerce without 
the authority or consent of the legal owners of said names, marks, 
brands, and symbols. 

PAR. 6. (a) The name "Marconi." The name "Marconi" refers to 
and is generally recognized as the name of Guglielmo Marconi, the 
engineer and electrician who first perfected the appliances used in 
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space telegraphy or radiography and the application of electric 
Waves to actual telegraphy and the inventor of various electrical and 
radio devices among which is the celebrated "Fleming Tube," a tube 
~sed in rado sets. Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of Amer
Ica, a corporation organized in 1899 under and by virtue o£ the 
laws o£ the State of New Jersey, acquired from said Guglielmo 
Marconi the exclusive right to the use and exploitation of all of the 
Said Guglielmo Marconi patents and inventions, including the u£e 
of the name "Marconi" in and throughout the United States and its 
territories and possissions. In 1919 the said Marconi Wireless Tele
graph Company of America sold, transferred and assigned to Radio 
Corporation of America all of its right, title, and interest in and to 
said "Marconi" patents and inventions, including the right to the; 
Use of the name "Marconi" in connection therewith. Said name . 
"Marconi" is now, and has been used a~d extensively advertised by, 
~nd is the rightful property of Radio Corporation of America and 
lts subsidiaries. 

(b) The name "Victor." For many years last past the Victor 
Talking Machine Company, Camden, N.J., has been manufacturing 
and selling phonographs and phonograph records, which phono
?raphs have acquired a wide and favorable reputation and have been 
In great demand by the trade and purchasing public. During all 
this period the phonographs, phonograph records and other articles 
lllanufactured and sold by said company have featured the name 
''Victor" as part of their trade name, which said name has been at
~ached in a prominent place to said machines, sold and shipped jn 
Interstate and foreign commerce. 
V..Jn 1929 the Radio Corporation of America obtained control of said 

Ictor Talking Machine Company and organized a company under 
the corporate name "RCA-Victor Co.," and also organized a com
Pany under the name of "The RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.," 
Which comvany is engaged in the manufacture and sale of radio sets 
and. combination radio and phonograph sets. All o£ said sets bear 
the name "Victor," either alone or in combination with other letters 
0~ Words in a prominent place on said sets. Said radio sets and com
~lnation radio and phonograph sets are sold to the purchasing public 
Y ret::til dealers throughout the United States. During the past 

twenty-five years the Victor Talking Machine Company has spent 
appl"o:l:imately $70,000,000 in advertising, and the word "Victor" has 
a,.Iways prominently appeared in said advertising. At the present 
hme RCA-Victor Company is advertising its radio sets and radio 
1llbes in a number of magazines having a large national circulation 
l!.n<l. in other publications and newsplll)ei'S. 
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The name "Victor" when used on radio sets and radio tubes and 
like products is the rightful property of the RCA-Victor CompanY 
and the Victor Division of the RCA Manufacturing Company. 

(c) The letters or initials "R. C. A." The initials "RCA" have 
long been used as marks or brands to designate radio sets and radio 
tubes and other merchandise manufactured, sold and shipped in in· 
terstate and foreign commerce by said RCA-Victor Company, the 
Victor Division of the RCA Manufacturing Company and the Radio 
Corporation of America. Neither said Guglielmo Marconi nor Radio 
Corporation of America or any of its subsidiaries have ever granted 
(or consented) to respondents the right to the use of the name Mar· 
coni or the name Victor or the letters RCA (or RSA and RCI, 
colorable imitations of the letters RCA) in any manner. 

(d) The name "Edison.'' :for more than thirty years prior to hi9 
death on October 16, 1931, Thomas A. Edison had been known and 
recognized throughout the various States of the United States and 
foreign countries as the inventor, patentee, owner, and manufacturer 
of numerous electrical devices of various kinds and descriptions and 
of machines for the reproduction of the human voice, which have 
acquired a wide and favorable reputation and are in great demand 
by the trade and purchasing public who desire Edison products . 
.4.-mong the machines for the reproduction of the human voice manu· 
factured by companies which the said Thomas A. Edison organized 
and controlled, are phonographs, dictaphones, and transmitting' 
machines, radios, combination radios and phonographs and manY 
other articles of various kinds and character such as storage batteries, 
spark plugs, ignition ~oils, and household electrical appliances. 
Many of the machines and articles above referred to hear the narne 
"Edison" as part of their brand, and such name "Edison" has ac
quired a valuable goodwill as identifying the manufacturer of said 
machines or articles. 

Among the companies organized and controlled by the said Thmnas 
A. Edison before his death is Thomas A. Edison, Inc., which said 
company is still engaged in the manufacture of the machines and 
articles invented and developed by Thomas A. Edison. Thomas ft.. 
Edison, Inc., during the years 1926-1930, inclusive, manufactured and 
sold radio sets valued at many millions of dollars, and during the 
said period spent several millions of dollars in advertising its said 
radio products. All the radio sets manufactured and sold by Thomas 
A. Edison, Inc., feature the name "Edison'' as part of their brand 
name. 

The name "Edison" refers to Thomas A. Edison, the great inventor 
in the electrical field and the pioneer in the talking machine and 
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J·adio industry, the right to the use of which name was vested in 
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., by Thomas A. Edison and was extensively 
~dvertis~d and has long previously been used and is now used by 
Ihomas A. Edison, Inc., on radio sets, phonographs and other electri
c~] devices and appliances, sold and shipped in interstate and for
eign commerce. Neither Thomas A. Edison nor the said Thomas A. 
~dison, Inc., have ever granted (or consented) to respondents the 
l'Ight to the use of the name "Edison" in any manner. 

(e) The name "R~ll." The name "Bell" and the representation o:f 
a bell, when used in connection with sound reproduction and sound 
!ransmission in the electrical and radio field refers to the great 
Inventor Alexander Graham Bell and is the property of the said 
Alexander Graham Bell and his successors and assigns. The common 
law title to the name "Bell" is vested, by long and continued use since 
1886, in the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, its subsidi
aries and associates, and the 'Vestern Electric Company, Inc. 'Vestern 
Electric Company, Inc., manufactures, sells, extensively advertises 
and ships radio sets, radio tubes and radio batteries in interstate and 
f?reign commerce, and uses the name "Blue Bell" and the representa
tion of a bell as a brand name to. designate its ~aid products. The 
rl'presentation of a bell has long been used and extensively advertised 
by the American Telephone & Telegraph Company as a symbol or 
trade designation in its business. Neither the said Alexander Gra
?am Bell nor the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and 
lts subsidiaries 'Vestern Electric Company, Inc., have ever granted 
.(or consented) to respondents the right to the use o:f the name "Bell" 
In any manner. 

(/) The name "l\Iajestic." The name "Majestic" is a name long 
associated with radio sets and is the legal property of Grigsby
G~unow Company who are the original makers o:f radio sets brn.nded 
With the name "Majestic," which were extensively advertised, sold 
and shipped in interstate and foreign commerce by the said Grigsby
Grunow Company. Said name "Majestic" is now vested in Majestic 
Radio and Television Corporation of Illinois, which now manufac
tures, sells and ships in interstate and foreign commerce radio sets, 
I·adio tubes and like products branded or marked with the name 
h.Iajl'stic. Neither Grigsby-Grunow Company, its successors or as
Signs nor Majestic Radio and Television Corporation o:f Illinois have 
ever granted (or consented) to respondents the right to the use o:f 
the name "l\Iajestic" in any manner. 

(g) The name "Brunswick" (Bronswick). During many years last 
Past the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company has been a large man
Ufacturer of billiard and pocket billiard tables, bowling alleys and 
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various other articles, and its products have acquired a wide and 
favorable reputation and have been in great demand by the trade and 
purchasing public for many years last past. During all this period 
the products manufactured and sold by said Company have featured 
the name "Brunswick" as part of their brand name, which said. narne 
has been attached in a prominent place to said products. In 1915 
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company began the manufacture and 
sale of phonographs and phonograph records, and sometime later 
began the manufacture and sale of radio sets and combination radio 
and phonograph sets, on all of which articles the name "Brunswick'' 
was featured in a prominent place on said products. In 1930 the 
radio and phonograph division of said Brunswick-Balke-Collencler 
Company was sold to Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., which companY 
organized the corporation under the corporate name Brunswick 
Radio Corporation to operate the business. Said latter companY 
obtained the exclusive right to use the name "Brunswick" in connec· 
tion with said radio sets, phonographs and combination radio and 
phonograph sets. 

Until January 1, 1933, Brunswick Radio Corporation continued the 
manufacture and sale of radio sets and combination radio and phon~
graph sets, on all of which sets the name "Brunswick" has been prornt· 
nently featured. Since January 1, 1933, the manufacture of raido sets 
by Brunswick Radio Corporation has been suspended but said Bruns· 
wick Radio Corporation still owns the manufacturing plants in which 
said sets were manufactured and may resume such manufacture at 
some time in the future. The radio sets and combination radio and 
phonograph sets manufactured by Brunswick-Balke-Collender Corn· 
pany and Brunswick Radio Corporation were sold to the purchasing 
public by retail dealers throughout the United States and in foreig!l 
countries. During all the time the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Cor· 
poration and the Brunswick Radio Corporation were manufacturing 
and selling radio sets and combination radio and phonograph se.ts 
said companies expended large sums of money in advertising satd 
sets, and the name "Brunswick" has at all times been prominentlY 
displayed in said advertising. 

"Bronswick," the name used by respondents, is a colorable irnit1l' 
tion of the name "Brunswick" which has long been nsed by th8 

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company and the Brunswick Radio Cord 
poration on radio sets, phonographs and combination radio all 

phonograph sets. Neither Brunswick-Balke-Collender CompanY' 
·warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., nor Brunswick Radio Corporatioil 
have ever granted (or consented) to respondents the right to the use 
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?f the name Brunswick (or Dronswick, a colorable imitation thereof) 
In any manner. 

(h) The letters G. E. in a circle, with scroll-like interior decora
tions. A device of a circle with scroll-like interior projections en
cl?sing the script letters "GE," is the property of General Elec
tric Company and has long been used and £>xtensively auxertised by 
said Gen~ral Electric Company as a mark or brand to designate the 
Products manufactured, sold, and shipped in interstate and foreign 
commerce by said General E:ectric Company. The device used by 
l'espondents of a circle with scroll-like interior projectio11s enclosing 
the script letters "ED,'' is a colorable imitation of this well known 
deV'ice. Neither Thomas A. Edison, Thomas Edison, Inr.., Alexander 
Graham Dell, American Telephone and Telegraph Company, West
ern Electric Company, nor said General Electric Comp,my or any 
of its subsidiaries have ever granted (or consented) to respondents 
the right to the use of the letters" ED" or "G. E." in any manner. 

Said names, letters, and symbols are the names and designations of 
said well known and long established individuals, compunies, and 
corporations, and are standard brands and symbols when used as com
Pany, corporate, and trade names,.and as marks and brands on ro.dio 
sets, radio parts and like products, and said products so marked have 
n fixed and stable value in the trade and industry generally through
out the United States and foreign countries. The purchasing public 
t·e;ies upon said well known brands, marks, and symbols when used 
?n radio sets, radio parts and like products, and in said industries as 
Jndicating high standard, reliable and genuine products. The use 
of such names, letters and symbols influences the purcl1ase of said 
Products and increases sales. The number of dealers in .:;uitl products 
so tnarked, increase sales value. The said names, letters and symbols 
attached to said prcducts have value to the thousands of dealers en
~aged in the sale and distribution of said standard brand products. 
The said names, letters, and symbols are valuable to tho,;e persons, 
Partnerships, and corporations owning them, and who have used and 
now use and emp~oy them in commerce. 
,, necause of the popularity of the names "Marconi/' ''Victor," 
.nell," "Edison," "Brunswick," "Majestic," and the letters "G. E.", 

e~ther standing alone or in a circle with scroll-like interior decora
tions, and the letters "R. C. A.", and the products b~-aring these 
names, letters, and symbols, manufactured and sold by the lawful 
owners thereof; the use by respondents of said names, I etters and 
8Ytnbols, and simulaticns thereof, has led and has the cu pacity and 
tendency to lead the public to believe that the products sold by re· 
spondents anu so marked or identified are the products of said well 
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known respective companies or interests hereinabove referred to and 
identified and results in the appropriation by the respondents of the 
good will of, and an unfair diversion of business from said respec· 
tive competitor companies and interests, and an unfair <Eversion of 
business from other competitors who do not resort to such practices, 
to the injury of the owners of said marks, letters, and symbols and 
of said competitors, and to the prejudice and injury of th1~ public. 

PAn. 7. The use by respondents of the names, marks, brands, 
symbols, and devices as set out in paragraph 5 is wholly unauthorized 
by the owners of said names, marks, brands, symbols, and devices and 
gives to respondents' goods a salability which they would not other· 
wise have, and gives to said respondents an advantage over their 
competitors who do not similarly misrepresent the true origin of their 
goods and conceal the same under a reputable but false origin u:l 
do respondents. The said appropriation and use by said respond· 
ents of the reputation and good will of others at the expense of and 
injury to such others who have created such reputation and good 
will, has the capacity and tendency to deceive, and deceives the 
public purchasing said products into believing that respondents' 
products originate with well known and reputable concerns contrarJ 
to the fact. Thereby substantial injury is done by respondents to 
competitors and substantial competition in interstate and foreip;ll 
commerce. 

The purchasing public buying radio sets, radio parts, and like 
products, marked or branded with the said well known names, letters, 
and symbols are of a common mind or belief, regardless of the 
selling price or of the source of supply, that said products are 
manufactured and sold by the lawful owners and users of said names, 
marks, brands, letters, and symbols, and when said names, marks, 
brands, letters, and symbols are placed upon radio sets, radio parts, 
and like products, such products are accepted as the products of those 
who have lawfully used and now use such names as marks, brands, 
letters, and symbols upon like products as set out in paragraph 6 

hereof. The name . or brand being dependent upon, influences the 
sale of said products. . 

Members of the purchasing public have purchased radio sets, radl0 

parts, and like products branded and sold to the trade by respond· 
ents and others, which products were imitations of or less than the 
genuine products entered in trade by the lawful owners and users 
of said standard names, and have been deceived in such purchaseS· 

The manufacture, sale and delivery by respondents set out and 
described in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4, of escutcheons and nameplates{ 
and radio sets, radio parts and like products, marked and brandec 
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with the names, letters and symbols set out and described in para
graph 5, without authority or consent of the legal owners and lawful 
lisers thereof, places in the hands of others to whom said products 
ate sold, the means whereby injury might be and is done to competi
tots dealing in the genuine products honestly marked. Injury to 
manufacturers and dealers in the legitimate products is suffered by 
the sale by respondents of said products falsely marked, sold and 
shipped in interstate and foreign commerce. Injury to the lawful 
owners and users of said standard brands, names, marks and symbols 
is suffered because of the manufacture, sale, and competition of said 
l'espondents' said products. 

CONCLUSION 

. The aforesaid acts and practices of the said respondents, Metal Etch
Ing Corporation, M. Hermann, Crowe Nameplate and Manufacturing 
Company, E. C. Coolidge, I. Robinson Smith, King Trading Cor
])otation, Royal Radio Company, Inc., Murray Auerbach, A. M. 
Frank, David (I.) Morrison, Harvard Radio Tube Testing Stations 
of Pennsylvania, Inc., Julius M. Schoenberg, Ross Distributi,ng Com
Pany, Larry D. Ross, Sun Radio Service and Supply Corporation, 
Ernanuel Rosensweig, Schiller Brothers, Inc., Louis S. Schiller, Peter 
Robbins, individually and trading under the names R:>bbins Radio 
Company and Ambassador Radio Company, and F. C. Scruggs in
dividually and trading under the name Call Radio Company, are 
to the prejudice of the pubHc and respondents' competitors and are 
Unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce and constitute 
a violation of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
~ntitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
Powet·s and duties, and for other purposes." 

OP.DER TO CEASE AND DESIST, ETC. 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
Inission upon the amended and supplemental complaint of the Com
Inission, the answers of those respondents, upon whom the complaint 
Was served, some of which answers deny the material allegations of 
the complaint and some of which admit the material allegations of 
the complaint, and the Commission being fully advised in the 
Ptemises, 

It is ordered, That the complaint issued herein be and the same is 
l~eteby dismissed as to the respondents, Etched Products Corpora
bon and Albert Nierenberg and Walter H. l\liller; Electro Chemical 
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& Engraving Company and F. E. Switzer, N. L. Jacobus, Robert 
Schlesinger, Julius Erdoes and L. S. Southwick; Premier Metal 
Etching Company and Herbert Pape, Carl J. Johnson (Karl D. 
Johnson), Ernest A. Rottach and Hugo Lehrfeld; American Em· 
blem Company and Paul B. Williams, Clarence S. C. Williams, 
James Eels, Fred B. King, and Edgar Denton, Jr., for the reason 
that there is no evidence to establish the allegations of the complaint 
as to said respondents. 

It is further ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint 
herein be and the same is hereby closed without prejudice to the 
right of the Commission to re-open the same for further investiga
tion and action thereon as to the respondents, Metro Manufactur
ing Company, Inc., Metro Radio Corporation, Metro Sales Company, 
Inc., Pyramid Distributors, Inc., Regina Gadol, George Levine, and 
Max Scafford, for the reason that the record shows they were not 
located and the complaint was not served upon said respondents. 

It is fu.rther ordered, That the respondent corporations Metal 
Etching Corporation and Crowe Nameplate and Manufacturing 
Company, their respective officers, agents, and representatives, and 
the respdndent individuals M. Hermann, E. C. Coolidge, and I. Rob· 
inson Smith, individually and their respective agents and represen· 
tatives, in connection with the offering for sale and sale in interstate 
and foreign commerce, and in the District of Columbia, of escutch· 
eons and nameplates, cease and desist from: selling, distributing or 
furnishing name plates and escutcheons for radio sets and like prod· 
ucts bearing the names, letters, and symbols, "Marconi," "Edison," 
"Bell," "Victor," "Majestic," "Brunswick," the letters "R. C. A.," and 
the letters "G. E." or colorable imitations or simulations of said 
names, letters and symbols, to any manufacturers, assemblers, or 
dealers in radio sets and like products, or to any other person, firm, 
or corporation, except to the manufacturers, assemblers, and dealers 
owning said trade names or marks, or to the licensees of the owners 
thereof. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent corporations, King 
Trading Corporation; Royal Radio Company, Inc.; Harvard Radio 
Tube Testing Stations of Pa., Inc.; Ross Distributing Company; 
Sun Radio and Service Supply Corporation; Schiller Brothers, Inc., 
their several officers, agents and representatives, and the respondent 
individuals, Louis S. Schiller, Murray Auerbach, A. l\I. Frank, 
David (I.) Morrison, Julius M. Schoenberg, Larry B. Ross, Eman· 
uel Rosensweig, and respondent F. C. Scruggs, individually and 
trading under the name Call Radio Company, and respondent Peter 
Robbins, individually and trading under the names Robbins Radio 
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~ompany and Ambassador Radio Company; and said respondent 
·Individuals trading under any other name or names, in connection 
With the offering for sale and sale in interstate and foreign com
merce, and in the District of Columbia, of radio sets, radio parts, 
and like products, and escutcheons and nameplates, do cease and 
desist from : 

Representing directly or indirectly, through the use in any man
ner, of the trade names or marks, "Marconi," "Edison," "Bell," 
"Victor," "Majestic,'' "Brunswick," or the letters "R. C. A.," or the 
l~tters "G. E.,' or through the use, in any manner, of any colorable 
Simulations and imitations thereof, such as, but without limitation, 
"Marconi-lnternational," "Marconi Radio Corporation," "Edison In
ternational," "Edison-Bell," "Edison" with the representation of a 
hell, ''Edison Radio Stores, Inc.," the representation of a bell, "Vic
tor International," "Majestic International," "Majestic Radio Cor
Poration," "Bronswick," or the letters ''R. C. I.," "R. S. A.," "E. B.," 
or through the use of any other trade names or marks of which they 
are not the legal owners, without the permission of the lawful own
ers thereof, or through any other means or device, or in any manner 
that the radio sets, radio parts aJ)d like devices, appliances or prod
Ucts manufactured or assembled for or by, and sold by any of sai<l 
respondents, are manufactured, assembled, sold, sponsored, endorsed, 
approved, or licensed by Thomas A. Edison, Thomas A. Edison, 
Inc., American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Western Elf'ctric 
Company, Marconi 'Vireless Telegraph Company of America, Radio 
C~rporation of America, Victor Talking Machine Company, Bruns
Wlck-Balke-Collender Company, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc .• 
and its subsidiary, Brunswick Radio Corporation, Grigsby-Grunow 
Company, or Majestic Radio & Television Corpomtion, General 
~lectric Company, or the agents, representatives, successors, or as
Signs of any of said persons, partnerships or corporations, or that 
said products are manufactured, assembled, · sold, sponsored, 
endorsed, approved, or licensed by any corporation, association, part
nership, or person who, in fact, did not and does not manufacture, 
assemble, sell, and transport said products. 

It is further ordered, That said respondents shall within 60 days 
from notice hereof, file with this Commission a report in writing, 
st~ting in detail the manner and form in which they have complied 
'With this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

JEAN G. SUDIN, ISRAEL SUDIN, AND JOHN N. KINDER· 
MAN, INDIVIDUALLY, AND TRADING AS AMERICAN 
REMEDY COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD •.ro THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN AC'.r OF' CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 3013. Complaint, Dec. 10, 1936-Decision, Apr, 28, 1931 

Where three individuals engaged in the distribution and sale of the acetyl 
salicylic acid product known as aspirin, in substantial competition wltb 
others engaged in distribution and sale of such products in commerce among 
the various States and in the District of Columbia, and including manY 
who do not in any manner misrepresent their said products, either as to 
quality or efficacy in treatment and cure of ailments and conditions of tbe 
body; in advertising the sam~ 

(a) Represented that their said product was the purest acetyl salicylic acid, 
commonly known as aspirin, obtainable in America, and that it was regis· 
tered in the Patent Office, through designation thereof as "American Purest 
Aspirin," nnd through statement "Registered U. S. Patent Office"; and 

(b) Rep1·esented that it was a competent and effective treatment and cure tor 
colds and aches and pains of whatever nature; 

Facts being it was not thus registered, and had not been, as believed by manY 
by virtue of such supposed registration, tested and approved, and was not. 
by reason thereof, superior to similar products offered by competitors, 
and was no better than or different from product of many of its competl· 
tors, and was not a competent and effective treatment and cure for all 
colds, aches, and pains, in that it had no effect on causative factors ot 
such conditions in the body; 

With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceh·e a substantial portion of 
the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said representations 
and Implications were true and that products of competitors were inferior 
to and less effective than that of said Individuals, and with result tbllt 
a substantial number of the purchasing and consuming public, as a result 
of such erroneous beliefs thus engendered, bought their said product and 
thereby diverted trade to them from their competitors who truthfullY 
advertise their products; to their injury and that of the public: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the puhllc and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore llfr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
Mr. William L. Taggart for the Commission. 
Mr. /Ierman Lipman Cohen, of Philadelphia, Pa., for respondents. 

COlli PLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
temLer 26, 1014, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade CoJll• 
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lllission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Jean 
G. Subin, Israel Subin, and John N. Kinderman, individually and 
trading as American Remedy Company, hereinafter referl'€d to as 
respondents, have been and now are using unfair methods of com
petition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it 
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint 
Etating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Jean G. Subin, Israel Subin, and John 
N". Kinderman, individually and trading as American Remedy Com
pany, a fictitious trade name registered under the requirements of 
an act of the General Assembly of Pennsylvania, are engaged in 
business with their principal office and place of business located at 
131 Market Street and 301 Green Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Re
~Pondents are now, and have been for sometime in the past, engaged 
ltl the business of distributing and selling in commerce, as herein set 
out, a certain acetyl salicylic acid product designated by them as 
"American Purest Aspirin." 

PAR. 2. Said respondents, being engaged in business as aforesaid, 
cause said aspirin when sold, to be transported from their principal 
Place of business in the State of Pennsylvania to purchasers thereof 
~ocated at various points in other States of the United States and 
In the District of Columbia. Respondents now maintain, and have 
~aintained at all times, a constant current of trade and commerce 
In said aspirin so distributed and sold by them, among and between 
the various States of the United States and in the District of 
Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business, re
spondents are now, and have been, in substantial competition with 
other corporations, firms, and individuals likewise engaged in the 
business of distributing and selling acetyl salicylic acid products 
such as aspirin, in commerce among and between the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 4. In the course and operation of said business, and for th~ 
Purpose of inducing individuals, firms, and corporations to purchase 
said "American Purest Aspirin," respondents have caused the said 
Product to be advertised in various ways and by various means 
through which representations as to said product are circulated 
throughout the various States of the United States. In all of said 
lltlvertisements, respondents have caused the name of said product, 
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to wit, "American Purest Aspirin" to be prominently and conspicu
ously displayed, together with the following statements: 

o Grain Tablets 
American 

Purest 
Aspirin 

Registered U. S. Patent Office 

For Colds, Aches and Pains 
Guaranteed Genuine 

American Purest Aspirin, 
American Remedy Co. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

For Relief of distress and discomfort due to simple headaches. head coldS, 
~imple neuralgia, muscular aches and pains. For a gargle 2 tablets to % glass 
of warm water-gargle every two or three hours. Directions: 1 or 2 tablets 
with a glass of water. 

AMERICAN REMEDY CO. 
Phila., Pa. 

Distributors. 

The use of the word "Registered" in large and conspicuous lettering 
11irectly underneath the word "Aspirin" on the container in which 
the product is sold and in other advertising, has a capacity and ten
dency to lead the public into the erroneous belief that the product of 
the respondents has been registered in some way with the United 
States Patent office, and into the erroneous belief that by virtue of 
such registration the product itself is a superior brand of aspirin, 
Likewise the use of the word "Purest" is a conspicuous lettering di
rectly underneath the word "American" and preceding the Word 
"Aspirin" has a tendency to lead the public into the erroneous belief 
that the product of the respondents is the purest aspirin obtainable in 
America. The statement "For colds, aches and pains" used in said 
advertising and labeling as aforesaid, has a tendency to mislead and 
deceive the public into the erroneous belief that the product is a. 
remedy and cure for all aches and pains when in truth and in fact, 
there are aches and pains not resulting from colds, from which no 
benefit would be derived by an individual through the taking of the 
respondent's product. 

PAR. 5. The representations made by respondents with respect to 
the nature and effect of their aspirin when used as above set forth 
are grossly exaggerated, false, misleading and untrue. Said product 
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is not fully effective for the treatment of pains and cold and it has 
no effect on the causative factors of such conditions of the human 
body. Its use does not always bring prompt relief to those suffering 
from the conditions named, viz, colds, aches and pains. The repre
sentation of the respondents with reference to the word "Registered'' 
is false, misleading, and untrue, as the product has never been regis
tered in the U. S. Patent Office, and the further representations that 
the product is America's Purest Aspirin is likewise false and mislead
ing and untrue, as the product is not the purest aspirin obtainable in 
.America. 

PAR. 6. There are among respondents' competitors many who man
ufacture, distribute and sell aspirin who, in no way, misrepresent that 
their aspirin is the purest aspirin obtainable on the American market 
When it is not; that their product has been registered in the United 
States Patent Office, when it has not or that their respective aspirin 
has a quality and character or an effectiveness in use for the treatment 
of various conditions of the human body which it does not have. 
They do not make unlimited claims for the administering of their 
Product for the relief of all types of colds, aches, and pains in the 
human body and do not falsely. disparage the aspirin products of 
their respective competitors. 

PAR. 7. Each and all of the false and misleading statements and 
~·epresentations made by the respondents in designating and describ
lng their product and the effectiveness of their product, as herein
above set out, in offering for sale and selling "American Purest As
Pirin" as a registered product, and as "America's Purest Aspirin" 
Was, and is, calculated to, and had, and now has, the tendency and 
~apacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchas
lng public into the erroneous belief that all of said representations 
are true, and into the further erroneous belief that aspirin products 
of its competitors are inferior to, and less effective than "American 
Purest Aspirin." Further, as a direct consequence of the mistaken 
and erroneous beliefs, induced by the acts and misrepresentations of 
the respondent, as hereinabove detailed, a substantial number of the 
consuming public has purchased a substantial volume of respond
ents' "American Purest Aspirin" with the result that trade has been 
Unfairly diverted to the respondents from competitors likewise 
engaged in the business of distributing and selling aspirin who 
truthfully advertise and represent their products and the effective
~less of said products in use. As a result thereof, injury has been, and 
ls now being done by respondents to competition in commerce among 
~tnd between the various States of the United States and in the 
bistrict of Columbia. 
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PAR. 8. The above and foregoing acts, practices, and representa
tions of the respondents have been, and are, all to the prejudice of the 
public and respondents' competitors as aforesaid, and have been, and 
are, unfair methods of competition within the meaning and intent 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Srp
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other pnrposcs," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on the lOth day of December 193G, issued 
and subsequently served its comphint in this proceeding upon the re
spondents, Jean G. Subin, Israel Subin, and Jchn N. Kinderman, 
individually and trading as American Remedy Company, charging 
them with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in 
violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of sn-id 
complaint and the filing of respondents' answPr, the Commission, by 
order entered herein, granted respondents' motion for permission to 
withdraw said answer and to substitute therefor an answer admitting 
all the material alleg<ttions of the complaint to be true and waiving 
the taking of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, 
which substitute answer was duly filed in the cffice of the Conunis
sion. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said complaint and substitute answer, 
and the Commission having llnly considered the same and being noW 
fully advised in the premises, finds that this prcceeding is in the 
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
its conclnsion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. That respondents, Jeail G. Subin, Israel Subin, and 
John N. Kinderman, are individuals trading as American Remedy 
Company. Respondents have their office and principal place of busi
ness at 301 Grepn Street, Philadelphia. Respondents are now, and for 
more than one year last past have been, engageJ. in the business of 
distributing and selling in commerce, a certain acetyl salicylic acid 
product, commonly known as aspirin, designated by them as ".Amer
ican Purest Aspirin." 
. PAR. 2. Said respondents cause said product, when sold, to be trans
ported from their place of business in the State of Pennsylvania to 
purchasers thereof located at various points m other States of the 
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Dnited States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents now 
maintain, and have maintained at. all times mentioned herein, a con
btant current of trade and commerce in said product so distributed 
and sold by them, among and between the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business, respond
ents are now, and have been, in substantial competition with corpora
tions, firms, and individuals likewise engaged in the business of dis
tributing and selling acetyl salicylic rrcid products such as aspirin, in 
commerce among and between the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. 

There are, among the competitors of respondents, many who sell 
and distribute acetyl salicylic acid, commonly kno,vn as aspirin, in 
said commerce, 'vho do not in any manner misrepresent their said 
Products either as to the quality thereof or as to the efficacy thereof 
111 the treatment and cure of ailments and conditions that exist in the 
hnman body. 

P .li.R. 4. In the course and conduct of their business in said com
merce, and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their products, 
~he respondents cause advertisements containing reprrsentations and 
Implications in regard to said produet and its efficrtcy in the treat
tnent and cure of certain ailments and conditions to be circnlatP<l in 
!he various States of the United States and in the District of Colum
bia. In all such advertisements the respondents make the followillg 
statements: 

5 Grain Tablets 

American 

Purest 

Aspirin 

Registered U. S. Patent Oflice 

For Colds, Aches and Pains 
Guaranteed Genuine 

American Purest Aspirin, 
American Remedy Co. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

For Relief of distress and discomfo1·t due to simple headaches, head colds, 
simple neuralgia, muscular aches ami pains. For a gargle 2 tablets to % glass 
of Warm water-gargle every two or three hours. Directions: 1 or 2 tablets with 
n glass of water. 

AliiEniCAN llElllEDY CO. 

Phila., Pa. 
Dh>tribntors. 

14Gi5Gm-3!l-vol. 2-t-74 
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By the means and in the manner above stated, the respondents 
represent and imply that their said. product has been and is registered 
with the United States Patent Office; that it is the purest acetyl 
salicylic acid, commonly known as aspirin, obtainable in America; 
and that it is a competent and effective treatment and cure for colds, 
and aches and pains of whatever nature. 

PAR. 5. Respondents' said product is not registered in the United 
States Patent Office; it is not the purest acetyl salicylic acid obtain
able in America, and is no better than or different from the product 
of many of its competitors; it is not a competent and effective treat· 
ment and cure for all colds, aches and pains, in that it has no effect 
on the causative factors of such conditions in the human body. 

Many prospective purchasers of respondents' product believe that 
the registration of such a product with the United States Patent Office 
indicates that such a product has been tested and approved and is 
superior to similar products offered for sale and sold by competitors, 
and many prospective purchasers believe that the product of the 
respondents is the purest type of that product sold on the American 
market, and that such product is a competent and effective treatment 
and cure for all colds, aches, an<l pains. 

PAR. 6. The above and foregoing representations and implications, 
so made and used by the respondents in connection with the sale and 
distribution of their said product in such commerce, as hereinabove 
set out, have had and do have the tendency and capacity to mislead 
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the 
erroneous belief that said representations and implications are true, 
and into the erroneous belief that the products of the competitors of 
the respondent are inferior to and are less effective than the product 
of the respondents. As a result of such erroneous beliefs, so engen· 
dered, a substantial number of the purchasing and consuming public 
purchase the respondents' said product, thereby diverting trade to 
the respondents from their said competitors, who truthfully advertise 
their products, to the injury of such competitors and to the injury of 
the public. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Jean G. Subin, 
Israel Subin, and John N. Kinderman, individually and trading as 
American Remedy Company, are to the prejudice of the public and 
of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of compe· 
tition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the 
Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
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create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
:rnission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein on the 26th day of April 1937, by the respondents admitting 
all the material allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving 
the taking of further evidence and all other intervening procedure, 
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An .Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, Jean G. Subin, Israel Subin, 
~nd John N. Kinderman, their representatives, agents, and employees, 
In connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of that 
~ertain acetyl salicylic acid product, commonly known as aspirin, in 
Interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith 
cease and desist from re,presenting, directly or by implication: 

1. That said product is registered in the Patent Office of the 
United States of America. 

2. That said product is the purest aspirin in America and superior 
to other products composed of similar ingredients. 

3. That said product is a cure for colds. 
4. That said product is a competent and effective treatment or 

Palliative for all aches and pains. 
It is further ordered! That the respondents shall, within 60 days 

after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a re
port in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
it has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

MILLINERY QUALITY GUILD, INC., ET AL. 

COl\IPLAI:IIT, FINDINGS, AND OllOEit IN RIWARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC, !5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPllOVED SEPT. 2G, 1914 

Docket 2812. Complaint, May 'U, 1936-Decision, April 29, 1931 

Where a company, held out as a membership corporation and used as a corporate 
instrumentality by the fourteen "member" concerns and the ten "affiliate" 
concerns, which the former associated with them in their purpose and plan 
of preventing and eliminating, as far as possible, piracy of design and style 
in women's hats; and said "member" and "affiliate" concerns, er.gaged in 
the designing and manufacturing of women's hats at their respective fac
tories in New York and California, and in selling their said products to 
retailers located in the several States, and In substantial competition with 
one another, but for the understandings and agreements below set out, 
and included among the recognized leaders in the field of women's hats 
os re~pccts style and design, and with their said products, in great demand 
by the purchasing public throughout the United States, normally required, 
to an extent, at least by high-grade retail dealers in such products in 
New York and elsewhere in the United States, in order to offer a full 
line thereof; in pursuance of their aforesaid plan and purpose and the 
agreement of said "affiliate" concerns to work in unison and cooperation 
with said corpomte Instrumentality or "Guild" and its said "members" 
in making effective the rulings of the former as respects style piracy, 
and their agreement to make no sales to and show no merchandise to anY 
retail store which had failed to sign the Guild's agreement or so-called 
"Declaration of Cooperation"-

( a) Solicited and secured, through a regular series of circular letters and 
follow-up literature designed to induce and coerce retailers, and advising 
them that the Guild membership comprised practically every creative firm 
in the industry in question, and that only a store subscribing could inspect 
or purchase their hats, such agreements or so-called "Declarations of 
Cooperation" from some 1000 high-grade retail dealers in women's hats 
in the various States, under which agreements or declarations the dealer 
undertook and agreed (1) not to purchase from manufacturers hats which 
were copies of designs originated and made by them, or alleged to be such 
copies, as established through Guild's registration bureau and the committee 
provided for, and (2) to stamp their orders for hats with a statement that 
such orders were placed upon the seller's warranty that the styles of such 
products being purchased were not copies of styles originated by them. 
and that purchaser reserved right to return any merchandise which was 
not os warranted, and agreed with one another to make it a condition 
precedent to the sale of their products to retailers that they must .be signa· 
tories to and agree to be bound by and act In accordance with aforesaid 
declarations, and announced that they would refuse, and did refuse, to sell 
their products to retail dealers of stylish millinery who had failed or 
refused to sib'"ll or to cooperate in said declaration and plan and agreement 
for elimination of style piracy, and brought about return of hats under 
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aforesaid warranty in cases in which goods in question were declared 
by aforesaid Guild to be copies originated by certain of such "members" or 
"affiliates"; 

(b) Failed and refuscd to sell their products to retailers, on the ground or 
for the reason that such retail dealers (1) purchased, or had purchased, 
from manufacturers women's bats that were alleged by them to be copies 
of hats which they originated and made, or (2) failed or refused to stamp 
their orders for women's, hats purchased from manufacturers with state
ment that such orders were placed upon seller's warranty that styles of 
goods being purchased were not copies of styles originated by them, and 
that purchasers reserved right to return any merchandise which was not 
as warranted; and 

{c) Expelled from their membership any member or affiliate member, on the 
ground or for the reason that such member or affiliate solicited sale of, or 
sold, women's hats to a retailer who failed to sign above agreement or 
declaration or failed or refused to cooperate in the methods therein set 
forth; 

With result of unduly hindering competition in creating a monopoly in sale 
of women's bats in interstate commerce, and wah· capacity and tendency 
so to do, through (1) limiting manufacturers of stylish hats for women 
as to the outlets of their products and limiting retail dealers as to their 
source of supply, (2) depriving public of benefits of normal price competi
tion among retailers of stylish hats for women, (3) preventing such retailers 
from purchasing their requirenumts of such products in interstate com
merce from manufacturers other than those subject to above set forth 
limitation and restriction, ( 4) increasing price of such hats to retailers 
and consumers through protection of profits resulting from their activities 
to eliminate from trade alleged copies of styles which they claimed and 
adjudged themselves to have originated, (5) placing in their bands control 
of business practices of manufacturers of such hats, to extent of limiting 
and, as far as possible, eliminating retail outlet for copied styles of manu
facturers who copy styles originated by them, (6) eliminating from sale 
in interstate commerce women's hats which are copies of styles and designs 
claimeu to have been originated by them or others and registered with 
their said Guild, and (7) limiting interstate commerce in high-class worn
en's hats to models originated and designed by the manufacturer thereof, 
or to copies produceu by perrnh;sion of alleged originators thereof: 

II eld, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the injury 
and prejudice of the public and competitors and retailers of such products, 
and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore J.fr. John lV. Norwood, trial examiner. 
Mr. Astor ll ogg for the Commission. 
Mr. L01.cell M. Birrell, of New York City, for Millinery Quality 

Guild, Inc., members thereof and various affiliated respondents. 
Mr. Lewi8 G. Bernstein, of New York City, for Lilly Dache, Inc. 
Strauss, Reich & Boyer, of New York City, for Henri Bendel, Inc. 
Mr. }.Iaurice M. Cohn, of New York City, for Peggy Hoyt, Inc, 
llfr. Sanford Jarrett, of New York City, for La Mode Chez Tappe. 
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CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem· 
her 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Millinery Quality 
Guild, Inc., and its members, and Uptown Creators' Guild and it& 
members, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and now 
are using unfair methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" 
is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a pro
ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby 
issues its comphiint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Millinery Quality Guild, Inc., is a mem· 
bership corporation organized, existing, and doing business under the 
laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of 
business located at 711 Fifth Avenue, in the city of New York, in 
said State. Its membership consists of corporations, individuals~ 
firms, and partnerships, as hereinafter described, all of whom are en· 
gaged in designing and maufacturing ladies' hats at factories located 
in the State of New York and elsewhere in the United States and 
especially reproductions of hats originally designed, manufactured, 
and sold by French milliners, and in the sale of said ladies' hats to 
retail dealers located in States other than the States of manufacture, 
causing said ladies' hats, when sold, to be transported from their 
respective places of manufacture to the purchasers thereof. Therc. 
has been and now is a constant current of trade and commerce in said 
products between the members of said Millinery Quality Guild, Inc., 
and retailers in said hats located throughout the several States of 
the United States. In the course and conduct of their business the 
members of said Millinery Quality Guild, Inc., were, prior to the 
organization of said Guild in competition with each other and were 
at all times herein referred to in competition with other corporations, 
individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged in the sale and 
distribution of similar products in commerce as hereinabove set out. 
The membership of said Millinery Quality Guild, Inc. is and has been 
as follows: 

Cooper·Russell, Inc., a corporation existing under the lnws ot the State of 
New York, with Its principal place ot business located at 15 West 30th Street, 
city of New York, in said State; 

Fat•ringtou and Evans, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws ot tbP. 
State of Ne{v York, with its principal place ot business located at 711 Fifth 
Avenue, city ot New York, In said State; 

Dave Hersteln Company, a corporation existing under the laws of tbe 
State of New York, with its principal place ot business located at 711 Flttb 
.Avenue, city ot New York, in said State; 
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G. Howard Hodge, a corporation existing under the laws of the State ot 
Nt>w York, with its principal place of business located at 711 Fifth Avenue, 
elty ot NPw York, In said State; 

Edgar J. Lorle, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New York, with Its principal place ot business located at 711 Fifth Avenue, city 
of New York, In said State; 

L. G. Meyerson, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New York, with its principal place of business located at 711 Fifth Avenue, city 
ot' New York, in said State; 

Scherman Ilat Company, a corporation existing under the laws of the State 
ot New Yorl•, with Its principal place of business located at 5 East 3.7th Street, 
City of New Yorlr, in said State; 

Sergin F. Victor, an individual trading under the name and style of "Serge," 
With his principal place of business located at 15 West 39th Street, city of New 
York, In said State; 

Harry Solomons und May F. Solomons, copartners trading under tl1e name anrl 
style of Harr.y Solomons and Son, with their principal place of business located 
at 711 Fifth Avenue, city of New York, in said State; 

Oriole Hat company, a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
~ew York, with its principal place of business located at 15 West 39th Street, 
Ctty of New York, in said State; 

John Trinner, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New York and doing business under the name and style of "Trlnner Hats," 
With its principal place of business located at 711 Fifth Avenue, city of New 
York., in said State; 
N Vibo Company, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 

ew Yot·k, with its principal place of business located at 1 West 39th Street, 
c't 1 Y of New York, in said State; 

Vogue Hat Company, a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New York, with its principal place of business located at 711 Fifth Avenue, city 
of New York, in said State; 
S Simon Millinery Company, a corporation existing under the laws of the 
State of California, with its principal place of business located at 989 Market 

treet, in the city of San Francisco, in the State of California. 

PaR. 2. Respondent, Uptown Creators' Guild, is a voluntary unin
corporated association of corporations, individuals, firms, and part
~erships engaged in designing, manufacturing, selling and distribut
lng millinery, including ladies' hats, to retail dealers located in States 
other than the State of manufacture, causing said ladies' hats, when 
R~ld, to be transported from the respective places of manufacture in 
t e State of New York or State of manufacture to the purchasers 
~hereof located in the various States of the United States. There 

1 as been and now is a constant current of trade and commerce in said 
adies' hats between the members of said unincorporated association 

a.nd retail dealers in said hats. In the course and conduct of their 
respective businesses, the members of said Uptown Creators' Guilcl 
'\'vere, prior to the time when they began to cooperate with Millinery 
Quality Guild, Inc., as hereinafter set out, in competition with each 
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other and were at all times herein referred to in competition with 
corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged 
in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of similar prod
ucts. The membership of said Uptown Creators' Guild at the tim~ 
hereinafter referred to was as follows: 

llenri Bendel, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State uL 

New York, with its principal place of business located at 10 West 57th Street, 
city of New York, in said State; 

Lilly Dache, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New Yorlc, with its principal place of business located at 48::1 Madison Avenue, 
city of New York, in said State; 

Gladys and Belle, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State 
of New York, with its principal place of business located at 485 Madison Ave
nue, city of New York, in said State; 

Hatncgie Hats, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New York, with its principal place of business located at 711 Jl'ifth Avenue, 
city of Ne~· York, in said State; 

Peggy Hoyt, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New Yorl;:, with its principal place of business located at 16 East 55th Street, 
city of New York, in said State; 

Jay-Thorpe, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of NeW 
York, with its principal place of business located at 24 West 57th Street, citY 
of New York, in said State; 

John-Frederics, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New York, with its principal place of business located at 501 1\Iadison Avenue. 
city of New York, in said State; 

Minnie Kramer, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State 
of New York, with its principal place of business located at 501 Madison Ave· 
nue, city of New York, in said State; 

La Mode Chez Tappe, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the 
State of New York, with its principal place of business located at 19 West 
57th Street, city of New York, in said State; 

Nicole de Paris, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New York, with its principal place of business at 7 East 55th Street, city of 
New York, in said State; 

Florence Ueichman, Inc., a corporation existing under the Jaws of the State 
of New York, with its princlpal place of business located at 16 East u2nd Street, 
city of New York, in said State; 

Pauline Kahn, an lndiYidual trading under the n:unc and style of 1\Ime. Paulinr, 
with her principal place of business located at 6 East 53rd Street, city of NeW 
York, In said State; 

l\Iarlon Valle, Inc., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of 
New York, with its principal place of business located at GO! l\Iadison Avenue, 
city of New York, in said State. 

PAR. 3. The respondent corporations, individuals, finns and part
nerships, hereinabove mentioned, who make up and constitute the 
l\fillinery Quality Guild, Inc. and Uptown Creators' Guild. are origi
nators of the leading styles of the highest class ladies' hats and are 
manufacturers and sellers of the highest class ladies' hats. No mem· 
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ber of either Guild originates or manufactures hats to sell at whole
sale at less than $8.00 per hat. Said members of both said Guilds 
maintain designing departments and employ highly paid designers 
who_ are constantly engaged in the origination of new styles of hats. 
Such designers at intervals journey to Paris, France, to observe the 
trend of styles and to secure original French models, from which they 
later devise various adaptations which are called and known as 
"originations." The style element is the outstanding factor in the 
sale of ladies' hats and the late style hats, such as are sold and dis
tributed by the members of both Guilds, are in great demand by the 
purchasing public throughout the United States. The respondent 
members of said Guilds are the recognized leaders in the field of 
ladies' hats so far as style and design are concerned and a majority 
of the high grade retail dealers and outlets are required to procure at 
least some of their models from the manufacturers in one or both of 
said Guilds in order to offer a full line of ladies' hats. 

PAn. 4. The professed purpose of the organization of Millinery 
Quality Guild, Inc. was to prevent piracy of style and design of 
ladies' hats sold and distributed by members of the Millinery Qual
ity Guild, Inc., as hereinabove set out. Acting in pursuance of such 
professed purpose, said Millinery Quality Guild, Inc. and its mem
bers have adopted and still have in effect the following methods and 
practices: 

(a) The establishment and operation of a department in the Milli
nery Quality Guild, Inc., known as "Registration Bureau," wherein 
members of the Millinery Quality Guild, Inc., and no others, had 
and have the right and privilege of filing and registering the origi
nal model or models designed by them. By and through the under
standing of the members of the Millinery Quality Guild, Inc., it is 
mutually agreed by all the members of said Millinery Quality Guild, 
Inc., that the accept:tnce of any of its members' models or designs 
for registration constituted and constitutes a conclusive determina
tion by the Millinery Quality Guild, Inc., that such design or designs 
Was or were original designs and thereafter any imitation or copying 
thereof is to be considered and treated as design piracy. It is 
further agreed and understood bet\veen the members of the Millinery 
Quality Guild, Inc., that when registration of any design is granted 
to any member of said Guild, the hat and design are the particular 
Property of the member which had registered them. 

(b) Said Millinery Quality Guild, Inc. and its members further 
solicited and secured from a large number of retail customers in the 
Various States of the United States an agreement styled "Declaration 
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of Cooperation" between such retail dealers and the Millinery Quality 
Guild, Inc., said agreement being incorporated herein and made a 
part hereof by reference. 

(c) Sought and secured the cooperation of the unincorpo~ated 
group styling themselves the Uptown Creators' Guild in carrying 
out and enforcing the purpose of its organization, and in that behalf 
secured the signature of the constituent members of said Uptown 
Creators' Guild to a certain agreement : 

The firms whose signatures are attached hereto have agreed to unite in a 
circle under a caption of their own choosing. This organization to work in 
unison with the members of the Millinery Quality Guild on the questions of 
Style Piracy and the effort to eliminate unfair advertising." The agreement 
being that the members of this affiliated group will work in unison with the 
Millinery Quality Guild in making eft'ective the rulings regarding style piracY 
and unfair advertising. They will display the same sign In their show rooms, 
stating that on and after July 16 (1934) no sales will be made and no merchnn· 
dise will be shown to any store who has failed to sign our agreement regarding 
Style Piracy which Is as follows : 

This order is placed upon the seller's warranty that the above styles of 
hats are not copies of styles originated by members of the Millinery QualitY 
Guild, Inc. The purchaser reserves the right to return any merchandise which 
is not as warranted. 

PAR. 5. The constituent members of said Millinery Quality Guild, 
Inc., for more than three years last past, and the constituent mem
bers of the unincorporated association styling themselves the Uptown 
Creators' Guild, from and after the date of signature by them of 
the agreement hereinabove set forth, by combination, agreement, and 
concert of action, made it a condition precedent of the sale of their 
products to retailers that such retailers must have signed the "Decla
ration of Cooperation," hereinabove referred to; and by agreement, 
combination and concerted action, have refused to sell their prod
ucts to any retailer or retailers who have failed or refnseu to en
list in the plan and sign the "Declaration of Cooperation." In and 
by the agreement signed by the retailers of ladies' hats, designated 
"Declaration of Cooperation," the members of both of said Guilds 
have coerced and compelled, and now coerce and compel, retail dral
ers who are desirous of selling such stylish hats as are only prouuccd 
by the members of said Guilds to refuse to purchase said ladies' hats 
from manufacturers who have copied hats adjudged anu reported by 
said Guilds to have been designed by said members of said Guilds 
and to otherwise cooperate with said Guilders in removing from the 
market hats of manufacturers who are not cooperating with said 
Guilds in their style prote.ctive program set forth herein, under pen
alty of being blacklisted and boycotted by members of the said 
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Guilds. In and by such agreement styled the "Declaration of Co
operation," retailers are coerced and compelled to agree to recognize 
the property rights in styles created by Guild members and to 1'e
frain from purchasing copies of pirated styles created by the mem
bers of that association, and to stamp each millinery order made by 
them with the reading matter shown in paragraph two of the agree
ment hereinabove set out, and in such a manner as to notify the 
seller that the order is placed only upon the manufacturer's war
ranty that the hats so ordered are not copies of styles originated 
by members of the Millinery Quality Guild, Inc. and the members 
Gf the Uptown Creators' Guild. Said Millinery Quality Guild, Inc. 
claims the right, and by common understanding and agreement of its 
members and the members of the Uptown Creators' Guild has the 
right, to expel from its membership and to deprive of the benefit 
of the protection of its system of registration, and its system of style 
Protection· generally, any member of the Millinery Quality Guild, 
!nc. or Uptown Creators' Guild who solicits the business of or sells 
Its products to a retailer who fails or refuses to sign its "Declaration 
of Cooperation," and it has so expelled one of the constituent mem
bers of the Uptown Creators' Guild for the cause stated, and adver
t~sed the fact of such expulsion in periodicals, having an interstate 
Circulation, and by circular letters of notification addressed to ap
Proximately 1600 retailers in various States o:f the United States 
Who had signed the "Declaration of Cooperation" and who were co
Gperating with the plan of the Millinery Quality Guild, Inc . 

• PAR. 6. The capacity, tendency, 'purpose, and result of the com
bmation, conspiracy and agreement, and the acts and practices per
~ormed thereunder, by said respondents and the retail dealers here
Inabove described, have been and now are to unduly and unreasonably' 
restrain commerce by limiting manufacturers of stylish hats as to the
Gutlets of their products and retail dealers as to the sources of supply; 
to deprive the public of the benefits of normal price competition 
among retailers of stylish hats by restraining said retailers, under 
threat of boycott, who desire to purchase the products of the mem7 
hers of the Millinery Quality Guild, Inc. and the Uptown Creators' 
Guild from making any purchases unless such retailers sign and 
e~t~~ into the Guilds' agreements; to prevent retailers in stylish 
~1l.hnery from freely purchasing their requirements of said products 
1 ~1 Interstate commerce from the manufacturers thereof; to substan
tially increase the price o:f such hats to the retailers and to the con
suming public; to place in the hands of the 1\fillinery Quality Guild, 
~nc. control over the business practices of the manufacturers of stylish 
lats for women and the power to exclude from this industry those 
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who do not conform to the rules and regulations established by said 
Guild and thus to unduly and unreasonably restrain interstate trade 
and commerce in stylish millinery and to tend to create a monopoly 
in the said Millinery Quality Guild, Inc., its members and those 
cooperating with it. 

PAR. 7. The foregoing alleged acts and practices of respondents 
have been and still are to the prejudice of the buying public generally 
and the customers and competitors of the members of said respond
ents in particular and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
0ther purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission on the 21st day of May 1936, issued and 
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents Millinery 
Quality Guild, Inc., Cooper-Russell, Inc., Farrin~ton and Evans, Inc., 
Dave Herstein Company; G. Howard Hodge; Edgar J. Lorie, Inc., 
L. G. Meyerson, Inc., Scherman Hat Company; Oriole Hat Company; 
John Trinner, Inc., Vibo Company, Inc., Vogue Hat Co., Simon 
Millinery Company; Lilly Dache, Inc., Gladys and Belle, Inc., Hat
negie Hats, Inc., Jay-Thorpe, Inc., John Frederics, Inc., Minnie 
Kramer, Inc., Nicole de Paris, Inc., Florence Reichman, Inc., Marion 
Valle, Inc., Henri Bendel, Inc., Peggy Hoyt, Inc., La Mode Che~ 
Tappe, corporations; Sergin F. Victor, an individual trading as 
Serge; Pauline Kahn, an individual trading as Mme. Pauline, Harry 
Solomons and May F. Solomons, copartners trading as Harry Solo
mons and Sons, charging them with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce, in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents' 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of said con1· 
plaint were introduced by Astor Hogg, attomey for the Commission 
before John ,V, Norwood, an examiner of the Commission theretofore 
duly designated by it and in opposition to the allegations of the com
plaint by Lowell M. Birrell, Maurice l\I. Cohn, Sanford Jarrett, Lewis 
G. Bernstein, and Strauss, Reichl~ Boyer, attorneys for the respond
ents, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and 
filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding reg-
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ularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said 
complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, briefs in 
support of the complaint, and in opposition thereto, and the oral 
argument of counsel aforesaid; and the Commission having duly con
sidered the same, and being now fully ad vised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Millinery Quality Guild, Inc., here.in
after referred to as the "Guild" is a corporation organized, existing 
and doing business under the laws of the State of New York with its 
Principal office and place of business located at 711 Fifth Avenue, in 
the city of New York in said State. Said Guild is now, and for more 
than three years last past has been, under the domination and control 
of respondent hat manufacturers hereinafter referred to as "member" 
respondents, representatives of said member respondents acting as di
rectors of said Guild. Since the month of July 1934, said Guild has 
held itself out to the public to be a membership corporation with a 
lnembership composed of all of the concerns hereinafter named as 
"member" respondents. Said Guild has been used by all of the said 
"Inember" respondents as an instrumentality for the carrying out of 
the plan, purpose and agreement relative to the prevention of style 
Piracy h~reina fter described. The said "member" respondents are: 

Cooper-Russell, Inc., 11 corporation, with its principnl place of business at 15 
West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.; 

F'arrington and Enms; Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of business 
at 711 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.; 

Dave IIerstein Company, a corporation, with its principal plaee of business at 
711 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.; 

G. Iloward Hodge, a corporation, with its principal plnce of business at 711 
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.; 

Edgar J. Lorie, Inc., n corporation witlh its principal place of business at 711 
F'ifth Ave., New York, N.Y.; 

L. G. Meyerson, Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of business at 711 
}'ifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.; 

Scherman Hat Company, a corporation, with its principal place of business at 
5 East 37th Street, New York, N. Y.; 

Sergin F. Victor, an individual trading under the name and style of "Serge", 
With his principal place of business at 15 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.; 

llarry Solomons and l\Iay F. Solomons, copartners trading under the name 
and style of Harry Solomons and Son, with their principal place- of business 
at 711 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.; 

Oriole Hat Company, a eorporatlon, with Its principal place ot business at 
l5 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.; 
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John Trlnner, Inc., a corporation, doing business under the name and style 
of "Trinner Hats", with its principal place of business at 711 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, N. Y.; 

Vibo Company, Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of business at 1 
West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.; 

Vogue Ilat Company, a corporation, with its principal place of business at 
711 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.; 

Simon 1\I1llinery Company, a corporation, existing under the laws of the 
State of California, with its principal place of business at 989 Market Street, 
San Francisco, Calif. 

PAR. 2. Respondent corporations and individuals hereinafter 
named and described in this paragraph and hereafter referred to as 
"affiliate" respondents are: 

L!lly Dache, Inc., a corporation, with its prineipal place of business at 485 
1\Iadison Avenue, New York, N. Y.; 

Gladys and Belle, Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of business 
at 485 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.; 

Hatnegle Hats, Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of business at 
711 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.; 

Jay·Thorpe, Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of business at 24 
West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.; 

John-Frederlcs, Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of business at 
GOl Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.; 

Minnie Kramer, Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of business at 
GOl Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.; 

Nicole de Paris, Inc., a corporation, with its principal place of bm;iness nt 
7 East 55th Street, New York, N. Y.; 

Florence Reichman, Inc., a corporation, with Its principal place of business 
at 16 East 52nd Street, New York, N. Y.; 

Pauline Kahn. an Individual trading under the name and style of 1\Iadam 
Pauline with her princlpal place of business at 6 East 53rd Street, 1NetW 

York, N. Y.; . 
l\farlon Valle, Inc., a corporation, with Its principal place of business fit 501 

M!ldison Avenue, New York, N .. Y. 

PAR. 3. All of said respondents mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 
2 hereof, except the Guild, are engaged in designing and manu· 
facturing women's hats at their respective factories located in the 
States of New York and California in the United States and in the 
sale of said women's hats to retail dealers located in the several 
States of th~ United States other than the States of manufacture. 
Said respondents cause said women's hats1 when sold, to be trans· 
ported in interstate commerce from their rl'spective places of manu· 
facture to the purchasers thereof located in practically every State in 
the Union, and in so doing there is a constant current of trade and 
commerce m~tintained by said respondents. In the carrying on of 
their said respective businesses said respondents are engaged in sub· 
stantial competition with each other, except as to the understand· 
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ings and agreements hereinafter set forth, and with other corpora
tions, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged in the 
distribution, sale and transportation of similar products in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 4. All of the said respondents hereinbefore named other 
than the said Guild form a substantial majority of the originators 
of the leading styles of high grade millinery for women. In gen
eral the hats manufactured and sold by said respondents are sold at 
Wholesale for a price of about $8.00 per hat, but some of tlw, "mem
ber'' respondents manufacture hats to sell at wholesale at a lower 
Price. Some manufacturers of women's hats, including said re
spondents, originate their own designs for the hats they make. Some 
manufacturers do not originate their own designs but copy the de
signs of other manufacturers. The copying of other manufactnrers' 
designs is commonly known in the industry as style piracy. Manu
facturers who originate their own designs are known in the industry 
~s original creators. Many of the said respondents maintain design
lllg departments and employ designers or stylists who are constantly 
engaged in the origination of new styles of hats for women. Many 
of such designers visit Paris, France to observe the prevailing French 
styles and fashions and to detennine the style trends. After making 
such observations and determining the style trends, said designers 
devise, for their respective manufacturers, design adaptions which 
are used by said respondents in making their respective hats. Designs 
~repared in this way are considerPd in said industry original crea
tions, even though they may not be novel in the sense that nothing like 
them has ever existed before. 

The style elPment is one of the most important factors in the sale 
of Women's hats. The respondents herein are among the recognized 
leaders in the field of women's hats so far as style and design are 
concerned. The leading styles of hats, such as are sold and dis
~ributed by said respondents, are in great demand by the purchas
lng public throughout the United States. The high grade. retail 
dealers in women's hats, both in New York and elsewhere in the 
United States, in order to offer a full line of women's hats are nor
lllally required to procure at least some of their models from the 
said respondents . 

. P Alt. 5. In the year 1934 the said "member" respondents acting 
directly and in cooperation with each other and acting through the 
~uild; entered upon and carried out a plan or purpose to prevent 
Insofar as possible piracy of the style and design of women's hats 
lllnnufactured and sold by said re.spondents. In order to more com
Pletely effectuate and accomplish said purpose the said "member" 
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respondents sought and secured the cooperation of the "affiliate" re
spondents. In carrying out and enforcing their said plan and pur
pose to eliminate piracy of design and style of women's hats said 
"member" respondents procured from said "affiliate" respondents an 
agreement wherein and whereby each and all of said "affiliate" re· 
spondents agreed to work in unison and cooperation with said Guild 
and its said "member" respondents in making effective. the rulinp;s 
of said Guild regarding style piracy, and an agreement that on and 
after July 16, 1934, they would make no sales to and would show 
no merchandise to any retail store which had failed to sign a certain 
agreement E-ntitled a "Declaration of Cooperation" promulgated by 
said Guild and hereinafter fully set out. 

PAn. 6. To facilitate the operation of said plan and purpose n. 
Registration BurE-au was established by said Guild cooperating with 
"member" respondents under the supervision of its officers and em· 
ployees wherein the creators of original designs and styles might reg
ister their models. Once the model is accepted by the Registration 
flureau it is the usual practice of said respondents to regard such 
rl1odel as an original design and style of the person registering same, 
and any imitation or copying thereof in the ordinary course of busi· 
ness is treated by said respondents as design piracy. However, in the 
case of any alleged design piracy such filing and registration is not 
deemed conclusive but the matter is determined by a committee con· 
sisting of a representative of one or more of the "member" respond
ents or by the officers and employees of the said Guild. 

The said "member" respondents and "affiliate" respondents in order 
to make their said plan and purpose effective solicited and secured 
from approximately 1600 high grade retail dealers in women's hats 
located in various States of the United States the agreement herein· 
before referred to as the "Declaration of Cooperation", which is set 
forth in full as follows: 

DECLARATION OF COOPERATION 

DETWEEN ---------------- .AND THE 1\fiLUNERY QUALITY 

GUILD, lNO. IN THEIR EFFORT TO ST_\MP OUT STYLE PIR.\CY 

IN THE MILLINERY INDUSTRY. 

liiiLI.lNt'RY QUALITY GUIW, lNO. 

41i2 Fifth Avf>nue, Nf>w York, N. Y. 

GI>NTLEMEN: "'e wish to express our <lesire to coopPrnte with the members 
of your organization who have dt>cidrd to confine the sale of their lndlvidtutl 
rnPt'ehandise to such rPtaih'rs ns by their condnet Indicate their business policY 
to he that they will rf'cognlze the propPrty rlgl1ts In styles created hy your 
membt•rs, and will rl'fnse to countenance so-called "Style Piracy". DelieYlng the 
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Principles declared by your members to be proper for the protection of the 
PUblic, the retailer and the manufacturer, we wish to go on record as stating 
our fixed business policy. 

We will instruct all of our buyers in Millinery that we will not buy any 
copies of pirated styles created by members of your association; that we w111 
explain to them the great d'amage which the spreading of this practice is doing 
to our business and ask their complete cooperation. 

Furthermore, we will stamp all of our millinery orders with the following 
clause: 

''This order is placed upon the seller's warranty that the above styles of 
hats are not copies of styles originated by the members of The Millinery Quality 
Guild, Inc. The purchaser reserves the right to return any merch'llndise which 
is not as warranted." . 

We welcome this opportunity to put ourselves on record to lend you our 
fullest cooperation for we know it will lessen the confusion in our business and 
add to the profits. · 

Very truly yours, 

Store's name 

By --------------------

Store's address. 

In soliciting and securin•'~' said agreements the said respondents, 
n:ting by and through the ~aid -Guild, employed a regular series o£ 
Circular letters and follow-up literature designed to induce and coerce 
retailers to sign the "Declaration of Cooperation." In and by the cir
~u1ar letters sent out to the various retail stores throughout the United 

tates, such retail stores were advised that the membership of the 
?uild comprised practically every important creative firm in the mil
;,lllery industry and that only those stores which had subscribed to the 

1 
Declaration of Cooperation" can inspect or purchase the women's 
lats of respondents. 

PAn. 7. From and after the date when the "affiliated" member re
Sf>ondents entered into the said a()'reement with the said "member" 
res eo 

:r>ondents, they and said "member" respondents, by mutual under-
standing, agreement, combination and concert of action made it a 
condition precedent to the. sale of their products to retail dealers 
~~roughout the United States that such retailers must be signatories to 
• e '.'Dec-laration of Cooperation," and must agree to be bound by and 
uct ln accordance with the principles of prevention of style piracy 
announced in the said "Declaration of Cooperation." Respondents 
(Jther than the Guild, publicly announced that they would refuse to ;ell, and in certain cases did refuse to sell their products to retail 
~~alers i~ stylish milline;y who had failed .or refused to si~n the 

eclaratiOn of Cooperatwn" or who had failed to cooperate m the 
l)lan and agreement for the elimination of style piracy. 

HGi5Gm-3!J-vol. 2-!-75 
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In and by the foregoing plan and agreement said respondents have 
attempted to compel and still are attempting to compel and have 
compelled retail dealers who are desirous of selling hats manufactured 
by said respondents to make it a condition precedent to the purchase 
of women's hats from millinery manufacturers that the order for 
same be placed only upon the seller's warranty that the hats purchased 
are not copies of styles originated by respondents, and that in case 
the warranty fails then the merchandise may be returned. Pursuant 
to this method the said respondents have, in certain cases, brought 
about the return of women's hats by retail stores to manufacturers 
from whom they had purchased the same when such goods were 
declared by the respondent Guild to be copies originated by certain 
of respondents. . 

Pursuant to said plan, purpose and agreement said respondents 
agreed among themselves to expel from their membership, and to 
deprive of the benefits of their system of registration, and their 
system of style protection generally, any member or affiliate member 
of the Guj}d who solicits the business of or sells products to a retailer 
who has failed or refused to sign the said "Declaration of Coopera
tion." In one instance the respondents did expel Milgrim Hats, Inc., 
a corporation engaged in the manufacture and sale of women's hats 
in interstate commerce from their membership upon determination 
by the respondents that Milgrim Hats, Inc., was not abiding by the 
terms of said agreement, and notified the retail outlets and the public 
in general that they had expelled said concern from their membership. 

PAR. 8. The respondents Peggy Hoyt, Inc., Henri Bendel, Inc., 
and La Mode Chez Tappe, all of New York City, are not shown to 
have participated in the acts complained of and no finding is made 
against them. 

PAn. 9. The capacity, tendency, and result of the said purpose plan 
and agreement hereinbefore set forth, and the acts and practices per
formed thereunder by the respondents, as hereinbefore set forth, have 
been and now are unduly to hinder competition and to create mo· 
nopoly in the sale of women's hats in interstate commerce: 

(a) By limiting manufacturers of stylish hats for women as to 
the outlets of their products and by limiting retail dealers as to 
their source of supply; 

(b) By depriving the public of the benefits of normal price compe
tition among retailers of stylish hats for women, and 

(c) By preventing the retailers of stylish hats for wom£>n froll1 
purchasing their requirements of said products in interstate cmn· 
merce from manufacturers except subject to the limitation ntHl 
restriction of this plan and agreement as h£>reinbefore set forth, and 
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(d) By increasing the price of stylish hats for women to retailers 
and. consumers through the protection of profits resulting from 
l·espondents' activities to eliminate from the trade alleged copies of 
styles which they claim and adjudge themselves to have originated; 

(e) By placing in the hands of respondents control of the business 
Practices of the manufacturers of stylish hats for women to the extent 
of limiting and as far as possible, eliminating the retail outlet for 
copied styles of manufacturers who copy the styles originated by the 
l'espondents; 

(/) By eliminating from sale in interstate commerce women's hat&
Which are copies of styles and designs claimed to have been originated 
by respondents or others and registered with the :Millinery Quality 
Guild, Inc.; and 

(g) By limiting interstate commerce in high class wom~n's hats 
to models originated and designed by the manufacturer thereof or 
to copies produced by permission of the alleged originators thereof. 

CONCLUSION 

. The practices of the respondents as set forth in the foregoing find
~llgs as to the facts, in the circumstances therein set forth, are to the 
Injury and prejudice of the public and respondents' competitors and 
l'~tailers of women's hats, and constitute unfair methods of competi
tion in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of an Act 
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal' Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondents, 
testimony and other evidence taken before John W. Norwood, an 
el:aminer of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
~upport of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, 

r1efs filed herein, and oral argument by Astor Hogg, counsel for 
the Commission, and by Lowell M. Birrell, Maurice M. Cohn, Sanford 
Jarrett, Lewis G. Bernstein, and Strauss, Reich & Boyer, counsel for 
the respondents, and the Commission having made its findings as to 
the facts, and its conclusion that said respondents have violated the 
~rovisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, en
titled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
Powers and duties, and for other purposes." 
C It is ordered, That the respondents, Millinery Quality Guild, Inc~ •• 

ooper-Hussell, Inc., Farrington and Evans, Inc., Dave Herstein Com-
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pany; G. Howard Hodge; Edgar J. Lorie, Inc., L. G. Meyerson, Inc., 
Scherman Hat Company; Oriole Hat Company; John Trinner, Inc., 
Vibo Company, Inc., Vogue Hat Co., Simon Millinery Company; 
Lilly Dache, Inc., Gladys and Belle, Inc., Hatnegie Hats, Inc., Jay· 
Thorpe, Inc., John Frederics, Inc., Minnie Kramer, Inc., Nicole de 
Paris, Inc., Florence Reichman, Inc., Marion Vaile, Inc., corpora· 
tions; Sergin F. Victor, an individual trading as Serge; Pauline 
Kahn, an individual trading as Mme. Pauline; Harry Solomons and 
May F. Solomons, copartners trading as Harry Solomons and Sons, 
their respective officers, representatives, agents, and employees, or 
any group of such respondents or their agents, either with or without 
the cooperation of persons not parties in this proceeding, cease and 
desist from following a common course of action pursuant to a mutual 
understanding, plan, or agreement for the purpose or with the effect, 
directly or indirectly, of lessening competition in interstate commerce 
in women's hats, by the following methods, or any one or more thereof, 
to wit: 

1. Soliciting or securing from retail dealers in women's hats anY 
"Declaration of Cooperation~' or agreement or understanding what· 
soever wherein or whereby said retail dealers undertake or agree to 
refrain from purchasing, or to refuse to purchase from manufacturers, 
women's hats that are copies of designs originated and manufactured 
by respondents, or women's hats alleged by any of the respondents to 
be such copies; or wherein or whereby said dealers undertake or agree 
to stamp their orders for women's hats with a statement that such 
orders are placed upon the seller's warranty that the styles of women's 
hats being purchased are not copies of styles originated by respond· 
ents, and that the purchasers reserve the right to return any mer· 
chandise which is not as warranted. 

2. Failing or refusing to sell their products to retail dealers on 
the ground or for the reason that such retail dealers purchase or have 
purchased from manufacturers women's hats that are alleged bY 
l'espondents to be copies of women's hats originated and manufactured 
by respondents. 

3. Failing or refusing to sell their products to retail dealers whO 
fail or refuse to stamp their orders for women's hats purchased froJll 
manufacturers, with the statement that such orders are placed upon 
the seller's warranty that the styles of women's hats being purchased 
are not copies of styles originated by respondents, and that the pur· 
chasers reserve the right to return any merchandise which is not as 
warranted. 

4. Expelling from the membership of said Millinery Quality Guild, 
Inc., any member or affiliate member on the ground or for the reason 
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that such member or affiliate member solicited the sale of, or sold 
~omen's hats to a retailer who :failed to sign the agreement set forth 
In paragraph 1 hereof, or :failed or refused to cooperate in the methods 
therein set :forth. 

5. Utilizing any cooperative means among themselves or with re· 
tail dealers to accomplish or carry out the methods prohibited in 
Paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 hereof. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall within 60 days after 
service upon them of this order file with the Commission a report in 
Writing setting :forth in detail the manner and :form in which they 
have complied with this order. . 

It is further ordered, That the complaint as against respondents 
~eggy Hoyt, Inc., Henri Bendel, Inc., and La Mode Chez Tappe be 
dismissed on the ground that the allegations of the complaint are not 
sustained as to them. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

HEC BARTH, TRADING AS HEC BARTH LABORATORIES 
AND DARK-EYES LABORATORIES 

COllfPT.AINT, FINDINGS, AND OllDEll IN REClARD TO THE ALLEGED VJOI,ATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT 0.1;' CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2608. Complaint, Oct. 31, 1935-Dedsion, Apr. 30, 1931 

Where an individual engaged in sale, under name "Dark Eyes," of a comb!· 
nation two-bottle eyebrow and eyelash stain containing sil1ver nitrate and 
pyrogallol and prepared in black and in brown, and distributed in prac· 
tically every State through department stores, drug stores, and beuuty 
shops, and, as thus engaged, in substantial competition with others simi· 
Iarly engaged in sale and distribution, or In manufacture, sale, and distrl· 
butlon, of eyebrow and eyelash stains or dyes In commerce among the 
several States and in the District of Columbia-

( a) Represented, in advertising his said products in newspapers and period· 
teals of general circulation and by radio, that the same was safe and 
harmless and a new discovery, and that use thereof gave permanent beautY 
to, or was a permanent darkener of, eyebrows and eyelashes, facts being 
said product wns a caustic which would destroy tissue, possibility of dan· 
ger through use thereof was enhanced if applied by an unskilled person 
or in an unskilled manner, and 1t was neither safe nor harmless nor a 
new discovery, new growth made new applications necessary, and it did 
not accordingly give permanent beauty nor permanently darken the eye· 
lashes and eyebrows through use thereof; and 

(b) Represented that he owned, operated, or controlled a laboratory in which 
said product was made, facts being product In question was made for biill 
by a company which owned the formula thereof, and in which he owned 
no interest and over which he ex~rcised no control; 

With effect of misleading a substantial portion of the purchasing public into 
the erroneous belief that such representations were true, and with result 
that such public, as a consequence of mistaken and erroneous beliefs 
induced by such false and misleading statements, brought a sub· 
stantlal volume of his products, and trade was unfairly diverted to 
llim from competitors likewi~e engnged in sale and distribution of sncb 
darkeners or stains, or In the manufacture, sale and distribution thereof, 
and who truthfully represent the effects of their products when applied 
to the eyebrows and eyelashes; to the substantial injury of competition In 
commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Jlf r. Robert S. Hall, trial examiner. 
!If r. DeW itt T. Puckett for the Commission. 
Mr. Sid Mogul, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent . 

• 
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CoMPLAINT 

- Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Hec 
Barth, doing business under the trade names of Hec Barth Labora
tories and Dark Eyes Laboratories, hereinafter referred to as re
spondent, has been or is using unfair methods of competition in com
merce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereto would be in the 
Public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
respect as follows : 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Hec Barth, is an individual trading as 
liec Barth Laboratories and Dark Eyes Laboratories, with his office 
and principal place of business in the city of Chicago, State of 
lllinois. 

At and from said city and under said trade names, he is now and 
for several years last past, has been engaged in the sale of beautifying 
preparations, among which is a product sold by him for use by women 
ln the coloring of their eyelashes and eyebrows under the name of 
''D ark Eyes." 

PAn. 2. This said product, described in paragraph 1 hereof, is sold 
by respondent to wholesalers and jobbers of beautifying products, to 
-drug stores, beauty parlors, barbershops, and to ultimate consumers 
thereof, the latter being supplied through the United States mails. 
Said drug stores sell the same to the consuming public. Said beauty 
Parlors and barber shops use the same in the coloring of the eyelashes 
and eyebrows of women. · 

Respondent, when said product is so sold by him, causes the same. 
to he shipped from the said city of Chicago, State of Illinois, into 
1\nd through other states of the United States, to his said purchasers 
at their respective places of business or residence. 

PAn. 3. In the sale of the said "Dark Eyes," respondent is in sub
stantial competition with corporations, copartnerships and individ
Uals engaged in selling and offering for sale in interstate commerce. 
of compounds, chemicals or materials for use and used in the coloring 
-or dyeing of eyelashes and eyebrows of women. 

l>Att. 4. Respondent, in aid of the sale of said "Dark Eyes," has 
~vertised and is now advertising the same in newspapers, maga
tines and periodicals of general circulation in the United States 
an~ in pamphlets, booklets, letters, printed testimonials, and other 
Printed matter and by and through the use of photographs and other 
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pictures, caused by the respondent to be circulated among said cus
tomers and prospective customers, and on labels attached to the con· 
tainers thereof and in and through radio broadcasts which reach 
said customers and prospective customers residing in several of the 
States of the United States. In and through said advertising media, 
respondent makes the following among other false and misleading 
representations as to his said product: 

1. That respondent owns, operates, or controls a laboratory or laboratorieS 
where said product is manufactured by him. 

2. "Give your eyes this permanent beauty with Dark Eyes"-"The neW 
permanent darkener"-"Permanent color and beauty with Dark Eyes"-"The 
new permanent eyelash and eyebrow darkener"-"Lasts from four to five 
weeks." 

3. "Dark Eyes", when used as directed, is safe and harmless. 
4. "Dark Eyes" is a new discovery. 
5. The use of "Dark Eyes" gives your eyelashes aud eyebrows la:;;ting youth 

or lasting beauty. 
6. Thousands of smart women prefer this modern beauty way to possess 

attractive eyes. 
7. "Dark Eyes" is perfectly harmless to use and absolutely safe. 

PAR. 5. The representations set forth in the paragraph last abo-ve 
are false and misleading in that: 

1. Respondent owns and maintains no laboratory, and the said product 
"Dark Eyes", is manufactured for him; 

2. The use of "Dark Eyes" does not give permanent beauty; it is not 11 

permanent darkener. It dol's not assure permanent color and beauty; if it iS 
"permanent", 1t will last longer than four or five weeks, and if it lasts only four 
or five weeks, it is not permanent. The name "Dark Eyes" is a misnomer i 
it is the eyebrows and eyelashes and not the eyes that are colored by it; 

3. "Dark Eyes" is not safe or harmless, and its use may result in hariJI 
to the user thereof; the use of "Dark Eyes" as directed may result in injurY 
to the eye or the skin or flesh about the eye, or elsewhere; 

4. "Dark Eyes" is not a new discovery. The Ingredients contained in 1t have 
been used for many years in the coloring or dyeing of eyebrows .and eye
lashes; 

5. The use of "Dark Eyes" does not give eyela~hes and eyebrows lasting 
youth or lasting beauty. 

6. The use of "Dark Eyes" docs not constitute. a modern or better waY tO 
possess attractive eyes. 

7. "Dark Eyes" is not perfectly harmless to use or absolutely safe; 

PAR. 6. Each and all of the said representations described in Para· 
graph Four hereof, haye and have had the capacity and tendency to 
mislead and deceive the purchasing public into the erroneoUS 
belief that they are true, and each and all of the said repre· 
sentations have and have had the tendency and capacity to induce 
the purchase of said respondent's product and have and ha-ve had 
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the tendency and capacity to divert trade from and otherwise injure 
respondent's said competitors. 

PAR. 7. The above alleged acts and practices are all to the prejudice 
of the public and to respondent's said competitors and constitute un
fair methods of competition within the intent and meaning of Sec
tion 5 of an Act of Congress, entitled, "An Act to create. a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its J?OWers and duties, and for other 
Purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
t~mber 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trflde Commis
Sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
~ederal Trade Commission, on October 31, 1935, issued and served 
Its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Hec Barth, an in
dividual, doing business under the trade names of Hec Barth Labora
tories and Dark-Eyes Laboratories, charging him with the use of 
U~fair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the pro
'VIsions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the 
~ling of respondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence 
111 support of the allegations of said complaint were introduced by 
De Witt T. Puckett, attorney for the Commission, before Robert S. 
llall, an examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly designated 
by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint by Sid 
l~Iogul, attorney for the respondent; and said testimony and other 
e-vidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. 
'l'hereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before 
the Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony 
nnd other evidence, and briefs in support of the complaint and in 
0 PPosition thereto, no request for oral argument having been made, 
and the Commission having duly considered the same, and being now 
~ully advised in the premises finds that this proceeding is in the 
~nterest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and 
Its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AT TO THE FACTS 

• PARAGnAPn 1. The respondent, Hec Darth, is an individual trad
Ing as Dark-Eyes Company. Until about a year ago he employed 
the trade names Ilec Barth Laboratories and Dark-Eyes Labom
~ori:s. The business is located at 412 Orleans Street, Chicago, Ill. 
Ie Is now, and since April 1934, has been, engaged in the sale and 
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distribution of a product by the name of "Dark-Eyes," an eyebroW 
and eyelash stain. The product is put up and prepared for the 
market in small bottles, each containing approximately 1.3 drams 0f 
the preparation. Each package contains two bottles. Bottle number 
one contains primarily silver nitrate, and bottle number two con· 
tains primarily pyrogallol. It is prepared in two colors, namely, 
black and brown. 

The formula for the black product is: 
Bottle No. 1: 

Silver Nitrate U. S. P ------------------------------------
Ammonium Hydroxide C. P ------------------------------

The above are dissolved in a pectic vehicle in sufficient 
quantity to make the whole measure 100 parts. 

Bottle No. 2: 
Pyrogallol (Resublimed U. S. P.)--------------------------
Solvent (Distilled Water)---------------------------------

The formula for the brown product is: 
Bottle No. 1: 

4.75 parts 
1.30 parts 

8.25 parts 
96.25 parts 

Silver Nitrate U. S. P ---------------------------------- 8.25 parts 
Ammonium Hydroxide C. P ------------------------------ .80 pat·ts 

Both are dissolved in a pectic vehicle in sufficient quantity 
to make the whole measure 100 parts. 

Bottle No. 2: 
Pyrogallol (Resubllmed U. S. P.>--------------------------- 2.00 parts 
Solvent (Distilled Water)---------------------------------- 97.50 parts 

The main difference between the formula for the brown product 
and the black product is that the brown product contains less silver 
nitrate and pyrogallol per unit measure. 

The product is applied by first applying the liquid in bottle nu:rn
ber one to the eyelashes or eyebrows with a camel's hair brush. When 
the first application is dry the liquid in bottle number two is then 
applied with another small camel's hair brush. Contact between the 
two liquids causes an immediate precipitation of color. 

'Vhen orders are received for respondent's product, he causes it 
to be shipped and transported from Chicago, Ill., to the purchasers 
thereof located at various points in States of the United States other 
than the State of Illinois. The product is distributed in practicallY 
every State of the United States through department stores, drug 
stores, and beauty shops. An introductory or trial size package is 
sent through the mails direct to the purchasers thereof. The re· 
spondent has, since 1934, maintained a constant current of trade in 
said product, in commerce, among and between the various States 
of the United States. 
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At all times since the respondent entered into business, he has 
been in substantial competition with other individuals, and with 
partnerships and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution, 
or in the manufacture, sale and distribution, of eyebrow and eyelash 
stains or dyes, in commerce, among and between the several States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. The respondent has advertised, and is now advertising, 
Said product, in newspapers, periodicals, and magazines of general 
circulation in the United States. The product was advertised by 
radio during 1934. Representative of said advertising claims are 
the following statements : 

"Give your eyes this permanent beauty with 'Dark-Eyes' "-"The new per
manent darkener"-"Permanent color and beauty with 'Dark-Eyes' "-"The new 
Permanent eyelash and eyebrow darkener"-"Lasts from four to five weeks". 

"Dark-Eyes", when used as directed, is safe and harmless. 
"Dark-Eyes" is a new discovery. 
The use of "Dark-Eyes" gives your eyelashes and eyebrows lasting youth 

or lasting beauty. 
Thousands of smart women prefer this modern beauty way to possess attrac-

tive eyes. · 
"Dark-Eyes" is perfectly l1armless to use and absolutely safe. 

Each package of the product contains a direction sheet, which 
bears the expressions, among others, "Permanent," "Harmless," and 
"Harmless to Eyes, Hair and Skin." On the outside of the package 
itself appears the word "Permanent." 

Respondent represented until about a year ago that he owned and 
operated a laboratory where the product "Dark-Eyes" was manu· 
:factured. However, respondent has never at any time actually 
owned or operated, or directly and absolutely controlled, a ,labora· 
~ory in which the product was manufactured. In fact, the product 
Is manufactured for the respondent by theW. "\V. Baldwin Company 
of 412 Orleans Street, Chicago, Ill., owners of the formula for the 
Product. Respondent has never owned any interest in, or exercised 
any control over, the said 1V. W. Baldwin Company. Respondent's 
said product does not give permanent beauty, nor are the eyelashes 
and eyebrows permanently darkened by use of the product. When 
new lashes appear, or as the hair grows new applications of the 
product are necessary to darken the new growth. Said product 
Is not a new discovery. Its active ingredients, silver nitrate 
and pyrogallol, have been used in stains or eyebrow darkeners for 
Inany years. 
. The respondent's product is not harmless or absolutely safe, but 
Is injurious to the eyes of some users. ·women users of the product 
testified at the hearings. Mrs. Ethyl Weinberg Astrachan of Chi· 
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cago, Ill., purchased a package o£ respondent's product at Field's 
store in Chicago and used the product in accordance with the direc· 
tions supplied with it. Immediately after the application, her eyes 
began to pain her considerably and a severe headache set in. She 
suffered with her eyes for a period of three months. Dr. John 
William Wall, an eye specialist of Chicago, Ill., who attended Mrs. 
Astrachan during her said illness, concluded that Mrs. Astrachan's 
trouble with her eyes was caused by the application of the respond· 
ent's product to her eyelashes and eyebrows. 

Mrs. 1\fary W. Buettner of Cleveland, Ohio, purchased a package 
of respondent's products from a department store in Cleveland, Ohio, 
and applied the product in accordance with the instructions enclosed 
in the package. When she a woke the following morning, her eyes 
were inflamed, swollen and discolored. About four weeks elapsed 
before her eyes become normal. 1\frs. Buettner had applied other 
eyelash stains and dyes to her eyelashes on pre'vious occasions with 
no ill effect. Dr. Norman McGay of Cleveland, Ohio, who attended 
Mrs. Buettner during her aforesaid illness, found Mrs. Buettner suf
fering from a very bauly swollen eczematous condition around the 
left eye, over the bridge of the nose and a little over the right eye. 
The left eye was almost swollen shut. The forehead over the eye
brows and across the briuge of the nose was badly discolored with 
some chemical. He found Mrs. Buettner to be suffering from a 
localized condition caused by some local application, which he con
cluded to be the product she applied on that occasion . 
. Mrs. Margaret S. "\Verntz of Shaker Heights, Ohio, went to a 

beauty shop in Cleveland, Ohio, about eleven o'clock on the morning 
9f December 14, 1935, and had her eyelashes stained with the re· 
spondent's snid product. About six o'clock that night her eyes began 
watering and smarting, followed by pains in and near the eyeballs. 
The following morning her eyes were swollen and completely closed, 
and she remained totally blind for one week. Mrs. Werntz could 
not read for three months. Dr. James Roder Bell of Cleveland, 
Ohio, Mrs. Werntz' attending physician during her said illness, con
duded, after having treated Mrs. Werntz' eyes for three weeks, that 
her injury l'esulted from the application of respondent's product to 
her eyelashes and eyebrows. 

One percent silver nitrate solutions are used by the medical pro
fession as an antiseptic. It is applied to the eyes of new born babes 
to prevent gonorrheal infection. 'Vhen something stronger than a. 
one percent silver nitrate solution is required, in treating certain con
ditions of the eyes, some drug other than silver nitrate is used. Silver 
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nitrate solutions containing as much as 2.5% silver nitrate are ·used 
as a disinfectant when applied to parts of the body other than the eyes. 

The solution in bottle number one of the respondent's said black 
Product contains 4:75o/o of sih·er nitrate U. S. P. The solution in 
bottle number one of respondent's said brown product contains 3.25% 
of silver nitrate U. S. P. The silver nitrate solution is applied to the 
eyelashes or eyebrows ancl permitteJ to remain there a few moments 
before the solution contained in bottle number two is applied. · 

It is established by the testimony of medical authorities and chemi
cal experts that respondent's product is a caustic, and will destroy 
tissue. Silver nitrate and pyrogallol, if not mixed in the exact molec: 
ular proportions, will give off an excess of the silver nitrate or freo 
pyrogallol, and the uncombinecl silver nitrate hns the same effect that 
it Would have if nsed separately, and the uncombined silver nitrate can 
produce injury. The possibility of danger through use of the re
spondent's product is enhanced of course, if applied by an unskilled 
person or in an unskillful manner. 

PAR. 3. :Many of respondent's competitors who sell and distribute, 
or manufacture, sell and distribute, eyebrow and eyelash darkeners or 
dyes, in iuterstate commerce, do not in any way misrepresent the ef
fects of their protluds '"hen applied to the eyebrows and eyelashes. 

PAR. 4. The use by respondent of the representations set forth aboye, 
in his advertising literature, has had. and now has the capacity and 
tendency to mislead. and deceiw and has mislPd a substantial portion 
of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said repre
sentations are true. As a consequence of the mistaken and erroneous 
beliefs induced. by the false and misleading statements and representa
tions above referred to, the purchasing public has purchased a sub
stantial volume of respondent's products with the result that trade 
l~as been unfairly diverted to the respondent from his competitors 
hkewise engaged. in the business of selling and distributing eyebrow 
and eyelash darkeners or stains, or in the manufacture, sale, and dis
tribution of eyelash darkeners or stains, who truthfully represent the 
effects of their products when applied to the eyebrows and eyelashes 
of persons. As a result thereof, substantial injury has been and is 
llow being clone by respondent to competition, in commerce, among 
and between the various States of the United States and the Distt·iet 
of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid. acts and. practices of the respondent, Hec Barth, are 
to the prejudice of the public and. of respomh,nt's competitors, and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the 
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intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
ent, the testimony and other evidence taken before Robert S. Hall, an 
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, 
and briefs filed herein, no request for oral argument having been 
made, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Hec Barth, individually and 
trading as Hec Barth Laboratories and Dark-Eyes Laboratories, or 
under any other trade name, his agents, representatives and employees, 
in connection with the sale and distribution of an eyelash darkener 
now known as "Dark Eyes," or any other product containing the same 
or substantially the same ingredients, sold under that name or under 
any other trade name, in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from representing: 

1. That said product is safe and harmless. 
2. That said product is a new discovery. 
3. That the use of said product gives permanent beauty to or is a 

permanent darkener of the eyebrows and eyelashes. 
4. That respondent owns, operates or controls a laboratory or 

laboratories until and unless he does in fact actually own and operate, 
or directly and absolutely control a laboratory or laboratories wherein 
said product is compounded. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 clays 
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission o. 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which he has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

PERFECT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

COl\JPLAIN'f, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE. ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcet 13899. Complaint, Aug. 14, 1936-Decision, Apr. 30, 193"/ 

Where a corporation engaged in manufacture, and sale to purchasing and con
suming public in various parts of the United States, through use of trade 
name "Sav-An-Upper Company," of preparation, among others, known and 
designated as "Sav-An-Upper," and thus branded, labeled, and packed for 
sale and distribution by it, trading under name ''Sav-An-Upper Company," 
nnd by its agent-salesmen to purchasing and consuming public; In advertis
ing its said product, In the course and conduct of Its said business and as a 
means of obtaining services of such agent-salesmen to handle and sell the 
same, in sales magazines and periodicals of general circulation and in cir
culars and other mail matter distributed to prospective agents and con
taining sales talks and instructions, and through representations in said 
advertisements, distributed as aforesaid, and ~·hich were eventually com
municated to customers and consumers, actual and prospective-

(a) Represented that its said product had unusual sales appeal, or that selling 
qualities or possibilities thereof were most exceptional, and that large sums 
of money might commonly or easily be made by agents in handling and 
selling the same, through such stu tements as that men and women every
Where were making tremendous prolits, up to 202%, in the sale thereof •. 
that an investment of $1.50 could bulld itself into tens, hundreds, and thou
sands of dollars in just a short while, and that earnings up to $5,000 a year 
should be reached by quite a few, and others of like import and effect; 

(b) Represented that its said product, when applied to objects, possessed and 
imparted the quality, condition, and effect of permanency and would renew 

"articles to which it was applied, such as trunks, luggage, school and shop
ping bags, or make scuffed shoe tops loolc as neat and good as the day 
they left the factory, and similar statements; and 

(c) Represented that it owned or operated the million dollar company which 
Was, or would be, back of salesmen selling its said product, and that such 
company had a world-wide business and prospering agents everywhere; 

Facts being such statements and representations were false, deceptive, mislead
ing and exaggerated in various particulars, its said product did not possess 
the sales appeal or possibilities claimed for it, agents and salesmen could 
not and did not realize, through sale thereof, large earnings and profits held 
out to them, product did not produce or impart a coating which was perma
nent in character or which would renew or restore objects, no matter how 
old, \\·orn or scuffed they might be, to a new or like new condition, and it 
did not own, control, or operate any million dollar company or business with 
World-wide trade or connections, or any company or business even approxi-

' lllating such financial size, status, or importance; 
V'ith tendency and eapaclty to cause agents and salesm<m to form mistaken and 

erroneous beliefs that such a company, and with world-wide business and 
prosperous agents everywhere, was back of them, and that product in ques
tion had a selling power or appeal which it did not possess, and that large and 
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substantial profits could be earned from sale thereof, and with effect of 
causing members of purchasing public to form mistaken and erroneous 
beliefs concerning character and qualities of said product and mmge to 
which it properly and successfully might be put, and with further result 
that salesmen and agents were thereby induced to handle and sell the same, 
and members of the public to purchase said product under erroneous 
belief that misleading and extravagant claims made for 1t were true, to 
the detriment and injury of manufatturers and sellers of similar products, 
and with capacity and tendency unfairly to divert to it trade of competitors 
engaged in selling such products and who fairly and accurately advertise 
and represent the same: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. 111 arshall 111 organ for the Commission. 
Pamton & Seasongood, of Cincinnati, Ohio, for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Perfect 
Manufacturing Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as 
"respondent," has been, and is now, using unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appear
ing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its 
charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Perfect Manufacturing Company, is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under ana" by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and 
place of business located at 3325 Madison Road, in the city of Cin
cinnati, Ohio. Respondent is now and for more than two years last 
past has been engaged, as hereinafter described, in the business of 
manufacturing and selling to retail dealers, agents, and salesmen iil 
various parts of the United StpJes, through the use of trade name 
companies, various appliances, products, and preparations. Among 
the appliances, products, and preparations so manufactured and sold 
by respondent, is a liquid shoe polish, enamel, dressing, or finish, 
for shoes, made in different colors, known and designated as "Sa-v
An-Upper,'' and sold to retail dealers, salesmen, and agents in various 
parts of the United States. The said preparation, Sav-An-Upper, 
is manufactured, as stated in Cincinnati, Ohio, where it is branded, 
labelled, and packed by respondent for sale and distribution by it
self through the use of a trade name company, known and designated 
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as "Sav-An-Upper Company," and by its agent-salesmen, or dealer
customers, to the purchasing and consuming public of the United 
States. In consummating such sales and in distributing such product, 
respondent causes the said shoe polish, enamel, dressing, or finish to 
be transported and delivered from its place of business in Cincinnati, 
State of Ohio, through and into various other States of the United 
States to the respective purchasers thereof at their respective points 
of location. In the course and conduct of its business the respondent 
has been and is now engaged in direct and substantial competition 
With various corporations, partnerships, and individuals likewise en
gaged in the sale and distribution of shoe polishes, enamels, finishes, 
or dressings for shoes and offering such products for sale in commerce 
?etween and among the various States of the United States and with
In the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its said business respondent 
has offered its products for sale and has sold and transported or 
caused the same to be transported in commerce among the several 
States of the United States to the consuming public through the 
llledium of salesmen, agents, and dealers. Said products are and 
Were shipped in response to orders received from said salesmen, 
agents, or dealers transported or caused to be transported in com
lllerce among the several States of the United States. As a means 
of obtaining the services of such salesmen, agents, or dealers, said 
l·espomlent causes and has catLsed advertisements to appear in sales 
lllagazines and periodicals having general circulation, and, in addi
tion, distributes and has distributed circulars and other mail mutter 
containing sales talks and instructions. 

In the course and conduct of its said business, as hereinabove related, 
respondent has caused various false, deceptive, and misleading state
lllents to be inserted and to appear in said advertisements and in cir
culars and other mail matter distributed by it. The statements con
tained in said advertisements, circulars, and mail matter are ad
dressed to and are and have been distributed among salesmen, agents, 
and dealers throughout the United States and are intended to be and 
constitute instructions to them in connection with sales talks to be 
lnacle to retail stores, boot-black stands, customers and consumers, 
actual and prospective. In this manner the said Yarious false and 
lllisleading statements and representations inserted in said trtule 
lnagazines, circulars, bulletins and other communications by respond
ent, including claims set forth in describing respondent's products, 
are and have been passed on to the ultimate consumer by respondent's 
salesmen, dealers, and agents, and the consuming public have been in
duced to purchase the products thus offered for sale and sold by 

1467:iGm-3!l vol. 24-76 
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respondent in the erroneous belief that said false and misleading 
statements and representations concerning such products were and 
are true. 

PAR. 3. In the course an~ conduct of its business, respondent, in 
advertisements, circulars, bulletins, and sales communications hav
ing a general circulation, as stated, represents in advertising: 

Picture appearing in a display ad,·ertisement of an old, creased and wrinkled 
look:ng shoe coupled with the words: 

Defore Using Sav-An-Upper. 
Picture of same shoe in glistening black surface, and, new In appearance, 

coupled with the words : 
After Using Sav-An-Upper. 
Shoes like new as low as 2¢ a pair. It's easy. Shoes like new 6¢ a pair. 
Earn up to $2 in an hour. 
Sensational new discovpry-completely covers scuffed, discolored and faded 

uppers of any shade with wear proof highly polished coating. Makes theiil 
look new. Quick, easy economical. Takes only a minute. Just brush it on. 
Gives glossy, good-looking, long wearing, crack proof finish. 

Sav-An-Upper has found a hearty welcome In every city, town, village, and 
on millions of farms. 

Free Sample-1\Ien and women representatives making tremendous profits. 
Unlimited demand. Write today for free sample that proves all claims and 
territory offer. Send no money. 

Not a polish. Not a dye. 
Saves buying shoes. 
• • • makes the scuffed, discolored and faded uppers glossy, neat and good· 

looking as the day they left the factory. 
Sav-An-Upper completely covers the scufl'ed, unsightly leather, canvas, suede, 

reptile skin, satin or linen with a tough, water-proof, long-wearing, flexible coat· 
ing that won't rub off. Sav-An-Upper preserves the uppers and adds monthS 
and months of extra wear. 

Men and women everywhere making tremendous profits-up to 202%. Desir· 
able territories are being "snapped up" by hustlers. Get your share of the 
Dig Money • • • 

• • • Not only makes old shoes like new but it is also excellent for re
newing trunks, luggage, school bags, shopping bags, brief cases, leathPr up· 
holstery, and cushions, auto tops, harness, reins, saddles, bits, wallets. leather 
gloves, etc. • • • 

• • • Enormous margin of profit on quick easy sales. • • • 
lllost sensational money maker ever offered to direct sellers. 
Waterproof, crack-proof-long wearing-Needs no polishing. 
Your $1.50 investment can build itself into tens, hundreds, and thousands of 

dollars in just a short while. Act today! 
Just got back to my room from a date with a shoe man. lie surPly gflve 

Sav-An-Upper every test be knew and then some. When he got through 1Je 
told me it was the best product he bad ever seen. 

E,·ery !lemonstration makes you sales and profits galore. • • • 
Your profits are guaranteed-you have a fortune to gain and you cannot loHe· 
Your territory is open but It will not stay that way long. 
Your tenitory is a regular "gold mine" ready for digging. 
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De financially Independent. 
You can earn as much money as you want because tile amount of your income 

depends entirely on your own efforts. 
You simply make the sensational one-second demonstration and the prospect 

BUYs. 
A. self-polished, good-looking flexible coating that is longer wearing, crack

lll'oof, waterproof and permanent. 
If you act quickly you can begin making as much as $2.00 in an hour at once, 

beginuing the first day. 
• • • Its big margin of profit (up to 186o/o) means that just a few sales 

Will pay you $30.00, $50.00, $80.00 a week or more. 
• "' "' Even beginners are so swamped with orders that they must hire 

flUb-agents to help handle their business. Earnings up to $5000.00 in a year 
Should be reached by quite a few. 

• • • I want to see you own your own home, your own car, and bave a 
hank account. That's what Sav-An-Upper is doing for other men and women 
everywhere. 

• • • Demonstrations of tbis kind made in a ~usy section, at fairs, at 
carnimls or markets, bring as high as $12.00 worth of sales in an hour, which 
can mean as much as $7.95 in profits to you. 

• • • Depending on the size of your territory and tbe number of sub
llgents you put to work, you can make as high as $18.00 in a day, besides what 
l'ou make on your personal sales to consumers and stores and tllrough 
demonstrations. 

"' • • this sensational new discovery affords YOU AN OPPORTUNITY 
'l'O GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR of a gigantic, world-wide business with 
llrospe1·ing representatives everywhere. 

Our entire plant including manufacturing department, chemical laboratories, 
raw material storage, offices, occupies 5 acres with three railroad sidings, • • • 

A. million dollar company is back of you I 

. PAR. 4. \Vhen in truth and in :fact said statements and representa
tions made by said respondent with respect to its product and the 
earnings to be derived :from the sale thereof, were and are :false, 
deceptive and misleading in the :following among other particulars: 

1. Agents, dealers, solicitors and other selling respondent's product 
cannot and do not earn up to $2.00 an hour. 

2. Men and women everywhere are not making tremendous profits-
Up to 202%, or getting their share of "the Big :Money", or realizing 
an enormous margin of profit on quick easy sales. 
d 3. Investments o:f $1.50 are not building themselves into tens, hun

reds and thousands of dollars in just a short time. 
,, 4. Every demonstration of respondent's product does not make 
sales and profits galore". 

5. Territories in which respondent's product has not been sold are 
not "gold mines, ready :for digging". 

6. Profits to the sellers o:f respondent's proJucts are not "guaran
teed'' nor have they a :fortune to gain which they cannot lose. 
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7. Salesmen are not being made "independent" in handling re
spondent's product, nor are they earning as much as they want, nor 
are the amounts of earnings limited only by their own effort. 

8. One-second demonstrations do not cause prospective purchasers 
to buy. 

V. Agents and sellers cannot and do not make as much as $2.00 in 
an hour at once by acting quickly or otherwise, beginning the first 
day; nor $12.00 an hour nor $18.00 in a day. 

10. The sale of respondent's product is not providing and has not 
provided homes, cars and bank accounts for men and women sell· 
ing such product. 

11. A few sales an hour of respondent's product will not pay $30, 
$50, $80 and more a week, and beginners are not so s\vamped with 
orders that they must hire sub-agents to help handle their business. 

12. Earnings up to $5,000 in a year are not reached by "quite !t 

few." 
13. Respondent's business is not "a gigantic, world-wide business 

with prospering representatives everywhere"; and no million dollnr 
company, including chemical laboratories, occupying 5 acres and hav
ing three railroad sidings, is back of those selling respondent's 
products. 

14. Respondent's product is not crack-proof, nor water-proof, nor 
permanent, nor does it renew trunks, luggage, school bags, shopping 
bags, brief cases, leather upholstery and cushions, auto tops, harness, 
and other articles of leather. 

15. Respondent's product cannot and does not make scuffed shoe 
tops look as neat and good as "the day they left the factory" or mal{e 
old shoes like new for 2¢ and 6¢ respectively. 

16. The "attractive, polished, glowing neatness of brand new shoes'' 
is not restored to old uppers of shoes by use of respondent's product 
no matter ''how soiled, discolored, scuffed, scratched or faded the old 
uppers may be." 

PAR. 5. Among the competitors of respondent referred to in par:J.· 
graph 1 hereof, there are those who manufacture anu sell in coJtl
merce products like or similar to those sold by respondent, and ,\"ItO 
do not make false, misleading, and extravagant claims and repre· 
sentations concerning such products, but advertise and represent tht> 
same fairly and accurately. 

PAR. 6. Respondent by the use of the hereinbefore described nd· 
vertising in interstate commerce has thereby falsely represented to 
prospective agents, salesmen, dealers, or others, that large or sub· 
stantial sums of money are being or could be easily and quickly mttde 
in the sale of its said product, when in truth and in fact the selling 
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Possibilities and sale qualities thereof are not and never have been of 
t.he character represented, and respondent has further, as herein 
shown, falsely represented in advertising matter the nature, character 
and qualities of its said product. 
. lly the use of these false and misleading repi:·esentations appearing 
ln respondent's circulars, bulletins, sales talks, or instructions, ad
Veltisements in trade magazines and in other advertising matter em
ployed by respondent, which representations are passed on to the 
Purchasing public by salesmen, agents, and dealers selling respond
\!Jlt's product, the consuming public and those induced to sell such 
Vtoduct, are and have been thereby deceived concerning the charac
ter and qualities of the said product and the uses to which i~_,properly 
and successfully may be put, and are and have been thereby induced 
to purchase respondent's product under the erroneous belief that the 
false and extravagant claims made for it are and were true. The 
~foresaid practices of respondent are :further to the detriment and 
lnjury of manufacturers and sellers of products similar to those 
sold by respondent, and have had the capacity and tendency to divert 
to respondent the trade of competitors engaged in selling in inter
state commerce products of the nature of that sold by respondent, and 
'Vho fairly and accurately advertise and represent such products. 

PAn. 7. The above false, misleading, and deceptive acts, practices 
and methods of respondent under the circumstances and conditions 
hereinabove alleged are unlawful and constitute unfair methods of 
<:ompetition within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS As TO TIIE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
te~ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
lh.Ission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
~he Federal Trade Commission on the 14th day of August 1936, 
18~Ued and on the 17th day of August 1936, served its complaint in 
this proceeding upon respondent, Perfect Manufacturing Company, 
charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in com
lh.erce in violation of the provisions of said act. On September 5, 
193G, the respondent filed its answer in this proceeding. Thereafter, 
~ stipulation was entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed 
hat a statement of facts executed by the respondent through its 

<:ounsel, Messrs. Paxton and Seasongood, and by ,V. T. Kelley, Chief 
Counsel, of the Commission, subject to the approval of the Commis-
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sion, might be taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu 
of testimony in support of the charges stated in the complaint, or 
in opposition thereto, and that the said Commission might proceed 
upon said statement of facts to make its report, stating its findings 
as to the facts (including inferences which it might draw from said 
facts), and its conclusion based thereon and enter its order dispos· 
ing of the proceeding without the presentation of argument or the 
filing of briefs. Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on for 
final hearing before the Commission on said complaint, answer and 
stipulation, said stipulation having been approved and accepted, 
and the Commission having duly considered the same and being no'W 
fully ad-v-ised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
interest of the public and makes its findings as to the facts and its 
conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Perfect Manufacturing Company, is 
a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and 
place of business located at 3325 Madison Road, in the city of Cin· 
cinnati, Ohio. Respondent is now and for more than two years 
last past has been engaged in the business of manufacturing and 
selling to the purchasing and consuming public in various parts 
of the United States, through the use of trade name companies, vari· 
ous appliances, products, and preparations. Among such is a liquid 
finish for shoes, made in different colors, known and designated ns 
"Sav-An-Upper." The said preparation, Sav-An-Upper, is manu· 
factured in Cincinnati, Ohio, where it is branded, labeled, and packed 
for sale and distribution by respondent trading under the naroe 
"Sav-An-Upper Company," and by its agent-salesmen, to the pur· 
chasing and consuming public in the United States. In consummat· 
ing such sales and in distributing such product, respondent causes 
the said shoe finish to be transported and delivered from its place 
of business in Cincinnati, State of Ohio, through and into variong 
other States of the United States to the respective purchasers thereof 
at their respective points of location. . 

PAR. 2. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its business, 19 

now, ami has been at all times mentioned herein, engaged in sub· 
stantial competition with other corporations, and with firms and 
individuals likewise engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribu· 
tion of liquid finishes for shoes in commerce between and among the 
various States of the United States. 
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PAR. 3. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its said business, 
and as a means of obtaining the services of agent-salesmen to handle 
and sell its product "Sav-An-Upper" causes and has caused advertise
ments to appear in sales magazines and periodicals having a general 
circulation throughout the United States and in addition distributes 
and has distributed to prospective agents, circulars and other 
mail matter containing sales talks and instructions. The representa
tions contained in said advertisements distributed as aforesaid among 
agent-salesmen throughout the United States are and have been 
eventually communicated to customers and consumers, actual and 
Prospective. 

PAn. 4. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its business, in 
circulars, bulletins, sales communications and through other adver
tising media having general circulation, has made various claims, 
statements and representations concerning its product ''Sav-An
!J'pper." In certain of its advertisements respondent represents that 
lts product "Sav-An-Upper" has unusual sales appeal, or that selling 
qualities or possibilities of "Sav-An-Upper" are most exceptional 
and that large sums of money may commonly or easily be made by 
agents in handling and selling such product. In certain other state
ments and advertisements, respondent makes various representations 
concerning the permanent, wearing, lasting, and restorative qualities 
of the said product and concerning the size, scope, and character of 
respondent's business. Typical of the representations contained in 
said advertising matter of respondent, are statements that men and 
"'omen everywhere are making tremendous profits, up to 202%, in 
~he sale of "Sav-An-Upper," that an investment of $1.50 can build 
Itself into tens, hundreds, and thousands of dollars in just a short 
\\rhile, that earnings up to $5,000 a year should be reached by quite 
a few, and other statements of like import and effect. In other 
statements it is represented that "Sav-An-Upper," when applied, has 
!he characteristic of permanency and will renew articles to which it 
Is. applied, such as trunks, luggage, school and shopping bags, or 
"'Ill make scuffed shoe tops look as neat and good as the day they 
left the factory, or that when applied to old shoes they can be made 
to look new for as little as 2¢ to 6¢ respectively, and that old shoe 
11Ppers to which "Save-An-Upper" is applied, no matter how soiled 
or discolored, scuffed, scralched, or faded, will be restored to the 
glowing neatness of brand-new shoes. Further typical of respond
~nt's representations are representations to the effect that respondent 
Is, owns or operates a million dollar company which is, or will be, 
hack of the salesmen selling its product "Sav-An-Upper," and that 
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such company has a world-wide business and prospering agents 
everywhere. 

PAR. 5. The statements and representations made by respondent in 
selling and offering for sale its product "Sav-An-Upper" were, and 
are, false, deceptive, misleading, and exaggerated in various partic
ulars. Respondent's product does not possess the sales appeal or 
possibilities that are being and have been claimed for it. Agents 
and salesmen can not and do not realize, as a result of the sale of 
said product, the large earnings and profits that have been held out 
to them by respondent as an inducement to have them handle and 
undertake the sale of said product. The respondent does not own, 
control or operate any million dollar company or business with 
world-wide trade or connections or any company or business even 
approximating such financial size, status or importance, and re· 
spondent's product "Sav-An-Upper," when applied to objects, does 
not produce or impart a coating which is permanent in character 
or which can or will renew or restore objects, no matter how old, 
worn or scuffed they may be, to a new or like-new condition. 

PAR. 6. Among the competitors of the respondent referred to in 
paragraph 1 hereof, there are those who manufacture and sell in com
merce, products like or similar to those sold by respondent, and who 
do not make false, misleading and extravagant claims and represen· 
tations concerning such products, but advertise and represent the 
same fairly and accurately. 

PAR. 7. The use of the hereinbefore mentioned false and misleading 
representations on the part of respondent and its agents, which are 
typical of the methods employed by respondent in the sale and offer· 
ing for sale of its product, the said liquid finish for shoes known and 
designated as "Sav-An-Upper" has had, and now has, the tendencY 
and capacity to cause agents and salesmen to form the mistaken and 
erroneous beliefs that a million dollar company, with a world-wide 
business and prosperous agents everywhere, is back of them, that the 
product has a selling power or appeal which it does not possess, and 
that large and substantial profits can be earned from the sale thereof· 
The use of respondent's representations has further caused members 
of the purchasii1g public to form mistaken and erroneous beliefs con
cerning the character and qualities of the said product and the uses 
to which it properly and successfully may be put. Salesmen and 
agents have thereby been induced to handle and sell respondent's 
product and members of the purchasing public have thereby been 
induced to purchase said product under the erroneous belief that the 
misleading and extravagant claims made for it are and were true. 
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The aforesaid representations and practices of respondent are further 
t? the detriment and injury of manufacturers and sellers of products 
Similar to that sold by respondent and have the capacity and tendency 
Unfairly to divert to respondent the trade of competitors engaged in 
selling in commerce among and between the various States of the 
Dnited States and within the District of Columbia products of the 
nature of that sold by respondent, and who fairly and accurately 
advertise and represent such products. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Perfect Manu
facturing Company, a corporation, are to the prejudice of the public 
and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

.This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
lnission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, and the agreed stipulation as to the facts entered into be
tween the respondent herein, Perfect Manufacturing Company, and 
W. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Commission, which stipulation 
~rovides, among other things, that without further evidence or other 
Intervening procedure, the Commission may issue and serve upon 
the respondent herein findings as to the facts (including inferences 
':'hich it may draw from the said stipulated facts) and the conclu
Sion based thereon and an order disposing of the proceeding, and the 
Coilllnission having made its findings as to the facts and conclusion 
that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Con
gress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
li'ederal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Perfect Manufacturing Com
pany, its officers, representatives, agents, individual or corporate, and 
It~ employees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and dis:. 
~~lb~1tion in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia of a 
Iqtnd finish or product for shoes known as "Sav-.An-Upper-," or 

des!gnated or described under any other name, do forthwith cease and 
des1st from: 
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1. Representing that agents or salesmen can or do earn or have 
ever earned certain specified sums daily, weekly, monthly, or for or 
during any stated period of time through the sale of respondent's 
said product unless and until said agents or salesmen actually have 
so made the earnings stated; 

2. Representing that respondent's product when applied to ob
jects possesses and imparts the quality, effect or condition of per
mancy, or has the renewing and restoring qualities or characteristics, 
which have been ascribed to it by the respondent, and which it does 
not possess. 

3. Representing that respondent is a million dollar company, and 
that it has assets or a volume of business or business connections or 
operations substantially in excess of those which it actually possesses. 

It is further onlered, That the respondent shall, within GO days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

FOOD DISPLAY MACHINE CORPORATION 

~OMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VJOI,ATION 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGHESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket ~"1~6. Complaint, Feb. 19, 1936-Decision, May 1, 1997 

Where a corporation engaged in the sale and distribution of potato chip ma· 
chines; in advertising same in various periodicals, pamphlets, form letters, 
ar.d other advertising media of interstate circulatlon-

{a) Represented and held out, as IJOssible or maximum earnings for any fixed 
period, amounts in excess of those actually earned during such period by 
operators of its machines under normal conditions in due course of busi
ness, through use of such statements or expressions as "up to" or "as much 
as," or others of similar import and effect, such as "l\Iake as much as $23.00 
a day on the capacity of one machine selling wholesale only," "Work at 
home. Make up to $117.00 a week" ; 

(b) Represented or held out, as usual or customary earnings or profl.ts to be 
derived from the operation of its machines, sums or amounts in excess of 
the average, usual and customary sums or amounts actually thus earned 
under normal conditions in due course of business, through such statements 
as "Every time you invest $11.48 in raw materials, you get back $35.00 in 
cash on the spot "' "' •," with $23.50 thereof "net profit for you," and, 
theretofore, such statements as "There is no way to tell whether you'll 
make $5,000 or $15,000 the fl.rst year" ; and 

{c) Represented that its said machines had a retail value or sales price greater 
than that for which they were usually and customarily sold in due course 
of business; 

With effect of misleading a substantial portion of purchasing public into erro
neous belief that said representations were true, and with result that such 
public, as a consequence of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs induced by 
such false and misleading statements and representations, bought a sub
stantial volume of its products, and trade was unfairly diverted to it from 
competitors engaged in sale and distribution of such machines, or in manu
facture, sale, and distribution thereof, and who truthfully represent pos
sible and actual earnings of operators of their said machines; to the sub· 
stantial injury of competition in commerce: 

1Ield, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. RobertS. Hall, trial examiner. 
ll!r. De lV itt T. Puckett for the Commission. 
BU8sian & DeBolt, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
t~mber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
Sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
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Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Food Dis
play Machine Corporation, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as 
respondent, has been and now is using unfair methods of competition 
in commerce, as "commerce'' is defined in said act, and it appearing 
to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its 
charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized, existin~, 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Illinois, with its principal office and place of business located at 
500 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill. It is now, and for more 
than one year last past has been, engaged in advertising and selling 
potato chip machines between and among the various States of the 
United States and the District of Columbia, and now causes, and 
for more than one year last past has caused, such potato chip 
machines, when sold by it, to be shipped from its place of business 
in Chicago, Ill., to the purchasers thereof, some located, in the State 
of Illinois and others located in various other States of the United 
States and in the District of Columbia, and there is now, and haS 
been for more than one year last past, a constant current of trade 
in commerce in potato chip machines sold by the respondent between 
and among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

Ht>spondent is now, and for more than one year laf=lt past has been, 
in substantial competition with other corporations, and with persons, 
firms, and partnerships engaged in the sale of potato chip machines 
between and among the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, in soliciting the sale of and selling its potato 
chip machines, respondent now represents, and for more than one 
year last past has represented, in and by its advertisements, pub
lished in various periodicals of interstate circulation, form letters, 
pamphlets, and other forms of advertising media, as follows: 

l\Iake as much as $23.00 a day on capacity of one machine selling wholesale 
only; 

Work at home. l\Iake up to $117.00 a we<>l•; 
$23.50 a !l:l:V aetnally poRRible: 
Profits of $100.00, $200.00, $3JO.OO and more weekly possible with this lllllr

velous new automatic potato chip machine; 
A new kitchen industry which husbands and wives (or either) can develoP 

ln their spare time • • • profits up to $30.40 a day ; 
There is no way to tell whether you'll make $5,000 or $15,000 the first year; 
It is possible for a live wire to make a net profit of $1,000 to $1,500 a month i 
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CHICAGO COMPANY ·1\IAKES 50,000 LllS. PER WEEK! 
OF THE three big companies supplying part of the Chicago mnrket with 

Potato Chips, consider the business that Is being done by only one. They have 
40 men and girls working. They make and sell 50,000 pounds of Potato Chips 
a Week-50,000 pounds. Think what th:lt means. Profits on Potato Chips run 
Up as high as 20¢ per pound. If you sold only 500 llis. a week, you would make 
$100.00 on this small business. Yet here is one company that sells 50,000 
Dounds. Ask yourself whether this is a chance to make big money and make lt 
quick; 

Every time you invest $11.48 in raw materials, you get back $35.00 in cash 
on the spot. $23.50 of lt is net profit for you; 

There are at least 38 outlets in your community that, with this low priced 
lll.achine I have just perfected, you can furnish with genuine Vita-Seald, min
eralized potato chips wholesale; 

A complete mineral food content of 9 vital health-giving minerals; 
The old-fashioned, greasy, devitalized potato chips-difficult to digest and 

\\'orthless as a mineral food; 
All of the valuable minerals found in a raw potato have been retained in 

these chips by the Vita-Seald process of cooking; 
Vita-Seald potato chips retain these nine previous minerals. This mineral 

invention of mine seized the public's imagination and gives my Vita-Seald 
0Perators a tremendously important selling point. 

People may buy their first bag just as they would any other. One taste 
and they know they have bitten Into something unusual. The taste is so 
different, such a temptation to eat more. They then read the story. They 
Uiscover that the reason for the spicy, tangy, crunchy, crispness ls the mineral 
richness of the Vita-Seald chip; 

You receive $222.40 worth of actual value yet you pay only $186.53. 

Said statements, together with other statements not herein set out, 
are intended as, and serve as representations as to the income and 
Profit that may reasonably be expected to accrue to the purchaser of 
the equipment upon the purchase and use thereof. 

In truth and in fact the actual or probable earnings or profits of 
operators of respondent's potato chip machines are, on the average, 
Inuch less than the amounts set forth above. The statements set forth 
above relative to the mineral content, taste, and food value of potato 
?hips manufactured by respondent's machines and in accordance with 
Its process, are grossly exaggerated and unwarranted by the facts. 
'l'he representation that "there are at least 38 outlets in your com
tnunity that, with this low priced machine I have just perfected, you 
can furnisp with genuine Vita-Seald, mineralized potato chips whole
sale", is untrue. 

PAR. 3. The use by respondent of the representations set out in 
Paragraph 2 hereof haYe had and do have the capacity and tendency 
to mislead and deceive and do mislead and deceive a substantial 
~ortion of the purchasing public into the belief that such representa
tions are true and to purchase a substantial quantity of such potato 
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thip machines from respondent in such erroneous belief. There are, 
among the competitors of respondent, as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof, manufacturers and distributors of potato chip machines who 
do not misrepresent the probable or average earnings of the operators 
of such machines, or the number of wholesale outlets for their product, 
who likewise advertise, sell and distribute potato chip machines, 
among the various States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. By the representations aforesaid, trade is unfairly 
diverted to respondent from such competitors; thereby substantial 
injury is being, and has been, done by respondent to substantial com· 
petition in commerce among and between the several States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 4. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are all 
to the prejudice of the public and the respondent's competitors and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis· 
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' the 
Federal Trade Commission, on February 19, 1936, issued and served 
its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Food DisplaY 
Machine Corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respondent's 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allega
tions of said complaint were introduced by DeWitt T. Puckett, attor
ney for the Commission, before Robert S. Hall, an examiner of the 
Commission, theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to 
the allegations of the complaint by John A. Bussian, attorney for the 
respondent; and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded 
and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding 
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the 
said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, and 
briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, request 
for oral argument not having been made, and the commission having 
duly considered the same, and being now fully advised in the prem· 
ises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and 
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn 
therefrom: 
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FAOIS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Food Display Machine Corporation, 
is an Illinois Corporation. Its principal office and place of business 
is at 325 West Huron Street, Chicago, Ill. 

It is now, and since 1924, has been, engaged in the sale and distri
bution of potato chip machines. Said machine is a complete unit 
consisting of a slicer, cooking vat, and centrifuge for drying or rid
ding the chips of the cooking oil. When orders are received for 
respondent's said machines, it causes them to be shipped and trans
Ported from Chicago, Ill., to the purchasers thereof located at vari
ous points in States of the United States other than the State of 
Illinois, and in foreign countries. The respondent has, during the 
Past several years, maintained a constant current of trade in said 
lnachines, in commerce, among and between the various States of the 
tTnited States. Respondent's dollar volume of business, for the first 
hal£ of the year 1936, was approximately $20,000. 
. At all times during the last several years, the respondent has been 
In substantial competition with other corporations, and with individ
llals and partnerships, engaged in :the sale and distribution, or in the 
lnanufacture, sale and distribution, of potato chip machines or potato 
chip machine equipment, in commerce, among and between the several 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In connection with the sale of its potato chip machines, 
respondent advertises its products in various periodicals, pamphlets, 
form letters, and other advertising media of interstate circulation. 
:Representations of its said advertising claims are the following: 

M:ake as much as $23.00 a day on the capacity of one machine selling whole
Sale only. 

Work at home. lllake up to $117.00 a week. j 

E1•ery time you invest $11.48 in raw materials, you get back $3:i.OO in cash 
on the spot. $23.50 of it is net profit for you. 

Respondent formerly made the following statements in its adver-
tising literature: · 

l'rofits of $100.00, $200.00, $300.00 and more weekly possible with this mar
'l'elous new automatic potato chip machine . 

..\ new kitchen industry which husbands and wives (or either) can develop 
Jn thPir spare time • • • profits up to $30.40 a day. 

There is no way to tell whether you'll make $5,0t0 or $15,COO the first year. 
It is possible for a live wire to make a net profit of $1,000 to $1,500 a month. 
You receive $222.40 worth' of actual value yet you pay only $186.53. 

No operator of the respondent's said potato chip machines ever 
earned any of the amounts specified in the adwrtising claims set forth 
above, and there is no evidence that any operator has ever made any 
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net profit by operation of said machines. In fact, respondent fur· 
nished no evidence to substantiate its advertising claims. Nicholas 
Macron, of Cleveland, Ohio, purchased one o:fl respondent's machines, 
after having read its advertising claims, and operated said machine 
according to instructions furnished by respondent, at intervals, over 
a period of several weeks, but he never made any net profit whatever 
by said operations. 

PAR. 3. Many of respondents' competitors who sell and distribute, 
or manufacture, sell and distribute, potato chip machines or potato 
chip machine equipment, in interstate commerce, do not in any waY 
misrepresent the actual or possible earnings of the operators of. their 
machines. 

PAR. 4. The use by respondent of the representations set forth 
herein, in its advertising literature, has had and now has the capacitY' 
and tendency to mislead and deceive and has misled a substantial 
portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said 
representations are true. As a consequence of the mistaken and 
erroneous beliefs induced by the false and misleading statements and 
representations above referred to, the purchasing public has pur· 
chased a substantial volume of respondent's products with the result 
that trade has been unfairly diverted to the respondent from its 
competitors likewise engaged in the business of selling and distribut· 
ing potato chip machines, or in the manufacture, sale, and distribu· 
tion of potato chip machines or equipment, who truthfully represent 
the possible and actual earnings of the operators of their machines. 
As a result thereof substantial injury has been and is now being' 
done by respondent to competition, in commerce, among and between 
the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Food DisplaY 
Machine Corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and of re· 
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods· of competi· 
tion in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of 
an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commision, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Co1n· 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re· 
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before Robert S. Hail, 
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an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, 
and briefs filed herein, no request for oral argument having been 
lnade, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
A.ct to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 
. It is ordered, That the respondent, Food Display Machine Corpora

ti?n, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection 
WI~h the offering for sale, sale and distribution of potato chip ma
chines in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, do 
forthwith cease and desist from : 

1. Representing, or holding out, as possible or maximum earnings 
f?r any fixed period through the use of such statements or expres
s~ons as "up to" or "as much as," or any other statements or expres
Sions of similar import and effect, or through any other means or 
device or in any manner, any amount in excess of amounts actually 
earned during said fixed period by operators of respondent's machines 
Under normal conditions in due course of business; 

2. Representing, or holding out, as usual or customary earnings 
or profits to be derived from the operation of its machines, any sum 
or amount in excess of the average usual and customary sums or 
arnounts actually so earned under normal conditions in due course 
of business 

'3. Repre~enting that respondent's machines have a retail value or 
Sales price greater than the price for which they are usually and 
customarily sold in due course of business. 

It is f'Urther ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
~fter service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
~n writing setting forth in detail the manner and, form in which it 

a.s complied with the order. 

146756111-39--vol. 24-77 
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IN THE MATIER OF 

C. C. MILLER ET AL., TRADING AS SUNLIFE CHLORO
PHYLLIAN LABORATORIES, LTD. 

COMPLAINT, I<'INDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD '£0 THE ALI.EGED VIOLA TJO~ 
OF SEC. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Dor·kct 2753. Complaint, Mar. 31, 1936-Dcci.~ion, May 1, .193"/' 

Where partners engaged in advertising, selling, and distributing a preparati011 

for extemal application, known and designated us "Snnlife Chloropbyllia!l 
Oil"; in advertising same in circulars, published and distributed throughout 
the United States. and in radio broadcasts und othet• forms of advertl,:iug 
media-

(a) Represented that said preparation would cure aud was a competent aud 
effective treatment for the relief of net·vous irritation, muscular rheumn
tism, lumbago, gouty conditions, swollen and painful joints, cramped Umi>5• 

swollen and aching feet, coughs and colds, sleeplessness, "growing" paiU5• 

sprains, cuts, hruiseA, burns, and arthritis; and 
(b) Represented, as aforesaid null through use of word "Sunlif<'" in thl'it' 

said trade name, that said product contained b<'uefidal t·leuwuts of tile 
natural rays of the iiitlll, aud tllllt use thereof would bring beneficial effect=' 
of sunshine to the users, thmngh statements or representations that actire 
element in preparation in qu<'fltion was chlorophyll, and that said substance 
was literally stored-up sunshine captured by science and brought to tbe 
user, and that users of said preparation would receive same beuetkill1 

effects us would be received from exposure to the nuturnl rnys of the sun; 
Facts being function of pigment chlorOllhl·ll, found in plant life, Is limited to 

such life and has no true effect on or therapeutic value to the human bo~Y 
and, applied to the skin, is not absorbed, preparation in question Is not 11 

competent or adequate treatment for various ailments and conditions ai>O'·e 
set forth, and does not relieve so-called "growing" pains in children or 
other conditions in question, and use thet·eof does 110t bring sunshine to 
affected parts of the bouy nor give the user the beneficial effects of 
sunshine; 

With tendency anu cupacity to confu,;e, mi~leud, uud dt'ceive nwmbers (,f the 
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that afot·e,wid 
preparation ot· oil contained natuml sunshine, and that users thereof would 
receive benefits flowing from the use of natural sunshine, and that it was 
a competent and adequate treatment for muscular rheumatism, lumbfigo. 
gouty conditions, and the other alllietions and ailments set forth, and tbat 
users thereof would receh·e same beueficlnl effects as those received frolll 
expo!lure to natural sunshine, and of thereby, and through use of word 
"Snnlife" in trade name featured a~ aho,-e set forth, inducing m<>mber~ o! 
hnying public to purchase said preparation for use because of the erroneous 
bPliPfs thus Pngendered, and of unfairly diverting trade to them frolll 
compl•titors engaged in the sale and distribution of similar preparations 111 

comnwrce among and between thc various States, without in any wise 
misr·epresentlng the therapeutic value of their said respective products; 
to the ~<nhi:tnntlal Injury ot competition In commerce: 
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lield, That such nets and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before J.fr. Charles P. Vicini and Mr. Robert S. Hall, trial 
examiners. 

Mr-. P. 0. Kolinski and Mr. Astor llogg for the Commission. 
Jf? .. Sanford W. Hornwood, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondents. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
te~ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
lnission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that C. C. Miller, 
\V. B. Mather, W. M. Louisson, D. A. Lester, L. D. l\Iarr, H. M. 
Young, partners, trading as Sunlife Chlorophy llian Laboratories, 
Ltd., hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and now are 
Using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a pro
Ceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the pnblic interest, 
hereby issnes its complaint, stati!lg its charges m that respect, as 
follows: 

PARAGUAPH 1. Respondents, C. C. Miller, W. B. Mather, W. l\1. 
~uisson, D. A. Lester, L. D. Marr, H. l\1. Young, are partners trad
lllg and doing business in the name of Sunlife Chlorophyllian Labo
ratories, Ltd., with their principal office and place of business located 
at 2702 South Hill Street, Los Angeles, Calif. They are now, antl 
for more than one year last past have been, engaged in advertising, 
selling, and distributing a preparation recommended for various ail
ments of the human body and designated "Sunlife Chlorophyllhtn 
Oil," and now cause, and for more than one year last past haYe 
caused, their said preparation, when sold by them, to be shipped 
from their place of business in Los Angeles, Calif., to the purchasers . 
th!'reof, some located in the State of Califomia and others located in 
''nrious other States of the United States and in the District of Co
ltnnbia, and there is now, and has bren for more than one year last 
l)nst, a constant current of trade in commerce in said preparation 
Sold Ly the resp·ondents between and among the various States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

Itespondents are now, and for more than one year last past ha\'e 
been, in substantial competition with other partnerships and with 
l)et·sons, firms, and corporations engaged in the sale of like oils and 
Other similar preparations between and among the Yarions States of 
the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
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PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as described 
in paragraph 1 hereof, respondents adopted as and for their trade 
name for their preparation the words "Sunlife Chlorophyllian Labo
ratories, Ltd." and caused said trade name to appear prominently 
displayed in their advertisements and advertising matter, including 
circulars, folders, and letterheads, and to be distributed throughout 
the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, in soliciting the sale of and selling said prepara· 
lion "Sunlife Chlorophyllian Oil," respondents now represent, and 
lor more than one year last past have represented, in and by radio 
broadcasts, advertisements having an interstate circulation, letters, 
1 ·a mphlets, and other forms of advertising media, as follows: 

(a) Rub away the pain-Scientists say: "Muscular pains, aching discoro· 
forts are caused by congestion. When this congestion is broken up by surging 
blood, the pnin disappears". Rub SUNLIFE CHLOROPHYLLIAN OIL lntc> 
those muscles and joints. Feel the tingling surge of blood. SUNLIFE CHLO
ROPHYLLIAN OIL'S active element is chlorophyll which is a scientific nuroe 
for the "green substance of liYing plants". It can be called "captured sun
light". The value of chlorophyll is recognized and recommended. 

(b) SUNLIFE CIILOROPHYLLIAN OIL is recommended for n('rvous irrita
tion, muscular rheumatism, lumbago, gouty conditions, swollen and painful 
joints, cramped limbs, swollen and aching feet, simple coughs and colds, in
somnia or sleeplessness. 

(c) Every mother will appreciate it for the children, as It relieves the so· 
called "growing pains" and many minor injuries, such as SPitAINS, CUTS, 
BRUISES AND BURNS. 

(d) Particularly soothing to the nerve tissues, producing a blood stimulation 
(e) CHLOROPHYLL is literally stored-up sunshine, captured by science and 

brought to Yon. 
(f) • • • to any of you who are suffering from muscular rheumutl~w. 

sciatica, lumbago, gouty conditions, cramped or swolleu limbs, or t>tiff, achiug 
joints * * * I w11nt to tell You about SUNLIFID CHLOROJ'HYLLIAN 
PENETRATING OIL • • • It has brought relief to many peopl(' who suf· 

· fered with those ailments. 
I g I You have all seen a dog or cut, when they are hurt or Ill, seek out 11 

sunny spot and curl up there and just seem to soak up the sun<>hlne. • • • 
You may have tried it yourself, letting the healing rays of the sun shine on yon 
when you have a stiff neck, aching shoulder, etc. Something like this same 
result may be PXJlC'Cted from the use of SUNLIFE CIILOROPIIYLLIAN OIL. 

(h) It is ~nothing to the nC'rves and ~>timulating to the blood flow, and seems 
to relleve ner>ous tcn~lon. 

( i) A man • • • lwd t>uffert>d from arthritis In his feet for a long Uroe 
so badly that he could hardly walk. He had spent several months in one of 
the highest priced hos]Jituls in this country but without gaining relief for his 
feet. lie took two bottlt>s of SUNLIFE with him when he went back to Iowa, 
and we had a letter from him in which he told us that he had used one bottle 
and was stnrted on the S<>cond bottle and there was very little soreness left 
lu his feet and he was greatly relieved. 
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{J) The s• iPIItifif' m·w diseovrry-SUNLIFE CHLOROPHYLLIAN PENE
TRATING OIL. 

All of said l'epre~:;elltations and statements, together with other 
statements not herein detailed, purport to Le descriptive of re
spondents' preparation and of the beneficial results that may reason
ably be expected to be obtained by the user of said preparation. 

PAn. 4. For a good many years a substantial portion of the pur
chasing public has been led to believe, and does believe, that exposure 
of the human body to the natural sunshine producPs beneficial results 
in the treatment of diseases, conditions and ailments of the i:ikin, 
muscles, bones, and joints, and other parts of the human body. 

Chlorophyll is produced by the aid of sunlight, hut it is not ab
sorbed through the skin, and its application to the skin has no effect 
upon rheumatic conditions, gouty conditions, &ciatirn, lumbago, 
cramped or swollen limbs, joints, or other parts of tl.e human 
anatomy. Chlorophyll does not possess the same bendicwl ingre
dients as sunlight and its use does ll'A. produce the same l•eneficial 
effects as sunlight. 

PAn. 5. The use of the word "Sunlife'' in respondeuts' trade name 
is false and misleading and deceptive to the purchasing public, in 
that purchasers are led to helieye that respondents sell and distribute 
a pr('paration into which has been incorporated certalll beneficial 
el('ments contained in the natural rays of the sun, ant! that the use 
of said preparation in the treatment of certain diseases and ailments 
will have the same beneficial effects in the treatment tbPreof as actual 
t•xposure of the human body to the natural rays of the sun, and causes 
tlwm to purchase respondents' preparation in said mistaken and 
uroneous belief. 

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact the represent at iow; made by the 
J espondents, in aid of the sale of their preparat wu, are gros,ly 
~xaggeratecl, false, misleading, and incorrect. Said pn•paration is 
not a competent or adequate remedy or treatment for nervous irri
tation, muscular rheumatism, lumbago, gouty conditions, swollen or 
painful joints, cramped limbs, swollen or aching ff'et, insomnia or 
l>leeplessness. The preparation does not relie,·e in l'h i ldren the so
(·alled "growing pains" and any injmies of children, such as cuts 
<-•r sprains or bruises or burns. The chlorophyll contained in the 
preparation does not penetrate the skin and reach bones or muscles or 
joints. The preparation is not soothing to the ner\'e tissues, and 
Joes not produce a blood stimulation. Cldorophyll is not literally 
stored-up sunshine, and the use of the preparation does not bring 
to affected parts of the human body natural sunshine. The prepara
tion does not bring relief to the users. The use of the preparation 
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does not bring about remotely or otherwise, the results obtained frotn 
natural sunshine. The use of the preparation will not and does not 
net as a cure for or a remedy for arthritis, or any other ailment of 
the human body: 

PAR. 7. The use of the word "Sunlife" in respondents' trade name 
l1as the capacity and tendency to deceive and mislead the purchasing 
public into the belief that the product sold by respondents is one that · 
brings natural sunshine to the purchasers who use the preparation 
sold by the respondents. The representations of respondents, as here· 
inabove set forth, and other similar representations made by the 
respondents, have had and do have the tendency to confuse, mislead 
and deceive members of the public into the belief that respondents' 
preparation, designated "Sunlife Chlorophyllian Oil," contains nat· 
ural sunshine, and that the users of the preparation will get the 
benefit inuring from the use of natural sunshine; that the preparation 
is a competent and adequate remedy and treatment for muscular rheu· 
matism, sciatica, lumbago, gouty conditions, cramped, swollen limbs, 
and stiff, aching joints; that it is a competent and adequate treatment 
and remedy for nervous irritation; that its use will relieve the grow· 
ing pains of children and many minor injuriE-s of children, such as 
cuts, sprains, bruises, and burns; that the use of the preparation will 
bring sunshine to affiicted parts of the human body, such as aching 
joints, muscular rheumatism, lumbago, and various other ailments; 
that chlorophyll is literally stored-up sunshine; that it will penetrate 
the skin and reach aftlicted parts of the human system; that users of 
said preparation will receive beneficial results and results similar to 
those receh·ed from natural sunshine. The said representations of 
respondents have had and do have the tendency and capacity to in· 
duce members of the public to buy and use said preparation because 
of the erroneous belief engendered as above set forth, and to unfairly 
divert trade to respondents from competitors engaged in the sale, in 
interstate commerce, of similar competing preparations. 

There are among the competitors of respondents, as mentioned in 
paragraph 1 hereof, many who sell and distribute in commerce simi· 
lar oils and preparations, who do not misrepresent the properties or 
qualities or therapeutic virtues, functions, uses or effects of their said 
competing products. 

PAR. 8. The above alleged acts and practices of respondE-nts arc all 
to the pl'ejudice of the public and the respondents' competitors, and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
misr-ion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, ANU 0ImEH 

Pursuant to the provisions o£ an Act o£ Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on March 31, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, C. C. Miller, ·w. B. 
Mather, '\V. l\f. Lol}isson, H. M. Young, D. A. Lester, and L. D. Marr, 
partners, trading as Sunlife Chlorophyllian Laboratories, Ltd., charg
~ng them with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce 
111 violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said 
complaint and the filing of respondents' answer thereto, testimony 
and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint 
Were introduced by P. C. Kolinski and Astor Hogg, attorneys for 
the Commission before Charles P. 'Vicini and Robert S. Hall, exam
iners of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it and in 
opposition to the allegations of the complaint by Sanford W. Horn
Wood, attorney for the respondents; and said testimony and other 
evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commis~on. 
Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before 
the Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony 
and other evidence and brief in support of the complaint (the 
respondents having filed no brief); and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, C. C. Miller, '\V. B. Mather, l,Y, M. 
I40uisson, H. M. Young, D. A. Lester, and L. D. l\farr are partners 
trading and doing business under the name of Sunlife Chlorophyllian 
Laboratories, Ltd., with their principal office and place of business 
located at 2i02 South Hill Street, Los Angeles, Calif. For several 
Jt'ars last past they have been and they are now, engaged in adver
tising, selling and distributing a preparation for external application 
known and designated as "Sunlife Chlorophyllian Oil." They sell 
and distribute said preparation in commerce between and among the 
,.al'ious States of the United States in substantial quantities. They 
cause said preparation, when sold, to be shipped from their place of 
business in the State of California to the purchasers thereof located 
in the various States of the United States other than the State of 
California. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, 
respondents, during all the time herein mentioned, have been and 
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are now in substantial competition with other partnerships and with 
corporations, firms and individuals engaged in the business of selling 
and distributing like oils and other preparations designed for the 
treatment of similar conditions and ailments of the human body in 
commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States. 

r AR. 2. Respondents' product is in liquid form and contains the 
following ingredients: 

Camphor gum U. S. P., 
0:1 Wintergreen (l\Iethyl Salicylate) U. S. P., 
Oil Peppermint, U. S. P., 
Chlorophyll concentrate paste in oil, 
Solvent mineral oil (odorless), 
Crystal oil. 

PAR. 3. Respondents have represented by advertisements that their 
preparation "Sunlife Chorophyllian Oil" will cure and is a competent 
and effective treatment for the relief of nervous irritation, muscular 
rheumatism, lumbago, gouty conditions, swollen and painful joints, 
cramped limbs, swollen and aching feet, simple coughs and colds, 
insomnia, "growing" pains, sprains, cuts, bruises, burns, and arthritis; 
that said preparation is soothing to the nerves and relieves nervous 
t€nsion; that the active element in the preparation is Chlorophyll i 
that Chlorophyll is literally stored-up sunshine captured by science 
and brought to the user; and that the users of said preparation will 
receive the same beneficial effects as will be received from exposure 
to the natural rays of the sun. These representations haYe appeared 
in circulars, published and distributed by respondents throughout 
the United States, in radio broadcasts recommending respondents' 
preparation and in other forms of advertising media. Among the 
representations, statements and claims made by respondent are: 

(a) Rub away the pain-Scientists say: 
"Muscular pains, aching discomforts are caused by congestion. When tbiS 

congestion i;~ broken up by surging blood, the pain disappears." Rub SUNLIFEJ 
CIILOROPHYLLIAN OIL into those muscles and joints. Feel the tingling 
surge of blood. SUNLIFE CIILOROPIIYLLIAN OIL'S active element is 
chlorophyll which is a scientific mime for the "green substance of living plants". 
It can be called "captured sunlight". The value of Chlorophyll is recognized 
anu rccommell(led. 

(b) SUNLIFE CIILOUOPIIYLLIAN OIL is recommended for nervous lrrita · 
tion, muscular rheumatism, lumbago, gouty conditions, swollen and painful 
joints, cramped limbs, swollen and aching feet, simple coughs and colds, 
insomnia or sleeplessness. 

(c) Every mother will appreciate It for the children, as lt relieves the so
called "growing pains" and many minor Injuries, such as SPRAINS, CUTS, 
BRUISES, AND BURNS. 
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(d) Particularly soothing to the nerve tissues, producing a blood stimulation. 
(c) CHLOROPHYLL Is literally stored-up sunshine, captured by science and 

brought to you. 
(f) ••• to any of you who are suffering from muscular rheumatism, sciatica, 

lumbago, gouty conditions, cramped or swollen limbs, or stiff, aching joints 
• * • I want to tell you about SUNLIFE CHLOROPHYLLIAN PENE
TRATING OIL • • • It has brought relief to many people who suffered 
With those ailments. 

(g) You have all seen a dog or cat, when they are hurt or ill, seek out a sunny 
spot and curl up there and just seem to soak up the sunshine. • • • You 
may have tried It yourself, letting the healing rays of the sun shine on you 
When you have a stiff neck, aching shoulder, etc. Something like this same 
result may be expected from the use of SUNLIFE CHLOROPHYLLIAN OIL. 

(h) It is soothing to the nerves and stimulating to the blood flow, and seems 
to relieve nervous tension. 

( i) A man • • • had suffered from arthritis in his feet for a long time 
so badly that he could hardly walk. He had spent several months in one of 
the highest priced hospitals in this country but without gaining relief for his 
feet. He took two bottles of SUNLIFE with him when he went bark to Iowa, 
and we bad a letter from him in which he told us that he had used one bottle 
and was started on the second bottle and there was very little soreness left in 
his feet and he was greatly relieved. 

PAR. 4. For many years a substantial portion of the purchasing 
public has believed that exposure of the human body to natural sun
shine produces beneficial results in the treatment of diseases, condi
tions and ailments of the skin, muscles, bones, joints, and other parts 
of the human body. 

Chlorophyll is a pigment produced by the aid of sunshfne and 
~ound in plants, the function of which is to act as a catalyst in stor
mg up strength for plant life. Its function is limited to plant life. 
This pigment is not found in animal life and has no true function or 
effect on the human body. Chlorophyll has no therapeutic value to or 
effect on the human body, and if it is applied to the skin it is not 
absorbed. The only therapeutic Yalue that might be ascribed to any 
of the ingredients of the preparation inYoh·ed is that comphor and 
oil of wintergreen sometimes act as counter-irritants in such comli
tions as acute arthritis, but even then such ingredients have no cura
tive effects. The preparation is not a competent or adequate treat
ment for, nor does it when appliecl, relieve nerYous irritation, muscu
lar rheumatism, lumbago, gouty conditions, swol1en or painful joints, 
coughs and colds~ cramped limbs, swollen or aching feet, insomnia 
and sleeplessness. The preparation docs not relieve the so-called 
"growing pains" in children, or cuts, sprains, bruises, burns or 
arthritis. It is not soothing to the nerves and does not relieve nervous 
tension. Chlorophyll is not literally stored-up sunshine and the use 
of the preparation does not bring sunshine to affected parts of the 
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human body, and neither does the user thereof receive the beneficial 
dfects of sunshine. The chlorophyll alleged to be contained in said 
preparation does not and cannot penetrate the skin and said prepara
tion will not bring relief to the users for any of the conditions that 
respondents represent it to be beneficial. 

PAR. 5. Respondents have adopted and now use the trade name 
''Sunlife Chlorophyllian Laboratories, Ltd." They cause their afore
said trade name to be prominently featured and set forth in all of 
their advertisements, leaflets, booklets, circulars, etc., which they send 
to customers and prospective customers, and in and by radio broad
casts. 

The use of the word "Sunlife" in respondents' trade name is mis
leading in that purchasers are led to mistakenly believe that respond
ents offer and sell a preparation into which certain beneficial elements 
containing the natural rays of the sun have been incorporated, and 
that the use of said preparation will give the same benefits as will be 
received from actual exposure of the body to the natural rays of 
the sun. 

PAn. 6. The representations of respondents as hereinbefore set 
forth have had ami do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, 
mislead and deceive members of the purchasing public into the errone
ous and mistaken belief that the preparation "Sunlife Chlorophyll 
Oil" contains natural sunshine and that the users of the preparation 
will receive the benefits flowing from the use of natural sunshine; 
that the preparation is a competent and adequate treatment for 
muscular rheumatism, lumbago, gouty conditions, cramped and swol
len limbs, painful joints, coughs and colds, sleeplessness "growing 
pains," cuts, sprains, bruises, burns, and arthritis; that the prepara
tion is soothing to the nerves and relieves nervous tension; that tho 
use of the preparation will carry sunshine to affiicted parts of the 
human body and that the users of said preparation will receive the 
same beneficial effects as those received from exposnre to natnral 
sunshine. 

The representations of respondents, as aforesaid, and the use of 
the word "Sunlife" in respondents' trade name have the capacity 
and tendency to induce members of the buying public to purch:1se 
said preparation for use because of the erroneous beliefs engendered 
as above set forth, and to unfairly divert trade to respondents fron1 
competitors engaged in the sale and distribution of similar prepara
tions in commerce among and between the various States of the 
United States, and which said competitors do not in any wise misrep
resent tl1e therapeutic value of their respective preparations. 
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In this manner respondents do substantial InJury to competition 
in commerce among and between the various States of the United 
States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid facts and practices of the respondents, C. C. Miller, 
W. D. Mather, 1V. :M. Louisson, H. M. Young, D. A. Lester, and 
L. D. Marr, partners, trading as Sunlife Chlorophyllian Laboratories, 
Ltd., are to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' competi
tors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
Within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of. an Act of Congress, 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIS'l' 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
:mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the ans"·er of re
spondents, testimony and other evidence taken before Charles P. 
Vicini and Robert S. Hall, examiners of the Commission, theretofore 
duly designated by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint 
and in opposition thereto, brief of the Commission herein filed (the 
:espondents having filed no brief) and the Commission having made 
Its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents 
have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
:mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondents, C. C. :Miller, W. n. Mather, 
W. M. Louisson, H. M. Young, D. A. Lester, and L. D. Marr, indi
vidually and as partners; trading under the name "Sunlife Chloro
phyllian Laboratories, Ltd." or under any other trade name, their 
representatives, agents, servants, and employees in connection with 
!he offering for sale, sale, and distribution of a preparation now des
Ignated as "Sunlife Chlorophyllian Oil" or any other preparation of 
the same or substantially the same ingredients, composition or thera
peutic effect, sold under that name or under any other name, in inter
state commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease 
and desist from: 
. 1. Representing in any manner that said preparation will cure or 
Is a competent and effective treatment or remedy for, or will relieve 
nervous irritation, nervous tension, muscular rheumatism, lumbago, 
gouty conditions, swollen and aching feet, coughs and colds, sleep
lessness "growing" pains, sprains, cuts, bruises, burns, and arthritis. 
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2. Representing through the use of the word ''Sunlife" alone or 
in conjunction with any othe~ word or words, or through the use of 
any other word or words of similar import and effect in their trade 
name or in any other manner, or through any other means or device, 
that said product contains any beneficial elements of the natural rays 
{)f the sun or that the use of said preparation will bring the beneficiai 
effects of sunshine to the users thereof. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents ~hall, within 60 day~ 
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a 
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 
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IN Tin~ l\1ATrEn OF 

lllJHEAU OF HYGIENE, INC., GYNEX CORPORATION, 
PREFERRED INDUSTRIES CORPORATION, AND DEN~ 
,J A.MIN LINDNER 

('O~II'LAlNT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. l'i OF AN ACT OF CONGltESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Duc·ket 30j2. Ct~~uplainf, Jan. 2!!, J9.rt-Decision, !1/oy 7, 1937 

\\'lu•re a corporation pngaged in the sale and distribnt iun. among the ~;everal 
States and in the District of Columbia, of certain InL•IIil'inal preparations 
und _appliances fur use by women in feminine hygiene, rnrlously llcscribed, 
known as and sold under names "Gynettes,'' ''Gyn-o-sol," "Gyne:x: Tablets," 
"Viornt>tts," "Gynex Fountoln Bag," and '·Gyuex Spray with Gynex Bulb," 
lu substantial competition with otllers, of wlwm some were engaged iu 
sale and distribution of similar preparations and appliances and of whom 
others were pugagPd In sale and distr·ibutlon of preparations, rPmedles. 
and treatm .. nts ust>d and useful for plu·poses for which it represei.kd und 
Implied thut its said pn•parations and appliances wer<' nseful, and among 
which vnrlous competitors were lnclu<led many wl1t• :lo not in any manner 
misreprf>~;ent their products :Old efficacy thereof; in describing its said 
prepnratlous and appliances unu efficncy thereof when nsed for purposes 
I'PcommPnded, in uoolllets, pamphlets, allll drculars distrilmtPd among 
IWOSIJI'l'tire purchns<>rs a IHl In window cli>:plny placards-

< a) HPprN<PntPd that ><aid "GsnP1tl's," "Gylll'X Tnhlet~." and ''G~·n-o-sol" prl'pn
rntlou eonstituted comvetent a11d effpcti\'e eontruce1Jth'e and could be 
lll'IJt>lldetl upon for such Illlrpose witlwnt limitatlou, and that lhE'y were 
<·mnpetent a11d reliable rPnwtlit·s, trenluH'nts, nncl C'ures for Ills and diseases 
pePuiiar to womf'n, as in snirl nuions ad,·er1i><Pillt>nts specified; 

( b I RPpi·esented that prepartiou "ViomPits" wns a compt•tPnt aud effective 
trentnwnt Ill!(] curl' for pl•riotl paim• nml lrrrgnlarities in the menstruation 
]l(•riod of women, and n SPdnt!Ye for tltt·rine twrl O\'Hrlan tronilles of women, 
nut) that it strl'ngtheue<l said urgarus; 

(c) RepresPnted that said pl'l'ltar·ations uud applianct~s had ueen tt•stt>d and 
npprowd by an indt'}ll'llllf'nt organl:wtion devoted to scientific research on 
<]twstlons hn·ul\'lug mf'fhods of pren•ntlug conception and pre,·entln;.:. treat
Ing, and curing i!isPIII'P;;, rualadiC'A and conditions peculiar to women; and 

I d) RPpres(•Htt>d tlwt 1<:tid rm·rmmlltms 'llld appllancPs might hP ns<•tl with 
snt .. ty and without llPIPTerious Pll'l'l:l>' fly all women; 

FaPts Ll'ing prPparatlou.~ nud products IHIU!ed did not cou,.;rirurP t·ompeleut nntl 
{'ffPPtivr conti·nc·!•Jllh·<·s ns nfort·s:ti<l clnlnwd, and C'ottltl uot bt> d<'pcudrtl 
upon for sneh vnrrul~P without limitation, nor corn<! itule compt>tC'ut nmJ 
tPliahl<' remC'diC'S, t l'l'll 1 lll<'ll Is a 1111 t'Url's for 111s, di>'l'lli'l'S, nu<l conditions 
ns above f'et forth, but hat! no bl'nf>ficial thPrnpeutic value in treafnwnt 
tht>rPof or uf nny of tlwm, f'aid prPparntiuns uml applianl'<'s hntl not hP!'Il 
submitted, testetl, anti approved as above set forth. by an lndPpPlHIPnt 
organization as <'lainwd or rPpresented, uurl conl<l uot hl' ust•tl with safet~· 
:uul wltlwnt dP](•IPrions rff<'l'lS ns Pontrnct>pth'€'8, hut 111'-!' tltf'rf'of In lll:tliY 
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cases was capable of causing and did cause injuries and had a deleterious 
effect on users thereof; 

With effect of confusing, misleading and deceiving members of the public as 
to the properties and efficacy of the said preparations and appliances as 
hereinabove set forth, and of causing them, because of the erroneous 
beliefs thus engendered and their Implications, to buy and use said prepa
rations and appliances, and thereby substantially divert trade In said 
commerce to it from its competitors who truthfully represent their 
products; to their injury and that of the public: 

llcld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

J.llr. 1Villia,,n L. Tagga'l't for the Commission. 
Jfr. John lV. Hilldrop, of 'Vashington, D. C., for respondents. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
&ion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the Bureau 
of Hygiene, Inc. (formerly the Bureau of Feminine Hygiene), the 
Gynex Corporation, Preferred Industries Corporation, corporations 
and Benjamin Lindner, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have 
been and are using unfair methods of competition in commerce, as 
''commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Commis
sion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public 
jnterest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents Bureau of Hygiene (formerly Bureau 
of Feminine Hygiene) and Gynex Corporation are now, and have 
been for several years last past, corporations organized, existiug, a1lll 
doing business under the laws of the State of New York. ResponJent 
Bureau of Hygiene was organized to do research and laboratory work 
relative to the products marketed by the respondent Gynex Corpora
tion. 

Respondent Preferred Industries Corporation is now, and has been 
for several years last past, a corporation organizeJ. and doing business 
under the laws of the State of New York. Benjamin Lindner is its 
President and directs nnd controls the policies and business operations 
of the corporation. Respondent Preferred InJustries Corporation, 
acting directly and through Benjamin Lindner, its president, super· 
vises, operates, and directs the sales policies and general business 
Jl fiairs of respondents Gynex Corporation and Bureau of Hygiene. 
It, together with its presiJ.ent, Benjamin Lindner, acting in his indi-
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~idual capacity, also factor the products marketed by Gynex Corpora
tion. 

The principal offices and places of business of all of the respond
ents are located at 301 Madison Ave., and 211 East 19th Street in 
the city of New York. Respondent Benjamin Lindner also has au 
office at 285 Madison Avenue in the city of New York. The respond
;nts have been, and are now engaged in the business of manufactur
Ing, distributing and selling certain medical preparations and appli
ances for so-called feminine hygiene use to purchasers in commerce 
among and between various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia. The respondents cause these products, when 
~old, to be transported from their aforesaid places of business to the 
purchasers thereof located in the various States other than the State 
of New York and in the District of Columbia, and maintain a constant 
(~ourse of trade and commerce in said products so distributed and 
~old by them. . 

In the course and conduct of said business respondents have been~ 
and are, in substantial competition with other corporations and with 
firms, individuals, and partnerships engaged in the distribution and 
sale of similar products, and other products intended and designed 
for similar use by women in commerce among and between the various 
States of the United States. 

PAn. 2. The products marketed by the respondents are variously 
known and described as Gynettes (the ideal suppository for feminine 
hygiene), Gyn-o-sol (the ideal vaginal jelly for feminine hygiene), 
Gynex Tablets (normal oxyguinoline sulphate), Viornetts (viburnum 
compound), Gynex Spray, Gynex Fountain llag and Gynex Spray 
with Gynex llulb. In the operation of their business and for the pur
Pose of inducing the purchase of said products on the part of mem
bers of the purchasing public, the respondents have made use of cer
tain adve~·tising literature such as booklets, pamphlets, circulars, and 
show-window displays represented to be descriptive of the various 
Products herein named and the various applicators used in connec
tion therewith, and the effectiveness of said products and appliances 
When used. The advertising literature herein referred to is distrib
llted to members of the purchasing public through advertising litera
ture contained in the boxes in which said products are marketed, and 
in advertising literature distributed through the medium of drug 
stores, through the United States mails direct to the prospective pur
<'hasers and in other ways. 

. With reference to the products designated as Gynettes and Gyn-o
l-iOl such statements as tho following are made. 
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GYNETTES 

One Gynette Is used upon retiring, or when desired. In a few minutes its 
cocoa butter base melts, spreauing an antiseptic film over the interior of the 
yagina, affording protection, and security of mind. Since the antiseptic quali
ties of Gynettes remain effective throughout the night-douching may be post
poned until morning. Gyncttel'! are also benE>ficial in soothing minor irritation 
and are excellent ueodorants. Gynettes may be used with utmost confidence
are non-injurious-dependable, and are compounded from a formula that bas 
the professional endorsemenbs of Gnyecologistf! as well as the Bureau of Fern· 
!nine Hygiene. 

GYN-0-SOL 

Gyn-o-sol is a soft jelly which performs the same function and is compounded 
from the same formula as Gynettes. Use of one or the other is a matter of per
sonal preference, the difference being entirely in the manner of application. 
Gyn-o-sol is applied quickly and easily and its action Is immediate and effective. 
A similar formula is used today by thousands of women. It is non-injurious 
and offers· the married woman the protection she wants. Its consistency Is 
such that it spreads evenly over all internal parts and deposits a film that 
remains effective throughout the night, making douching unnecessary until 
morning. 

In said ~Statements, together with other similar statements not 
herein set out, and in their general advertising respondents represent 
directly or through implication that saiLl products designated as 
Gynettes and Gyn-o-sol form competent and effective preventatives 
against conception, and form competent and reliable remedies, cures, 
or treatments for certain maladies, ills, or diseases peculiar to women 
such as: 

Leuchorrhea (Whites) 
Inflamed Membrane (l!;ndometrltls) 
Vaginal Inflammation (Vaginitis) 
Pelvic Inflammation 
Nervous Conditions (Neurosis) 

PAR. 3. In truth and in fact the products designated as Gynettes 
and Gyn-o-sol do not form or constitute competent treatments, rem
edies, or cures for the various maladies and diseases peculiar to 
women hereinabove set out and are of no beneficial therapeutic value 
in the treatment of said diseasPs. Neither of said products will 
accomplish the results claimed by the respondents with respect to 
preventing conception. Neither of said products, when used in con
nection with the applicators furnished by the respomlents will in 
all cases serve as competent preventatives of concPption but are in 
some cases capable of causing injuries and deleterious pffects to thos~ 
making use of them. 

PAR. 4. 'Vith reference to the product designatP<l as Viornetts sw·h 
statements ns the following are made: 
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Viornetts contain Viburnum and other beneficial !ngre!lients, uml are recom
mended to ali women who suffer periodic pain or irregularities. A uterine and 
ovarian sedative, its use tends to tone and strengthen these organs. Non
narcotic, chocolate coatell-conYen!eut-nnd fully as effective ns liquid prepara
tions. Viornetts are harmless, reliable, and efficient. 

In said. statements, together with other similar statements not 
herein set out, and. in their general advertising respondents represent 
directly or through implication that said product designated as 
Viornetts form effective treatments for periodic pain or irregularities, 
sedative for uterine and ovarian troubles of women and to strengthen 
these organs and are as fully effective as liquid preparations. 

In truth and in fact the products designated as Viornetts do not 
form or constitute competent treatments for periodic pain or irregu
larities, sedative for uterine and ovarian troubles as hereinabove set 
out and have no beneficial therapeutic value in the treatment of said 
diseases or conditions. 

PAn. 5. 'With reference to the products designated as Gynex Tab
lets such statements as the following are made: 

Of the many preparations which are used for the purpose of douehing, a few 
!'!JUal lllld none has uPen fonml Sli]J!'rior to Gyuex Tablet:s. They are exce1Ien1· 
tleodorants, instantly dt>stroying offem;!ve odors. Gynex Tablets are spt>ciallr 
nw.nnfactured for use with the Gynex Dilating Svray-together they form thP 
ideal combination for the correct practice of fPminlue hygiene. Healing-
lil!JOthing-refreshlng. 

In said statements, together with other similar statements not 
herein set out, and in their general advertising respondents represent 
directly or through implication on their part that said products 
designated as Gynex Tablets form competent and effective preventa
tives against conception, and form competent and reliable remedies, 
cures, or treatments for certain maladies, il1s, or diseases peculiar to 
Women such as: 

Lruchorrhea (Whites) 
Int!amrd 1\Iembrane (Endometritis) 
Vaginal Inflammation (Vaginitis) 
I'Plvlc Inflammation 
Nervous Conditions (Neurosis) 

In truth and in fact the products designated as Gynex Tablets do 
not form or constitute competent treatments, remedies or cures for 
the various maladies and diseases peculiar to women hereinabove set 
out and have no beneficial therapeutic value in the treatment of said 
diseases. The said product will not accomplish the results claimed 
by the respondents with respect to preventing conception. Neither 
w.ill said product, when used in connection with the applicator fur-
1l!shed by the respondents in all cases serye as n. competent prevent-

l4G756m--a9--vol.24----78 
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ative of conception but in some cases it is capable of caus~ng injuries 
and deleterious effects to those making use of them. 

PAR. 6. In the course of the operation of their business, as afore
said, respondents employ and use agents for the promotion of the 
distribution and sale of the various products hereinabove named and 
also make use of window displays and other advertising matter pur
porting to be issued by a "Bureau of Hygiene" (Bureau of Feminine 
Hygiene). The advertising literature herein referred to purports to 
describe the functions of said Bureau in statements such as: 

An especially important function of the Bureau of Feminine Hygiene is to 
select and test apparatus and medicaments suitable for the correct practice of 
Feminine Hygiene. The Bureau of Feminine Hygiene is pledged to sponsor 
only those products which have passed the most rigid tests. If the best avail· 
able is not considered good enough, the product becomes the subject of fut:ther 
research and improvement. 

The Bureau's Seal of Approval on any product for Feminine Hygiene is your 
assurance and guarantee of its purity, its quality, and its reliability. 

FIRST, to answer a prevalent need for authentic, accurate, honest informa· 
Uon on women's eternal and most troublesome problems. This information 
service is actually maintained, seriously, tactfully, and within the limits of all 
existing legislation. There Is no attempt at evasion of regulation, nor Is there· 
any Invasion of the functions belonging, exclusively to the medical profession. 
There is a need that exists beyond these limits •.• and the Bureau meets 
it faithfully to the extent of its powers. 

SECOND, to sponsor a line of appliances and preparations for the proper 
attainment of real feminine hygiene, that Is of the very highest grade and 
efficacy in every respect. Every item now in the line has been subjected to 
the most exacting tests and has proven its value. Every article that may be 
added to the group in the future, will also be required to satisfy completely 
the most stringent requirements .•.. 

In said statements, together with other statements not herein set 
out, and. in their advertising literature generally, respondents repre
sent, directly or through implication, that the Bureau of Hygiene 
(Bureau of Feminine Hygiene) is an organization devoted to scien
tific research on questions involving methods of prevention of con
ception and methods of preventing, treating, and curing diseases, 
maladies and conditions peculiar to women, and. that the Bureau of 
Hygiene is in no way connected with, or financially interested in, 
the distribution and sale of the various products purported to be 
recommended. by it in the various types of advertising literaturCJ 
distributed by the respondents herein. 

In truth and in fact the Bureau of Hygiene is not an organization 
or institution organiz('d and conducted for the carrying on of scien
tific research on questions involving mcthods of prevention of con
ception, or methods of preventing, treating, or curing diseases and 
maladies peculiar to women, or on any other questions. The Bureau 
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of Hygiene does not make any particular study of so-called feminine 
hygiene and in fact does not operate any laboratory wherein various 
hygienic products are tested. While the respondent Bureau of Hy
giene is a corporation, it does not function as a business enterprise 
separate and distinct from the business operations conducted by the 
other respondent corporations. 

There are among the respondents' competitors in commerce, as 
herein set out, those who do not in any way misrepresent the charac
ter, nature, and size of their respective businesses and who do not 
misrepresent in any way the nature, character and therapeutic effect 
of their respective products when used, and do not make use of any of 
the misleading representations herein set out or others similar thereto. 

PAn. 7. The aforesaid false and misleading statements and repre
sentations as used by the respondents in offering for sale and selling 
their various products as herein described, in commerce as herein setJ 
out, have had, and do now have, the tendency and capacity to, and do 
mislead and deceive members of the purchasing public into the erro
neous and mistaken belief that said representations are true and into 
the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents' various prod
ucts on account of said erroneous and mistaken beliefs induced as 
aforesaid. As a result thereof trade is unfairly diverted from com
petitors of. respondents who do not, in the sale and distribution of 
their respective products, make use of the same or similar misrepre
sentations. In consequence thereof injury has been, and is now being 
done by respondents to competition in commerce among and between 
the various States of the United States. 

PAR. 8. The methods, acts, and practices of respondents herein set 
forth are all to the prejudice of the public and respondents' competi
tors as hereinabove alleged. Said methods, acts and practices con
stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent 
nnd meaning of Section 5 of an Act. of Congress, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
an<I for other pnrpost>s," approved September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGs As TO THE F Acrs, AND OnnER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission on January 29, 1937, issued and 
serv-ed its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, Bureau of 
I.Iygiene, Inc., Gynex Corpora.tion, Preferred Industrit>s Corpora
tion, and Benjamin Lindner, charging them with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions 
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of said act. Subsequently, the complaint was dismis~ed without 
prejudice as to the respondents, Bureau of Hygiene, Inc., Preferred 
Industries Corporation and Benjamin Lindner, and the respomlent, 
Gynex Corporation filed its answer in which it admitted the ma
terial allegations of the complaint to be true, and waived the taking 
of further evidence and all other intervening procedure which an
swer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter this 
procee<ling regularly came on for final hearing before the Commis
sion on the said complaint, and the answer of respondent, Gynex 
Corporation, thereto, and the Commission having duly considered 
the same and being now fully advised in the premises finds that this 
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findin~s 
as to the facts aml Hs conclusion drawn therefrom. 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Gynex Corporation, is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of New York, and has its offices and places of busi
ness at 211 East lOth Str('et and 301 Madison Avenue in the city of 
New York, N. Y. 

The respondent is now, and has been for the several years ln::;t 
past, engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce between aJHl 
among the several States of the Unitl'd Statl's nnd in the District 
of Columbia of certain medicinal preparations and a ppliauces for 
use by women in feminine hygiene. · 

Respondent's said preparations aml appliances are ntriously de
scribed and known as, and sold under the names, Gynl'ttes, Gyn-o
sol, Gynex Tablets, Viornetts, Gynex Fountain Dag, and Gynex 
Spray with Gynex Bulb. 

Respondent causes said preparations and appliallrPs, when sold, to 
be transported from its said places of business in the city of New 
York, New York, to the purchasers thereof located in the various 
States of the United States other than the State of New York a1Hl 
in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains a constant cuJ•
rent of trade in said commerce in the sale and distribution of said 
preparations and appliances. 

PAR. 2. Durin~ all of the tin1l's mentioned herein the re~pondent 
has been in substantial competition in said comnwrce with othu cor· 
porations and with firms and individuals, some of whom are (•ngagPd 
in the sule all(l distribution of preparations and applianel's similar in 
kind to those sold and Jistribnted by the rPspondent a1Hl otlwrs of 
whom are engageu in the sale auu distribution of preparations, re!ll
edil's and trl'atments nsNl antluseful for the purposl'~ for which the 
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l'Pspondent z·epresents and implies that its said preparations and 
!l ppliances are useful. 

Among the competitors of the respondent in said commerce are 
rnany who do not in any manner misrepresent their products and 
t he efficacy thereof. 

PAR. 3. In the conduct of its business in said commerce, and for 
i he purpose of inducing the purchase of its said preparations and 
nppliances, the respondent caused to be prepared and distributPd 
among prospective purchasers, booklets, pamphlets, circulars, and 
window display placards which contain statements descriptive of 
said preparations and appliances and the efficacy thereof when used 
for the purposes recommended . 
. PAn. 4. Among and typical of the statements so made in connec

tion with the sale and distribution of said preparations and appli
ances are the following: 

One Gynette is n;;(•d upon rNiring, or when desireu. In a few minutes its 
cocoa buttet· base melts, spreading an antis<'ptic film over the interior of the 
Yagina, affording protection, nnd security of mind. Since the nntiseptic qual
ities of Gynettes remain eff('ctive throughout the night-tlouching may be post
Poned until morning. Gyncttes nre also beneficial in soothing minor irritation 
and are ex<"<>llent deodorants. Gynettes may be used with utmost coufidence-
are non-injurions-dt>pemlablc, and are compounded from a formula that has 
the profe~;;sional {'IHlors<>m<>nts of Gru<'eologists as well as the Bureau of Femi
nine Hygiene. 

Gyn-o-sol is a ~oft jelly which performs the snme funttlon and is compounded 
from the same formula as Gynettes. Usc of one or the other is n matter of per
Ronal prefereuce, the difl'erence beiug entirely in the manner of appli<•ation. 
Gyn-o-sol is applied quickly and easily and its nction is immediate and effective. 
A similar formula is used today by thousands of women. It is non-injurious and 
?fl'ers the married woman the protection slw wants. Its conslsteuey is such that 
lt spreads evenly oYer all iuterual parts and dt>posits a fllm that r<'nlllins effeetive 
throughout the night, making douelling unn<>cess:uy uutil moming. 

Ot the many pr<>parutions whld1 are nsed for the purvose of <lotwhing, few 
equal and none has bPen fonnd superior to Gynex Tablets. They are excell<>nt 
deodorants, instantly destroying ofl'<•nsive odors. Gynex Tablets are l'Specially 
manufactured for ns<> with the Gyn<>x Dilnting Spray-together they form the 
Ideal com!linntlon for the eorr<>et pructlce of feminine hygi<'lle. IIenling
Roothing-r<'frPshlng. 

Yiornetts contain Viburnum and other ben<>ficial ingredients, and are recom
lll<'uded to all women who suffer periodic pain or irregularities. A uterine and 
O\'arian sedath·e, its use t<>nds to tone and strengthen these organs. Non-nar
cotic chocolate eoated-conveni<•nt-and fully as effecti\·e as liquid prepnrations. 
Yiornetts are 11armless, reliable and efficient. 

Many other stntemeuts of similar import and meaning are used Ly 
the respondent in connection with the sale and distribution of said 
Preparations and appliances. 
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PAn. 5. By the means and in the manner set out in paragraph 4 
hereof the respondent represents and implies that the preparation& 
"Gynettes," "Gynex Tablets," and "Gyn-o-sol" are competent and 
effective preventatives of conception and that they are an absolute· 
protection ag1linst pregnancy, and can be depended upon for which 
purpose without limitation; that said preparations are competent 
and reliable remedies, treatments and cures forms and diseases pecu
liar to women, including leucorrhea, inflamed membranes, vaginal 
inflammation, pelvic inflammation, and nervous conditions. 

By the means and in the manner set out in paragraph 4, the re
spondent represents and implies that the preparation of "Viornetts"· 
is a competent and effective treatment or cure for periodic pains or 
irregularities in the menstruation period of women, a sedative for 
uterine and ovarian troubles of women, and that its use will 
strengthen those organs. 

The preparations "Gynettes,'' "Gynex Tablets," and "Gyn-o-sol'r 
and the appliances used in connection therewith are not competent 
and effective preventatives of conception, and are not an absolute 
protection against pregnancy, and cannot be depended upon for such 
purposes without limitation; said preparations are not competent 
and reliable remedies, treatments, and cures for ills and diseases 
peculiar to women, including leucorrhea, inflamed membranes, vag
inal inflammation, pelvic inflammation, and nerYous conditions. 

The preparation "Viornetts" is not a competent and effective treat
ment or cure for periodic pains or irregularities in the menstruation 
period of women, a sedative for uterine or ovarian troubles of women, 
and its use will not strengthen these organs. 

Said preparations have no beneficial therapeutic value in the treat
ment of any of the ailments, ills and diseases mentioned herein. 

PAn. 6. Respondent in said. booklets, pamphlets, circulars and 
window d.isplay placards represents that its said preprtrations antl 
appliances have been submitted to, tested and approved by an inde
pendent organization devoted to scientific research on questions in· 
volvjng the methods of preventing conception and prewnting, treat
ing, and curing the diseases, maladies and conditions peculiar to 
women, and that such organization so testing aml approving the 
preparations and appliances of the respondent is in no w11y con· 
nected with or financially interested in the sale and distribution of 
said preparations and appliances. 

Respondent's said preparations and appliances have not been sub· 
mitted to, tested, and approved by an independent organization de· 
voted to scientific research on questions involving the met hods of 
preventing conception and preventing, treating and curing the dis· 
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eases, maladies, and conditions peculiar to women, which was in no 
way connected with or financially interested in the sale and distribu
tion of said preparations and appliances. 

PAn. 7. Respondent in said booklets, pamphlets, circulars, and 
window display placards represents that said preparations and the 
appliances used in connection therewith may be used with safety and 
without deleterious effects by women to prevent conception. 

In many cases the use of such preparations and appliances used in 
connection therewith are capable of causing, and do cause, injuries 
and have a deleterious effect on those using them. 

PAn. 8. The representations and implications of the respondent in 
connection with the sale and distribution of said preparations and ap
Pliances in said commerce, as stated, have the tendency and capacity 
to and do confuse, mislead, and deceive members of the public as to 
the. properties and efficacy of said preparations and appliances in 
the particulars herein set forth, and to cause them, because of the 
e~roneous beliefs engendered by said representations and implica
tions to buy and use said preparations and appliances, thereby sub
~tantially diverting trade in said commerce to the respondent from 
~t~ competitors who truthfully represent their products, to their 
ln)ury and to the injury of the public. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices· of the respondent, Gynex Cor
poration, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's com
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, 
approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
Purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST, ETC • 

. This proce~ding having been heard by the FeJ.eral Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 
herein by the respondPnt, Gynex Corporation, admitting all material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence ami all other intervening procedure, and the Com
hl~ssion having made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that 
Said respondent, Gynex Corporation, has violated the provisions of 
an Act of Congress approved SPptember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trude Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, an<.] for other purposes." 
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It is ordered, That the respondent, Gynex Corporation, its officer, 
representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offer
ing for sale, sale and distribution of the meuicinal or pharmaceutical 
preparations and appliances which are designed, intended and used 
in the treatment of various female ailments and conditions and for 
female hygiene purposes now designated as Gynettes, Gyn-o-sol, 
Gynex Tablets, Viornetts, Gynex Fountain Bag, and Gynex Spray 
with Gynex Bulb, or of any other preparations or appliances of sub
stantially the same ingredients and therapeutic effect or of substan
tially the same design, whether designated by the aforementioned 
names or by any other names, in interstate commerce or in the Dis
trict of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from representing, 
directly or by implication: 

1. That the preparations "Gynettes", "Gynex Tablets," and "Gyn
o-sol" are competent and effective preventatives of conception, an 
absolute protection against pregnancy, and can be depended upon 
for such purposes without limitation. 

2. That the preparations "Gynettes'', "Gynex Tablets" and "Gyn
o-sol" are competent anJ reliable remedies, treatments, and cures for 
ills and diseases peculiar to women, including leucorrhea, inflamed 
membranes, vaginal and pelvic inflammation, and nervous condi
tions. 

3. That the preparation "Viornetts" is a competent and effective 
treatment or cure for period p,ains and irregularities in the men
struation period of women ,a sedative for uterine and ovarian 
troubles of women and that it strengthens the ovaries and uterus . 
. 4. That said preparations and appliances have been tested and 

approved by an independent organization devoted to scientific re
search on questions involving the methods of preventing conception 
and preventing, treating, and curing the diseases, maladies, and con
ditions peculiar to women, until and unless such an organization has 
tested and approved said preparatim1s and appliances, and 

5. That said preparations and appliances may be used with safety 
and without deleterious effects by all womf'n. 

It is further ordered, That the complaint herein be and the sallie 
hereby is, dismissed as to the respondents, Bureau of Hygiene, Inc., 
Preferred Industries Corporation, ancl Benjamin Lindner, without 
prejudice. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent, Gynex Corporation, 
shall within GO days after service upon it of this order, file with the 
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the nuwner 
nnd fonn in which it has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MA'ITER OF 

STANDARD DISTRIBUTORS, INC., AND LOUIS H. GELLAR 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 3065. Complaint, Feb. 19, 1937-Decision, May 13, 1937 

Where a corporntion and an individual, president and manager thereof and 
director of its policies and practices, engaged in the distribution and sale 
of radios, food beaters, and food mixers, and of lottery schemes in con
nection with sale of aforesaid products to retail merchants in the various 
States-

( a) Sold and distributed to retail merchants located at various points through
out the United States, in connection with sale and distribution of aforesaid 
products, a lottery scheme and sales plan and paraphernalia and devices 
necessary to the carrying out of said scheme and distribution of afore
said products among the customers of such merchants, under a scheme or 
plan by which the chance holders of the two right keys, .. mt of a large 
number which it supplied to its respective merchant customers. to unlock 
Padlock supplied with said key assortments, received, as case might be, 
radio, food beater or food mixer, and thereby supplied to and placed in 
the hands of others means of conducting lotteries in sale or distribution of 
said products in accordance with snch plan, contrary to the established 
public policy of the United States and to tlle laws of many States, and 
in competition with many unwilling, by reason of said facts, to offer or 
sell their merchandise so as to involve game of chance, and who refrain 
therefrom; 

With result that many retail merchants and prospective purchasers of mer-
. chandising and sales promotion plans, attracted by element of chance In
volved in sales method above described, were induced to purchase their said 
merchandise and participate in said plan, in preference to purchase of same 
or similar merchandise and in preference to purchase or us€- of other 
merchandising or sales promotion plans from competitors who do not usc 
same or equivalent methods in sale or distribution of their goods, and 
With tendency and capacity unfairly to divert to themselves, because of 
use of said lottery or game of chance, trade and commerce from compet
itors who do not use same or equivalent methods, to exclude from said trade 
an competitors who are unwilling to and do not use such practices, lessen 
competition therein and tend to create a monopoly thereof in them and 
such other competitors as do use same or equivalent practices or methods, 
and to deprive purchasing public of benefits of free competition therein, and 
With tendency and capacity, further, unfairly to eliminate tlJerefrom all 
actual, and exclude thereft·om all potential, competitors who do not adopt 
and use such or any method involving game of chance or sale of chance 
thus to win such articles, us contrary to public policy or laws of many 
States, as above set forth, or as, In their opinion, detrimental to public 
morals and those of persons among whom chances are distributed; 

(b) llepresented, through their agents and field representati>es, to retailers 
that Rnid mercllflndising and sales promotion plan or lottery scheme, sup-
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plied and sold by them together with devices or paraphernalia as herein· 
above set forth, constituted a sales promotion plan devised by them to get 
their said radios, food beaters and food mixers before the public, and that 
retailers participating in such plan might do so without cost, through 
return of keys by retailers and payment therefor of one cent each, and held 
out numerous undertakings by them and advantages to retailers in such 
connection, Including subsequent agency on said products by retailers and 
commission for sale thereof, and undertaking to furnish envelopes for 
retailers' customers as means of securing latters' names and addresses as 
list of prospective purchasers of articles in question, and undertaking to 
supply retailer with a large number of descriptive circulars and corps of 
girls to distribute same; and 

(c) Represented, through use of contract forms, circulars, or other prluted 
matter, and through their said agents and field representatives, that the 
radios to be distributed were "Majestic"; 

Facts being said lottery plan or scheme, thus distributed by it, was not a sales 
promotion plan to get their products before purchasing public, but scheme 
to dispose thereof to retailers, they did not redeem keys returned by par· 
ticipating retailers as above set forth, or return to such retailers all or 
substantial part of the money paid by them, nor fnrnish envelopes, nor 
supply circulars or girls to distribute same as above set forth, but 
demanded and received substantial deposit upon a retailer's agreement to 
participate, shipped prize merchandise, paraphernalia, and devices C. 0. D. 
without inspection by r£•tniler before full payment, radios were inferior to 
the genuine "l\Iajestlc," as well nnd favorably known to the purchasing 
public, and were "gyp" products, and return of their money to demanding 
retailers upon discm·pry of nforesaid misrepresentations was refuRed and 
not forthcoming; 

With effect ot causing many retailers erroneomJly to believe that aforesaid rep· 
resentations were true, and of causing a substantial portion thereof to 
partieipnte in such plan and purchase merchandise from them because of. 
such erroneous belief, and of thereby diverting substantial trade in such 
commerce to t11em from their competitors who truthfully represent their 
merchandise and sales plans; to their injury nnd that of the public: 

llcld, That such acts auu practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Joseph 0. Feh1· for the Commission. 

Pursuant to the provisions of an .Act of Congress, approved St\p· 
tember 26, 1914, entitkd "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis· 
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Standard 
Distributors, Inc., a corporation, and Louis II. Gellar, an individual, 
hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and are using un· 
fair methods of competition in commerce, as "commerce" is defined 
in said act of Congress, and it appearing to said Commission that 
n proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public intf'f· 
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-est, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect 
:as follows : 
. PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, ·Standard Distributors, Inc., is a 
.corporation organized and operating under the laws of the State 
·of New York. The respondent, Louis H. Gellar, an individual, is 
president of the respondent corporation, and manages and directs 
its policies and practices. Both respondents have their principal 
.Place of business located at 114 E. 32 St., in the city of New York, 
in the State of New York. 

The respondents are now and for more than one year last past 
have been engaged in the business of distributing and selling radios 
-and food beaters and mixers and have also been engaged in selling 
lottery schemes to retail merchants located at points in the various 
-States of the United States. They cause and have caused their said 
products and merchandising plan, when so sold, to be transported 
from their principal place of business in the city of New York, State 
<Of New York, and distributed to purchasers thereof located in other 
·States of the United States at their respective places of business. 
There is now, and has been for more than one year last past, a con
stant current of trade and commerce by said respondents, in such 
Products and merchandising plan, between and among the States of 
the United States, and in the District of Columbia. In the course 
-nnd conduct of their said business, respondents are in competition 
with other corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals en
gaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of radios, food 
l,eaters and mixers, cards, trada cards, discount cards, premium cards, 
-coupons, trading stamps, and merchandising plans, in commerce be
tween and among the various States of the United StatPs, and in the 
District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as aforesaid, 
tlte respondents sell and distribute to retail merchants located at 
Various points throughout the United States, radios and food beaters 
and mixers, and, in comwction therewith, sell and distribute to such 
lll<>rchants a lottery scheme and sales plan, whereby said radios and 
food beaters and mixers are distributed among the customers of such 
nwrchants by chance. Respondents sell and distribute to such mcr
~h~nts the paraphernalia n.nd devices necessary to the carrying out of 
snrd lottery scheme and the distribution of said merchandise by 
chance, a part of which is a large number of keys, usually 4,500, 
and a padlock. One of said keys is distributed by the merchants to 
customers with each purchase of a given amount of merchandise, 
usually 25¢ worth. When a fixed number of said keys, usually the 
<'ntire number furnished by the respondents, have been distrihuted 
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among the customers of the merchants, the keys so distributed are 
collected by the merchant and fitted into the said padlock. Two of 
the keys so distributed will fit the padlock, and to the holders of each 
of these two keys the merchant delivers a radio or food beater and 
mixer, as the case may be, furnished by the said respondents. Said 
radios and food beaters and mixers are thus distributed to the cus
tomers of said retail merchants by lottery, gift enterprise, or game 
of chance. 

Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the 
means of conducting lotteries in the sale of its said radios and food 
beaters and mixers in accordance with the plan hereinabove set forth. 
The use by the respondents of said method in the distribution of its 
said radios and food beaters and mixers, and the sale of said radios 
and food beaters and mixers by and through the use thereof, is a 
practice contrary to the established public policy of the United States, 
and contrary to the laws of many of the States of the United States, 
and because of said facts many competitors of said respondents are 
unwilling to offer for sale or sell their merchandise so as to involve a 
game of chance, and such competitors refrain therefrom. 

Many retail merchants who are prospective purchasers of radios 
and food beaters and mixers are attracted by the element of chance 
involved in respondents' sales method as above described, and are 
therc>by induced to purchase respondents' merchandise, and partici· 
pate in said plan, in preference to the same or similiar merchandise 
from respondents' competitors, who do not use the same or equivalent 
methods in selling or distributing their merchandise. 

PAn. 3. The use of the method above set forth by the respondents 
has a tendency and capacity nnfairly to divert to the respondentsr 
because of the use of said lottery or game of chance, trade and com· 
merce from their competitors who do not use the same or equivalent 
methods; to excluue from said trade all competitors who are unwil
ling to anu who uo not use the same or equivalent methods; to lessen 
competition in said traue, and to tend to create a monopoly of said 
trade in respondents anu such other competitors who use the sn.me 
or equivalent methods; and to deprive the purchasing public of the 
benefits of free competition in said trade. The use of said methods 
by the respondents has the tendency and capacity unfairly to elimi· 
nate from saiU trade all actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom 
all potential competitors who do not adopt anu use said method, or 
any methou involving a game of chance or the sale of a chance to 
win radios or foou beaters and mixers by chance, because such method 
is contrary to the public policy of the United States or to the laws of 
many of the States of the United States, or because they are of the 
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.opinion that such method is detrimental to public morals and to the 
morals of the persons among whom said chances are distributed, or 
because of any or all of said reasons. 

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business, as aforesaid, 
respondents represent to retailers that the lottery plan or scheme as 
above set out is a sales promotion plan, devised by the respondents to 
get their radios and food beaters and mixers before the public, and 
~hat the retailer participating in the plan may do so without cost, 
lit that the respondents "sell" such retailer the plan, including the 
merchandise given as a prize, at a price which is equivalent to one 
cent per key for the keys furnished, and represent that they, when 
the prize merchandise has been distributed, will pay to the retailer 
the sum of one cent for each key returned to the respondents for 
refund, thereby returning to the retailer all of the money paid to the 
respondents, if all of the keys are returned, and that the retailer 
thereafter will have the agency for, and receive a commission on the 
sales of, respondents' radios and food beaters and mixers distributed 
in the particular territory where the retailer is located. Respondents 
ftuther represent that they will furnish envelopes within which the 
CU::·tomers of the retailer are to place their keys, and upon which they 
are to place their names and addresses, to be returned to the retailer 
so that the keys may be fitted into the padlock, thus securing for the 
retailer and respondents a list of prospective purchasers of radios 
and food beaters and mixers. Respondents further represent that 
they will supply to the retailer five thousand circulars descriptive of 
the plan, and will furnish a corps of girls to distribute such circulars. 
Hespondents represent and imply that the radios to be distributed 
&.re "Majestic" radios, a trade name for radios manufactured by 
Grigsby-Grunow Company, and well and favorably known to the 
purchasing public, and a radio that is preferred by a substantial 
portion of the purchasing public to radios not of an established 
brand or sold under a recognized trade name. 

PAn. 5. In truth and in fact, the lottery plan or scheme so distrib
uted by the respondents is not a sales promotion plan to get their 
products before the purchasing public, but is a scheme to dispose of 
their said products to retailers, for the respondents fail and refuse 
to redeem the keys returned to them by retailers participating in the 
plan at the rate of one cent each, and to return to such retailers all, 
or a substantial part, of the money paid the respondents. In truth 
and in fact, the respondents do not furnish envelopes in which the 
keys are to be placed ~!ld returned to the retailers by customers, nor 
do they supply to retailers five thousand circulars and a corps of girls 
to distribute such circulars. The radios distributed by the respond-
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ents are not the brand of radios known to the purchasing public as 
"Majestic" radios, but are inferior to "Majestic" radios and of the 
type that is commonly known and referred to as a "gyp" radio, which 
means a radio not manufactured and distributed by a reputable and 
responsible concern. 

Retailers have no opportunity to learn, prior to the time of full 
payment of the money to the respondents for their participation in 
the plan, that the representations made by the respondents in regard 
to the envelopes, circulars, and brand of radios furnished are not true, 
for respondents demand and receive a substantial deposit at the time 
the retailer agrees to participate in the plan, and the prize merchan
dise, paraphernalia, and devices used in the plan are shipped to the 
retailer cash on delivery, and full payment is made by the retailer 
before inspection. Respondents fail and refuse to return to retailers 
the moneys paid when discovery of the misrepresentations of the 
respondents is made, and a demand is made upon the respondents for 
such refund. 

PAR. 6. The aforesaid reprt>sentations and implications of the 
respondents are false and misleading, and have the tendency and 
capacity to, and do, cause mnny retailers erroneously to believe that 
said representations are true, and cause a substantial portion of such 
retailers to participate in said plan and to purchase merchandise 
from the said respondents, because of such erroneous belief, thereby 
unfairly diverting substantial trade in said commerce to the respond
ents from their competitors, who truthfully represent their merchan
dise and sales plans, to the injury of said competitors in said com
merce, and to the injury of the public. 

PAR. 7. The acts, practices, and methods of the respondents, as 
hereinabove alleged, are all to the prejudice of the public and the 
respondents' said competitors, and constitute unfair methods of com
petition in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS As TO THE FACTS, A:su Onnt:R 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
t£-mber 26, 1914, entitl('tl "An Act to create a l<'e<leral Trade Commis
~ion, to define its powers and dnti('s, and for other pmposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on the 19th day of February 1937, issu('tl 
and served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, Stand
unl Distributors, Inc., a corporation, and I.onis II. G<'llar, an in<li-
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vidual, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition 
in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the 
issuance of said complaint (the respondents never having filed answer 
thereto), a stipulation as to the fac·ts was entered into by and between 
the respondents and 1V. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Commis
&ion, by which it was agreed that, subject to the approval of the Com
mission, the statement of facts so agreed upon should be taken as the 
facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in support of the 
charges stated in the complaint or in opposition thereto; and by 
Which stipulation it was further agreed that the Commission might 
proceed upon sttid statement of facts to issue its report stating its 
findings as to the facts (including inferences which it might draw 
from the said stipulated facts) and its conclusion based thereon and 
enter its order disposing of the proceeding without the presentation 
of arguments or the filing of briefs. Said stipulation as to the facts 
has been duly filed in the office of the Commission and approved by it. 
The.reafter the proceeding came on for final hearing before the Com
~ission on said complaint, and the statement of facts as agreed upon 
In lieu of testimony, briefs aiHl argument having been waived, and the 
~ommission having duly considered the same and being fully advised 
111 the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the 
Public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion 
rlrawn therefrom: 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Standard Distributors, Inc., is a 
corporation organized an<l operating under the laws of the State of 
New York. The respondent, Louis H. Gellar, an individual, is 
President of the respondent corporation, and manages and directs its 
Policies and practices. Doth respondents have their principal place 
?f business located at 114 E. 32ml Strret, in the city of New York, 
In the State of New York. 

The respondents are now, and for more than one year last past 
have been, engaged in the business of distributing and selling radios, 
food beaters and food mixers and have also been engaged in selling 
lott(lry schemes in connection with the sale of said products to retail 
merchants located at points in various States of the United States. 
They cause and have caused their said products and merchandising 
Plan, when so sold, to be transported from their principul place 
of business in the city of New York, State of New York, and dis
tributed to purchasers thereof located in other States of the United 
~tates at their respectiYe places of business. There is now, and has 
been for more than one year last past, n constant current of tradt• 
?nrl commerce by said respondents, in such products and merchandis
Ing plan, between n11d among tl1e States of the Fnite•l States. n111l 
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in the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of their said 
business, respondents are in competition with other corporations, 
firms, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the manufacture, 
sale, and distribution of radios, food beaters and food mixers, and 
also engaged in the manufacture of cards, trade cards, discount 
cards, premium cards, coupons, trading stamps, and merchandising 
plans, in commerce bet"·een and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as aforesaid, 
the respondents sell and distribute to retail merchants located at 
various points throughout the United States, radios, food beaters 
and food mixers, and, in connection therewith, sell and distribute 
to such merchants a lottery scheme and sales plan, whereby said 
radios, food beaters and food mixers are distributed among the cus
tomers of such merchants by chance. Respondents sell and dis
tribute to such merchants the paraphernalia and devices necessary 
to the carrying out of saicl lottery scheme and the distribution of 
said merchandise by chance, a part of which is a large number of 
keys, usually 4,500, and a padlock. One of said keys is distributed 
by the merchants to customers with each purchase of a given amount 
of merchandise, usually 25¢ worth. Since on or about May 1, 1936, 
the said sales promotion plan and the form of contract incident. 
thereto was changed so as to provide that the retail merchant pur
~hasing said sales promotion plan would distribute said keys to 
customers without additional charge. When a fixed number of 
said keys, usually the entire number furnished by the reE'pondents, 
have been distributed among the customers of the merchants, the 
keys so distributed are collected by the merchant and fitted into the 
said padlock. Two of the keys so distributed will fit the padlock, 
and to the holders of each of these two keys the merchant delivers a 
radio, food beater, or food mixer, as the case may be, furnished by 
the said respondents. Said radios, food beaters, and food mixers 
are thus distributed to the customers of said retail merchants by 
lottery, gift enterprise, or game of chance. 

Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the 
means of conducting lotteries in the sale or distribution of its said 
radios, food beaters and food mixers in accordance with the plan 
l1ereinabove set forth. The use by the respondents of said method in 
the sale and distribution of its said radios, food beaters and food 
mixers is a practice of the sort that is contrary to the established 
public policy of the United States, and contrary to the laws of many 
of the States of the United StatE's, and because of said facts many 
-competitors of said respondents are unwilling to offer for sale or 
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sell their merchandise so as to involve a game of chance, and such 
competitors refrain therefrom. 

Many retail merchants who are prospective purchasers of mer
ehandising plans and sales promotion plans are attracted by the ele
ment of chance involved in respondents' sales method as above de
s~ribed, and are thereby induced to purchase respondents' merchan
dise, and participate in said plan, in preference to purchasing the 
same or similar merchandise and in preference to purchasing or using 
other merchandising or sales promotion plans from respondents' com
P~titors, 'vho do not use the same or equivalent methods in selling or 
distributing their merchandise. 

P.AR, 3. The use of the method above set forth by the respondents 
has a tendency and capacity unfairly to divert to the respondents, 
because of the use of said lottery or game of chance, trade and com
merce from their competitors who do not use the same or equivalent 
~ethods, to exclude from said trade all competitors who are unwill
Jng to and who do not use the same or equivalent methods, to lessen 
-competition in said trade, and to tend to create a monopoly of said 
trade in respondents and such other competitors who use the same or 
equivalent methods, and to deprive the purchasing public of the 
benefits of free competition in said trade. The use of said methods 
by the respondents has the tendency and capacity unfairly to elimi
nate from said trade all actual competitors, and to exclude therefrom 
all potential competitors who do not adopt and use said method, or 
any method involving a game of chance or the sale of a chance to win 
~·adios, food beaters or food mixers by chance, because such method 
Is contrary to the public policy of the United States or to the laws of 
many of the States of the United States or because they are of the 
-opinion that such method is detrimental to public morals and to the 
morals of the persons among whom said chances are distributed, or 
because of any or all of said reasons. 

PAn. 4. In the course and conduct of respondents' business, as afore
said, the agents and field representatives of the said respondents, in 
the course of their employment have from time to time represented to 
retailers that the lottery plan or scheme as above set out is a sales 
Promotion plan, devised by the respondents to get their radios, food 
beaters and food mixers before the pnblic, and that the retailer par
ticipating in the plan may do so without cost, in that the responuents 
"sell" such retailer the plan, including the merchandise given as a. 
prize, at a price which is equivalent to one cent per key for the keys 
f~trnished, and represent that respondents, when the prize merchan
-dise has been distributed, will pay to the retailer the sum of one cent 
for each key returned to the respondents for refund, thereby return-

l467116m-S9-voL 24-T9 
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ing to the retailer all of the money paid to the respomlents, if all of 
the keys are returned, and that the retailer thereafter will have the 
agency for, and receive a commission on the sales of, respondents' 
radios, food beaters and food mixers distributed in the particular ter
ritory where the retailer is located. Respondents' said agents and 
field representatives, in the course of their employment further repre
sent that respondents will furnish envelopes within which the cus
tomers of the retailers are to place their keys, and upon which they 
are to place their names and addresses, to be returned to the retailer 
so that the keys may be fitted into the padlock, thus securing for the 
retailer and respondents a list of prospective purchasers of radios, 
food beaters, and food mixers. Respondents' said agents and field 
representatives, in the course of their employment, furthe:.· represent 
that respondents will supply to the retailer five thousand circulars 
descriptive of the plan, and will furnish a corps of girls to distribute 
such circulars. 

Respondents further represent through the use of contract forms, 
circulars, and other printed matter, and through their agents and 
field representatives that the radios to be distributed are ".Majestic" 
radios. Said word "Majestic" is a trade name for radios manufac
ttu·ed by Grigsby-Grunow Company, which are well and favorably 
known to the purchasing public, and preferred by a substantial por
tion of the purchasing public to radios not of an established brand 
or sold under a recognized trade name. 

PAR. 5. In truth and in fact, the lottery plan or scheme so distrib
uted by the respondents is not a sales promotion plan to get their 
products before the purchasing public, but is a scheme to dispose of 
their said products to retailers. The respondents do not redeem the 
keys returned to them by retailers participating in the plan at the 
rate of one cent each, and do not return to such retailers all, or a 
substantial part, of the money paid the respondents. In truth and 
in fact, the respondents do not furnish envelopes in which the keys 
are to be placed and returned to the retailers by customers, nor do 
they supply to retailers 5,000 circulars and a corps of girls to distrib
ute such circulars. The representations made by the respondents in 
regard to the envelopes, circulars and brand of radios furnished are 
not true, for respondents demand and receive a substantial deposit 
at the time the retailer agrees to participate in the plan, and the 
prize merchandise, paraphernalia, and devices used in the plan are 
shipped to the retailer cash on delivery, and full payment is made 
by the retailer before inspection. 

The radios distributed by the respondents are not the brand of 
radios known to the purehasing public as "Majestic," manufactured 
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?Y Grigsby-Grunow Company. Said so-called "Majestic" radios are 
mferior to the reall\fAJESTIC radios manufactured by the Grigsby
Grunow Company and are of the type that is commonly known as a 
"gyp" radio, which means a radio not manufactured and distributed 
by a reputable and responsible firm. 

Uespondents fail and refuse to return to retailers the moneys paid 
when disconry of the misrepresentations of the said respondents' 
agents and field representatives is made, and a demand is made upon 
the respondents for such refund. 

PAR. 6. The aforesaid misrepresentations of respondents' said 
age.nts and field representatives are false and misleading, and havo 
the tendency and capacity to, and do, cause many retailers erroneously 
to believe that said representations are true, and cause a substantial 
Pottion of such retailers to participate in said plan, and to purchaso 
Inerchandise from the said respondents, because of such erroneous 
belief, thereby unfairly diverting substantial trade in said commerce, 
to the respondents from their competitors, who truthfully represent 
their merchandise and sales plans, to the injury of said competitors in 
said commerce, and to the injury of the public. 

COXCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practic{'S of the respondents, Standard 
Distributors, Inc., a corporation, and Louis II. Gellar, an individual, 
are to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
Inission, to define its pmvers and duties, and for other purposes." 

OHDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission (the respondents never 
having filed answer thereto), and the agreed Stipulation of Facts 
entered into Lehn~en the respondt>nts herein, Standard Distributors, 
Inc., a corporation, and Louis II. Gellar, an individual, and ,V. T. 
Reiley, Chief Counsel for the Commission, which provides, among 
other things, that without further evidence or other intervening pro
cedui·p, the Commission may issue and serre upon the respondents 
hPrein findings as to the facts and conclusion based thereon and nn 
?rdpr disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made 
lt.s findings as to the facts and conclusion that said respondents ha\·e 
\"Iolatetl the provisions of an Act of Congress, apprond September 
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26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That the respondent, Standard Distributors, Inc., a 
corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, and 
the respondent, Louis H. Gellar, individually, and as president of the 
~tforesaid Standard Distributors, Inc., in connection with the sale, 
-offering for sale, or distribution of radios, food beaters, food mixers, 
or other articles of merchandise in interstate commerce, cease and 
desist from : 

l. Furnishing, supplying, or selling any device or paraphernalia 
which is to be used, or which may be used, in the distribution of said 
articles of merchandise to the public by means of lottery scheme, lot
tery sales plan, game of chance, or gift enterprise; 

2. Furnishing, supplying to, or selling retail merchants parapher
nalia and devices, a part of which is a large number of keys and a 
padlock, one of which said keys is to be distributed by said merchants 
to each of their customers with the purchase of a given amount of 
merchandise, and when a fixed number of such keys has been so dis
tributed, said keys are to be collected by the said merchant and fitted, 
or tried to be fitted, into the said padlock, a small number of which 
keys only will fit or unlock said padlock, the holders of such keys being 
entitled to receive and to be given without additional charge one of 
said radios, food mixers, food beaters, or other articles of merchandise. 

It i8 further ordered, That the respondent, Standard Distributors, 
Inc., a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, 
and the respondent,,Lou1s H. Gellar, individually, and as president of 
the aforesaid Standard Distributors, Inc., in connection with the sale, 
offering for sale, or distribution of merchandising and sales promo
tion plans or lottery schemes, cease and desist from: 

1. Supplying to, or placing in the hands of, retail merchants, dP
Yices or paraphernalia which are to be used, or which may be used, 
to promote or increase the local 1sales of such retail merchandise by 
means of a lottery, gift enterprise, or game of chance; 

2. Supplying to, or placing in the hands of retail merchants, a pad
lock and a number of keys, a small number of which keys only will 
unlock said padlock for use, or which are to be used, for increasing 
the sales of said retail merchants by means of a lottery sclwme. ,aift 
<>nterprise, or game of chance . 

.And it is further ordered, That the said respondents, Standanl Di;;
tributors, Inc., a corporation1 its officers, agents, and employees, and 
Louis II. Gellar, individua1ly and as president of the aforesaid Stand
m·d Distributors, Inc., in connection with the sale and offt>ring for 
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sale by them of radios in interstate commerce, do forthwith cease and 
desist from : 

Representing, through use of the word "Majestic" as a brand name 
for radios, or through any other means of device, or in any other 
manner, that the radios offered for sale and sold by them are ".Majestic" 
radios, or are made by Grigsby Grunow Company, until and unless 
they are actually offer for sale and sell "Majestic" radios made by 
Grigsby Grunow Company . 

. And it is hereby further ordered, That the said respondents shall 
Wlthin 60 days from the date of the service upon them of this order 
file with this Commission a report, in writing, setting forth the manner 
and form in which they shall have complied with this order. 
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IN THE M.\TIER OF 

HOGAN ADVERTISING COMPANY, TRADING AS THE 
SENDOL COMPANY 

COMPJ,AINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD ~1'0 THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN AC'l' OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2881. Complaint, July 24, 1936-Dccision, !Jlay 1.S, 19.37' 

Where a corporation engaged in the sale and distribution of a proprietary med
Icine designated and known as "Sendol" and as alleged remedy for colds, 
headaches, and pains; In advertising the same in newspapers, magazines, 
pamphlets, by radio, and through testimonials and otherwlse-

(a) Fnli"cly represented thnt said product was a safe medicine to administer 
in all cases and was a safe remedy to give to children; and 

(b) Falsely represented that it was effective and reliable in all cases of muscular, 
rheumatic or neuralgic aches and pains, and afforded quick relief In all 
cases of headaches, colds, aches or pains, and was an efficacious remedy in 
cases of nervousness or nervous exhaustion; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving substantial portion of purchasing publiC 
into the erroneous belief that said representations were true, and with 
result that consuming public, ns a direct consequence of mistaken and erro
neous beliefs Induced by such false and misleading statements and represen
tations, purchased substantial volume of its said product, and trade was 
unfairly diverted to It from those of its competitors engaged in sale and 
distribution of products prepared for and sold as remedif'S for colds, head
aches, and muscular aches and pains, and who truthfully advertise and 
represent the therupeutic value, and the effects to be derived from the use 
of, their said products; to the substantial Injury of competition in commerce: 

Ilcld, ']'!tat such nets and 11r11ctices were to the prejudice of the public and com-
petitors and constituted uufair methods of competition. 

Defore 11/r. RobertS. II all, trial examiner. 
iJlr. DeWitt T. Puckett for the Commission. 
JJir. Terence 111. O'Brien, of Kansas City, Mo., for rPspondent. 

Col\IPLAINT 

Jlur:,uant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Septem
ber 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission having reason to believe that the Hogan Adver
tising Company, a corporation, doing business under the firm uame 
and !ityle of the Semlol Company, hereinafter referred to as the 
respondent, has lJeen ~md is using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to 
the said Commis::;ion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 

'Order published, as modified, as of l\fay 29, l!J37. 
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?e in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges 
In that respect as follows : 

PARAGRAPH 1. Hogan Advertising Company is a corporation, or
ganized and existing under the laws of the State of Missouri, and 
h·ading and doing business under the firm name of the Sendol Com
pany, with its office and principal place of business located at R0om 
1~9 Coates Building, 1008-1010 'Valnut Street, in the city of Kansas 
City and State of Missouri. Respondent is now and for more than 
one year last past has been engaged in the sale and distribution, in 
constant course of trade and commerce between and among the various 
St~tes of the United States and the District of Columbia, of a pro
}ll'letary medicine, designated "Sendol," an alleged remedy for colds, 
headaches, and pains. In the course and conduct of its business re
~Pondent causes said medicine, whPn sold, to be transported from its 
place of business in the State of Missouri, into and through variou~ 
?ther States of the United States to the purcho.aers thereof located 
ln other States of the United States and the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. In the course a11d conduct of its business as aforesaid, re
~Pondent is llOW and for more than one year last past has been iu 
~ubstantial competition "·ith other corporations, individuals, part.
JJerships, and firms engaged in the business of manufacturing and 
selling remedies and proprietary medicines in commerce between and 
among the yarious Stntl's of the United States and the District of 
Columbia. 

PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by 
llleans of statements and testimonials, published in magazine and 
newspaper advertisements, pamphlets, folders, labels, radio broad
~asting, and otherwise, respondent falsely makes to the general public 
the following and many other similar and equivalent statements and 
~·epret>entations with reference to the efficacy and therapeutic value of 
Its said product and its effect upon the users thereof: 

You will like the quick, plensaut actiou of Semlol and the effE>ctive way in 
~-hich it starts to work to gh·e quick relief from a simple cold, ache or pain ... 
SE'ndol soothes tired, o\·erworkE'd, frayed nerres, a ud one or two tablets gh·e 
relief in just a few minutes. 

It dissolves almost instantly in the stomach and starts to wot·k immediately 
to give relief from simple colds, 11s well ns simple headaches, muscular rheumatic 
'lind neuralgic aches and pains. 

Sendol dissolves almost Instantly In the stomach-and the relief Is immediate. 
:!'hey nre p£>rfectly safe to take or to give-even to children. 
They are safe-pleasant-effective-reliable. 

In truth and in fact said statements and representations 'n•re aml 
are ~alse and misleading, in that said "Sendol" is not a safe medicine 
to give or to take in all cases, and is not a safe medicine to gi,·e to 
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chil<.lren; it is not effective and reliable in cases of muscular rheumatic 
or neuralgic aches and pains; it does not afford quick relief in all 
cases of headaches, colds, aehes or pttins and it is not an efficacious 
remedy in cases of nervousness or nervous exhaustion. Said preparit· 
tion contains aspirin and digitalis and is therefore not safe to 
administer to all persons or to children. 

There are among the competitors of respon<.lent, as mentioned in 
paragraph 1 hereof, dealers and distributors of products similar in 
kind and purpose, who do not in any way misrepresent the efficacy ol' 
therapeutic value of their products. 

PAn. 4. The above and foregoing representations as to the thera· 
peutic value and effects of its product as set forth in paragarph 3 
hereof in the course of its advertising, offering for sale and selling 
its product in commerce as aforesaid, have the capacity and tendencY 
to and do mislead and deceive the purchasing public into the erro
neous belief that said product is an effective remedy for the treatment 
or relief of headaches, colds, aches and pains and have the capacity 
an<.l ten<.lency t.o and do induce the sai<.l purchasing public, acting in 
such erroneous belief, to purchase respondent's product., therebY 
diverting trade to the respondent from those of its competitors who 
do not misrepresent the efficacy and therapeutic value of their prod
ucts, and in this way respondent does substantial injury to com
petition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 5. The above acts and things done or caused to be done by tho 
responuent corporation were and are eac·h and all to the prejudice of 
the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfail· 
methods of competition in interstate commerce within thG meaning 
and intent of Section 5 of "An Act to create a Federal Trade Coin-

• • .1 fi . ,, 
misswn, to ue ne Its powers and duties, and for other purposes, 
approvefl September 26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Corn· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on July 24, 1936, issued, and on July 27, 
1936, served, its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Hogan 
Advertising Company, a corporation h·adin•., as The Sendol Corn· 

' 0 • 

pany, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition 111 

commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issu
ance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer, the Conl· 
mission, by order entered herein, granted respondent's motion for per· 
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mission to withdraw said answer and to substitute therefor an answer 
admitting all the material allegations of the complaint to be true and 
Waiving the taking of further evidence and all other intervening pro
cedure, which substitute answer was duly filed in the office of the 
Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final 
hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and the stlbsti
tute answer, filing of briefs having been waived and no request having 
b.een made for oral argument, and the Commission having duly con
!,ndered the same and ·being now fully advised in the premises, finds 
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its 
findings as to the fact~ and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

!)ARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Hogan Advertising Company, is a 
l\bssouri corporation, doing business under the firm name of The 
Sendol Company. Its place of business is at Room 129 Coates 
Building, 1008-1010 'Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo . 
. It is now and for more than one year last past has been, engaged 
111 the sale and distribution of a proprietary medicine designated 
an~ known as "Sendol," an alleged remedy for colds, headaches, and 
Prnns. 1Vhen orders are received for Sendol, respondent causes said 
:Product to be shipped and transported from its place of business in 
1\:.ansas City, 1\fo., to the purchasers thereof located in various States 
of the United States other than the State of Missouri and in ths 
District of Columbia. 

At all times since respondent has been in said business there ha vc 
?een other corporations, and firms and individuals, likewise engaged 
In the sale and distribution of products prepared for and sold as 
l·emedies or treatments for colds, headaches, and pains, in commerce 
among and between the yarious States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. Respondent, in the sale and distribution 
of it~ product is in competition with such other corporations, firms 
and individuals in such commerce. 

PAn. 2. The respondent advertises its said product in newspapers, 
lllagazines, pamphlt>ts, by radio, through testimonials, and otherwise. 

RepresentatiYe of its ad,·ertising claims are the fo1lowing: 

You Will like the qultk, vlcus:wt nction of Seudol ond the effective way which 
1t starts to wo1·k to giYe quick rcliPf from a simple rold, ache or pain ... Scudol 
;~othes tired, ov<•rwork('(}, frayed IJerws, and one or two tablets give relief in 

st a few minutes. 
It di!lROlY£>s almost inRtantly in the stomach and starts to work immediately 

~- give rcli£>t from simple colds, as well as simple headaches, muscular rheu· 
atlc and neuralgic aches nnd pnins. 
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Sendol dissolves almost instantly in the stonuwh-and the relief is immediate. 
They are perfectly safe to take or to giYe-eYen to children. 

They are perfectly safe to take or to give-even to children. 
The representations set forth above are untrue in that Sendol is 

not a safe medicine to administer in all cases and is not a safe remedy 
to give to children; it is not effective and reliable in cases of muscu
lar rheumatic or neuralgic aches and pains; it does not afford quick 
relief in all cases of headaches, colds, aches or pains and it is not an 
efficacious remedy in cases of nervousness or nervous exhaustion. 

PAR. 3. The false and misleading statements and misrepresenta
tions made by respondent, in its said advertising, as to the thera
peutic value and effects of its said product, have the capacity and 
tendency to mislead and deceive and have misled and deceived a 
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous be
lief that said representations are tme. As a direct consequence of 
the mistaken and erroneous beliefs induced by the false and mis
leading statements and representations above referred to, the con
suming public has purchased a substantial volume of respondent's 
product and as a result thereof, trade has been unfairly diverted to 
the respondent from those of its competitors, likewise engaged in 
the business of selling and distributing products prepared for and 
sold as remedies for colds, headaches, and muscular aches and painsr 
who truthfully advertise and represent the therapeutic value of 
and the effects to be derived from the use of their said products. As 
a result thereof substantial injury has been and is now being done 
by respondent to competition, in commerce, among and between the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Hogan Adver
tising Company, trading as The Sendol Company, are to the preju· 
dice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute 
unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the intent and 
nwaning of Section 5 of an .Act of Congress, approved September 
2G, 1914, entitled. "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 1 

This proceeding having been heard by the Fe<leral Trade Coin· 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed 

t Published, as modltled, as ot May 29, 1937. 
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herein on l\lay 11, 1937, by respondent admitting all the material 
allegations of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of 
further evidence and all other intervening procedure, and the Com
mission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusio'n 
that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Con
gress, approred September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Hogan Advertising Company, 
a corporation, doing business under the firm name and style o£ The 
Sendol Company, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, 
in connection with the offering for sale, sale aml distribution of a 
Product now known as "Sendol," or any product containing the same, 
0 1' substantially the same, ingredients, sold under that name, or 
any other trade name, in interstate commerce or in the District of 
Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from representing that said 
Product: 

1. Is a safe medicine to give or to take in all cases; 
2. Is a safe medicine to give to children; 
3. Is an effcctiYe and reliable remedy in cases o£ muscular, rheu

matic or neuralgic aches and pains; 
4. Afl'ords quick relief in all cases of headaches, colds, aches or 

pains· 
' 5. Is an effective remedy for nervousness or nervous exhaustion. 

It is further ordeTed, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
~fter service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
~n writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
1t l1as complied with this order. 
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IN THE MA'ITER OF 

MAURICE WILI .. ENS, DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE :FIRM 
NAME AND STYLE OF MUSHROOM GROWERS OF 
AMERICA 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER !N REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. ~ OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914. 

Doc~·et 2952. Complaint, Oct. 20, 1936-Decisirm, Ma11 15, 1937. 

'Vhere an individual engaged In promoting sale of mushroom spawn, In com· 
petition with others selling ~uch product~ in interstate commerce, or with 
lPgltfmate trade nssociations of growers, or with those who do not repre· 
sPnt that such products may be grown In any Idle space about the home 
or raho•ed there In ~<mall qnantltles with tremendous financial l"etnrns, or 
make other represPntatlons as hereinafter set forth-

(a) Represented, throngh trade nmne "Mushroom Growers of America," and 
featuring thereof In his correspondence, advertisements, and trade litera· 
ture, and as signature to corre~pondencc and circulars, together with slg· 
nature by "Mannglng DirPctor," and through use of such name on cards 
Issued to persons making thPir Initial Jlllrchnse from him, certifying such 
per11on wa!3 entltlf'd to the he1wftts of "onr Growers Service Bureau at all 
times," and requesting snrh person, whenever a problem presented itself, 
"to commnnlcate with ns and we will give yon the best possible advice," 
without cha rgc, and thron~h statement In correspondence, advertisements 
and trnde literature to the effect thnt "Your :!1[. G. A. membership card en· 
titles yon to the prompt ond efficient ndvlRory Rervice of the M. G. A. Serv· 
Ice Bnrenn entirely wlthont cost to you," that buslnPss operated by him 
was a lnrge and snhstantinl organization or trade association of many 
persons, mntnnlly cooperatiug with each other in the Industry in growing 
nnd marketing mu>:hrooms, and that it mHintalned a statl' of expert per
sonnel who might he consulted for advice as to technical questions arising 
In connection with said indu!ltry, facts being It was not such an organlz!\· 
tion, was not in<'orporate!l, had no board of dlrl.'<'tors or mannglng director, 
and was simply a firm nnme or RtyW n<lopted by Individual in question to 
induce members of public to patronize such individual under false impres
sion that they were dealing with a bona fide trade organization or assocla· 
tlon, and neither said Individual nor any of his employees were expert 
In growing mn!':ln·ooms or competent to give t£'<'hnl<'al a<lvl<'e concerning 
the same; and 

(b) HPpresented thnt mu>:hrooms might en>:Hy be g1·own In nny idle spare in 
or nbont the home and without unpleasant odors, and that such growing was 
a simple and highly remunerative Industry In which anyone might success· 
fnlly engnge for p1·oflt without previous experl.:>Hce or technical sklll, and 
that there wns a shortage on the market of mushrooms and amateurs might 
make a fortune or n 1mbstantlal profit, through such statements, among 
others, as "Almost any vacant, Idle space Rhout your home can be quicklY 
1111(1 inexpensively eouverted into an Ideal Mushroom bed. • • • ," "Just 
a few dollars will get you well on your way to success," "Almost any 
Yacant space ~·lclds big money In mushroom growing," "• • • one of the 
SIMPLEST and most REMUNERATIVE of Industries • • •," "• • • 
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so simple and easy that almost nuy person * * * can become a suc
cessful Mushroom Grower," "A DIGNIFIED BUSINI<}SS FOil WOMEN 
ALSO * • *," "M. G. A. Mushroom brc:ls !'mit no unpleasant oc:lor," 
facts being there is no unusual demand for mushrooms, production thereof 
loy nmat!'nr growPrs at home is not highly remunerative and has not been 
so financially to professional growers for a number of years, mushrooms 
cannot be successfully raised in any !dle space, etc., or simply anu readily 
grown without experit>nce, but growing thereof Is a matter lnvoldng con
sideJ·able care and eXJJCrience, and cannot be carried on without odor an!l 
is not such an undertaking as many women would care to engage in, and 
statements and representations above set forth and indicated were othPrwise 
false and misleading; 

With effect of misleading aud deceiving a substantial portion of the put·chas
lng public Into the erroneous belief thnt all said repr!'sentations were true, 
aud into purchase of said individual's mushroom Sl1Uwn iu reliance· thereon, 
and with result that said indivic:lual incr!'nsed his own sales of said prod
uct, thus di;;honestly promoted, advertised or repre!'ented, and thereby less
ened market for similar products sold by other growers, merchants or 
dealers who truthfully represented nature, adYantage m· expectant financial 
returns from planting such spawn or desirability of becoming mushroom 
growers, and also their true size and eharacter as commercial concerns 
through their trade or corporate name or style, antl trade was unfairly 
tlivertell to said individunl from competitors engaged in sale of slmilat· 
protlu(·t and who truthfully represented nntnre of their fit·m or corporate 
structure or that of the mushroom business or uesirubility of becomiug such 
gt·owers or demand for snell products nud financial returns obtainable by 
growing same; to the substantial injury of the purdHlslng public and of 
competition in commerce: 

lleld, That such acts and prnctices were to the prPjudice of the puhlic and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Air. William C'. Reet•es and Mr. John L. Ilornor, trial 
examiners. 

Air. James 111. Hammond for the Commission. 

Col\II'LAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an A\ct of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
Inhsion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, haYing reason to believe that .Maurice 
Willens, an individual, doing business under the firm name and style 
of Mushroom Growers of America, hereinafter referred to as re
spondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to 
!he Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be 
~n 1he public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges 
In that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Maurice Willens, is an individual doing 
business under the firm name and style o:f Mushroom Growers of 
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America, with his office and principal place of business at 431 North 
Clark St., Chicago, Ill. He is now, and has been, for more than one 
year last past, engaged in the business of promoting the sale of mush
room spawn through the medium of the trade name Mushroom Grow
ers of America, and in shipping said mushroom spawn, when sold, 
to the purchasers thereof, some located in the State of Illinois, and 
·uthers located in various other States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia. There is now, and has been for more than 
one year last past, a constant current of trade and commerce by 
respondent in the aforesaid mushroom spawn between and among the 
various States of the United States. In the course and conduct of his 
business the respondent is now, and has been, in substantial competi
tion with other persons, and with corporations, firms, and partner
ships, likewise engaged in the sale of mushroom spawn in commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States· and in 
the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business, as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, and for more than one year last past, the re
spondent herein, in soliciting the sale of and selling his mushroom 
spawn in commerce, as herein set out, represents in his correspondence, 
advertisements, and trade literature that his business is the: 

l\IUSIIROOI\1 GROWERS OF Al\IERICA 

Respondent also causes his letters, correspondence, and circulars to 
be executed in this manner: 

Very truly yours, 
1\IUSIIllOOl\I GHOWERS OF AMEll ICA, 

By----, 
JJfanaging Director. 

Uespondent also causes cards to be issued to each person on making 
his initial purchase from him, reading as follows: 

No. ---- Non-Transferable 

TilE 1\IUSIInOQ:)I GllOWF.llS OF Al\lERIC.\. 

'fhis is to certify that: 

]\{ ____________________________________ ------------------------------------
Is entitled to the bl'nl'fits of our Growers Service Bureau at all times. When
ever a problem presents Itself you are requested to communicate with us and 
we will give yon the best possible advice. No charge is made for this Service. 

1Dated --------------------- __ 103--
(Signed) -- --, 

lllauagino Di1·cctor. 
431-435 No. Clark St., Chicngo, Ill. 
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Respondent also states in his correspondence, advertisements, and 
trade literature, among other things, that: 

Your M. G. A. mE-mbership card ·entitles you to the prompt and efficient 
ach·isory service of the M. G. A. Service Bureau entirely without cost to you. 

Said statements serve as representations on the part of the 
!'espondent, Maurice Willens, to a substantial portion of the purchas
lng public that his said firm, Mushroom Growers of America, is a 
large and substantial organization or trade association of many 
Persons mutually c.ooperu.ting with each other in the industry of 
:gr.owing and marketing mushrooms, and that said association main
buns a staff of expert personnel who may be consulted for advice as 
to technical questions arising in connection with this industry. 

In truth and in fact, respondent's firm name and style, "Mush
l'oo~ Growers of America," is not an association or trade organi
.zatiOn of many individual growers or producers of mushrooms, is 
~ot ~nc~rporated, has no board of directors or managing director; 

ut IS Simply a firm name or style adopted by the said respondent, 
.Maurice 1Villens, an individual, for the purpose of inducing members 
·of the public to patronize him under the false impression that they 
·Hr~ dealing with a bona fide trade organization or association, and 
.neither respondPnt nor any employe3 is an expert in growing mush
.l'ooms or competent to give technical advice concerning the same. 

1) An, 3. In the course and conduct of his business as described in 
.Pal'agraph 1 hereof, and for more than one year last past, the 
respondent herein, in soliciting the sale of and in selling his 
.mushroom spawn in commerce as herein set out, states in his con·e
sphondence, advertisPmPnts, or trade literature, among other things, 
.t at: 

Almost any vncaut, idie S(111Ce about your llome can be quickly and in--exp . ·h ensively converted into an ideal Mushroom bed. Any cellar, garage or 
8 

ed Is suitable. Consequently just a few dollars will get you well on your • 
Way to success. 

YOUR CELLAR, SHED, GARAGE, ATTic-oR ANY OTHER VACANT, 
!_DLE SPACE-WILL .MAKE AN IDEAL PLACE FOR YOUR MUSHROOl\I 
nEDs. 

Almost any vacant space yields big money in mushroom growing . 
. Mushroom growing one of the SIMPLEST and most REMUNERATIVE of 
llldustrles, is almost ~nknown in the United States . 
. Earu big money at home! Raise Mushrooms in your basement, cellar, garage, 
~die llluces. Large Companies require tons of mushrooms dally for Mushroom 
'"'0Up, 

. The growing of .1\Iushroorus ls so simple and easy that almost any person 
.Jn auy walk of life can· become a successful Mushroom Grower, 

You will find that It does not take very long to become a big, successful 
•OJlt> t ru or in this buslne!ls, if you apply yourself to it, for the rudiments ot 
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1\Iu:;hroom Growing under 1\[. G. A.'s competent guidance can be mastere<l 
very quickly. 

It's easy to grow and market Mushrooms for profit the 1\I. G. A. way. AnY 
man or woman can conduct this paying ·business right at home. 

Till;; l\IUSIIROOl\1 GROWERS OF AMElliCA INVITES YOU TO SHARE 
IN TilE PROI<'ITS 01!' AN UNUSUALLY WELL-PAYING INDUSTRY. 

No other method of establishing a stendy, worthwhile income can be so 
readily undPrtt~ken as liiuAhroom Growing. • • • No other business offers 
ll more ·unlimited opportunity for quick expansion. 

'.fhere Is a fortune in Mushrooms. 
Thus you see, lack of personal experience is no handicap in this amazing 

l.msiness If you put yourself nnder the guidnnce of competent, sympathetic. 
:ulri~ors. 

A DIGNIFIED BUSINESS FOR WOMEN ALSO. Many women also ar~t 
searching for remunemtive and plea>;ant employnwnt and what can be more 
dignified than 1\lushroom Growing? It is cleun work and there is noUJillg 
menial about it. 

1\I. G. A. Mushroom beds emit no mlpi.Pasaut odor. 

Said statements serve as representations on the part of respondent 
to a substantial portion of the purchasing public that there is a 
tremendous demanu for mushrooms anu that the respondent':; mush· 
room spawn will produce extraordinary finaneial remuneration to 
growers thereof, and that saitl spawn may be planted in any idle 
space about the home; that said mushroom growing may be accom· 
plished without odors; that it is an easy and pleasant occupation 
and may be successfully accomplished by persons of 110 experience 
whatsoever. 

In truth and in fact, there is no unusual demand for mushroon~s, 
and the production of mushrooms by amateur growers at home lll 

small beds is not highly remunerative financially. Mushrooms can· 
not be successfully raised in any idle space about the home, but ctti1 
only be grown in properly constructed places kept at a definite 
temperature, ventilated in a precise manner, accompanied by the 
exclusion of light. The raising of mushrooms cannot be acconl· 
plished without disagreeable odors, as the preparation of the beds 
involves the use of a compost made from manure. Mushrooms can
not be successfully grown without experience, as production requires 
a high degree of ~chnical skill. It is not an easy nnd pleastlllt 
occupation, due to the hard work and disagreeable odor incident to 
JH'Pparing the compost, erecting the beds, and the constant care a.ntl 
attention required in regulating the tPmperature, humidity, and 
wntilation. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent, as set 
forth in paragraph 1 hereof, other individuals firms corporations, 

l . ' ' e or partners 11ps who do sell mushroom spawn in interstate commerc 
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or who are legitimate trade associations of mushroom growers, o,_. 
who do not represent that mushrooms may be grown in any idle 
space about the home, or that mushrooms can be raised in small 
(lllantities at home "·ith tremendous financial returns, and in th& 
other ways set forth in paragraphs 2 and 3 hereof. 

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of respondent in using a finn 11ame 
or style calculated to falsely induce ·the public to believe that re
spondent's business, conducted under the nnme of l\Inshroom Grow
ers of America is,. in fact, a trade organization or association of 
bona fide mushroom growers, allll in falsely rt>presenting and ad
-vertising that there is a trememlous demand for Jmu;hrooms, and 
that they may be grown in any idle space about the home, to the 
great financial advantage of the person so doing; that the raising 
of mushrooms may be accompli.shed ·without odors in the home; that 
the same are easy to plant and grow without any experience o,_. 
technical skill; that respondent is personally an expert in the grow·ing 
of mushrooms, and maintains personnel skilletl in advising custom
ers how to raise mushrooms, are all calcuated to mislead and deceive, 
and have, and have had, the cnpacity, tmt<1Pncy and effect of mis
leading and deceiving, and lun·e miF-~led and dPcPived, a substantial 
Portion of the pmchasing and cOJJSnming public into the erroneou~ 
belief that all of said representations are true and into the purchase 
of respondent's mushroom spa,Yn, in reliance on said representations. 

Dy means of these false and mislPading rPpresentations, made to 
t~e purchasing public as above described, respondent has incrPased 
Ins own sales of said mushroom spawn, so dishonestly promoted, ud
Veltised, or represeuted, thereby le~sening the market for similar 
spawn sold by other growers, merchants, or dealers, who truthfully 
represent the nature, adYantage, or expectant financial return from 
Pla~ting or the disirability of becoming mushroom growers, awl 
the1r true size and charactu ns commercial concerns, by their tmde .. 
or corporate name or style. . 

As a result thercof, trade is unfairly divertctl to the respondent 
from competitors en (J'n O'ed in the sale in interstate commerce of simi-l b ., 

ar mushroom spawn, who truthfully represent tho true nature of 
the~r .firm or corporate structure, or the true nature of the mushroom 
bus111ess, or the desirability of becoming mushroom growers, or the· 
demand for mushrooms, and the .financial retums obtainable thereby. 
Further, as a result thereof, substantial injury has been and is being 
done by respondent to the purchasing public and to competition in 
commerce among and between the various States of the United States 
and the District of Columbia. 

1467~6~39--voi.24----SO 
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PAR. 6. The above and foregoing acts, practices, and repreHenta
tions of the respondent have been and are all to the prejudice of the 
public and respondent's competitors, as aforesaid, and have been, 
and are, unfair methods of competition within the meaning and in
tent of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a 
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

UErmtT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on October 20, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon responder'lt, Maurice Willens, an 
individual doing business under the firm name and style of Mush
room Growers of America, charging him with the use of unfair 
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions 
of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of 
respondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support 
of the allegations of said complaint were introduced by J·ames M. 
Hammond and Eugene Carmichael, Jr., attorneys for the Commis
sion, before 'Villiam C. Heeves and John L. Hornor, examiners for 
the Commission, theretofore duly designated by it, and said testi
mony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office 
of the Commission. 

Thereafter, the respondent filed a motion to withdraw his answer 
to the complaint theretofore filed with the Commission under date 
of November 24, 1936, and submitted a substitute answer admitting 
all the material allegations of the complaint to be true. The Com· 
mission, by order entered herein, has granted respondent's request 
for permission to withdraw his original answer and to substitute 
therefor his answer admitting all• the material allegations of the 
complaint to be true, and waiving the taking of further evidence 
and all other intervening procedure, which substituted unswer wns 
duly filed in the office of the Commisl"'ion. 

Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said complaint, and the substitute an· 
swer thereto, the testimony and other evidence, briefs having been 
waived, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding 
is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings ns to the 
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 
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FIXDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

~ARAGRAl'H 1. Respondent, l\faurice Willens, is an individual doing 
busmess under the firm name and style of Mushroom Growers of 
America, with his office and principal place of business at 431 North 
Clark Street, Chicago, Ill. He is now, and has been for more than 
o~e year last past, engaged in the business of promoting the sale 
of mushroom spawn through the medium of the trade name, Mush
room Growers of America, and in shipping said mushroom spawn, 
when sold from his aforesaid place of business, to the purchasers 
thereof, some located in the State of Illinois, and others located in 
Yarious other States of the United States and in the District of Co
lumbia. There is now, and has been for more than one year last 
Past, a constant current of trade and commerce by respondent in 
the aforesaid mushroom spawn between and among the various 
States of the United States. In the course and conduct of his busi
n~ss, the respondent is now and has been in substantial competition 
tlth .other persons, und with corporations, firms, and partnerships 
Jkewrse engaged in the sale of mushroom spawn in commerce be-

1\,·een and among the various States of the United States and in 
the DiE>trict of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of his business, as described in 
Paragraph 1 hereof, and for more than one year last past, the re
spondent herein, in soliciting the sale of and selling his mushroom 
spawn in commerce, as herein set out, causes his correspondence, ad
Vertisements, and trade literature to conspicuously display his said 
trade name as follows, to wit: 

1\IUSIIROOl\I GROWERS Oil' .Al\llmiC.A 

b Respondent also causes his letters, correspondence, and circulars to 
e executed in this manner : 

Very truly yours, 
1\lUSIIROmi GROWERS OF AMERICA, 

Dy----, 
Managing Director. 

h' ~esp?ndent also causes cards to be issued to each person on making 
IS Initial purchase from him, reading as follows: 

No . ---------- Non-Transferable 

THE 1\IUSIIROOl\1 GROWERS OF .AMERICA 

M: This is to certify that: 

I -------------------------------------------------------------------------
8 entitled to the benefits of our Growers Service Dureau at all times. \Vhen-
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ever a problem presents itself you are requested to communicate with us and 
we will give you the best posslhle advice. No charge Is made for this servict>. 

])ated ------------------------193-
(Signed) ---------- ----------

Managing Di1·ector. 
431-435 No. Clark St., Clllcago, Ill. 

He.spondent also states in his correspondence, advertisements, and 
trade literature, among other things, that: 

Your M. G. A. membership card entitles you to the prompt and efficient 
advlsot·y service of the 1\I. G. A. St>nice Bureau entirely without cost to you. 

Said statemPnts sPrYe as reprefentations on thP pa1t of the respond
ent, Maurice 'Villens, to a substantial portion of the purchasing pub
lic that• his said firm, :Mushroom Growers of America, is a large and 
substantial organization or trade association of many persons mutu
ally cooperating with each other in the industry of growing und 
marketing mushrooms, and that said association maintains a staff of 
expert per!"onnel who may be cons11ltNl for advice as to teehniral 
questions arising in connection with this industry. 

"Mushroom Growers of America" is not an association or trade 
organization of many individual growers or produce.rs of mushrooms, 
is not incorporated, has no board of directors or managing director; 
but is simply a firm name or style ndopte.d by' the said respondent, 
Mauriee WillPns, an iiHlh·idual, for the purpose of inducing mrm· 
bPrs of the public to patronize him under the false impression thnt 
they are de.aling with a bona fide trade organization or association. 
Nl:'ither responllent nor any of his employees are ex1wrt in growing 
mushrooms or competent to giYe technical advice conce.rning the 
same. 

PAn. 3. In the conduct of his business as described in paragruph 
1 he.reof, and for more than one year last pa~t, the rrsponde1~t 
hel'ein, in selling his mushroom spawn as herein set out, states in }llii 

correspondence, advertisrments, or tracle literature, among other 
things, that: 

Almost any YllCaut, idle !;pace auout your home Cllll be quickly llllU lnc:t· 
pc>nslvely conYertc>d Into nn lclf·nl Mu;;;hroom I1Nl. .Any cl'!lllr, garage or 8lll'c1 I~ 
suitable. ConsPqnmtly, just n few dollnrs will get you wc>ll ou yonr waY to 
SUCCPSS. 

YOUR CELLAlt, ~liED, GAHAGI~, ATTIG-OH .ANY OTlllm VACANT, 
IDLE SPACI•]-WILL :\IAJU: AN Im:AL PLACF. FOil YOUR :\lU~JilWO:\[ 
DEDS. 

Ahno~'<t nny Ync>nnt Fp:we .vlc·lcls l•lg monry in mnshrovm growin;;. 
1\Inshroom growing, one of the SIMPLEST uml most UE:\JC:\'EH.\'fl\'1•: of 

lntlnstrfr>~, I~ nhnost unknown in the United States. 
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. 11Earn big money at home 1 Raise Mushrooms in your basement, cellar, garage, 
J( e pi 
S aces. Large Compflnles require tons of mushroomf! dally for Mushroom 
~ oup, 

i '!'be growing of Zlfushrooms is so simple and easy that almost any person 
11 any walk: of life can become a succes~>ful Mushroom Gl'Ower. 

t You will find that it does not take very long to become a big, successful opera
.;; In this business, if you apply yourself to it, fot· the rudiments of l\Iushroom 

owing under l\!, G. A.'s competent guidance can be mastered very quickly. 
. It's easy to grow and market Mushrooms for profit the M. G. A. way. Any 
Juan or Woman can conduct this paying business right at home. · 
l TilE MUSIIROOl\1 GROWEHS OF .UlERIC.A INVITES YOU '1'0 SHARE 
N Tim PROFITS OF AN UNUSUALLY WELL-PAYING INDUSTRY. 
No other method of establishing a steady, worthwhile income can be so 

readily Undertaken as Musluoom Growing. • "' • No other buillness offers 
·fl. more unlimited opportunity for quick expansion. 

There is a fortune In Mushrooms. 
Thus You see, lack of personal experience is no handicup in this ama~lng bm;i

·nes 1 s f YOu put yourself under the guidance of competent, sympathetic advisors . 
.A DIGNIFIED BUSINESS FOR WOMEN ALSO. Many women also are 

"~'a . · 
1 

rching for remunerative and pleasant employm!'nt and what can be more 
( lgnified than Mushroom Growing? It Is clean work and there is nothing 
lnenlal about ft. 

1\t, 0, A. Mushroom bells emit no unpleasant odor. 

1'hese stutl.'ments serve as representations on the part of the re
.&pondent to the pmchasing public that there is a tremendous demand 
for mushrooms and that the respondent's mushroom spawn will 
l>l'odnce extraordinary financial remmwration to growers thereof, and 
that said spawn may be planted in any idle space about the home; 
that said mushroom growing may be accomplished without ordors; 
that it is an easy and pleasant occupation and may be successfully 

'
11 ccornplishe<1 by persons of no experience whatsoever. 

Investigation dis(•losl's that there is no unusual demand for mush
l·o . oms, and the production of mushrooms by amateur growers at home 
.
111 srnaU Ll'ds is not highly remunerative financially. In fact, it has 
not been financially remunerative to professional mushroom growers 
for a number of years as the price of mushrooms has been steadily 
de ]' · .c Inmg and many mushroom growers Jun-e become bankrupt. In 
t l1e · · I · fi .1 • 1 · 0 PiniOn of one expert, w 10 test! eu m t ns case, no amateur 
'C(JUM possible pay $5.00 per one-quart unit for spawn, the price 
·('harge1l by the respondent for sufficient to plant fifty square feet 
as against fifty cents per quart unit paid Ly professi'onal growers for 
the same spawn and Iw1)e to make money on his product even if a 
~~~ i c~essful crop were O'rown. Although the bulk of respondent's 
lllsmess was in the $5.b0 unit class he also made other offers for the 

sn]e of his spawn such 11s $10.25 for suffieient to plant 200 square feet, 
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but the price was in every instance entirely exorbitant as compared 
with the price paid therefor by commercial growers with whom the 
amateur would be obliged to compete in the sale of his product. 
:Mushrooms cannot be successfully raised in any idle space about the 
home, but can only be grown in properly constructed places kept at 
a definite temperature, ventilated in a precise manner, accompanied 
by the exclusion of light. The great majority of people would 
not care to have a bed of manure in their attics or other places in 
their homes, and the conversion of a garage or ba.sement into a satis· 
factory location for mushroom growing would usually entail con· 
siderahle expense due to the cost incident to remodeling to secure 
maintenance of the conect temperature and ventilation. :Mushroom 
growing cannot be considered a year-round occupation due to the 
necessity of maintaining a constant temperature of from 48 to 65 
degrees Fahrenheit during the four months' period from the tin1e 
the bed is planted to completion of the growing period. This could 
not readily be accomplished during the summer months while during 
the winter months, in most sections, heat would be required. The 
raising of mushrooms cannot be accomplished without disagreeable 
odors, as the preparation of the beds involves the use of a compost 
made from manure which is highly odoriferous and which requires 
thirty days to decompose and prep::tre. Many women woul<lnot care 
to undertake the preparation of this compost. 1\Iushrooms cannot be 
successfully grown without experience, as production requires a high 
degree of horticultural skill and is one of the most tlifficult of all 
crops to raise. It is not an easy and pleasant occupation, due to the 
hard work and disagreeable odor incident to preparing the compo:t, 
erecting the beds, and the constant care and attention required 1n 
regulating the temperature, humidity, and ventilation. 

PAR. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent, as set forLh 
in paragraph 1 hereof, other indivitluaJs, firms, corporations, or 
partnerships who do sell mushroom spawn in interstate commerce 
or who are legitimate trade associations of mushroom growers, or 
who do not represent that mushrooms may be grown in any idle 
space about the home, or that mushrooms can be raised in small 
quantities at home with tremendous financial returns, and who d~ not 
make the other representations set forth in parngraphs 2 and 3 hereof. 

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondent in using a firll1 

name or style calculated to falsely induce the public to beliere that 
his business, conducted under the name of l\Iushroom Grower;, of 
America is a trade organization or association of bona fide mush· 
room growers, and in falsely representincr and alhertisin~r that there 
. "" "" '1 
IS a tremendous demand for mu!'>hrooms, and that they may be gro'' 1 
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in any idle space about the home, to the great financial advantage 
of the person so doing; that the raising of mushrooms may be 
accomplished without odors in the home; that the same are easy to 
plant and grow without any experience or technical skill; that 
respondent is personally an expert in the growing of mushrooms; 
and that respondent maintains personnel skilled in ad vising cus· 
tamers how to raise mushrooms. are all calculated to mislead and 
deceive, and have, and ha\'e hatl, the capacity, tendency and effect 
of misleading and deceiving, and have misled and deceived a sub· 
stantial portion of the purchasing and consuming public into the 
erroneous belief that all of said representations are true and into 
the purchase of respondent's mnshroom spawn, in reliance of said 
representations. 

By means of these false and misle:tding representations, made to 
t~e purchasing public as above described, respondent has increased 
hls own sales of said mushroom spawn, so dishonestly promoted, 
advertised, or represented, thereby lessening the market for similar 
spawn sold by other growers, merchants, or dealers, who truthfully 
represent the nature, advantage, or expectn,nt financial return from 
planting mushroom spawn or the desirability of becoming mushroom 
growers, and their true size and character as commercial concerns, 
by their trade or corporate name or style. 

As a result thereof, trade is unfairly diverted to the respondent 
f~·o1~1 competitors engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of 
51llll]ar mushroom spawn, who truthfully represent the true nature 
of their firm or corporate strnctnre, or the true nature of the mush. 
room business, or the desirability of becoming mushroom growers, or 
the demand for mushrooms, and the financial returns obtainable by 
growing mushrooms. Further, as a result thereof, substantial injury 
has been and is being clone by respondent to the purchasing public 
and to competition in commerce among and between the various 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSIO::-f 

'_l'lte aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Maurice 
Willens, an individual doil1g business under the firm name and style 
of Mushroom Growers of America, are to the prejudice of the public 
and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to create a ]'ederal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes." 
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ORDEH TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Con1-
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the testimony and 
other evidence taken before William C. ReeYes and John L. Hornor, 
.examiners of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in 
Rupport of the allegations of r-;aid complaint and upon a substitute 
answer filed herein on May 13, 1937, admitting all the material alle
gations of thE> complaint to he true and waiving the taking of further 
nidence and all othPr inten-ening procE>dnrP, and the Commission 
Jmving made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that sa~d 
1·esponclent luts violntP<l thP prodsim1s of an Act of Congress ap
proyed SeptPmhPr 26, 1914, entitlP1l "An Act to create a Ft>deral Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Maurice "Willens, as an in
oflividual and doing- business under the firm name and style of Mush
room Growers of AmPrica, or under any other trade name, his repre
Fentatiws, agPnts, UJHl emp]oyPPS in comwction with the offering for 
.<>ale, sale and <listribution of mushroom spawn in interstate commPree 
<lr in the District of Cohunhia, do forthwith ('E'USE' and desist from: 

1. Representing, thrm1gh the use of any trade name, or through the 
11se of nny purporh'd nwmhership ca)'(ls issued to his customers, or 
through any otlwr nu.-•ans or dPYiee, ot' in auy manner, that the busi
l1Pss operated by him is a cooperati,·e, or other, trade association or 
is other than a private business; 

2. RPprPsent ing, in any manner, that suid business is ]arp:E>r in size 
and scope than it aciJJally is or that he maintains a staff of mnshroo!l1 
f>X[Wrts wlwn such is not the cnsP; 

3, Heprpsenting in any mnnuer that mushrooms may lJe easily grown 
in any i<lle space in or about the home; that mushroom growing is 
n simplE> and highly rem11nerati,·t> in<l11stry; that any person can 
SIICtPssfnlly grow mnshrooms for pmfit without previous knowle.dge, 
f'XpPriE>nce or tPchnicnl skill; that there is a shortage of mushroon1s 
on the markPt; that nmate\ll's mar make n. fortune m· substantinl . ' profits, in growing mushrooms; that the business of mnshroom grow-
ing may !Je nccompl ishrd without nnpleasnnt <Hlors. 

It is furfhf'r onlnN!, That thr l'P!-ipondPnt shall, within 30 dtlY9 

after the sPrvic~ upon him of this ordH, file with the Commission II. 

rrport in writing, setting forth in dE>tuil the mnnner and form in 
whi('h he hns compliP1l with this ordPr. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

JOSEPH H. SELD, TRADING AS SELD LEATHER 
COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, 1-'INDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD '1'0 THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN AC'l' OF C0!'1GRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2686. Complatnt, Nov. 20, .1935-Decision, Mav 17, 1937 

Where an individual engaged in the manufacture and sale of certain leather 
products made from cheap and inferior leathers having the general ap
pearance of" chamois," in competition with manufacturers of similar prod
ucts who do not in any. wise designate same as "chamois" or associate 
said word with some other descriptive word, and with manufacturers wh(} 
make and sell the skin of the chamois antelope or oil-tanned skin of the 
sheep, and truthfully do represent their said products as " chamois "-

llepresented, through designations "Pigskin Chamois," "Pigskin Chamois Se
leco," "Chamois, Rose Brand," and "Genuine Pigskin Chamois," in adver
tisements, price lists, letterheads, invoices, and in other ways, that said 
Products were "chamois," notwithstanding the fact they were not made 
from the skin of the practically extinct chamois antelope nor from the 
oil-dressed and suede-finished flesher or undersplit of sheepskin, and were 
not, as commercially now known, chamois, and would not serve as a satis
factory substitute for such sheepskin as thus known; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving purchasers of aforesaid products 
lnto belief that tbey were cbamois, as hereinabove set forth, and to pur
chase same in such erroneous belief, and of placing in tbe haudg of dealers 
and retailers means of misleading and deceiving aforesaid public, and of 
Unfairly diverting trade to him from competitors who do not misrepresent 
their products; to the substantial injury of substantial competition in 
commerce: 

Held, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of tlw public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Charles F. Diggs, trial examiner. 
jJfr. James M. H amrrwnd for the Commission. 
Mr. H. Andrew 8ehlusberg, of Gloversville, N.Y., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Joseph 
II. Selu, an indiviuual, doing business under the firm name and stylt;; 
of Seld Leather Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, 
has been and now is using unfair methods of competition in com
merce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to 
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the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would 
he in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its 
charges in that respect as follows: 

PAUAGHAPII 1. The respondent herein, Joseph H. Seld, is an indi
vidual, doing business under the finn name and style of Seld Leather 
Company, with his office and princii)al place of business in the city 
of GloversYille, N. Y. He is now, and has for more than one 
year last past been engaged in the business o£ manufacturing cer
tain leather products, designated by him as "Pigskin Chamois," 
"Pigskin Chamois Seleco," "Chamois, Rose Brand," "Genuine Pig
skin Chamois," "Carpincho Splits," "Peccaty Splits," "Deerskin 
Splits," "Buckskin Splits," and other cheap and inferior leather 
products having the general appearance of "chamois," some of which 
ure marked "chamois'' or have the ,·rord "chamois" used as a de
scriptive word or part of a trade name or designation in connection 
with their selling and marking, and in the sale thereof between and 
among the various States of the Uuited States and in the District of 
Columbia, shipping such products, or causing same to be shipped 
when sold, from respondent's place of business in the State of New 
York to the purchasers thereof, some located in the State of New 
York and others located in the other States of the Unirod States 
and in the District of Columbia, and there is now, and has been 
for more than one year last past, a constant current of trade and 
commerce by respondent in the aforesaid leather products. In the 
course and conduct of his business respondent is now, and for more 
than one year last past has been in substantial competition with 
other indiYiduals and with corporations, firms, and partnerships en
gaged in the sale and distribution of leather products between and 
among the nuious States of the United States and in the District 
of Columbia. 

PAn. 2. Respondent, in selling aml offering for sale his aforesaid 
leather products between and among the various States o£ the United 
Stutes and in the District of Columbia, now represents, and for more 
than one year last past has rl'pre:-ented, through the designation of 
his leather products hereinbefore mentione<l, lJy atlwrtisenwnts, price 
lists, letterheads, invoices, ant! in other ways, that the aforesaid 
leatlwr products are chamois. Chamois has its origin in the wune 
of an Emopean antelope, the skin of whic·h is nuHle into a soft, plial,Ie 
leather which is used in thE' manufacture of glon•s and for the polish
ing of silver and metals. The ehamois antelope is now practicallY 
extinct, and its skin is no longer an article of commerce. At the 
present :md for a long time last past, the word "chamois'' as cotn· 
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l11e~·cially known is used to designate the inner part of a sheepskin, 
\vluch when oil dressed ·is a very soft and pliable product sold com
mercially under the name of "chamois." Said product is likewise 
Yaluable for polishing and cleaning purposes, possessing particularly 
the power of quickly absorbing moisture and returning thereafter, 
When dried, to its original softness and pliable quality. The only 
trade name and designation ginn to the skin of a chamois antelope 
and to oil dressed sheepskin is the word "chamois," and the word 
·"chamois'' means to the retail trade and to the public either the skin 
·of a chamois antelope or the oil-tanned skin of a sheep. 

P.aR. 3. In truth and in fact, the leather products dealt in by the 
r~sponclent, as described in paragraph 1 herein, and represented by 
hun as set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 to be chamois, are not in 
fact the skin of the chamois antelope or the oil-tanned skin of the 
sheep, but are articles manufactured from pigskin, peccary, carpincho, 
and skins other than oil-tanned sheepskin or the chamois antelope, 
-and have the same general appearance but not the peculiar qualities 
or Properties of articles known to the public :mel trade, and propedy (l . 

<'Signated as "chamois." 
. PAn. 4. The use by the r£'spondt>nt of the aforPsaid designations of 
Jts leather products and of otlter similar designations, and of the 
ndrertiS£'1lWllts, l£>tl~rlwalls, inYoices, and price lists described in 
Pal·a.gl'aph 2 hereof, has the capacity and tPndency to mislead and 
deceiYe, and has misled and deceived purchasers of the aforesaid 
})l'oducts of respondent into the belief that such products are chamois, 
to wit: the skin of the chamois antelope or the oil-tanned skin of 
the sheep, awl to purchase such products of respondent in such erro
llcous belief, and hns placed, and places in the hands of dealers and 
l'e,tailers the means of misleading and deceiving the purchasing 
Vublic. 

1 Among the competitors of respondent UH'1ltioned in paragraph 1 
leteof, are mnmlfacturers of leather products similar to those made 

.and sold Ly r£>spondent, hut ,rho do not in any 'vise designate such 
Products as "chamois." Th£>rc are nlso, among such competitors, 
ltlanufactur!'rs "·ho manufacture and sell the skin of the chamoig 
antelope or the oil-tannell skin of the sht>ep, and who truthfully 
l'e})resent their said products as "chamois." lly the afore~ai(l acts 
and Practices of respondent trade is unfairly diverted by respondent 
fro · . ' . · 

Ill 1ts competitors, who do not nn~represent their products, whereby 
substantial injury is Leing done and has l1een done by respondent 
to ~uLstantial competition in interstate commerce. 

i 
I 
'· I 
i 
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PAR. 5. That the above methods, actions, and practices of the re
spondent are all to the prejudice of the public and to respondent's 
competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in inter
state commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an 
Act of Congress approwd September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and dutiesr 
and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Corn
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
tho Federal Trade Commission on N oyember 20, 1935, issued and 
served its complaint in this procerding upon respondent Joseph 1[. 
Seld, an individual trading under the firm name and style of Seld. 
Leather Company, charging him "·ith the use of unfair methods of 
eompt>iition in commerce. in violation of the provisions of said act. 
After issuance of the said complaint and filing of respondent's 
answer thereto, testimony ancl other evidence in support of the 
allegations of the complaint WE're introduced by James l\L Hammond, 
attorney for the Commission be-fore l\Iillard F. Hudson and CharleS 
F. Diggs, examiners for the Commission, theretofore duly designated 
by it; and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint by Jl. 
Andrew Schlnsberg, attomey for the respondent; and said testimonY' 
and other evidence "'Pre dnly recorde1l and filed in the office of the 
Commis:,;ion. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final 
hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and answer 
thereto, the testimony and otlwr evidence and brief in support of 
the complaint, and the Commission having duly considered the same 
ant! being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceed
ing is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PAU.\GRAPII 1. ThE> respondent lwrein, Joseph II. SE>ld, is an in
dividual doing business unde-r the firm name and style of Sold 
uu.ther Company, with his office and principal place of business in 
!he city of GloYersYille, N.Y. He has been engaged for several years 
m the manufactnre ami sale of certain leather products made froJll. 
leathers variou~ly llesignated by him as "Pill'skin Chamois'' "Pig-
1• "' , • 

son Chamois SE>lecot "Chamois, Rose Brand," "Genuine Pigslnn 
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Chamois," and from other cheap and inferior leathers having the 
.general appearance of "chamois." He ships said products, or causes 
the same to be shipped, when sold, from his place of business in the 
State of New York to the purchasers thereof, some located in the 
State of New York and othPrs located in other States of the United 
Slates and in the District of Columbia. There is now, and has been 
for more than one year Jast past, a constant current of trade and 
conmll•rce by respondent in the aforesaid leather products among 
and between the yarious States of the United Stat~s. In the course 
and conduct of his business, respondent is now, and for more than 
0~ 1e. year last past has been, in substantial competition with other in
tltnduals and with corporations, firms, and partnerships likewise 
engaged in the sale and distribution of leather products in commerc~ 
betwL•en and amo1w the mrious States of the United States and in 
the District of Col~mbia. 
) PAn. 2. Respondent, in selling and offering for sale his aforesaid 
~ather products between and among the various S;;ates of the United 

States and in the District of Columbia, now represents, and for more 
~ 1 .111 1l one year last past has represented, through the designation of 
11 ~ 1eathet• products hereinbefore mentioned, by advertisements, 

}ll'.Jce lists, lettel'heaLls, invoices, and in other ways, that the afore
Stud leather products are chamois. Chamoi3 has its origin in theA 
ll:nne of a11 European antelope, the skin of which was made into a 
Soft, pliable leather which was used in the manufacture of gloves 
~nd for the polishing of silver and metals. The chamois antelope, 
, 10'~·eYer, has become practically extinct, and its skin is no longer an 
•lrbcle of colllmerce. At the present and for a long time last past, 
~he Word "chamois" as commercially known is used to designate the 
1 ~~1 l'l' part of a sheepskin, which when oil-dressed is a very soft and 
P Iable product solU commercially under the name of "chamois." It 
~ ~lefined in the Dictionary of Leather Terminology, published by a 
/1~t Committee appoint~d by the Tanners Council of America func
b10111Hg in conjunction with Committee members representing other 

ranches of the leather goods industry, as follows: 

AICluunois Ll'nther. A soft Ientlter originally made from the skins of the 
f .Pine antelove, or chamois, now pmctlcnlly extiuct, !Jut nt the preseut time 
c~{)lll the fiP><hers or undt•r·Rlllit of sh<•ep!'kiu, oil-tlt·es:;ed, suede·fiuished, priu
ctnlly used fuL· cleaning nnd polishing purposes and for gloves. "White 

hllnois" Is n !Iesher tanned by a formaldehyde and alum process. 

l The same wol'k describes the term "Flesher'' u~ed in the above 
c t•finition, as follows : 

~I Flesher, Term used to describe a suede-finished fiesh side or undercut ot a 
. lt'E'fl~)·· 

· '111, spilt hE-fore tanning. 
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Chamois, so manufactnrl:'d and tanned from sheepskin as llescriLed 
above, is valuable for polishing and cleaning purposes. It possesses 
the peculiar power of quickly absorbing moisture anll returning 
thereafter when drie<l to its original soft and pliable quality. The 
skin of the Chamois or Alpine antelope became exhausted for com
mercial purposes over forty years ago. Tanners, in their search for 
a substitute, <liscovered that the inner splits of sheepskin tanned 
by the oil process produced a skin possessing approximately the same 
qualities. Sheepskin so tanned has been in use for many years and 
is the article now known commercially as "chamois." During the 
course of the hearings held in connection with this case, a number of 
old and experienced tanners were summoned for the purpose of de
fining the present meaning of the tl:'rm "chamois." None of them 
had ever seen a real Chamois antelope skin. All defined the term 
"chamois" in the same manner, as set out in the Dictionary of Leather 
Terminology quoted above. 

PAn. 3. Tests were made of the respondent's products at the United 
States Bureau of StalHlanls and it was found that they would not 
serve as a satisfactory substitute for oil-tanned sheepskin, as chamois, 
because they will not absorb water with facility and will not return 
when dry to their original soft aml pliable quality. A number of 
practical automobile null window washers of many years' experience 
appeare<l and testified that these scientific conclusions were true; that 
the article known to and used by them as "chamois" was sheepskin 
manufactured as describe<l in the Dictionary of Leather Terminoloi!Y 
quoted above; that they had tried to use leather similar to respond
ent's product but that it would not give satisfactory results. The 
testimony taken shows that the general public <lors not know what 
a chamois skin as now known is made from, so that the use of l"L 

descriptive word such as "Pigskin" or "Carpincho" in connection 
with the word "Chamois" is entirely uninformative. 

PAn. 4. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid designations 
for his leather products, anu of other similar designations and of 
the advertisements, letterheads, invoices and price lists described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, has the capacity anu tenuency to mislea.u and 
deceive, and has misled and <leceive<l purchasers of the aforesaid 
products of respondent into the belief that such products are chamois, 
to wit: the skin of the chamois antelope or the oil-tanned flesher or 
under-split of sheepskin and to purchase such products of respondent 
in such erroneous belief, and has placed and places in the hands of 
<h'alers and rPtailN·s the means of mislPading a.nd deceiving the pur
chasing public. 
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Among the competitors of respondent mentioned in parngraph 1 
hereof, are manufacturers of leather products similar to those made 
and sold by respondent., who do not in any wise designate such prod
nets as "chamois" or associate the word "chamois" with some other 
descriptive word. There are also, among such competitors, manu
facturers who manufacture and sell the skin of the chamois antelope 
or the oil-tanned skin of the sheep and who truthfully represent 
their said products as "chamois." By the aforesaid acts and practices 
of respondent, trade is unfairly diverted to respondent from his 
competitors, who do not misrepresent their products, whereby sub
stantial injury is being done and has been done by respondent to 
substantial competition in interstate commerce. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Joseph H. 
tld, an individual trading under the firm name and style of Seld 

ather Company are to the prejudice of the public and of respond
ent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of re
~Pondent, testimony and other evidence taken before :Millard F. 
t~udson and Charles. F. Diggs, ~xa~niners for the Commissi~n, and 

~retofore, duly des1gnateu by It, m support of the allegatiOns of 
sa1~ complaint and in opposition thereto, brief in support of the com
Plaint, and the Commission havin()' made its findings as to the facts 
and its conclusion that said respo~1tlent has violated the provisions 
of an Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An 
~ct. to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 

ties, and for other purposes." 
d ~t i8 ordered, That the respondt>nt, Joseph H. Seld, an individual 

Oing business under the firm name and style of Seld Leather Com
Pany, his representatins, agents, and employees in connection with 
~he offering for sale sale and distribution of leather products, do 
or·thwith C<'ase and :lesist from: 
Using the word "chamois," alow.>, or in conjunction with any 

oth~>r 1 d 'l l · Wor( or words, in any manner whate,·er, to escn 1r, < <'Slp;nate, 
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or refer to leather products not made (1) from the skin of the 
Alpine Antelope or Chamois, or (2) from the fleshers or under-split 
of sheepskin, oil-dressed and suede-finished, provided, however, 
leather products made from the fleshers or under-split of sheepskin 
tanned by a formaldehyde and alum process may be designated as 
"white chamois." 

It is he1·eby further ordered, That the respondent shall within 30 
days from the date of the service upon him of this order file with this 
Commission his report in writing stating the manner and form in 
which he shall have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATrER OF 

UDGA, INCORPORATED, AND WILLIAM FRASER AND 
MARY FRASER 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THI'} ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2830. Complaint, June 2, 1936-Decision, May 17, 1937 

Where a corporation and an individual, principal, if not sole, stockholder thereof 
and director and in control of its business practices and sales policies, 
engaged in the offer and sale of a stomach tablet designated "Udga Treat
ment," for use in treating stomach ulcers and other stomach ailments and 
diseases caused, or reputedly caused, by hyperacidity, in advertising their 
said product in various newspapers, trade magazines and other periodicals 
of interstate circulation, and in letters and copies of purported testimonials, 
and other matter forwarded to prospective customers throughout the various 

n States and in the District of Columbia-
epresented, as aforesaid, that their said treatment would cure such ulcers, 

gastritis, indigestion, dyspepsia, and various other stomaeh ailments and 
diseases, including those caused, or reputedly caused, as abuve set forth, 
through such statements as "Stomach Ulcm·s-Thousands of sufferers, many 
cases of years' stauding, after using the Udga Treatment report amazing 
recovery. • • • l1ighly recommended for ulcers, severe, chronic gas
tritis, acidosis, dyspPpsiu, indigestion • • •," etc., and through numerous 
other statements of like tenor and etrect, facts being that said tablets could 
not cure the various ailments and diseases represented by them, and ma
Jority of persons who gave. testimonials were not capable of diagnosis and 
were not registered physicians and could not affirmatively state that afore-

\V said treatment effected cures of diseases from which they suffered; 
ith result of misleading and deceiving members of the purchasing public into 

the false belief that such representations were true, and of inducing such 
members to bny substantial quantities of its product, and, as a result thereof, 
of unfairly dive1·ting trade to them from competitors who do not falsely 
advertise or represent the capacity of the pills or other medicines vended 
by them to cure ailments and di~eases hereinbefore indicated ; to the injury 

li . of competition in commerce: 
eld, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com

Petitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

~efore Mr. William 0. Reeves, trial examiner. J"· Alden S. Bradley for the Commission. 
D amborn, Gra1-•e,'l, Appel, Andre & Alorton, and Mr. John 0. 

eOourcey, of St. Paul, l\finn., for respondC'nts. 

CoMPLAINT 

b Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
t er 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
0 

define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
146756'"-39-vol. 24--81 
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Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Udga Incorporatedr 
and William Fraser and Mary Fraser, individuals, hereinafter re
ferred to as respondents, have been and now are using unfair methods 
of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and 
it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be iu the public interest, hereby issues its complaint 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Udga Incorporated, is a corporation~ 
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Minnesotltr 
having its principal office and place of business in St. Paul, Minn. 
Respondents, William Fraser and Mary Fraser, respectively, are 
individuals having their offices nnd principal places of business in 
St. Paul, Minn. 

PAR, 2. Respondent, Udga Incorporated, is the direct successor to 
William Fraser and Mary Fraser, formerly copartners doing busi
ness under the firm name and styled Udga Medicine Company, Udga 
Laboratories, and other names similar thereto. Said respondents, 
'Villiam Fraser and J\fary Fraser, owned and now own virtually all, 
if not all, of the _capital stock of respondent corporation, and have 
so owned snch stock since the procurement of the charter thereof, 
and have at all times herein related. directed and uominated the prac
tices and policies of the respondent corporation. 

PAn. 3. Respondents, as individuals and as a corporate entity, a5 

aforesaid, for a period in excess of six years have been engaged in 
selling and in offering for sale, a stomach tablet designated ''Udgn. 
Treatment," intended by the respondents and directed by them to 
Le used in the treatment of stomach ulcers, gastritis, indigestionr 
dyspepsia, and various other stomach disturbances, including those 
caused or reputed to be caused by hyperacidity, and in the course and 
conduct of the business of respondents as aforesaid, they have sold 
and transported, and caused to be sold and transported, such stomach 
tablet into and through the various States of the United States and 
the District of Columbia, and have in the manner aforesaid main
tained a constant current of trade and commerce in interstate com
merce of such commodity. 

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their said business, respondents 
are now and have been in competition with other corporations, firms 
and individuals likewise engaged in the business of selling, distribut
ing and transporting throughout the various States of the United 
States, and the District of Columbia, pills and medicines for the treat· 
ment of the ailments above set forth. 

PAR. 5. The respondents in the course and conduct of their business 
advertise and cause toLe advertis('d in various daily newspapers, trade 
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magazines and other periodicals having interstate circulation, and 
have forwarded to prospective or potential customers of respondents 
throughout the various States of the United States and the District 
of Columbia, circulars, letters, and copies of purported testimonials 
seemingly illustrative of the efficacy of the ''Udga Treatment," which 
said statements were and are in part as follows: 

Stomach Ulcers 

Thousauds of sufferers, many <"ases of years' standing, after using the Udga 
·Treatment report amazing recovery. Rids you of pain, vomiting and otheJ' dis
comforts at once. No diet. Improvement steady and rapid. The Udga Treat
ment is highly recommended for ulcers, severe, chronic gastritis, acidosis, dys
Pepsfn, indigestion. Guaranteed satisfaction on no pay trinl. $1,000 Reward. 
Offers. Write for Free Book on Stomach Sicknesses and letters of praise from 
former sufferers. Udga Lnboratories, 1947 Dakota Building, St. Paul, Minn. 

Read our Affidavit of Truth and $1,000 Reward Offer. You know the old saying 
"T he proof of the pudding is in the eating." Here is proof from men and women 
Who have sent us these testimonial letters giving you their own true experiences. 

Stomach Ulcer, gas pains, indigestion victims, why suffer? For quick relief. 
get a free sample of Udga, a doctor's prescription, at yom· local druggists. 

Respondents have issued numerous other .statements of like tenor 
and effect, each and all of which have the tendency and capacity to and 
do, and are by respondents intended to, create in the minds of the 
Purchasing public, and in the minds of potential customers, the helief 
that the treatment referred to has a curative value for each and all 
of the afflictions and ailments above set forth. 

PAR. 6. The testimonials used by the respondents above referred 
to consist of purported copies of numerous letters, claimed by respond
ents to have been received from persons who had taken the "Udga 
Treatment" for various and sundry ailments, and who represent in 
such testimonials that such treatment effected cure of the ailments 
fomplained of. 

The majority of the persons purporting to have attested the effic~cy1 

0.f this rt>medy are not capable of diagnosis, are not registered physi
Cians, and cannot affirmatively state the therapeutic or curative value 
of such treatment. 

PAn. 7. In truth and in fact the stomach tablet known and desig
nated as "Udga Treatment" has no therapeutic or curative value and 
~aJn~ot remedy or cure the various ailments or diseases claimed, as 

ereut stated. · 
. I) .An. 8. There are among competitors of the respondents, persons,· 
Individuals, firms, copartnerships, and corporations, who selJ, offer 
1?r sale and transport in interstate commerce, pills and other medi
Clnes for the treatment of the ailnwnts hereinabove set forth, who do 
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not falsely represent or exaggerate the therapeutic or curative value 
of the same. 

PAR. 9. Each and all of the above acts and practices of the respond
ents have a capacity to and do in fact mislead a substantial number 
of the members of the purchasing public into the false belief that the 
use of this treatment will effect a cure of the various diseases herein 
enumerated and referred to, and who, relying upon such belief have 
purchased substantial quantities of such stomach pill. Such acts 
and practices ·likewise cause a substantial. diversion of trade to the 
respondents from competitors of respondents as herein described who 
do not falsely represent the therapeutic or curative value of the pill 
or other medicines vended by them, thereby causing injury to compe
tition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 10. The above acts and practices of the respondents are all to 
the injury and prejudice of the public, and to competitors of the 
respondents in interstate commerce, and constitute unfair methods 
of competition in interstate commerce, within the intent and meaning 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other pur
poses," approved September 2G, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Fed
eral Trade Commission on June 2, 1936, issued and served its com
plaint in this proceeding upon the respondent Udga, Incorporated, a 
corporation, and 'Villiam Fraser and Mary Fraser, individuals, 
charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in com
merce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance 
of said complaint and the filing of respondents' answer thereto a 
stipulation as to the facts was entered into by Alden S. Bradley, 
attorney for the Commission, and John C. DeCourcey, attorney for 
the respondents, before 'Villiam C. Reeves, an examiner of the Com
mission theretofore duly designated by it, and said stipulation was 
duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. 

Thereafter the proceeding regularly coming on for considerati~n 
before the Commission on said complaint, the answer thereto, said 
stipulation as to the facts and brief in support of the complaint; and 
the Commission, having uuly considcreu the same and being no« 
fully auvis£>d in the premises, finds that this proceedin~ is in the 
interPst of the publie, anu makes this its findings as to the faets and 
its conclusion urawn therefrom: 
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FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

• ~ ARAORAPH 1. Respondent, Udga, Incorporated, is a corporation ex
IStlng and doing business under the laws of the state of Minnesota 
having its principal office and place of business in St. Paul, Minn. 
Respondent, William Fraser, is an individual having his principal 
office and place of business in St. Paul, Minn. Respondent, Mary 
Fraser, died on November 22, 1936. 

!! An. 2. Udga, Incorporated, is the direct successor of the copartner
ship o£ William Fraser and Mary Fraser doing business under the 
firm name and style of Udga Medicine Company, Udga Laboratories, 
and similar names. 

Virtually all, if not all, of the capital stock of the respondent cor
poration is owned by William Fraser and the estate of Mary Fraser. 
William Fraser directs and dominates the business practices and sales 
Policies of the respondent corporation. 

PAR. 3. For a period of more than six years the respondents have 
been engaged in selling and offering for sale a stomach tablet desig
nated "Udga Treatment" intended and directed by them to be used in 
the treatment of stomach ulcers, gastritis, indigestion, dyspepsia and 
various other stomach ailments and diseases, including those caused 
or reputed to be caused by hyperacidity. They have, in the conduct 
of their business, sold and transported and caused to be sold and 
transported such stomach tablets from their place of business in the 
State of Minnesota into and through various other States of the 
United States and the District of Colmnbia to purchasers thereof and 
have maintained a constant current of trade and commerce in such 
commodity in such commerce. 

PAn. 4. In the course and conduct of their said business respondents 
are now and have been in competition with other corporations, firms 
~nd individuals likewise engaged in the business of selling, distribut
Ing and transporting throughout the various States of the United 
States and the District of Columbia pills and medicines for the treat· 
ment of ailments and diseases similar to those for the treatment of 
Which respondents' product is sold and distributed. 

PAR. 5. The respondents in the course and conduct of their business 
advertise anu cause to be advertised in various daily newspapers, 
trade map:azinPs and othPr periodicals having interstate circulation 
and. have forwarded to prospective customers throughout the various 
States of the United States and the District of Columbia circulars, 
letters and copies of purported tE!stimonials. and other matter in 
Which said advertisi11g matter such statements as the following were 
and are made : 

I 
tj 
I 

I 
l 
I 
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Stomach Ulcers 

Thousands of sufl'erers, many cases of years' standing, after using the Udga 
Treatment report amazing recovery. Rids you of pain, vomiting and other diS· 
comforts at once. No diet. Improvement steady and rapid. The Udga Treat· 
ment is highly recommended for ulcers, severe, chronic gastritis, acidosis, dys· 
pepsin, indigestion. Guaranteed satisfaction on no pay trial. $1,000 Reward 
Offers. Write for Free Book on Stomach Sicknesses and letters of praise frolJ] 
former sutl'erers. Udga Laboratories, 1947 Dakota Building, St. Paul, 1\Ilnn. 

Rend our affidavit of Truth and $1000 Reward Ofrer. You know the old 
saying "The proof of the pudding is in the eating." Here is pt·oof from men 
and women who hn ve sent us these testimonial letters giving you their own 
true experiences. 

Stomach Ulcer, gas pains, indigestion victims, why sufrer? For quick relief, 
get a free sample of Udga, a doctor's prescription, at your local Druggists. 

Respondents have issued numerous other statements of like tenor 
and effect, each and all of which have the tendency and capacity to, 
and do, and are by respondents intended to, create in the minds of 
the purchasing public, and in the minds of potential customers, the 
belief that said product referred to will cure each and all of the 
ailments and diseases above set forth in paragraph 3. 

PAR. 6. The testimonials used by the respondents above referred 
to consist of purported copies of numerous letters, claimed by re· 
spondents to have been received from persons who had taken the 
"Udga Treatment" for various and sundry ailments and diseases and 
who represent in such testimonials that such treatment effected cures 
of the ailments and diseases from which they suffered. 

The majority of persons who gave such testimonials are not capa· 
ble of diagnosis, are not registered physicians and caimot affirma· 
tively state that such treatment effected cures of the ailments and 
diseases from which they suffered. 

PAR. 7. The stomach tablet known and designated as "Udga Treat~ 
ment" cannot cure the various ailments and diseases as represented 
by the respondents. 

PAn. 8. Among the competitors of respondents are· individuals, 
firms and corporations who sell and transport in interstate com· 
merce pills and other medicines for the treatment of the ailments 
and diseases described in paragraph 3 hereof and do not misrep· 
resent or exaggerate the capacity of such pills and other medicines 
to cure such ailments and diseases. · 

PAR. 9. The use by the respondents of the statements and repre· 
sentations described in paragraphs 5 and 6 hereof and other state· 
ments similar thereto in offering for sale and selling such products 
in commerce as herein set out has had and now has the tendency and 
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-capacity to and do mislead and deceive members of the purchasing 
public into the false belief that the representations so made are true 
and has induced such members to purchase substantial quantities of 
respondent's products. As a result thereof trade has been unfairly 
-diverted to the respondents from competitors referred to in para
¥raph 8 hereof who do not falsely advertise or represent the capac
Ity of the pills or other medicines vended by them to cure the ail
Inents and diseases described in paragraph 3 hereof. In consequence 
thereof injury has been done by the respondents to competition in 
commerce between and among the various States of the United 
States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, Udga, Incor
porated, a corporation, and ·william Fraser, an individual, are to 
the prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors and con
.stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, within the intent 
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved Septem
b.er 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
Sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
Sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the re
spondents and the record herein including a stipulation as to the facts 
entered into before ·william C. Reeves, an examiner of the Commission 
theretofore duly designated by it, brief on behalf of the Commission, 
~nd the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and 
Its conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of 
an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 
. It is ordered, That the respondents, Udga, Incorporated, a corpora

t~on, its officers, and 'Villiam Fraser and their respective representa
tr.ves, agents, and employees in connection with the sale and 
distribution in interstate commerce and in the District of Columbia 
of any medicinal tablets now known as "Udga Treatment" or of 
a?y other medicinal product having substantially the same ingre
dients or the same effect sold under that name or under any other name 
forthwith cease and desist from: 

Representing, directly or indirectly, through advertisements, cir
culars or testimonials or through any other means or device or in 
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any manner that said medicinal product will cure stomach ulcers, 
gastritis, indigestion, dyspepsia and various other stomach ailments 
and diseases, including those caused or reputed to be caused by 
hyperacidity. 

It is further ordered, That the respondents shall within 60 days 
after service upon them of this order file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they 
have complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

THE 'VATER WORKS VALVE AND HYDRANT GROUP OF 
THE VALVE AND FITTINGS INSTITUTE ET AL. 

COMPJ,AINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER lN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 1i OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2958. Complaint, Nov. 16, 1936 '-Decision, May 18, 1931 

' Where a trade organization or group, the members of which were engaged at 
their respective places of business in the manufacture of water-gate valves, 
hydrants, fittings and similar products, and in the sale thereof chiefly to 
towns, cities, and other municipalities, to State Governments and divisions 
thereof, to the Federal Government and divisions thereof, and to State 
and Federal institutions, and which members constituted substantially all 
lllanufacturers in the United States of such products for water supply 
systems >i'ind we1·e originally and still would have been, but for the matters 
and things hereinafter set forth, in price competition with one another i 
<'ertain individunls constituting the governing committee of said organiza
tion or group; an individual, as president commissioner of the institute of 
group in question and as administrative officer of the Code Authority 
Of the Code of Fair Competition for Industry in question; second individual, 
as assistant secretary of said institute and also as administrative officer of 
Said authority; and the aforesaid members-

( a) Entered into and carried out an agreement, combination, understanding 
and conspiracy to fix and maintain, and did fix and maintain thereby, 
enhanced uniform delivered prices to be exacted by said members from 
their purchasers of water-gate vnlves, hydrants, fittings, and similar prod
Ucts, in commerce between and among the various States and in the Dis· 
trict of Columbia; and in pursuance of their said understanding and 
conspiracy-

( I) .Agreed to and did fix and maintain enhanced uniform delivered prices 
for products in question sold by said members; 

(2) .Agreed to and did divide the United States into zones and fixed and main
tained therein enhancell delivered prices to be exacted by the members, as 

3 
above set forth, from the purchasers of their said products ; 

( ) .Agreed to and did fix uniform discounts allowed by the members in the 
sale of their snid products to jobbers and distributors; and 

(4) .Agreed to and did fix and establish uniform delivered prices at which 
Jobbers and distributors purchasing their said products from them should 
resell same, and refused to continue selling to such jobbers and distributors 
as refused to or did not resell at enhanced uniform delivered prices ns 

lV fixed; and 
here the aforesaid officer individuals, to wit, said Institute's president com· 

llllssioner and code authority's administrative officers, acting for and In 
behalf of the others hereinbefore referred to, and for the purpose of accom
Plishing the aforesaid combination, agreement, etc.----1 

Amenrted. 
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(b) Induced certain of such others, by initlmldation and persuasion, to raise 
their quoted prices to the uniform euhanced delivered prices fixed, as above 
set forth, by said combination, conspiracy, etc.; and 

Whlc're a corporation engaged as jobber and distributor of water gate valves, 
hydrants, fittings, and similar products, and the officers thereof-

(c) Assisted the others hereinbefore set forth in carrying out their said agree· 
ment, combination, understanding, and conspiracy, with full knowledge 
thereof, and thereby became parties thereto ; 

With a dangerous tendency to, and with effect of, actually hindering and pre· 
venting price competition in sale and resale, between and among the various 
States and In the District of Columbia, of said various products, of in· 
creasing the prices therefor paid by jobbers and distributors thereof, and 
by towus, cities, and other municipalities, and by State and Federal gov· 
ernments and divisions thereof, and by State and Federal Institutions, us 
consequence thereof, and of creating In such varlou8 members a monopolY 
In the sale and resale in interstate commerce of aforesaid products aud 
of unreasouably restraining interstate commerce therein: 

Jldd, That snch B<'ts and practices were all to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr. Edward L. Smith for the Commission. 
Donovarn, Le:iswre<, Newton cfJ Lumbard, of New York City, and 

Donovan, Bond & Lei.~ure, of ·washington, D. C., for The ·water 
Works Valve and Hydrant Group, etc., and its governing committeer 
and other respondents, and their officers, and, 11long with Gu,qgen· 
heirner & Untermyer and Mildred E. RemJes, of w·ashington, D. C.r 
for The Ludlow Valve Manufacturing Co. and its officers, Mr. E. 
Lowry Ilumes, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for J. Roy Tanner, receiver for 
Pittsburgh Valve Foundry & Construction Co., and Breed, Abbott & 
lllorga·n, of New York City, for Walworth Co. and its officers. 

Adatms, Childs, McKaig & Lukens, of Philadelphia, Pa., for The 
Pittsburgh Valve & Fittings Co. and its officers. 

AMENDED CoMPLAINT 1 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep~ 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Corn· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes,'' 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the 
parties described in paragraphs 1 and 2 hereof, hereinafter 
referred to as respondents, h~w been and now are using unfair 
methods of competition in commerce as "commerce" is defined in 
said act, and it appearing to said Commission that a proceeding by 

1 Extende<l list of rPApon,]Pnts, the State of lncorporlltlon, plac;> of business and dDcers 
in paragraph 1 of the complaint, and which apppar~ lnft·a at PHKP 12110, In the findings, IS 
omitted In the Interest of brevity. 
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it in respect thereof would be to the public interest, hereby issues its 
amended complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents Charles H. Becker, Dennis O'Brien, 
Frank A. Miller, Earnest Cochran, and Marshall L. Hough are now 
and have been for more than three years last past the governing 
committee of the ·water Works Valve and Hydrant Group of the 
Valve and Fittings Institute, a New York corporation, with its 
Principal office and place of business in the city of New York in said 
State. Respondent George V. Denny is and has been for more than 
t?ree years last past president commissioner of said Valve and Fit
tings Institute and was from December 15, 1933, or thereabouts until 
June 3, 1935, or thereabouts, an administrative officer of the Code 
~uthority of the Code of Fair Competition for the Valve and Fit
tings Manufacturing Industry approved by the President of the 
United States December 15, 1933, under and by virtue of the National 
l~dnstrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933. Respondent Sam 
G. Moyers is now and has been for more than three years last past 
assistant secretary of the aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute and 
Was from on or about December 15, 1933, until on or about June 3, 
1935, an administrative officet' of the Code Authority for the aforesaid 
Code. 

The Water Works Valve and Hydrant Group of the aforesaid 
Vah·e and Fittings Institute, now is and for more than three years 
l~st past has been constituted of the following respondent corpora
tions, whose respective officers are now and have been for more than 
~hre~ years last past the following, such officers being also respondents 
. erelll: [Extended list which follows and which is set forth verbatim 
In ~he findings, infra, at page 1260 and again in the order is here 
onutted in the interest of brevity.] 

P~n. 2. Respondent Rundle Spence Company is a corporation or
fanJzed, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
'Aa':'s of the State of Wisconsin with its principal place of business at 
IIlwaukee, in said State. Its officers, respondents herein, are now 

and . for more than three years last past have been D. R. Spence, 
rres1dent, and Tom :u. Spence, secretary-treasurer. It is a subsid
Iary of respondent' The Crane Company, and now and for more than 
three years l11st past has been engaged as a jobber and distributor 
?f Water gatP nln·s, hydrants. fittings, and similar products, caus
~~g. the same when sold by it to be transported from its place of 
I UsJness in l\Iilwankee, aforesaid, to the purchasers thereof, some 
;cated in the State of Wisconsin and others located in various other 

tates of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
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PAR. 3. The aforesaid members of the aforesaid 'Vater Works 
Valve and Hydrant Group of the aforesaid Valve and Fittings Insti
tute named in paragraph 1 hereof are now and for more than three 
years last past have been engaged at their respective places of busi
ness in the manufacture of water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and 
similar products and in the sale thereof, chiefly to towns, cities, and 
other municipalities, to State Governments and divisions thereof, to 
the Federal Government and divisions thereof, and to State and 
Federal institutions. 

In the course and conduct of their business, all of the said re
spondents for more than three years last past have caused and still 
cause such water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and similar products, 
when sold by them to be transported in interstate commerce from 
their respective places of business to, into and through the District 
of Columbia and the various States of the United States other than 
the States in which they respectively have their factories and places 
of business, to the purchasers thereof in such other States ttnd in 
the District of Columbia. 

The said respondents now constitute and for more than three years 
last past have constituted substantially all of the manufacturers in 
the United States of water gate vah:es, hydrants, and fittings and 
other articles used for water supply systems. The said respondents 
were prior to December 1933, or thereabouts, in competition among 
themselves, as to price, in the sale of water gate valves, hydrants, fit
tings, and other similar products between and among various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia and but for 
the combination, agreement, understanding, and conspiracy herein
after described would have been at all times since December 1933 or 
thereabouts and would now be in such price competition with one 
another. 

PAR. 4. In December 1933 or thereabouts, the respondents named 
in paragraph 1 hereof for the purpose of eliminating price competi
tion among the aforesaid members of the 1Vater 1Vorks Valve and 
Hydrant Group of the aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute in the 
sale of water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and other similar articles 
between and among the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia, entered into, and have since carried out and 
are still carrying out an agreement, combination, understanding, and 
conspiracy among themselves to fix and maintain and by which theY 
have fixed and maintained enhanced uniform delivered prices to be 
and which have been and are still being exacted by the aforesaid 
members of the 1Vater 1Vorks Valve and Hydrant Group of the 
aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute from their purchasers of 
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Water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and similar products in' com
merce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. Pursuant to and for the purpose 
of carrying out aforesaid agreement, combination, understanding, 
and conspiracy, the said respondents have, among other things, done 
the following: 

(a) Agreed among themselves to fix and maintain, and pursuant 
to such agreement have fixed and maintained and still fix and main· 
tain enhanced uniform delivered prices for water gate valves, hy
drant~, flttings, and similar products sold by the aforesaid members 
of the aforesaid 'Vater Works Valve and Hydrant Group of the 
aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute and each of them. 

(b) Agreed to divide and pursuant to such agreement have divided 
the United States into zones in which zones the said respondents 
have by agreement fixed and maintained and still fix and maintain 
enhanced uniform delivered prices exacted by the aforesaid members 
of the aforesaid Water Works Valve and Hydrant Group of the 
aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute from their purchasers of 
Water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and similar products. 

(c) Agreed to fix and pursuant to such agreement have fixed and 
still fix uniform discounts allowed by the aforesaid members of the 
aforesaid Water W'orks Valve and Hydrant Group of the aforesaid 
Valve and Fittings Institute in the sale of water gate valves, hy
drants, fittings, and similar products, to their jobbers and distributors. 

(d) Agreed to fix and pursuant to such agreement have fixed and 
established and still fix and establish uniform enhanced delivered 
prices at which jobbers and distributors buying water gate valves, 
hydrants, and fittings and similar products from the aforesaid mem
bers of the aforesaid ·water ·works Valve and Hydrant Group of 
the aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute should resell the same 
and, by agreement have refused to continue selling to jobbers and 
distributors who would refuse to resell or who have not resold at 
the enhanced uniform delivered prices so fixed. 

(e) For the purpose of accomplishing the aforesaid agreement, 
combination, understanding and conspiracy, the aforesaid George 
V .. Denny, individually and as presid~nt commissioner of the afore
Stud Valve and Fittings Institute and as administrative officer of 
the Code Authority for the Valve and Fittings Manufacturing In
d~~try, and the aforesaid Sam G. Moyers, individually, and as ad
mmistrative officer of the Code .Authority for the Valve and Fittings 
Manufacturing Industry, acting for and in behalf of the other re
spo~dents named in paragraph 1 hereof, by intimidation and per
suasiOn induced certain of the aforesaid other respondents to raise 
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prices quoted by them to the uniform enhanced delivered prices 
fixed as aforesaid by the aforesaid combination, conspiracy, under
standing and agreement. 

PAR. 5. Respondent Rundle Spence Company and its respondent 
officers having full knowledge of the agreement, combination, under
standing, and conspiracy, described in paragraph 4 hereof assisted 
the other respondents in carrying out such agreement, combination, 
understanding, and conspiracy. By such assistance they became 
parties to the said conspiracy and for that reason are made parties 
respondents herein. 

PAR. 6. The acts and practices of the re~pondents as herein alleged 
are all to the prejudice of the public and to the prejudice of the 
competitors of those of the respondents who constitute the aforesaid 
membership of the aforesaid Water ·works Valve and Hydrant Group 
of the aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute; have a dangerous 
tendency to and have actually hindered and prevented price com
petition in the sale and resale between and among the various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia of water gate 
valves, hydrants, fittings, and similar products; have incrPased the 
prices of water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and similar products 
paid by jobbers and distributors thereof and by towns, cities, and 
other municipalities, State Governments and divisions thereof, the 
Federal Government and divisions .thereof, State and Federal insti
tutions, and consequently by the public; have created in the re~pond
ent members of said Water 'Vorks Valve and Hydrant Group of the 
aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute, a monopoly in the sale and 
resale in interstate commerce of water gate valves, hydrants, fittings 
and similar products; have unreasonably restrained interstate com
merce in water gate valves, hydrants, fittings and similar products; 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congrrss 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to llcfine 
its powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved SPptember 
26, 1914. 

REPORT, FINDINGS "\S TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on November 16, 1D36, issued and served 
its amended complaint in this proceeding upon the re~pondents 
herein, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competi-
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tion in commerce in violation of the provisiqns of said act. Subse• 
quent to the issuance and service of said amended complaint, the 
respondents, excepting the Pittsburgh Valve & Fittings Company 
and its officers, and H. 1\f. Kessler, Trustee in Dankruptcy for The 
yogt Brothers Manufacturing Company, filed their answers thereto 
ln which answers (some of such answers being substituted answers) 
they stated that they desired to and thereby waived hearing on the 
charges set forth in the amended com plaint insofar as the same 
refer to alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
the intent and meanino- of Section 5 of the Act of Congress entitled, 
"A A b • d . n ct to create a Federal Trade Commisswn, to efine Its power~ 
and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 2G, 1914, 
·commonly called the Federal Trade Commission Act, that they and 
~ac~ of them for the sole purpose of avoiding the trouble and expense 
Incident to further continuation of this proceeding refrained from 
-contesting the proceeding, that they and each of them consented that 
aU the material facts alleged in said amended complaint might be 
·deemed to be admitted but not within the intent and meaning of any 
law of the United States other than the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, such answers not con~tituting an admission of any conclusions 
()flaw and not constituting an admission of fact for any other pur
po~e nor to be 11sed against them in any other proceeding, suit or 
a.ction, and that they and each of them consented that the Commis
Sion might without trial and without further evidence and without 
any intervening proceeding, make and enter its findings as to the 
facts and issue and serve upon them and each of them an order 
to cease and desist from any methods of competition alleged in the 
amended complaint which constitute violations of Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. . 

Tht?reafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
before the Commission on the said amended complaint and the said 
answers thereto and the Commission having duly considered the 
same and being' now fully advised in the premises, finds that this 
Proceeding is in the interest of the pnblic, and makes this its findings 
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

F PARAGRAPII 1. Respondents Charles H. Decker, Dennis O'Brien, 
rank A. Miller, Earnest Cochran, and Marshall L. Hough are 

?ow and have been for more than three years last past the govern-
lnoo • 
ih b committee of the 1Vater 1Vorks Valve and Hydrant Group of 

e Valve and Fittings Institute, a New York corporation, with its 
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principal office and place of busines~ in the city of New York in said 
State. Respondent George V. Denny is and has been for more than 
three years last past president commissioner of said Valve and Fit
tings Institute and was from December 15, 1933, or thereabouts, until 
June 3, 1935, or thereabouts, an administrative officer of the Code 
Authority of the Code of Fair Competition for the Valve and Fit
tings Manufacturing Industry approved by the President of the 
United States December 15, 1933, under and by virtue of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933. Re
spondent Sam G. :Moyers is now and has been for more than three 
years last past assistant secretary of the aforesaid Valve and Fittings 
Institute and was from on or about December 15, 1933, until on or 
about June 3, 1935, an administrative officer of the Code Authority 
for the aforesaid Code. 

The ·water 'Vorks Valve and Hydrant Group of the aforesaid 
Valve and Fittings Institute, now is and for more than three years 
last past has been constituted of the following respondent corpora
tions, whose respective officers are now and have been for more than 
three years last past the following respondents: 

N arne and officers 

.American Foundry & Manufacturln!( Company ......... 
J. C. Sanders, Chnlrman of the Board. 
H. C. Sanders, President . 
.A. C. Obrock, V. P. 
J. J. Welsch, Sec. & Treas. 

The Bourbon Copper & Brass Works ................... . 
Thomas Bnrdo, Pres. 
S. Bardo, Tress. 
Stella O'Neill, Sec. 

Cambrid!!e Mnchine & Tool Company ................ .. 
Josepeth Pasquina, Pres. 
ll. ll. Beron, Treas. & Clk. 

The Chapman Valve Manufacturing Company ........ 
Thomas F. Maher, Pres. • 
E . .A. Carter, VIce Pres. 
John J. Dugan, Treas. & Clk. 

Columbian Iron Works ................................ .. 

The Crane Co .......................................... . 
John R. Berryman, Pres. 
C. R. Crane II, VIce Pres. 
W. Evensen, Treasurar. 
H. P. Bishop, Secretary. 

The Darling V11lve & Manuf11cturlng Company _______ _ 
Ralph W. Thorne, Pres. 
Marshall L. Houl!h, V. Pres. & Treas . 
.A. G. Smith, V. Pres. 
C. W. Huling, Secretary. 

The Eddy Valve Manufacturing Company ............. . 
John Knlckerhacker, Pres. 
lloward C. Rogers, V. Pres. 

The Falrb11nks Company.... . ........................ . 
Harry T. Peters, Chairman of Board. 
Oeoree M. Naylor Pres. 
James A. CleRry, tress. 
B~tty Valentine, Sec. 

The Filer & tltowell Company ......................... . 
J. L. Monaghan, Pres. & Mgr. 
K. II. Head, Sec. 
W. R. Head, Treas. 

State of Incor
poration Place o! buslnrss 

Ma.qsachusetts •••• llth and liebert Sts., St. 
Louis, Mo. 

Ohio______________ Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Massachusetts .... Binney and Potter Sts., 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Massachusetts .... 203 Hampshire St., Indian 
Orchard, Mass. 

Tennessee ......... 2501 Chestnut St., Chatta· 
noo~a. Tenn. 

lllinols ............ 836 S. Michigan .Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Pennsylvania..... WUJiamsport, Pa. 

New York ••••••.. Troy, N.Y. 

New Jersey ....... 393 Lafayette St., New 
York, N.Y. 

Wisconsin......... Milwaukee, Wis. 
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Name and officers 

low'{vValve Company .................................. . 
C · W. Corey, Pres. · 

· S. Boward, V. P. 
A. W. Read Sec 

1 ~- W. Read, Tr~as. & Mgr. 
en ins Bros ........................................... . 

B arnham Yardley, Pres. 
ernard J. Lee, V. P. 

~ldfred Engle, Secretary. 
T • ward M. Keating, Treas. 

heftmson City Foundry & Machine Company, Inc •• 
L rs. KateR. Setzer, Pres. 

·F. Miller, V .. P. 
Tb 't· I. Latimer, Sec. & Treas. 

eM ennedy Valve Manufacturing Company ......... . 
athew E. Kennedy, Pres., 'l'reas. 

Clarence H. Kennedy, V. P. in charge of sales. 
Th JLbn C. Kennedy, V. P. & Sec. In charge of plant. 

eLiu~low Valve Manufacturing Company .......... .. 
J Vlngston W. Houston, Pres. & Treas. 
,~sep!l H. Egolf, Asst. Sec. & TreBS. 
morns Stine, V. P. 
Fred L. Wheeler, v. P. 

M :~dolph S. Lewisobn, Sec . 
. ~biti'e~~v~~r~:t~~~~~ Co ......................... .. 

1 
.WS. Martin, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. 

0 N. Spradley, Sec. 
M . · · Evans, Tress. 

alifstee Iron Works Company ....................... .. 
om Ray, Prt's. 

Edward N. Turner, V. P. & Mgr. 
~- ~V.- O'Donnell, Sec. & Asst. 'l'reas. 

The Mt .hCbapTnan; Tn•as. 
W e igan Valve & Foundry Company ............ .. 
., -

1
F. Rockwell, Pres. 

""· . Gol<'te, V. P. 
¢_;I. Hawkins. Tress. 

Ohio ~~~~t~_ocrt, Rec. w 0 ...................................... .. 
C ayne Young, Pres. 

p ill' B. Allen, V. P. 
acwc·

1
T_tates Cast Iron Pipe Company ................ . 

J blB~l MacWayne, Pres. 
0 E. O>ample, V. P. 

· · Sibbett, V. P. 
~- R. Harvey King, TreBS. 

The R T. ;McWane, Sec. 
We~tmg-Pmtt & Cady Company .................. . 
w' To. LashHr, Pres. w· ·Morris, V. P. 

· M. Whel'ler, Sec. 
The~· F. Wheeler, Tress. 

Etfnssel:ler Valve CompRny ........................ . 
!B L. &we, Pr~s. & 'l'reas. 

Irving A. Rowe, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. 
The~f~}.f Bou~hton, V. P. & Sec. 

b II anuracturlng Company .................... . 
E · F · Botchford, Pres. 
A .. Alt, V. P. 

A p :l·· Carlson, Sec. & Tress. 
· D ~lith, M~nufacturing Company ................. . 

M . 0 Br1fn, Pre.~. 
p ·C. Perkins, V. P. 

· A. Smith Trcas 
SouJ:· { llnlph;_, Sec. · 

W Wark Foundry & Machine Company ........... .. 
1 · elllsrh, Pres. 

Trave~-l~rawl~y. Rec. & Trea.s. 
J 0 J·lty Iron Works ............................. .. 
Ii 0 oynt, Pres. 
~rth · Royee, V. P. & Treas. 

\V alwort::r CBnchant, Sec. 
H,ownrd ~"c:~'~J~~; Pi-ea:··-----------------···-------

Wat~~~Z~ B. Holton, Jr., V. P. 
F F Wompnny ................................... . 
F · · uterous, Pres. 

·A. Waterous v p 
W · Holmes, se~. &. 'l'rel\s. 

l4fl750m-:!9-yoJ. 24--82 

State of Incor
poration Place of business 

Iowa.............. Oskaloosa, Iowa. 

New Jersey ....... Bridgeport, Conn. 

Termes __________ Johnson· CJty, Tenn. 

New York ........ Elmira, N.Y. 

New Jersey ....... Troy, N.Y. 

Alabama.......... Anniston, Ala. 

Michigan ......... Manistee, Mich. 

Michigan ......... 3631 Parkinson Ave., De
troll, Mich. 

Ohio.............. Wadsworth, Ohio. 

Nevada ........... Provo, Utah. 

New York ........ Bridgeport, Conn. 

New York ........ Troy, N.Y. 

Cal!(ornla......... Los Angeles, Calif. 

New Jersey ....... East Orange, N.J. 

Minnesota........ St. Paul, Minn. 

Mirh!gnn ......... Traverse City, Mlch, 

Massarhusetts .... 60 E. 42nd St., New Yorlr, 
N.Y. 

Minnesota •••••••. St. Paul, Minn. 
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Name and officers State of incor
poration Place of businE!l!s 

Western Gas Construction Company ____________________ Delaware _________ Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
1. Becker, Pres. 
1. D. Schaner, Sec. 
S. T. Brown, Treas. 
R. A. Wickes, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. 

R. D. Wood CompanY---------------------------------- Pennsylvania _____ 400 Chestnut St., Phiiadel· 
Spencer P. Hazard, Pres. phia, Pa. 
E. J. Lame, V. P. 
E. R. Russell, Sec. & Trea~. 
J. J. Troster, Asst. Sec. & Asst. Treas. 

and of respondents '\V. E. Malpass and Mrs. Frank Bretz, trading as 
East Jordan Iron '\Yorks, of East Jordan, Mich.; and of respondent 
J. Roy Tanner, receiver for Pittsburgh Valve Foundry & Construe· 
tion Company of Pittsburgh, Pa. 

PAR. 2. Respondent Rundle Spence Manufacturing Co. is a corpora· 
tion organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of 
the laws of the State of Wisconsin with its principal place of busi
ness at Milwaukee, in said State. Its officers, respondents herein, 
are now and for more than three years last past have been E. R. 
Spence, president., and T. M. Spence, secretary. It is now and for 
more than three years last past has been engaged as a jobber and 
distributor of water gate valves, hydrants, fittings

1 
and similar prod

ucts, causing the same when sold by it to be tmnsported from its 
place of business in Milwaukee, aforesaid, to the purchasers thereof, 
some located in the State of Wisconsin and others located in various 
other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 3. The aforesaid members of the aforesaid Water vVorks Valve 
and Hydrant Group of the aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute 
named in paragraph 1 hereof are now and for more than three years 
last past have been engaged at their respective places of business in 
the manufacture of water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and similnr 
products and in the sale thereof, chiefly to towns, cities, and other 
municipalities, to State Governments and divisions thereof, to the 
Federal Government and divisions thereof, and to State and Federal 
institutions. 

In the course and conduct of their business, all of the said respond
ents for more than three years last past have caused and still cause 
such water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and similar products, when 
sold by them to be transported in interstate commerce from their 
rl.'spective places of business to, into and through the District of 
Columbia and the various States of the United States other than tM 
States in which they respectively have their factories and places of 
business, to the purchasers thereof in such other States and jn the 
District of Columbia. 
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The said respondents now constitute and for more than three years 
last past have constituted substantially all of the manufacturers in 
the United States of water gate valves, hydrants, and fittings and 
other articles used for water supply systems. The said respondents 
Were prior to December 1933, or thereabouts, in competition among 
themselves, as to price, in the sale of water gate valves, hydrants, 
.fittings, and other similar products between and among various States 
of the United States and in the District of Columbia and but for the 
{!ombination, agreement, understanding, and conspiracy hereinafter 
<leseribed would have been at all times since December 1933 or there
abouts and would now be in such price competition with one another . 
. PA_R. 4. In December 1933 or thereabouts, the respondents named 
In paragraph 1 hereof for the purpose of eliminating price com
petition among the aforesaid members of the Water Works Valve 
~nd Hydrant Group of the afo.resaid Valve and Fittings Institute 
In the sale of water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and other similar 
articles between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia, entered into, and have since carried 
out and are still carrying out an agreement, combination, under
sta~ding and conspirncy among themselves to fix and maintain and by 
Which they have fixed and maintained enhanced uniform delivered 
prices to be and which have been and are still being exacted by the 
aforesaid members of the Water Works Valve and Hydrunt Group of 
the aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute from their pprch~sers of 
Water gate valves, hydrants, fittings and similar products in commerce 
be.tween and among the various States of the United States and in the 
DJstrict of Columbia. Pursuant to and for the purpose of carrying 
out aforesaid agreement, r.ombination, understanding and conspiracy, 
the said respondents, have, among other things, done the following: 

(a) Agreed among themselves to fix and maintain, and pursuant 
to such agreement have fixed and maintained and still fix and main
tain enhanced uniform delivered prices for the water gate valves, 
hydrants, fittings, and similar products sold by the aforesaid mem
bers of the aforesaid 1Vater 1Vorks Valve and Hydrant Group of the 
aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute and each of them. 

(b) Agreed to divide and pursuant to such agreement have divided 
~le United States into zones in which zones the said respondents have 

1 
Y agreement fixed and maintained and still fix and maintain en-
lanced uniform deliYered prices exacted by the aforesaid members 

of the aforesaid Water Works Valve and Hydrant Group of the 
aforesaid V nlve and Fittinbrs Institute from their purchasers of water 
gate vah·es, hydrants, fittings and similar products. 
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(c) Agreed to fix and pursuant to such agreement have fixed and 
still fix uniform discounts allowed by the aforesaid members of the 
aforesaid ·water 'Vorks Valve and Hydrant Group of the aforesaid 
Valve and Fittings Institute in the sale of water gate valves, hy
drants, fittings, and similar products, to their jobbers and distributors. 

(d) Agreed to fix and pursuant to such agreement have fixed and 
established and still fix and establish uniform enhanced delivered 
prices at which jobbers and distributors bnying water gate valves, 
hydrants, and fittings and similar products from the aforesaid mem
bers of the aforesaid 'Vater "\\"~"orks Valve and Hydrant.Group of the 
aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute should resell the same and by 
agreement have refused to continue selling to jobbers and distributors 
who would refuse to resell or who have not resold at the enhanced uni
form delivered prices so fixed. 

(e) For the purpose of accomplishing the aforesaid agreement, 
combination, understanding and conspiracy, the aforesaid George V. 
Denny, individually and as president commissioner of the aforesaid 
Valve and Fittings Institute and as administrative officer of the Code 
Authority for the Valve and Fittings Manufacturing Industry, and 
the aforesaid Sam G . .Moyers, individually, and as udministratiYe 
officer of the Code Authority for the Valve and Fittings 1\hnufactur
ing Industry, acting for and in behalf of the other respondellts wuued 
in paragraph 1 hereof, by intimidation and persuasion i11duced cer
tain of the aforesaid other respondPnts to raise prices quoted by them 
to the uniform enhanced. delivered prices fixed as aforesaid by the 
aforesaid combination, conspiracy, understanding and agreement. 

PAR. 5. Respondent Rundle Spence Manufacturing Co. auJ its 
respondent officers having full knowledge of the agreement, combina
tion, understanding, and conspiracy, described in paragraph 4 hereof 
assisted the other respondents in carrying out such agreement, com· 
bination, understanding, and conspiracy. By such assistance they 
became parties to the said conspiracy. 

PAR. 6. The acts and practices of the respondents as herein and 
hereby found have a dangerous tendency to and have actuallY 
hindered and prevented price competition in the sale and resale be
tween and among the various states of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia of water gate valws, hydrants, fittings, and simi
lar products; have increased the pl'ices of water gate valves, hydrants, 
fittings and similar products paid by jobbers and distributors therPof 
a~l~ ~y towns, cities, and other munieipalities, Stqte Governments and t 
dtvtswns thereof, the Federal Government and divisions thereofr 
State and Federal institutio11s, and consequently Ly the public; have 
created in the respondent members of said 'Vater 'Vorks Valve and 
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Hydrant Group of the aforesaid Valve and Fittings Institute, a 
monopoly in the sale and resale in interstate commerce of wate gate 
valves, hydrants, fittings and similar products; have unreasonably 
restrained interstate commerce in water gate valves, hydrants, fittings 
.and similar products. 

CONCLUSION 

~he .aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents are all to the 
preJudrce of the public and of competitors of those of the respondents 
~vho constitute the aforesaid membership of the afore'said ·water 

1Vo~ks Valve and Hydrant Group of the aforesaid Vah·e and Fittings 
~sti.tute and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce 

Withm the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress 
;pproved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 

rade Commission, to define its pO\vers and duties, and for other 
Purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

l'his proceedinll' havinll' been heard by the Federal Trade Com-In' . 0 0 

lSSion upon the amended complaint of the Commission and the 
~fswers thereto (some of such answers being substituted answers) 
& e~.h~rein by all of the respondents, excepting the Pittsburgh Valve 
D Fittmgs Company and its officers and H. 1\I. Kessler, Trustee in 
a~kruptcy for The Vogt Brothers Manufacturing Company, in 

~hiC!l said answers they stated that they desire to and hereby waive 
earzng on the charges set forth in said amended complaint insofar 

as the same refer to alleged unfair methods of competition in com
lnerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Act of Con-

d
gress, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to 

efi · S ne Its powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved 
Aeptember 26, 1914, commonly called the Federal Trade Commission 
t ct, that they and each of them for the sole purpose of avoiding the 
. rouble and expense incident to further continuation of this proceed
I~g refrained from contesting the proceeding, that they and each 
<l them consented that all of the material facts alleged in said 
~rne?ded complaint might be deemed to be admitted, but not within 
t1 e Intent and meaning of any law of the United States other than 
a~e ~e?eral Trade Commission Act, such answers n?t c?nstituting ~n 
. nnsszon of any conclusions of law and not constltutmg an admis

Sion of fact for any other purpose nor to be used against them in 
any other proceeding, suit or action, and that they and each of them 
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consented that the Commission might without trial and without fur
ther: evidence and without any intervening proceeding, make and 
enter its findings as to the facts and issue and serve upon them and 
each of them an order to cease and desist from any methods of com
petition alleged in the said amended complaint which constitute viola
tions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and the 
Commission haYing made its findings as to the facts and its con
clusion that all of the said respondents (excepting the Pittsburgh 
Valve & Fittings Company and its officers, and H. M. Kessler, 
Trustee in Bankruptcy for The Vogt Brothers l\fanufacturing Com
pany), have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved 
September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It i8 ordered, That said respondents, The Water Works Valve and 
Hydrant Group of The Valve and Fittings Institute and its Govern
ing Committee, Charles H. Becker, Chairman, Dennis O'Brien, Frank 
A. :Mi1ler, Earnest Cochran, and l\farshall L. Hough, and as individ
uals; George V. Denny, and Sam G. Moyers, the following corporate 
l'espondents, their and eaeh of their agents, servants and employees, 
and their respondent officers and their successors, to wit: 
American Foundry & Manufacturing 

Company: 
J. C. Sanders, Chairman of the 

Board, 
11. C. Sanders, President, 
.A. C. Obrock, V. P., 
J. J. 'Velseh, Sec. & Trea!;. 

'l'he Bourbon Copper & Brass Works: 
Thomas Bardo, Pres., 
S. Bardo, Treas., 
Stella O'Neill, Sec. 

Cambridge Machine & Tool Company : 
Josepeth Pasqulna, Pres., 
II. II. Seron, Treas. & Clk. 

The Chapman Valve Manufacturing 
Company: 

Thomas F. 1\Iaher, Pres., 
l!J • .A. Carter, Vice Pres., 
John J. Dugan, Treas. & Clk. 

Columbian Iron Works. 
The Crane Co. : 

John R. Berryman, Prl's., 
C. R. Crane II, VIce Pres., 
W. Evemum, Treasurer, 
II. P. Bishop, Secretary 

'!'he Da•·lln~ Ynlve & 1\Iauufacturlng 
Company: 

Un!Jlh W. Thorne, Pres., 
Marshall L. Hough, V. Pres. & 

Treas., 
A. G. Smith, V. Pres., 
C. W. Iluling, Secretary 

The Eddy Valve Manufacturing Com
pany: 

John Knlckerbacker, Pres., 
Howard C. Rogers, V. Pres. 

'l'he Falrbanlts Compauy : 
Harry T. Peters, Chairman o! 

Doard, 
George 1\[. Naylor, Pres., 
James A. Cleary, Treus., 
Betty Valentine, Sec. 

The Filt'l' & Stowell Company: 
J. A. 1\lonu~han, Pres. & 1\lgr., 
K. II. Rend, Sec., 
"-'· R. llPnd, Trea!'l. 

Iowa Valve Company: 
W. W. Corl'y, l'res., 
C. S. Howard, V. P., 
A. W. Uead, Sec., 
II. W. Read, Treas. & 1\lgr. 
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Jenkins Bros. : 

Farnham Yardley, Pres., 
Bernard J. Lee, V. P., 
Alfred Engle, Secretary, 

T Edward M. Keating, Trens. 
he Johnson City Foundry & l\lachiue 
Company, Inc.: 

Mrs. Kate R. Setzer, Pre><., 
L. F. Miller, V. P., 
W. I. La timer Sec & Treas 1'1 • . . 

le Kctmedv Vah•e Manufaehll'ing 
Company: · 

Mathew E. Kennedy, Pres., Trens., 
Clarence H. Kennedy, V. P. in 

charge of sales, 
John C. Kennedy, V. P. & Sec. in 

•r charge of plant. 
he Ludlow Valve Manufacturing Com
Pany: 

Livingston W. Houston, Pres. & 
Treas., 

Joseph II. Egolf, Aiist. Sec. & 
Treas., 

Morris Stine, V. P., 
Fred L. 'Vheeler, V. P., 

M Randolvh S. Lewisohn, Sec. 
· & II. Valve & Fittings Co.: 

Whitfield Clark, Pres., 
C. S. Martin, V. P. & Gen. Mg1·., 
J. W. Spradley, Sec., 

l\1 C. N. Evans, Treas. 
unistee Iron 'Vorks Company: 

Tom. Ray, Prl's., 
Edwurd N. ·Turner, V. P. & l\Igr., 
C. W. O'Donnell, Sec. & Asst. 

Trens., 
T S, D. Chapman, Trens. 

he Michigan Valve & Foundry Com-
Puny: 

W. F. Rod{well, Pres., 
R J. Goldie, V. P., 
A, I. liawldns, Treas., 
W, C. Woo!l, Sec. 

Ohio Injector Co.: 
Wayne Young, Pres., 

p C. B. Allen, V. P. 
ueific Stutes Cnst Iron Pipe Company: 

William 1\IucWayne, Pres., 
J. D. Sample, V. P., 

• 

Pacific States Cast Iron Pive Com-
pany-Contiuued. 

G. E. Sibbett, V. P., 
0. II. Harvey King, Treas., 
A. T. l\IcWane, Sec. 

The Reading-Prutt & Cady Company: 
W. B. Lashar, Pres., 
W. T. Morris, V. P., 
W. 1\I. Wheeler, Sec., 
W'. F. WhePler, Treas. 

Tlw Renssel:wr Valve Company: 
Ellis L. Rowe, Pres. & Treas., 
Irving A. Rowe, V. P. & Gen. 1\Igr .• 
Arthur C. Baughton, V. P. & Sec. 

ThP Rich Manufacturing Company: 
D. II. Bo!cbford, Pres., 
E. F. Alt, V. P., 
A. A. Carlson, Sec. & Treas. 

A. P. Smith 1\Ianufacturing Company: 
D. F. O'Brien, Pres., 
1\I. C. Perkins, V. P., 
P. A. Smith, Treas., 

. T. F. Halvin, Sec. 
South Pnrk Foundry & 1\Iachine Com

pany: 
W. 'Yelllsch, PrPs., 
J. M. B1·awley, See. & Trea;;. 

Tt·a verRe City Iron Works: 
J. 0. Joynt, Pres., 
II. G. Hoyee, V. P. & Trf'ns., 
Arthur Bnchant, Sec. 

Walworth Comvany: 
Howard Coonley, Pres., 
:Winfred H. Holton, Jr., V. P. 

\Ya terotul Compauy: 
F. I!'. Waterous, 1'1·es., 
F. A. 'Va1 erous, V. P., 
W. IIolmPs, Sec. & 1'reus. 

\\'P><tem Gas Construction Company: 
J. Becker, Pres., 
J. D. St·haner, Sec., 
S. '1.'. Brown, Treas., 
R. A. Wkkes, V. P. & GPn. 1\Igr. 

R. D. Wood Company: 
Speneer 1'. Hazard, Pres., 
E. J. Lame, V. P., 
E. R. Russell, Sec. & Treas., 
J. J. Tro!'ter, Asst. Sec. & Asst. 

Treae.. 

I 
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and respondents, ,V. E. Malpass and Mrs. Frank Bretz, trading as 
East Jordan Iron W arks, of East Jordan, Mich., their servants, 
agents, and employees, and respondent, J. Roy Tanner, receiver for 
Pittsburgh Valve Foundry & Construction Company, his successors, 
agents, servants, and employees, cease and desist in connection with 
the business of selling and of offering for sale in interstate commerce 
water gate valves, hydrants, and fittings, from carrying out and 
from entering into any agreement, combination, understanding, and 
conspiracy in violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act among 
themselves or among or between any of them or with any other 
person, firm, partnership, or corpomtion to fix and maintain uniforJll 
delivered prices, whether enhanced or otherwise, to be exacted by 
them or by any of them from their purchasers of water gate valves, 
hydrants, fittings, and similar products, and pursuant to and for 
the purpose of carrying out any such agreement, combination, under
standing, and conspiracy, from doing any of the following: 

(a) Agreeing among themselves to fix and maintain uniform de
livered prices for water gate valves, hydrants, fittings and similar 
products sold by the members of the aforesaid 'Vater 1Vorks Valve 
and Hydrant Group of The Valve and Fittings Institute, and each 
of them; 

(b) Agreeing to divide and dividing the United States into zones 
and in which zones fixing and maintaining by agreement, uniforlll 
delivered prices to be paid by purchasers of water gate valves, 
hydrants, fittings, and similar products; 

(c) Agreeing to fix uniform discounts allowed by the members of 
the aforesaid Water 1Vorks Valve and Hydrant Group of the afore
said Valve and Fittings Institute in the sale of water gate valves, 
hydrants, fittings and similar products, to their jobbers and dis
tributors; 

(d) Agreeing to fix uniform delivered prices at which jobbers and 
distributors purchasing water gate valves, hydrants, fittings, and 
similar products from the members of the aforesaid 1Vater Works 
Valve and Hydrant Group of the aforesaid Valve and Fittings In
stitute should resell the same, and from refusing by agrPement among 
themselves to continue selling to jobbers and distributors who refuse 
to resell or who have not resold at the uniform delivered prices 
so fixed. 

And it is furthe·r o-rdered, That the aforesaid George V. Denny, 
individually, and as president commissioner of the aforesaid Valve 
and Fittings Institute, and the aforesaid Sam G. Moyers, their re
spective agents, servants, and employees, forthwith ce1se and desist 
by means of intimidation, persuasion, or any other method, frolll 
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i~d.ucing any of the respondents offering water gate valves, hydrants, 
fit~mgs, and similar products for sale in interstate commerce, to 
:taJse prices quoted by them to uniform delivered prices fixed in 
combination, conspiracy, understanding, and agreement among and 
between the respondents, or any of them. 

And it is furthe'l' ordered, That respondent, Rundle Spence Manu
facturing Company, its agents, servants, and employees, and its re
spondent officers, E. R. Spence, president and T. M. Spence, secretary, 
an.d their successors, cease and desist from assisting any of the afore
Said respondents in entering into and carrying out any agreement, 
combination, understanding, and conspiracy from which the aforesaid 
respondents are herein and hereby ordered to cease and desist. 

And it is further ordered, That all of the respondents hereinabove 
ln!:'ntioned shall, within 60 days after service upon them of this order, 
file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which they have complied with this order. 
p·And it is further ordered, Because of the dissolution of respondent, 

lttsburgh Valve & Fittings Company on March 18, 1936, that the 
complaint herein be, and the same is hereby dismissed as to said 
respondent, Pittsburgh Valve & Fittings Company and its respondent 
~fficers, E. C. Bostock, president, C. L. Silkregg, vice president, and 

· F. Donahue, secretary-treasurer . 
.A And it i8 further ordered, Because of the discharge on or about 
'~lgust 19, .19~5, by t~e District Court of the United States for the 
. estern District of Kentucky of respondent H. M. Kessler, Trustee 
~~ Bankruptcy for The Vogt Brothers Manufacturing Company, 

~t- the complaint herein be, and the same is hereby dismissed as to 
~ld respondent H. M: Kessler; Trustee in Banhuptcy'·for The Vogt· 

rothers Manufacturing Company. 
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IN THE l\IATTEU OF 

TYRRELL H. DUNCOMBE, TRADING AS DUNCOMBE 
RESEARCH LABORATORY 

COMPLAINT. FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLF.flF.:D VIOLATIO~ 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 2G, 1914 

Doclcet 2580. Complaint, Oct. 11, 1935-Dcf'i.~ion, lllay 19, 1!JJ1 

Where an individual engaged in sale and distribution, to physlcianR, ho!<pitals, 
laboratories, and Individuals, of a preparation mnde or compounded by him 
and generally de>:lgnated "Germex"-

(a) Represented, in folders, circulars, pamphlet!", nnd cards distributed hy l1iiil, 
that said preparation wus a safe, non-poi!-louous, antisPptic which might 
safely be used internally, externally, uu<l Intravenously, and that it would 
ldll or pt·event growth of, or drive from the body, pathogenic or disease· 
bearing _or forming parasites, bactC'ria, germs, or microbes; and 

(b) RepresC'nted that cancer en res attaiued by said vrermration were "beyond 
all compreht>nsion," and that it was a cure for syphllls, arthritis, pernicious 
unemia, and gangrene, and a remedy for tuberculosis, and that notable 
results were being obtained by use therC'of In such diseases as cancer, sinus, 
catarrh, etc., and that it was used most Huccessfully for various other 
diseuses and was recommeuded for or effective In various other ailments, 
including kidney' and liver trouble, Jlyorrhru, etc., and variously recom· 
mendt-d Mme as a <·ompetent cure and remedy for everything that local 
doctors are caiied upon to treat and fot• any diseases caused by parasites or 
bacteria, and made use of circulars and other literature containing pur· 
ported testimonials by various people to the effect thnt they hnd been 
Hnffering from cancPr, ulcers and other diseases and had been relieved or 
cured thl•rt>of or completely -restored to health by use of said preparation, 
11nd repr~?sented that he had thus cured numerous people; 

Facts being said Individual never took a course in medlclue, was without per· 
soun I or scientific kuowledA"e as to the origin, course, etc., of the diseases 
which he claimNl to be able to cure or to have cured, nnd for which be 
rccommeHded his said remedy, as hereinabove sPt forth, preparation ill 
question was not antisPptlc, but highly contaminated and non-sterile and 
unsafe aud unfit for intravenous use, would not kill or drive out disease· 
bearing or forming bactC'ria nnd had no therapeutic value or qualitieS 
whatever, and wns of no benefit In the treatmPnt of the aforesaid varioUS 
diseases thus lndlcnted; 

With tendency and cnpadty to cause members of the purchasing public to torr» 
mil!ltaken and erroneous bt'llefs that his said Dforesald product was 11 

true and genuine nutisl'}Jtic and stt·rlle, aud might safely be taken tntrn
venously, had therapeutic value in the treatment of various dh:Jea,..s, und 
would rellevC' pain and prodm·e beuetldal rt>!<ults In connection th~'re
with, and cou~tltutl'd a n•medy or <·ure therefor, as above set forth, and 
with r<'Snlt that mnny members of the public, ncting under such erron~ 
ous beli£'fs, ludueed by su<·h various mlsrPpres!'ntatlons, purclHJBPd hi~ sill 

product, nud with capacity and tendency unfairly to divert to blm trade 
of compt_otitors engaged In selling In Interstate commerce drugs, prepura· 
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tlons, or remedies which are truthfully advertised and represented and 
recommended tor use In connection with the treatment of the various 
diseases and ailments enumerated by said individual; to the substantial 
injtiry of competition in commerce: . 

lield, That such ac•ts and 11ractlces were to the prejudice of the puullc nnd 
competitors an(l constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before lllr. lV. lV. Sheppard, trial examiner. 
Mr. Marshall Morgan for the Commission. 
Mr. Robert M. Drysdale, of Detroit, Mich., for. respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Acting in the public iuterest pursuant to the provisions of an 
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to 
·create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
~nd for other purposes," the Federal Trade Commission charges that 
h Yrrell H. Duncombe tradin(l' as Duncombe Research Laboratory, 
· as been and is usind unfair e methods of competition in interstate 
·conunerce, as commerce is defined in said act, in violation of the 
Provisions of Section 5 of said act, and states its charges in that 
respect as follows: 

J?ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent Tyrrell H. Duncombe is an individual, · 
res d" · . · · ~ lllg at 14049 ·woodward Avenue, H1ghland Park, MICh., and 
llla~ntaining an office and conductino- a laboratory at said address Und e 

er the name and style Duncombe Research Laboratory. Respond-
.ent is n d f h b ' d ow an or more than two years last past as een engag<' , 
as hereinafter described in the sale and distribution in commerce 
~lhong the several States' of the United States, and more particularly 
~~ the States of Ohio and Florida, of n. preparation manufactured at 

e above stated address and variously termed "Germex," "Epi-Phi," 
and "II" ' sold mdoo Prescription." Said preparation so manufactured and 

by respondent has been described by respondent as a cure or 
remedy f · · · h"l" fi t 1 or cancer, arthritis ulcers permcwus anenua, syp 1 1s, s u a, 
eczema l ' ' ' f d" b ' pyorr 1ea, catarrh trench mouth, athletes oot, Ia etes, scarl t f . ' · · 

d e ever, SHHls, tuberculosis, tumor, gangrene, and other d1seases 
un maladies, as will be more fully and hereinafter shown. In the 
course a d .1 be d · n conuuct of such selling respondent has en an now 1s 
eno-a,.,.ed · 1 · d i d" e:· In competition with corporations, firms, partners ups, an 
n IVJduals offering for sale or sellinrr in like commerce preparations 

Q"!" :ompounds or lllPdicines for use i~ the treatment of the same or 
8Unllar "1 . p aJ ments or diseases. 
1 AR. 2. In the course and conduct of his said business respondent 
,/Gas offered for sale and sells in interstate commerce his product called 

erme:x: " "E · Pl · · · · " d "b d · ' PI- u," and "Hmdoo Prescriptwn, as e~n e m 
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paragraph 1 hereof, by means of letters, circulars, leaflets, and other
wise, and has caused various false, deceptive, and misleading state
ments to be inserted and to appear in said letters, circulars, and leaf
lets so distributed by him. The statements contained. in said letters,. 
circulars, and leaflets are addressed to and are and. have been dis
tributed among doctors, laboratories, and individuals. Said physi
cians, laboratories, and individuals have been induced to purchase the 
goods offered for sale and sold by Tyrrell H. Duncombe, trading as 
Duncombe Research Laboratory under the erroneous belief, that said 
false and misleading statements and representations were true. 

In the course and conduct of his said business as described in 
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent Tyrrell H. Duncombe, trading as 
Duncombe Research Laboratory, has offered his product for sale and 
has sold· and transported or cal.rsed the same to be transported. in com
merce among the several States of the United States, direct to con
sumers. Said goods are and were shipped in response to orders re· 
ceived through the mail and transported or caused to be transported 
in commerce among the several States of the United States. He
spondent has further planned and undertaken to sell his product 
throughout the United States, among other methods, by the grantingr 
by contract, of exclusive sales rights covering an entire State. 

PAR. 3. Respondent Tyrrell H. Duncombe, trading as Duncombe· 
H<>sParch Laboratory, in further connPction with the sale and dis
trilmtion pf the aforementioned product has printed, and has dis
tributed and distributes in interstate commerce, folders or circulars 
and letters in which it is represented that the aforesaid product 
"Ger·mex" was and is a cure and remedy for numerous dangerous and 
mali'gmint diseases of th~ body, some'Of·which areregarded by·medical 
science as incurable. 

Among the representations made through such media were the' 
following: 

llindoo Prescription (Genital) 
Epl-Phl (Athletic Foot) 

Non-Poisonous Antiseptic Germex 
I<~xternal ftnd Internal (Carcinoma) 

GEmu:x 

A Non-JJOisonous Antiseptic Destroying l'arosltes and Bacteria 

and in which the following claims among others were made for 
Germex: 

• • • We welcome your caRe, whether it is CANCER, ulcers ot tb6 
stomach, pernicious anemia, syphilis, arthritis, or any other disease which baS 
been caused by parasite or bftcteria. 
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d Can be applied externally, taken internally, and when especially prepared and 
.n ministered by a qualified physician, used lntra-,·enously. 

Germex Is not a patent medicine, but rather a pharmaceutical-a new discov
~~ri to be used by physicians and public as well. 
J n cancer cases the pain Is relieved In 24 hours and the odor will disappear 

11 48 hours, according to the condition of the patient. 
Where others have failed heretofore, Germex will do the trick. 

t Tb.e Research Laboratory bas had many cases where no tissue exnmina
. Ions, or biopsies were made and have notable results, not only for cancer, 
·U~so sinus, catarrh, trench mouth, eczema, difficult sores, syphilitic sores, ulcers 
() tb.e stomach. It appears that It also is a remedy for tuberculosis, but little 
re~eareh has been made with tltis disease. It is also recommended for kidney 
~nd liver troubles, giving a yielding effect to bacterial and germ life when taken 
nternally. Germex contains no alkaloids, is non-poisonous, and has no thera

reuucal action, having rather a mechanical action and Is safely used externally, 
nterna!ly and intra-venously. 

Germex is a non-poisonous antiseptic which may be used freely, with only 
beneficial effects. 

It acts only as an anth;eptic, destroying the pathogenic bacteria and para
sites in the intestiual tract, liver, kidneys and etc. Most all of the diseuses are 
caused by pathogenic bacteria, hence it is curing a great many diseases hereto
fore Incurable. 

' 
For gastric ulcet· we recommend the Internal as well as the intra-venous, 

1'1 t Je Internal dose would be one table-spoonful, clear three times a day and 
he intra-venous in two c. e. twice a week, 
.. Germex is a saprophyte that lives on dead tissues or substances .and living 

rJUthogenlc bacteria, and is used for antiseptic purposes IJossesslng a peculiar 
action. 

We are having success with diseuses In general where diseases like arthritis, 
~ernicious anemia, syphilis, septicemia, gangrene and many like diseases, includ
Ing cancer, ulcers, fistula and rheumatic fever. 

'J'h . c Preparation we are pladug before the physicians is t\ non-poisonous 
~~~tlsept· · 
Jned · 

1C called Germe.x. It constitutes a saprophyte developed m a bitter 
Ia, Which is l~armless, yet it destroys the pathogenic, a harmful bacteria 

()r lla raslte. 

Germex covers a lot of territory In its action, having very distinct effect upon 
the following diseuses, ulcers of all kinds, soreR that usually are difficult to heal, 
1istula, syphilis, with a negative result, arthritis, pernicious anemia, cancer and 
se f 

V Icemta, along with new results most every day reported . 
.At first thought the medical man thinks Oh a cure all. We have only the 

one Preparation that covers also diahetes, as yon mention in your letter, they 
ure also . usmg it for diphtlwria w . 

e do not build an antlborly 11 s has bPPn the custom by immunizing the 
Phagosltes. 

• • • 
I We believe it is a revolution in nwdicine, and 
n hlstor G . . h r. ermex is cuhng pernicwus anPmia, 
eretofore known a~ lneumhle. 

• • • 

would be the greatest seller 
arthritis and many diseases 
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Germex, being a non-poisonous liquid antiseptic, is taken internally and ap· 
plied externally. Bacteria and parasites live upon the saccharine fluids of the 
body and the young cells, which contain the nourishment (Islets). Germex 
deprives them of this food, due to its peculiar bitter contents, and renders them 
inactive, thus permitting nature to function, and allowing the cells to rebuild. 

Gcrmex does not contain alkaloids, alkalies, or acids and acts only as an 
anti,..Pptic therapeutic-ally. 

• • • 
\Ve rc<•ommend Germex for pernicious anemia, various forms of ulcer, 

eczemu, trench mouth and similar diEieasPIJ that require a positive antiseptic. 

• • • 
Germex is a non-poisonous antiseptic for both internal and external use. 

Antiseptics usually may only be used externally. 
It is conceded that most of the ills of men are due to bacteria. 
Germex does not destroy the tissues; in fact, does not kill bncteria in II 

test tube, but nets as an agent to prevent the developmPnt of bacteria, thuS 
driving them out. We do know that desired results huYe been obtained with 
many heretofore considered incurable diseases, snC'h as cancer, pernicious 
anemia, ulcers, fistula, syphllis, and eczema, including pyorrhea, pink toothbrush, 
athlete's foot, catarrh, trench mouth, and more simple dhwases. 

Respondent Duncombe has further represented and represents that 
the product Germex is a cure likewise for such diseases and ailments 
as ringworm, Cuban itch, streptococcus throat, lice on cows, Florida 
itch, scarlet fever, Psoriases Lingae and carcinoma N·zem~. 

PAR. 4. Respondent had further, in the course and conduct of his 
business issued and distributed in interstate commerce circulars and 
other literature containing testimonials in which statements are made 
by various persons to the effect that they were or had been suffering 
from cancer, ulcers and other diseases and had been relieved or cured 
or completely restored to health, and has represented that he has 
cured numerous persons living in various States of the United States 
of cancer, ulcers, and similar diseases, by the use of his remedy Ger· 
mex, when in truth and in fact respondent was and is without per
sonal knowledge as to the diseage, ailment or disorder from which 
said persons were or had been actually suffering. 

PAR. 5. The truth and facts are that respondent's product Germex, 
advertised and represented by him as a remedy and cure for such 
diseases as cancer, ulcers of stomach, pernicious anemia, syphilis, 
arthritis, sinus, catarrh, trench mouth, eczema, sores, syphilitic sores, 
kidney and liver troubles, septicemia, fistula, rheumatic fever, dill· 
betes, ~iphtheria, pyorrhea, and pink toothbrush, does not possess 
such therapeutic value or medicinal qualities as to be truthfully rep
resented, designated or referred to as a cure or safe remedy for or as 
giving lasting relief to sufferers from cancers, arthritis, ulcers, and 
other diseases next above enumerated, or other similar ailments, there 
being no known remedy or cure for several of them, respondent's 
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:emedy being at most an antiseptic wash or application and possess-
Ing admittedly no therapeutic qualities and virtues. . 

PAR. 6. The above and foregoing representations of respondent in 
connection with the ofi'erin()' for sale and sale in interstate commerce 
of his product Germex as :et f01:th in this complaint have and have 
had the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive and have mis
led and deceived the purchasing public into the belief that respond
ent's product known variously as "Germex," "Epi-Phi," and "Hindoo 
Prescription" is a remedy for cancer, ulcers of stomach, pernicious 
anemia, syphilis, arthritis, sinus, catarrh, trench mouth, eczema, sores, 
sypl:ilitic sores, kidney and liver troubles, septicemia, fistula, rheu
~ahc fever, diabetes, diphtheria, pyorrhea, and pink toothbrush, or 
any other disease which has been caused by parasite or bacteria" 

and "everything that local doctors are called upon to treat," and have 
tended to induce, and have induced the purchase of respondent's so
called Germex in reliance upon such erroneous belief and have tended 

· to divert from, and have diverted trade from the competitors of 
r;spondent v.-Iw manufacture and sell in interstate commerce prepara
tions intended for tn•ntment o:f diseases and ailments enumerated by 
respondent but who refrain from making false representations in 
connection with t.he advertisement and sale thereof. 

PAn. 7. The above false, misleading, and deceptive acts, practices 
~nd .methods of respondent, under the circumstances and conditions 
lere~n alleged, are untruthful, are all to the prejudice of the 

Pubhc and of respondent's competitors and constitute unfair methods 
0~ competition within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act 
~ Congress entitled "An .Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
0 

define its powers and duties, and for other purposes.'' 

REPORT, FrNDINos AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnDER 

t Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Collgress approved Sep-
~mher 2G, 1914-, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis

;on, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
. ederal Trade Commission on October 11, 1935, issued and served 
~s original complaint on this proceeding on respondent, Tyrrell H. 
hi~c~~be, trading as ~uncombe Research I:a_bor~tory, chargi~g 

. "-_Jth the use of unfa1r methods of competitiOn m commerce m 
l'lo}atJon of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said 
complaint, and the filin" of respondent's answer thereto, testimony 
and otl 'd · "" · f 1 I · ler eVI ence In support of the allecratwns o t 1e comp amt Wer . o 
b f e Introduced by Marshall Morgan, attorney for the Commission, 
e ore '\V. '\V. Sheppard, an examiner of the Commission theretofore 
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duly designated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the 
complaint by Robert M. Drysdale, attorney for the respondent, and 
said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in 
the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding came on 
for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, the 
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, and the brief of the 
Commission in support of the complaint; and the Commission having 
duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, 
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes 
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

l'INDJNGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Tyrrell H. Duncombe, is an in· 
dividual, residing at 14049 Woodward Avenue, Highland Park, 
Mich., and maintaining an office and conducting a laboratory at said 
address under the name and style of Duncombe Research Laboratory. 
Respondent is now and for more than two years prior to the issuance 
of the complaint herein had been engaged in the sale and distribu· 
tion to physicians, hospitals, laboratories and individuals of a prep· 
aration manufactured or compounded by him at the above stated 
address, variously termed "Germex" and "Epi-Phi," but generally 
designated as "Germex." 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his said business as described 
in paragraph 1 hereof, respondent, Tyrrell H. Duncombe, has 
offered the said product for sale and has sold and transported or 
caused the same to be transported in commerce among the several 
States of the United States direct from the aforesaid place of busi
ness to consumers located at points in States of the United States 
other than the State of Michigan, in response to orders received 
through the mails. Respondent has further planned and undertaken 
to sell his product throughout the United States, among other meth· 
ods, by granting, or attempting to grant by contract, exclusive sales' 
rights covering an entire State. 

In the course and conduct of such selling, respondent has been, 
and now is, engaged in competition with corporations, firms, part
nerships, and individuals offering for sale and selling in like com· 
merce preparations, compounds or medicines for use in the treat· 
ment of the same or similar ailments or diseases. 

PAR. 3. Hespondent, in connection with the sale and. distribution 
of the aforementioned product, "Germex," has distributed. and noW 
distributes in interstate commerce, folders, circulars, pamphlets and 
cards, and lett<'rs in which he represents that "Germex" is a safe, 
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non-poisonous antiseptic and is a cure or remedy for numerous dan
gerous and malignant diseases of the body, including many here
tofore regarded as incurable. Typical of such recommendations are 
those to the effect that "Germex" is a non-poisonous antiseptic which 
~nay safely be used internally, externally and intravenously, and that 
1 ~ destroys pathogenic, or disease-causing bacteria, germs, and para
Sit.es. Respondent ha~ further represented that the cancer cures at
~ained by "Gennex" are "beyond all comprehension"; that "Germex" 
Is .a cure for syphilis, arthritis, pernicious anemia, and gangrene; that 
said preparation is a remedy for tuberculosis; that notable results 
n.re being obtained by the use of "Germex" in such diseases as cancer, 
~~~us, catarrh, trench mouth and ulcers of the stomach; that it is 
.emg used most successfully for diphtheria, scarlet fever and sep

ticemia, fistula and rheumatic fever; that it is recommended for kid
ne~ and liver troubles; and that desired results are also being ob
tained in the treatment with "Germex" of fistula, pyorrhea, pink 
~oth brush, athlete's foot, catarrh, trench mouth, ring worm, eczema, 
ub~n and Florida itch, psoriases lingae, streptococcus throat, and 

carcinoma. Respondent in his advertising has, in :fact, variously 
;~?omrnended "Germe.x" as a competent cure and remedy for every-

ling that local doctors are called upon to treat, and for any disease 
caused by parasites or bacteria and requiring a positive antiseptic. 
. Respondent has further, in the course and conduct of his business, 
~~:ned and distributed in interstate commerce, circulars and other 
ti erature containing purported testimonials by various persons to 
a 

1~ effect that they were, or have been, suffering from cancer, ulcers, 
r 

11 
other diseases and have been relieved or cured, or completely 

hestored to health by the use of respondent's "Germex." R~spondent 
0 

as represented that he has cured numerous persons living in vari
d~18 States of the United States of cancer, ulcers, arthritis and other 
~~;a~es, by the use of his product "Germex." 

8 . A~. 4. In truth and in fact, respondent is without personal or 
tiCienttfic knowledge as to the origin, course, nature, and characteris
c~s of the diseases which he claims to be able to cure, or to have 
in ~·d' ~nd for which he recommends "Germex" as a remedy or cure 
tifi 18 literature and advertising material, and has no actual or scien
tr : knowledge concerning either the diagnosis of or the proper 

r<Itment of such diseases. 

1.(.:-lthough rrspondent is, or at one time was, a pharmacist, he is not 
lle~,1 stered as such in Detroit or 'Vayne County, Mich. Respondent 
p 'er took a course in m(•d icine and holds no degree in medicine. 
wspondeilt I . . . . 'b' .1 sell' , lowever, m written commumcatwns prescn mg anu 

·- InO' "G ' . . . ,.., ermex ' has Signed Iumsel:f "Dr. T. H. Duncombe." Re-
146756~>~-39-vol. 24 83 
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spondent explains that he uses the word or title "Dr." because he is 
a chiropractor. 'When questioned in regard to chiropractic, respond· 
ent was unable to state accurately the number of vertebrae in the 
spinal column. The laws of the State of Michigan do not permit 
chiropractors or osteopaths to use the title "Doctor." 

Respondent never read, nor could he give the name or title of, anY 
book on the subject of arthritis, anemia, syphilis, trench mouth, or 
scarlPt :fever. Respondent could name no book or article he had ever 
read on septicemia, gangrene, ulcers, diabetes, tuberculosis, or other 
diseases enumerated in his advertising material. 

Notwithstanding the fact that respondent is not a doctor u.nd is 
without mrdical education, he has not hesitated to consult with 
patients, to undertake to diagnose their troubles and to prescribe hiS 
product "Germex" :for them. 

PAn. 5. Respondent claims to have discovered the preparation "Ger· 
mex" acci.denta1ly about the year 1895. The preparation was first 
tried out on insect life, being sprayed on potato plants and being 
called "Dug Yellow.'' Respondent then recommended the preparll· 
tion as being destructive to various kinds of insect life, including lice 
on cattle and vermin on men. Respondent thereafter recomuwndetl 
the preparation in the treatment of, and as a cure and remedy for, 
various diseases and ailments of the body, including cancer, arthritis, 
syphilis, and tuberculosis. 

Bacteriological examinations of ''Germex" disclose that it is not u!l 
antiseptic, is not sterile and contains pathogenic or disease-causing 
bacteria. Smears from "Germex" were found to contain, among 
others, such types of bacteria as the Monilia, or dangerous type of 
yeast, Gram-negative rods, Gram-positive rods and cocci. HealthY 
mice injected with the Gram-positive rods became sick the following 
day. The yeast culture was injected intravenously into a mouse; th~' 
mouse was killed, and the autopsy showed abscesses in the Jivrr, 
spleen, and intestines, thus indicating' that the yeast organisms ob· 
taincd from "Germex" were pathogenic; that is, disease-forming to 
animals. Microscopic smears made from these abscesses were in turtl 
positive for yeast. The tests showed that the yeast, Gram-positi''! 
rods, cocci, and Gram-negative rods increased in the fluid "Germes. 
The yeast test also revealed that "Germex" is not a bactericide; th~t 
is, that it does not kill or destroy bacteria. Organisms grew in spec!· 
mens of "Germex" from which, theretofore, all organisms ha.J bc~11 

removed. The tests further disclosed that "Germex" is not a stertlc 
product, but contains living micro-organisms, one of which at least, 
as stated, was pathogenic to. animals. Bacteriol~gi.ca.l examinatiotl~ 
made by a medical technologist of the Herman Kiefer Laboratory 11 
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Detroit, Mich., disclosed that "Germex'' does not inhibit or stop the 
growth of such organisms as bacillus typhosis, the typhoid fever bac
teria, and staphylococcus, a type of bacteria containi?g v.arious round 
Pathogenic organisms. Further bacteriological exammatwns made by 
an ~xpert employed by respondent resulted in the finding that 
"Germex" is not a sterile product anLl should not be used 
intravenously. 

In a further test to determine the bacteriological qualities or aspects 
of "Germex," a prominent Detroit hospital planted tuberculosis 
?acilli in a culture and then added drops of "Germex" according to 
Instructions given by respondent, with the result that the growth ?f 
the tubelculosis bacilli could not be determined because of the rupHl 
overgrowth of other bacteria which were present in "Germex." 

PAn. 6. The product "Germex" contains no 1 herapeutic ingredients 
that would be helpful in the treatment or cure of the diseases enumer
ated by the respondent and the representations of respondent in such 
relations are false and misleading in their entirety. The record dis
closes that the respondent has steadfastly refused to inform anyone 
as to the nature or itlentity of the ingredients entering into the com
position of "Germ:>x." RP!'pi:>JHlPnt even rPfu"r(l to inform the Amer
le~nMNlieal Association, the Wayne Connty Medical 8oeiety, or the 
Michigan o1· Detroit liPalth authorities as to the contents of "Gennex." 

As a result of qualitative and quantitative analyses, the ingredients 
of "Germex" were determined. The analysis abo indicated the 
absence of certain specific substances. Chemical a.nalyses of a sample 
of "Germex" as made by the Laboratories of the Detroit Departnwnt 
of Health disclosed the product to he a brown liquid, cloudy in appear
lllll'e, with a yPllowish residue on the bottom and a scum on the surface 
of tht> liquid standing in the bottom. The sample contained 8.18% 
of e~thyl alcohol by volume, a deficiency of .82%, had a musty odor, 
a S!ightly acid rcactio11, small ammmts of rPsin and glucocidcs, total 
sohds of .97% of this .14% representing a composition of ash, largely 
so r c 111m carbonate, alld a trace of potassium carbonate. The labora-
\ory found "Gt-rmex" to be an aqueous-alcoholic solutio11 of organic 
~rug extractives with a Yery small percentage of inorganic solius . 
. he drug extmetives in "Germex" were found to be similar to, or 
Identical with, the drug extractives of the echinacea root. The small 
nn}otmt of alcohol added was 11ot fou11cl to he an efficient preservative. 

fhe clwmical analysis further disclosed the absence in "Germex" of 
~ numLPr of drugs, chemicals or metals commo11ly accepted and used 
/ the 111Nlical profession in the treatment of various of the diseases 
;r which the responrlent. rpcommends and administers his "GermPx.,, 

0 lll£>rcury or mercury salts, no bismuth or bismuth eompounds, no 
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iron or iron salts, no arsenic or arsenic compounds, no heavy metals, no 
salicylic acid or salicylates, and no chemical caustics were found in 
"Germex." 

The drug echinacea was the subject of careful investigation and 
report by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American 
Medical Association as far back as 1909. The drug had been used 
as a "blood purifier" by one Dr. H. F. C. Meyer of Pawnee City, 
Nebr., being guaranted by that individual as an absolute cure for 
rattlesnake bite within twenty-four hours. The Council on PharmacY 
and Chemistry of the American Medical Association referred to the 
claims of Dr. Meyer as the "absurd claims of an evidently ignorant 
man" and recommended the rejection of echinacea. . 

The Department of Agriculture in 1920 made exhaustive experi
mental studies of echinacea therapy. • These studies reported that the 
use of echinacea as a remedy for various disorders in both lnuna.ns 
and animals originated with the American Indians. Echinacea root, 
it was stated, has entered into the composition of a number of patent, 
proprietary and nonsecret mixtures, but has never been officiallY 
recognized in the United States Pharmacopoeia. Those using the 
root, the Department reported, had recommended it in the case of 
blood poison, snake, bite, typhoid and malarial fevers, goiter, 
smallpox, anthrax, hydrophobia, tetanus, erysipelas, ulcers, gangrene, 
burns and syphilitic nodules. The department of Agriculture, after 
elaborate tests on animals, found that echinacea does not posse~s 
remedial value against tetanus, that results were negative in septi
cemia and that echinacea does not appear to be of value as a remed.Y 
for anthrax nor for rattlesnake bite, tuberculosis, botulism, or chroniC 
dourine conditions. 

PAR. 7. The various representations of the respondent in rcsprct 
to the diseases he claims "Germex" to be a remedy or cure for were 
carefully considered and checked in connection with the ingredi~nt~ 
found and those not found in "Germex" as disclosed by chen1ICild 
analyses and in the light of a knowled ..... e of medicine and the accrpte 

I ,1 f I ,.., . in-met wus o t 1e treatment of such diseases. As a result of the1r 
vestigations competent medical authorities state anu report: 'fhut 
"G " t b .. 1 _, 1 I . . . t cow ermex canno e consiuereu as a remec y for art lrltis, as 1 

tains nothing that coulu br employed as an an analgesic and dors 
not ~how the presence of any salicylates; that "Germex" is not ~ 
remeuy for anemia, as it contains no iron or iron salts; that "Ger1n~1C 
would not be effective in tlu:• treatment of syphilis, as it cont::tlns 
no arsenic or arsenic salts, no heayy metals, and no bismuth . 0~ 
mercury salts; that "Germ ex" would not be effectiYe in the treat 
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rnent of. trench mouth, as it contains no substance used for such 
purpose; that "Germex" could not be used in the treatment of 
scarlet fe''e 't · b' · 1 d 1 · f · 'd • r, as 1 IS not a wlogJCa pro uct anc IS not o a genm-
~1 al nature; that "Gennex" contains nothing to combat the bactrria 
. ounu in the condition of septicemia; that "Germ ex" cannot be used 
~'~ the treatment of diphtheria, as it contains no antitoxin; that 

erme:x" could have no influence on the cause of gangrene or serve 
as a cure therefor and could only be used in any event as a wash for 
such co d't' . f 11 1 IOn; that "Germex" would have no value m the treatment 
0 

stomach ulcers as a neutralizer of hydrochloric acid, its alkaline 
content being very sliO"ht · that "Germex" could not be used as a 
rernedy f l' b "' ' . I . . I' . 
f or c 1a etes, as notlnnO" remotely approac ung msu m IS 
ound. . "' 

. In It; that "Germex" is not a remedy for streptococcus throat, ;s It is not a germicide, ancl for the same reason could not be used 
ocally as a treatment for tuberculosis lesions on the surface and 

Would b · ff · · · · ll l t h' e me ectual m treatmg tuberculosis systematica y; t 1a 
not Ing was found in the compound suggesting that it would be 
;ful even as an eliminant in kidney and liver trouble; that 
th er~ex'' would not be effective in the treatment of rheumatic fever; 

1 at It. could not even be used as a germicide applied locally to 

bu cerations of an eczematous nature; and that "Germex" could not 
ettsed' 1 · f · In t 1e treatment of even superfic1al forms o cancer, as It 

"':,~not fonnd to contain anything of a caustic nature. 
an erme~'' was found by medical experts to be an aqueous extract of 
ind·organlC substance, probably of vegetable origin, possessing no 
Wit;cated pharmaceutical properties and being highly contaminated 
c 

1 
several types of bacteria. The intravenous use of "Germex" was 

a 
0~1de~llned Ly medical experts as Leing dangerous. It would be taking 

tane~riL!e risk to put it in the veins of an individual, due to its con
"G 

11
nated condition. The yeast cells of the Monilia type found in 

erme:x:" w ld · · 'bl · f · tl Mo 'I' ou expose a person usmg It to poss1 e m ectwn, 1e 
ter·~I. 1a type of yeast being pathogenic and having virulent charac
str Ist1?8 When introduced into the tissues, frequently producing de-

Uction oft' · M . Issues and ab"cess formatiOn. 
lUacl edlcal experts, in the light of their investigations, term the claims 
e:x:a e for "Germ('x," either as a medicine or an antiseptic, as "highly 
''falglge.rated and not based on any actual fact;" as a ''bid for business," 

ac1ous " " . . resp ' not supported by the facts," "contradictory m many 
ects " " t b . . . . and the' no to e believed m the light of a knowledge of mediCme 

''ge1 accepted methods of treatment," "highly exaggerated," and 1
era!Iy unt " 0 · d' I d ''G " rue. ne promment me 1ca expert terme ermex 
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as just a "sort of mess" and "entirely inert and without any pharma
cological action whatsoever." As the outstanding requirement of a 
preparation for intravenous administration depends upon its being 
sterile, this expert would be very much opposed to having "Germex" 
get into the circulation of any patient he was responsible for. 

PAR. 8. There are no positive cures known to the medical profession 
for caucer in an advanced state, but such profession does use or 
employ certain accepted treatments for cancer. It cannot be said 
that the cause of cancer is known. The successful eradication of a 
cancer is accomplished by its destruction. The accepted methods for 
the treatment and attempted destruction of cancer as known to medicitl 
science are three: 

1. Surgical removal; 
2. Destruction with X-ray; 
3. Radium. 

No cancer specialist would undertake to predict that a cancer would 
not recur. Antiseptics have no value in the treatment of cancer. 

The respondent devoted more attention to the treatment of cancer 
than to any other diseases covered by the advertising claims and 
representations made by him for "Germex." The claims for cancer 
cure or cancer relief as made by respondent are not established. The 
record discloses the fact that the respondent in some instances thought 
or claimed that patients had cancer when they did not have it, and 
that those who did have cancer and were treated by respondent either 
died, or still have the cancer. The accepted method of diagnosing 
a cancer or suspected cancerous growth or condition is to cut or slice 
off a part of the diseased area and make an examination of such 
piece of tissue. This method is known as a. biopsy. The respondent 
made or took no biopsies in connection with cancer cases treated by 
him with "Germex," did not diagnose the patient's trouble and fre
quently knew no one else who had. Nevertheless, respondent has 1nade 
a practice of prescribing for patients, some of whom he has ne~·er 
seen, undertaking from time to time to treat them through the malls. 

PAn. 9. The respondent is now s<'lling "Germex" under the name 
"Neutro-Plasm" through the medium of a Detroit organization called 
"Neutro-Plasm Foundation," supplying the foundation with the prod· 
uct in 100-gallon lots. Advertisements are bein(J' run in six different 
medical magazines. The members of the foundation group do not 
know what "Germex" contains, the respondent being "unwilling at 
present to tell us exactly what is in it." "Neutro-Plasm" is being put 
out primarily as a cancer deodorant, but advertising used by the 
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foundat· · · 
.rn 

1011 
ll1 selhng the product also contains the followiug state-ent: 

It Would 
of va . seem that Neutro-Plasm cheeks the development and the spread 
eorre r;ous forms of carcinoma, sarcoma and endothelioma, and in some instances 

c 8 the condition to effect a restoration to normal of the patient. 

sp P~. 10. The variolls statements and representations made by re
ot]on ent, through the medium of letters, circulars, pamphlets, and 
hisler advertising media employed in selling and offering for sale 
We _Product "Germex" in the respective States of the United States 
an~~ and are deceptive and misleading. "Germex" is not antiseptic, 
fo 

1~ not a germicide. It will not kill, destroy or drive out disease
ev rmmg ?acteria. It has no therapeutic value or qualities whatso
re:rj I~ IS not a remedy or cure for, nor will it produce beneficial 
an u ~s In the treatment of such diseases as arthritis, pernicious 
' e.rnia syph T · fi l l lllat' ' I Is, septicemia, gangrene, cancer, ulcer, stu a, r lCU-

cata:~~ev:r, trench mouth, diphtheria, scarlet fever, diabetes, cancer, 
tro bl ' smus, ulcers of the stomach, tuberculosis, kidney and liver 
11la \.es, ~heumatic fever, or any other disease or ailment to which 
ste 

1
\ tnd Is subject. "Germex," being highly contaminated, is not 

;
1 

e and therefore is unsafe and unfit for intravenous use. 
to hAn. ~1. There are among tTle competitors of respondent as referred 
al'e ereinbef~re, corporations, partnerships, firms and persons who 
Use ~ngaged m the sale of preparations which are recommended for 
by ll1 the treatment of such diseases or ailments as those mentioned 
re<· retspondent in his advertising material but who truthfully rep-

-oen the' .J d the Ir prouucts and their therapeutic value and honestly ven 
same. 

tiop An. 12. The use of the aforesaid false and misleading representa
off ns. and practices on the part of the respondent in the sale and 
hn ertg for sale of his product known and designated as "Germex" 
of ~l Utd, and now has, the tendency and capacity to cause members 
th t le purchasing public to form the mistaken and erroneous beliefs 
se;ti;e~ponde~lt's said product "Germex" is a true and genuine anti
Val '.IS sterile, may be safely taken intravenously, has therapeutic 

Pn.. ue. In the treatment of various diseases; and that it will relieve 
'Ill Il1 CO t' • • • h hle t nnec ton With will produce beneficial results m t e treat-
n of . ' . . h a h . 'or IS a remedy or cure for the diseases named m paragrap 

va .erem. Acting under such erroneous beliefs, induced by the 
nous mis 1 · 1 '1 d of . d representations of the respondent as 1erem ( eta! e , many 

"G sal members of the public have purchased respondent's product 
erhlex " Th . · e aforesaid representations and practices on the part 
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of respondent have and have had the capacity and tendency to un
fairly divert to respondent the trade of competitors engaged in selling 
in interstate commerce, drugs, preparations, or remedies which are 
truthfully advertised and represented and which are recommended 
for use in connection \vith the treatment of the various diseases and 
ailments enumerated by the respondent. Thereby substantial injurY 
has been done, and is being done, by respondent to competition in 
commerce among and between the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Tyrrell Jl. 
Duncombe, an individual trading as Duncombe Research Laboratory, 
are to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competito~s, 
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, witlnn 
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved 
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Corn· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade C01nrnis· 
sion, upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent 
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations 
of the said complaint and in opposition thereto, taken before W. W. 
Sheppard, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated 
by it, and the brief in hehalf of the Commission filed herein, and the 
Commission havillg made its findings as to the facts and its cor.clu
sion that said respondent has violat<>d the provisions of an Act of 
Congress approwtl September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." . 

It is ordered, That the said respondent, Tyrrell H. Duncombe, indJ· 
vidually, and trading as Duncombe Research Laboratory, or uncl~r 
any other tmde name or through any corporate or other device, }115 

servants, employees, or agents, individual or corporate, in connecti011 

with the offering for sale, sale and distribution in interstate comrnei:cc 
or in the District of Columbia, of a preparation or product in Hqtnd1 

salve, or other form, designated as "Gennex" or "Epi-Phi," or allY 
other product of substantially the same ingredients so designated. or 
designated by any other word, name, legend, or title, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing: 
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1. 'l'hat said product ''Germex" is sterile· 
2 't'h ' ' . tl · . at "Germex" is antiseptic in its action or is an antiseptic; 

blat It will kill, destroy, prevent growth of, or drive from the human 
ody, pathogenic or disease-bearing or forming parasites, bacteria, 

germs, or microbes; and that it may be used safely as an antiseptic or 
may, Le taken safely intemally, externally, or used intravenously; 

3
·. That "Germex" is a cure or remedy for, will relieve pain in con

n;chon with, or will produce any beneficial results in the treatment 
~ ' such diseases or ailments as cancer, pneumonia, tuberculosis, scar
t~t f~ver, ulcer, syphilis, arthritis, pernicious anemia, gangrene, diph-

tl erJa, trench mouth, septicemia, fistula, eczema, streptococcus sore 
lroat l' b . . f ' c Ia etes, sums, pyorrhea, catarrh, athlete's foot, rheumatic 

evb:r, or any other disease or ailment to which human beings are 
Sll Ject. 

af 
1 

t is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days 
i ter .s~rvice upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report 
(!_n Wntll1g setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has 
omplied with this order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2654. Com[,zaint, pee. 11, 1935-Decision, May 19, 1937 

Where a corporation, long since organiz('l\, and in business, for profit, und 
which (1) conducted a school for vocational training, principally, by both 
correspoudence aud classroom plans, (2) us thus engaged, offered corre· 
spondence courses, its chief concern and interest, in a large number o! 
subjects falling, primarily, within the divisions of law and businrss man· 
ogeruent and uccouutancy, (3) sold or supplied, as inchlent thereto, text· 
books, used to some extent by a large number of schools, colleges and u~i
versities, prepared by it and also for it by others, ( 4) advertised its sald 
courses in business magazines, trade journals, and other periodicals of wide 
interstate circulation, and also extensively in the lower priced so-culled 
"pulp" magazines, and solicited purcl1asers therefor through some 300 so· 
called "Registrars" on commission basis ( o) had no entrance requirements 
other than competenry to master the co;1rses, (0) conferr£'d no degree otllel' 
than that in its law course, and gave no courses leading to gra<luate de· 
grees or available for credit for such degrf'es upon transfer of the student 
to college or university offering the same, and (7)1 in connection with itS 
classroom courses provlcled 110 facilities for Its pupils other than Raid class· 
rooms-

Repr('sented, through usc of term "Exten:-ion University" in its corpomte nnwe 
and in Its advertising literature, that it conductE:'d n university or extC'Il· 
siou university, notwithstanding fact it was not a university and did uot 
possess the qualities nud attributes con~idered by educators nnd mE:'mbcrs 
of the public generally ns requisites for an institution to make it sucb 
or to entitle it thus to be designated, sueh as bPing nn Institution (1) oC 
higher learning with a nuclPus of a coll£'ge of arts and sciences, with 
courses In sueh 8ul!J••rts as music, painting architecture literature, historY• 

' ' 1 etc., nnd surrouwled by a graduate school and one or more profcssionu 
schools, and conferring acadPmlc and graduate and professional degr!'<'8• 

nnd with a faculty of lParncd persons a<"tlug as Instructors In the vartons 
branches of Instruction involved, ns attested to n considerable ext£'nt bY 
number of dcgrers enrned, and (2) one not operated to make a profit {roJll 
Its educationnl opPratlons that tlo£'s not go entirdy back into Its fundS 
for nvkeep or expansion, or engnged In securing registrations through pnld 
salesmen, and (3) with, as n rule, dormltori£'s, laboratories and research 
facilities, and with studpnts alrendy aclequately traluf'd by previous studY 
in colleges of arts and 8clences lending into special tlelcls of l!'arnlnll' 
through study and s£'minar ancl laboratory instruction and resE:'areh work• 
and notwithstanding fact it was not engagl'd In extension activities oC 11 

university, as indicated by said word; d 
With tendency and capacity to create in tile minds of a part of the publiC, 80 

CSIJcclally those Interested In obtaining education by correspondence courseS• 
an erroneous and mistaken conception and belief as to its true character 
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and nature und that of its courses of instruction, and to cause various 
persons to enroll as pupils with it and to subscribe to its textbooks and 
courses in the mistal{en and erroneous belief that it was a university and 
possessed the attributes hereinabove indicated, and with effect of causing 
prospective pupils to purchase its said· courses and textbooks in prefer
ence to those sold by similar institutions which do not make use of word 
"unil'ersity" in their corporate name or otherwise, and of di>erting trade 
to it from Its said competitors wl1ich do not make similar misuse of term 
"extension university" or word "university", and also from recognized 
colleges and universities which operate and maintain extension divisions 
or departments offering correspondence courses similar to those offered by 
it; to the injury of all said competitors in the sale and distribution of cor
respondence courses of instruction in commerce : 

1Ield, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Defore llfr. TV. lV. Slwppard, trial examiner. 
lllr. John lV. Hilldrop for the Commission. 
LaRochelle, Bn;oks & lV alrath, of Chicago, Ill. and ll!r. George L. 

Schein and lllr. II. B. Cox, of Washington, D. C., for respondent. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, and entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade 
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Tra(le Commission, having reason to believe that the 
LaSalle Extension University, a corporation, hereinafter referred to 
~s respondent, h~s been and is using unfair methods of competition 
~n commerce as "commerce" is defined in l:laill ad of Congress, and 
It appt>aring to said Commission that a proceeding by it in r<>spect 
thereof would be in the public inter<>st, hereby issues its complaint 
stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

PARACRArnl. 'fhe l'(.'Spondent, LaSalle Extension University, a cor
~ora~ion, is a corporation chartered an~l <~oing busi.ne~ und~r ~nd 
Y VIrtue of the laws of the State of Illmois, and With 1ts prmclpal f1acc of business in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. It is und 

t~as been for some time past engaged in conducting a school for voca
.1011al training on both the correspondence and residental plans, and 
In the selling and distribution of its coursPs of instruction on the 
~~?jects embraced in its curriculum, to wit, Busin<'ss Management, 
n·Igh:r Accountancy, Traffic l\[anag<'ment, Modern Salesmanship, 
C ankmg and Finance, Modern Business Corn·spondence, Crellit and 
P ollection Correspondence, ModPrn Foremanship, American Law and 
Jnrocedure, Paper Salesman's Training, Railway Station Manage-

ent, Industrial Management, Railway Accounting, Personnel Man-
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agement, Commercial Law, Telegraphy, Stenotyping, Elements of 
Accounting, Effective Speaking, Certified Public Accountancy Coach
mg, Business English and Commercial Spanish, in interstate com
merce, and in the course and conduct of its business it sells and de
livers to various persons in the several States of the United States 
other than Iowa courses and textbooks, causing same when sold to 
be shipped to the purchasers thereof into and through States of the 
United States other than Iowa. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent, 
LaSalle Extension University, a corporation, was and is in competi
tion with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships 
likewise engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce 
of similar products. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent, 
LaSalle Extension University, a corporation, adopted as and for its 
corporate trade name the words, "LaSalle Extension University," 
which corporate and trade name so containing the words ''Extension 
University" the said corporation has used and displayed and is still 
using and displaying in its advertisements and advertising matter, 
including catalogs, enrollment blanks, lesson papers, letterheads, and 
other printed matter; and in newspapers, magazines, trade journals, 
and other publications and periodicals having an interstate circula· 
tion. The said respondent, in advertising for pupils to enroll with 
it and subscribe to its courses, uses and displays its said corporate 
and trade name, "Extension University," and thereby induces vari· 
ous persons residing in various States of the United States other than 
Illinois, and in the District of Columbia, to enroll with respondent 
as a pupil and to subscribe and pay for the courses, textbooks, and 
correspondence composed of quizzes and answers on the S11bjects in
volved, provided and promulgated by respondent, which said courses, 
textbooks and correspondence composed of quizzes and answers on 
the subjects involved, are by respondent shipped and transported 
from its place of business in Chicago, Ill., into and through the vari· 
ous States of the United States other than Illinois and into the Dis· 
trict of Columbia, to those various persons enrolling with respondent 
as pupils and subscribing to said courses. 

The term and words "Extension University'' are false and mis· 
leading in that they create in the minds of a part of the public, and 
especially those of the public who nre interested in obtaining an edu· 
cation by correspondence courses, that respondent, LaSalle Extension 
University, is in truth and in fact a" University," which term is gen· 
erally accepted and understood to mean an educational institution 
of higher learning-. with power to confer degrees, with a faculty of 
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learned persons actinO' as instructors in various branches of learning, 
b • 1 

which include the liberal arts and sciences and one or more spec1a 
btanches of learning, such as theology, law, and medicine, when in 
huth and in fact the courses taught and sold in commerce by respond
ent, LaSalle Extension University, with the exception of that of 
law, do not constitute courses in liberal arts and sciences, nor can 
its instructors be considered a faculty of learned persons, and when 
in truth and in fact while its charter from the State of Illinois gives . ' . lt the right and power to confer degrees, no such degrees are by 1t 
conferred., with the exception of that of LL. B. in its law course. 

The false, misleading, and deceptive practices as hereinbefore set 
?Ut are to the prejudice of the public and have a tendency and capac
Ity to and do induce various persons to enroll as pupils with respond
ent, LaSalle Extension Uni,·ersity, a corporation, and to subscribe· 
to the textbooks and courses sold by respondent, under the belief that 
respondent, LaSalle Extension University, a corporation, is a uni~ 
Versity, when in truth and in fact respondent is not a university; 
and snch f.nls£>, misleading and deceptive practices of respondent have 
the capacity to and do unfairly divert trade to respondent from its 
comrwtitors who arP engngNl in a similnr and 1ikC' Pnterprise and 
Lllsinpss and who ~ell correspondence courses and textbooks in inter· 
state comn1.eree, without- misrepresenting their true status, and who 
do not represent and hold themselves out as universities. 

PAn. 4. The acts and things done as herein allegPd by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of the respond
ent and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
~he intent nnd meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, £'ntitlerl, 
An Act to cr£>ate a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers 

and duties, anti for other purposes,'' approved September 26, 1914. 

HEI'ORT, FINDINGS AS To 'I liE F.\CTs, AN() Onlll'It 

t Ptll'i:illaut to the provisions of an Act of Congretis approved Sep-
~nlLer 26, H114, entitletl "Au Act to create a Fetleral Trade Commis

~.~~:l' .. to ~~Pfine its }>O~Ye~·s aml duties, and for oth:r purposes," the 
its hial l~·nd~ Con.mllsswn, ~m Dec£>mber 11, 1935 Isstwd and ser:ed 
lJn~~~~~~~lalllt m t!us ~n·o~Pedlllg upon resp~ndent LaSalle Extet~s~on 
. \Ostty, ehargmg 1t w1th the use of unfa1r methods of compebhon 
Ill commer('e in violation of the provisions of sai1l act. After the is
~11~1.1ee of said eomplaint, and the filing of n•spomlent's unswt>r tberPto, 
eHtullony and other evidP11ce in support of the alleO'ations of said 

conlpl· . . . "" C ·llllt Wt•re mtrodtH'Nl by John W. Illlldi'Op, attorney for the 
ornllli:-sion, Lefore lr. "'· Sheppard, an examiner of the Commis-
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sion theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to the alle
gations of the complaint by LaRochelle, Brooks and 1Valrath, attor
neys for the respondent; and said testimony and other evidence were 
duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, 
the precceding regularly came on for final hearing before the Com
mission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and 
other evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition 
thereto, and the oral a:rguments of counsel aforesaid; and the Com
mission having duly considered the same, and being now fully ad
vised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the 
public, and makes this its findings as to the facts nnd its conclusion 
drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent LaSalle Extension University is a cor
poration organized in 1908 and doing business under the laws of the 
State of Illinois. It was organized as 11 corporation for profit und 
it is now engaged in business for profit. Dividends are, from time to 
time, paid to its stockholders. Its principal place of business is 
located in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. Since its organiza
tion, it has been engaged in conducting a school, principally for voca· 
tional training, by both correspondence und classroom plans and in 
the sale and distribution of its courses of instruction on the subjects 
embraced in its curriculum. "When sales of its correspondence courses 
are made, respondent causes the textbooks, lesson and instruction 
material and other literature incident to said courses of instruction to 
be transported through the United Shttes mail from its principal 
office in Chicago, Ill., to the purchasers thereof located at points in 
every State of the United States and also in Canada and many other 
foreign countries. The average annual number of persons purchas· 
ing and subscribing to its correspondence courses of instruction is ap· 
proximately 25,000. Approximately one-fifth of its students ha\'e 
~lOt had. n high school education prior to purchasing its course of 
mstructwn. 

Respondent, in the sale and distribution of correspondence courses 
of instruction, has b£'en since its incorporation and is now, engaged ifl 

sn?stantia~ co~npctitio~1 wi~h other corporations aJHl with copartnc.r· 
ships and mdividual likewise engaged in the sale and distribution lfl 

commerce among and between the several States of the United States 
of similar correspondence coursf's of instruction. Some of such coJW 
pctitors arc extension divisions ~r departments of well-known and 
Ion~ recognized nnivPrsities of high standing. \Others of said coJll" 
pctltors are corporations, partnerships, or individuals engaged solel1 
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in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of correspondence 
courses of instruction and are not in any way connected with any 
tmiversity. Some of such last named competitors also conduct schools 
of classroom instructions similar to those conducted by the respondent 
herein. 

PAR. 2. In order to obtain purchasers for its various courses of 
instruction, the respondent maintains a staff of approximately 300 
representatives designated as "Registrars." These representatives 
Work on a commission basis and are paid in proportion to the number 
of orders they obtain. Some of them live in the community where 
they work and some of them travel throughout the country in various 
states explaining respondent's courses of instruction and securing 
orders for the purchase of said courses. Approximately one-third of 
respondent's pupils are secured in this matter. Prices for the various 
courses which respondent sells range from $25.00 for the simpler 
courses to $198.50 for other courses. 

The only requirement necessary for pupils to enter its various 
courses of instruction is competency to master the courses. In order 
~o obtain a degree in the Law course, a person enrolling and purchas
lltg the course must have at least a high school education or its 
~quivalent based on the same standards as required by any other 
Institution. Approximately 20% of the persons purchasing respond
ent's courses have previously attended college to some extent. 

Since its incorporation in 1908, the respondent has continually used 
~he term or words "Extension University" in its corporate name and 
1l1 all of its advertising literature. Respondent obtains a large 
number of pupils who subscribe to its various correspondence courses 
through advertisements inserted in business magazines, trade jour
nals, and other periodicals having a wide intPrstate circulation such 
ns American Magazine, Cosmopolitan, Red llook, Review of Reviews, 
Saturday Evening Post, Literary Digest, Collier's, Christian Science 
Monitor, Nation's Business and Traffic 'Vorld. It also advertises 
~Xtensively in the lower-priced magazines generally referred to as 
Pulp" magazines. Uesponclcnt has a yery strict control over the 

placement of its advertising and approves every advertisement before 
lt is issued. In its advertisements, various appeals are made for the 
Purpose of securing tho enrollment of pupils and the sale of its cor
~1.\kponuenee courses. Illustrative of such statements appearing in 
Hs advertisements are the following: 

n· 
1 Ight now In many IincE~, Uwre Is a search for really good men, managers, 
neaders, men who can tnke charge of departments, businesses, branch offices, 

Ill} set things humming. 
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Home Study Accountancy Training. .Accountants command big incomes. 
Thousands needed. About 12,000 certified public accountants in the Unite1l 
States. Many earn $3,000 to $20,000. We train you thoroughly. 

Are you, too, up against life's blg question-How can I make more money? 
Study Law at home. Regularly trained men to win high positions and !Jig 
success in business. De independent. Greate1· opportunities now than ever 
before. Dig income, $3,000 to $10,000 annually. 

A coupon to be clipped by the individuals reading the advertisements 
and sent in to LaSalle Extension University for further information 
relatiYe to its courses of instruction is included in said advertisements. 
Approximately one-third of respondent's pupils are secured in this 
manner. Its advertising expense is approximately $225,000 per year. 

PAn. 3. 'Vhcn it entered into business in 1908, respondent started 
with a cour::;e in Business :Management. The Law course was devel
oped shortly thereafter. Further courses of instruction, almost 
exclusively in the field of Business Management, Accountancy, Sales
manship and Transportation, have been added from time to time. 
The correspondence courses of instruction now offered for sale and 
sold by the respondent in commerce as herein set out are the following: 
Dnsiness l\Innagl'mrnt 
Trnflic l\Ianngement 
Modern SalP~Illanship 

Comuwrcial Law 
l\Iotlern lluHIII!'ss CorrP;;pondence 
Imlu~trinl Management 
Hnilway Ac>counting 
Lnw 
Bunking & Finance 
l'ersom~(·l l\lanngement 
l\Iollf'rn ForPmanship 
Hailwny f;tntion 1.\Innagement 
CI'Pllit & Collection Corre:;pondcnce 
Effective ~peaking 
Bn>:iness English 
Stenotypy 
Stenotypy Teaching Normal Training 
l'r:tcticol Accounting and Office Practice 
Ollit•e Organization and 1.\Innagc>ment 
II:glwr Aecountaney 
Elt>lllf'nts of Accounting Practice 
C. P. A. Conching 
Bn;;ic Accounting 
Principles of Accounting Practice 
Cost Accounting Procedure 
AIHllting PrOf'l'dm·e 

Department Store Accounting 
l'u!Jlic Util:ty Accounting 
Fire Iusuranee Accounting 
Construction Comvany Accounting 
Bank Accounting & Urcords 
Hool<kPcping Practice 
I·:lf'dricnl Ilousdtold Appliance Sales-

mam;hip 
A utomo!Jlle Sa le~mau~<hip 
Ht>t all SalesmuushilJ 
Comme1·clal nud l111lustrlnl 

~ulesmnushlp 

Org:m!z!ng n Bnsine~;s 
Bnslc Salesmanship 

Lighting 

l'l'iiH'i Jill'S Of 1'1·otit fi !JJe l\ln llllg!'lllell t 
l';;ydJOlogy In lluslncss 
Sdling and Sales 1\Innngement 
A(l\·ert ising null l\larketlng 
l'rin<'IJI]Ps of Production 
I•'illllll('illg n nusinP~S 
Credits and Collections 
l\lnnng!ng l\len 
A('l·onut iug a111l ~tntist!cnl Control 
Bnsiuess Corl'l'f<Jiolltlt>uce 
Organization and UPorgonlzation 
lll'lt<'r LPtt<'rS 

A\'conntlng SystPm>l, 
lm;tallation 

Their Design & lllflnstrial Traffic Field 

FPderaJ Income Tax Procedure 
Uai!rond Traffic Organization and !\fall· 
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Traffic Geography 
Hai!road Freight Classification 
Railroad Freight Rates and Tariffs 
Rnilroad Freight Tariff Guide 
Railroad Overcharge Claims 
Shipping Freight by Rail 
Marlwtiug 'l'ruusportatiou Services 
lndust1·ial Transportation Facilities 
Shipping by Mail and Express 
Foreign Trude Trnffic Management 
Transportation Law 
Interstate Commerce Act 

Government Regulatory Bodies 
Railroad Freight Rate Structures 
Preparation of Rate Cases 
Grounds of Proof and Procedure Be-

fore the Commission 
Service Station Salesmanship 
Mechanical Stoker Salesmanship 
Home Lighting Salesmanship 
Paper Tratle Salesnmnshlp 
Hctail Automobile Sales Management 
Motor Truck Salesmanship 
Service Station Management 

The respondent has prepared and published textbooks for use in 
connection with many of its courses of instruction. During the two. 
years preceding the date of the hcariugs in this case, approximately 
40 colleges and univrrsities had, for the first time, adopted respond
ent's textbooks. Tl~e textbooks adopted by a substantial majority 
of these institutions are those dealing with auditing procedure :nHl 
accounting systems. Such universities as the University of Pitts
burgh, Yale University, University of Sonthern California, Uni
versity of Illinois, Oklahoma ~\.. & M. University, University of 
Alabama antl Northwestem Uniwrsity use respondent's textbooks us 
a basis for vocational courses dealing with various phases of railroad 
and common carrier transportation such as railroad tariffs, rate 
structures and regulation of public carriers. The various textbooks 
used in the full three-year Law course were not prepared or edited 
Ly the z·espondent or any member of its faculty. Respondent's text
Looks are used to some extent by approximately 400 schools, collegPs 
and uni\·ersitirs throughout the United States. Its textbooks so 
used Ly other !'.chools and by coll<'gcs and universities throughout 
the United States are limited almost exclusivPly to textbooks dPal
ing with auditing procelllll·e, accounting systems and business man 
agrmrnt. In the majority of instances where the college and uni· 
versity ha,·e adopted respondrnfs textbooks for use in comwction 
with thrir various eours£>s of in!:itruction, it is found that such in
stitutions not only otTer eonrsrs based on respondent's courses, hut 
off£>r other allied course!'! which are not based on respondent's text, 
hooks :md Jo not corr£>spo))(l to r£>spondent's courses. 

PAn. 4. Respondent's faculty consists of 35 professors and instruc
tors. Only one of these has a Doctor's degree, that of Juris Doctor. 
Five of them haw various Master's degrees. The remainder hold 
various nachelor's degn'£>S. Some of them also are certified public 
accountants. The respondent also employs approximately 385 p£>o
ple in its Chicago offic£>s who deYote varying portions of their tim~ 

1HI7Mm-3!l-vol. 21 IH 
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to respondent's work. These assistants send out the lessons, handle 
the general correspondence and service for the correspondl'nce 
students and grade the papers of such students. The instructors 
and professors have nothing to do with the details of this work. 
They give general supervision to the work and handle special prob
lems submitted by students. The professors and instructors pri
marily devote their efforts towards instruction in the classes held in 
Chicago and to general supervision. The actual grading of these 
lessons is principally done by the assistants employed for this specific 
purpose. The research work done by respondent's staff is limited to 
the fields of auditing procedure, accounting systems, business man
agement and salesmanship and the development of new courses of 
instruction in those fields. 

Respondent does not offer any courses dealing with Physical 
Sciences, Philosophy, Psychology (except Business Psychology), Art, 
:Music, Classical Languages or Modern Languages (except Commer
cial Spanish). The only degree it confers is the LL. B conferred upon 
the graduates of its Law department. Since its organization, approxi
mately 1,400 persons have obtained its LL. B degree. Approximately 
l,OOJ of these have been admitted to the Lar in various states. It has 
never conferred any of the other degrees that are conferred by .uni
versities such as, A. B., B. S., M. A., or Ph. D, and has not given any 
courses leading to graduate degrees or that can be used for credit for 
graduate degrees upon transfer of the student to a college or university 
offering graduate degrees. 

The comse of ipstrnction leading to the degree of LL. B. is not given 
by classroom instruction. The only Law course given by classroom 
instruction is that of Business Law. Pupils cannot obtain respondent's 
LL. B. degree by at tending the classroom instructions in Chicago. 

Approximately GOO persons residing in the city of Chicago attend 
respondent's classroom instruction courses. These courses are con• 
Jucted in premises having classroom facilities in the Loop Di~·Jrict 
in the city of Chicago. Uespondent's activities are primarily ce.ntercd 
arounrl the correspondence school which it maintains and its prin
cipal income is derived from its correspondence school. Its interest~ 
in the comses of instruction offered on the classroom plan is secondary. 
In addition to the 35 members of the faculty holding degrees, i,OJHI~ 
of whom teach in the classroom coun;es, there arc also 17 other a~sist
ants, some of whom do not hold Ul'!rrees teachin"' in the classroom "" ' ., courses. 

Hespondent maintains no facilities for its pupils other than cbss
rooms for those pursuing classroom instruction. It dol's not mai:ltain 
dormitories or meeting rooms for its pupils and doPs uot maintain 
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laboratories or research facilities for use by its students. It neither 
provides nor sponsors extra-curricuiar activities :for its students. Its 
students purchasing the correspondence courses of instruction have 
no opportunity to confer with the members of respondent's staff except 
through correspondence and none o:f respondent's students have oppor
tunities to engage in laboratory or research work under the guidance 
and supervision of respondent's instructors. 

PAn. 5. The quality, character and extent of extension teachillg is 
governed primarily by the activities of two national associations. One 
association is the N a tiona! University Extension Association. It is 
composed of 48 well-known and long-recognized universities and col
lPges which, as an adjunct to their primary residence teaching, conduct 
extension teaching. The respondent is not a member o:f this associa
tion and is not eligible for membership therein. The other association 
is theN ational Home Study Council. The membership of this organi
zation is made up of approximately 50 institutions engaged solely or 
primarily in the sale o~ correspondence courses of instruction and in 
teaching pupils through the correspondence plan. The respondent is 
a member of this association. 

There is also an association known as the North Central Associa
tion, the membership of which is made up of many schools, colleges 
and universities. This association is probably the leading unit ln this 
country for establishing and maintaining standards for accrediting 
students. Respondent is not a member of this association and prior 
to 1934, was not eligible for membership. Since 1934, the rules have 
been broadened and it is not now known whether respondent is eligi
ble for membership. Respondent has not made application for 
lll<>mbership therein. 

PAn. 6. Universities do not all possess identical physical equipment, 
curriculum or faculty and it is not necessary that they do so. Over 
a period of many years, there has grown up a belief and understand
ing among educators and among the public generally as to the requi· 
8ite characteristics necessary to be possessed by any institution to 
entitle it to be considered a university. A university must be an 
institution of higher learning. It must have a nucleus of a college 
of arts and sciences and must be surrounded by a graduate school 
and one or more professional schools. Its courses in the coliPge of 
arts and sciences must generally include such subjects as music, paint
ing, sen] pture, architecture, litC'rature, ancient lar:gnagrs, history, 
psychology, mathematics, philosf1phy and natural and biological 
sciencrs. It must confer academic degrees snch as n. A. and ll. S. 
It rnust have a faculty of learned persons acting as instructors in 
I he various branches of learning in which it giws instruction. To a 
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considerable extent, the qualifications of such instructors to teach 
their respective courses is determined by the number of degrees that 
they have earned by attendance at colleges and universities, both in 
the collPge of arts and sciences and in graduate or professional col
leges. A university mnst also confer graduate and professional 
d(~grees such as :M. A., M. S., Ph. D., 11. D., and J. D. upon students 
completing such specified courses of graduate st\Hly. In order to 
complete work for graduate and professional deg~·pes, laboratories, 
museums, libraries, and a staff of specialized instructors with grad
uate and professional degrees to supervise awl direct the work must 
be personally available to the students. 

A university, even when it is not a state owned institution, is con
siuered to be an institution interested solely in the greatest possible 
advancement and dissPmination of learning and knowledge. It do(•S 
not ma.ke a profit from its educational opl'rations that does not go 
entirely b~tck into the funds of the university for up-kPep or E'Xpan
sion. A university is not organized for priv:~te proiit of the owners 
of its stock and it does not sell its stock or pay <lividt'IHls thrreon. 
A university does not seeure registration of students through the 
meuium of a corps of salrsmen who are paid on a commission hnsis. 
In a university, students already tu1equately train<><l hy previous 
study in colleges of arts and sciences are lead into special fields oi 
learning through study, seminar instruction, research work and labo
ratory instruction. A university getwrally maintains dormitories or 
meeting rooms for its p~pils. It always maintains laboratories awl 
research faeilitit's for use by the students and sponsors extra-curricu
lar nciivitit>s for its st mlPnts. .\n institution st'lling corr('spondence 
com·sps on business snhjPcts f-ll('h as Busi1wss Mauagenwnt and Ac 
counting, even though it also provides courses in one profpssion such 
as Law, cannot LL' consitlPred a uniw'rsity. 

PAn. 7. While the respondPnt gives a total of 77 comsrs, all of its 
courses fall primarily within the divisions of I,aw, Busin('sS Manage
ment and Accountancy. The range of tl1e (•om·ses provided by thP 
respolllknt, Leing limited to Law, Business l\Ianagenwnt nn<l Account
ancy, does not ron'l' a sufficiently broad field toLe comparable to th<' 
ra11ge of comse!:i in many various subjeets offered by a university, a~ 
I'(l~ene<~ ~o in the first sub-paragraph of paragraphs (j und 9. Many 
unn·crs1tJes luwe eitlwr a separate school or college of Law or Busi
ness Administration or offer a numh<'r of courRes in Accountancy. Tht> 
total ?u~ber of such l'Olll'st•s offere'l by any of FUC'h universities, how
ever, IS m all cases small compared to the. totalimml1er of courses on 
vn:ious. s.uLj~cts offered by said universities as a whole. Such oth('r 
umvers1hes m many cas('s give cours<'s similar to respondent's eonrses 
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and in some instances, such courses are based on the textbooks pub
lished by respondent. Such universities, however, do not maintain a 
~chool or college of Law and a school or college of Business Admin
Istration without also maintaining the other above mentioned require
ments necessary to constitute them universities. 

PAn. 8. From the testimony of noted and outstanding educators and 
from the facts hereinabove set out, it is found that the respondent is 
not a university and it does not possess the qualities and attributes 
considered by educators and members of the public generally as req
quisites necessary to be possessed by an institution to make it a uni
:'ersity or to entitle it to be designated as a university. Uespondent 
Js not in any way connected or affiliated with any university or college. 

PAR. 9. l\Iany universities maintain extension departments or divi
sions with large enrollments in which the same courses of instruction 
ate offered as are offered in the regular university sessions. These 
courses are generally taught by the same professors who teach the 
courses in the university proper. For example, the Home Study 
Correspondence Courses offered by the University of Chicago embrace 
such subjects as the biological sciences, the humanities, physical 
scienees, social sciences, anthropology, ancient and medieval arts, 
f'rojeetive geometry, astronomy, botany, oriental languages, clwmistry, 
finance, psychology and modern languages. 

Other institutions, such as International Correspondence School, 
teach their courses of instruction by correspondence entirely. They 
oLtain their pupils by advertising and by solicitation through a field 
organization. In many instances, their courses of instruction are 
similar to those of the respondent. The International Correspondence 
School publishes its own textbooks and also sells its books to some 
400 schools, colleges and universities throughout the country aml in 
1035, had an enrollment of 42,000 students in the United States and 
Canada. The courses of instruction offered by respondent and Int£>r
national Correspondence School are very similar in the main though 
the International Correspondence School docs not offer any c.ourses in 
I.aw or in a few of the other subjects in which the respondent offers 
courses. Such institutions do not use the word "University" in their 
corporate name or in any of their advertising literature and in no 
w.a~ represent that they are universities or are conducting an extension 
dtvtsion or department of a university. 

PAn. 10. The use of the word "Extension" preceding the word 
~'University" in r!.'spondent'l:> corporate name and in all of its advertis
Jng literature, does not change or limit the characteristics and 
attributes generally understood as necessary to entitle an institution 
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to be designated as a university. In fact, it indicates a broadening 
and enlargement of the scope of the activities of an institution which 
is a university. Under these circumstances, the use of the word 
''ExtPnsion" means bringing to the people outside of the so-called 
walls of the university the advantages of whatever the particular uni
versity may have to offer in its program and thus making the institu
tion available to those who cannot make use of its opportunities 
nnder the normal circumstances in residence. 

PAn. 11. The use, in its corporate name and otherwise, of the 
term "Extension University" or the word "University" on the part of 
the respondent, creates an<l has the tendency and capacity to create 
in the minds of a part of the public, especially those who are inter
este<l in obtaining an education by correspondence courses, an 
erroneous and mistaken conception and belief as to the true character 
nnd nature of the respondent institution and its courses of instruction. 

The use of the term "Extension University" or the word "Uni
versity" in respondent's corporate name and otherwise, has the tend
ency and capacity to cause various persons to enroll as pupils with 
respondent La Salle Extension University and to subscribe to its 
textbooks and courses of instruction under the mistaken and erroneous 
belief that said respondent is a university and that it possesses the 
attributes hereinabove mentioned which are generally considered as 
being those possessed by a university. As a result, the usc of the 
t<:>nn "Extension University" or the word "University" in respond
ent's corporate name and otherwise, has the tendency, capacity and 
dfect of causing prospective pupils to purchase its courses of instruc
tion nnd textbooks in preferen~ to the courses of instruction and 
tPxthooks sold by similar institutions which do not make use of the 
word "University" in their corporate nnme or in nny oth('r manner. 
T n cons('qucnce, trade has been diverted to the respondent LaSalle 
Extension University from its competitors which do not make similar 
misuse of the term "Extension University" or the word "University" 
and also from recognized colleges and universities which operate and 
maintain extension divisions or departments offering correspondence 
eourses similar to those offered by respondent, to the injury of all of 
said compPtitors in the sale and distribution of correspondence 
cours<:>s of instruction in commerce amonoo and betwf'en the various 
States of the UnitNl RtntPs. "' 

CONCLUSION 

. The a!ores?id acts and practices of the respondent, LaSalle Exten
swn Umvers1ty, are to the prejudice of the public nnd of respond-
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ent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
n Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respond
~nt, testimony and evidence taken before \V. ,V. Sheppard, an exam
Iner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in support 
of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, briefs 
filed herein, and oral arguments by John W. Hilldrop, counsel for 
the Commission, and by LaRochelle, Brooks and 'Valrath, counsel 
for the respondent, and the Commission having made its findings as 
to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated .the 
~revisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, en
titled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
Powers and duties, and for other purposes." 
. It i'1 ordered, That the respomlent LaSalle Extension University~ 
Its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in connection with 
the offering for sale, sale aml distribution of correspondence courses 
of instruction in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia, 
do forthwith cease and desist from: 

Representing, directly or indirectly, through the use of the term 
"Extension University" or the word "University" in its corporate 
name, or in any other manner, that it is, or that it conducts, a. uni
'V£>rsity or an extension university. 

It is further ordered, That the rcspond(lnt shall, within 60 days 
~fter service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
In writing setting forth in detail the manner nml fonn in which it 
has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MATI'ER OF 

HIRSCH DISTILLING COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD '1'0 'l'IIE ALLEGED VIOLA'I'ION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CO:'<GRESS Al'PROVF.D SEPT. 2G, l!lH 

Dor:lcet 2166. Complaint, Juuc 2"1, 19.3.5-Decision, llloy 20, 193"1 

Where a corporation engnged, as wholesaler and rectifier of spirituous liquors, 
in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whisl•ies, gins, cordials, 
brandies, and other alcoholic beverages, and in producing gin with still 
used therefor, by redistillation of pm·cllased alcohol, uot rwoducell by it, 
over juni11er berries and other aromatics, und in }Jroducing by similar 
process of redistillation certain of its cordials and brandies, aud in selling 
its aforesaid various products to wholesalers and retailers in other State~ 
and in the District of Columbia, in substantial competition with those en
gaged in the manufacture by true distillation of whisldes, gins, and other 

•alcoholic beverages from mash, wort, or wash, and in selling same in trade 
and commerce among the various States and in said District, and with 
those engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling such various 
beverages and similarly selling same, and including among said competitors 
those who, us manufacturers and distillers, by original and continuous dis
tillation from mal'h, wort, or wash, through coutinuous closed pipes and 
vessels until manufacture is complete, of whiskies, gins, and other F:lJirituous 
beyeragcs sold by tlwm, truthfully use words "distillery," "distilleries," 
"distillers," or "distilling" as a part of their corporate or trade nnmcs and 
on their stationery and catalogs and on t11e lnbels of the bottles in whirll 
they sell and shi11 their said products, and those wl10, engaged In pnrdl!lS
ing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling such mrioui'! vroducts, do not 
use aforesaid words as above set forth-

Ht>presented, through use of word "Distilling" in its corporate name, printed 
on its stationery and catalogs and on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which it sold and sllipJled its said products, and in various other ways, to 
its customers and furnished same with the means of representing to their 
vendees, both rl'tnllers and ultimate consuming Jlllbllc, that it was a dis
tiller and the said whisldes, gins, cordials, brandies, and other alcoholic 
beverages contained in such bottles were by it made through procc>;s of 
distillation us aforesaid, notwithstanding fact it did not thus distill said 
various beverages, thus bottled, labeled, sold, and transported by it, through 
aforesaid process of originnl and continuous distillation, ns d!'finitPiy under· 
stood from word "distilling" when Uf;ed in connection with liquor industry 
and products thereof by the trade awl ultimate vurchnsing rmbllc, and, 
excer1ting technical and limited OJI<~ration for intervnls of a day or mor<' 
or distillery leased by it for producing portion or Its distilled spirits re
quirements, <lid Jlot own, operate, or control any place or plnc<'s where 
such beverages nre made by nfor<>snld proCf'AS, and was not a distiller, 
for the purchase of the bottled liquors of which there is a prefcr('nce on 
the part of a substantial portion of the purchasino- 1mblic · 

WI h r · "' ' t ef ect of misleudmg and deceiving dealers and pnrchnsing pu!Jlic into the 
beliefs thnt it w11s a distiller and that the wlllsld!'s, gins, and other 
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spirituous beverages sold by it were by it made or distilled from mash, 
wort, or wash by one continuous process, and of inducing dealers and pur
chasing public, acting in such beliefs, to buy the whisldes, gins, and other 
alcoholic beverages rectified and bottled by it, and with result of giving 
it an unfair competitive advantage over those of its competitors who do 
not, through use of such terms in their trade or corporate names, represent 
that package of alcoholic liquor offered to retailet·, and by retailer to 
consumer, is 11 distillery-bottled package, and with tendency thereby and 
effect of diverting trade to it from such competitors: 

llcld, That such acts and vractices were to the prejudice of the public mHl 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of compt>tition. 

Before Mr. John J. J(eenan, trial examiner. 
J.fr. PGad B. },forehouse for the Commission. 
GooTee & Benem.an, of ·washington, D. C., for respondent. 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Collgress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Ac;t to create a Federal Trade Com
mission, to define its powers an<l duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having rPason to believe that Hirsch Dis
tilling Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respomlent t 
has been and is using unfair met hotls of competition in commerce as 
"conunerce" is defined in said act, aiHl it appearing to the saitl Com
mission that a proceedihg by it in respect thereof would he in the 
lmblic interest, hcr{'by issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
l"espect as follows: 

PAR.\CRAPII 1. Hespondent is a corpomt ion organized, I'Xisting and 
doing business under the laws of the State of ~lissouri, with its office 
and principal place of business in the city of Kansas City, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has Leen, en
gagr(l in the business of a wholesaler and rrctifier, purchasing, recti
fyiug, ble-nding, aiHl lJottling whiskiPs, gins, cor<lials, brandies, and 
other alcoholic bevernges and in the sale thereof in constant course 
of trade and commerce between and among the Ynrious States of the 
Dnited States all!l in the District of Columbia. In the course and 
conduct of its said business it causes its sai(l products when sold to he 
transportetl from its place of business into and through various States 
of the United States to the purchasers then•of, consisting of whole
salers and retailers, located in other States of the United States and 
the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its business 
as aforesaid, respondent is now, and for more than one year last past 
?us been, in substantial competition with other corporations and with 
lnd' · IVIduals, partnerships, and firms engaged in the manufacture bv 
true distillation of whiskies, gins, and oth~r alcoholic beyerages fr01;1 
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mash, wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce 
between and amonO' the various States of the United States and in 

~ . 
the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its busi-
ness as aforesaid respondent is, and for more than one year last past 
has been, in substantial competition with other corporations and with 
individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, cordials, 
brandies, and other alcoholic Leverages in rectifying plants and in the 
sale thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said there is a still for use in the production of gins by a process of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not produced by respond
ent, is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics. Re
spondent also produces certain of its cordials and brandies by a sirn
ilar process of redistillation. Such rectification of alcoholic spirits 
does not make or constitute respondent a distillery or a distiller, as 
defined by Section 3247 of the Re"\>"ised Statutes regulating Internal 
Revenue, nor as commonly understood by the public and the liquor 
industry. For a long period of time the word "distilling" when used 
in connection with the liquor industry and with the products thereof 
has had and still has a definite siO'nificance and meaning to the minds 
of wholesalers and retailers in ~uch indus~ry and to the ultimate 
purchasing public, to wit, the manufacturing of spirituous liquors 
by nn original and continuous uistillation from mush, wort, or wash, 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufactu~e 
thereof is complete, and a substantial pottion of the pmchasing puLhc 
prefers to buy spiritno11s liquors botth•d and preparcu by distillers. 

PAn. 3. In the. comse and conduct of its business as aforesaid by 
the us~ of the word "DistillinO'" in its corporate name 1n·intcd on its 

. e ' . 
statwnery, catalogs, and on the labels attacheu to the bottles 1n 
which it sells anu ships its said products, and in various other wnys, 
respondent represents to its customers ami furnishes them with th.e 
means of repre!'>cnting to tl1eir ven(lPes both retail<:>rs and the ultl· ' . 
mate consuming public, that it is a distiller and that tlae said whi:::l\11'5' 

gins, cordials, brandies, and other alcoholic bevcra"£'8 therein con· 
• b • 

tam£'d were by it manufactured throuO'h the process of distillatwn 
frolll mash, wort, or wash, when, as a ~nutter of fact r£'sponuent is 
not. a Jistiller, does not distill the said whiskies, gins, ~nd other a leo· 
holJC beverages by it so bottled lalwled sold and transported, nnd 

1 b 1 ' ' ' . mere. y y t 1e usc of a. still operated by it aforesaid in the productiOn 
of gm anu some of its cordials and branuies uoes not distill the 
whiskies, gins and other spirituous beverages b; it so bottled, labeled, 
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sold, and transport~d in the sense in which the word "distilled" is 
commonly accepted and understood by those engaged in the liquor 
trade and the public. Respondent does not ovm, operate, or eontrol 
any place or places where spirituous beverages are manufactured by 
a process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
Wash. 

PAn. 4. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged in 
the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof corporations, firms, partnerships, ancl individuals who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort or wash, whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous bewrages sold by tlwm and who truthfully use the words 
"distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of 
their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, catalogs, and 
()n the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. 
There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partner
~hips and individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectify
ing, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, cordials, brandies, 
:and other alcoholic beverages who do not 11se the worth> "distillery," 
~'distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers'' as a part of their corporate 
{)r trade names, nor on their stationery, catalogs, adsertising, 11or on 
th~ labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their 
said products. 

P..!n, 5. The representations by respondent, ns set forth in para
graph 3 hereof, are calculated to and have a capacity ann tendency to 
and do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the 
beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, and 
o~her spirituous beverages sold by respondent are manufactured or 
<hstilled by it from wash, wort, or wash by one continuous process and 
~re calculat£>d to and have the capacity and tendency to and do 
Induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such beliefs, to 
Purchase the whiskies, gins, nnd other alcoholic l)(werages rectified 
and. bottlell by the respondent, thereby diverting trade to respondent 
!rom its competitors who do not by their corporate or trade name or 
111 any other manner misrl'present that they are distillHs, and thereby 
respondent does substantial injury to substantial comp<>tition in inter
state commerce. 
f PAJt G. The nets and things above alleged to have bc<>n done and the 
alse representations alleged to ha,·e been made by respondent are 

to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent and 
~onstitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the 
~tent and meaning of Section 5 of nn Act of Congress entitled "An 
tl~t. to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 

1 Jes, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTs, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the Federal 
Trade Commission, on June 27, 1935, issued and served its complaint 
in this proceeding upon respondent, Hirsch Distilling Company, 
charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in com
merce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance 
of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer, the Commis
sion, by order enteretl herein, granted respondent's motion for per
mission to withdraw said answer and to substitute therefor an answer 
admitting all the material all('gations of the complaint to be true 
and "·aiving the taking of further evidence and all other intervening 
procetlure, which substitute answer was duly filed in the office of the 
Commission on April 19, 1937. Thereafter this proceeding regularly 
came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint 
aml the substitute answer, briefs and oral arguments of counsel 
having been waived, awl the Commission having duly considered tl~c 
same and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that thiS 
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings 
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Hirsch Distilling Ct>mpany is a Missouri corpora· 
tion having its oflice and principal plate of business at No. 414 
Delaware Str£>£>t, Kansas City, 1\lo. It is now and sine£> a tirne 
~hor~ly after rrpC>al has ht>Pn cn~agr.<l in the distilled spirits recti.fy
mg lllllustry. Sinee about Nowml,cr 2:~, 10:~5, it has bc£>n operatJng' 
und£>r a basic prrmit known as "R--208'' from the FPllernl Alcohol 
Administration Divi:sion of th£> TrPnsury DC>partnwnt issued to it 
under the provisions of tll(' Aet of August 29, 193:>, citPtl as the 
"~ederal.Alcoholic Administration Act" ( 4!> Stat. 977). Between the 
time of Its commencing busin£>s:; a1Hl SPptembcr, 1935, respondent 
engaged solely in the liquor busim•s:; as a wholesaler and rectifier of 
spirituous liquors, purchasinrr rPctifyinc• bleJHlincr and bottling 1. k" . ,..,, ,...., ,...., d 
w n.s Ies, gms, cordials, brandiPs, and uthPr alcoholic beYerngcs nn 
sellmg such products wlwn bottlctl in a constant courf.e of tmlle :tnd 
commt•rce betwPen and among the various Stairs of the UnitNl Stntcs 
and in the Distric-t of Columbia. During and after the month of 
~PptPm~er, 1!>35, respond(•nt entered into a lease arrangement where?Y 
1~ techmcally opC>rated at limited intervals of a day or more DJS' 

hllcry No. 12, District of Kentucky, nt Bardstown, Ky., for the pur· 
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pose of 'there producing a portion of its distilled spirits requirements 
and otherwise continued to engage in the same business as aforesaid. 
Except as here indicated this respondent does not now and never has 
owned, operated, or controlled a place or places where distilled spirits 
are produced by a process of original and continuous distillation from 
mash, wort, or wash. 

In the course and conduct of its said business it causes its said 
Products when sold to be transported from its place of business into 
and through various States of the United States to the purehasers 
thereof, consisting of wholesalers and r£>tailers, located in other States 
of the United States and the District of Columbia. In the course and 
conduct of its business as afor£>sai(l, respondf'nt is now, and for more 
than one year last past has Leen, in substantial competition with other 
~orporations and with individuals, partnerships, and firms engaged 
ln the manufacture by true distillation of whiskies, gins and other 
~lcoholic beverages from mash, wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof 
~ ~rade and commerce LetwePn and among the various States of the 

lllted States and in the District of Columbia; and in the course and 
conduct of its business ns aforesaid respondent is, and for more than 
one year last past has Leen, in substantial competition with other 
:orporations and with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged 
In .the business of purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling 
Wlnskies, gins, cordials, brandies, and other alcoholic Leverages in 
t·ectifying plants and in the sale thereof in commerce between and 
~~ong the various States of the United States and in the District of 
volumbia.. 

PAn. 2. Hectifying, in the distilled r-;pirits rectifying industry, 
~lleans the mixing of '"hiski£'s of diff£'rent ages and types, or the rnix
~ng of ages or types, or the mixing of oth£>r ingredients with whiskies, 

1~t :etluciug proof of whiskey by adding water is not rectifying. 
S~ertJfiPl'S also blend whiskies with neutral spirits (grain n.lcohol). 
' 011\e rectifiers blend it with cane. 

Many distillers otwrate a separate establishment GOO feet or more 
away f1·mu this distilleriPs, known as a. r£'ctifying plant, wherein thPy 
~i~~rate. in t!1e sam': man~1~r as des~ribed ab_ov~ fo~ a. rectifier, son:e
.. ~s exclusively w1th spirits of th£>Ir own dJstillatwn and oftPn w1th 
~P 1 1'II s l · · 1 S 1· 'II . I · pure msed from other d1st Jlll'rs, or Lot 1. , ome l tstl enes 
~~ve a tax paid bottlinO' room on a distillery bonded premises, 

;~ ICre.in their distilled spirits are bottled straight as tlu•y come from 
le still or in a Lonthl warclwu!'>e after aging or after rPduction of 

r~·oof. ~uy rertifying done by a distiller, howewr, must Le done in ts I'l'etJfying plant untkr his redifier's permit. On all bottled 
1
'1Uors, whether l1ottlel! at the distillery rectifying plant or any 
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other rectifying plant, appear the words ''bottled" or "blended," as 
the case may be, "by the Company." If the distilled spirits 
therein contained. are bottled by a d.istiller, either in his distillery, 
or are spirits of his own distillation bottled in his rectifying plant as 
straight whiskey, the distiller may an<l does put "distilled and bottled 
by -.-- Company." Finally, blown in the bottom of each bottle 
is a symbol, consisting of a letter followed by a number, identifying 
the bottler. For instance, there as a "D" for a distiller and an "R" 
for a rectifier. The number following the said. letter corresponds 
with the distiller's or rectifier's basic permit. Thus, "H-208'' desig
nates the Hirsch Distilling Company, a rectifier. A distiller who also 
operates a rectifying plant and. who has both kind.s o:f permits may 
use either symbol, d<:>pend.ing upon whether the liquor contained in 
the bottle was produce<l uml bottled under a distiller's or a rectifier's 
permit. 

Section 3247 of the Revised Statutes (USCA Tit. 26, Sec. 1158 (a)) 
regulating Internal Revenue d.efines n. "distiller'' as follows: 

Every person who produces dl:-;tllled Rpirlts or who brews or makes n mash, 
wort, or wash fit for distilintion or for the production of :;pirits, or who, lly auy 
process of e\·aporation, s<>parntt-s nlcoholiC' spirit>~ from nn;r >mh~tauN', or who. 
making or keeping, ma~<h, wort, or wash, has nlso In his llOSsPI"sion or nsc 
n still, shall be rPgarue<l ns n lllstilll•r. 

Section 3244 o:f the Revised. Statutes (USCA Tit. 26, Sec. 1398 (f)) 
defines a "rectifier" as follows: 

Every person who rPetifics, purifiPs, or refines llistilleu ~;virlts or wiue by 
any process othpr tllfln by origiunl aud continuous tlistlllntlon from lllfl!;h, wort, 
or WR"h, tl1rongh continnon!'l l'JJclm;pd vPssels or pip<>s, until the manufacture 
thrreof Is compl<•tP, aud HPry wholesaler and liquor <h•aler who hns in Ills 
possession any stili or leu~.:h tub, or who kePps any otlwr upvaratns for the 
purpose of rpfiuing In any mannPr !list lllcd ~o;ph·its, nnd every person who without 
rectifying, purifying, or retluing distilled sph·its, shall, by mixing sud1 E.pirlts, 
wine, or Oti1Pr liquor with any mat<·rlals, manufacture nny spurious lmitntion, 
or compound liquors for sale unclrr the name of whlslu~y. hrnncly, gin, rum, wine 
Rpirlts, cordials, or wine bittrrs, or any other name, ~o;hall hP rPgnr<IPd ns 11 

reetifitor, and thnt lwlug eugagpd In the bushwl's of rec·tlfylng, PIC'. 

;r AR. 3. l!pon t.he }H'l'mises of rpspondent's place. of business 11 fore
said. ther.e JS a st1ll for ll!"'e in the production of gins by n }H'OCPSS of 
recti~cati~n ~\'hereby alcohol, pnrchas('d but not produc('d by l'('spond
(•nt, lS redtstJlh•d owr juniper berries and other aromatics. Respon<.l
ent also produces C('l'tain of its cordials and. brandi<:>s by a similar 
prof'<:>ss of l'('distillation. Such 1wtification of alcoholic spirits doN~ 
not ma~e or const itut(' rrspon<knt a <listillrry or a distiller, as defined 
by Sectwn 3247 of tlH• Hevisr<l Statut('s rPguluting IntPrnal Re,·cnuf', 
nor as commm11y nndrr!"too<l by the public nn<l the liquor imlu!"ti'Y· 
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For a long period of time the word "distilling" when used in eoJl

nection with the liquor industry and with the products thereof has 
had and still has a definite significance and meaning to the minds of 

. wholesalers and rrtailers in such industry and to the ultimate pur
chasing public, to wit, the manufacturing of spirituous liquors by an 
original and continuous di:;tilla tion from mash, wort, bi' wash~ 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufactur1~ 
thereof is complete, and a snListantial portion of the purchasing pub
lic prefers to buy spirituous liquors bottled and prepared by distillers. 

PAn. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid by the 
llse of the word "Distilling" in its corporate name, printed on its 
stationery, catalogs, and on the labels attached to the bottles in which 
it sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, re
spondent represents to its customers and furnishes them with th~ 
rneans of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ulti
lnate consuming public, that it is a distiller and that the said whis
kies, gins, cordials, brandies, and other alcoholic beYerages therein 
contained were by it manufactnred through the process of distilla
tion from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact, respond
ent is not a distiller, does not distiil the said whiskies, gins, and otlwr 
alcoholic beverages by it so bottled, labeled, sohl and trunspottetl, 
and merely by the use of a still operated by it as aforesaid in thl' 
Production of gin and some of its cordials and brandies, doe..<; not dis
till the whiskies, gins and other spirituous beverages by it so bott lrcl, 
labeled, sold, and transported in the sense in which the word "dis
tilled" is commonly accepted and umlerstood by those engaged in the 
liquor trade and the public. Rr8pontlent does not own, operate, m· 
control any place or places where spirituous beyerages are mallu
factureu by a process of original and continuous distillation from 
lnash, wort, or wash . 
. PAn. 5. There nre among the competitors of respondent engaged 
tn the sale of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort or wash, whiskies, gins, and other 
spirituous ben•rages sold by them and who truthfully use the words 
"clistillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of 
t h<'ir corporate or trade names aml on their stationery, catalogs and 
on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such products. 
There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, partner
~hips and individuals engaged in the business of purchasing, rectify
Ing, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, cordials, brandies, 
and other alcoholic beYerages who do not usc the \Vords "distillery," 
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~'distilleries," "distilling," or "distillers" as a part of their corporate 
or trade names, nor on their stationery, catalogs, advertising, nor on 
the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their 
said products. 

PAR. 6. The representations by respondent, as set forth in para
graph 4 hereof, are calculated to and have a capacity and tendency 
to and do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into 
the beliefs· that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous Leverages sold by respondent are manufactured 
or distilled by it from mash, wort or wash by one continuous process 
and are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and do 
induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such beliefs, to 
purchase the whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages rectified 
and bottled by the respondent. The Commission finds that the whole 
situation in this industry is such that the foregoing representations 
have a distinct tendency to give respondent what amounts to unfair 
competitive advantage over those of its competitors who do not, by 
the use of such terms in their trade or corporate names, represent 
that the package o£ alcoholic liquor offered to the retailer and in 
turn to the consumer, is a distillery bottled packal!'e and this in turn 
tend!' to divert trade to respondent from such competitors and there
by respondent do<>s substantial injury to competition in interstate 
commerce. 

PAR. 7. Because of existing regulations promulgated under the 
Federal Alcohol Administration Act approved August 29, 1935, 
( 49 Stat. 977), providing that rectifiers who redistill purchased alco
hol oYer juniper berries and other aromatics may label such resulting 
~roduct "Distilled Gin," and requiring that the labels state who Jis
ttlleJ it, the Commission has excepted gins prouuced by respondent 
Ly redistillation of alcohol over jnniper berries and other aromatics 
from the prohibitions of its order. 

CONCLUSION 

. The aforesaid acts and pmctic<>s of the respondent Hirsch Distill
.mg Company, are to the pr£'judice o£ the public and of respondent's 
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com
merce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act o£ Con
gr£'ss, approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a 
Fedcral Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
ol her purposes." 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer filed herein 
on April19, 1937 by respondent admitting a1l the material allegations 
of the complaint to be true and waiving the taking of further evidence 
and all other intervening proeedme, and the Commission having made 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has 
violated tl1e provisions of an Act of Congress approved SeptelflbPI 
2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Fedenil Trade Commission, tu 
uefine its powers and duties, and for other ptirposes." 

It i8 orde1'ed, That the respondent, Hirsch Distilling Company, n 
corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, in 
?onnection with the offering for sale or sale and distribution by it in 
11lterstate commerce or in the District of Columbia of 'vhiskies, gins, 
or other spirituous beverages (except gins produced by it through u 
l>l'ocess of rectification whereby alcohol purchased but not produced 
Ly respondent is redistilled over juniper berries and other aromatics) 
d0 cease and desist from: 

Representing, through the use of the word ''Distilling" in its cor
I>oJ·ate name, on its stationery, advertising or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it sells and ships said products, or in any other 
Way by word or words of like import, (a) that it is a distiller of whis
kies, gins or other spirituous beverages; or (b) that the said whiskies, 
gins, or other spirituous beverages were by it manufactured through 
the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, operates, or controls 
a place or places where any such products are by it manufactured by 
It process of original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or 
Wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until the manufac
ture thereof is completPd, unless and until respondent shall actually 
own, opcrat(', or control such a place or places. 

It is further ordered, That the said respondent within GO days from 
tllHl after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commission a rei)ort or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which it is complying and has complied with 
the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 

1467116m-S9--voL 24--811 
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IN TilE MATTER OF 

KNIGHT ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., ET AL. 
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND OHOER IN RWJARO TO TH~:. ALLEGED VIOJ,ATION 

OF SF.C, l'i OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEI'T. 26, 1914 

Docket 2656. Complaint, Sept. 1, 1.9.16'-DeriRion. May 20, 193'1 

Where the names, letters and symbols "Marconi," "Victor," "H. C. A.," "Edison," 
"ll2ll" and r<'prrsentatiou of a brll, "1\lajestlc," "llrnnswlrk," and the lrt· 
ters "G. E." in a circle with scroll-like Interior decorations, as names 
and designations of well-known and long-established individuals, companies, 
and corporations, and long used and extensively adrert!spd by the vnrious 
owners thereof, bad come to be known and identifieu with the ru!lio sets, 
radio parts, and like products of said ownrrs, and constituted their stand· 
ard brands and symbols when used as company, corporate, and trade nnmes, 
and, as well-known marks and brands on such products thus identified, had 
a fixed and stable value in the trade and industry generally, throughout the 
United States and foreign countries, upon which well-known brands, etc., 
purchasing public rrlied when thus uf'ed on radio sctil, etc., and in said 
in<in~trlrs, as indicating high l'tand:nd, rf'linhle and genuine produC"ts, and 
use of snch namPs, ll'l t<:>rs and l'ymltols inflnPil<'Pd pnrchnse thPreof and in· 
C'rMsrd !'nics, ami I'Uid nnnwfl, !PttPrs nnrl !'lymbols, thufl atta<"i}('rl, had 
value to the thonsandt> of denlrrs eugaged in the sale and distribution of 
such l'tandurd brand products, and were valuable to the owners thereof, 
who hnd used, and useu nud employPd, the same in commeree; nnd there· 
aftrr-

(1) Two corporations nnd thrPe lndiviuunls, officPrfl anrl ugPnt~ thereof. 
engaged In the manufacture of escutcheons and nam~ plate!! upon which 
thPy etchPd or stamprd names, marks, brands, and symhols for nse on 
rHdio !'lets and radio part!'!, alHI in Rule therpof to manufacturers and dealer~> 
in s1wh prodnPts, (2) fiw• eorporatlons lUlU five inuiviunnls, offieers antl 
agents of said corporations, ('ngagcd In manufacture, assembly, and salu 
of rH!Iio ~<'tS upon which tlwy plncPd Hnd ('llll~Pd to be plac(•d N~c·ntehPO!l~ 
and name plntPs pnreha~Ptl from the h<>rduahove de~crlht•d manufacturers 
and ~<'IIPrs ther~>of, anti (3) four cor(torntlonl'! and two lntllviduals I'Jigag<>d 
In sale and di;;trilmtlon of snell prouncts purdtast•d from the lu>rcluhl•fore 
de:<•(·rihPd <'OJH'Prtlfl nnrl indh irlnals a111l 1111on whldt thrre were nffi:s:ed, as 
nhove f'et forth, escutcheons and JJillllP ]IIIIIC's with !IIIJIII'R, maz·ks, hrands. 
and "Ymhols etchl'd or stnmpt•d tht·reon to d('slgnatc the nanws, etc., of 
the makers and brand n:tmPs of the said Jlroduc-ts; lu furth(•ruJwl' (If 11 

~(·h<'me engaged In by such various manufacturers and dealers to decPIVC 
the public and eomp<'te unfairly with other manufucturPrs and dPalers In 
such sets and parts and escutcheons and name plntes, through affixing of 
such llrtlclcs, bearing names, marks, brands, and symbols of corporations 
and Individuals well known and long established In the rndio nnd 1>hnilar 
industries, and without the authority or consent of the legal owners and 
users of such various names, etc., respectively, and as the case might be-""' 

(a) Sold, distributed, and furniRhed name Jllates and escutcheons for radiO 
sets and ~>hnilar products hl'arlng nameR, letters, and Rymhols "1\larconl," 

I Amended and suppleml'ntal. 
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h Edison," "Bell," 11 Victor," "Majestic," 11 Brunswick," "R. C. A.," and 
11 G. E." and colorable imitations or simulations thereof, to manufacturers 
and assemblers of and dealers in such products as hereinbefore described, 
and without consent of the lawful owners or licensees of such various 
names, etc. ; and 

(b) Represented, through use of such names, marks, letters, or symbols, and 
such colorable simulations and imltaticns thereof as " Marconi-Interna
tional," "Marconi Radio Corporation," "Edison-International," "Edison
Bell," with repre!;entation of a lwll, "Eulson Radio Stores, Inc.," "Victor 
International," " l\lajel"tic International," " Bronswick," letters " R. C. I.," 
"H. S. A.," and "E. ll.," and without the permh;sion of the lawful owners 
thereof, that the radio sets, parts and like devices, appliances or products 
made or assembled for or by, and sold by, said various corporate and individ
Ual manufacturers of and Uf'alers In such parts, etc., were made, assem
bled, sponsored, endorsed and aplll'Oved, or licenseu by Thomas A. Edison, 
or Thom:1s A. Edison, Inc., American Telrphone & Telegraph Co., 'Vestern 
Electric Co., l\Iarconi Wireless Telegraph Corporation of America, Radio 
Corporation of America, Victor 'l'alking Machine Company, llrunswi~k· 
llalke-Collender Company, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., Brunswick Radio 
Corporation, Grisby Grunow Company, Majestic Radio & Television Cor
poration, or General Electric Company, or by the agents, representatives, 
successors, or assigns of such various individuals and concerns: 

With result that public was led to believe that products thus sold and marked 
and identified were those of the said well known respective companies or 
interests hereinabove set forth, and there was an appropriation by sald 
manufacturers of escutcheons and name plates, and manufacturers and 
assemblers ot and dealers in sets and parts as hereiubefore set forth, of 
the good will of the respective competitor companies and interests herein
before referred to, and an unfair diversion of business from such eom
JlPtitor companies to such name plate manufacturers, etc., and also such 
unfair diversion of business from other competitors wbo do not resort to 
'>Uch practice, and with the result, by reason of such wholly unauthorized 
use of names, brands, etc., of giving to the goods of aforesaid manufac· 
turers, assemblers, and deniers a salability which they would not otherwise 
have, and of g"i'ring to such manufacturers, etc., an advautage over their 
eomprtitors who do 'not similarly misrrpresent the true origin of tht·lr 
goods and COI!Ccal the sume under a reputable but false source, and of 
deceiving tll<' public buying products of said manufacturers, etc., Into the 
false belief that such products ol'iglnated with well known and rcputablt> 
concerus, 1wd with the further result of placing In tl1e bands of others, 
to whom said products thus marked were sold, means whereby injury 
might be and was done to competitors dealing in the genuine, honestly 

11 
marked goods: 

eld, 'l'hat such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
comvetitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Mr, Carrel F. Rhodes for the Commission. 
},fr. Charles Green, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Ross Distributing Co. 

a~<J. Larry ll. Ross, and, along with lllr. Juliu8 C. Baylinson, of Phil
~~ erhia, Pa., for Harvard Radio Tube Testing Stations of Pennsyl

rua, Inc., and Julius :M. Schoenberg. 
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M cQuistion & Malcolm, of New York City, for Metal Etching 
Corp. and M. Hermann. 

Mr. Ilerman Goldrnan, of New York City, for Premier l\Ietal 
Etching Co. and its officers. 

AMENDED AND SuPPLEMENTAL CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Knight 
Electric Company, Inc., Temple Electric Corporation, Acme Uadio 
Corporation, Pirate Radio Corporation, Gillet Radio Corporation, 
Radio Products Corporation, Franklin Sales and Distributing Com
pany, Inc., and Eric Houser, individually, and as president, director, 
and agent of said several companies, and David I. Morrison, A. l\1. 
Frank, Leon C. Sacks, Charles Johannes, l\Iorris A. Weiner, Otto 
Dreher, Charles Dreher, Ruth ·wasserman, J. R Rosenberg, and S. 
Buchman, individually, and as officers, directors, and agents of said 
companies; Harvard Radio Tube Testin(J' Stations of Pennsylvania, 

b • 

Inc., and Julius l\I. Schoenberg, individually, and as president, 
director, and agent of said company; Ross Distributing Company, 
and Larry n. Ross, individually, and as president, director, and agent 
of said company; Sun Hadio and Service Supply Corporation, 
and Emanuel Rosensweig, individually, and as president, director, 
and agent of said company; Sehiller BrotlH'rs, Incorporated. and 
Louis S. Schiller, individually, and as prl:'sident, director, and 
agent of said company; F. C. Scruggs, individually, and trading 
under 1he name Call Hadio Company; Peter Rohbins, individually, 
aiHl trading under the names Robbins Radio Company and Ambas
Rador Radio Company; Metal Etching Corporation, and l\I. Hermon, 
individually, and as president, director, and agent of said companY i 
Etched Products Corporation, and Albert Nierenberg and 'ValtH II. 
!\Iiller. individually, and as officers, directors, and agents of said com 
panv ~ E 1E>ctro Chemical and Engraving Comnany, and F. E. Switzer, 
N. L. Jacobus, Robert Schlesinger, Julius Erdoes, L. S. Sonthwirl;:, 
individuallv, and as officers, directors, nnd agents of said compn.nY i 
Premier l\[etal Etching Company, and Herbert Pape, Carl J .• T f)hn
s~n, Ernest A. Rottach, Hugo Lehrfeld, individually, and as officers, 
d1rect~rs, and agents of said company; Crowe Nameplate and 1\lan~· 
fncturmg Companv. and E. C. Coolidge and I. Robinson Smith, inth· 
vidually, and as officers, directors, and agents of snid company hn:ve 
been and now are using unfair methods of competition in commerce 
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as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to said Com
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its amended and supplemental com
plaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows: 

P.<\RAGRAPII 1. (A) RPspondents Knight Electric Company, Inc., 
Temple Electric Corporation, Acme Radio Corporation, Pirate Radio 
Corporation, Gillet Radio Corporation, Radio Products Corporation, 
and Franklin Sales and Distributing Company, Inc. are corporations 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of N"ew York with their principal place of business 
at lG Hudson Street in the tity of New York in snitl State. The 
?fficers, dirE-ctors. and ag-ents of said companies who have participated 
In the practices her0in allegetl during- all or part of the times here 
involved, are the following: Eric Houser presidPut, director and 
agent of said sen'ral companies, and David I. l\forrison, .\. :\I. Fnwk, 
Leon C. Sacks, Charles ,Johannes, l\forris A. "\Veiil('l', Otto Dreher, 
Charles Dreher, Ruth "\VassPrmtm, ,J. U. RosPnheqr, a1Hl S. Bnchmnu. 

The said respondent corporations and the said re,;pomlent individ
Uals individually, and as officers, directors, aiHl agE-nts of saitl cor
Porations nr<', and have been for more than six years last past, Pn
gagPcl in manufacturing-, assPmhling, and selling- rntlio st>ts, radio 
tubes, and like proclucts. The business cnnit>d on by sa iclrcspmulenL 
corporations and sai<l re~polldent individuals is essE-ntially a single 
Lusinrss, Hanwly that of manufacturing' and assl'mhling' raclio srts, 
raclio tub('s, ancl like prodnctf.l aml st•llin~ snicl procl11ch to tlealcrs 
~n<l the purchasing public, the profits from which enure to said 
lllcliviclual.;;;. Said respondents mannfnctm·p, sell, and ship said radio 
sets, raclio tlllJrs, and likr products to dC>alers antl buyers among the 
Purchasing pliLlic throughout the Unitl'd States, an<l in the Di~tl'ict 
of Columbia, and forrign countrit•s in intl'l'statl' nncl foreign commercP. 

Other individuals, partnE-rships, nnd corporations who have been, 
and now are, involvrcl in thr suhjPct mattrr of this eomplaint, are 
the following: 

(B) Hespondent Harvard Hadio TubP 'l'l'sting Stations of Peml
~Ylvania, Inc., a corporation organizl'cl undrr and hy virtue of the 
aws of the State of Penusylnmia, domicilE-<1 and doing business at 

208 North llt·oad Street in the city of PhiladE-lphia in said State, 
and respondent Julius l\L SehoenLerg an individual, indiddually and 
ns President, din•ctor, and ng('nt of said company. 
. (C) R('spontlE>nt RoRs Distributing Company, a corporation organ
~ed .u.nder and Ly virtue of the laws of tlw State of Pennsylvania, 

0 lnicilecl and doing business at 2020 Chancellor Strel't in the city 
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of Philadelphia in said State, and respondent Larry B. Ross an i~t
dividual, individually and as president, director, and agent of sa1d 
company. . 

(D) Uespondent Sun Uadio and Service Supply Corporation, o. 
corporation org-anized under and by virtue of the laws of the District 
of Columbia, domiciled and doing business at 938 F Street, N. W. 
in the city of Washington in said District of Columbia, and respon~
ent Emanuel Uosensweig an individual, individually antl as presl· 
dent, director, and agent of said company. 

(E) Uespondent Schiller Brothers Inc., a corporation organized 
under and by virtue of the laws of the District of Columbia, domiciled 
and doing business at 922 F Street, N. ,V. in the city of Washington 
in said District of Columbia, and respondent Louis S. Schiller an in· 
dividual, individually and as president, director, and agent of said 
company. 

(F) Respondent Peter Robbins an individual, individually and 
trading under the names Robbins Radio Company anu Ambassador 
Uadio Company, domicileu and doing business at 940 F. Street, 
N. W. in the city of Washington in said District of Columbia. 

(G) Respondent F. C. Scruggs un individual, individually and 
trading under the name Call Radio Company by virtue of the laws 
of the District of Columbia, domiciled and doing business at 636 II 
Street, N. E. in the city of Washington in said District of Columbia. 

(II) Respondent Metal Etching Corporation, a corporation or· 
ganizcd under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, 
domiciled and doing business at 1001 Essex Strpet in the city of 
Brooklyn in said. State, and respomlent M. Hermann an individual, 
individually and as pn•sident, director, and u~enl of said eompany. 

(I) Respomlent Et(:hed Products Corpomtion, It corporution or· 
ganized under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New Yorlc, 
domiciled and doing business at 3901 Que('nS Boulevard in Long 
Island City in suit! State, and respondents Albert Niet·enLerg, and 
Wultt•r II. l\Iiller inuividuals, individually antl as officers, directors, 
and agents of said company. 

(J) Hespondcnt Electro Chemical and Engraving Company, 11 

corporation organized under and by virtue of tho laws of the State 
of Xew York w}th its principal ofiiee and place of business at 11?0 
Dt:ook Avenue, m the Borough of the Timnx, city of Xew York Ul 

s:ud State, and respondents F. E. Switzer, n. L. Jacobus, Robrrt 
Schlesinger, Julius Erdocs, and L. S. Southwick intlividnals, indi· 
vidually and as officers, directors anJ arrents of snitl comt)anv . 

.,.. ' ~ J • 

(I\.) Respondent Premier Metal Etehin•T Company, u corporation 
organized under aml by virtue of the laws ~f the State of New York, 
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domicile<.l an <.I doing business at 2103 44th A venue in the city of • 
Long !:;land in said State, and 1·espondents Herbert Pape, Carl J. 
Jolmson, Ernest A. llottach, and Hugo Lehrfeld individuals, indi
vidually and as oflicers, directors, 1uid agents of said company. 

(L) Hespondent Crowe Nameplate and l\Ianufacturing Company, 
a corporation organized under and by virtue of the laws of the Stnte 
0! Illinois, <.lomiciled and doing business at 1749 Grace Str('et in the 
City of Chicago in said State, and respondents E. C. Coolidge alld I. 
Hobinson Smith individuals, individually alld as officers. directors, 
nnd agents of said company. 

Said respondents hereinabove Jescribell under sub-parngra phs ( n) 
(~) (D) (E) (F) aml (G) of paragraph 1 are dealers in radio re
?eiving sets, radio tubes un<.l like products. Said respondents dur
Ing the course and conduct of their business sell and ship said radio 
sets, radio tubes and like products to the purchasing public in inter
state and foreign commerce from their several places of business in 
Pennsylvania and the District of Columbia through and into other 
States of the United States, an<.l in .the District of Columbia, and 
foreign countries in interstate an<.l foreign commerce. 

Said respondents hereinabove described under sub-paragraphs (II) 
(I) (J) (K) and (L) of paragraph 1 in the colll'~e alld conduct of 
their business manufacture and sell nameplates and escutcheons for 
llRe anu USCU UJ>Oll radio sets to describe or designate the mal<ers or 
brand names of said pro<.lucts. Said respondents during the course 
and conduct of their said several businesses, have and do manufacture 
for sale and sell and ship to respondent Knight Electric Company, 
Inc., and the several other respondPnt corporations, associations, part
nerships, and inuividuals <.lesignateu in paragraph 1 (A) (B) (C) 
(D) (E) (F) and (G) escutdwons and namepbtes to be nseu nnu 
llseu and solu by said respondents to dealers and others to be usPu 
on anu in connPction with radio sets, radio tubes and like products 
Its marks or brands to designate the names of the makers and brand 
llnrnes use<.l by makers of said prollucts. 

PAn. 2. Uespondent Knight Electric Company, Inc., and all of the 
s~veral respondent eorporations, associations, partnerships, and indi
VIduals described in paragraph 1 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) and 
(G) are now and have been for several years last past e11gaged in 
ltlanufacturing, assembling, belling, marketing, and distributing rauio 
sets, radio tubes, and like products, and in the course and conduct 
of their said several busineSSPS respondents have causeu anu UOW 

~ause said radio sets, ra<.lio tubes, and like products when solU to be 
. ransportNl by them from their several respective places of business 
Into and through the various States of the United States, the District 
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of Columbia, and in forei()'n commerce to the purchasers thereof in 
b • 

~uch other States, in the District of Columbia, and foreign countnes 
in substantial competition with other corporations, partnerships, a~d 
persons engage<} in the sale aml trunsportation of radio sets, radiO 
tubes, and like products in interstate and foreign commerce. 

PAn. 3. For the purpose of selling said radio sets, radio tubes, and 
like products and to induce the public to buy said products, respond· 
l'nt Knight Electric Company, Inc., and the several other respondent 
corporations, associations, partnerships, and individuals set out and 
described in paragraph 1 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) \I) 
(J) (K) and (L) cooperating among thembelves and together w1th 
one another, have been for several years last past and are now, en· 
gaged in a scheme to Jcceive the public and to compete unfairly w~th 
other manufacturers and dealers in rallio sets, radio tubes, and hke 
products who are in competition with respondents in interstate and 
foreign commerce. In furtherance of said scheme respondents have 
adopted, made, used, and sold and now make, use, and sell to dealers, 
llistributots, alHl others to be used on radio sets, raJio tubes, anll 
like prodncts, escutcheons or nameplates berrring the HanH's, brands, 
marks, and symbols of corporations n,nd individuals well-known and 
long established in the radio and like industries, which names, nunks, 
brands, and symbols were rrdopted and used and are now being used 
by respondents and others without authority or consent from the legal 
owners an<l11s0rs of said names, marks, brands, nnd symbols. 

Among the names, marks, brands, and symbols so made, adopted, 
and used by respon<lents are tho follo,ving: Marconi, Marconi Inter· 
national, Marconi Radio Corporation; Edison, Edison Internation~I, 
Edison-Bl'll, Edison with a representation of n bell, Edison Rat~10 

Stores, Inc.; Dell, Dell with a represC'ntation of a bell; Victor, Vl~
tor IntE>rnational; Majestic, Majestic International, Majestic RadiO 
Corporation; Drunswick (Brons wick, a colombie imitation of the 
name Brunswick); RCA (RCI, RSA, colorable imitations of the let· 
ters RCA); the letters Ell (a colorable imitation of the letters GE) 
standing alone or stampt>d upon the reprE>sentation of a bell, and 
the nan~l'S Marconi, Edison, Bell, Victor, Majestic, Brunswick 01

: 

Bronsw1ck standing alone or in conjunction with othE>r words, Juune=
and devices. 

Said respondents, set out and descril1ed in paragraph 1 (II) (I} 
(J) (K) and (L), without authority or consent of the lPgal owners 
of the nnmE>s, marks, brands and symbols use advertisE> sell, and 
1. '1 ' ' ' 'th s l~p saH nameplates aml escutchE>ons so marked and stamped Wl 

sa1d well-known and long established names marks brands and sym· 
bols ns hereinabove set out., and said resp~ndents: set out and de· 
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scribed in paragraph 1 (D) (C) (D) (E) (F) and (G), advertise 
said nameplates and escutcheons, and radio sets and like products 
upon which said nameplates and escutcheons so marked, stamped, 
and branded with said well-known and long established names, 
marks, brands, and symbols of others as hereinabove set out, with
out the authority or consent of the owners thereof, in catalogues, 
newspapers, and other periodicals circulated in interstate and for
eign commerce, and sell and ship said nameplates and escutcheons, 
radio sets and like products from their respective places of busi
ness to purchasers thereof, located in States other than the State 
0! origin of said shipments and in the District of Columbia and for
eign countries in interstate and foreign commeree. All of which 
said acts and things are committed and done in pursuance and as a 
Part of the scheme entered into, agreed upon and participated in 
by Knight Eleetric Company, Inc., its officers, directors, and agents 
and each and all of the respondents hereinabove designated in para
graph 1 (A) (D) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) (K) and (L). 

PAn. 4. The use by respondents of the names, marks, brands, sym
bols, and devices as set out in paragraph 3 is wholly unauthorized by 
tl.u~ owners of said names, marks, brands, symbols, and devices and 
gi.ves to respondent's goods a salability which they would not other
Wise have, and gives to said respondeuts an ad,·antage over their 
competitors who do not similarly misrepresent the true origin of 
their goods and conceal the same under a reputable but false origin 
as do l'£'sponuents. The said appropriation and usP by said rPspond
~·ll~s of the rPputation and ,:rood-will of otlwrs at the expense of and 
liJ~ury to such others who have cr£lnted such reputation and good
~~·Ill has the capacity and tendency to dcCl'iYe, and dect>in's the pub-

IC purchasing sai<l pro1lnets into believing that respondPnts' prou
llcts originate with well-known and reputable concerns contrary to 
the fact. Thereby substantial injury is done by respondents to 
competitors and substantial comprtition in interstate and foreign 
commPrce . 

. PAn. 5. (A) The name "l\Inrconi" refers to and is generally recog
n~ed as the name of Guglielmo l\Iarconi, the engineer and electrician 
'~· 0 first perfected the appliances usetl in space telt>graphy or radiog
~?l~y and the application of ele(·tric waves to actual tclegmphy and 
tile Inventor of various elt>ctrical and rnuio devices among which is 
\~~ celebrated "Fleming Tube," a tube used in radio sets. l\Inrconi 
i Ireless Telegraph Company of America, a corporation organized 
ll l~DV lmtlN· nnd by virtue of the laws of the State of New Jersey, 
ac~uired from said Guglielmo l\Iarconi the exclusive right to the use 
an exploitation of nll of the said Guglielmo l\Iarconi patents and 
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inventions, including the use of the name "Marconi." in and through
out the United States and its territories and possessions. In 1919 ths 
said Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America sold, trans
ferreu and assi()'ned to Radio Corporation of America all of its right, 

0 • 

title and interest in and to said "Marconi" patents and inventions, ' . . including the right to the use of the name "Marconi" m connectiOn 
therewith, and has been used anu extensively advertised by, and is 
the rightful property of Radio Corporation of America and its 
subsidiaries. 

(ll) For many years last past the Victor Talking Machine Company, 
Camden, N.J. has been manufacturing and selling phonographs and 
phonograph recorus, which phonographs have acquired a wide and 
favorable reputation and have been in great demand by the trade and 
purchasing public. During all this periocl the phonographs, phono
graph records and other articles manufactured and sold by said com
pany have featm·ed the namr "Victor" as part of their trade name, 
which said name has been attached in a prominent place to said 
machines, sold and shipped in int!'rstate and for£'igu commerce. 

In 1929 the Uadio Corporation of America obtained control of said 
Victor Talking Machine Company and organiz('d a company under 
the corporate name "RCA-Victor Co.," and also organized a company 
under the name of "The RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.," which com
pany is engaged in the manufacture and sale of mdio sets and combi
nation radio and phonograph sPts. All of said sets hear the namo 
"Victor," either alone or in combination with othrr lett('rS or words 
in n. promi1wnt place on saicl sPts. Saitl radio sds an<l combination 
radio and phonograph sets are soli} to the purchasing public by retnil 
dealers throughout the United States. During the past twenty-fi,,e 
years the Victor Talking :Machine Company has spent approximately 
$i0,000,000 in ~ulvertising, and the worJ "Victor" has always prom# 
in~ntly appeared in said advertising. At the present time RCA· 
VIctor Company is advertisjng its radio sets and radio tubes in o. 
number of magazines having a large national circulation and in other 
publications and 11ewspapers. 

The name "Victor" "hen nsPd on radio sets and radio tube:; and 
like prod nets is the rightful property of the UCA-Victor Co. anJ tho 
Victor Division of the UCA Manufacturing Company. 

The said initials "RCA" have long been used as marks or brands to 
designate radio sets and radio tuLes and other merchandise manufllc· 
tnred, s?ld and shipped in interstate and foreign conunerce by said 
RCA-VIctor Co., the Victor Division of The RCA Manufacturing Co. 
and the Hadio Corporation of America. Neither said Guglieln1° 
:Marconi nor Radio Corporation of America or any of its suL:sidiarieS 
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have ever granted (or consented) to respondents the right to the use 
of the name Marconi or the name Victor or the letters RCA (or RSA 
and RCI colorable imitations of the letters RCA) in any manner. 

PAn. 6. For more than thirty years prior to his death on October 
18, 1931, Thomas A. Edison had been known and recognized through
out the various States of the United States and foreign countries as 
the inventor, patentee, owner and manufacturer of numerous electrical 
devices of various kinds and descriptions and of machines for the 
reproduction of the human voice, which have acquired a wide and 
favorable reputation and are in great demand by the trade and pur
chasing puhlic who desire Edison products. Among the machines 
for the reproduction of the human voice manufactured by companies 
Which the said Thomas A. Edison organized and controlled, are 
P!lonographs, dictaphones and transmitting machines, radios, com
b~nation radios and phonographs and many other articles of various 
kJ~lds and character such as storage batteries, spark plugs, ignition 
COJ~s and household electrical appliances. Many of the machines and 
nrbcles above referred to bear the name "Edison" as part of their 
~rand, and such name "Edison" has acquired a valuable good-will as 
ldentifying the manufacturer of said machines or articles. · 

Among the companies organized and controlled by the said Thomas 
A. Edison before his death is Thomas A. Edison, Inc., which said 
co~pany is still engaged in the manufacture of the machines and 
~t~cles invented and developed by Thomas A. Edison. Thomas A. 
'.dJson, Inc., during the years 192{}-1930 inclusive, manufactured and 

801<~ radio sets valued at many millions of dollars, and during the said 
l>Cl'lo<l spent seveml millions of dollars in adyertising its said radio 
~:,ro.<luets. AJl the radio sets manufactured and sold by Thomas A. 
-~~~on, Inc., feature the name "Edison" as part of their brand name. 

. lhe name "Edison'' refers to Thomas A. Edison, the great inventor 
lll ~he eleetrical field and the pioneer in the talking machine and 
;~dJo industry, the right to the use of which name was vested in 
dlomas A. Edison, Inc., by Thomas A. Edison and was extensively 

~ v~rtised an<l has long previously Leen used and continues to be used 
t ~ 1holllas A. Edison, Inc. on radio sets, phonographs and other elec
tc~l devices and appliances, sold and shipped in interstate and 
;_re1~ commerce. Neither Thomas A. Edison or the said Thomas 

1
,. • '{;dJson, Inc. have ever granted (or consented) to respondents the 
1
}) t to the use of the name ''Edison" in any manner, 

i An. 7. The name "Bell" and the representation of a Lell, when used 
e~ co~nectiou with sound reproduction and sound transmission in the 
G ~c~Ical and radio field refers to the great inventor Alexander 

•a arn Dell and is the property of the said Alexander Graham Dell 
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and his successors and assigns. The common law title to the name 
"Bell" is vested, by long and eontinued use sinee 188G, in the American 
Telephone & Telegraph Company, its subsidiaries and associates, and 
the 'Vestern Electric Company, Inc. 'Vestern Electric Company, Inc. 
manufactures, sells, extensively advertises and ships radio sets, radio 
tubes and mdio batteries in interstate and foreign commerce, and uses 
the name "Blue Bell" nnd the representation of a bell as a brand name 
to designate its said products. The representation of a bell has long 
been used and extensively advertised by the American Telephone & 
Telegraph Company as a symbol or trade designation in its business. 
Neither the said Alexander Graham Bell nor the American Telephone 
& Telegraph Company and its subsidiaries nor 'Vestern Electric Com
pany, Inc. have ever granted (or consented) to respondents the right 
to the use of the name "Bell" in any mrmner. 

PAR. 8. The name "Majestic" is a name long associated with radio 
sets and is the legal property of Grigsby-Grunow Company who are 
the original makers of radio sets bmnded with the name ".Majestic," 
which were extensively advertised, sold and shipped in interstate and 
foreign eommerce by the said Grigsby-Grunow Company. Said name 
"Majestic" is now vested in Majestic Uadio and Television Corpora
tion of Illinois, which now manufactures, sells and ships in inter;:;tate 
und foreign commerce radio sets, radio tubes and like products 
branded or marked with the name MajPfoitic. ~E-ither Grigsby-Grunow 
Company, its successors or assigns nor 1\Iaje~tic Hadio and Televi· 
sion Corporation of Illinois have enr gmnted (or consented) to 
rE-spondents the right to the use of the name ''l\fajestic" in any manner. 

PAn. 9. During mauy yrar:, lai::it past the Bt·tmswiek-llalke-Collender 
Co. has hcen a large manufndurer of billiard and pocket Lillianl 
tabl<>s, bowling alleys and various other articles, and its products have 
acquirP1l a wide and faYorable reputation aud have bPcn in great 
demand Ly the trade and purcha:,ing }HtlJlic for many years last past. 
During all this period the products manufuchu·Pd and sold Ly snid 
eomp:my lun·e fpatm·ed the name ''Bnmswick" as part of their brand 
na.me, which said name has },pen attuchE>d in n prominent place to 
satd produets. In 191.) th<' Bnmswiek-Balke-Collender Co. L<>gan 
the manufacture and sale of phonographs IHHl phonograph records, 
and some time later began the manufactme and !'ale of radio setR and 
combination radio and }Jitonograph sets, on all of which articles tho 
name "Brunswick" was f(•atured in a prominent place on said products. 
In 1930 the l'adio and phonograph division of !mid Brunswick-Balke
Collender Co. was sold to Wamer Brothers Pictures, Inc., which 
co.mpany ?rganized the corporation under the corporate name llruns· 
Wick UadJO Corporation to operate the Lu,;int>bS. s~tid latter companY 
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obtained the exclusi\·e right to use the name "Brunswick" in connec
tion with said radio sets, phonographs and combination radio and 
phonograph sets. 

Until January 1, 1933, Dt·unswick Hadio Corporation continued 
the manufacture and sn.le of radio sets n.nd combination radio and 
Phonograph sets, on all of which sets the name "Brunswick" has been 
prominently featured. Since January 1, 1933', the manufacture of 
t·adio sets by llnmswick R:Hlio Corporation has been suspended, but 
said Brunswick Radio Corporation still owns the manufacturing 
plants in which said sets were manufactured and may resume such 
lllanufaeture at some time in the future. The radio sets and combi
nation radio and phonograph sets manufaetmed by Brunswick
Balke-Collender Co. and Brunswick Radio Corporation were sold to 
the purchasing public by retail dealers throughout the United States 
and in foreign countries. During all the time the Brunswick-Balke
CollPtH:ler Corporation and the Brunswick Radio Corporation were 
manufacturing and selling rndio sets and combination rn<lio and 
Phm1ogrnph sets said companies expended large sums of money in 
advertising said sets, and the. nam<' "Brunswick" has at all tinw,.; 
been prominently displayed in said advertising . 
. "llt·<mswick," the wune us..•<l by respondents is a colorable imita

hon of the uame "Brunswick" which has long been used by the 
Bt·tl!Iswick-Bnlke-Collender Co. nn<l the llrnnswick Radio Corpora
tion on nHlio sPts, phonographs and combination radio and phono
graph sets. Neither Brunswick-llalke-Collender Co., 'Varner llroth
et·s Pictures, Inc. or Brnn!'>wick Radio Corporation have ever granted 
(or cons(•ntf'd) to respondents t lw right to the use of the n:m1o 

Bt'llllswick (or llronswick a colorable imitation thereof) in any 
Hianner. 

PAn. 10. A dt>vice of a circle with scroll-like interior projections 
enclosing the script letters •·GE" is the property of General Electric 
~0lllpany und has long Lr<'ll n>"ed an<l pxtensivcly ad,·ertised by said 
b.ener~tl Electric Company as a mark or brutHl to designate the prod
llcts manufacture1l, sold allll shippr<l in interstate and foreign com
lll£>rce by saiJ General Electric Company. The devic~ used by re
spondents of a circle with scroll-like interior projectious enclosing 
tlte script letters "ED" is a colorable imitation of this well-known 
d~vice. Neither Thomas A. Edison, Thomas Edison Inc., Alexandet· 
hrah:un Dell, American Telephone and 'l'l'h'graph Company, 'Vest
~rn Electl'ic Company, nor sai(l Grm·ral Eledric Company or any of 
11•8 RHbsiuiariN; ha\'e ewr granted (or consented) to rPspondrnts the 
l'J~ht to the lisP of the ktters "Ell" in any mannrt·. 
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PAR. 11. The offering for sale and sale and shipment by respond· 
ents in interstate and foreign commerce, as set out in paragraphs 1, 
2, 3, and 4 hereof, to dealers in radio sets, radio tubes and like prod· 
ucts of escutcheons or name-plates stamped or branded with the well
known names, marks, brands and symbols of others without their con· 
sent, and the offering for sale and sale and shipment in interstate 
and foreign commerce by respondents of radio sets, radio tubes and 
like products branded or marked with the names, marks, brands and 
symbols of others without authority or consent of the owners thereof, 
places in the hands of dealers and others the means whereby injury 
might be done and is done to competitors and the purchasing public, 
ftnd all of the acts and things alleged and done by respondents are 
~ach and all of them to the injury and prejudice of the public and 
respondents' competitors and constitute unfair methods of competi· 
tion in interstate and foreign commerce within the intent and mean
ing of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 2G, 1914, 
entitled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND OnDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 2G, HH4, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com· 
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on the 1st day of September 193G, issued 
and served its amended and supplemental complaint, hereinafter 
known as the complaint, in this proceeding, upon the following 
named corporations and individuals: 

Respondents, Knight Electric Company, Inc., Temple Electric 
Corporation, Acme Radio Corporation, Pirate Radio Corporation, 
Gillet nadio Corporation, Eric Houser, David I. Morrison, A. ]If. 
Frank, Lron C. Sacks, Charles Johannes, Morris A. 'Veiner, Arthur 
Dreher, Charles Dreher, Ruth 'Vasserman, J. R. Rosenberg, Harvard 
Radio Tube Testing Stations of Pa., Inc., Julius M. Schoenberg, Ross 
Distributing Company, Larry B. Ross Sun Radio and Service Sup· ' . ply Corporation, Emanuel Rosensweig, Schiller Brothers, Inc., Lou19 

S. Schiller, F. C. Scruggs, individually and tradin(l' undE.'r the name 
Call Radio Company, PetE.'r Robbins, individually, :nd trading under 
the nnmPs Robbins Radio Company and Ambassador Radio Corn· 
pany, Metal Etching Corporation, M. Hermann, Etched Products 
Corpor~tion, Albert Nierenberg, Walter II. Miller, Electro Chemicnl 
Engrnvmg Company, F. E. Switzer, N. L. Jacobus, Robert Schh~S· 
inger, Julius Erdoes, L. S. Southwick, Premier Metal Etching Com· 
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pauy, Herbert Pape, Karl D. Johnson, Ernest A. Rottach, Hugo 
Lehrfeld, Crowe Nameplate and Manufacturing Company, E. C. 
Coolidge, and I. Robinson Smith. 

Respondents, Radio Products Corporation, Franklin Sales and 
Distributing Company, Inc., and S. Buchman could not be located 
and were not served with the complaint. 

Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing 
Lefore the Commission on said complaint and the answers thereto, 
and the Commission, having duly considered the matter, and being 
how fully advised. in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the 
Public interest, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its 

. conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Etched Products Corporation, Albert 
Nierenberg, Walter II. Miller, Electro Chemical Engraving Company 
(named. in the complaint Electro Chemical and Engraving Com
Pany), F. E. Switzer, N. L. Jacobus, Robert Schlesinger, Julius 
Erdoes, L. S. Southwick, Premier Metal Etching Company, Herbert 
Pape, Karl D. (named in the complaint Carl J.) Johnson, Ernest 
R.ottach, and Hugo Lehrfe]d filed answers in which they deny all the 
matel'ial allegations of the complaint; 

Uespondents, Leon C. Sacks, Charles Johannes, Morris A. 'Veincr 
and J. R. Rosenberg filed an aflidavit signed by Sylvia Zondel, secre
tary to Fred Rosenberg, the attorney who drew up the incorporation 
Papers of certain corporations, in which it is a-rerred that said 
respondents' names ''have been used only as dummies for the purpose 
~f execution" certificates of incorporation. That said respondents 
have never been interested in the control, management, operation 
~nd conduct of any one of said corporations,'' namely, "Knight 
, lectric Company, Inc.," "Temple Electric Inc.," "Acme Radio 
~orporation," "Pirate Electric Corporation," "Gillet Radio Corpora
bon," nnd "Franklin Sales Distributin(J' Corporation," and that said 
l'espondents "had no financial interest whatsoever in any of said 
corporations." 

It appears that said respondents did not participate in the acts and 
~~nctices char(J'ed in the complaint and the complaint should be 
'.usn . 1 "' ' nsse< as to said respondents. 

PAn. 2. Respondent. Metal Etchin(J' Corporation is n. corporation 
~r~anized under the Jaws of the State of New York, domiciled and 
01 n~ bnsiness at 1001 Ec;sex StrPet, Brooklyn, N. Y., and respond

"(lnt, M. Hermann was and is an officer and agent of said corporation. 
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Respondent, Crowe Nameplate and Manufacturing Company is a 
corporation organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, 
domiciled and doing business at 1749 Grace Street, Chicago, Ill., and 
respondents, E. C. Coolidge .~tnd I. Robinson Smith are officers n~d 
agents of said corporation. 

Respondents herein named are now, and have been for several 
years last past, engaged in the manufacture and sale of escutcheons 
and name plates-upon which said products they have attached or 
stamped names, marks, brands, letters, and symbols-for use as 
marks and brands on radio sets and radio parts to designate the 
names, marks, brands, letters, and symbols of the makers, and brand 
names of said radio sets and rn.dio parts. They have sold and shipped, 
and now sell and ship, said products to manufacturers and dealers 
in radio sets and radio parts, including the respondents named in 
paragraphs 3 and 4 hereof. They have caused, and now cause, said 
escutcheons and names plates so marked and branded when sold 
to be transported from their respective places of business in the 
States of New York and Illinois to purchasers thereof at their respec
tive points of location in States of the United States other than 
the State of origin of the shipment, and in the District of Columbia, 
and foreign countries. 

PAn. 3. RPsponLlents, Knight Electric Company, Inc., Temple Elec
tric Corporation, Acme Radio Corporation, Pirate Radio Corporation 
and Gillet Radio Corporation are corporations organized under the 
laws of tho State of New York, <lomiciled and doing business at 16 
IIndson StrePt, New York City, N.Y., and respondents, Eric Houser, 
David I Morrison, A. M. Frank, Arthur Dreher, Charles Dreher, and 
Ruth 'Vasserman Wl're and are officrrs, awnts, and representatives of 
said respondent corporations. 

Respondents, Eric Bonser, David I. Morrison, and A. l\1. Frank 
conducted busin(lss in an individual capacity as free a~ents, and also 
ns agents aJHl represPntativrs of saitl respondents, Knight Electric 
Company, Inc., Temple Ell'ctric Corporation, Acme Radio Corpora
tion, Pirate Radio Corporation, and Gillet Radio Corporation, with 
th('ir principal placPs of business at lG Hudson Stref't, New York 
City, N.Y. 

The l'('spon1lents herein named have been for several years last 
past, and nrc now engnged in the manufacture, assembly, and sale 
of radio sets an1l radio parts, upon which said products they placed 
an1l canse1l to be placed l'scutclwons and namE' plates-purchased front 
respondents set out nnd descrihe1l in para~raph 2-with names, let
ters, marks, hrands, and symbols etclted or stamped thereon to desi~
ll:l.tP the makPrs and hrand names of said ratlio sets and radio parts. 
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~aid respondents sell and ship said products to the respondents named' 
In paragraph 4 hereof and to other dealers and to the public, and 
have caused and now cause said radio parts and radio sets, and 
escutcheons and name plates so marked and branded, when sold, to 
he transported from their respective places of business in the State· 
0.f New York to purchasers thereof at their respective points of loca
tion in States of the United States other than the State of origin. 
of the shipment., and in the District of Columbia, and foreign 
countries. 

PAR. 4. Respondent, Harvard Hadio Tube Testing Stations of 
Pennsylvania, Inc., is a corporation organized under the laws of the 
State of Pennsylvania, domiciled and doing business at 208 N. Broad 
St~eet, Philadelphia, Pa., and respondent Julius l\L Schoenberg is an 
ofhcer, representative, and agent of said corporation. 

Respondent, floss Distributing Company, is a corporation organized 
under ihe laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal place 
of business at 2020 Chancellor Str('et, in the city of Philadelphia, Pa., 
and respmHlent Larry n. Hoss is an officer, agent, and representative 
of said corporation. 

Hespondent, Sun llatlio aud Sen·ice Supply Corporation, is a cor
~)?ration organized under the laws of the District of Columbia, dom
Iciled and doing business at 938 F Street N. ,V., Washington, D. C., 
and respondent, Emanuel Ho~e!lsweig, is an officer, ngt>nt, aJHlrepre
Sclltati ve of Raid corporntion. 

Hespondent, Schiller Brothers, Inc., is a corporation organized 
~~h~er the laws of the District of Columbia, domiciled and doing 
r USI~less at 922 F Street, N. ,v., 'Vnshington, D. c., and respondent, 
JOUJ~ S. Schiller is an oflircr, ngrnt, aiHl rrpresP!Itati,·e of said 

corporation. 

Uespondent, Pt.>ter Hobbins, i~ an individual trading under the 
3arn~s. llolJbins Hndio Company and Ambassador Ha<lio Company, 

D
0 Inlciled n1Hl doi11g bu!'iness at 940 F Strret, N. ,V., Washington, 
. c. 

C Respondent, F. C. Scruggs, is an individual trading under the nhme 
N aU Radio Company, domiciled and doing business at 6.'36 II Street,. 

·E., Washi11gton, D. C. 
'I'he respondents h<.'t·ein nalllell have been for ~e,·eral years last 

Past, and are now, <'ngaged in the sale and distribution of radio set~ 
and radio parts, upon which sai<l products there are aflixed escutch
eo118 and uame plates with names, marks, brands, and symbols ctclH'd 
~rlstnmped tl1ereon to <lesignnte the JHIIlles, marks, brands, and sym-

0 s of the makers aJHl bnmd nanws of said products. Sai<l radio 
l'iets nn<l r;ulio parts so offere1l for !'alP an,] ~ol1l with sai<l ('Sent<"h-

HtJi51lm-an \ol. :!4-ktl 
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eons and name plates alfixed thereto, were, and are, bought froi!l 
the several respondents set out and described in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
Said products, so marked and branded, were, and are, sold by said 
respondents to the purchasing public, and, when sold, are transported 
from their several respective places of business in the city of Jlhib
delphia, State of Pennsylvania, and the city of ·washington, D. C. to 
purchasers thereof at their several points of location in States other 
than the State or point of origin and in the District of Columbia, 
and in foreign countries. 

The respondents named herein in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 all filed 
answers admitting the material allegations of the amended and sup
plemental complaint. The individuals named in paragraphs 2, 3, 
and 4 are officers and directors of the various corporations with 
which they are identified and participated in the control and direc· 
tion of the activities of the respective corporations with which they 
are connected in performing the acts and practices hereinafter set 
forth. 

PAn. 5. For the purpose of selling escutcheons and nameplates and 
of inducing manufacturers and dealers in radio sets, radio parts, and 
like products to buy said products, the several respondents set out 
and described in paragraph 2 have been for several years last past, 
and are nr.w, engaged in a scheme to deceive the public and to com· 
pete unfairly with other manufacturers· and dealers in escutcheons 
and nameplates and like products who are in competition with re
spondents in interstate and foreign commerce. 

For the purpose of selling radio sets, radio parts, and like products 
and of inducing the public to buy said products, the several respond· 
(·nt corporations and the !'everal respondent imlividuals, individually, 
and as officers, agents, and representatives of said rcsponuent corpo· 
rations, herein set out and dcscribed in pararrraphs 2, 3 and 4, cooper-. ~ ' 
a.tmg among themselves and together with one another, have been fol' 
f,everal years last past, an<l nrc now, engaged in a scheme to deccivo 
the public and to compete unfairly with other manufacturers and 
dea:lers in radio sets, radio parts, escutcheons, and namepl::tt('s, and 
like products, who are in competition with the said respondPnts in 
interstate and foreign commerce. In furtherance of said scheme, thO 
said respondents have adopted, made, used, and sold, and 11ow make, 
use, sell, and ship in interstate and foreign commerce to distributo~s, 
Jea.lers, and others, escutcheons, and nameplates, and radio s<'ts, rad10 

parts and like products, upon which are attached, or to which nro 
affixed, escutcheons and nameplat('s bearing the names, marks, brands, 
and symbols of corporations and individuals well known and long 
established in the radio and like industries which names m:l.fks, 

' ' 
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brands, and symbols were adopted and used and are now being used 
by said respondents and others without authority or consent from the 
legal owners and users of said names, maries, brands, and symbols. 

Among the names, marks, brands, and symbols so made, adopted, 
and used by respondents are the following: 

"Marconi" and also ".Marconi-International," "Marconi Radio Cor
poration,·' which are found to be colorable imitations and simulations 
<Qf said name "Marconi"· , 

"Euison" and also "Edison-International," "Edison-Dell," "Edison" 
with the representation of a bell, "Edison Radio Stores, Inc.," which 
are found to be colorable imitations and simulations of said name 
~'Ed' ' 1son" · 

' ''Dell," and the representation of a Lell, which is found to be a sim· 
nlation of the name "Dell"· 

''Victor" and also "Vict~r Intemational," which is found to Le a 
.colorable imitation and simulation of said name "Victor"; 

"Majestic," and also "Majestic International," and "Majestic Radio 
~orporation," which are found to be colorable imitations and simula
_hons of the said name "Majestic"; 

"llrunswick" and also "Dronswick," which is found to be a color
able imitation and simulation of the said name "Brunswick"; 

The letters "R. C. A." and also "R. C. I." and "R. S. A.," which 
are found to be colorable imitations and simulations of said letters 
"n 

.&.\. C A"· . . ' 
. 1'he lettPrs "G. E.," either alone or in the circle with scroll-like 
~nterior decorations, and also the letters "E. D.," which are found to 

0 a colorable imitation and simulation of said letters "G. E."; and 
"Marconi " "Edison " "Dell " "Victor" ".MaJ· estic" ''Brunswick" 

o "n , ' ' ' ' ' r ronswick," standing alone or in conjunction with other words, 
na.mes and devices, or any other colorable imitations or simulations of 
Ba1 1 t < • rade names, or any other trade names, marks or brands. 
d' s.a1d respondent corporations, and said respondent individuals, in· 
/"Idually, and as ollicers, agents and representatives of said corpora-
Ions, set out and described in paragraph 2, with respect to escutch
~ons and nameplates, and said rE-spondent corporations, and said 
lespondent individuals, individually, and as officers, agents, and rep
~efientatives of said corporations, !iCt out and described in paragraphs 

and 4, with r<•spcct to escutcheons, nameplates, radio sets, radio 
rarts and like products, marked and branded with the saiu well 
. nown and long established names, marks, brands, and symbols here-
11.1above set out an<l described, advertise said products in pamphlets, 
~lr~ulars, catalogues, newspapers, and other periodicals circulated 
Jn Inter:statc ami foreign conuuerce, and in the District of Columbia, 
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and sPll and ship said products so marked. from their respective places 
of busiiiPSS to purchasers thereof located in the District of Columbill 
and in States other than the State or place of origin of said ship
ments, in interstate and foreign commerce nnd in the District of 
Columbia; without the authority or consent of the legal owners of 
~aid names, m'arks,•·bt:imds, and. symbols. 

PAR. 6. (a) The name "l\f arconi" refers to and is generally recog
nized ns the name of Guglielmo Marconi, the engineer and electrician 
who first perfected the appliances used in space telegraphy or radiog
raphy nnd the application of electric waves to actual telegraphy and 
the inventor of various electrical and radio devices among which 
is the celebrated "Fleming Tube,'' a tube used in radio sets. Marconi 
Wireless Telegraph Company of America, a corporation organized 
in 1899 under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New Jersey, 
acquired from said Guglielmo Marconi the exclusire right to the use 
and exploitation of all the said Guglielmo Marconi patents and inven
tions, including the use of the name "Marconi" in an<l throughout the 
United States an<l its territories and possessions. In 1919 the said 
Marconi 'Vlreless Telegruph Company of America sold, transferred, 
and assigned to Radio Corpomtion of America all of its right, title, 
and inh•rest in and to said "Marconi'' patents alHl ill\'entions, includ
ing the right to the use of the name "Mnreoui" in cmmectiou there
with. Said name ")fnrconi" is now, and has bePn llSPd and E'xten
sively ad\'ertise<l by~ aiHl is the right.ful property of Ua<lio C01·pon1· 
tion of A111erica nn<l its st~bsidiaries. 

(b) For many years last past the Vietot· Tnlking )lachine Com
pany, CnnHlen, New Jersey, has bt>Pn llHlllllfaetnring atHl sdling pho
nographs and phonogrnph rt•corth:, whieh phonogmphs ha\'e uequiretl 
It wi1le nwl favorable rPputation and lun·e hPPll in grPat dPmntHl by 
tlw h·ade and purchasing public. During all this period the phono
graphs, phonograph records nn<l otlwr nrticles mannfactnrP<l and 
sold Ly said company have featnreu the name "Victor" as part of 
their trade name, which said name has been attnclwd in n prominent 
place to sai<l mnchin<'s, sol<l and shipp<'<l in interstate a11<l foreign 
commerce. 

In 1929 the Hadio Cot·porntion of America oLtaine<l control of said 
Victor Talking Machine Company allll organized a company under 
the corporate name '·HCA-Vietm· Co.," and also organizP<l a l·ompan,Y 
11nder the name of "Tile HCA )fanufacturing Co., Inc.," which co•n
pany is l'llgage1l in the manufttcture nnd salt> of rtulio srts a11<l cou•
lJination radio and phonograph sds. .All of said sPts hPar the IHtllll' 
''Victor," Pitht>r ulone or in comJ,ination with olhPr ]ett£>rs or word:5 
in !J. pi·omillPilt pln('t> on said st>ts. Sai<l rn<lio st-ts and combination 
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radio and phonograph sets are sold to the purchasing public by retail 
·dealers throughout the United States. During the past twenty-five 
.Years the Victot· Talking Machine Company has spent approximately 
~70,000,000 in advt'rtising, and the word "Vietor" has always prom
Inently appearNl in said adn•rtising. At the prt'sent time RCA
Victor Compauy is advertising its radio sets and radio tubes in a 
llumber of magazines having a large national circulation and in other 
Publications and newspapers. 

The name "Victor" wht'n used on radio sets and radio tubes and like 
j)roducts is the rightful property of the RCA-Victor Company and 
:the Victor Division of the HC.A Manufacturing Company. . 

(c) The initials "UCA" lun·e lung been used as marks or brands 
t.o design.ate radio sets and radio tullt's and othet· mt'rehandise manu
factured, sold nlHl shippr1l in iutt'rstate and foreip;n commerce by said 
RC:\-Victor Company, the Victor Division of the RCA Manufac
tu~tng Company antl the Uadio Corporation of .America. Neither 
saJd Guglielmo 1\f:u·coni uor Hatlio Corporation of Anteriea or any 
of its suhsitliaries h:we ewr g-ranted (or consented) to n•sponJents 
the right to the use of the Jwme Marconi or the name Vietor or the 
letters RCA (or RSA n111l HCI, coloi'Hhle imitatiolls of the ]ptters 
nCA) in any llHlllllPl'. 

(d) Fo1· morp than thirty years prior to his death on Odol,er Hi, 
1031, Thomas A. E1lison had LL't'll known a11d n•cop;11izPd throughout 
~he various statt's of the Unitetl Statt's and foreign eomJtrit's as the 
Inventor, patPlltPI', owner, :IIHl numnfaeture of nunwrons t'lertrical 
devices of various kiJHls antl dPseriptions and of machines for the 
1:<'!Jmduction of tlw h111nan ,·oi<"e, whidt Jta,·e acquired a wide and 
favot·al,Je l'Pputntion aJH] nre in gJ·pat dPJllalul by the tm<le and pur· 
~hasing public wl10 dt•sire Etli"'on pro1luds. .\mong the maehi11es 
or. the retn·oduction of the human voice lll!lllllfadiii'Pd by eomp:mies 

WllJeh tlw said Thomas.\. Etli~on organiZt>1l aiHl <"ontrolh•1l, are phollo
graphs, dictaphcHws, awl tran"'mittinp; machines. rntlios, combination 
!'adios and phrmogmphs aJHl nmny othPr artielPs of \'lll'ious kil\(ls nJHl 
~haractt'r sw:h as storage battL•riPs, ~park plug:-., ignition coils anti 
~onseholLl t'ledrical npplian('e~. l\Iany of the maehin('S and arlielPs 

11 )Ove l'l\ferred to bear the 1\aJHe ''Etlison" ns part of thE>ir hrand, and 
~~ch name "Edison" has nequin•d a nluable. g·oo1l will as identifying 

te manufacture of ~aid machi1ws or articles. 
A "\nl?ng the <·om1~auies or~~mizP1l nn1l collt~·ollt>d hy the .said '!homns 

·Edison hefore ll!s d<•ath 1s Thomas A. EdH;oll, Inc., winch s~wl eom
~':tny is still £'llgaged in the manufacture of the maehi11es and articles 
1
n''£>nted. and develo11Pd hv Thomas .\. Edison. Thomas A. Edison, 
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Inc., during the years 1926-1930, inclusive, manufactured and sold 
radio sets valued at many millions of dollars, and during the said 
period spent several millions of dollars in advertising its said radio 
products. All the radio sets manufactured and sold by Thomas A. 
Edison, Inc., feature the name "Edison" as part of their brand name. 

The name "Edison" refers to Thomas A. Edison, the great inventor 
in the electrical field an<l the pioneer in the talking machine and 
radio industry, the right to the use of which name 'vas vested in 
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., by Thomas A. Edison anll was extensiw1y 
advertised and has long previously bePn used and is now use<l hy 
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., on radio sets, photlOI-l'J'nphs and other elec
trical devices and appliances, sold and shippPd in interstate and for
eign commerce. Neither Thomas A. Edison nor the saiJ Thomas ..\. 
Edison, Inc., have evt'r granted (or const'ntcd) to rPspontlents thr
rigM to the use of the name "Edison" in any manner. 

(e) The name "Bell" and the rPpresentation of a bdl, when used 
in connPction with sound reproduction and sound transmission in the 
electrica 1 and radio fiel<l refers to the great iuwntor Alexander 
Graham llt'll anJ is the property of the saitl Alexander Graham I3rll 
and his successors and assigns. The common law title to the na111:e 
"Dell" is vcsled, by long aml continnf'd nsc sinee 1886, in the Amen
can Telephone & Telegraph Company, its suusidinl'ies an1l associat('S, 
and the 'Vl'stern Elt'ctric Company, Inc. \Vestern Electric Company, 
Inc., manufactttr('s, sell:'., f'XtPnsivdy advertises and ships radio sets, 
r:Hlio tnhf's and. rn<lio battf'ries in interstate ancl foreign commcr!·c, 
nnd. uses the name "Bln.:> Bell" and thP repH"'entation of 11 hPll no; the 
brand name to dPsignate it'> said products. The rPprPsentntion of 11 

bell has long lK·en used an1l £>xten~h·pJy :ulwrtio.,e1l hy the AmHic~ll 
Telephone & Telegraph Company as a Rymhol or trade designation ttl 
its business. Neitl1er the said Ah~xander Graham Bt'llnor thl' Amer
;_can Tcll'phone and Tcl.:>gi'Uph Company and its subsidiary W('ster!l 
Electric Company, Inc., hnve ever granted (or consented) to 
respondents thl' right to the US(> of tlw name "Bell" in any mamwr. 

(f) The name ".MajPstic" is a nanw long a!"...;;ocinted with rndio Rrts 
and is the legal property of GriO'sby-Grnnow ('ompnny who nrc thl' 
original makers of rnuio· sets t7randNl "dth the nam<' "l\lnjt>stir", 
whi~h were extensiwly ad.vettised, sold and ~hipped in int£>rstnte and 
foret.gn ~on:mercc by the sai1l Grigsby-Grunow Company. Said name 
"Ma]Pstlc" Is now wst('(l in ~In jest ic Tiadio anrl Television Corpof11.· 
tion of Illinois, which now manuftldun•s, sells and ships in inter
state nncl foreign commerce radio sets, radio tnbPs an1l like products 
branded or marked with the name Majl'stic. Neither Gri~-,rshy- Grtt· 
now f'ompany, its !"uccessors or ns-;igns nor Majestic Undio and Tele-
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vision Corporation of Illinois have ever granted (or consented) to 
l'PRpondents the right to the use of the name "M!ljestic" in any manner. 

(g) During many years last past the Brunswick-Balke-Collender 
Company has been a large manufacturer of billiard and pocket 
billiard tables, bowling alleys and various other articles, and its 
Products have acquired a wide and favorable reputation and have 
been in great demand by the trade and purchasing public for many 
Years lust past. During all this period the products manufactured 
and sold by said Company have featured the name "Brunswick" as 
Part of their bmw.l name, which said name has been attached in a 
Prominent place to said products. In lDV'l tlw Brunswielc-Balke
Collender Company began the manufacture and sale of phonographs 
and phonograph records, and some time later began the manufacture 
and sale of radio sets and eombination radio and phonograph sets, 
011 all of which articlPs the name "Brunswick" was featured in a 
P~·ominent place on said products. In 1D30 the radio and phonograph 
division of said Bt'Uibwick-Balke-Collender Company was sold to 
Warnt>r Brothers Pictmc>s, Inc., ''h1ch company organized the 
corporation under the corporate name Bruns,dck Radio Corporation 
t? operate the business. Said ]attc>r company obtained the exclusive 
r;ght to use the name "Brunswick" in comwction with said radio sets, 
P lonographs, mHl combination radio and phonograph sets. 

1 
Dntil .January 1, 103:3, Bruns" ick Radio Corpomtion continued 

t ;e lnanufacture and sale of radio sets and combination radio and r tonograph sets, on all of which sets the name "Brunswick" has 
)~en prmnincntly fen hued. Sinee January 1, 1033, the manufacture 
~ radio sets by Brunliwiek H<Hlio Corporation has been suspended 
;lt sai(l Brunswil'k Radio Corporation still owns the manufacturing 

pants in which said sets were manufnetmwl and may re::;ume such 
~anufacturc at some time in the future. The radio sc>ts and com
nination radio and phonograph sets manufactured by Brunswick-
~lke-Collendcr Company and Brunswick Radio Corporation were 

~~ d to the purchasing public by retail dealers throughout the United 
n ~tes and in foreign countries. During nil the time the Brunswick
,.Q ke-Collc>ndcr Corporation nml the Brunswick Hadio Corporation 
~\f'~e manufacturing and selling radio sets and combination rauio 
j n Phonograph sPts said companic>s expt>tHlPd large sums of money 
n advert' · · · 1 ' } II · b Ising said sets, and the name "BrunswiC .:' 1as at a times 
('~~Prominently displayPtl in saitl:ulvertising. 

ti ronswiek", the name usPd hy rP:o:powlents, is a colorable imita
n °n of the name "Brunswick" which has long been used by the 
C runswick-Balke-Col1ender Company and the Drunswick Radio 

orporati 1' b' · d' d ' on on I'll( to sets, phonographs and com mahon ra 10 an 
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phonogrnph sets. Neither Brunswick-Dalke-Collender Compa~y, 
'Varner Brothers Pictures, Inc., not· Brunswick Radio CorporatiOn 
has ever granted (or consented) to respondents the right to the use 
of the name Brunswick (or Dronswick, a colorable imitation thereof) 
m any manner. 

(h) A device of a circle with scroll-like interior projections enclo~
ing the script letters "G.E." is the property of General Electr.lC 
Company rrncl has long heen used and extensively advertised by sald 
General Electric Company as a mark or brand to designate ~he 
products manufactured, sold and shipped in interstate and fore1gn 
commerce by said Genernl Electric Company. The device used by 
respondents of a circle with scroll-like interior projections enclos
ing the script ktters "KB." is n colombie imitation of this well 
known device. Neither Thomas A. Edison, Thomas A. Edison, Inc., 
Alexander Graham Bell, American Telephone and Telegraph Conl
pany, 'Vestern Electric Company, nor said General Electric Com· 
pany or any of its subsi(liaries haYe ever granted (or consented) to 
~·pspondPnts tlw right to thE' use of the letters "E.R" or "G.E.'' 
Ill any manner. 

Said names, letters awl symbols are the Banws and designations of 
baid well known and l<mg E'stalJlishe<l individuals, companies und 
corporations, and arc stnnclanl Lramls and symbols when used os 
company, t'<irporntr nncl tracle wmtes, and as ·marks and brancls on 
t·adio ~ets, radio parts, mul like products, ancl said products so 
lnarkPcl haw a fixE'cl an<l stable Yalue in the trade and industrY 
gPnerally throughout the Unit<•d Stntl•s aJHl forPign countries. The 
purdwsing puhlic rt•lics upon !'aicl \n•ll known hmnds, marks, and 
~ymh.ols when Hsccl on raclio r-,ds, n11lio parts alhl like prmlucts, and 
Ill s:wl iltclHstriPs a:-. inclieating high staJHlarcl, rPlinhle antl gpnuin£1 
produds. The use of Sll('h nanws, lPttet·s and symbols influences the 
}llll'('hasc of !-.aicl]H'ocluets ancl iii('J'(•:to.;E's sal<•s. 1:he numher of <kalrrS 
in saicl prod nets so markE'd, in('n•a:-.c sa lcs Yalue. The sa icl names, 
l<•tters and sylllhols atta('ltE'cl to saicl prod11ets haw value to the thoU· 
Hands of <lc•alc•rs engagPcl in the salt> and clistriLution of said stanclard 
hran<l proclucts. The snicl nantes, lc·ttl'l's antl symbols are valuable 
to those per!-olls, part11erships, a11cl eorporations owninll' them. and 
who ha n• ust><l nwl now use a11tl elllploy tll('lll in com;;wrce. 

Because of the popularity of the names ":Mat·coni" "Victor" ''Dell'', 
"Edison" "B · k" '"[ · ' ' · 1 r ·. ' runSWl(' · , ~' aJestic", nn<l the ]Ptters "G.E.", e1t 1e 
standmg alone 01· in a circle with scroll-like interior decorations, nnd 
the letters "R C \. " 1 tl 1 · tt r-= · .... · , nne te prO( ucts bearm(• these names lt> c ., 
and symbols, manufactured nnd sold hy the l~wful owners ;hereof; 
the use by respondents of sni<l names, letters and symbols, and sinnt· 
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lations thereof, has led and has the en pacity and tendency to lead 
the public to believe that the products sold by respondents and so 
marked or identified are the produets of said well known respective 
companies or interests hereinabove referred to and identified and 
results in the appropriation by the respondents of the good will of, 
and an unfair diversion of business from said respective competitor 
companies and interests, and an unfair diversion of business from 
other competitors who do not resort to such practice!', to the injury 
of the owners of said marks, letters and symbols and of said competi
tors, and to the prejudice and injury of the public. 

PAn. 7. The use by respondents of the names, marks, brands, sym
bols and devices as set out in parngraph 5 is wholly unauthorized by 
t~e owners of said names, marks, brands, symbols and tlevices and 
gl.ves to respondents' goods a salability whieh they "'onlu not other
Wise have, and gives to said respondents an advantage over their 
competitors who llo not similarly misrepresent the tl'Ue origin of their 
goods an(l conceal the same under a di~putuble hut false origin as do 
I·espowlcnts. The said appropriation and usc hy saitlrespondents of 
the reputation and good will of other~ at the cxpen~e of and injury 
to such others who have created such reputation awl good will, has 
the capacity alHl tendency to dcceiw, and drceives the public pur
chasing saitl pro(lucts into believing that respondents' products origi
~ate with well known awl reputable concerns contrary to the !aet. 
, hereby substantial injury is done hy rrspoJHh-nts to competitors 
·ind su h-;tant ial com pet it ion in inter:-t ate aml foreign commerce. 

The purchasjn" llllhlic btP-'illO' radio sets, radio parts and like 
Pl' I ~ " ,.., 

Ot. nets, marked or bramletl with the said well known names, letters 
an~l S)lnbols are of a common mind or belief, rrganllcss of the selling 
Pl'Jce or of the source of supply, that saitl products are manufactured 

·~Ill} sold by the lawful owners awlusrrs of said n:unes, marks, brands, 
etters, an<l symbols, and when ~aid names, marks, brands, letters, 

anu symbols are placed upon radio !'cts, radio parts and like products, 
~u~:~ lH'otlucts are accepted as the protluds of those who ha,Ye law-
u Y U!>ed and. now use such names as marks, brands, letters and 

symbols upon like products as s£>t out in paragraph 6 lwreof. The 
name or brand bein(l' depended upon influences the sale of said 
Products "' ' 

Mernh;rs of the purchasin ..... public have pm·chasetlradio sets, radio 
Pa1ts ll' "' .1 b . .1 t ant 1ke products brandell and sold to the trnue y responuen s 
and others, which products were imitations of or less than the genuine 
Ptoducts Pllt{'I'ed in trade by the lawful owners and ust>rs of said 
s nndard names, and have been dPceived in !inch pur('hases. 
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The manufacture, sale, and delivery by respondents set out and 
described in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4, of escutcheons and nameplates, 
nnd r\\dio l;;ets, radio parts, and like products, marked and branded 
with the names, letters, and symbols set out and described in pn.ra· 
graph 5, without authority or consent of the legal owners and lawful 
users thereof, places in the hands of others to whom said produc~s 
are sold, the means whereby injury might be and is done to competl· 
t.ors dealing in the genuine products honestly marked. Injury to 
manufacturers and dealers in the legitimate prouucts is suffered by 
the sale by reHpondents of said products falsely marked, sold, and 
shipped in interstate and foreign commerce. Injury to the lawful 
owners and users of said standaru brands, names, marks, and symbols 
is suffered b('caues of the manufacture, sale, anu competition of said 
respondents' snid products. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the said respondents, l\Ietn-1 
Etching Corporation, M. Hermann, Crowe Nameplate and Manufn?· 
turing Company, E. C. Coolidge, I. Robinson Smith, Knight ElectriC 
Company, Inc., Temple Electric Corporation, Acme Radio Corpor~
tion, !,irate Uadio Corporation, Gillet Radio Corporation, EriC 
Houser, David I. Morrison, A. M. Frank, Arthur Dreher, Charles 
Dreher, Ruth 'Vasserman, Harvard Radio Tube Testing Stations of 
Pa., Inc., Julius 1\L Schoenberg, Ross Distributing Company, LarrY 
D. Ross, Sun Uadio and Service Supply Corporation, Emanuel llo£el~· 
sweig, Schiller Drothers, Inc., Louis S. Schiller, F. C. Scruggs, indt· 
vidually, and trading under the name Cn.ll Radio Company, and 
Peter J:obbins, indi\'idually, and tradin(l' under the nnmes HobbinS 
Radio Company and Ambassador HadioM Company, are to the prd1,1' 

clice of the public and respondt>nts' competitors, and nrc unf:\Ir 
methods of competition in interstate commerce, and constitute ll 

violation of an Act of Congress approvell SeptE-mber 2G, 1914, e~
titll•J ",An Act to cren.te a Federal Trade Commission, to define 1ts 

powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

OltDER TO CEASE AND DESIST, ETC. 

This proceeding hnviug been heard by the Ft:'deral Trade Cmnmis· 
!:io~ upon the amended and supplem<'ntnl complaint, hert:'inaftcL' 
designated. the complaint of the Commi>'sion; the answers of th?50 

1·espondents upon whom the comp1aiut was served, some of whtch 
ans.wer·s de?y the mate~·ial allegations of tho complaint, aml sorne of 
wl.nc~l ad~1t the material allegations of the complaint; and the CoJtl• 
miSSion bemg fnlly advised in the premises, 
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It is orde1·ed, That the complaint herein issued be and the same is 
hereby dismissed as to the respondents, Etched Products Corporation, 
:1lbert Nierenberg, and 'Valter H. Miller; Electro Chemical Engrav
Ing Company (designated in the complaint as Electro Chemical & 
~ngraving Company), F. E. Switzer, N. L. Jacobus, Robert Schle
Singer, Julius Erdoes and L. S. Southwick; Premier Metal Etching 
Company, Herbert Pape, Karl D. (designated in the complaint as 
Carl J.) Johnson, Ernest A Rottuch and Hugo Lehrfeld; Leon C. 
Sacks, Charles ,Johannes, Morris A. 'Veincr and J. R. Rosenherg, for 
the reason that there is no evidPnce to establish the allPgations of the 
eomplaint as to said respondents. 

It is further ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint 
herein as to the respondents, Radio Products Corporation, Franklin 
Sales and Distributing Company, Inc., and S. Buchman, be and the 
same hereby is closed, for the reason that the said respondents wero 
not .located and the complaint was not served upon them, without 
PreJudice to the right of the Commission to reopen the case and re
Stune pl'osecntion of the complaint as to said respondents in acrord
ance with its regular procedure should the facts so warrant . 
. lt is further ordered, That the respondents, Metal Etching Corpora

tion and Crowe Name Plate and Manufacturing Company, their 
~es}~ective officers, agents and representatives, and the respondent· 
l~thviduals, M. Hermann, E. C. Coolidge and I. Robinson Smith, indi
".1dual]y and as officers, agents and representatives of said corpora
h?ns, and their respective agents and rPpresentatives in connection 
;It]~ the offering for sale, and sale and shipment in interstate and 
ore1gn commerce and in the District of Columbia of escutcheons 

a?d namo plates, cease and desist from: selling, distributing or fur
~lsh~ng name plates and escutcheons for radio sets and liko products 
,,~.rnlg the names, letters aml symbols, "Marconi," "Edison," "Bell," 

Ictor," ".Majestic," ''Drunswick,'' tl1e letters "R. C. A.," and the 
;etters ''G. E.," or colorable imitations or simulations of said nameEI, 
etters and symbols to any manufacturers, assemblers, or dealers in 

rau· ' . 10 sets and! ike products or to any otlter person, firm, or corpom· 
hem ' · "d 'except to the manufacturers assemblHs and dPalers owmng sa1 
trad ' e names or marks or to the licensees of the owners thereof. 

It· ' · C 
• 211 furtlter ordt:red, That the respondents, Knight Electnc ?m-

~~lly, Iuc., Temple Electric Corporation, Acme Radio CorporatiOn, 

1,~·at~ ~~a(~io Corporation, Gillet Uadio Co~·po~·ati~n, Harvard Uadio 
na~~ 1 e!>l lllg S~ations of Pu., Inc., ~oss Dis~nbutmg Company' Sun 
tl . 10 and ServiCe Supply CorporatiOn, Schiller llrothers, Inc., and 
. 
1
e1r l'espective oflicers a1•ents ami rerH·esentatives, and the respondent 

Ind· · ' o 
lVIduals, Eric Houser, David I. Morrison, A. M. Frank, Arthur 
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(named Otto in the complaint) Dreher, Charles Dreher, Ruth 'Vass~r
man Julius M. Schoenberg, Larry D. Hoss, Emanuel Rosensweig, 
Louis S. Schiller, and the respondent, Peter Robbins, individuall!, 
and tradinrr as Robbins Radio Company and as Ambassador Itadto 
Company, ~nd respondent, F. C. Scrugh"S, individually, and trad~ng 
as Call Radio Company, and said respondent individuals tra.drng 
under any other 11nme or names, in connection with the offering for 
sale and sale in interstate and foreign commerce, and in the District 
of Columbia, of radio sets, radio parts and like products, and es-cutch· 
eons and nameplates, do cease and desist from: 

Representing directly or indirectly, through the use in any manner, 
of the trade names or marks, "Marconi," "Edison," "Dell," "Victor," 
"Majestic," "Drunswick," or the letters "R. C. A.," or the letters 
''G. E.," or through the use, in any manner, of any colorable simul~
tions and imitations thereof, such as, but without limitation, "l\larcont· 

. International," "Marconi Radio Corporation," "Edison Intern:l· 
tional," "Edison-Dell," "Edison" with the representation of a bell, 
"Edison Radio Stores, Inc.," the representation of a bell, "Victor In· 
ternational," "Majestic International," "Majestic Radio Corporation," 
"Dronswick," or the letters "R. C. I.," "R. S. A.," ''E. D.," or through 
the use of any other trade names or marks of which they ure not the 

· legal owners, without the permisson of the lawful owners thereof, or 
through any other means or (hwice, or in any manner that the radio 
sets, radio parts, and like devices, appliances or products manufac· 
tured or assemblell for or by, and sold by any of said respondents, 
are manufactured, assembled, sold, sponsored, endorf:.ied, approved. 
or licensed by Thomas A. Edison, Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Americull 
Te.lephone and Telegraph Company, 'Vestern Electric CompanY• 
Marconi 'Virdess Teleg-raph Company of America. Uadio Corporatioll 
of America, Victor Talking Machine Company: Drunswick-Uall•e· 
CollemlPr Company, 'Varner Drothers Pictures Inc. and its sull· 

• ,1' • ' ' SluUl.ry, llrunsw1ck H:ulio Corporation Grirrsby-Grunow Comp:111Y 
'~f ' . I ' ~ or .~,, aJestiC ~adio & Television Corporation, General Electric Conl· 

pa.ny, or the agents, representatives, successors, or assigns of any of 
said persons, partnerships or corporations, or that saill products nrc 
~anufactured, assembled, sold, sponsored, endorsed, approved or 
~tcensed l~y any corporation, association, partnership or person who, 
Ill fact, dtd not and does not manufacture, assemble, sell, sponsor, en
dorse, approve or license said products. 

It is fur_ther 01'(le1·ea, That the said respondents shall within 60 duys 
?fte~· ~e.rvtce U}~on them o.f this o.rder, file with the Commission~ repol'~ 
m "rrtmg settmg forth m deta1l the manner and form in winch the) 
have complied with this order. 
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IN THE l\IATIER OF 

DRITISII AMERICAN TOFFEE COMPANY 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND OllDER IN ItEGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF Sl.:C. 5 OF AN ACT OF CO:'<GHESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Dof·kct 308.5. Complaint, .Jifar. 2.1, J!J,'l/-Dccillion, llfaJI 22, 19J1 

Where a domestic eOflJOratiun <·ug-n~cll, at its offiee nud priudpnl Vince of 
business In tile United Stat(•s, In the manufacture and sale of confec
tionery products, including oue known to the trade !IS "toffee," and making 
said lust-named produet from formulas vn•varell by an Euglish stoekholder 
and former candy manufacturer in Nugland for a uum!Jer of years and 
at its aforesaid office and priuci}llll pl:we of bnsinl'i"S ouly, m1d neither 
owning, operating, nor eoutrolliug l!UIIlUfaetnriug plnntR, branC'lles, or 
selling ngen<'ies in any va rt of England, or in any other foreign country, 
and iu competition, as thus engnged, with many who sell toffee and otlll'r 
confectionery pt•oducts mndc in England and importNl therefrom, nnd who 
rightfully anrl lawfully fl'lll"esent their Raid merchandise as imported, and 
With otlters who mnke and sdl such vrodncts made in the United Slatefl and 
in no manner rt>present their said domestic confectionery or toffee as an 
English or foreign made alHl imported confection, such as long Ilopnlnr and 
in demaud mnoug the consmuiug rmulic throughout the United Stntrs and 
conshlt·rcd, In t11e case of numy, ns Ruperior, nnd Cl'<peei:tlly so in case of 
English-made tof'tee, to similar dom(•stic products, and rmrchased by many 
of said vubllc, In the cal'le of such toffee, in pref(•rence to the domestic-made 
Product-

l\taue Ufle of such word~ and }Jhruses, on the Individual wrappers of the candy 
I~leces, as "Dellclous Engll~h ToffL•es," aml hlPitHll'(l on the statements 
hthogruvhed or printed on the cdlophane hags or coutainers of such indi· 
Vldua!ly n-rapl)f'd Jll<•ees, aloug with its nnme of "British Amcr!C'nn Tcfl'<•e 
ColllJlnuy," words "Euglnucl's 1\Iost l'opnllll' SwPet, l'leeadilly Toffl'e," nnd 
also S<•t forth thereon dPpktlouSI of the Tower of London nnd Loudon Bridge 
find two !iolcllrrs !!lmulntlng in drl'ss and appL•at·!mce British soldiers, and 
upon the cut·tons contalniug ~;aiel <"l'llovhane bags or toff<•e in bulk set 
~ot·th lulods, aloug \\ltll its aforer-;nid uame, cuntnlnlug words 'Piccadilly 

With Offt•e 111aue loy," etc.; 
tencJeucy aud eapnclty to mlslrnd and df•peive a sulostnullal JIOrtlon of the 

Purchasing public into the f'rroneou!l nnd mistaken hellef that its said to1Icl' 
!Jtoducts, thus dc!llgnated as "English" and "Piccadilly" toffee, were importa-
lons of a forrlgn made 11rodt!et and that It owned and operated factories 

In England In whkh it made the same, and with result that such public, hy 
reasou of said belief thus indueed, bought substantial volume of its F<ald 
Products, and trade was unfairly dlvertrd from those competitors eugagc>d 
In slrniinr bush]('ssrs who do 110t make Ul"ie of the same or similar mlsrepre
S<•ntations, acts and pructlees; to Ute subr-;tantlal Injury of compl.'tillon In 

I 
conutwree • 

lcld t1 • I d 
' lilt sneh nets and pt·actlces W<'re to the prejudice of the pnbl c an 
romPNltors and constituted unfair uwthods of competition. 
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Mr. J. T. Welch for the Commission. 
Tilson, Stanley & M cOuen, of Washington, D. C., for respondent: 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
tember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that British 
American Toffee Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as 
respondent, is now, and has been, using unfair methods of competi
tion in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it ap
pearing to said Commission that a procee<ling by it in rc.spect thereof 
would be in the public jnterest, hereby issncs its complaint, stating 
its charges in that resp{'ct as follows: 

PAHAGRAPII 1. British American Toffee Company is now, and has 
be{'n at all times mentioned herein, a corporation ·organized, existing, 
and doing business un<ler and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Connecticut, with its office and principal place of business at 102 Hill 
Street, New Haven, Conn. It is now, and has been at all times men
tioned herein, engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling 
confectionary products, including a pro<lnct known to the trade as 
"toffee."· 

PAn. 2. Said r('spondent causes its said pro<luct, when sold to 
wholesale and retail ucalers to be tran!';portcu from its principal place 
of business in the State of Connecticut, to the purchasers thereof lo
cated in other States of the Uniteu States, and. in the District of 
Columbia. There is now, and has bPen at all times mention('d herein, 
a constant current of trncle and commerce in Raid product known as 
"toffee'' manu fact lli'Nl n nd sold by the rPspoJHknt, het \\'P('n antl 
nmo11g tlw Ynrious Stat('~ of the United Stat('S and in the District 
of Columbia. 

PAn. 3. Said responu('nt, in the course and conduct of its busitwss, 
has. ~een a~ all times mentioned herein, engaged in substnntial com
pditwn With other corporations, partnerships, and individuals, en
gaged in commerce among the several St'ates of the United Stat('S and 
in. th~ District of Columbia, in tl1e mauufacture, imp0rtntion, dis
tributwn, and sale of dom<'stic and foreicrn confectionary pro1lucts, 
including the pro1lnct known as "toffee." "' 

PAn. 4. Respondent, British American Toffee Company, in the 
course and conduct of its business as s<>t forth herein has ofT('rNl for . ' ' sale and sold m commerce as herein set out certain of its products, 
t 't "E . ' '' o WI : nghsh Toffee," "English Toffees," and "Piccadilly Toffee, 
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in cellophane or paper bags or containers and in cartons. Dy way of 
advertisement or inducement to purchase, there is lithographed or 
printed thereon as to "English Toffee" or "English Toffees," the 
following: 

Delicious English 'foffees 
Printed in England 

and as to "Picauilly Toffee," the following: 

"England's 1\Iost Popular Sweet" Piccadilly Tofree 
Dritish-Amerlcau Toffee Company 

together with figures or pictures of an English castle representing 
the Tower of Lonuon anu London Bridge, a coat-of-arms and two 
soldiers simulating British soldiery in dress and appearance. The 
cartons in which respondent has shipped and now ships its said 
Products, had and have affixed to them labels containing the following 
Words: 

Piccadilly Toffee 

The cartons in which respondent's said products are shipped bear 
printed words or lerrends such as "Printed in Enrrland" which have 

} 
0 0 

t ie capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial num-
ber of the purchasing public into the mistaken and erroneous belief 
that the contents of said cartons are also made in and imported 
from England. Respondent has caused invoices and billings to be 
forwarded to its customers, located in States other than the State 
~f. Connecticut, containing as a deseription of its said product: 
Piccadilly Toffee." 

PAn. 5. Rl:'spond('nt, nritish American Toffee Company, does not 
~anufacture any of its products, including those described herein, 
In any part of England, does not own or operate manufacturing 
Plants, hranclli:'S or seHing agencies in any part of England. All 
toffee products of the rPspondent are of domestic manufacture. He
~l101~~ent's ('Orporation is not a "British" corporation, nor it is a 
nrittsh-Aml:'rican" corporation . 

. PAn. G. Confectionary products, including "toffee" manufactured 
1n. England or othrr foreign countries, h:we for many yPars enjoyeu 
~"ldespreac] popularity, good-,vill, and demand among the consum
Ing public throughout the United States, many of whom believe and 
~:Sider that confcctionary products, especially those designated as 
l ~ee," manufactured in England, are superior in quality and other 
~ esirable characteristics to similar confectionary products manufac-
Ured in the Unitf'd Stnt<'s. l\Iany of the consuming public through

out 1hp UnitNl StatPs purchase '·toffee'' manufactured in England 
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and imported into the United States in preference to "toffee" manu· 
factured in the United States. 

PAn. 7. The false and misleading advertising and representations 
l1ereinabove set out, on the part of the respondent, places in the hands 
of whol('sale and retaH dealers and jobbers, an instrument and means 
whereby said dealers anu jobbers may commit a fraud upon a sub
stantial portion of the consuming public by enabling dealers to repre· 
sent anu offer for sale and sell the said products known as "English 
Toffee~' or "Enalish Toffees" and "Piccadilly Toffee," either as an irn· 

b • 

ported product or as a product manufactureu in the United States Ill 

conjunction with or unuer license from English manufacturers of 
"toffee." There are, among the competitors of the respondent, many 
who deal in confectionary products and sell "toffee," as well as other 
confectionary products manufactureu in England and imported into 
the United States, who rightfully and lawfully represent such mer· 
ehandise to be imported. There are others among the competitors of 
the respondent, who deal in confcctionary products, including "toffee'' 
that are manufactured in the Unitl'd Statl's, who in no manner rcpre· 
sent their products as having lwen manufactnr('d in or importeJ from 
EnglanJ or any other foreign country. 

PAn. 8. The effect of the fort-going false anJ mislea<ling advertise· 
ments and representations of the respontl('nt is to mislead a substantial 
number of wholesale and retail merchants and joLbers, as well as 1\ 

substantial portion of the consuming public, in the several States, by 
inducing them to erroneously and mistakenly believe: 

1. That respondent owns and operates factori('S in England, in 
which it manufactures the products known as "English Toffee" or 
"English Toffe('s" and "Piccadilly Toffee"; 

2. That l'('Spond('nt is a British corporation or a British-American 
corpomtion; 

3. That the products known as "English Toffee" or "English Tof· 
fees" anJ "Picadilly Toffee" are importations of a foreign manu· 
factured product that can be, anJ often are, sold by dealers on the 
{)pen market to the consumer public at a hi(Yher price than like prod· 
ucts of domestic manufacture· o 

' 4. That the products known as "English Toffre'' or "Etwlish Tof· 
f " d "11

• d'll T ff " /:'> • 1 ees an 1cca 1 Y o ee are manufactured in conjunction w1t 1 

?r under license from foreign manufacturers who have been engaged 
m t.he confec~ionary business for many years. 

1 he foregomg false and misleading statements and representations 
on the part of respondent are aJded induc('ments for a substantial 
number of wholesale and retail merchants and jobbers, as well as con· 
~umer purchasers, to buy the products known as "Encrlish Toffee" or 

"' 
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"~nglish Toffees" and "Piccadilly Toffee," manufactured, sold and 
distributed by respondent, and have a tendency and a capacity to, 
~nd do unfairly divert trade from competitors of respondent enO'aged 
lh . . 0 

Similar businessQs who do not make use of the same or similar 
false and misleading statements and representations, with the result 
that substantial quantities of said products known as "English Toffee" 
or ''English Toffees'' and "Piccadilly Toffee" are sold to said dealers 
~nd purchasers and to the consuming public on account of said beliefs 
Induced by the said false and misleading representations. As a con
sequence thereof, substantial injury has been done by the respondent 
~0 competition in commerce among the several States of the United 

tates, and in the District of Columbia. 
PAn. 9. The above and foregoing acts, practices and representations 

of the respondent have been and are all to the prejudice of the public 
:tnd of respondent's competitors, and have been and are unfair meth
ods of competition within the meaning and intent of Section 5 of :n Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act 
0 

crrute a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, 
and for other purposes." 

UEPOnT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FAcTR, AND OnDER 

Pm·suant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
te?lber 26, 1914, cntitlrd "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
~lssiou, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
'edernl Trade Commission on l\farch 23, 1037 issued and served its 

eomi)l". t . I . J D .. 1 \ . 
•llll m t us ptocec(lin.., upon said re!'pon ent, ntls 1 ~ men-

Cat T '"' 
, 

1 o~r('e Company, charging it with the use of unfair methods of 
coin pet It ion in violation of the provisions of said act. Thrrf'after, 
~ sti {lnlut ion was entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed 
\~a~ ,a s!a trment of facts signed and executed Ly the resp~J1(.1ent and 
· · I. 1\.rllry, Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Conmusswn, sub
icct ~0 the approval of the Commission, may be taken as the facts 
.~ tlus }lroceedinO' and in lieu of testimony in support of the charges 

Cs ated in the co1~plaint or in 0}>}1osition thereto, and that the said 
0 rnn · · ' I · 

. 
11 Sbion may procl.'ed upon said statC>ment of facts to rna m 1ts 1 

eport t · · · d · I · b J t} ' s atmg Its findmrrs as to the facts an Its cone uswn ase 
tere01 '"' d" · 1 tl . 1 and enter its order Jisposincr of the procef' mg w1t tout 1e 

Pt est' I t · '"' · f 1 · 
P · 1 ntton of arO'nment or t]1e filin(l" of bl"lefs. Then'a ter t ns 

t·oc('(' I' o o . C . . 
. ( Jng rrgularJy came on for final ]wanng before the ommtsswn 

011 SU!d • • • • • • ] • • b 
h. . complamt a11d stl}ltllatwn s:ud st1pulatwn tanng een ap-
I'l 0 W'd ' . . . I .. I . I the .. nnd acceptPd, and the Comm1sston hann.g du y constt ete.t 

same and Leing now fully advi~ed in the prrnuses, finds that tlus 
]~f-· 

''•'6"' 3{1 lol. 21-~7 
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proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes its findings as t,() 

the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

P ARAGil.APII 1. British American Toffee Company is a corporation 
organized in January 1936 and existing and doing bnsiness under and 
by virtue of the laws of the State of Connecticut with its office and 
principal place of business at 102 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn. 
Since its organization, it has been engaged in the business of manu· 
facturing and selling confectionery products, including a prod~ct 
known to the trade as "toffee." The capital stock of the corporatiOn 
is owned by Theodore R. Blakeslee of New Haven, Conn., and Jarn~s 
Whitefield and H. E. Tilbrooke of London, England. The ownershiP 
of the stock of said corporation is equally divided among the above 
named individuals. 

PAn. 2. 'When its toffee is sold to wholesale and retail dealers lo
cated in various States of the United States, the respondent caus~s 
said toffee to be transported from its principal place of business 1n 
the State of Connecticut to the purchasers thereof at their respective 
points of location in other States of the United States. The respond· 
ent has, at all times since its organization, maintained a constant 
current of trade in commerce in its toffee between and among the 
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAn. 3. British American Toffee Company has, at all times since 
its organization, been engaged in substantial competition with other 
corporations and with partnerships and individuals likewise engaged 
in the manufacture, distribution and sale of domestic confectionarY 
rro~~cts, including toffee, anll with corporations, partnerships, and 
mdtvtduals engaged in the importation distribution and sale of 
f . . ' , d 
ore1gn confect10nary products, including toffee, in commerce amon"' 

and between the several States of the United States. 
PAn. 4. In the course and conduct of its business, British American 

Toffee Company has offered for sale and sold its toffee in commerce, 
ns herein set out, in cellophane or paper Lags or containers and in 
cartons: ~Y. way of ad vertisemcnt, there are lithographed or printe~, 
o~ the md1~1dual wrapper for each piece of candy, tho words "Dell
cwus English Toffees." There are lithographed or printed on the 
cellophane bags or containers which hold n. number of indi,·idn:tl 
pieces of toffee the following words: 

Englnn<l't! l\fo~t l'opnlnr Swrrt 
l'k<"ndllly T1 ffl'r 

Tirltlsh Americnn TofTee Compnny 
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On the cellophane bags or containers, there also appear figures or 
picturizations representing the Tower of London and London Dridge 
and two soldiers simulating Dritish soldiery in dress and appearance. 

The other containers or cartons in which the cellophane bags or 
the toffee in bulk have been shipped from respondent's place of 
business to dealers and purchasers located in the several States bear 
labels containing the following words: 

Piccadilly Toffee 
made by 

The British American Toffee Co. 
New Haven, Conn. 

PAn. 5. Dritish American Toffee Company actually manufactures 
~aid tofl'ee in New Haven, Conn. It does not manufacture its toffee 
In any other place and it does not own, operate, or control manufac
turing plants, branches, or selling agencies in any pa1t of England 
or in any other foreign country. Its toffee is made from formulas 
prepared by the aforesaid James Whitefield who has been engaged 
ln the manufacturing of candy in England for a number of years. 

PAn. G. Confectionary products, including toffee manufactured in 
England or other foreign countries, have for many years enjoyed 
Widespread popularity, good-will and demand among the consuming 
P.ublic throughout the United States, many of whom believe and con
~Ider that con:fectionary products, especially those designated as 
'toffee" manufactured in England are superior in quality and other 
desirable characteristics to similar confectionary products manu
factured in the United States. :Many of the consuming public 
throughout the United States purchase toffee manufactured in Eng
land and imported into the United States in preference to toff('e manu
factured in the United Stales. 

PAn. 7. Since the filing and service of the complaint, the respond
ent has altered the advertising matter appearing on the cellophane 
~ags. and containers used in transporting its toffee in commerce. as 
lerelll <.lescribe<.l. The cellophane bags now bear the followmg 

'Words-
Piccadilly Style Toffee 

1\lnde by British American Toffee Co. 
In New Haven, Conn. 

1'he cellophane bags continue to have lithographed or printed 
thereon a picturization of London Bridge and the Tower of London 
~nu two soldiers simulating British sol<.liery. The letters of the word 
Style" are plainly and clearly printed in close connection with the 

Worus "Piccadilly" and "Toffee" and nre readily discernible. The 
remaining portion of the legend indicating that the product is nc-
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tually manufactured in New Haven, Connecticut appears to be con· 
spicuously placed in letters of sufficient size to be easily re.adab~e. 

Various wrappers for the individual pieces of toffee contamed 1n 
the cellophane bags above referred to have been altered so that the 
following words are printed thereon: 

Coronet Toffee 
Vanilla Flavor Toffee 

Molasses Flavor Toffee 
Brazil Nut Flavor Toffee 

Rum and nutter Flavor Toffee 

These wrappers as now printed and now used by the respondent 
do not contain the word "English." 

Since the filing and service of complaint, the respondent has altered 
the advertising matter appearing on the labels of the other containers 
and cartons so as to read-

Piccadilly Style Toffee 
made by 

The British American Toffee Co. 
In 

New Haven, Conn. 

The letters of the word "Style" are plainly and clearly printed in 
dose comwction with the words "Piccadilly" and "Toffee" and are 
readily discernible. The remaining portion of the legend indicating 
that the product is actually manufactured in New Hawn, Conn., ap· 
pears to be conspicuously placed in letters of sufficient size to be 
t·n~ily reallublc. 

P,\R. 8. There are among the comprtitor::; of rr~'>pomlent many who 
dt•al in conft•ct ionury protlurts awl ~dl in commert·P, as herein set out' 
toffpe as well as otlwr confrctionary products manufactured in Eng· 
land and imporlell to the United StntPs aml \Yho rightfully and law
full) reprPsPnt such merchandi;,c to be imported. There are others 
among the competitors of rt>spondent who manufacture antl sPll in 
conmwrce, as herein ~ct out, confectionary products, including totfrr, 
that nre manufactured in the United States and who in no nuwner 
rPprl'scnt their products as manufactured in or imported froJll 
England or any other foreign country. 

PAn. 9. The foregoing misleading statenwnts and representations 
on the part of the respondent have, and ha ,.e had, a tendency and 
capacity to mislend and deceive a, substantial portion of the- purchas· 
ing public into the erroneous anu mistaken belief that its toffee:; 
products heretofore- designated as "English Toffee" anu "PiccadillY 
Toffee'' are importations of a foreign manufacturrd proJuct an~l 
thnt r£>spondent owns and operates factories in Englanu in which 1t 
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manufactures said products. As a result of saiJ. belief, induced by 
the statements and representations of the respondent as hereinabove 
detailed, the purchasing public has purchased a substantial volume of 
respondent's toffee products with the result that trade has been un
fairly diverted from those competitors engaged in similar businesses 
who do not make use of the same or similar representations, acts 
and practices. As a consequence, substantial injury has been done 
by respondent to competition in commerce among and between the 
various States of the United States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, Dritish .Ameri
can Toffee Company, are to the prejudice of the public and of re
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition 
in commerce, within the intent anJ. meaning of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and 
for other purposes." 

ORDER TO CE:\SE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission and the agreed stipu
lation of facts entered into betw£'£'11 the r£'spond£'nt herein, Dritish 
American Toffee Company, and "\V. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the 
Commission, which provides, among other things, that without fur
ther eviclence or other intervening procedure, the Commission may 
issue and serve upon the respondent herein findings as to the facts 
~nd. conclusion based thereon and an order disposing of the proceed
Ing, and. the Commission having mad(' its findings as to the facts and 
conclusion that said respondent has violatNl the provisions of an 
Act of Congress, appron>ll Srptemher 2G, 1914, entitll•d "An Act to 
Cl'eate a Federal Trade Commission, to define its pmn•rs and duties. 
and for other purposes." 

It is O'rdered, That the respondent, Dt·itish American Toffee Com
Pany, and its officers, represcntatin•s, agents, ant! employees, in con
~ection with the adYertising, offering for sale, and sale and distribu
tion of confectionery products, including toff£>e, in interstate com
merce, forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Hepresenting, through the use of such phrases as "England's 
Most Popular Sweet," or any other word or phrase of similar import 
and £>1Tl•ct, or through any othH means or device, or in any manner, 
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that its said toffee products are manufactured in England or in any 
other foreign country or that said products are imported into the 
United States. 

2. Using the word "Piccadilly" alone or in conjunction with any 
other words or phrases, or using picturizations of English soldiery 
or the Tower of London and London Bridge, or similar picturizations 
as descriptive of its toffee products on bags or containers, or in any 
other manner, unless there is placed in close proximity to and equal 
prominence with said words, phrases and picturizations, other words 
that clearly indicate that said product is actually produced or manu· 
factured in the United States. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall within VO days after 
the service upon it of this order file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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Syllabus 

IN THE MATTER OF 

llERNARD LICHT, TRADING AS LICHT'S FUR FACTORY 

COMPLAINT, FINDING'S; AND DllDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2787. Complaint, Apr. 2-5, 193G-Decisiorn-, May 21, 19~1 

Where an iuuividual eugageu in the sale of furs and fur garments, and owner 
of all the outstanding stock of a corvomte manufacturer, wholesaler, and 
retailer of such garments, located at same address; in advertising, in 
nn adjoining State, his said furs and fur garments through radio broadcasts 
over a station, wavt>length of which was of such charactE'r that it could 

(u) he heard by people in States other than such adjoining State of orlgin
ltepreseuted that he owned the building in which his business was carried 
on, anu that he possessed, or was in a position to offer for sale, thousa.nd8 
of fur coats in tile newest styles and models, etc., and that by purchasing 
from him, the customer could save the middleman's profit and that the 
saving thereby ell'ected amounted to as much as fifty percent of the price of 
:hnilar garments sold through the usual retail channels, facts being 11either 
te 11 01' aforesaid corporation owlted saiu building, bnt he was ouly a 

tenant aud occupied and paid rent for the srcond floor thereof, be was 
not in a position to offer "thousands" of fur coat!J and other garments, but 
number thereof on hand and available for sale at any other time was 
substantially less than stated and represented over such broadcast, he maue 
use ot fur sewing machines not owned by him in manufacture of such 
garments made by him, purchased many of his fur garments from afore
said corporation and other fur manufacturers, coats auvertlsed hy him as 
~foresaid at varying prices wPre purchasable from other huge retail estnb
t:lllmwuts in the same city for substantially smaller amounts, those adver-

S{'(\ for $39 were "rebuilt" or "renovated" coats, and customers or 
Pro!<pPctive customers could not and did not e1rect any such saving as above 
set fortt th (b) l rough purchase from him; 
1;~'llresented that nil r!'pairs for furs or fur garments were furnishrd free 
~ {'barge, Rlld that storage for such products was likewise thus furnished, 
acts being amount of free rPpairs furnished by him was limited and did 

not lnclud f f · lldd' e use o material necessary to make repairs involved, or which 
Itional amount of money was charged, and he did not give "free stor

age" t 
.. 0 his customers, as understoou among members of tra!le as incluuing 
Pl'oper refrigerated space where the garment is hung, and adequate lnsur
~nce to cover the garment in the event of loss that would be sustained," 

tlut charged IIIs said customers for insurance against fire, burglary, and 
left on f 

(c) n. urs anu fur garments stored by them; and 
t eJ")re~<entcd that customers or prospective customer8 could purchase new 
g ur garments consisting of genuine Hudson seal, raccoons, and other fur 

('armeuts, at the low price of $45 for each coat, and that purchases of fur 
oats c ld 

0 
d ou be effected by them through turning in their old coats in trade 

n n having allowance made therefor to apply on the purchase price of the 

0
;w coat offered by him; facts being that he did not disclose that many 

fr the coats which be oll'ered at low prices were made from old skins taken 
Oil! coats previously worn, repaired and made over, and he did not sell 
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garments at low price quoted in broadcast, but asked substantially more 
therefor; 

With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the 
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that all said representatidiiS 
were true, and with the result that a number of the consuming public, ns 0 

direct consequence of the mistaken and erroneous beliefs induced us ufol'&' 
said, pUI'chased substantial volume of his said furs and fur garments, nnll 
trade was unfairly diverted to him from those likewise engaged In snle 
of sueh products between and among the various States and who truthfullY 
auverth<e the same; to the substantial injury of competition iu commerce: 

Held, That snell acts antl, practices were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. Edward M. Averill, trial examiner. 
JJ!r. George Foulkes for the Commission. 
Rathlcopf & Rathkopf, of New York City, for respondent. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis· 
sion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Bernard 
Licht, trading as Licht's Fur Factory, hereinafter referred to as r.e· 
spondent, has been and is. using unfair methods of competition 111 

commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to 
the said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof wou_ld 
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating 1ts 
charges in that respect as follows: 

PARAonArn 1. Respondent, Dernard Licht, is an individual trading 
umlcr the name and style of Licht's Fur Factory, with his principal 
place of business located at 102 West 2!lth Street, in the city of Ne\\' 
York, State of New York. Respond£>nt is now and for several monthS 
last past has been engagt>d in the business of selling furs and fllr 
garments at retail, which he distributes to purchasers, many of whoJll 
reside in States other than the State of New York, and when orderS 
are received therefor, they are filled by respondent by shipping th~ 
same from the said city of New York, State of New York, into n.n 
through other States of the United States, and in the District of Co· 
lumbia, to the re..o;;pective places of business or residences of such pllr· 
chasers. In the course and conduct of his business said respondent 
was and is in substantial competition with other individuals, firn~s, 
partnerships, and corporations likewise enO'aO'ed in the sale and diS· 
t 'b . f f "" "" ' llS n ut10n o urs and fur garments between and among the var1o 
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. . 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of his business as set forth 111 

paragraph 1 hereof, respondent in soliciting the sale of said prod· 
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Uct · · b s In mterstate commerce advertised and now advertises the same 
Y lneans of radio broadcasts over a station having a wide interstate 

reception. Induced by the statements and representations which re
spontlent makE's or causes to be made over said radio broadcasts, per
~ons residing in various States have purchased furs and fur garments 
rom said respondent, in some cases for shipment to them at their 

respective places of rl'sidence and in other cases to be immediately 
carried by such purchasers into other States. 

P.-~.n. 3. In the radio broadcasts, described in paragraph 2 hereof, 
~espo~dent represents and has represented that he owns the factory 

1~lldmg in which he carries on his business and which is located at 
, 2 West 29th Strl'et, New York, N.Y. In truth and in fact, respond
~~t has not owned nor does he own the building in which he conducts 
118 said business, but occupied and now occupies a small space on 
one of the floors of the building where his business has been and is 
carried on. 

b P,\R, 4. Respondent further states and represents in his radio 
r~'ldcasts as aforesaid and also by means of advertising literature 

an cards that respondent is a manufacturer of the furs and fur 
f"ar1 . 
~ 1lents winch respon<lent offers for sale and sells, and that by 
!'tlrc} · . p Iasmg from respondent the customer can save the middleman's 

5~ofit, and that the saving thereby effected amounts to as much as 
h% of the price of similar garments sold through the usual retail 

ct annels. In truth and in fact, said respondent is not a manufac-
Urer f f . t' <1 ° ur garmt>nts but purchases the fimshed garments adver-

tise and sold by him from jobbers, wholesalers, and other manufac-
Uret·s N · ff · of 1': • or can custonwrs or prospective customers e ect a savmg ,;tlo ~y purchasing furs or fur garments from respondent. 

St tere 1s a preference on the part of certain customers in different 
d' ates of the United States for furs and fur garments purchased 
a 

1~ctly. from the manufacturer ther('of, and there is an impression 
d~ belief existing among certain of said customers that by dealing 
~;~~tly with the manufacturer they can eliminate the profit of the 
tn 

1 
c leman, and that they can buy goods at a cheaper price and on 

pore favorable terms than they can from jobbers or corporatioms, 
""artnerships, firms, or persons not manufacturing furs or fur gar
... ents t1 t p la sell to such customers. 
sp AR. 5. In the course and conduct of such radio broadcasts, re
te ondent made or caused to be made the following statements and 

Presentations: 
Licht' 

lnuu 8 offer thousands of beautiful fur coats In the newest styles and models 
e frou I . 1 on Y the finest furs consisting of Seal, Persian Lamb, 1\Imk, Cnracul, 
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Raccoon and many others, in all sizes, and prices as low as $35.00 and up to 
$1,000.00 ••• 

Licht's Fur Factory are now displaying thousands of beautiful fur coats 
such as Seal, Caracul, Marmlnk, Raccoon, 1\Iuskrat-plain or trimmed with 
Fitch, Raccoon or Beaver, for only $3!).00! Just Imagine, a beautiful fur coat 
for only $39.00. 

In truth and in fact, respondent at no time had on hand or was 
in the position to offer for sale "thousands" of fur coats or other 
garments, but the number of such garments on hand and available 
for sale at any one time was substantially less than stated and rep
resented, nor did respondent have on hand furs consisting of seal, 
Persian lamb, mink, caracul, and raccoon for sale at the low prices 
mentioned over said radio broadcasts. 

PAR. 6. Respondent further states and represents by the media of 
radio broadcasts that customers who would purchase furs or fur gar· 
ments from respondent would receive free repairs and that respond· 
ent offers with the purchase of furs or fur garments free storage for 
the same. In truth and in fact, the amount of "free" repairs fnr· 
nished by respondent was and is very limited, and does not include 
the use of materials necessary to make said repairs; but respondent 
charges an additional amount of money for the materials necessarY 
to make said repairs. In truth and in fact, the respondent does not 
give free storage to his customers but charges said customers for jn· 
surance against fire, burglary and theft on furs and fur garments 
stored by such customers. 

PAn. 7. Respondent by the media of radio broadcasts further repre· 
sented that customers or prospective customers could purchase furs 
consisting of genuine Hudson seals, raccoons, black Russian ponies, 
marminks, muskrats, brown, black or gray caraculs at the price of 
$!5.00 for each coat, and that purchases of fur coats could be effect~d 
by customers or prospective customers turning in their old coats lil 

tratle for which an ·allowance would be made by respondent to applY 
to the purchase price of said new coats offered by respondent. In 
truth and in fact, many of the coats offered by respondent at ]o\\' 
prices were and are "rebuilt" or "renovated" coats, that is, coats made 
from old skins taken from coats which had been previously worn, 
then repaired and made over, and respondent did not sell the furs 
at the low prices quoted in said radio broadcasts but on the contrat:J 
asked prices substantially higher than those stated over the rad10 

broadcasts. 
PAR. 8. The false and rn)sleading statements and representation:, 

as aforesaid, have the capacity and tendency to divert and have dt· 
verted to said respondent trade from his competitors, both those whO 
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are in truth manufacturers of fur garments and represent them
selves as such, and those who do not manufacture the garments they 
sell, but who resell them on the same basis as this respondent but do 
not misrepresent their status, and from those competitors who do not 
misrepresent the value or usual selling price of the garments sold 
by them. Such statements and misrepresentations have the tendency 
and capacity to deceive and mislead and do deceive and mislead the 
purchasing· public into the belief that respondent is a manufacturer, 
and that the garments sold by respondent are manufactured by him, 
and that by reason of respondent's being a manufacturer, respondent's 
customers can acquire greater value by purchasing furs and fur gar
ments from respondent than by purchasing such garments from re-

. tailers, and that by purchasing from respondent a saving of 50% of 
the real value and usual retail selling value can be effected, and that 
expensive furs can be acquired from respondent at nominal or low 
prices, and that all the furs and fur garments advertised and sold by 
respondent are new fur garments and not "rebuilt" or "renovated" 
garments or garments previously worn and repaired, then renovated, 
and that the purchase of a garment or garments from respondent 
entitles a purchaser or purchasers to free repairs, and to free storage, 
and that such free storage includes payment by respondent of all 
insurance charges against burglary, theft, and fire. 

The acts and practices of respondent as hereinbefore set forth are 
calculated to and tend to and do unfairly divert trade to respondent 
from said competitors, and by the acts and practices of respondent 
hereinbefore described substantial injury is done by respondent to 
competition in interstate commerce. 

PAR. 9. The above alleged acts and practiCRs of respondent are each 
and all of them to the prejudice of the public and respondent's com
petitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate 
commerce within the meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress 
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other 
Purposes." 

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
t:mber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commis
~on, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 

ederal Trade Commission, on April 25, 1936, issued and served its 
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Bernard Licht, doing 
business as Licht's Fur Factory, charging him with the use of unfair 
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methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of 
said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of 
respondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support 
of the allegations of said complaint were introduced by George 
Foulkes, attorney for the Commission, before Edward M. Averill, an 
examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly designated by it, and 
in opposition to the allegations of the complaint, by Charles Rath· 
kopf, attorney for the respondent, and said testimony and other evi
dence were fully recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. 
Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before 
the Commission on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony 
and other evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and in oppo· 
sition thereto; and the Commission having duly considered the same, 
and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceed· 
ing is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to 
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent Bernard Licht is an individual trad· 
ing under the name and style of Licht's Fur Factory. Respondent 
has his principal place of business at 102 'Vest 29th Street, in the city 
of New York, State of New York. 

Hespondent is now and since the month of June 1935, has been, 
t-ngaged in the business of selling furs and fur garments. 

'Vhen said fur garments are sold by respondent, he causes them to 
be shipped from his place IJf business in the city of New York, State 
of New York, to purchasers located in the various States of the 
United States. 

In the course and conduct of his business, respondent was and is 
in substantial competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, 
nnd corporations likewise engaged in the sale and distribution of furs 
nnd fur garments between and among the various Stutes of the United 
Stutes. 

There is also locateu at 102 'Vest 2Dth Street, New York City, State 
of New York, Harry Licht and Sons, Inc., a corporation organized 
under the laws of the, State of New York in April 1933. 

Harry Licht is the father of the respondent Bernard Licht, and nt 
one time a manager of the corporation Harry Licht & Sons, Inc. 

Harry Licht & Sons, Inc., is a manufacturer, wholesaler, and re· 
tailer of furs and fur garments. 

Responucnt Bernard Licht owns all of the outstanding stock of 
Harry Licht & Sons, Inc., 19 shares in all, which have a. par value 
uf $100 per share. 
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Harry Licht, father of the respondent Bernard Licht, often acted 
as a salesman in the place of business of Bernard Licht, trading as 
Licht's Fur Factory. 

PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of his business, respondent Ber
nard Licht, trading as Licht's Fur Factory, in soliciting the sale and 
sale of furs and fur garments, advertised by means of radio broad· 
casts over Station W AAT, which is located in Jersey City, State of 
New Jersey. 

The wave length of Station ·wAAT, is of such character that it 
tan be heard by people in States other than the State of New Jersey. 
Respondent represented over radio Station "\V AAT by means of radio 
broadcast that he owned the factory building in which he carries on 
his business and which is located at 102 "\Vest 29th Street, New York 
City, N. Y. During the months of September, October, November, 
and December, in the year 1935, respondent caused the following state
:rnents to be made over radio Station "\V AAT: 

This is the address of Licht's Fur Company-spelled L-l·C·H-T'S which is 
<•Pen week days from 9: 00 A. M. to 9 : 00 P. M. and Sundays from 10 : 00 A. M. 
to 5: 00 P. M.-rcmember-don't lool{ for a retail store-Licht's occupy their 
nwn factory building at this address-which is one door from Sixth Avenue In 
New York City-

In fact, respondent has not owned nor does he own the building in 
Which Licht's Fur Factory has been and is located. 

Respondent is a tenant in said building and pays rent for his 
occupancy of the second floor thereof. Neither does Harry Licht & 
Sons, Inc., own said building. 

Harry Licht & Sons, Inc. has the use of space rented by Bernard 
Licht, doing business as Licht's Fur Factory. 

PAn. 3. Hespondent further represented over said radio broadcast 
that Licht's Fur Factory was and is a manufacturer of the furs and 
fur garments which respondent offers for sale and sells, and that by 
Purchasing from respondent the customer can save the middleman's 
Profit, and that the saving thereby effected amounts to as much as 
fifty percent of the price of similar garments sold through the usual 
retail channels . 
. During the month of November 1935, respondent caused the follow
Ing announcement to be broadcast over radio Station 'VAAT: 

Why not purchase your Fur Coat from a Manufacturer this year-Lieht's 
have been manufacturing furriers for over twenty-eight years-and are now 
Selling direct to you from their own fur factory at manufacturer's prices-and 
You save up to fifty percent-don't let warm weather fool you-prepare for 
\\'Inter now-at Licht's Fur Factory. 

Respondent further represented over said radio broadcast that fine 
fur garments could be purchased at very low prices. 
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During the month of October 1935, respondent caused the following 
announcement to be broadcast over Station W AA T: 

Licht's offer thousands of beautiful fur coats in the newest styles and models 
made from only the finest furs consisting of Seal, Persian Lamb, 1\Iink, Caracul, 
Itaccoon and many others, In all sizes, and priced as low as $35 and up to $1000 
dollars • • •-

In fact during the year 1935, respondent Bernard Licht, doing 
business as Licht's Fur Factory, operated several fur sewing machines 
with which he manufactured fur garments. 

The fur sewing machines used by respondent, while operated by 
him, were owned by his father Harry Licht, doing business as Harry 
Licht & Sons, Inc. 

Respondent purchased many of his fur garments from Harry Licht 
& Sons, Inc., and from other fur manufacturers. 

In fact customers, or prospective customers could not, nor can they 
-effect a saving of fifty percent by purchasing furs or fur garments 
from respondent. · 

Coats advertised by respondent over said radio broadcasts at $110 
and $135 could be purchased from other large retail fur establishments 
in New York City for $98. 

Coats of similar quality and for which respondent charged $139 
could during the time of said radio broadcast be purchased in other 
retail stores for $119. 

The coats which respondent advertised for $39 were "rebuilt coats" 
or "renovated coats," that is, coats made up from skins which had been 
previously worn. 

Respondent further causetl to be represented over said radio broad· 
('ast that he had on hand at his factory, located at 102 'Vest 29th 
Street, New York City, N. Y., "thousands" of fur garments, and 
that he was in the position to ofl'er for sale thousands of fur garments 
to the purchasing public. 

During the month of November in the year 1935 respondent caused 
the following aunouncenwnt to be broadcast over radio Station 
WAAT: 

Licht's fur factory-Located at 102 West 2!lth St., one door from (ltb 
Avenue In New Yorlt-kept right on manufacturing fur coats and are no~ 
displaying thousands of beautiful fur coats, such as seal, caracul, marmink. 
raccoon, bPaver and mink-priced as low as $39 and up to $1000. 

In fact, respondent at no time had on hand or was in the position 
to otTer for sale "thousands" of fur coats or other garments, but the 
number of such garments on hand and available for sale at any one 
time was substantially less than stated and represented over said 
rarlio boadcn.st. 
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PAn. 4. Respondent caused to be represented over said radio 
broadcast that customers who would purchase furs or fur garments 
from respondent would receive free repairs, and that respondent 
offers with the purchase of furs or fur garments, free storage for 
the sarne. 

During the months of September and October in the year 1935, 
respondent caused the following announcements to be broadcast over 
radio Station 'VAAT: 

• • "' Your old coat will be accepted as cash against the purchase of any 
;ew coat-and with every purchase--you are given free repair service and 
ree storage for three years "' • •. 

f • • • Every coat is guaranteed with free storage and repair service 
or three years . 

. During the month of NoYember 1935 respondent caused the follow
lug announcement to be made over radio Station "\V AA T: 

Hepair senice and storage for three years absolutely free. 

In fact, the amount of free repairs furnished by respondent was 
and is limited, and docs not inclmle the use of material necessary to 
lnake said repairs; but respondent charges an additional amount of 
lnoney for the materials necessary to make said repairs. 

!Vhen a customer purchased a fur garment said customer re
eelved a certificate from respondent, which contained the following 
Provision: 

(l ~-In !Hlditiou to our Free Storage we will repair all rip8, sew up seams. 
l.tze your Garment free of charge for the period of this guarantee . 
. 2-Shonld your garment need repairings, whereas we will have to use mate

rial of any kind, there will be n charge to you on same at actual cost of labor 
and material. 

In truth and in fact respondent docs not give free storage to his 
~Ustorners but charges said customers for insurance against fire, 

urglary and theft on furs and fur garments stored by such 
eustorners. 

The guarantee certificate which respondent gives to a customer who 
}JUrchases a fur coat also contains the following provision: 

'!' 3· We will insure your Furs, rrotecti11g them against Fire, Burglary and 
heft at a ~;mall minimum per cent eharge on valuation placed thereon. 

In accordance with the provisions of said guarantee certificate, 
respondent charged customers a fee, which fee represented an insur
ance charge for protection of the fur garment from loss sustained by 
l'eason of fire, burglary and theft while placed in storage by 
l·e 8Pondent. 
f The words "free storage" are understood, among members of the 
llr trade, to include "proper refrigerated space where the garment 
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is hung, and adequate insurance to cover the garment in the event of 
loss that would be sustained.'' 

PAR. 5. Respondent, by the media of said radio broadcasts, further 
represented that customers or prospective customers could purchase 
new fur garments consisting of genuine Hudson seals, raccoons, and 
other fur garments at the low price of $45 for each coat. Respond
ent further represented that purchases of fur coats could be effected 
by customers or prospective customers turning in their old coats in 
trade, for which an allowance would be made by respondent to apply 
to the purchase price of said new coat offered by respondent. 

In fact, many of the coats offered by respondent at low prices we~e 
coats made from old skins taken from coats which had been previ
ously worn, then repaired and made over, which fact respond
ent failed to disclose over said radio broadcasts, and respondent did 
not sell the garments at the low price quoted in said radio broadcast& 
but asked prices substantially higher. 

PAR. 6. Each and all of the false and misleading statements made 
by respondent as hereinabove set forth, in offering for sale and 
selling his furs and fur garments, had and now has a tendency and 
capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchas
ing public into the erroneous belief that all of said representations 
nre true. 

Further, as a direct consequence of the mistaken and erroneous 
beliefs induced by the false and misleading statements of respondent 
as hereinabove enumerated, a number of the consuming public pur
chased a substantial volume of respondent's furs and fur garments, 
with the result that trade has been unfairly diverted to respondent 
from individuals, firms, and corporations likewise engaged in the 
business of selling furs and fur garments, between and among the 
various States of the United States, and who truthfully advertise 
their products. 

As n, result thereof, substantial injury has been done and is no''' 
being done by respondent to competition in commerce among nnd 
hetwPen the various States of the United States. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, Bernard Licht• 
doing business as Licht's Fur Factory, are to the prejudice of t~e 
public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair 
Joethods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaninl! 
of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approvPd SPptember 2(), 1914-, 
entitled "An Act to create n FP<leral Trade Commission, to drfine it" 
powprs and duties, and for other purposes." 
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before Edward M. 
Averill, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated 
by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposi
tion thereto, briefs filed herein, (oral argument having been waived) 
by George Foulkes, counsel for the Commission, and by Chas. Rath
kopf, counsel for the respondent, and the Commission having made 
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent 
has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Septem
ber 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, 
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, Bemard Licht, doing business as 
Light's Fur Factory, or under any other trade name, his representa
tives, agents, and employees, in connection with the offering for sale, 
sale, and distribution of furs and fur garments in interstate commerce, 
do forthwith cease and desist from representing: 

1. That he owns the building in which his business is carried on; 
2. That he possesses or is in the position to offer for sale "thousands" 

or any other number of furs and fur garments substantially in excess 
of the amount that he actually has on hand; 

3. That a saving of 50 percent or any saving can be effected by pur
chasing furs or fur garments from him; 

4. That all repairs for furs or fur garments are furnished free of 
charge; 

5. Ti1at storage for furs or fur garments is furnished free of charge, 
unless and until said free storage includes the placing of the garment 
in properly refrigerated space, and adequate insurance for protection 
of the garment from loss sustained by fire, burglary and theft; 

6. That all the furs and fur garments sold by him are made from 
new skins not previously used or worn. 

It is further ordered, That the respondent above named shall, within 
30 days after the service upon him of this order, file with the Com
mission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner in which 
he has complied with this order. · 

146756m-3!J-vol. 24-88 
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IN THE ::MA ITER OF 

KIENZLER DISTILLING CORPORATION 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND OUDEit IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 
Ol!' SEC. li OF AN .ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Docket 2634. Complaint, Nov. 18, 1935-Decision, May 28, 1981 

Where a corporation engaged, as rectifier and wholesaler of spirituous liquors, 
in purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins and otl.ler 
alcoholic beverages, and in producing gin with stills used therefor, bY 
redistillation of purchased alcohol, not produced by it, over juniper berries 
and other aromatics, and in selling Its aforesaid various products to hotels, 
bars, clubs, and restaurants through a corporate sales agency with pre
pomlerant identity in the matter of oflicers, personnel, and In other respects, 
and in the sale thereof also to wholesalers and retailers, in substantial 
competition with those engaged in the manufacture by true distillation of 
whiskies, gins and other alcoholic beverages from mash, wort, or wash, 
and in selling same in trade and commerce and in the various States and in 
the District of Columbia, and with those engaged in purchasing, rectifying, 
blending, and bottling such various beverages and similarly selling same, 
and Including among said competitors those who, as manufacturers and 
distillers by original and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash 
through continuous closed pipes and vessels until manufacture is complete, 
of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous beverages sold by them, truthfulli 
used words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part of 
their corporate or trade names and on their stationery and catalog:> and 
on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship their said products. 
and those who, engaging In purchasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and 
selling such various products, do not use afot·csaid words as above set forth-

RepresentC"d, through usE> of word "Distilling" In its coq1orate name, printf'd 
on its stationery and catalogs and on the labels attached to the bottles in 
which It sold and shipped Its said products and In various other ways to 
its custom£'rs, and furnished same with the means of l'£'presentiug to their 
vendees, both retailers and ultimate consuming public, tbat It was R dis· 
tiller and that the said whlskiPs, gins, cordials, br>mdies, and other alco· 
holic beverages contaln<>d In such bottles were by it made through process 
of distillation from mash, wort, or wash, notwithstanding fact It did not 
thus distill said various beverages, thus bottled, labeled, sold, and trans· 
ported by It, through process of original and continuous distillation as llbove 
set forth, and as long definitely understood from word "distilling" when 
used In connection with liquor Industry and products thereof by trade and 
ultimate purchasing public, did not own, operate, or control any place or 
places where such beverages are made by aforesaid process of continuous 
distillation from mash, wort, or wash, and was not, notwithstanding Its 
aforesaid production of gin, as commonly acc£'pt£'d and understood by trade 
and public, a distiller, for the purchase of tl)e bottled liquors of which there 
is a preference on the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing public; 

With effect of misleading and deceiving dealers and purchasing public Into the 
belief that it was a distiller or di>ltilling company In the or·dinat·y accepted 
sense of those terms, and that the whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
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beverages sold by it were by it made or distilled from mash, wort, or wash 
by one continuous process, and of Inducing dealers and purchasing public, 
acting in such beliefs, to buy the whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic bever
ages rectified and bottled by it, and with result of giving it an unfair com· 
Petitlve advantage over those of its competitors who do not, through use 
of such terms ln their trade or corporate names, represent that pat:kage 
of alcoholic liquor offered to retaller, and In turn to consumer, is a distillery. 
bottled puclmge, and with tendency thereby to divert trade to it from such 
competitors; to the substnntiallnjury of competition in commerce: 

llezrt, That such acts and practices were to the prejudice of the public and com
petitors aud constituted unfair methods of competition. 

Before Mr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner. 
Mr. PGad B. !lforehouse and Mr. De'lVitt T. Puckett for the 

Commission. 
llfr. Mortirne'r S. Go·rdon and Mr. Herman Keller, of New York 

City, for respondent. 
COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep
te~ber 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Com
nussion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," 
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Kienzler 
Distilling Corporn.tion, a corporation hereinafter referred to as re
spondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in 
commerce as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing 
to the said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof 
:"ould be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating 
lts charges in that respect as follows: 

P ARAGnAPII 1. Respondent is a corporation, organized, existing, and 
doing business under the laws of the State of New York, with its 
office and principal place of business in the city of New York, in said 
State. It is now, and for more than one year last past has been, 
engaged in the business of a wholesaler and rectifier, purchasing, 
~ectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic 
everages and in the sale thereof in constant course of trade and 

commerce between and among the various States of the United States 
and in the District of Columbia. In the course and conduct of its 
Said business it causes its said products when sold to be transported 
from its place of business into and through various States of the United 
St.ates to the purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and re
tailers, located in other States of the United States and the District 
of Columbia. In the course and conduct o£ its business as aforesaid, 
:espondent is now, and £or more than one year last past has been, 
1~ substantial competition with other corporations and with indi
VIduals, partnerships, and finns engaged in the manufacture by true 
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distillation of whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages frolll 
mash, wort, or wash, and in the sale thereof in trade and commerce 
between and among the various States of the United States and in 
the District of Columbia; and in the course and conduct of its busi
ness as aforesaid respondent is, and for more than one year last past 
has been, in substantial competition with other corporations and 
with individuals, firms, and partnerships engaged in the business of 
purchasing, rectifying, blending, and bottling whiskies, gins, and 
other alcoholic beverages and in the sale thereof in commerce be
tween and among the various States of the United States and in the 
District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. Upon the premises of respondent's place of business afore
said there is a still for use in the production of gins by a proeess of 
rectification whereby alcohol, purchased but not produced by re· 
spondent, is redistilled over juniper berries aH<l other aromatics. 
Such rectification of alcoholic spirits does not make or constitute 
respondent a distillery or a distiller, as defined by Section 3247 of the 
Hevised Statutes regulating Internal Revenue, nor as commonlY 
understood by thE' public and the liquor industry. For a long period 
of time the word "distilling" v.-hen used in connection with the 
liquor industry and with the products thereof has had and still haS 
a definite significance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers and 
retailers in such industry and to the ultimate pmchasing public, to 
wit, the manufacturing of spirituous liquors by an original and con· 
tinuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous 
closed pipes and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, and 
a substantial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spiritu· 
ous liquors bottled and prepared by distillers. 

r .m. 3. In the course aml conduct of its business as afore:>nid by 
the use of the word "Distilling" in its corporate i1ame, printed on its 
stationery, catalogs and on the labels attached to the bottles in which. 
it sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, respond· 
ent represents to its customers and furnishes them with the means 
of representing to their vendees, both retailers and the ultimate con· 
suming public, that it i~ a distiller and that the said whiskies, gins, 
and other alcoholic beverages therein contained were by it mann· 
factured through the process of distillation from mash, wort, or 
wash, when, as a matter of fact, respondent is not a distiller, does 
not distill the said whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic hHernges bY 
it so bottled, labeled, sold, and transported, and merely by the use of 
a still operated by it as aforesaid in the production of gin, does 11ot 
distill the whiskies, gins and. other spirituous beverages by it so bot· 
tied, labeled, sold., and. transported in the sense in which the word 
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~'distilled" is commonly accepted and understood by those engaged 
111 the liquor trade and the public. Hespondent does not own, oper
ate, or control any place or places where spirituous beverages are 
l~tanufactnrecl by a process of original and continuous distillation 
from nwsh, wort, or wash . 
• PAn. 4. There are among the competitors o:f respondent engaged 
111 the sule of spirituous beverages as mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu
factme and distill from mash, wort, or wash, whiskies, gins, and 
~ther spirituous l.>everages sold by them and who truthfully u~c the 
Words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part 
of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, catalogs 
:and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such 
:Protlnets. There are also among such competitors corporations, firms, 
partnei·ships, a!l(l indh·iduals engaged in the business of purchas
Ing, rectifying, blending bottling and selling whiskies, gins, and 
~tl~er alcoholic ben•rages who do not use the words "distillery," 
distilleries" "cli.stillincr" or "distillers" as a part of their corporate 

' ol 
Dr trade names, nor on their stationery, catalogs, advertising, uor 
0~ the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their 
sald products. · 

PAll. 5. The representations by respondent, as set forth in para
graph 3 hereof, are calculated to and have a capacity and tendency to 
and do mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public into 
the beliefs that respondent is a distiller and that the whiskies, gins, 
and other spirituous beverages sold by respondent are manufactured 
or distilled by it from mash, wort, or wash by one continuous proc
<'ss and are calculated to and have the capacity and tendency to and 
do induce dealers and the purchasing public, acting in such beliefs, 
to Purchase the whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic be,·erages rectified 
~nd bottled by the respondent, thereby diverti11g trade to respondent 
. torn its competitors who do not by their corporate or trade name or 
111 any other manner misrepresent that they are distillers, and thereby 
~espondent does substantial injury to substantial competition in 
Interstate commerce. 

PAn, 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been clone and 
the false representations allegeu to have been made by respondent 
are to the prejudice of the public and the competitors of respondent 
nnu constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within 
~he intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled 
A.n Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to uefine its powers 

and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 2G, 1914. 
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REPORT, FIND£NGS AS TO nm FAcTs, AND OnnEn 

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved Sep· 
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Corn
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, on November 18, 1935, issued and on 
November 19 served its compb.int in this proceeding upon responde~t 
Kienzler Distilling Corporation, charging it with the use of unfa1r 
methods of competition in co~merce in violation of the provisions 
of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of 
respondent's answer thereto, testimony aml other evidence in support 
of the allegations of said. complaint were introduced. by PGa<l D. 
Morehouse and De,Vitt T. Puckett, attorneys for the Commission, 
before John L. IIomor, au examiner of the Commission therrtofore 
duly <lesignated by it, and in opposition to the allegations of the 
complaint by Herman Keller and l\Iortimer S. Gordon, attorneys for 
the respondent; and said testimony and. other evidence were dulY 
recorded. and. filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the 
proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission 
on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony und other 
evidence unJ briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition 
thereto, counsel for respondent having failed. to appPar at the tin10 

and place set for oral aq,,rument herein, to wit: l\lay 3, 1937, and no 
argument therefore having bel'n made; and the Commission having' 
duly considered the foregoing and bt'ing now fully advised in tl~e 
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interc~t of the puLhC 
and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion dra'\"\"'ll 
therefrom: 

l'"INDINGS AS TO TIIF: FACTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respowh,nt is 11. corporation orrranizPd under the laWS 
of t.he State of New York on NonmLcr 27, 1933, existing and doin.g 
busmess at 30-32 W"est 24th St., New York City, urul<.'r a l1usic }Wflll1t 
from the Federal .\1cohol Admini~tration known as "R-4G'' ns ll 

rectifi<.'r and whol<.'sul<.'r of spirituous liquors uiHl has enrrarrcd in 
the distilled spirits rectifying nnd wholesulin" 

1

bnsiness since...,tl~e datt~ 
f "t . . .... oo o 1 s o:gamzatwn. Its average sal<.'s nrc npproximately $500,000· 

n year m volume. At the same address Lnt 011 a different floor of 
' the same twelve-story building is locatPd the Lusin<.'s'> of the Ki<.'nzlcr 

Company, another corporation which was form<.'d in 1883 to handle 
rPctifiPd liquors and foodstuffs. This latter company havinrr the s:tll10 

m 1 · r. t's 0 lces anc usmg the same employees as rcspon1l<.'nt, is respondcn 
only customer exc<.'pt for one or two local joblx>rs, and acts as rcc;pond· 
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ent's distributor and sales agent. Prior to April 193G, Mr. Albert 
Guggenheim was president of Kienzler Distilling Corporation, Mr. 
l\Ii?hael Neuberger was its secretary, and Miss Jessie E. Simonson, 
ass1stant secretary, but Mr. Guggenheim and the witness Morris 
Keller, respondent's general manager, controlled the business. On 
or about April 1, 193G, there was a reorganization in the affairs of 
the two companies. Mr. Keller was elected president in the place of 
Mr. Guggenheim, and the other officers remained the same, Mr. Gug
genheim, however, becoming prPsident of the Kienzler Company, the 
selling agf'nt, Mr. Guggenheim and Mr. Keller, the present president 
of respondent company, consult in the operation of both companies 
and their respective office forces occupy the same space and are 
75% identical. The respondent, Kienzler Distilling Corporation, 
PUrchases its distilled spirits requirPments in bulk from distillers and 
bottles them straight or blended. It then sells the bottled products 
already labeled to the Kienzler Company and the liquor is shipped 
b~ respond<.>nt to the customers of the Kienzler Company upon the 
Kienzler Company's ord<.>r and direct from the premises of respond
~nt, except thnt sometimes when the Kienzler Distilling Corporation 
IS heavily stocked the surplus merchandise is movrd from the Kienz
ler l~istilling Corporation1s warehouse to the Kienzler Company's 
Premises. 

Of the hoftlc<l liquors, about 75% consists of respondent's own 
brands hearincr its name Kienzler Distillinrr Corporation thereon, 

b ' ~ • 
and about 2:J% consists of what is known as "private brand" busmess, 
Whereon the naml.' of Kienzlt>r Distilling Corporation does not always, 
hut docs sometimes appear. Tl1e Kienzler Company, the selling 
agent, also imports or buys from other sources than respondent, 
approximately $100,000 worth of alcoholic beverages. 

Approximat<>ly 85 to 90% of rc<-pond('nt's total products are sold 
through the sal<>s agt•ncy of the Kienzler Company to ho~els, b~rs, 
c!~lhs and r<>staurants both in New York anti elsewhere, mc~udmg 
1 1tt8Lurgh, Pu., Cincinnati, Ohio, and Chicago, III., the K1enzler 
C~rnpany as rPspondrnt's distributor and agent selling the liquors 
Pr . 

lncipally at "holesalc. 
The Commission finds that respondent is now and for more than 

?nc year last past has Ll'ell engaged in purchasing, rectifying, blend
~ng, and hottlino- whiskies gins and other alcoholic beverages, and 
In tl · ,.., ' ' b t le sale thereof in couqtant course of tratlc nud commPrce P ween 
~~~d among the \'arious States of the United States and in the District 
? ColnmLia. In the cour:.c and conduct of its said business it causes 
lts ·.1 f · l f b · sa,~ products when sold to Le transported rom Its P ace o usi-
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11ess into and throurrh various States of the United States to the "' . purchasers thereof, consisting of wholesalers and retailers, located m 
other States of the United States and the District of CQlumbia. In 
the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial competi
tion with other corporations and with individuals, partnerships, and 
firms enrracred in the manufacture by true distillation of whiskies, "'"' . rrins, and other alcoholic bevernrres from mash, wort, or wash, anJ. m 
~ "' . 
the sale thereof in trade and commerce between and among the van-
ous States of the UniteJ. States and in the District of Columbia; and 
in the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent is, 
and for more than one year last past has been, in substantial competi
tion with other corporations and with indiviJ.uals, firms, and partner
ships engaged in the business of purchasing, 1·ectifying, blending, and 
bottling whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages n,nd in the sn,le 
thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the 
United States and in the District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. Upon the premises of respondent are four 500-gallon gin 
stills, of which two are in regular operation. These stills are used by 
respondent in the production of gins by a process of rectification 
whereby alcohol purchased but not produced by respondent, is redis
tilled over juniper berries and other aromatics. This gin constitutes 
approximately 56Yz% of rrsponclent's total business. 

Rectifying, in the distilleJ. spirits rectifying industry, means the 
mixing of whiskies of diffcrrnt ages n,nd types, or the mixing of ages 
or types, or the mixing of other inrrrcdicnts with whiskies, but 

t'> • 

reducing proof of whisky by udJ.ing water is not rectifying. Rt-ctl· 
fiers also blrnd whiskiPs with nrutral spirits (grain alcohol). Some 
rectifiPrs blend it with cane . 

. Many distillPrs operate n, srparate cstablishnwnt ()00 fret or more 
away from their distilleries, known as a rrdifying plant, wherein 
they operate in the same manner os dl•scribed aboye for a rectifier, 
sometimes exclusively with spirits of their own distillation and often 
with spirits purchased from other distillers, or both. Some distilleries 
have a tax-paid bottling room on the distillery bonJed premises, 
wherein their distilled spirits are bott lrd Rtraicrht as they come from 
the still or in a. bonded warl.'house after arrin: or after rrJuction of 

f 
A • ., .., 

proo.. ~\n.y r:Pctifying done by a tlistillrry, however, must be done 
l~l Ins rechfymg plant undet• his rrctifier's pt>rmit. On all bottled 
hqu?rs~ whethrr bottled at the distillery rectifying plant or any other 
reetlfymg plant, appear the wor•ls "}Jottlctl'' or "blemh•d" as the ('use 

b ' . may e, "by the---------- Company." If the distilled spirits there1n 
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contained are bottled by a distiller, either in his distillery, or are 
spirits of his own distillation bottled in his rectifying plant as 
straight whiskey, the distiller may and does on said bottles, put "dis
tilled and bottled by ---------- Company." Finally, blown in the 
bottom of each bottle is a symbol, consisting of a letter followed by a 
number, identifying the bottler. For instance, there is a "D" for a 
distiller and an "R" for a rectifier. The number following the said 
letter corresponds with the distiller's or rectifier's basic permit. Thus, 
"R-46" designated the Kienzler Distilling Corporation, a rectifier. 
A distiller who also operates a rectifying plant and who has both 
kinds of permits may use either symbol, depending upon whether the 
liquor contained in the bottle was produced and bottled under a dis
tiller's or a rectifier's permit. 

This respondent does not now and never had produced or manufac
tured distilled spirits of any kind from mash or raw materials, 
although its charter would authorize it so to do. Its rectifier's permit 
authorized it to engage in the business of rectifying and blending, 
and is conditioned upon compliance by respondent with all applicable 
regulations made pursuant to law, which are or may hereafter be in 
force. 

Srction 3247 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C. A. Tit. 2G, Sec. 
1158 (a)) regulating Internal Revenue defines a "distiller" as follows: 

En'ry person who pro<luceH uist!lled f;pit·its or who brews or mnl•es a mnsb, 
Wort, or wash fit for distillation or for the produetlon of ~pirlts, or who, by 
Any PfO('<'!-ls of evnporntlon, ~<('pnrat('S alcoholic f;pirits from nny substnnrP, or 
Who, making or keeping, mn>-h, wort, or wu:sh, hns also In hi!-l pns~e:,;siou or 
U!o:e a still, slwll he rt>ga J'llt>d us a distiller. 

Section 3244 of the Revisell Statutes (U. S. C. A. Tit. 2G, Sec. 
13!)8 (f)) defines a "rectifier" as follows: 

El'cry }lerson who rectifies, Jlllritles, or rPfiues <listllletl :,;piJ·Its or wine by 
any Pl'O<'Pfl>l other thau hy original autl eoutluuous distillation from mnsh, wort, 
or Wash, through l'ontinnons E>uelusetl n~ssel!l or pipes, nntil the mannfucture 
thereot Is complPte, a 111I el'ery whoiP:-.uiPr aud li<JilOr deuiPr who llns in his 
Po~~;<·s~ion any stlll or Jpneh tuh, or w110 ke<'JlS auy other npparatu~ for the 
PUrpose of retinlug In any mamwr distilled l"plrits, null every per~on who with
out rcetlfylng, pu rlfylng, or refining distilled spirits, shall, by mixing such 
"Pirits, winE' or other liquor with any materials, manufacture any spurious 
lnlitatton, or' compound liquors for sale under the name of whiskey, brandy, 
gin, rum, wlue I'J•irlt:~, cordial!'!, or wine bitters, or any other Dllme, shall be 
tl'gar<Jp!) as n reetifier, and that being engaged In t11e business of rN"tifying, etc. 

:n~e rectification of alcoholic spirits by this respondent as afore
said In the production of its gin, does not make or constitute respond-
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ent a distiller or a distilling company as defined by Sec. 3247 of the 
Hevised Statutes of the United States regulating Internal Revenue. 

PAR. 3. The testimony of those having long experience in both the 
distilled spirits rectifying industry and the distilling industry, estab
lished that the foregoinO' rectification of alcoholic spirits by redis-o . 
tillation over juniper berries and other aromatics in the productiOn 
of gin does not make or constitute this respondent a distilling com
pany in the sense commonly understood by the liquor industry. There 
were also called a large number of witnesses who were lay-members 
of the purchasing public, 22 in number, and with few exceptions their 
testimony was to the effect that by such terms as '~distilling" or "dis
tillery" or "distiller" when used in the trade or corporate name of a 
concern handling alcoholic beverages, the public understands that 
that concern is engaged in the initial distilling process of producing 
spirituous or alcoholic beverages from fermented grain or mash, and 
that they have a preference for a distillery-bottled package over one 
bottled by a rectifier. 

The Commission finds that for a long period of time the word 
"distilling" when used in connection with the liquor industry and 
with the products thereof has had and still has a definite signifi
cance and meaning to the minds of wholesalers and retailers in such 
industry and to the ultimate purchasing public, to wit, the manu· 
facturing of spirituous liquors by an original and continuous dis
tillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes 
and vessels until the manufacture thereof is complete, and a sub
stantial portion of the purchasing public prefers to buy spirituous 
liquors bottled and prepared by distillers. 

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid by 
the ~se of the word "dh;tilljng'' in its corporate name, printed on its 
statwnery, catalogs and on the labels attached to the bottles in which 
it sells and ships its said products, and in various other ways, re
spondent represents to its customers and furnishes them with the 
means of rcpresentin~ to their wndPt•s both retnilers and the ulti-. , 
mate consummg public, that it is a distiller and that the said whis-
kies, gins, cordials, brandi('s, and other alcoholic bcveraO'es therein 
c?ntained were by it manufactured through the process ~f <listilla· 
hon from mash, wort, or wash, when, as a matter of fact respond· 
ent is not a .distiller, does not <listill the Fai<l whiskies,' gins and 
other alcohohc beverages by it so bottled, labeled, soh!, and tnws
ported, and .merely ~y the use of a still operated by it as aforesaid ill 
the productiOn of gm docs not distill the whisHes gins and other 
spirituous beverages by it so bottled labeled SC:1u 'and ~ransportetl 
. th . . , , ' 
m e sense m winch the word "distilled" is commonly accepted and 
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Understood by those engaged in the liquor trade and the public. 
Respondent does not own, operate, or control any place or places 
~here spirituous beverages are manufactured by a process of orig
Inal and continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash. 
. PAn. 5. There are among the competitors of respondent engaged 
In the sale of spirituous beverages us mentioned in paragraph 1 
hereof corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals who manu
facture and distill from mash, wort or wash, whiskies, gins, and 
other spirituous beverages sold by them and who truthfully use the 
Words "distillery," "distilleries," "distillers," or "distilling" as a part 
of their corporate or trade names and on their stationery, catalogs 
and on the labels of the bottles in which they sell and ship such 
Products. There are also among such competitors corporations, 
firms, partnerships and individuals engaged in the business of pur
chasing, rectifying, blending, bottling, and selling whiskies, gins, 
~n~ ?ther alcoholic beverages who do not use the words "distillery," 
distilleries" "distillinO'" or "uistillers" as a part of their corporate 

' o! 
or trade names, nor on their stationl"ry, catalogs, auvertising, nor 
0~ the labels attached to the bottles in which they sell and ship their 
said products. 

PAn. <i. The representations by respondent, as set forth in para
graph 4 hereof, have the capacity and tendency to and do mislead 
an<} deceive dealers and the purchasing public into the beliefs that 
respondent is a distiller or distilling company in the ordinarily ac
cepted sense of those terms, and that the whiskies, gins, and other s .. 
pmtuous beverages sold by respondent are manufactured or dis-

~Illed by it from mash, wort or wash by one continuous process, and 
tave the capacity and tendency to and do induce dealers and the 
P~trchasing public, acting in such beliefs, to purchase the whiskies, 
~Ins, and other alcoholic bcveruO'eS rectified ttnd bottled by the re
~Pondent. Tho Commission finds that the whole situation in this 
Industry is such that the ioreO'oinO' representations have n. distinct 
tend b o f · t't' ency to give respondent what amounts to un au· compe I Ive 
advantage over those of its competitors who do not, by the use of such 
terms in their trade or corporate mtml"s, represent that the package 
?f alcoholic liquor offered to the retailer and in turn to the consumer, 
18 

n di~tillery bottled packaO'e and this in turn tends to divert trade 
to r t'> d d . espondent from such competitors and thereby respon ent oes 
subfltant · 1 · · · • • • t te ce Ia InJury to compehtwn m mters a. commer · 
F PAn. 7. llecause of existing regulations promulgated under the 
S ederal Alcohol Administration .Act npprove<l August 29, 1935 ( 49 
' tnt. 077), providing that rectifiers who redistill purchased alcohol 
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over juniper berries and other aromatics may label such resulting 
product "Distilled Gin," and requiring that the labels state who 
distilled it, the Commission has excepted gins produced by respond
rut by redistillation of alcohol over juniper berries and other 
aromatics from the prohibitions of its order. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent Kienzler Dis
tilling Corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and of respon~
ent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition 1n 
commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of 
Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 11 

Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

OllDEn TO CEASE AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of re
spondent, testimony and other evidence taken before John L. Horn~r, 
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by 1t, 
in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition 
thereto, briefs fil<'d herein by PGad n. Morehouse and De,Vitt f. 
Puckett, counsel for the Commission, and by Mortimer S. Gordon 
and Herman Keller, counsel for the respondent (no oral arguments 
having been made), and the Commission having made its fi.ntlings as 
to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the 
provisions of an Act of Congress npprov<'d Sept<'mber 26, 1!>14, en
titled, "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define it9 

powers and duties, and for other purposes." 
It i.~ ordered, That the respondent Ki<'nzler Distillin(l' Corpomtion, 

. ' ,.., . h Its officers, representatives, ag-ents, ancl rmployc<'s, in connection wit 
the offering for sale or sale and distribution by it in interstate com· 
merce or in the District of Columbia of whiski<'s, gins, or other 
spiritu?us b.everages ( exc<'pt gins produced by it through a process 
of l'<'ctlficatwn whereby alcohol purchased but not produced by re
spondent is redistilled over juniper herri<'s and other aromatics) do 
cease and desist from : 

Representing, through the usc of the word "distilling" in its cor
porate name, on its stationery, advertising, or on the labels attached 
to the bottles in which it se1ls and ships said products, or in anY 
other ~va~ by ~vord· or words of like import, (a) that it is a distiU~r 
of wlusk1es, gms, or other spirituous Leverages; or (L) that the said 
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whiskies, gins, or other spirituous beverages were by it manufactured 
through the process of distillation; or (c) that it owns, operates, or 
controls a place or places where any such products are by it manu
factured by a process of original and continuous distillation from 
Inash, wort, or wash, through continuous closed pipes and vessels until 
the manufacture thereof is completed, unless and until respondent 
shall actually own, operate, or control such a place or places. 
·It is further ordered, That the said respondent within GO days· from 

and after the date of the service upon it of this order, shall file with 
the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail 
t~e manner and form in which jt is complying and has complied 
With the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth. 
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IN TilE MATTER OF 

H. N. HEUSNER ~SON 

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND OUDER lN REGARD TO Tim ALLEGED VIOLATION' 
OF SEC. e; OF AN ACT OF CONGHESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 

Doclcct 2355. Complaint, Apr. 6, 1935-Decision lrfay 29, 19.1"1 

Where· a corporation engaged in the manufacture, sale, aud distribution o! 
cigars to wholesalers, cigar stores and drug stores in various parts of the 
United States, including two brands respectively and usually sold at retaU 
at a price of two for five cents and five cents apiece, and wholly composed 
of domestic tobacco grown in the United States-

Respectively designated, branded and sold said cigars as "Hemmer's Original 
Havana Smokers" and "Martinez Havana Smokers," notwithstanding fact 
said cigars were not made of Cuban or Havana tobacco, as (1) long under
stood from tenn "IIavana" by the cigar purchasing and consuming publiC 
of the United States and by cigar manufacturers and dealers throughout 
the United Stutes as meaning and designating tobacco grown on the Island 
of Cuba and finest quality of tobacco for cigar purposes, and (2) as 
designating cigars made from such tobacco, preferably purchased as more 
desirable by many cigar dealers and many of the consuming public; 

With capacity and tendency to misll'ad and deceive subs~antial portion of tll~ 
purchasing public Into the erroneous belief that said cigars were compose 
of tobacco grown on aforesaid Island, and with result that many members 
of the public, acting in such erroneous belief induced by such misreprcsenta· 
tlons, bought said cigars, and with capacity and tendency thereby to divert 
unfairly to it trade of competitors engaged in sale In commerce of cigars 
composed of liaYana tobacco, nnd also of cigars composl'd of tobacco gro\Vll 
in the United Stutes, and who truthfully advertise and represent their 
said products; to the substantial injury of competition in commerce: 

Jlc1d, That such acts and pmctiees were to the prejudice of the public and 
competitors and constituted unfair methods of competition. 

llefore Mr. John L. llornor, trial examiner. 
Mr. DeWitt T. Pucl.·ett for the Commission. 
Mr. John lV al8h, of Washington, D. C., for respondent, 

CoMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of nn Act of Congress approveJ Sep
tember 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commts· 
sion, to define its powers and duties, anu for other purposes," the 
Federal Trade Commission, havinrr reason to believe that II. :N'· 
lieusner & Son, a corporation, he~einafter called respomlent, htlS 

been anu is using unfair methods of competition in conunrrce .11 ~ 
" " . 1 fi .l • 'd . . . l c 115' commerce 1s { (' neu m sn1 act, nnd 1t appell.rmg to satt omn : 
swn that a proceeding by it in respect thereof wonlU he in the publiC 
j11terest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that re· 
spect as follows: 
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PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is now, and since 1918 has been, a 
c~rporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
VIrtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal 
office and place of business at Hanover, in said State. It is now 
a!1d since its organization has been engaged in the manufacture o'f 
Cigars and in the sale thereof between and among the various States 
of the United States to retailers thereof. In the course and conduct 
of its business it ships the cigars manufactured by it, when sold, to 
the purchasers thereof located in the various States of the United 
States, and there is now, and has been for more than two years last 
Past, a constant current of trade and commerce by respondent in 
~llch cigars. In the course and conduct of its said business respondent 
19 now, and at all 6mes since its organization has been, in substantial 
competition with other corporations and with individuals, firms and 
.Partnerships engaged in the sale of cigars between and among the 
various States of the United States. 

PAR. 2. For many years prior to the organization of respondent, 
and at all times since its organization, tobacco grown on the Island 
of Cuba and cigars made from such tobacco have been referred to, 
8?ld, purchased and designated as "Havana" tobacco and as "Havana" 
Cigars, respectively, by the trade and the purchasing public through
~ut the United States. The word "Havana," when applied to to-

ace?, has for many years signified and meant to the trade and pur
chasing public of the United States that such tobacco was grown on 
the Island of Cuba. The word "Havana'' when applied to cigars 
has ~or many years signified and meant to the trade and purchasing 
Puhhc of the United States that such cigars are made of tobacco 
grown on the Island of Cuba. For many years many retailers and 
the Pu.rchasing public throughout the United States have preferred 
and shU prefer to purchase cigars made or composed in whole or in 
greater part of tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba, which cigars, 
ns hereinbefore stated, are known and designated as "Havana" cigars, 
~nd 'Vhich tobacco, as hereinbefore stated, is known and designated ns 
Havana" tobacco and such retailers and purchasing public have 

co . ,l ' • • 
llSiuered and still consider such Havana tobacco to be snperwr m 

qu 1' C a Jty or value to tobacco grown elsewhere than on the Island of 
uba, and Havana ci(l'ars to he superior in quality or value to cigars 

ll1ad f b e o tobacco grown elsewhere than on the Island of Cuba. 

1 
PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of its business here-inbefore 

c fescrilJed, respondent since 1918 has caused, and still causes, certain 
0 tl . ' . le c1gars manufactured by it to be designated, branded or labeled 
W~th the words ''Havana Smokers." Such cigars it has caused and 
still rauses to he packed in Lox containers, on the inner and outer 
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face of which have appeared and still appear the imprint, "2 for 5¢ 
Martinez Digger and Detter Havana Smokers," or "Heusner's Original 
Havana Smokers," which such cigars, so branded, labeled, and packed, 
the respondent has sold and still sells between and among the various 
States of the United States, as described in paragraph 1 hereof. In 
truth and in fact, such cigars have not been made and are not made 
wholly, or in greater part, of tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba. 

PAn. 4. The use by respondent of the words "Havana Smokers," 
"2 for 5¢ Digger and Detter Havana Smokers," and "Heusner's Origi
nal Havana Smokers," in describing, designating, labeling, and 
branding such cigars, is false and misleading and has the capacity 
to mislead and deceive retailers and the purchasing public into the 
erroneous belief that such cigars are composed wholly or in greater 
part of tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba and to purchase such 
cigars in such erroneous belief. The aforesaid use by respondent of 
the word "Havana'' places in the hands of retailers the means of 
deceiving the purchasing public into the belief that the cigars so 
labeled, branded, and designated, are made wholly or in greater part 
of tobacco grown on the Island. of Cuba. The aforesaid. misrepresenta
tions in designating, labeling, and branding such cigars has temled to 
and does <livert, au<l has diverted trade to respondent from its com
pPtitors engaged in the sale of cigars between and among, the various 
States of the United. States who truthfully <lesignate, brand., and label 
the cigars manufactured and. sold. by them. Thereby, substantial in
jury is done by respondent to substantial competition in interstate 
comrueree. 

P,\n. 5. The acts and practic£>s set forth in paragraph 3 her£>of nre 
nil to the prejudice of the puLlic and r£'spon<lent's competitors and 
constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate comnwrce 
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress 
approved. September 26, 1V14, entitled. "An Act to create a Federal 
Trade Commission, to <lefine its powers and. <luties, and for other 
pu rpo:,es. '' 

HEI'I.lliT, Fnmi.!IIGS AS 10 TilE FAcTs, AND OnnEn 

Pursuant to the provi~ions of an Act of Cong-ress approwd Srp
temlJ<'r 2G, 1914, £>ntitl£'u ·' .. \n Act to cn•ate a FNleral Trade Com
mission, to <lefine its po\H'rs and duties, awl for oth£'r purposes," 
the Federal Trade Conunission on April 6, 1935, issued and sen·ed 
its complaint in this proceeuing upon responuent II. N. IIeusner & 
Son, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of 
competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. 
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After the issuance of said complaint, and the filing of respondent's 
a.nswer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allega
tions of said complaint were introduced by DeWitt T. Pnekett, at
torney for the Commission, before John L. Hornor, an examiner of 
the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and in opposition to 
the allegations of the eomplaint by Joseph G. Denny, Jr., attorney 
for the respondent; and said testimony and other evidence were duly 
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter the 
~roceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commis
SI~n on the said camplaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other 
evidence, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, 
and the oral arguments of counsel aforesaid; and the Commission 
having duly considered the same, and being now fully advised in 
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, 
and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn 
therefr·om: 

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS 

P.AR,\GRAI'II 1. The respondent, II. N, Ileusner & Son, is a Pennsyl
vania corporation organized in l!H8, with its principal office and 
I>.lace of business locatrd at Hanover, Pa. Respondent is now, and 
SU!ce the date of its incorporation has been, engaged in the bnsiness 
?f manufacturing various brands of cigars and selling and distribut
~ng the same to wholesale dealers, cigar storfls and drug ston·s located 
Ill various parts of the United States. The said cigars are manu
factured by respondent in Hanover, Pa., where they are packed, 
bran<lPd, aiHllabeh•d by respondent for Hale and distribution by it to 
the purchasing and collsuming public of the United States. In con
summating sueh sah•s and in distributing such prouncts the re~pondent 
causps the cigars so ~:;old to LP transportPd and delivered from its 
Place of businPss in Hanover, Pa., through and into var·ious other 
Sta.tes of the United States to the rPspecti,·c purehasrrs llll'rrof at 
~heir l'Pspecti\'e points of location. In tlte course all(l conduct of 
Its business the respond('nt has Lt>en, :md is now, Pngagrd in direct 
anrl substantial comp('tition with ,·arious corporations, partnerships, 
~nd individuals likewi:,c engaged in the sale and distribution of cigars 
111 conunerce LetwPen and amo1w the various States of the United 
States nnd within th<' District ot Columbia. 

PAn. 2. The ci(J'ar ori(J'inated in the Spanish 'V<'st Indies. The 
finrst rtuality of t~Lacco for cigar purposes is grown in Cuba, not far 
~rom the city of Havana. The word "Havana," also spelled 
liahana," is the name and desi(J'nation of the tobacco grown on tho 

Island of Cuba, which name m~l designation is and has been since 

146i~6m 30 vol. 24 80 
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time immemorial used and understood by the cigar-purchasing and 
consuming public of the United States, and by cigar manufacturers 
and dealers throughout the United States, as meaning and designat
ing tobacco which has been grown on the Island of Cuba. Such 
Havana tobacco has the reputation among the cigar consuming and 
purchasing public of the United States as being cigar tobacco of 
highest quality and excellence, and cigars made in whole or in part 
from said tobacco are in large demand throughout the United States. 
Many of the cigar dealers and many of the consuming public of the 
United States prefer to purchase cigars containing Havana tobacco 
and have believed, and still believe, that the use of such Havana to
bacco in cigars adds to and increases the quality and desirability of 
such cigars. 

For many years cigars made of Cuban and Havana tobacco were 
manufactured in the city of Havana, Cuba, and shipped therefrom 
to the various cigar markets of the world. Consequently such cigars 
became known in the trade and to the public as Havana cigars and 
Cuban cigars, the terms being used interchangeably and synony
mously. In fact, the term "Havana" has been used for many years to 
designate or brand said cigars and has come to mean, when applied 
to cigars, cigars manufactured from tobacco grown in the Island of 
Cuba. 

Cuban tobacco has long been imported into the United States and 
widely and extensively used and consumed therein in cigars manu
factured from such tobacco. 

During the past several years factories making cigars from Ihvana 
tobacco have been located in the United States, principally in and 
near the city of Tampa, Fla. Cigars manufactured at those factoriPs 
from tobacco grown in the Island of Cuba and imported into the 
United States are also known in the trade and to the public as 
Havana cigars. 

PAn. 3. Among the cigars manufactured and sold by respondent, 
as aforesaid, is a type of cigar designated, labeled, nnd branded 
"Havana Smokers." 

The brand name "Havana Smokers" appears on the cigar band 
that surrounds each cigar. The containers in which the said cigars 
are packed, offered for sal{', and sold are the usual and customary 
cigar boxes. Imprinted on the outside and inside of the lid of one 
type of said boxes appears the following: 

2 for 5 

IIAVANA 

JIEUSNER'S 
ORIGINAL 

2 for 5 

Sl\IOKERS 
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The expression "Heusner's Havana Smokers" also appears on the 
edge and one end of said box. 

On both sides of the lid the front edge and one end of another type 
of box in which said cig~rs are packed, offered for sale and sold is 
imprinted the following: 

l\IAH'l'INEZ 
HAVANA SMOKERS 

The cigars designated, branded and sold by respondent as "Heus
ller's Original Havana Smokers" are usually resold by the retail 
dealer at the price of two for five cents. The cigars designated, 
branded and sold by respondent as "Martinez Havana Smokers" are 
usually resold by the retailers at five cents each. 

PAn. 4. In truth and in fact respondent's cigars branded, labeled, 
described and advertised, respectively, as "Heusner's Havana Smok
ers" and as "Martinez Havana Smokers", and sold by the respondent 
and by dealers to the purchasing and consuming public, as herein
before described, do not contain Havana tobacco, or tobacco grown 
on the Island of Cuba, and they have not at any time contained such 
tobacco. Such cigars are, and have been manufactured entirely 
from, and wholly composed of, domestic tobacco grown in the United 
States. 

PAn. 5. The use of the aforesaid false and misleading representa
tions and practices on the part of the respondent in the sale and 
offering for sale of its cigars branded and labelled with the word 
"Havana" has had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to mis
lead and deceiYe a substantial portion of the purchasing public into 
the erroneous belief that respondent's said cigars are composed of 
tobacco grown on the Island of Cuba. Acting under such erroneous 
belief, induced by the various misrepresentations of the respondent 
as herein detailed, many members of the public have purchased re
spondent's cigars. The aforesaid representations and practices on 
the part of respondent have and have had the capacity and tendency 
~o unfairly diYert to respondent the trade of competitors engaged 
In se1ling in interstate commerce cigars composed of Havana tobacco 
and likewise cigars composed of tobacco grown in the United States, 
and who truthfully advertise and represent their cigars. As a result 
thereof, substantial injury has been done, and is being done, by 
respondent to competition in commerce, among and between the 
l'arions 8tates of the United States and in the District of Columbia. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, H. N. Heusner 
& Son, a corporation, are to the prejudice of the public and of re· 
spondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition 
in commerce, within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act 
of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create 
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for 
other purposes." 

ORDER TO CEASE .AND DESIST 

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Com· 
mission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of 
respondent thereto, testimony and other evidence taken before John 
L. Hornor, an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly desig· 
nated by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint and in 
{)pposition thereto, briefs filed herein, and oral argument by De Witt 
T. Puckett, counsel for the Commission, and by John 'Walsh, counsel 
for the respondent, and the Commission having made its findings as 
to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the 
provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its 
powers and duties, and for other purposes." 

It is ordered, That the respondent, II. N. Heusner & Son, a corpo· 
mtion, its officers, representatives, employees, or agents, individual or 
corporate, in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribu· 
tion of cigars in interstate commerce and in the District of Columbia., 
do forthwith cease and desist from: 

RepresC'nting, through the use of the words "Havana" or "Ilabana," 
alone or in conjunction with any other word or words, or through the 
use of any other words of similar import and effect, or in any other 
manner, that cigars not manufactured entirely from tobacco grown 
on the Island of Cuba are Havana Cigars. 

It ia further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days 
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report 
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
hns complied with this order. 
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C. RosENBLUM, INc. Complaint, June 17, 1935. Order, December 
2, 1936. (Docket 2436.) 

Charge: Misbranding or mislabeling as to composition of prod
Uct; in connection with the manufacture and sale of paint. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the charter of the respondent, C. 
Rosenblum, Inc., has been annulled by proclamation of the Governor 
of Maryland, dated February 14, 1936, for non-payment of the corpo
ration tax to the State, and that the said respondent may renew its 
charter upon payment of the said tax, and the Commission having 
duly considered the same and being now fully ad vised in the premises; 

It t/J ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint issued 
herein on June 17, 1935, be, and the same hereby is, closed without 
Prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts so war
rant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the complaint in 
accordance with its regular procedure. 

Air. Edward E. Reardon for the Commission. 

CnATTANoooA AuTOMOTIVE JonnEns AFis'N ET AL. Complaint, 
December 18, 1935. Order, December 10, 1936. (Docket 2661.) 
. Charge: Combining or conspiring to eliminate price competition; 
In connection with sale of automobile parts and accessories to 
garages, automobile dealers, etc. 

Record dismissed as to cert11in respondents and closed 11s to others, 
after answers and trial, by the following order: 

This matter coming on to Le heard by the Commission upon the 
record and the Commission having duly considered the same and it 
appearing that the Chattanooga Automotive J oLbers Association, a 
corporation, and the Tennessee Automotive Jobbers Association, a 
corporation, have been dissolved and have officially surrendered their 
charters, and it further appearing that the officers, directors and 
members of the Tennessee Automotive Jobbers Association did not 
engage in the practices charged in the complaint, and the Commission 
now being fully advised in the premises; 

1377 
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It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby 
is, dismissed as to the Chattanooga Automotive Jobbers Association, 
a corporation, the Tennessee Automotive Jobbers Association, a 
corporation, its officers, directors, and members, T. F. Condon, D. A. 
Graves, D. 1\f. Beaman, Loyd Smith, Bruce Sinclair, R. E. Fly, R.Il. 
Hart, Jr., J. 1\f. Sharp, \V. II. Sloan, Sam Horne; Sharp Battery 
and Electric Corporation, Southern Auto Supply Company, a 
corporation, Hart's Automoth'e Parts Company, a corporation, Joe 
Lawwill trading as Joe Lawwill and Company, W. H. Sloan 
trading as Sloan Electric Company, Automotive Equipment and 
Supply Co., a partnership, Service Auto Parts Co., a partner· 
ship, R. T. Clapp, trading as R. T. Clapp Co., Sam Horne Co., 
a corporation, Buford Brothers, a corporation, Mc"'\Vorther-,Veaver 
Company, a corporation, The Chapman Company, a corpora· 
tion, J. B. Cook Auto Machine Company, a corporation, R. II. 
Chilton, trading as R. H. Chilton Machine Company, Auto Bearings 
and Parts Company, a corporation, R. E. Fly, trading as The 
Alemite Company of Nashville, Keith-Simmons Company, a corpo· 
ration, and J. C. Peterson trading as Peterson Machine Company. 

It is further ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint 
heretofore issued on December 18, 1935, be and the same hereby is 
closed without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the 
facts so warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution o£ the 
complaint in accordance with its regular proceJure as to J. 1\I. Sharp, 
D. A. Graves, R. H. Hart, Sr., R. II. Hart, Jr., Joe Lawwill, W. H. 
Sloan, D. A. Graves, "'\V. B. Gates, J. 1\I. Sharp; Sharp Battery & 
Electric Corporation, Southern Auto Supply Co., a corporation, 
Hart's Automotive Pa1'ts Company, a corporation, Joe Lawwill an 
individual trading as Joe Lawwill & Company, and ,V, H. Sloan 
an individual trading as Sloan Electric Company, the same being 
the officers, directors, and members of the Chattanooga Automotive 
Jobbers Association. 

Before Mr. lV. lV. Sheppard and J,lr. Edward M. Averill, trial 
examiners. 

Mr. Morton Nesmith for the Commission. 
Strange, Fletcher & Carriger, of Chattanooga, Tenn., for Chat· 

tanooga Automotive Jobbers Ass'n, and for numerous other 
respondents. 

Douglas & Douglas, of Nashville, Tenn., for Tennessee Automotive 
Jobbers Ass'n, and for numerous other respondents. 

Mr. lVilliam P. Oooper, of Nashville, Tenn., for l\fcWorther· 
"'\Veaver Co. 

R. l\1. DAnNETr, trading as Ilo:r.rE AND ScuooL EoucATION Socu:r'f. 
Complaint, February 14, 1936. Findings as to the facts and order, 
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December 8, 1936.1 Order setting aside, etc., December 12, 1936. 
(Docket 2721.) 

Charge: Offering deceptive inducements to purchase as to free· 
product, special offers and prices, misrepresenting business status, 
·connections, and nature, history and success and endorsement of prod· 
Uct or offering, and using misleading trade name; in connection with 
the purchase and sale of books or encyclopedias together with a 
looseleaf extension service. 

Findings and cease and desist order set aside and case set for final 
argument by order as follows: 

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 
record, and it appearing that respondent, in a letter dated November 
9, 1936, made application for oral argument, and that said applica· 
tion was not brought to the attention of the Commission, and the 
Commission having duly considered the aforesaid facts and the record, 
and being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the findings as to the facts and order to cease 
and desist heretofore entered by the Commission on December 8, 1936, 
be, and the same are, hereby set aside. 
. It is further orde1•ed, That this matter be brought on for final hear· 
Ing before the Commission on complaint and answer, evidence sub· 
tnitted in support of the allegations of the complaint and in opposi· 
tion thereto, and the briefs filed in support of the allegations of the 
<!omplaint and in opposition thl'reto, on the 6th day of January, 
A. D., 1937, at 2: 00 o'clock, p. m., at the office of the Federal Trade 
·Commission, 815 Connecticut Avenue, Northwest, in the city of 
Washington, D. C.2 

Bdore Air. William 0. Reeves, trial examiner. 
Mr. Allen 0. Phelps for the Commission. 

UNITED hu•onTEns & DrsTILLEns, INc. Complaint, July 3, 1935. 
Oruer, December 14, 1936. (Docket 2487.) 

Charge: Using misleading corporate name as to business status, and 
~isbranding or mislabeling and advertising falsely or misleadingly 
~n said rcspPct; in connection with t.he purchasing, rectifying, blend· 
Ing and bottling and sale of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

complaint issued herein July 3, 1935 and respondent's answer thereto, 
.and it appearing to the Commission that on July 26, 1935, respondent 
-changed its name by amendment of its corporate charter to "United 
Importers and Distributors, Inc."; that prior to November 23, 1935, 

1 Not published 
1 

See, for subsequent disposition or case on stipulation, infra, at page 1389. 
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it had abandoned the practices and violations of law alleged in the 
Commission's complaint, and has ever since engaged in business under 
its amended name as aforesaid; and, it therefore appearing to the 
Commission that it is unlikely that respondent will resume the said 
practices, and the Commission being fully advised in the premises: 

It i.~ ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein~ 
before issued on July 3, 1935, be, and the same is hereby, closed with~ 
out prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts war~ 
rant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the complaint 
in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Mr. PGad B.llforehouse for the Commission. 

HAVANA-FLORIDA CIGAR Co., INc. Complaint, August 5, 1936.1 

Order closing case with respect to use of the term "Garcia," December 
23, 1936. (Docket 2667.) 

Charge: Misbranding or mislabeling and advertising falsely or 
misleadingly; in connection with the manufacture and sale of cigars. 

Order closing case with respect to use of the term "Garcia." by the 
following order : 

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 
record, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the amended supple~ 
mental complaint hereinbefore issued on the 5th day of August 1936, 
insofar as said case relates to tho alleged unfair or misleading use of 
the word "Garcia" be, and th~ same hereby is, closed. 

It is {urtl1er ordered, That as to all other allegations growing out 
of the aforesaid amended and supplemental complaint, the case pro~ 
ceed to trial in accordance with the regular procedure of the Commis~ 
~IOn. 

Air . .Jf arsnall .11 orga.n for the Commission. 

JoHN F. DowN, TR.\DING AS JonN F. DowN CIGAR Co. Complaint, 
December 30, 1935.2 Ordt>r closing case with respect to use of the 
term ''Garcia," DcrPmber 24, 1936. (DockPt 2293.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or 
mislabeling; in connection with the manufacture and sale of cigars. 

Order closing case with respect to use of the term "Garcia" by the 
following order: 

This matter coming on to be heard. by the Commission upon the 
record, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fu11y ad vised. in the prt>mises; 

1 Amended and supplemeutul. 
•.Amended. 
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It is ordered, That the case growing out of the amended complaint 
heretofore issued on the 30th day of December 1935, insofar as said 
<'ase relates to the alleged unfair or misleading use of the word "Gar
. "b Cia e, and the same hereby is, closed. 
It is further ordered, That as to all other allegations growing out 

of the aforesaid amended complaint, the case proceed to trial in 
accordance with the regular procedure of the Commission. 

AIr. M arsl~all /II organ for the Commission. 

THAYER PHARMACAL Co. AND THAYER SALES CoRP. Complaint, 
September 23, 1935. Order, December 28, Hl36. (Docket 2557.) 
. Charge: Misbranding or mislabeling as to composition of product; 
ln connection with the manufacture and sale of so-called "Turtle Oil 
Cream." 

Dismissed, after answer and trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 

record, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises; 
. It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby 
Js, dismissed. 

Before 11/r. RobertS. llall, trial examiner. 
Mr. De 1V itt T. Puckett for the Commission. 

SAMPSON PAPER PuooucTs CoRP. and L. II YMAN & SoNs. Com
plaint, April 29, 1935. Order, December 30, 1936. (Docket 2379.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to quality of prod
Uct; in connection with the sale of adding machine paper rolls and 
small paper roll products. 

Record closed, after answer and trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully ad vised in the premises; 

It is oPdeJ•ed, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
?efore issue1l on the 20th day of April 1935, be, aml the same hereby 
Is, closed without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should 
the faets so warrnnt, to reopen the same anu resume prosecution of 
the complaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Before ll!r. Edward M. Averill, trial examiner. 
AIr. John lV. II illdrop for the Commission. 
Fr·ackman & Robins, of New York City, for respondents. 

R H. MAcY & Co. Complaint, August 21, 1936. Order, December 
30, 1936. (Docket 2006.) 

_Charge: Advertising falsely or mislradingly and misbranding or 
lll.~slabeling as to nature and place of manufacture; in connection 
With the sale of safety razor blades. 
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Record closed by the following order : 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the respondent, R. H. Macy & Com
pany, Inc., has entered into a stipulation as to facts and an agreement 
to cease and desist from certain enumerated practices, which stipula
tion and agreement was, on the 29th day of December 1936, approved 
by the Commission, and the Commission having duly considered the 
same and being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on August 21, 1936, be, and the same hereby is, 
closed without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the 
facts so warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the 
complaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

J.1 r. Robert N. JJ! c}.J illen for the Commission. 
Mr. Leon Lauterstein, of New York City, for respondent. 

UNITED DISTILLERS biPORITRs, INc. Complaint, June 27, 1935. 
Order, January 15, 1937. (Docket 2468.) 

Charge: Using misleading corporate name as to business status and 
misbranding or mislabeling and advertising falsely or misleadingly 
in said respect; in connection with the sale of whiskies, gins and other 
alcoholic beverages. 

Record closed by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the complaint issued herein on June 27, 1935 and it appearing to tho 
Commission that respondent has renewed none of its permits or 
licenses under either State or Federal governments, and has not en
gaged in the liquor business since the 30th day of J nne 1935, and it 
further appearing from a supplemental investigation that it is un
likely that respondent will resume the acts and practices in said 
complaint alleged, and the Commission being now fully advised in 
the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on June 27, 1935, be, and the same is, hereby closed, 
without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts and 
circumstances so warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution 
of the complaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Mr. PGad B. MorelwU8e for the Commission. 

NuwA.Y PRINTING Co., also trading as PROFESSIONAL RECORD CARD 
Co. Complaint, February 20,1936. Order,January 15,1937. (Docket 
2727.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to source or maker 
of product dealt in; in connection with the printing and sale of dental 
record cards. 
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Dismissed, after answer and trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

th.e record and brief of attorney for the Commission and the Com
~ussion having duly considered the same, and being now fully advised 
Jn the premises; 

It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is, 
dismissed. 

Before Mr. John lV. Norwood and Mr. lV. W. Sheppard, trial 
examiners. 

Mr. Joseph 0. Fehr for the Commission. 
Mr. Maxwell F. Cargill, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent. 

JonN D. MYERs, doing business as JonN STERLING REMEDY Co. 
Complaint, September 4, 1936. Order, January 15, 1937. (Docket 
2918.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to properties, 
results, safety, and endorsements of product; in connection with the 
sale of a treatment for syphilitic ailments. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

~h~ record, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
emg now fully advised in the premises; 

b It is .ordered, That the ~ase growing out of the complaint herein-
efore 1ssued on the 4th day of September 1936, be, and the same 

her~hy is closed upon the ground that the respondent is no longer in 
husmess, without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the 
facts so warrant to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the 
complaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Before Mr. Robert S.llall, trial examiner. 
Mr. John Darsey for the Commission. 

J STRUTWEAR KNITIING Co. Complaint, August 30, 1935.1 Order, 
anuary 21, 1937. (Docket 2538.) 
.Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or 

~~s.1abeling; in connection with the manufacture and sale of ladies' 
os1ery. 
Dismissed, after answer and trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 

~e?ord, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
emg now fully advised in the premises; 

. It ls ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby 
18, dismissed. 

Before Mr. Edward M. Averill and Mr. W. lV. Sheppetrd, trial 
examiners. -------1 

Ae amendPd pursuant to order ot January 1!, 1937. 
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Air. John lV. Hilld1·op and !Jfr. Astor Ilogg for the Commission. 
Williamson & lVilliarnson, of Minneapolis, Minn., for respondent. 

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPAGNE CoRP. AND '\VINES oF FRANCE, LTv. 
Complaint, June 27, 1935. Order, January 23, 1937. (Docket 2467.) 

Charge: Using misleading corporate name, misbranding or mis~ 
labeling and advertising falsely or misleadingly as to source of prod~ 
uct ; in connection with the processing and sale of still wines. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order : 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

complaint and answers herein filed, and it appearing to the Com~ 
mission that the matters and things forming the subject matter of 
this complaint are covered by Regulations No. 4 relating to labeling 
and advertising of wine, effective December 15, 1936, pursuant to 
the Federal Alcohol Administration Act of August 29, 1935, ( 49 Stat. 
L. 977), and the Commission being fully advised in the premises: 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein~ 
before issued on June 27, 1935, be, and the same is hereby, closed 
without prejudice. 

Air. PGad B. Morelwuse for the Commission. 
Mr. Philip T. Moreho-use, of New York City, for respondents. 

JosEPH DELLA MoNICA, trading as DELMONico's. Complaint, No~ 
vember 12,1035. Order, January 23,1937. (Docket 2623.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or 
mislabeling as to nature, source and quality of product dealt in; in 
connection with the sale of still and aerated wines and processing 
some of said still wines into aerated wines. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

complaint and answers herein filed, and it appearing to the Com~ 
mission that the matters and things forming the subject matter of 
this complaint are covered by Regulations No. 4 relating to labeling 
and advertising of wine effective December 15, 1936, pursuant to the 
Fed£>ral Alcohol Administmtion Act of August 29, 1935 ( 40 Stat. L. 
977), and the Commission being fully advised in the premises: 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein~ 
before issued on November 12, 1035, be, and the same is hereby closed, 
without prejudice. 

!Jfr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 
Mr. M. Mao Sohwebel, of New York City, for responJent. 

E. A. 'VENTE AND H. L. '\VENTE, <loing business as 'VENTE BROTHERS· 
Complaint, January 31, Hl36. Order, January 23, 1937. (Docket 
2703.) 
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Charge: Using misleading name as to source or origin of product 
~nd advertising falsely or misleadingly, and misbranding or mislabel
mg in said respect; in connection with growing and cultivating grapes 
and manufacture and sale of wines therefrom. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter cominO' on for consideration by the Commission upon 

b • 

complaint and answer herein filed, and it appearing to the Commis-
sion that the matters and things forming the subject matter of this 
complaint are covered by Regulations No. 4 relating to labeling and 
advertising of wine, effective December 15, 1936, pursuant to the 
Federal Alcohol Administration Act of August 29, 1935 ( 49 Stat. L. 
977), and the Commission being fully ad vised in the premises: 

It is ordered, That the case growing. out of the complaint herein
before issued on February 17, 1936, be, and the same is hereby, closed 
without prejudice. 

Mr. William L. Pencl(e and Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Com
mission. 

Mr. Marion DeVries, of ·washington, D. C., for respondents. 

sliEWAN-JoNES, INc. Complaint, February 17, 1936. Order, Jan
Uary 23, 1937. (Docket 2723.) 
. Charge: Misbranding product as to source or origin and advertis
Ing falsely or misleadingly; in connection with the manufacture nnd 
sale of wines. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

c?mplaint and answer herein filed, and it appearing to the Commis
Sion that the matters and things forming the subject matter of this 
complaint are covered by Uegulations No. 4 relating to labeling and 
advertising of wine effective December 15, 1936, pursuant to the 
Federal Alcohol Administration Act of August 29, Hl35 ( 49 Stat. L. 
977), and the Commission being fully advised in the premises: 
b It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
~fore issuefl on February 17, 1936, be anu the same is hereby closed 

"Without prejudice. 
Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 
Mr. Marion DeVries, of 'Vashington, D. C., for respondent. 

J U:NrnnsAL DISTILLERs, !No. Complaint, June 20, 1935. Order, 
anuary 27, 1937. (Docket 2448.) 
Charge : Using misleading corporate name as to business status, 

?11d misbranding or mislabeling and advertising falsely or mislead
~~gly .in said respl'ct; in connection with the purchasing, rectifying, 

en(hng, and bottling whiskies, gins, and other alcoholic beverages 
nnd sale thereof. 
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Record closed, after trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the complaint herein issued June 20, 1935, and it appearing to the 
Commission that this respondent is no longer engaged in business 
as a rectifier and wholesaler of spirituous liquors and has no permit 
of any kind to so engage in interstate commerce or in the District 
of Columbia; and it therefore appearing to the Commission that it is 
unlikely that said respondent will resume the acts and pract.ices 
constituting the violations of law as alleged in said complaint, and 
the Commission being fully advised in the premises: 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on June 20, 1935, be, and the same is hereby closed, 
without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts 
warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution thereof, in ac
cordance with its regular procedure. 

Before !llr. Jolm L. Hornor and !llr. Oharles P. Vicini, trial 
examiners. 

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 

CnocoLATE Pnonucrs Co., INc. Complaint, November 6, 1936. 
Order, January 27, 1937. (Docket 2071.) 

Charge: Using lottery scheme in merchandising; in connection 
with the manufacture and sale of candies. 

Record closed by the following order: 
This matter having come on for consideration by the Commission 

upon supplemental investigation from which it appears that respond· 
('nt, Chocolate Products Company, Inc., has not engaged in the busi· 
ness of manufacturing and selling candies since the 4th day of 
October 1036; that its physical assets have been dismantled and sold; 
nnd it appearing that respondent is not likely to .resume the violations 
of law alleged in the Commission's complaint hereinbefore issued on 
November 6, 1936, and the Commission having duly considered the 
same and being fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the said complaint of 
November G, 1936, be, and the same hereby is, closed without prejudice 
to the right of the Commission to reopen the same and resuJlle 
prosecution thereof in accordance with its regular procedure at such 
future time as the facts and circumstances may warrant. 

!1/r. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. P. 0. [(olinski for the Commission· 

ELECTRIO PAINT & V ARNISII Co. Complaint, March 19, 1935. Or· 
der, January 30, 1937. (Docket 2336.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misrepresenting' 
business status and history of business and prices, nature, and com· 
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position of product; in connection with the sale of paints, caulking 
materials, roof coating, and allied products. 

Record closed, after answer and trial, by the following order : 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

th? record and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
hmng now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on March 19, 1936, be and the same hereby is closed 
Without prejudice to the dght of the Commission should the facts 
so warrant to reopen the same, and resume prosecution of the com
plaint in accordance with its regular procedure and upon the und~r
standing that the closing of this case is based upon the record herein 
and is not to be regarded as a precedent. 

Before J.fr. John lV. Norwood, trial examiner. 
llfr. Astor H ogg for the Commission. 
Mr. Samuel Doerfler, of Cleveland, Ohio, for respondent. 

EDWARD A. KATZ and SAMUEL KATZ, trading as GLOBE DISTILLING 

Co. Complaint, May 18, 1935. Order, January 30, 1937. (Docket 
2398.) 

Charge: Using misleading corporate name as to business status, 
~nd misbranding or mislabeling and advertising falsely or mislead
Ingly in said respect, in violation of Section 5, and of Section 1 of 
Article V of the Code of Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits 
Rectifying Industry, and as such in violation of Section 3 of Title 1 
of the National Industrial Recovery Act and Section 5 of the Federal 
~'rade Commission Act; in connection with the purchasing, rectify
Ing, blending and l;>ottling of whiskies, gins, and other spirituous 
beverages, and in the sale thereof. 

Record closed by the following order : 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

supplemental investigation, and it appearing that the respondents, 
Edward A. Katz and Samuel Katz, trading under the firm name and 
style Globe Distilling Company, have dissolved their copartnership 
and formed a corporation known as Liquor Syndicate, Inc., to which 
their rectifying plant has been transferred and a rectifier's basic per
mit issued by the Federal Alcohol Administration of the Treasury 
Department under date of November 23, 1935, and that it does not 
appear that the said Edward A. Katz and Samuel Katz will resume 
commerce in spirituous beverages under the name Globe Distilling 
Company, and the Commission being now fully advised in the 
Premises· 
. It is o~d~red, That the case growing o~t of the complaint herein 
Issued on the 18th day of May 1935, against said Edward A. Katz 
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and Samuel Katz be, and the same hereby is, closed, without preju
dice to the right of the Commission, should the facts warrant, to re
open the same and resume prosecution of the complaint in accord
ance with its regular procedure. 

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 
Mr. William II. Hodges, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondents. 

AMERICAN SAFETY RAzOR ConP. Complaint, October 8, 1835. 
Order, January 30, 1937. (Docket 2571.) 

Charge: Discriminating in prices; in connection with the manu
facture and sale of safety razors, safety razor blades, shaving brushes 
and other shaving accessories. 

Record dosed, after answer and trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

respondent's petition filed herein on January 15, 1937; and it appear
ing to the Commission that respondent, on or about June 20, 1936, 
abandoned the practices and violations of law alleged in the Commis
sion's complaint issued herein on October 8, 1935, and has not since 
resumed said practices and violations, and that it is unlikely that 
respondent will resume said practices and violations; and the Com
mission being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on October 8, 1935, be and the same is hereby closed, 
without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts 
warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the complaint, 
or to issue new complaint, in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Defore lllr. Edward M. Averill, trial examiner. 
Mr. Everett F. Haycraft and lllr. A. W. DeBirny for the Com

mission. 
llfr. Charles F. Goldberg, of New York City, for respondent. 

'fiiE VooAN CANDY CoRP. Complaint, May 23, 1936. Order, Jan
uary 30, 1937. (Docket 2818.) 

Charge: Using lottery scheme in merchandising; in connection with 
the manufacture and sale of candy. 

Record closed, after nnswer and trial, by the following order: 
This matter havillg come on for consideration by the Commission 

upon testimony and other evidence taken before Miles J. Furnas, au 
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, from 
which it appl'ars that respondent, The Vogan Candy Corporation, 
has not Pn:ragl'd in the business of manufacturing and selling candies 
since thP lVth day of August 193G; that its phy~ical assets have been 
dismantlrd aJHl sold; and it appParing that responllPnt is not likely 
to resume the violations of law alleged in the Commission's complaint 
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hereinbefore issued on May 23, 1936, and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is oTdered, That the case growing out of the said complaint of 
May 23, 1936, be, and the same hereby is, closed without prejudice. to 
the right of the Commission to reopen the same and resume prosecutwn 
thereof, in accordance with its regular procedure, at such future time 
as the facts and circumstances may warrant. 

Defore Mr. 11/iles J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
llfr.llenry C. Lanlc and Mr. P. C. Kolinski for the Commission. 

R. M. BARNETT tradin()' as HoME AND SCIIOOL EnuCATION SoCIETY. 
' 0 Complaint, February 14, 1936. Findings as to the facts and order, 

December 8, 1936.1 Order setting aside, etc., December 12, 1936. 
Order accepting stipulation in settlement of case, February 4, 1937. 
(Docket 2721.) 

Charge: Offering deceptive inducements to purchase as to free 
Product, special offers and prices, misrepresenting business status, 
connections, and nature, history and success and endorsement of prod
Uct or offering, and using misleading trade name; in connection with 
the purchase and sale of books or encyclopedias together with a loose
leaf extension service. 

Stipulation accepted in settlement of case by order as follows: 
'I'his matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the respondent above named has 
entered into a stipulation as to the facts and agreement to cease and 
desist from certain enumerated practices, which stipulation and agree
n:ent was on the 1st day of February, 1937, tendered. to the Commis
Sion in settlement of this case, and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises; 
. It is ordered, That said stipulation and agreement to cease and de

~lst so entered into by respondent be, and the same hereby is, accepted 
In ~ettlement of this case, and that the case growing out of the com
flnmt hereinbefore issued on February 14, 1!)36, he, and the same 
~er~Ly is, settled Ly such stipulation and agreemeut to cease and 

es1st from such practices, without prejudice, however, to the right 
of the Commission, should the facts so warrant, to reopen the same. 
and resume prosecution of the complaint in accordance with its 
regular procedure. 

Defore 11/r. William 0. Reeve.~, tt·ittl examiner. 
Mr. Allen C. Pltelps for the Commission. ---1 Not published. 

H67i'iGm-39-vol. 24-00 
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F. A. NoRTH Co. ET AL. Complaint, September 22, 1936. Order, 
February 5, 1937. (Docket 2927.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly by the use of "bait" 
or "come on" advertisements and letters to contact prospects; in 
connection with the manufacture and sale of pianos. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and the Commission having duly considered the same 
and being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is orde-red, That the case growing out of the complaint herein· 
before issued on the 22nd day of September 1936, be, and the same 
hereby is, closed without prejudice to the right of the Commission, 
should the facts so wanant, to reopen the same and resume prosecu· 
tio.n of the complaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Mr. Wm. T. Ohantland for the Commission. 
Chapman dJ Ohatpman and Mr. Leighton P. Stradley, of Philadel· 

phia, Pa., for respondents. 

TnE NACOR MEDICINE Co. Complaint, July 23, 1936. Order accept· 
ing stipulation in settlement of case, February 6, 1937. (Docket 
2879.) 

Charge: Advertising fabely or misleadingly and misbranding or 
mislabeling as to properties and safety of product; in connection 
with the manufacture and sale of a proprietary medicine designated 
"Nacor" and "Nacor Kaps" for asthma. 

Stipulation accepted in settlement of case by order as follows: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the respondent has entered into 
a stipulation as to the facts and an agreement to cease and desist 
from certain enumerated pr,:actices, which stipulation and agreement 
was, on the 22nd day of January~ 1937, tendered to the Commission 
having duly considered the case, and being now fully advised in 
t.he premises; 

It ia ordered, That said stipulation and agr-eement to cease and de· 
sist so entered into by respondent be, and the same hereby is, accepted 
in settlement of this case, and that the case growing out of the com· 
plaint hereinbefore issued on July 23, 193G, be, and the same herebY 
is, settled by said stipulation and the agreement to cease and de· 
sist from such practices, without prejudice, however, to the right of 
the Commission, should the facts so warrant, to reopen the san1e 
and resume prosecution of the complaint in accordance with its 
regular procedure. 

Air. A. lV. DeBirny and Mr. lVilllam L. Pencke for the Commission· 
Bright, Thomp8on dJ llinrich.~, of Washington, D. C., for respond· 

ent. 
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Gnoup SALEs CoRP. Complaint, September 17, 1936. Findings as 
to the facts and order, January 23, 1937.1 Order setting aside, E~tc., 
l~ebruary 9, 1937. (Docket 2922.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to source or origin 
and quality and nature of product; in connection with jobbing, whole-
saling and sale of silk and rayon piece goods. 

Order granting motion to set aside and vacate findings as to the 
facts and conclusion and order to cease and desist as follows: 

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 
mot.ion filed herein on the 4th day of February 1937, by llangser and 
R:aufmann, attorneys for the respondent herein, to set aside and vacate 
t?e findings as to the facts and conclusion and order to cease and de~ 
Sist heretofore made and entered on January 23, 1937, and the Com~ 
hlission having duly considered the said motion and the record herein 
and being now fully advised in the premises: 

It is ordered, That the motion to set aside and vacate the findings 
ns to the facts and conclusion and order to cease and desist made and 
()ntered on January 23, 1937, be and the same hereby is granted . 

. It is further ordered, That the stipulation as to the facts, motion to 
Withdm w answer and the substitute answer dated December 15, 1936, 
heretofore filed in this cause be and the same are hereby stricken from 
1he record. 

It is furtlwr ordered, That the original answer dated October 2, 
~93G and heretofore filed herein, be and the same hereby is reinstated 
lnto the record and this cause proceed regularly to trial. 

Defore Mr. lJ!iles J. Furnas and Mr. John J. /(eenan, trial 
()Xaminers. 

11! r. JJJ orton Nesmith for the Commission. 
Bangser & [{aufrnann, of New York City, for respondent. 

STERLING Pnooucrs, !No. Complaint, July 25, 1935. Order, Febru-
ary 11, 1937. (Docket 2502.) 

Charge: Acquiring stock in competitor in violation of Section 7 
of the Clayton Act; in connection with the manufacture and sale of 
Phannaceutical preparations including dental and hair preparations. 

· Dismissed, after answer and trial, by the following order : 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 

l'e:ord, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is, 
rlishlissed. 

Defore lllr. Charles F. Diggs, trial examiner. -----
'Not published. 
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lllr. E-verett F. Haycraft and Mr. Reuben J. llfartin for the Com· 
miSSIOn. 

Rogers, Ram.Yay & lloge, of New York City, for respondent. 

THoMAs LEEMING & Co., INc. Complaint, March 30, 1936. Order, 
March 1, 1937. (Docket 2751.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or 
mislabeling as to properties and unique character of product; in 
connection with the sale of a treatment for the relief of pain desig
nated Analgesique Baume Dengue. 

Record closed by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the respondent, Thomas Leeming 
Company, Inc., has entered into a stipulation as to the facts and an 
agreement to cease and desist from certain enumerated practices, 
which stipulation and agreement was, on the 23rd day of February 
1937, approved by the Commission, and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on March 30, 1936, be, and the same hereby is, closed 
without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts so 
warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the complaint 
in accordance with its regular procedure, 

Mr. John Darsey for the Commission. 
Davies, Beebe, Bnsirk & Riehard.~on, of ·washington, D. C., for 

l'espondent. · 

DisTILLERS Co., Lw. Complaint, June 15, 1935. Order, March 12, 
1937. (Docket 2435.) 

Charge: Using misleading corporate name as to business status, 
and misbranding or mislabeling and advertising falsely or mislead
ingly in said respect; in connection with the producing and bottling 
of gins in a rectifying plant and in the sale thereof. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This case coming on for consideration by the Commission upon the 

complaint herE> in issued June 15, 1935, and respondent's motion and 
affidavit herein filed February 27, 1937, and it appearing to the Com
mission that this respondent has engaged and is now engaged solely 
in the manufacture and sale of gins by it produced by a process ot 
rectification whereby tax-paid purchased alcohol is redistilled over 
juniper berries and other aromatics, and it further appearing that 
under existing laws and regulations applicable thereto respondent is 
permitted to label such gin as distilled gin and required to state on 
!'aid label who distilled it, and the Commission now bE>ing fully n.d· 
vised in the premises; 
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It is orde1•ed, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on June 15, 1935, be, and the same hereby is, dosPd 
without prejudice to the right of the Commission to reopen the 'Same 
and resume prosecution thereof in accordance with its regular pro
cedure, should future facts and circumstances so warrant. 

111 r. Edw. lV. Tlwmerson for the Commission. 
Davis, Pollc, lV ardwell, Gardiner & Reed, of New York City, and 

Alvord & Alvord, of \Vashinfton, D.- C., for respondent. 

Lours ScHEAR AND JACK ScHRADER, doing business as ScHEAR & 
ScnRIIDER. Complaint, June 10, 1936. Order, March 20, 1937. 
(Docket 2839.) 

Charge: Simulating falsely and misleadingly traue name, labels 
and printed matter and instructions of product of competitor; in 
eonnection with the sale of a novelty designated "Hindu Cones". 

Dismissed, after answer and trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 

re?ord, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises; 
. It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby 
Is, dismissed without prejudice. 

Before Mr. lV. lV. Sheppard and Mr. Robert S. Hall, trial 
~xaminers. 

111 r. John Darsey for the Commission. 
Mr. llarry J(roko~Lv, of New York City, for respondents. 

D CEREAL PRODUCTs REFINING Conr., AcME DnEWING Co., DoHEl\HAN 
rs·mrnuTING Co., LTn. and CALIFORNIA DnEWINO Ass'N. Complaint, 

August 5, 1936. Order, .March 23, 1937. (Docket 2888.) 
_Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or 

nnslabeling as to properties of product; in connection with the manu
facture and sale of beer products. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission and it ap

Peat·ing that respondents have duly executed a stipulation as to the 
facts and agreement to cease and desist from certain enumerated 
Practices, which stipulation and agreement is hereby approved by 
the Commission, aml the Commission having duly considered the 
same and the record and being now fully advised in the premises; 
b It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein-
~fore issued on August 5, 1936, be, and the same hereby is, closed 

''V'Ithout prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts 
so ~arrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the com
Plamt in accordance with the Commission's regular procedure. 
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iff r. J a.y L. J a.ckson for the Commission. 
Mr. Norman A. Eisner, of San Francisco, Calif., and Mr. lVilli(W'I, 

Stanley, Mr. J. Edward Burroughs, Jr. and lffr. lVilli<zm P. Arnold, 
of Washington, D. C., for respondents. 

Fwnr MoTHPROOFING METIIon, INo. Complaint, Dec. 31, 1936. 
Order, April 3, 1937. (Docket 3027.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to use or endorse· 
ment and properties of product and service and guarantee incident 
thereto; in connection with the sale of a liquid preparation designated 
"Flori" for use on fabrjcs, garments, carpets, rugs, furniture, etc., 
to protect them from the ravages of moths, beetles, etc. 

Dismissed, after answer and stipulation, by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 

record, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the compla,int herein be, and the same hereby 
is, dismissed. 

Mr. Edward E. Reardon for the Commission. 

C. E. TnEES & Co., !No. Complaint, November 11, Hl35: Order, 
Aprill5, Hl37. (Docket 2622.) 

Charge: Using misleading trade name and misbranding or mis· 
labeling; in connection with the manufacture and sale of a flavoring 
extract for bottling with carbonated water, and :for use in mixing 
alcoholic drinks. 

Uccord closed, after answer aml trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard upon the application of attorney 

for respondent that the case be closed without prejudice to the right 
of the Commission to renew the same should future circumstances 
warrant, and it appearing to the Commission that the respondent has 
entered into a satisfactory stipulation with the Commission to cease 
and desist forever from the unfair methods of competition alleged 
in a complaint herein issued on November 11, 1935, and the Corn· 
mission having duly considered the same and being now fullY 
informed in the premises ; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the aforesaid complaint 
issued herein on November 11, Hl35, be and the same is hereby closed 
without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should future facts 
and circumstances warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecu· 
tion thereof in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Before Mr. John J. J(eerur:n, trial examiner. 
Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission. 
Loc!..~wood, Goldsmith & Galt, of Indianapolis, Ind., for respondent. 
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CuM:liiER PnODUCTS Co. Complaint, November 18, 1935. Order, 
April17, 1937. (Docket 2632.) 

Charge: Misrepresenting properties of product; in connection with 
the sale of a cleaning fluid designated as "Energine". 

Dismissed, after answer and trial, by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 

re?ord, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
belTig now fully ad vised in the premises; 

_ft ~ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is, 
d1sm1ssed without prejudice. . 

Defore 11/r. Charles F. Diggs, trial examiner. 
Mr. John Darsey for the Commission. 
Schaefer & Lawrence, of Cleveland, Ohio, for respondent. 

'V. H. CHARLESTON, trading as l\IARAJAII & Co. and KALA PRODUCTS 

2
Co. Complaint, February 24, 1936. Order, April 20, 1937. (Docket 
730.) 

Ch~rge: Advertisin~ falsely or misleadingly as to qualities of prod
Uct; In connection with the sale of various cosmetic and medical 
Preparations. 
R~cord closed by the following order: 

1 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

t le ~·ecord, and its appearing that the respondent, ,V, II. Charleston, 
~·rad~ng as l\Iarajah & Company and Kala Products Company, is no 
onger engaged in business and has discontinued the use of the 

Pl'actices charrre<l in the complaint· 
l 0 ' b t i.9 ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein-
~fore issued on February 24, 1936, be, and the same hereby is, closed 

"-'lthout prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts 
s~ ;varrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the com
p a~nt in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Defore Air. John L. llo·rner, trial examiner. 
Mr. George Foulkes for the Commission. 

f Yr. JohnS. Leah-y and 11/r. He'rbert E. Ba1'7Wrd, of St. I.ouis, Mo., 
or respondent. 

:NATIONAL CANDY Co., !No. Complaint, April 30, 1930. Original 
?rder, April 3, 1934. (Docht 1802). 18 F. T. C. 2S2. Order vacat
Ing, etc., April 21, 1937. 

The cease and desist order in this candy lottery case was ordered 
"acat?d and set aside by the fo11owing order: 
. This matter coming on for consideration, and the Commission be
.lng fu]]y advised in the premises; 
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It is ordered, That the order to cease and desist heretofore entered 
and issued on April3, 1934, be and the same is hereby vacated and set 
aside. 

Defore Mr. Mlles J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
!Jfr. Ilenry C. Lank and Mr. D. C. Daniel for the Commission. 
Lowenhaupt, 1V aite & Stolar, of St. Louis, Mo., for respondent. 

CHILEAN NITRATE SALEs Cor:PonATION AND CHILEAN NITRATE Eol1· 
CATIONAL DuuEAu, INc. Complaint, March 23, 1937. Order, April 
29, 1937. (Docket 3089.) 

Charge: Advl'rtising falsely or misleadingly as to unique ad van· 
tuges and properties of product and facts pertaining thereto; in con· 
nection with the importation and sale of a fertilizer designated as 
Chilean nitrate of soda. 

Dismissed by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission, and it 

appearing that the respondents have entered into a stipulation where· 
by they agree that they will not further exhibit ·or circulate a motion 
picture entitll'd "Minor Elements and Natural Salts in Plant Nutri· 
tion" or a pamphlet entitled "Vital Impurities, The Fascinating Story 
of Chilean Nat ural Nitrate, the Only Nitrogen That Comes from the 
Ground," and the Commission having duly considered the same, and 
being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is, 
dismissed. 

11/r. Floyd 0. Collins for the Commission. 
lflr. William, S. Culbertson, of ·washington, D. C., for respondents. 

J. A. STRANSKY l\IANUFACTURING Co. Complaint, April 25, 1929. 
Original order, June 30, 1930. (Docket 1612). 14 F. T. C. 123. 
Order setting aside, etc., April 30, 1937. 

The cease and desist orLler in this misrepresentation case was ordered 
set aside and case rl'op<>ned by the following order: 

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 
recommendation of the Chief Counsel, that the outstanding order 
to cease and desist be set aside and the case be reopened for the 
taking of testimony, and the Commission having duly considered the 
said recommendation and being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the outstanding order to cease and desist herein 
be set aside and the case be reopened for the taking of testimony. 

Defore Mr. John lV. Norwood and Mr. William C. Reeves, trial 
examiners. 

ftfr. Floyd 0. Collins for the Commission. 
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l\1. SwiFT & SoNs, INc. Complaint, December 7, 1935. Order, 
May 1, 1937. (Docket 2649.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to quality of prod
uct; in connection with the manufacture and sale of gold leaf used 
for gold lettering on signs and for gilding various articles, such 
ns ·badges, picture frames, etc. 

Record closed, after answer and trial, by the following order: 
This mutter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the 

record, and the Commission having duly considered the same and 
being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
b~fore issued on December 7, 1935, be, and the same hereby is, closed 
Wlthout prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts so 
~arrant, to resume prosecution of the complaint in accordance with 
Its regular procedure. 

Defore ltlr. Oharles F. Diggs, trial examiner. 
Mr. Joseph 0. Fehr for the Commission. 
Rounds, Dillingham, Mead & Neagle, of New York City, for 

respondent. 

! TJIE NAsu MoToRs' Co. Complaint, November 30, 1936. Order, 
Iay 5, 1937. (D3cket 3000.) 

. Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to nature and terms; 
In connection with deferred or time-payment plan sale of motor 
Vehicles, and in the use, as alleged in the complaint and set forth in 
the. approved stipulation as to the facts and agreement to cease and 
desist, of the following language in advertising the financing plan or 
lllethod in question, namely: 

New C. I. T. 6% lludget Plan 

New 6% 
C. I. T. Tll\IE 

PAYMENT PLAN 

Convenient 6% 'l'erms. 

Dismissed by the following order: 
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission and it 

appearing that the respondent The Nash Motors' Company has 
entered into a stipulation whereby it agreed to cease and desist from 
:~~arately, concertedly, cooperatively or otherwise using any adver-
~Ing matter or furnishing to authorized dealers or distributors any 

a Vertising matter in which the expression "6%" is used, without 
~qually prominent use, in direct conjunction therewith, of explanatory 
.anguage which makes it ch•ar that the said 6% does not refer to or 
Indicate G% per annum, simple interest, and the Commission having 
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duly considered the same, and being now fully ad vised in the 
premises; . 

It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is, 
dismissed. 

Mr. Daniel J. AI urphy for the Commission. 
Davies, Richberg, Beebe, Busick & Richard.wn, of w·ashington, 

D. C., for respondent. 
NOTE.-Stlpulat!on referred to (submitted, PXecuted, by Nash-Kelvinator 

Corporation by letter authorizing, "in the interest of accuracy", certain charges 
"to cover both the merger of The Nash Motors Company with the Kelvinator 
Corporation under the name 'Nash-Kelvinator Corporation' and also to cover 
the fact that our business dealings have been with subsidiaries of Commercial 
Investment Trust Corporation", as there set forth), after preliminary recitals 
detailing Investigation and complaint in the premises and that dismissal of 
such complaint, subject to execution of stipulation in question, is within the 
public interest, etc., and after setting forth stipulation and agreement between 
Commission and the respondent to dispose of the matter without necessity of 
taking testimony, etc., nnd corporate status of respondent Nash Motors' Co., 
its business as a motor manufacturer selling to dealers and distributors, etc., 
and adoption, in cooperation with its various authorized dealers, of the plan in 
question through the Commercial Investment Trust Corporation, and advertise· 
ment thereof in the language above set forth by respondent motor company and 
Its authorized dealers nnd distributors, proceeds as follows (in common with 
the approved stipulations agreed to in the other similar cases hereinafter set 
forth, and dismissed by the Commission) : 

The said advertising was the outgrowth of the following facts: 
Prior to the adoption of the said plan or method of finance ns set forth in thiS 

proceeding, the general practice in the sale of motor vehicles in the United States 
on an instalment basis involved the use of fixed schedules of financing charges 
supplied to the dealer by the finance companies. These tables were stated tn 
terms of dollars and cents, and tllere existed no formula by which the retaU 
purchaser of the motor vehicle on an Instalment basis could ch<>ck the accuracY 
of the added charges. Under this system, for the computation of instalmenti 
financing charges, it was possible for certain dealers to enhance financing 
charges to tlle Jlllrchaser without the purclmser's knowledge, and such practices 
were at times employed by tlle dealer. To eliminate this practice and to al'ford 
to the retail purchaser a convenient mean!! by which he could himself compute 
the correct amount of the financing char~e, the so-called "6% Plan" was adopted 
by one of the Motor Companies in conjunction with a Finance Company; and 
by force of competition, the plan was adopted throughout the motor vehicle 
Industry in the United States. This plan offered lower financing charges fllt 
the purchase of motor vehldes on an Instalment basis than had ever theretofore 
been generally offered. 

The purpose of the respondent in the f'mploymmt of t11e adverUslng of tbC 
above quoted was to acquaint the retail pnrcha;;er of motor whieles, first, wltb 
the fact that a lower financing charge was being offered, anrl, secoud, with the 
method of computation of the correct fiuancing charge which he should pay on 
an Instalment contract; and In the use of the said advertising the respondent 
did not contemplate that it would be construed to mean G% simple interest per 
annum. 

Certain purchasers and prospective purchasers did Interpret and understand 
that the advertising of said finance plan or method as above set forth did con· 
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template a simple interest charge at 6% per annum upon the deferred and 
Unpaid balance of the purchase price of motor vehicles, and this did cause such 
lnembers of the purchasing public to buy motor vehicles In that belief. 

For competitive rrasons the type of advertising above quoted was discontinued 
before the issuance of the complaint herein. 

The respondent 1161'eby stipulates and agrees, To cease and desist from sepa
rately, concertedly, cooperatively or otherwise using any advertising matter or 
furnishing to authorized dealers or distributors any advertising matter in which 
t?e expression "6%" Is used, without equally prominent use, in direct conjunc
tion therewith, of explanatory language which makes it clear that the said 6% 
does not refer to or indicate 6% per annum, simple interest. 

And it is further stipulated and agreed, That the respondent will not at any 
time use or employ any advertisiug, which, rE'gardless of lack fJf any decrptive 
intent, may reasonably be construed as indicating that the additional cost of 
PUrchasing on time payments is only Go/0 . or any other percent simple interest 
Per annum on unpaid balanres of the purchase price of motor vehicles, it such 
Is not the fact. 

It is also stip·u.lated and agreed, That If the said respondent should ever 
l'esume or indulge in any of the practices, the use of which it has herein agreed 
to cease and desist, this stipulation of facts may be used in evidence against 
it in any proceeding that the Commission may institute against the said 
respondent. 

MEMORANDA 

Commission, as of May 5, 1937, by similar orders based on sub
~tantially similar stipulations/ due allowance for varying corporate 
Identities, etc., and also fQr some variance in description of plan in 
question, dismissed complaints in five cases in which charge was, in 
substance, the same, in which complaints issued December 1, 1936, 
and in which Commisison was represented by JJ/r. Daniel J. Murphy, 
and respondents by Davies, Richberg, Beebe, Busick & Richardson, 
of. 'Vashington, D. C., along with Foster & Cameron, of Lansing, 
Mich., for Reo l\Iotor Car Co., and Bodman, Longley Bogle, Middle
ton & Farley, of Detroit, Mich., for Packard 1\Iotor Car Co. 

Said cases, together with the language variously employed in 
~escribing plan in question, as set forth in the respective stipulations 
(thereafter similar to that in the Nash case), follow : 2 

------~ 
ti

1
.As In the stipulation in the Nash case, hereinbefore referred to, three of the stlpula-

ons, namely, those having to do with the Graham-Paige, Hudson and Reo cases, in 
,.,.bleb Commercial Investment Trust Corporation was Involved, had explanatory letters 
Betting fo1·th that said corporation was not an operating concern, but t!Jat Its varloua 
~~bsldlarles were the concerns which conducted business, and suggesting and authorizing, 

:refore, certain changes on such account. 

1 In Ford Motor Co. and Universal Credit Corp., Docket 3005, In which complaint 
~SUed as of Decembec 1, 1036, said complaint was on !lfay :5, 1937, dismissed as to 

nlvcrsat Credit Corp., It appearing that said last named corporation had entered Into 
a Btlpulatlon, as herelnabo,·e set forth, agreeing to ce~1se and desist from using ~ncb 
re~resentatlons as to the 6% terms, as there stated, namely: 
FI 'With the usual low down-payment, $25 a month buys any type of new Ford car. 

nancing at lh of lo/o a month, or 6o/o for twelve months. You receive Insurance at 
conference rates. Complete fire and theft Insurance--and $50 deductible collision, and 
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CHRYSLER CoRP., CHRYSLER SALES CoRP., DESoTo MoTOR cQnP., Dooo:E" 

BROTHERS CoRP., PLYl\WUTII :MoTOR CoRP., AND CoM:MERCIAL CREDI'l" 

Co. (Docket 3002.) 

Ask for the New Official Chrysler :Motors Commercial 
Credit Company Time Payml'nt 6% Plan. You can figure 
It out for yourself. 

1. Start with your unpaid balance 
2. •Then add insurance cost. 
3. Then multiply by 6%-for a 12 mouths' plan. One

half of one per cent per month for periods more or less 
than 12 months. 

•rn some states a small legal documentnry fee Is required. 

NO OTliER CIIARGES 

Through the OtHcial Chrysler Motors Commercial Credit Company New 6% 
Time Payment Plan you will find it easy and less costly to arrange time pay
ments to fit your budget. 

Ask about the new Chryf:ler 1\Iotors-Commercial Credit 6% Time Payment 
Plan. 

You pay for credit accommodations only %of 1% per month on your ot·iginal 
unpaid balnncP. 

6% time paym<'nt plan . . . Ask for the Official Chrysler Motors-Com· 
mf'rcial Credit Company 6% Time Paymmt Plan Available through all Chrysl<'r 
Dealers. 

NEW EASY TERMS 

6% Chrysler Motors Commercial Credit Company 

TIME PAYMENT PLAN 

EASY TO UNDERSTAND I 

GnAIIAM-PAraE MOTons CoRP. AND CoMliiERCIAL INVESTMENT TnuST 

O:mP. (Docket 3003.) 

GnAIIAM-PAIGE CARS CAN BID PURCIIASED ON TIUJ 
SIX PER CENT C. I. T. CREDIT PLAN 

USID TilE CONVENIENT C. I. T. CREDIT PLAN WITH 
PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $2ri.OO PER MONTH 

protection against aecldental Jlhyalcal damage to your ear, The Universal Credit CoiJI· 
pany otl'ers exduslvely the Authorize Ford Flnanee Plan." 

"$211 a month buys any model 1936 Ford V-8. Usual low down-payment. ¥.!% per 
month, or 6% per year, lneludes Insurance. Ask any Ford denier about the Universal 
Credit Compnny $25-a-month 6% Finance Plans." 

''$21S a month with the usual low down-payment, buya any new Ford V-8 car on ne'lf 
U. C. C. 1h% per month finance plans." 

"Ask about the '25-a-month and lho/o per month Finance Plans of the Universal Credit 
Company." , 

"Ask your Ford dealer about the new $211 a-month and U. C. C. 6% finance plan. 
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HunsoN MoTOR CAR Co. AND CoMMERCIAL INVESTMENT TnusT CoRP. 
{Docket 3004.) 

Save-with the new Hudson-C. I. T. 6% tlme payment 
plan • • • Low Monthly Payments. 

The new C. I. T. Hudson 6% Budget Plan Reduces Time 
Payment Costs. 

6'/o 

C. I. T. CORPORATION 
IN COOPERATION WITH 
HUDSON 1\IOTOR CAR CO. 

REo MoTOR CAR Co. (Docket 3006.) 

Buy on Reo's New C. I. T. 6% Finance Plan. The new 
Reo or-O. I. T. 6% Plan-makes it possible for you to buy 

America's finest Six on most favorable terms. 

PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co. (Docket 3007.) 

6% Payment-out-of-Income Plan [Through Commercial 
·credit Co.] 

CoNTINENTAL BRIAR PIPE Co., INc. Complaint, April 27, 1937. 
Order, May 15, 1937. (Docket 3118.) 

Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or 
mislabeling as to properties of product and circumstances of manu
facture and sponsorship or endorsement thereof; in connection with 
t.he manufacture and sale of tobacco pipes. 

Record closed by the following order : 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the respondent, Continental Briar 
Pipe Company, Inc., has entered into a stipulation as to the facts 
and an agreement to cease and desist from certain enumerated prac· 
tices, which stipulation and agreement was, on the 12th day of May 
1937, approved by the Commission, and the Commission having duly 
considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein. 
before issued on April 27, 1937, be, and the same hereby is, closed 
Without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts 
so warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the com· 
plaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

!J!r. lVm. T. Ohantland for the Commission. 

E. S. BEROIIOLT, trading as MARILYN LoursE CosMETics. Com. 
Plaint, November 14, 1935. Or·der, May 17, 1937. (Docket 2626.) 
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· Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to business status: 
and agents' earnings or opportunities and quality and value of 
product; in connection with the sale of cosmetics. 

Record closed by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the respondent is no longer market· 
ing his products under the trade name Marilyn Louise Cosmetics 
and has entirely ceased his business activities under such trade name, 
and the Commission having duly considered the same and being now 
fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein· 
before issued on November 14, 1935, be and the same hereby is, 
closed without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the 
facts so warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the 
complaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Before },Jr. RobertS. Hall, trial examiner. 
Mr. lVilliarn. L. Taggart for the Commission. 

D. GoLDENnEno, INc. Complaint, :May 1, 1930. Original order, 
April 3, 1934. (Docket 1810). 18 F. T. C. 327. Order vacating, 
etc., :May 18, 1937. 

The cease and desist order in this candy lottery case was ordered 
vacated by the following order: 

This matter coming on to be heard, and the Commission having 
duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in tho 
premises; 

It is ordered, That the order to cease and desist heretofore issued 
on April3, 1934, be and the same hereby is vacated and set aside. 

It is fu:rther ordered, That an amended and supplemental com· 
plaint forthwith issue, charging respondent, in its own name and 
right and trading as P. C. Sales Company, with the violation of 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U. S. C. A., 
Section 45), 

Before Mr. 'Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner. 
},fr. l/Pnry 0. Lank for the Commission. 
Mr. William Ginsburg, of Philadelphia, Pa., for respondent. 

rnocoN GnoCERY SERVICE Co., INC. ET AL. Complaint, March 12, 
1937. Or<ler, May 19, 1937. (Docket 3076.) 

Charge: Discriminating in price in violation of Subsection (c) of 
Section 2 of Cln.yton Act; in connection with the sale of groceries 
nnrl food products. 

RPcord closed by the folJowing order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the respondent, Procon Grocery 
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Service Co., Inc., was dissolved on May 6, 1937, subsequent to the 
issuance of the complaint herein, and is no longer in existence, and 
that the other respondents in this proceeding being all of the stock
holders and cooperative members of said respondent Procon Grocery 
Service Co., Inc., have certified to the Commission a statement to the 
effect that they have dissolved said corporation in the utmost good 
faith, and that they do not intend, as a group or individually, to 
organize any similar corporation or any unincorporated association 
to engage in the business practices described in the complaint; and 
the Commission having duly considered the above matter and being 
now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued on March 12, 1937, be, and the same hereby is, closed 
Without prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts 
so warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the com
plaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Air. Allen 0. Phelps for the Commission. 
Covington, Burling, Rublee, Acheson & Shorb, of 'Vashington, 

n. c., for respondents. . 

Roy STRINGER Co., Lm. Complaint, November 18, 1935. Order, 
May 22, 1937. (Docket 2633.) 

Charge: Offering deceptive inducements to purchase, through use 
of misleading and fraudulent. sales scheme; in connection with the 
sale of coin-vending machines of various types. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

the record, and it appearing that the business of the respondent, Roy 
Stringer Company, Ltd., was conducted under the sole management 
of its president., who is now deceased; that no business has been done 
by the respondC'nt concern since the death of its' president in October, 
1935; that the respondent concern has not maintained any office or 
business address since October, 1935; and that there is no iikelihood 
of the resumption of business on the part of the respondent, and the 
Commission having duly considered the same and being now fully 
advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein
before issued November 18, 1935, be, and the same hereby is, closed 
'Vithout prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts 
so Warrant, to reopen the same and resume prosecution of the com
Dlaint in accordance with its regular procedure. 

Mr. John Darsey for the Commission. 
lVMte & Jones, of Indianapolis, Ind., for respondent. 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co. Complaint, March 3, 1936. Order, May 
2G, 1937. (Docket 2735.) 
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Charge: Misrepresenting prices; in connection with the manufac
ture and sale of silver-plated ware. 

Record closed, after answer, by the following order: 
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon 

a stipulation as to the facts and an agreement to cease and desist 
executed for and on behalf of said respondent by its attorneys of 
record, and the Commission having duly considered the said stipula· 
tion and the record, and being now fully advised in the premises; 

It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein 
issued on the 3rd day of March 1936, against the said International 
Silver Co. be, and the same hereby is, closed without prejudice to the 
right of the Commission, should the facts warrant, to re-open the same 
and resume prosecution of the complaint in accordance with its regu
lar procedure. 

Mr. James Ill. /Iammond for the Commission. 
Bartlett, Eyre, Scott & Keel, of New York City, for respondent. 



STIPULATIONS 1 

DIGEST OF GENERAL STIPULATIONS OF THE FACTS 
AND AGREEMENTS TO CEASE AND DESIST 2 

1882. False and Misleading Advertising- Auxiliary Lubricant.
Albert S. Braaten, an individual engaged in the compounding of an 
auxiliary lubricant with a colloidal graphite base, intended to be 
added to ordinary lubricating oils and motor fuel oils; and in the sale 
and distribution of said product under the trade name of "More-X
Super-Charged Colloidal Graphite", in interstate commerce, in com
Petition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations 
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

Albert S. Braaten in soliciting the sale of and selling his lubricant 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in 
his advertisements or advertising matter of statements or representa
tions to the effect that by the use of "More-X" friction has been or 
can be reduced as much as 50%, or in any other exaggerated degree 
not warranted by experiments conducted under scientific test condi
tions; and/or that the quantity of oil required to be used is reduced; 
that by the use of "More-X" wear or repairs are stopped; that by the 
Use of "More-X" it is possible for a motor to function for phenomenal 
lengths of time, without damage, in change or temporary failure of 
the oil supply; that the product, "Morc-X", defies heat and lubricates 
Up to 7500° F.; that "More-X" penetrates or adheres to the metal 
surfaces of motors, or penetrates the pores; the use of extravagant and 
misleading claims of superiority of "More-X" over other similar 
lubricants. (Dec. I, 1936.) 

1 For fal~e and misleading advertising stipulations effected through the Commission's 
2Pec'nl board. See p. 1469 et seq. 

The dh.:ests published hcrPwith cover those accPpted by the Commission (luring the 
Period covered by this volume, namely, Dec. 1, 1936, to May 31, 1937, Inclusive. Digests 
or all pre\·luus stipulations of tl:ls chnracter accepted by the Commission, that Is, numbus 
1 to 1881, lncluHh·e, mny be found in voiR. l 0 to 23 of the Comml•slun's decisions. 

'In the interE'st of brevity there IR omitted from the publl>brd dll!est of the stlpuln
tlon the agr<'em~nt under which the Rtirulntlng re,poJHlt•nt or r£spontknts, as the ca'e 
lnay be, a.;ree thllt shoul•l such stipulating re•pondent or re-·pomlents, "ever resume or 
lncJu!g(' In any of the practices In question, this salt! stipulation or the fucts may be u'rd 
In evldPnce" BJ::alnst such respondent or re;·pon•1cuts, as the case mny be, "In the trial ot 
the complnlnt which the Commission may issue." 

146756m-39-vol. 24--91 1405 
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1883. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and Adver· 
tising-Air Conditioning Device.-Gaylord Manufacturing Co., a 
corporation, engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate com· 
merce of a multiple speed fan having a so-called "purifying" attach· 
ment composed of two electrically heated devices which vaporize 
chemicals that are introduced into the air current by the circulator, 
the chemicals consisting of chlorine and formaldehyde whose strong 
odor is neutralized by perfume, and in competition with other corpora· 
tions, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

The words "air conditioning" signify the simultaneous control by a 
mechanical device of various factors affecting both the physical and 
chemical conditions of the atmosphere within a given structure as a 
room, building, and the like, said factors including temperature, 
humidity and motion or circulation of the air within the structure. 
A device which does not control each and all of the designated factors 
is not properly represented, designated or referred to as an air condi· 
tioner within the purview and meaning of these words as generally 
understood by the trade and public. 

Gaylord Manufacturing Co. agreed to cease and desist from the use 
in its advertising matter of the words "air conditioning" as descriptive 
of its device designated "Fresh'nd-Aire" when in fact, said device is 
not such as falls within the class of air conditioners according to the 
understanding of the trade and purchasing public; and from the use in 
its advertising of the words "air conditioning" either alone or in con· 
nection or conjunction with the word "system" or "unit" or "features" 
or with any other word or words or in any way so as to import or imply 
that said device will perform air conditioning, that is to say, that it 
simultaneously controls by a mechanical device the various factors 
affecting both the physical and chemical conditions of the atmosphere 
within any given structure, as a room, building, or the like, said factors 
including temperature, humidity and motion or circulation. Said 
corporation also agreed to cease and desist from the use in its advertis· 
ing of the word "sterilizes" so as to import or imply that its device, 
actually destroys all germs within the space in which said device is 
operated; of statements such as "Fresh'nd-Aire Alone Accomplishes 
Cooling Effects of 8 to 10 degrees Lower Temperatures in Summer" or 
"Real Cooling Comfort" so as to import or imply that said device, 
when operated within a room or other enclosed space gives the effect of 
reducing temperature in such space from 8 to 10 degrees. The said 
corporation further agreed to cease and desist from the use of the 
word "manufacturing" as part of its corporate or trade name under 
which to carry on its said business; and from the use of the word 
"manufacturing" in any way so as to import or imply that the said 
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{lorporation actually owns and operates or directly and absolutely 
controls a plant or factory wherein the products which it sells and 
distributes in interstate commerce are made or manufactured, when 
such is not the fact. (Dec. 1, 1936.) 

1884. False and Misleading Advertising-Courses of Instruction and 
Textbooks.-Oxford Institute, a corporation engaged in conducting a 
correspondence school and in the sale in interstate commerce of courses 
of instruction and textbooks in commercial branches, in competition 
with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise 
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from 
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Oxford Institute, in soliciting the sale of and selling its courses of 
instruction and textbooks in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and 
desist from stating or representing, directly or indirectly, through its 
salesmen or other representatives, by means of its advertisements or 
advertising matter circulated in interstate commerce, or in any other 
Way that its prospective subscribers are selected or designated by lead
ing people in their communities; that the opportunity to become a 
subscriber to its course is limited to one, or to a small number in each 
community, when no such limitation is observed; that an arrangement 
has been made with a local teacher to give examinations and instruc
tions, when such is not the fact; that the Oxford Institute is a college 
institution; that the Institute will defer the payment of balances due 
for tuition until the completion of the course, when such is not the 
fact; that the Institute employs students as its local representative; 
that where more than one student is enrolled in a community, the 
Payments made by the extra ones would be refunded; that the 
completion of the Oxford Institute's course would give a student two 
Years college credit in business administration; that the textbooks 
furnished subscribers would, if purchased elsewhere, cost more than 
\Vas asked for the complete course; that subscribers paid for the text
hooks; that students who passed their examination with the Oxford 
Institute were in a position to pass a university entrance examination; 
that the Oxford Institute's examination papers are examined and 
Corrected only by professors holding a university degree; failing and 
r~fusing to make refunds of partial payments on account of subscrip
t~ons in cases where agents have made representations regarding the 
biUe of payment of deferred amount by which the Oxford Institute is 
Unwilling to abide; publishing and distributing the lecture by Dr. 
nussell II. Conwell, entitled "Acres of Diamonds", so dressed as to 
lhake it appear that the same was delivered for the benefit of students 
of the Oxford Institute; and/or without disclosing that the same was 
not so delivered. (Dec. 2, 1936.) 

1885. Disparaging and False and Misleading Advertising-Razor 
lllades.-Cooperative Distributors, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the 
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sale and distribution of razor blades, as well as other articles of mer
chandise in interstate commerce, in competition with other corpora
tions, firms, individuals, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Cooperative Distributors, Inc., in offering for sale and selling its 
razor blades in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
the use in its advertising matter or otherwise of statements or repre
sentations to the effect that it has made tests of the blades of all 
blade manufacturers in America and/or that not one of such blades 
was good or dependable; and from the use of said statement or repre
sentation or of any other statement or representation of similar 
meaning or import, the effect of which is to unwarrantably disparage 
the products of competitors. The said corporation also agreed to 
cease and desist from the use in its advertisements of the statement 
"Samples were sent to 1200 shaver-consumers for testing. This time 
more than 90% reported them eminently satisfactory" when in fact 
said statement exaggerates the percentage or number of people who 
reported and/or misconstrues the answers of many of those who did 
report. The said corporation further agreed to cease and desist from 
the use in its advertising of all statements such as "Blades in some 
cases were being made purposely bad in order to increase turnover 
and sky-rocket sales", when in fact such statement is not warranted 
by the facts. (Dec. 2, 1936.) 

1886. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising
Soaps.-George F. Dodge, an individual, engaged in the sale and dis
tribution, in interstate commerce, of soaps in competition with other 
individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

George F. Dodge, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in 
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the 
words "olive oil" on brands, labels, or other advertisements and adver· 
tising matter, to describe or designate products the fatty content of 
which is not composed wholly of olive oil; and from the use of the 
word "olive" in any way which may import or imply that the fatty 
content of the products so described and designated is composed 
wholly of olive oil, when such is not the fact; the use of the words 
"soap makers" and/or "factory" on letterheads or other advertise
ments and advertising matter; and from the use of the words "sonp 
makers" and/or "factory" or either of them in any way which maY 
import or imply that he owns, controls, or operates a factory wherein 
the products which he sells and distributes are manufactured, when 
such is not the fact. (Dec. 7, 1936.) 
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1887. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Prices-Toilet 
Goods, Etc.-Gero Products, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the busi· 
ness of manufacturing toilet goods, insecticides, and deodorants, and 
in the sale and distribution of its said products in interstate com· 
:tnerce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and 
Partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement 
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as 
set forth therein. 

Gero Products, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use on 
the cartons in which said products are packed, of exaggerated or 
tnisleading statements or representations concerning the value of 
said products or the price at which said products are sold or are 
intended to be sold in the usual course of trade. (Dec. 4, 1936.) 

1888. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising
Groceries.-B. H. Rudo and Isadore Rudo, copartners, trading under 
the names and styles of B. H. Rudo and Brother and Atlantic Whole· 
sale Grocery Co., engaged in the sale and distribution of groceries 
at wholesale, in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
Partnerships, individuals, firms, and corporations likewise engnged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

B. H. Rudo and Isadore Rudo, in soliciting the sale of and selling 
their products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist 
fro:tn marking, stamping, branding, advertising, or representing their 
Products as "Fancy" grade or quality which are not of that grade 
or quality as the same is understood by the trade and the purchasing 
Public; and from marking, stamping, branding, advertising, or repre· 
Banting their products, or any thereof, as being of a higher grade or 
quality than is the fact. (Dec. 8, 1936.) 

1889. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Prices-Clocks.
Sessions Clock Co., a corporation, engaged in the business of manu· 
facturing clocks and in the sale and distribution of the same in inter· 
state commerce in competition with other corporations, individuals, 
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following 
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of 
competition as set forth therein. 

Sessions Clock Co., in offering for sale and selling in interstate 
Co:tnmerce, agreed to cease and desist from distributing in interstate 
Commerce to others for sale, said products to which are affixed tags 
heating what purports to be the retail selling price of said products but 
W"hich said price is exaggerated, fictitious, and/or much in excess of the 
Price at which said products are sold and/or intended to be sold in the 
Ordinary course of trade. (Dec. 10, 1936.) 
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1890. False and Misleading Advertising-Boxes.-Marinette and 
Menominee Box Co., a corporation, engaged in the business of manu
facturing boxes and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate 
commerce, in competition with other corporations, firms, individuals, 
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agree· 
ment to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competi
tion as set forth therein. 

Marinette and Menominee Box Co., in soliciting the sale of and sell· 
ing its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist 
from stating or representing on its letterheads or other printed matter 
that it has a plant at Menominee, Mich., when such is not the fact; and 
from the use on its printed matter of the words "Menominee, Mich.", 
in connection with the words "Plants at", or with any other word or 
words or in any way so as to import or imply that it actually owns and 
operates or directly and absolutely controls a plant or plants at 
Menominee, Mich., in which are made or manufactured products 
offered for sale and sold by it, when such is not the fact. (Dec. 10, 
1936.) 

1891. False and Misleading Advertising-Auxiliary Lubricant.
Leo J. Ratheim, an individual trading under the name and style of 
St. Clair Graphite Co., engaged in the sale of an auxiliary lubricant 
intended to be added to ordinary lubricating oils and motor fuel oils, 
under the trade name of "Graf-ex", in interstate commerce, in compe
tition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations 
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 
· Leo J. Ratheim, in soliciting the sale of and selling his lubricant in 
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in ad· 
vertisements or advertising matter of statements or representations 
to the effect that by the use of Graf-ex, oil and gas bills can be cut in 
half; and of any other similar extravagant and misleading clai.Jns 
regarding an alleged reduction in the quantity of oil and gasoline used; 
that an advertised price of 85 cents for two pints of said product is a. 
price of "two pints for the price of one". (Dec. 10, 1936.) 

1892. False and Misleading Advertising-Radio Tubes.-Arcturus 
Radio Tube Co., a corporation, engaged in the business of manufac· 
turing radio tubes and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate 
commerce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, firn1s, 
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agree· 
ment to cease anJ desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition 
ns set forth therein. 

Arcturus Radio Tube Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease nnd desist from the 
use in its advertising or otherwise of tho word "metal" as descriptive 
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of the tubes offered for sale and sold by it in interstate commerce so 
as to import or imply that said tubes are those products which have 
become popularized and known to the trade and purchasing public as 
lnetal tubes for use in radio receiving sets, that is to say, such tubes 
in which the technical elements are sealed in a vacuum in steel or such 
tubes wherein metal functions instead of glass, provided that if and 
when the technical elements of said products are sealed in a vacuum 
in glass which is placed within a metal shell or tube covering member 
and the words "metal tube" are used to designate such metal covering 
Inember, then in that case the words "metal tube" shall be conspic
uously accompanied by some other suitable word or words so as to 
indicate clearly that said product is not that product the technical 
elements of which are sealed in a vacuum in steel and that will other
wise indicate clearly that said product is a product other than one 
wherein metal functions instead of glass. (Dec. 11, 1936.) 

1893. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Prices-Mat
tresses, etc.-National Bedding Co., a corporation, engaged in the 
business of manufacturing mattresses and kindred articles of bedding 
and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate com
lnerce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and 
Partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement 
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as 
set forth therein. 

National Bedding Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from selling, offer
ing for sale, or supplying to its customers for resale, its products 
tagged, labeled, or otherwise marked with any false, fictitious, or 
lnisleading price which is in excess of the price at which said products 
are intended to be sold and usually are sold at retail. (Dec. 11, 1936.) 

1894. Maintaining Resale Prices-Cutlery, Manicuring Instruments, 
~tc.-Schnefel Brothers, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the manufac
ture of cutlery, manicuring instruments and accessories, including 
two nail polishes which it sells and distributes under the trade name 
of "La Cross" in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
eorporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Schnefel Brothers, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its prod
ucts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from seeking or 
obtaining agreements, promises, or assurances from the wholesale or 
retail trade that such trade will cooperate in the maintenance of 
any system of resale price maintenance established by it; seeking or 
obtaining promises, agreements, or assurances of cooperation from 
dealers failing to maintain established resale prices, that they will in 
future maintain the resale prices established by it, as a condition of 
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their being further supplied with its products; directly or indirectly 
carrying into effect, by cooperative methods, any system whatsoever 
for the maintenance of resole prices established by it. (Dec. 11, 1936). 

1895. False and Misleading Advertising-Publications.-New York 
Post, Inc., a corporation, engaged in business as the publisher of 
the "New York Post", a daily publication, and in connection with 
such business, as a printer and seller of books, including the works 
of Charles Dickens, which it sells and distributes in interstate com· 
merce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and 
partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement 
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition 
as set forth therein. 

New York Post, Inc., in offering for sale and selling its publications 
in interstate commerce, agreed to ce11se and desist from the use in 
its advertising matter of the statement "embossed in gold" as de· 
scriptive of the titles and borders of said publications, which are not 
in fact embossed in gold or gold leaf; and from the use of the word 
"gold" in any way so as to import or imply th11t the m11terial used, 
on the titles 11nd borders of s11id publications, is gold or gold leaf 
when such is not the f11ct. (Dec. 14, 1936.) 

1896. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising
Cleaning Fluid.-Sidney Warmbrand and Ben Warmbrand, copartners 
trading under the name of "Superkleen Company", engaged in the 
manufacture of a cleaning fluid and in the sale and distribution of 
the same, under the trade name of "Superkleen" in interstate com· 
merce, in competition with other partnerships, individuals, firms, and 
corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement 
to cease and desist from the alleged unf11ir methods of competition as 
set forth therein. 

Sidney Warmbrand and Ben Warmbrand, in soliciting the sale 
of and selling their said cleaning fluid "Superkleen" in interstate 
commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the words 
"Le11ves No Rings" on labels or other advertisements or advertising 
matter, and from the use of any other word or words which maY 
import or imply that said cleaning fluid will not leave a ring or rings 
on any fabric to which the same may be applied. (Dec. 14, 1936.) 

1897. False and Misleading Advertising-Bath Preparations.-Pine 
Products International, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the production, 
manufacture, and distribution in interstate commerce, of bath prepara· 
tions, including pine needle extract, in competition with other corpora· 
tions, firms, individuals, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Pine Products International, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist 
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from the use in advertisements or advertising matter distributed in 
interstate commerce, of statements or representations that its products 
sold and distributed under the trade names of "Swiss Pine Bath", 
4'Pine Bath Siberia", and "Balpine", possess, or that any of them 
possesses, such therapeutic properties as to render them a competent 
treatment for disorders of the nervous system, sleeplessness, neuritis, 
neuralgia, rheumatism, body and chest colds, faulty respiration, dis
orders of the respiratory organs or the heart and lungs, anemia, ab
dominal ailments, constipation, indigestion, acidity, head colds, sinus 
troubles or catarrh; and from the use in such advertisements or adver
tising matter of exaggerated claims or representations respecting the 
therapeutic value of said products, not warranted by the facts; the 
Use in advertisements or advertising matter of the word "Imported" 
as descriptive of its said products, or any of them, either independently 
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, or in 
any way which may import or imply that said products consist wholly 
of pine essence or that the same are wholly imported, when such is not 
the fact; the use in such advertisements or advertising matter of the 
Word "Laboratories" in any way which may import or imply that said 
eorporation owns, controls, or operates a laboratory or laboratories, 
that is to say, a place devoted to experimental study in a branch of 
natural science or the application of scientific principles in the prepara
tion of drugs and chemicals. (Dec. 15, 1936.) 

1898. False and Misleading Advertising-Cleansing Preparation.
Tbe Mystic Foam Corporation, engaged in the manufacture or com
Pounding of a soapy foam solution for use in cleaning carpets, rugs, 
and furniture, and in the sale and distribution of said product, under 
the trade name of "Mystic Foam" in interstate commerce, in competi
tion with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships 
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

The Mystic Foam Corporation, in soliciting the sale of and selling 
and distributing its "Mystic Foam" in interstate commerce, agreed to 
eease and desist from stating or representing in advertisements or ad
Vertising matter that its said product is a disinfectant, or that said 
Product contains chemicals which instantly destroy bacteria and 
Inoths lurking in fabrics on which it is used, or in any other way, 
directly or indirectly, that said product will eliminate the larvae or 
eggs of moths from fabrics treated. (Dec. 17, 1936.) 

1899. False and Misleading Advertising-Furnaces and Air Condi· 
tioning Systems.-Ilolland Furnace Co., a corporation, engaged in the 
?usincss of manufacturing furnaces and air-conditioning systems and 
In the sale and distribution of said products in interstate commerce, 
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in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms oud 1, t-
. lik · d d · ' ur nerships eWISe engage , entere mto the following agreNIIPIII. 1 

cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition us flP~ 
forth therein. 

Holland Furnace Co., in offering for and selling its productR in i11 tPr
state commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its udwr
tising matter, or otherwise, of the statement, "Find out why only 
Holland can guarantee perfect heat in every room", or of any otlwl" 
statement of similar meaning, when in fact the Holland Furnuc11 ( 'o. 
is not the only concern which guarantees perfect or satisfactory lu•nt 
in every room. (Dec. 17, 1936 . .) 

1900. False and Misleading 'Trade or Corporate Name and Adver
tising-Food Flavors.-George W. Hogue Extract Co., a corporution, 
engaged under its corporate name, and also under the namPH of 
George W. Hogue Manufacturing Co. and McMillen Products Co., in 
the sale and distribution, in interstate commerce, of food flavors in 
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and purt
nerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to 
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as Hl~t. 
forth therein. 

George W. Hogue Extract Co. also agreed, in soliciting the sale of 
and selling its products in interstate commerce, to cease and dcl'h;t 
from the use of the word "Extract" as part of or in connection with it~ 
corporate or trade name; the use of the word "Extract" in advertise· 
ments or advertising matter to describe products which are not 
extracts; and from the use of the word "Extract" in any way which 
may have the tendency or capacity to confuse, mislead, or deceive 
purchasers into the belief that said company manufactures or deals 
in extracts, when such is not the fact. (Dec. 17, 1936.) 

1901. False and Misleading Advertising-Exhaust Fans, etc.-Air· 
master Corporation, engaged in the assembling, sale, and distributi~n 
in interstate commerce, of exhaust fans, ventilators, and propellers, In 

competition with other corporations, indi.viduals, firms, and partner
ships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease 
and d~sist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

Airmaster Corporation, in soliciting the sale of and selling its prod
ucts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use 
in advertisements and advertising matter of statements or represen
tations which materially exaggerate the volume of air delivered by 
its fans or materially under-state the power required to operate the 
same. (Dec. 17, 1936.) 

1902. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Prices-Mat· 
tresses.--Sanotuf Mattress Co., a corporation, engaged in the business 
of manufacturing various kinds of mattresses and other articles of 
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erchandise and in the sale and distribution of same in interstate 
Jll JllU1erce, in competition with other corporations, firms, partnerships, 
cod individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement 

t
an cease and desist from the alleged unfair niethods of competition as 
0 h . t forth t erem. 

se Sanotuf Mattress Co., in solicitiqg the sale of and selling its products 
. interstate commerce, agreed to·cease and desist from selling, or sup
~~ying its customers with, its products to which are affixed or which 
~ear any false, ~ctiti~us, or misleadin~ price known to be in ~xcess of 
the price at whiCh said products are mtended to be sold and usually 
resold at retail. (Dec. 21, 1936.) 

a 1go3. False and Misleading Advertising-Poultry Supplies.-Brower 
Manufacturing Co:, a corporation, engaged in the business of manu
facturing a line of poultry supplies, such as automatic feeders, brood
ers, heaters, and the like, and in the manufacture of a feed mixer 
known as the "Giant Whirlwind Mixer", which product it sells in 
interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations, indi
vidunls, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the 
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Brower Manufacturing Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
Giant Whirlwind Feed Mixer in interstate commerce, agreed to cease 
and desist from the use in its advertisements and advertising matter 
of statements to the effect that the said device has "measured. up 
to the exacting demands of the U. S. Government" and/or that it "is 
now being used successfully in" the Soil Erosion Department of the 
aaid Government,· or of ·any other. statements. or representations of 
similar meaning, so as to import or imply or to convey or tend to 
convey the belief by purchasers that the said device has been officially 
sanctioned, endorsed, or approved by the United States Govern
ment or by any department or branch thereof, when such is not the 
fact. (Dec. 21, 1936.) 

1904. False and Misleading Brands or Labels, Advertising, and 
Prices-Household Utilities, Toiletries, etc.-William Alt, an individ
unl trading under the name and style of "Star Novelty Utilities", and 
nlso as "Star Products Company", engaged in the sale and distribu
tion of household utilities, no.tions, toiletries, razor blades, soaps, 
toothpaste, and other similar merchandise, in interstate commerce, 
in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and cor
porations likewise engaged,· entered into the following agreement to 
r.cnsc and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as 
not forth therein . 
. William Alt, in soliciting the sale of and selling his merchandise in 
;ntcrstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use on 
abols and/or in catalogues of exaggerated or misleading statements 

•0 
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or representations concerning the value of his merchandise or the 
prices at which the same are sold or intended to be sold in the usual 
course of trade; the use of the words "New York" on labels or other 
advertisements or advertising matter, in any way which may import 
or imply that he has an office or place of business in the city of New 
York, when. such is not the fact. (Dec. 24, 1936.) 

1905. False and Misleading Advertising-Hygiene Preparations,..;.. 
Dilex Institute of Feminine Hygiene, a corporation, engaged, under 
the trade name "La-Dila Hygienic Institute", in the sale and distri
bution in interstate commerce of a so-called "La-Dila Method", 
consisting of a dilating syringe, a tube of antiseptic jelly, with a glass 
applicator, and a box of 20 capsules, in competition with other cor
porations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Dilex Institute of Feminine Hygiene, in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and 
desist from the use in its advertisements and advertising matter cir
culated in interstate commerce of any and all words, statements or 
representations, the effect of which is to directly assert or to import 
or imply that the use of said products, when and if used as a contra
ceptive, can be relied upon generally to accomplish their purpose; 
from stating or representing that the so-called La-Dila Method is 
ha~mless and non-irritating no matter how frequently it is used as a 
douche, when such is not the fact; from the use of the words "The 
Perfect Dilating" or of other words of similar meaning, as purportedly 
descriptive of its syringe which is not capable of perfectly dilating 
the vagina in all cases; from stating or representing "may efl'ectively 
use the syringe in a standing or sitting position" when in fact there 
.are conditions when such use of the syringe would not be efl'ective i 
from statements or representations which have the capacity or 
tendency to infer that the La-Dila Method is a cure for or would 
eventually cure leucorrhea, when such is not the fact. (Dec. 24, 1936). 

1906. False and Misleading Advertising-Burial Vaults.-Cast 
Stone Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business of manufactur
ing concrete vaults for use in encasing coffins and caskets in burial 
of the dead, and in the sale of same in interstate commerce, in com
petition with other corporations, firms, individuals, and partnerships 
likewise engaged, enterP-d into the following agreement to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

Cast Stone Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its concrete 
burial vaults in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist froDl 
stating or representing in its advertisements and advertising matter 
that said vaults, in all cases, will appreciate with time, harden with 
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age, and finally become adamant or of impenetrable hardness, or that 
the said vaults will endure for centuries or for all time, free from the 
inroads of water or rodents, and assure safe and peaceful rest through
out the coming years; and from the use in said adver~ising of state
ments or representations which directly assert or clearly import or 
imply that the material of which said vaults are constructed is a 
material and is the only material which, regardless of burial conditions, 
is strong, durable, and dependable enough to infinitely harness or 
exclude water, when such is not the fact. (Dec. 28, 1936.) 

1907. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Men's J'ewelry.
Morse, Andrews Co., a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of 
jewelry for men's use, including metal belt buckles, and in the sale and 
distribution thereof, in interstate commerce, in competition with 
other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise en
gaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from 
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Morse, Andrews Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the 
Word "Goldray" as a mark, stamp, or brand for any of its products not 
made or fabricated from gold; and from the use of the word "gold", 
or of any combination of which the word "gold" forms a part in any 
Way which may import or imply that its products are composed, in 
whole or in part, of gold, when such is not the fact. (Dec. 28, 1936.) 

1908. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Brass, Bronze, and 
Nickel Silver.-New England Brass Co., a corporation, engaged in the 
lllanufacture of brass, bronze, and nickel silver, and in the sale and 
distribution thereof, in interstate commerce, in competition with 
other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise en
gaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from 
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. · 

New England Brass Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its prod
Ucts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of 
the word "Goldray" as a mark, stamp, or brand for any of its products 
not made or fabricated from gold; and from the use of the word 
:'Gold", or of any combination of which the word "Gold" forms a part, 
~any way which may import or imply that its products are composed, 
J.n whole or in part, of gold, when such is not the fact. (Dec. 28, 1936.) 

1909. False and Misleading Advertising-Household Remedies.
Munsell's Mineral Products Co., a common law trust, engaged in the 
compounding of household remedies and in the sale and distribution 
~hereof, under the trade name of "Munsell's Mineralization Tablets" 
tn interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, individuals, 
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following 
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of 
competition as set forth therein .. 
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The theory that the presence of certain mineral salts is essential to a 
healthy condition of the human body had as one of its first exponents 
Dr. Wilhelm Heinrich Schuessler, a German physician who, in 1884, 
published a book on "The Biochemic System of Medicine." From 
this beginning, the next step-the belief that all afflictions of the 
human body are due to a deficiency of cell salts-grew up, and resulted 
in the adoption of the system known as "Biochemic Therapy" by a 
few physicians and in the opening of a few establishments for the com
pounding of remedies for use by such physicians and, in ~orne cases, 
for self-administration by patients, based upon the "Biochemic" 
system of diagnosis and medication. Starting with the premise 
that, from the bodily condition, any deficiencies or weaknesses could 
be referred to the lack of mineral salts in the cells of the body, a 
system of diagnosis and prescription was deduced. This school of 
medical practice has never received general recognition, and the 
theory that the diseases and weaknesses of the human body can be 
alleviated or cured by the use of mineral salts alone has never been 
recognized or received the adherence of the medical fraternity or of 
scientific men generally. 

Munsell's Mineral Products Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling 
its said products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist 
from stating or representing, directly or indirectly, that its said prod· 
ucts, alone, are a specific or remedy for any human ailment; saving 
and reserving its right to state and represent that said products are 
beneficial to the general health in cases where they may supply a 
deficiency of any mineral salt which may be lacking and which has 
produced, or is tending to produce, a diseased condition; statir,g or 
representing, directly or indirectly, that its said products are safe 
for self-medication, while the same contain any drug or ingredient, 
such as fluoride, in such quantity which may prove harmful when 
taken otherwise than under the direction of a physician. (Dec. 
28, 1936.) 

1910. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and Brands 
or I.abels-Extracts.-Alfredo Wanderlingh, an individual trading as 
Venus Importing Co., engaged as a jobber and retailer in the sale and 
distribution of extracts in ihterstate commerce, in competition with 
other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise 
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist 
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Alfredo Wanderlingh, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the 
word "importing" as part of or in connection with the trade name used 
by him in offering for sale and selling his products in interstate coJll· 
merce; and from the use of the word "importing" or the word "iJll· 
portati", or either of them, alone o:r: in connection or conjunction 
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with any other word or words, on his labels or otherwise, so as to 
import or imply that the products referred to are imported from 
Italy or elsewhere, or that the said Alfredo Wanderlingh is an 
importer, when such is not the fact. The said Alfredo Wanderlingh 
also agreed to cease and desist from the use on his labels or otherwise 
of the words "Laboratorio Chimico Italiano" so as to import or imply 
that the said Alfredo Wanderlingh maintains a chemical laboratory in 
Italy; and from the use of the word "Laboratorio", either alone or in 
connection or conjunction with any other word or words, or in any 
way which tends or may tend to convey the belief by purchasers that 
the said Alfredo Wanderlingh owns and operates or controls a labora
tory or place devoted to experimental study or to the application of 
scientific principles in testing and analysis or in the preparation of 
drugs, chemicals, and the like, when such is not the fact. The said 
Alfredo W anderlingh further agreed to cease and desist from the use 
on the labels affixed to his products of pictorial or other representa
tions of medals or crosses which may have the effect of causing or 
which may tend to cause the belief by purchasers that such medals 
or crosses were awarded to the said Alfredo Wanderlingh in connection 
with the exhibition of his. products at an exposition or fair or on any 
other occasion.where such awards are customary. (Dec. 28, 1936.) 

1911. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising
N"otions.-Joe Goodman, an individual trading under his own name, 
engaged in the sale and distribution of notions, including thumb tacks 
and so-called bobby pins or hair grips, in interstate commerce, in 
-competition with other individuals, firms, corporations, and individ
uals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease 
-and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

Joe Goodman, in offering for sale and selling his products in inter
state commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the letters 
"U. S. A." as a mark or brand for said products so as to import or 
imply or to tend to convey the belief that said products are made in 
the United States of America, when such is not the fact. The said 
Joe Goodman also agreed to cease and desist, in offering for sale and 
selling his products of foreign make or manufacture, from the use of 
any statement or representation, the effect of which is to import or 
imply that said products are of domestic make or manufacture, when 
such is not the fact. (Dec. 28, 1936.) 

1912. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Corrugated Fiber 
lloxes.-Jacob S. Glekel and Jacob Press, copartners trading as Eagle 
Corrugated Products Co., engaged in the sale and distribution of 
~orrugated fiber boxes in interstate commerce, in competition with 
other partnerships, corporations, individuals, and firms likewige 
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist 
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from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 
Jacob S. Glekel and Jacob Press, in soliciting the sale of and selling 

their products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist 
from the use as a mark, stamp, or brand for their products sold and 
shipped in interstate commerce of the word "maker", or of any other 
word or words of equivalent meaning, either independently or in 
connection or conjunction with any other word or words, or in any 
way, the effect or implication of which is to convey or tend to convey 
to customers or prospective customers the belief that the said co· 
partners are the makers or manufacturers of said products and/or 
that they actually own and operate or directly and absolutely control 
the factory in which said products are made or manufactured, when 
such is not the fact. (Dec. 29, 1936.) 

1913. Resale Price Maintenance-Orange J'uice Concentrate.-llireley's 
Inc., a corporation, engaged in the production, packing, sale, and 
distribution of an orange juice concentrate under the trade name of 
''llireley's Dairy Orange Juice" and "llireley's Orangeade" in inter· 
state commerce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, 
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following 
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of 
competition as set forth therein. 

llireley's, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in 
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from seeking or 
obtaining agreements, promises, or assurances from its distributors 
that they will cooperate with said corporation in carrying out any 
system of price maintenance, or of resale price maintenance, estab· 
lished by or for said corporation.; directly or indirectly carrying into 
effect, by cooperative methods, any system whatever for maintenance 
of prices, or of resale prices, established by said corporation. 
(Jan. 4, 1937.) 

1914. False and Misleading Advertising-Dental Implements, Nail Files, 
etc.-Flexible File Co., a corporation, engaged in the business of 
manufacturing dental implements, cosmetic-tweezers, nail files, and 
similar articles, and in the sale and distribution of said products in 
interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations, indi
viduals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the 
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Flexible File Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist ft·om the use of the 
word "rustless" as descriptive of its products so as to import or imply 
that said products will resist rust and/or that they are proof against 
corrosive action to such an extent that they would continue to remain 
rust-free when subjected to the ordinary uses for which they are 
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intended. The said corporation also agreed to cease and desist from 
the use of the word "tempered" as descriptive of its products which 
are not in fact tempered andjor which are made or fabricated from 
:metal of such low carbon content that they are not capable of being 
and remaining tempered. (Jan. 5, 1937.) 

1915. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-J'ew
elry.-J oseph P. Harrison and John R. Harrison, copartners, trading 
as Harrison Brothers, engaged in the sale and distribution of various 
items of jewelry, including medals and pins, in interstate commerce, 
in competition with other partnerships, firms, individuals, and cor· 
porations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to 
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as 
set forth therein. 

Joseph P. Harrison and John R. Harrison, in soliciting the sale of 
and selling their products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and 
desist from the use in their advertising or printed matter of the 
Word "gold," either alone or in connection with the letters "en" or 
With any other letters, word, or words, as descriptive of their prod
Ucts, or of any part or parts thereof, which are not composed of gold; 
and from the use of the word "gold" in any way so as to import or 
imply that saia products are composed of gold, either in whole or in 
substantial part, when such is not the fact. (Jan. 5, 1937.) 

1916. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and Advertising
Courses of Instruction in Electric Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.
Refrigeration Engineering Institute, Inc., a corporation engaged in 
conducting a. school for study and training in electric refrigeration 
and air conditioning, and in the sale of courses, textbooks, and lessons 
in said branches, in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engagerl, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Refrigeration Engineering Institute, Inc., in soliciting the sale of 
and selling its textbook and courses of instruction in interstate 
commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word 
"Institute" as a part of or in connection with its corporate or trade 
name; and from the use of the word "Institute" or Institution" in 
any way which may import or imply that it is an organization of mem· 
hers of the refrigeration engineering industry for the purpose of con
sidering and solving the problems thereof; advertising its business or 
courses of study under the classification of "Help 'Vanted," or "Male 
~le]p 'Vanted"; the use of statements or representations importing or 
Implying that it is in a position to offer its subscribers employment; 
the use of its advertisements or in talks of its solicitors of words im
Porting or implying that only one subscriber to its textbook and courses 
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of study is being sought in each community, when such is not the fact; 
the use of statements or representations that its students are "selected," 
()r that they are a "selected group," when such is not the fact; the use 
in advertisements or advertising matter, or in sales talks by its agents, 
of statements or representations importing or implying that it is an 
organization of members of the refrigeration engineering industry, 
that such members are cooperating in carrying on the school, or that 
they are glad to employ its graduates, or otherwise lend such school 
tl1eir aid, support and cooperation in any way contrary to the facts. 
(Jan. 6, 1937.) 

1917. False and Misleading Advertising-Lipstick.-Northam 1Varren 
Sales Co., engaged in the business of manufacturing primarily hand 
.and manicure aids and in the sale and distribution of said products in 
interstate commerce, and also in the sale of an item designated "Cute:x: 
Lipstick," in interstate commerce, in competition with other corpora· 
tions, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Northam 1Varren Sales Co., in offering for sale and selling its 
lipstick product in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist 
from the use of the word "nourishing" either independently or in 
connection or conjunction with any other word or words so as to 
import or imply that the aforesaid product nourishes or feeds the 
lips to which the same is externally applied and/or that the lips to 
which the said product is so applied are caused to assume a smooth, 
moist, velvety, non-greasy appearance as the result of nourishment 
~upplied to the lips by such application thereto of said product. 
{Jan. 7, 1937.) 

1918. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels and Advertising-Per
fumes.-Laure Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged in the sale and distri· 
bution of perfumes in interstate commerce in competition with other 
-corporations, firms, individuals, and partnerships likewise engaged, 
-<~ntered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Laure Co., Inc., in offering for sale and selling its products in 
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the 
word "Paris" alone or in connection with any other word or words: 
Qr with the purported name ''Pierre L'Vergnc," "Caw•lle et CiE>," or 
"Henri'' in the form of a signature, on display or shipping cartons 
Qr packages containing said products, or in advertising or printed 
matter relating to said products, so as to import or imply, or in anY 
way which may tend to convey the belief by purchasers, that said 
products are compounded or manufactured in J>aris, France, and/or 
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that the said Laure Company, Inc. has an office 9r offices at said 
place, when such is not the fact. The said corporation also agreed 
to cease and desist from the use of the purported name "Pierre 
L'Vergne," "Cavelle et Cie," "Henri," or other name or names typical 
-of France, or of any inscriptions or statements in the French lan
guage, in or upon the packages or cartons containing said products, 
-or in advertising or printed matter relating to said products, without 
conspicuously showing that said products are compounded or manu
factured in the United States of America. The said corporation also 
agreed, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in interstate 
commerce, to cease and desist from the use in its literature of what
~ver character relating to said products of the statement, "made with 
imported oils," so as to import or imply that all of the oils used in 
compounding or making said products are imported, when such is not 
the fact. (Jan. 7, 1937.) 

1919. False and Misleading Advertising-Honey Bread.-Capito] 
Bakers, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the bakery business, and in 
the sale and distribution of its confections, including a product desig
nated "El Aguinaldo Cuban Honey Dread," which product is produced 
in the same manner as ordinary bread except for the addition to each 
loaf of a quantity of flake white and an amount of honey allegedly 
made by wild bees from the Aguinaldo, Romerilla, and wild Cham
monilia flowers growing on the slopes of the Maestra Mountains in 
Cuba, in interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations, 
individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into 
the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Capitol Bakers, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its bread 
designated "El Aquinaldo Cuban Honey Dread" in commerce, agreed 
to cease and desist from the use in its advertising matter of whatever 
character having interstate circulation of statements or representations 
which import or imply or which may tend to convey the belief by 
purchasers that said bread possesses such therapeutic valuo that the 
eating thereof will result in the restoration of glorious good health 
to the eater or will produce remarkable results or relief in all forms of 
stomach ailments, indigestion, coughs, colds, constipation, asthma, 
sinus fRictions, and the like, or will produce boundless health-giving 
benefits; that the eating of such bread, because of its El Aguinaldo 
Cuban Honey Content, or for other reason, corrects all of the afore
said human ailments by going direct to the source thereof. The said 
corporation further agreed to cease and uesist from the use of the 
Words "Finest of all health giving breads," or of any other words 
of similar meaning, as descriptive of the bread prouuct offered for sale 
and solo by it in interstate commerce when in fact the results and 
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values obtained from the consumption of such bread product are 
no different from those obtainable from the consumption of any 
ordinary or usual type of bread containing any ordinary, good grade 
of honey. (Jan. 8, 1937.) 

1920. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Wines.
Eastern 1Vine Corp., a corporation, engaged in business as a blender 
and bottler of California wines and in the sale and distribution thereof 
in interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations, in
diviJ.uals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the 
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Eastern Wine Corp., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use on 
labels or vintage strips of the words "Vintage-1928," or of any other 
similar or equivalent words importing or implying that the products 
so marked or designated are of the vintage of 1928, when such is not 
the fact; and from the use of any labels or vintage slips which do 
not truthfully and accurately state or represent the age of the products 
in connection with which the same are used; the use on labels or other 
a.dvertisements and advertising matter of the words "Highest award 
wherever exhibited," either alone or accompanied by any pictorial 
representations simulating medals, or of any other similar or equiva
lent words or expressions stating or implying that it has exhibited 
its products at any exposition or fair, and/or that it has been awarded 
medals for the excellence of said products, when such is not the fact. 
(Jan. 12, 1937.) 

1921. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Simulating Trade 
Name-Radio Sets.-Frederica K. Frank and Albert M. Frank, copart
ners, trading under the name and style of Custom-Dilt Radio Co.r 
engaged in the sale and distribution of midget radio sets in commerce 
between and among various states of the United States anu in the 
District of Columbia, in competition with other partnerships, firms, 
individuals, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the fol
lowing agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods 
of competition as set forth therein. 

Gillette Safety Razor Co. was incorporated in 1917 under the laws 
of Delaware, with a perpetual charter, for the purpose of acquiring
and it did acquire-the business and assets of Gillette Safety Razor 
Co. of :Massachusetts, the latter company having succeeded in 1912 a 
Maine company of the same name incorporated in 1901. Each of the 
said companies, during its existence as such, manufactured, and the 
said Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Delaware now manufactures, safety 
razors and blades, which products were and are now sold and dis
tributed extensively in the United States of America and in foreign 
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countries, said products bearing the name "Gillette" printed in script, 
with the result that the said name "Gillette," so printed and otherwise, 
has been and is now widely and favorably known and recognized by 
the consuming public to identify products of quality manufactured 
and sold by the said Gillette Safety Razor Co. 

Frederica K. Frank and Albert M. Frank agreed, and each of them 
agreed, in offering for sale and selling their radio sets in commerce as 
defined by the act, to cease and desist from the use, as a mark, bmnd~ 
or label for their products, of the word "Gillette" printed in script 
simulating that used by Gillette Safety Razor Co. on products manu
factured by it; and from the use of the word "Gillette" in any way 
which may import or imply, or which tends or may tend to confuse, 
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief, that the radio sets 
offered for sale and sold by the said copartners are products manu
factured by or for the said Gillette Safety Razor Co., or a subsidiary 
thereof, and/or that the said Gillette Safety Razor Co. is financially 
<>r otherwise interested in the production and/or sale of said radio 
sets. (Jan. 18, 1937.) 

1922. False and Misleading Advertising-Baby Chicks.-George F. 
Pinaire, an individual trading under the name and style of Clover 
Valley Poultry Farm and Hatchery, engaged in the business of hatch
ing chicks and in the sale thereof, in interstate commerce, in competi
tion with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations 
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and 
<lesist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

George F. Pinaire, in soliciting the sale of and selling his baby 
chicks in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from tho 
use, in advertisements or advertising matter circulated in interstate 
commerce, of any words or phrases, statements or representations, 
importing or implying that all the baby chicks which he sells are 
hatched from eggs produced by his own flocks, when such is not the 
fact; and/or of any words or phrases importing or implying that all 
the baby chicks which he sells are hatched from eggs produced by 
bl()l"ld-tested flocks, when such is not the fact. (Jan. 18, 1937.) 

1923. False and Misleading Advertising-Fountain l'ens.-Harry A. 
nippner, an individual trading as John Hancock Pen Co., engaged 
in the business of selling and distributing fountain pens in interstate 
commerce, in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, 
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agree
ment to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of compe
tition as set forth therein. 

Harry A. Rippner, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to c~ase and desist from the use of the 
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statement or representation, "A $5.00 Value," as descriptive of said 
products, or of any other statement or representation concerning the 
alleged value of said products, so as to import or imply that said 
products actually have the value indicated when such is not the fact; 
of the statement, "This certificate is worth $4.40 to you," or of any 
printed or other certificate purporting to have a value which said cer
tificate does not possess; of the statement "For a Limited Time Onlyt 
or of any other statement of similar meaning, so as to import or imply 
that the offer to sell said products at a designated price actually is lim
ited as to the time within which said offer must be accepted, when, in 
fact, no such time limit exists; of the statement, "This pen holds 200% 
more ink than any ordinary fountain pen on the market," when, in 
fact, said pen does not have such ink-holding capacity; of the state
ments, "selling direct" and "direct to you," or of either of them, alone 
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, so as to 
import or imply or to tend to convey the belief by purchasers that the 
said Harry A. Rippner makes or manufactures the pens offered for 
sale by him and sells the same direct to the purchaser, and that there 
i'3 no middleman between the manufacturer and the purchaser. 
(Jan. 21, 1937.) 

1D24. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels-:Beer.-Red Top Brew
ing Co., a corporation, engaged in the manufacture and brew
ing of beer and ale and in the sale and distribution thereof in inter
state commerce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, 
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following 
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of 
competition as set forth therein. 

Red Top Brewing Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use on its brands or labels of the words "Double Brew" as descriptive 
of said products which are not in fact double brewed; and from the 
use of the words "Double Brew," either alone or in connection or con
junction with the word "Special," or with any other word or words, 
or in any way, so as to import or imply that the products to which 
they refer have been double brewed, or brewed twice, when such is not 
the fact. (Jan. 22, 1937.) 

1925. False and Misleading Advertising-Hair Remover.-Clarence N. 
Debaugh, an individual trading under the name and style of C. D. 
Electric Co., engaged in the assembling of an electrical apparatus for 
the removal of surplus hair from the skin of human beings, and in 
the sale and distribution thereof under the trade name of "Monolux 
Hair Uemover," in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 
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Clarence N. Debaugh, in soliciting the sale of and selling his said 
device in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use of the words "safe," "painless," andjor "permanent," in de
scribing the same, without at the same time qualifying such state
ments and representations in accordance with the facts and the nec
essary care and skill required to be used in its application. (Jan. 26, 
1937.) 

1926. False and Misleading Advertising-Dry Goods Remnants.-J ames 
D. Boulger, an individual trading as Eastern Textile Co., engaged in 
the sale and distribution of dry-goods remnants for us by dress
makers, housewives, and others, in interstate commerce in competition 
with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise 
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from 
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

James D. Boulger, in offering for sale and selling his bundles of 
dry-goods remnants in interstate commerce, agreed to -cease and de
sist from the use in his advertising of the words "dress remnants" 
as descriptive of the remnants of which said bundles are composed 
so as to import or imply that the said bundles are composed wholly 
of remnants of dress materials. If the said bundles are composed in 
substantial part of remnants of dress materials and the words "dress 
remnants" are used to describe such dress materials, then, in that 
event, the words "dress remnants" shall be prominently accompanied 
by some other word or words printed in type equally as conspicuous 
as that in which the words "dress remnants" are printed, so as to 
indicate clearly that said bundles are not composed wholly of rem
nants of dress materials and/or otherwise to indicate clearly that 
said bundles are composed in part of remnants other than dress ma
terials. The said James D. Doulger also agreed to cease and desist 
from the use in his advertising matter, or otherwise, of the state
ment, "Satisfaction guaranteed or money back," or of any other 
statement of similar meaning, so as to import or imply that, in all 
instances of expressed dissatisfaction by purchasers, the full amount 
of money, including both the purchase price and postage paid by 
such dissatisfied purchasers, will be returned by the said James D. 
noulger to such purchasers, when such is not the fact. (Jan. 26, 
1937.) 

1927. False and Misleading Representations-Motion Picture Advertis
ing Films.-L. II. Hyde and ,V, C. Hyde, copartners trading under 
the name and style of Royal Film Studios, Royal Revues, Inc.t 
a corporation, and 'Vest Coast Discount Corporation, a corpo
ration, engaged in the production of entertainment-advertising 
films for display in motion picture theaters, such films consisting 
of short acts with merchants' advertisements displayed across the 
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lower part, and known as "Royal Revues." The films which were 
the subject of these contracts were shipped in interstate commerce. 
In the collection of purchasers' notes representing the unpaid install
ments, said L. H. Hyde and ,V, C. Hyde, and said Royal Revues, 
Inc. acted through said West Coast Discount Corporation, Ltd. L. H. 
Hyde, W. C. Hyde and Royal Revues, Inc., in competition with other 
partnerships, individuals, firms, and corporations likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

L. H. Hyde and W. C. Hyde and Royal Revues, Inc. and 'Vest 
Coast Discount Corporation, Ltd., in soliciting the sale of and selling 
their products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
stating and representing, directly or through their authorized agents 
or solicitors, that the films to be furnished will be equal in quality 
to the samples exhibited, unless the said films are in fact equal to 
such samples; that the films to be furnished will be of the same length 
as the samples exhibited, unless such films are in fact equal in length 
to the samples; that the contracts which customers are asked to sign 
can be canceled after two months, unless such a provision is included 
in the contract or the privilege of cancellation is granted as repre
sented; that no other merchant en~aged in the same line of business 
as the customer will be placed on the same film with him, unless the 
restriction referred to is observed; that any given number of sub· 
scribers to the service has been secured, or that the contract will be 
returned to the signer if a certain number is not secured, when such is 
not the fact; that films will be shown or displayed daily, or every 
week, when in truth and in fact no provisions have been made for 
having them shown as stated; that the prices asked and paid for the 
films represent the entire cost of the service to the subscriber, without 
informing him that additional sums are required to be paid to the 
local motion picture exhibitor; that the 'Vest Coast Discount Cor· 
poration, Ltd. is an innocent purchaser for value of the promissory 
note and securities given by subscribers to said Royal Film Studios 
or Royal Revues, Inc. (Jan. 28, 1937.) · 

1928. False and Misleading Brands or labels-Absorbent Cotton.-The 
Day Co., a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of surgical dress
ings, including absorbent cotton, gauze, and bandages, and in the 
sale of said products, in interstate commerce, in competition with 
other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise en· 
gaged, entered into the fo1lowing agrPement to cease and desist from 
the alleged unfair methoLls of competition as set forth therein. 

The llay Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in 
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the 
word "Sterilized" as a mark, stamp, or brand for its nbsorbent cotton 
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which has not been rendered free from bacteria after being packaged, 
or in the packing of which the best accepted sanitary precautions have 
not been taken and followed for the removal and exclusion of all 
bacteria after packaging; and from the use of the word "Sterilized" 
in any way which may import or imply that said products have been 
sterilized and are sanitary, when such is not the fact. (Feb. 10, 1937.) 

1929. Lottery Schemes-Sandwiches, etc.-Hiram E. Vickers and Lot
tie Vickers, copartners trading under the name and style "Dub's 
Sandwich Company," engaged in the business of manufacturing pea
nut-butter and cheese sandwiches, candies, and the like, and in the 
sale and distribution of said products in interstate commerce, in com
petition with other partnerships, firms, corporations, and individuals 
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

Hiram E. Vickers and Lottie Vickers, in soliciting the sale of and 
selling their products in interstate commerce, agreed, and each of 
them agreed to cease and desist from using, and from placing in 
the hands of others to use, any scheme, plan, or method of selling or 
of promoting the sale of their products which involves the use of any 
gift enterprise, lottery, or scheme of chance whereby a sum of 
money or any article is given as a prize or premium for or in con
sideration of the purchase of any other article. (Feb. 10, 1937.) 

1930. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels and Advertising-Women's 
Coats.-Fred P. ·weissman, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the sale 
and distribution of women's dress and sport coats in interstate com
merce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and 
partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement 
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition 
ns set forth therein. 

Fred P. Weissman, Inc. agreed, in offering for sale and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from the use of 
the words and figures "100% Camel's Hair" as descriptive of those 
of its said products which are not composed of camel's hair, and from 
the use of the words "Camel's Hair," either alone or in connection 
or conjunction with "100%," or in any other way, so as to import 
or imply that the products to which said words apply are composed 
Wholly of camel's hair, when such is not the fact; provided that, if 
said products are composed in substantial part of camel's hair and 
the said words are used as descriptive of the Camel's hair content,. 
then, in that case, the words "camel's hair'' shall be prominently ac
companied by some other word or words, printed in type equally as 
conspicuous as that in which the words "camel's hair" are printed1 

so as to indicate clearly that said products are not composed wholly 
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of camel's hair but are composed in part of a material or materials 
other than camel's hair. (Feb. 12, 1937.) 

19!31. False and Misleading Advertising and Disparaging Competitors' 
Products-Kitchen Utensils.-Century l\fetalcraft Corp., engaged in the 
sale and distribution of cast kitchen utensils, under the trade name 
"Silver-Seal," in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
corporations, individuals, firms and partnerships likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Century Metalcraft Corp. agreed to cease and desist from the use 
in its advertisements and advertising matter, or otherwise, in solic
iting the sale of and selling its Silver-Seal products in commerce, of 
statements or representations to the effect that the waterless method 
of cooking with Silver-Seal equipment has been endorsed by leading 
medical authorities and dietitians throughout the country, or that 
such method of cooking is capable of accomplishment only in Silver
Seal equipment, or that the waterless method of cooking is new, or 
that cooking foods in water necessarily deprives the consumers of 
such foods of the mineral salts, vitamins, nourishing elements, and 
natural flavors of the foods, when such are not the fact; that, in using 
a gas oven, the gas will affect the food cooked therein and destroy 
the food flavor, when in fact there is no scientific foundation for such 
statement or representation; that Silver-Seal is entirely different 
from any other cooking equipment on the market, when such is not 
ihe fact; that Silver-Seal is finished in silver and/or that said 
products, because of such alleged silver finish, or for other reason, 
are immune from pitting with a resultant capacity to absorb and 
retain food elements, when such are not the facts; that the eating of 
foods cooked in Silver-Seal equipment will positively cause im
proved health of the consumer in all instances and/or regardless of 
ihe nature or cause of the ailment or disease with which such indi· 
vidual may be affected; that nature balances certain designated 
elements in food perfectly and/or that, where the food is perfectly 
balanced, the balance is disturbed in every case by improper food 
preparation, or that the Silver-Seal method is the proper method 
for all foods, or that the result of improper cooking is in all cases, 
or even generally, acidosis, constipation, or lowered. resistance. The 
said. corporation also agreed to cease and desist from stating or 
representing by any means whatever that its Silver-Seal equipment 
can be purchased at a so-called Program-First-Call or Coupon Price, 
that is to say, at a lower price than the price at which said equip· 
ment is sold at retail, when in fact the coupon price actually is the 
price at which said equipment is regularly sold in the usual course 
of trade. The said corporation further agreed to cease and desist 
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from stating that "Dr. Michael Hindhede, as health commissioner 
of Denmark, made it a national law that all vegetables, fruits and 
meats had to be cooked without water," when, in truth and in fact, 
such statement is without substantiation. The said corporation also 
agreed to cease arid desist from stating or representing by any means 
whatever that the use of Silver-Seal will result in yearly savings 
of $79.00, or of any other amount of alleged yearly savings, when in 
fact such statement or representation is exaggerated. The said 
<'orporation also agreed to cease and desist from any and all state
ments or representations the effect of which imports or implies, or 
tends to convey the belief by purchasers, that the Silver-Seal equip
ment is guaranteed for ninety-nine years, or for life; or that Silver
Seal contains no aluminum, or substantially none.; or that Dr. Mayo 
of Rochester, Dr. 1V. H. Eddy of Columbia University, Dr. E. V. 
McCollum of Jolms Hopkins University, and Dr. Dundesen of Chi
cago have endorsed Silver-Seal and recommended its use; or that 
Silver-Seal is being used by l\Iayo Brothers or generally in hospitals 
and clinics throughout the United States; or that pressure cookers 
are dangerous to use and/or necessarily destroy :food elements; or 
that, by buying directly from a Silver-Seal salesman, the customer is 
purchasing directly from the factory and thereby eliminates the 
middleman's profit and obtains a cheaper price; or that the use of 
Silver-Seal has cured many physical disorders in individual cases 
and will cure particular ailments of some customers; or that the use 
of aluminum kitchen ware is injurious; or that Club Aluminum 
Company is practically bankrupt, with the effect of unwarrantably 
disparaging those engaged in the distribution of Club Aluminum 
utensils, and/or that Club Aluminum kitchen utensils are inferior 
Products to Silver-Seal equipment because of the lower prices of the 
former; or that Silver-Sea1 equipment was used by the United 
States Army during the 1Vorld ·war-when such are not the facts. 
(Feb. 12, 1937.) 

1932. False and Misleading Advertising-Baby Chicks.-Allen's Poul
try Farms and Hatchery, a corporation, engaged in the business of 
hatching various breeds and types of baby chicks, and in the sale 
and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with 
other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise en
gaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from 
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Al1en's Poultry Farms and Hatchery, in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its baby chicks in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and 
desist from the use in 'advertisements or advertising matter of the 
statement or representation: "'Ve assure you prompt delivery," or of 
any other similar statement which may import or imply that its 
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orders are filled promptly, when such is not the fact; of the statement 
or representation that its "flocks * * * are rigidly culled in ac· 
cordance with the requirements of the Iowa Poultry Improvement 
Association," when such is not the fact; of such statements or repre· 
sentations as "We guarantee them (Blue Diamond chicks) to satisfy 
you as to quality, ability to mature, health, and type. At the end 
of 30 days from the date of arrival if any chicks have died, are not 
true to type or unsatisfactory, we will replace them at one-half 
price"; and "'\Ve guarantee live delivery of the number of (Diamond 
started) chicks you order"; unless and until such guaranties are ful
filled and claims for losses adjusted promptly as represented. (Feb. 
11, 1937.) 

1933. False and Misleading Trade Name, Brands or Labels and Adver
tising-Surgical Dressings, etc.-Ezra Hollander, an individual trading 
under the various names and styles of Hollander Brothers, Superior 
Laboratories, and Supreme First Aid Co., engaged in the sale of surgi
cal dressings, including absorbent cotton, gauze, and bandages; and 
in the sale and distribution of said nroducts, in interstate commerce, 
in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and cor
porations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to 
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as 
set forth therein. 

Ezra Hollander, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in 
advertisements or advertising matter of the word "Laboratories" as 
a part of or in connection with any trade name under which to carry 
on his said business; the use of the word "Laboratories" in any way 
which may import or imply that he owns, controls, or operates any 
place devoted to experimental study in any branch of natural science 
or the application of scientific principles in the preparation of surgi
cal dressings, when such is not the fact; the use of "manufacturingn 
or any other word of similar import importing or implying that he 
owns, controls, or operates any factory or factories wherein the 
products which he sells and distributes are made or compounded, 
when such is not the fact; the use of the words "Sterilized" and/or 
"Sanitary" in any way which may import or imply that his said prod
ucts have been rendered free from bacteria after being packaged, or 
that the best accepted sanitary precautions have been taken and fol
lowed for the removal and exclusion of all bacteria after packaging, 
and/or that said products are sterilized and sanitary, when such is 
not the fact; the use of the words "Grade A. Absorbent Cotton" on 
the labels affixed to containers in which absorbent cotton which is 
not of that grade is put up and sold in interstate commerce; and the 
use of the statement or representation that his gauze bandages are 
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:made from the best bandag~ cloth obtainable, when such is not the 
fact. (Feb. 12, 1937.) 

1934. False and Misleading Trade Name, Prices and Advertising-Photo
graphic Enlargements and Frames.-Joseph Taylor Fleming, an individ
ual trading under the name and style of "Washington Art Associa
tion," engaged in the business of making, or causing to be made, pho
tographic enlargements of his customers and members of their fami
lies, and in the sale and distribution of such enlargements and of 
frames therefor, in interstate commerce. Upon the receipt of orders 
for such enlargements, said Joseph Taylor Fleming sends the photo
graphs to the Seails Copying Company, at its place of business in. 
Syracuse, N. Y., where the enlargements are made by said Seails 
Copying Company for said Fleming, which then ships to him the 
·enlargement together with the original photograph and a frame. 
Upon receipt of such enlargement, original photograph, and frame, 
said Fleming proceeds to effect the delivery thereof to his customers, 
:as hereinafter described. Said Joseph Taylor Fleming, engaged in 
interstate commerce, in competition with other individuals, firms, 
partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the fol
lowing agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods 
-of competition as set forth therein. 

Joseph Taylor Fleming, in soliciting the sale of and selling his 
-enlargements and frames in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and 
desist from using the words "Art Association" as part of his trade 
name and from stating or representing, directly or through agents 
-or solicitors that the prices at which said enlargements are made are 
:special, or are reduced below the prices regularly charged for such 
Work; that the "'\Vashington Art Association" is an organization of 
artists for the purpose of making use of the talents of some of 
America's foremost portrait artists; that the work is done by 
America's foremost portrait artists; that many of the portraits made 
by the "Washington Art Association" are used for exhibition pur
poses; that, if the customer's picture is so used, he or she will be paid 
by said "'Washington Art Association" for the privilege of making 
'Such exhibition; that there is such an association of artists known 
as the "Wasl1ington Art Association," when such is not the fact. 
(Feb. 12, 1937.) 

1935. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Luggage.-Samuel 
:Uodin, an individual, engaged in the business of manufacturing lug
gage, such as brief cases, Gladstone bags, and the like, and in the 
sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competition 
"With other individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, 
~ntered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
~lleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 
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As a rule, all hides intended for leathers, other than sole, belting, 
or harness, and some specialties, are split or skived. The outer or 
top cut or layer of a split hide may be, and generally is, distinguished 
as a grain; but any piece of leather ordinarily made from a split hide 
and not described as a split is accepted and understood by the trade 
and purchasing public to be the top or grain cut and other than 
"buffing," that is, a top or grain cut of leather of a weight and 
thickness less than that generally used for luggage purposes. 

Samuel Rodin, in offering for sale and selling his luggage in inter
state commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word 
"Cowhide," either alone or in connection or conjunction with the word 
"'Varranted," or with any other word or words, or in any way, as 
a mark, stamp, brand, or label for, or otherwise to describe said 
luggage which is not composed of leather made from the top or 
grain cut or layer of the cowhide; provided that, lf said luggage is 
composed of leather made :from the inner or flesh cut of the desig
nated hide and the word "Cowhide" is used as descriptive thereof, 
then, in that case, the word "Cowhide" shall be immediately accom· 
panied by some other word or words, printed in type equally as 
conspicuous as that in which the word "Cowhide" is printed, so as 
to disclose clearly that said luggage is not composed of leather made 
:from the top or grain cut or layer of the hide of the cow. (Feb. 15, 
1937.) 

193(3. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Dresses, 
Luggage, Men's Ties and Coats.-James McCreery & Co., a corporation, 
engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of dresses, 
traveling bags, men's ties, coats, and other merchandise, in competi· 
tion with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships 
likewise engaged, entered into the :following agreement to cease and 
desist :from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set :forth 
therein. 

James McCreery & Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
products in interstate commerce agreed to cease and desist from us· 
ing in its advertising matter or otherwise the word "Silk" either 
alone or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words 
as descriptive of dresses or of the fabric used in the making of 
dresses when in :fact such fabric is not composed of silk, the product 
of the cocoon of the silk worm, the word "Silk" either alone or in 
connection with the word "Lined" or with any other word or words 
as descriptive of the linings of luggage offered for sale and sold by 
the said corporation, when in :fact such linings ar£'. not composed of 
silk, the word "Silk" either alone or in connection with the word 
"Pure" or with any other word or worus as descriptive of men's tie~ 
which are not composed of silk; provided that if said ties are com· 
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posed in substantial part of silk and in part of a material or mate
rials other than silk and the word "Silk" is used to describe such 
silk content, then in that case the word "Silk" shall be prominently 
accompanied by some other word or words printed in type equally 
as conspicuous as the word "Silk" is printed so as to indicate clearly 
that said ties are not composed wholly of silk; the words "Harris 
'!'weeds" as descriptive of coats or products not made or fabricated 
from Harris Tweeds, cloth made from pure virgin wool produced 
on any of the Islands known as the Outer Hebrides; and from the use 
of the words "Harris Tweeds" in any way so as to import or imply 
that the products to which such words relate are made or fabricated 
from Harris Tweeds, when such is not the fact. (Feb. 15, 1937.) 

1937. False and Misleading Prices and Advertising-Books.-American 
Surveys, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the sale and distribution,_ 
in interstate commerce of books entitled "Library of Know ledge En
cyclopedia," in competition with other corporations, individuals, 
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of 
competition therein. 

American Surveys, Inc., in offering for sale and selling its hooks 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from stating OI"" 

representing, either directly or by advertisements or advertising mat
ter, or through salesmen, or by any other means, that certain pro
spective purchasers or subscribers, as a selected or diversified group of 
business or professional men, are being offered a special price for said· 
hooks for the purpose of establishing a foundation for future activi
ties or for advertising purposes, when in fact the price asked is not 
a special price but is the regular price asked for said books in th& 
Usual ·course of business of any and all persons who could be 
induced to purchase; promoting, offering for sale, or selling its sets. 
of books under the name "Library of Knowledge" without disclos
ing that said sets of books have previously been sold under the names 
''llufton's Universal Encyclopedia" and "The Loose-Leaf Encylo
Pedia"; using the date "193"6" in said sets of books or making state
lllents or representations which import or imply or which may conveY' 
the belief to prospective subscribers or purchasers that said sets of 
hooks are mo<lern or just out, or that they are up to date, when such 
is not the fact; representing that a so-called Year Book, "bound to 
lllatch" the sets, will be furnished the subscriber or purchaser each 
Year for the next ten years, in connection with the "Library of Knowl
edge Encyclopedia," and/or that the said Year Book may be con
tinued after the ten-year period at a cost of $7.50 a year, when in fact 
no so-called Year Book, "bound to match" the sets or one having a 
~ost of $7.50, has been published and/or furnished subscribers to 
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date; and representing that the set of books, the so-called Quarterly 
Loose-Leaf Extension Material, and a Research Service can be ob
tained through the payment of a flat price by the subscriber or pur
-chaser, when in fact the subscriber or purchaser is required or ex
pected to make an extra payment or payments in order to secure said 
Loose-Leaf Extension Material. (Feb. 15, 1937.) 

1938. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Dresses, 
-etc,:_Gimbel Brothers, Inc., a corporation, conducting a mail order 
department as part of its business and selling and distributing the 
products handled by its said department in interstate commerce, in 
-competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partner
ships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease 
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set 
forth therein. 

Gimbel Brothers, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use in its advertising matter or in any other way of the term "Silk 
Linen" as descriptive of dresses not composed of silk, the product 
of the cocoon of the silk worm, and of linen, a product spun from 
the fibers of the flax plant; and from the use of the word "Silk" 
alone or in connection or conjunction with the word "Linen" or 
with any other word or words in any way so as to import or imply 
that said products are made from fabric composed wholly or in 
substantial part of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm; 
and from the use of the word "Linen" either alone or in connection 
or combination with the word "Silk" or with any other word or 
words or in any way so as to import or imply that said products 
are made from fabric composed wholly or in substantial part of 
linen, a product spun from the fibers of the flax plant; of the word 
"Vel vet" in connection or combination with the words "a fine quality 
with a silk pile" or with any other word or words or in any way 
-as descriptive of products so as to import or imply that the pile of 
the fabric from which the products are made is composed of silk, 
the product of the cocoon of the silk worm, when such is not the 
fact. Provided that if the fabric or the pile thereof is composed 
.of silk in substantial part, and in part of a material or materials 
other than silk and the word "Silk" or "Velvet" is used to describe 
such silk content, then in that case the said descriptive word shall 
be immediately accompanied by some other word or words printed 
in type equally as conspicuous as the said descriptive word is printed 
so as to indicate clearly that said fabric or the pile thereof is not 
composed wholly of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm. 
(Feb. 17, 1937.) 
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1939. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Dresses, 
liats and Neckties.-Frederick Loeser & Co., Inc., a corporation, en
gaged in the business of conducting a department store and in the 
sale and distribution of merchandise, including dresses, hats, and 
neckties, in interstate commerce, in competition with other corpora
tions, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
Hnfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Frederick Loeser & Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of and s~lling 
its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
the use in its advertising matter or in any other way of the words 
"Linen Silks" as descriptiYe of dresses and hats not composed of 
8ilk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm, and of linen, a 
product spun from the fibers of the flax plant; and from the use of 
the word "Silk" alone or in connection or conjunction with the word 
''Linen" or with any other word or words or in any way so as to 
import or imply that said products are composed wholly or in sub
stantial part of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm; 
~nd from the use of the word "Linen" either alone or in connection 
or conjunction with the word "Silk" or with a;1y other word or 
''·ords or in any way so as to import or imply that the said products 
~recomposed wholly or in substantial part of linen, a product spun 
j'rom the fibers of the flax plant; of the words "Silk Jersey" as de
scriptive of products not compo8ed of silk, the prodnct of the cocoon 
'Of the silk worm; and the word "Silk" either alone or in connection 
With the word "Jersey" or with any other word or words or in any 
'\\"ay so as to import or imply that the said products are composed 
of silk; of the word "Silk" either alone or in connection or conjunc
tion with any other word or words as descripth·e of men's neckties 
\rhieh are not composed of silk; provided that if said neckties are 
~omposed in substantial part of silk and in part of a material or 
Inaterinls other than silk, and. the word "Silk" is used. to describe 
suc·h silk content, then in that case the word "Silk" shall be promi
nently accompanied by some other word or words printed in type 
equally as conspicuous as that in which the word "Silk" is printed 
so as to indicate clearly that said neckties are not composed wholly 
'Of silk but are composed in part of a product or products other 
than silk. (Feb. 18, 1937.) 

l!HO. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or Labels-Radio 
Sets.-Trav-Ler Tiadio & Television Corp., engaged in the business of 
lflanufact.uring or assembling radio l'('C£>iving sets and in the sale 
and distribution ther('of in interstate commerce, in competition with 
'Other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise en-
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gaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from 
the alleged unfair methods of competition therein. 

Trav-Ler Radio & Television Corp., in soliciting the sale of and 
selling radio receiving sets in interstate commerce, agreed to cease 
and desist from the use as a trade name or brand for said sets of the 
word "Majestic," either alone or in connection or conjunction with the 
words "Radio Corp.," or with any other word or words, or in any 
way, so as to import or imply that said sets are made or manufac
tured by Grigsby-Grunow Company or by its successor in business, 
Majestic Radio & Television Corp. of Chicago, Ill., when such is not 
the fact. (Feb. 18, 1937.) 

1911. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Dresses, 
etc.-Hecht Brothers Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business 
of operating department stores, and in the sale and distribution of a 
general line of merchandise, including dresses, in interstate commerce 
and within the District of Columbia, in competition with other cor
porations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, en
tered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Hecht Brothers 'co., Inc., in offering for sale and selling its prod
ucts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use 
in its advertising matter of the word "Silk" or "Satin" as descripti,•e 
of its dresses or Llous<'s not composed of silk, the product of the 
cocoon of the silk worm, and from the use of the word "Silk" or 
"Satin" in any way so as to import or imply that the products to 
which the said words or either of them relate are composed of silk, 
when such is not the fact; provided that if the said products are 
composed of silk in substantial part, and in part of a material or 
materials other than silk, and the word "Silk" or "Satin" is used 
as descriptive of such silk content, then in which case the said de· 
scriptive word shall be immediately accompanied by some other word 
or words printed in type equally as conspicuous as that in which the 
said descriptive word is printc:•d so as to indicate dearly that said 
products are not composed wholly of silk, the product of the cocoon 
of the silk worm, and that also will indicate that said products are 
composed in part of a material or materials other than silk. (Feb. 
24, 1!>37.) 

1!H2. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Luggage.-,Vohlfeiler & 
Schlain, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business of manufac
turing lu~gage, including Gladstone hngs, and in the sale and dis
tribution of said products in interstate commerce, in competition 
with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships )ike
wise, engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and de-
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-sist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

As a rule, all hides intended for leathers, other than sole, belting, 
or harness, and some specialties, are split or skived. The outer or 
top cut or layer of a split hide may be, and generally is, distinguished 
as a grain, but any piece of ]Pather ordinarily made from a split 
hide and not described as a split is accepted and understood by the 
trade and purchasing public to be the top or grain cut. 

Wohlfeiler & Schlain, Inc., in offering for sale and selling its protl
llcts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use 
of the word "cowhide," either alone or in connection or conjunction 
With the words "warranted genuine," or either of them, or with any 
other word or words, or in any way, as a mark, stamp, brand, or 
label for, or otherwise to describe, said products which are not com
posed of leather made from the top or grain cut or layer of the hide 
of a cow; provided that, if said. products are composed of leather 
Jna<le from the inner or flesh cut of the designated hide and the 
\Yord "cowhide" is used as descriptive thereof, then, in that case, the 
Word. "cowhide" shall be immediately accompanied by some other 
Word or words, printed in type equally as conspicuous as that in 
Which the vmrd "cowhide" is printed, so as to di,close clearly that 
said products are not composed of lf'ather made from the top or 
grain cut or layer of the hide of a cow. (Feb. 24, 1937.) 

194-3. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Women's 
Garments.-Roaman's, a corporation, engaged in the business of selling 
~t retail and distributing women's garments in interstate commerce, 
In competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and part
nerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to 
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as 
Set forth therein. 

Roaman's, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in inter
state commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its adver
tising matter of the word "silk" as descriptive of said products 
Which in fact contained no silk, the product of the cocoon of the 
Silk worm; and from the use of the words "Silk and wool" in any 
Way as dl'scriptive of its products unless the same actually arP com
l>osed in substantial part of silk and in substantial part of wool. 
(Feb. 2G, 1937.) 

19H. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Women's 
Wearing AppareL-Lane Bryant, Inc., a corporation, engagPd in the 
hnsiness of ~:plJing and distributing women's wearing apparel in inter
R.tate comml'rce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, 
fir·ms, and part11erships likewise engaged, entered into the following 
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agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of 
competition as set forth therein. 

Lane Bryant, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the 
word "Silk" as descriptive of dresses or other products not composed 
of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm; and from the use 
of the word "Silk" either alone or in connection or combination with 
any other word or words or in any way so as to import or imply that 
the products to which the said word or words relate are composed 
of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm, when such is not the 
fact. (Feb. 26, 1937.) 

19:1:5. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Wearing 
AppareL-Phil llobys Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged as a retailer 
in the sale and distribution on a credit basis of wearing apparel for 
men, women, and children in commerce, as defined by the act, in com
petition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships 
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreemPnt to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

Phil llobys Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of und selling its products 
in commerce, agreed to cease and desist from describing furs in anY 
other way than by the use of the correct name of the fur as the last 
word of the description; and when any dye or blend is used to simu· 
late another fur, the true name of the fur, appearing as the last word 
of the description, shall Le immediately preceded by the word "dyed" 
or "blended" compounded with the name of the simulated fur, a!'! 
thus: Northern Scaline-Dyed Rabbit, lleaverette-Dyed Rabbit, 
French lll'aver-Dyed ltabhit; the m;e of the word "Free" as descrip· 
tive of alleged gift articles, when in fact such articles are not given 
free but are given ns a consideration to a person or persons for services 
performed as in bringing in new customers; the use of the word 
''Free" to describe articles represented to he given without cost with 
the purchase of other merchandise, when in fact, the cost of said 
articles is includl'd in the selling price of the merchandise. (Mar. 2, 
1937.) 

19-!G. False and Misleading Advertising-Correspondence Courses.
A. B. Thomas, nn individual, trading under that name, engaged in 
the business of comlucting a so-called correspondence school, consist· 
ing of the sale and distribution of a course entitled "Practical For
estry," in interstate commerce in competition with other individuals, 
firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entl'red in~o 
the following agrl'cment to cease and desist from the ulleg('(l unf:ttf 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 
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A. B. Thomas, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale, 
and selling in inten;tate commerce of his course of instructions by 
correspondence, agreed to cease and desist :from the use of statements 
or representations the effPct of which is to import or imply, or which 
tend or may tend to convey the belief by students or prospective 
students having no more than a high-school education, that they, 
Upon completion of the course of instructions given by the said 
A. B. Thomas, would be eligible to take and able to pass a United 
States Civil Service examination for a position in the Forest Service, 
either as a forest ranger, junior forester, junior range examiner, or 
assistant to technician (forestry), andjor that they would have the 
necessary education and experience to warrant the acceptance of 
their applications for such positions by the Civil Service Commis
sion; from the use of statements or representations to the effect 
that the requirements for positions as forest ranger in the United 
States Forest Service ·were the same in 1925 as they were at later 
dates or in 1930, when the civil service examinations for forest ranger 
Were discontinueJ, or that examinations for such positions are now 
being held or nre contemplated by the Civil Service Commission, 
When such is !lot the fact; from the use of the statement, "For the 
last few years it has been almost impossible for anyone to get into 
the U. S. Forest Service because there havl' heen no openings," or 
?f any othPl' statemPnt or representation of similar meaning, when 
11t fact such is 11ot the case; from representing, either in pe1·son or 
through sales agents, or by means of ad\'ertising matter distributee] 
in interstate commerce, that the said A. n. Thomas is conducting a 
So-calle<l fichool with the knowledge and permission of the United 
Statl's Forest Serviee while he is on sick leave, or that the said 
A. n. Thomas has practiced foresty for eleven years, or that he holcls 
a l'ating from the Go,·emment of exeellent us an instructor in forestry, 
0 1' that he rPeei,·ed hi~h commendation from the Forpst Service for 
his work at Chadron, Nebr., or that the course of instl'ltction given 
by him is one for the training of students to hold a forestry position or 
to enable them to pass a civil service examination, or that sixty 
Percent to eighty lJercent of his last class, consisting of one hun«lred 
studellts wlw took his course for the position of assistant to teeh-. ' 1llcian (forestry), ohtained appointment, when such are not the facts; 
from l'l']H'f'~entiJlg to prosprctiYe students that hr, tlw said A. n. 
'l'homas would come to their towns or cities and take them out on 
fil']d tri{1s to enablr tlwm to grt fit·st-han<l information about plnntf;, 
h{•es, niH] Hllney~, mlll'ss suth rrpre,.,entation actHally is fnlfilh,,J. 
(:\far. r;, 1!137.) 

l!J!7. False and l.Iisleading Brands or Labels-Tooth Brushes.-Owens 
Staple-Tied Brush Co., a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of 
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tooth brushes, hair brushes, clothes brushes, and finger nail brushes 
and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in 
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partner· 
ships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease 
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition. 

Owens Staple-Tied Brush Co., in connection with the offering for 
f;ale or selling of its tooth brushes in interstate commerce, agreed to 
eease and desist from representing, through the medium of labeling, 
Rtnmping, or imprinting upon the handle of the tooth brushes, that 
said. products were or are made wholly in the United States of 
Ameriea, when in fact they are not so made or when in fact the 
handles of said products have been imported from a foreign country 
n11d the name of the eouutry of origin of such handles has been obliter· 
ated and obscured; representing or causing to be represented by im
printing upon the brushes, cartons, or other packages wherein tooth 
brushes are placed prior to the sale or offering for sale of the same, 
the phrase "Made in U. S. A." or other phrase.or words of similar 
import and meaning that the said brushes were made in the United 
Stntes of Ameriea, when the handles of such brushes have b~cn im
}lOrted from some foreign country. (.Mar, 9, 1937.) 

1948. False and Misleading Advertising-Beer, Ale and Stout.-Uainier 
Brewing Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business of manu· 
fncturing beer, ale, and. stout and in the sale and distribution of said 
products in interstate commerce, and in competition with other cor· 
porntions, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, en· 
tered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
unfair method of competition as set forth therein. 

Rainier Brewing Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use in its advertising of whatever character or in any other way of 
statements or representations the effect of which is to import or imply 
that lager beer, to be real or true beer, is dependent upon lengthY 
aging. The said eorporation also agreed to cease and desist from stat· 
ing or representing in its advertising or otherwise that its storage 
capacity is the largest or is in excess of any other in the 'Vest, when 
such is not the fact. The said corporation further agreed to cease and 
desist from stating or representing that it has been engaged as a 
Lrewer of ale and stout since 1878, when such is not the fact. (Mnr. 
9, 1937.) 

1049. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Furni· 
ture.-l\Iaison Blanche Co., a torporation, engaged in the business of 
o~rating a general department store including a furniture depart· 
ment, from which it sells and for some time past has sold and 
distributed furniture in interstate commerce, in competition with 
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Qther corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise en
gaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from 
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

)1aison Blanche Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its prod
nets in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use 
in its advertising matter or on labels affixed to its products of the 
Words "Solid Mahogany" or the word "Mahogany" or of any ab
breviation or simulation of the word "Mahogany" so as to import or 
imply that said products to which the said word or words relate are 
;tnade or manufactured of wood derived from trees of the genus 
''Swietenia" of the "Meliaceae" family known as mahogany, when 
8uch is not the fact. (Mar. 9, 1937.) 

1950. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Men's 
Wear.-Dunham Men's Shop, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the op
~ration of a men's haberdashery store and in the sale and distribution 
of its merchandise in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
\:orpomtions, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
Hlleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Dunham l\Ieu's Shop, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
Products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
11se of the word "Silk" as descriptive of such of its products as are 
not composed of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm; 
nnd from the use of the word ''Silk" either alone or in any otJ1er 
Way so as to import or imply that the products to which the ~aid 
Word or words relate are composed of silk, when such is not the fact. 
{Mar. 9, 1937.) 

Hl51. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Suits or 
'Clothing.-Levy Brothers & Adler-Rochester, Inc., a corporation, en
gaged in the business of manufacturing men's and boy's readycmade 
snits and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, 
in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and part
hf'rships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to 
i:!f'ase and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as 
set forth therein. 

A Royal ·warrant is a [.!rant given by the Crown or by a member 
of thl' llritish Uoyal Family to a merchant who sells or has sold his 
goods to the said Royal Family. The holders of Royal 'Varrants are 
Permitted to m;e and do use the llritish Coat-of-Arms in their ad
'·ertising and on their stationery. llritish Royal 'Varrants have been 
granted in the past to manufacturers of fabrics, woolen goods, rain
{!oats, overcoats, hosiery, shirts, und similar products. As a result 
the words "Royal 'Varrants" are generally understood to signify, not 
only to the llritish public but to a substantial portion of the pur· 
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chasing public in the United States of America, dealers in fine mer· 
chandise who are or have been patronized by one or more members of 
the British Royal Family. . 

Levy Brothers & Auler-Hochester, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its suits in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and uesist 
from the use or from furnishing others for their use, of labels or 
advertising matter bearing the words "Royal ·warrant" either alone 
or in connection or conjunction with a typically English script or 
phraseology, pictorial representation. of or which simulates the British 
Coat-of-Arms or the British Crown, or in any other way so as to· 
import or imply that said suits or the fabrics from which said suits 
are made are manufactured in England or by the holder of a British 
or other Royal ·warrant, when such is not the fact. The said Levy 
Brothers & Adler-Rochester, Inc., also agreed to cease and desist froiU 
the use in advertising matter, which it uses in interstate commerce 
and which it furnishes others fol" their use in offering for sale and 
selling products, of statements or representations to the effect that the 
owners of the mills, producing the worsted designated "Royal 'Var
rant" in the United States of America are lineal descendants of British 
manufacturers, or that the particular type of worsted designated 
"Royal 'Varrant" originated in England or that the superiority of 
English fabrics is due to the fact that such fabrics have been treated 
by washing in English or West English streams of water allegedly 
possessing chemical qualities or properties particularly applicable .to 
the treatment of woolen fabrics, and that the watPr used by the manu· 
facturer in producing the worsted designated "Royal 'Varrant" in 
the United States of America possesses and was chosen because it bas 
the same chemical properties that are found in streams of water in the 
West of England, when such are not the facts. (Mar. 11, 1937.) 

19J2. Lottery Scheme-Carbonated Beverages.-Seminole Bottling Co-r 
a corpomtion, engaged in the manuf,lct ure and bottling of carbon· 
ated beverages and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate 
commerce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, 
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agree
ment to ceas{l and desist fl'Om the alleged unfair methods of comrwti
tion as set forth therein. 

Seminole Bottling Co., in soliciting tlte sale of and selling its car
bonate<! Le,·erages in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist 
from the usc of any schenw, plan or nwthod of sale or of promoting 
tho sale of its prodnds which involn·s the use of any gift enterprise, 
lottery, or any scheme of chance whereby either cash ot· any articlt} 
is giwn as a prize or prE>mium for or in collSillcrntion of the pur
cha~e of any other article. (l\far. 11, 19:37.) 
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1953. False and Misleading Advertising-"Pro Tex" Wardrobes.-J. F. 
Friedel Paper Box Co., a corporation, engaged principally in the 
business of manufacturing paper boxes and kindred items and in 
the sale and distribution thereof under its said corporate name or 
under the trade name "J. F. Friedel Company" in interstate com
merce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, 
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agree
IUent to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competi
tion as set forth therein. 

J. F. Friedel Paper Box Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling 
its Pro Tex 'Vardrobes in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and 
desist from the use in its circulars or other advertising matter or 
in any way of statements or representations, the effect of which is to 
cause or which may tend to cause purchasers to believe that the 
lnPthod of protecting garments against moth damage as used in said 
wardrobes has been endorsed or approved by the United States 
Government or by a department thereof, when such is not the fact. 
(Mar. 19, 1937.) 

1954. False and Misleading Advertising-Tires and Tubes.-Ajax Tire 
·~ Hubber Corp., engaged in the business of selling and distributing 
tires and tubes for use on motor vehicles in interstate commerce, in 
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partner
ships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease 
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set 
forth therein. 

Ajax Tire & Rubber Corp., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
stating or representing in its advertisements and advertising matter 
or in any other way that it was "Founded 1904"; and from the use 
of the statement "Founded 1904" or the statement "For over 30 
Years--The 'V01·ld's Premier Tires" or of any other statement or 
stntements of similar meaning so as to import or imply that the said 
<.:orporation was in fact founded in 1904 and/or that it had been in 
bnsiness for over thirty years. Said corporation also agreed to cease 
and dl'sist from the use in its advertising or otherwise of the word 
"Factory" or "Factories" or the pictorial representation of a factory 
hnil11ing or of any other words or representations, the effect of which 
is to import or imply that the said Ajax Tire & Rubber Corp. manu
factures the products which it sells or that it actually owns and 
operates or directly and absolutely controls factories in which said 
Products are made or manufactured. The said corporation further 
n~rPetl to ceasp nnd tlPsist from the use of sueh statemPnts as "Ajax 
CPleLrates its Golden Milestone with the New '50th Million Series' 
nnd a drive for 1,500 More Ajax Direct Factory Distributors" so 
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as to import or imply that the said corporation is now engaged in 
either the manufacture or sale of its 50th million series of tires anrl 
tubes and that it has behind it many years of experience in the manll
facture of such products. Said corporation also agreed to cease anrl 
desist from the use of statements or representations to the effect that 
it formerly had a stated number o£ or any factory branches in the 
United States of America or in foreign countries, or that it had 
eliminated 400 branch managers and salesmen, or 1,000 warehouse 
stocks and consigned depots, or that it had any new car equipment 
business with large automobile manufacturers, or that it ever owned 
or eliminated any company-owned or subsidized stores, or that it ever
was engaged in any national advertising or billboard campaigns, or 
that it had spent up to one million dollars annually for advertisinp:,. 
when such are not the facts. (Mar. 18, 1937.) 

1955. False and Misleading Trade Names and Brands or Labels-Table~ 
ware, Novelties, etc.-,Vebster Co., a corporation, engaged in the man
ufacture of tableware, toilet ware, and novelties made of sterling silver
and in the sale and distribution thereof, as well as other products not 
made of sterling silver but designed for similar usage, in inter
state ronunerc!', in competition with other corporations, inclividnnls, 
firms, and pnrtner)lhips likewis!' engagwl, !'lltrred into the followin:r 
agr!'!'m!'nt to cease and desist from the allegPd unfair nwtho<l:-> of 
competition as set forth therein. 

1Vehster Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its pro<lucts in 
interstate commerce, ngT<'!'U to cease and desist from the use of thr 
"·ord "1\Iir-~\.-Gold" as a brand name or designation for its prodncl s 
not composHl of gold, and from the use of the word "Gold" in con
Jwction or conjunction with the letters "J\Iir-A" or with any other 
letter or letters, word or words, or in any way in its advE>rtisements 
and advertising matter or otherwise so as to import or imply that said 
pmducts are eomposed of gold, when s1teh is not the fact. The said 
1Veoster Co. also agr!'rd to c!'ase and d!'sist from the nse 11s a trade 
brand or designation for its products, of the word "Syl-van-ite" or of 
m1y other word or words simulating the word "Silver" to as to import 
or imply that said procluets are composc:>tl of sih•er or that they con
tn in silver either in whole or in part, when such is not the fnct. 
(!\far·. 18, 1D37.) 

Hl;)l1, False and Misleading Advertising-Tombstones and Monuments.
Asa L. 1Vooten, nn indidd1tal trading- nndl'l' the namB of United 
Statrs 1\farblt> & Granite Co., t'll,Z:tgPtl in th!' sale mHl <listt·ilmtion of 
tomhstmH•<; mul monHnwntf.. in interstalt•. eollllll!'rc!', in eompdition 
with olh!'r individuals, corporations, firms, awl parhl('r~hips likt•· 
wise ('llgagrtl, enter!'d into the foilowing agre!'nwnt to cease a1Hl tlt•-;i~t 
from the nl!!'g"!'tl unfair lll!'tlwds of comprtition as s!'t forth thl'reill· 
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Asa L. 'Wooten, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products iu 
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in his 
advertising matter of whatever character or in any other way of 
statements such as "Duy Direct," "Sell direct from factory to you," 
and the like, or of the pictorial representation of a factory, alone or 
in connection with the statement "From Stone Quarry To Monume11t 
Factory Direct To You" or with any other similar statement or rep
resentation so as to import or imply that the said Asa L. '\Vooten, 
trading as Unit€'d States Marble & Granite Co., makes or manufac
tures the products advertised and/or sold by him, or that the said 
Asa L. '\Vooten actually owns and operates or directly and absolutely 
controls the plant or factory at which said products are made or 
hlanufactured. The said individual also agreed to cease and desist 
from stating or representing that the business conducted by him under 
the trade name United States Marble & Granite Co. is the "world's 
largest" when such is not the fact. The said individual further 
agreed. to cease IW<l desist from the use of the statement ''30 years 
experience" so as to import or imply that the so-called United States 
Marble & Grauite Company has been engaged in tho business of sell
iug tombstones and monunwnts for thirty years, when sueh is not the 
fact. The said individual also agreed to cease and desist from stat
ing or representing that customers purchasing from him or from the 
so-called United States Marble & Granite Co., in all instances effect 
a saving of from 30 to 35%, when such is not the fact. (l\Iar. 18, 
1937.) 

1957. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Jerseys, 
etc.-Stern Brothers, a corporation, engaged in the operation of a 
department store and in the sale and distribulion of its merchandise 
in interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations, indi
viduals, firms, und partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the 
following agreE-ment to cease and. desist from the alleged unfair 
hlethods of competition as set forth therein. 

Stern BrothE-rs, in offering for sale and selling its products in inter
state commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its aclver
~isements and ndnrtising matter or oth£>rwise of the word.s "silk 
Jerseys" or the words "nail h<'ad crepes" or "t-:atin-back crepe" as de
scriptive of products not compo!'-E>d of silk, the product of the cocoon 
of tl1e silk worm; an<l from the use of the word "silk" or "satin" 0r the 
'''Ord "crepe" either alone or in connrction or conjunction with any 
other wor<l or wonls or in n.ny way so as to import or imply that 
the products to which the said word or word.s refer are compos<'d of 
silk, when such is not the fact. (Mar. 22, 1937.) 

19;)8, False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and Advertising
knitted Boy's Caps.-Timm Cap Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged in the 
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manufacture of knitted goods, including knitted caps for boys' wear, 
and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in 
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partner
ships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease 
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition a!'l set forth 
therein. 

Tim's Cap Corp., was a corporation organized, existing, and doing 
business under and by virtne of the laws of the State of New York. 
It was for several years engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distri
bution in interstate commerce of boys' caps of the knitted muffier 
type, and was the owner of a patent on the design thereof. Said 
product was advertised, sold, and distributed under the trade name of 
"Tim's Cap." It was advertised widely, both through the usual chan· 
nels and also by means of the portrait of a smiling boy, wearing "Tim's 
Cap," in one of which pictures the cap was represented with the flaps 
raised and in another with the flaps down and buttoned under the 
chin. Said Tim's Cap Corp. also caused to be manufactured and die· 
tributed among its retailer customers papier-mache heads of the same 
boy on which to place the caps for advertising purposes, and on the 
base of which appeared the words "Tim's Cap." As the result of such 
advertising and of the excellence of its product, the same bec:tme 
generally known to the trade and the purchasing public under the 
name of "Tim's Cap," and said corporation acquired a valuable good 
will in the words "Tim's Cap" as applied to boys' caps. The patent 
on the product known as "Tims Cap" expired in the year 1930, and in 
Feb1·uary, 1933, Tim's Cap Corp. was formally dissolved under the 
laws of the State of New York. Timm Cap Co., Inc., was organized 
under the la"·s of tl1e said state and begun the business of manufactur· 
ing and selJing boys' caps in the year 1934. 

Timm Cap Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of tmd selling its prod· 
ucts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use of the word "Timm" as part of its corporate or trade name or in 
any way which may import or imply that it is the successor of Tim's 
Cap Corp., or that its caps are manufactured by said Tim's Cap 
Corp.; provided that if and whenever its corporate or trade name 
containing the word "Timm" is used by the said corporation in its 
printed or advertising matter, the said corporate or trade name con
taining the word "Timm'' shall be prominently accompanied by the 
phrase "Established 1934" printed in type equally as conspicuous as 
that in which the said corporate or trade name is printed so as to 
indicate clearly that the said Timm Cap Co., Inc., is not the succes· 
sor of Tim's Cap Corp. or that its caps are not manufactured by 
said Tim's Cap Corp.; the use of the statement, "The Knitted :Mufller 
Cap Is Back," and of the statement, "Popular demand has brought 
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this famous cap back," or of either of said statements, or bf any 
other statement of similar meaning or import, in connection with 
"Manufactured by Timm Cap Company, Inc.," or in any other way 
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or 
deceive purchasers into the belief that its products are manufac
tured by the original Tim's Cap Corp.; stating or representing, di
rectly or through salesmen or other representatives, that its organi
zation is the same as the old Tim's Cap Corp., or that it has bought 
out the Tim's Cap Corp., or any other similar statements or repre
sentations having the tendency or capacity to mislead of deceive pur
chasers into the belief that it is the successor of Tim's Cap Corp.; 
the use of advertisements or advertising matter simulating that usecl 
by Tim's Cap Corp. and including pictorial representations of the 
head of a boy wearing one of its caps, in two positions (one with 
the flaps turned up and the other with the ftttps tnrneLl down), in 
connection with "Manufactured by Timm Cap Company, Inc.," or 
any other similar collocation of words and pictures simulating thoSl' 
Used by said Tim's Cap Corp. and having the tendency or capacity 
to confuse, mislead, or drceive purchasers respecting the origin of 
said products. (1\far. 2-!, 1937.) 

1959. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Radio Sets.-Climax 
Radio & Television Corp., engaged in the business of manufacturing 
radio sets and in the sale and distribution of said products in com
merce, as defined by the Act, in competition \vith other corporations, 
firms, individuals, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into 
the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged ui1fair 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 

For more than thirty years prior to his death on October 18, 1931, 
'l'homas A. Edison had been known and recognized throughout the 
~arious States of the United States and in foreign countries as the 
Inventor, patentee, owner and manufacturer of numerous electrical 
devices of various kinds and descriptions and of machines for the 
reproduction of the human voice, which haYe acquired a wide and 
favorable reputation, and are in great demand by the trade and pur
chasing public who desire Edison products. Among the machin('s 
for the reproduction of the human voice manufactured by com
Panies which the said Thomas A. Edison organized and controlled 
are phonographs, dictaphone and transcribing machines, radios and 
tnany other articles of various kind and character such as storage bat
teries, spark plugs, and the like. Many of the machines and articles 
referr('d to bear the name "Edison" as part of their brand name:>, aml 
such name "Edison" has acquired a YaluaLle good will as itlentifying 
the manufacturer of said machines and articles. Among the com
Panies organized and controlled by the sai(l Thomas A. Edison Le-
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fore his death, is Thomas A. Edison, Inc., which said company is 
still engaged in the manufacture of many of the machines and a~ti
cles invented and developed by Thomas A. Edison. Thomas A. Edi
son, Inc., during the years 1928 to 1930, inclusive, manufactured and 
sold radio sets valued at many millions of dollars and during the said 
period spent several millions of dollars in ad vertisiug said products. 
All of the radio sets manufactured and sold by Thomas A. Edison, 
Inc., featured the name "Edison" as part of their branded name. 

Elgin National Watch Co. was incorporated in 1864 under the 
laws of the State of Illinois. Continuously since the said date, it has 
manufactured and is now manufacturing watches, watch movements, 
nnd other watch parts. It has at all times since its organization 
caused the word "Elgin" to distinctively appear as a part of the 
l>rand name displayed on or about the products of its manufacture. 
~md has caused said products so branded to be advertised and sold 
throughout the United States of America. As a result, said prod
ucts, bearing the trade name "Elgin," have long been and are now 
widely and favorably known and recognized by the trade and pur
chasing public to be products manufactured and sold hy the said 
Elgin National 'Vatch Co. 

Hamilton 'Vatch Co. was incorporated under the laws of the State 
of Pennsylvania in 18V2. It has manufactured continuously ~:;ince 
said date and is now manufacturing watches to which it has at all 
times affixed a brand name featuring the word "Hamilton" and 
which products so branded have found grmtt favor with purchasing" 
public and especially employees of the various railroads. 

'Valtham 'Vatch Co., a Massachusetts corporation, for many years 
last past has manufactured watches and watch movements, auto
mobile clocks and other products. It has sold and now sells its said 
products bearing a brand name featuring the word "'Valtham" in 
various States of the United States of America. And the said prod
ucts so branded have long since become and are favorably known ttnd 
recognized by the trade and purchasing public as and to be products 
manufactured by the said 'Valtham Watch Co. 

Climax Uadio & Television Corp., in soliciti11g tlu~ sale of and sell
ing its products in commerce, as defined by the Act, ngr<'Nl to cease 
t\nd desist from the use of the word "EJison" as a brand or label for 
its products which are not Edison products or products manufactured 
by Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and from the use of the word "Edison" 
<'ither independently or in connection or conjunction with any other 
word or words or in any way so as to import or imply that said radio 
sl'ts are manufactured by or are sold under a license from sai1l 
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., or a concern or concerns nssociatetl there-. ,, 
with, when such is not the fact; of the use of the word "Eigtn 
or "Hamilton" or "'Valtham" as a brand or label for its products or 
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-otherwise in connection with the sale of its products so as to import or 
imply that said products are, respectively, products manufactured by 
Elgin National Watch Co. or Hamilton Watch Co. or W ulthum 
Watch Co. or that the said Climax Uadio & Television Corp. is au
thorized by either the said Elgin National Watch Co. or Hamilton 
Watch Co. or ·waltham 'Vatch Co. to use its name as a brand name 
or otherwise in connection with the sale of radio sets, when such is not 
the fact. (l\fur. 24, 1937.) 

1960. False and Misleading Prices, Brands or Labels and Advertising
Soaps.-1\fanhattan Soap Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged both under 
its corporate name and also under the trade name "Bristol Soap 
Company," in the manufacture of soaps, which it sells anu has sold 
in interstate commerce, in· competition with other corporations, in
dividuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the 
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 
~lanhattan Soap Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 

products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use on the cartons or boxes in which said products are packed and 
on the prouucts themselves, or in any other way, of any false, fic
titious, or exaggerated price in excess of the price at which said prod-
1Icts are sold or intended to be sold in the usual course of trade. The 
~aid corporation also agreed to cease and desist from the use on 
its products or otherwise of the word "Doctor" or the abbreviation 
~'Dr." either alone or in connection with a name or with any other 
word or words so as as to import or imply that the said products are 
(·ompounded or made in accordance with the prescription or under 
the direction of a doctor andjor that said products contain special 
{Jr scie11tific features which are the result of medical advice or serv
ices. The said corporation further agreed, in connection with the 
sale of its soap products in interstate commerce, to cease and desist 
from the use of the word ".Medicated" as descriptive of said products 
so as to import or imply that said products have been treated or 
hnpregnated with medicine or anything medicinal, when such is not 
the fact. The said corporation also agreed to cease and desist from 
tl1e use of the word "Health" as descripti\·e of its soap products so 
as to import or imply that said products contain an ingredient or 
ingredients which confer on the user of said products a benefit or 
hmefits Leyond that obtained from the use of any toilet soap, when 
Ench is not the fact. The said corporation still further agreed to 
<"Pa~e and desist from the use in its advertising matter or in any 
Way of statements or representations to the effect that its product is 
(Jf dollar quality, or contains no cocoanut oil, or has extra beneficial 
'finalities to the skin, cleans blemishes from the skin, nourishes the 
skin, wards off lines and wrinkles, prevents chapping, penetrates the 
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pores, or is recommended by obstetricians for bathing babies, when 
such statements and representations are not warranted by the facts. 
(Mar. 24-, 1937.) 

1961. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Sweaters.-Union Knit· 
ting Mills, a corporation, engaged in the business of manufacturing 
sweaters and in the sale and distribution thereof under its said cor
pornte name or under the trade name "Home Knitting Mills" in 
interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations, individ
uals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the fol
lowing agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods 
of competition as set forth therein. 

Union Knitting Mills, in soliciting tl~e sale of and selling its prod
ucts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use 
of the words, "ALL 'VooL" or "ALL 'VooL 100%" as a mark, stamp, 
brand or label for its products which are not composed of wool, and 
from the use of the word "wool" either alone or in connection or con
junction with the word "all" or with "100%" or with any other word 
or words or in any way so as to import or imply that said prod
ucts are composed of wool; provided, that if said products are com
posed in a substantial part of wool, and the word "wool" is used to 
describe such wool content, then in that case the worll "wool" shall 
be prominently accompanied by some other word or words printed 
in type equally as conspicuous as that in which the word "wool" is 
printed so as to indicate clearly that said products are not composed 
wholly of wool ancl that will otherwise indicate clearly that said 
products are composed in part of a material or materials other than 
wool. (Mar. 25, 1937.) 

19G2. False and Misleading Ad vertising-J' ewelry.-Lawson Jaffe, a 11 

imlividnal traJing as Capitol Jewelers, engaged as a wholesale jew
eler in the business of selling and distributing birth stones and birth 
~:tone rings in interstate commerce, in competition with other indi· 
vidnals, firms, partnerships, alHl corporations likewise engaged, en
tered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
allPged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Lawson Jaffe, in offering for sale and selling his products in inter
state commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in his adver· 
tisPments and advertising matter featuring the language "Send 1011 
to cover handling-mailing" and the pictorial representation of a 
ring set with a stone, of the words "Free Offer" or "Absolutely 
Fn'e" so as to import or imply that, hy paying ten cents only, a cus
tonwr or pro~pective customt:>r will be given fr<'e or without furtlwr 
cost to the cu"tomer a ring set with the cnstonwrs' birth stone, whe11 
such is not the fact; the said Lawson .Jaffe, also agt'<'ed to cease :wd 
dt'sist from the use in the said alh·ertising of the words "Special" 
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and "I .. imited" or either of them as descriptive of his offer of prod
ucts, when in fact such offer is not limited or special but the usual 
and customary offer made withoi1t limitation of any kind by the said 
Lawson Jaffe in the ordinary course of his business; the said Lawson 
.Jaffe further agreed to cease and desist from the u~e in said adver
tising of the word "Cameo" or "Ruby" or "Onyx" as descriptive of 
the mountings of the rings offen•d for sale and sold by him in inter
state commerce, when in fact said rings are not set, respPetively, with 
cameo, ruby, or onyx; the said Lawson Jaffe also agreed to cPase 
and desist from the use of the word "Platinum" either alone or in 
connection with the word "Rhodium" or with any other word or 
Words as descriptive of the finish of rings when in fact, such finish 
has no platinum content. (Mar. 26, 1937.) 

19():). False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Cream 
Products.-Chicago Mail Order Co., a corporation, engaged as a mail 
order house, in the sale and distribution of a large variety of mer
chandise in interstate commercE>, in competition with otlwr corpora
timls, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the allegecl 
llnfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Chicago Mail Order Co., in soliciting the sale of aml selling its. 
neam products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist 
from the use of the words "Turtle Oil" as descriptive of said product, 
the oil content of which is not composed of turtle oil; and from the 
nse of -the words "Turtle Oil" in any way so as to import or imply 
that the oil content of said product is composed wholly of turtle
oil, when such is not the fact; provided that when the oil content 
of said product is composed in substantial part of tmtle oil and the 
Words "Turtle Oil" are used as descriptive of such turtle oil C(Jntent, 
then in that case the said words "Turtle Oil" shall be immediately 
accompanied by some other word or words printed in type equally 
as conspicuous as that in which the words "Turtle Oil" are printed 
so as to indicate clearly that the oil content of said product is not 
composed wholly of turtle oil and that otherwise will indicate clearly 
that the oil content of said product is composed in part of an oil or 
oils other than turtle oil. (Apr. 6, 1937.) 

l!JG!. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Cos
nletics.-Benjamin Ansehl Co., a corporation, engaged in the business 
of manufacturing cosmetics and in the sale and distribution of such 
toilet preparations under the various trade names "Vivani," "Ame
thyst," and "Lavender and Old Lace" in interstate commerce, in com
Petition with other corporations, individuals, firms and partnerships 
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
then,in. 

14tl7Mm 30-vol. 24-94 
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Benjamin Ansehl Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its prod· 
ucts in interstate commercP, agreed to ecase and desist from the use 
of the words "Turtle Oil" as de~criptive of those of its products, the 
oil content of which is not composed of turtle oil; and from the use 
of the words "Turtle Oil" in any way so as to import or imply that 
the oil content of such product is composPcl wholly of turtle oil, when 
such is not the fact; provided that when the oil content of said prod
uct is composed in substantial part of turtle oil and the words 
"Turtle Oil" are used as clcscriptiYe of such turtle oil content, then 
in that case the said words "Turtle Oil" shall be immediately accom
panied by some other word or words printed in type equally as con
spicuous as that in which the words "Turtle Oil" are printed so as to 
indicate clearly that the oil content of said product is not composed 
wholly of turtle oil and that otherwise will indicate clearly that the 
oil content of said product is composed in part of an oil or oils other 
than turtle oil. The said corporation also agreed to cease and desist 
from the use on its labels, advertising matter or in any otlwr way of 
statements or representations to the effect that the so-called tissue 
cream offered for sale and sold by it in interstate commerce, when 
applied externally to the skin will penetrate or be absorbed by the 
skin so as to nourish or revitalize impoYl'rishe<l tissues and therehy 
J•revent cracking, fine lines and wrinkle!'! or fill in hollows of neck 
11nd arms, when such are not the facts. (Apr. 6, 1V37.) 

1!)65. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Razor 
l3lades.-Grae:f & Schmidt, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the sale and 
distribution of razor blades, among other things, in interstate colll
merce, in competition with other corporations, indivitluals, firms, 
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agree· 
ment to cease ancl desist from thP allrged unfair metho1ls of competi
tion as set forth therein. 

Graef & Schmidt, Inc., in offPring for sale and selling its pro1lucts 
in intPrstnte commere<', agreed to cease and desist from the use of 
the wol'Cls "English Hazor Stl'el" as tlPscriptin~ of said products which 
are not made from English steel, and from the use of the said words 
"Englil'Sh Razor Steel" in any way so as to import or imply thai 
the products to which said words refl'r are made from English razo1 
steel or that said products are manufactured in England from En~! ish 
razor steel, when such is not the fact. (Apr. 6, 1937.) 

1!)66. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Razor 
l3lades.-Utility Dlade & Razor Corporation, engaged in the manu· 
facture of razor blades and in the sale and distribution thereof in 
interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations, indi
viduals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, l'ntered into the 
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 
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Utility Blade & Razor Corporation, in offering for sale and selling 
its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
the use of the words "English Razor Steel" as descriptive of said 
products which are not made from English steel, and from the use 
of the said words "English Razor Steel" in any way so as to import 
or imply that the products to which said words refer are made from 
English razor steel or that said products are made in England from 
English razor steel, when such are not the facts. (Apr. 6, 1937.) 

lfiG7. False and Misleading Prices and Advertising-Silk Treatment.
E. A. Morgan, an individual trading as Runsafe Sales Co. and as 
E. A. Morgan & Co., engaged in the business of packaging two prep
arations, one designated "Hun-Safe" and the other "llunlcss," both 
of which products are used as a treatment for silk hosiery and 
lingerie and are and have been sold by the said E. A. Morgan in 
interstate commerce, in competition with other individuals, firms, 
partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the 
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair 
methods of competition as set forth therein. 

E. A. Morgan, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products 
in interstate commerce, al:,>Teed to cease and desist from stating or 
representing in his advertising matter or in any way that runs, 
snags, and breaks in silk hosiery and/or lingerie are prevented by 
the use of said products, or either of them. The said individual 
also agreed to cease and desist from the use in his advertising matter 
of pictorial represPntations purporting to show, in the form of 
"Before" and "After" treatments or in any way, the effects of the 
use of said products, or either of them, on fabrics Lut which pictorial 
representations are merely the reproduction of incorrect drawings. 
The said individual further ap:reed to cease and desist from mark
ing or in any way advertising his product with what purports to 
be the selling price of said product but which price is false, fictitious, 
and much in excess of the price at which said product is sold or 
intended to be sold in the usual course of trade. (Apr. 8, 1937.) 

1968. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Calendar 
Pads and Stands.-Stark Calendars, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the 
bnsiness of selling and distributing- calendar pads and stands therefor 
in int('rstate commerce, in cnmprtition with other corporations, indi
viduals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the 
following agreement to erase aiHl desist from the all('ged unfair 
lll('thods of competition as set forth tlwrein. 

Stark Calendars, Inc., in solicitinl! the sale of and selling its 
}>l'O(lncts in interstate commerce, agrP('(l to cease and desist from the 
lise in its catalogs or on its letterheads or other printed matter of the 
words "Manufactur('d lly" or the word "l\Ianufactnre" or "l\Ianufac-
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h1rers" either alone or in connection with any other word or words or
in any way so as to import or imply that the said corporation makes 
or manufactures the products offered for sale and sold by it in inter
!Jate commerce, or that it actually owns and operates or directly and 
absolutely controls the factory in which said products are made or· 
manufactured. The said corporation also agreed to cease and desist 
from the use of the phrase "Pat. appl\l. for" or of any other similar· 
phrase or representation as a stamp or marking for its products, or 
any of them, when in fact no application for a patent on said product 
has been applled for. (Apr. 9, 1937.) 

19G9. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels-Hosiery.-Henry F ~ 
Martinat, an individual trading as Martinat Hosiery Mills, engaged 
in the business of manufacturing hosiery and in the sale and distribu
tion thereof in interstate commerce in competition with other indi
viduals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the· 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Henry F. 1\Iartinat., in soliciting the sale of and selling his hosiery 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of 
the words "Pure Thread Silk Reinforcecl with Art Silk" as a mark, 
stamp, or brand for said hosiery which is not composed of silk, the 
product of the cocoon of the silkworm, and from the use of the wonl 
"silk" eiihrr alone or in connection or conjunction with any other
wor(l or words or any way so as to import or imply that the products 
to which said word or words refer are composell of silk; provided, 
that if said products are composed, in substantial part, of silk and in 
part, of a material or materials other than silk, and the word "silk" 
is used to describe such silk content, then in that case the word "silk'r 
shall he immediately accompaniell by some other word or words 
printed in type equally as conspienous as that in which the word 
"silk" is printed so as to indicate clearly that said products are not 
composed wholly of silk but are composell in part of a material or 
materials other than silk. (Apr. 9, 1937.) 

1970. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or Labels-Radio 
Dials.-Eddie Manufacturing Co., a CDrporation, engagell in the man
ufacture of radio dials and in the sale and (listribution thereof in 
interstate commerc£', in competition with othPr corporations, indi
viunals, firms, and partnerships likewise engngPd, entered into the 
following agreemPnt to cease an(l desist from the alleged unfair 
methods of comp<•tition as set forth therein. 

Eddie Manufacturing Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
radio dials in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and Llcsist from 
the use as a trade name or brand for said dials of the wonl 
''Majestic" either alone or in connection or conjunction with the 
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·words "Radio Corporation'' or with any other word or words or in 
any way so as to import or imply that said dials or the radio sets 
to which said dials are attached are products made or manuhctured 
by Grigsby-Grunow Co. or its successor in .business, Majestic Radio 
and Television Corp. of Chicago, Ill., when such is not the fact. 
{Apr. 12, 1937.) 

1971. False and Misleading Advertising-Conespondence Course.
Pt>rcy S. Lucas and Gerald A. Rice, copartners, trading under the 
firm name and style of Edison Electrical Schools, engaged in the 
preparation of a cour::;e of lessons in Diesel Engineering and Radio 
Engineering and in the sale and distribution of said course of in
struction in interstate commerce, in competition with other partner
ships, individuals, firms, and corporations likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agret>ment to cease and desist from the alleged 
mlfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Percy S. Lucas and Gerald A. Rice, in soliciting the sale of and 
selling their courses of instruction in interstate commerce, agreed. to 
<:<>abe and desist from the use of statements and. representations, 
either in the head or in the body of their advertisements and their 
advertising matter importing or implying or which tend or may 
tend to confuse, mislead or deceive applicants for employment into 
the erroneous belief that the said copartners are in a position to 
o1fer employment or po!:-iitions to men mechanically inclined; adver
tising their sai<l business under the classification heading "He] p 
lVantt>d-.1\Ien" or "Reliable .1\Ien ·wanted" so as to import or imply 
that said copartners have positions open and available, when in 
fact the purpose pf said advertising is not to obtain "Men Help" 
l1ut. is for the purpose of enrol1ing students for a course of instruc
tion. The said copartnt>rs also agreed to cease and desist from using 
.any 1nethod to obtain students by means of any other similar or 
misleading reprt>sentations. (Apr. 13, 1937.) 

1972. False and Misleading Advertising-Hats and Caps.-1\f. Epstein 
·& Sons Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged in the sale and distri_butjon 
Df hats and caps in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
-corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, 
.('ntered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair met hods of competition as set forth therein. 

l\I. Epstein & Sons Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling 
its prod.ucts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
the use of its printed matter or in any other way of the word "Manu
facturers" either alone or in connection or conjunction with any other 
word or words or in any way so as to import or imply that it makes 
or manufactures the products offered for sale and sold by it in inter
state commerce or that it actually owns and operates or directly and 
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absolutely controls the plant or factory wherein said products are 
made or manufactured. (Apr. 15, 1937.) 

1973. False and Misleading Advertising-Hosiery Preparation.-G. M. 
Plate and R. J. Plate, copartners trading as The Plate Manufacturing 
Co., engaged in the business of manufacturing a powdered ammonia 
alum product and in the sale and distribution thereof, originally 
under the trade name "Kant-Run" but more recently and at present 
as· "HoSaver," in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
partnerships, firms, individuals, and corporations likewise engagedt 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

G. :M. Plate and R. J. Plate, agreed, and each of them agreed, in 
soliciting the sale of and selling their product in interstate commercer 
to cease and desist from the use of their advertisements and advertis
ing matter or in any way, of the statement or representation "Pro
tects lingerie and silk and rayon hose against runs, rips, snags, and 
breaks" or of any other statement or representation of similar mean
ing so as to import or imply that the use of said product, as a 
treatment for lingerie and hose will protect the same, that is to say 
will prevent runs, rips, snags, and/or breaks therein, when such is 
not the fact. (Apr. 15, 1937.) 

1974. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and Advertising
Telephone Cabinets.-H. 0. Schmidt and R. C. Kruger, copartners trad
ing under the firm names "Delta Manufacturing Company" and 
"Delta Furniture Company," engaged in the business of !'lelling nntl 
distributing telephone cabinets in interstate commerce, in competition 
with other partnerships, individuals, firms, and corporations likewise 
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease aiHl desi:-;t 
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

II. 0. Schmidt and R. C. Kruger, agre-ed and each of them agreed 
to cease and desist from the use of the wor<l "Manufacturing" as 
part of their trade name in connection with the offering for Rail> ancl 
selling their products in interstate commerce; and from the use of 
the words ".Manufacturing" or "Factory" or "Manufacturer" or of the 
statement "'Ve are specialists in building cahinf'ts" or of any otl1cr 
word or words or statemf'nt of similar mraning, or of the pictorial 
rf'presentation of a factory lmilding or a part thrrrof so as to import 
or imply that the said II. 0. Sdnnidt and R C. Kruger make or 
manufnctnre tl1P products which thPy sell, or that they actually own 
and O}wrnte or dirC'ctly and absolutely control the plant or factory 
in which said products are made or manufactured. The said co
partnrrs also agreed to cea~e and drsist from stating or rrpresenting 
that their products are made of "only the finest woods'' or are made 
in their f'ntircty of qnarterNl onk, whe.n such are not the facts. The 
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said copartners further agreed to cease aml desist from the use in 
theirprintedoradvertisingmatter of whatever character of what pur
port to be quoted representations from commendatory or testimonial 
letters, when in fact said representations are not in all respects true 
andjor are not an exact repetition of the words as used in such letters. 
(Apr. 15, 1937.) 

1975. False and Misleading Advertising-Farm Machinery.-Dunham 
Co., a corporation, engaged in the business of manufacturing farm 
machinery and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate com
merce, in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms and 
partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement 
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methocls of competition 
aS' set forth therein. 

Dunham Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in 
interstate commerce:>, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its 
advertising matter of whatever character of statements or representa
tions to the effect that there are 450,000 Dunham machines in use 
throughout the world at the present time andjor that the said ma
chines work and rework 110,000,000 acrrs every year, when in fact 
said statements and representations are not properly based on accu
rately compiled facts. (Apr. 15, 1937.) 

1976. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or Labels-Shoes.
J, P. Smith Shoe Co., a corporation engaged in the business of manu
facturing shoes and in the sale and distribution thereof, in inter
state commerce, in competition with other corporations, individuals,. 
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following 
ngr£>cment to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of 
cornp<>tition as set forth therein. 

J. I>. Smith Shoe Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its shoes 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of· 
the words "British Walkers" so as to import or imply that said 
shoes are of British origin or are made or manufactured in Great 
Dritain. If the words "British w· alkers" are used as a trarle name, 
brand, or label for said shoes, then in that case the said words, wher
ever app<>aring, shall be immediately accompanied by some other 
\Yord or words printrd in type equally conspicuous as that in which 
thr words "British 'Walkers" are printed so as to indicate clearly 
that said shoes nrc not of British origin or made or manufactured 
in Great Britain. (Apr. 15, Hl37.) 

1977. False and ]fisleading Advertising-Battery Solution.-Herbert 
R Johnson, an individual trading as Johnson's Battery Process Co., 
(lng-aged in the busin<>ss of manufacturing or compounding a battery 
solution and in the sale and distribution thereof under the trade 
d«'signation "Johnson's Battery Process" or "Johnson's 1\Iore-
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Power" in interstate commerce in competition with other individ· 
uals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Herbert R. Johnson, in offering for sale and selling his product 
designated "Johnson's Battery Process" or "Johnson's More-Power" 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in 
his advertisements and advertising matter or in any way of state· 
rnents or representations to the effect that his product will counteract 
or defeat the corrosive elements of storage battery electrolyte, or 
will greatly prolong the useful life of new batteries by neutralizing 
the sulphuric acid in the solution, or will restore the efficiency of used 
batteries, or will remove sulphate from the plates, or will make bat· 
teries treated with the Process take a full charge in less time than 
before treatment, or will give batteries longer life and superior per· 
formance, when such are not the facts. The said Herbert R. J olmson 
also agreed to cease and desist from the use of the words "Automotive 
Test Laboratories of America" either alone or in conjunction with 
any other word or words on his so-called Certificates of Merit relat· 
ing to his product so as to import or imply that the said Automotive 
Test Laboratories of America is an accretlited testing laboratorY 
andjor that his product has been tested by such accredited labora· 
tory or in fact by any accredited testing laboratory, when such is 
not the fact. (Apr. Hi, 1037.) 

1978. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels-Rug and Carpet Cleaning 
Product.-Vapoo Products Co., Iuc., a corporation, engaged in the 
Lusiness of manufacturing a product for use in cleaning of mgs and 
carpets and in the sale and distribution of said product under the 
trade designation "VAroo'' in interstate commerce, in competition 
with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships like· 
wise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and 
·desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition lt.S set forth 
thPrein. 

Vapoo Products Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
vroduct in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use on the lnbels affixed to the containers of its product of the phrase 
"highest award 1934" or "Gold Seal Award Chicago 1934" in con· 
u£>ction or conjunction with the words "Century of Progress Inter· 
national Exposition" Ro as to import or imply that the said product 
ltad t·eceived an award by the said Century of Progress International 
Exposition, when such is not the fact. (Apr. 26, 1937.) 

1979. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and Advertising-
1'able Pads, Hot Dish Pads, etc.-Unite<l Asbestos Pad Corp., a corpora· 
tion, PngagNl in the manu,factnre of table pads, iron stands, stove 
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and hot dish pads, and the like and in the saJe and distribution of 
said products in interstate commerce, in competition with other 
corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

United A::;bestos Pad Corp., in offering for sale and selling its 
table pads in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist fron1. 
the use in its advertising matter or otherwise of the words "Special 
sale'' or the words "Half Price Sale" either independently or in 
connection or conjunction with the words "For three days only" or 
with any other word or words or in any way so as to import or 
imply that the price at which said products are offered for sale is 
other than the regular price at which said products are sold without 
limitation as to time in the usual course of trade. The said corpora
tion also agreed, in soliciting the sale of and selling its said products 
in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from the use of the word 
"Asbestos" as part of its corporate or trade name, and from the use 
of the word "Asbestos" in any way as descriptive of those of its 
products not composed of or made with asbestos; provided that if 
nny of its products are made in substantial part with asbestos, and the 
word "Asbestos" is used as descriptive of such substantial part, then 
in that case the word "Asbestos" shall be prominently accompanied 
by some other word or words printed in type equally as conspicuous 
as that in which the wonl "Asb<>stos" is printed so as to indicate 
clearly that said products are not composed wholly of asbestos but 
are composed of a material or materials other than asbestos. Said 
corporation further agreed to cease and desist from the use of the 
Word "Leather" either alone or in connection with "Art" or with any 
tJther word or words so as to import or imply that the pads to which 
said word or words refer are covered with leather, when such is not 
the fact. Said corporation also agreed to cease and desist from the 
11sc of the word "Reversible" as descriptive of its products which are 
not constructed and treated on both sides thereof so as properly to 
perform the requirements of a table pad regardless of which side of 
&aid pad is exposed. Said corporation still further agreed to cease 
and desist from the use of the words "Heat Proof," "Liquid Proof," 
'''Varp Proof" as descriptive of its table pads which are not in fact 
proof fl:,!ainst heat, liquids, and warping. ('.Apr. 26, 1937.) 

1980. False and Misleading Advertising-Radios, etc.-~[etropolitan 
Radio Co., Inc., a rorporution, £>nga:,!£>d in the hnsint>ss of selling 
radio r£>ceiving s£>ts and snpplirR at rrtail in eommercP, as defin<>d by 
the F£>dernl Trade Commission .\et, in com1wtition with other cor
}>orations, indivi1luals, firms, a1Hl partnrrships likewise engaged, 
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E-ntered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the 
.alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Metropolitan Radio Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
Tadio receiving sets in commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
.stating or rPpresenting in its advertising matter or in any other way 
that its radio sets have or had a designated "Regular Price" or 
"'Former Price" or "Former List Price" when in fact the designated 

· price is fictitious, much in excess of and/or other than the price at 
which said sets are or have been regularly or formerly sold in the 
·usual course of trade. Said corporation also agreed to cease aud 
desist from the use in its ad,·ertising or otherwise of the words "Half
Price Sale" or of any other words of similar meaning so as to import 
or imply that the produets to which said words refer are offered for 
-sale at a price which it but one-half the price at which said products 
are sold in the usual course of trade, when such is not the fact. (Apr. 
·26, 1937.) 

1981. False and Misleading Advertising-Bed Quilt Pieces and Designs.
Karl ·w. Lambooy is an individual, engaged in the business, under 
the name UoLert Frank Needlework Supply Co., of manufacturing 
-quilting pieces or patches and designs for making Led quilts and in 
the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competi
tion with othl'r individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations 
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreeml'nt to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition therein. 

Karl ,V. Lamhooy, in solicitin~ the sale of and selling his produds 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in his 
.advertising matter of whatever character of statements in the form of 
testimonials or endorsements purportedly referring to his products, 
when in fact, such statements or purported testimonials or endorse
ments were not written or prepared by users of the products sold by 
the said Karl W. Lambooy and do not refer to the products of the said 
individual. The said Karl ,V. Lambooy also agreed to cease and desist 
from the use of the words "old, established firm" or of any other 
words of similar import as descriptive of the business conducted by 
him, when in fact such business is not an old established one. (Apr. 
29, 1937.) 

1982. False and Misleading Advertising-Women's Wearing AppareL
Tailored Woman, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the sale and distri
bution of wearing apparel for women in interstate commerce, in com
petition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships 
likewise engaged, entl-'red into the following agreemC'nt to cease and 
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth 
therein. 
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Tailored 'Voman, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
. products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use in its advertisements and advertising matter or otherwise of the 
words "silk jersey" as descriptive of products not composed of silk, 
the product of the cocoon of the silkworm; and from the use of the· 
word "silk" either alone or in connection or conjunction with any 
"Other word or words or in any way so as to import or imply that the 
}H"odncts to which the said word or words refer are composed of silk, 
when such is not the fact. (Apr. 30, 1937.) 

1983. False and Misleading Advertising-Rings, etc.-Bradley Boston, 
Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business of selling and distribut
ing rings and other jewelry in interstate commerce, in competition 
with other corporations, individuals, firms and partnerships likewiss 
•engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist 
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein, 

Bradley Boston, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its prod
ucts in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use 
in its advertising of whatever character of the words "Facsimile 
Diamond" as descriptive of products made of glass, and from the use 
of the word "])iamond'' whether alone or in connection or conjunc
tion with the word "Facsimile" or the words "Blue-white" or with 
:any other word or words so as to import or imply that the products 
to which said word or words refer are other than imitations of 
diamonds. The said corporation also agreed to cease and desist from 
the use in its advertising matter of the word "Free" in connection 
with its offer of products so as to import or imply that said products 
:actually are given free or as a gratuity, when, in fact, said products 
-are purchased and paid for. Said corporation further agreed to 
cease and desist from the use, in advertising or offering for sale and 
selli1ig its products in interstate commerce, of prices purporting to be 
the customary prices at which its products are sold, but which are, 
in fact, fictitious and or in excess of the prices for which said prod
ucts are sold and intended to be sold in the usual course of trade. 
(May 3, 1937.) 

1984. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels and Advertising Canned 
Dog and Cat Foods.-Boyd W. Doyle, an individual trading as Doyle 
l)acking Co., engaged in the manufacture of canned dog and cat food 
and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in 
eompetition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corpora
tions likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease 
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set 
forth therein. 

Boyd ,V, Doyle, in offering for sale and selling his Dog Food in 
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in his 
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advertising matter or on the labels affixed to said dog food of state
ments or representations to the effect that said clog food is a balanced 
diet or is all of one quality and is the highest-grade possible or 
that said product could not be improved upon e\·en if double the price 
was charged or that said product is a result of 5 years of experience 
and hundreds of feeding tests or has been recommended or endorsed 
by leading veterinarians all over the country, or that it contains 75l/o 
protein and is fresh and wholesome, is not artificially colored, or that 
his said product is a scientific ration or a beef ration or is made of beef 
by-products or that it does not contain horse meat when such are not 
the facts. The said Boyd W. Doyle also agreed to cease and desist 
from the use on the labels affixed to his products, or any of them, of 
the replica of what purports to be an award in recognition of the 
quality or merit of said product, when in fact no such award has 
been made said product by any competent authority. (l\fay 3, 1937) 

1985. False and Misleading Advertising-T'affeta Products.-Arnoldr 
Constable & Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged in the busine:;;s of 
operating a department'store and in the sale and distribution of its 
merchandise in interstate commerce, in competition with other cor
porations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engagedr 
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the· 
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Arnold, Constable & Co., Inc., in offering for sale and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use in its advertising matter or otherwise of the words "Pure Dye 
Tail'l'la." as descriptive of those of its products which are not com
posed of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm, and from 
the use of the words "Pure Dye" and of the word "Taffeta" or of 
either of the said word or "·ords alone or in comwction or conjunc
tion with any other word or words or in any way so as to import 
or imply that the products to which the said word or worlls refer 
are composed of silk, when such is not tlw fact. (May 6, 1937.) 

1986. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Spectacle 
Frames.-John David Droek, an individual, trading under the names 
"Specialty Optical Company,'' "Superior Optical Company" and 
"Kansas City Wholesale Optical Company," engaged in the sale and 
distribution of spectacle frames, mountings and the like, in inter
state commerce, in competition with other individuals, firms, partner
ships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following 
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair method;;; of 
competition ns set forth therein. 

John David llrock, in soliciting the sale of aml selling his slwctacle
frames in interstate commerce, agreed to cease nnd desist from tl1e 
use in his advertising or as a stamp or marking for said frames of 
the term "t)_ 0-12K." either alone or in connection with the initials 
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''G. F." or in any way, when in fact the gold content of said frames 
is other than Yt0-12K andjor assays other than 4o/10oo fine gold or 
bett('.r; provided, if the gold content of but a part of said fmmes 
.assays 4% 000 fine gold or better, and the term "Yt0/-12K" is used to 
describe sueh part, then in that case it shall be made clearly to appear 
that such term refers only to that part of said frames which assays 
Hs represented and that the remaining part or parts of said frames 
is not or are not refened to by said term. (:May 10, 1937.) 

1987. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Wax Crayons.-Jo>:eph 
Dixon Crucible Co., a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of 
pencils, pressed crayons, penholders and pencil leads, and also en
ga~ed in the sale and distribution of wax cmyons under the trade 
llame ''Gem" and "Educator" in interstate commerce, in competition 
with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise 
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist 
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
wax crayons in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
the use of the statement "Made in U. S. A. by Joseph Dixon Crucible 
Company of Jersey City, New Jersey" as a mark or brand for its said 
pro<luets when in fact the said Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. does not 
nmke said products; and from the use of the said statement or of 
any other statPment of similar meaning so as to import or imp'y that 
the said Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. actually owns and operates or 
directly and absolutely controls the plant or factory in which said· 
products are made or manufactured. (l\Iay 10, 1937.) 

HISS. False and Misleading Advertising-Wearing Apparel.-A. De 
Pinna Co., Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business of selling and 
distributing wearing apparel in interstate commerce, in competition 
with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise 
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist 
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

A. De Pinna Co., Inc., in offering for sale and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its 
advertising matter or otherwise of the words "Silk Jersey" as descrip
tive of dresses which are not composed of silk, the product of the 
cocoon of the silkworm, and from the use of the word "Silk," either 
alone or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words 
or in any way which directly asserts or imports or implies that thB 
products to which said word or words refer are composed of silk, 
when such is not the fact. (l\lay 10, 1937.) 

1989. Lottery Scheme-Candies.-Illinois Nut Products Co., a cor
poration, engaged in the business of manufacturing candies, and in 
the sale and distribnticn thereof in interstate commerce, in competi-
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tion with other corporations, firms, individuals, and partnerships like
wise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist 
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein~ 

Illinois Nut Products Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the 
use of any scheme, plan or method of sale or of promoting the sale 
of its candy products which involves the use of any gift enterprise, 
lottery or any scheme of chance whereby an article is given as a prize 
or premium for or in consideration of the purchase of any other 
article. (May 11, 1037.) 

1000. False and Misleading Advertising-Dresses.-Aywon Dress Co., 
Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business of manufacturing gar
ments including ladies' dresses, and in the sale and distribution 
thereof in 'interstate commerce, in competition with other corpora
tions, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered 
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged 
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein. 

Aywon Dress Co., Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease anu desist from the 
use in its printed matter or in any other way of the word "Silk't 
either alone or in connection or conjunction with the word "jersey" or 
with any other word or words as descriptive of products not com
posed ~f silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm and from 
the use of the word "silk" in any way so as to import or imply that 

·the products to which the said word or words refer are composed of 
silk, when such is not the fact. (:May 12, 1937.) 

1991. False and Misleading Advertising-Wearing Apparel.-Bonwit 
Teller, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business of conducting a 
department store from which it sells and distributes merchandise in 
interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations, firms, 
individuals, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the fol
lowing agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods 
of competition as set forth therein. 

Bonwit Teller, Inc., in offering for sale and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its 
advertisemE'nts and advertising mattH or otherwise of the word "silk'' 
or "Satin" either alone or in connection or conjunction with the word 
"jrrsry" as descriptive of products not composed of silk, the product 
of the cocoon of the silkworm and from the use of the word "silk" 
or "crepe" or "satin" in any way so as to import or imply that the 
products to which the said word or words refer are composed of silk, 
when such is not the fact. (May 12, 1037.) 

10!)2. False and Misleading Advertising-Dresses and Umbrellas.
Frallklin Shops, Inc., a corporation, engaged in the business of oper-
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ating a department store and in the sale and distribution of merchan
dise in interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations,. 
firms, individuals, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into th& 
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair meth
ods of competition set forth therein. 

Franklin Shops, Inc., in offering for sale and selling its products 
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its 
advertising matter or otherwise of the words "Luxable Silk" as de
scriptive of drPsses and of the words "Art Silk" as descriptive of the· 
fabric of its umbrellas, when in fact said. products are not composed 
of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silk worm. Said Franklin 
Shops, Inc. also agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word. 
"Silk" either alone or in connection or conjunction with any other 
word or word.s or in any way so as to import or imply that the prod
ucts to which said word or words refer are composed of silk, when 
snch is not the fact. (May 13, 1937.) 

19!):3. False and Misleading Trade Name, Brands or Labels and Adver
tising-Hair Preparation.-Paul Thomas Schweyer, an individ.ual trad
iug as Naturol Laboratories, engaged in the sale and distribution of 
a prrparation to ht> moJe(l on the hair, in intt>rstate conmwrce, in com
)wtition with other inclividuals, firms, partJwrships, and corporations 
likewise engaged, entered into thP following agreement to cease aiHl 
desist from the alleged unfair nwthods of competition as set forth 
therein. 

Paul Thomas Sehweyer, in solieiting the sale of :uul selling his 
preparation in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from 
use of any and all statements and representations en the labels affixed 
to sai(l preparation or in advertisements or advertising matter dis
tl'ibuted in interstate commerce, so as to import or imply that the sai1l 
preparation, wht>n used upon the hair, will restore sueh hair whieh 
has become gray, faded or streaked to its original or natmal color 
whatever may have been· its previous shade or color, or that the said 
product is not a dye ancljor will not have harmful effpcts to the user 
thereof. The said Paul Thomas Schweyer also agrred to cease and 
desist from the use of the words "Naturol Laboratories" as and for 
a trade name, whPn in fact there are no such lahoratoriPs; and from 
the use of the word "laboratoriPs" as part of or in connection with his 
tra1lr name or in any other way so as to import or imply that the said 
indivi1lual aetually owns and operates or dirt>ctly and absolutely con
h·o]s a place devoted to experimental stndy in a branch or hranclws of 
llatural science or the application of scientific principlrs in the prepa
rntion of his product or of any 1h·ugs and chrmicals, wlwn such is uot 
tlw fact. (l\Iay 17, 1937.) 





DIGEST OF FALSE, MISLEADING, AND FRAUDU
LENT ADVERTISING STIPULATIONS 1 

01573. Vendor-Advertisers-Medicinal Preparation.-1\frs. Mercy A. 
Summers and Mrs. Alice Ayling, copartners, doing business under 
the trade name of Summers Medical Co., South Bend, Ind., vendor
advertisers, were engaged in selling a preparation designated, Mrs. 
Summers' Home Treatment, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Mrs. Summers' Home Treatment has brought joyous new health 
to thousands suffering bearing-down pains, headaches, dizziness, backaches, 
ovarian pains, pains in the ado men, 'whites', painful or irregular periods; 

(b) That 1\lrs. Summers' Opaline Suppositories-

!. Are unusually successful in reducing inflammation nnd congestion; 
2. Provide the desired relief to women who feel unfit for home duties and 

responsibilities, social pleasure, or dally employment; 
3. Are productive of satisfactory results in cases of leucorrhoeal discharges 

resulting from inflamed or catarrhal conditions; 
4. Are benf'ficial in cases of pregnancy; 
5. Are helpful when used after childbirth; or 
6. Have proved useful In aiding women to pass through the change of life; 

(c) That Mrs. Summers' w. 0. K. Tablets-

1. Are helpful to young women during the transition stage from girlhood 
to womanhood; 

2. Improve the general health; 
3. Reli~ve nervousness ; or 
4. Aid nature to establish the menstrual function; 

(d) That Mrs. Summers' w. 0. K. Tablets-

1. Are beneficial during pregnancy or in restoring strength afterward; or 
2. Relieve painful and nervous symptoms common to the menopause or 

change of life ; 

(e) That the use of 1\Irs. Summers' IIome Treatment will prevent an op
era tlon or save life; 

(f) That $4.00 worth of 1\Irs. Summers' Opaline Treatment will make, and 
keep, well a woman who had been an invalid for fifteen years, and spent many 
dollars for operations, and hnd abandoned hope of ever being well. (Dec. 1, 
l!l3G.) 

-------
8. 

1 Or the special board of Investigation, with publishers, advertising agencies, broadcasters, 
Dd vendor-advertisers. rerlo<l covered Is that or this volume, nnmely, Dec. 1, 1036, 

~0 May 31, 1037, lneluslve. For •Jig<>sls of prev!LU> Btlpulatlons, see vols. 14 to 23 of 
ornmtsHlon's DPdslons. 
For description of the creation nnd work of the special board, see vol. 14, p. G02, et seq. 
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01574. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal :Preparation.-R. E. Overell, an 
individual, doing business under the trade name of Copinol Co.r 
Los Angeles, Cali£., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a 
preparation designated, Copinol, and agreed in soliciting the sale of 
and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from representing, directly or otherwise:-

(a) That Copinol 

1. "Heals" catarrh, .sinus or colds; 
2. Quickly dissolves and eliminates mucous; 
3. Clears. the nasal passages; 
4. Reduces inflammation; 
5. Normnlizes the entire respiratory tract; 
6. 'Vill "stop" catarrh or sinus trouble; 
7. Reduces enlarged tonsils; or 
8. Gives positive results; 

(b) That Copinol is an absolutely new medical discovery that creates mag· 
teal results (Dec. 1, 1936.) 

01575. Vendor-Advertiser-Stationery.-Arrow Press, Inc., a corpora· 
tion, .Minneapolis, Minn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a preparation designated, Printed Stationery, and agreed in solicit
ing the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce t() 
cease and desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

That it furnishes Ilnmmermill Bond paper in orders for printed stationerY 
at the same prlce as it does its cheaper grade of paper known as Arrow Bond 
paper. 

The respondent further agreed: 
(a) Not to rPpresPut or ho!U out as a chance or an opportunity any amount 

in excess of what has actually brcn accomplished by one or more persous 
following respondent's plan under normal conditions In the due course of 
business; 

(b) Not to make unmodified r<'presentations or claims of earnings In excess 
of the aver:::~e earnings of persons following respondent's plan achieved under 
normal conditions in the due course of business; 

(c) Not to represent or hold out as maximum Parnings by the use of sncb 
expressions as "up to", "as high as" or any equivalent expression any amount 
In excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more persons 
following ref;pon<lrnt's plans under normal conditions in the due course of 
business. (Dee. 1, 103G.) 

01576. Vendor-Advertisers- Medicinal Preparation.- George W. 
Thompson and Sherman II. Thompson, copartners, doing busiue~s 
under the firm name of The Redwood Perfume and Chemical Co., 
Eureka, Calif., vendor-advertisers, were engaged in selling a preparll· 
tion designated, Redwood Inhalant, and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling said product in interstate commerce, to cease and desist 
from representing, directly or otherwise: 
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(a) That REDWOOD INHALANT l!onstitutes a competent treatment or an 
effective remedy for-

1. Asthma, 12. Cancer, 
2. Hay fever, 13. Croup, 
3. Sinus trouble, 14. Coughs, 
4. Bronchial diseases, 15. Hiccups, 
5. Ringworm, 16. Ulcers, 
6. Poison Oak, 17. Stomach trouble, 
7. Poison Ivy, 18. Scrofula, 
8. Running sores, 19. Eczema, 
9. DUl'llS, 20. Catarrh, 

10. Itch, 21. Old sores, 
11. 'l'uberculosis, 22. Deafness; 

(b) That Redwood Inhalant will destroy all disease germs, or that It will 
-constitute a competent treatment for, or prevent, practically every form or 
disease; 

(c) That this preparation works like magic; 
(d) That the discovery of the merits of redwood chlorophyll is the greatest 

discovery of the scientific world ; 
(e) 'l.'hat redwood chlorophyll Is the main ingt·edient of Redwood Inhalant; 
(f) That Redwood Inhalant will free the bronchial and nasal passngts ot 

germs; 
(o) Thnt this preparation will prevent or remedy all Infectious diseases; 
(h) That Redwood Inhalant is a sure remedy or treatment for asthma; 
(i) That this product proves successful in every kind of bronchial trouble: 
(j) That this preparation will keep the system free from diseMe; 
(k) That respondent's prepumtion constitutes a competent treatment or an 

effective remedy for every skin disease; 
(l) 'l'hat Redwood Inhalant has a phenol coefficient of 4.25; 
( m) That Redwood Inhalant is the master remedy of the age; 
(n) That this preparation Is a competent trPatment or an effective remedy for 

Influenza or colds, or that it never fails to protect one against the germs of these 
diseases; 

( o) 'l.'hat if one has a soreness in the throat, it is a certain indication that 
elthpr a flu germ, or a cold germ, Is working there, or that if allowed to romaln 
0 1le is sure to come down with a serious complication ; 

(p) That Hedwood Inhalant prevents Infection of wounds; 
( IJ) Tlw.t lleuwood Inhalant will free the head of sinus germs; 
(r) That no remedy has ever been discovered that Is anywhere nearly as 

effective in relieving a cough as Redwood Inhalant; 
(s) 'l.'hat this preparation will destroy the germs causing stomach ulcers, 

or that It will heal the ulcers; 
( t) Tl1nt Reu wood Iulwlaut will be elfecti~·e In the trentmeut of all ivrm~o~ 

Of stomilCh trouble ; 
( u) That this preparation is an eJiective remedy, or a competent treatment, 

for nuy kind of a sor<>, no matter how chronic; 
(v) That this product ls a competent treatment, or an effective remedy, for 

l>yorrheu, or that It will prevent such condition; 
( w) That Redwood Inhalant w!ll rid one of aMthma, sinus trouble, or any 

Other condition or disease; 
(:r) That this product will restore nasal tissue to normal condition; 
( Y) That Redwood Inhalant will Ileal skin tissue; 
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(z) That a drop of Redwood Inhalant in each nostril will promptly stop 
sneezing; 

(aa) That Redwood Inhalant removes the cause of sinus trouble; 
( IJIJ) That this pt·eparation Is now the only remedy known which will 

successfully relieve sinus trouble; 
(cc) That this product will stop a cough instantly, or at all; 
(dd) That Hedwood Inhalant is highly recommended by famous physicians 

in the successful treatment of bronchial diseases; 
( ee) That the germs of asthma and sinus troullle are beyond the reach of 

every kiud of medicinal treatment; 
(ff) That all diseases are caused by germs; 
(UO) That this preparation will stop <the most chronic case of hiccups; 
(hh) That Redwood Inbalant would have saved the lives of hundreds of 

thousands of American Boys who died of influenza after the World War; 
(ii) That Redwootl Inhalant will remove or prevent catarrh. (Dec. 2, 1936.) 

01577. Vendor-Advertiser-Artificial Teeth.-Dr. J. Hod Williams, an 
individual doing business under the trade name of the Hod Labo
ratories, Tampa, Fla., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
artificial teeth and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repre
senting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That artificial teeth purchased by mail are be<tter or are the only means 
to get your real individuality or to procure teeth exactly the way you want 
them; 

(b) That use of the 3 Point Suction Rootless Plate permits a cort'ect sense 
of taste as exists when In possession of natural teeth; 

(c) That respondent's plates are constructed in a better way; 
(d) That you<tllful expression can lle restored by the use of artificial teeth 

purchased through tbe malls. (Dec. 2, 1036.) 

01578. Vendor-Advertiser-Skin Preparation.-S. Almldov, an individ
ual doing business under the trade name of Almklov's Pharmacy, 
Cooperstown, N. Dak., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
Almklov's X. E. M:. Salve and Almklov's Itch Specific and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com· 
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That X. :m. ~1. is a competent treatment for eczema; 
(b) That Itch Specific is an effective treatmf'nt for itching, unless snid 

represPntation be limited to indicate itching commonly !mown as scabies; 
(c) Th:lt Itch Specific and X. E. M. have succeeded in thousands of caseS 

whf're evf'ry other trefltment had failed after yf'ars of tr·fal; 
(d) That X. 1<1. M. Salve is the wry best rrmedy for skin irritations, 

emvt!ons and sores. 

The respondent further agreed in soliciting the sale of his prod· 
11ct in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from-

RI'presentlng, designating or lnhPling any of said products as "ITCH SPE· 
CIFIC", unlPss said rrpresentatlon, dt>sfgnatlon or lahel contains words 
Immediately following the words "ITCH SPECIFIC" In f'<}unlly discernible.> 
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type to indicate that the therapeutic properties or said preparation are limited 
to "itch'' commonly known as scabies. (Dec. 3, 1936.) 

01579. Vendor-Advertiser-Beverage.-Jay Clifford and Leonard 
Praeger, co-partners, operating under the firm name of North Amer
ican Mate Co., New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling Angela Mate and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling 
its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
l'eprescnting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Mate is a "Health" Tea; 
(b) Thut Angela Mate is endorsed by the Women's Health Federation of 

.America; 
(c) That the North American Mute Company is an importer, or imports this 

tea, or is a "distributor" thereof, until such time as they do In fact import this 
Mate and/or are in fact "distributors"; 

(d) That this tea wlll make one a new person; 
(e) That Angel'U 1\Iate lms "~·italizing" qualitie~. or increases vital powers; 
(f) That the tea bas brought happiness to thousands of nervous, run-down 

Deople; 
(g) That the French Society of Hygiene of Paris says that Mate "sustains" 

the nervous and muscular system, and augments the system; 
(h) That Angela 1\Iate will correct the C'Uuse of unhealthy nerves; 
( i) That Angela Mute is a laxative; 
(j) That this tea has food value; 
(lc) That this product is a digf'sth·e; or that it will promote or increase 

assimilation; 
(l) 'l'h'Ut Angela 1\late is a preventive of rheumatism or that it combats 

obesity, except by satisfying hunger; 
(m) TiJat Angela 1\Iate "Cures" rheumatism, or any other disease; 
(n) That this product constitutes a competeut treatment or an efl'ective 

remedy for-

1. Anemia, 7. Insomnia, 
2. Rickets, 8 . .Aches and pains, 
3. 1\Ialnutritlon, 9. Neurasthenlu, 
4. Rheumatism, 10. Indigestion, or 
5. Stomach trouble. 11. Eye trouble; 
6. Nervous disorders, 

(o) That this tea is a solYeut of uric acid, or that It eradicates uric ncid 
from the system ; 

(p) That the use of Angela 1\Iate will make one a "rejuvenated" person; 
( q) 'l'hat Angela 1\Iate stimulates ''all" bodily functions; 
(r) That the President of the United States endorses the use of Mate: 
(s) That the use of Angela Mate will ''banish" fatigue; 
(t) That Angela Mate-

1. Enriches the blood, or 
2. Favors the formation of hnemoglol!in. (Dec. 3, 1936.) 

01580. Vendor-Advertisers-Hair Tonic.-James C. Marasco and 
Samuel R. Marasco, copartners, doing business as the Fertile Co., 
\Vashington, Pa., vendor-advertisers, were engaged in selling a prep
aration designated Fertile Scalp Tonic, and agreed in soliciting the 
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sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce, to cease and 
desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'bat Fertile Scalp Tonic will give permanent relief for dryness and brit· 
tleness of the hair or that it will preserve permanent waves; 

(b) That Fertile Scalp Tonic will act as a competent treatment or effective 
remedy for hair troubles, itching scalp or falling hair, unless limited to itS 
cleansing agent; 

(c) That Fertile Scalp Tonic can be used as a dry shampoo; 
(d) That Fertile Scalp Tonic can be recommended for any type of alopecia i 
(e) That FertHe Scalp Tonic will 

1. Stop hair loss; 
2. Stimulate new hair growth; 
3. Retard grayness; 
4. Preserve a wave ; 
5. Normalize excess dryness or oiUness; 
6. Neutralize alkaline deposits remaining on the scalp after the usual 

soap and water shampoo. (Dec. 3, 1936.) 

01581. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Fluid.-Suntex Chemical Co., a 
corporation, Philadephia, Pa., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in sell· 
ing a sodium hypochlorite designated Suntex, and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Suntex sterilizes; 
(b) That Suntex disinfects, unless limited to indicate that said product Is 

a disinfecting agent when used as directed; 
(c) That the use of Suntex for laundering purposes obviates the necessitY 

for rubbing the clothes laundered. (Dec. 3, 1!)30.) 

01582. Vendor-Advertiser- r.redicinal Preparation.- Aschenbach & 
Miller, Inc., a corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling Mason's Cream Of Olives Ointment, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Mason's Cream of Olives Is an ef'l'ectlve treatment for head, chest, 
and throat colds ; 

(b) That Mason's Cream of Olives penetrates or strikes at the seat of chest 
or head colds; 

(c) That l\Iason's Cream ot Olives has proven ef'l'ective In combntlng coldSi 
(d) 'l'hat Mason's Cream ot Olives hns been proven ef'l'ectlve in cold pro

tection; 
(e) That Mason's Cream of Ollves is sure to combat colds; 
(f) Tbnt Mason's Cream of Olives is an effective treatment tor catarrh, bend 

colds, and skin diseases. (Dec. 7, 1!)30.) 

01583. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-J. F. Hightower, 
an individual, trnding as The Shumake Co., Forth 'Vorth, Tex., ven· 
dar-advertiser, was engaged in selling a preparation designated Liq· 
uid Shumake, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said 
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product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise. 

(a) That the product is a competent treatment or an etl'ective remedy for 
backache, dizziness, general broken down feeling, unless limited to the tempo
rary relief of such conditions when due to incontinence; 

(b) That the product provides anything more than temporary relief from 
overactive kidneys; 

(c) That the product will "correct" or "otl'set" kidney "troubles" or kidney 
•'disorders" ; 

(d) Inferentially or otherwise that the preparation will prevent any kidney 
:ailment. (Dec. 7, 1936.) 

01584. Vendor-Advertiser-Cosmetics.-D. W. Chapman, an individ
ual doing business under the trade name of The Eptol Co., Chicago, 
Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling Eptol Beauty Cream, 
Eptol Hand Cream, Eptol Cleansing Cream, Maxwell's Hair Tonic, 
·Maxwell's Skin Tone Lotion and Maxwell's Almond Lotion, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products in interstate 
-commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

EPTOL BEAUTY CREAM 

(a) That Eptol Beauty Cream will remove or prevent wrinkles, lines or 
·crowsfeet ; 

( l!) 'l'hat Eptol Beauty Cream provides a new way to remove wrinkles. 
(c) That Eptol Beauty Cream lifts wrinkles right out leaving the skin smooth 

Dnd lovely; 
(d) That Eptol Beauty Cream clears the complexion and maltes radiant 

beauty; 
(e) That Eptol Beauty Cream is a skin food and tissue builder; 
(f) That Eptol Beauty Cream will supply the skin tissue cells with the same 

basic elements as were formerly supplied by the body ; 
(g) That Eptol Beauty Cream develops a firm, sound, healthy skin so that 

Wrlukles and fine Ilnes cannot appear ; 
(h) That Eptol Beauty Cream will cause wrinkles to disappear within two 

'Veeks, or within any other specified period of time, or at all; 
(i) That Eptol Beauty Cream has no equal for removing wrinkles or that 

Its use will enable a woman 67 years of age to have her face entirely free from 
"Wrinkles; 

(J) That Eptol Beauty Cream is "so healing"; 
(k) That Eptol Beauty Cream wlll remove pimples; 
(l) That Eptol Beauty Cream Is an etl'ectlve treatment for Eczema; 
(m) That Eptol Beauty Cream Is an etl'ectlve treatment for a "broken-out 

-complexion"; 
(n) That Eptol Beauty Cream goes deep Into the tissues; 
(o) That only Eptol restores the appearance of youth to aged-looking skin; 
(p) That the use of Eptol Cleansing Cream will enable Eptol Beauty Cream 

.to go deep Into the tissues and make skin beauty; 
(q) That Eptol Beauty Cream corrects blemishes and does not merely whlte

"'Vash the skin and hide them, like so many other creams; 
(r) That Eptol Beauty Cream is quite superior to French or other Imported 

'<!reams; 
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(a) That Eptol Beauty Cream is more than just a foundation cream; 
·(t) That Eptol Beauty Cream Is a natural beautifier, positively unsurpassed 

as a skin cleanser and for restoring the youthful tint and loveliness to 
faded "muddy," prematurely-aged, powder-ruined skin; 

EPTOL HAND CREAM 

(a) That Eptol Hand Cream Is healing or contains healing oils; 
(b) That Eptol Hand Cream leaves a thin, greaseless coating on the hands; 
(c) That Eptol Hand Cream Is not sticky or greasy; 
(d) That Eptol Hand Cream will make dry, red, rough and chapped hands 

satin smooth ; 
EPTOL CLEANSING CREAM 

(a) That Eptol Cleansing Cream goes deep into the skin, tissues or pores, 
to remove dirt; 

(b) That Eptol Cleansing Cream thoroughly cleans out the pores; 

MAXWELL HAIR TONIO 

That Maxwell Hair Tonic will prevent the loss of hair, cure dandruff regard
less of the cause, stimulate hair growth, or act as a tonic to the hair; 

MAXWELL SKIN TONE LOTION 

(a) That Maxwell Skin Tone Lotion is unequalled for whitening the skin 
and removing blemishes : 

(b) That Maxwell Skin Tone Lotion will cause tired, worn and lifeless 
complexions to vanish like magic : 

MAXWELL ALMOND LOTION 

(a) That Maxwell Almond Lotion heals Inflamed, sore, chnpvell anll cracked 
skin; 

(b) That Maxwell Almond Lotion makes and keeps the skin as smooth as 
vel ret: 

(c) That 1\Iaxwell Almond Lotion willln~t'P the skin In perfect condition. 

The respondent further agreed in soliciting the sale of his product 
Maxwell Hair Tonic in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
the use of the word Tonic as a part of the trade name of said product. 

The respondent hereby further agreed in soliciting the sale of his 
product Maxwell Skin Tone Lotion in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from the use of the word Tone as a part of the trade name 
of said product. 

The respondent hereby further agreed in soliciting the sale of anY 
and all of his cosmetics preparations in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing that he has in his employ a beauty 
adviser or consultant by the name of Mary Maxwell, or any other 
person, for the purpose of advising his patrons and the public in the 
matters pertaining to beauty culture, unless and until such a person 
be so employed by him in truth nnd in fact. 

The respondent further agreed. 
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(a) Not to represent or hold out ns a chance or an opportunity any amount 
in excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more persons fol
lowing respondent's plans under normal conditions in the due course of business; 

(b) Not to make unmodified representations or claims of earnings in excess 
of the average earnings of persons following respondent's plans a('hieved under 
normal conditions in the due course of business; 

(c) Not to represent or hold out as maximum earnings by the use of such 
expressions as "up to", "as high as", or any equivalent expression any amount 
In excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more persons fol
lowing respondent's plans under normal conditions in the due course of 
business. (Dec. 8, 1936.) 

01585. Vendor-Advertiser- Refrigerators. - Dorg-'Varner Corpora
tion, a corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a product designated Norge Rollator Refrigerator and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the tests of Norge refrigerators, conuucted by Norge dealers, were 
aU under the supervision of public officials; 

(b) ~'hat the benefits and savings of a Norge refrigcra tor are as great 
<luring cold winter months as In summer; 

(c) '.rhat the mechanism of the Norge llefrigerator has but three moving 
Parts or improves with use unless such representations are limited to the 
IUovlug parts of the llollator alone. (Dec. 10, 1!l3G.) 

0158G. Vendor-Advertiser-Crucifix Ring.-David R. Siegel, an indi
vidual trading as Dedevere Products Co., New York, N. Y., vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling a Crucifix Ring, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That ref:IlOndent's Crucifix rlug is the world's most wondrous treasure 
guard ring ; 

(b) That respondent's Crucifix ring was created by a Spanish goldsmith; 
(c) '1'hat respondent's Crucifix ring is guaranteed 14-K gold shell unless said 

l'lng is composed of 14-K gold shell; 
(d) That resvoudent's ring is responsible for the "good luck," lWPlliness, 

ltealth or wellbeing of the purchaser. (Dec. 10, 1936.) 

01587. Vendor-Advertiser-Watches.-Earl Hall, an inuividual, doing 
business under the trade name of United Watch Co., Minneapolis, 
~finn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling ·watches, and agreed 
In soliciting the sale of anu selling said products in interstate com
nlerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(u) Using the word "railt•oad" to advertise or descrii.Je certain of his watches 
Which are not of the type posses;;ing the accuracy and durability generally re
()nir!.'d of watches used by railroad workers; 

(b) Using the word "jeweled" or any similar designation to indicate that 
certain watches advertised or described possess jewels or any gi\·en number 
ot jewels when said watches do not contain jewels or the number of jewels 
Indicated; 
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(c) Representing that he gives a belt chain with each watch or leather strap 
bracelet with each wrist watch free as a special offer for 10 days or maltes anY 
l'pccial offer for any limited period of time or as a special inducement when 
such offers are not special offers nor limited to a particular period of time, but 
are available to all customers and at all times; 

(d) Using the words "gold plated" or "gold plate" or any similar designation 
or description to advertise or describe watches which have a plating of gold 
leBs than three one-thousandths of an inch in thickness on the outside, and one 
one-thousandth of an inch in thickness on the inside; 

(e) Representing that certain of his watches have gold umnerals wheu said 
numerals are not composed of genuine gold; 

(f) Representing that certain of his watches have numerals "etched" thereon 
when 8nid numerals are affixed thereto by a process other than "etching"; 

(g) Representing that certain of his watches have pictures of locomotives 
"engraved" on the back of their cases when said pictures are merely stamped 
thereon; 

(h) Representing that his three-piece Ret consisting of a key case, cigarette 
case, and billfold are made of "genuine" leather, when they are composed o! 
materials other than genuine leather and from making any other claims or 
assertions of like import. 

The respondent further agreed to cease and desist from

Offering for sale or selling In interstate commerce used, second-hand, rebuilt 
or reconditioned watches as and for new watches without distinctly, definitely, 
and clearly stating, setting out and informing customers and p!·ospective cus
tomcrs, that such watches are used, second-hand, rebuilt, or reconditioned 
watches. (Dec. 10, 1!l36.) 

01588. Vendor-Advertiser-Cough Drops.-F & F Laboratories, a cor
poration, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selli?g 
F & F Cough Lozenges, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling saiu product in interstate commerce to cease and desist frorn 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That F & F Cough Lozenges will rid, foil, banish, ward off, or arrest 
coughs, cause coughs to "scram", quickly stop coughs, or constitute other than 
a palliative treatment for coughs; 

(b) Thnt F & F Cough Lozenges will protect children from coughs; 
(c) That F & F Cough Lozenges are a competent treatment for collls or will 

"knock colds cold", or ward off throat colds: 
(d) That F & F Cough Lozenges are a competent treatment for or will give· 

real relief from sore throat: 
(e) That F & F Cough Lozenges net instantly. (Dec. 10, 1!)36.) 

01589. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-F. A. Stuart Co.,. 
a corporation, Marshall, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a certain medicinal preparation designated Calcium Wafers,. 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in inter
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That Calcium Wafers, or Stuart's Laxative Compound, Is a "treatment'" 
tor constipation; 
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(b) That Calcium Wafers, or Stuart's Laxative Compound, is a relief for 

constipation, unless constipation qualified by the word "temporary"; 
(c) 'fhat Calcium Wafers, or Stuart's Laxative Compound, stimulates secre

tions which promote peristalsis ; 
(d) '!'hat tile use of Calcium Wafers, or Stuart's Laxative Compound-

1. Clears the skin; 
2. Brightens the eyes; 
3. Renews old-time energy; 
4. Keeps the system In better shape; 
5. Produces fine-textured skin; or 
6. Causes eyes to regain their sparkle; 

(e) That Calcium Wafers, or Stuart's Laxative Compound, helps correct 
"faulty elimination"; 

(f) That Calcium Wafers, or Stuart's Laxative Compound, tal{cn Internally, 
easily and effectively helps a sallow, blotchy, pimply complexion. 

Respondent further agreed in soliciting the sale of its product in 
interstate commerce, to cease and desist from-

Using the names "Calcium ·wafers" or "Calcium Wafer Compound" to desig
nate its product until sucll time as there may be sufficient calcium content, 
according to medical standards, to justify the designation. (Dec. 10, 1!)30.) 

01590. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Fluid.-Luigi Uosati, an indi
''idual, doing business under the trade name of ·wonder Chemical 
Co., Bethlehem, Pa., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a so
dium hypochlorite bleaching and washing solution designated 
Bleach-Ox, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said prod
uct in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Bleach-Ox is a sterilizer or that it sterilizes; 
(b) That Bleach-Ox is a germicide; 
(c) That Bleach-Ox is a disinfectant unless specific instructions are given to 

indiC'ate that the places or obj1!cts to be disinfected are previously cleansed be
fore application of the solution; 

(d) That Bleach-Ox is harmless. (Dec. 10, 1936.) 

01501. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-!, Ralph Wein
stock, an individual, doing business under the trade name of Tho 
1'hyrole Chemical Co., Philadelphia, Pa., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling certain medicinal preparations designated 0. n. C. 
Capsules, "Amps'' for cramps, and Thyrole Douche Powder, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products in inter
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) Thnt the use of 0. B. C. Capsules wlll-

(1) Cause the user to "lose fat like magic"; 
(2) Restore youth; 
(3) Preserve health; or 
( 4) Cause the user to lose any definite number of pounds; 
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(b) That 0. B. C. Capsules is the sure, safe, pleasant, easy, modern method 
of slenderizing without exercise; 

(c) That Amps for Cramps is a new prescription formula, or is beneficial 
in painful menstruation, headache, toothache, backache, rheumatic and nett· 
ralgic pains, muscular and chest pains, etc., without regard to the cause of 
these conditions ; 

(d) That Thyrole Douche Powder-

(1) Promotes health; or 
(2) Is of great beneficial value to tender aching feet, insect bites, IVY 

polson, bumps, bruises, cuts, halitosis, bleeding gums, tooth extrac· 
tion, dandruff, etc. 

The respondent further agreed in soliciting the sale of his prod
uct in interstate commerce to cease and desist from using the word 
"Chemical" as a part of his trade name, or holding out the idea that 
he operates a Chemical Company until such time a3 the respondent 
actually operates a Chemical Company. 

The respondent further agreed in soliciting the sale of his product 
in interstate commerce, to cease and desist representing dirf'ctly or 
otherwise that he or his company, is the "Manufacturer" of Proprie· 
taries and. Fine Pharmaceuticals until such time as he actually manu
factures snch Proprietaries and. Fine Pharmaceuticals. (Dec. 10, 
1936.) 

01592. Vendor-Advertiser-Mechanical Device.-IIome Diathermy Co., 
Inc., a corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling a mechanical device designated Home Diathermy Instru
ment, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and. selling said pro<luct in 
interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That the Instrument wlll "eliminate" pain; 
(b) That by use of the instrunwnt, one can have "lasting" reliPf; 
(c) That the instrument will "frre" one of the "ravages" of neuritis, sciatica, 

arthritis, lumbago or rheumatism; 
(d) That poisons or the improper elimination thereof are the basic cause of 

"most" disorders ; 
(e) That the Instrument will "arrest", "control", or "prC>v£>nt advancement" 

of ailments caused by improper elimination; 
(f) That the blood "lubricates" nerves, tissues, muscles or joints; 
(g) That the instrument "burns up" body poisons; 
(h) That the instrunwnt is £>f!'ective for low blood pressure; 
( i) Inferentially or otherwise that the instrument wlll cure or lwal or •·frpe'' 

one from any ailment; 
(J) That the Instrument will "rid" one of any ailment; 
(k) That the instrument will "restore" one to. a normal or ,·igorons life; 
(l) That the Instrument will "give you back your lost health"; 
( m) 'l'hat the instrument increasl's: 

1. Oxidation, 3. Elimination of toxic poisons, 
2. Elimination of waste, 4. Nutrition; 
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( n) That the instrument, alone or in itself, affords a competent treatment 
or an effective remedy for arthritis, lumbago, bursitis, rheumatism, neuritis, 
sciatica, neuralgia, pneumonia or bronchitis unless limited to the relief of 1min 
due to· such conditions, or as an aiu in the treatmrnt thereof; 

(o) That the instrument in itself affords a competent treatment or an effec
tive remedy for asthma or hay-fever. (Dec. 11, 1936.) 

01593. Vendor-Advertiser-Breakfast Food.-Uncle Sam Breakfast 
Food Co., a corporation, Omaha, Nebr., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling Uncle Sam Laxative Dreakfast·Food, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Uncle Sam Breakfast Food is 

1. The modern way of keeping l'egular; 
2. Rich in vitamins A or n; 
3. The natural enemy of constipation; 
4. Detter than a medicine; or is not a meuicine; 
5. Everything that's said about it; 
6. Good for a poor complexion caused by a sluggish system; 

(b) '.fha t Uncle Sam Dr en kfast Foorl 

1. Induces regularity; 
2. Keeps illness away or promotes health; 
3. Builds or sustains the body or builds strength : 
4. Gives internal lubrication or promotes well being: 
5. Promotes digestion or adequate elimination of Indigestible food: 
6. Works natm·nlly and effectively: 

(c) Generally thnt Uncle Sam Breakfast Food relieves a constipated condi
tion, or does so without weakening tlH~ digestive organ or causing dangerous 
nfter effects ; 

(d) That Uncle Snm Breakfast Food eaten regularly once or twice a day 
Will relieve constipation in all cases: 

(e) That the use of Uncle Sam Bt·eakfast Food would be of nny material 
beuefit when one feels 

1. nun down: 
2. No account; 
3. Pepless; 
4. Groggy; 
5. Prone to suffet· ft·om indigestion; 

(f) That Unde Sam Breakfast Food combines two necessary foolls namely 
"-·hole wheat and flaxseed, for toning up the system or J;eeping one fit or alett; 

(g) Generally that one's system needs roughage or lubricant In order to 
function properly; 

(h) That the use of Uncle Sam llreakfust Food without medicines or diet 
Will ke<'p one fit; 

( i) Inferentially that other laxath·e foods at·e hauit forming or thnt Uncle 
8am Breakfast Food Is not so. (Dec. 11, 1!136) 

01594. Vendor-Advertiser-Exerciser.-The American Athletic Ap
pliance Co., Inc., a corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., a vendor-advertiser, 
\Yas engaged in selling an Iron Shoe Strength Builder, and agreeu 
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in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the "German Iron Shoe Muscle Builder" is: 

1. The greatest exerciser made; 
2. The choice of champions ; 
3. A smashing success; 
4. The emblem of power ; 
5. The most novel, original or fascinating to stt·cngtb or muscular 

development; · 
6. A marvelous strPngth buiJdpr; 

(b) That the users of the Iron Shoe have trebled thPir strength, added 
muscle to thPir arms, increased chest circumference, or broadened their shoulders 
to any specified extent within a specified time; or that there Is no other muscle 
bullder that can give hall the results at so low a cost; 

(c) That said device : 

1. Quickly stimulates natural muscular growth; 
2. Packs each and every muscle with dynamic aggressive power; 
3. 1\IakPs a man as Rtrong or stronger or more popular than the rest; 
4. Cannot be equaled; 
5. Equals the ''block" sy~tem as used by famous European strong men: 
6. Docs what other forms of exercise cannot do; 
7. Puts power, steel and endurance into the musclPS; 
8. l\lakes no feat of strength impossible; 

(d) That by the use of said dev lee one would be enabled to: 

1. See his muscles grow; 
2. Pack a 16-lncb arm in his sleeves; 
3. Get a 44-lnch chest ; 
4. Watch his wrist tblrken with ste£>1-like sinew; 
5. Get the grip of a steel vise In each fist ; 
6. Flll himself with dynamic energy ; 
7. Put the magic of muscle under the skin; 
8. Duplicate the chain brealdng or iron l1ending feats of Breitbart, Mar~. 

Sandow, Moerkl, 'l'ral·ls or Nordquist; 
9. Get a pair of arms that will make him capable of red blooded deeds of 

man power; 
10. nave a 14-inch fot·earm or lG-inch bicep. 

(e) That by the use of said device any one bas: 

1. Increased his bodily weight any definite number of pounds; 
2. Added any d<'flnlte number of Inches to his chest or bleeps; 
3. Added ony specific numb<'r of inches to his arms, chest or thighs: 

(f) That said de\'lce is made to bulld: 

1. Giant-like arms: 
2. Wide powerful shoulders; 
3. Brawny bnck; 
4. Trcmcudous chest; 

(p) Thnt the use of said device compels: 

1. Those stubborn muscles to grow that other methods cannot touch : 
2. The waist to acquire a muscular appearance or the chest to deepen; 
3. One's legs to become musculnrly symmetrical: 
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(h) That by the use of said device one can get muscle or strength that will 
Jllake it possible for him to : 

1. Burst apart a chain fastened around the muscle of the arm; 
2. Tear a deck of cards Into quarters : 
3. Rip into pieces a telephone book; 
4. Break Into halves an Iron horseshoe; 
5. Wrap an iron bar around the arm; 
6. Resist the pull of six men to break his grip; 
7. Drive a spike through a board with a blow of the fist; 
8. Lift a man over his head with one hand; 
9. llreak apart a chain fastened around the chest with his chest expansion; 

10. Smash a roek with a blow of the fist; 

( i) That said device has new features not found on any other outfit; 
( /) That the use of said device will enable one to: 

1. Treble his strength ; 
2. Pack Inches of powerful muscle all over his body; 
3. Build his arms to Herculean proportions; 
4. Get the shoulder spread of a Guardsman ; 
5. Be strong from head to heels ; 

(lc) That any special offer Is good for a limited time only unless withdrawn 
at the expiration of the time specified; 

(l) That said device will develop new muscles to retain every atom of 
strength or give him poW'er or endurance to spare. (Dec. 14, 1936.) 

015D5. Vendor-Advertiser-Mineral Water Crystals.-Loye Distribut
ing Co., a corporation, 'Vheeling, ,V. Va., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling Mineral 'Vater Crystals designated Blue Bonnet 
Texas Crystals, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said 
Product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 

·(a) That Dlue Bonnet Texas Crystals are the finest crystals ever produced 
in the State of Texas; 

(b) That Dlue Bonnet Texas Crystals open up the gates to a happier, 
Rayer life; 

(c) That Dlue Bonnet Texas Crystals tone up the body; 
(d) '!'hat Blue Bonnet Texas CryAtals are a competent treatment for ail

lllents dne to faulty elimination or a sluggish system; 
(e) That Dine Bonnet Texas Crystals will rid the body of poisons and 

hnpurities due to faulty elimination or a sluggish system that cause serious 
11ilments; 

(f) That Dlue Bonnet Texas CryiStals are a competent treatment for: 

Chronic Constipation, 
Uheumatlsm, 
Lumbago, 
Chronic Gall Bladder Disturbances, 
Arthritis, 
Colitis, 
IIigh or low blood pr\•ssur!', 

Nervous Indigestion, 
Dyspepsia, 
Gastritis, 
Sick beadache, 
Sleepless nights, 
Thnt tired run-down feeling; 

t'llnst•!l by faulty elimination or a sluggish system or otherwise; 
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(g) That doctors recommend Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals for siek and well, 
young and old; 

(h) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals will fortify a well person's system 
against serious ailments due to fauay elimination; 

(i) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals are one of the greatest aids to nature 
ever discovered ; 

(j) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals are safe and harmless; 
(k) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals will keep the system free from 

poisons and impurities; 
(l) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals obviate the necessity and expen-se of 

going to the State of Texas to partake of the natural mineral water; 
(m) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystnls will bring back good health to the 

sufferer without waiting weeks to note an improvement in his condition; 
(n) That the addition of Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals to drinking water will 

make the water pure; 
( o) 'l'hat Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals contain all the necessary minerals 

required to aid nature in thoroughly clean'foiing the system and wafoihing it clean 
of poisons ; 

(p) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals contain eleven of the sixteen known 
minerals contained In the human body; 

(q) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals provide in the home the same natural 
mineral water as if taken direct from the well in Texas: 

(r) That Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals get rid of the cause of any ailmeut 
and get the systl'm into normal condition. 

(a) That Dlue Bonnet Texas Crystals supply the system with minerals 
necessary to build up resistance and ward oft attacks of serious ailments. 
(Dec. 14, 1936.) 

01506. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal :Preparation.-John D. Arm· 
strong, M. D., an individual, operating under the trade name o£ 
Pink Ointment Co., Topeka, Kans., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling a certain product designated "Pink Ointment", and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Pink Ointment const!tutt'S n competrnt treatmrnt or an eiTecttve 
rPmedy for: 

1. Itching, 12. Ringworm. 
2. Skin lrritat!onfl, 13. Dolls, 
3. Pimples, 14. Carbuncles, 
4. Ecz<•ma, 15, Rosacia, 
5. Rash, 16. Poison oak, 
6. Skin Troubles. 17. Ivy, 
1. Athlete's foot, 18. Varicose ulcet·s, 
8. Skin dls!'ase, 19. Gaulding, 
9. Scnhiefl. 20. Ugly Llem!sheq, 

10. Itch. 21. Skin Infections, 
11. Soft Col'll, 22. Germ-!nfectPd f;k!n, 

unless specltleully limited to Its value ln relieving such of them as are mfuur 
skin Irritations or minor skin ailments, nnd then only when due to external 
causes; 

(b) That this product w!ll "rid," "cure," ot• "stop" any disease condition; 
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(c) That Pink Ointment is a competent treatment or an effective remedy for 
Ingrown fingernails or toenails; . 

(d) Tbat this ointment Is "healing.'' (Dec. 15, 1936.) 

01597. Vendor-Advertisers-Medicinal Preparation.-Jacob C. Ger
nand and Stephen J. Darzso, co-partners trading as .Myona Salve Co., 
Elmhurst, Ill., vendor-advertisers, were engaged in selling a medieinal 
preparation designated Myona Salve, and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling its sa,id product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Myona Salve is a competent remedy in tbe treatment of eczema, 
acne, psoriasis, boils, carbuncles, poi~on ivy, barber's itch or pimples; 

(b) That llfyona Salve r>tarts at the bottom or beals the sore outward; 
(c) That Myona Salve will give "complete" relief; 
(d) That by the use of Myona Salve the respondents henl every case of skin 

disease they undertake; or that any skin disease can be healed uo matter how 
old, bow bad or what one has tried before; 

(e) That Myona Salve relieves where other preparations have failed; 
(f) That Myona Salve bas healed thousands; 
(g) That tbe 11se of l\Iyona Salve bas relieved, healed, or cured eczema, 

psoriasis or other skin diseases of long standing or which had existed for any 
definite or specified period of time, or at all; 

(h) That l\Iyonn Pile Salve is a competent remedy in the treatment of piles 
or that It has healed many sufferers of piles. (Dec. 18, 1936.) 

01598. Vendor-Advertiser-Cosmetic.-Oakland Chemical Co., a cor
poration, New York, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a certain cosmetic designated Dioxogen Cream, and agreed in solicit
ing the sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce t.o 
cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Dioxogen ()ream will "quickly" refine open pores, prevent sallow 
or muddy complexion, or give natural color to sallow or muddy complexions; 

(b) That Oxygen gives life to mnnkiud, givt•s color to the rose, or Is nature''! 
beautifier; 

(c) That thousands o! women who formerly suffered with muddy complexions 
rave about Dioxogcn Cream; 

(d) Tl.Jat Dioxogen Cream "purifies'' the pores so tl.Jat they can close to normal 
size; 

(e) That Dioxogen Cream will make any kind of facial sags, except muscular 
sags less notlcenble; 

(f) That Dloxogen Cream will prevent wrinkles or blotches, unless limited 
to superficial "Tinkles ami blotches, or that Dioxogen Cream will prevent 
blemishes and discolorations unless liJJlited to transitory blemisl.Jes and discolora
tions due to external cattses; 

(g) That dr{'ad blembhcs may be m·oitled by the use of Dioxogen Cream, or 
that such cream provide!! the way to radiant skin health; 

(h) That Dloxogen Cream will give dead looking skin fresh vitality; 
( i) That Dioxogen Cream will cause the complexion to "clear up won<lerfully," 

or take on a soft, smootlt radiance that Is "definitely youthful" and "irresistibly 
lovely." (Dec. 17, 1!)36.) 

146756tn-30-vol. 2-l--06 
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01509. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Camphorole, Inc., 
a corporation, Atlantic City, N. J., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling a certain medicinal preparation designated, Camphorole, and 
agreed in soliciting the .sale of and selling its said product, in inter
state commerce, to cease and desist. from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That Camphorole-

(1) Is the best remedy for all foot troubles; 
(2) Draws out pain; or 
(3) Reduces swellng; 

(b) That Camphorole-

(1) Is a valuable remedy for spasmodic croup; 
(2) Cleanses out the breathing tubes; or 
(3) Enables the sufferer from croup to breathe easily; 

(c) That Cnmpborole Is a competent remedy in the treatment of asthma, 
tonsilitis, sinus trouble, catarrh or bronchitis ; 

(d) Thnt Campborole-

(1) Is a valuable aid to ease a cold In the head or a chest cold; 
(2) May prevent serious illness; 
(3) Pt>netrntes the air passages of the nose and throat; 
( 4) Relieves and soothes the inflamed lining of the nose and tln·oat: or 
(5) Quickly, loosens 11p that sticky clinging phlegm; 

(e) That Campbot·ole briugs comforting relief from rheumatic aches and pains, 
sl iff joints or neuritis; 

(f) That Camphorole-

( 1) Is "deep penetrating" ; 
(2) Helps inflammation; 
(3) Is a powerful nnalgeslque; 
( 4) Eases pain "as if by magic"; or 
(5) Is au ideal treatment for muscular soreness, sprains and bruises: 

(g) That Its soothing and pcnetrntlng benefits seem to "melt the trouble 
nway." (Dec. 17, 1936.) 

01600. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Aurine Co., Inc., 
a corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a preparation designated, Ourine, and agreed in soliciting the sale of 
and selling its said product, in interstate commerce, to cease and U.esist 
from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Ourlne is a competent treatment or effective remedy for actual or 
pr·ogresslve denfnrss; 

(b) 'fhat Ourlne can be relied upon to relieve bead noises, raraches, ringing 
or buzzing In the ears, nnless these conditions are due to coagulated wax or som.:> 
temporary septic condition; 

(c) Tllat Ourlnr is a truly remarkable scll'ntltlc remt>dy; 
(d) That Ourine 1~ a competent treatment or l'ffectlve remedy for sensitive 

aud tender ears and catarrh; 
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(e) That through the use of any given amount of Ourlne or by any method of 
use or application, a person who, previous to Its use could not hear, has, subse
quent to using Ourine, recovered the sense of hearing. (Dec. 17, 1936.) 

01601. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Kremola Co., a 
corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a 
certain preparation designated, Freckle Ointment, and· agreed in · 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Freekle Ointment will penetrate the surface skin, reaching that pig
mentation known as freckles, and with daily application cause them to be 
dispersed; 

(b) That Freckle Ointment will rejuvenate the skin; 
(c) That Freckle Ointment is a "safe" freckle remover: 
(d) That Ft·eckle Ointment is an effective treatment for skin blemislJeS or 

skin problems: 
(e) That Freckle Ointment Is an effective treatment for pimples unless such 

representations are limited to pimples confined to the outer layer of the skin; 
(f) Thnt the effects produced by Freckle Ointment are permanent, by use of 

such terms as "banish" or otherwise. CDec. 17. 1936.) 

01602. Vendor-Advertisers-Household Products.-Charles 1V. Furst 
and Fred G. Thomas, copartners, doing business under the trade 
name of Furst & Thomas, Freeport, Ill., vendor-advertisers, were 
engaged in selling household products, and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of and selling their products in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That exceptional men have made $75.00 and more a week: 
(b) That when one started in with the idea that be would work hard and 

give the business all be lmd In him for six to tweh·e months, that he will 
make over $10 to $15 a day profit by the end of the first year; or any other 
amount in excess of that actually earned by oue of respondents' agents under 
similar circumstances; 

(c) That the l\lcNess Fly Kilier was superior to any simihlr article at the 
time It was first ad<led to the McNess Line, and that 1\Ir. l\IcNess discovered 
a manufacturing secret that made it poRsible to make a Fly Killer have 25-
more fiy killing power than most other kinds. (Dec. 22, 1036.) 

01603. Vendor-Advertisers-Publications.-E. H. Drown and Harry 
Schneiderman, copartners, doing business under the trade name of 
American Dook 1\lart, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertisers, were engaged 
in selling two publications, designated "Illustrated Price Catalog of 
Old Dooks 'Vanted" and "American Dook Mart's Latest Price List 
of Old Dooks Wanted" and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling 
its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repre
senting directly or otherwise: 

(a) lly pictorial representation or othl'rwise that their catalog Is huge, has 
other than a limp paper blndiug, or is profusely illustrated, until llS u mat
ter of fact their catalog Is printed in such manner us to justify such description; 

(b) That the price list selling for ten cents is a "big'' list; 
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(c) That a "fot'tune" or any considerable sum of money will be paid fur 
books published as late as 1927; 

(d) That all kinds of old books are bought and big cash prices paid :for them, 
Inasmuch as only books of interest to collectors are bought; 

(e) Dy direct statement or implication that the number of books which are 
regarded by it or collectors as having more thnn a nominnl value, or for 
which more than a nominal amount is offereu, are unlimiteu in number; 

(f) Dy direct statement or implication that the respondents have paid any 
sum for a book which would be regarlled as a "fortune" until such time as such 
a sum has actually been paid; 

(U) That the respondents' company Is the largest of its kind in the United 
States. (Dec. 22, 1936.) 

0160-!. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal :Preparation.-J. M. Naylor, an 
individual, operating under the trade names of Slendabalm Labora
tories, and S. B. L. Laboratories, Salina, Kans., vendor-advertiser, 
was engaged in selling a preparation designated "Slendn,balm," and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in inter
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That the preparation will enable one to "reduce just the part of the 
body that neeus reducing;" 

(b) Thnt the preparation will "riel" one of double chins, large or fat ankle;;, 
fat hips, fat abdomen; 

(c) That the preparation will "reduce any part of the body which you desire 
reduced;". 

(d) That the preparation will give one a slim or youthful figure; 
'e) That the prpparation is the "correct" way to reduce; 
(f) That the preparation will "prevent" wrinkles; 
(u) That the preparation will "dissolve" fat; 
(h) That use of the preparation will enable you to reduce to normal size; 
(i) That the preparation will cause fat to "melt away"; 
(J) That use of the preparation will enable one to "Keep that trim youth

ful figure" ; 
(Tc) That the prevaratlou is a competent treatment or an effective remedy 

in effecting a reduction in weight; 
(Z) That use of the preparation or any definite amount thereof will enable 

one to reduce any definite number of pounds or any definite measurement with
in any definite period of time; 

(m) That the preparation will bring one's figure ''back to the pleasing proper 
portions nature intended;" 

(n) That use of the preparation will enable one to reduce "wht're you want 
to". (Dec. 22, 103G.) 

01G05. Vendor-Advertiser-Skin Preparations.-Hinze Ambrosia, Inc., 
a corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling preparations designated Hinze Ambrosia Cleaner, Hinze 
Ambrosia Cream and Hinze Ambrosia Tightener, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 
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(a) That the use of Ambrosia Cleanser alone or in combination wlth a diet 
constitutes a competent remedy ln the treatment of pimples, blackheads or 
acne; 

(b) That Ambrosia Cleanser-

!. Alone prevents blackheads or blemishes ; 
2. "Ends" blackheads, pimples or other skin problems or makes pores notice

ably finer; 
3. Alone prevents infection or prevents the return or spread of pimples; 

(c) That .Ambrosia Cleanser is a pore-deep solvent; 
(d) That Ambrosia Cleanser wlll bring oily skin eruptions and imbedded im

purities to the surface, or cause them to disappear; 
(e) That Ambrosia Colloidal Cream penetrates the skin or prevents wrinkles, 

unless limited expressly and directly to tiny wrinkles due alone to dry skin; 
(f) That Ambrosia Tightener "closes'' large pores, makes oily skin "normal"; 
(g) That the use of Ambrosia Tightener alone or in combination with Am

brosia Cleanser will enable one to get "rid" of large nose pores or blackheads; 
(h) That examinations made by u New York doctor prove that Ambrosia treat

ments prevent blackheads or pimples, unless revised to indicate that such ex
aminations are merely some evidence that snell treatments help to prevent such 
conditions. (Dec. 28, 193G.) 

01606. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Solution.-The Hilex Co., a cor
poration, St. Pa'li1, Minn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a sodium hypochlorite washing and bleaching solution designated 
Hi-Lex, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said prod
uct in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing di
rectly or otherwise : 

(a) Tlwt Hi-Lex 

1. Disiufects, unless directions are given the user to first cleanse the sur
face to be disinfected; 

2. Remove stains unless specifically limited to most stains or certain incli
cated stains or words of similar limiting import; 

3. Dcstl'Oys o1lors uuless the rept·esmtation is limited to destruction of 
odot·s by application at the source of the odor or upon the object from 
which the odor emanates; 

(b) That IIi-Lex is mnterially helpful in removing organic matter; 
(c) That Hi-Lex solves the modern housewife's housekeeping problems; 
(d) That IIi-Lex will cleanse wootlworlc instantly or restore enamel lustre 

Without "rubbing", as distinl("nlslwd from "scrubbing", (D.,c. :29, 193G.) 

01G07. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-G. "\V. Jones, doing 
Lusiness as The G. "\V. Jones Rattler Liniment Co., Sumner, "\Vash., 
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a medicinal preparation 
designated Jones' Rattler Liniment and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Jones' Rattler Liniment is n compcteut treatment or effective remedy 
for simple headache, children's minor bumps and bruises, insect bites, poison 
ivy, tired or aching feet, earache, or muscular aches and pains (unless quaU
tled and limited to conditions arising from over use) ; 
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(b) That Jones' Rattler Liniment "antiseptically" cleanses or is a competent 
treatment or effective remedy for any condition where the skin is broken.; 

(c) That the use of Jones' Rattler Liniment will: 

1. Keep little Ills from becoming serious ills : 
2. Reduce swelling: 
3. Go right to the sore spot: 
4. "Kill" pain : 
5. Efl'ect "double action": 
6. "Strike at your muscular pains". (Dec. 2V, 1U3G.) 

01608. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Mrs. E. M:. Dyck, 
an individual doing business under the trade name of Amoid Labora
tories, Glendale, Calif., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
Amoid Tablets and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said 
product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 

(a) Arnold Tablets provide a competent or effective treatment for sinusitis; 
(b) Arnold Tablets are produced from a specialist's prescription develoved 

by him in his own pel'SOII:ll practice in treating sinusitis: 
(c) Arnold Tablets are developed as a rPsult of u new understanding of 

medical science: 
(d) Said ailment should be treated Internally with Arnold Tnblets; 
(e) Treatment of sinusitis should be directed to the lleticulo Endothelium 

instead of the mucous membrane: 
(f) Amoid Tublrts re~tore health nnd vigor to the lleticulo Endothelium 

and permanently relie,·e or cure sinusitis: 
(g) Arnold Tablets get at the underlying basic cause of sinusitis: 
(h) A mold Tablets are the first an!l only home treatment designed to gPt 

at the basic underlying causes of sinusitis: 
( i) Science has developed no treatment for sinusitis superior to Arnold Tablets; 
(j) The use of Arnold Tablets will avoid the necessity for sinusitis operations: 
(lc) A six weelcs tn'atment with Amoid Tablets will eud the most obstinate 

case of sinusitis : 
(l) Amoid Tablets provide u home treatment for sinusitis comparable to the 

service of a specialist in his offiee. (Dec. 30, 1936.) 

01()09. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Fluid.-William R. Dewhurst 
and Mary L. Dewhurst are copartners operating under the firm name 
of The Double DD Products Co., 'Vesleyville, Pa., vendor-advertiser, 
was engaged in selling a washing fluid designated Snowhite and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That when Snowhlte Js used stains are no longer stains, unless limited to 
removable stains null applied only to cotton and linen fabrics. 

(b) That Snow bite coutains no harmful Ingredients: 
(c) That Snowwhite Js efl'ectlve when URed for hygienic purposes on nursery 

utensils, general household wnre, refrigerators, toys, tile and enamel ware, furni
ture, linoleum, woodwork, etc., unless dlrecllous are given for first cleansing 
the surface of the article. (Dec. 30, 1006.) 
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01610. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-R J. Kleeves, 
D. M:. Fletcher, and P. S. Heeres are copartners operating under the 
firm name of Herington Co., Arlington, Cali£., vendor-advertisers, 
were engaged in selling Herington Tablets and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling said products in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) Thnt the use of IIN·ington Tablets will relieve stubbol'n or chronic con
stipation or constipation in any form, unless the same is qualified and limltrd 
to its laxative or cathartic action; 

(b) That Herington Tablets offer "amazing" relief or are a splendid remedy~ 
(c) That the use of Herington Tablets will "ri<l" the body of poisonous waste 

Ill a terial : 
(d) That Herington Tablrts are a competent treatment or effective remedy 

for backache, toning up the system, aiding digestion, kidney disorders, rheuma
tism, stomnch attacks, headaches, neuritis, gas pains, lack of appetite, dizzy 
spells, sciatica, biliousness, head pains, inflamed stomach or bloated condition. 
Drc. 30, 103G. 

01611. Vendor-Advertiser-Food Products.-Atlantic Macaroni Co., 
Inc., a corporation, Long Island City, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling Caruso Spaghetti, Caruso Noodles and Pastina 
Caruso and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products in 
interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hat Caruso Spaghetti or Caruso Nood.les contain Vitamins A, B, G, or 
E in sufficient quantities to be of substantial benefit; 

(b) That Vitamin E is rare; 
(c) By inference or d.irect statement thnt Vitamin E is essential to normnl 

nutrition; 
(d) That rastina Cut·uso is of benefit to persons who have weak stomachs 

or ind.igestlon ; 
(e) That Caruso Spaghetti contains the vitamins necessary to a balanced diet. 

Dec. 31, l!J3G. 

01612. Vendor-Advertisers-Chinese Herb Tea.-"\Vong Sun and Louie 
Sun, copartners, operating under the firm name of Wong Sun Chinese 
Herb Co., Billings, :Mont., vendor-advertisers, were engaged in selling 
Chinese Herb Tea, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from rep
resenting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Chinese Herbs have b!'en used for centuries in curing ailments and 
promoting health ; 

(b) Thu t herbs are the remedies of nature and sclrnce i 
(c) 'l'hat science proves herbs are rich In vitamins and organic minerals so 

necessary to health; 
(d) That Wong Sun has thousands of satlsflc>d patrons who have received 

permanent relief from their ills by the Wong Sun method i 
(e) That Wong Sun has herbs for the relief of practically every known 

1Uness; 
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(f) That thousands of sufferers are being helped by Wong Sun's health 
restoring herbs; 

(g) That "our medicines are safe and reliable"; 
(h) That Chinese Herb Medicines bave helped tlwusands to regain their 

health and "will do the same for you" ; 
(i) 'fhat hundreds of people who have given up hope and as a last resort 

"took my medicines," are now enjoying good health; 
(J) That a sufferer from weeping eczema, who has taken medicine from sev

eral different doctors and used many salves and lotions with no results, has 
entirely recovered after taking Wong Sun's Chinese Herb Medicines only a 
short time; 

(k) That "Wong Sun's ?11edicines brought me good health"; 
( l) 1'hat "Wong Sun's Chinese Herb Medicines" have brought good health to 

one whose ailments have been diagnosed by several diffet·ent doctors us bowel 
trouble, stomach trouble, ulcers, and heart trouble, and who has been oper
ated on for appendicitis and bladder trouble-without relief; 

(tn) That Chinese Herb Medicines llave brought health to many thousands 
of people for over 2,500 years ; 

(n) That herbs hale made it possible for many who were ill and not able 
to conduct their business to regain, not only their health, but their business 
as well; 

( o) That Wong Sun's Chinese Herb Medicines are a compctf'ut remedy in the 
treatment of skin diseases, liver, kidney, stomach, bladder, bowel, heart or 
female trouble, rheumatism, nervous disonlers, influenza, pleurisy, weeping 
eczema, or bronchitis. (Jan. 4, l!l31.) 

01613. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-C. ,V. Allen, an 
individual operating under the trade name of J. P. Allen Medicine 
Co., St. J>aul, Minn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
Ulcerine (Ullerine) Salve, and agreed, in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said product in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from 
representing <lirectly or otherwise: 

(a) That Ulcerine (Ullerlne) Salve, since 18G!), has healed more old sores 
thnn all other salves combined; 

(b) That Ulcerine ( Ullerine) Salve will cleanse more thoroughly than sonp 
and water and will keep down bad odor; 

(c) That Ulcerine (Ullerine) Salve 

1. Is the most powerful salve known; 
2. Heals sorE's from the bottom up; 
3. Draws out the poisons from sores; or 
4. Is a protective, antipruritic ointment. (Jan. 4, Hl37.) 

01614. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-James E. John
son, an individual trading as Johnson Dros. Medicine and Chemical 
Co., Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling certain 
medicinal preparations designated Johnson's Herb Medicinl's, and 
agreed, in soliciting the sale of and selling said products in interstate 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or other
wise: 

(a) That John~;on's Herb of EYerlasting is a competent treatment or effective 
J'emNly for rheumatism and swollen nchlng joints; 
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(b) That Johnson's 8-in-1 Cough Syrup is a competent treatment or effective 

remedy for bronchial coughs, colds, weak lungs and lmy fever; 
(c) That Johnson's Saspurilla Fall and Spring Tonic is a competent treat

ment or effecth·e remedy for weak men and women, bad nerves, dyspepsia, 
purifying the blood and building all run down conditions of the body; 

(d) That Johnson's Polk Hoot Medicine Compound is a general medicine or 
a competent treatment or effecth·e remedy for such forms of rheumatism and 
chronic ailments as arise from an impoverished condition of the blood, or for 
bad kidneys, bladder strain or "weakness" ; 

(e) That Johnson's Herb Remedy No. 649 gives vim and vigor to weak men 
and women; or is a competent treatment or effective remedy for weak back, 
kidney and liver complaints, tired and run down feelings, biliousness, indiges
tion, headache, nervousness, lost vitality or constipation; 

(f) That Johnson's Polk Root Tonic is a competent treatment and effective 
remedy for blood, liver, kidney, or "weakness"; 

(g) That Johnson's Stomach Remedy is a competent treatment and effecth·e 
remedy for indigestion, gastritis, dyspepsia, com;tipn tion, bad nerves or 
"\Veakness"; 

(h) That Johnson's Medicine Company's medicines are homeopathic; 
(i) That Johnson's Medicine Company offers Nature's remedy for human 

ills and never fails to cure; 
(j) That Johnson's Herb Hemedy No. 6!34 Is a comveteut treatment or eiTec

tive remedy for strains; 
(lc) That Johnson's Polk Root Tonic No. 5G3 is a comvetcnt treatment or 

e!Tective remedy for diseases of the blood, liver, kidney or "weakness"; 
(l) That John~on's Dlaek noot Tonic for \Vomen, No. 22G, is a competent 

treatment or effective remedy for bad stomach or "weakness"; 
(m) That Johnson's No. llOi:i is a competent treatment or effective remedy for 

rheumatism, swollen aching joints or skin diseases; 
(n) That Johnson's No. 139 is a competent treatment or effective remedy for 

asthma, shortnPss of breath or diseases of the lungs; 
(o) That Johnson's No. 1 is a competent treatment or effective remedy for 

indigestion, gastritis or constipation; 
(p) That Johnson's Hemeuy No. 3 is a competent treatment or ('fJ'ective 

remedy for sore and weak eyPs; 
( q) That Johnson's Remedy No. llG is a competent treatment or effective 

remedy ror high blood pressure or wenk lJeart; 
(r) That Johnson's Remedy No. 2 is a competent treatment or effecthe remedy 

for sore feet nnd weak limbs, or a pain killer for swollen, aching joints, 
neuralgia and headaches; 

(s) That Johnson's Remedy No. GOG is a competent treatment or effective 
remedy for bad nen·es, pains, cramps or bad heart, pyorrhea, bad tonsils, or 
throat trouble; 

(t) That Johnson's Remedy No. 333 is a competent treatment or effective 
remedy for piles, bad stomach, gall stones or tape worm ; 

(u) That Johnson's Wild Cherry Tonic No. 446 is a competent treatment or 
effecti,·e remedy for whooping coughs, colds, bronchial cough or asthma; 

(v) That Johnson's Remeuy No. 649 is a competent treatment or effective 
remedy for wenk men nnd woml'n or lost vitality. (Jan. 4, 1037.) 

01615. Vendor-Advertisers-Skin Powder.-Eva Hopkins and F. F. 
Hopkins, copartners, trading as The House of Hopkins, Shenandoah, 
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Ia., vendors-advertisers, were engaged in selling Eva Hopkins Marvel 
Creme Powder and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said 
product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise : 

(a) That Eva Hopkins Marvel Creme Powder wlll protect the skin from 
the elfects of sun, wind, dust, and weathering, or give absolute protection to the 
skin, or olfers a guarantee against cold, beat, and wind; 

( ll) That Eva Ilopkips l\Iarvel Creme Powder gives greater protection to 
the skin than any other similar product; 

(c) That Eva Ilopklns l\Iarvel Creme Powder: 

1. Refines the pores; 
2. Brings youth to the skin; 
3. Heals. (Jan. 5, 1937.) 

01616. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-General Drug Co., 
a corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a preparation designated l\fidol and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing directly or otherwise : 

(a) That Midol offers lasting relief or freedom from regular pains or that 
it will rtfford more than temporary relief In such conditions; 

( ll) That 1\lidol Is a special medicine or that 1t Is recommended for menstrual 
pains by specialists; 

(c) That 1\Udol is safe; 
(d) That the results produced by l\1idol are permanent or lasting. (Jan. 

7. 11J37.) 

01617. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-l\:Ielodine Products 
Corp., a corporation, Los Angeles, Calif., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling a certain medicinal preparation designated Sino-Dine 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in inter
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That Sino-Dine drains sinuses: 
(ll) That Sino-Dlne--

1. Wlll end agony of Infected sinuses, mucous discharges, or nasal Irrita-
tions; 

2. Will sterilize Infected areas ; 
3. Will drain clogged passages; or 
4. Will shrink Inflamed tissues; 

(c) '!'hat Slno-Dine-

1. Releases powerful, antiseptic, soothing oils and vapors; or 
2. Gives quick comfort and lasting relief: 

(d) That Sino-Dine's germ-destroying, healing Ingredients penetrate Infected 
parts; 

(e) That Sino-Dlne--

1. Is a scientific product of the highest order: or 
2. Wlll accomplish lasting results: 
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(f) That Sino-Dine-

1. Contains the best soothing, healing ingredients, recognized by leading 
medical authorities and effective In the treatment of nasal and sinal 
disturbances ; 

2. Is a truly great remedy, capable of getting results far beyond expecta
tions; or 

3. Gets at the root of the trouble and really goes to work; 

(g) That Sino-Dine brings relief after all hope bas been given up; 
(h) That Sino-Dlne-

1. Attacks infection; 
2. Reduces inflamed condition ; or 
3. Penetrates toward the seat of the trouble; 

( i) That Sino-Dine is beneficial in relieving the spasms caused by hay fever; 
(J) That Sino-Dine gives quick relief to irritations from catarrh: 
(k) That, In distress caused by head colds, the application of Sino-Dine in 

l'ach nostril means striking straight at the heart of the germ army; 
(l) That Sino-Dine releases one of the most effective germ-destroying agents 

known to medical science; 
(m) That Sino-Dine will, If used early enough, ward off attack from head 

cold. (Jan. 7, 1937.) 

01618. Vendor-Advertiser-Feminine Hygiene Preparations.-C. D. 
Jordan, an individual operating under the trade names of The 
~Jordan Co. and The Q. T. Products Co., Los Angeles, Cali£., vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling various feminine hygiene prepara
tions designated Q. T. Antiseptic Powder, Q. T. Douche Powder, 
Q. T. Jelly, Q. T. Vaginal Cones, and Q. T. Diaphragm, and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) Dy direct statement, implicn tlon or suggestion, that any one of the 
respoudt'nt's produ<:ts or any combination of them will act as a contraceptive, 
unless such representations are qualified so as to explain fully that said prod
uct or products may he Ineffective because of the difficulty in application, the 
Improbability of properly adjusting the diaphragm or rubber cap without the 
aid of a physician, the uncertainty in obstructing the opening through the 
<·ervlx and of covet·ing the entire surface of the vaginal tract; 

(b) That the respondent's products have replaceu ineffective or dangerous 
tnethods of feminine hygiene with scientific methods; 

(c) That any of salu products or any combination thereof-

1. Is recommended, tested or proven by thousands of women everywhere; 
2. Solves personal hygiene problems; 
3. Is efficient, or powerful; 
4. Is the moRt mouern or most scientific method of vaginal cleanliness 

known to medical sclenre; 
~. Will penetrate deep Into tbe many folds and creYlces of the vaginal 

tract; 
6. Wlll prevent disastrous errors; 
7. Is a secret from Germany; 
8. Was revealed to .America by the highest medical authorities; 
9. Is Internationally recognized by pharmaceutical laboratories: 
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10. Is the standard of the world; 
11. Is the original preparation for feminine hygiene; 
12. Is dependable; 

(d) That women depend upon Q. T. Vaginal Jelly for the ultimate in femi
nine hygiene, or that it is used by millions of women; 

(e) That respondent's Q. T. measuring upplicator eliminates guesswork or 
Is a neeessat·y requisite for feminine hygiene accuracy or efficiency; 

(f) That the Q. T. Diaphrllgm and Jelly method is "the correct method"; 
(g) That If used before retiring the action of Q. T. Products continues for 

hours or all night; 
(h) That the use of said products will result in joy or peace of mind; 
( i) That there is no possibility of respondent's diaphragm not fitting properly; 
(j) Tha1: the use of respondent's products will-

1. Enable 11 womun to live a full normul life; or 
2. DiRpPl fear, reluctance or irritability; 

(Tc) That feminine hygiene methods practiced in the past have wreckeu the 
health or nerves of women. (Jan. 11, 1937.) 

01619. Vendor-Advertisers-Medicinal Preparation.-R. C.l\IcBride, an 
individual doing business as The K-0-Kol Co., Glendale, Calif.; 
F. T. Stevenson, an individual doing business as the East K-0-Kol 
Co., \Vest Chester, Pa., vendor-advertisers, were engaged in selling 
a product designated Kolokay Powder, and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Kolokay Is 11 competent remedy in the treatment of colitis or that 
it constitutes more than palliative relief for colitis due to faulty diet, ovet'
acidity or constipution; 

( li) That Kolokuy is a competent remedy In the treatment of any of the fol
lowing conuitlons: 

1. Intestinal fermentation or excess ucldity, unless limited to gastric Ol' 

intestlnul hyperucldity; 
2. Constipation unless limited to temporary relief; 
3. Diarrhoea; 
4. Ptosis; 
5. Spasticity of the intestines; 
6. Sea sickness ; 
7. Colitis; 
8. Nauseu; 
9. lliliousness; 

10. Gust ric ulcers, unless limited to palliative relief; 
11. Arthritis; 
12. Stomnch disorders, unless limited to tempornry relief from sour stomach; 
13. Jntestlnul disorders or colon trouble, unless limltetl to constipation or 

to llyperacldity ; 

(c) That any definite or specified percentuge of human ills may be traced 
to improper functioning of the stomnch, intestines or colon; 

(d) That Kololmy is a sclentifienlly compounded formula or thut it will 
cleunse the stomuch of poisonous wnste matter or bncteria; 

(e) Thut thousands (or any specified number) of people huYe found KolokiiY 
to be an effective treatment for the diseuses mentioneu; 
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(f) That 1\:olokay or any of its ingredients has been used by specialists or 
physicians In the treatment of colitis, stomach or intestinal disorders; 

(g) By inference or direct statement that 1\:olokay does not contain a 
cathartic; 

(h) That any benefits resulting from the use of Kolokay will be permanent 
or lasting; 

( i) That Kolokay 

1. Reaches the roots of any trouble; 
2. Neutralizes mucous; 
3. Restores organs to their normal state; 
4. Restores normal movements of the colon; 
5. Will eliminate gas from the stomach; 
6. Will heal the linings of the stomach, intestines or colon; 
7. Checks absorption of poison by the blood stream; 
8. Will restore tone or vigor to the bowel walls; 

(j) That the constituents of Kolol•ay have been used in India or In Asiatic 
Cholora cases; 

(lc) That 1\:olokay Is more efficient than sodium bicarbonate. (Jan. 11, 1937.) 

01()20. Vendor-Advertiser-Grape Juice.-Weleh Grape Juice Co., a 
corporation, ·westfield, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engageu in 
selling ·welch's Grape Juice, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) Inferentially or otherwise that respondent's product is a "cure" for ex
cess weight; 

(b) That the product alone or in connection with any system of exercises 
and diet will enable one to "control" one's weight; 

(c) That excess poundage "melts away" by use of the product; 
(d) That the product will "correct" acidosis; 
(e) That use of the product will enable one to "rpgain" one's "youthful 

figure"; 
(f) ~'hat use of the product will "keep fatigue or fat away"; 
(g) That the prolluct "restores" natural color to one's cheeks; 
(h) That the sugar in the product "burns up" fat; 
( i) That the prolluct "protects against'' anemia; 
(j) That the prolluct Is "the only" grape juice that is "certified" pure and 

pasteurized ; 
(lc) That the product acts as "a remarkably effective builder of red blood 

pigment"; 
(l) That use of the product will enable one to reduce "the right amount"; 
( m) That the product wlll "banish" excess weight; 
(n) That the use of the prolluct will enable one to "say goollbye to fat 

forever"; 
(o) That by use of the product alone or in connection with a diet one will 

"get rid" of fat; 
(p) That uRe of the product will enable one to relluce to normal weight or 

that use of the prolluct or any definite amount thereof will enable one to reduce 
any definite number of pounds within any definite period of time. (Jan. 11, 
1!>37.) 
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01621. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Dye.-Anna L. Austin, an individual 
doing business under the trade name of Prof. John H. Austin, Los 
Angeles, Calif., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling an applica
tion for the hair designated Co-Lo, and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Co-Lo 

1. It Is a scientific preparation; 
2. Was "discovered" by Prof. John H. Austin; 
3. Will restore gray hair to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black : or 
4. Will restore gray hair to its natural color; 

(b) That Co-Lo Is not "just another preparation" but a scientific discovery; 
(c) That Co-Lo positively restores gray hair to its original color; 
(d) That Co-Lo involves a new process and is a modern scientific advance 

over chemical dyes and henna mixtures; 
(e) That Co-Lo develops again the original shade, whether black, blonde or 

nuburn; 
(f) That Co-Lo 

1. Is a "hair restorer"; or 
2. Is a "hair color restorer". (Jan. 11, 1!!37.) 

01622. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-J. C. Kenyon, an 
individual, doing business as J. C. Kenyon, Druggist, Owego, N. Y., 
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a certain medicinal prepa
ration designated Kenyon's Tablets, and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Kenyon's Tablets-

(1) Are a remedy for rheumatism, arthritis, or neuritis, 
(2) Will relieve lameness or severe pain, 
(3) Will give glorious relief from pAin and lameness, 
( 4) Are relieving thouFands of people from pain and lameness; 

(b) That one need not suffer any longer, or can be cured; 
(c) That Kenyon's Laxative Pills are sent free with a purchase of Kenyon's 

Tablets, when in fact a price therefor is Included In the charge for Kenyon's 
Tablets. (Jan. 11, 1937.) 

01623. Vendor-Advertiser-Food Product.-,J. T.'s Flat Wheat Co., a 
corporation, trading as, Dr. Tuliglowicz & Sons, Flat Wheat Co., 
and Joseph Tuliglowicz & Sons, Newark, N. J., vendor-advertiser, 
was engaged in selling J. T.'s Flat Wheat and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That any vitamin or combination ot vitamins Is more Important or more 
£>ssentlal to the diet or for "good health" than any other vitamin or comblna· 
tlon of vitamins wheh such statement Is not supported by scientific facts; 

(b) That any certain vitamin is essential or necessnry to the human diet 
when such statement is not supported by scientific facts; 
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(c) Inferentially or otherwise that the Product contains all of the minerals 

or vitamins for "building sound teeth and bones" or for "normal" growth ; 
(d) That the product Is "unequalled" for "building energy and health;" 
(e) That the product is a competent treatment or an effective. remedy for 

indigestion or constipation; 
(f) That the product is "body building" or "pep giving" (Jan. 12, 1937.) 

01621. Vendor-Advertiser-Novelties, etc.-Fireside Industries, Inc., 
n corporation, Adrian, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in sell
ing Novelties and Home Study Course in the Decoration of Novel
ties, ·and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products in 
interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That a customer "has at his command all of Fireside's tremendous re
sources for his or her benefit"; 

(b) That respondent has agents or counsellors in Europe, unless and until 
such is a fact ; 

(c) That respondent's plan "assures your success" or t11at "you cmmot fail"; 
(d) That respondent g~ves a Warnmty backed by a "gold'' bond; 
(e) That respondent is a "Guild", or that lt is an "Association" of persons; 
(f) Inferentially or otherwise, that respondent purchases articles from its 

customers, or that lt acts as their sales agent; 
(g) That respondent guarantees "everything" or "success". (Jan. 12, 1937.) 

01625. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-D. M. Keene and 
B. M. Keene, Jr., copartners, doing business under the- trade names 
of The Keene Drug Co., The Keene Pharmacal Co., and the B. M. 
Keene Co., Indianapo~is, Ind., vendor-advertisers, were engaged in 
selling Keene's Wintergreen Tablets and Bilezyme Tablets, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in inter
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

Keene's Wintergreen Tablets: 

(a) Using the word Wintergreen to describe or designate any tablet in 
which wintergreen is not the dominant ingredient; 

(b) Representing that the wintergreen in Keene's Wintergreen Tablets 
will afford relief from the pain and discomfort due to Rheumatic 
Pains, l\Im;cular Lumbago and kindred ailments; 

(c) Representing that there is sufficient wintergreen in Keene's Winter
green Tablets to be hlghly efficacious or active as a highly valuable 
analgesic to produce therapeutic action for the relief of pain either 
alone or ln combination with other drugs; 

(d) Representing that Keene's Wintergreen Tablets will give "positive" 
relief from rheumatic pains and muscular lumbago; 

(e) Representing that Keene's Wintergreen Tablets are "absolutely guaran
teed" or are a guaranteed remedy for the relief or cure of any 
ailment; 

(f) Representing that Keene's Wintergreen Tablets are "guaranteed" to 
give positive relief from rheumatism, neuritis, aches and pains; 

(g) Repre!'lenting that Keene's Wintergreen Tablets will quickly relieve 
muscular lumbago; 
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(h) Representing that rheumatism and neuritis respond quickly to Keene's 
Wintergreen Tablets; 

(i) Representing that rheumatism and neuritis are "permanently" relieved 
by Keene's Wintergreen Tablets; 

(J) Representing that Keene's Wintergreen Tablets will provide freedom 
from rheumatism, neuritis, pains and aches; 

(k) Representing that medical authorities for many years have recog
nized wintergreen as a remedy for rheumatism, neuritis, neuralgia, 
muscular aches and pains and other similar ailments; 

(l) Representing that Keene's Wintergreen Tablets act directly through 
the blood, stimulating circulation and relieving congestion; 

(m) Representing that thousands have regained health through Keene's 
Wintergreen Tablets; 

Bilezyme Tablets: 

(a) Using tlle word Bilrzyme or any other word containing the word Bile 
as a component part Uwreof to describe or designate a tablet the 
ingredients of which will not serve as a competent treatment for 
liver and bile disorders; 

(b) Representing that Bilezyme Tablets will afford relief from liver and 
bile disorders and other common conditions, caused by defective 
ellmination due to shortage of bile; 

(c) llepresenting that Bilezyme Tablets are a fine tonic laxative, an ant
acid and a stimulant diuretic to the kidneys; 

(d) Representing that Bilezyme Tablrts are beneficial for urinary dis
orders due to bladder irritations; 

(e) Representing that Bilezyme Tablets are effective antacid with the dis
tinct advantage of neutralizing acids and checking fermentation; 

(f) R<'presenting that Bilezyme Tablets will provide "guaranteed relief" 
from any ailment, or that Bilezyme Tablets are guaranteed to aid 
one in ridding himself of any ailment; 

(g) llepresenting that Bilezyme Tablets are a competent treatment for 
liver, kiuney or gall-bladder disorders; 

(h) Rrpre~>entlng that Bllezyme Tablets will cause one who wakes up 
in the morning with that tired, worn-out feeling, with a dizzy head
ache, wishing the alarm clock had allowed him more hours for sle<'p, 
to feel like his old self again-full of pep and ready to go; 

( i) llf'presentJng that Bilrzyme Tablets aid in the reestablishment of nor
mal liver, kidney and gall-bladder functions; 

(J) Representing that Bilezyme Tablets produce a healthy flow of nature's 
own remedy, bile, that aids healthy elimination, neutralizes acid and 
controls intestinal bacteria; 

(k) Rf'preF;rntlng that llilrzym<' Tablrts are an effect.ive treatment for gall
bladder and bile duct irritations due to lack of bile; 

( l) R<•prcsrnting that Bilezyme Tablets are an efCectlve treatment for dys
pf'psta gf'ncrolly. 

(m) Designating or df'scribing Dilezyme Tablets as a compound "gland" 
product; 

( n) Rf'presmting t.ha t llilt•zyme Tablets help to purify the system; 
(o) RPpref;rnting that Bilezyme Tahlets alone are effective In prodn<'ing 

normal bowel movf'mcnts. (Jan. 12. 1937.) 

01G2G. Vendor-Advertiser- Complexion Cream.- My! Laboratories, 
Inc., a corporation, New York, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
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in selling l\fyl Complexion Treatment, and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That re~poudent's product Myl leaves the face soft, smooth or fine; 
(b) Tha,t l\lyl is a perfect facial or clrans the pores; 
(c) That by the use of l\Iyl the user is enablrd in nine miuutes or any other 

like period of time to get rid of coarse pores, blackheads, spots, wrinkles or 
sallow skin; 

(d) That no cream in the world can do wlmt l\Iyl does; 
(e) 'l'llat throug-h the use of l\Iyl blackheads come out, wrinkles are smoothed, 

coarse, muddy skin is made clear and alive. (Jan. 12, 1937.) 

0Hl27. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Dr. "\V. D. Stokes, 
an individual, Baton Rouge, La., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a proprietary remedy designated Lon-Gre--1\fo and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Lon-Gre--1\Io is a competent treatment for hrouchial congestlou 
or stulJ!Jom colds; 

( IJ) That Lou-Gre--1\Io Is a competent treatment for colds or bronchial 
<•onghs that "hang-on"; 

(c) That Lon-G1·e--l\Io is a competent treMment for coughs or colds that 
"refuse to gi Ye In"; 

(d) Thnt Lon-Gre--1\lo is absolutely safe and harmless; 
(e) That Lon-Gre--1\fo will protect one from the more dangerous or serious 

ailml'nt<; and hazards resulting from stubborn eolds or bronchial congestion. 
(Jan. 14, Hl37.) 

01628. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicated Cream and Soap.-The Mercirex 
Co., a corporation, Milford, Del., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling l\Iercirex Cream and Mercirex Soap and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to 
cease and desist from representing <lirectly or otherwise: 

(e) That the l\It>rdrex Trt>atment will relit>Ye eczema, pimples, barhe1·'s Itch, 
acne, extemnl ra>:lws, unsightly skin, skin hll'mi,.;ht>s, sldn eruptions, and nthlete's 
foot; 

(b) That the l\Ierclrex Trea tmeut wiil get rid of psoriasis; 
(c) That the l\Iercir!'x Treatment will cause psoriasis to disappear; 
(d) That the l\Iercirex Treatment is 11 competent treatment for "stulJIJorn" 

eczema; 
(e) That the l\Ierch·ex Treatment will relieve t>ezpma, pimples, barlJer's itch, 

rash and Impetigo In tlu·ee days, or get rid of. said skin disorders within a 
reusonalJle period of. time; 

(f) That the l\lerclrex Treatment is a competent treatment for sore, "sick", 
itching skin, generally ; 

(g) That the l\Ierclrex Treatment is an effective home treatmt>nt t.or common 
skin disorders; 

(h) That the l\Ierclrex Treatment is a tried, proven trentnwnt for the skin 
and will help restore the skin to a normal, healthy condition; 

(i) That the use of the l\Iercirex TrPatnwnt at the first l'ig-n of an <>xternal 
skin eruption will eounteract snell n eondition; 
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(j) That the Mercirex Treatment will "clear up" the skin no matter hoW 
badly blemished it may be; 

(k) That the l\lercirex Treatment is a scientifically compounded treatment 
for all common skin disorders; 

(l) That the 1\fercirex Treatment is the most marvelous "stuff'' in the world 
for anything wrong with the skin; 

(m) That the Mercirex Treatment is the most marvelous remedy for athlete's 
foot; 

(n) That the use of the l\lercirex Treatment at night will cause pimples to 
disappear by morning ; 

(o) That the Mercirex Treatment R00thes and relieves irritated tissnes, 
unless limited to skin tissue ; 

(p) That the l\Ierclrex Treatment is a physician's discovery for psoriasis. 
(Jan. 14. 1937.) 

01629. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Fluids.-Frank A. Todd and 
Roger D. Drown, co-partn~rs, doing busin~ss under the firm name of 
Pillsbery Chemical Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., vendor-advertisers, were en
gaged in selling Pillsbery's Original Washing Fluid, XLNT Wash· 
ing Fluid, and Brown's Best Washing Fluid, and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to 
cease and desist from repre.senting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That either Pillsbery's Original Washing Fluid, or XLNT Wnshing 
Fluid, or Brown's Best Washing Fluid is "beneficial to the hands"; 

(b) That either Pillsbery's Original Washing Fluid, or XLNT Washing 
Fluid, or Brown's Best 'Vashing Fluid "removes stains" unless RpeciflcallY 
limited to most stains or certain indicated stains, or words of similar limiting 
import; 

(c) That either Pillsbery's Original Washing l!'luid, or XLNT Washing Fluid, 
ot• Brown's Best Washing Fluid can be depended upon as a disinfectant for 
personal uses ; 

(d) That either Pillsbery's Original Washing Fluid, or XLNT Washing Fluid, 
or Brown's Best Washing Fluid "heals" chapped hands; 

(e) That either Pillsbery's Original Washing Fluid or XLNT Washing 
Fluid, or Brown's Best Washing Fluid "destroys odors" tmless the r('presenta· 
tlon is limited to destruction of odors by application at the source of the odor 
or upon the object from which the odor emanates. (Jan. 14, 1937.) 

01630. Vendor-Advertiser-Lubricant.-Impoil Co., Inc., a corpora· 
tion, Denville, N. J., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling u. 
graphite lubricant designated, Impoil, and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling its said product, in interstate commerce, to 
cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the graphite particles In Irnpoil are ultra-microscopic in size and 
will pass through the smallest cracks un<l crevices without difficulty; 

(b) That Impoll insures the elimination of carbon from motor parts; 
(c) That Impoil will cause motor parts to be self-lubricated; 
(d) That Impoil will cause automobiles to start instantly at sub-zero t('Jll· 

peratures. (Jan. 16, 1937.) 

01631. Vendor-Advertiser- Medicinal Preparations.- Schoonmaker 
Laboratories, Inc., a corporation, Caldwell, N. J., vendor-ad,·ertiser, 
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Was engaged in selling certain nasal ointments designated, V-E-M 
and ZYL, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said 
products, in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from represent
ing directly or otherwise : 

(a) That V-E-l\1 or ZYL is a competent treatment for colds, catarrh and 
sinus trouble ; 

(b) That V-E-1\! or ZYL readws the sore "cold spot," or the post-nasal 
cavity; . 

(c) That V-E-M or 2YL 1·eaches aml heals ami soothes the sore spot or 
Post-nnsal cavity where colds, catarrh, sinus trouble and throat irritations 
start; 

(d) That V -E-l\1 or ZYL gets to the cold spot instantly ; 
(e) That V-E-M: or ZYL propelled by the breathing process spreads a healing 

and soothing thin film of lasting relief directly on the roof and walls of the 
cold, itself, covering the ll('tual seat of heafl cold inflammation; 

(f) That medication of the stomach or internal medicine is not essential 
or helpful in treating colds; 

(g) That 70,000 doctors requested V-E-1\1 or ZYL for their own use; 
(h) That the self-measuring applicator attached to tube containing V-E-1\1 

or ZYL allows one to "snap" just the right amount up the nostril; 
(i) 1.'hat the applicator when attached to a tube of V-E-M or ZYL sends it 

l'ight to the trouble spot where it gives instant and lasting rellef; 
(J) That V-E-l\1 or ZYL is a competent treatment for bay fever; 
(k) That with V-E-111 or ZYL one can have lasting medication and lasting 

relief where lighter fluids would run down and out; 
(I) That V-E-l\1 Ol' ZYL will afford relief in "most" cases of hay fever; 
( m) That V-E-1\1 or ZYL will get to the post-nasal or rear orifices and form 

P.. protective film of lasting therapeutic etl'ect; 
(n) That V-E-1\1 or ZYL either alone or used alternately is more effective 

than either a watery solution or oily spray. (Jan. 16, 1937.) 

01632. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-R. 0. Murphy, an 
individual doing business under the trade name of The Stillwater 
Co., Stillwater, 1\finn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
Various medicinal preparations designated Hay Fever Treatment and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in inter
state commerce to C(>ase and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hat any one o! the respond<>nt's products or any combination of them 
is a competent remedy in the treatment of asthma, bronchitis, colds, conghs, 
or catarrh; 

(b) That any one of r,;aid products or any combination of them Is a com
Petent remedy In the treatment of hay fever unless limited to the relief of 
acute symptoms of hay fever; 

(c) That bay fever Is the result of a run down condition of the membrllnP~ 
ot the nose; 

(d) That the use of any of respondc-nt's products or any combination there 
ot Will 

1. Build np, strengthen or heal the membranes: 
2. Enable the membranes to throw oft' pollens; 
3. nestore the membranes to normal; 
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· 4. Produce a healthy· condition in the nose or th~·oat; 
5. Prevent hay fever: 
6. Produce permanent ·or. lristing results; 
7. Render the membrane les~; ;ensith·e ;· 
8. l!'ortifr one against hay fever; 

(e) That respondent's preparations will 'he effecti\·e where other p1·e11111.u. 
tions llfl\'e failed : 

"(f) That respondent's medicine is nut compounded in oil miless such rcpJ'C· 
sentation clearlr exclmles any preparation containing oil; 

(g)· That all of the ingredients of respondent's preparation will he entirely 
absorbed; 

(II) That hay fe,·er can be a ,·oidl'd or relie,·ed h~· building up the in em· 
branes; 

(i) That the 111;e· of nny of" respondent's prodndl< -·\\~ill free one from the 
suffering of hay fever : 

·(j) That the respondent's treatments are scientific or have been thoroughly 
tested or proven ; 

( k) That rt'SllOndent's treatments constitute a relief for the entire season; 
(I) That the respondent's medicines will heal' or huild tissue; 
( m) That the respondent's eye medicine preYents itching of the eyes, or 

allows the secretions of the eye,; to carry· off the pollen; 
(n) That any of respondent's products or any c·rnnbinntion of them is u 

specific for hay- fevei·, or will completely relieve hay feyer; 
(o) That ::iny reduction in-the price of respondent's products is for n limire<l 

time unless a definite time is fixed and the t·egular lH'iee charged nt. the exvira· 
tiou of such time. (.Jan. 18, 1!137.) 

01633. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Van Patten Phar
maceutical Co., a corporation, als~ doing business as Drug-less Prod
ucts, Chicago, Ill., Yendor-advertiscr, was engaged in selling a prep
aration designated Allin1in Essence of Garlic-Parsley Tablets, and 
agree~l in soliciting the sale-of al1d,selling its-:.,aicl product in inter3bttc 
commei·ce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

( (/) Thiit .~ilimin Essence of Garlic-Parsle); Tablets are a competent trent· 
ment or nn effecth·e remedy fot' m;teriosclerosis ot· "hardening ·of the arteries" 
or the other conditions which may cause high blood pressure; 

(b) That the use of Allimin Essence of Garlic-Parsley Tablets will nfford 
relief to the· sufferer--from high blood pressure; m1less used continnously and 
in specified doses at pre;o:cribed interYals: 

(c) "'l'hat Yarious pathologieal conditions" are successfully treate1l with 
garlic; . · . 

( rl) Tl~nt extract of garlic will preyent caleificatiou of the arterial wall~; 
·(e) That Allimin Essence of Garlic-Parsley Tablets are guaranteed effectiYC; 
(f) '.rhat Allimin Essence of Garlic-Parsley Tablets are Yaluable for reducing 

high blood pres;,;ure excevt when tnken in continuous doses at prescribed intervals; 
(g) That the benefits to be derived from the use of Allimin Essence of Garlic· 

Parsley Tablets are lasting or. will en-dure after the effects of the: medicathlll 
wear off; 

(h) Thnt the use of Allimin Essenc-e of Garlic-ParsleY Tablet~ will reduce 
high blood pre;.snre h~· aJ)Y -~pecitied nnn1ber of· poinh;; ~xceptin~ the pl;hlic!l· 
tion of antiJL~ntie .reports t)f clinical treatment;;. · · 
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The- respondent further. agreed not to publish or cause to be pub~ 
Iished any testimonial containing any representation contnu'y to the 
foregoing agreement; that if and when individual results are pub
lished notice in immediate connection therewith and in equally con" 

5picuous terms shall be given to the effect that results with different 
persons vary so much that no person can rely upon securing the sall1e 
results as another. (Jan. 18, 1937.) .. . 

01G34. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-H. Voightlander, 
. un individual doing business under the trade name· of Edt]cational 
; products Co., Chicago, Ill., Yendor-advertiser, was engaged ih selling 

1 certain medicinal p1;eparations desibrnated Educators No. 777, and 
Educators No. 225, and agreed in ~olieiting the sale of and selling said 

I produ~ts in interstate ~ommerce to e~ase and desist. from represent-
, jug, du·ectly or .othenYJse :- ' . ' 

I (!I) Tl;at Edneators .No. T77 wiJ(give ~nfe and quiek relief to women snffer·
iu!i from delayed or overdue meus-trua tion; 

(b) That Educators .No. 7o7 ean be used l>y women suffering from delayed 

11r overdue men;;tru·a tion, \YiNJOnt danger and "'ill· gh·e ·'glorioUS! relief" 
llYernight; 

(c) Th.at wenk, vepless men tHIJ ."quickly huild srunly ,·igot··· b;v u,.;ing 
F;ducators No. 225; · 

(rl) That Etlucatcirs No. :!25 are ··safe'' or qukk-ading fot; new pep or mauly 
rigor. (Jan. 19, 1937.) 6 

01635. Vendor-Advertiser~-Locating· Device.-Mrs.T. D. Robinson, an 
inLlividual doing business under the trade name of T. D. Robinson, 
Elgin, Tex., vendor-advertiser, was engaged ·in selling a certain 
Locating Device for the pui·pose of locating nieta1s and minerals, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in .inter-· 
state commerce, to cease· and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise : - · 

(fl) That the use of said inl'triiments won!<! enahle one to· locate gold, silver, 
h~ad. zinc, copper, coni, mien, iron, nlnminnm, or nll'tnls anrl minernls of any 
~·H'l whritsoever; . 

(II) 'L'hat snid instnuneuts will respon<l to stz·,mg attractions of 1.0CO yards, 
of 2,000 ynrds, or that ·tlwy will re~poncl to any metnl or mineral attrnctions 
whatsoever ; 

(<:) Thnt rP.<liondent supplies n mnp of "Hi<l<kn Tren~ures" to her customers; 
(</) That respondent's instruments will enable one to lor·ate niHierg:round 

ll'calth sueh as mines i111rl hidden tr~::1sure; 
(c) That respondent's instruments .are heavily cha.rged with thro propet· 

thing;; that make tlwm real mineral rods: 
(!) That respO]J(]eut's in:;trnments will tateh .. met·al nr mineral attractions 

li'l'!!~pective of the depth at which the metal or mineral may he locatPd in th~ 
Clii'l:h; · . 

, . (y) That respondent's instrume-nts newr need' recharging·. (.Jan. 2~, 19:37.) 

l ~1636. Vendor-Ad~ertiser-Medicinal· Preparation.-Lacmie Labora
ortes, Inc., a corporation, Omaha, Nebr., vendor-advertiser, was en-

·o 
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gaged in selling a preparation recommended for the treatment of 
Sinus, Head Colds, Asthma, Catarrh, Hay Fever, Etc., known as 
Lacene, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product 
in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly 
or otherwise : 

(a) That Lacene 

1. Is something brand new to medicine; or 
2. May well be considered one of the im[l(lrtant recent discoveries in 

medicine; 

(b) Tllat Lacene 

1. Has caused. splitting sinus headaches to fade away as If by magic; or 
2. Brought relief In chronic cuses of lou~ ~tanding that had defied the 

old methods of treatment for years; 

(c) That in most Hay Fever cases considerable relief Is noticeable in a fe'IV 
minutes and complete comfort come~ to a majority of cases in an hour or 
two; 

(d) That Lacene has given almost spectacular relief to sinus sufferers; 
(e) That Lacene will overcome any case of Hay Fever in two days and 

keep it under control for the remainder of the season; 
(f) That Lacene 

1. Relieves and clears up Atrophic Rhinitis and chronic nasal catarrh cases 
In which foul oruor8 (llalito~is) are present as well as crusty scabs in 
the nasal passages ; 

2. Will clear up the 8ource of bad breatrt and foul scabs and will restore 
the mucous membrane to a normal state of action; 

3. Will prevent acute attacks of head colds ; 
4. Clears the nose and takes away the pain; 

(g) That the first $2 package of Lacene did what all other things had failed 
to do; 

(h) That Lacene is a medication to be applied directly to the seat of the 
trouble; 

( i) That you can actually feel Lacene peuetrate or dislodge congestion; 
(J) That Laeene seems to kill the cold germs and clears up the head; 
(k) That Lacene 

1. Is a doctor's prescription; 
2. Is almost magic; 
3. Will restore hearing; or 
4. Will break colds ; 

(l) That Lacene gives permaueut relief in the treatment of coughs, sore 
throat, laryngitis, chest colds, inflamed and Irritated throat and bronchial pas
sages, sinus, hay fever, head colds, chronic nasal catarrh, atrophic rhinitis or 
halitosis. (Jan. 21, 1937.) 

01637. Vendor-Advertiser-Clothing.-Fairbanks Tailoring Co., a 
corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
men's clothing, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said 
product, in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 
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(a) Designating or representing its garments or the cloth from which they 
are made as "Wool" or any terms indicating or implying wool, when such gar• 
ments or cloth (excepting linings or trimmings) are not wholly wool; provided 
however that garments or cloth made chiefly of wool and partly of silk, linen, 
cotton or other material may be designated and represented as "wool and silk," 
"wool and linen," "cotton," "rayon," or whatever the same may be; and pro
vided further that where threads other than wool are added to the fabric 
as decorative threads that are not essential threads in the woven fabric, it may 
he designated as "wool with silk, rayon, linen, or cotton thread decorations," 
as the case may be ; 

(b) RPpresenting that salesmen make up to $10 In one day "without can
vassing"; 

(c) Representing that suits or topcoats are given salesmen or agents free 
when such purported gifts are in fact bought and paid for l;y the ser\'lces per
formed by said salesmen or agents In the sale of merchandise for the respondPnt. 
(Jan. 21, 1937.) 

01638. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-G. S. McDonald is 
an individual doing business under the trade name of 0-Poi-Zo 
Laboratories, Paragould, Ark., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in sell
ing an ointment designated 0-Poi-Zo and agreed in soliciting the 

·sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) Using the word "laboratory" or '"laboratories" as part of his trade name 
until such time as he shall maintain an establishment where scientific experi
ments are conducted; 

(b) Representing that 0-Poi-Zo is a competent treatment for Boils, Blood 
Poison, Bone Felons, Carbuncles, Old Sores, Itching Piles, Erysipelas, Eczema, 
Itch, Ringworm, Athlete's Foot, or any infection or disease of the skin; 

(c) Representing that 0-Poi-Zo is a competent treatment for cuts and burns, 
unless limited to conditions where it would be antiseptic under the conditions 
of use; 

(d) Hepresenting that 0-Poi-Zo will bring quick relief from any skin ailment; 
(e) Representing that 0-Poi-Zo Is a "new" remedy for blood poisoning, boils 

and other similar ailments. (Jan. 21, 1937.) 

01639. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Western Refining 
Co., Inc., is a corporation trading as Le Du Sales Company, (trading 
formerly as The Cote Laboratories), Lowell, Mass., vendor-advertiser, 
was engaged in selling medicinal preparations, and agreed in solicit
ing the sale of and selling its said products, in interstate commerce, 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Cote Freuch Tonic Tablets are a "potent" tonic or nerve stimulant; 
(b) That the use of Cote French Tonic Tablets will enable the user to keep 

tit or to enjoy normal life; 
(c) That the longer Cote French Tonic Tablets are taken the better the 

results will be, or the better the user will feel ; 
(d) That the ingredients in Cote French Tonic Tablets are selected from 

an approved formula; 
(e) That Cote French Tonic Tablets If taken for a sufficient length of time 

Will make one completely normal ; 
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(f) That Cote French Tonic Tablets are Doubly Phosphated, or contain 
phosphorus in other form than that of phosphate. 

The respondent further agrce$1 to cease and desist from repre
senting directly or otherwise that it is a manufacturing pharmacist 
or chemist, or manufactures Cote French Tonic Tablets until such 
statements are in fact true. 

The respondent further agreed to cease and desist from represent
ing directly or otherwise that it owns or operates a laboratory in 
connection with the conduct of its business until such be the case 
according to accepted standards and definitions. 

The respondent further agreed to cease and desist from using the 
word "French" or other words in the trade name of its preparation 
that might imply that such product or its ingredients are imported 
from France, or that such product is compounded in accordance with 
a French formula. (Jan. 22, 1937.) 

01640. Vendor-Advertiser-Correspondence Course.-Adolph F. Lonk, 
an individual operating under the trade name of Lonk Institute of 
Hypnotism, Palatine, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling_ 
a certain course of instruction designated as Lonk Course in Hyp
notism, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product 
in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing, directly 
or otherwise : 

(a) That the scienee of hypnotism can be taught successfully by corre
spondence; 

(b) That by study of respondent's course any person will become able to 
hypnotize instantaneously, or at all; 

(c) That the power to hypnotize Is within all persons; 
(d) That the science of hypnotlsm-

1. Will lead to success, or health, or fortune, or happiness; 
2. Is an opportunity to enter a new world, or to enter a new world of 

magic, or of splendor, or of power, or of wealth, or of fame, or of 
esteem, or of happiness; 

3. Will enhance the respect and gratitude of others; 
4. Will open the way to marYelous opportunities for doing good; 

(e) That a hypnotist can-

1. Help others out of their "blues", or of their bad habits, or of an alco
hol habit, or of a tobacco habit, or of a narcotic habit; 

2. Cme children of bed-wetting, or or harmful and distressing habits; 
3. Cure any habit permanently; 

(f) That everyone can be hypnotized, "even against their wills" or other
wise; 

(O) That the science of hypnotism ls easily mastered; 
(h) That there ls any ~<ystem or method of hypnotism used or applied that 

ls unfailing regardless of the attitude of the subject; 
(i) That hnmotlsm provhl<'s wmulNfnl nidi-! to win one's heart's dl•sire~; 
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(j) That it is possible with one hour's study of the science of hypnotism, 
ot· within any other specified time, to successfully hypnotize a person; 

( k) That hypnotism is a "God-given" powPr, or in any other manner lead 
the reader to believe it is a divine or spiritual power; 

(I) That the respondent has made himself famous, influential or a blessing 
to mankind through the practice of hypnotism; or that he has actnaly healed 
the physical ills of patients through hypnotic treatments; 

( m) That the respondent "unselfishly" reveals all the St'crets of bypuotism 
or any of such secrets ; 

( n) That respondent's course of instruction is "the eream of all hypnotic 
knowledge" ; 

(o) That for 25 cents re,;pondent tenehes one to hypnotize instantaneously, 
or at all. 

The respondent further agreed to cease and desist from using the 
title "Dr." or "Doctor" in his advertising until he can show that he 
has received such a degree from some educational institution author
ized to confer such a degree or has acquired the right to use such 
title through some other legally prescribed method. (Jan. 25, 1937.) 

01641. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Allen & Co., Inc., 
a corporation, Lynn, Mass., Yenclor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a certain medicinal preparation designated, l\fulsicof, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That one sufferiug from any eongh or cohl will be rt-liend by using 
Allen's .i\Iulslcof, unlC'ss limited to coughs due to colds; 

( li) That the use of Allen's l\Iubieof will: 

1. llrPak up obstinate coughs; 
2. llrPak np a hard cough ; 

(c) That respondPnt's product is nature's own remedy; 
(d) That said preparation is a compett>nt or an efl'ectiYe remedy for u cough 

on lungs, or in cases of symptoms indicative of approaching pneumonia; 
(c) That said pre1111ration will reduce 11 cough on the lungs, sore lungs or 

difficult breathing promptly, or at all; or will avert the danger of JliJeumonia; 
(f) That said preparation is 11 competent treatment for 11 stubborn cough, a 

tough old cough, or will break its vise-like grip; 
(g) That said preparation will build up your system; 
(h) That said prt-paration is the most efi'C'cth·e remedy for whooping cough, 

or that it is effective at all for whooping cough; 
(i) That the use of said preparation will U!;ually checl;: conghs and eolds 

entirely so that other complications will not follow; 
(j) That the use of snid preparation is a complete trPatment for 11 slight 

cough; 
(1c) That the use of snld Jll"!'purntion will "eheck 11 cough"; 
(l) That the u~e of snid prl'pnration is C'!;pccially effecth·e, or efl'ecthe at 

au for eatanh, bronehial Poug-h, tnbPr<·nlar eough, asthma, etc. (Jan. 27, 1!)37.) 

016!2. Vendor-Advertiser-Tooth Cleanser.-The Tartaroff Co., a cor
poration, Chicago, Ill., nndor-advertiser, was engaged. in selling a 
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product designated Tartaroff, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hat Tartaroff-

1. Is a new amazing liquid discovery that whitens teeth instantly; 
2. Is a new secret formula that makes teeth pearly white and srmrkling 

instantly; 
3. Is an astounding new discovery that banishes unsightly stains; 
4. Is a sensational new liquid discovery that turns clouded teeth to !':par-

kUng white ; 
5. Is just a liquid that accomplishes things no toothpaste can; 
6. Keep the teeth "pearly" white; 
7. Banishes all stains ; 
8. Removes all disfiguring blemishes in the magic of a moment; or 
9. Removes all blemishes and turns cloudy teeth to sparlding white within 

a minute; 

(b) That a little Tartaroff on the toothbrush will cause all yellowness to 
vanish and the teeth to have that pearly whiteness which everyone admires, 
even before the cork is replaced in the bottle; 

(c) That pearly white teeth can now be yours instantly. (Feb. 2, 1037.) 

01643. Vendor-Advertiser-Coin Book.-Bob Cohen, an individual, 
trading as M. Arcy Coin & Stamp Co., and as American Coin Co., 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
the Bob Cohen Coin Book, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That he will purcha:<e and pay any sums for nonexistent or nonavail
able coins: 

(b) That by the use of responueut's coin book a person may keep posted on 
rare coins and tlwir vahJPs unless distinctly qualified to include ouly the rare 
coins listed therein; 

(c) That respondent will pay any stated or approximate amount for any 
coin or coins unless it il'l fm·thcr stated in direct connection therewith that only 
coins of a certain date and in specified condition will be purchased at the prices 
noted. (Feb. 2, 1937.) 

01644. Vendor-Advertiser-Carpet Washer.-Von Schrader Manufac
turing Co., a corporation, Racine, Wis., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling a machine designated Von Schrader Portable Carpet 
'Vasher and. agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product 
in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly 
or otherwise: 

(a) That th<> Yon Sdtrader Po•·table Carpet "'aRher re~tores colors or shades 
to carpets or rugs; 

(b) That said maehine rl'moves microbes or gN·ms from enrp<'ts or rugs; 
(c) That by owning and Op<'rating snid Cnrp<'t Washer one's success is ossured. 

The respondent further agreed to cease and deE'ist from using the 
1\"ord "Manufacturing" as a part of its corporate name until such time 
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as the respondent shall become engaged in the manufacturing busi
ness to a substantial extent. (Feb. 2, 1937.) 

0161:5. Vendor-Advertiser-Casting Forms.-Henry Sacks and Sig
mund Sacks, copartners, operating under the firm name of Metal 
Cast Products Co., New York, N. Y., vendor-advertisers, were en
gaged in selling Moulds-to be used in the Manufacture of Novelties, 
und Metal Heaters, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling 
its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from rep
resenting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the respondent~ are the only dealers in casting forms for manu-
facturers; 

(b) That the respondents' customers are their ''branch manufacturers"; 
(c) That respondents' system Is that of "cooperative manufacturing"; 
(d) 1'hat they sell the moulds on a "u0-50" or "half-cost" basis, or otherwise 

representing that the moulds are sold for any amount less than the regular 
Jlrlce, unless such is a fact ; 

(e) By use of such statements as "you take no risk" or otherwise, that the 
respondents remunerate a customer for any financial loss that may be Incurred; 

(f) By means of reprinted news articles or otherwise, that the conditions In 
the industry at a previous period are indicative of conditions at the time the 
reprint is published, ~mless supported by authentic evidence; 

(g) That the demand In the industry exceeds the supply; 
(h) That any article Is sold at cost when the price thereof is greater than 

the price paid by the respondents for the same article; 
( i) That the respondents fumish a "complet!'" manufacturing outfit or other

wise representing or Implying that all equipment necessary to the manu
facture of the article::; is furnished with the moulds; 

(j) By the use of the word "our" or any other possessh·e expression, or other
wise, that the respondents are the 10ole u><ers in the United States of this par
ticular method of business. 

The respondents further agreed: 

(k) Not to represent or hold out as a chance or an opportunity any amount 
in excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of their 
customers, nuder normal conditions in the due course of business. (Feb. 2, 
1937.) 

01646. Vendor-Advertiser-Hand Cream.-Luxor, Ltd., a corporation, 
Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling Luxor Hand 
Cream and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said prod
llct in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Luxot· Hand Cream is a new, different type of hand cream; 
(b) That Luxor Ilaud Cr~c"nm abSorbs "completely" Into the skin; 
(c) Tlwt just n tou<'h of Luxot' IIaud Cn·am will cause the natural charm 

ot the bauds to r~c"turn uo mutter how hard they may be llfl'(•ct('(l by expo,;ure 
or housework ; 

(d) That Luxor Ilaud Cream definitely aids in soothing ami healing in
flamPt.l hand "tll'suf's"; 
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(e) That Luxor Hand Cream will "end" redness, "constant" rt;u,;nne~~:~ or 
any Irritation of the skin of the hand; 

(f) That the "film" left on the hands !Jy Luxor Hand Cream serve~ as a 
"protediou" to the skin from the ravages of severe cold, blistering wind and 
dry artificial heat; 

(17) That Luxor Hand Ct·eam Is an Important aid in the treatment of crad;:ed 
nails, unless limited to trucked nails due to brittlenes;; or dryness. (Feb. 2, 
1937.) 

0164 7. Vendor-Advertiser-Correspondence Lessons.-"\Villiam J onason, 
an individual, trading as Bill's Music Shop, Clay Center, Nebr., 
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling Home Study Courses in 
Piano, Violin, etc., and Song Books, and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling his said Home Study Courses in Piano, Violin, etc., 
in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from representing directly 
or otherwise : 

(a) That any of the courses will enahle one to pht)' any musital instrument 
within any definite period of time; 

(b) That any artiele is offered ft·ee to 1he pureltaser of any of the courses 
when the value of the former is inelndPd in the purchase price of the luttrr. 
(Feb. 2, 1!)37.) 

01648. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Fluid.-Popular Brands, Inc., a 
corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engaged in S('Il

ing a v..ashing fluid designated Sani-Clor, and agreed in solicit
ing the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to 
cease and desist from representing, directly or otherwise:-

(a) That Sani-Clor-

1. Destroys gel'!us; 
2. Is a "stet•illzer"; or 
3. I>estrors odors unless the rc•prrsrntatiou is limited to de:-;trudion of 

odors hy n [l[lllen tion at the souree of the odor or upou the oh.lect frotn 
whidt the odor emanntrs; 

(b) That Snni-('lor· 1:-~ n disinfectant, unless direction,.; ure given for flt·st 
cleansing the surfat·e or :nea to he disinfected, ond then thoroughly wetting all 
snrfnce with n proper ~:<olutlon of the prodm·t. (Feb. 8, 1937.) 

0164!). Vendor-Advertiser-Book-Jessie F. SpringPr, an individual 
trading as Harmony Centre, New York, N.Y., wndor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling a book designated "The Grape Cure," which con
tains a description of a method for the trPatm('nt of various physical 
conditions, whieh J1l('thod is also dei<ignat('<l as "The Grape Cure", 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in 
interstate comnwrce, to C('ase and desi~t from representing directly 
or otherwise : 

(a) That "most" cllseusc•,; ori~iuate in tlw intPstinrs or ore c·ansl'd hy I•oisous 
due to unelimlnnted waste; 

(b) That the method Is a compPtt'nt trratment or nn £'ffe<"tire remedy for 
c·onstlillltion, cnneer, dinhrtf.'s, lreart trouble, high blood prrfisure, klrlnry trouble, 
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liver trouble, bladuer trouble, bronchitis, angina pectoris, pnralysis, pneumonia, 
<>olds, tonsllitis, thront trouble, t>lnm; trouhle, diabetes, goiter, stomn<>h ulcers, 
rheumatism, Rsthmn, gnll stones; 

(c) That the method will "cure" or "rid" one of, or en'nble one to "overcome" 
constlpntlon, cnncer, diabetes, henrt trouhle, high Llood preAsnre, kidney trouble, 
liver trouble, bladder trouble, bronchitis, angina pectoris, paralysis, pneumonia, 
eolds, tonsil!tis, throat trouble, sinus trouble, diabetes, goiter, stomach ulcers, 
rheumatism, asthma, gall stones; 

(d) That grapes dissolve or nre a solvent of mucus; 
(e) That those who develop malignant growths "in most cases" have suffered 

from constipation; 
(f) That salt, drugs, or medicines cause cancer; 
(g) That poisons result from using aluminum vessels; 
(h) Tim t the method will "restore" one's health. (Feb. 8, 1937.) 

01650. Vendor-Advertiser-Radios.-The Sparks-Withington Co., a 
corporation, Jackson, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
Spartan Radios, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said 
product in interstate commerce to cease all(l desist from representing 
directly or otherwise : 

(a) That Sparton Radio Tone Co11trol makes recPption possible "under any 
(·ondition"; 

(b) That Spurt on 1ws "all world reeeptiou" on ull wa ,.e or "puts the universe 
at your finger tips"; 

(c) That by the use of the Spnrton, programs come In clear and distinct 
from all American stations, o1· from various foreign countries or from outpost 
stations in remote parts of the globe; 

(d) 'l'hat the "presence" reproduction or any othe1· feature of tile Sparton 
makes radio reception from all pat·ts of the world so real, natural ot· life-like 
ns to make ihe listener feel the presence of the artist; 

(e) That the Sparton brings In with fidelity or dearness "everything on the 
air", either from Berlin, London, 1\Ia<lrid, Rome, Barranqui!la or Sydney, or 
ft·om far-away foreign countries, or from any other place. (Feb. 8, 1!)37.) 

01651. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Dermalab, Inc., a 
corporation, Winnetka, IlL, Yendor-ad,·ertiser, was engaged in selling 
a preparation dt:>signated Nac and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from r<.'presenting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Nne combines an etrecth·e treatment for acne, pimples and kin-
drt•d skin ailments unless limited to lltne or pimples due to extemal c11uses; 

(b) That Nac will "cure" acne, pimples, oily and blotchy skin; 
(c) That Nac aids In pl'e'l"enting boils; 
(d) That pimples are enderl by GO-second Nac treatments or that Nac ends 

l•lmples; 
(e) Generally that skin eruptions are caused by gei'Jns Imbedded In the pores 

llt' that such claim Is made by skin doctors; 
(f) '!'hat Nac Is recommended by skin doctors; 
(g) 'l'hat Nac kills the pimple or acne germ, "dears up" pimples or "pre

l"ents" infection; 
(/I) That Nac kills the germs that cause skip irritation: 
( i) That Nac destroys the pimple germ for all time; 
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(J) That Nac "normalizes" faulty pot·e action, oily skin, the action of seba· 
ceous oil glands or stimulates "normal" skin glandular activity; 

(k) That Nac is a prescription prescribed or perfected by leading American 
and French doctors now practicing, Is the proven formula of or is recommended 
by leading skin specialists, contains all the essential medical properties recom
mended by leading skin doctors or its use is advised by leading skin specialists 
In their private practice, unless limited to the statement that the Ingredients of 
Nne are sometimes used by doctors for the same purpose; 

(l) That Nac clears up pimples safely and scientifically unless limited to 
r•imples due to external causes; 

(m) That Nac face powder literally powders away pimples; 
(n) That Nac ends periodic pimples In 72 hours or any other definite period 

of time; 
(o) That Nac Is 6 times as active and penetrating as the ordinary germicide; 
( p) That the efficacy of Nac or the result:'! claimed for it are "guaranteed"; 
(q) That when you wash Nac off the skin enough remains in the pores to 

~terilize them for 12 to 16 hours more and prevents reinfection; 
(r) That through the use of Nac you can get "rid" of ugly pimples; 
(11) That through the use of Nne pimples are gone forever; 
(t) That the Nac formula Is responsible for curing 70 percent or any definite 

percentage of the cases treated ; 
(u) That Nac Is germicidal. (Feb. 8, 1937.) 

01652. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-The Vitacine Co., 
Inc., a corporation, Detroit, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a certain medicinal preparation designated, Vitacine, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in inter
state commerce, to cease and desist from representing, directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That any results claimed from the use of Vitacine are guaranteed; 
(b) That Vita cine will afford relief within any definite period of time; 
(c) That Vltaclne is a new discovery; 
(d) That sulrerers from psoriasis can be classified according to their types 

of skin; 
(e) That Vltaclne can he depended on to afford positive or complete reUef 

or definite results without determination of the type of the skin and the type 
of psoriasis ; 

(f) That Vitacine will penetrate the pores, glands or hair follicles; 
(g) That Vitacine Is 11n effective treatment for pflorlasls, unless qualified to 

Indicate that it may not be effective in all cases; 
(h) That Vltacine can be relied upon as an effective treatment fur stub· 

born or extreme c11ses of psoriasis. (Feb. 8, 1937.) 

01653. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Kalis Products. 
Inc., a corporation, St. Joseph, Mo., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling a certain medicinal preparation designated Kalis Capsules, 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in inter· 
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or other
Wise: 

(a) That Kalis Capsules drive colds out of the system; 
(b) Th11t Kalis Capsules will not cause griping; 
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(c) By inference or otherwise, that Kalis Capsules is a competent remedy 
for flu or influenza; 

(d) That Kalis Capsules act on the liver and drive a cold out of the 
system quickly; 

(e) That Kalis Capsules possess tonic properties; 
(f) That Kalis Capsules tend to tone up the system and make one feel 

tip top. (Feb. 9, 1937.) 

01654. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Wilhelmina Wit
tigschlager, an individual doing business under the trade name of 
Indian Root & Herb Co., Miami, Fla., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling various medicinal preparations, and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing, directly or otherwise : 

(a) Using the word "Indian" as a part of her trade name or as a part of the 
trade name for any of her products; 

(b) RPpresenting that any of her products are of Indian origin; 
(c) Using the picturizat!on of an Indian in her advertising literature, on her 

letterheads, or on the labels of any of her products; 
(d) Representing that her 'I.'reatment for Nose and Throat-

1. Works fast; 
2. Is a competent treatment for nasal catarrh; 
3. Will cause one to have "no more nasal catarrh;" 
4. Is highly recommended as a gargle for public speakers; 
5. Is one of the greatest remedies for nasal catarrh; 
G. Has cured hundreds of people of nasal catarrh; 
7. Will cause one to have "no more throat trouble"; 

(e) Representing that her preparation Tonic is a great tonic for lost man
hood; 

(f) Representing that her hair tonic will serve as a tonic for the hair, 
strengthen its growth; stop 1t from falling out; correct dandruff; and cause one 
to have no more baldness; 

(g) Representing that her liniment or preparation for rheumatism-

1. Will cause one to have "no more rheumatism"; 
2. Will cause one to have a restful night with one application; 
3. Is the greatest and most reliable liniment on the market; 

(h) RepresPntlng that her tea for rheumatism-

1. Carries oft poisons; 
2. Is a blood purifier; 
3. Is a decoction ; 
4. Is a stimulant for people run down In health; 

(I) Representing that her preparation for rheumatism is a competent treat
nwnt for chronic rheumatism; 

(/) Representing that her sponge cream-

1. Ends unsightly skin blemishes; 
2. Is a competent treatment for bad complexion, pimples, skin eruptlon!ll, 

and blackheads; and 
3. Is a skin tonic ; 
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( k) Representing that her Foot Em;e will preYent foot aillllents and caust corns 
to disappear and "heal out"; 

(!) Representing that her Teeth and Breath Powder is a competent trentment 
for soft gums and pyorrhea ; 

(m) Representing that her preparation designated High Blood Pressure is a 
competent treatnwnt for high blood pressure; 

(n) Representing that her preparation designated High Blood Pressure will rid 
the system of fermenting poisons and diminish poisons In the blood ; 

( o) Representing that her preparation deslgna ted l\Iagic Liniment is a 
competent treatment for muscular pains, neuralgia, lumbago, myalgia, pleuro· 
dynia and for sot·e spots generally; 

(p) Representing that either of her preparations designated Constipation Ten 
and Constipation Capsules-

1. Is a competent treatment for indigestion, ll ver disorders, acid stomnch or 
chronic constipation; 

2. Will act as a tonic, blood purifier, or Intestinal cleanser; 
3. Will enable one to gain strength, become energetic and cause the body to 

function properly when one's vital organs fail to perform their work 
corrt>ctly and the bowels and kidneys cannot throw off waste; 

4. Relieve all Irritations; 
5. Will briug improvements at once no matter how Sl'Vcre stomach indiges· 

tion may be; 
6. Will bring on natural action; 
7. Is a competent trcatnwnt for diseases ami bad complexion arising from 

impure blood ; 
8. Will kerp the system clt>an; 
!.>. Is u competent treHtment for sluggish liver, b!oatt>d stomach, sorPnt>sS 

and tiredness; 

(q) Rrpresenting that l1er preparation designated Women's Blessing is ll 

competent treatment for leucorrhea or female troubles; 
( r) Rt>prcsenting that her Pile Solve or Pile Lotion either singly or combined 

Is a competent treatment of any form of piles; 
(B) R('pre~ent!ng that her vrepnratlon de~ignat('d Squaw 'l'ea-

1. 18 a tonic; 
2. Exerts a powerful Influence on the reproductive organs of females; 
3. Is a most reliable remedy or com[wtent treatment for lcuconhea, ot· other 

female troubles; 
4. Is a ('Olll[Wtent treatment for all urinary affPetion~; 

( t) Using the word Squaw as apart of the trade name of any of her prepnr:t· 
t!ons to dt•signate or dL•scribe a tea not of Indian origin; 

( u) Representing that her preparation designated l\len's Delight-

1. Is a competent trentment tor chronic constipation, Indigestion, Jiwr 
disordl'rs ami acid stomach; 

2. Is a tonic, blood purifit>r and Internal (•lranser; 
3. Will cause the body to function properly; 
4. Will cause one to gain in strength and bPcome energPtic; 
li. Is a competent treatnwnt for sluggish liver, bloated stomach, sourneil>' 

and Uredrw~;s; 

(r) UepresPntlng that her prepamtion designatPd Nen·e Tea-

l. Is a COillJIPtPnt treatment for insomnia,. nervousness, and restlessness; 
2. Is a tonic; 
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3. Is a blood purifier ; 
4. Is a builder ; 

(tv) RE>presenting that any of her preparations is a competent treatment for 
retroversion of the womb. (Feb. 9, 1937.) 

01G55. Vendor-Advertiser- Medicinal Preparation.- French Lick 
Springs Hotel Co., a corporation, French Lick, Ind., vendor-adver
tiser, was engaged in selling a laxative designate'd Pluto 'Vater, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in inter
state commerce, to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise : · 

(a) That Pluto Water is the "Only" I:Jxati\·e; 
(b) That Pluto Water will restore health; 
(c) That Pluto \Vatpr will "corrPct" con!<tipation, unless said repr!'seutatlon 

be limited to Indicate acute constipation; 
(d) That Pluto Water will end constipation in one hour or at all, unless 

said representation be limited to indicate acute constipation; 
(e) That Pluto \VatE>r Is 11 eompetE'nt treatment for eonstipat:on, unless said 

represPntation be limited to indicate acute constipation; 
(f) That Pluto \Vnter will ht·ing "safe" nnd "permanent" relief from morn

ing-after head ; 
(g) That Pluto WatPr will stimulate the gall bladder and livPr to normal 

free flowing nction, or Is of it;;elf a eompetE>nt treatmE>nt for gall bladder and 
liver troubles; 

(h) That more than uO,OOO doctors use Pluto Water themselvE>s to ke<'p regu· 
Jar and r<'commend it to tlwir patients for constipatlon unless such representa
tion he qualified to lndieate that uO,OOO doctors "have" US('U Pluto "'at!'r for 
constipation ; 

(i) That Pluto Water Is a competent treatment for asthenia; 
(j) That Pluto Water will rid the system of the poisons that make one feel 

lazy alHl aehy, unle:;;s limited to the intestinal tract; 
(k) That Pluto \Vater will carry away any excess acid In the stomach; 
(l) That Pluto WatE'I' is a "double action" laxative; 
( m) That Pluto Water will free the vascular and nervous systems from 

J1oisons which produce irritative and degenerative effects in casE's where, be
cause of intestinal immffielE>ncy there are conditions of toxic disturbances of 
the l'tomac·h, liver, kidneys, skin, joints, vasomotor, or nervous s~·stem; 

(11) '!'hat Pluto Water provitl<'s a sure way of clt>ansing the system of health 
dpstroylng poisons or eliminating or banishing dangerous "accumulated" pol
sons, unless limited to the Intestinal tract. (Feb. !l, 1!!37.) 

01G5G. Vendor-Advertiser-Money Making Plans.-Willard 1\Iathias 
Moore, an individual, doing business under the trade mime of 
".Mooremade", Lapeer, 1\Iich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in sell
ing plans for an amusement park device, methods of engaging in 
mail order business and other money making schemes, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and !'elling its said product in interstate com
nter·ce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hn t re~pondt>nt's plan for making money enn bled him to make $40,0(0; 
(II) That res1)0ndE'nt's plnn will make "ensy money" or a "lot of money" 

for a uyont>; 
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(c) That "The Novelty Dealer's Guide" will give one full instructions on 
how to start and conduct a mail order business; 

(d) That "The Novelty Dealer's Guide" will enable one to earu lUI inde
pendent living; 

(e) That the rf'gular price for "The Novelty Dealer's Guide" is $2.00, but is 
sold by respondent for 25 cents in stamps; 

(f) That respondent's receipt for "l\Iagic Artificial Honey" will prodnce 
honey equal to bee's haney and is often taken for genuine honey by judges; 

(g) That agents cnn sell easily ten receipts a day at $1 each and a,·erage 
one sale at every sixth house; 

(h) 'l'hat the "Magic Ink Eraser" is sold rea !lily in banks, offices, etc. for 
fifty cents a bottle, although costing only three cents each to make; 

(i) That agents can sell a gross of "The l\Iagic l\Iucilage" evrry day as every 
merchant or banker called on will buy one or more; 

(j) That "Celebrated l\Iagic Cologne" is in universal demand and the profit 
from thf' amount sold in a single large town will handRomely maintain a 
family; 

(k) That "1\Iagic Grease Eradicator" 

(1) Will remove every vestige of grease, oil, paint, stnins, etc. from all 
kinds of clothing; 

(2) Is the only liquid of its kind; 
( 3) Sells readily everywhere; 
(4) Several hundred dollars' worth can be sold in a single township In a. 

week's time; 

(l) Tbat "'l'he noadman's and Streetman's Guide" contains rPal plans for 
making big money ; 

(m) That respondrnt's book "Famous Secret Formulas" 

(1) Will enable one to clear $20.00 a day; 
(2) Contains a formula for making an everlasting black ink; 
(3) Contains a formula for tablets that are a competent treatment for 

dyspepsia; 
( 4) Contains a formula for a tea that is a. competent treatment tor kidneY 

disorders; 
(5) Contains a formula for a preparation 1hat will cure the liquor habit; 
(G) Contains a formula or plan for making a Goldometer or gold meas

uring device; 
(7) Contains a formula for making inkless pens; 
(8) Conains a formula for making a preparation that wlll cure the tobacco 

habit; 
( 9) Every order brings $1.00; 

( n) That respondent mnkes a "remarkable ofTer" or "reduced price" of 50¢ 
}Wr copy, or 3 copies for $1, for a book on the mail business, the regular price 
of which Is $1, when said price of 50¢ per copy or 3 copies for $1 is the regular 
St>lllng price of said books; 

(o) That the book "The Trust Scheme" 

( 1) Will enable one to start in business as well equipped as though be 
were pos!'essed of a large amount of capital and experience; 

(2) Will enable one to make from $1 to $1.50 on evrry reply; 
(3) Will enable one to make enormous profits; 
( 4) Wlll enable persons to make large fortunes; 
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(p) That respondent's method of selling post cards will enable one to enrn 
from $4.00 to $10.00 a week in spare time; 

( q) That respondent's "Sales Heporter" will enable one to eugage iu a lmsl
ness "paying big'' wherever tried and that never becomes old or worn out; 

(r) That respondent will enable one to get advertising free; 
( s) That respondent enabled one of his customers to get $2000 worth of 

advertising free; 
(t) That respondent will enable one to make $15 to $20 a mcAnth In spare 

time selling sewing machine oil. (Feb. 9, 1937.) 

01657. Vendor-Advertiser-Literature on Mentalphysics, Etc.-The 
Institute on .Mentalphysics, a corporation, Los Angeles, Calif., ven
dor-advertiser, was engaged in selling Correspondence Courses, 
Books, Papers and other literature on l\1entalphysics, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hat the founder of the Institute of 1\Ientalpbysics was taught by 
"m~tsters" of the Far East in Tibet; is "today's authoritative interpreter of 
the ancient wisdom"; can take one into the "very center of the Center of 
Wisdom"; is a wot·ld teacher "of unequaled experience possessing a perfect 
mind in a perfect body"; imparts "secret knowledge of bow to enjoy unfading 
Youth of body and mind''; or can take one "to the highest point that he is 
evolutionally able to reach"; 

(b) That the instructions contained in respondent's courses, books, Iltera
ttll'e, periodicals or pamphlets will : 

1. Enable one to bring into realization in his own life whatever he may 
have dreamed be could do or become, no matter how fantastic it 
may appear; 

2. Enable one always to win, do, or be whatever he wants to win, do 
or be in life ; 

3. Cause new implements to fall into one's lap; 
4. Cause miracles to happen; 
5. Enable one to see himself radiantly full of life, successful, happy, 

have plenty of the world's goods and properly using what he bas; 
see himself a leader; see himself possessing a beautiful body, writ· 
ing books, singing, ,.;peaking, teaching, and doing what he wants to 
do; 

6. Teach any man to become strong and well, grow young and keep 
young, improve his :figure and build a body that will respond to any 
demand made upon it at any time; 

7. Enable one to develop himself so as to be "one man ln 10,000''; 
8. Enable one to become the conqueror of every situation; 
9. Cause fear and failure to disappear from one's experience; 

10. Enable one to develop powers within himself so as to create or in
crease an lntem;e personal magnetism; 

11. Prqvlde the breath of life to women, revealing to them beauty and 
charm of body, personality, unfading youth, grace, sweetness of dis
position, alertness and vivacity, and that "IT" which all the out
standing )ll'rsonnlities of stage and screen possess; 
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(c) That respondent offers its students a secret method of the actual tech
niritJe of rejuvenation; or 

1. That its teachings of such principle are 100 years ahead of their time, 
or embody practices and secrets "!mown only to the 1\Insters of Tibet", 
or that Tibet Is the land "where age has been finally conquered"; or 

2. That such teachings by respondent have caused miraculous chnnges in 
the physical bo<lies in scores of its students; or 

:1. That rt>spomlent's te:u:hings will enable one to attain the age of 120 
years or any other specified age, and be physically fit to enter the 
state of matrimony at such age; 

(d) That old age is "only a chemical change" whieh rt>:;pomll•nt is able to 
instruct its students to overcome; 

(e) That 1\Ientalphyslcs enables one to cure constipation, appendieitis, sinus 
trouble, chronic rwphr·itis, fur poisoning; or will cause goitre Ol' heart trouhle 
to disnpJwar; or corrects curvature of the spine; 

(f) That the bt·eathlng exercises taught by Mentalphyslcs will cll•anse, re· 
vivify, strengthen, 1'ejuvenate, or beautify the body; or el!minate waste mat· 
ters, intro<l),lee plrysieal and mental harmony anu strength, develop the voice, 
develop absolute fatiguelessness, or will establish positive condition» of 11 

mdiant, abundant life; 
(g) That respondent's "Praetlcol llealth and Beauty Gulue" will-

1. Enable one to determine his "chemical type" and be free through 
health; 

2. Teod1 one the simplicity of correct diet for his indivldunl dll'lllicai 
type, the ellemicnl stl"llcture of his body, his physicnl nnd nwntnl 
analysis, Ills preui:;po;;itioning ailments, null how to avoid them, his 
principal characteristics and how to develop them; 

(h) Thut there Is u chemical cnn:;e for unhenlthines;;, unhnppiness, melan· 
choly, poverty or whatever goes wrong in one's life exp<•rience; 

(i) That Mentalphysics will enable one to attain a perfect supply of the 
right khtd of food or dwmical elements i"O as to have perfect cells, a perfect 
body, or perfect brains nnu perfect thought, or will cause one to ha,·e perfect 
emotion fl nd action ln life ; 

(/) That a person's mental or spiritual condition ls determined by his phys· 
leal condition; 

(lc) ~'hut Mentalphyslcs ls of essmtlal Interest to all Free Masons; 
(l) That respondent provides its students with a "sealt>d book unfolding the 

sacred mysteries of Tibet"; 
(m) That 1\Ientalphyslcs provides Its studPnts with socred exprcises of 

of priceless value "known only to nd.mnced Oz·iental masters" (Feb. 10, 1937.) 

01658. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-.Tim Dourlanu, an 
individual operating as Star Products Co., Houston, Tex., vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling a medicinal preparation desig
nated as "Blue Star Ointment" nnd ngr£>ed in soliciting the sale of 
and selling said product in interstnte commerce to cease nnd desist 
from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Blue 8tnr Ointnwnt ls a "positive" rt'!iPf for ltc·hy tikin; 
(b) That said product will penetmte the porE's, or will "kill" c·ommon He h. 

tetter, rash, ecz£'ma, foot itch, or ringworm; 
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(c) That the said product kills the itch germ, or that itcll is caused by a 
germ; 

(d) That the said product will "get rid of" itch, rash, tetter, footitch, ring
worm, eczema ; 

(e) That said product contains tested meuicines that "kill" the itching. 
(Feb. 10, 1937.) 

01659. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Red Sea Dalsam 
Co., Inc., a corporation, Taunton, 1\Iass., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling a medicinal preparation designated Red Sea Dalsam, 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in 
interstate commerce, to cease and desist from representing directly 
or otherwise:-

(a) That Reu Sea Balsam is a competent treatment or effective remedy for: 

1. Bruises, 
2. Sprains, 
3. Burns, 
4. Scalds, 
5. Sunburn, 
6. Chapped hands and lips, 
7. Stiff and sore muscles due to exposure and overexertion; 

(b) That Red Sea Balsam is a competent treatmPnt or effective remetl.v for 
colds, unless limited to the conditions associated with colds; 

(c) That Red Sea Balsam is a competent treatment or e1l'ective remedy for 
sore throat, lame muscles, combating the pain and coughs, unless the same is 
qualified and limited to relief for minor cnses of these disoruers. (Feb. 15, 
1937.) 

OlGGO. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Fluid.-Cro,vn Products Corp., 
a corporation, San Francisco, Calif., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling a washing fluid designated Sani-Clor, and agreed in solicit
ing the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing, directly or otherwise:-

(a) That Sani-Clor-

1. Destroys germs ; 
2. Is a "sterilizer" ; or 
3. Destroys odor>~ unless the reprPseutntion is limited to dt•strnction of 

odors by application at the sour·ce of the odor or UJIOII the object from 
whleh the odor emanates; 

( IJ) That Saul-Color is a dislufectaut, unless direetions are giYen for first 
cleansing the surfnce or arE•a to he dbinfeetlc'd, ami then thoroughly wetting all 
surface with a pro1wr solution of the p'rounet. (Fl'b. Hi, lD:l7.) 

OJGGl. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-G. II. Glitzke, an 
individual tradi11g as Ulgo Co., Kansas City, Mo., vendor-advertiser, 
was engaged in selling a product designated Ulgo and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
merce to eease and d('sist from representing directly or otherwise: 
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That Uigo is a competent remedy in the treatment of leg sores or arm 
sores other than to control, but not cure, some cases of leg sores when caused 
by tricophyton tinea germs. (Feb. 16, 1937.) 

01662. Vendor-Advertisel'-Urine Analysis.-Dr. A. L. Barth, an in
dividual doing business as Central Laboratory and Central Labora
tory Service, Pana, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
Urine Analysis and health service, and agreed in soliciting the sale of 
and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing directly or otherwise : 

(a) That the findings of responde11t's urine analysis are an index to the 
state of one's health or indirnte whether all the vital organs are performing 
their work properly or require attention; 

(b) That by respondent's urine analysis one "can see where he stands in 
regard to health" unless limited to the recognized conditions disclosed by urine 
analysis; 

(c) That the analysis by respondent will reveal wastp }Joisons which may be 
the cause of headaches, eye trouble, nervousness or other troubles; 

(d) That respondent gives "as complete and scientific analysis as can be 
obtained;" 

(e) That respondent's health service teaches one to use the right food In the 
right way unless limited to cover such dietary deficiencies as might be disclosrd 
by urine analysis ; 

(f) Directly or by inferPnce, that vitality, Pnergy aud emlurauce !lrP built up 
by use of the food diet prescribed by respondent unless such deficiencies are due 
to causes capable of being shown by urine mmlysis, and also unless it is mrHle 
to appear t11at no diet can alone build up vitality, energy and enduran('e; 

(g) That good food makes good blood or bad food makes bad blood, without 
regard to the various pathological conditions affecting the purity of the blood: 

(h) That poor blood is the cause of all disease; 
( i) ~'hat reRpondent can, unless by a physical examination and an accurate 

diagnosis based thereon, build up the blood so that a purchaser of his food di£•t 
will have vitality, energy and endurance; 

(J) That by the use of respondent's sen·ices the c11use of dropsy, tonslllitis, 
decayed teeth, diabetes, prostate gland troubles, female troubles, leucorrhPn, 
tumors, gall bladder pain, colic, eczema, skin troubles, granulated lids, head· 
aches, sinus trouble, nervousness, goitre, piles, angina pain and indigestion maY 
be determined and the condition relieved; or that the sen·ires are a competent 
treatment for the above maladies; 

(7c) That respondent's services correct or help to cure disease or trent all 
disenseas or secure wonderful results; 

(m) That respondent's uriue analysis and health r,ervlce Is a safeguard 
against disease unless limited to diseases Indicated by urine analysis; 

(n) That drugs or medicine will prevent the user from getting results froJU 
the uRe of rcs}lOtHlent's service; 

(o) Thnt rrRpondl'nt's dirt lllHl trratmrnt h<'nls nlr<'rs or rl'stores health; 
(p) ~'hnt re~}lond<'nt's sPrvil·e lnclutlt•s a balnudng, dls;;olving, climinntlug, 

regenerating, heal!ng, nonmucus forming, vibration producing, magnetism 
creating, heat at•d energy producing, blood cooling, fatigue banishing, brain and 
nerve-building diet; 

( q) That respondent's s<'rvicf' makes the sick well and kel'ps the well healthy. 
(Feb. 16, 1037 ) 
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01663. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Fluid.-Estate of James Austin, 
doing business under the trade name of James Austin Co., Pitts
burgh, Pa., was engaged in selling a sodium hypochlorite washing 
and bleaching fluid designated, Austin's A-1 Solution, and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Austin's A-1 Solution will serve as a disinfectant for household 
Purposes unless qualified by the direction that the articles or places to be dis
infected must be thoroughly washed or cleansed before 11pplication of the 
solution; 

(b) That Austin's A-1 Solution will disinfect cttts, wounds and insect bites; 
(c) That Austin's A-1 Solution may be used for laundering and the need for 

bluing will be obviated. (Feb. 15, 1937.) 

01uu4. Vendor-Advertiser-Poultry Preparations.-Farmaide Products 
Co., a corporation, Lincoln, Nebr., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling various preparations designated Ex-Tone Poultry Worm Tab
lets, Ex-Tone Poultry Worm Powder and Chloraide, and .agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Ex-Tone Poultry Worm Tablets or Ex-Tone Poultry Worm Powder 
Wlll, alone or in combination with each otlier, constitute a competent treat
ment or an effective remedy for worm infestation of chickens and/or turkeys, 
or that the said products or either of them-

1. Will save a flock from worms, 
2. Will expel worms from poultry, or contain sufficient qauntities of pr011er 

vermifuges to accomplish this purpose; 
3. Is an effective flock treatment for wormy flocks; 
4. 'Vill control the infestation of round worms and tape worms In poultry; 
5. Is a ''wormer"; 
6. ExpE.>ls large round worms, pin worms, and tape worms from poultry; 
7. Is a thoroughly efficient vermifuge; 
8. Will remove intestinal parasites from poultry; 
9. Will cause ewry bird in a flock so treated to be healthier, more pro-

ductive, or more profitable; 
10. Is a ~pecific against all kinds of worms in all kinds of poultry; 
11. Destroys intestinal worms; 
12. Will rid fowls of worms; 
13. Will keep a flock free from worms; 

(b) That Chloralde is suitable for all sanitation purposes in the home and 
on the farm to promote sterile conditions; 

(c) That Chloralde will "sterilize" dairy utensils, milk bottles, cans, cream 
separators and milking machines, or kill bacteria; 

(d) That Chloralde is "safe"; 
(e) That Chloraide Is the most effective germicide known to medical science; 
(f) That Chlorulde is twdve times as potent in germ killing power as car-

bolic acid; 
(g) That Chloralde Is non-poisonous. 
( h ) That Chloraide is a sterilizer; 
(i) That Chloraide destroys bacteria; 
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(j) That Chloraide will insure freedom from foul odors and disease genns; 
(k) That in connection with bees, Chloraide will constitute a competent treat· 

meut or nn effectiYe remedy for European Foul :Urood; 
(!) That one teaspoonful of Chloraide to a pint of water makes an effecti\'e 

disinfecting and gl'rmicidal solution for practically all purposes; 
(m) That 1 to 2 teaspoonsful of Chloralde to 1 gnllon of water is a suffi· 

ciently 8t.rong solution to be of value in clt>ansing milk and cream cans, pails, 
ice cream cans, and similar articles; 

(n) That Chloraide will utterly de;;troy nil bacteria nnd necrotic matter 
with which it comes in contact; 

(o) That Chloraitle is the most effective preventative of disease In a herd 
of cattle; 

(p) That Chloraide will prevent the spread of communicable diseases; 
(q) That to assme continued health nnd growth of chickens, the brooder 

nnd thicken houses slwuld be deaiWtl, and thoroughly spmyed with Chloraide 
at least every week; 

(r) That Chlornide constitutes a competent treatment or an effective remedY 
for-

1. Bacillary White Diarrhea, 
2. Coccidiosis, 
3. Roup, 
4. Canker, 
5. Chicken Pox, 
G. Aspergillosis, 
7. Bronchitis, 
8. Cholera, 

9. Blackhead, 
10. Diarrhea, 
11. Enteritis, 
12. Colds, 
13. Pneumonia, 
14. Swelled Head, or 
15. SorehPad. 

( s) That Chloraide is the most suitable of all germicides for t>ffective poultrY 
sanitation; 

( t) That Chloralde is not a poison; 
( 11) That Chloraitle will prevent disease infPction in chickens; 
( v) That Chloraide will control poultry disease epidemics when they nppear; 
(w) That losses ft·om IJoultry dl~ca:;;ps will be stoppt>d by the use ot 

Chlornide; 
(x) That Chloraide hns uny gf'rmicl<lul action ou germs on the beak nnd in 

the mouth and crop of chickPus; 
(y) That most contagious diseu;;es nrc seeded through the drinking water 

tank; 
(z) That Chloraide is a preventative treatnwnt for common bronehial dis· 

enses and intestinal infpctlons of poultry; 
(all) That Chloraitle constitu~'s a competent trPatment or an pffectiYe remedY 

for bunions. (Feb. 1 G, 1937.) 

01GG3. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Thomas J . .Me· 
Dride, trading as The Entromul Co., Los Angeles, Calif., nndor· 
advertiser, was engaged in selling a medicinal preparation, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in inter
state commerce, to cease and desist from:-

( 11) ltPJlrP>;f'Utlug, t!ir!'('tly or othPrwlst', tlutt Entromnl Is a comp<'t<•nt trent· 
meu t or <•ffp('th·e r<'nwdy for : 

1. Sore nn!l lnfinmed stomnch-bowt'ls; 
2. l\Incons or ~pas tic colitis; 
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3. Colitis; 
4. Nenousness; 
5. Diarrhea; 
6. Gastro-intestinal inflnmmation; 
7. Distress caused by acid secretion; 
8. Coustipation; unless limited to temporary relief; 

(b) The use of testimonials stating that Entromul will effect the ture of 
any disorder, disease or malady of the human body, or that it has "saved 
lives" or "rid" the sy~tem of any disorder, disease or malady. (Feb. 17, 1\337.) 

01666. Vendor-Advertiser-Borax.-:-Pacific Coast Borax Co., a cor
poration, Los Angeles, Cali£., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in sell
ing a preparation designated 20 :Mule Team Borax, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in inten;tute commerce7 

to cease and desist from representing, directly or otherwise:-

(a) That the produd will "banish" or destroy all odors; 
(b) That the product "gets rid" of insects, bugs, etc.; 
(c) That by use of tile product "bugs won't stay where it is" or that "no 

bug will stay where there Is 20 Mule Team Borax"; 
(d) Thnt the product is !waling unless limited to its aid in the lWOCI'SS 

thereof; 
(c) Thnt the pro(luct will cure athlete's foot; 
(f) That the product will banish insect pests. (Feb. 17, 1D37.) 

01667. Vendor-Advertiser-Beauty Product.-Francess Kable, In<'., a 
corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a device designated Hollywood Contour Neck Band and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
merce to cease ancl desist from representing directly or otherwise : 

(a) That Francess Kable's Hollywood Contour llnnd is Hollywood's most 
guarded sec:ret; 

(b) That Fran cess Kable's Uollywood Contour nand is used and endorsed 
hy famous stage and screen stars unless and until such use and endorsement 
hy such celebrities is an actual fact; 

(c) That Francess Kable's Hollywood Contour Dand-

1. Rebuilds relaxed neck aJHl contour muscles; 
2. Corrects under-chin heaviness; 
3. Builds up a receding chin ; or 
4. Creates and protects the perfect contour. 

Respondent further agreed, in soliciting the sale of its product in 
interstate commerce, to cease and desist from using the word "Ho1ly
'\\"ood" in designating its product. (Feb. 19, 1937.) 

016G8. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Scientific l\Iedici
nal Prouucts, Inc., a corporation, San Francisco, Cali£., vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling a preparation designated Slemlerets 
anu agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in inter-
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state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That use of said product or any definite amount thereof alone or in 
combination with a dJ,et or otherwise will enable one to reduce any definite 
number of pounds within any definite period of time; 

(b) Tbat use of said product wlll cause one to have "plenty of pep"; 
(c) That by use of said product one will never feel "a hungry moment": 
(d) That said product will enable one to "get rid of fat"; 
(e) That the product will "remove" fat; 
(f) That the product converts food or fat Into energy; 
(g) That the product redistributes stored fat; 
(h) That ,"results'' are guaranteed; 
( i) Inferentially or otherwise that the product has been used In the reducing 

clinic of any hospital unless and until such Is a fact. (Feb. 19, 1937.) 

01669. Vendor-Advertisers-Business Treatise.-Elizabeth May and 
George tV. Haylings, co-partners, trading as, National Folio Service, 
Los Angeles, Calif., vendor-advertisers, were engaged in selling a 
certain treatise on business, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling their product, in interstate commerce, to cease and desist frolll 
representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Treatise #5 is a remarkable plan which ti.'Jls you HOW to earn 11 

remarkable wage every week: 
(b) That there Is no limit to the possibilities and no other service needed 

so badly in these modern days ; 
(c) That in order to succeed with the business described in Treatise #5 

it is not necessary to canvass or that one may succeed In the business described 
therein by working only a few hours each day. (Feb. 19, 1937.) 

01670. Vendor • Advertiser- Correspondence Course. - Towertown 
Studios, Inc., a corporation, Chicago, III., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling a correspondence course in art and commercial draw· 
ing, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product 
in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly 
or otherwise : 

(a) That the course or method of instruction offered by the respondent Is 
"new••; 

(b) That special cash offers are made or prizes are given for "promptness"; 
(c) That by studying the respondent's course or method of instt·uctlon, a 

person can start srlllng his drawings as soon as he Is able to produce tbe 
same; 

(d) That the price of the respondent's course or method of Instruction iS 
fluctuating and subject to a rise, or that the price of the same Is "special" and 
that 'a reduction In tuition may be e1Tectl.'d by "promptn<>ss" in enrollment, 
nnless sud1 increase in price actually takes place. (Feb. 19, 1937.) 

01 G71. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Paul Gardinier, 
an individual trading as D. Smythe Co., II. Smythe Co., G. Smythe 
Co., C. Smythe Co., and D. F. Smythe Co., Newark, l\Io., vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling preparations designated VitalitY 
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Tonic, Antiseptic Douche Powder, Roots, Herbs, Gazing Crystals, 
Booklets and Novelties of Various Types and Descriptions, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products J.n interstate 
commerce to cease and desist from representing, directly or other
wise: 

(a) That the said tonic is a competent treatment or an effective remedy fot· 
"lost vitality" ; 

(b) Inferentially or otherwise that the said tonic will make one strong or 
l1ealthy or that it will increase one's vigor: 

(c) That the said tonic contains nothing harmful; 
(d) That the said douche powder is a competent treatment or an effective 

remedy for leucorrhoea, ulcers, etc., or that it will cure any of the said condi
tions; 

(e) That the gazing crystals are free from defects ; 
(f) That by use of the book entitled "Old Secrets and New Discoveries," 

one can: 

1. "Make a person at a distance think of you" ; 
2. "Charm those you meet and make them love you"; 

(g) That by carrying "John the Conqueror Root" on one's person one: 

1. Will never be without money: 
2. Can obtain anything he desires ; 
3. Wlll always feel strong and powerful; 
4. Will have much luck; 
5. Will become invisible at wish; 

(h) That "John the Conqueror Root" is a valuable medicinal drug or that 
lt Is an effective vermifuge; 

( i) 'l'hat ".Adam and Eve Root" possesses "magic qualities in restoring vitality 
to the generative organs"; 

(j) That by tbe use of ".Adam and Eve Root" one can "Bring back and hold 
the love of a husband, wife or a sweetheart"; 

(k) That ".Adam and Eve Root" is a competent treatment or an effective 
l'emedy for bladder or kidney trouble; 

(l) That "Blood Root" is competent as "a tonic for weak men"; 
(m) '!'hat ''Lilly Root" is a competent treatment or an effective remedy for 

leucorrhoea or falling of the womb; 
( n) That "'Lilly Root" "rejuvenates" the system, or that it is of value 

"during the period known as the 'change of life' ": 
( o) That "Jezebel Root" is a competent treatment or an effective remedy for 

('ystitis, calculous affections, chronic inflammation or ulceration of kidneys, 
gonorrhoea, leucorrhoea, dro11Sy, rhf'umntism or bladc:ler trouhles; 

(p) That "Grains of Paradise" are effective as a stimulant to the generative 
organs; 

(q) That the respondent manufactures incense or any other article not so 
lllanufactured by him : 

(r) That the "Fairy or Lucky" Stones are "perfect" or "natural" crosses 
ot stone; 

(s) That the "Fairy or Lucky" Stonf's will protect the wearer against witch
craft, sickness, accidents or disasters; 

(t) That the "Fairy or Lucky" Stones have been or are carried on the 
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person of any former President of the United States or any other person 
unless such was or is a fact; 

( u) That Brimstone is effective to fumigate infected areas or articles; 
( v) That by carrying the booklet "Pow-Wows or the Long Lost Friend" one: 

1. Is safe from all his enemies ; 
2. Cannot burn in any fire, or that unjust sentences cannot be pusHed upon 

him; 

(tv) That by use of the booklet "Pow-Wows or the Long Lost Friend" one 
can: 

1. "Danish all kinds of pain"; 
2. "Compel a thief to stand still" ; 
3. ''Fasten or spellbind anything"; 

or that the booklet contains "mnny rnre aud valuable secrets IICH'r before 
disclosed"; 

(z) That the booklet entitled "Albertus l\Iagnus" is: 

1. A "sure means to avoid sickness", or that it will make persons: 

a. Fortunate in their crops nnd stock raising; 
b. Prosperous in all l'ndertaldngs; 
c. Enable one to acquire wealth, honor or esteem; 

( y) That "Five Finger Grass" will bring restful sleep or ward off any 
evil; 

(z) That "Good Luck Herbs" will "keep moths and lm;ects away"; 
(aa) That "Lesser Periwinkle Herb" will cause love between persons of 

opposite sex; 
( bb) That Dnckeyes will ward off rheumatism or any other ailment; 
(cc) That any article is imported from any foreign nntion unless and until 

such is a fnct. (Feb. 19, 1937.) 

01672. Vendor-Advertiser-Correspondence Course.-G. E. Hendrick
son, an individual doing business as Three-M Syndicate, Argyle, Wise., 
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a correspondence course in 
art designated Three-M Service, and agreed in the sale of its course in 
interstate commerce : 

(a) Not to make unmodified reprt>seutations or claims of earnings in excess 
of the avernge earnings of students of his conr~<c achieved under normal cou
ditiom; in the due course of business; and 

(b) Not to represent or hold out as maximum earnings, by the use of sucb 
expressions us "up to," "as high as" or any equivalent expressions, any amount 
In excess of what has actually been accomplished by one of respondent's stu
dents under uormul conditions in the due course of business; and 

(c) That in the future respondent will not represent in form letters seut 
to prospl'<'.tive f<IUdl•nt~ that be bas received remittances from any magaziue 
or publication nnle!-<~ such Is a fact; and 

(d) '!'hat in thP fntHJP J'l'~t:oll<lt'ut will uot USl' the h•J'III "8yudkutt>'' or au.v 
othPr word that might indicate that rP~<pondent is doing business other than 
as an individual; and 

(e) Not to n•pre~<('llt that unless a prospP('tiYe student complies with tillle 
limitations as to eurollnwut in a course of Instruction, he cnnnot avail himself 
of reduced ratPs unless and until the time limitation is strictly enforced. (Feb· 
19, 1937.) 
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01673. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-The Grove Lab
Qratories, Inc., a corporation, St. Louis, 1\fo., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling a certain preparation designated Grove's Emulsi
fied Nose Drops and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its 
said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repre
senting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the preparation will afford relief in cases of asthma and sinusitis. 
(b) That the preparation will relieve nasal pains and irritations or con

gestion of the na~al mucosa, unless the repri'Sentation is so worded as to clearly 
indicate that it has reference to pains, irritations or congeHtion due to or Ui>ually 
~ssociated with the progress of head colds. 

(c) That the preparation will open the nasal air passages unless the repre
seutation is so wor!l«:>d as to dearly indieate that it has reference to temporary 
obstmdion or re~triction of sueh pas,;nges due to or usually associated with 
the progress of head coldil. 

( 11) That the pl epa ration will relieve ehoking sensations and the condition 
<~ommouly termed "short breath". 

(e) That the preparation will r«:>Jieve difficult br·enthing, unless the representa
tion is so worded as to dearly indicate that it has reference to difficulty in 
breathing through the nasal passage due to temporary obstruction or restric
tion of Stll'h passagrs due to or wmnlly ussodAted with the progress of bend 
<·ol<ls. 

(f) 'l'hat the prrparution will stop"''hawking". 
(g) That the prepnratlon will penetrate "all the way" to il'ritated nasal 

Jurmbrunes. 
(h) That the Jlreparution will clenr the head "in one minute" or any other 

~veeilicd period of time. 
( i) Tlmt the preparation will sperdily or otherwise relieve sinus pains and 

fi<"hes and, nlso, that the preparation will speedily or otherwise relieve the con
llit ion term«:>rl ",.;tuJTed head" unless the Ia ttrr representation is so worded as to 
dearly iwlieate thnt it has refer·euce to temporary obstruction or restriction of 
the nasal Jltlssages due to or usually assodat('d with the progress of head colds. 

(j) 'l'lwt the prepurutlon will stop children's "snitlles" in three (3) or other 
spt•cit!ed number of applications. 

(k) 'l.'hut the pr('varution will stOJ) "hawking'' and "wheezing". 
(l) '!'hat the pr!'paratiun will open "stuffed head", stop running eyes and nose, 

relieve all distt·ess and restore the head to comfort in any specified number of 
npplications. 

(m) 'l'hat the preparation will stop the nastie;,;t head cold or the most stub
born case of children's "sniffles" iu one day or in any other specified period of 
time. 

( n) That the preparation is a preventative of head colds and "sniffles", or 
prevents spread of a cold. 

( o) That a few droJ)S or otiH'r quuntity or dosage of the preparation injected 
or upplled within the no!<trils will quickly or otherwise "fix up" any case of 
"sniffles". 

(p) That a few drops or other quantity of the preparation applied each day 
(or more ft·equently) within the nasal passage will be efficacious in warding oft' 
lufection. 

( q) That the prt>Jlnrntion should be used as insurnnce against head colds. 
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The respondent assumed all responsibility for any and all repre
sentations appearing in testimonials published by it and agreed that 
it will not publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing 
any representation substantially contrary to the foregoing agreement. 
(Feb. 23, 1937.) 

01674. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-W. l\1. Robbins, an 
individual trading as Ray-Zem Laboratories, St. Paul, Minn., vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling a certain medicinal preparation 
designated, Ray-Zem, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling 
its said product, in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from repre
senting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Ray-Zcm Is non-poisonous; 
( 7J) That Hay-Zl'm is harmler-;s; 
(c) That Hay-Zem counteracts hyperacidity, uult-ss limitf'tl to hyperaciditY 

of the crop and stomach of poultry; 
(d) That Hay-Zem is lndispemmble for anyone who wants to make a Sllccl'SS 

of turkey and poultry raising. (Feb. 23, 1937.) 

01675. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Hollywood Hygi· 
enic Products, Inc., a corporation, Hollywood, Calif., Yendor-ad
vertiser, was engaged in selling Hollywood Dainties, Ur-Gard, 
Gl:mdex, and Uetardex, aml agreed in·soliciting the sale of nnd selling 
said products in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repre
senting <lirectly or otherwise: 

(a) By Inference or otherwise that Hollywood Dainties constitute an effective 
coutraceptive; 

( 7J) That by the use of Hollywood Dainties the home becomes happy or 
peaceful, or that doubt need no longer trouble the young wife; 

(c) That vaginal insertion Is the most effect! ve method for all round use i 
(d) That because of Its effervescent action (or at all) the germicidal qualities 

of Ilollywood Dainties become active at once; 
(e) That Hollywood Dainties give assurance of strength or quality not found 

In other preparations for marriage hygiene; 
(f) 'l'hat Glandex is 

1. A tonic; 
2. A tried and tested preparation; 
3. A competent remedy for nervousness, sleeplessness or lndit'l'erence to 

life's pleasures ; 
4. The essence of full strength of the actual substances in the original 

glands; 
5. Available for the blood stream; 

(g) That the users of Glnndex report reawakened ambitions or a new interest 
In life by the use of a two weeks' supply, or any other definite amount; 

(h) By Inference, or otherwise, that Glandex would enable one to experience 
!he satisfaction of a renewal of energy, physical fitness or ability where other 
pr!'pll rn tlons ba ve failed so to do; 

(f) That Ur-Gard 

1. Is a 1\Iedlcnl Corps prophylactic; 
2. Was perfected by a United Stn tes Army Officer; 
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3. Has beeu thoroughly tested or its effectiveness proven; 
4. Combines the antiseptic or germicidal ingredients recognized as stand

ard in masculine hygiene; 
5. Inferentially or otherwise has prophylactic properties fully effective for 

prevention or treatment of social diseases generally; 

(J) That Retardex 

1. Is Hollywood's original retardant or personal antiseptic; 
2. Is used by thousands of men or that it is used all over the world; 
3. Gives "lasting" satisfaction; 
4. Is a gland tonic ; 
5. Is harmless, or Js "guaranteed harmless"; 
6. Has been used with success where other remedies have failed. (Feb. 23, 

1937. 

01676. Vendor-Advertiser-Books and Curios.-A. "\V. Daggett, an indi
vidual trading as Daggett Publishing Co., Chicago, III., vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling certain books, charms and curios 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in 
interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That respondent's Book of Power is a true book of mastership, from 
Which old musters gained any knowledge or power or from which the old 
:masters sold limited portions to Kings, Priests, or anyone else either under 
Pledge of secrecy or otherwise; or that respondent Is the first to reveal the 
secrets of any such book, or that any of the contents of said book are secret; 

(b) That reading respondent's Book of Power will enable one to remove the 
cause of every condition that keeps him miserable and unhappy; or that by 
the reading of said book, "all things can be yours" ; 

·(c) That respondent's Book of Power or any of respondent's publications 
Will: 

1. Unfold the mystic records of all the secrets of the ages; or enable 
oue to: 

2. Know the particular day and hour to do anything he desires; 
3. Gain control of or beud the will of all enemies and opposers; 
4. Regain the love of anyone ; 
5. Bring happiness to broken homes; 
6. Remove the source of unhappiness; 
7. llegaln youth and vigor; 
8. Understand motives of people or just what they have in miud: 
9. Clwose his words according to ancient Holy inethods or old Cnthlan 

or Cbaldean forms ; 
10. Chant his desires In the silent tongue In a way that can be made 

to reach anyone anywhere; 
11. Make people walk In their sleep or do one's bidding: 
12. Do the works of the old 1\Iasters, Priests, and Ancients; 
13. Overcome all enemies ; 
14. Cast spells of enchantment; 
15. Give one the mastery of all things: 
16. Make his life just what be wants It to be; 
17. "Do the Lord's work that you are called to do"; 
18. Know what others are doing without their knowledge; 
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19. Escape from prison; 
20. Satisfy any desire; 
21. Mold anyone to his will; 

(d) That respondent's Book of Power teaches all mysteries of life from the 
cradle to the grave and beyond; 

(e) That by a study of the Book of Power or mastery of the contents thereof, 
a person can obtain supernatural or mystical powers not otherwise obtainable; 

(f) That by the use of said book one can learn to do all that the Masters 
in the ancient world could do; 

(g) That any "Vow of Silence" has been broken, or that for the first time 
since the dawn of creation such information Is to be given to all who will 
use it for the good of their fellow men; 

(h) That the "regular" price of respondent's Book of Power Is $2.00, so long 
ns the listed price remains $1.00, or so long as $1.00 plus a so-called "credit 
coupon" is accepted as the purcha~e price; 

(i) That one can get the Book of Power "free" so long as any merchandise 
must be purchased from the advertiser before the book Is received; 

(}) Thn t the user of ref;pondent's "Gazing Crp;tal Outfit" should quickly be
come an "expert" with the Gazing Crystal; or that the hook of instructions fur
nished therewith is written hy one of the world's greatest mind readers; 

(k) Directly or lnfe1·entially that hy the u~e of re~<pomlent's "Success Candle 
nook" one may he nhle to procm·e money, lore, homt', succe~<~<, m·ercome nil 
opposition, mal•e dreams come true, get results that IU'e desin•<l, or Recure anY 
other results by burning candles or otherwise; 

( l) That the "regular" price of respondent's "Suecess Cn ndle nook" is $3.00, 
until such be the fact; or thn t the price of $1.00 Is offerP<l for a limitNl period 
of time, only unle~s ord<'rs re<•eh'Pd aftPr .~ncb times are refnsl'd; 

( m) Directly or Inferentially, thn t resvontlent's book, "How To 1\fake Your 
Drenms Come True" will In faet enable one to make dreams come trne or to 
dre~m winning uumbPrs, or that it discloses one of the mo~;t seriously gunrded 
F<ecrPts of the ngPs; or is an amazing guide to all truth or to any truth; 

(n) That the "rPgnlar" vnlne of rPspomleut's hook, "How to 1\lake Your 
Dreams Come True" is $2.00 but it mny be obtained for $1.00 for a llmitPd period 
.of time uvou the preSPllta tion of re~pomlent's advertisement; 

( o) Thn t the respondC'nt's "Ten LoRt nooks of l\foHes"; 

1. Are the key to knowledge; 
2. Contain "The l\Iystery of Sinal", things never told before; 
3. Itewal "The Mystic Secret of Sinal"; 
4. Contain "All the l\Inster St•crets that 1\Ian has Sought Through the 

Ages", the "Foundation of Wisdom", and "The \Vny to All Power"; 
5. Contain the seC'rets of the Adepts or 1\Ioses' Secret rower; 
G . .Are the 10 hooks of nil know!C'dge; 

(p) That the ret<})Oiltlent's hook, "Short·rut to Regeneration Through Fustlug", 
Is a safe or sane guide to fasting that will restore the discouraged, sick or 
dis<'nspd to hPnlth; or that it has hPlp<'d Rufl'<>ring thousands from every port 
<Jf the WOI'ld ; 

( q) Direetly or Inferentially, thn t by the u>~e of respoml<>nt's numero!ogS 
hook, one cnn get his or her nnmber nnd forge nhend; 

(r) That the reHpondent's "Course In Spiritual Science": 

1. Gives more and hetter results to the students than anything ever 
published; 
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2. Gives the user the golden key, that unlocks the gt·ent city of your inner 
co1!!2.('l?.H~l~Rs ~mllRys hare all measures of the hmer life, giving power 
to use it as you will; 

3. Contains the deepest "secrets"; 
4. Gives knowledge to do all that the "old Masters could ever do"; 

( s) That respondent's book, "Silent Friend, 1\Ial'l'inge Guide and Medical 
Advisor"; 

1. Contains secrets never before published; 
2. Includes the wonders of the Cabala, copies from J'at·e old manuscripts, 

the "great 7th Book"; 
3. Is a gold mine of money-sa\'ing, money-making sect·ets; 
4. Ex}JOses gamblers' secrets, the $50,000 secret; 
5. Includes many ways to health and hundred8 of other amnzing secrl.'ts; 

(f) Thnt re~Spondent'il bool,, "l'ow-,Vows-or the Long Lost Ft·ietJd'': 

I. Contains most mysterlou~~ wondt•1·ful and valuable arts and remedied 
for man and animals, ot· that "whosoever carries this book with him is 
safe from all enemies and cannot die without the Holy Corpse of Jesus 
Christ, nor drown nor burn, nor can any unjust sentence be passed 
upon him" ; 

2. Contains informn tion on !10w to make a thief return stolen goods, a ud 
extinguish fire without water; 

3. Discloses how to lind all kinds of metnl, hnuish all kinds of IJaln, fnsten 
or spell-binrl anything, protect one's house and hen rth; 

4. llisdosPs ntlunllle seerets never before dil'leussed; 

( 11) That respondent's Sixth and Seventh Books of l\Ioses are translations 
from the lllosaic llooks of Cabala awl the Tulmud; or contain the magical and 
"llirltual urts of l\lose8; or eontain exact copi!.'s of seals n><Pd hy 1\losPs, Aaron, 
I he h;ruelites and Egyptians in the magic and arts; 

( 11) That respondent's Astrological Forecasts are made by the world's fore
lllost Astrologer, or are the most complete e,·er published; that the forecasts 
'"ill tell the ppr:-;on's \'ocntlon, financinl prospects, how to manage business, 
llllrtncr>Z, eJlt-mies, how to impro,·e hPnlth, the he~'<t time to !my and sell or to 
11lHlertuke anything; what days are bl•st for f'igning papPrs, seek emplo~·ment, 
ha \'£'1, love, (•tc. ; 

(w) That respondent's hook "How to Attmet l\Ioney" will (•nnhle the JHir
l'ha:o;pr to bring money into his world by ylsualizing and concentration, or 
(l!herwise ; 

( J'!) 'l'hnt nny of the following articles offet·ed hy respondent, to wit: "Bag of 
.~ortune", "Loadstone", "High John the Conqneror Hoot", "Jinx llrPnking Oil", 
}Ingle Drenm Seals", "Lucky Oil", "llles!'eu or Volirn Call(l!es", "1\Ioses lnc·ense", 

fallt•ruade Inef'nse", "Lucky Hath ~alt", "Hot Foot Powder", "Birth l\Ionth 
~,'t:rfmue", "F1·n nklneense a ml l\lyl'l'h", "Holy lldigious I ncen:<e Compound", 
•. \ ir~-:ht Stoups", "lllood Hoot", "F'ire Finger Gmss", "Adam and Ere Root", 
l--; Dra~-:ou's Blood ~tiek'', "Lore l'prfume", "L(l\'C Links Sac·het l'owdl'r", "Deril's 
'hop :-:tring'', ''('hinPKe 1\!y;;tic Ilorn J\nt", "Holy Sandal "'oocl", "Egn1tian 
~!J·le Bla('k Cat Lw·k Hiug", ".\ndt•nt Egyptian Lm·k Itlng", "White LodPstone", 
'k • l'a ~)lirit", "Old Original Floor \\'af<h", "QuePn I·~lizalwth noot", and other 

C·hlil'llll'<, oils, t11JI i<lllll11S
1 

tokl'ns II llU )lH r:l pherua lin : 

1. Will han·e any magic or my~ticnl pr011('rties; 
2. \\·m ex('rt any intlnen(·e on the life or being of the us('r, or of nny 

otiiPr JlPrson whn tsoever; 

HGi:ifim 3!}-vol. 24--00 
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3. Will bring luck, success or health to the purchaser, wearer, user, or anY 
other person ; 

(y) That the respondent's Genuine Parchment paper and ink Is genuine Iamb 
skin virgin parchment, or is the same kind that Is used for making seals, etc., 
by adepts and other occult people ; 

(z) That the respondent's Book, "Albertus Magnus Egyptian Secrets'', is the 
book of ,nature and contains the hidden secrets and mysteries of life unveiled 
or the forbidden knowledge of ancient philosophers; 

(aa) That the respondent's Blessed Dream Candles will cause the user or 
burner to dream what will happen in the future or to dream winning number~· 
(Feb. 25, 1937.) 

01677. V'endor-Advertiser-Electrical Massage Appliance.-II. D. Sand· 
stone, an individual, trading as Rol-A-Ray Sales Co., Portland. 
Oreg., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling an electrical massage 
appliance designated Rol-A-Ray, and agreed -in soliciting the sal<~ 
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing directly or c;>therwise : 

(a) That the beneficial results of the Rol-.A-Ray electrical appliance are
achieved by a newly discovered method of producing a spray of invigoratillll'• 
ozone carrying, vitalizing rays that awaken sh,1ggish processes of eliminati011 

and assist Nature in her efforts to bring about a cure; 
(b) That Roi-A-Ray electrical appliance has performed miracles in relievillll' 

those who had lost all hope of ever enjoying normal health again; 
(c) That the Rol-A-Ray electri~al appliance gives a miracle electrical 

massage; 
(d) That the Roi-A-Ray electrical appliance Is a competent treatment fol' 

anemia, arthritis, neuritis, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism, sore, stiff and 
swollen joints, paralysis, asthma, bronchitis, laryngitis, pneumonia, pleurisY• 
influenza, sinus infection, prostate trouble, bolls, ulcers, colitis, insomnia, con
stipation, or that such appliance hus brought a new era of health and reJie{ 
from pain for many sufferers from such aliments; 

(e) That Rol-A-Ruy electrical appliance wlll prevent sickness, sufferinll'• 
pain or worry ; 

(f) That the Rol-A-Ray electrical appliance wlll banish or give qulc)( relic{ 
from arthritis, neuritis, neuralgia, asthma, bronchitis and sinus trouble wi!11 

its attendant ailments; 
(17) That the Rol-A-Ray electrical appliance wlll cure any ill or ailment; 
(h) That the Rol-A-Ray electrlrol appliance aids Nature's way to henlth; 
( i) That the Rol-A-Rny electrical appliance is wonderful for asthma, MarC 

trouble and high blood pressure; 
(}) That the Rol-A-Ray eiPctrical appliance wlll cure rheumatism, constipll' 

tion or tone up the system ; 
(k) That the Rol-A-Ray electrienl appliance is a cure of sinus infecti011' 

will heal sores or any inflammation, will do away with congestion, make pni 11 

mostly unnecessary or give a zest for l~vlng; 
(l) That the Rol-A-Ray electrical appliance Is a cure or competent tref11' 

ment for verma tltls; 
( m) 'l'hat the Rol-A-Ray electrical appliance fs a cure for lameness; 
( n) That the Rol-A-Ray electrical appliance gives quick relief from chroulr 

Ills. (Feb. 25, 1937.) 
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01678. Vendor-Advertisers-C.osmetics.-William A. Wickland and 
Myndall Cain 'Vickland, co-partners doing business under the firm 
name o£ The 1\Iyndall Cain House o£ Beauty, Minneapolis, 1\Iinn., 
vendors-advertisers, were engaged in selling face creams, designated 
Myndall Cain Cleansing Cream and Myndall Cain Nourishing Cream, 
and agreed in soliciting the sale o£ and selling their said products in 
interstate commerce, to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That by using either of re><pondent's creams, one can appear years younger 
and take on a natural bloom; 

(b) That either of respondent's creams are "penetrating'' oils; 
(c) That respondents' products are "scientific" triumphs; 
(d) That the use of ref'pondPnts' prodncts w!ll float the dust and rl.irt out 

of one's skin ; 
(e) That respondents' products will cause the skin to become lighter~ 
(f) That respondents' products will serve as a diet to the skin, revitalize, or 

rebuild the skin, banish wrinkles, or pour back those youthful secretions that 
have been robbed from the skin by time and exposure, or that they nre amazingly 
e.tl'ectlve; 

(o) Thut respondents' products au oint the skin with youth; 
( 11) That respondents' prodncts are "benuty insurance"; 
( i) That the skin drinks in either of respondent's creams; 
(j) That two applications, or any specified number of applicntions; of re· 

spondents' products will quickly overcome "erepeyness" or that "rough look". 

The respondents further agreed not to publish or cause to be pub
lished any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the 
foregoing agremnent. (Feb. 26, 1937.) 

01G79. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Thomas Leeming 
& Co., l11c., a corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling a preparation for the relief of pain designated 
:'Baume Analgesique" or "Baume Dengue" (Ben-Gay), and agreed 
lll soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate com
rnerce to cease and desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Bumue Bengue will allay or relieve pain in any part of the botly 
except the loeal area of application; 

(b) That Baurne Bengue will "stny" in the area where it Is applied until the 
Jlaln is "bnnil"ht>d"', "routNl", or ''kllle<l"; 

(c) That Haume llf'nguc 

1. l'enetrutes ''derper" or 
2. Penetrates into the muscles or joints tbem!lelves, or 
3. Penetrates through muscles to the pain itself, or 
4. l'enctl·utrs deepPr than the supertldnl ti.ssues containing the nerve ends 

in the !orality of application; 

(d) !<'rom rPpresentlng In any manner: 

1. That llaume Dengue Is the only "true" Buume Analgeslque, or 
2. From employing any similar phrase which may be reasonably taken to 

imply that there are no other reputable or authentic preparations on till' 
m'arket of ~ubstantially similar lngredlentR and therapeutic properties. 
(Feb. 23, 1037.) · 
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01680. Vendor-Advertiser- Medicinal l'reparation.-G. llernardi, 
Cleveland, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selli11g a prepa
ration designated llenaris, and agreed· in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a-) 'l'hat Benaris is a competent treatment or effective rcnwtly for-

1. Colds; 
2. Chronic colds ; 
3. Catarrh; 
4. Bronchitis ; 
5. Laryngitis; 
6. Dryness of the throat; 
7. Headaches; 
8. Sinus ailments; 
9. Throat irritation and inflammation; 

10. Congestion of the nasal passages; 
11. Tonsils which are enlarged or inflame(]; 
12. Hoarseness ; 

(b) That Benaris will afford a cure or net as a IH'I'\'Pntatlve of any dis· 
order, disease or malady of the human body; 

(c) That the Ufle of Benaris wlil-

1. Neutralize the tissues; 
2. Eliminate colds, and result in better health; 
3. In all cases relieve the difficulties caused by month hreuthing when dne 

to nasal congestion; 
4. Assure a healthful, efficient day, or hrlng ''new life and sensation"; 
5. Be found of great benefit because of its cleansing quality which "pene

trates the membranes of the nose and the entrance to the sinuses"; 
6. "Permit greater dlavhrngmatic brenthing, with the result of finer hend 

tones"; 
7. Incn•nse the resutul n1·e, yolmne null quality of t hr Ynil'l'. ( l\Ia r. 1, lll37.) 

01G81. Vendor-Advertiser-l'igeons, Etc.-Elmer C. Hiee, an individ
ual trading as l)lymouth Rock Squab Co., Melrose, Mass., vendor· 
advertiser, was eng1!ged in se.Jiing Pigeons and Pigeon Supplies and 
agl'eed in soliciting the sale of and selli11g saitl prouucts in interstato 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a.) That orders are waiting for hundt·eds of thousands of squabs or thnt 
~;quabs are scarce or prices are up unless reliable authorities indicate such to 
J,e the fact at the date of such representation or time of dlstt•ibutlon of such 
Information unless such representation Is contained in R l1ook or pamphlet 
lntNlfled as a reference book to be used over R period of time, in whkh CHRe, thC 
(]nte ~;uch conditions exist 8hllll l1e distlnetly ><hown in direct <·onnec·tion wHit 
><twh represt>ntatlon; 

(b) 'fhnt more than one hundred million or any othN' uumht•r of F<qunllll 
nre produeell hy custonwrs of the re,;poll(leut unless relinllle lufot·matioll 
><howiug sw·h to he the fact is In the IlOssesslon of the res(touueut; 

(r) That with nn order for plgeous or any other products additional l'igPo!IS 
or products nre given free when In faet a price therefor is inchtllrll in the 
l'lll'l'ha~l' IH'lce of the product ordered; 
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(d) That by reatling the National Standard Squab Book one cannot go wrong 
ot• help but succeed In the squab business; 

(e) That the facts In the National Standard Squab Book are indispensable and 
~an be obtained nowhere else and is the instruction one must have fot• real 
information and success ; 

(f) That the information contained In the National Standard Squab Doole 
\Vill enable one to make double the usual squab profits; 

(.q) That the respondent makes no profit from the sale of the Nationnl 
Standard Squab Book ; 

(II) That the National Standanl Squab Dool' is t11e fastest selling book on 
livestock ever written; 

( i) That by reading the National Standard Squab Book one may learn how 
broken pigeon f'ggs may be hatched; 

(j) That Baby Chlek Health Grit or the same or a similar product by 
another name is neetled or that poultry fed the same will live or that this or 
Plymouth Roek Hf'alth Grit or any other grit will definitely increase the egg 
Production of pigeons or number of squabs produced; 

(k) That PR Germ Death Fog 1\Iite Destroyer or the same product by an
other name will kill mites other than those commonly known as chicken mites; 

(l) That PT Germ Death Insect Spray or the same product by another name 
l:i lOOo/o active nuless it is ~tatetl in direet connection tlwrewith that it is not 
100% effective against insects and Is not of value against bacteria; 

(m) That PR Germ Denth Fog Cleaner or the Slime product by anotlwr name 
'\\•ill destroy all germs or bacteria ; 

( n) That the price charged by respondent for wire netting or any other 
Prodnet Is the same price at that received by the factory therefor or is 
"factory price"; 

(o) That allmrnts nrc best cured with V£enetlan Red or that an affected 
bird can be cured hy giving it Venetian Red every day. (llfar. 1, 1037.) 

0Hl82. Vendor-Advertiser-Perfume.-Chas. C. 1\ferriam, an indivi
dual doing business under the trade name o£ Caswell Agency, New 
liaven, Conn., ventlor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a perfume 
designated, Hollywootl Nights Perfume, and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce, to cease 
and desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That "IIoJiywood Nights"-

1. "Is n new sensation in perfume," 
2. Originated In Paris; 
3. Has taken IIoJiywootl by storm; 
4. lias been endo1·sed by IJoiiywood's most lliscriminating stars; Ot' 
5. Is eom1101Wde<l fr·om a secret fol'lnula straight from Paris; 

(b) That a $1.00 lntro!lnctory bottle Is sent postpnid for 25 cents and the 
return of n coupon. (l\Iar. 1, 1037.) 

01()~3. Vendor-Advertiser-Shampoo.-Collins Laboratories, a cor
~oration, St. l-ouis, 1\Io., wndor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a certain prt>paration designated Nuro-Sheen Dandrutf Eliminator 
Shampoo awl agn•ed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said 
l)roduct in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 
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(a) That this product is guaranteed to give relief; 
(b) That the preparation gives "positive" relief from dandruff; 
(o) That this preparation will maintain a healthy condition of the scalp; 
(d) That the product will remedy dandruff trouble, or enable one to "kiss 

his dandruff trouble farewell"; 
· (e) That the preparation revives dead and lifeless hair. 

The respondent further agreed to cease and desist from the use 
of the word "eliminator" as a part of the trade name for this prepa
ration, or from otherwise representing that it "eliminates" dandruff. 
(Mar. 1, 1937.) 

01684. Vendor-Advertiser-Cleaning Preparation.-Frank H. Jones, an 
individual, trading as the Britelite Co., Greenfield, Mass., vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling a product designated Brite-Lite, 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in 
interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly 
or otherwise : 

(a) That Brite-Lite restores to their original luster or brightness 

1. Antiques; 
2. Brass; 
3. Pewter; 
4. Old materials; 

(b) '.rhat Brite-Lite restores or renews 

1. Metals; 
2. Porcelain ; 
3. Fixtures ; 
4. Tools: 
f). Hardware; 

(c) That Brlte-Llte makes old things new; 
(d) That Brlte-Llte Is a "lasting" polish; 
(e) That no other polish will do the things that Brite-Llte will do; 
(f) That any article Is patented until such time as it shall be protected by 

a patent granted by the United States Government; 
(g) That agents or salespersons for the respondent are assured of repeat 

orders, or that any territory is open to them. (Mar. 1, 1937.) 

01C85. Vendor-Advertiser-Booklet.-Mary C. Hogle Foundation, 1\ 

corporation, (non-profit), Salt Lake City, Utah, vendor-advertiser, 
was engaged in selling a certain booklet entitled "Build Up 'Vith 
Foods That Alkalinize and Heal," and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That sufferers from stomach trouble, kltlnPy and bladder stones, tuber· 
culosls and chronic Infections can be made well by using carrot juice; 

(b) That carrot juice and celery juice 

1. Are recommended for rebuilding broken health ; 
2. Offer the body the essential food materials fo!-" good blood and healthY 

cells: 
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3. Can be consumed in quantities sufficient for rapid body revitalization; 

or 
4. Facilitate the digestion of certain important auxiliary foods; 

(c) That the booklet "Bulld Up With Foods That Alkalinize and Heal," is 
u. manual for all sick people; 

(d) That the booklet "Build Up With Foods That Alkallnize and Heal": 

1. Tells the things one may do to keep well when in health and to regain 
health when lll ; 

2. Tells the foods that protect, revitalize, alkalinize, soothe and heal; 
3. Contains diets for the seriously sick; 
4. Contains food regimes for digestive disorder, cancer, arthritis, anemia, 

.emaciation, cold, etc. (Mar. 4, 1937.) 

01686. Vendor-Advertiser - Medicinal Preparation.-Scott-Phillips, 
Inc., a corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
Eelling a medicinal preparation designated Eye-Gene, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its product, in interstate commerce, 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Eye-Gene should be used every day in the eyes, or that it is an 
'~'Ssentlal of eye hygiene ; 

(b) That Eye-Gene constitutes a competent treatment for bloodshot eyes 
llnless specifically limited to the relief of bloodshot eyes caused by a minor local 
-condition such as dust Irritation, wind irritation, excessive reading, etc.; 

(c) That this product is safe as water; 
(d) That Eye-Gene will relieve strained eyes, regardless of cause; 
(e) That this preparation will make eyes "healthy"; 
(f) That Eye-Gene is a competent treatment, or an effective remedy for in-

11amed eyes and lids unless limited to relief when due to a minor local 
~ondition; 

(g) That the use of this pt·eparatlon will quiet nervous twitching; 
(h) That Eye-Gene does not contain boric acid, or that the latter is an old

:tasbioned solution; 
( i) That by the use of Eye-Gene dull, bloodshot eyes will assume the natural 

bt·ilJiance of youth ; 
(j) '!'hat Eye-Gene is a competent treatment or an effective remedy for "Hay 

Pever Eyes". (1\Iar. 8, 1937.) 

01G87. Vendor-Advertiser-Potato Chip Fryer.-H. ,V, Eakins, doing 
business under the trade name of Long-Eakins Co., Springfield, Ohio, 
Vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a potato chip fryer and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling saiu product in interstate 
~0Jnmerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That any profits in the potato chip business are certain; 
(b) That he will help finance prospective purchasers of Ills machines; 

·(c) Impliedly or otherwise, by the use of such expressions as "Wanted l\Ien", 
lhat he has employment to offer: 

(d) That the profits to be made from the operation of these machines are up 
to 80¢ of each dollar taken ln, or any other figure not definitely established 
by competent proof; 

(e) That dealers everywhere are waiting to be supplied with the product 
Qf respondent's machines: 
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(f) That oue may get his money back within the first few days of Olwration 
of said machine, or within any other specified time not definitely established 
by competent proof; 

(g) That the information In his booklet could not be bought for $10,000.00, 
unless this amount, or any other amount stated, has actuaJly bPen reful'ed hy 
respondent; 

(h) That the business for which this machine is Intended Is a ready ma\le 
bmdness. (1\Iar. 8, 1!J37.) 

01 GSS. Vendor-Advertiser-Cosmetics.-The Compagnie Pa risiemw, 
Inc., a corporation, trading as H. U. Rhodius, Perfumes, San Antonio, 
Tex., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling cosmetics and agreed 
in soliciting the sale o£ and selling its said product in interstate 
commerce to cease and desist £rom representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That 1\Iadam Roxy Cold Cream 

1. Cleanses pore deep or rejuvenates the skin; 
2. Removes the cause of blackheads, eruptions or other muddy sallow look; 
3. Protects youthful complexion or restores texture to older skins; 

(b) That Madam Roxy Almond 1\Iilk Skin Lotion contains special beneficial 
ingredients, or that sueh ingrrdients are thlr~tily ab~<orbed or otherwise absorbed 
by the sldn cells or under tissues; 

(c) That 1\Iadam Roxy Cleansing Cream Ilcnetrates or goes to the depths of 
the pores; 

(d) That 1\Iadam Roxy Nourishing Cream 

1. Rejuve11ates the llkin or penetrates t11e pores or oil gl:m<ls; 
2. Softens out wrinklrs; 
3. Firms the underlying mu~cle tis~ue; 
4. Smooths away crows feet; 
5. Assists nature to build new beauty from within; 
6. Firms crepy throat; 
7. Holds or restores contour of chin or sagging musele>~; 
8. Gives baek to youth oils the skin must have; 
0. Provides tissue stimulation for nerves or blood ve,;sels; 

10. llrings back normal activity to the skin or a youthful complexion to age 
or advanced years; 

(e) 'l'hat 1\Indnm Roxy DlPach Is a competent or effective treatment for 
sallow or muddy complexion~, sunburn, moth patchrs, ~pots on hands, skin 
discolorations, or for the ''banishment" of freckles; 

(f) That 1\Jadarn Roxy Deep Pore Astringent 

1. Tonics or stimulntrs the deep <lown strndure of net"V£'S or skin glands 
not reached by creams; 

2. Is a deep pore lotion ; 
3. Is the mo~<t rffPetive of all lotion skin tonics; 
4. Vitalizrs like o. tonic takpn for one's bocly; 

(g) That by the use of Madam Hoxy Pore DP<'ll A~tring••ut 

1. One need never ha,·e eonrse pores; 
2. Ev<'ry tiny blood ve!;sel reeelves frrsh hloo<l; 
3. Ev£'ry nerve Is stimulated; 
4. Each tiny skin gland l>J invigorated. 
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The respondent further agreed to cease and desist in his advertising 
from the use of the words "deep-pore" and "nourishing" as a part of 
the trade name of any of its prouucts. (i\Iar. 8, 1937.) 

01689. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Arwell, Inc., a 
corporation, 'Vaukegan, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in sell
ing certain medicinal preparations designated Arwell, Arwellex 
and Arwellmist, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said 
products in interstate commerce to cease and desist from represent-
ing, directly or otherwise: · 

(a) That <IllY pt·evarution gets ''rid" of odors, or of i.nsects; 
(b) That any product sold by this re~vondent will "free" the camp of 

insects; 
(c) That ll Arwellex or any other preparation is Uf>ed, one will llave no 

fly or mosquito worries ; 
(d) That Arwellex will positivPiy extermiuate insects. (l\Iar. 8, 1037.) 

016!)0. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Zerbst Pharma
cal Company, a corporation, St. Joseph, Mo., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling certain medicinal prPparations designated Ulypto 
Cough Drops and Zerbst Capsules, al\(l agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling its said prouucts, in int£>rstate commerce, to cease 
nnd d!'sist from rPpresenting directly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hat Ulypto Cough Drops-

1. Ke<'p the throat clean; 
2. Are good for the throat and many other things besides coughs; 
3. Are good for moJ'e than coughs dne to colds; 
4. Quicldy stops coughs; 
5. End colds quickly; 

(b) That the healing effects of eucalyptus oil eases tender throat tissues; 
(c) That eucalyptus oil (one of the ingredients) makes the difference be

tween other good cough drops and Ulypto; 
(d) 'l'hn t Zerbst Cap~o;ules-

1. Aet quicker nml drive out colds; 
2. Stop colds bPfore they get Htarted; 
3. Get rid of colds quickly; 
4. Drive germ laden Impurities out of the system ; 
5. Stop colds before they get anywhere; 
6. Get a cold out of the system; 
7. Check colds quicker; 
8. Drlrc cold:'! out of the system in one night; 
9. !{Pep colds from becoming serious; 

10. Keep wlds from sprrnding throughout tl1e system; 
11. 'l.'horonghly £>1iminate g('l'lll lullen Impurities; 
12. Begin action nlnwst at once nu<l Hoon l111re colds under control; 
13. !..essen the dJnllcPs of complications; 
14. Keep ouc fr{'e from colds ; 
J5. Are a renl insurance againflt colds; or 
16. Ke('pS colds from becoming dangerous. (Mar, 8, 11137.) 
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01691. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Lockhart Drug 
Store, Inc., a corporation, Lockhart, So. Car., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling medicinal preparations designated, "Red Star 
Liquid" and "Red Star Lotion", and agreed in soliciting the sale of 
and selling its said products, in interstate commerce, to cease and 
desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

'(a) That Red Star Liquid and Red Star Ointment will penetrate through 
the skin; . 

(b) That said products kill the itch germ; 
(c) That said products cure athlete's foot; 
(d) That said products are a competent remedy or treatment for the various 

forms of eczema, ringworm, tetter, athlete's foot and itch unless such repre
sentations are limited to palliative relil'f from itching ami burning; 

(e) That said products will heal water blisters ; 
(f) That said prouucts will give "complete" relief or stop itching "instantly"; 
(g) That either of said products or any therapeutic action claimed for them 

is "guaranteed", (Mar. 8, 1937.) 

01692. Vendor-Advertiser-Beverage.-The Howdy Co., a corpora
tion, St. Louis, Mo., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a cer
tain beverage known as 7-Up and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease aiHl desist. 
from representing directly or otherwise : 

(a) That 7-Up "takes ouch out of grouch"; 
(b) That 7-Up-

1. Settles the stomach ; 10. Gives power to the muscles; 
2. Purifies ; 11. Loosens toxic waste ; 
3. Energizes ; 12. Slenderizes ; 
4. Alkalizes; 13. Expands four times; 
5. Sweetens; 14. Tunes up the stomach ; 
6. Normalizes; 15. Peps up every muscle; 
7. Dispels ''hang-overs"; 16. Neutralizes over acidity; 
8. Prevents nerve jitters; 17. Speeds digestion ; 
9. Banishes distress after eating; 

(c) '!'hat 7-Up banishes the woozy feeling caut>ed by over-smoking; 
(d) That the use of 7-Up makes one "turn to their work with a new zest" m· 

"sleep like a top" ; 
(e) That heat calories are carried away by 7-Up. (Mar. 8, 1937.) 

01G93. Vendor-Advertiser-Book.-Raymond Stotter, an individual, 
doing business under the trade name of The Raymond Press, New 
York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a book des
ignated ''Beauty Unmasked" and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That respondent's hook "lleauty Unmasked" reveals se('rets thnt hun~ 
brought astounding beauty to many men and women; 

(b) That the usc of respondent's book "Beauty Unmasked" will enable one 
to "change" his face or any of his facial features; 
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(c) 'rhat the use of respondent's book "Beauty UrunR.sked" will give one a 
new straight nose; 

(d) That the use of respondent's book "Beauty Unmasked" will ennhle one 

to correct-

(1) a11 old-looking wrinkled face, 
(2) protruding ears, 
(3) tbick lips, 
( 4) puffy eyelids, 
(5) sagging breasts; 

(e) 'l'hat the u~>e of respondent's book "Beauty Uuma.~ked" will ennhle oue 

to remove-

(1) facial scars, 
(2) signs of age, 
(3) moles, 
( 4) pimples, and 
(5) skin blemishes; 

(f) '!'hat the use of respondent's book "Beauty Unmaskeu" euuules one to 
acquire physical and mental attraction; 

(g) That the issue of ''Beauty Unmasked" is limited. (Mar. 9, 1937.) 

01694. Vendor-Advertiser-Correspondence Courses.-B. C. Burden, an 
individual, operating under the trade name of Lincoln Engineering 
School, Lincoln, Nebr., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling cor
respondence courses in Radio and Electrical Engineering, and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That a student will receive more training for the llloney invested from 
Lincoln Engineering School than from any other school in the con·espondence 

field; 
(b) 'l'hnt these courses are more than equivalent to any other now beiug 

ofl'ered, but are sold for only a fraction of the cost of comparable courses; 
(c) That any pin furnished students at the time of enrollmeut-

1. Is "free", when the cost thereof is included in the lll'iee charged fol' 
the course; 

2. Identify the wearer as "having had" professional training in the elec
tronic arts ; 

(d) Thnt graduntes of this school are so trained as to be able to step into 
hundreds of thousands of positions paying $125 to $350 per month; 

(e) That these courses-

1. Will giYe each student a complete cO\·erage of the profession of radio, 
public address, electronics, etc., or 

2. Co\·er the complete electrleal field; or 
a. That a graduate of this school will be so equipped that he ca11 success

fully compete with college trained nwn; or 
4. Is the "most modern course" ; 

(f) That equipment is furnished students at rtrlccs less tlwn manufacturers' 
costs. ( llf ar. 9, 1937.) 
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016!)5. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-The Filbertone 
Co., Inc., a corporation, Saginaw, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling certain medicinal preparations designated Filbertone 
Powder and Filbertone Pills and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Filbert one PowdN or Filbrrtone l'ills, PithPr separately or in com
bination, will constitute a competent treatment or an effl!ctire remedy for-

1. Rheumatic aches and pains; 
2. Upset stomach; 
3. Nervousness; 
4 . .Acid system ; 
5. Sluggish systPJU; 
6. Acid poisons in the system ; 
7. Stiffness in joints ; 
8. llad taRte in mouth ; 
9. Rheumatism; 

10. Neuritis; 
11. Nervous headache; 
12. Indigt>stion; 
13. Stomach distress; 

16. Lumbago ; 
17. Arthritis ; 
18. Gout; 
10. Sciatica; 
20. Upset stomaeh; 
21. Ileurtburn; 
2'2. Gas and nbrlominal bloat; 
23. Restles..;ness at night; 
24. Hives; 
25. Sldn eruption; 
26. Hiecough;~; 
27. llladder irritation; 
28. Stomach tl'Uuble; or 

14. Muscular rheumatism; 2V. Sew~re backache; 
15. Inflammatory rheumatism; 

(b) 'l'hat Filbertone Powder hastens the digestion and elimination of foods; 
(c) That Filbertone Powder neutralizes JIOisonous acids; 
(d) That Filbert one Powder fiushe"! poisonous acids from the system; 
(c) 'l'hat l<'ilbertone Powdt-r or l!'ilbcrtone !'ills Is gnarunt!'t'd to give relief: 
(f) That l''ilbt•rtone Powder sw{•etens the stomaeh, or eleun~es the entire 

elimination tract of accumulated 11o!sons; 
(g) Thnt I<'ilbPrtone Powder or Filhertoue Pills, SPliHI'Hit>ly or in combina

tion, will kN'll the systt•m on the alkaline side; 
(h) That I<'ilhertone Powder Is restoring thousands of sufferet·s to lwulth and 

hnvviness; 
(i) 'rhat l<'ilbertone Powder nets as nn nlternatll'e to the blond; 
(j) 1'hat PilbPrtone Powder neutrullzPs add urine; 
(k) 'l'hnt I!'ilbet'tone Pill>~ constitute n diuretic stimulaut; or a l'OJlllletent 

treatment or an <•ffectil'e remedy for neitl eomlitious of the urine. (l\Iar. 9, 
1V37.) 

Oll\96. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-U. Flores, an indi
vidual doing business under the trade name of Sana-Cutis Chemical 
Co., Joplin, 1\Io., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a certain 
medicinal preparation designated Sana-Cutis, and agreed in solicit
ing the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to 
cease and desist from r£>presenting, directly or otherwise: 

(a) Thnt Sana-Cutis clcnri! eczema; 
(b) 'l'hat Saua-Cutls is a competent reuwdy in the trentnwnt of dry or moist 

forms of eezPma, tetters, l'nlt rht•um, lJSor!asis, ringworm, a thlPte'l! foot, or 
dry itching skin; 
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(c) Thnt skin troubles can be adequately diagnosed or effectively treated by 
means of a "Confidential History Blank," whereon the advertiser asks and the 
patient answers questions; 

(d) That "individual treatment" is made up for each cusP. 

The respondent further agreed, in soliciting the sale of his proLl
uct, to cease and desist from using as a part of his trade name the 
words "lnboratory," ''laboratories," or "chemical company" unless 
and tmtil such time as he actually operates a laboratory, laboratories, 
or chemical company. 

The respondent further agreed, in soliciting the sale of his prod
uct, to cease and desist from using the words "manufacturer" or 
"manufacturers" in connection with his trade name or products un
less and until such time as he actually manufactures the product or 
products offered for sale by him. (Mar. 9, 1937.) 

016!>7. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-\Vecker Labora
tories, Inc., a corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was 
en~agell in selling a preparation designated Klearol, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Klearol Acne Lotion is the result of long years of respnrch; 
(b) That the procPdure prescribed by respond<>nt is. in accordance with a 

consensus of opinion ; 
(c) That by the u"e of Klrnrol Acne Lotion the affedp!l skin will flake off 

disclosing clenr unmarrf'd skin; 
(d) That Klearol Aene Lotion will banish pimples atl\1 acne, clear up the 

skin; or has succcrtled In cases considered almost hopeless; 
(e) That KIParol Acue Lotion contains costly ingrcdientfl. (1\Iar. 9, 1937.) 

01G98. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Donald S. Ken
yon, an individual tradin? as Kondon .Manufacturing Co., Minneap
olis, Minn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a certain medic
inal preparation designated, Kondon's Nasal Jelly, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a.) That Kondon's Nasal Jelly will stop or kill a hcnd eoltl, or is other thnn 
a pnlliutlve trmtment for the pains and discomfitures of head col!ls; 

(b) That all hPad colds start in the nose; 
(c) That Komlon's Nasal Jelly will pre\'('llt mouth breathing, Ol' p('l'lnit the 

avoidance of sle('(llt>ss nights; 
(d) That Kondon's Nasal Jf'lly will proteet ngainst chPst col!ls; 
(e) That Kowlon's Nasal Jelly brings imme11iate relief in all rnst>s. P,far. 

!l, 1937.) 

01 (j!)!), Vendor-Advertiser-Poultry Preparations.-S. n. Johnson, 
D. V. 1\L, an individual, operating under the trade name of Johnson 
Laboratories, Kansas City, 1\Io., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling various preparations for use in treating poultry, designated 
Johnson's Poultry Remedies, and individually-Ivacol, Mixed llac-
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terin (Avian), Avispray, Chlor-Em, Iriquin, Kamala Nicotine Tab
lets, and Mercolated Tablets, and agreed in soliciting the sale o£ and 
selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from representing directly or otherwise : 

(a) That Kamala Nicotine Tablets-

1. Will remove tapeworms or all species of roundworms; 

(b) That any preparation will "stop" worm troubles in poultry; 
(c) That Iriquin or Mercolated Tablets constitutes a competent treatment or 

an effective remedy for coccidiosis, or that it-

1. Restores poultry to the best of health ; 
2. Has proved very effective In preventing coccidiosis; 
3. Will stop coccidiosis; 
4. Will kill the infective organisms associated with coccidiosis; 
.5. n,, r"l'ry f'fi'Pctivl' In rlef;troying thl' coccidial organism In the Intestinal 

tract; 
G. Will act as a healing agent ; 
7. Will correct coccidiosis; 
8. Prevent intestinal disorders; 

(d) That Avlspray or Ivacol con~tltnte a competent treatment, or an effective 
remedy for, or will prevent-

1. Roup, or 
2. Colds, or 
3. Similar disease conditions of poultry, or 
4. Brooder pneumonia, or 
5. Respiratory Infections, or 
G. Inflammation of the mncous membranes of the mouth and nostrils of 

poultry; 

(e) That Mercolated Tablets o1· l\Iixed Bacterin (Avian) will constitute a 
competent treatment or an f'ffectlve remedy for chicken cholera, fowl typhoid, 
or other bacterial disease of the digestive system. (Mar. 11, 1D37.) 

01700. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Preparation.-Bristol-Myers Co., a 
corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a preparation £or the hair designated Vitalis and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
lnerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) Vitalis retards falling hair, unless limited to indicate excessive falling 
l1alr: 

(b) Vitalls and massage "keeps" the hair healthy and handsome, unless 
limited to Indicate that Vltalis nnd massage "helps" keep the hair hettlthy 
and handsome: 

(c) Vitalls and massage brings new life anu looks to the hair by giving it 
a real chance to grow at the roots and scalp; 

(d) Chlldren taught the use of Vitalls will be "iwmred" of healthy, 
I•Pautiful hair when they grow older: 

(e) VIta lis contains oils that halr requires for health; 
(f) Loose dandruff is the forerunner of thinning hair; 
(g) Vita lis will keep the hair and l'calp healthy; 
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(h) Vitalis "thoroughly protects" against the drying or soaking away of 
nt-cessary hair oils caused by the summer sun or water while swimming; 

(i.) Vitalls may be massaged "into" the scalp; 
{}) Vitalls gets deep into the pores; 
(k) Vitalis goes right down to the hair roots. (Mar. 11, 1937.) 

01701. Vendor-Advertisers-Punch :Boards & Premium Merchandise.
J ay Zelle and S. F~schman, co-partners, doing business as Variety 
Sales Co., Minneapolis, Minn., vendors-advertisers, were engaged in 
selling premium merchandise and punch boards, and agreed. in solic
iting the sale of and selling their said products, in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) '!'hat one can make big money giving away respondents' movie cameras; 
( 11 ) That respondents' movie camera Is guaranteed to perform as well as 

<lthers selling for 10 times the price; 
(c) That respondents' movie cameras are the only "three in one camera 

made"; 
(d) That with defendants' punch board deals everybody "wins"; 
(e) That the deals are legal In every state or that there is no gambling in 

<'onnectlon with the deals; 
(f) That respondents' cigarette lighter deal Is not a game of chance or 

_gambling device; 
(g) Thnt respondents' merchandise is a "sensational new" business 

stimulator ; 
(h) That through the use of respondents' merchandise cigarettes cost the 

<'onsmner less than the regular price. 

Respondents in soliciting salespersons or dealers in aid of the sales 
-of such merchandise, further agreed: 

(i) Not to make unmodified representations or claims of earnings in excess 
~>f the avPrage earnings of respondents' acqve full-time salespersons or dealers 
.nchlevrd under normal conditions In the due course of business. 

(}) Not to represent or hold out as a chance or an opportunity any amount 
ln ('XI't>!<S of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respond
ents' sR Jesp~>rsons or deRlers under normal conditions In the due course of 
1mslness; 

(k) Not to represent or hold out as maximum earnings by the use of such 
expref<!'ions as "up to", "as high as" or any equivalent expression, any umount 
In excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respond
t>nts' sRlespersons or dealers under normal conditious in the due course of 
business ; and 

(I) That In future advertising where a modifying word or phrase is used 
In 0 ,rt>ct connection with a specific claim or representation of earnings, such 
word or phrase shall be printed ln type equally conspicuous with, as to form, 
Rnrl at !f'IISt one-fourth the size of the type used ln pt·inting such statement or 
r£'pre!'Pntatlon of earnings. 

Respondents further agreed to cease and desist fl'om distribution 
to prospective agents or salespersons any prize deal or other device 
which may be used in conducting a lottery for the disposing of mer
oehnndise. (Mar. 11, 1937.) 
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01702. Vendor-Advertiser-Toilet Preparations.-Forty Second Street 
Sales Co., a corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling certain toilet preparations designated as Forty 
Second Street Tissue Cream, Forty Second Street Super Cleansing 
Cream, and Forty Second Street Hand Cream, and agree-d in solicit
ing the sale o:f and !;>e1ling said product in interstate commeree to 
cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

li'orty Second Street Super Cleansing Cream-
( a) That 42nd Street Suver Cleansing Cream penetrates deep into the pores; 
(b) That said cream will condition the porPs; 
(c) That said cream will reduce the size of the pores; 
(d) That said creum builds youthful vitality Into the !'kin; 
(e) 'l'hat the use of said cream will 

1. Prevent dryness of the skin, or 
2. Prevent wrinkles, or 
3. Prevent unwelcome lines; 

(f) That sai<l cream contains nourh;hiug oils; 
(g) That the bmcfits dr>rived from the use of said cream r.re IJeyoud those thnt 

naturally follow the clenusing of the skin of dirt and grime; 
F'orty Second Stret•t Tissue Cream-

(h) That 42ml Street 'l'issue Cream will chase away sldn dryness; 
( i) '!'hat 4211(1 ~treet Tissue Cream will 

1. Stimulate the skin, or 
2. Tone the r;kin; 

(}) 'l'hat 42ud Street Tissue CrPam Is deeply penetrative; 
(k) That snid cream will smooth Cl'eiJY throats; 
(I) That said cream will refine skin texture; 
(m) 'l'hat said cream i~ an effective treatment to help b,mlsh l'llgns of age; 
( n) '!'hat snltl crenm contains nourishing oils; 
(o) That sni!l crram :,omooths nwny !inP<~ C'IIUR!'!l by nrglect; 
( P) That the I!Ction of snid cream Is not limlte!l to the smface of the skin; 
( q) That said cream Is fortified with the vitamins A mal D; 

Forty Secoml Sl reet IIan!l Crenm-
(r) 'l'hat 42n!l Street Hnll!l Crenm penetrates the pores almost instantly or 

will of itself penetrate the jlores in any ln<lleated lf'ngth of time; 
(s) That said cn•nm will enrirh the skin, (1\Iar. 11, lfl37.) 

0170:1. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-R. S. Agnew, an 
individual trading as The Genuaid Co., Clarion, Pa., vendor-alh·er
tiser, was engaged in sPlling a pn'paration designated Genuaids, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate 
comnwree to cpase and tlesist from representing, dirt'ctly or 
otherwise:-

(a) That Gennalds will remove the cause of minor aches and pains or 
thPumatlsm; 

(b) That Genunlds are more than a laxative; 
(r) 'l'hnt Genualds frf'e the system of poisonous wastes OL' ke<'p the systelll 

frPe of poisonous wastes ; 
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(d) That by the u;;e of Genua ids one can guard against colds, headaches, upset 
stomueh, indigestion, stiff and aching joints, unnatuml fatigue, high blood prcs
~ure, overweight, etc. (1\lar. 11, 1937.) 

OliO!. Vendor-Advertiser-Deodorant.-Cosmos Chemical Corp., n 
corporation, Boston, Mass., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a certain deodorant designated, Snnovan, anJ agreecl in soliciting the 
sale of and selUng its said proJuct, in interstate commerce, to cease 
and desist from representing, directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Sanovan will permanently. rid any place of any odor or eliminate 
an odor completely, without repeating, as long as the cause of the odor 

re111ains; 
( lJ) That Sanovan is the only dPollo1·ant whieh will completely eliminate 

odors. (1\Iar. 12, 1V37.) 

01705. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Atkins Chemical 
Co., Inc., a corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling a meuicinal preparation designated "llonnox," and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in inter
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That &mnox is an urinary antiseptic unless limited to Indicate that It is 
a "mild" urinary antiseptic; 

( lJ) That Donn ox will end kidney weakness; 
(c) That Bonnox will rid one of or stop "getting up nights"; 
(d) That Dounox is a rational or competent treatment for khlney, bladder or 

prostate disorders; 
(e) That I.lonnox is a competent home treatment for nervousness, loss of 

pep, leg pains, rheumatic pains, dizziness, circles under the eyes, neuralgia, 
bnrnlng, smarting and itching due to kidney or bladder disorders generally; 

(f) That J3onnox will correct any ailment or prevent any ailment from 
developing into more dangerous stages; 

(tl) That I.lonnox is the answer to thousands of folks' troubles; 
(h) That llonnox will relieve kidney, bladder or prostate irritation unless 

limited to indicate its use in cases where the irritation is due to excess 

ncidity; 
(i) That Donnox wlll bring grateful comfort from backache, rheumatic pains, 

swollen feet and ankles, nervousness, loss of pep and vitality and dizziness 

1mless limited to Indicate its use in cases where excess acidity is the cause 
CJt the ailment ; 

(}) That I.lonnox will afford blessed relief from weak, overburdened kidn!'ys 

generally; 
(k) That nonnox will rid one of frequent but scanty passnge~. hurning ami 

ttehing and strain due to kidney or bladder disorders; 
(l) That I.lonnox will restore color to pale cheeks and sparkle to dull !'yes; 
( 111 ) That Donn ox 1111!! curbed the misery and restored the comfort of nor

mally operating organs to men and women well on in y!'ars who l1ave tried 
many other pr!'paratlons without results; 

(n) That Bonnox is a stimulant for the entire urinary !';ystem unless llmitetl 
to indieate that it is a "mild" stimulant; 

(o) That Bonnox Is a doctor's treatment ot·lginated by a qunlific>d practldng 
physi<"Ian in his pl'!vate practice. (1\Iar. 12. IV37.) 

146756m-:l0-vol. 24--100 
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01706. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Treatment and Cosmetic Cream.-Laur& 
Jlhillips, an individual, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling a preparation recommended. for growing hair 
and treating diseased scalps, designated Laura's Rapid Tonic and 
Hair Formula; also a facial cream designated. Realization :Facial 
Cream and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said prod
net in interstate commerce to cease and. desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 

(a) Tbat Laura's Rapid Hair Tonic -or Rapid Hair 1!'ormula will 

1. Stop falling hair, unless limited to the stopping of excessive loss of ha~r; 
2. Stimulate dormant roots; 
3. Reward the user by a nntural and pleasing g-rowth of hair within ~lx. 

months or a year; or 
4. Promote the growth of hair; 

(b) That "eighteen treatments of Laura's", or any other nnmber of treat
ments will grow new hair; 

(c) That Laura's Realization Face Cream will 

1. Eliminate wrinkles ; 
2. Make the skin firm, smooth and white; or 
3. Eliminate sallow complexion (Mar. 18, 1937.) 

01707. Vendor-Advertiser-Instruction Folio.-John F. Coleman, an 
individual, operating und.er the trade name of Typists' Information 
Service, Smithboro, N. Y., venclor-ndvertiser, was engaged in selling 
a folio of instruction for typists designated, "Typing Tips for 
Typists", and agreed. in soliciting the sale of and selling his said 
Instruction Folio, in interstate commerce, to cease and. desist from 
representing directly or otherwise; 

That all detnils explaining how to enrn $1rl to $20 wet•kly nre fuml>'hed on 
receipt of a stamp. 

The respondent fmther agreed to cease and desist from represent
ing, by publication of advertisements in ''Help 'Vanted" columns or 
otherwise, that he has any employment to offer. 

The respondent further agreed not to make unmodified repre
sentations or claims of earnings in excess of the average earnings of 
purchasers of respondent's course. 

The respondent further agreed not to reprPsent or hold out as a 
chance or an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually 
been accomplished by one or more purchasers of respondent's Folio 
of Instructions. (1\Iar. 17. 1937.) 

01708. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Dr. J. F. True & 
Co., Inc., a corporation, Auburn, Me., vendor-ndvertisf'r, was en~agf'd 
in selling a certain medicinal preparation designatcrl Dr. Tme's 
Elixir and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said prod.uct in 
interstate commerce to cease and desist from representin~ directly 
or otherwise : 
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~a) That Dr. True's Elixir is m:eful for the "ordinary ailments" of dtilclreu; 
(b) That Dr. True's Elixir-

1. Safeguards health; 
2. Contains no harmful ingredients; 
3. Gives children double protection. (Mar. 16, 1937.) 

01709. Vendor-Advertiser-Toilet Preparations.-Chas. II. Phillips 
Chemical Co., a corporation, New York, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, was 
.engaged in selling certain toilet preparations designated Phillips' 
Milk o:f :Magnesia Cleansing Cream, Phillips' Milk o:f l\Iagnesia Tex
ture Cream, and Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Toothpaste, and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product&, in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Phillips' Milk of l\Ingnesia Texture Cream helps to neutralize the 
futty acid accumulations on the sldn, unless said statement is qualified by ,use 
of the word "exce!;s" fatty acid accumulations; 

( 1J) That Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Texture Cream helps to "correct" such 

11gly skin blemishes as blackheads, large pores, oily shine, wrinkles, age lines, 
(:Oarseness and a dry, scaly roughness of the skin; 

·(c) That Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Texture Cream protects the skin against 
all surface irritations; 

(d) That Phillips' 1\Iilk of Magnesia Texture Cream will "refine" the skin 
or wlll "refine" coarse skin texture; 

(e) That Pbilllp.'l' Milk of Magnesia Cleansing Cream helps to neutralize 
the fntty arid accumulations on the skin, unless said statement is qualified 
hy use of the word "excess" fatty acid acumulations; 

(f) That Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Toothpaste: 

1. Is the "best way" yet discovered to give teeth cleanliness, charm and 
sparkle; 

2. Is science's "latest discovery" in cleaning teeth, in combating the adds 
that cause much teeth decay tmd gum trouble; 

3. Contains more milk of magnesia than any other toothpaste, unless such 
statement is true at the time it is made; 

4. Whitens, brightens and polishes teeth like no other way now known; 

(g) That dentists urge Phillips' Mille of Magnesia Toothpaste as probably the 
most e1rectlve type of toothpaste known. (Mar. 11, 1937.) 

01110. Vendor-Advertiser-Astrology :Booklets.-A. Carolus Becker, 
an individual, Brooklyn, N. Y., vendor-advertiser was engaged in 
Belling various pamphlets containing information relative to astrology 
und numerology including certain products designated: "Astrological 
Forecasts," ''How to Become a :Medium", "Simple Lessons in Astrol
<Jgy", "How to 'Vin at any kind o:f Speculation", "Numerology", and 
"Solid Gold Dream Book," and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
t'elling said products in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That any booklet sold by respondent will enable the purchaser to become 
a medium; 
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(b) That information sold by respondent is not obtainable in similar form 
from other advertisers, or is the equivalent of many scientific books or of unob
tainable instruction in classes; 

(c) That by the use of any of respondent's courses, one will be able, in a short 
time, or .at all, to construct his own horoscope or arrive at his own astrologicnl 
predictions; 

(d) That the instruction contained in any boolc sold by respondcut will as;;ure
the purchaser thereof of winning at any type of speculation; 

(e) That there is a science of numerology bused upon the Ji:ngllsh language; 
(f) That Ully book sold by respondent covers the subject of numerology thor· 

oughly, or that the reader thereof will deri\·e any useful information in following 
the science of numerology; 

(g) That any "forecast" sold by respondent includes a true analysis of the 
r;uz·chaser's character or a reliable or practicable guide for e\·ery day in the yen•·, 
or is marvelously accurate, or accurate in any sense whatsoever; 

(h) That any writings sold by respondent are either scientifically or other
wise accurate; 

( i) That forecasts sold by respoudent are "reliable"; 
(j) That bool•s containing information relative to astrology or forecastil solei 

by respondent will enable the purclwser thereof to-

1. Outline in advance good nnd bad times tor action; 
2. Know the best times to buy, sell, etc.; 
3. Learn how to improve his health; 
4. Determine individual fundnnwntal tmdenclcs, linc>s of ability or Inherent 

characteristics; 
5. DPtf•rmine his vocation, t!naudal prof'vects, with whom to affiliate on a 

. ba~;is oJ' friendship, his enemies, his psychic and clairvoyant power~. 
when to avoid changes and new expenditures; 

Uc) That everyone should purchase forecasts for children before they are
fifteen years old or that respondent's forecast will enable them to intelligently 
plan their future ol' save them mm1y of the troubles of life; 

(l) That it is possible to make an onaly~is of chnrncter on the basis of the 
biz·thday of the subject alone. (Mnr. 1!), Hl37.) 

01711. Vendor-Advertiser-Astrology Booklets.-J. M. Simmons, an 
individual operating under the trade name of J. M. Simmons & Co.,. 
Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling various pam
phlets containing information reJatire to astrology ancl numerology 
including certain products designated "Astrological Forecasts," 
"How to Decome a Medium," "Simple Lessons in Astrology," ''How 
to Win at Any Kind of Speculation," "Numerology," and "Solid 
Gold Dream Dook," and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling 
said products in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repre
senting directly or otheTwise: 

(a) That any booklet sold by re~;pondent will E>nable the purchaser to ltecome 
a nwdinm; 

(b) 'fha t infOI'Illll tlon sol!] by respondent Is not olltulnahle in E;hulla r form 
troiH other ndvertlsers, or is the E>qulvalent of many t~dentitic hoolcs or ot un
olttulnahle lm~trnction in classes; 
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(c) That by the use of any of respondent's courses, one will be able in a 
8hort time, or at all, to construct his own horoscope or arrive at his own astro
logical predictions ; 

(d) That the instruction contained in any bool{ sold by respondent will 
assure the purchaser thereof of winning at any type of speculation; 

(e) That there is a science of numerology based upon the English language; 
(f) That any book sold by respondent covers the subject of numerology thor

oughly, or that the reader thereof will derive nny useful information in follow
lug the .-cience of numerology; 

(g) That any "forecast" sold by respondent includes a t.rne analy,;is of the 
purchaser's character or a reliable or practicable guide for every day in the 
;year, or is marvelously accurate, or accurate in any sense whatsoever; 

(h) Tllll t any writings sold by respondent are either scientifically or other

Wifle accurate; 
(i) That fot·ecasts sold by respondent are "reliable"; 
(j) That books containing information rt>lative to astrology or forecasts sol•l 

by respondeut will enable the purchaser thereof to--

1. Outline in advance good aud bad times for action; 
2. Know the best times to buy, sell, etc.; 
3. L<>arn how to improve his health; 
4. Determine Individual fundamental tendencies, lines of ability or inherPnt 

eharacteristics; 
5. Determine his vocation, financial proS}l('Cts, with whom to ntlilinte on 

1\ basis of friendship, his enemies, his psj'chlc find clnirvoyant powers, 
when to nvoid changes and new expenditures; · 

( k) Thn t everyone should purchase forecll>:ts for children before they are 
fiftN'n years old or that respondeut's forecast will enable them to intelligently 
plan thO?Ir future or E<nve them many of. the troubles of life;" 

(l) That it is pos;;ible to make an annlysis of character on the bttsls of the 
birthday of the subject alone. (l\Iar. 19, 1!)37.) 

01712. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-The Methusa Co., 
a corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, vendor-advertiser was engaged in sell
in" a certain medicinal preparation designated Methusa, and agreed 
in~oliciting the sale of and selling its said products in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That l\lethmm constitutes a competent trO?atment for ot· will O?unble one 

io t>hnke off-

1. Nenousuess, 
2. Rheumatism, 
3. Sleeplessness, 
4. Arthritis. 
5. Constipation, 
II. Bncknche, 
7. Overfu tigne, 
8. Aihnt>nts <·omJuon to UH•n and women whoKe !'y~tt>ms lw,·e bt>l'll allowed 

to bt>('OIIl!' dogg<•d with toxic eougestlous, 
9. 1\fentnl tension, uule>:s specifirally limited to temporary, palliative relief 

from the symptoms; 

1 lJ) That l\lethuRa Is an Inner body conditioner, or is briugiug new life or m•w 
l11'alth to n~e•·s; 
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(c) That there has never been anything like Methusa before: 
(d) That through the use of 1\Iethusa, the weight of years and age are 

removed; 
(e) That 1\lethusa will completely recondition the human system; 
(f) That satisfaction is "guaranteed''; 
(g) That Methusa will "end" ailing; 
(h) That Methusa wlll-

1. Flush kidneys and bowels, 
2. Eliminate or correct toxic congestion, or 
3. Overhaul the system. 

Respondent further agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
. term ".Manufacturing Chemists" or any other term implying that it 
manufactures Methusa or any ·other preparation. (Mar. 19, 1937.) 

01713. Vendor-Advertiser-Pictures.-W. J. Latimer, an individual 
doing business under the trade name of The Midwest Art Co., St. 
Paul, 1\finn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling pictures of 
movie stars and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling its said 
product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 

(a) That by filling In the missing word It wlll be possible to win $1000 ln. 
cash without the expenditure of one red cent; 

(b) That in the event of a tie for any one prize there will be as many prizes 
reserved as there are participants tied. (Mar. 19, 1937.) 

01714. Vendor-Advertiser-Toothpaste.-llristol-1\Iyers Co., a corpura
tion, New York,· N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a 
toothpaste designated, I pana, and agreed in soliciting the sale. of 
and selling its said product in interstate commerce, to cease aml 
desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Ipana and massage will "correct'' any unhealthy gum condition; 
(b) 'l'hat Ipana and the use of the tooth brush will restore to the gums 

the stimulation thE>y require to remain firm and healthy; 
(c) That Ipana and Massage Is the civilized way to bu1Id firm gums; 
(d) That the rubbing of a little Ipana Tooth Paste into the gums will pro

duce a new circulation, awakening the "tissues" and resulting in a new, healthy 
firmuess in the gum walls themselves ; 

(e) That the use of Ipana and Massage will make a "definite" start towtud 
"complete" oral health ; 

(f) That dentists "usually" presc,ribe Ipana Tooth Paste and 1\las>lage tQo 
patients having "pink tooth brush"; 

(g) '!'hat the use of Ipana and Massage Is a sensible "health" nwa><ure, aud 
will rouse the gums to health; 

(h) That modt>rn dental science or the "country's dentists'' urge or approve 
the use of Ipnna and Massage in the care of teeth and gums, and as a vital 
nid in keeping gums healthy and teeth white; 

(i) '!'hat Jpana and 1\Ias~age "mean'' or "assure" sparkling or glowing teetb 
and healthy gums ; 

(J) That Irmna and Massage will enable one to have sparkling teeth and 
firm, healthy gums all his life; 
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(k) That !puna and •Massage afford a protection against the troubles that 
mar-follow "pink tooth brush," or serious gum troubles generally; 

(Z) That Ipana and Massage will keep "pink tooth brush" a "stranger" or 
"among the unknown"; 

(m) That Jpana and Massage has been effective 1n millions of cases of weak, 
tender, ailing gumil; 

(n) That Ipana· and Massage wlll prevent one from becoming a "Dental 
Cripple"; 

(o) That Ipana and Massage will enable one to have the healthiest gums and 
the prettiest teeth in town ; 

(p) That the use of Ipana Plus Massage is taught in modern schools; 
· ( q) That Ipana "keeps" the teeth clean, white, good looking and the gums 

Pound and healthy; 
(r) That Ipana is one dentrifice that will take care of all tooth and gum 

difficulties; 
( 8 ) That respondent maintains a staff of dentists. (Mar. 22, 1937.) 

01715. Vendor-Advertiser-Pictures.-United Milk Crate Corp., a cor
poration, operating under the trade name of The Lifetime Portrait 
Society, Cincinnati, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
pictures enlarged and processed by a method designated Por-Ce-Lite 
Process, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product 
in interstate commerce to cease aud desist from representing, directly 
or otherwise : 

(a) That three movlug IJicture studios lll\ 1·e ordered pictmes treated by this 

process; 
(b) That the bonus offered by respondent will pay agents !jiHO.OO extm per 

mouth, or any month; 
(c) That leads are furnished salesmen and agents. 

Hespondent in soliciting salespersons or dealers in aid of the sales 
of such merchandise, agreed: 

(d) Not to represent or hold out ns a chance or an opportunity any amount 
in excess of what has actually been accomvlished by one or more of respondent's 
sulesversons or uealers under normal rouuitious in the due cour~;e of business; 

(c) Not to represent or hold out ns maximum earnings by the use of such 
expressions as "up to", "as high as" or any equivalent expression, any amount 
iu excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's 
salespersons or dealers under normal conditions in the due course of business; 

(f) That in future advertising where a modifying word or 11hrase is used in 
direct connection with a specific claim or representation of eurnings, such word 
or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and 
at len~t oue-fourth the size of the type used in printing such statement or 
repre~;entn tion of en rnlngs. 

The respondent furtlwr agreed to cease anJ desist from the use of 
the worJ ''Lifetime" as a part of the trade name of this product, or 
as a part of the trade name of the advertiser or vendor of said proJ
uct, and from representing in its trade name or otherwise that such 
portraits are permanent, eternal, mysterious, or eYerlasting, or will 
last an ordinary lifetime, or will BeYer fade, rip, tear, break, bendt 
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warp or soil, or will last· for generations, or are preserved fore,·er 
against the ravages of time. 

The respondent further agreed to cease and desist from the use 
of the word "Society" as a part of its trade name. (Mar. 2-1, 1037.) 

017Hi. Vendor-Advertisers-Books and Novelties.-Alfred Johnson 
Smith, Paul Smith, and Arthur Smith, copartners, doing busiucss 
under the trade name of Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, :Mich., vendors
ad \'ertisers, were engaged in selling books of instruction for the piano 
and on hypnotism, and various novelties, and agreed in soliciting the 
:,ale of and selling their said products, in interstate commerce, to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

( u) That respondents' "Tile Ynmping Tutor" will enable oue to 

1. Lt-arn to vamp on thP Jliano; 
2. Play the piano without lessmts or IWrsonal instruction; 
3. Play the pianO- or organ without going through tlle drudgery of learning 

the Rcales aml keys or without tedious practice; 
4. l'lay the llccompaniln<'nt to any tune or song writt<'n in auy time or key 

after a little vractlee; 
5. Play the accompnnimeut to >'Ougs, halln<ls, waltzes, the latest hits, <'tc., 

entirely by em· un<l without music; 
6. Play the phmo without any knowll'<lge of music; 

( li) That l'<'~'l10udeuts' llook on Hypnotism will enable one to 

1. Learn the art or hypnotism; 
2. Ma!'<ter the s(•trPts of hypnotbm en;.;lly; 
3. Sway otht•rs Pnsily; 
4. Influence the thoughts of others, and control their desires; 
5. Become master of every situation; 
~- 1\Ia ke otlwrs lu,·e him ; 
7. ::;trt>ng;then his will IJUW!'l'; 
8. Banish frnr and worry; 
IJ. Improve his memory; 

10. OvPrcome ball ltnbits; 

(c) 'l'hat re!'vondmts' Jupnne:-;e Ho~e Hno<h<'s 

1. Are the Wondt•r of tlu> 'Vorl1l; 
2. llloom all Y<'ll r round ; 
3. Bloom eYPry tPn we!•l•s, stmJJner or wh1ter. (Mar. 24, 1937.) 

01717. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal 'Preparation.-ll. M. Cheney, an 
individual, doing business as Cheney Medicine Co., Toledo, Ohio, and 
nsF. J. Cheney Co., TolPdo, Ohio, wn<lor-a<lvPrtisu was engaged in 
selling a certain medicinal preparation designatPd Hall's Nasal Ca
tarrh Medicine and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said 
product in intPrstate conunerce to cPal'e aml <ll'sist from representing 
(lirectly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hat Hall's Nal<al ~ntnnh MPI!idue i>~ n compl'tt>ltt treatment for 
Sinn~ltls; 
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(b)- That Hall's Nl'lsul CufarJ·h' l\Iedidne stirs UJ) the slnggil;h cells in the 
membrane of the sinus cavities and helps them to grow stronger, and throw off 
Impurities; 

(c) That Hall's Nasal Catarrh l\Ieuicine is a competent or effcetive remedy 
for the symptoms of sinus troubles, unless limited to the relief of headaches 
that occur in cases where an excessive amount of nasal congestion prevents the 
proper drainage of the sinus cavities; 

(d) That Hall's Nasal Catarrh Medicine Is a competent treatment for Catarrh 
of the head, unless the claim is limited to the reliPf of the symptoms only; 

(e) That the use of Hall's Nasal Catanh l\It>diciue aud Nasal Ointment will 
help rid a person of chronic catarrhal irritations, or any other physical ailnH'ntR, 
unless the representations are limited to the palliation or relief of the symptoms 
associated with chronic catarrhal irritations; 

(f) That respondent's pr()(lncts will stop hawkiug, l'tnffed-up nose, bad breath, 
or phlcgm fillcd throat; 

(g) That 9G out of every 100 persons are fully satisfied becam;e they get re
lief, the other 4 are pleased, too, bccause they get their money back, or any 
specific number or percentage are satisfied users. ( l\Iar. 24, 1937.) 

01718. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-HermanN agel, an 
individual, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser was engaged in selling a 
preparation designated Formula B (Vitality Restorer) and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the use of suid tablt>ts will restore vitality; 
(b) That the use of said tablets will bring bark one's youth; 
(c) That Formula B consists "mainly" of extracts of trovicul herhs whi<:h 

have been used for centuries for their erotic and l'ivifring <·fft>cts; 
(d) That said tablet::~ are "harmless" or "arcnmnlath·e" in their effe<·ts. 

(ll1ar. 25, 1937.) 

01719. Vendor-Advertiser-Food Product.-The Cream of Wheat 
Corp., a corporation, Minneapolis, Minn., vendor-advertiser was en
gaged in selling a product designated Cream of Wheat, and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its saitl product in interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or othenvise: 

(a) That a child can store up In hll'! systl'm ouly hnlf l'tlOugh ent'rgy fo1· a 
~;Ingle day; 

(b) That by the use of Uream of \Ylwat n person incren,;t>s resistance t~ 
disease, nervousness or eoltls unless limited to its value as a nourishing food~ 

(c) That a little child burns up as much or more euer~~;y than-

1. A full-grown athlete; or 
2. Rt>d Grange in a football game; or 
3. A college footllllll pl11yer, or 
4. A ln!Joring man; unless comparison is made hdween nu neth·e child 

and nn adult and in provortloll to weight; 

(d) Thnt Cream of WhPat has ht•en t'~lleda!ly crcntt><l to llelp youngsters 
E-scape contagion. 
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And will cease and desist from making comparative representa
tions unless such comparative statements are suppo:r:ted by evidence 
based on the results of competent scientific tests. (Mar. 26, 1937.) 

01720. Vendor-Advertiser-Meaicinal Preparation.-Dristol-Myers Co., 
a corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling an effervescent salt, designated Sal Hepatica and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Sal Hepatica promotes intestinal purification by clearing away 
"stoppage" ; 

(b) That Sal Hepatica is used in cases of constipation to prevent more serious 
physical conditions or trouble; 

(c) That Sal Hepatica will cleanse the system thoroughly unless limited or 
qualified to indicate the intestinal tract; 

(d) That Sal Hepatica will correct acid conditions, or that it will counteract 
acid condition, unless qualified or limited to indicate gastric hyperacidity ; 

(e) That Sal Hepatica corrects the acid condition that always aggravates 
colds, or that it will be effective in such cases unless limited or qualified to indi· 
cute the neutralization of the acidity mmally al'sociated with such conditions ns 
colds or overindulgence; 

(f) That Sal Hepatica will ft·ee the intestinal tract of poisons; 
(u) That Sal Hepatica provides the scientific way to treat colds successfully; 
(h) That Sal Hevatica is a eomrwtent trPatment fl)r colcls or will "overcome" 

a cold; 
(i) That Sal Hepatica will have any effect on the cause of rheumatism, arthri

tis and neuritis; 
(j) 'l'hat Sal Hepatica will rid the body of harmful and poisonous wastes, 

tmlefls limited to indicate the removal of waste from the intestinal tract; 
( k) '£hat Sal Hepatica is a competent treatment for headaches, Indigestion, 

upset stomach, nervousness or unnatural fatigue, unless limited to such condi· 
tions when duP to hyperacidity or constipation; 

(l) 'l'hat Sal Hevutlcn is a basic treatment for stopping colds quickly; 
( m) 'l'hut Sal Hepatica will prevent cold germs from takiug hold or multiplying 

in an acid system ; 
( 11) 'l'hat Sal Hepatica will prevent a cold from getting worse; 
( o) That Sal Hepatica will help one back to health In just a little while; 
(p) That Sal Ilepatic·a will {•nable one to stay clear headed, alert and be bls 

healthy, normal l'l'lf; 
(q) That the action of Sal Hepatica I;; thorough and helps regulate the bal

ance of body fluids. (Mar. 26, 1937.) 

01721. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Louis J. Schuck, 
an individual, Jamaica, N.Y., vendor-advertiser was engaged in sell
ing certain medicinal preparations designated Kandu Tabs, Kandu 
Delight, Kandu Jelly, and the formula for "Sex Energy Creating 
Tonic," and has sold a preparation designated, Nox-Alco, and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said products, in interstate 
eommerce, to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 
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(a) Inferentially or otberwise, tllat any of his preparations or any of the 
ingredients thereof are imported from Indo-China or any other geugl'Uphical 
section, unless and until such is a fact; 

(b) That the odor of Kandu Delight or Kandu Jelly will "cnptivnte" any 
woman.; 

(c) That either Kandu Delight or Knndu Jelly ls eff~-ctive in the preveutlon 
.or treatment of infection; 

{d) That Kandu Tabs will be of benefit to one ln need of "pep"; 
(e) That either Kandu Tabs or the "tonic" or a combination thereof will 

""stir up·•, •·wake up", or strengthen weak or tired glands; 
(f) That Kandu Tabs or the "tonic" or a combination thereof will be of 

benefit in the prevention or treatment of coughs or colds; 
(g) That Kandu Tabs or the "tonic" or a combination. thereof will: 

1. Cause one to "feel just as you did 30 or more years ago"; 
2. Cause one to have "a general desire to do things and go places"; 

(h) That the information contained on the formula sheet for the "tonic" 
will "save your life", or that by use of said information one will not "drop dead 
from a weak heart" ; 

{i) That either Kandu Delight or Kandu Jelly is "non-injurious"; 
(j) That the product prepared according to the formula is a "sex energy' 

-creating tonic"; 
( k) That any offer is limited to a definite period of time unless all offers 

to purchase according to the terms of the offer received after its expiration date 
are refused. 

The respondent has defin}tely discontinued the advertising for and 
sale of the preparation designated "Nox-Alco." (Mar. 26, 1937.) 

01722. Vendor-Advertiser-Hypnotism Book.-D. \V. Rucker, an indi
-vidual operating under the trade names of De Sala Enterprises, and 
Vincent De Sala, Buechel, Ky., venLlor-advertiser was engaged in 
selling a certain book entitled "This Power Called Hypnotism", and 
~lgreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate 
.commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or other-
wise: 

(a) That every person call learn to hynotize others or ls susceptible of be-
Qng hypnotized, or that persons taking this course 

1. Will be enabled to hypnotize instantly, or at all; 
2. Will gain dynamic power, or have dynamic power uulocked; 
3. Will be enabled to control others; 
4. Wili be able to understand and apply methods of hypnotism; 
5. Will become masterful, successful, and happy ; 
6. Will be enabled to use tl1e secrets of hypnotism, psychology, telepathy 

and personal magnetism ; 

(b) Inferentially or otherwise that one tl•adlng respondmt's book will be 
-enabled thereby to cure disease, bad habits and complexes; 

(c) That the price of this course was formerly $10.00 or any other price 
·different from that at which it was regularly sold; 

(d) That this course reveals the real secrets ot hypnotism; 
(e) That adequate training in the actual practice of hy!)notlsm may be 

taught by correspondence or by reading generally. (Mar. 26, 1937.) 
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01723. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-C. E. Richards, 
an individual, Lewiston, Mont., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling Nu 'Vay Method for tuberculosis, gall-stones, etc., and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product, in interstate com
merce, to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise : 

(a) That the respondent's System Cleaner will clean the system, break up• 
a case of Typhoid, remove gallstones, cure appendicitis, puts the digestive sys
tem in working order or has any thet·apeutic value except that of a laxative; 

(b) That any preparation made from respondent's Indian Root Is a lou g. 
breath liniment; 

(c) That respondent's Indian Root Treatment treats the body by medicated 
air; 

(d) That respondent's Indian Root Treatment k1lls germs or microbes Ot" 
beals sore places; 

(e) That respondent, through the use of llis preparations, can do more fot• 
a person than a M. D. can ; 

_(f) That respondent's treatment reaC'lles microbes in the lungs; 
(g) That Catarrh Is a germ disease that can be successfully treated by re· 

spondent's treatment; 
(h) That respondent's treatment will "break a case of pneumonia in ft·om 

6 to 10 llours'', or is a competent treatment for pneumonia; 
( i) That one can know whether the lungs are affected by a simple home 

test; 
(j) That re~pondent cured himself of tuberculosis or consumption, or other

wise indicating directly or Indirectly that any of his preparation~ nre ei!ectlve 
in the treatment of tuberculosis or consumption; 

(1c) That respondent's trentment is the equivalent of bringing mountain air
to the pul'chaser; 

(I) That the Indian Root used in respondent's Nu Way Method is of gt·eat 
healing quality; 

( m) That respondent's treatment is a blood pur!tler; 
( n) That respondent's treatment is often sold at $10.00 a treatment or any 

other price in excess of that regularly received; 
( o) That through the use of ref;pondent's treatment one is s<.>hooling him

self for health ; 
(p) That there is no danger of spreading tuberculosis when respondent's 

treatment is used; 
(q) That the inhalation of any prE'paration made from respondent's products 

kills germs or heals lungs; 
(r) That the inhalation of respondent's preparation opens the lung cells ot· 

reaches every part of. the lungs; 
(s) That respondent's Nn Way Method is a compf'tent trPatment or et'rl·ctLve

remedy for hay fen•r or adenoids. (Mar. 29, 1937.) 

01724. Vendor-Advertiser-Chicken Feed.-Spear Drand :Mills, Inc., a 
corporation, Kansas City, l\Io., vendor-adve.rtiser was engaged in 
selling Spear Drand Chick FPed, and agreed in soliciting the sale of 
and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease nntl desist 
from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Spear llrand feeds will grow healthier, sturdier chicks at les-; co~t 
or in quicl•er time than any other feed on the market; 
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(b) That Spear Brand Chick Feed contains all the vitamins and minerals 
necessary for rapid, healthy and sustained growth; 

(c) That .Spear Brand }'eed -prodtlces -the '·grt'ntest pos!l:ible growtl1 in -the 
shortest possible time; 

(d.) That Spear Braud Start-To-Finish Feeds gets its vitamins from pota!'!sium 
iodide, iodized salt or calcium phosphate; 

(e) That Spear Brand Start-To-Finish Feed is the most perfectly balanced 
()f all chick feeds; 

(f) Thnt the use of Spear Brand Feeds will "guarantee" profits; 
(g) That the Spem· Brand Feed eontains nll the essential minerals and pro

teins or "assures" better resnlts. ( l\lar. 2!), 1937.) 

01725. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-E. B. Graham, an 
individual-doing business under the trade name o£ Golden "\Vest Co., 
Knoxville, Tenn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling Golden 
"\Vest Compounll and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said 
product in interstate commerce to cease. and desist from represeuting , 
directly or otherwise: 

(a) That re>'pomlpnt's product is a competent treatment or an effective 
1emedy for-

1. Stomach disorders. 
2. Kidney troubles or kidney ailments. 
3. Cow;tipatlon. 
4. Rheumn tlsm. 
5. Blood disorders. 
6. IAl·er ailments. 
7. Indigestion. 
8. Rheumatic puins. 
9. Stomach gases. 

10. Diz•t.y spells. 
11. Faulty elimination. 

(b) That rei-\poml('nt's product has relieved chronic cases of stomach gases and 
lndige~tlon; 

(c) Thn t re!>pomll'nt's product is R tonic ; 
( 11) That ref'pondent's product is 

1. Sure; 
2. Nature's way; 
3. World's Mildest Laxative; 
4. A blood purifier; 

(e) That respondent's product has any therapeutic efficacy beyond thnt 1•f n 
-stomachic and a diuretic laxntiYe. (1\Iar. 29, l!l37.) 

017:26. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Western Chem i. 
-cals, Inc., a corporation, Seattle, "\Vash., wndor-advertiser, was en· 
gaged in selling a preparation designated Alcoban and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate comnwree 
to cease and desist from represe11ting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That t11e 11roduct !,; a com(J('teut tr<'atnwut or <•ff!'cth·e t'('IIH'dy for the 
alcoholic hnhit thnt will ('ffect a IK'rmaiwnt reli(•f f1·om the <lt>sl1·e fot· alcolwlic 
J•evernges. 
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(b) 'That the product will "correct" alcoholism. 
(c) That the product or the formula upon which It Is based has b~>en mwd' 

in hospital treatment. 
(d) That the product contains no harmful drugs. 
(e) That the product will "drive off" toxic cell poisons. 
(f) That the product will "save" or "revive" "tired" or "exhausted'' glands. 
(g) That the product "kills" the deRire or appetite for alcoholic drink. 
(h) That the product "stops" the desire or appPtlte for alcoholic drink unles~ 

it Is clearly indicated In dirPct connf'ction therewith that such result may not 
be permanent. 

(i) That the product will prHent the "drink habit" or "Drunken ral!;eR." 
(j) That the use of the product will bring peace of mind. 
(k) That the product will "banish" alcohol from one's life. 
( !) That the product will "free" one of the desire for alcohol. 
(m) That the product will cure one of the alcoholic habit. 
(n) That the product will "remove'' the craving for liquor. 
( o) That the product will mak~ up one's mind for one In connection with Its: 

use as a treatment for the liquor habit. 
(p) That the product will "rid" one of the desire for alcohol. 
( q) That the product will "rid" one of the threat of "dropping dead from 

heart disease", "being carried to Potter's Field", "undergoing hospital operation 
for ulcers, cancerous tumors". 

(r) That the product "builds Up" resistance to the craving for liquor. 

The respondent further agreed to cease and desist from repre
senting that any offer is for a limited time unless a definite time 
limit is set and all offers to purchase according to the terms of the 
offer is received after the expiration of such time are refused. (Mar. 
30, 1937.) 

01727. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-E. L. Morris, an 
individual operating under the trade name of Nuway Products, 
Frankford, Del., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a product 
designated Vim Tabs and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling 
said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repre
senting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Vim Tabs-

1. Contain glandular substances; 
2. Con!'ltitute a food for glands or nerves; 
3. Contain no harmful drugs; 
4. Are safe to take ; 
5. Are pure herbs ; 
6. Will stimulate or feed the glands or nerves; 

(b) That the use of VIm Tabs would be of any material benefit when one 
feels 

1. Restless ; 
2. Irritable; 
3. Tired, or can't sleep ; 

(c) That the use of Vim Tabs will "pep up'' men or women or make them 
feel younger. (Mar. 30, 1937.) 
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01728. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal P1·eparation.-W. F. Young~ 
·Inc., a corporation, Springfield, Mass., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling a product designated Absorbine, Jr., and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerct• 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hat Absorbine Jr. will indn('e sleep or that it 

1. Brings peace or sleep ; 
2. "Coaxes" sleep; 
3. "Pours sweet dreams"; 
4. Enables one to sleep like a baby; 

( 11) That Absorbine Jr., rubbed into the back of the neck ot· on tl1e chest 
aids sleep or briugs relief from nights of tossing; 

(c) That selling Absorbine Jr. is equivalen_t to selling sleep; 
(d) That by the use of Absorbine Jr. any definite or specifiell number of people 

have !Jeen relie\·ed from sleeplessness; 
(e) That Absorbine Jr. is "Sandman's Helper." (Mar. 31, 1937.) 

01729. Vendor-Advertiser-Beverage Concentrate.-Chemm, Inc., a cor
poration, New York, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
a beverage concentrate designated Chemm, and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Chemm-

1. Is a ."balanced" food drink. 
2. Improves digestion or provides natural digestive and nutritive action 

unless llmited to supplying such elements of Chemm as are missing from 
the regular diet, 

3. Relieves fatigue unless limited to assisting in the relief of fatigue, 
4. Induces sound sleep, unless limited to "often induces sound sleep ;" 
5. Combats irritability unless limited to Irritability due to indigestion, 
6. Develops healtl1ful beauty, 
7. "Causes" children to drink more milk, 
s. Builds strong bone~ and teeth unless qualified as a help to that end, 
9. Provides nourishment particularly required by those suffering from 

anemia; 

(b) That Chemm supplies all required amounts of Vitamins A, B, and D; 
(c) That additional diastase is required to digest starch unless expressly 

limited to those individuals whose diet does not supply an adequate amount; 
(d) That commercial malted milk preparations contain little or no vitamins; 
(e) That Chemm is a malted milk preparation; 
(f) That drinking a glass of Chemm will make one's troubles vanish: 
(g) That Chemm alone produces any results which may be ascribed properly 

to a combination of Cherum and milk ; 
(h) That a glass of Chemm will bring restful sleep in every case: 
(i) That Chemm will bring refreshment and new energy in every case; 
(J) That Vitamin A. ls the anti-infection vitamin: 
(k) That Chemm wlll stimulate the appetite, unless expressly lhnlted to 

cases ln which the lack of appetite is due to vitamin B detl.clency. (Mar. 81, 
1!:137.) 
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01730. Vendor-Advertiser-Stamping Machine.-II. ,V, Boetticher, m~ 
individual, operating w;der. the trade.11ame of "Blue Dot" Stump Co., 
Detroit, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a machine 
designed to stamp impressions upon United States Pennies and desig· 
nated Blue Dot Coin Embosser and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from representing directly or otherwise: 

Not to represent or hold out as a chance or an opportunity any amount in 
excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's 
.salespersons or dealers under normal conditions in the due course of business; 

Not to represent or hold out as maximum earnings by the use of such ex
Ilresslons as "up to," "as high as" or any equivalent expression, any amount in 
<>xcess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent 
salespersons or dealers un<l<'r normal conditions In the due course of business. 
(Apr. 2, 1937.) 

01731. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-W. :M. Akin Mcdi
dne Co., a corporation, Evansville, Ind., vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling Dr. R A. Armistead's Ague Tonic, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That l'l'~'<lJOildent's product will "vitalize" or "hwlgorate" the systl'm, 
Ql' that it will "brlug the systPm h:wk to vnr'', wlwn the sys!Pm is affected 
with cold!! and influenza; 

(b) That re~'<pollllPnt's JII'Oilnd is a <·ompetPnt trl'ntment or an pffective 
remedy for influenza; 

(c) ~'hat t'ei"poudent'!! JH'oduct "builds up" resistnnce to cold:'! or lnflneuzn; 
(d) That re>:JlOIHlent's product will pre\'ent colds or lnflueuz•t; 
(e) Inferentially or othenvise, thnt re~pondeut's product will Ilrevent emu· 

plicntions of cold,;. (Apt·. 5, 1037.) 

01732. Vendor-Advertiser-Bleaching Preparation.-Frank Cremona, 
nn individual operating under the trade name of Valley Soap & 
Chemical Co., Tmtle Creek, Pa., veHdor-a<ln•rtiser, was engaged in 
selling Valox llleacher, formerly designated Sun Ray Bleacher, and 
Bleacher and agr£>ed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product 
in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing directly 
or otherwise: 

(a) That this product <:lennR nnd di-;lnfects in the !'HIIH' operation; 
(b) That this preparntlon Is efferth·e In the trc•atment of tlens or man,::-t•; 
(c) That this pr<>purntlon ls Pffl:'<"tin~ ns a tt·entnwnt tor "uching fpet"; 
(d) That this product 1.~ a "germ killt•r". (Apt·. 5, ]!)37.) 

01733. Vendor-Advertiser-Printed Matter and Book Matches.-Ban
IH'n Printing Co., a corporation doing business under the tmde name 
of All-Tralles Printing Service, Uoekford, Ill., ven<lor-advertiset', 
was engaged in selling Printed l\fattPr and Book Matches, and agrPell 
in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate com
nwrce to cease and desist from reprPsenting directly or otherwi!'e: 
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(a) '!'hat respondent's printing sells at half cost; 
(b) That respondent's company is the only one offering book matches with

<Jut extra cost; 
(c) That people desiring to get 1,000 book matches with their names and 

nddresses printed therein, can get same free. 

Hespondent in soliciting salespersons or dealers in aid o£ the sales 
of such merchandise, agreed-

(d) Not to rrpresent or hold out as a chanee ot· an OPJJOrtnnity any amount 
fn excess of what lws actually been accomvlished by one or more of r.eRpond
ent's salespersons or dealers under normal conditions In the due course of 
business; 

(c) Not to rept·esent or hold out as maximum earnings by the use of such 
expressions as ''up to", ''as high as" or any equivalent expression, any amount 
fn excess of wl1at has actually been accomplished by one or more of respond
ent's sale,.persons or dealers under normal conditious in t11e due course of 
busiuess. (Apr. G, Hl37.) 

0173!. Vendor-Advertisers-Bread.-Omar Baking Co., a corporation, 
Omaha, Nebr., and National Baking Co., a corporation, Omaha, Nebr., 
vendor-advertisers, were engaged. in sellillg Omar Bread, and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling saiu product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representiug directly or otherwise: 

( u) That Omar Drend is baluneed "ns a diet is bnluneed''; 
(b) That Omnr Dr<>ad furnishes: 

1. Tremendous over-generosity of cntctum; 
2. Eight hundred per ccut more calcium than "ordinm·y" milk-free bread; 
3. Perfected lwauty aud health balance; 
4. Calcium and eight or nny other specific munber of important food 

elements; 
5. "Food element control"; 
ot• that: 
G. Uard, tough bones go a long way toward eliminatiug injury; 
1. Omar Bread is a "daring" contribution in the science of bread making; 
8. Omar Dread is a com1)lete, rounded balance of all the other bread-essen

tials with the calcium: 
9. Ninety-five per cent of small children have dental defects; 

(c) That mal-nutrition is the result of lack of sufficient calcium; 
(d) That calcium is the sole requh;ite for strong, hard, tough, growing bones, 

and sound, white teeth. (Apr. 7, 1937.) 

01735. Vendor-Advertiser-Yeast Tablets.-Northwestern Yeast Co., 
a corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in sell
incr Yeast Foam Tablets, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and sell
in~ said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from rep
res£>nting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the typical every day diet is sadly deficient !u vitamin ll; 
( IJ) That the u~e of respondent's product will: 

1. Correct skin troubles, eruptions, blemishes, or color, or 
2. Hid one of the cathartic habit; or 

Hll7::ill"' 30-vol. 24--101 
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3. Correct the cause of constipation; or 
4. Restore one's digestive and eliminative system to normal, healthy func

tion, unless such claims are limited to such conditions when due to a 
deficiency of Vitamin ll complex, or 

5. Eliminate body poisons and wastes, unless limited to the intestinal 
tract; or 

6. Uestore energy or relieve headaches not due to constipation; 

(c) That re!'ipoudent's Animal-Poultry Yeast Foam helps a dog get "all" the 
nourishment from hi!'! food; 

(d) That feeding responuent's product to dogs will result in: 

1. Stronger bones; or 
2. Thick hair ; or 
3. Immunity from worms and diseuse; 

(e) That feeding respondent's product to chlckens will cause cocddiosi::J 
and/or otl1er intestinal diseases to disappear. (Apt·. 7, Hl37.) 

0173G. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal :Preparation.-Charles Keller, an 
individual doing business under the trade name of Keller Co., Me
chanic~burg, Ohio, vemlor-atlvert.iser, was engaged in selling a 
medicinal preparation designated llukets, and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of all<l selling said product in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That llukets will "stt·eugthen" the blad<ler, or prevent bladder "weak
ness"; 

(b) That by the use of llukets it is possible to get "rid" of bladuer irrita
tion; 

(c) That llukets will lax the bladder; 
(a) That the ucti<m of llukets on the bladder is similar to the action of 

castor oil on the bowels. (Apr. 9, 1937.) 

01737. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal :Preparation.-1\f argaret V oor
hees Doyle, in her own right and as Executrix of the Estate of C. A. 
Vo01·hees, deceased, tra<ling and doing business as Est. of C. A. 
Voorhees, M. D., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a certain 
medicinal preparation designated Bumstead's W'orm Syrup, and 
agree<l in soliciting the sale of an<l selling said product in interstate 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Bumstead's Worm Syrup is

(1) GPnerally enrlorf;etl by physicians, 
(2) H<'comnwnded by "all" physicians, 
(3) A. "spl'clfic" for the ills the prt>paratlon is intentlt>d to alleviate; 

( !1) That it nc\·er fails, Pither where dit·ections nre followed or otherwise; 
(c) Inferentially or by direct statcmpnt that Santonin is scarce; 
(d) That re~pondPnt's produc:t is a "sure'' Santonin remedy or a "sure" 

remedy at all for worms In either children or adults; 
(c) '!'hat said product is the only artitle for worms that docs not make chll-

1lren deathly sick to take, or the only worm medicine now made by n regular 
rn·ncticlng physician ; 
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(f) Inferentially or otherwise that said product is of Yalue In the treatment 
of tape worms; 

(g) That never before has there beeu an article offered to· the public so 
"certain" of destroying worms as this; 

(]I.) 'l'hat irregular or unnatural appetite, furred tongue, fetid breath, with a 
copious flow of saliva, swollen abdomen, irregular bowels, disordered stomach, 
irritability, fretfulness, picking at the nose, starting up out of sleep as if from 
fright, grinding of the teeth at night while asleep, or a slight run of fever during 
the afternoon and evening indicate the presence of worms, unless in direct 
connection tlJerewith it is stated that these symptoms may also be the result 
of other ailments ; 

(i) That the proprietor or manufacturer of Bumstead's Worm Syrup is a 
vracticing physician, or that the originator of the formula Is now a living person; 

(j) That Dumstead's Wol'In Syrup kills, or is of benefit in removing worms 
other than large round worms, thread worms and whip worms; 

(k) That thousands of little children die annually from worms as the pri
mary canse, until such statement can be established by reliable statistics. 
(Apr. 13, 1937.) 

01738. Vendor-Advertiser-Foot Appliances.-Gate City Manufactur
ing Co., a corporation doing business under the trade name of Foot 
Health Products, Kansas City, Mo., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling orthopedic foot appliances designated as Air-0-Matic Eze 
Arches, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products 
in interstate commerce to cease nnd desist from representing directly 
or otherwise: 

(a) That one wearing Air-0-l\Iatic Eze Arches will be reliev(•d uf fC'et pain 
and other foot troubles instantly; 

(b) 'l'hat Alr-0-Matic Eze Arches give relief from metatarsal palns, burning . 
callouses, bunions, fiat feet, weak and fallen arches, swollen ankles and sweaty 

feet in all cases ; 
(c) That respondent's product is offered at a special price for a limited 

time only, unless such orders nre refused at the end of a time determined. 
(Apr. 13, 1037.) · 

01739. Vendor-Advertiser-Lubdcant.-,Voonsocket Nash Co., a cor
poration, operating under the trade name of Blue l\Ioon Products Co., 
'Voonsockct, R. I., vendor-ad \'Crtiser, was engaged. in selling l3lue 
l\Ioon Miracle Lube, and agreed m soliciting the sale of and selling 
said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repre
sentillg directly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hnt Blue l.\loon 1\Iirnde Lnhe will eliminnte friction, wear, ht>nt or 

noise; 
(b) That this product will ennl>le nn aulomol>ile to l>e OJH•rnh·ll-

1. On lel'S oil or ga~oliuP, or 
2. "'itb iucrPnsell powPr, speed and smoothne~s. rcganlless of t11e mel'han

ical condition of the eugine, or under nil cotulitious when it is not in 
11 good state of repair; 

(I') Tllllt niue !!loon Miracle Lnbe will afford perfect protection against 
frletlon, wenr, stieky Yah·es, and score;~ of otlfer motor Ills due to faulty lubrica-
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tion, or that it affords any protection at nll unless expressly limited to the 
<'ertain conditions when it is of some vnlue; . 

(d) That this product lengthens the life of cars, or stops repair bills, or 
means freedom from costly repairs ; 

(e) That this product levels scored cylinders and other irrcgula1·ities under 
nll conditions; 

(f) That if Blue l\Ioon l\Iiracle Lube is ndded, there will be no wear, no 
friction, no sticldng, no scoring, or no seizing; 

(g) That Blue Moon Miracle Lube prevents dilution of oil, or prevents metal 
to metal contact or wear; 

(h) That 90o/o of motor repairs are caused by faulty lubrication. (Apr. 13, 
1037.) 

01740. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Pcople's Drug 
Stores, Inc., a corporation, '\Vashington, D. C., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling a medicinal preparation designated Thompson's 
Effervescent Aspirin Compound Tablets, and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Thompson's Effervescent Al'\pirin Compounu Tablets will rcliHe the 
"effects of many ordinary nilments"; 

(b) That this product will be effective "when you feel bad," unless qualified 
by explaining exactly the came of such condition; 

(c) That this preparation will relieve Jlllin unles~ tllf're appears an f'xplana
tion of the causes of pnin which can be relieved thereby; 

(d) That by the use of this product auyone can get "rid" of any physiological 
disturbance or condition; 

(e) 'l'ha t this tn·epara tion will relieve headaches unless limited to simple 
headaches; 

(f) That the product will relieve neuralgia unless limited to the relief of 
Jleuralgic pains; 

(g) 'l'hat Thomvson's Effervescent Asllirin Compound Tablets constitute a 
competent treatml'nt or an eiTecth·e renwdy for colds, or for iudigcstlon, unless 
limited to the svcciflc type of indigestion which can be reached by !'aid tablets; 

(h) That theRe tablets are a comlletent treatment or an eiTecth·e rPmNly for 
over-acidity or any of its symptoms, 1mless expressly llmited to over-acidity 
of the stomach. (Apr. 13, 1937.) 

01741. Vendor-Advertiser-Hand Lotion.-The Kendall Co., a corpo· 
ration doing business as Dauer & Dlack, Chicago, Ill., a vendor
advertiser, was engaged in selling a hand lotion designated as "Velure 
Lotion" and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product 
in interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing clirectly 
or otherwise: 

(a) That Velure Lotion Is a recent scientific discovery; 
(b) 'l'hat Velure Lotion combines with nature to produce tile lowly skin 

every woman desires; 
(c) That Velure Lotion leaves no artificial ,·eneer; 
(d) That Velure Lotion disaprwnrs right into the skin; or Is Instantly nh

~<orbt><l by the ~>kin; 
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(e) That Velure Lotion contains two ingredients ab~>olutely new to hand 
lotions; 

(f) That Velure Lotion contains two ingredients that soften hands in 15 
seconds; 

(g) That Velure Lotion makes the roughest coarsest skin soft and smooth In 
15 seconds no matter bow bard-worked the hands may be; 

·(h) That Velure Lotion makes the hands "more than perfect"; 
( i) That Velure Lotion is a "marvelous" or "amazing" hand lotion or secret, 

and does wonders; 
(j) 'l'hat all the best hand creams and lotions are stld{y and gummy; 
(k) That four or five drops of Velure Lotion are equal to a whole tablespoon 

or teaspoonful of any other hand lotion ; 
(l) That Velure Lotion is "absolutely" non-sticky; 
(m) That Velure Lotion will "miraculously transform busy work-roughened 

hands to white soft things of beauty; 
(n) Tbat Velure Lotion transforms homely hands; 
( 0 ) That Velure Lotion accomplishes the impossible; 
(p) That Velure Lotion leaves the hands as smooth and soft as satin; 
(q) That Velure Lotion will make red, lined hands look younger; 
( r) That Velure Lotion works with nature to give the hands a natural 

refreshing softness stimulating the oil cells to give off more natural softening 
oils; 

·(B) That Velure Lotion goes into the pores of the skin or reaches or works 
under the skin ; 

( t) That Velure Lotion \vorks from inside; 
( u) 'l'hat Velure Lotion does away with chapping and roughness; 
( v) That Velure Lotion makes red rough hands 5 or 6 shades lighter over

night; 
( w) That Velure Lotion whitens bands faster and keeps tllCm soft, smooth, 

white 2 to 3 times longer than other band lotions; 
(x) That Velure Lotion works W'ith nature to restore the natural oils to the 

skin; 
(y) That Velure Lotion will cause one to ha>e "no chapping" or "no rough-

ness" of the bands; and keep the hands smooth, white and lovely; 
(z) That Velure Lotion Is a new ''Dermatic" lotion. ·(Apr. 14, 1937.) 

01742. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-W. K. Sterline, an 
individual, Sidney, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engagetl in selling 
a medicinal preparation designated Asthma Treatment and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in-interstate com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That responllcnt's preparation will "overcome" asthma; 
(b) Thn t respondent's Asthma and Hay Fever Treatment-

1. Will remove the cause ot asthma or hay fever; 
2. Is so safe a child can use it; 
3. Is the correct treatment; 
4. Gives permanent relief; 
5. Will cnnse or bring ahout stradr im11rovenwnt. 

(c) That prosp<>eth·e purl'hasers of respondent's pretmratlon may expect 
results equivalent to results reported by other users of said mr<lklne; 
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(d) That by u><lng respondent's preparation n,;thmn or hay fe1•er "will leave" 
or the suffering resnl ting then• from will "stop" or any other word:> or expres
sions denoting Jlnality of results or certainty c•f results in the t·e!ief of symp
toms of said ailments ; 

(c) Thnt mid preparation will do mot·e than give temporary relief from the 
paroxysms of asthma and the symptoms of hay fever. 

The. respondent assumed all responsibility for testimonials pi.,b
lished by him and agr€'ed that he will not publish or cause to be 
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to 
the foregoing agreement. 

Respondent further agreed that in promoting the sale of said medi
cine as a palliative, or relief for asthma and hay fenr symptoms 
he will state neither directly or by inference that said prrparation is 
"safe'' unless in direct connection therewith it is stated that the 
preparation is not intended for use by persons having tuberculosis. 
(Apr. 14, 1937.) 

01743. Vendor-Advertiser-Books, Curio!i, Etc.-Charles H. Birnbaum, 
an individual, doing business under the trade name of Star Dook & 
Novelty Co., Camden, N. J., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in sell
ing Dooks, Publications, Herbs, Roots, Curios, Perfume and Incense 
Powder, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products 
in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repr€'senting dir€'ctly 
or otherwise: 

(a) That any of respondent's roots or herbs or nny combination thereof or 
ltny prppnratlon made thereft·om is a cure or competent treatment or remedy 
for 

J. Chronic ailments; 
2. Catarrh; 
3. Ast hum ; 
4. Con~;tipatlon; 

5. Diarrhoea; 
6. Dysentery; 
7. l'iles; 
8. Dyspepsia ; 
9. Din betes; 

10. Gall Stonr~: 
11. D•·opsy ; 
12. Kidney and bladder troubles; 
J 3. SleepleHsne~s ; 
H. lJPart Trouble; 
l!:i. Nervous Headaches aud Nenrnl-

gla; 
lG. St. Yltus Dam·e; 
17. EI,ilepsy; 
18. Delirium Tremens· 
1!1. Grueral D1·billty; ' 
20. Illwmnatlsm · 
21. Skin Diseas~s; 

22. Scrofula; 
23. Syphillis; 
24. Ulcer~; 
!!::i. Cancer; 
26. Eczrma; 
27. Itth; 
28. Erysipelas; 
29. Pilll[lll'S; 
30. Weak Manhood; 
31. Gononhoea ; 
:12. Gleet; 
33. Stricture; 
3t. Spt>rmntonhoea; 
~1:;. I.ucorrhoea ; 
311. Aml'norrhoea ; 
37. Irrrgular and Suppressed Men-

struation: 
38. Ded Wetting; 
39. All diseuses of women; 
40. Colle; 
41. noils n nd Pimples; 
4:.!. l'nlnful l\lenstruntlon: 
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43. Fits; G7. Catarrlwl Inflammation of the 
4,1. Liver and stomach troubles; 
45. Sicl{ and nervous headache; 
4G. Lung troubles; 
47. Infanunatory conditions of the 

urinary tract and reproduc
tive organs; 

48. Dright's dh;ease; 
4!.}. Defective action of the lddneys; 
GO. Ilig-h lllood Pressure; 
.'il. Ki<lney affections ; 
G2. Kidneys and blad<ler; 
.'i3. Gmvel; 
G 1. Backache ; 
G5. Exhaustion of f:tt people; 
56. l'arulysls; 
57. Jaun<lice; 
GB. Falling disease; 
W. Falling sickness; 
no. Stifi' joints; 
61. Sciatica; 
62. Stiff neck; 
G3. Inflammation of the net·ves; 
{;-!. Lumbago ; 
G:i. Cramvs; 
GG. Neuralgia; 

stom:Jch nnd bowels; 
GS. Gn stritis ; 
GG. Hloatlng; 
70. Heartburn; 
71. Imligestion ; 
72. General tlebillty; 
73. Wonns; 
7 4. Tu pe worms ; 
75. l'iles; 
7G. Over-fatness; 
77. Wounds; 
78. Skin atTections ; 
7!). Ringworm ; 
80. Pyorrhoea ; 
81. Tonsil! tis; 
82. Throat troubles; 
83. Ulcers; 
84. Goitre; 
83. Enlarged glands; 
8!1. Pleurisy; 
87. Scarlet Fever; 
88. Glandular swellings; 
8\l. Inactive kidneys; 
fXJ. Inflammation of bladder; 
{fl. Derung<>meut of water passag<>s. 

(b) That ariy of res1lom!eut's products is an antispusmodic or will promote 
ensy child birth ; 

(c) Thnt re,:pondent's Lavender Flower Compound is n heart tonic; 
(d) Thnt respondent's German Celery Compound is 1\ tonic; 
(e) Thnt any o! rPspon<lents' products is a blood purifier or blood tonic; 
(f) By designation or otherwise that nny of respondent's products is "healing"; 
(g) That any of t·espondents' products is n hair color restot·er or will restore 

hnlr to its form('r or natural color; 
(h.) '!'hat the use, possession, currying or wearing of any of respondents' rnots, 

herbs, or curios, will 

1. Cause love between men and women; 
2. Overcome, cure or avoid rheumatism; 
3. Dring good luck; 
4. Drive uway evil spirits; 
5. Stop a bu by from crying; 
6. nestore vitnlity to generative organs; 
7. Produce sleep; 
8. Ward oil' e,·n: 
9. Give victory over enemies; 

10. Attract the opposite sex; 
11. Induce love; 
12. Ilu,·e any influence on honor or llealth; 
13. Enable oue to IJewltch or produce spells; 
14. Eunble oue to prrform black magic; 
15. Insure or promote success; 
16. Overcome diseuse or ell(•miPs; 
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17. Promote health;· 
18. De ~>afe from his enemies; 
W. Have immunity from fire 0r unjust sentences; 
20. Have immunity from death without the Holy Corpse of Jesus Christ; 

(i) That any of products sold by r<>S[Jondrnt IJO!'scss magic qualities; 
(j) That the !'O·('l\lll'll "1\Iystt>rions St>nl-;" sold by reKpnmlt'nt are the onlY 

genuine seals or that there are no others like them; 
(k) That the reading or studying of any bool;: or publication sold by respond· 

ent will enable oue to prrform any supernatnral act; or make him proficient In, 
the nets of goetic theurgy, sorcery, witchcraft, black art, bewitchments, evoca
tions, spells, infernal necromancy or black magic; 

( !) That the reading or studying of any book or publication sold by respond-
ent will 

1. Enable one to rise above Ills present surroundings: 
2. Enable one to be a master; 
3. Enable one to increase his financial "elixir"; 
4. 1\Iake one's mind a master mind or n powerful concentrated force; 
·5. 1\Iake one a winner; 
6. Give one efficiency, intellectual supr<>mary or Influence; 
7. Enable one to restore health; 
8. Disclose a road to· opulence : 
0. F.nable one to rise above drudgery or labor; 

(m) That any book or publicntion sold by respondent contains "all" that is 
known about the occult scirncrs of DaPmonology, f<pirit Hnpving-~. Wltc·hPrnft, 
Sorcery, Astrolo~y, l'ulmi~try, Miml Reading, Spirltuali»m, Tuble '£urning, 
Ghosts null Apparitions, Omens, Lucky fill(l UlJincky Signs and Days, Dreams, 
Charms, Diviuatiou, Second Sight, 1\Iesn~rbm, Clairvoyance, l'sychologicul 
Fascination, Etc." 

(n) That respondent's lodt>~toncs or magnetic sauu pos,.:rss auy curative or 
therapeutic properties or haYe uuy influence upon the bloorl; 

( o) That any of respondt'nts' incense powders, perfumes, fumigators, or 
suffumes, or the burning thereof 

1. Will }lro<lnce a spiritunl generation of power; 
2. Will bind spirits; 
3. Wlll briug ltJ('k in money matters; 
4. Will bring back friends, lovers or members of one's fnmlly; 
5. Will enable oue to make new friends; 
G. Will result in henlth, wealth, powrr, or hapvincss; 
7. Will l<cPp a cirele of friends unbroken; 
8. Will kepp one safe from enemies; 
9. Will mal;:e wishes come true; 

10. 'Vill prevent had sig-ns from coming trul'; 
11. Will cnalole one to eommunicate with the unseen world: 
12. I'os8css occult virtue; 

( P) lly design a tlon or othrrwi> e thn t nuy pro«lnrt Is OriNllal, unless such 
product Is pro«lnre«l in the Orient (Apr. lG, 1037.) 

017-!-!. Vendor-Advertiser-Wheat Germ Preparation.-Phocnix-Pow
ers Co., a corporation, Ila<ldonficld, N. J., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling a wheat gem~ oil preparation drsignatetl E-Now, 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in inter-
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state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That E-N ow is of value in ca~es of laek of vigor unless expressly limited 
to laek of vigor due to vitamin E deficiency; 

(b) That E-Now is a "concentmte" of vitamin E; 
(c) That in any cases there is an "absence" of vitamin E; 
(d) That a deficiency in vitamin E results in a laek of 11hysical vigor, or in 

physical deterioration; 
(e) '!'hat vitamin E will prevent prPmature old age except when due to 

vitamin E deficiency ; 
(f) That E-Now is the only safe product in this field, or that its results are 

"certain"; 
(g) That E-Now is of value in prolonging the life of the reproductive system 

unle.~s limitcu co impairment due to vit!lmin E deficiency; 
( 11) That E-N ow will be e!Iecti,·e regardless of the age of the subject; 
(i.) That this prcvaration will build up the health of the entiro system; 
(j) That E-Now produces spontaneous stimulation, or that physicians pre

scribe it for thi~ purpose (Apr. 16, 1937.) 

0174.J. Vendor-Advertiser-Diet Instructions.-W. A. Orr, an inclivi
vidual doing business under the trade name of Orr Health System 
and Orr Health Srrvice, Louisville, Ky., vendor-advertiser, was en
gagcJ in selling Printed Instructions Regarding Diet and Exercises 
as a Relief for Constipation, ami agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said proJnct in interstate commerce to cea:;e and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) Thnt the On Health Systl.'m or Orr Health Sl.'niw Is a competent 
remedy in the treatment of constipation or indigestion, unless sucli representa
tions are cll.'arly qualified to indicate that there are many cases in which bene
ficial results may not be expected; 

(b) That said system is based. on natural or scil.'ntific principles; 
( r) 'l'ha t by followiug respondents' instructious-

1. Constipation will be eliminated; 
2. The ellminati,·e system can be made normal, Ol' corrected; 
3. Que will haYe the best of health or a robust digestive system; 
4. Benefits may be expected in chronic cases; 
G. Any ailment will be ended; 
G. That any ailment or the cause of any ailment will be eliminated or 

corrected; 

(d) That any r('sults claimed for those who follow respondent's instructions 
:are permanent, certain, long-lasting, harmless, porsitlvely effective or guaranteed; 

(e) That snid instructions are--

1. More effecth·e than laxath·es or met:licin('s; 
2. Different from otl1er treatments, or unique; 

(f) That the following of respondents' instruetions will produce beneficial 
results within any spt>cilied or definite time (Apr. 16, 1037.) 

01746. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal :Preparation.-E. L. Leisenring, 
t~n iwli\'idual trading as U. S. Drug and Sales Co., Denn'r, Colo., 
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vendor-advertiser was enrraO'ed in sellinO' Sr)ecial Vitality Tabletsr 
' "'"' b and a!!reed in solicitinO' the sale of and selling said product in inter-

= "' . l state commerce to cease and desist from representing direct Y or 
otherwise: 

(a) That reRpondent's product is compounded from properly balanced power
ful glandular substance with other active ingredients; 

(b) That respondent's product Is made by registered pharmacists; 
(c) That respondent's product is a stimulator or toning compound for weak 

men or women ; 
(d) That respondent's product will aid in renewing the entire system, renew 

strength or energy, or that its use results in healthy and active glands; 
(e) That the use of rl:'spondent's prolluct makes the usl'r feel good all the 

time, or feel henlthy or strong; 
(f) That re~pondent's prolluct will give youthful p£>p or vigor or will pep up 

organs, blood or glands; • 
(g) That the use of reRpondent's prouuet will give lasting results. (Apr. 16. 

1937.) 

01747. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Floratone Co., a 
corporation, Los Angeles, Culif., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a certain medicinal preparation designated "Floratone," and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Floratone may he used safely to "normalize" the chemil'try of the 
colon by providing n suitable environment that Invites t11e growth of "fl·iendly 
bacteria" and at the same time tends to retard dlsease-produelng germs; 

(b) Thn t the use of lfioratone will-

1. Free one from mucous colitis; 
2. Make a man "well" : 
3. Regulate bowel movements: 
4. llelieYe gaseous stomach trouble; 
5. Cause Mucous Colitis to disappear; 
6. Bring relief f1·om conr;tlpatlon in us little us 1ri ruluntes; 
7. Successfully relleYe the most stubborn cnsl'S of constipation, mucous 

colitis and gaseous conditions of the bowels and stomach; 
8. Give "complete" relief; 
9. 1\Iake one "feel like a new man": 
10. Save life ; 
11. Clear up a !la1·k brown skin; 
12. Make one's bowels move normally; 
13. Banish more serious ailments; 
14. Correct a condition whleh may strll.:e one <lown at any time with a far 

more serious aliment; 

(c) That Fiorutone if! food for the normal, ben£>ftclal bactA.>ria that exll-lt in th~> 
colon and assists in pl'OYhling a satisfactory em·Jroument In which th£>y can lh·e 
and multiply; 

(d) That 17¢ a day (the cost of a full month's treatment of Florntone) Is tlle 
cost of better health anu freedom f1·om constipation and mucous colitis; 

(c) Thnt 1% jars (or any other qnnntlty) of Fioratone wlll make one f£>~.>1 
''In perfect health''; 
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(f) That Floratone seems to "reach the trouble" and is "instantaneous." 
(Apr. 21, Hl37.) 

017 48. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-A. B. .Mueller and 
A. L. Trader, co-partners, doing business under the firm name of 
N. R. S. Co., Kansas City, .Mo., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling Vigorsol and Conditioner, and agreed in soliciting the sale 
of allll selling said products in interstate commerce to cease and 
d('sist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Vigorsol is a prostate remecly; 
(b) That home treatmPnt with Vigori<ol will give qultk and positive results; 
(c) That Vigorsol will have curative value for prostate or kindred ailments; 
(d) That IJrostate or kindred allmmts :ue trl-rlnl; 
(e) That hy using Vlgorsol one will eliminate his trouble; 
(f) That an attempt at self-medication of Vigorsol is harmless; 
(O) That the use of Vigor,;ol will prevent one from losing manhood or woman

hood, as the case may be; and that respondents' product will restore sexual 
vigor, or the power of youth; 

(h) That Vigorsol will cure prostate trouble; gonorrh('a, gleet, lencort·eoa 
ot• whites, f<'mllle debility, etc.; 

( l) That Vigorsol prevents venereal diseases; 
(j) TlHit Vlgorsol Is a quick or positive remedy for inflammation of the 

bladdPr, and that it gives relief almost immediately; 
(1.') That respondents' product "Conditioner" Is harmless or that it wlll-

1. Ji:llminute toxins; 
2. Purify the blood; 
3. Maintain n free Intestinal tract. (Apr. 21, 1037.) 

017 49. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-J ohnston, Hollo
way & Co., a corporation, Phiiadelphia, Pa., vendor-advertiser, was 
engaged in selling a certain preparation known as Alergene, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products in interstate 
commerce to cease and drsist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Alergene is a competent treatment for allergy, unless limited to 
Indicate allergic symptoms due to Vitamin F deficiency, or a latk of unsaturated 
tatty acids; 

(b) That allergic conditions in an Individual are usu~llly due to Yitamln F 
deft.cil'ncy or a lack of unsaturated acid fats as an essential food element; 

(c) That science bas proved a close relationship between the cause of skin 
diseases and "allergy", unless limited to Indicate allergy due to an insutlleiency 
of ummturated acid fats; 

(d) That allergy is over-sensitl-reness to certain foods, drugs, pollens, hair, 
featlwrs, and is commonly associated with nn unbalanced diet ''often" dl'tl.cient 
ln unsaturated acid fats; 

(e) That Alergene will t·or·n•ct the allergic symptoms In persons sensitive to 
certain foods, such as eggs, beef, fish or berries, unless limited to Indicate 
allergic symptoms due to Yltamln F deficiency or a lack of unsaturated acid 
fats; 

(f) That Alergme may be hulicate<l as a supplemental food for auxiliary use 
In the alleviation of Asthma, ErzPma and other conditions due to allergy, unless 
limited to cases of allergy due to unsn turated fatty acid drflclency; 
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(g) That Alcrgene is a comvetent trea!nwut or indicated for Asthma, Hay 
FcYer, Rof!e Cold, Eczrma, Acne, skin di;;eascs or other conditious due to 
allergy, unless limitrd to indicate allergic symptoms due to Vitamin F deficiency 
or a lack of unsaturated fatty acids; 

(h) That Alergcne is a neccs~ary sup11lmwntal fo(Jd that balances tlJe diet 
1111tl atta('],s at the source of the trouble the cause of Eczl•ma, Asthma, Acne, 
Pimples, Hay FeYCr aud Ro:-e Cold, or auy other diseu;;e; 

(i) ~'hnt Alergrne is u;e one essential food that attacks Asthma, Bay Fever, 
Hose Cold, Eczema, Pimples, Acne, llive<;, and Psoriasis at their source; 

(j) That the primary cause of Acne, Eczema, Asthma, Rose Cold, IIn.r Fever 
and most conditions due to allergy is a lack of unsaturated fatty acids; 

(1.;) That a lack of unsaturated acid fats as an essential food elemPnt are 
''frequently" or "often" the untlerlying cause of Hay FeYer. Rose Colcl or any 
other disease, unless limited. to allergic pcrsonH; 

(l) That Alergene is the "richest" emubion concentrate of linolenic and 
linolenic acid unsaturates; 

(m) That Alergene is the "richest" known palatable source of Vitamin F; 
(n) That a group of scientists have recently isolated Vitamin F in a con

centrated form by a secret pt·ocess which is now known as Alergene; 
(o) That Alergene is endorsed by physicians, unless and until such be the 

fad; 
(p) '!'hat any !Specific portion or numilet• of the prrsons in Amrrica or else· 

where are tJ.llcrgic unless supportPtl !Jy rl'llable statistics. (Apr. 21. 10:11.) 

01750. Vendor-Advertiser-Cleansing Preparation.-Roman Cleanser 
Co., a corporation, Detroit, 1\:Iich., vendor-advertiser was engaged in 
selling a cleansing preparation ue:;ignated Homan Cleanser and. 
ngreell in soliciting the sale of and selling said. product in interstate 
eo_mmerce to cease and desist from representing directly or other
lnse: 

(a) That lloman Clcanser-

1. Disinfects as It clranses; 
2. StC'ril!zcs comus, hrn~hes, etc. ; 
3. Is a su!Jstitute for sunshine; 
4. Keeps dainty baby things free from germs; 
5. Disinfects or deodorizes unless accompanied. by directions to wash 

and/or thoroup;hly dean the article to be disinfected or deodorized, 
bef01·e using Roman Cleanser. 

(b) That Roman Cleanser kills gt:>nns, unless Jimitt:>d to oxidizable gt·rms, 
or (Jnalified by tlw f:tatt:>mt>ut that It will not kill all gPrms, indutling tlwir 
l'pOrt:>s; 

(c) That Roman Clt•an:-;t:>t" (\(•stroys oclors, unless Ute l"l',J.11"('f;£'Utatlon Is 
limited to destruction of odors by application at the source of the odor or 
upon the ohject from which the otlor emanates. (.\pr. 1(), 1!)37.) 

017Ul. Vendor-Advertiser-Vitamin Concentrate.-Hakon-Yeast, Inc., 
a corporation, New York, N. Y., wndor-ad rertiser was engaged in 
selling a vitamin concentrate desi(Tnated llakon-Yeast, and a(Treed . .., "' 
lll holiciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate com-
merce to cease and desist from repn·senting directly or otherwise: 
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(a) That gmln grown yeast Is the rlchel't of ull sources in the essential 
vitamin lll, unless limited to uatnral sources; 

(b) 'l'hat one len'l teaspoonful of Bakon-Y east provides enough B vitamin~ 
to make good whateYer deficiem·y there may be in each day's Intake of food; 

(c) That one level teaRpoon of Bakon-Yeast gives the user the equivalent iu 
B vitamins of 3 yenst cnl•es, unless such be the fact demonstrated by 
competent tPst; 

(d) That Balwn-Yeast is invaluable to those on a diabetic diet; 
(e) That yeast is us nearly a complete food us we have; 
(f) That skin eruptions are caused by lack of vitamin B or that doctor" 

prescribe yeast to correct skin eruptions, anemia or neuritis ; 
(g) That each 25¢ shaker of Bakon-Yeast is equal to 50 cakes of yeast, 

unless such be the fact demonstrated by competent test; 
(h) That llakon-Yeast builds up vitality; 
( i) That through the use of ·Dakon-Yeast one is speeded on the way to 

rcc·overy; 
(J) That many minor ailments snth us headaches, indigestion, faulty elimina

tion, skin eruptions, or chronic fatigue are due to the lack of ll vitamin!'! and 
food iron in the diet, or that one teaspoon of Bakon-Yeast can be relied upon 
to make good this lack; 

(k) That a level teaspoonful of Bakon-Yeast in the daily diet will correct 
skin eruptions; 

H) That Bakon-Y east is "health building"; 
(m) That one teaspoonful of Balwn-Yeust supplies the user's "quota" of 

B vitamin; 
( n) That by serving llakon-Yeast one can build and preserve health, unless 

limited to conditions due to vitamin deficiency. (Apr. 23, 1937.) 

01752. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Preparation.-Ann J. MacHale, Inc., 
a corporation, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a preparation designated :MacHale's Hair Color Restorer, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate 
comm<'rce to cease and desist from representing directly or oth<.'rwise: 

(a) ~'hnt through use of re~pondent's produtt, the hair takes on the nntnrni 
color; 

(h) Thn t rc~JlOIHlellt'S product restores or brings buek faded grny hair to Its 
nntuml color; 

(c) That reRpondent's product has been used by men and women for mnny 
yenrs with excellent results in bringing buck color to faded gray hair; 

(d) 1'hnt respondent's product is not a dye, 

The r£>spo1Hlcnt further agre<'d not to d<'signate its product as 
"Hair Color Restorer". (Apr. 23, 1937.) 

017G3. Vendor-Advertisers-Medicinal Preparation.-Ellaline 1V. Chil. 
vers and Deatrix R. Hoyt, partners trading as May Medicine Co., 
formerly trading as 1V. II. May Laboratory, New York, N.Y., nmlor
adnrtis<'rs, W<'re engaged in selling Dr. May's Formul:t, antl agTN'd 
in soliciting the sale of and selling srrid protlucts in interstate com
merce to cease nn(l desist from r<'pres<.'nting directly or otherwisl': 

(a) That the users of Dr. l\Iny's formula have lost the fl•nr of reeuniug 
n<'r,·ons disorders, spn~ms, convuh;ions, pfc.; 
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(b) That there are persons who are on the road to recovery through the heal
ing qualities of respondent's treatment or that re~ponuent's treatment is healing: 

(c) That respondent's tablets will take cure o! tlle bowels, kidneys, liver and 
stomach, or regulate the action of these various organs or that these tablets 
have therapeutic value other than laxative: 

(d) That Dr. May's Formula will conquer mnlndies or arrest the progress o! 
di!lease; 

(e) That letters from grateful patients are received dally or more often than 
respondent's records indicate: 

(f) That respomleut's medicine is prepared in their own laboratories by effi
cient chemists or that respondents maintain a laboratory; 

(g) That Dr. 1\Iay's Formula is an effective treatment or competent remedy 
for St. Vitus Dance, Epilepsy or nervous uisorders, unless limitrd to llalliatlve 
relief from the symptoms of those conditions. (Apr. 2G, 1937.) 

0175-!. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Little & Co., n 
corporation, Chicago, III., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling 
Garlic & Parsley Tablets, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
Relling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the oil of glll'llc causes other thun a tl'mpora ry lowering of blood 
pressure; 

(b) That Oleum Allii, the active oil of ga rllc, when taken by ingestion de
stroys many difl'er!'nt disrase germs ; 

(c) That gurllc is recognized us a comv!'teut treutuwnt and is recommended 
in many conditions, such as chronic bronchitis and some forms of asthma, 
prostate and intestinal trou!Jle; 

(d) That parsley has thern}lentlc ''alue In its aetion on the kidneys and liver; 
(e) That Little's Garlic and Parsley Tablets are recommended ns a great 

aid in Intestinal disonlers, !ildn trou!Jles and as a cleanRer of the blood stream, 
or that garlic bw" a benefiting effect on the kidneys, liver, bowels and the whole 
digestive tract; 

(f) Tlmt high blood pressure Is redueed with garlic by taking Liltle's Garlic 
tllld Parsley Tablets, unless it is stuted that this reduction is limited to a reduc
tion only while the nwdicatlon is active or that the tablets must be taken con
tinuously at prescribed intervals; 

(g) That Little's Garlic and Parsley Tablets correct Intestinal putrefaction: 
(h) That Little's Garlic and l'arsley Tablets are an internal antiseptic (Apr. 

2G, 1037). 

Oi755. Vendor-Advertiser- Medicinal Preparation.- Shuptrine Co., 
a corporation, Savannah, Ga., vendor-advertiser, ~vas engaged in 
selling a preparation designated "Tetterine" and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) Thut Tetterine is a eomrwtt>nt r<'medy in the trmtm<'nt ot e<'zema, tetter, 
it<'h, or other skin diseases, unless limited to the palliative relic! of the symp
toms o! said dl:'lf'fiS<'S; 

(b) That the use of Tetterine applied to the raw inflamed parts is the "sure" 
or "ens~·" wny to grt "Immediate" relit'f; 

(c) That Tetteriue wl!l klll parasitt"s, unless limited to parasites that it 
contacts; 
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(d) That by the use of Tetterine the spread of Athlete's Foot can be 

••stopped'' ; 
(e) That Tetterine is a competent remedy in the treatment of itching piles; 
(f) That Tetterlne: 

1. Affords ''instant" relief for itching toes; 
2. 'Vill "end" the torture of Athlete's l!'out, or that it is a "one-night" or 

"certain" relief for said disease; 
3. "Stops" the itch, or does so "immediately", or "stops the itching in

stantly"; 
4. "Ptmetrates" to the parasites that bore into the skin; 
5. Causes the skin or flesh to heal or that it produces a growth of skin 

(May 3, 1937.) 

017 56. Vendor-Advertiser-Beverage Preparations.-Food Balance 
Col'p., a corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling two beverage products designated Sil-Tea and Beverly 
Hall Cereal Beverage, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling 
!:'aid product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from repre
Sl~nting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Sil-Tea-

1. Is highly alkaline, 
2. Is rich in organic alkaline salts, 
3. Is an antiacid, or 
4. !lenders the tissues more alkaline; 

(b) That Sil-Tt:•a is an antiseptic; 
(c) That Sil-Tca-

1. Is a tonic, 
2. Is tonic to every cell of the human body, 
8. Is tonic to the nervous system and the intellect; 

(d) Tbllt Sil-Tea is heallng or purifying; 
(e) By direct statement or by reasonable inference that SU-Tea-

1. Renders one more resistant to disease, 
2. Counteracts acidosis, 
3. i\lal•es the hair more luxuriant, 
4. llakes the muscles .firmer, 
5. Strengthens the walls of the arteries, 
6. Strengthens ligaments and linings of organs, 
1. Invigorates the generative system, 
s. Improves or is required by the teeth, nails, and skin, 
!l. Assists the healing of wounds, or 
10. Acts indirectly on the mind ; 

(f) Dy direct statement or by reasonable implication that Sll-Tea is a com-
Ilt'tt'ut t•·cntment or an etrcctive remedy for-

1. Cancer, 
2. FC'lons along side the nn1ls, 
3. Styes, or 
4. Susceptibility to infection: 
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(y) That Beverly Hall Cereal Beverage-

1. Benefits the liver, or is a helpful drinl;: for the liver, or is a natmal 
food tonic for the liver, 

2. Insures sleep, 
3. Denefits the rmncrcas, nerves and blood, or 
4. Is a comvetent treatment or an effective remedy for diabetes, or is 

valuable in sugar metabolism. (May 3, 1937.) 

01757. Vendor-Advertiser-Books and Printed Matter.-0. E. Curtiss 
and The Enterprise Press, Corfu, N. Y., vendor-advertisers, were 
engaged in selling various books and printed matter, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the Showman's Guide exposes and lays bare the Blaek Art; 
(b) That any of his books is : 

1. The Mystic Secret Writing System, or The Art of Cryptography; 
2. The llare Book of Golden Secrets ; 
3. 'l'he Gypsy Oracle Fortune Teller; 

(c) Thnt any of his hooks is a dietionnry of dreams, a perfect oracle or 
provides lueky lottery numbers, or the means for provi<ling charms; 

(d) That nny of his books is a golden band book for manied nml slugle 
people nnd furnishes eomplPte information for their guidance; 

(e) That he furnislws auyone with money-mnl•ing seht>mes that will enable 
them or guarantf'c t11em any ~>llt>cific amount of profit or earnings; 

(f) That any of his bool;:s coutains sehf'mf's or Rug-gf'stions for earning nn
reasonallle sum!'! of money on ridiculously low investments; 

(g) '!'hat any of his books contains formulas for making remedies that will 
cure baldness, make eye brows grow, beautify teeth, or ~erve as a <·orn remedy, 
treatment for tetter, or any disease whatsoever; 

(h) That any of the fonnnlas contained In his hooks will ~<erve as a tonic or 
is of Indian origin; 

(i) That any of the formulas contained in his uoo!;s is "NatUl'e's Health 
llestorer" or will serve as a cure for the drink or tobacco habit; 

(j) That any of the formulas contained in bls books will serve as a guide to 
beauty and pro ville health liints rPsult ing in cures for dan<lruff, falling hair, 
baldncl's, wrluk!Ps, excessive per>-piration, or will sPrve ns a bust tlen•lov<•r or 
rnai.Jie one to rl'tain body symmetry; 

0<) That any of his hooks contains iufnllii.Jle remedies for powrty or provhles 
Emec·f'ssful money·m·1king <•nter]ll'ises or nwthods of acquiring wealth; 

(l) That any of his books Is an antlwntlc tran:-lation of the Sixth a)](J Sev
enth Books of Moses~ 

(Ill) That any of his books provilles renwdies for hoth mnn and hf'nst; 
(It) That any of hi~ hooks lll'ovitll•s the mran<~ for lof·atiug hl<l<l1'n trPnsnre 

or mhwru!s and metals of any ldnd whatsoever; 
( o) Til at any of hi>~ book, opPJH! the door to certain riches or pro,·ide'! for

tmws for nnyonf> In the amount of $::!0,000 more or Je;;s; 
(p) That uny of his lJ()(Ik'l I;; u key to l'ncce;:s In the mall order Jm,im•..;s; 
(q) That tllf> re~llOIHIPnt Rdis myHterlous j;eals contained in the Sixth and 

~e,·Pnth Dool<s of 1\Iosps nud that said seals are the ori;;lnal or gennhw allll 
ore on genuine old parchment; 
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(r) That any of his books reveals heart secrets or mnkes mind reading 
cal"y, or discloses the inner mysteries of Clainoyance ; 

(8) That any of his books provides the rapid road to wealth; 
(t) Tltat any of his books proviues a cure for bashfulness; 
( u) That any of hi>~ books pro rides an etieetive course in hypnotism. (May 

3, Hl37.) 

01758. Vendor-Advertiser-Cleaning Device.-Paul Case, an indivi
dual, trading as Cape Cod Cleaner, Brockton, Mass., Yendor-adver
tiser, was engaged in selling a device designated Cape Cod Cleaner, 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in inter
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That any oruinarily ambitious man or womnn can average a dozen snles 
a day of the Cape Cod Cleaner in almost any territory; 

(b) That respon<leut's personal selling plan will sell 8 out of 10 women 
contacted. 

Respondent in soliciting salespersons or dealers in aid of the sales 
of such merchandise, agreed: 

(c) Not to make unmodified representations or claims of earnings in excess 
of the average earnings of respondent's active full-time sale!'<persons or dealers 
achieved under normal conditions in the due course of business; 

(d) Not to repr£'sent or hold out us a chance or an OPlJOrtunity any amount 
in excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respond
ent's sn!esprrsons or dealers under normal conditions in the due course of 
business; 

(e) Not to repres£'nt or lwlcl out as mnximum £'nrnings by the use of such 
expressions as "up to", "as high as" or any equivalent expression, any amount 
in excess of what lws actually been accomplished by one or more of respond
£'nt's snl£'spersons or df'nlers nntlcr normal condition!'! in the due course of 
IJusinPKS ; and 

(f) That in future udverti~ing where a modifying word Ol' phraRe is uxed in 
direct comwctlon with a spcrific dnim or !'£'presentation of £'UI'nings, such word 
or phmse shall be printeil in type equally conspicuous with, us to form, and 
at Ienst one-fourth the size of the type us£'d In printing snch stnt£'ment or 
rrvrescntution of earnings. ( 1\Iay 7, 1937.) 

01750. Vendor-Advertiser-Treatment for Piles.-J. E. Gessner, an in
di,·idua1, doing business under the trade name of .J. E. Gessner Co., 
Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a preparation 
recommended as a treatment for pilc>s, and agreed in soliciting the 
sale of ami selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and 
dc>sist from reprc>senting directly or otherwise: 

( 11 ) 'l'hnt Gessner's Treatnl£'nt for Pil£'s: 

1. "F.nd.;" pile tortm·e; 
2. ''Stops" the pain; 
3. "Relicn~>." the pressure; 
4. "ReducPs" the swelling; or 
5. "Strengthens" the tlssu£'s; 

H67:i0"' 3!) vol. 24--102 
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(b) That Gessner's Treatment for Piles wlll: 

1. Do away with the cause of constipation, recondition the bowels, and 
cleanse the bowels from poisonous, irritating, disease-breeding wastes; 

2. Stop inflammation, Itching, flow of blood and watery matter; 
3. "~top" pain almost instantly; 

(c) Tho t Gessner's Tren tmen t for Piles: 

1. Gives perm::ment relief; or 
2. Obviates the necessity of an opemtlon. (May 10, 1937.) 

017GO. Vendor-Advertisers-Medicinal Preparations.-Albert N. Reay 
and Fraser S. Reay, co-partners, operating under the firm name of 
The Reay Laboratories, San Francisco, Cali£., vendor-advertisers, 
were engaged in selling alcoholic extracts of the a~tive principle of 
the leaves of Poison Oak designated Otox and Okatox, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said products in interstate 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Otox or Oltatox is a competent treatment or an effective remedy for 
polson ivy poisoning; 

(b) That Otox Is "safe"; 
(c) That Otox Is m;ed by the second largest public lltlllty company in the 

world; 
(d) That Otox or Okatox prevents or builds up immunization ngninst polson 

ivy poisoning; 
(e) That either of these products is a "specific"; 
(f) That Otox is the only efficient product avallublc to be relied upon In Its 

fleld of activity. (May 10, 1937.) 

01761. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-The Knox Co., a 
corporation, Los Angeles, California, vendor-advertiser, was en
gaged in selling a preparation designated Buroids, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from rPpresenting directly or otherwise: 

(a) That one will receive any substantial or noticeable benefit from the 
product due to any one ingredient contained therein unli'~S the product contains 
a quantity of the ingredient sufficient to obtnin the benefit claimed; 

(b) That the product wlll afford any cl.'rtain benefit within any definite period 
ot time; 

(c) That the product will cause one to "JSlel'p soundly", or that it will "quiet" 
the nen·es; 

(d) Inferentially or otlwrwise that the product is efficacious in all cases tor 
any condition; 

(e) That the product wlll stimulate or bulld the "system''; 
(f) That the prouuct Is a competent tr£'ntment or an et'tectlve remedy tor 

Anemia or constiiJntion. (May 11, Ul37.) 

017G2. Vendor-Advertiser-Eye Preparation.-The Murine Co., Inc., n 
corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-adwrtiser was engaged in sell-. . ' 
m~ .a. medicmal preparation desi~nated Murine, and agreed in 
sohc1tmg the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 
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(a) That IJy the use of l\Iuriue it h' pos~iiJle to Pnguge in any outdoor activity 
without eye discomfort; 

(b) That l\Iurine will keep the eyes strong; 
(c) lly direct statement or implication that Murine differs from all other eye 

<>leansPrs in that it alone contains no morphine or habit-forming drugs; 
(d) Thn t Murine will tone up the Pyes, or prevent strained or dragged-out 

dullness or the eyes; 
(e) '!'bat .l\Iurine will safely protPct one from blurred or reddened eyes; 
(f) That cleansing the !'yes is equally us important as cleansing the teeth; 
(U) That :Murine bus been recommended by authorities for oYe-c forty years. 

The respondent furthet' agreed to ceuse and desist from using as un endorse-
mellt or r!'comnwndation of its pt·oduct uny statement of any person connected 
with its ot·ganizution, uuless the connection of such person with The l\Iurine 
Co. is cleurly dlsclos!'d in direct connpction with such statement. ( l\Iay 11, 
1937.) 

The respondent further ttgreed to cease and desist from using as an 
endorsement or recommendation of its product any statement of any 
pel'son connected with its organization, unless the connection of such 
person with the l\furine Co. is clearly disclosed in direct connection 
with such statement. (1\Iay 11, 1037.) · 

01763. Vendor-Advertiser-Shampoo.-The R L. Watkins Co., a cor
poration, New York, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, was engag~d in selling 
a shampoo designed l\Iulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, and agreed in 
soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce 
to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That a clran scalp prevents infection; 
(b) Tllllt mubdfled C<Jcoanut Oil Shampoo cannot possibly injure the most 

tender scalp; 
(c) That scientists say that the safe and bPst thing to use for healthy beauti

ful hair is l\Inlsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo; 
(d) Thnt thi8 product is a remarkable disco,·ery, or is the scientists' dls

covc~ry or is radically and totally different from anything ever known; 
(e) That the use of Mnlsified Coconnut Oil Shampoo gives the hair the vital 

color and texture of henlth; • 
(f) That every one In Hollywood u~es 1\lulsifie<l Cocoanut on Shampoo; 
(g) That ordinary shampoos and lotions contain free alkali or have dam

nged!millions of children's scalps, or foster the growth of dandruff; 
(h) That mulslfied Cocoanut Oil Shampoo will flush away all traces of 

1landrnlr uni!'!'!S limited to dandruff scales; 
( i) That 1\fulslfied Cocoanut Oil Shampoo guards or restores the natural oils 

of the hair or scalp; 
(J) That l\Iulslfied Cocoanut Oil Shampoo ri'F;tores the youthful beauty to 

l1air; 
(k) That the use of 1\lulsitled Cocoanut Oil Shampoo if! scientific cure of the 

hatr; 
(l) That the uRe of Mulsifled Cocoanut On Shampoo will make the hair 

thick, or stimulate the hair roots; 
(m) That the use of 1\Iulslfied Cocoanut 011 Shamj}()O will restore the shim

mer or ev!'n color to streaked hair or that the mwr will have hair os handsome 
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or silky as the mo!>t glamorous person in Hollywood or the movie actors. (May 
14, 1937.) 

01764. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-E. A. Rush, an in
dividual, doing business under the trade name of Beeman's Labora
tory, Atlanta, Ga., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a certain 
preparation designated Beeman's Quick Relief (B. Q. R.), and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstatE} 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise; 

(a) That Beeman's Quick Relief (B. Q. R.)-

1. Will "stop" a cold ; 
2. Relieves a cold quickly; 
3. Will "cure" a cold; 
4. 'Viii "rid" one of a cold or make one suffering from a cold, feel good in 

a short time ; 
5. "Kills the cold right out"; 
6. Relieves a cold overnight; 
7. Is the quickest relief one can find for a cold; 
8. Gives quick relief to suffering from asthma and hay fever; 
9. Prevents influenza; 
10. Makes every sign of influenza disappear; 
11. Is "guaranteed to satisfy"; or 
12. Is recommended by Doctors; 

(b) That Beeman's Quick Relief (D. Q. R.) is a competent renwtly in the 
treatment of colds, coughH due to col<lii, a:;thma, hay fever, or aching joint~. 
(May 14, 1937.) 

01765. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-The Ilydrosal 
Co., a corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling two medicinal preparations designated Hydrosal Liquid 
and Hydrosal Ointment, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said products in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) By direct statl'ment ot· implication, that Ilyut·osnl is a treatment fot· tiH' 
cause of any condition <'ausiug Itching or buming, or other than a reliPf from 
the irritation produced by such conditions; 

(b) 'l'hat llydro:oml will rdiue the >:kin, or imvrove the skin; 
(c) That II.rdrosal Is unlike auy old fashioned salve in that it helvs nature 

the ideal way to soothe and rplieve ; 
(d) That llydrosal will stop summer time itches; 
(e) That IIydroflal will stop the burning Illlin of all bites anu sting<; like 

magic; 

(f) That II.rllrosal will stop "mau!leniug" it<·hing which defies old-fa-,hionetl 
lotions and salves; 

(g) Tllat IIyl!rosal has bPen espedally recommeudt>1I a)l(l tP14Pd ~~~ do•·tor::. 
for Eczema ; 

(h) That IIydro"al peuetmtl's thron)::h the skin to aid nature in swiftly heal
lug siek, irritated tissue!'<. (!\lay 20, 1!l37.) 

017GG. Vendor-Advertiser-Poultry Feeds.-Fisher Flouring 1\Iills Co., 
a corporation, Seattle, "\Vash., vendor-advertiser, "·as engaged in sell-
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ing certain products designated Fisher's Poultry Feeds and Mashes, 
and agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in inter
state commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or 
otherwise: 

(a) That nuy of Flshrr's Poultry I•'erds will increase the egg yield unless 
spedfieally limited to its use in feeding to liens not recch·ing nn effieit-nt egg
J>roduciug feed; 

( li) That the use of tllese feeds will result in-

]. More eggs, 
2. Larger eggs, 
3. Greater vitality, 
4. Quicker wolting. 
~. Less mortnlity, or 
G. Longer laying life; 

unless svecificnlly limited to cases where the feed ln use is deficient In ele
ments required to produce these results; 

(c) That the use of Fishet·'s Feeds will protect the health of chickens; 
(d) That the use of Fisher's Feeds-

1. 'Viii "insure" profits for the turkey raiser, or maximum egg production 
with low mortality, or 

2. Will pro,·ide "laying" immrancc. (l\Iay 20,. HJ37). 

01767. Vendor-Advertiser-Shaving Sets.-Segal Safety Razor Corp., 
a corporn.tion, New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a shaving set consisting of shaving brush, Segal unitary razor, 
razor blades and an imitation leather case, and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling said products in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) 'l'hat the brush is germ-proof; 
(b) That tl1e razor Is rust or tarnish proof. (l\Iay 24, 1037.) 

01768. Vendor-Advertiser-rd:edicinal Preparation.-:M. L. Durham, an 
individual, Carthage, :Mo., vendor-advertiser was engaged in selling 
a medicinal preparation designated Silver Seal Treatments, and 
agreed in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate 
commerce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the Silver Seal Treatment Is effective or time testf.>d; 
(b) Til at the SiiYer Seal Trentmrnt is effeetive when other remedies have 

failed; 
(c) That the Silver Seal Treatment Is a "period regulator"; 
(d) That obstinate or stubborn cases of Inng standing respond promptly to 

the Silver Seal Trentment; 
(e) That Silver S~al Treatments restore the normal physiological menstrual 

flow; 
(f) That tbrongh the use of the Silver Seal Treatment delayed menstruation 

may be end(•d unl.-ss limited to delayed menl't.ruation resulting from ('motional 
or dimntic conditions; or thnt frar wlll be banished or uncertainty E>llminated; 

(g) That Silver Seal TrentnJPnts are an ('ntirely satisfactory treatm('nt; 
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(h) Tllat SUrer Seal Treatments stimulate uterine lH'alth or aid in toning nv 
the system; 

(i) That Silver Seal Treatnwnts relieve pains as~ocinte1l wt;h the menstrual 
period; 

(}) That Silver Seal Treatment;; are positive acting or cnuse quic·k rPspon~e 
which ends unnatural irregularities, relieves congestion, induces normnl flow or 
gives healthful strength to female organs. ( 1\Iay 24, 1937.) 

017<iD. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Fluid.-Th~ Gardiner Manufac
turing Co., Inc., a corporation, Buffalo, N. Y., vendor-advertiser
was engaged in selling a washing fluid designated "101", and agreed 
in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate. com
merce to cease and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That 101 "sterilizes" or that articles wm~hed with 101 solution are 
"sterilized" ; 

(b) That 101 ''kills germ:,;" ; 
(c) That 101 will "prevent" or "cure" ma11ge in dogs; 
(d) That 101 should be m:ed for all ''healing''; 
(e) That ivy and oak poisoning "disappear with 101"; 
(f) That 101 is a competent remedy in the treatment of boils and pimples; 
(g) That washing the clothespress with a solution of 101 will both kill 

grown moths and destroy moth pggs; 
(h) That 101 is "not a vo!son" unless qnnllfl.ed by the exvress!on "whrn 

used as directed'' or some similar expression; 
(i) That 101 deodorizes andjor disinfects, unless dire<:tlons are given for 

first thot·onghly cleansing the surface to be deodorized or disinfected i 
(J) That 101 wlll "sterilize" and/or ''heal" eczema; 
(k) That 101 is a comrlCtent remedy in the trratment of colds or griwe; 
(Z) That 101 will "sterilize" and/or "heal" open sores. (1\Iay 24, 1037.) 

01770. Vendor-Advertiser-Mineral Water Crystals.-Mrs. :M. L. Gille-
land, an individual, operating under the trade names of Imperial 
Products Co. and Imperial Laboratories, 'Vaco, Tex., vendor-adver
tis.er, was engaged in selling a certain product designated Imperial 
Mmeral Water Crystals, anc:l agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That Imperial Mineral Water Crystals are obtained ft•om tlte deepest 
and Rtrongest thermal wells in the world. 

The respondent further arrreed in solicitinrr salespersons or dE>alers 
• • t:> ' e 
m aiel of the sales of such merchandise-

(b) Not to represent or hold out as a chance or an oppot·tunlty any amount 
ln excess of what ha~ actually been nccompllshed by one or more of reHpond
eut's snler<personR or deniers under normal couditlons ib the due cour!le of 
business; 

The respondent further agreed to discontinue the use of the word 
"Laboratories" in connection with her trade name; or to otherwise 
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represent, directly or by reasonable inference, that she owns, operates 
or controls a laboratory. (.May 24, 1937.) 

01771. Vendor-Advertiser-Correspondence Course.-.Arthur .Abrahams 
Navello, an individual, doing business under the trade name of 
Navello System, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in 
selling a correspondence course in singing and crooning designated 
The Navello Singing Method, and agreed in soliciting the sale of and 
selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That respondent's booklet of instructions will enable one to learn to sing 
or croon; 

(b) That respondent's course will enable one to have a trained singing 
voice or bPcome an accomplished singer or crooner in ten easy home le8sons; 

(c) 'fhat respondent's course will enable one to have a trained singing voice, 
or become au nccompll!'lhed singer or crooner "without having a musical 
education"; 

(d) That respondent's course enables one to acquire the secrets of easy, 
natural singing without learning musical terms or eugaging In tedious study; 

(e) That reRpondent's course provides all the instmctlons and exercises 
necessary to tPach oue bow to sing without entailing the great expense and 
years of vocal study ordinarily required to accomplish sat lsfnctory results as 
a singer or crooner; 

(f) That re~pomlcut's course accomplishc!'l the snme results in acquil'ing the 
art of. singing and crooning as are attained by the usual methods of instruc
tion by eliminating all technical and complicated musical terms; 

(g) That reRpondent's course provides one with a <leeper understanding and 
appreciation of the art o! singing; 

(h) That one does not need to be a competent musician to be a singer; 
(i) That 75 per cent or any other percentage of the popular singers and 

crooners are not musicians nor do they read music; 
(/) That twenty to thirty minutes a clay of sound concentrated vocalizing 

with the Navello 1\!etbod will positively teach one how to sing popular music 
aud crooning. ( l\Iay 24, 1937.) 

01772. Vendor-Advertiser-Snoring Device.-Winslow W. Chase, an 
individual, doing business under the trade name of The Taxley Co., 
'Vashington, D. C., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a 
device designated "Don't Snore", and agreed in soliciting the sale of 
and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist 
from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the deYice designated "Don't-Snore'' Is invaluah!e In l'llSI'S of 

1. Asthma; 
2. Catarrh; 
3. Hay Fcn•r; 
4. Common ('olds; 
5. Jn11omnla; 
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and v,·il} omit all mention of these conditions from his advertising 
matter 

(b) That benefits may be derived In eonneetion with singing, public :;peaking 
or athletic aeti\•ities by the use of t11e salu device by: 

1. Singers; 
2. Puhlic Speakers; 
3. Athletes; 

The respondent further agreed not to publish or cause to be pub
lished any testimonial containing any representations contrary to the 
foregoing agreement, and to cease and desist from representing 
directly or otherwise: 

(c) Thnt the use of said deYice "pren•uts'' or "on'rcom(•s" snoriug, mouth· 
breathing or attendant ills, unless qualified by worlliug of import similar to 
the followiug: " ... in the absence of patlwlogieul or anatomical eonditions 
requiring the services of a physician, will in many cases hrlp to--" 

and will omit mention of "attendant ills"; 

(d) That t!Je usc of said uc,·lce "assures" normal breathing (nose breathing), 
unless properly qualifit>d similarly to qualifications mentioned tm!ler (c) ; 

(e) That the device Is golU, except qualified as "plateu" or "washeu." (May 
27, 1937.) 

01773. Vendor-Advertiser-~iedicinal Preparation.-Hoyal Mfg. Co. of 
Duquesne, a corporation, trading as Double "D" Laboratories, Chi
cago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engngcu in selling a preparation 
designated Vita-l\Iin-Ol, and ugreeu in soliciting the sale of and 
selling s:tid product in interstate. commerce to cease anu desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That vlramins in respo!Hlent's product correct the <ll•fects of mineral 
oil; 

(b) Tllut it is an establisheu fact that mineral oil wh(•n tnl;:en intemally 
<liverts the foou SUP111y in the intestinal tract, or the aujacent tissues and cells 
or fat ~;o!uhle vitamins by a 11ron•ss of nbsorvtlon; 

(c) Tllat res11omlent's Vitu-l\lln-01 is a rich soun·c o! or supplies the system 
with vitamins A, D anti E; 

(d) Tlwt Vita-Min-01 tr<'ats, eorr!'ets, or curbs the symptoms or cause of 
eonstipa tlon ; 

(e) That the co11tiuuous use of mineral oil tll'pletes the system of Its vitamins 
A, D and E, or tends to aggravate the causes of constipation; 

(f) That Vita-l\Iin-01 is sdence's newest discm·ery in the vitamin fielu; 
(y) That Vlta-l\lin-01 is a bowel tonic, or builus up the bowels, strl'ngthens 

the intestin<'s, Increases pPrlstultic aetlon or assures regularity, or that Its 
dfects are lasting ; 

(II) That Vitn-l\lln-01 corrPets the confltipntlon habit or overconws con
btipatlon; 

( i) That Vitu-l\Iln-01 tours the system; 
(J) That the use of Vita l\lin-01 gives gerwrally rwruetl medientlon or cle

ments neeessary to vigorous health, or resistance to constipation; 
(k) Thnt Vita-l\Iin-01 builds strength, Is health-giving or body building 

(1\lny 27, HJ37.) 
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01774:. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparations.-Dr. Van Vleck 
Co., a corporation, Jackson, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged 
in selling certain products designated l\Iuco Cones, Absorptive 
Plasma, and Herb Tablets, anu agreed in soliciting the sale of anu 
selling said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist from 
representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That the tablets are "herb" tablets; 
(b) That the tablets will concct conditions that are reslWll!liblc for lack 

of digestive secretion; 
(c) That the tablets are a competeut treatment or an efi'ectiYe rl·medy for 

colds; 
(d) That the tablets will prevent colds; 
(e) That the tablets will "rid" one of a cold; 
(f) Thnt the tablets are a competent treatment or an effectiye remedy for 

rheumu tism ; 
(g) That the taulets will "rid'' one of rheumatism; 
(h) Tllat any smarting whieh may result from an application of the 

Absorptive Plasma conclusiyely shows a presence of inflammation 'Or ulcera
tion; 

(i) That the 1\Iuco Cones or Absorpti,·e Plasma or a combination treatment 
thereof will heal unless limited to the aid of nature in the process of healing; 

(j) That the Absorptive Pla!'ma will "rid" one of pile suffering or "rill" one 
of ot· "bauish" pain; 

(k) That UJlpEeatiou of the AhsorptiYe Plasmn cr<'ntes a tissue building 
activity or that it creates circulation in the affected parts; 

(l) Tlwt the 1\Iuco Cones provide tissue nourishment OL· that they are "a 
highly beneficial treatment for the famished mucous m-embranes"; 

(m) That auy of the products or a combination thereof will remove or correct 
the cause of piles; 

(n) That the tablets will have a b<'IWfi~ial effect on the whole "system"; 
(o) Thnt any of the pt·oducts or a combination thereof will enable an invalid 

to become "a healthful, Yigorous, happy, light-hearted, rosy cll<'elwd, bright eyed 
man or woman"; 

(p) That res]lOIHient's treatment affords a "sure" relief of piles; 
(q) That re>;pondent's tr<'atrnent will reach the "root" or can;.e of piles; 
( 1') That piles or any rectal "dis<'ase" never heals itself or Is continually 

growiug worse; 
( s) That respoudmt's treatment will eomplete,V relieve or free one of pile 

"trouble", or that by the use thcr£"of one will have no return of suffering; 
( t) Inf<'rentlally or otlwrwise that one will receive any benefit from any 

product dne to any ingredient contained therein unless the product contains a 
quantity of the iugrt-dient sufficient to obtain tl1e benefit claimed or to render It 
n compet<'nt trNitment or an effective remed,\' for the £"ondition n•presented; 

( 11 ) That by use of the trca tnwnt one will be "fully r£"liev£"d''; 
( v) That the respond£"nt mannfactur£"s any of its products unless and until 

such Is a fact; 
( 1v) Inferentially or otherwise that respon<leufs tr<'lltnwnt IIC"ts in the place 

of operations or that its use will prevent the nere~slty for or ward off an 
OJI<'l'fi tion. ( 1\Iay 27, 1!)37.) 
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01775. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Thornton & Minor 
Clinic, a corporation, Kansas City, 1\fo., vendor-advertiser, was en· 
gaged in selling a preparation recommenued for the treatment of piles 
designated Private Formula Rectal Ointment, and agreed in soliciting 
the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce to cease 
and desist from representing directly or otherwise: 

(a) That, by the u><e of the Thornton & l\Ilnor Private Formula Pile Oint· 
ment, the sufferer will: 

1. Get quick relief from the disease piles instead of relief from the pain, 
distress and itching of that ailment; 

2. Be "free' from pile pain ; 
3. "End" pi!~ suffering; or 
4. "Escape" from the tortun•s of piles; 

(b) That the use of Thornton & l\Iinor Private Formula Pile Ointment will: 

1. "~top" pile pain; 
2. "End" pile torture; 
3. Relieve agony of piles "at once"; 
4. "Stop" hemorrhoid pain; or 
5. Relieve viles "at once". ( l\Iay 21, 1937.) 



DECISIONS OF THE COURTS 

IN CASES INSTITUTED AGAINST OR BY TilE COIIIIIIISSION 

FEDEHAL TRADE COMMISSION v. STANDARD 
EDUCATION SOC. ET AL.1 

No. 10 

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second. Circuit. Dec. 14, 1936) 

EXFOHCEMENT APPLICATIONS-CORRECTNESS OF 0IU>ER-DETEJUIINATIO:'ol OF, -ANTE

CEDENT TO COMPLIANCE ISSUE. 

On petition for enforcement of order to cease and desist from certain 
unfair methods of competition, ·Circuit Court of Appenls mny review cor
rectness of order before considering issne of compliance (15 U. S. C. A. 
Sec. 45), 

ENFORCEMENT API'I.ICATIONS-ANSWtm's l'll.An:u TO V.~CATE-AS CROSS-PETITION 

TO llEVIEW-PLEADINO. 

Where }'ederal Tmde Commission filPd petition for enforcl'rrwnt of. order 
to cease and desist from certain unfnil· methods of competition, respondent 
was not required to file petition for review, and prayer of answer that order 
btt varated was proper aud could not Le treated ns cro!ls-petitlon to review 
aud commissioD's answl'r thereto would be strieken (15 U. S. C. A. Sec. 45). 

l'ARTIEs---CORPORATE 0~'FJCERS OR EMPLOYEES-PRESIDENT AND SALES 1\IANAGER. 

Prt>sid<>nt who acted ns general mannger nud pprsomtlly conducted corre
spondence and sales manager familiar with nilYei·tlsement!l and with general 
sales poliry of corporation could be h•!ld pe1·soually for any unfair 
advertisements or sales methods pursued by corporation and wbirh were 
traceQble to such officers (15 U. S. C. A. Sec. 45). 

}'ARTIES-CORPORATE 0FFIGE.RS ORI EMPLOYEES-AUorroR-

Auditor who had charge of corp':lratlon's finances Lut had little or nothing 
to do directly with trade practices could not be held personally for tmfair 
trade practices of corporation. 

PARTIEB-CORI'ORATE OFFICERS OR EMPLOYEES-CRITERIA. 

To hold one Ilersonally for unfair trude practices of corporation, it is 
not enough that he be u director or officer of corporation, but be must be 
shown to ha,·e had sueh eonneetion with wrong as would have made him an 
uccomtJllee we1·e it a er·Ime, or u joint tort-feasor, WPre the corporation an 
individual. 

1 Rer orh'd In ~0 1<'. (2J) 0!12. The cnse before the Commls~lon Is reported In 15 
F. T. C. 1. 

1591 
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ENFORCEMENT APPLICATIOJ\ s-JURISIJICrl'JON AL PitERl~QUl SITES-INTERSTAm CoM

MERCE AND COMPm'ITION-ANSWER AS PRECLUDING ISSUE OF. 

In proceeding by Federal Trade Commission to enforce cease and desist 
order, answer which did not deny that respondent corporations were en
gaged in interstate commerce, or that there were others with whom cor
porations competed precluded rcS[)Ondents from claiming that forbidden 
practices were not shown to have affected interstate competition (15 U. S. 
C. A. Sec. 45). 

UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES-LO!'\G STANDING OF-AS PRECLUDING CoMMISSION. 

Federal Trade Commission need not sanction unfair trade practices merelY 
because they are of long standing (15 U. S.C. A. Sec. 45). 

UNFAIR TRAnll: PRA<m:cEs-ITEn.r oR CoMPONENT As Gn·EN AwAY, 'VuEN SoLD· 
llEGULAR.LY AS PART OF WHOLE: 0FFEIUNG. 

Practice of publisher of encyclopedia in representing that ten books were 
given away and that only ten years' extension service was sold could not 
be forbidden by Federal Trade Commission as unfair trade practice (15 
U.S. C. A. Sec. 45). 

Ur>FAIR TRADJl: PRAOI'ICES-PRODUCT OR OFFERI:-.:G FALSELY AS GIVEN AWAY 'fO 

SELECTED CLASS INCLUDING PIWSPECT. 

Federal Trade Commission could forbid publisher from misrepresenting 
that [693] encyclopedic work was given away to selected persons among 
whom prospectire buyer was one as an unfair trnue pmctice (15 U. S. C. A. 
Sec. 45). 

UNFAIR TRADE PIL\CTicEs-DYNAMIO ScorE oF SECTION 5. 

Powers of Federal Trade Commission are not confined to such practice~ 
as would be unlawful before it acted, but it l1as duty to discover and make 
explicit those unexpressed standards of fair dealing whieh conscience of 
the community may progressivl.'ly develop. 

UNFAIR TRADI!: PRACTICES-llE;VI"ED OFFERING AS NEW. 

Publisher of a revise of an old publication with new supplements t(} 
bring it up to uato could be directed to cease and desist from repre~entlng 
the work as new (15 U. S.C. A. Sec. 45). 

UNFAIR TRADE PnA<m:CES-0FFEniNG SoLD UNDER Two NAMES. 

Clause of CPase and desist order forbitluiug publisher of encyclopedic 
work from selling work under two names held reasonable. 

UNFAIR TRADE PR.\CTICES-PRICE FALSELY AS LESS THAN USUAL. 

Cease and desbt order forbidding publisher or encyclopedic work from 
falsely representing that price at which work was sold was less than usual 
price held proper ( Iri U. S. C. A. Sec. 45). 

UNFAIR TR.\IlEl PnAc'TICF.s-SroNsoRs on IMPOHTANT CoNTRIBL'Tons TO O>FERINO. 

Publisher of encyclopcuic work held properly prohibited from rt>pre
sentlng ns contril.mtors or l.'ditors those who had not contribut()(\ to, or 
edited, the publication. 

UNFAIR TRADE PR..\CTICES SJ'ONSORS, ETC., TO REVISF.:D OFFERING "'liEREl ~UCII I:"! 

FACT TO TH£ ORIGINAL, 

Practice of publisher of encyclOJ)Cdlc work in announcing as contributors 
to the revised work those who had bC{'n contributors to the original held not 
unfair (Hi U. S. C. A. Sec. 45). 

" ! 
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UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES-USING TESTiMONIALS Qn-EN DUT GARBLED. 

Provision of cease and desist order prohibiting publisher of encyclopedic 
work from using testimonials which, though really given, had been garbled 
so as to be substantially untrue held proper (15 U. S. C. A. Sec. 45). 

UNFAIR TRADE PRA<JI'IOES-PRIOE FALSELY AS REDUCED. 

ProYision of cease and desist order forbidding publisher from retH'esent
iug that course of instruction was offered at reduced price where no reduced 
price was giyen llcld proper (15 U. S. C. A. Sec. 45). 

UNFAIR THADE PnAcrricEs-ConronATE AGENTS' Acrrs--OFFICERS' llESPONSIBIUTY. 

Thnt prnctices COIJdemned by cease and desist order of Federal Trade 
Commission were traced only to agents of corporations did not relieve cor· 
porations of responsihility whe1·e ngents did not act beyond scope of their· 
authority, but executive officers of corporations were responsible only for 
that whicll could be traced to them personally (15 U. S. C. A. Sec. 45). 

ENFOHCEMENT APPLICATIONS-ABANDONMENT PHEC!c"DING--.AS DEFENSE. 

Abandonment of forbidden practices before filing of complaint for 
enforcement of cease and desist order of Federal Trade Commission held 
no defense, especinlly where order was opposed ou merits (15 U. S. C. A. 
Sec. 45). 

(The syllalms, with substituted captions, 1s taken from SG F. (2d) 
()92) 

On proceeding by Commission against Standard Education Society 
nnd otherS! for order to enforce order of Commission to cease and 
desist from certain unfair methods of competition, order reversed 
entirely as to respondent Greener, and modified and affirmed in part, 
and reversed in part, and proceeding remitted to Commission, with 
directions. 

Mr. 1V. T. J(elley, Mr. Martin A. llfor-riMn, and llfr. James lV. 
Nichol, all of Washington, D. C., for the Commission. 

llir. Jlem·y lVard' Beer, of New York City, for respondents. 
Before L. IIA:rm, SWAN, ana CHASE, Circuit Judges. 

L. JIAND, Circuit Judge: 
This case comes up upon a petition under § 45 of Title 15, U. S. 

Code, for an "enforc£>ment order" upon an order to "cease and desist" 
of the Federal Trade Commission against the five respondents, two 
companies and three individuals. The Standard Education Society 
[69-t] is a company which published and sold an encyclopoeclia called 
"Standard Reference 1Vork"; the Standard Encyclopoedia. Corpora
tion is a subsidiary, or dummy, of that company. Stanford is the 
president and a director, and acted as general manager, of both com
panies, and is the owner of 250Y2 out of the Education Society's 536 
shares of stock; 1Vard is the secretary, a director of both, has charge 
of sales and owns the same number of shares as Stanford; Greener 
owns the remaining thirty-five shares, and is in charge of financial 
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matters as comptroller and auditor. On February 25, 1929, the Com· 
mission filed a complaint against the Education Society and Stan· 
ford, alleging certain unfair trade practices; they answered, aml a 
supplemental complaint was filed on December fourth, 1929, in the 
same terms, hut joining the Encyclopedia Company and '\Vard and 
Greener, all of whom answered. Mt>anwhile the taking of testimony 
had· begun on :May 8, 1929, an(l was continued until June 20, 1930; 
and on the twenty-fourth of December, 1!);31, the Commission fiktl 
its findings of fact and the order to cease and desist now before \tS. 

In the findings it appears that the Education Society was incor· 
·porated in 1909 under another name and published and sold a work 
called "Aiton's Encyclopaedia", whose title was changed in 1912 to 
"Stantlard Reference '\Vork". This was in ten volumes, intended to 
be kept up to date by a· series of loose leaf supplements-called an 
"extension service"-which were to be sent to subscribers quarterly 
for ten years, and embodied, or assumed to embody, the latest infor· 
mation. Stanford, 'Vanl and Greener organized the Encyclopaedia 
Company in August, 1!.l29, and changed. the name of the old work 
to the "New Standard. Encyclopaedia"; but the Education Society is 
still <lisposing of some remaining sets of "The Standard Reference 
'Vork", while the Encyclopaedia Company is selling the encyclopaedia. 
The ordinary price of each is $60.50, and includes the "extension 
service"; when works of fiction are thrown in, as they sometimes are, 
the price is $89. It was the uniform practice upon taking subscrip
tions, for agents to tell buyers that the set of books was given away, 
and that only the service was paid for; it was the common practice 
to say that the regular price of the books and service was consider
ably higher than the offers, at times $150. or $200.; it was not in
frequently said that the work could take the place of such magazines 
as the Literary Digest and the Review of Heviews. The originals 
of some of the testimonials used in selling the books were redrafted, 
some had never been authorized, and some hau originally been iso;ued 
to cover "Aiton's Encyclopaedia"; the nanws of somP persons wpre 
advertised as contributors who had never contributed. The r£>spoml· 
ents also offered a course of instruction which they called "Special 
Introductory Enrollment", and for which they charged at first $98, 
and finally $135. The ag£>nts repres£>nted to the purchaser that these 
were "special introductory prices," the usual price of the course being 
$250; and that the special price was gi\'en to ten students only; all of 
which was false. 

The order to "cease and desist'' include<l all the rcspon(lents, and 
forbad kinds of trade practices, as follows. The fit·st clauf'e fm·Lad 
representing the ten books as gi,·en free aml only the sen·ice as paitl 
for; the second fol'L:ul r£>presenting that some of the sets wE're tle-
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livered to selected. persons; the third was in substance the same as the 
first; the fourth forbad. representing the work as "a recently com
pleted, new, and. up-to-date encyclopoedia"; the fifth, offering the 
same work for sale under two names; the sixth, representing its 
usual price as higher than that at which it was offered; the seventh, 
representing any person as a contributor who was not a contributor; 
the eighth, representing any person as giving a testimonial who had 
not done so; the ninth, publishing other testimonials than those 
actually given; the tenth, representing the course of instruction as a 
''Special Introductory Enrollment" at a special reduced price. Noth
ing was done to enforce this or<ler until January 20, 1936, when the 
petition at bar was filed; the respon<leuts answered on the first of 
October, repeating the allegations of their origin:tl answer, and pray
ing that the application be dismissed, and that "the order to cease and 
desist herein be vacated and set aside". Treating this part of the 
answer as a cross petition of the respondents to vacate the order to 
cease and desist, the Commission styled its brief an answer. The 
preliminary question of procedure so raised ·we will dispose of at 
once. We held. in Fed. Trade 001n. v. Ealme, 23 F. (2<1) 615, that 
upon a petition for enforcemPnt under § 45 of title 15, we would. te
view the cor [695] rectness of the order before considering the issue 
of compliance; so that once a petition to enforce the order is filed, it is 
not necessary for the respondent to file a petition for review. The 
prayer of the respondents' answer here that the onler to cease and 
desist be vacated, was therefore entirely proper in the answer because 
the Commission had already invoked the preliminary inquiry; aud 
the answer should not have been regarded as a cross petition to re
view the order. The Commission need not have filed any answer to 
it, and so far as its brief is entitled an answer, it will be stricken. 

The first question is as to the propriety of any order whatever 
against the individual respondents. Stanford and. Ward were jointly 
in complete control of both companies; as we have said., Stanford 
was not only president, but acted as genet·n.l manager, and he was 
shown to have personally condncted the correspondence. 'V ard was 
sales manager, and necessarily familiar with what advertisements 
went out, and with the general sales policy of the company. This 
was enough to hold each personally for any "unfair" advertisements 
or sales methods, with certain exceptions to be noted later. The 
same is not true of Greener \Vho, being merely the auditor and in 
charge of the companies' fina!IC(>S, would lun·e little or nothing to do 
directly with trade practices. The doctrine applicable to patent in
fringf'ments contro1s; it is not enough that an imliviuual be a direc
tor or nn officer of the infringing corporation; he mn:"t be shown 
to have had such conneetion with the wrong as would have made 
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him an accomplice were it a crime, or a joint tortfeasor, "·ere the 
corporation an individual. However, "·hen that is done, his office 
will not protect him. National Cash Register Co. v. Leland, V4 Fed. 
502, 507-512 (C. C. A. 1); Jlitcl1cock v. American Plate Glass 
Co., 259 Fed. 948, 952-954 (C. C. A. 3); Denominational E. Co. 
v. Duplex E. Co., 80 F. (2d) 186, 104 (C. C. A. 4). If the opinion in 
Dangl@r v. Imperial Machi,ne Co., 11 F. (2d) 945 (C. C. A. 7), 
means more than this, we cannot go along. Our dictum in New 
Departgre Mfg. Co. v. Rockwell Dral~e Co., 287 Fed. 328, 334, 
was not meant to declare that so long as an official ac.ted within the 
scope of hi!'> authority he 'ms immune; the contrary had just been 
decided in Guarantee Vet. Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, 285 FPd. 
853, 8GO (C. C. A. 2). 

The respondents insist that the forbidden practices were not shown 
to have affected interstate competition. It would take little evidence 
to satisfy us that a company publishing, and distributing gcn£>rally 
throughout the country, an encyclopoedia or reference work, was in 
eompetition with other similar works; perhaps we might take judicial 
notice of that without any evidence at all. But Stanford in sub
stance admitted that other works competed with his, and the plead
ings had foreclosed the issue anyway. The first article of the com
plaint alleged that the respondents were "in competition with other 
corporations, individuals, firms, or partnerships likewise Pngaged in 
the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of books, encyclo
paedias and reference. works, and so-caJled extension service in con· 
nection therewith." The answer of the Education Society di1l imleed 
deny that it used unfair methods of competition in interstate com
merce, and that any of the methods alleged wPre tmfair; but it did 
not deny that it was engaged in interstate commerce, or that there 
were others with whom it competed. Stanford's answer was like that 
of the Education Society, except that he denied "that he imlividu
ally or as president * * * is in competition with other corpora· 
tions." 'Ve read this as meaning merely that his relations with the 
Society did not charge him personally with its doings; not that if it 
was engaged in competition and he was chargeable with its conduct, 
he was not engaged in the same competition. The answet· of the En
cyclopaedia Company was like that of the Education Society, and 
'Vard's answer was like Stanford's. 

Coming now to the practices forbidd£>n, the first and third clauses 
of the order were in substance the same; they forbad repr<'senting that 
the ten Looks were given away and that only the "extension service" 
was sold. It is true that the Commission is not to sanction unfair 
trade practices merely because they are of lon(l' standin(l' · its duty is 
t L . "' .., ' o rmg trade into harmony with fair dealing. Federal Trade Com. 
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v. lVin.sted Hosier1J Co., 258 U. S. 483, 403, 494. To the discharge of 
that duty it should not, however, bring a pedantic scrupulosity; too 
solicitous a censorship is worse than any evils it may correct, and a 
community which sells for profit must not be ridden on so short a 
rein that it can only move at a walk. 'Ve cannot take seriously the 
f696] suggestion that a man who is buying a set of books and a 
ten years' "extension service," will be fatuous enough to be misled 
by the mere statement that the first are given away, and that he 
is paying only for the second. Nor can we conceive how he could 
be damaged were he to suppose that that was true. Such trivia} 
niceties are too impalpable for practical affairs, they are will-o'-the· 
wisps, 'vhich dh·ert attention from substantial evils. Winston Co. v. 
Fed. Trade Corn., 3 F. (2d} VOl (C. C. A. 3}. It is possible to read 
Consolidated Book Publislverf! v. Fed. Trade Co-m.~ 53 F. (2d) 942 
(C. C. A. 7), as holding to the contrary, but the case was compli

.cated by a number of gravH practices which probably eolored the 
whole. 'Ve are not satisfied that stripped of these, the bare practice 
would have been held bad; if so, we prefer to follow the Third 
Circuit. 

The secorid clause of the order forbad repre!:ienting the work as 
given away to selected per!:ions among whom the prospecti,·e buyer was 
.one. This is supported by evidence, and is the misrepre~·entation of a 
fact, though perhaps it "·ould not support an action of fraud. The 
.common-law was not over-solicitous to protect an nnwary buyer; but 
there can be no doubt that such statements give a competitive advan
tage to the less scrupulous seller and that they not only add nothing to 
the buyer's opportunities to buy wisely, but hold out to him false in
·ducements. The Commission has a wide latitude in such matters; its 
powers are not confined to such practices as would be unlawful be.fore 
it acted; they are more than procedural; its duty in part at any rate, 
is to discover and make explicit those unexpressed standards of fair 
.dealing which the conscience of the community may progressively de~ 
velop. Federal T'rade Co-m. v. Ralad11:1n Co., 283 U. S. 643, 647-649; 
Federal Trade Com. v.J{eppel, 291 U.S. 304, 310--312. 

The fourth clause forbad calling the work a "recently completed, 
new, and up-to-date encyclopaedia". The findings scarcely support so 
broad a prohibition; the fifteenth says that the respondents have rep
resented the "New Standard Encyclopaedia" as "Something new under 
the sun", when it was only a revise of the old "Standard Reference 
'Vork" with new supplements to Lring it up to date. Of course nobody 
in his senses supposes that an encyclopoedia had not used earlier 
works as sources; but it seems to us that he might. assume that it has 
been rewritten, perhaps throughout. Had the encyclopaedia profess(·d 
J o be no more than a new eel ition of the "Reference ": ork", a bnyer 

l467;'iG"' 3!) \'OL. 24-103 
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might not have been justified in assuming that it was rewritten, but it 
professed to be a new work, and it was issued under a new name and 
by a new company. It was not new in the sense people would •mder
stand the word, applied to a book which came in that guise; even a 
substantial revision does not make a new work. 

The fifth clause forbad selling the same work under two names. The 
order does not cover the sale of the "Standard Encyclopaedia" and the 
"Standard Reference 1Vork" under their several names. Some time 
ago the Education Society published some sets of the "Reference 
1Vork" under the title "National Encyclopaedia" and it was proved 
that one buyer at least bought both for a public school, not knowing 
them to be the same. There was no good reason for using two names in 
selling the same book and the clause is reasonable enough, except for 
the fact that all copies of the "National Encyclopaedia" have long since 
been disposed of. The only possible debate is whether such a practice 
justifies an order when it was so far in the past; a matter which we 
will deal with later. 1Ve will not disturb the clause. 

The sixth clause forbad saying that the price, $69.50 or $89 was less 
than "the usual price". Little need be said about this; it was false 
and intended to deceive buyers upon a matter of fact. True, it is a 
very common device in selling, but it is to be discountenanced; morally 
it is not defensible and the Commission might hold it "unfair". 

The seventh clause forbad representing as contributors or editors 
those who had not contributed to, or edited, the publications. Its 
propriety depends upon the evidence, and while there is not much 
of it, it definitely does appear that there was no warrant for claiming 
at least two, Ballou and Pace, as either contributors or editors. There 
were however a number who had been genuine contributors to "Aiton's 
Encyclopaedia", but 'vho had done nothing later. How much of this 
earlier work went into the two later ones cannot be definitely ascer
tained, but it was the basis of them, and it seems to us not "unfair" 
to [697] announce as contributors to the derived work those who 
had been contributors to the original. This clause ought therefore to 
be modified or clarified by excepting from the prohibition contrib
utors to "Aiton's Encyclopaedia". 

The eighth and ninth clauses were related; they concerned testi
monials used us advertisements. For the eighth, which forbad the use 
of such testimonials which had not been given by the person whose 
name was used, we haYe been able to find no support in the evi
dence; and we are referred to none except the conclusions of one, 
Nixon, which are ouhYeighed by her identification of the handwriting 
of the person whose name was n=*'d. The ninth forbad the use of 
testimonials, which, thongh really given, hatl been garbled so as to be 
substantially untrue. There was evidence in support of this, and the 
clause was proper. 
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The tenth and last clause forbad representing the course of instruc
tion as a "Special Introductory Enrollment," offered. at a reduced 
price. There was no reduced price and so much of the clause was 
proper; but as to the rest it does not seem to us that the phrase 
indicated a selected class in the sense that particular qualifications 
were necessary to join it. The finding in support of this declared 
as well that agents had represented that the class was to be confined 
to ten students; and had this been included in the order, it would 
have been valid pro tanto; but it was not included, and it gives no 
support to what was. 

The respondents argue as to this, and as to several other of the 
practices condemned, that they were traced only to agents of the 
companies. So far as the companies themselves are concerned this. 
clearly made no difference; the agents <lid not act beyond the scope
of their authority; the nineteenth finding contained no suggestion 
that they had been instructed not to make them. Some of them were
indeed discharged because of what they said, but that does not prove· 
that they had acted beyond the scope of their authority. The remedy
is civil; responsibility may be imputed as in other civil cases. On, 
the other hand the agents were not agents of Stanford and 'Vard1 

who are therefore responsible only for what can be traced to them 
personally. This consideration however affects at best only the 
second, sixth, seventh, ninth and tenth clauses of the order, for cer
tainly both Stanford and ·ward must have directed what was covered 
by the fourth and fifth. As to the second and sixth, the practice of 
the agents was so universal that it seems to us that the Commission 
was justified in assuming that they would not have acted as they did 
without some direction at least from ."\Vard, the sales manager. 'Ve 
are disposed to say also that, considering the centering of control in 
two men only, it was permissible to associate Stanford with him. 
Stanford was amply connected with the practices in the seventh aml 
ninth clauses, for they appear to have been his special concern; we 
cannot see however that 'Vard was invoh,ed. As to the tenth, the evi
dence of the practice is very meagre and in our judgment .,carcely 
justified a finJ.ing that either of these men personally directed the 
statements about the cost of the course. Therefore Stanford should 
not be included in the tenth clause, nor 'Yard in the seventh, ninth~< 
and tenth. 

Finally, the respondents allege that as they had already abandoned 
some of the practices forbidden before the complaint was served, no 
order should go against them. "'.,.e have alrPady mentioned this 
factor in connection with the fifth clause. It has, however, oftm 
been decided-certainly when the respondent continue<! to oppoHe. 
the order on its merits-that this is no defense to an order to c.'af'e 
and desist. Sears Roebuck & C'o. v. Federal Trade C'ommi.~si(ln, 258. 
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Fed. 307, 310 (C. C. A. 7); Guamnty Veterina;ry Oo. v. Fed. 
Trade Com., supra, 859, SGO (285 Fed. 853); Fox Fibn Oo. v. 
Fed. Trade Oom., 296 Fed. 353, 357 (C. C. A. 2); Arlcan&t8 
Wholesale Grocers Assoc. v. Fed. Trade Oom., 18 F. (2d) 8G6 (C. 
C. A. 8); Fed Trade Oom. v. Wallace, 75 F. (2d) 733, 738 (C. C. A. 
8); Armand Oo. v. Fed. Trade Oom., 78 F. (2d) 707,708 (C. C. A. 2). 
In Winston v. Fed. T·rade Com., supra (3 F. (2d) 901), the respond
ent had not only abandoned the practices, but stipulated not to resume 
them. 

The order will be modified as follows and otherwise affirmed. It 
will be reversed in toto as to all the respondents so far as it forbad 
the practices described in the first, third and eighth clauses; as to 
the tenth it will be reversed except as to the representations regarding 
price. The seventh will be modified so as to exclude from its terms 
contributors to "Aiton's Encyclo[698]poedia." The order will be 
also reversed so far as it included Stanford in the tenth clause, and 
'Ward in the seventh, ninth and tenth; and it will be altogether re
versed as to Greener. The answer of the Commission contained in 
its brief will be stricken. After the order has been amended in ac
cordance with the foregoing, the proceeding will be remitted to the 
Commission as special master to hear and report whether the re
spondents have complied with the provisions· which are affirmed. 
The cause will await in this court the return of that report for further 
proceedings. 

Order to cease and desist modified in accordance with the fore
going; cause referred as aforesaid. 

FEDERAL TRADE COl\IMISSION v. EVANS FUR COMPANY 
ET AL.1 

No. 6099 

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit. January 4, 19!17) 

Application of Commtsslon to enforce its order In Evans Fur Cmnpuny et al., 
. Docket 2227, 20 F. T. C. 300, directing respondents to desist mlst·Ppresenta
tion in connection with sale of fur garments, dismissed pursuant to joint 
motion of the parties, and without prejudice . . 

Before EvANS and SPARKS, Circuit Judges. 
PER CuRIAM. 
Now comes the petitioner by its counsel awl presents a joint mo

tion of petitioner nn<l respondent that this petition for enforcement 
of order of Federal Trade Commission be dismissed. On considera
tion whereof it is ordered nnd adjudged by this court that this 

'Reported In 88 F. (2d) 1008. 
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petition for enforcement of order by Federal Trade Commission be, 
and the same is hereby dismissed without prejudice to the right of 
said Federal Trade Commission, at its option and in its discretion, 
at any time or times hereafter, to file in this Court or other Court, 
said petition or a like petition, or such petition or papers as said 
Commission may elect, or to do such other acts as said Commission 
shall deem to be in the public interest. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. ARMY AND NAVY 
TRADING COMPANY 1 

No. 6793 

(United States Court of Appeals for the District· of Columbia. 
January 4, 1937) 

FINDINGS OF COMMISBlON-\VHEnE SUl'PORTED BY EviDENCE. 

Findings of Federal Trade Commission in bearing before It, it. supported 
by evidence, are conclusive (Federal Trade Commission .Act, sec. IS, as 
amended, 15 U.S. C . .A., sec. 45). 

· UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION-TRADI!l NAMEs-".ARMY AND NAVY" J'OB 

CoNCERN, ONLY TEN PEB. CENT oF STOCK oF WHicH, SucH. 

Use by company of words ".Army and Navy" in Its name to impress 
public with fact that its stock consisted of goods purchased from .Army and 
Navy departments held an unfair method of competition, where percentage 
of such goods in its stock had declined to about 10 per cent. of total 
Inventory. 

UNFAIR METHODS oF CoMPETITION-IN GENERAr.-MrsnEPHESENTING AS TO ORIGIN 

AND NATURE OR QUAUTY. . 

False and misleading representations as to orlgln of a commodity and as 
to its nature or quality constitute an unfair method of competition. · 

(777] UNFAIR METHODS oi COMPETITION-TRADE NU!ES-".ARMY AND NAVY" FOB 

CoNCERN, ONLY TEN PEB CENT oF STdcK oF WHICH, SucH..,.-QUAUFYING 

'VORDS AS CURING. 

Where the use of words ".Army and Navy" in trade-name constituted an 
unfair method of competition because ot diminishing quantity of Army and 
Navy goods bandied by company, elimination of de"eptlon required that 
company cease using such words, and could not be effected by use of quali· 
fylng phrases which merely Indicated that company was not connected with 
the .Army and Navy, or with the government, and that it did not handle such 
goods exclusively. 

UNl".IIB lll-THOD~ oF CoMPETI'JION-'fRADI!l !\.\MEs-"ARMY AND NAVY" FOR CoN

CERN, ONLY TEN PER CENT Oll' SrocK OF 'VHICH, SucH--QUALIFYING WoRDs 
.u CURING-"WE Do NoT DEAl. IN," ETc, 

Use of qualifying words, "we do not deal In .Army and Navy goods," held 
not proper means of eliminating unfair competition resulting from use of 

1 Reported In 88 F. (2d) 776. The case before the Commission Is reported In 21 
F. '1'. C. 1!41. 
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words "Army and Navy" in trade-name of company with only small per
centage of Army and Navy goods in its stock, since trade-name and qualify
ing clause would be contradictory. 

UNFAm 1\IETIIODS OF COMPETITION-TRADE NAMES-"ARMY AND NAVY" FOR CoN

CERN, ONLY TEN PER CENT OF STOCK OF WHICH, SUCH-USE "WORDS FOR MER
-CHANDISE IN FACT MaDE FoR. 

·Trading company ordered to cease and desist from using words "Army 
·and Navy" in its trade-name held entitled to use such words in connection 
with any particular lot of merchandise which it might handle which had 
been made for Army or Navy Departments, provided words specified origin 
of that particular lot. 

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 
88 F. (2d) 776) 

On application for enforcement of order of Commission, order 
affirmed, as modified, and respondent ordered to comply therewith. 

Mr. Martin A. Morrison and Mr. James W. Nichol, both of "Wash
ington, D. C., for petitioner. 

Mr. Joseph B. Stein, of ·washington, D. C., for respondent. 
Before MARTIN, C. J., and Ronn, VAN OnsoEL, GnoNf:n, and 

STEPHENS, JJ. 

'STEPIIENS1 Judge: 
·This is a proceeding brought under Section 5 of the Federal Trade 

Commission Act, 38 Stat. 719, by the petitioner, the Federal Trade 
Commission, hereafter called the Commission, to enforce an order IS

E:ued by it on November 26, 1935, requiring the respondent, the Army 
and Navy Trading Company, hereafter called the Trading Company, 
to cease and desist from using the words "Army and Navy," or either 
of them, in connection with its corporate ·name. 

Following the usual procedure under the Act, the Commission is~ued 
a complaint against the Trading Company charging that the words 
"Army and Navy" in its name were misleading, and that their use was 
to the injuiry o:fr competitors and the public. The Trading Company 
answered denying this. A lwaring was had before an examiner of the 
Commission, and then before the Commission itself. Thereupon the 
Commission made findings of fact which, so far as here pertinent, wers 
in substance and efl'ect that: The Trading Company, a Maryland cor
poration, has, since its organization in 1922, maintained its principal 
place of business in 'Vashington, D. C., and carried on business there. 
It was organized chiefly for the purpose of buying from the Army and 
Navy Departments of the United States Government certain surplus, 
reject and refuse goods and reselling the same. From 1922 until about 
1927, between 85% and 90% of the merchandise offered for sale by 
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the Trading Company was procured from the Army and Navy De
partments, either directly or indirectly, there being·uuring those years 
opportunity to secure large lots of various kinds of merchandise from 
the Departments. About 1927 the Departments began aharply to cur
tail the quantity of goods offered for sale, and since 1932 have offered 
virtually none. They were offering none at the time of the Commis
sion's order. In 1932 the stock of merchandise of the Trading Com
pany contained only about 15% to 18% of goods purchased from the 
Army and Navy Departments. The Trading Company causes its cor
porate name "Army and Navy Trading Company" to be displayed in 
large signs about its mercantile establishment, and in trade journals 
and circulars, and in advertisements and in daily newspapers and other 
periodicals, with the words "Army and Navy" as prominently featured 
therein as other portions of the name. Various members of the pur
chasing public, upon. observing such use of the words "Army and 
Navy," have been led into the belie£ that [778] the goods to be pur
chased in the Trading Company's store were substantially all, if indeed 
not all, procured from the Army and Navy Departments, and into the 
belie£ that they were of the quality and nature used by those De
partments and that a substantial bargain with reference to price and 
quality would be obtained at the Trading Company's store; and a 
substantial number of such members of the purchasing public have 
been induced by such beliefs to make purchases from the Trading 
Company. The use by the Trading Company of the words "Army 
and Navy" as above described causes a diversion of trade from com
petitors of the Trading Company who offer for sale merchandise 
which, like the bulk of the stock of the Trading Company, is procured 
from ordinary markets, but who do not use the words "Army and 
Navy" in connection with their trade names; and the use of the words 
"Army and Navy" by the Trading Company causes substantial 
injury to substantial competition within the District of Columbia. 

From the :facts thus :found by the Commission it concluded that the 
use of the words "Army and Navy" in the Trading Company's name 
is to the prejudice and injury of competitors and the public and an 
unfair method of competition in commerce and a violation of Section 
5 of the Act. 

The Commission oruered the Trading Company to cease and desist 
from: 

{1) Using in connection with its corporate name the words "Army 
and Navy" or either of them. 

(2) Advertising or causing to be advertised in any circulars, trade 
journals, daily newspapers, or other periodicals the words "Army and 
Navy" or either of them, descriptive of or in connection with any 
merclJandise to be sold or offered for sale to the public, unless in fact 
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the words "Army and Navy" be used specifically in connection and 
conjunction with particular merchandise actually procured from the 
Army and Navy Department of the United States Government. 

Provided, however, that for a period of two years from the date of 
the service of this order upon respondent, the respondent shall be per
mitted to use in connection with such corporate or tr?-de name as it 
might assume the words : 

"Formerly Army and Navy Trading Company." 
The only issue raised by the Trading Company's answer to the 

Commission's complaint was that respecting the misleading character 
and effect of the use of the words "Army and Navy" in the Company's 
name, and the finding of fact adverse to the Trading Company on this 
issue is the only finding attacked by it. 

The findings of the Commission if supported by evidence are con
clusive. Federal Trade Co,mmission v. Win8ted Hosiery Co., 258 U.S. 
483; Federal Trade Commi88ion v. Algoma Lumber Co., 2!)1 U. S. 67. 
We have examined the record. There is evidence therein to support 
the finding attacked. 'Ve shall not assume to review the evidence in 
detail, but it is worthy of comment that it was made to appear through 
the testimony of the secretary and treasurer of the Trading Company 
itself that the name "Army and Navy Trading Company" was selected 
for the corporation in order to impress the public with the fact that 
the stock consisted principally of articles purchased from the Army 
and Navy Departments-that being so at the time of incorporation
and that there was a response, alhantageous to the Trading Company, 
to this impression; and further that while the percentage of Army 
and Navy goods in the Trading Company's stock was as high as 90% 
up to about 1926, there was a rapid decline in the percentage there
after, and at the time of the hearing before the Examiner, in 1935, only 
about 10% of the total inventory was of such goods; and further, that 
purchases of stock at that time were principally made in the open 
market from commercial manufacturers catering to department stores 
and various concerns. It is also worthy of comment that several mem
bers of the purchasing public testified that in purchasing from a so
called Army and Navy store they expected to find lower prices and 
better quality merchandise, and to get Army and Navy refuse or 
salvage goods or goods made up to Army and Navy specifications. 

The first of the two issues of law in the case is whether the con
clusion of the Commission that the use of the words "Army and Navy" 
in the Trading Company's name is an unfair method of competition 
is justified. It is. The Supreme Court has ruled that false and mis
leading representations as to the origin of a commodity constitute an 
unfair method of competition. Federal Trade ('ommi8sion v. Royal 
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},filling [779] Co., 288 U. S. 212. It has ruled similarly in respect of 
false and misleading representations as to the nature or quality of an 
article. Federal Trade Commission v. Winsted Jlosiery Co., supra,' 
Federal Trade Oommwsion v. Algoma Lu,mber Co., supra. Accord: 
Federal Trade Commission v. Civil Service Training Bureau, 79 F. 
(2d) 113. 

The second issue of law is whether the cease and desist order of the 
Commission is too broad. The Trading Company contends that the 
Commission cannot lawfully order suppression of a trude name where 
the use of qualifying words will eliminate the deception and preserve 
the rights of competitors .and the public, and it asserts that the Com
mission's order should be modified so as to permit the use of, and it 
offers to use, in connection with its full trade name "Army and Navy 
Trading Company," one or more of the following qualifying phrases: 
"Not Connected with the Army and Navy," "Not Connected with the 
Government," "Not a Government Store," "Not affiliated with the 
United States Government," "'Ve Do Not Handle Exclusively Army 
and NavyGoods." The Trading Company urges Federal Trade Com
mission v. Royal Milling Co., supra,' N. Fluegelman & Co. v. Federal 
Trade Commission, 37 F. (2d) 59; Federal Trade Commission v. Good
Grape Co., 45 F. (2d) 70J and Federal Trade Commission v. Oassof!, 
38 F. (2d) 790. These cases justify the proposition that the Commis
sion's "orders should go no further than is reasonably necessary to 
correct the evil and preserve the rights of competitors and public." 
These were the words of the Supreme Court in the Royal Milling Co. 
case. There the word "Milling" imported the grinding of wheat into 
flour, when in truth the Royal Milling Company only mixed and 
blended flours purchased from others engaged in grinding. The con
tinued use of the trade name if used together .with such qualifying 
words as "Not Grinders of Wheat" was permitted. In N. Fluegelman 
&: Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, the use of the words "Satinmaid'' 
and "Satinized," which signified a fabric with a satin weave and a silk 
content, whereas the product in question was of a satin weave but of 
a cotton content, was permitted provided there was also used the phrase 
"a cotton fabric," "a cotton satin," "no silk," or equivalent modifying 
terms. In Federal Trade Commission v. Good-Grape Co., it was held 
that the name "Good-Grape" and the slogan "Fruit of the Vine," 
might be used if qualified by words making it appear that the product 
was an imitation, artificially colored and flavored. In Federal Trade 
Commission v, Cassoff, the word "shellac," in the trade name "White 
Shellac" and "Orange Shellac," deceptively imported a product com· 
posed solely of genuine shellac gum dissolved in nlcohol. The court 
permittrd use of the word "shellac" i£ there was also usrd in con-
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nection therewith the phrase "shellac substitute" or "imitation shellac," 
accompanied by the statement that the product was not 100% shellac. 

But it will be noted that in these c~ses the selection of qualifying 
words effective to eliminate deception was feasible because the names 
involved made separate and distinct representations in respect of the 
origin and characteristics of single products, some of which repre
sentations were true and some of which were untrue. 1 Therefore, 
qualifying words could be chosen which would eliminate any deceptive 
representations and leave standing the truthful ones alone. Thus in 
Federal Trade Commission v. Royal Milling Oo., the qualifying words 
"Not Grinders of Wheat" indicated definitely that the grain from 
which the flour is made did not originate with, i. e., was not ground 
by, the Royal Milling Company, but left standing the representation 
that the flour was mixed and blended by that Company; and in the 
other three cases, the qualifying words clearly eliminated the llecPp
tive representations of what the charac[780]teristics of the products 
were not, but left standing the true representations as to what the 
characteristics were. The qualifying words suggested for use in the 
instant case would not have the effect of wholly eliminating the decep
tion. Use with the trade name "Army and Navy Trading Company" 
of the phrase "Not Connected with the Army and Navy" would still 
leave an implication that the Trading Company's goods are purchased 
from the Army and Navy Departments or are of the character or 
quality of Army and Navy goo1ls. The same is true of the phrase 
"Not Connected with the Government," and of the phrase "Not a Gov
ernment Store," and of the phrase "Not Affiliated with the United 
States Government." The phrase "1Ve Do Not Handle Exclusively 
Army and Navy Goods" would imply that a substantial portion of tho 
goods are Army and Navy goods. Wo think it not feasible to select 
qualifying words for use with the name "Army and Navy Trading 
Company" which will be effective to eliminate deception. The stock 
of goods of the Trading Company is in only an insubstantial portion~ 
if at all, in any sense Army and Navy goods. But the phrase "Army 
and Navy" in the name "Army and Navy Trading Company" makes 

1 Thus In Federal Trade Oommlsslon v. Royal Milling Oo., thP rPprespntntlon of thP "·ord 
"Millin~" as to mixing and blendin~ of the flour was trut•, but the representation as to 
the origin of the flour, I. e., as to by whom lt was ground. was untrue. In N. Fluegel
man & Oo. v. Federal Trade Commission, the representation of the words "Satlnmaid" and 
"Satlnlzed" that tile fabric hnd a Fatln wea,·e was true, but the rcpreacnt!itlon that It 
had a silk content was not. In Federal Tt·arle Comml•,lon v. Good Grape Co., the r('pre
sentatlon of the phrasl'B ''Good-Grape" and "Jo'ruit of the \'lne" that the protlurt was like 
grape juice In color and flavor was true, but the r£'prestntatlon that It was made of 
natural grape juice was untrue. In Federal Trade CommiHRfon v. Cas•otr, the n•presenta
tlon of the phrasu "White Shellac" and "Orange Shellac'' that the product was composed 
solely of genuine shellac gum dissolved In alcohol waR untr·ue, but tile representation that 
It was like shellac, or that It could be used tor the purpose of shciiRc, was true. 
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the single representatiolll that at least the major portion of the mer
chandise offered for sale is in some sense Army and Navy goods. This 
single representation being untrue, it cannot be qualified; it can only 
be contradicted. The cases urged by the Trading Company and above 
discussed justify qualification of a trade name where qualification is 
possible; they do not justify contradiction. 

In a supplemental memorandum filed before the Commission the 
Trading Company offered to use with the name "Army and Navy 
Trading Company" the "qualifying" words "'Ve do not deal in Army 
and Navy Goods." This phrase is not discussed in the Trading Com
pany's brief filed in this court, and we take it, therefore, that the offer 
to use it has been abandoned. I£ not, however, it is clear that it can
not be used. because it is contradictory. 

In one particular we think the order of the Commission is too broad. 
It cannot be concluded. that because at the time of the hearing there 
was little or no opportunity for t.he Trading Company to purchase 
goods in some sense Army and Navy goods, there will not be such 
opportunity in the future; and the Trading Company ought not be 
forbid.d.en to tell the exact truth, whatever it may be, concerning the 
origin or character of any particular lot of goods. Paragraph (2) 
of the Commission's order forbids the use of the words "Army and 
Navy" "unless in fact the words 'Army and Navy' be used specifically 
in connection and conjunction with particular merchandise actually 
procured from the Army or Navy Department of the United States 
Government." The Trading Company may at some time procure a 
particular lot of goods not purchased by it actually from the Army or 
Navy Department, but from a jobber or broker who purchased there
from; or it may procure from a manufacturer or jobber or broker a. 
particular l~t of goods made for the Army or Navy Department but 
rejected for lack of compliance with specifications in some respect al
though satisfying them in others. Paragraph {2) of th\3 order should, 
therefore, be modified so as to permit the use of the words "Army and 
Navy," or either of them, in connection with a particular lot of mer
chandise, provided such words are used in a manner exactly specifying 
the origin or character of that particular lot. 

Subject to such modification, \.he order of the Commission is affirmed 
.and the respondent is ordered to comply therewith. 
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. F. A. MARTOCCIO COM
PANY, TRADING AS HOLLY1VOOD CANDY COMPANY 1 

No. 401 

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit. January 23, 1937) 

UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION-LOTTERY SCHEMEs-PUNCH BOARDS OB PUSH 
CARDS-PLANS UNDER WlliCH Au. RECEIVE. 

The sale of candy by means of punch boards or push cards enabling some 
buyers to receive several times the amount paid for Involves such an element 
of chance as authorizes the Federal Trade Commission to prohibit the manu
facturer from supplying push cards with its candy, though each buyer 
receives candy worth the amount pnld (Federal Trade Commission Act, Sec. 
5, 15 U. S. C. A. sec. 45). 

UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION-LOTTERY SCHEMEs-PUNCH llO.!.BDS OB PUSH 
CARDS-PUBLIC INTEREST, WHERE ASSERTED OB POSSIBLE EcoNOMIC ADVANTAGES 
IN PLAN. 

The sale of candy through push cards Involves ~;uch public interest, as 
required by t11e statute, and such injury to the public as authorizes the Fed
eral Trade Commission to prohibit manufacturer from SUI>plylng card!! with its 
candy, notwithstanding alleged benefits In providing economical method of 
ad>ertlsing, Increased volume of sales, and opportunity to buyer to procure 
more than bls money value. 

UNFAIR 1\!ETHODS OF COMPETITION-LoTTERY SCHEMES-PUNCH BOARDS OB PUSH 
CARDS-PUBLIC POLICY-QPTIONAL FEATURE--'WHETJIER INTERSTATE COMMERCE 
AFFECTED IN VIEW OF. 

'l'he Federal Trade Commission could prohibit manufacturer of candy from 
furnishing push cards therewith, for use In connection with the sale of the 
candy, as against contention that, as use of the card Is optional, any violation 
of public pollcy is a purely local matter not afl'ectlng interstate commerce. 

UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION-LOTIERY ScHEMES-PUNCH BOARDS OR PUSH 
CARDs-CusTOM AND PunLro UNDI!:liSTANDING AB PltECLUDING CoMMISSION 
AcTION. 

That, as claimed, sale of candy through use of push cards Is old and well· 
established method of sale and well understood and fully approved by the 
public does not preclude Federal Trade Commission from ordering manufac

. turer not to supply push cards with its candy .. 

UNFAIR METUODS OF COMPETITION-SUPREME CoURT DECISION Re PUBLIC INTEREST 
:AND UNFAIBNES8-SIMILAR SITUATIONS-SCOPE AND EFFECT. 

The Supreme Court having determined that a certain situation is within 
the Federal Trade Commission Act as alrectlng public Interest aud constitut
ing unfair method of competition, the basis and reason for such inclusion are 
binding as to all similar situations subject to such basis and reasoning. 

1 ReportNl In 87 F. (2d) 1161. The cnse before the Commission ts r«>portcd In 22 
F. T, C. 1183. Petition for certiorari denied May 3, lll37, 301 U. S. G!ll. 
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UNFAffi METHODS OF COMPENSATION-I..o'I'TF;RY SCHEMEs-PusH CAJU> PLANs-

GIITS FOR ADVERTISING, AS JUSTIFYING. 

That there Is no evil in giving away candy for advertising purposes does 
not prevent the Federal Trade Commission from ordering a manufacturer not 
to supply push cards with its candy, as the sales method is a game of chance. 

UNFAIR METHODS OF CEMPETITION-LoTrERY SCHEMES--cOMPE'ITTORS' VIEWS AND 

Punuo PoLicY. 

Action by the Federal Trade Commi;;sion in prohibiting unfair method ot 
competition cannot rest solely upon the moral or ethical views of competitors, 
but it may rest on the public view and puhlic policy against gambling and 
games of chance. 

ENFORCEMENT APPLICATI0:>1-EVIDE!\"CE-CoURT'S DUTIES-WHERE lNFERENCE:S 

AND LAw ONLY IssuEs. 
On application by the Federal Trade Commission for enforcement of a cease 

and desist order, the court need not determine whether it may examine the 
evidence for itself and determine whether the e\'ldence supports the findings. 
of the Commission when there is no dispute as to the facts, but only as to the
Inferences from facts and as to the rules of law. 

SECTION 5-VAUDITY-AS COMBINING FUNCTIONS OF COMPLAINANT, PROSECUTOR 

AND JUDGE. 

Rtatute as to unfair methous of competltlon Is not invalid as combining in 
the Fedf'ral Tra(le CommiR~ion the functlons of complainant, prosecutor, and 
jndge. 

(Syllabu!>, with substituted captions, is reported in 87 F. (2d) 561.) 

On application by Commission for enforcement of order against 
the F. A. Martoccio Candy Company, in its own name and right and 
trading as Hollywood Candy Company, enforcement ordered, and 
petition to set aside order denied. 

Mr. Martin A. Morrison, Assistant Chief Counsel, Federal Trade 
Commission, of Washington, D. C. (]!Jr. 1V. T. Kellty, Chief Counsel, 
Federal [562] Trade Commission, and lJJr. llenry U. Lank and 
Mr. James W. ~.Yichol, Special Attorneys, Federal Trade Commission, 
all of Washington, D. C., on the brief), for petitioner. 

MP. A1·nold L. GueMner, of Minneapolis, Minn., for respondent. 
Before STONE, SANDORN, and 'Woonnoucu, Circuit Judges. 

STONE, Oir(Juit Judge: 
This is a proceeding brought by the Federal Trade Commission for 

the enforcement of a "cease and dE-sist" order entered by it against 
the respondent. 

Respondent is a ma.nufactmet· of candy selling its product, in inter
state commerce, to wholesalers an1l jobbers. The candy was packed 
in cartons, each containing a large number of uniform small candy 
bars, a smaller nnmher of one-quarter ponnd hars, a yet smaller num-
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Lcr of one-half pound bars and a ''push card". The candy is of good 
quality. The smallest bars are of the size and kind usually retailing 
for five cents each. A push card is a stiff pasteboard card with cov
ered holes in each of which is a concealed number. On the card is 
set forth certain numbers which entitle the purchaser (who uncovers 
one of them) to a quarter-pound bar and certain other numbers en
titling to a half-pound bar. For five cents, any purchaser may un
cover a number on the card. He may secure a number calling for one 
of the two larger size bars. If he does not, he gets a five-cent bar 
which is reasonably worth what he pays. The purchaser may buy a. 
five-cent bar and pay no attention to the card. There is no require
ment that the purchaser use the card in buying the small bars. These 
cartons of candy are sold by the wholesalers and jobbers to retailers 
who may use the card or not in selling the candy. 

The essential portions of the "cease and desist" order are as 
follows: 

(1) Selling and distributing to wholesale dealers and jobbPri:l, for resale t!) 
retail dealers, candy so packed and assemblPd that sales of said candy to the 
general public are to be made, or may be made, by means of a lottery, gaming 
de\·lce, or gift enterprise; 

(2) Supplying to, or placing In the hands of whoiP>:ale deniers nnd jobbers, 
packages or as>~ortments of candy which r,re used, or may be used, without 
alteration or rearrangement of the contents of said packages or assortmrnts, 
to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise in the sale or distribu
tion of the candy or candy products, contnincd in said assortment, to the public; 

(3) Supplying to, or placing in the hands of, wholesale dealers and jobbers 
aR~ortments .of candy together with a device, commonly called a "punch board" 
or "push card", for use, or which may be used, In distributing or selling said 
<·andy to the public at retail; 

( 4) Furnishing to wholesale dealers and jobbers a device, commouly called a 
"punch bonrd" or "push c-ard", either with packnges or nssortml•uts of cundy 
or candy products, or separately, bearing a legend, or legends, or statements, 
informing the purchasing public that the candy, or candy products, are being 
sold to the public by lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales plan which 
constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. 

Respondent has filed here its "petition to set aside Comm:ssion's 
order'' wherein it presents thirty-four challenges to the findings, the 
conclusions or the order of the Commission. 

For convenience, we treat the case by consideration of the grounds 
and reasons advanced by respondent in its brief why the order of the 
Commission should not be enforced but should be set aside. At the 
threshold of our inquiry we are faced with a decision of the Supreme 
Court upon a situation so ncar to this one before us that the heavy 
burden is upon respondent to uistin(l'uish that case from this one. In 
fact., this is the main task of respondent in this litigation anu we find 
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it convenient to treat most of respondent's arguments in connection 
therewith. 

'fhe case of Federal Trade Commission v. R. F. J(eppel & Brother, 
Incorporated, 291 U. S. 304, involved against a candy manufacturer 
using a candy sales plan known as the "break and take", which is de
scribed in the opinion (p. 307), as follows: 

The brenk and take assortments are so arranged and cffered for sale to con
sumers as to avail of the element of chance as an inducement to the retail 
purchasers. One assortment, consisting of 12;) pieces retailing at 1 cent each, 
includes four pieces, each having concealed within its wrapper a single cent, so 
that the purchasers of those particular pieces of candy receive back the amount 
of the purchase price and thus ob[5G3]tain the candy without cost. Another 
cont)llns 60 pieces of candy, each having its retail price marked on a slip of 
paper concealed within its wrapper; 10 pieces retail at 1 cent each, 10 at 2 
cents, and 40 at 3 cents. The price paid for each piece is that named on the price 
ticket, ascertained only after the purchaser has selected the c•audy and the 
wrapper has been removed. A third assortment consists of 200 pieces of candy, 
a few of which have concealed centers of different colors, the remainder having 
white centers. The purchasers of the candy found to have colored centers are 
given prizes, packed with the candy, consisting of other pieces of candy or a 
package containing lead pen{'i!S, penholder and ruler. Eaeh a~~ortment is ac
<·ompanied by a <llsvluy card, attracth·e to dlildren, prPrmred h.r rPs}Jondent for 
exhibition and use by the dealer in selling the candy, e;;qJlaining the plan by 
which either the price or the amount of candy or other merchandise which the 
purchaser receives is afft>f'ted by chance. 'l'lle pieces of candy in the break and 
take packages llt£' either smaller than those of the competing straight goods 
pnelwges, which are sold at u eomparnble price without the aid of any chance 
feature, or they are of inferior quality. 

After stating "that the practice complained of is a method of com
petition in interstate commerce and that it is successful in diverting 
trade from competitors who do not employ it" (p. 308) and that "a 
practice so widespread and so far reaching in its consequences is of 
public concern'' (p. 308), that Court discussed and determined the un
fairness of the method. After stating that the case of Federal Trade 
Commission v. Winsted l101:dery Co., 258 U. S. 483, had decided that 
"A method of competition which casts upon one's competitors the 
burden of the loss of business unless they will descend to a practice 
which they are under a powerful moral compulsion not to adopt, even 
though it is not criminal, was thought to involve the kind of Hnfair
ness at which the statute was aimed" (p. 313), the Court continued 
(p. 313), as follows: 

The practice In this cnse presents the same dilemma to competitors, and we 
can perceive no reason for distingul~hing bPtween the element of chance as em· 
ployed here and the elmwnt of deception Involved in labelling cotton goods 
''Natural Wool," as in the Winsted case. It is true that the statute does not 
authorize regulation which has no purpose othPr than that of relieving merchants 
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from troublesome competition or of censoring the morals of businessmen. But 
here the competitive method is shown to exploit consumers, children, who are 
unable to protect themselves. It employs a device whereby the amount of 
the return they receive from the expenditure of money Is made to depend upon 
chance. Such devices have met with condemnation throughout the community. 

·Without inquiring whether, as respondent contends, the criminal statutes impos
l..ng penalt1es on gambling, lotteries and the like, fail to reach this particular 
practice in most or any of the states, it is clear that the practice is of the 
sort which the common law and criminal statutes have long deemPd contrary 
to public IJOlicy. For theHe reasons a large share of the industry bold~ out 
against the device, despite ensuing loss in trade, or bows reluctantly to what 
it brands unscrupulous. It would seem a gross perversion of the normal meaning 
of the word, which I~ the first criterion of statutory construction, to hold 
that the method is not "unfair." Sec Federal 7'rade Comm'n v. RfJyaZ Milling 
Co., supm, at 217; Federal Trade Comm'n v. Algoma Lumber Co., supra, at 81. 

From the above statements concerning the issues in and the above 
quotations from the Keppel case, appear two matters vital here. One 
of these is that the Court broadly asserted that "the element of chance 
as employed" there was an unfair method of competition within the 
Trade Commission Act. The other is that the "element of chance" 
there employed would seem to be not different in essentials from 
the method employed here. \Ve now turn to consideration of the 
reasons advanced by respondent to distinguish this case. 

(1) Respondent contends there is no el~:>ment of "chance" in a 
true sense present in its method. because there is no possibility of loss 
to the consumer, since he gets five cents' worth of good cun<.ly in any 
event and may get several times that amount for the same money. 
This distinction is not valid. Under the Keppel case, the vice of the 
method there condemned is that the element of chance is employed as 
a factor in competitive sales. 'Vhile most gambling or chance games 
involve possible. loss to the player as well as possible gain, it does 
not (564] change the character of the game as one of chance merely 
to remove the possibility of loss. In fact, to remove all possibility 
of loss would make more effective tho incentive to play by removing 
the most forceful natural reason to refrain. 

In connection with this same point, respondent argues this situation 
comes exactly within the statement in the Keppel case (p. 313) that 
"the statute does not authorize regulation which has no purpose other 
than that of relieving merchants from troublesome competition or of 
censoring the morals of businessmen." The answer to this argument 
is that tho KPppel case determined that the use of elements of chance 
of this character in competitive merchandising comes within the 
statute. 

(2) Two further contentions of respondent are related in thought 
and will Le treated together. 'l11ey are that even if the method were 
unethical it would not authorize proscription ''regardless of conse-
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quences" to the consuming public but that the Cmrunission can a.ct 
only when there is "commercial or financial injury to the consuminO' 
public." Essentially, tllis presents the question of "public interest~ 
(required by the Act). It is obvious that no financial loss to con-
8Wmers can result from the method employed by respondent. But 
the Keppel case seems to declare, or at least necessarily infer, that 
there is an injury to the consuming public through violation of the 
public policy opposing games of chance and to competitors through 
compelling them to participate in such violation or to lose business. 
'Ve un1lerstand the Keppel case as holding that it is in the public 
interest to prevent sales based upon games of chance and we hold that 
the method here used involves such a game of chance (lV alter H. 
Johnson Oanr1!) Oo. v. Federal Trade Oom-mi!Jsion, 78F. (2d) 717,718, 
C. C. A. 7). In a closely related contention, respondent asserts that 
even if competitors would be benefited by the order, it should not be 
upheld if it would work a practical disadvantage to the public. By 
"public" respondent means small candy manufacturers, retailers and 
consumers. Tl1e argument is that this method of selling provides an 
economical and effective method of "advertising" which can be and is 
used by small numufacturing concerns which lack the financial re
sources to compete with large manufacturers in ordinary advertising 
methods, thus enabling the small concern to survive where it other
wise could not or only precariously. Further, that this method aids 
the retailer by increasing his volume of sales. Also, it benefits the 
consumer by always giving him full value (both in quality and quan
tity) for his expenditure and at the same time affording him an 
opportunity to secure more than his money value. This record 
abundantly establishes that the above advantages-financial and 
otherwise-are the natural results of this character of method of 
selling. However, we understand the main grounds for sustaining 
the order in the Kl•ppel case to be the public interest and policy in 
suppressing games of chance and the harmful effect upon competitors 
flowing from the use of such in sales. If this view is sound, the 
above advantages are impotent to justify this method of selling 
which employs an element of chance (in the sense of a gambling 
chance). 

(3) Under several headings, respondent argues that the element of 
cl1ance involved here 11as no connection with interstate commerce 
and is, tht>refore, outside the jurisdiction of the Commission. It 
argues that the use or non-use of the push board is entirely within the 
control of the retailer after the carton has ceased to be an article 
of commerce and is a purely local transaction; that the board is 
entirely separate from the candy which can be and sometimes is sold 
without r~>gnnl to the board; that interstate commerce insofar as 

1407~(]·r-3!) VIII •. !!4-104 
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respondent is concerned ceased with receipt of the carton by the 
wholesaler or jobber; that if there is violation of public policy, it is 
purely local and is the affair solely of local authorities and not of 
the Commission. These arguments contain really two propositions: 
Interstate commerce and choice of use of the push board. Both are 
met by the language. in Federal Trade 001nmi<ision v. Winsted 
H osieT'1J Co., 258 U. S. 483, 494: "That a person is a wrongdoer who 
so furnishes another with the means of consummating a fraud has 
long been a part of the law of unfair competition." Also see Reid, 
Murdoch.& Co. v. H. P. Coffee Co., 48 F. (2d) 817, 819-820 (C. C. A. 
8); Andrew Jergens Co. v. Bonded Products Corporation, 21 F. (2d) 
419, 424: (C. C. A. 2); Coca-Cola Co. v. Gay-Ola Co., 20 Fed. 720,722, 
(C. C. A. G); Von llhtmm v. Frash, 56 Fed. 830, 836 (C. C. N.Y.); 
New England Awl & Needle Co. v. Marlborough Awl & Needle Co, 
168 Mass. 154, 155. 

[565] ( 4) A further contention is that this method of selling "is 
so old and well established and so well understood and so fully 
approved by the public" that an order destroying it should not be 
sustained. 

The supporting argument is as follows: 

"There is no bar through lapse of time to a proceeding in the public interest 
to set an industry in order by removing the occasion for deception or tnistalce, 
unless submission has gone so far that the ocwsion for misunderstanding, or 
for any so. widespread as to be worthy of correction, is wholly at an end. 
Competition mll.y then be fair irrespective of its origin." (Italics inserted by 
respondent.) F. T. C. v . .Algoma Lumber Co., 2!)1 U. S. 67, SO. 

In this instance, "the occasion for misunderstanding, or for any so wide
spread as to be worthy of action, is wholly at an end'', even if there ever was 
any such oceasion. The people have had over 25 years of experience with this 
simple selling and advertising method and thoroughly understand it, and 
approve it by patronage. It is with them an accepted thing. 

In the retailing of goods various customs grow up, which the public does 
not want to have changed until it gets ready to make the change itEclf, which 
it then does without asking anybody's permission. 

The customary use of this card-system of selling and advertising is similar 
to some other customs, new and old. It is like the New Orleans cmtom ot 
giving lalgnappe, There the retailer's customer expects him to give something 
extra with the purchase made. Here, instead of giving the something extra, 
the customer uses the board to determine whether be is going to get some
thing extra by way of the larger piece. 

We now hear, over the radio, announcements that every third person coming 
into a 8Ilecified drugstore will get something free. 

Merchants must do things to attract the public. They have to deal with 
the people as they are. They must give them what pleases them. The people 
have these matters in their own hands. It is not for someone else to tell 
them what they should want. They decide that. What they decide should not 
be vetoed or censored, unless It is substantially harmful, and then the public 
itself will act. The Supreme Court recognizes that practical factor. 
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"In such matters, the public is entitled to get what 1t chooses, though, the 
-choice be dictated by caprice, or by fashion, or perhaps by ignorance." F. T. a. 
v . .Algoma Lumber ao., 291 U. S. 67, 78. 

Many persons have no taste for commerce. lienee they enter other vocations 
-or the government service. Being without experien<e as to what appeals to 
the public in merchandising, most of the rough and tumble things common to 
business offend the concepts which unfit them for business, and which they 
would have to get rid of if they were to hold a job with a commercial concern 
-or were to succeed in a business of their own. If people in business give the 
public what it wants, they su<:'ceed; if they try to bring the public up to 
genteel ideals, they will fail and go broke. Expel'it>nc·e has demonstrated that. 
Commercial men have to study closely the reactions of the public to their 
methods. If those not experienced in "commercial work were to enjer it, they 
would discover their error. They would learn to give the public what it reacts 
favvrably to and approves, not what they think it ought to have. That is 
bound to be the case where people have individual liberty to follow their own 
inclinations. Bureaucrats think they Pan regiment the public and make people 
conform to their ideas; the merchant knows he must cater to the public. He 
must design his packages to appeal to the rank and file, though his designs 
may offend the artistic. He must use slogans and advertising matter that 
appeal to the rank and file, though they offend the literary. When by the use 
<lf the card customers get the big bar, the bargain becomes more strikingly 
realistic to them. The card serves to attract th€'ir attention and Interest. As 
said by an experienced newspaper editor, "While we should like to confine our 
homage to the god of things as they ought to be, we cannot deny homage to 
the god of things as they are, the public." 

·what constitutes "public interest" and "unfair methods of competi
tion" within the Act is a matter of definition through judicial inclu
sion and exclusion declared in the various situations in cases pre
sented to the courts. Where the Supreme Court has determined that 
a certain situation is within the Act (as in the Keppel case) the basis 
and reasons for such inclusion stated by that Court are binding as 
to all similar situations subject to such basis and reasoning. [566] 
The reasons advanced in support of the contention just above stated 
do not distinguish the Keppel case. 

( 5) A further contention is that "there is no evil in spending for 
advertising some of the candy in the big pieces." The supporting 
argument is as follows : · 

It is said that those who get one of the big bars for 5¢, get more than the 
others do. That is true in the case of any bargain purchase. The consumer 
who gets one of the big bars is benefited; but the one who gets one of the 
ll!llall bars is not hurt, because he gets his money's worth. That lack of hurt 
to anyone is the crucial thing. Consumers are not "exploited". 

If the big pieces were eliminated, then the consumers would not get the 
advertising expenditure and the other advantages of tllls method, such as 
getting the candy fresher, reduction of price by obviating waste and by 
ln<·rea"slng: volume. 

Then none of the Cllllll~· would be deYoted to advertl:-;ing. All consumers 
would have to pay in money, whlc:h would go for aclvertlslng to someone else. 
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Is it to the public interest to reuuce the opportunities and advantages of 
consumers, so that some consumers will get less than they w<>uld under .the· 
system in question? 

If it were po~:;sible to get along without allv£>rtising, we should have an en
tirely different situation; and it would not then be necessary to use the big burs. 

It it were not necessary to have advertising, to pay rent, or to pay taxes. 
no doubt everyone could be given still larger bars for 5¢ each. However, we
have to deal with the situation as It is. 

The retailer's customers know that !!ome get t11e large bar for 5¢. 'l'hus 
they are informed how much candy· is devoted to adYertio:ing, a thing they 
could not know if other advertising methods were used. 

The method is in all respects bNwficial to the consumer~<. Hence, they like 
it and approve it. 

· The "evil", if it be such, of this selling method is not that the largel' 
pieces of candy are given away but that the entire sales method is a. 
game of chance and such method has been declared within the Act 
by the Supreme Court in the Keppel case. 

(6) Another contention is that the "moral objection to including 
push cards in their cartons" by some manufacturers furnishes no 
ground for action by the Commission. Obviously, action by the 
Commission cannot rest solely upon moral or ethical views of com
petitors. However, there is here something beyond the mere views 
of others in the trade. There is the public view and public policy 
against gambling and games of chance and that public policy is 
given full force in the Keppel case ( JV alter II. J ohn:sot'b Candy Co. v. 
Federal Trade Commission, 78 F. (2d) 717, 718, C. C. A. 7). 

(7) Respondent urges that the Keppel (as well as other cases) is 
unlike this one in that it involved exploitation of consumers (par
ticularly children) through under-size and under-quality. candy. 
Undoubtedly, the exploitation of children by the underweight and 
inferior quality of candy was a consideration in the Keppel cas~ 
opinion but we think the Supreme Court did not regard such con
sideration as essential to the result reached by it (Jlofeller v. Fede-ral 
Trade Commission, 82 F. (2d) 647, 648, C. C. A. 7). 

REviEW OF EviDENCE 

Respondent urges that it is the duty of this Conrt to examine th~ 
evidence before the Commission and to determine for itself whether 
such evidence "supports" (15 U. S. C. A., Section 45, p. 255) the 
findings of the Commission upon which its order is based. 'Ve find no 
necessity to determine this point of law. There is no dispute in the 
evidence as to the method of sales used by respondent nor as to any 
other fact necessary to full consideration of the yarious propositions 
and contentions advanced by respondent and treated hereinabove. 
The differences here are as to inferences from facts and as to rules 
of law. 
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VALIDITY OF AcT 

Respondent challenges the validity of the Act. This it does under 
two headings. The first is really not a true challenge of the Act but. 
rather a contention that the order is directed against actions ·which 
are no part of interstate commerce. Of course, if such actions were 
intrastate purely, as contended, they would be outside the Act itself. 
Hereinbefore, we have determined such actions to be within interstate 
commerce. 

The other and accented challenge is that the Act is invalid because 
it combines in the Commission the functions of complainant, prose
cutor and judge. This matter has been determined against the. 
posi[567]tion of respondent in several cases (Federal Trade Com
m-i~sion v. [{lesner, 280 U. S. 19, 27; Chamber of Commerce v. Fed
e1'al Trade Commission, 280 Fed. 45, 48, C. C. A. 8; Federal TradrJ, 
Commi8sion v. McLean & Son, 84 F. (2d) 910, 912, C. C. A. 7; Na
tional Harness Mfrs. Ass'n v. Federal Trade Commi~sion, 2()8 Fed. 
705, 707, C. C. A. 6; Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Federal Trade Com
mi8sion, 258 Fed. 307, 311, C. C. A. 7). 

'Ve conclude that this case is ruled by the Keppel case. We so 
conclude since we construe the Keppel case to determine that a 
method of sale. which employs the element of chance as an essential 
feature is against public interest because it is in the nature of a 
gambling game and that such a method is unfair competition becausCj 
it places competitors in the position where they must unwillingly 
adopt such method or run the risk of losing business if they refrain 
from so doing. Since we are unable to distinguish, in essentials. the. 
situation in this case from the one presented in the Keppel case, 1 he 
enforcement of the. order of the Commission here involved will be 
ordered and the "petition to set aside the order will be denied. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. JAMES KELLEY 1 

No. 104 

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. February 3, 1937) 

Order of Commission ns modified on June 15, 1935 and reported in 20 F. T. 0. 
409 et seq., rPquirlng re!<pondent, his reprt>sentntives, etc., in connection with 
the sale of pens, pencils and speclnlties, to cease and desist from a variety of 
misrepresentations t·c being mnnufacturer of said products, being large mail 
order coucern, use nnme "iridium", use fictitious price tags, etc., as ln said 
order specified, nffit·mc<lpcr curiam ln open court on Commission's nppllcatlon 
to enforce. 

t Hf'pnrted in 87 F. (2<1) 1004. The case before tbe Commission Is reported In 13 
F. T. C. 284 and order modifying In 20 F. T. C. 409. 
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(Reported in 87 F. (2d) 1004) 

Mr. W. T. Kelley, Mr. Martin A. Morri-wn and Mr. James W. 
Nichol, of Washington, D. C., for petitioner. 

Mr. James Kelley, prose. 
Before MANToN, AuGusTUs N. HAND, and CHASE, Circuit Jndges .. 

PER CuRIAlll. 
Order affirmed in open court. 

li'BDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. NATIONAL DISCUI'r 
COMPANY 1 

(District Court, S.D. New York. February 16, 1937) 

INVESTIGATIONS OF CoMMISSION-INQUISITORIAL roWF..RS-JOINT RESOLUTIONS

DEMANDS RELEVANT TO CoNTEMPLA1ED LEGISLATION'-\VHEltE INFORMATION 

DEM.\NDED, NoT HELATED TO RHE.l.CHES OF LAW. 

Joint resolution authot•izing Federal Trade Commission to investigate 
financial and economic conditions of agricnltnral producers engaged in inter
state commcrcP, with a view to legislation to prevent evasion of income tax. 
and burdPning of interstate and foreign commen•e, held to authorize Com
mission to compel disclosure of Information releYant to subjects on which 
legislation was contemplated, though unrelated to breaches of law, in view 
of pre-existing power of Commh;sion to demand information relating to 
ht·cnches of law (Joil1t Res. Aug. 27, 1fl3:3, 49 Stat. 929, 930, 931; Federal 
'frnde Commis;;ion Act, sec. G (a, b), 15 U.S. C. A., sec. 4G (a, b), sec. 9, 15· 
U. S. C. A., sec. 49; Const. Amend. 4). 

INVESTIGATIONS OF COMMISSIUX-lNl~UISITORIAL POWERS-JOINT RESOLUTIONS

DEMANDS R~-:LEVANT TO CONTI':MPLATED LDJISLATION-\VHErHEI'. IN VIOLATION 

oF SEARcH AN~ sirzullE· .. rRovHlioNs oF FouaTH AMENDMENT. 

Fourth Amendment is not violated by congressional inquiry compelling 
production of testimony concerning matters on which it is essential that Con· 
gress be informed in order to frame ll'gislation. 

INVESTIGATIONS OF COMMISSION-INQUIS!TOUIAL POWEllS-JOINT RESOLUTIONS

DEMANDS RELEVANT TO CONTEMPLATED LECISLATION-\VHERE INTRASTATE IN· 

QUIRES NOT CU:ARLY UNREI.ATED TO INTERSTATE COMMERCE. 

Under joint resolution nuthorizing Fe<leral T1'ude Commission to investi
gate finandnl and economic conditions of ogrlenltural producers engaged 
In interstate commerce, with a view to legislation to prevent evasion of 
income tax nnd burdening of interstate and foreign commerce, inquiries not 
clearly nnrelatl'd to interstnte commerce and rrlatetl to intmstate eomml'rce 
held within power of Commi,;~<iOll. 

1 Reported In 18 F. Supp. {167. 
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INVESTIOATIONS OF CoMMISSION-INQUISITOI:L\.L POWERS-JOINT RESOLUTIONS

WIIETIIEB DEMANDS RELATED TO INTERSTATE COMMERCD-INITIAL DETERMINA· 

TION OF, "WHERE RELATION NoT CLEARLY NON-EXISTENT . 

.As respects investigation of corporation's affairs relating to interstate
commerce, wlletlwr certain matters were of such character wus for Congress 
to decille, at least in the fit·st instance, UJJlel's relation was clearly non
existent. 

(Syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 18 F. Supp. 667) 

Mandamus proceeding by Commission against National Biscuit. 
Co., writ allowed. 

Mr. Lamar Ilardy, U. S. Attorney, of New York City, and Mr. 
Russell Hardy, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, for peti
tioner. 

Davis, Polk, lVardwell, Gardimer &\Reed, of New York City (Mr. 
John lV. D(JI1Jis, of New York City, of counsel), for respondent. 

GoonAr.D, District Judge: 
The Federal Trade Commission on September 2, 1936 filed a petition 

praying for an alternative writ of mandamus commanding the re
spondent, the National Discuit Company, to furnish and file with the 
Federal Trade Commission, the petitioner, [668] certain information 
regarding its business. After notice to respondent and a hearing, the 
writ was issued on September 16, 1936. The writ commanded the 
National Biscuit Company to show cause why it should not furnish 
the Federal Trade Commission with the information called for in 
certain blank forms, schedules and questionnaires which were attached 
to and made a part of the writ. On the return of the writ, the 
respondent filed its answer and objections to the petition with its 
reasons for refusing to furnish the information and the Commiss1on 
filed and served its objections to respondent's answer and objections 
in the form of a general demurrer. 

It appears from the papers filed that the Federal Trade Commission 
bases its authority and demand for the infonnation sought on a 
resolution passed by both Houses of Congress and approved by the 
President on August 27, 1935 (Public Resolution 61-74th Congress) 
"Authorizing the Federal Trade Commission to make an investigation 
with respect to agricultural income and the financial and economical 
conditions of agricultural producers generally," for the purpose of 
enabling Congress "to consider whether new legislation should be 
enacted or existing legislation amended on any of the subjects referred 
to." The resolution is somewhat lengthy and it is unnece~sary to set 
it forth here in full. It required the Commission to make an investi
gation to ascertain the facts with regard to the causes of the unequal 
distribution between the farmer and others of the income from the 
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principal farm products, particularly as to the existence of certain 
supposed causes of this condition which are described in the resolu
tion as concentration of control, combinations and monopolies, price 
fixing and manipulation. ·Included in the preamble of the resolution 
is the following: 

Whereas it is chargeu that through the payment of high and excessive salaries 
and other devices said middlemen, warehousemen, processors, manufacturers, 
packers, and others escape just taxation by the United States, that said salaries 
tend unduly to diminish the tax 1·evenues of the United States and t.eud to burden 
and restrain interstate and foreign commerce in farm products, anu to divert 
and conceal the earnings and profits of the concerns paying said salaries, and 
that. by various devices those rPceiving said salaries escape their ju,;t t'hare of 
Federal taxation • • •. 

and the Commission was directed to investigate and report upon the 
salaries received by the officers of such companies and 

The extent to which said corporations avoid income taxes, if nt all, imd the 
extent to which officers receiving such salarie~ pnid income taxes thereon. 
(Section 1, 49 Stat. {)30.) 

On September 19, 1935 the Federal Trade Commission, purporting 
to act pursuant to the authority of this Resolution, resolved to ''inves
tigate and report at the next session of Congress" upon the matters 
referred to in the Resolution, and on February 4, 1936 the National 
Biscuit Company received from the Federal Trade Commission two 
questionnaires designated as Schedule A-7 and Schedule B. At the 
head of each of these schedules was the following: 

This schedull.' Is called for under the terms of Section 6 (a) of the Federal 
Tra<l<' Commis>:ion Act, copy of which is annexed, and of S. J. Resolution 9, 74th 
Cougrrss, First Session, approved Augu;;t 27, 1!}35, authorizing and directing the 
Federal Trade Commission to invef<tlgate and report at the next session of Con· 
gress the extent of the increases or decreases in recent years In the income of 
principal corporations engaged in the ~;ale, manufacturing, warehousing, and/or 
processing of the principal farm products and of other principal sellers • • • 
compared with the dceline in ngrirultural income including the amonnt and 
percentage of such chnnges, £"tc., copy of which is enclosrd. · 

Your attention is directed to Section 10 of the Federal Trade Commission Act 
providing penalties for false reports and for failure to file rE>ports. 

No charge of any violation of law hy the National Biscuit Company 
was made in either of the questionnaires which was the only notice 
respondent received as to the subject and purpose of the inquiry. 

The petition alll.'ges and the return admits "that National Di,;cuit 
Company directly and throu~h num{'rous corporations ownl.'u and 
controlled by it, has been purchasing, producing, manufacturing, sell
ing, distributing, transporting, and shipping, in, from, to and through 
the severul States in and in connection with commerce among the 
States, substantial quantities of food products, farm products, and 
products made from farm products, that is to say, wheat, flour, sugar, 
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molasses, milk, butter, cheese, [669] eggs, raisins, peanuts, bread, 
biscuits, cakes, crackers, and other baltery products and other com
modities to petitioner unknown." But in the return respondent al
leges "that in addition to the business therein described a large and 
substantial portion of respondent's business, such as, the manufactur
ing and processing of the commodities and products which it sells and 
the sales of products within the confines of a single State, is purely 
intrastate in character and has no direct effect upon intrastate com
merce or the interstate business conducted by respondent." 

In its answer and objections to the petition, respondent alleges: 

13. That the eompnlsory dlsdosnre of the confidential information which 
petitioner l'eeks to exact from the re"pondcnt, including the dis!<emination in the 
trade of sniu information relating to respondent's business with particular cus
tomers and to respondent's total volume of business, would place respondent at 
a distinct disadvantage in competing with its business rivals and in dealing with 
its customers and would otherwise impose a great hardship on respondent in 
excE'ss of the legitimate public purpose, if any, to be sen·ed by the disclosure ot 
said information. 

It is also alleged that respondent has been at all times and is now 
ready and willing to answer the questionnaires involved in this pro
ceeding on the condition that the information in such answers would 
not be disclosed to the public or to competitors or customers of the 
respondent, but that the Federal Trade Commission has as yet been 
unable or. unwilling to assure respondent that said information would 
be confidential. 

The schedules received by the National Discui.t Company in sub
stance called for the following information: 

SCIUIDULE A-7 

(Bread and Bakery Products) 

Question (1) The numher of barrels of wheat flour purcbasNl in the year 1035 
from each of various types of distributors such as brokers, mill agents, whole
sale grocers, jobbers, including own flour mills. 

Question (2) The names and addresses of the five principal companies In 
each group from whom you purchased wheat flour during the period reported in 
Question ( 1) . 

Question (3) The amount of yonr purchases of wheat flour in the yPar 1935 
in quantities and dollars from each of a list of compnnies including General 
)fills, Inc., rillsbury Flour 1\IIlls and otlwrs, aud then your purcha!'PII from all 
other companies, the total being your total wheat flour purchases In qunntities 
and dollars. 

Question ( 4) The quantity of bread in pounds and the net dollar sales of all 
other bakery products sold In the year 1935 to each of various types ot customers 
Including chain ~;tores, cooperative and voluntary chains, etc., and then sales to 
all other types of consumers, the total being your total sales of brPad and nll 
other bakery pmducts in the year 1!>35. 
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Question (5) '.fhe names and addresses ot the five principal companies in each 
of certain groups o:f distributors to whom you sold wheat flour bread In the year 
1935 and the amount of net sales in quantities and dollars sold to each. 

On April 1, 1936 respondent supplied the Federal Trade Commis
sion with the information requested in this schedule with the excep
tion of that called for in Questions (4) and (5). 

ScHEDULE B 

(Manufacturers and/or Processors of Farm Products) 

Question (1) List of all subsidiary companies included in your report. 
Question (2) The quantity and dollar value of all wheat flour, other flour, 

·wheat and other materials purchased in the year 193:3 and the quantity and 
dollar value of the portion thereof resold without further processing. 

Question (3) Net sales of bread, flour and wheat in quantities and dollars 
ond the net dollar !>ales of all other products for the year 1935 divided according 
to whether sold without further processing or whether manufactured or 
processed by you. 

Question 3 (A) Cost of products bought and t·e:-;old without further proc
essing or manufacturing and then your net cost of materials entering Into 
manufactured products sold. 

Question (4) Names of predecessor companies whose data are included in 
following questions 5 to 9 Inclusive. 

Question (5) Consolidated balance sheets of your company and subsidiaries 
for the years 1914, 1917, 1920, 1923, and 192n, and net sales for the same 
periods. 

Question (6) Amounts of capital stock and bonds ut par value issued in 
-each ot [670] the years from 1914 to 1!l35 inclusive and the purpose for 
which the same were issued. 

Qnestion (7) The amounts of additions to and deductions from surplus and 
the causes tlwrl.'of In detail in each of the years 1914 to 1935 inclusive. 

QnP~tion (8) Consolidated Assets and Liabilities In detail including all 
subHidlary companies, controlled companies and predecessor companies for the 
years 1928 to 19.'35 inclusive. 

Question (9) Consolidated Income and Expense Statements in detail Includ
Ing all subsidiary compm1ies, controlled companies and predecessor companies 
for the years 1929 to 1935 inclusive. 

Qnestion (10) Name, position, annual cash salary and other compensation 
lJaid to each officer of the corporation for the years 192!) to 1935 inclusive. 

On May 8, 1936 respondent returned to the Federal Trade Commis
sion Schedule D, having answered all the questions in that schedule 
except Questions (3) (3A), (5), and so much of Question (9) as 
called for information with respect to the amount of total sales and 
total cost of goods sold, and Question (10). 

The respondent contends that the compulsory disclosure of infor
mation now demanded woul<.l constitute an unreasonable S('arch and 
seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution 
of the Unit('d States; that the Congress has not authorized the Fed
eral Trade Commission to demand, or this court to compel the dis-
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<Closure of this information involved in this proceeding; also that the 
questions which respondent have not answered have no direct con
nection with interstate commerce or with any violation of law, and 
that the questions concern respondent's intrastate as well as its 
]nterstate activities. 

The respondent also takes the position that from the Commis
sion's refusal to assure respondent that any of this information now 
sought will be used confidentially, it is to be inferred that the Com
mission will, or at least is likely, to publish all of it and that 
respondent knows of no means of preventing the Commission from 
.doing so, if it obtains the information. 

Taking up first the question whether Congress has authorized the 
Commission to compel the disclosures to be made. Section 4 of the 
.Joint Resolution provides: 

For the purpose of currying out this resolution the Federal Trade Commis
sion, the Attorney General, and the courts of the United States shall have and 
may exercise all of the powers and jurisdiction severally conferred upon them 
'by the Act entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define 
its powers and duties, and for other purposes," approved September 26, 1914. 

Section 6 (a, b)' of the (Federal Trade Commission, Act ( 15 
U.S. C. A.§ 46) provides that it shall have power-

Invest-igation of corpot·ationa.-(a) To gather and compile information con
.eerning, and to investigate from time to time the organization, business, con
duct, practices, and management of any corporation engaged in commerce, ex
.eepting banks and common carriers subject to the Aet to regulate commerce, 
and Its relation to other corporations and to individuals, associations and 
Jlartnershlps. 

Reporta by corpomllona.-(b) To require by general or special orders, cc.rvo
rations engaged in commerce, exc('pting banks, and common carriers ~ubject 
to the Act to regulate commerce, or uny eluss of them, or any of them, re
.spectlvely, to file with the commisHion in sueh form as the commission may 
prescribe annual or special, or both annual uwl special reports or answers in 
writing to specific questions, furhishlng to the commission such information 
.as it may require as to the organization, business, conduct, practices, manage
ment, and relation to other corporations, partnerships, and individuals of the 
respective corporations flliug such repot·ts or answers in writing. Such re
ports and answers shall be made under oath, or otherwise, as t11e commission 
may prescribe, and shall be filed with the commission within such reasonable 
period as the commission may prescribe, unless additional time be granted in 
any case by the commission. 

Section 9 of the Act (Title 15 U. S. C. A. § 49) in the fourth 
paragraph provides-

Uvon the applientlon of the Attorney General of the United Stat<'s, at the 
rPquest of the commi~siuu, the district courts of the United States shall have 
juri~ulction to Issue writs of mandamus commanding any person or corporation 
to comply with the provisions of this subdivision of this chapter or any order 
of the eommlssion mn1le in pursuance thereof.• 
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Respondent takes the position that the power of the commission 
to compel information must therefore be limited to disclo[671]sures 
relating to breaches of the law which occur in or which directly 
affect interstate commerce. This, I think, is not so. On the contrary, 
it seems to me that the Joint Resolution reflects the intention of the 
Congress to authorize the Commission to exercise similar powers for 
the purpose of securing the desired information r~leyant to the 
various named snhjects on which legislation is contemplated. Unless 
the Congress intended to give the Commission additional power for 
the purpose of securing the information, Section 4 of the Joint Reso
lution was unnecessary, for the Commission already had authority to 
demand the facts relating to a breach of the law. 

It was alleged in the petition and admitted in the answer that 
respondent was engaged in interstate commerce in a substantial de
gree in the various commodities. 

The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States 
is not violated by Congress conducting an inquiry and compelling the 
production of testimony concerning matters on which it is essential 
that Congress be informed in order to frame legislation. }./ cGrain v. 
Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135. 

The Joint Resolution stated "that the Congress should consider 
whether new legislation should be, enacted or existing legislation 
~mended on any of the subjects hereinbefore described and in aid 
thereof should be informed on all of said subjects." 

(\•rtainly burdens on interstate commerce, monopolies and taxation 
referred to in the Joint Resolution, are subjects under the control 
of the Congress and upon which it is entitled to information. It is 
true that the facts requestt>d do include some information regarding 
respondent's activities that are not solely interstate, but the presump· 
tion is that the Congress intends to make use of all the facts obtained 
in aid of legislation affecting interstate commerce only. In the judg
ment of the Congress the information requested does directly relate 
to interstate commerce and lack of such relation is not so clearly non
existent as to justify the court in saying to the contrary. This is 
a matter for the Congress to decide, at least in the first instance. 
Stafford v. Wallace, 258 U. S. 521. ' 

To support its position respondent relies largely upon Federal 
Trade Oommi8sion v. American Tobacco Oo., 2G4 U. S. 298. But in 
that case the question was-has the FedPral Trade Commission an 
unlimited right to obtain the books and records of a corporation with 
reference to a possible existence of unfair competition in violation 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act 1 Any question regarding the 
power of the Congress to obtain information for legislative purposes 
was eliminated, and the writ~ of mandamus seem to have been denied 
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on the ground that the demands were too broad and not only included 
records and papers that were relevant, but those which clearly were 
not. In the case at bar the demand is for information deemed by 
the Congrsss to be relevant to future legislation on subjects within 
its jurisdiction. 

Accordingly, I think the writ of mandamus must be ullowed. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. GEORGE ZIEGLEU 
COMPANY 1 

No.6045 

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit. February 18, 1937) 

Consent decree affirming Commission's order in 19 F. T. C. 39!, requiring respond· 
ent to cease and desist use of lottery schemes in merchandising its candies, 
as in said order and decree below set forth 

Mr. W .. T. J(elley, Chief Counsel, Federal Trade Commission, Mr. 
Mart in .A. Morrison, Ass't Chief Counsel, Mr. II enry 0. Lank, and 
Mr. Jarnes W. Nichol, Special Attorneys, for petitioner. 

Mr, Leo lV. Slen.sby, of Milwaukee, Wise., for respondent. 

SPARKS, Oircuit Judge: 
The Federal Trade Commission, petitioner herein, having filed with 

this Court on, to wit, October 3, 1936, its application for the enforce
ment of an order to cease and desist issued by it against the respond
ent, under date of November 20, 1934, under the provisions of Section 
5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An 
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and 
duties, and for other purposes'' {38 Stat. 719, 15 U. S. C. A. Sec. 45); 
and said petitioner, having also certified and filed herein, as required 
by law, a transcript of the entire record·in the proceeding lately pend
ing before it, in which said order to cease and desist was entered, 
including all the testimony taken and the report of said petitioner; 
and respondent having subsequently filed its answer to said applica
tion for enforcement, in which answer respondent stated it was not 
willing to contest said application for enforcement or the proceedings 
based thereon, and in which answer said respondent consented that 
this Court might, upon said application and respondent's answer 
thereto, and upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth 
in the transcript aforPsaid, make and enter its decree affirming said 
order to cease and desist and commanding respondent, its officers, 
agents, representatives, and employees, to comply therewith-

1 Reported fn liO f'. (2d) )007. 
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Now, therefore, it i<J hereby o1·der-ed, aJjudged and deoreed, That. 
said order to cease and desist, issued by the Federal Trade Commis· 
sion, petitioner herein, under date of November 20, 1934, be and the 
same hereby is affirmed. 

And it is hereby further ordered, adjudged and decreed, That the 
1 e~pondent, George Ziegler Company, its officers, agents, representa
tives, and employees, in the manufacture, sale, and distribution in 
intC'rstate commerce of candy and candy products, do cease and desist 
from: 

(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers, for 
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed 
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are to 
be made or may be made by means of a lottery, gaming device, or 
gift enterprise. 

(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and 
jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of candy which 
are used, without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of 
such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, 
or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy 
products contained in said package or assortment to the public. 

(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of 
candy, for sale to the public at rE'tail, pieces of candy of uniform 
size, shape, and quality, havi11g centers of different colors, together 
with larger pieces of candy, which said larger pieces of candy are to 
be given as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy with 
a center of a particular color. 

( 4) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of 
candy, for sale to the public at retail, bundles or packages of candy 
wafers of uniform size, shape, and quality, containing wafers of dif
ferent colors, together with: larger pieces of candy, which said larger 
pieces of candy are to be giYen as prizes to the purchaser procuring 
a bundle or package containing a wafer of a particular color. 

(5) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of 
candy, for sale to the public at retail, pieces of candy of uniform 
size, shape, and quality, some of which contain within their wrappers 
printed slips bearing the word "winner", together with larger pieces 
of candy, which said larger pieces of candy are to be given as prizes 
to purchasers procuring a piece of candy containing said printed slip 
within the wrapper thereof. 

(6) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers, 
display cards, either with parkages or assortments of candy or candy 
products, or separately, bearing a legend or legends, or statements 
informing the purchaser that the candy or cand~ products are being 
sold to the public by lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales 
plan which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise. 
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(7) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers, 
display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with 
[1008] the sale of its candy or candy products, which said advertis
ing literature informs the purchasers and purchasing public: 

(a) That upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece· 
of candy with a particular colored center, a lnrger piece of candy will 
be given free to said purchaser. 

(b) That upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a par
ticular colored candy wafer, a larger piece of candy will be given 
free. · 

(c) That upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece· 
of candy containing within the wrapper thereof a printed ticket, a 
larger piece of candy will be given free to said purchaser. 

And it is hereb'!A further ordered, adjudged and decreed, That the 
Respondent, George Ziegler Company, within 60 days after the serv
ice upon it of a copy of this decree, shall file with the Federal Trade 
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which it has complied with this decree. 

NATIONAL SILVER COMPANY v. FEDERAL TRADE. 
COMMISSION 1 

No. 199 

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. l\farch 1, 1937) 

CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS-FINDINGS OF COMMISSION-PETITIONS TO REVIEW

COURT'S DUTY. 

In proceeding to review and set aside a cease and desist order of the· 
Fedeml Trade Commission, court must examine record to ascertain whether 
commission's findings are supported by evidence (Federal Trade Commission 
Act, sec. 5, 15 U. S.C. A. sec. 45). 

CEASE AND DESIST 0RDERS-PREREQUISIT!o:s TO VALIDITY-MERITS, COMMERCE AND 

PUULIO lNTERf:E>T. 

To sustnin cease and desist order of Federal Trade Commission, it is es· 
sential to find that methods used ore unfair and thnt they nre n~'<cd in inter
state commerce [426], and that the proceeding instituted for cessation thereot 
is in the Interest of the public. 

TERMINOLOOY-"SFCTIONAL 0\'EilLAY" FOlt SIL\"ERWARE. 

Finding of Federal Trade Commission that term "sectionnl overlay" used 
In assoclntion with silverware means a quality mark denoting additional 
>alue In silverware l!cld conclusive where supported by evidence. 

1 ItPported In 88 F. (!!d) 425. The case before the Commission Is reported In 22 
F. T. C. 730. 
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MISREPRESI!:NTING-AS "UNFAIJJ l\IETHOD OF CoMPEITITION." 

Misleading representation of. product constitutes "unfair method of com
petition" within statute giving Federal Trade Commission power to prevent 
use of unfair methods of competition. 

l\IISREPRESENTING "SECTIONAL OVERLAY" FOR SILVF.RWARE NOT OvEULAID--QF 

PURCHASER NOT PREJUDICED BE AOTUAL VALUE OR QUALITY. 

·where term "sectional overlay" was stamped on silverware which was not 
overlaid, and purchasers were Induced to purchase because product was rep
resented as sectionally overlaid, statute regarding unfair method of com
petition was violated, even if purchaser did not lose actual value or quality by 
reason of the false representation. 

MISREPRESEJNTING-"SEariONAL OVERLAY" FOR SILVERWARIIl NoT 0VEBLAIJ>-"\\'HETHEB 

CURED, IF PBE;SENCE OR' ABSENCE EVIDENT TO EYm--PURCHASEII'S DUTY OF 

CRITICAL INSPECTION. 

Manufacturer's stamping of term "sectional overlay" on pieces of silverware 
which were not overlaid, could not be condoned, even if sectional overl~y Is 
visible to naked eye, since purchaser is not by law charged with duty of making 
critical inspection of product to be guided by his own judgment. 

MISBEPRESENTINo-"SEcnONAL OVERLAY'' FOR SILVERWARE NoT 0VERLAIJ>-CUSTOIII 

IN SETs, WHEHE ONLY STAPLES OvERLAID, As CuBING. 

All(•g<•d recognized custom of stamping a set of sllverware with word "over· 
Jay" where the staples only were in fact ~rctlonalJy overlaid held insufficient 
excuse for manufacturer's stamping of term "sectional overlay" on ornamental 
pieces which were not overlaid. 

CEASI!l AND DESIST 0RDERS-"S~X'TIONAL 0v~~LAY 11 FOR SILVERWARE NoT 0VERLAJJ>

ABANDONMENT OF PRACTICE--WHERE VALIDITY DISPUTED AND NO AssUBANl'J!l OF 

PERMANENT .ABANDONMENT. 

Wbere manufacturer asserted !('gal right to u:;e misleading designation 
"sectional overlay" on pieces of silverware which were in fact not overlaid, 
and did not give assurance that there would be 11crmanent discontinuance 
of such practice, cease and desist order of Federal Trade Commission would 
be enforced notwithstanding manufacturer had discontinued practice. 

CEASE AND DESIST OIWI•:RS-ABANDONMEN'l' OF PBACTICI!l--AS D~FENSE TO EN· 

FORCEMENT. 

A mere discontlmmuee of unfair competltiou method is not defense and is 
not suffident to deny enforcement of cease and desist order, partlculurly where 
party ordered to cease and desist insists it has right to continue. 

CEAsE AND DESIST 0BDERs-"SECTIONAL Ovf!RLAY" FOR SIL\'ERWARl<: NOT OvEB

LAID-l'UDLIO INTEREST. 

ProcePding by tbe Federal Trade Commission directing corporation engaged 
in the mle ot silverware to ceaRe and desist representing through the use of 
the term "sectional overlay" that silverware sold by the company had extra 
deposits ot sliver at points of wear, when such was not the cnse, held 
authorized under the act as in the public Interest. 

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is takf'n from 88 F. (2d} 
425}. 

On proceeding on petiti~n of National Silver Co., to review cease 
and desist order of Commission, order sustained. 
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Brill, Bergenfeld & Brill, of New York City (Mr. Abraham Brill, 
llfr. Frank F. Bergenfeld, and 1111'. Herbert Baer Brill, all of New 
York City, of counsel), for petitioner. 

Mr. W. T. [{elley, Chief Counsel, Federal Trade Commission, Mr. 
Martin A. Morrison, Assistant Chief Counsel, Federal Trade Com
mission, and Mr. John Darsey and Mr. James W. Nichol, Special At
torneys, all of 'Vashington, D. C., for respondent. 

Defore MANTON, AuGUSTUS N. llANo, Rnd CnAsE, Circuit Judges. 

[427] MANTON, Oircuit Judge: 
This petition seeks a review of an order by the respondent directing 

the petitioner, \vho is engaged in the sale of silverware, to cease and 
desist "Representing through the use of the term 'sectional overlay' 
or any term, word or phrase of like import or meaning, in adver
tisements or printed matter or in stamping or branding of its said 
silverware, or in any other manner whatsoever, that said silverware 
has extra deposits of silver at the points of wear, where such is not 
the case." 

In this proceeding, pursuant to § 5 of the Federal Trade Commis
sion Act (38 Stat. 719, 15 U. S. C. A. 45), the Commission found on 
snfficicnt evidence that "in promoting the sale of its 'Martha 'Vash
ington' pattern of silverware, the respondent (petitioner) caused the 
quality mark or words 'srctional overlay' to be stamped on each and 
every piece of said pattern, when in truth and in fact the orna
mental pieces of said sets of silverware did not have an extra deposit 
of silver at the points of wear so as to be properly represented, 
designed or referred to by the quality mark 'sectional overlay.'" 

The Commission further found that through long usage, the term 
"sectional onrlay" used in association with silverware had become 
known by the trade and purchasing public to mean an extra deposit 
of silver at the points of wear and that it inuicateu a quality mark 
denoling additional value in the silverware. It found that the prac
tice of the petitioner in stamping the term "sectional overlay" upon 
its ornamental pieces of silverware was misleading, had the capacity 
and tendency to deceive purchasers into buying what they did not 
intend to buy. Moreover, that in so doing, the petitioner placed in 
the hands of wholesalers or retailers the means of deceiving ultimate 
purchasers; that the petitioner thus unfairly competed in trade in 
interstate commerce to the prejudice of the public in violation of § 5 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

Pursuant to § 5, petitioner filed this petition seeking to set aside 
the order. Our duty therefore is to examine the record to ascertain 
whether the findings are supported by the evidence. F. T. 0. v. 
Curt/.q Pub. Oo., 260 U.S. 568; F. T. 0. v. Paramwu.nt FOJTn.OU..8-Laslcy 

H67::i0"'-30-VOL. 24-101! 
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Corp., 57 F. (2tl) (C. C. A. 2). To sustain the order of the Com
mission, it is essential to find that the methods used are unfair and 
that they are used in interstate commerce and that the proceeding 
instituted for a cessation thereof is in the interest of the public. 

Petitioner admits it is engaged in interstate commerce. 'Ve there
fore inquire into the evidence of unfair competition and public inter
est. The Commission found "sectional oyerlay" to mean in the trade 
a quality mark denoting additional value in silverware. This finding, 
supported by evidence, is conclusive. F. T. C. Act, § 5; F. T. 0. v. 
Winsted Hosiery Oo., 258 U.S. 483; F. T 0. v. Algoma Lwnber Oo., 
291 U. S. 67. Misleading representation of a product constitutes an 
unfair method of competition within the intent of § 5. F. T. 0. v. 
lVinsted Hosiery Oo., supra; Indiana Quartered Oak Oo. v. F. T. U., 
26 F. (2d) 340 (C. C. A. 2), cert. den. 278 U.S. 623. 

On this record, it is established that the petitioner who sells silver
ware in interstate commerce caused its silver known as the ".Martha 
'Vashington" pattern to be manufactured with all pieces stamped 
"sectional overlay." Its sets are known as staples and ornamental 
pieces. Its staples were in fact overlaid but its ornamentals 'vere 
not. Letters and words stamped on ornamental pieces which are not 
overlaid tend to mislead purchasers. Buyers testified to being so 
misled. If a purchaser is induced to purchase because petitioner's 
product is represented as sectionally overlaid, that violatPs § 5 even 
if the purchaser did not lose actual value or quality by reason of the 
false representation. F. T. 0. v. Algoma Lumber Oo., supra; F. T. 0. 
v. Balme, 23 F. (2d) 620 (C. C. A. 2). Indeed, even "·here the pur
chaser benefits by the deception it is misleading. See Pillsbury v. 
Pillsbury-lVa.~hburn Flour Afi71s Oo., 64 Fed. 841 (C. C.~\. 7). Tint 
it is shown by the evidence that the term "sPetional o\'erlay'' indi
cated to the public additional value and increased use and penna
nency of the article. Petitioner's contention that the sectional over
lay is visible to the naked eye is disputed. At any rate, each pur
chaser is not by law charged with the duty of making a critical in
f'lpection of the petitioner's product to be guided by his own judg
ment. Indiana Quartered Oal: [428] Oo. v. F. T. 0., supra. See 
Flo-reme lllfg. Co. v. Do-wd, 178 Fed. 73,75 (C. C. A. 2). 

An alleged recognized custom to stamp a set of sih·PrwarP with 
the word "overlay" where the staples only were in fact sectionally 
overlaid is urged as an excusE>. 'VitnessPs, both dPaJers aml 
purehasrrs, testifietl that, except in the instance of very few manu
faeturers, they did not stamp ornamental pieces "sectionaJly onr
laid". The petitioner's conduet cannot be condoned. The petitioner 
argues that the custom was changed when the code authority under 
the N. I. R A. established a new stamhrd of industry and that since 
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December 1933 it has not stamped staples or ornamental pieces 
"sectionally overlaid". Even if this were so, since the petitioner as
serts the legal right to uso its misleading designation, it is the con
tinuing duty of the Commission to issue and of the court to affirm 
and enforce an order to cease and desist. ·Here, there is no assurance 
that there would. be a permanent discontinuance. Sears, Roebuck & 
Co. v. F. T. C., 258 Feu. 307 (C. C. A. 7); Fom Film Corp. v. F. T. C., 
29G Fed. 353 (C. C . .A. 2). A mere discontinuance of the unfair com
petition method is no defense nor is it sufficient to deny the enforce
ment order particularly where the petitioner insists it has the right to 
continue. F. T. C. v. Wallace, 75 F. (2d) 733 (C. C. A. 8); Guar
antee VeterinanJ Co. v. F. T. C., 285 Feel. 853 (C. C. A. 2). 

Clearly this proceeding is in the public interest and well within 
the requirement of the Act. F. T. C. v. B alme, supra. 

Order sustained. 

FEDERAL TUADE COl\11\IISSION v. PACIFIC STATES 
PAPER THADE ASSOCIATION ET AL.1 

No. 822j 

(Circuit Conrt of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. March 17, 1937) 

Order, on petition of Commission, fot· rule requiring Pacific States Paper Trade 
A:>sodatlon et ai., to show cause why they should not be adjudged guilty of 
contempt and punished for violation of court's decree of May 2, 1927, in 
proceeding in Pacific States Paper Trade Association et al. v. Federal Trade 
('ommlssion, No. 4~17, nnd on argumrnts of counsel and stipulation t'e sub
mi:;;slon, tlwt procPPdings be dismissed ns to certain respondents, thnt petition 
ue modified, and that other respondents be adjudged guilty of contempt and 
tined, as In said per curiam order below set forth." 

11fr. W. T. /{elley, Chief Counsel, Federal Trade Commission, !l!r. 
Nartin A. llforri8on, Assistant Chief Counsel, and .Air. Walter B. 
1f' ooden, all of Washington, D. C., for petitioner. 

N r. 0. J(. Cu.~ldng, Cushing & Cu,shing, Mr. Philip S. Ehrlich, 
and lllr. ll. Arthur D111m, Jr., all of San Francisco, Calif., for re
spondents. 

Before '\VILBL'R, GAnREC'IIT, and MATHE\\'S, Cil'cuit Judge8. 

t RPportrd In 88 F. (211) 1000. The cnse b£>fnre the CommlsRlon Ill reported In 
7 F. T. C. 155. 

• s .. e. Pncltic Stntes Pnpl'r Trn<le A~~nl'lntlon v. F. T. C., 4 F. (2d) 457, and 1<'. T. C. v. 
Pncltlc StateR, Pte., 273 U. S. 52. 
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PER CuRIAl\£: 

Upon arguments of counsel, and stipulation re submission of mat
ter, it is ordered that proceedings be dismissed as to respondents not 
served, that petition be modified, and that other· respondents be 
adjudged guilty of contempt, and fined $10,000, payable within 30 
days, jointly and severally; upon payment of fine, rule to show cause 
to stand discharged; if fine not paid, execution to be issued against 
respondents. 

NOTE.-The matter is reported in the Federal Reporter as above set forth. 
Order entered by Court was as follows: 

ORDER 

This matter came on to be heard on petition of Federal Trade Commission 
for a rule requiring Pacific States Paper Trade .Association, et al., to show 
cause why they should not be punished for contempt, and on order to show 
cause heretofore issued: 

On Consideration Whereof, It is Now Here .Ordered by this Court that 
Respondents United States Paper Company, Seattle, Washington; Wholesale 

Paper & Twine Company, Los .Angeles, Calif.; E. R. McQuaid, Pacific States 
Paper Trade .Association, 311 California St., San I!'ranci:;co, Calif.; H . .Arthur 
Dunn, Pacific States Paper Trade .Association, 311 California St., San Fran
cisco, Calif.; Paper Trade Conferenee or S:m Francisco and II . .A. Dunn, its 
Secretary, 311 California St., San l!'rancl:;co, Calif. ; OrPgon Paper Trude Con
ference and C . .A. Bell, its Secretary, Mend Building, Portland, Ore., not served 
are stritken from the petition, and no further order is to be entered in this 
proceeUing as against said respondmts. 

Respondents, E. W. Embree, C. H. Fricke, W. W. Huelat, G. 0. Rogers, 
Vernon C. Scott, and .A. P. Spitko, be stricken from the petition in their indl
virlual capacities, but be inserted in the petition as officers of Pacific States 
Pnper Trncle Association during their terms of office as follows: 

E. W. Embree, Vice-Preslclent, May 1035 to May 1036; C. II. Fricke, Vice
President, May 1934 to l\lay Hl35; President, May 1935 to l\Iay 1036; W. W. 
Iluelat, Vice-President, May 1035 to May 1!)36; President, l\Iay 1036 to • • • ; 
G. 0. Rogers, Vice-President, May 1934 to 1\Iay 1935; Executive Vice-President, 
May 1035 to May 1936; Vernon C. Scott, Vice-President, May 1935 to May 
1!l36; .A. P. Spitko, Vice-President, May 1!l35 to May 1936. 

Re;;pondent IIellbronn Company of 1\laniln, P. 1., he stricken from the peti
tion as not a material pnrty. 

ReRpondents: 
Bonestell & Company, Carpenter Paper Company of Utah, Carter, Rice & Com

pany, Corp., Dixon & Compnny, E. E. Embree, B. G. Ewing Paper Company, 
C. II. Fricke, General Paper Company, John W. Graham & Company, Ingram 
Paper Company, J. W. P. McFall, Osmund & Company, Pacific Coast Paper 
Company, Packer-Scott Company, Paper Trades Conference of Southern Cali
fornia and W. B. Reynolds, its secretary, G. 0. Rogers, Seattle-Tacoma Paper 
1\Ierchants Association, and E. L. Skeel, its Secretary, Sierra Paper Company. 
A. P. Spitko, Spokane Paper & Stationery Company, Spokane Wholesale Paper 
1\Ierchants .Association, and II. M. Hamblen, its secretary, Standard Paper 
Company, Traverner & Fricke, Vernon C. Scott, 'Vestcrn Newspuper Union, 
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Zellerbach Paper Company, a Corporation, Blake, 1\Ioffitt & Towne, a Corp. 
under laws of California, Blake, .Moffitt & Towne, a Corp, under laws of 
Oregon, Blake, Moffitt & Towne, a Corp., under laws of Washington, Tacoma 
Paper & Stationery Company, a Corp., W. W. lluelat 

be, and each of them is hereby found guilty of contempt of this Court for 
violation of this court's decree of May 2, 1927, in the proceeding entitled 
J>aeific Paper Trade Association, et al., vs. FcderaZ Trade Commission, No. 4217, 
and that a fine of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) be, and hereby is assessed 
against said respondents, jointly and severally, and that said fine be paid 
within 30 days from date hereof, and if so paid, then this rule to show cause 
be discharged, and, if not so paid, then execution may issue against said 
respondents, or each of them for the full amount of said fine. 

Tllat the following words "from discussing uniform terms, discounts and 
prices," contained ln line 6 of subdivision (e) of the description of the decree 
of this court as contained in paragraph 1 of the petition (Incorporated by 
reference in paragraph 4 thereof) do not appear in the decree of this court of 
May 2, 1927, and the said words, therefore, be, and hereby are stricken from 
the petition. 
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"llaume Rt-nguc" (Den Gay)----------------------------------- 1535 (01679) 
Beauty <levkc _____________________________ ------------------ __ 152.5 ( 01GG7) 

"flpanty l'nma~kerl" book-------------------------------------_ J.'il,2 (01{)!)3) 
HPd<lillg ________________________________________________________ 1111 ( 1893) 

1 Pnge rPf<'renres to RtlpulntlonR of the ~peelnl llonrd ore Indicated by Italicized page 
rPfl't'PilPI',~. Ruch stlpulntlHIIH arP nlso <listlngnbloerl by tlgnre "0" preceding the RPI'htl 
1\IIJHhPr, f'. ~ .. "01," "02,'' etc. 
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Ded quilt pieces and designs ____________________________________ 1462 (1981) 

''Beeman's Quick UPlief (B. Q. R)"---------------------------- 1584 (01764) 
Beer---------------------------------------------- 1426 (1924), 1442 (1948) 
Dclt Buckles, metaL-------------------------------------------- 1417 ( 1907) 
"Benaris" medicinal preparation------------------------------- 1536 ( 01680) 
Beverages ___________ 1420 ( 1913), 1424 ( 1920), 1426 ( 1924), 1442 ( 1948), 1444, 

1473 (01579), 1491 (01612), 1497, 1542 (01692), 1563 (01729), 1579 
Carbonated ________________________ ------------------------------ 1444 

Concentrate---------------------------~------------------- 1563 (01729) 
"Beverly Hall Cereal Beverage"--------------------------------------- 1579 
Bilezyme tablets----------------------------------------------- 1499 ( 01625) 
Dleaching preparations--------------------------- 1497 (01500), 1489 (01606), 

1490 (01609), 1502 (0162!:!), 1523 (016G:l),1564 (01732) 
"Bleach-Ox" bleaching and washing solution ______________________ 1479 (01500) 

Blouses, "silk" or ''satin"---------------------------------------- 1438 (1941) 
"Blue Bonnet Texas Crystals"----------------------------------------- 1483 
"Blue Dot Coin Embo!lser"-------------------------------------- 1564 (01730) 
"Dlue Moon Miracle Lube" lubricant----------------------------- 1567 (01739) 
"Dlue Star Ointment"-------------------------------------------------- 1520 
"Dlue-White" Diamonds------------------------------------------ 1463 (1083) 
Bobby pins-------------------------~---------------------------- 1419 (1911) 
"Bonn ox" medicinal prepara Uon--------------------------------- 1549 ( 01705) 
Booklets---------------------- 1.526 (01671), 1~38 (OH'>.I:l5),15.51 (01710), 1!i.5'2 

Astrology and numerology ____________________________ 1551 (01710), 1552 

Ileallh----------------------------------------------------- 1538 (01685) 
Book~-------------------------------- ------ 1412 ( 18!)5), 1435, 1510 ( 01643), 

1512 (01649), 1531, 15.12 (01093), 1556 (0171G), 1559, 1570, 1580 

Coin------------------------------------------------------- 1510 (01643) 
Hypnotism-------------------~----------------------- 1556 ( 01716), 1559 
Piano instruction------------------------------------------ 1556 (01716) 

DoraX--------------------------------------------------------- 1525 ( 0166G) 
Boxes---------------------------------- 1410 {1890), 1419 (1912), 1445 (1953) 

Corrnga ted fiber--------------------------------------------- 1419 ( 1912) 
Paper-----------------------------------------------------__ 1445 ( 1953;) 

Brass----------------------------------------------------------- 1417 ( 1908) 
J3read---------------------------------------------------- 1423, 1565 (01734) lloney __________________________________________________________ ~- 1423 

Breakfast food------------------------------------------------- 1481 ( 01593) 
Brief cases------------------------------------------------------ 1433 (1035) 
"Brite-Lite" cleaning preparations------------------------------- 15.38 (01684) 
"Bl'itish Walkers" shoes----------------------------------------- 1459 (1976) 
Bronze--------------------------------------------------------- 1417 (1908) 
''Brown's Best Washing Fluid"---------------------------------- 1502 (01629) 
Brush sha viiJg _________________________________________________ 1583 ( 01767) 

Buckles, metal belL--------------------------------------------- 1417 (1907) 
"Buke1s" medicinal preparation--------------------------------- 15G6 (01736) 
Uurlal vaults, concrete------------------------------------------- 1416 (1906) 
"Buroids" medicinal preparation-------------------------------- 1582 ( 01761) 
Business administration, correspondence courses in ________________ 1407 (1884) 

Business trea Use----------------------------------------------- 1526 ( 016G9) 
Cabinets, telephone---------------------------------------------- 1458 ( 197 4) 
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Calcium wn frrs------------------------------------------------ 1478 (01589) 
Calendar pads and stands---------------------------------------- 1455 (1968) 
"Camel's Hair"-------------------------------------------------- 1429 (1930) 
"Cameo" rings--------------------------------------------------- 1452 ( 1962) 
"Camphorole" medicinal preparation---------------------------- 1486 (01599) 
Candies--------------------------------------------- 1429 (1929), 1465 (1989) 
"Cape Cod Cleaner"-------------------------------------------- 1581 ( 01758) 
Cap~----------------------------------------------- 1447 (1958), 1457 (1972) 

Boys' knitted------------------------------------------------ 1447 (1958) 
Carpet cleansing preparations and devices- 1413 (1898), 1460 (1978), 1510 (01644) 
Caruso spaghetti and noodles----------------------------------- 1491 (01611) 
Casting fornlB-------------------------------------------------- 1511 (01645) 
Cat foods, canned------------------------------------------------ 1463 (1984) 
Charms-------------------------------------------------------------- 1531 
''Chemm" beverage concentrate---------------------------------- 1563 (01729) 
Chicken feed--------------------------------------------------- 1560 (01724) 
Chicks, babY----------------------------------------------- 1425 (1922), 1431 
"Chinese Herb Tea"-------------------------------------------- 1491 (01612) 
"Chloraide," poultry remedY------------------------------------- 1523 (01664) 
"Chlor-Em" poultry remedy------------------------------------- 1545 ( 01699) 
Civil f'rrvice, corre!'pondence courses in __________________________ 1440 (1946) 
Cleuning fluids, preparations and devices ________________________ 1412 (1806), 

1413 (1898)' 1538 (01684)' 1576 (017:>0)' 1581 (01758) 
Clocks _________ : _______ --------------------------------~------- 1409 (1889) 
Clothing, meu's--------------------------------------------- 1443 (1950), 1506 
Coats----------------------------------------------------- 1429 (1030), 1.}3-~ 

Women's sport aud dress------------------------------------ 1429 (1030) 
<_,'ocoanut oil shampoo, mulsified---------------------------------------- 1583 
Coin book---------.-------------------------------------------- 1510 ( 01643) 
Coin embosser, "Blue Dot"-------------------------------------- 1564 (01730) 
"Co-Lo" hair preparation--------------------------------------- 1498 (01621) 
Commercial drawing, correspondence courses in ________________ 1526 (01670) 
''C011ditioner" metliciual preparation ____________________________ 1575 (01748) 

Contraceptives-------------------------------------------------- 1416 (1905) 
"Copinol" metlicinal preparation-------------------------------- 1410 (01574) 
Correspondence courses in : 

Air conditiolling ____________________________________________ 1421 ( 1016) 

Art--------------------------------------------------- 1526 (01670),1528 
Business administration _____________________________________ 1407 ( 1884) 

Civil Service------------------------------------------------ 1440 ( 1046) 
Commercial drawing---------------------------------------- 1526 (01670) 
Crooning ________________________________________ ~---------- 1587 ( 01771) 

Drcoration of novelties------------------------------------- 1499 l 01624) 
Diesel engineering------------------------------------------- 1457 (1!)71) 
Electrical engineering __________________ --------------------------- 1513 
Electric refrigeration---------------------------------------- 1421 ( 1916) 
I lypnot Ism ____________ ---------------.-------------------------___ 1508 

Mentalphysics ---------------------------------------------------- 1519 
1\Insiml instrument instruction----------------------------- 1512 (01647) 
"Pratt icn 1 Fot·estry" ---------------------------------------- 14-JO ( 1940) 
Radio EnginePring _____________________________________ 1457 (1971), 1513 

Singiug __ ------------------------------------------------- 1587 (01771) 
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Corrngated fiber boxes...--------------------1--------------------- 1419 ( 1!l12) 
Co~mctii:~B----------------l------------------------------------- 1422 ( 1917), 

1453 {19G3,1964),l.;75,1485 (01598),1488 (01G05),1493,1494, 1500, 
1535 (01678), 15-W, 1518 (Ol7m), 1550 (0170G), 1.S51 (0170\)) 

Cosmetic-tweezers----------------------------------------------- 1420 ( 1014) 
"Cote French Tonic Tablets"----------------------------------- 1507 (01639) 
Cotton, absorbent--------------~---------------------------------- 1428,1432 
Cough drops--------------------------------------- 1478 (01588), 1511 (016!)0) 
"Cowhide" luggage __________________________________ 1433 (1935), 1438 (1942) 

Crayons, wax--------------------------------------------<-------- 14G5 (1!)87) 
"Cream of Wheat"--------------------------------------------- 1551 ( 01719) 
CreaDls, beautY-------------------------------------------- 1453 (1963,1!)64), 

1175,1485 (01598),1.;88 (01605),1494,1501 (01628), 1535 (01G78), 
1540, 1548 (01702), 1550 (01706), 1551 (01700) 

Crepes, "nail head" or "satin-back"------------------------------- 1447 (1957) 
Crooning, correspondence course in------------------------------ 1581 ( 01771) 
Crucifix ring ___________________________________ ---------------- 1.p1 ( 01586) 

Crystals, gazing------------------------------------------------ 1526 (01671) 
Curios_--------------------------------------~------------------- 1531, 1510 
•·cutex Lipstick"------------------------------------------------ 1422 (1917) 
CutlerY--------------------------------------------------------- 1411, (189!) 
"Dairy Orange Juice," Bireley's--------------------------------- 1420 (Hl13) 
Dental implements ______________________________________________ 1420 (1!)14) 

DPodorants-------------'--------...------------------- 140!) (1887), 1519 (01704) 
Designs and quilting pieces or patches for Dluking bed quilts ____ 1462 (Hl81) 

Dials, r~diO----------------------------------------------------- 14j6 (1U70) 
"Diamond"------------------------------------------------------ 1463 ( Hl83) 
Diaphrag1n, Q. T----------------------------------------------------- 1495 
Diesel engineering, correspondence courses in _____________________ 1457 (1971) 

Diet instructions----------------------------------------~------ 1513 ( 017 45) 
"Dioxogen CrenDl"--------------------------------------------- 1485 ( 01598) 
Dog foods, canned---------------------------------------------- 1'163 (1084) 
"Don't Snore" !'lnoriug device---------------------------------- 1587 (01772) 
''Douule Brew" beer and ale-------------·------------------------ 1426 (1U24) 
Douche powders------------------------------------------ 1495,1526 (01671) 
Dresses-------------------------------------------------------------- 1434, 

. 1436, 1437 (193!l), 1438 (1941), 146G (WSS), 1466 (1900, 1992) 

"DreHs remnants"----------------------------------------------- 1427 (1926) 
Dry-goods remnants ______________________________________________ 1427 (1926) 

"J<Jdu<•ntor" wax crayons---------------------------------------- 1465 (19R7) 
Educators No. 22G and No. 777, medicinal preparations __________ 1505 (01634) 

"El Aguinaluo Cullan Honey Bread"--------------------------------- 1423 
Electrical engineering, conespondence courses in---------------------- 1549 
EIPctric refrigeration, cot-respond«'ll<'«' courses in __________________ 1421 ( 1916) 

''Elgin" radios------------------------------------------------------- 1449 
"Elixir", Dr. True's------------------------------------------ 1550 ( 01708) 
BH<>yclopedia, "Llurary of Knowledge"------------------------------- 1-135 
Engineering, diesel electrieal, and radio, corre~pondence courses in_____ H57 

(1971), 15~3 
"Engliflh Razor Stl•el" razor blades ___________ ------------- 1454 (1005, 1!!66) 
"1·~-Now" wheat gPrm oil prPparation__________________________________ 1572 
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EutertainmPnt-advt>rtising films, motion picture ____________ ;------ 1427 (1927) 
"Entromul" medicinal preparation------------------------------------ 1524 
Eptol "Beauty Cream" and other cosmetics----------------------~----- 1415 
E1·a Hopkins "Marvel Creme Powder''--------------------------------- 1.~9.~ 
l~xet·ciser ----------------------------------------------------- 148 t (01G04) . 
Exhaust fans------------------------------------------~------- 1414 (1901) 
"Ex-Tone Poultry Worm Tablets" and "Powder"---------------- 1523 (01664) 
"Extracts"------------------------------------------:------ 1414 ( 1000), 1418 
"Eye-Gene"---------------------------------------------------- 1539 ( OlCSo) 
Eye preparations--------------------------------- 1539 (01686), 1582 (01762) 
Face powder--------------------------------------------------------- 1493 
Facial creatns-------------------------------------------------------- 1453 

(1DG3, 1964), 1915, 1~s5 (01GDS>. n88 (0160G), 1;;oo. 1535 
(01678), 1540, 1548 (01702), 1550 (01706), 1551 (01709) 

"Fuc.;imile Diamond"------------------------------------------- 146:! (19S:J) 
F & F Cough Lozenges----------------------------------------- 1./78 (01G88) 
Fans, exhaust_ _________________ -------------------------------- 1414 ( 1001) 

Farm mucllinery ------------------------------------------------ .1459 ( 1975) 
Feed mixer for poultry------------------------------------------ 1415 (1903) 
}<'pminine mcdil'innl prPpurations Ol' hygiene produC'tS---------------- 1416 

(1905), 1./G.CI, 1/J-'J5, 1ti05 (01634), 15.'26 (01671), 1530 (01675), 
158.') (01768) 

Fertile Sea Iv Tonic-------------------------------------------- 1 173 ( 01580) 
Fiber hoxe~ corrugated----------------------------------------- 1419 (1912) 
''Fibcrtone l'owder" and "!'ills''-------------------------------- 15H ( 016!l5) 
Film~. motion pi<·1·nre nrlvertislng _______________________________ 1427 (102.7) 

"Fishet·'s Poultry Feeds and Mashes"---------------------------- 158~ (01706) 
"!<'lora tone" medicinal preparation____________________________________ 151 ~ 
''Fly Killer," l\I<·Ness __________________________________________ 1 ~81 ( Olfi02) 

Food: 
Dog and cat, catmf><L--------------------------------------- 1403 (1984) 
Flavors---------------------------------------------------- 1414 (1900) 
Products----------------------- 1~91 (01611), J~f/8 f01023), 1J57 (01719) 

Foot appliances, orthopedic ____________________________________ 1567 ( 017H8) 

Forc~try, practical, correspondence courses in-------------------- 1440 ( 1946) 
"Formula B (Vitality llestot·er)" medicinal preparation __________ 1551 (01718) 
'·Forty Second Street Tissue CrNtm" and other cosmetics ________ 1548 (01702) 

Fountain pens-------------------------------------------------- 142:> ( 1923) 
Frames: 

Photo:;raph______________ -------------------------------- H33 ( 1934) 
RpeetaC'IP--------------------------------------------------- 1464 <nnsa) 

''Freckle Ointment"------ -------------------------------------- 1481 (01001) 
"Fr(•sh'ud-Aire" deYi<'P------------------------------------------------ 1406 
Fr~w. potnto chiP--------------------------------------------- 1539 ( 01687) 
l•'tii'JIIH'I'S ------------------------------------------------------- 1413 ( 18!)!)) 
Furuiture, "solid mahogany"------------------------------------- 1442 (11>49) 
Furn!turf> dPiln:;lng sohttlon _____________________________________ H13 (18fJ8) 

Fnrs -------·------------ -------·-------------------------------- 14-lO ( 1!l45) 
"Garlic & Parsley Tablets," Little'~----------------------------- 15i8 (01754) 
Gn rli(•-Pn rslcy til blets, allim!n essence oL------------------------------ 150 ~ 
GauzP------------------------------------------------------------ 1428, 143~ 
Gaz; ng rrystal!'..:---------------------------------------------- 1526 (01671) 

1 ~G7:iG "-3fl-\'OL, 24--100 
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uGPnl" "·ax cruyo~s--------------------------------------------- 1 .. 165 (1087) 
"Genun ids" mi?(Jicinal preparn tion ______________________________ 15~8 ( 01703) 
"Giant Whirlwind l\Iixcr" for poultry feed ________________________ 1415 ( 1!)03) 

"Gillette" radio sets--------------------------------------------- 1424 (1!)21) 
Gladstone bags-------------------------------------- 1433 (1!)35), 1438 (1942) 
"Glandex" tonic preparation ____________________________________ 1530 (0Hi75) 

"Gold"----------------------------- 1417 (1!307, 1908), 1421 (1915), 1446 (1!)55) 
"Gold" embo~sed publications------------------------------------ 1412 (18!l::l) 
··nol<len West Comvonnd" medicinal preparation _________________ 1561 (01725) 

"Goluray" jewelry and metals------------------------------- 1417 (1!l07, 1908) 
"Grade A Ab;,:orbent Cotton"------------------------------------------ 14:l2 
"Graf-cx'' auxilio ry lubricanL----------------------------------- 1410 ( 18!}1) 
"Grape Cure, The"---------------------------------------------- 1511!, ( 01649) 
Grape juice----------------------------------------------------------- 1491 
Clrnphite luhricanL-------------------------------------------- 1.502 ( 01f'i30) 
G t'O('erif's _______________________________________________________ 1409 ( 1888) 

"Grove's Emulsified Nose Drops"-------------------------------------- 1529 
Ilair grip::L'----------------------------------------------------- 1419 (1911) 
lluir preparation, treatment, tonic or remover __________ 142G (1925), 1467, 14"13 

(01380),1475,1VJ8 (01021),154G,15.i0 (01700),1577 (01752) 
''IIamilton" radios---------------------------------------------------- 1449 
I [and rrPam--------------------------------- 1475, 1511 (01040), 1548 ( 01702) 
"IIarri~ Tweeds"_ ----- ---- - - ---------------- ------------------ 1434 
Hats----------------------------------------------- 1437 ( 1!l3!l), 1457 ( 1!)72) 
Hay fever treatmenL------------------------------------------------- 1503 
IIeallh: 

DookleL----------------------------------------------- ---- J.iJ8 ( OlOSli) 
S<'r~ice----------------------------------------------------------- 1522 
Soaps------------------------------------------------------------ 1451 

''Ilf'at Proof" table pads---------------------·-------------------- 1400 (1979) 
Ilerbs _____________________ 1491 (01012), 1492 (01614), 152G (01671), 1510, 1589 

l\Icd i cines _____ ----------_---------------------------------- 1.P2 ( OlG14) 

Tablets---------------------------------------------------------- 1589 
Tea, CI1inese----------------------------------------------- 1491 (01612) 

"Herington Tablets" medicinal preparation _______________________ 11,91 (01610) 
"IIi-Lex" washiug and blca<:hing solution _______________________ 1-'!89 (OlOOG) 

"Iliuze Ambro,.;ia Cleauer," "Cream" anu "Tightcut>r"------------ 1488 (0100:-i) 

"Hollywood Contour Neck Dand"------------------------------- 1525 (0Hiu7) 
"Hollywood Dainties" feminine hygiene preparation ______________ 1530 (010i5) 

"Jlollywood Ni1!hts Perfume"-- __ ----------------- ----------- 15.11 (01 G8~ l 
"Ilome Diathermy Instrument"------------------------ ___ ------ _ nso 
Home stutly course In the dt>coration of uo,·elties___________ _ ___ 11j99 (010:!-t) 

Honey bread __ ------------------------------------------------ __ _ H2:1 
Hosiery and ]ll'<'[l:lratious or trPatmeuts therefm• _______ ------- 14:-ili (1007), 

U3G (10fi9), 1-1:18 (l!li3) 
"Ilo~awr" hosiery preparation---------- -- ---- --------------- 14:i8 (1073) 
Ilonl't'holtl utilities, products a111l remcdieA ___ _, ____________ ------ 141:-i (l!l04), 

1417 (1900), 1481 (01002) 
"Ilydt·osal Liquid" and "Ointment"------------- --------------- 1584 ( 017G3) 
Hypnotism: 

Books of instruction ___________ ---- ------------ ___ 1356 (017Hi). 1559 

Corres11ondence courRe in ___ ---------------- -----------~---- ____ 1508 
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"Illustrated Price Catalog of Old Books Wanted"----------------- 1481 (01603) 
"Imperial Mineral Water Crystals"----------------------------- 1586 (01770) 
"Impoil" lubricanL-------------------------------------------- 1502 ( 01630) 
Incensepovvder------------------------------------------------------- 1510 
lnsf'ctichles --------------------------------------- 140!) (1887), 1511 ( 01689) 
Instruction folio for typistS------------------------------------ 1550 ( 01707) 
Instruments, manicuring---------------------------------------- 1411 (1894) 
"Ipu na" toothpn ste--------------------------------------------- 1551 ( 01714) 
"lriquin" poultry remrdY-------------------------------------- 15-~5 (01609) 
"Iron Shoe Strength Builder"----------------------------------- 1 ~81 ( 01G34) 
"Itch Rpecific," Almklov's-------------------------------------- H/2 ( 01578) 
"Ivacol" poultry remedY--------------------------------------- 15~5 (01G!l9) 
J apancse ro:;e bm;hes------------------------------------------ 1536 (01716) 
Jclly, Q. T------------------------------------------------------------ 1495 
J crscy, "sill'" or "satin"---------------------------------------- 1437 (1039), 

1447 (1957), 1462 (1982), 1465 (1988), 14G6 (1990, Hl91) 
.Jewelry _______ 1417 (1007), 1421 (1915), 1452 (1D62), 1463 (1983), 11,71 (01586) 
"Johnson's Battery Process" or "More Power"-------------------- 14G9 (1977) 
"Johnson's Hcrh l\Iedicin!'s" ------------------------------------ 1192 ( 01614) 
"Jones' Rattler Liniment''-------------------------------------- ns9 (01G07) 
"J. T.'s Flat Wheat"------------------------------------------ 1498 (01623) 
"Kalis Capsules" me{licina 1 vreparn tion _________________________ 1514 ( 01653) 

"Kamala Nicotine •.rablets" poultry remedY-------~-------------- 151,.5 (01609) 
"Kall(lu Tabs" and other products------------------------------ 1558 (01721) 
"Ka nt-Rnn" hosiery vreparation ___ ----------------------------- 1438 ( Hl73) 
"Kenyon's Tn blets'' -------------------------------------------- I WS (01G22) 
Kit<'hen utPnsils, casL------------------------------------------------- 1-KiO 
"Kl!'arol Acue Lotion"------------------------------------------ 1515 ( 01697) 
"Kololwy Powder," medicinal preparation______________________________ 11,91i 

"Laeeue" medicinal preparation--------------------------------- 1'J05 ( 016:J6) 
"LaCross" products--------------------------------------------- 1411 (1804) 
"La-Dila :\Iethod" for feminine hygiene __________________________ 141G (1!.JOG) 

"Laura's Hnpid Tonic und Hnir Formula"----------------------- 1530 (01706) 
"LavciHler and Old Lace" cosmetics----------------------------- 14::13 (1DG4) 
"LPather": 

Luggage--------------------------------------- 1433 (1D35), 1438 (1942) 
Table paus------------------------------------------------- J4GO (l!.J79) 

"Liurary of Knowledge Encyclopedia"----------------------------------- H3::i 

Linen. "sill•'' ----------------------------------------------- 14~G. 1437 (1039) 
Lingerie, silk, treatment for------------------------------------- 1455 (1!)67) 
Lininwnt, JOJ)('S' Rattler--------------------------------------- 1489 (01607) 
Lipstick-------------------------------------------------------- 1422 (1917) 
"Liquid Proof'' table pads--------------------------------------- 1400 ( 1979) 
''Liquid Slnunake" mPdicinal prevaru tion_______________________ 1 fi' 4 ( Ol:i83) 
LitN·ature on mentalpliysics ______ - ---------------------------------- JJ 19 
Locating device for metals and minerals------------------------ 1505 (01035) 
"Lon-Grt>-1\Io" proprietary rPmt>dy ------------------------------ 1501 ( 01627) 
Lotions-------------- - ------------ -- --------- 1 P5, 1540, 15GB (01741) 
Lubricants----------- --------- 1-10::i, 1410 (1SD1), 1502 ( 01G30), 1561 ( 017:JD) 

Auxiliary--------------------------------------------- 140;::;, 1410 (18!l1) 
Graphite-------------------------------------------------- 1502 (01630) 
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Luggage-------------------------------------- 1433 (1935), 1434., 1438 (1942) 
''Cowhide"------------------------------------- 1433 ( 1935), 1438 ( 1942) 
Lentlwr --------------------------------------- 1433 (1!335), 1438 (1942) 

"Luxable Silk" dresses---------------------------..--------------- 1466 (1!)!)2} 
''Luxor Hand Cream"-----------'------------------------------- 1511 (01646) 
''1\Iadlale's Hair Color Ht>!'torer~'------------------------------- 1571 (01752) 
:aluchinery, farm _________________________________________ ------ 145!) ( 1!)75) 

"l\Indn m Itoxy" cosmetlcs--------------------------------------------- 15 W 
''M:.thogany" furniture------------------------------------------- 1442 (1949) 
Manicuring instruments and ncce~sories-------------------------- 1411 ( 1894) 
''Mason's Cream of Olives Ointment"---------------------------- 1414 (01582) 
Massage appliance, electricaL----------------------------------------- 153-1 
Matches, book------------------------------------------------- 1564 ( 01733) 
1\Iattresses----------------------------------------- 1411 (18!33), 1414 (1!302) 
"Maxwell's llair Tonic" ancl other prPpnrations------------------------ n15 
"May's Formnlae, Dr.," medicinal prPpnrntion ___________________ 1.5''17 (017:i3) 

"MPNess Fly Killer"------------------------------------------- 1481 (01602) 
l\Icchunlcal device for home diathermy--------------------------------- 1480 
l\Iedals------------------------------- -------------------------1421 (1915) 
''l\lediclltf'd" SOUPS----------------------------------------------------- 1451 
l\ledidnal prPparatiomL- -------------------- 14G9, 1 1{10 (0157 4, 01570), 1F I 

(01582, 01:i8:3), 1478 (0158!)), 1.f19 (01591), 118-1, 11,85 (01'l07), 
1486 (OU'ifl!l, 01600), 1481 (01001), 1.}88 (01604), 1489 (01607), 
1490 (016!lH), 1}111 (01610), 1492 (0161:~. 01614), 14r14 (01616, 
01617), J.pj, 1}!!8 (01!122), 1}!!9 (016:.!5), ];)OJ (01627), 150.! 
(OlG:.ll). t.)OJ, t.;O.\, 1505 (ll1634, 01636), J:JO"' (UH.n~. Olli3~). 

1509 (01641), 151.1 (01G31), 1514 (01052, 010311), 1.)1:;, J:Jl"' 
(0165ri), li120, 1•)21 (010GO, 01601), l!iZ}. t.52.i (01668), 
1526 (01671), 1529, 1530 (01675), J5B5 (0Hl79), 1.'i.'16 (016il0), 
1539 (01GSO), 1541 (01689, 01000), 154~ (016!)1), 15H (01695, 
o16D6l, 1.;v; (016!17, 01608, o1G!l9), 1548 (01703), 1.sw (01705), 
1550 (01708), 155.1, 1<i5G (01717), ].)5"1 (01718), 1558 (01720, 
Oln1), 1560 (01723), 1561 (01725, 01726), 1.562, 15G.J (01728), 
1564 (01731), 1566 (01736, 01737), f.'i68 (01740), 1569, 15"13 
(01746), 1.'111, 1515 (01748, 01749), 1511 (01753), J.57B (01754, 
01755), .1581 (Ol7::i9), 1582 (01760, 01761, 01702), 1584 (01704, 
01705), 1585 (01768), 1:J88, 1589, 1590 

Mentalphysics, correspondence eourses in______________________________ 1519 

"M<'reh·ex Cream" and "Soap"---------------------------------- 1501 (01628) 
"Mercoluted Tablets" poultry r<'medy --------------------------- 1545 (016!)!)) 
''l\Iethusa" merliclnal preparation ___________________________ ------------ 155·' 
''l\lidol" mNlicinal preparation __________________________________ 149 S (0161€\) 

"Milk of l\Iagnes!a Clrun~lng Ct·Pam," Phillips, and other products_ 1551 (0170fl) 

"Mineralization Tablets," 1\Iunsp!l's-- --------------------------- 1417 ( ]!)0{ l 
1\Iincral water crystals ______ ----------------------------- 1483, 1586 (01770) 
''Mir-A-Golll" tablewarl', etc _____ ---------- ------------ ------- 1440 (19::iri) 
"l\llxed Bacterin (Avian)," poultry remedy ______ --------------- 1545 (016!)9) 
1\lixer, poultry feed_ ---------- ----- ____ -------------------- 141ri (1903) 
Monry muklng plnns ___ -------- _____ --------------- _____ 151"1 (01056) 

"Monolux Ilalr nemo,·pr" ------------------------ ---- --------- 14:.!0 (1!)25) 
Monuments ___________________ -------___________________________ 1440 ( 1 !)56) 
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"'l\Iore Powder," Johnson'S--------------------------------------- 14:19 (1977) 
"1\Iore-X-Supcr-CIJUrged Colloidal Graphite"---------------------------- 1405 
Motion picture advertising films--------------------------------- 1427 (1927) 
.1\Ioulds for novelties and metal heaters ________________________ J.i11 (01645) 
l\Iovie stars, pictures of _______________________________________ 1554 ( 01713) 

"'l\Iuco Cones" medicinal preparation----------------------------------- 1589 
"Mulsicof" cough remedy-------------------------------------- 1509 (01641) 
"l\Iulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo"----------------------------------- 1583 
"Murine" eye preparation-------------------------------------- 1582 ( 01762) 
Musical instrument, instruction, correspondence courses in ______ 1.51.'2 (01647) 

"l\Iyl Complexion Treatment"------------------------------------------ 1500 
.. :\Iyndnll Cain Cleansing Cream" and ''Nourishing Cream"------ 1.535 (01678) 
''l\lyona Salve"------------------------.----------------------- 1.185 ( 01507) 
''Mystic Foam" carpet, etc., cleanser----------------------------- 1413 (1808) 
"Nac'' medicinal preparation ___________________________________ 1513 (01651) 
Nail files and polishes ______ ..; _______________________ 1411 (1804), 1420 (1914) 

"Nail-head crepe"---------------------------------------------- 1447 (10G7) 
·"Nasal Catarrh Medicine," Hall's------------------------------ 1556 (01717) 
·"Nasal Jelly," Kondon's---------------------------------------- 151,5 (01G!l8) 
·"Navello Singing Method," The-------------------------------·-- 1587 (01771) 
Neck band device---------------------------------------------- 1535 (0Hi67) 
Nickel silver ------------------------------------------- -------- 1417 ( 1908) 
Noodks----------,----------------------------------------- ---- 1 ~[II ( 01611) 
"Norge Uollator Itefrigerator" ---------------------------------- 1.177 ( 01585) 
Nose urops, ''Grove's Emulsifiell"-------------------------------------- 152.9 
Notions-------------------------------------------- 1415 (1904), 1419 (1911) 
Novelties ________________ 1446 (l!Ki:J.), 1J,99 (01624), 1.i26 (01671), 1556 (01716) 
"Nox-Alco" medicinal preparation ______________________________ 1551'3 (01721) 
Numerology booklets _____________________________________ 155l (01710), 15.52 

"Nuro-Shecn Dnndruff Eliminator Shampoo"----------------------1537 (01683) 
"Nn Way l\Iethod" medicinal preparation ______________________ 1.560 (01723) 

{)ak, quartered, telephone cabinets------------------------------ 1458 (1974) 
"0. n. C. Capsnles" reducing preparation ______________________ t.ji9 (015Dl) 

Ointment, Hydrosn.l------------------------------------------- 1584 (01765) 
·"Okatox" 1;oison ivy rPmedY------------------------------------ 1582 (01760) 
"Olive Oil" sonps----------------------------------------------------- 1408 
«omar Dread"------------------------------------------------- 156:; ( 01734) 
"'101" washing fluid ________________ :. ___________________________ 1586 (01769) 

"Ouyx" rings--------------------------------------------------- 14:i2 ( 1962) 
«Opaline Suppositories"----------------------------------------------- 1469 
"'0-Pol-Zo" ointmenL------------------------------------------- 1507 (01638) 
••orangeade," Bireley's------------------------------------------ 1420 (1913) 
Orange juice concentrate--------------------------------------- 1420 (1!n3) 
"Otox" poison l\'y remedY------------------------------------- 1582 (017fl0) 
••ourlne" medicinal preparation ________________________________ J.ISG (01600) 

Pads: 
Calendar-------------------------------------------- ------ 1-t:J;"i (1008) 
'£able------------------------------------------------------ 14t)G (1D79) 

"Pastina Caruso" food producL------------------------------- 1-191 (01611) 
re:-fnmes------------------------------------ 1422 (1918), 1.531 ( 01682), 1570 
"Phillips' l\Iilk of Magnesia Cleansing Cream" and other products_ 1551 (01700) 
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Photographic enlargements-------------------------------------- 1433 (1934) 
Piano instruction: 

Books of __________________________________________________ 135G (01716) 

Corre,;pondence courses ilL--------------------------------- 1512 (01647) 
Pictures-------------------------------------------------- 1551 ( 01713), 1555 

l\Iovie stars'------------------------------------------ 15.14 ( 01713), 1555 
Pigeons anu pigeon supplies------------------------------------ 15:JG (01681) 
Piles, tr~:atment for, Gessner's---------------------------------- 1581 ( 017G!l) 
"Pillsbery's Original Washing Fluid"---------------------------- 1502 ( 016~!)) 
Pills, Filbertone _______________________________________________ 15H ( Ol(l!):;) 

"Pine Bath SibPria"---------------------------- ---------------- 1412 (1S!)7) 
Pine ueedle extracL-------------------------------------------- 1412 (18!)7) 
"Pink Ointment"----------------------------------------------------- 1484 
Pius------------------------------------------------------------ 1421 (1915) 
"Platinum" rings _______________________________________________ HG2 (19G2) 

"Pluto Water'' laxatiYC----------------------------------------- 1517 (01G55) 
Poison i\·y remedies-------------------------------------------- 1582 (01760) 
"Por-Ce-Lite" proce~s for pictures ________________________ ------------ 1555 

!'or traits, "Lifetime"---------------------- ____ ------ -------- ------ 1555 
l'otato chip fryer _______ ---------- _____ -------------------- 1539 (01687) 
l'oultry feeds, prrparntions, renwdies nnd supplies ------------ _ 1415 (1003), 

15.'2.1 (016G4), 1530 (01674), 1545 (016!)!)), 1560 (01724), 1584 (01766) 

l'owder, "Fi lbertoue" ------------------------------------------- 1541, ( 01605) 
l'remium merchandise ________ -------------------------- _ ---------- 1541 
Printed matter------------------------------------------- 1564 (0173:!), 1580 
"l'riYate Formula Rectal Ointment" for piles ________________ -------- 1590 

f'ropl'llers____________________ --------------------------------- 1414 (1!)01) 
"Pro Tex" wardrobe~------------------------------------------- 1445 (1003) 
Pub:!<·ntions ________________________ --------- 1412 (18!)G), 14S7 (01G03), 1570 

l'uuch boards ________________________ ------------------------------- 1541 

'·Pure Dye Taffeta"--------------------------------------------- HG-1 (1!)85) 
"Pure Silk"------- --------------- _____ ---------------------------- 1434 
"Pure 'l.'l1reatl Slllc Reinforced with Art Silk" for hosiery _________ H:JG (1!)6!)) 
"Q.T. AntisPptie l'owdt>r" and other tn·t>parntiou>J______________________ 1495 

Qunrteretl onlc telephone cnbinets-------------------------------- 14:i8 (1074) 
Quilting pirces or patches and designs for !Jt>tl quilts ____________ 14G2 (1981) 
Uadio engiueer!ng, correspondeuce course~ in ________________ 1457 (1!)71), 15ftS 

Hadio: 

I>ials------------------------------------------------------- 145G (1!)70) 
Sets ____________________ 1424 (1921), 1437 (1940), 1449, 14G1, 1513 (01G50) 

'.rulws ------- --- _ ___ _ _ ---------- ------ _____ 1410 (1802) 
''Rny-Zem" poultry z·cmetly _____ ------ __ ___ ------ 1530 (01674) 
Razor bladt>s --- _ ------------- 1407 (1883), 1415 (1004), 1454 (1!)65, 1DG6) 
Ramr, Segal unitary_ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ____ _ ---------------- 1585 (01767) 
Heady-made snits, men's and boys'-- __ ---------------- 14-13 (1031) 
"Healizatlon FnrlnJ Crl':nn''- J[j,jl) (0170G) 
"Retl SC'a Balsnm" medicinal pn•par11tion _ _ ______ 1521 (01CW) 
"Hed Star Liquid'' 1111<1 "Lotion" for sldn disPll>'t'fl ____ 154.2 (01G!l1) 
Reducing- prqmrat!ons __ _ 14i9 (0Hi!l1), J4.'i8 (01C04), lft91, 1525 (01GG8) 
"RE>tlwoo1l Inhalant"---------- _ ____ ____ ___ _ ------------ 1470 (0157G) 
Hefrigeration, electric, correspon<lenee courses In ------- ____ __ 1421 (1fi1G) 
Refr!gerators ____ J __ ------------------------ ------------- 1477 (01585) 
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Uemnants, dry-goods-------------------------------------------- 1427 (1926) 
"Retardex" an tiseptlC------------------------------------------ 1530 ( 01675) 
"Reversible" table pads----------------------------------------- 1460 (1979) 
"Rhodium" rings------------------------------------------------ 1452 ( 1962) 
ltings-------------------------------- 1452 ( 1062), 1463 (1983), 1417 (01:386) 
"Rol-A-Ray" electrical massage appliance------------------------------ 15.34 
"Uoman Cleanser" cleansing preparation------------------------ 15"16 (01750) 
Roots------------~-------------------------------------- 1526 (01671), 15"10 
Rose bushes, Japanese----------------------------------------- 1556 (01716) 
"Ruby" rings--------------------------------------------------- 1452 (1962) 
Rug cleansing preparations------------------------- 1413 (18!)8), 1460 (1978) 
"Runless" treatment for silk hosiery and lingerie ________________ 1455 (1967) 

"Run-Safe" treatment for silk hosiery and lingerie-------------- 1455 (1967) 
"Sal Hepatica" medicinal preparation ___________________________ 1558 (01720) 

Salt, effervescent---------------------------------------------- 1558 (01720) 
"Sana-Cutis" sl•in preparation __________________________________ 1544 (01696) 

Sandwiches--------------------------------------r-------------- 1429 (1929) 
"Sani-Clor" washing fluid ________________________ 1512 (01648), 1521 (01660) 

"Sanitary" surgical dressings------------------------------------------ 1432 
"Sanovan" deodoranL------------------------------------------ 1549 (01704) 
"~atin"-------------------------------- 1438 (1941), 1447 ( 1D57), 1466 (1D!n) 
"Satin-hac!• crepe"---------------------------------------------- 1447 ( 1DG7) 
Scalp tonic or treatment--------------,---------- 14"13 (01580), 1550 (01706) 
"7-Up" beverage----------------------------------------------- 1542 (01692) 
ShampoO------------------------------------------------- 153"1 ( 01683), 1583 
Shaving setS--------------------------------------------------- 1585 (01767) 
Shoes-----------~---------------------------------------------- 1459 (1976) 
SiJk_________ 1434, 1436, 1437 (1939) I 1438 (1941) I 1439 (1943, 1944) I 1443 

(1950), 1447 (1957) 1 1456 (196!)), 1462 (1!J82) 1 1465 (198S), 
1466 (1990, 1991, 19!)2) 

Silk treatment for hosiery and lingerie-------------------------- 1455 (1967) 
"Sil-Ten" beverage---------------------------------------------------- 15"19 
"Silver"-------------------------------------------------------- 1446 (1!)55) 
"Silver-Seal" kitchen utensils----------------------------------------- 1430 
"Silver Seal Treatments" for women---------------------------- 1585 (01768) 
Singing, correspondence course in------------------------------ 158"1 ( 01771) 
"Sino-Dine" medicinal preparation----------------------------- 1494 (01617) 
Skin prPpnrations or treatments __________ 14"12 (01578), 1484, 1485 (01597), 

148"1 (0Hl01). 1488 (01605). 1501 (01628). 150"1 (01638) I 1513 
(01651), 1514 (01652), 1540, 1542 (01691), 1541, (01696), 1545 
(01G97), 1575 (0174!)), 1518 (0175.j), 158.] (01765), 1586 (0176G) 

"Skin Tone Lotion," 1\laxwell's---------------------------------------- 1f'l5 
"Slendabalm" reuucing preparation __________________________ _; ___ 1488 (01604) 

"Slenderets" reducing preparation------------------------------ 1525 (01668) 
Snoring device ------------------------------------------------ 158"1 ( 01772) 
"Snowhite'' washing fluid-------------------------------------- 1490 (01600) 
Sonps--------------------------------- 1408, 1415 (1!J04), 1451, 1501 (01628) 

"Ilea lth" --------------------------------------------------------- 1451 
1\Iedicated------------------------------------------ 1451, 1501 (01628) 
"Olive oil"--------------------------------------------------------- 1408 

"Solid Mahogany" furniture-------------··----------------------- 1442 (1949) 
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Spaghetti----------------------------------------------------- 14191 (01611) 
"Sparton" radios---------------------------------------------- ·1513 (01650) 
"Spear Brand Chick Feed"--------------------------------------1560 (01724) 
"Special Vitality Tablets"-------------------------------------- 1573 ( 017 46) 
Spectacle frames------------------------------------------------ 1464 (1986) 
Squabs---~---------------------------------------------------- 1536 (01681) 
Stamping machine--------------------------------------------- 1564 (01730) 
Stands, calendar------------------------------------------------ 1455 (1968) 
StationerY----------------------------------------------------- 1470 (01575) 
"Sterilized" surgical dressings------------------------------------- 1428, 1432 
Stout----------------------------------------------------------- 1442 (1948) 
Snits, rnrn's and boys' ready-made------------------------------- 1443 (11Xi1) 
"Hummer's Horne Treatment," 1\Irs.------------------------------------ 1469 
"Sun Ray llleacher" ------------------------------------------- 1564 ( 01732) 
"Suntex" washing fluid---------------------------------------- 1474 (01581) 
"Superkleen" cleaning fluid------------------------------------- 1412 (1800) 
Surgical dressings------------------------------------------------ 1428, 1432 
S\veaters------------------------------------------------------- 1452 (1961) 
"Rwiss Pine Bath"---------------------------------------------- 1412 (1897) 
"Syl-van-ite" tableware, etc·------------------------------------- 1446 (1955) 
Table pads----------------------------------------------------- 1400 (1979) 
Tableware------------------------------------------------------ 1446 ( 1955) 
"Taffeta"----------------------------~-------------------------- 1404 ( 1085) 
"Tartaroff" tooth cleanser------------------------------------- 1509 ( 01042) 
Tea, Chinese herb--------------------------------------------- 1!,91 (01612) 
Teeth, artificiaL----------------------------------------------- 147~ ( 01577) 
Telephone cabinets--------------------------------------------- 1458 (1974) 
"Tetterlne" skin preparation------------------------------------ 1578 (01755) 
'l'extbooks------------------------------------------- 1407 (1884), 1421 ( 1016) 

Commercial------------------------------------------------- 1407 (1884) 
"'!'his· Power Called Hypnotism" book--------------------------------- 1559 
"Thompson's Etrervescent Aspirin Compound Tablets"----------- 1568 (01740) 
Thumb tacks--------------------------------------------------- 141() (1911) 
"Tbyrole Douche Powder"------------------------------------- 1 !,79 ( 01501) 
Ties, rnen's------------------------------------------------ 1434, 1437 ( 1930) 
Tires ---------------------------------------------------------- 1445 ( 1954) 
Toiletries __________________ 1409 (1887), 1415 ( 1904), 15!,8 ( 01702), 1551 ( 01709) 

Toilet ware----------------------------------------------------- 1446 (1!)[)5} 
Tombstones----------------------------------------------------- 1446 ( 1050) 
Tooth brushes------------------------------------------------------- 1441 
Toothpaste _____________ 1415 (1004), 1509 (01642), 1551 (01709), 1554 (01714) 

"True's Elixir" Dr·-------------------------------------------- 1550 ( 01708) 
Tubes: 

Radio------------------------------------------------------ 1410 (1S!l2) 
Fire------------------------------------------------------- 1445 (1!)54) 

"Turtle Oil" crrams------- -------------------------------- 1453 (1063, 1004) 
Tweezers, cosmetiC--------------------------------------------- 1420 ( l!l14) 
"20 l\Iule Team Borax"---------------------------------------- 1525 (01660) 
"Typing Tips for Typists," instruction foliO-------------------- 1550 ( 01707) 
Typists' instruction foliO--------------------------------------- 1550 ( 01707) 
"Ulcerlne ( Ullerlne) Salve"------------------------------------ 1492 ( 01613) 
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"Ulgo" medicinal preparation ___________________________________ 1521 ( 01G61) 

"Ulypto Cough Drops"----------------------------------------- 1541 (01600) 
Umbrellas---------------------------------------________ ------- 14GG ( 1D!l:!) 
"Uncle Sam Laxative Breakfast Food"-------------------------- 1 ~81 ( 01503) 
"Ur-Gard" prophylactiC---------------------------------------- 1530 (01675) 
Urine analysis-------------------------------------------------------- 1522 
Vaginal cones, Q. T·--------------------------------------------------- 1~95 . 
"Val ox Bleacher"---------------------------------------------- 156~ ( 01732) 
"Vamping Tutor, The," book of piano instruction ________________ 1556 (017Hl) 
"Vapoo" rug and carpet cleaning product_ _______________________ 14GO (1978 1 

Vaults, concrete buriaL----------------------------------------- 1416 (1906) 
"Velure Lotion" for hands------------------------------------- 1568 (01741) 
"Vel vet" ------------------------___ ------------_ ------------------___ 14:111 
"V-E-M" nasal ointment---------------------------------------- 1502 ( 01631) 
Yen til a tors------------------------------------------------------ 1414 ·( 1001) 
''Vigorsol" medicinal preparation _______________________________ 1575 (01748) 

"Vim Tabs" medicinal preparation------------------------------------ 1562 
Violin instruction, correspondence courses 111--------------------1512 (01647) 
"Vitacine" mE>dicinal preparation------------------------------- 151~ (01652) 
"Vitalis" hair preparation____________________________________________ 1546 
"Vitality Tablets," SpeciaL _______________ ;_ ____________________ 1573 (01746) 

"Vitality" toniC-----·------------------------------------------ 1526 (01671) 
VItamin concPntra te------------------------------------------- 1576 ( 01751) 
"Vita-l\IIn-01" medicinal preparation---------------------------------- 1588 
"Vh·anl" cosmetics _______________________ ·----------------------- 1453 (1964) 
"Von Schrader Portable Carpet Washer"------------------------ 1510 (01644) 
\Vardrobes, "Pro Tex"------------------------------------------ 1445 (1953) 
"Warp Proof" table pads---------------------------------------- 1460 (1079) 
wa~hing 1lnid or solution-------------------------------------------- 1 :n 

(01581), 1.f'l9 ('015!10), 1489 (01606), 1190 (01609), 1502 (016:19), 
1512 (0164il), 1521 (01660), 1523 (01663), 1586 (01769) 

\VatchPS------------------------------------------------------ 1477 (01587) 
\Vax crayons--------------------------------------------------- 1465 (1987) 
\V£>aring llpparrL---------------------------------------------------- 1439 

(W-13, 1944), 1440 (1945), 1462 (1!J82), 1465 (1988), 1406 (1!J91) 
Worul'n's _____________________ 1439 (1943, 1944), 1462 (1982), 1465 (1988) 

"\Velcb's Grape Juice"------------------------------------------------ 11,97 
WhPat germ oil prPparatlon___________________________________________ 1572 

Whcnt, J. T.'s FlnL------------------------------------------- 1~98 (01623) 
Winf's, California _______________________________________________ 1424 (19:!0) 

"WintergrPen tahlPts," Keene's---------------------------------- 1~99 (01625) 
"'V. 0. K. TnhlC't~"---- ---------------------------------------------- 1~69 
"Wool"-------------------------------------- 1439 (1943), 1452 (1!)61), 1506 
Worm powder Dnd tablets for poultrY-------------------------- 1523 (01664) 
"Worm Syrup," Bumstead's ____________________________________ 1566 (01737) 

"X. E. l\1. Slllve," Almklov's------------------------------------ 1.172 (01578) 
"XLNT Washing Fluid"--------------------------------------- 1502 (016:!0) 
"Yeast Foam Tai.Jlets"----------------------------------------- 1565 (01735) 
"Zerbst Cllpsnles" cold preparation----------------------------- 15~1 (01600) 
"ZYL" naF:al olntrnenL----~------------------------------------ 1502 ( 016:U) 





INDEX 1 

DESIST ORDERS 

Additional charges, exacting unfairly or deceptively. See Offering de· 
ceptive, etc. 

A1ljustments, misrepre~euting as to. Sec Misrepresenting product. 
A1h·ertiRing fab;ely or misleadingly: 

.As to--
Agents or representatives- Page 

Earnings or profits~----------------------------------- 1163, 1175 
Opportunities in product ot· service------------------------ 1163 
Terms or conclitions-------------------------------------- 1205 

Ailments, generally--------------------------------- 465, 475, 712, 976 
Business statui!, advantages or connrctions-

Bnildiug or vlanL---------------------------------------- 1347 
Correspondence School being university--------------------- 1286 
Dealer belng-

Couprrntlve association----~-------------------------- 1224 
Distiller---------------------------------------- _____ 25 
~1unufarturer _______________________________________ 615,912 

Dealer owniug or operating

Laliot·utories-------------------------------------- 10!7, 11G4 
l\Ii!L-------------------------------------~---------- 105 

Direet dPaling savings ___________________________________ _ 
Foreign offices ___________________________________________ _ 

Government connection ___________________________________ _ 

1347 
124 
19!) 

IdentitY-------------------------------------------------- 760 
Nnture of product or business----------------------------- 697 
Operations as advertising or promotionaL__________________ 1205 
Personnel or staff-

Expert advisory---------------------------------____ ---1224 
Place of business--------------------------------------- 199,697 
Rectifier being distiller----------------------------------- 33, 

41, 278, 326, 419, 435, 539, 549, 554, 567, 586, 501, 622, 630, 638, 
1300, 1358 

Size and extent---------------------------------------- 199, 1163 
Special qualifications------------------------------------ 387, 642 
Stock on hand---------------------------------------- 1091,13-!7 
Success or standing ______________ ·------------------------- 871 

CompPtitors and their pt·oducts __ 89, 115, 642, 664, 738, 760, 803, 976, 106.1 

Composition------------------------------------------- ------ 124, 
227, 4G5, 615, GG4, 697, 704, 722, 760, 8::18, 031, 1()j3, 1080, 1085 

• Covcrinll' prnctlces lnclutle<.l In cease and desist orders In volume In question. Fur 
lnrlPx by C!lllllno<.litics Involved rather than prnctlces, see Table of Commodities. 

1655 
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Advertising falsely or misleadingly-continued. 
As to--Continued. Prge 

Domi'stic Jlrodnct lwing imported--------------------------- 124,1003 
Through foreign words, symbols, etc_______________________ 1003 

Earnings or profits---------------------------------------- 1Hl3, 117;) 
Food & Drug Act compliance---------------------------------- 278 
Free goods or services---------------------------------------- 1347 
Government-

Conneetion with offer or produc:L------------------- 1!)9, 355, fl~O 
Specifications or standards------------------------------ 115,278 
TPsts-----------------------------··----------------------- ~~) 
United States Pha rmac:opoeia______________________________ :!78 

Gnarantees ____ 
7 

___________________________ 64, 143, 803, 843, 98!.1, 1013 
Hi;;tory of product_ __________________ 12-!, 530, 738, 03!), 10C.3, 1001, 11:34 

Indorsements or approval-
CeiDeteries------------------------------------------------ 697 
GoverniDenL--------------------------------------------- 89 
Ilospitals------------------------------------------------- 278 
Independent scientific organization------------------------- 1103 
Medical profession----------------------------- 278, 465, 475, 1027 
Nurses--------------------~------------------------------ 278 

License rights or status--------------------------------------- 700 
Nature of-

Manufacture of producL------------------~------------- 42, 738 
Product-------------------------------------------------- 105, 

124, 449, 455, 4G:i, 475, 530, 6!)7, 704, 722, 837, 871, 931, 1027, 
1063, 1193, 1237, 1270 

Opportunities in product or service------------------- 190, 1163, 1224 
Prices----------------------------------------------- 607, 10G3, 1347 
Qualities, properties, or results .of product, service, or treatment-- 42, 

52, G4, lliJ, 145, 166, 19!.1, 227, 235, 263, 278, 201, 387, 449, 4::i5, 
4G5, 475, 519, 615, GDi, 704, 712, 722, 738, 753, 700, 803, 843, 871, 
919, 039, 048, 97fl, 989, 1013, 1027, 1063, 1073, 1128, 1154, 1103, 
1182, 1103, 1218, 1245, 1270 

Quality of product_ __________________________ 278, 700, 803, 10!)1, 13!7 

Quantity----------------------------------------------------- 803 
Rebuilt or renovated as new---------------------------------- 13-17 
Results------------------------------------------------------- 519 
Safety of product_ ________________ 475, 7ri3, 1027, 1154, 1193, 1218, 1270 

Sales promotion schemes-------------------------------------- 1205 
Scientific or relevant facts __________ 115, 465, 475, 664, 738, 871, 1224 

Service rendered------------------------------------------ 712, 1347 
Source or origin of product-

Government, Army or NaVY--------------------------- 355, 830 
Licensor or spousor--------------------------------------- 530 
1\fa!;:('t'------------ ---- ----------- ------------ ::i30, 7GO, 1205 
l'Iuce------------------------------------------------- 124, 10U3 

Through depictions, syiDbols, etc ___________ --------- 1003 

Special offers------------------------------------------------ 1063 
Suc<'ess, 11se or standing of product, service or ofl'erlng_______ 89, 

435, 461, 475, 871, 1243, 1270 
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Advertising falsely or misleadingly-Continued. 
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As t<>-Continued. Pa~e 

Terms and conditions------------------------------------ 1192, 1347 
Testimonials------------------------- 52, 263, 519, 704, 019, 1245, 1270 
Tests, in generaL------------------------------ 89, 1027, 1091, 1193 

Department of Agriculture-------------------------------- 89 
State or municipal---------------------------------------- 89 

Trade-mark registration--------------------------------------- 1128 
Unique nature or status of producL------------------------ 387, · 

455, 4G5, 475, 712, 803, ()39, 976, 1027, 1128 
Value------------------------------------------------ 700, 803, 1175 

Agents, securing falsely or misleadingly. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 
Securing agents, etc. 

Aiding, assisting, or abetting misrepresentation and deception ______ 1101, 1310 
Ailments, generally, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, etc. 
Agriculture, Department of, claiming tests or approval falsely. See Ad-

vertising falsely, etc.; Claiming or using indorsements, etc. 
Allowances, adopting and fixing uniform, to fix prices. See Combining 

or conspiring. 
Apartment houses, eomuinil)g to eliminate direct selling to. See Combin

ing or conspiring. 
Appropriating trade name or mar!t of competitior______________________ 530 
Approval, claiming or using fal~ely or misleadingly. Src Ad1·ertlsing 

falsely, etc. 
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name: 

As to-
Correspondence school being university__________________ 1286 
Dealer being-

Coo1wra ti v e association __________________________________ _ 122l 
Distiller _________________________________________________ _ 

2() 

Manufacturer-------------------------------------- 1 0[), 615, 912 
Draier owning or operating-

FactorY------------------------------------------------ 615, 012 
~IiiL----------------------------------------------------- 105 
LaboratorY----------------------------------------------- 11~4 

Government connection with product or offering ______________ 199, 3G5 

I 1lent1ty ------------------------------------------------------ 700 
Nature of product or business_________________________________ G97 

Qualities of producL-------------------------------------- 753, 118:! 
Hectifier being distiller _________________ 33, 41, 78, 188, 278, 326, 419, 

435, 500, 530, 54!), 554, 5G7, 575, 58G, 5!l1, 6!:!2, 630, 638, 1300, 13Ci8 
Source or origin of product-

Government, Army or NaVY------------------------------- 335 
~Ioker---------------------------------------------------- 760 

Awards, misrepres<'nting as to. See Misbranding or mislabeling. 
Bids, agrt•eing and submitting identical. See Combining or conspiring. 
"Black lists," circulating, of non-cooperating concerns, to control and 

limit channels of distribution. See Combining or conspiring. 
Boycotting: 

Competitors' sources of supply-
To control ond limit channels of distribution___________________ 510 
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Doycottiug-Continued. 
l\Ianufacturrrs and wholesalers- Fag!l 

To control retail distribution and pmctice_____________________ 362 
Hetailers and munufacturrrs-

'l'o eliminate design piraCY------------------------------------ 113(} 
Suppliers and sellers-

To limit distribution to "rrgular" channels--------------------- 13:1 
Bnuuling falsl'ly or misleadingly. See Misbranding or mislabeling . 

. Bnsi1wss: 
Advantages, connections and status, misrepresenting. See Assuming 

OL' using, etc.; 1\li,;brauding or mh;labeling; l\Iisrepn•senting busi
ness, etc. 

Unfair nwthods of, in g<•ncral. See Unfair methods, etc. 
Charges, nd<litional, exacting unfairly or tl<>ceptiYely. f'ce Offering 

deceptive, etc. 
Charges, a<lnpting and fixing uniform. See Combining or conspiring. 
Cities, combining to limit manufacturers' and wholesalers' sales to, to 

areas' retailers. Sec Combining or cow;plring. 
Claiming or using indorH<'ments or testimonials falst>ly or misleatlingly: 

As to or from-
C'emetf'riPs __ 
Department of Agriculture-------------- ---------------------
llospitals ________________________________________ ----------

lndeven<lent t-;eicnt iflc or~a nization_________ -------------------

Gfl7 
SD 

278 
11!)3 

___ ----------------- __ 278, .,w::;, 47G, 1021 
Nmscs__ _ _ _______ ------------ _ _ 278 

Sanction or spow'lorship, famous concern!'! __ ~------------- 1101, 1310 
:;;tate or municipal go\'!'t'n!IH'llts_ ---------- ------------------ S!l 
Users, in genernL ____________________ G2, 263, 51!), 704, !)10, 12-15, 1270 

Coat of arms, misrepre~,;enting sonrr·e or origin of rn·otlnct tln·ongh. See 
Misbranding or mislnbl'ling. 

Coercing and intimidating. See also, Boycotting. 
Manufacturers-

To maintain nniform, agree(!, uelivered pricPs__________________ 1253 
l\lunufactnrers and whol!'salPrs-

To control retail lli:o;tribution and pmctice______________________ 362 
Retailers and manufacturers-

To eliminate dt>i<ign piracY------------------------------------- 1136 
Combining or conspiring : 

To-
Control and limit, genPrally, chamwls of distribution

Through-
Announcing and publicizing-

Names of manufaeturers aud <llstributors cooverating 3!i2 
Names of those conforming, and not conforming, to 

appro\·ed policlPs and practices ----------------- 3G2 
l'racticPs and policies approve!] ___________ -------- 3G2 

Circulating and publlcizing-
"lllack li;.;ts" of non-cooperating concrrns __ ------- 510 
Falsely disparaging n nd defamatory matter con

crrning non-cooperating concerns----------------- 510 
"White lists" of coo1wr<t ting concerns __ ----------- 510 
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Combining or conspiriug-Coutimwd. 
To-Continued. 

Control and limit, generally, channels of dbtribution-Continued. 
Through-Continued. 

Condemning and banning-
Acceptance by manufacturers, wholesalers, etc., of 

orders from otl!er trade areas for delivery in Page 

area concerned---------------------------------- 302 
Consignment placement by manufacturers, whole

salers, etc., except for limited display____________ 302 
Direct purchase of manufacturers, wholesalers, etc., 

for billing tht·ough retailer---------------------- 362 
Donations by manufacturers, wholesalers, etc______ 362 
Going on sales floor of retailer by manufacturers, 

wholesall'rs, etc., and talking to prospective pur-
ehasers----------------------------------------- 362 

Sales by manufacturers, wholesalers, etc., to-
Contractors, institutions, etC---------------------- 362 
Own employees, except for personal use____________ 362 
lletnil "contract home furnishers" operating as 

wholesalers----------------------------------- 3G2 
Sales or deliveries by manufacturers, wholesalers, 

etc., to homes of ultinwte consumers__________ 362 
Cutting off competitors' sources of supply _____________ 362, [i10 

Control and limit rt>tail distribution and practice--
Through-

Limiting manufacturers' retaiier·vendees or outlets______ 1 
Promises or assurances of cooperation against direct con

sumer purchases from manufacturers, wholesalers, etc_ 3H2 
Requesting and insisting on-

Consumer purchasing through "regular" retailer____ 362 
Httl<'s to retailer's f'ulesmen hy manufactm·er><, 

wholesalers, etc., through retailer only--------- 3<i2 
Uniform instalment charge additions to regular cush 

retail price--------------------------------- 362 
Threatening withdmwal of patronage from BOll-cooper-

ating maHnfacturers, wholesalet'R, etc_______________ 3G2 

Urging patronage of coopl'ruting manufacturers, whole-
salers, etC------------------------------------------ 302 

Control and limit "wholesale" distribution and practice--
Through-

Agreeme11ts by wholesale an<l I'etail association:;______ 13:1 
Bestowing patronage on coorwrating seller ~oun~es only__ 133 
Cutting ofl' competitors' sour1•es of supply ------------ 13:l 

Eliminate design piracy
Through-

Cutting off-
Competitors' access to customers or murkPL_______ 113fl 
Sources of supply of recalcitrant customers________ 113(1 

Discirllining recaldtrant members or Hffilintes for non
conformance or non-cooperation_____________________ 113() 
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Combining or conspiring-cc.ntinued. 
To-continued. 

Fix prices and hinder competition
Through-

Adopting-
And adhering 1 o delivered price sheets of one of Page 

their number ________________________________ 881, 802 

As own, confidential performance data of one of 
their nnmber -----------------·--------------- 881, 8U2 

Identical jobber discounts------------------------ 306 
Agreeing on-

And submitting idmtical delivered price bid~'----- 881, 8!)2 
Identical delivered prices, terms and conditions____ 300 

Coercing, Intimidating ond persuading recalcitrants to 
conform to prices---------------------------------- 1253 

Communicating or exchanging information as to prices 
and pricing________________________________________ 306 

Determining, jointly, jobber eligibility and status______ 306 
Disciplining any one of their number not conforming 

to agreed delivered price---------------------------- 892 
Fixing, maintaining, and establishing-

Enhanced and uniform dellyere<l prices____________ 1253 
Uniform-

Deli>ereu prices ____________________________ 881, 8V2 

Deli>ered resale priees for jobbers and 
distt·ihntors _______________________________ ,_ 1253 

Diseounts for jobbers and distributors________ 1253 
Performance guarantees ____________________ 881, 892 

Prices--------------------------------------- 211 
Special charges, allowances, and discounts____ 306 

Zone prices for United States____________________ 1253 
Investigating and disciplining price cutters------------ :106 
Preparing, circnlating, adopting and using as own, price 

lists of one of number------------------------------ 300 
Refusing sale to-

Price cutters------------------------------------- 306 
Price-cutting jobbers and distributors_____________ 1253 

Requiring jobber resale price maintenance____________ 306 
Using, concertedly, licensing contract for patent product- 306 

Fix resale prices-
Through-

Entering into contracts, agreements, or understandings 
with-

Retailers, wholesalers or jobbers _________________ 1, 1253 

Competitor, mispresentlng lH'oducts ot. , See Advertising falsely, etc.; 
Disparaging or misrepresenting, etc. 

Competitors' sources of supply, cutting of! to control and limits channf'lS 
of distribution. See lloycottlng: Cutting of!, etc. 

Composition of product, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, 
etc.: Misbranding or mislabeling: l\Ilsrepresentlng prouuct; Using mis
leading trade name, etc. 
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Conditions and terms : 
Fixing uniform. See Combining or conspiring. 
Misrepresenting. See Offering deceptive, etc. 

Connections, misrepresenting business status, etc., as to. See Misrepre
resenting business status, etc. 

Consignment selllng by manufacturers, wholesalers, etc., combining to 
eliminate or control. See Combining or conspiring. 

Consumer, combining to control direct purchasing by. See Combining 
or conspiring. 

"Contract home furnishers", combining to eliminate sales to. See Com
bining or conspiring. 

Contractors, combining to eliminate direct selling to. See Combining 
or conspiring. 

Corporate name, assuming or using misleading. See Assuming or using, 
etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting business status, etc. 

Cutting off competitors' access to customers or markets: 

1661 

To- Pa&e 
Eliminate design piracy--------------------------------------- 1136 

<~utting off competitors' sources of supply: 
To-

Control and limit channels of distribution______________________ 510 
Control retail distribution and practice------------------------ 362 
Limit distribution to "regular" channels---------------------- 133 

Cutting off customers' sources of supply: 
To-

Eliminate design piracy--------------------------------------- 113S 
Cutting off supplies of price cutters : 

To maintain uniform, agreed, delivered prices---------------------- 1253 
Dealer or dealers : 

Representing self falsely as-
Distiller. See Advertising falsely, etc.; Assuming or using, etc.; 

Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting business status, 
etc. 

Manufacturer. See Advertising falsely, etc.; Assuming or using, 
etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc. 

Defamatory matter, circulating falsely, concerning-
Competitors or their products. See Advertising falsely, etc.; Dis

paraging, etc. 
Non-cooperating concerns, to control and limit channels of distribu

tion. See Combining or conspiring. 
Delivered price basis, concertedly agreeing upon and selling on, to fix 

prices. See Combining or conspiring. 
Depictions: 

Misrepresenting as to prizes or awards through. See Misbranding 
or mislabeling. 

1\IIsreprescntlng source or origin of product through. See Adver
tising falsely, etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling. 

Design piracy, combining to eliminate. See Boycotting; Coercing and ln
. tlmidatlng; Combining or conspiring; Cutting off competitors', etc.; 
Cutting off customers', etc. 

HG7:J6m-39-vol. 24--107 
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..Direct dealing savings, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, 
-etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc. 

"Direct purchasing, combining to control or eliminate. See Combining or 
conspiring. 

Discount for cash, offering falsely or misleadingly. See Offering deceptive, 
etc. 

Discounts, adopting and fixing uniform, to fix prices. See Combining or 
con,;piring. 

Disparaging mattN', circulating, falsely, c011cerning non-cooperath1g con
cerns, to control and limit channels of distribution. See Combining or 
conspiring. 

Disparaging or misrepresenting competitors or their products: 
Competitors-

As to- Page 

Character, or as "racketeers"----------------------------- 642 
Products-

As to-

Official ratings-------------------------------------------- 89 
Qualities, properties or results of product__________________ 115, 

642, 738, 760, 803, 976, 1003 

QualitY------------------------------------------------ 664, 803 
SafetY---------------------------------------------- 642, 664, 738 
Value---------------------------------------------------- 803 

Distiller, representing self falsely as. See Advertising falsely, etc. ; As
suming or using, etc.; 1\Iisb~·a!lfling or ml!'!labellng; 1\Iisrepresenting 
business status, etc. 

Distributors, combining to control direct selling by. See Combining or 
conspiring. 

Domestic profluct, representing falsely as imported. See Advertish1g 
falsely, t>tc.; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting business 
status, etc. 

Donation:;;, by manufacturers, wholesalers, etc., combining to eliminate or 
control. Rce Combining or conspiring. 

Draw, "hwl,y", offering pretended free product or reduced price on pre
text of. See Offering deceptive, etc. 

Employers, <lirrct selling to, combining to control. See Combining or 
conspiring. 

Enforcing pnyments wrongfully: 
Through-

Claiming falsely as innocent pnrchaser for Yalue ___ ----------- 404 
Food und Drug Act, claiming compliance with, falsely. See Adve1tising 

fnlsely, etc. 
Foreign offkes, claiming falsely. See Advertising fnl~ely, etc.; MisrC'pre

sPntlng business status, etc. 
Foreign words, etc., misrepresenting source or origin of product through. 

Rce A<h'C'Itlsing falsely, etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling. 
Free, mlsi'<•presentlng product fal~Ply as, or Included without charge. 

See Advert bing falsely, etc.; Offet·ing deceptive, etc. 
FnrnishC'rs, POntrnct home, combining to eliminate sales to. See Combin

Ing or conspiring. 
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Pap 

Furnishing means and instrumentalities of misrepresentation and de
ception--------------------------------------------------------- 1101, 1310 

Government: 
Approval or tests, claiming falsely. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 

Claiming or using, etc. 
Standards, claiming compliance, falsely or misleadingly. See Ad

vertising falsely, etc. 
Status, claiming or implying falsely. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 

Assuming or using, etc. ; Misrepresenting business status, etc. 
Guarantees, using or offering, falsely or misleadingly. See Advertising 

falsely, etc.; Offering deceptive, etc. 
History of product, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, etc. 
Ho!'pitnls, claiming indorsement or approval of, falsely or misleading. 

See Advertising falsely, etc. ; Claiming or using, etc. 
Hotels, combining to eliminate direct sPlling to. See Combining or con

spiring. 
Identity, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, etc.; Assuming 

or using, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc. 
Imported product, representing domestic ns, falsely. See Advertising 

fal~ely, rtc. ; Misbranding or mislabeling. 
Indorsements or testimonials, claiming or using, falsely or misleadingly. 

See Advertising falsely, etc. ; Claiming or using, etc. 
Industrial plants, combining to eliminate dirrct selling to. See Comblniug 

or conspiring. 
Innocent purchaser, claiming falsely as. See Enforcing payments, etc. 
Inspection privllrgP, offering falsely or misleadingly. See Offering decep

tive, etc. 
Instalment chnrges, combining to exact uniform. See Combining or 

conspiring. 
Instalment plan payments, offPring falsely or misleadingly. See Offering 

dPceptive, etc. 
Institutions, combining to Plimlnate Oirect s~>Iling to. See Combining or 

conspiring. 
Jobbers, combining to !'ontrol dirPct selling hy. See Combining or con

spiring. 
Labeling falsely or mh.;leadiugly. See l\Iisbmnding or mislabeling. 
Hcense rights or status, misrPpresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, 

etc. ; Using misleading trade name, etc. 
Licensing contract on patent product, using concertedly, as price fixing 

instrumentality, See Combining or conspiring. 
Licensor of prodnct, misrPpresPnting as to. Sec Advertising falsely, etc.; 

l\Ii;;branding or mislabeling; Using misleading trade name, etc. 
Licensor, Rimulatlng trade name of competitor's. See Simulating. 
Location, mlsrepresPnting bnsinPss status, etc., as to. See Misrepresent

ing business status, etc. 
Lottery scheme, m;ing in merchnndising. Srr Using lottery scheme, etc. 
"Lucky'' draw, offering pretrnded frPe prodn!'t or rrdnced price on pretext 

of. See On'erlng deceptive, etc. 
l\fade to order, mlsrpprf'sentlng rPady-made ns. Sec 1\IisrPpresentlng 

prod net. 
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Maintaining resale prices: 
Through- Pare 

Agreeing on fixed, for jobbers and distributors__________________ 1253 
Contracts, agreements and understandings with-

Manufacturers to limit retail dealer customers, by fashion 
publication------------------------------------------- 1 

Retail dealers, by fashion publication---------------------- 1 
Cutting off supplies of price cutters---------------------------- 1253 
Determining, jointly, jobber eligibilltY-------------------------- 306 
Refusing, jointly, sale to jobber price cutters------------------- 306 
Requiring, concertedly, jobber resale at list--------------------- 306 

Maker of product, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, etc. 
Manufacture of product, nature of, misrepresenting. See Advertising 

falsely, etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting product; 
Using misleading trade name, etc. 

Manufacturer, falsely claiming to be, by dealer. See Advertising falsely, 
etc.; Assuming or using, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc. 

Manufacturers, combining to control direct selling by. See Combining 
or conspiring. 

Medical profession, claiming indorsement or approval of, falsely or mis
leadingly. See Advertising falsely, etc.; Claiming or using, etc. 

Misbranding or mislabeling: 
As to-

Composition ____________________ 227, 298, 615, 654, 664, 722, 858, 1370 
Dealer being-

Distiller-------------------------------------------------- 25 
Dealer owning or operating-

Laboratories---------------------------------------------- 1047 
Domestic company being foreign------------------------------- 29S 
Domestic product being imported _____ 124, 298, 396, 403, 795, 1003, 1337 

Through foreign words, depictions, symbols, etc____________ 396, 
403,795,1003,1337 

l~oreign offices or branches------------------------------------- 298 
Guarantees--------------------------------------------------- 803 
Indorsement or approval of famous concerns------------------- 1101 
Licensor or sponsor--------------------------------------- 1101,1310 
Nature of-

lfanufacture of product----------------------------------- 42 
ProducL-------------------------.------------- 449, 722, 905, 931 

Prizes or awards-
Through words, symbols, etC------------------------------ 795 

Qualities, properties, or results of product, service, or treatment_ 42, 
227,263,291,449,615,722,753,803 

QualitY------------------------------------------------- 654, 795, 803 
QuantitY----------------------------·----------------------- 803 
Rectifier being distiller ___________________ 33, 41, 78, 188, 278, 326, 419, 

435,500,539,549,554,567,575,586,591,622,630,638,1300,1358. 
Source or origin of product-

linker------------------------------------------------ 1101, 1310 
Place----------------------- 124, 298, 396, 403, 654, 795, 1337, 1370 

Through depletions, symbols, etc ________________ 396, 403, 1003 
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Misbranding or mislabeling-continued. 
As to-continued. Paie 

Unique nature or status of producL---------------------------- 803 
Value-------------------------------------------------------- 803 

Mislending practices. See, in general, Unfair methods of competition, etc. 
Misrepresenting business status, advantages or connections: 

, As to--
Building or plant--------------------------------------------- 1347 
Connections--------------------------------------------------- 599 
Correspondence school being university------------·----------- 1286 
Dealer being-

Cooperative association------------------------------------ 1224 
Custom tailor--------------------------------------------- 820 
Distiller-------------------------------------------------- 25 
Manufacturer-------------------------------------- 615, 820, 912 

Dealer owning or operating-
Laboratories _________________________________________ ~ 1047, 1154 
~Iill______________________________________________________ 105 

Direct dealing savings--------------------------------------- 1347 
Domestic company as foreign---------------·------------------ 298 
Foreign offices or branches _____________________ .;. ____________ 124, 2\J8 

Government connection---------------------------------------- 199 
IdentitY------------------------------------------------------ 760 
Location---------------------------------------------------- 599,697 
Nature of prouuct or business--------------------------------- 697 
Operations ns advertising or promotionaL---------------------- 1205 
Personnel or salesmen-

Addresses------------------------------------------------- 599 
Expert ndvisory ----------------------------------------- 1224 
Names---------------------------------------------------- 599 
Place of business----------------------------------------- 199 

Rectifier being-
Distiller ____________________________ 33, 41; 78, 188, 278, 326, 419, 

435,500, 53\J, 549, 5~4. 567,575,586,591,622,630,638,1300,1358 
Size and extent-------------------------------------------- 199,1163 
Special qualiflcatlons---------------------------------------- 387, 642 
Standing---------------------------------------------------- 599 
Stock on hand-------------------------~~---------------- 1091,1347 

Misrepresenting prices. See also Offering deceptive, etc. 
As to--

Amount actually charged-------------------------------------- 1347 
Exaggerated fictitious as regular----------------------------- 955 
Regular as special, introductory or limited------------------ 599, 697 

Misrepresenting product, service or offering: 
(See also, in general, Unfair methods of competition.) 
As to-

Oornposition _________________________ ~------------------ 509,820,858 
Nature of-

)fanufacture---------------------------------------------- 95~ 
Ready-made as made to individual order or measure. 599, 820 

Product------------------------------------------------- 955 
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Misrepresenting product, service or offering-Continued. 
As to---<::ontinued. Fagc 

Non-standard disadvantages ----------------------------------- 955 
Old being revised and up to date------------------------------ 404 
Qualities, properties or results-------------------------- 599, 820, 955 
Quality---------------------------------------------------- 599, 820 
Service or adjustments--------------------------------------- 599 
Valu~------------------------------~~----------------------- 955 

Names, using unfairly, in general. See Assuming or using, etc.; and, in 
generaZ, Unfair methods of competition, etc. 

Nature of manufacture of product, misrepresenting. See Advertising 
falsely, etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling; Using misleading trade 
name, etc. 

Nature of product, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 
Misbranding or mislabeling. 

New, offering old product falsely as. See Misrepresenting product, etc. 
Non-standard disadvantages of product, misrepresenting as to. See 

Misrepresenting product, etc. 
Nurses, claiming Indorsement or approval of, fal:;ely or misleadingly. See 

Advertising falsely, etc.; Claiming or using, etc. 
Ofl'ering deceptive Inducements to purchase: 

(See also, in general, Unfair methods of competition.) 
Through- _ 

Representing or offering, falsely or misleadingly
Free-

Products-----------------~--------------------------- 599 
On pretext lucky draW---------------------------- 955 
Price of which included In charge otherwise 

demanded-
On pretext special standing, recommendation 

or otherwise-------------------------------- 404 
Service------------------------------------------- 1205,1347 

Guarantees ____________________________ 64, 145, 803, 843, 989, 1013 
Regular prices as special, introductory, or limited ofl'ers-- 599, 697 
Samples, orders or offers not conformed to ____ 599, 820, 1091, 1205 
Special offers--------------------------------------------- 1063 
Special prices or discounts-

On pretext-
Lucky draW-------------------------------------- 955 
Special considerations, plans, etc__________________ 955 

Terms and conditions, in generaL _____________________ 1205, 1347 

Additional charges later demanded-------------------- 955 
Discount for cash------------------------------------ 599 
Inspection prlvllPge_ ------------------ -------------- 820 
Instalment payment prlvllegp _______ ----------------- 599 

"Two for oue"---- - -- --- ________ --------------- 599 
Undertakings, in genPraL ______________________________ 500, 1205 

Official government ratings or tests. S('e Advertising falsely, etc.; Claim-
Ing or using, etc. 

(ltd product as revised and up-to-date. See Misrepresenting product, etc. 
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Opportunities in product or service, misrepresenting. See Advertising 
falsely, etc. 

Orders, taking anll filling, not conforming to samples and swatches. See 
Offering deceptive, etc. 

Origin or source of product. See Advertising falsely, etc.; Misrepresent~ 
ing business statu13, etc. ; Misbranding or mislabeling. 

Passing off. 8ee Simulatiug; and, in general, Unfair methods of com
petition, etc. 

Patent product, using, concertedly, licensing contract coveriug to restrain 
trade. 8ee Combining or conspiring. 

Patronage, withdrawal of, threatening, to control retail distribution and 
practice. See Coercing and intimidating; Combining or conspiring. 

Performance guarantees, ugreeiug on uniform. 8ee Combining or 
conspiring. 

Pharmacopoeia, United States, claiming compliance with, falsely. See 
Advertising falsely, etc. 

Physical or scientific facts, misrepresenting us to. See Advertising. 
falsely, etc. 

Piracy, design or style, combining to eliminate. See Boycotting; Coercing: 
and intimidating; Combining or conspiring; Cutting off competitors', 
etc.; Cutting off cnstomers', etc. 

Place or orgin of pt:oduct, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, etc.;: 
Misbranding or mislabPling. 

Price cutters : 
Cutting off supvlics of and disdplinh1g. See Combining or con~<pir-

ing; Maintaining r·esale prices. 
Refusing to sell to, to fix and maintain prices. See Combining m· 

conspiring; Maintaining rPsale prices. 
Price lists : 

Adopting and using price li::;ts of others us own, to fix prices. See 
Combining or conspiring. 

Requiring sale by, to fix and maintuin prlees. See Combining or 
conspiring; J\Iaintainlng re!;ale prices. 

Prices: 
Combining to fix and control. Sec Combining or conspiring. 
Misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, etc.; l\IisrPpresenting 

prices; Offering deceptive, etc. 
Price sheets, adopting others' as own, to fix uniform prices. See Com~ 

bining or conspiring. 
Prizes or awards, mi~>repre~entiug as to. Sec l\lisbronding or mislabeling. 
Properties of pro<luct, misrepresentiug. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 

l\lisbrnnding or mislabeling; Using misleading trade name, etc. 
Qualifications, spPcinl, of SPJler. See Adverth;ing falsely, et<'.; lllisrep

resenting business status, etc. 
Qualities of prodtwt, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, l'fc.; 

Misbranding or mi~lnbeling; Misrepresenting product, etc.; Using mis
leading trade name, etc. 

Quality of pro<luct, misrt'lll"esentiug as to. 8ee Advertising falst>ly, l'tc.; 
llllsbranding or mislabt>llng; llll~represpntlng product, etc.; Using mis
leading trade uame, l'tc. 
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Racketeers, characterizing competitors falsely us. See Advertising 
falsely, etc.; Disparaging, etc. 

Ratings, official, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 
Claiming or using, etc. 

Ready made, misrepresenting as made to order. See 1\Iisrepresenting 
product, etc. 

Real estate dealers, combining to eliminate direct selling to. See Combin
Ing or conspiring. 

Rectifier, falsely claiming to be distiller. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 
Assuming or using, etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting 
business status, etc. 

Refusal to sell, to fix and maintain prices. See Combining or con
spiring; Maintaining resale prices. 

Representatives, securing falsely or misleadingly. See Advertising falsely, 
etc. ; Securing agents, etc. 

Resale price maintenance. See Maintaining resale prices. 
Resale prices, combining or conspiring to fix. See Combining or conspir

Ing; Maintaining resale prices. 
Results of product, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 1\Iis

branding or mislabeling; Using misleading trade name, etc. 
Retail distribution and practice, combining to control. See Combining 

or conspiring. 
Revised, offering old product falsely as. See Misrepresenting product, etc. 
Safety of product, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, etc. 
Sales floor, combining to eliminate going on retailers'. See Combining or 

conspiring. 
Salesmen, addresses or names of, misrepresenting. See Misrepresenting 

business status, etc. 
Sales promotion schemes, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, 

etc. 
Samples, taking and filling orders not conforming to. See Otrering decep-

tive, etc. . 
Scientific or other relevant facts, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising 

falsely, etc. 
Securing agents or representatives falsely or misleadingly: 

Through misrepresenting- Pa&t 

Earnings or profits--------------------------------------- 1163, 1175 
Operations of seller as advertising or promotionaL_____________ 1205 
Opportunities In product or service---------------------------- 1163 
Success, use or standing of producL--------------------------- 1163 
Terms and conditions----------------------------------------- 1205 

Service, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, etc. ; l\Usrepre
eentlng product, etc. 

Simulating: 
Trade name of competitor's licensor-------------------------------- 700 
Trade names or marks of competitor----------------- 530, 760, 1101, 1310 

Source or origin of product, misrepresetJUng as to. See Advertising 
falsely, etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting bu>Jiness 
status, etc.; Using misleading trade names, etc. 

Sources of supply, cutting off competitors', to control and limit channels 
of distribution. See Doycotting; Combining or conspiring; Cutting off, 
etc. 
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Sponsor of product, mlsrept·esentlng as to. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 
Misbranding or mislabeling; Using misleading trade name, etc. 

Standards, governml'nt, claiming compliance falsely or misleadingly. See 
Advertising falsely, etc. 

Standing of business, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, etc.; 
Misrepresenting business status, etc. 

Standing of product, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, etc. 
Style piracy, combining to eliminate. See Boycotting; Coercing and in· 

timidatlng; Combining or conspiring; Cutting off competitors', etc.; 
Cutting off customers', etc. 

Success of product, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, etc. 
Swatches or samples, taking and filling orders not conforming to. See 

Offering deceptive, etc. 
Symbols: 

Misrepresenting as to prizes or awards through. See Misbranding 
or mislabeling. 

Misrepresenting source or origin of product through. See Advertis· 
ing falsely, etc. ; Misbranding or mislabeling. 

Tailor, representing self falsely as. See Misrepresenting business status, 
etc. 

Terms and conditions: 
Adopting and fixing uniform. See Combining or conspiring. 
Misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely, etc.; Offering deceptive, etc.; 

Securing agents, etc. 
Testimonials or indorsements, claiming or using, falsely or misleadingly. 

See Advertising falsely, etc.; Claiming or using, etc. 
Tests, government, claiming falsely. See Advertising falsely, etc.; Claim· 

lng or using, etc. 
Threatening. See Coercing and Intimidating; Combining or conspiring. 
Trade areas, combining to limit manufacturers' and wholesalers' sales to, 

to such areas' retailers. See Combining or conspiring. 
Trude mark registration, claiming falsely. See Advertising falsely, etc. 
Tmde name, assuming or using misleading. See Assuming or using, etc.; 

Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting business status, etc. 
Trade name or mark, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely, 

etc.; Appropriating trade name, etc.; Simulating; Using misleading 
trade name, etc. 

Two for one, offering falsely or misleadingly. See Offering deceptive, etc. 
Undertakings, offering falsely or misleadingly. See Offering deceptive, 

etc. . . 
Unfair methods of competition condemned in this volume. See

Advertising falsely or misleadingly. 
Aiding, assisting, or abetting misrepresentation and deception. 
Appropriating trade name or mark of competitor. 
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name. 
Boycotting. 
Claiming or using indorsements or testimonials falsely or misleadingly. 
Coercing and Intimidating, 
Combining or conspiring. 
Cutting otr competitors' ac<>ess to <'ustomers or markets. 
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Unfair methods of comvetition condemned in this Yolume. Sec-Continued. 
Cutting off cowpetitor's sources of supply. 
Cutting off customers' sources of supply. 
Cutting off supplies of price cutters. 
Disparaging or misrepresenting competitors or their products. 
Enforelug payments wrongfully. 
Furnishing means and instrumentalities of misrepresentation and 

deception. 
Maintaining resale prices. 
Misbranding or mislabeling. 
Misrepresenting business status, advantages, or connections. 
Misrepresenting prices. 
l\Ilsreprcsentlng product, service, or offering. 
Offering deceptive inducements to purchase. 
Securing agents or rf'prf'sentat!ves falsely or misleadingly. 
Simulating. 
Using lottery scheme In merchandising. 
Using misleading trade name, mark, or brand. 

Unique nature or status, misrf'pre~€'nting as to. Sec AdYertbing falsely, 
etc. 

United States Pharmacopopia, claiming compliance with, falsely. See 
Advertising falsely, etc. 

Up-to-date, offering old prodnrt falsely as. See 1\IIsrPpresenting product, 
etc. 

Use of product, misrPpresentlng. See Advertb•ing falsPly, pte. p8 ge 
Using lottery sehPme in merchnndising ______________________________ 13, 178, 

217, 245, 2il3, 268, 343, 420, 687, 600, 778, 7R7, 1038, 1045, 1205 
Using mislt•ading trade nnmf', mark, or brand: 

As to-
Composition of product_ _________________________ 654, 760, 858, 1370 
IndorsE!mf'nts or approval o:l' famous conrf'rns________________ 1101 
License rights ot• ~>tatus-------------------------------------- 760 
Licensor m· sponAor -------------------------------------- 1101, 1310 
Nature of-

l\fanufacture of product---------------------------------- 42 
Product-------------------------------------------------- 722 

Qualities, properties, or results __________________________ 42, 722, 753 

Quality--------------------------~--------------------------- 760 
Source or origin of product-

Licensor_________________________________________________ 530 

1\laker --------------------------- ---------- 1530, 760, 1101, 1310 
Place ------------ ----------------------------------- 654, 1370 

\Varrunt!PA. See Guarantees. 
"White lists," circulating, of co-operating concerns, to control and limit 

rhunnels o:l' distribution. See Combining or conspiring. 
Wholesalers, romhlnlng to control dlrPct sPlllng by. See Combining or 

conspiring. 
Withdrawal of pntt·onage, threatpulng, to control rf'tall distribution and 

prartl<.'e. See Coercing and lntlmldnting; Comhlnlng or eonl'plrlng. 



INDEX 1671 
STIPULATIONS • 

Advertising falsely or misleadingly: 
As to-

Agents or representatives- Pag«.+ 

Dealer assistance ----------------------------------------- 1555 
Earnings or profits-------------------------------- 1f't0 (01575), 

11/'15, 1481 (01602), 1506, 1517 (01656), 1555, 1564 (()1730, 
(01733), 1581 (01758), 1586 (01770) 

Opportunities __________ 1517 (01656), 1538 (01684), 1581 (01758) 
Ailments, symptoms or treatments generallY-------------------- 1430, 

14''10 (01576), 1481 (01593), 1485 (01597), 1490 (01608), 1491 
(01611, 01612), 1495, 1496, 1499 (01625), 1502 (01631), 1503, 
1504, 1512 (01649), 1513 (01651), 1514 (01652), 1519, 1522, 1531, 
1538 (01685), 1539 (01686), 1541 (01600), 1545 (01698), 1546. 
1554 (01714), 1565 (01734, 01735), 1566 (01737), 1572, 1575 
(01748, 01749), 1516 (01751), 1518 (01754), 1583, 1589 

Awards or medals-------------------------------------- 1424 (1920) 
Through depictions--------------------------------- 1424 (1D20) 

Business status, advantages or connections--
Branches------------------------------------------- 1445 (1954) 
Cooperative method or technique ___________________ 1511 (01645) 
Correspondence school being-

Association or guild ___________________________ 1499 ( 01624) 

College----------------------------------------- 1407 ( 1884) 
Institute or cooperative organization ____________ 1421 (1916) 
Customer associate relations ___________________ 1511 (01645) 

"Distributor"-------:---------------------------- 1413 ( 01579) 
Dealer being-

IIDporter-------------------------------------- 1413 (01579) 
:Manufacturer ---------------------------------------- 1406. 

1408, 1425 (1923), 1430, 1445 (1954), 1446 (1956), 1455 
(1968),1457 (1972),1458 (1974),1419 (01591),1507 (01639). 
1510 (01644), 1526 (01671), 1544 (01696), 1553, 1589 

Dealer owning or operating
FactorY------------------------------------- 1406,1408,1432 

By depictions __________________ 1445 (1954), 1446 (1956) 

Laboratories-------------------------------- 1432, 1467, 1501 
'(01638, 0Hi3fl) ~ 1544 (016!)6), 151"1 (01753), 1586 (01770) 

Plant------------------------------------------- 1457 (1972) 
By depictions------------------------------ 1458 (ll)74) 

"Direct to you" selling __________________ 1425 (1!)23), 1446 (1956) 

Foreign place of business--------------------------- 1422 (1918) 
History-------------------------------------------- 1445 (1fl54) 
Indentlty ------------------------------------------ 1447 (1!)58) 
Individual being-

"Syndica te" ------------------------------------------ 1528 
Location of seller----------------------------------- 1415 (1!)04) 

• Page references to stipulations of the special board are lndlcatf'd by Italicized page 
references, Such stipulations are al~o dlstlnguiHhf'd by tlgnre "0'' Pl'f'Cf'ding the Bl'rinl 
number of the stipulation, e. g., "01," "02," etc. 
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STIPULATIONS 

Advertising falsely or misleadingly-Continued. 
As to-Continued. 

Business status, advantages or connections-Continued. Page 

Nature of business--------------------.. ----------- 1479 ( 01591) 
Personnel, staff or associates ___________ 1407 (1884),1554 (01714) 

Expert advisorY-------------------------------------- 1475 
Representatives abroad------------------------ 1499 (01624) 

Plant or plants------------------------- 1410 (1890), 1442 (1948) 
Prices paid---------------------------------------- 1487 (01603) 
Producer owning or operating-

LaboratorY------------------------------------- 1412 (1897) 
Savings--------------------------------------------- 1446 (1956) 
Seller being-

Employer or prospective employer ________________ 1421 (1916) 
1457 (1971), 1539 (01687), 1550 (01707) 

Sales agent for, or prospective buyer from, cus-
tomers-------------------------------------- 1499 (01624) 

Size or extent_ ____________ 1445 (1954), 1446 (1956), 1487 (01603) 
Special qualifications ___ 1440 (1946), 1508, 1519, 1528, 1566 (01737) 
Stock---------------------------------------------- 1491 (01612) 
Success or standing __________________________________ 1445 (1954) 

Time in business __ 1442 (1948), 1445 (1954), 1446 (1956), 1402 (1981) 
Unique nature, status, situation or advnntages ________ 1413 (1899), 

1446 (1950), 1511 (01645), 1531, 1564 (01733) 
.. Certlflcates of merit"----------------------------------- 1459 (1977) 
Competitors or their products--------------------------- 1407 ( 1885), 

1430, 11,81 (01593), 1495, 1563 (01729), 1568 (01741), 1583 
Composition of producL-------------------------------------- 1408, 

1412 (1897), 1413 (1898), 1420 (1914), 1421 (1915), 1422 (1918), 
1427 (1926), 1430, 1434, 1436, 1437 (1939), 1438 (1941), 1439 (1943, 
11t!4) 1 1442 (1!H9) 1 1443 (1950), 1447 (1957) 1 1451, 1452 (1902) 1 

1453 (1903, 1004) 1 1454 ( 1965, 1966) 1 1458 ( 1974) 1 1460 ( 1979) 1 14~ 
(1982), 1463 (1984), 1464 (1985, 1986), 1465 (Ul88), 14G6 (1900, 
19Dl, 1992), 1470 (01576), 1471 (01586, 01587), 14"18 (01589), 1481 
(01G03),1483, 1490 (OHlOD), N91 (01611), 1494 (01611),1496,1498 
(01623), 1499 (01625), 1506, 1501 (01639), 1520, 1539 (01686), 
151,0, 1545 (01697) 1 1546, 1548 (01702) 1 1551 (01709) 1 1551 (01718) 1 

1560 (01724), 1561 (01726), 1562, 1565 (01734), 1568 (01741), 
1572, 1573 (01746), 1516 (01751), 1519, 1582 (01761, 01762), 
1581 (01772) 1 1589 

"'Direct to you" prices (See also, supra, Dusinf'ss status, etc.)---- 1430 
DomPstlc prod net helng lmportf'd - -------~ __ ------- 1412 (1897), 

1422 ( 1918) 1 1454 ( 1965, 1000) 
Through foreign depictions, etc. ____________ _. _________ 1443 (1951) 

Earnings _________ 1.f70 (01575), 1415, 1487 (01002), 1506, 1511 (01645), 
1517 (01650), 1528, 1536 (01681), 1539 (01687), 1543, 1547, 1550 
(01101),1555,1564 (01730,01733),1580,1581 (01158),1586 (01770) 

l<'orelgn product as domestic--
Through letters "U. S. A."---------------------------- 1419 (1911) 
Free product_ ________ 1440 (1945), 1452 (1962), 1463 (1983), 1498 

(01622), 1506, 151.? (01641),15!11, 15.'16 (01681),1543, 1564 (01733) 
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STIPULATIONS 

.Advertising :falsely or misleadingly-Continued. 
As to--Continued. 

Government- Fage 

Connection------------------------------------------ 1440 (1946) 
Indorsement or approvaL---------------- 1415 (1903), 1445 (1953) 
Purchase or use------------------------------ 1430, 1530 (01675) 

Guarantees, refunds or reimbursements _______ 1407 ( 1884), 1427 ( 1926), 
1430, 1431, 14''17 (01586), 1499 (01624, 01625), 1504, 1511 (01645), 
1513 (01651), 1514 (01652), 15'25 (01668), 1531 (01683), 154g 
(01601), 1544 (01695), 1541, 1553, 1556 (01717), 1560 (01724), 
1513 (01745), 1584 (01764) 

History of product_ ___ 1425 (1922), 1430, 1435, 1443 (1951), 1463 (1984), 
1410 (01574), 1415, 1411 (01586), 1419 (01591), 1490 (01608), 
1492 (01613), 1495, 1498 (01621), 1501 (01628), 1504 (01636), 
1501 (01638, 01639), 1509 (01642), 1511 (01646), 1513 (01651), 
1514 (01652)' 1525 (01607), 15'26 (01670)' 1530 (01675)' 15/Jl, 
1534, 1531 (01682), 1545 (01697), 1541, 1549 (01705), 1551 
(01709), 1551 (01719), 1566 (01737), 1568 (01741), 1515 (01749), 
1580,1583,1586 (01770), 1588 

IdentitY------------------------------------------------------ 1435 
Individual attention----------------------- 1544 (01696), 1551 (01710) 
Indorsements or approval-

"Authorities" -------------------------------------- 1582 (01762) 
])entists------------------------------ 1551 (01709), 1554 (01714) 
])ietitians------------------------------------------------- 1430 
French Society of Hygiene-------------------------- 1473 (01579) 
Government_ _____________________ 1415, (1903), 1430, 1445 (1953) 

IIospitals------------------------------------------------- 1430 
Medical authorities or profession ______________ ·------------ 1430, 

1451, 1470 (01576), 1483, 1494 (01616), 1496, 150'2 (01631), 
1513 (01651), 1511 (01655), 1566 (01737), 1515 (01749), 1584 
(01764), 1584 (01765) 

Pharmaceutical laboratories------------------------------- 1495 
President------------------------------------------ 1413 (01579) 
Scientists------------------------------------------------- 1583 
Stage and screen stars _________________ 1525 (01667), 1537 (01682) 

Users, in generaL--------------------------------- 1530 (01675) 
U. S. Medical corps-------------------------------- 1530 (01675) 
Veterinarians--------------------------------------- 1463 (1984) 
Women's Health Federation------------------------ 1473 (01579) 

Jobs or employment_ ________ 1457 (1971), 1.539 (01687), 1550 (01707) 

Law compliance---------------------------------------------- 1547 
Limited supplY---------------------------------------- 154'2 (01693) 
Lottery merchandising________________________________________ 1547 

Nature o:f-
1\Ianufacture of product_ ___________________________ 1443. ( 1951), 

1412 (01577), 1503, 1507 (01039), 1537 (01(l82), 1573 (017-!6) 
Product, service or offering________________________________ 1407 

1410 (1892), 1412 (189ri), 1413 (1898), 1414 (1900), 1430, 1434, 
1440 (1946), 1451, 1452 (1902), 1460 (1979), 1463 (1983, 1984), 
1467, 1473 (01579), 1415, 1477 (01585, 01587), 1478 (01589), 
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Advertising falsely or misleadingly-Continued. 
As to-Continued. 

Nature of-Continued. 
Product service or offering-Continued. Paee 

1479 (015!)0), 11,83, 1486 (01600), 1492 (01614), 11,91, (01616, 
01617), 1496, 1498 (01621), 1501 (01628), 1503, 1508, 1509 
(01641), 1512 (01648), 151.1 (01631), 1515, 1521 (01660), 1526 
(01671), 1530 (0167:i), 1531, 1.135 (01678), 1547, 1549 (01705), 
1560 (01707), 1551 (01710), 1552, 15.53, 1561 (01725), 1563 
<OI72!JJ, 1564 co1732), 1566 (o11:m, 1ti7o, 1572, 1575 (01748), 
1577 (01752), 1580,1582 (01760), 1583, 1586 (01769), 1589 

Old, or second-hand products as new ___________________ 14"1"1 (01587) 
Opportunities or possibilities in product ot· sen·iee______________ 1406 

(1884), 1421 (1!l16), 1440 (1!l46), 1457 (1!l71), 1499 (01624), 
1510 (01644), 1511 (01643), 1.51"1 (01G36), 1526 (016691 01670), 
1536 (01681), 15.18 (01684), 15.1.') (01Q87), 15J,J, 1580, 1581 
(01758) 

Patent rights------------------------------------------ l.J,'J8 ( 01684) 
Prices------------------------------------------------- 1407 (1884)1 

1410 (18!}1)1 1413 (1904)1 1425 (1923)1 1430, 1435, 1455 (1967), 
HGO (1979), 14131, 14G3 (1!J83) 1 jJ87 (01603), 15031 1511 (01645), 
151"1 (01650) 1 1526 (01670) 1 15,,11 1536 (01681) I 153"1 (01682) 1 
15~3. 15591 1560 (01723), 156~ (01733)1 156"1 (01738) 

"Direct: to you"------------------------------------- 1446 ( 1956) 
Prize cont(lsts----------------------------------------- 155.~ ( 01713) 
Qualities, IlropPrties, or I'Psnlts of product, Sl•rvice or offering___ 1405, 

140G, 1407 (1884), 1410 (18!J1), 1412 (18fl6, 18!l7), 1413 (18!J8), 
1414 (1!J01), 1410 (1flO:i, HlOG), 1417 (1!JO!J), 1420 (1914) 1 1422 
(1917), 1423, 1423 (1922, 1fl23), 1426 (192:3), 1430, 1432, 1451, 
14:>3 (1964), 1435 (1!)67), 14:38 (1973), 1459 (1977), 1460 (1979), 
1463 (l!J84), 1467, 1469, J.f/0 (01()74, 01576), 14''12 (01577, 01578), 
11,"13 (0157!J, 01580), 1474 (01:>811 01582, 01583), 14"151 14"1"1 
(0Ui85, 01586, 01fl87), 1PS (01588, 0Ui89), 14"19 (01590, 01G91), 
1~80, 11,81 (015fl3, 01:394), 1.]8.'1, 11,8~, 11,85 (01597, 01598), 11,86 
(015!)9, 01600)' 11,8"1 (016011 01602, 0160:1). 1488 (01604, 01605). 
1.~89 (01606, 01607), 1WO (01608, 01609), 1491 (01610, 01611, 
01612), nn (0161:1, 01614), no3, 1W} (01616, 01617), 1495, 
n,'IG, nDI, 1498 (01621, 01622), 11,99 (0162:i), 1500, 1501 (01627, 
OHl:!~), 1.!02 (0162fl, 01630, 01631), 15031 1;)0.~. 1.505 (01634, 
OlG:l:;, Olli:IG), 15fll (0163S, 0163!)) 1 1506, 1509 (01641, 01642), 
J.j/0 (01()4:~. 01644)1 13t1 (01646), 131'2 (01647, 01648, 01649), 
1:!1.1 (OJQ;-,o, 01G:-i1), 1:ilJ, (01652, 01633), 1515, 151"1 (016i'JG, 
Oln:-.tl), J.5t!l, 1.i20, 1521 (01G:i9, 01GG01 016G1), 152'21 15'23 (01663, 
OlGIH), J.iZj, 1!iZ5 (OW66, 01G67, 01668), 1526 (01671), 15211, 
1.530 (01674, 01673), 1531, 133.~, 1535 (01678, 01G79), 15.~6 (01680, 
01681), 15.1"/ (01683) 1 1538 (01084, 0168::i), 15.~9 (01686) 1 154U, 
15 lt (0168(), 016!JO), 1542 (01691, 01692, 01093), 1543, 1541, 
(OHi!l!'i, 016fl6), 15.]5 (016!)71 016fl8, 0169fl), 15-161 154"1, JJ.iS 
(01702, 01703), 154.9 (01704, 01703) 1 1550 (Oli06, 01708) 1 1551 
(017<)9, 01710), 15521 1553, 1554 (01714), j,)35, 1556 (01716, 
0171?), 1551 (01718, 0171!)), 1358 (01720, 01721), 1559, 1360 



IXDEX 1675 

STIPULATIONS 

Advertising falsely or mblendingly-Continued. 
As to---{)ontinued. 

Qualities, propertie:;, or re~ults of lll'O<lnct, senice or oft'eriug-
Continued. Page 

(01723, 01724), 1561 (0172:1, 01720), 1562, 1;)63 (01728, 01721J), 
1564 (01731, 01732), 1565 (Oli34, 0173ri), 1566 (01730, 01737), 
156"1 (01738, 01739), 1568 (01740, 01741), 1569, 1570, 15"12, 15"13 
(01745, 01746), 1574, 15"15 (01748, 0174H), 1576 (017ii0, 01751), 

15"1"1 (01752, 01753), 15"18 (01754, 01755),1579, 1580,1581 (01759), 
1582 (01700, 01701, 01702), 1584 (01764, 01705, 01706), 1585 
( 01767' 01708)' 1586 ( 01709)' 158"1 ( 01771, 01772)' 1588, 1589, 
1.5[)0 

Through "before and after" depictionS-------------- 1455 (1967) 
Quality of producL------------------------------------------- 1409 

(1888), 1431, 1432, 1443 (1951), 1451, 1463 (1984), 141"1 (01587), 
1194 (01617), 141J6 

Refunds------------------------------------------------ 1407 (1884) 
Safety of product---------------------------------------~----- 1416 

(1905), 1417 (1909), 1426 (1925), 1467, 14"19 (01590), 1483, 1481 
(0Hi01), 1490 (OHiOD), 1491 (01612), 1-194 (01616), 1495, 1501 
(01627), 1505 (01634), 151"1 (01655), 1523 (01664), 1526 (01671), 
1/iSO (01674, 01675), 1539 (01G8G), 1550 (01708), 155"1 (01718), 
1558 (01721). 1.)61 (01726), 1562, 1569, 15"12, 1;i"l'5 (01748), 1582 
(01760), 1583, 1586 (01769) 

Scientific or relevant facts--------------~--------------------- 1430, 
1440 (1946), 1442 (1948), 1443 (1951), 1410 (01576), 1412 
(01577), 1481 (01593), 11,85 (01597), 1481 (01603), 1490 (01608), 
1191 (OHill, 01612), 1495, 1496, 1498 (01623), 1499 (01625), 
1502 (01631)' 1503, 1504, 1508, 1511 (01645)' 1512 (01649)' 1513 
(01651)' 1514 (01652)' 1519, 1522, 1523 (01664)' 1530 (01674, 
01675), 1531, 1536 (01681), 1538 (01685), 1539 (01686, 01687), 
1541 (01G90), 1515 (01697, 01608, 01690), 1546, 1551 (01710), 

1552, 1554 (01714), 1551 (01719), 1559, 1560 (01723), 1563 
(01729)' 1565 (01734, 01735)' 1566 (01737)' 156"1 (01739)' 15"10, 
1512, 15"15 (01748, 01749), 1516 (01751), 15"18 (01754), 1582 
(01762), 1583, 1581 (01771), 1588 

Service------------------------- 1407 (1884), 1431, 1435, 1440 (1946) 
Source or origin of product-

~Iakers-------------------------- 1443 (1951), 1447 (1958), 1515 
Place--~-------------------------------------------------- 1419 

(1911), 1422 (1918), 1-t43 (1951), 1454 (1065, 1966), 1501 
(01639), 1525 (01G67), 1531 (01682), 1558 (01721), 1510 

Special or limited offers--------------------------------------- 1407 
(1884), 1421 (1916), 1425 (1923), 1435, 1452 (19G2), 14!30 (1079), 
14"11 (01587)' 1481 (01594)' 1503, 151"1 (016G6)' 1526 (01670)' 
1528, 1591, 1558 (01721), 1561 (01726), 1561 (01738) 

Standards conformance--------------------------------------- 1431 
Success, use or standing of product or offering________________ 1407 

(1885), 1415 (1903), 1430, 1440 (1946), 1459 (1975), 1469, 141Z 
(01578)' 1414 (01582)' 1!,81 (01594)' 1485 (01597, 01598)' 1491 
(01612), 1~fl5, 1-~96, 1198 (01622), 1499 (01625), 1503, 1.513 
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STIPULATIONS 

Advertising falsely or misleadingly-Continued. 
As to-Continued. 

Success, use or standing of product or offering-Continued. Paie 

(01651)' 1515, 1511 (01655, 01656)' 1525 (01667, 01668)' 1580 
(01675) I 1581, 1536 (01681) 1 1544 (01695) 1 1551, (01714) 1 15551 
1556 (01717), 1561 (01726)1 1577 (01752, 01753)1 1582 (017601 
01762) 1 1588, 1585 (01768) 

Terms and conditions-- 1407 (1884)1 1435, 11,70 (01575)1 1511 (01645) 
Testimonials-------------------------------------------------- 1458 

(1974), 1462 (1981)1 1169, 1181 (01594)1 1186 (01600)1 1191 
(01612), 1501, 1521, 1529, 1535 (01678), 15691 1571 (01753)1 158'2 
(01762)1 1581 (01772) 

Tests, lu general ________________ 1407 (1885)1 1459 (1977), 14G3 (1984) 

I>octor-----------~-------------------------------- 1188 (0160~) 
Public officials------------------------------------- 11,11' (01585) 

Trade certificates--------------------------------------- 1425 (1923) 
"Two for one"------------------------------------------ 1410 (1891) 
Undertakings, in generaL------------------------------------- 1407 

(1884)1 14351 1440 (1!)46)1 1187 (01603)1 1505 (01635)1 1508, 1510 
(01643)1 1511 (01645), 1519, 1526 (01670)1 1539 (01687), 154·' 

Unique nature or status--------------------------------------- 1416 
(1!)06), 1423,1430,11,70 (01576), 11,72 (01578), 11,75, 11,71 (015813), 
11,81 (01594), 1183, 11,86 (01ml9)1 1187 (01602), 11,90 (01608)1 
1192 (01613)1 1193, 11951 11,97, 1198 (01623), 15001 1501 (01628), 
1509 (01641), 1513 (01651)1 15151 1511 (01655, 01656), 1523 
(01664)1 15311 1535 (01679), 1586 (01681)1 1588 (01685), 151,3, 
151,7, 151,9 (01704), 1551 (01700, 01710)1 15521 1553, 1560 (01724), 
1566 (01737)1 1510, 1572, 1573 (01745)1 1575 (01740)1 1582 
(01760, 01762) 1 1583 

Value of product or offering------------------------------ 1425 (1923) 
Appropriating trade name or murk: 

Competitor------------------------------- 1437 (1940) 1 144!), 1456 (1070) 
Well-known concern----------------------------------- 144B, 14:iG ( 1!)70) 

Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate 11ame: 
As to- ~~; 

Composition of producL-------------------------------- 1460 (1070) 
Corporation being "society"----------------------------------- 1555 
Correspondence school being institute ___________________ 1421 (1916) 

l)ealer being-
Association _________________________________________ 1433 ( 1034) 

I1nporter-------------------------------------------- ---- 1418 
Manufacturer ______ 1406, 14::i8 (1974) 1 1510 (01644) 1 15H (01606) 

l)ealer owning or operating-

FactorY------------------------- ----- ------------- 1406, 1432 
Laboratories---------------------- -------------- __ __ 14!\2, 

1467, 1507 (01638), 15H (01696), 1586 (01770) 
IdentitY------------------------------------------------ 1447 (19r.8) 
Individual being "syndicate"----------------------------------- 1528 
Nature of-

lluslness __________________________________________ 1419 (01501) 

Product-------------------------------------------- 1414 (1900) 



INDEX 

HTIPU!.ATIONS 

Assuming or using mislt>ndlng tradE' or corporate name--Continu('d, 
As to-Continued. 

Qualities, provertiPs or results of tn·o<luet_ ____________________ _ 

Source or origin of product-

BlukPr----------------------------------------------------
Clnimiug or using indorsements or teRtimo!ll;tl~ fal;;pJy or mish•cHliugly: 

As to or from-

1677 

Pugc 

1.'i55 

1515 

"~\ u~I~oritics"------------------------------------------ 1582 ( 01 7G2) 
D H'tl t IU U:L---------------------------------------------------- 1430 
Denth;ts _________________________________ 1551 (01709), 15.j.~ ( 01714) 

FrPJll'h Society of Hygiene ____ ------------------------ 1f'i3 ( 01:J79) 
<lO\'l'l'lllllCnt -- ---------------- 1415 ( Hl03), 1-J30, 1H.i (19.)3) 
IIo.~pitlllio! ----- ---------------------------------------------- 14:lO 
Medif',ll authorith•s or profession ________ -------------------- uao, 

U.il, 1f'IO (01.)76), n8.J, 1~!14 (OHilll), 1W6. l:i02 (0HI31), J,jJ,J 
(01G!'i1), 1511 (016.i5), 15(j6 (01737), 1515 (0174!J), 158.~ (0170~. 

017G;)) 
I'CJ'SOllS Cl)!Jil('('tPd With-------------------------------- 1582 ( 01702) 
l'hlll'lliH<'!'ll tical Ia bora torh•s_ --------------------------------- 1.~9;; 
l'rPshll·nt --------------------------------------------- 1}/'/J (Ot::m)) 
S<·irn t ists --------------------------------------------------- 158.1 
Stage nud fo!CJ'C<!H stars ____________________ J52.i ( OWG7), 1537 ( 01082) 

Ur;ers in g"('I)CJ'HL __________ ---------------------------- 14:i8 (1974), 
HG2 (lOSl), J.~(jtJ, 1'181 (01004), 1"86 (01GOO), nru (01G12), 
1504, n21. 1.j29, 1.~so (0107•3), 1.'i.15 (OIG7S), ;:;av, 157"1 (017::i3), 
1581 (01772) 

U. S. BIPdieol Corp::!----------------------------------- 1530 (01675) 
V et£'1'inariaw>------------------------------------------- 1163 ( 1984) 
Wonwn's IIenlth Federation----------------------------- 1413 (01570) 

Dlsrlllraglng or mbn'III'Nlentlng com vet! tors or tltdr products: 
CompetItors-

l<'inuncial standing or 8tatus---------------------------------- 1-!30 
l'roducts-

Compo~>itlon _________________________________ 1 JGJ ( 01729), 15S.J 

Qnnllt 1<'>~, propei'ti<'s or results---------------------- 1-107 ( 18S;j), 
14:30, JJ181 (Ol::i93), 1W5, 15118 (01741), 158J 

SnfPtY---------------------------------------------------- lJ::lO 
Enfordug Jlnynwnts wrongfully : 

'l'IIJ'Oilgh-
Clniming ll'l lnuo<'Pilt Jltlrtltllser for YnhiP--------------- 1427 (1!)27) 

lllulutalnlng rt•sule pril'e>~: 
Through-

Agr<'t'llii'Uts ll IHl IIIHll'rStlllliliugs __________________________ 1411 (18!J4) 

With !lPillt>r customPrS----------------------·-------- 1420 (1!)] :H 
1\IIsi>J'Ilndlng or mislalwliug: 

.\s to-
AgP of Ill'ntluct------------------------------------------ 1424 (1 0~0 l 
Awnl'<l>~ or medals-------------------------- 1424 (10:.!0), HGO (1D78) 

TliJ·uugh dt•pletlous _____________________ 1424 (1020), HG3 (lfiS4) 
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Misbranding or mislabeling-Continued. 
As to-Continued. Page 

Composition of producL-------------------------------------- 1408, 
1417 (1007, 1908), 1429 (1930), 1433 (1935), 1434, 1436, 1437 (1939), 
1438 (1941, 1942), 1439 (1943, 1944), 1442 (1949), 1443 (1950), 
1446 (1955), 1447 (1957), 1452 (1961), 1453 (1903, 1904),. 1454 
(1905, 1900), 1456 (1909), 1463 (1984), 1464 (1986). 

Dealer being-
Importer------------------------------------------------- 1418 
~Ianufacturer __________________________ 1419 (1912), 1465 (1987) 

Dealer owning or operating
FactorY-------------------------------------------- 1465 (1987) 
Foreign laboratory--------------------------------------- 1418 
LaboratorY------------------------------------------- 1418,1467 

Domestic product being imported---------------------- 1422 (1918), 
1454 (1965, 1966), 1459 (1976) 

Through foreign depictions------------------------ 1443 (1951) 
Foreign place of business------------------------------- 1422 (1918) 
Foreign product as domestic--

Through letters "U. S. A."--------------------- 1419 (1911), 1441 
llistory ------------------------------------------------- 1463 ( 1984) 
License rights or status--------------------------- 1449, 1456 (1970) 
Loca tlon of seller--------------------------------------- 1415 ( 1904) 
Nature of-

Manufacture of product_ ______________________ 1426 (1924), 1451 

ProducL------------------------------------------- 1433 (1935), 
1434, 1438 (1942), 1440 (1945), 1451, 1403 (1984), 1467 

Patent rights------------------------------------------- 1455 (1968) 
Prices-------------------------------------------- 1409 (1887, 1889), 

1411 (1893), 1414 (1902), 1415 (1904), 1451, 1455 (1967) 
Prizes or awards-

Through depictions--------------------------------------- 1418 
Qualities, properties or results of producL---------~----- 1412 (1806), 

1428, 1432, 1453 (1964), 1463 (1984), 1467, 14"/f! (01578) 
Quality of product ________ 1409 (1888), 1432, 1443 (1951), 1463 (1984) 

SafetY------------------------------------------------------- 1467 
Source or origin of product-

Licensor-------------------------------------- 1449, 1456 (1970) 
~fakers-------------------------------------------- 1424 (1921), 

1437 (1G40)' 1443 (1951)' 1449, 1456 (1!l70)' 1515 

Place---------------------------------------------- 1419 (1911), 
1422 (1918), 1441, 1443 (1!l51), 1454 (1065, 1966), 1459 (1!l76) 

Tests--------------------------------------------------- 1463 (1984) 
Value of product--------------------------- 1409 (1887), 1415 (1904) 

::\llsrepresenting business status, advantages, or connections: 
As to--

nranches ---------------------------------------------- 1445 (1954) 
Composition------------------------------------------ 15f!6 (01671) 
Cooperative methods or technique---------------------- 1511 (01645) 
Correspondence school being-

Association or guild _____________________ _: __________ 1~99 (01624) 
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Misrepresenting business status, advantages, or connections-Continued, 
As to--Conf inned. 
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Correspondence school being-Continued. Page 
College--------------------------------------------- 1407 (1884) 
Institute or cooperative organization ________________ 1421 (1916) 

Customer associate relations ____________________________ 1511 (01645) 

Dealer being-
Association _________________________________________ 1433 (1934) 

"Distributor"----------- ________ ------------------- 11/13 ( 01579) 
Importer------------------------------------- 1418, 1473 (01579) 
Manufacturer ______ 1406, 1408, 1419 (1912), H25 (1923), 1430, 1432, 

1445 (1954), 1446 (1956), 1455 (1008), 1457 (1972), 1458 (1974), 
1465 (1987)'. 1479 (01501). 1507 (01031)), 1510 (01644), 1526 

(01671), 1544 (01()!)6). 1-558, 1589 
Dealer owning or operating-

FactorY-------------------------- 1432, 1457 (1972), 1465 (1987) 
By depictions _______________________ 14-15 (1954), 1446 (1956) 

Laboratories------------------------------------ 1418, 1432, 1467, 
1507 (01638, 01639), 1544 (01000), 1.577 (01753), 1586 (01770) 

Foreign---------------------------------------------- 1418 
Pl:mt-

By depictions ___________________________________ 1458 (1974) 

"Direct to you" selling ______________________ 1425 (1923), 1446 (1956) 

Domestic product being !mportetL---------------------- 1526 (01671) 
"Finance company" being Innocent purchaser for value ____ 1427 (1927) 
Foreign place of business-------------------------------- 1422 (1918) 
Government connection __________________________________ 1440 ( 1946) 

History------------------------------------------------- 1445 ( 1954) 
Identity----------------------·-------------------------- 1447 ( 1958) 
Individual being "Syndicate"---------------------------------- 1528 
Location of seller--------------------------------------- 1415 (1904) 
Nature of business------------------------------------- 11/W (01591) 
Opportunities or possibilities in prouuct or service ________ 1421 (1916) 
Personnel, stat'f or associates ________________ 1407 (1884), 1554 (01714) 

Expert auvisory ------------------------------------------ 11/15 
Representatives abrond __________________ -----.----- 1499 ( 01624) 

Plant or plants------------------------------ 1410 (1890), 1442 (1948) 
Prices paid-------------------------------------------- 1487 (01603) 
Producer owning or operating-

LaboratorY----------------------------------------- 1412 (1897) 
Savings------------------------~----------------------- 1446 (1956) 
Seller being-

l~mployer or pro~pective employer------------------ 1421 (1916), 
1457 (1971), 1539 (01687), 1550 (01707) 

Sale.'! agent for, or prospective buyer from customers_ 1499 (01624) 
Size and extent-------------- 1443 (1954), 1446 (1956), 1487 (01603) 
Special qualifications ________ 1440 (1946), 1508,1519,1528,1566 (01737) 

Stock------------------------------------------------- 1~91 (01612) 
Success or standing------------------------------------- 1445 (1954) 
Time in business---------------- 1442 (1948), 1445 (1954), 1446 (1956) 
Unique od~·antages, situation or status __________________ 1413 (1899), 

1446 (1956), 1511 (01045), 1331, 1564 (01733) 
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Misrepre~eutiug pric·cs: 
As to-- l'ago 

Deiug under munufaetnn•r's eo:st ---------------------------- 1543 
Coupon h!'ing spe<'ial t't•dueP<L-------- ___ ------------------- 1430 
"Direct to you"----------------------------------------- 1446 ( 1!Ki6) 
Exuggerntc1l fiditlous being r!'gular or usuaL _______ 1400 (1887, 1889), 

1411 (18U3), H14 (l!l02), HVi (190-!), Hi1, 14!'ifi (1907), H61, 
1403 (1983), 1.j3J, 155!1, 1.j(j0 (01723) 

Factory price us being same filL----------------------- 1536 (01081) 
"Half eost" or ''G0-50" basis ______________ 1311 (016-!5), 1564 (01733) 
Price being "cost_ _________________________ 1511 (0164:1), 15.~6 (01081) 

RPgnlur bPing speeial rednrPd, introductory, or subject to 

risP ----------------------------------·-------------- 1410 ( 1891), 
l-133 (1934), 143:1, 1-HlO (1979), 1461, 1503, 1317 (01Gri6), 1526 
(01070), 1531, 1537 (01682), 1!j6/ (01738). 

l\Iisrepres(•nting produet: 
As to-

Opportunities _________________________ ------------------ 1440 ( 1946) 

Service ------------------------------------------------ 1440 (1910) 
Hourre or origln-

l\lakers _____________________ ----------------------- 1433 (1034) 
Su<•epss, use or stan<ling _________ 1427 (1927), 1433 (19:34), 1440 (l9.JG) 

Offering dt>ceptin> inducements to purchase: 
'fhrongh-

Rrprpspnting or offering, fulsely or mislt•ndingly-
ContPst prizes ___ ---------------------- ---------- 153-~ ( 01713) 
Frep product or !'Pl'\'lee, in gen!'raL _________________ 1440 (1945), 

14!'i2 (1002), 1403 (1983), 1564 (01733) 
Paid for hy servicNI rPIHlered_________________________ 1;i06 
Priee of wbieh induded in charge othPrwise de

manded----------------------------------- 14!18 (01622), 
1512 (01647), 1531, 1536 (01681), 1tH3 

Gunmntces, rpfun!ls or rPimbnrsements _____________ 1407 (1884), 
1427 (10211), 1430, 1431, 1477 (01586), 1.~!19 (01624, 016~5), 

150~, 1511 (016.J5), 1513 (01051), 1523 (0Hi68), 1.537 (01683), 
15-'1-2 (01691), 1544 (0109:3), 15.p, 1fi5.~. 13.ili (01717), 1ii60 
(0'1724), JJ/J (01745), 1584 (01764) 

"Half 1wiee" sal<>----------·------------------- 1460 ( 1!l79), 1461 
''Half cost" or "r.o-GO'' IJI'ii'Ps ______________________ 1511 (01645) 

Pt·iee as <'OSt__ _ _ _____ ---------------------- 1511 (01045) 
Rrguiar vrircs helug ~}lPelnl re<lnepd_ -- ---------------- 1461 
Samvle conformnJwe _______ ------------------------ 1427 (19:!7) 
Sprdal, limltrd or lntrolhll'tory ofl'prs_ _ ----------- 1-12!) (10:!3), 

1433 (l!l34), 1452 (1902), 1460 (1979), H77 (01587). 1j81 
(015!)-J), 1.j0.1, 1517 (01050), J,j26 (01070), 1328, 1.i3l, 1ii.'J7 
(01682), 1558 (01721), 1361 (01720), 1.j6/ (01738) 
On Ill'ctext-

RpP<"ial S<'lection, limitation or standing _____ 1407 (1884), 
1421 (1916)' 1435 
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Offering deceptive inducenwnts to purchase--Continued. 
Through-continued. 

Representing or offering, falst>ly or misl!'adingly--Coutimwd. Page 

Special prices-------------------------------------- 1410 (1891) 
Terms and conditions __________________ 1407 (1884), 1427 (1927), 

;t433 (1934), H33,1f'/O (01575),1511 (01645),1551, (01713) 
"Two for one"-------------------------------------- 1410 (1891) 
Undertakings, in generaL ______________ 1407 (1884), 1427 (1927), 

1435, 1440 (1946),1511 (01645), 1519,1526 (01670) 
Operating concealed subsidiary or bogus Independent: 

To-
Collect as innocPnt ·purchaser for value __________________ 1427 (19'27) 

Recnring agents or represpntatives falsely or misleadingly: 
Through mlsrepresenting-

])ealer assistance--------------------------------------------- 1555 
Earnings or profits----------------- 11,70 (01575), 1.p5, 11,87 (01602), 

1506,1511 (01656), 151,1,1555,1561, (01730,01733),1581 (01758) 
Free products------------------------------------------------ 1506 
OpportunitiE'S---------------1517 ( 01656), 1538 (01684), 1581 (01758) 

Securing signature wrongfully to written instrument: 
Through misrepresenting-

Terms and conditions----------------------------------- 1427 (1927) 
Simulating: 

Advertising matter of well-known concern ___________________ 1447 (1958) 

Trade name of competitor---------------------------------- 1424 (1921) 
Trade or corporate name of well-known concern _______________ 1447 (1958) 

Unfair methods of competition condemned. See
Advertising falsely or misleadingly. 
Appropriating trade name Ot' mark. 
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name. 
Claiming or using indorsements or testimonials falsely or mls• 

lendlngly. 

1Jisparnging or misrepresenting competitors nr their products. 
Enforclug payments wrongfully. 
l\laintalning resale prices. 
Misbranding or mislabeling. 
l\Iisl·epresentlng business status, odvantages or connections. 

Misrepresenting prices. 
l\Ilsrepresentlng prodnct. 
Offering d!•!•eptive indncPments to pnrehase. 
Operating concealed suu><idiary or bogus independent. 
Seeurlng ngf'nts or reprt'l"entati¥es falsely or misleadingly. 

Securing !'lgnnture wrongfully to written instrument. 
Shnulatlug. 
Using contest schemes unfairly in merchandising. 
Using lottery schemes In merchondlsing. 
Using misleading trade nnme, mark or brand. 
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Using contest schemes unfairly in merchandising: 
Through-

Representing or offering, falsely or misleadingly- Page 
Puzzle solution as winning large sum _______________ 1554 (01713) 

Terms and conditions------------------------------ 1554 ( 01713) 
Using lottery schemes in merchandising __ 142!) (1929), 1444, 1465 (1989), 1547 
Using misleading trade name, mark or brand: 

As to-
Composition of product-------------- 1417 (1907, 1908), 1446 (1955) 
Domestic product being imported ____________ 1422 ( 1918), 1459 ( 1976) 
Identity of producL------------------------------------------ 1435 
License rights or status---------------------------- 1449,1456 (1970) 
Nature of product---------------------------- 1406, 1440 (1945), 1475 
Qualities, properties or results of product_ ________________ 1400, 1499 

(01625) t 1537 (01683) t 1540, 1555, 1577 (01752) 
Source or origin of product -

Licensor--------------------------------------- 1449, 1456 (1970) 
Maker __________ 1424 (1921), 1437 (1940), 1449, 1456 (1970), 1515 
Place _______ 1422 (1918), 1459 (1976), 1507 (01639), 15~5 (01667) 
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